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REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, November 27, 1893.

To the PRESIDENT:
I have the honor to submit tbe annual report of the War Department
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893:
EXPENDITURES-APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATES.

The expenditures for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893, were as
follows:
Salaries and contingent expenses...... • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . $1, 992, 581. 95
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy. 23, 377, 828. 35
Public works, including river and harbor improvements ........••.. 20, 518, 631. 41
Miscellaneous objects •...........................•........••..•..•
6,077,033.18
Total.... • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . .

51, 966, 074. 89

The appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, were as
follows:
Salaries and contingent expenses . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • $2, 045, 196. 00
Military establishment: Support of the Army a nil. Military Academy. 24, 563, 980. 21
Public works, including river and harbor improvements ............. 17,201, 165.69
Miscellaneous objects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 4, 213, 183. 89
'I'otal. . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . • . • . . • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • 48, 023, 525. 79

The estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895, are as follows:
Salaries and contingent expenses............ . . . . . • . • • • . • . . • • • . . . . • . .
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy.
~ublic works, including river and harbor improvements ........•••••
Miscellaneous objects............................... . . . . •• . . . • • . • . • •

$1, 697, 016. 00
25, 709, 895. 40
21, 463, 307. 65
3, 976, 280. 70

Total . . • • • . . • • . . . • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 52, 846, 499. 75
3
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REPOR'l' 01!, 'l'HE SECRETARY OP WAR.
EXPENDITURES l!,OR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30: 1893.

Salaries, contingent expenses, postage, etc..........................

$1,992,581.95

Support of the Army and military establishment:
Pay, etc., of the Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12, 458, 220. 87
Subsistence of the Army ................ _.... _..
1, 608, 306. 37
Appropriations Quartermaster's Department for
support of the Army...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ordnance, ordnance stores and supplies, an<l

7, 755, 268. 48
837,339.56
263,409.31
253,782.84:
120,515.87

manufacture of arms ...................... ---·
Military Academy ...•.•............. __ ... _.... .
Hospita~s and Hospital Department ..... ____ ... .
Expenses of recruiting ........ _........... _.... .
Sibrnal Service, contingencies, and shooting galleries ..•••..•••....•............... _......... .

80,985.05

- - - - - 23,377,828.35
Public works, including rivers and harbors:
957,080.32
Arsenals, gun factory, proving ground, etc ..•....
Buildings and grounds at Military Academy and
274,892.48
Washington .................................. .
Fortifications and other works of defense ....... . 3, 206, 14:1. 20
Military posts, etc ..................... __ ....... .
787,183.98
Rivers and harbors .••••. ·........................ 15, 293, 333. 4;3
- - - - - 20, 518, 631. 41

Miscellaneous objects:
National cemeteries, roads, etc ....•.........•••..
Relief acts, artificial limbs, trusses, etc .......... .
Arming and equipping the militia ............... .
Publication of official records war of the 1·ehellion.

200,791.71
331,465.63
449,680.86
230,900.39

Support of national and State homes and military
prison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3, 628, 042. 36
Claims of States, volunteers, bounty, etc......... 1, 042,651.05
National Encampment, Grand Army of the Republic ....................... - ......... _......... _.
Other miscellaneous items . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

87, 862. 31
105, 638. 87
6,077,033.18

Grand totaL •••••... :. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .

51, 966, 074. 89

OPERATIONS OF THE ARMY.

The Major-General Commanding the Army and the officers in commaud of the several geographical departments report a state of peace
throughout the year unbroken by Indian hostilities or domestic violence. The only active duty the Army has been called upon to perform against armed enemies of good order has been the suppression
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and punishment of violations of the neutrality laws of this country
and Mexico. That duty has been discharged promptly, vigorously,
eil'ectively, and to the credit of the troops in the D?partment of
Texas.
Of the one hundred and twenty-five bandits engaged in the attack
on Mexican troops at San Ygnacio, on the lOth of December, 1892,
eighty-six were captured by our troops, and of these, seventy-one were
subsequently sentenced by the United States Court. The civil and
military authorities of Mexico, through the customary channels, have
expressed their appreciation of the services performed by the United
States in suppressing the raids of outlaws that menaced the tranquillity
of both sides of the border. The general commanding the Department
of Texas makes special mention of the officers and men of the Third
Cavalry for arduous duty performed in the capture of the offenders.
From the facts and conclusions recorded in the reports of this department for recent years, from the ascertained results of beneficia,
legislation by Congress, and from ~he masterful forces of civilization
at work it may be assumed that In<iian warfare is virtually at an end
in the United States, and that beyond occasional calls for police duty
in the neighborhood of Indian reservations the Army will henceforth
be relieved to a greater degree each year of the labor of armed sur' veillance over the tribes of the West. The demands for the employment of the Army to preserve order within the States as certainly must
1 become infrequent as State authority, on which that obligation properly rests, demonstrates its complete ability to discharge it.
The changes and recognized tendencies toward change in the serv. ices which the Army is maintained to perform, and must hereafter
perform, will evidently involve in time considerable changes in the dis1 tribution of the troops and the relative proportions of the branches of
the service. The effort to maintain a maximum numerical military
strength in which foreign powers. are engaged is only of remote interest
to us. Any considerable increase in the numbers of our Army would
not meet with popular favor, and is not suggested by any contingency,
immediate or remote. What is desired is a maximum efficiency of the
organization, sufficient elasticity to respond readily to any probable
tension, the acquisition of the mechanism of warfare in adequate
quantity and of the be~t quality, and such a dissemination of military

I
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instruction as will enable the Federal Government, in the event of war,
to summon for the purposes of immediate defense a body of its citizens,
not unfamiliar with the rudiments of military discipline and service,
sufficient until the great armies which exist in embryo in our free
citizenship can be enrolled, organized, and put in the field.
The present organization of twenty-five regiments of infantry, ten of
cavalry, and five of artillery, was established to meet conditions which
have almost ceased to exist. .At thirteen of our large seaports work
has already begun, or is projected for the near future, which in extent
and nature within a few years will call for the establishment of organized posts of artillery. The conversion of a number of organizations of
infantry to the artillery arm is a manifest necessity of the period directly
ahead of us, and while present needs do not call for specific recommenations on this point, the certain needs of the future should not be
ignored in current legislation and policy.
The abandonment of smaller posts and the concentration of the Army
at important centers has been in progress for some years and must
continue, with the seaboard and the frontiers as the lines a.Iong which
in time the bulk of the Army must be massed. This patent fact has
its bearing on all questions of the establishment and expansion ot
military posts, the construction of .buildings, and the accumulation of
supplies. It opens up new fields of instruction and service for the
militia of the States on or near the lines of national defense, and
enhances the importance and dignity and increases the responsibilities
of the militia removed from those lines. These considerations and
others point to the need of progressive military instruction, .not only
in the .Army but among the people, and in general directions mark the
scope of future operations of the War Department and the Army.
STRENGTH OF 'l'HE ARMY.

The total apparent strength of the Army on September 30, 1893, was
27,922 officers and enlisted men. Of the officers nine are general
officers, sixteen are assigned to duty in the Adjutant-General's Department, seven in the Inspector-General's Department, eight in the Judge. Advocate-General's Department, fifty-uine in the Quartermaster's Department, thirty-one in the Pay Department, one as Chief of the Record
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and Pension Office, anu thirty as post chaplains. The remaining officers
aud enlisted men are assigned to branches of the service as follows:

-_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ -_-_ - -.-.-. ._._ ·.

~ro:~~:\.~~~~:·,tt:::~:' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~:~ I

OrdnauceDeparlmcut ....................................... .. ..........
~ignal Corps.............................................................
CaYalry... .. . . . .. . .. . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . ....... ... ..
Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infantry ................. . .. . .............. . ..... . .. . ................. .. .
Miscellaneous, recruits at depot:!, Indian scontR, etc ....................

58
10
432
285
864

~:~

:~:

525
583
1
50 j
60
5, 962 1 6, 39-i
3, 469
3, 754
11,676
12,540
.:..:..::.:.~ _2, 874
2, 874

Total.. . ...........................................................

2,144

25,778 1 27,922

1

With so small a force, permanency in the personnel is evidently
desirable, especially as i:J?. time of war the Army must be relied on
to furnish instructors, drillmasters and noncommissioned officers for
tlte large body of volunteers that would be required for national defense. This permanency is already secured in the personnel of the
officers, as during the fiscal year the Army lost but 77-by retirement
45, by death 1R, by resignation 13, and by dismissal 1. Fifty graduates of the l\Hlitary Academy were commissioned as second lieutenants;
12 second lieutenants were appointed from the enlisted men and twelve
assistant surgeons, 3 chaplains, and 1 paymaster were appointed from
eivillife.
But the change in the personnel of the enlisted men was very great.
The Army lost 9,456 enlisted men during the year-2,338 by expiration
of term, 1,075 by purchase, 4,189 by discharge for various causes, 1,682
by desertion, and 172 by death. The recruits for the year numbered
9,07 4. These figures give added force to the recommendation of the
Major-General Commanding the Army, elsewhere referred to, that the
laws regulating enlistment be modified by the reduction of the period of
firsi' enlistment from five to three years, and by the repeal of the act
limiting to ten years the maximum period of service of enlisted men.
"\Vhile some of those discharged from the Army reenlisted, obviously
the Army lost a large percentage of its experienced enlisted men during
the year and was compelled to fill their places with raw recruits. The
changes in the laws referred to would unquestionably reduce that percentage. Estimating by the number of men drawing reenlisted pay,
the ten-year law affects directly about 6,000 men who have already had
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five years' experience or more in the service, and are presumably our
best traine.d troops.
The general appearance of the Army at inspection and review, and
the condition of uniforms, arms, accouterments and equipments is
reported very satisfactory, and the efficiency of the noncommissioned
officers is commended.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ARMY.

The distribution of the Army by geographical departments on September 30, 1893, was as follows:
Departments.
California .....•...••.....................................................
Colorado .................................•............................•..
Columbia ............................................................... .
Dakota .........•........................................................
East .....••..............................................................
Missouri. ............................................................... .
Platte .................................................•..................
Texas .....•..........................................................••..
Total ...............•..............................................

Officers./ Enlisted
men.

Total.

127
285
129
280
400
305
213
162

-;139
3,488
1, 366
3, 534
4, 812
3, 412
2, 81
1,871

1, 466
3, 773
1,495
3, 814
5, 212
3, 717
3, 026
2,033

1, 901

22,635

24,536

- - - ----- -

"\Yith a steadily decreasing need for the employment of troops against
the Indians, and with the development of our coast defenses, a concentration of the army on the seaboard and the frontiers, as already
observed, is manifestly inevitable in the not remote future.
The demands for the detail of officers on detached service increase
yearly, and will necessarily continue to increase as the instruction of the
Army reaches a higher plane and the Army assumes more extended
duties in the general military education of the people. Last year 53
officers were assigned to West Point, 21 as inspectors of the national
guard of the States, and 75 as instructors at military colleges and
acadeBlies. For the recruiting service 106 were required, 75 were
assigned as students in the service schools, and 43 served on the staffs
of general officers. Twenty-four were detailed to duty at the W m·ld's
Columbian E"xposition, 6 to the arsenals, 5 to the Light-House Board, 6
to the military prison, and 12 were on special detail at the seat of Government. Seventeen acted as Indian agents, 7 were detailed for study
abroad, and miscellaneous special duties were assigned to 20, making
in all 470 thus detached from their commands for longer or shorter
periods during the year ending June 30, 1893.
Both the heads of the several bureaus of the Department and the
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g-ener1tl~ commanding geographical departments make mention of an
insufficient number of office~'s, and while the Columbian Exposition this
year made demands on the service which will not be repeated, the time
is not distant, if plans for the development of the educational purposes
of the Army be carried out, when the number of students at the Military Academy should be increased.
The Quartermaster-General reports that transportation for 367,577
persons, 6,948 animals, and 99,692 tons of material was furnished at a
cost of $21286,915.76.
At tbe end of the year there were on hand 6,647 cavalry and artillery
horses, 293 team horses, and 3,981 mules. The mount of the Army is
reported superior.
Of $515,820.96 available for the construction of buildings at, and the
enlargement of military posts designated by the Secretary of War, a
lmlance of $120,397.30 was on hand June 30, 1893.
'vVork progresses satisfactorily on the new military post, Fort Ethan
Allen, Vermont, and on the enlargement of the Plattsburg barracks.
Contracts for the Omaha depot have been let. Surveys have been made
for the proposed military posts near Little Rock, Ark., and near
Helena, 1\font.
In all posts which give promise of permanency it has been the aim
of the Department to construct buildings of brick, stone, or other enduring material, and of solid workmanship, with regard to convenience
and improved sanitary requirements. In these respects, and architecturally our military structures compare favorably with similar military structures abroad.
The health of the Army during the past year has been excellent.
The rate of admission to sick re1Jort per thousand of strength was
1,270.42 as compared with 1,364.78 during the previous year a1~d
1,459.65 during the preceding decade. The lowest recorded admission rate, 1,247 in 1887, is practically the same as that now reported.
Excluding the recruiting depots, arsenals, and smaller posts, Fort
Barrancas may be regarded as presenting the worst record.
In June last, upon recommendation of the Surgeon-General, authority
was given to establish in this city an Army medical school for the purpose of giving special instruction to approved candidates for admission
to the Medical Corps of the Army in their duties as medical officers.
The course of instruction "\Yill be for four months annually, commencing on the first day of November. It is believed that by thus supplementing, under the tutelage of experienced army surgeons, the college
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courses of the young men accepted for appointment much benefit will
be derived. Care has been observed so to organize the school as to add
but a nominal sum to the expenses of the department.
The Acting Judge-Advocate-General reports 2,198 trials by general
court-martial for the year ending August 31, 1803, or 28 less than the
preceding year, and 14,988 trials by inferior courts, compared with
1G,670 for the previous eleven months. The trials for desertion reach
.::>:n, or 46 more than the previous year, attributable in part to the more
certain apprehension of deserters since the reward of capture was increased. As the total number of desertions was nearly 1,700 the percentage of apprehension continues small, and the problem of preventing
desertion is still unsolved.
The number of men tried by inferior courts was 9,062, many of them
for minor offenses, and to reduce the number of these trials, where the ·
penalty is slight, it may prove advisable to permit company, troop, and
battery commanders, under direction of superior officers, to allow
offenders to elect between trial or extra hours of fatigue duty as punishment without trial. Obviously the frequency of trials tends to
deprive them of their admonitory effect. It appears that over one-third
of the enlisted men of the Army were tried by summary or other courts
during the year, a percentage discouraging to recruits and conveying
an erroneous impression ~f the state of discipline in the Army.
PERIOD

0~

ENLIS1'MENT.

Under existing law the minimum period of enlistment in the Army
is :five years and the maximum of service for the enlisted man is ten
years. Both limits appear to have been fixed under misapprehension of
the conditions of military service in this country. The well-nigh unanimous testimony ofthe officers of the Army reinforces the conclusion,
drawn from a study of the ultimate purposes of our military organization, that the statutes imposing these limits impair the present
efficiency of the .Army, impede its progress toward definite though remote aims, and should be modified by Congress. Obviously au army of
25,000 men, in the event of war, would be barely adequate to furnish
the number of noncommissioned officers and well-trained soldiers required to command and instruct the large volunteer forces needed to
defend our two long and densely populated seaboards and two long ·
and exposed frontiers. While war with a foreign power is a remote contingency, to provide against the possibility of it is the main warrant
for our large expenditures for the military establishment.
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The function of the Army is to furnish in time of need a nucleus of
experienced soldiers. Men capable of becoming such, and willing to
make their careers in life military, are clearly the most desirable element in tbe Army. Its numerically insignificant proportion to the
entire population capable of bearing arms forbids its use as a temporary school of military instruction in time of peace.
The Army may be effective in aiding in tbe systematic instruction of
bodies of troops, organized under State authority, especially in the use
of heavy ordnance. . It may be effective, through its officers, in the
systematic instruction of young men in colleges and schools. Excellent
work has already been accomplished in these directions. But the
instruction of a few hundreds or thousands of individual citizens for
ten years, at the end of that period to be turned adrift into civil life,
puts military service in the undesirable category of uncertain occupations, with no resultant benefit to the country, the Army, or the citizen.
On this subject the Major-General Commanding the Army presents
these weighty considerations:
''The benefit to the country from the military training of the small
number of men who are discharged after ten years of service is quite
insignificant. They do not amount to as many as one in four thousand
of the arms-bearing population of the United States. In a country
whose policy is based upon universal obligation to military service and
the development of the ultimate military strength of the nation, and
where a large standing army is maintained, partly as a school in which
all young men capable of bearing arms maybe trained, a short term of
active service, generally of three years, enables the Government to give
that training to every young man capable of bearing arms. In our
country the Army is far too small to serve as a valuable training school
of this character. rrhe organized militia of the several States serve
such a purpose to a much better advantage, without drawing young
men away from their civil avocations.
"It therefore seems advisable that the term of enlistment in the
regular service in this country be ~·educed from five to three years, and
that the legal restriction upon reenlistments be removed, so that the
War Department may be at liberty to continue in service those enlisted
men whose services are found to be valuable."
For some years past my predecessors and the Generals Commanding
the Army have recommended legislation to secure three-battalion
organization for infantry regiments. The argument for the change
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remains a.s strong as ever. Eleven years ago General Sherman, before
retiring from command of the Army, pointed out the great advantage
of this organization in enabling us to put a large and effective force jn
the field upon short notice, by merely enlisting a sufficient number of
additional private soldiers, the officers and organization being always
ready to receive them. I renew the recommendation.
The widest diversity of opinion exists concerning the usefulness of
separate organizations of Indian troops. Between March 9, 1891, and
June 30, 1893, the whole number of Indians enlisted in the line was
963, and the actual number in the ranks at the latter date was 771.
Without reviewing here the arguments and facts adduced against and
in favor of the enlistment of Indian companies, the former are strong
enough to render inadvisable an increase of the present force; the latter
are strong enough to justify the prosecution of the experiment until
further trial bas indicated whether the Army can wisely be recruited
fro~ the Indians, and if so, to what extent. The advisability of
employing individual Indians as scouts has never been called into
question.
THE NEW MAGAZINE RIFLE.

The adoption of a magazine rifle of reduced caliber is unquestionably the most important step taken for the infantry arm of the service
since the close of the civil war. It brings our Army abreast of the most
advanced armies ofBurope in tbe matter of infantry weapons. The rifle
finally selected, the Krag-J orgensen modified, was not chosen until the
most exhaustive examination had been made and opportunity afforded
for reconsideration. The board designated to select the arm spent
eightP.en months in examining the fifty specimens of magazine rifles
presented by American and foreign inventors. Pursuant to act of
Congress of February 27, 1893, a board of officers assembled in March
to review the conclusion already reached, if an equal or superior
weapon of American invention should be submitted to its examination.
Fourteen arms of American invention were then inspected, but none
meeting the requirements, the appropriation for the new arm became
available under the terms of the law.
vVork was beg>un to adapt the National Armory at Springfield to the
manufacture of the new weapon in September, 1892, and at the close
of the last fiscal year the manufacture of the old .45 caliber rifle was
discontinued. The change in arm has involved many changes and
l'eadjustments in the machinery of manufacture, but these have been
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made and a limited number of the new magazine rifles will be completed and ready for delivery within the next sixty days, while the full
supply for the equipment of the entire infantry force will be delivered
before the close of the coming year. The caliber of the new arm is the
same as the Russian, and slightly smaller than the German, French,
English, and A,ustrian. The :Major-General Commanding the Army
recommends that a reserve supply of the new arm be provided sufficient for the regular troops, the organized militia, and such volunteers
as may" be immediately called into service in the event of war.
SIEGE AND FIELD GUNS.

Ten 5-inch rifled cannon were completed during· the year at the Army
Gun Factory at Watervliet, and ten more are in process of manufacture. Carriages for these guns will be finished during the coming .
year at the Rock Island Arsenal.
rren 7-inch howitzers have been completed at the gun factory, and
ten more are in process of manufacture. The experimental carriage for
these is being made and will soon be tested. A sufficient number of
carriages to mount these howitzers will be made if the test is satisfactory.
One 7-inch steel mortar will be completed in March, the design for
the carriage of which is not yet finished.
Twenty-four 3.6.inch steel field guns will be completed by March, and
sixteen 3.6-inch steel field mortars have been completed, with carriages
and platforms, and will soon be issued to the artillery.
Fifteen 3.2-inch steel field guns will be_ completed this year, giving
the Department in all165 guns of that caliber. These serviceable guns
are issued to the Army, to the service schools, and to an extent to the
militia. The issue of a limited number to colleges and schools which
manifest an especial interest in military instruction and show a large
enrollment for the purpose may hereafter be deemed advisable. It is
earnestly recommended that the manufacture of these gun~ be
continued.
Four 3-inch mountain guns, purcha sed of private manufacturers
will soon be placed in service.
SEACOAST DEFENSE.

At the outbreak of the civil war the fortifications and seacoast
defenses of the United States in extent and armament fully met the
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requirements of the period and inspired our people with a sense of
security as well as elicited the approbation of competent foreign engineers and artillerists. But while that struggle gave a tremendous
impetus to the military art and worked the greatest changes of the
century in the methods and mechanism of warfare on sea and on land,
we ourselves, who furnished the examples, have been the last to profit
by our own experience. The exhaustion following a long conflict and
the desire of our people to be at peace are adequate reasons for our slow
progress in the art of war for the twenty years following the restoration of the Union. But within the last decade public attention in this
country has addressed itself vigorously toward our insufficiency to meet
a foe on land or sea, armed with the appliances and inventions of recent
years, and Congress has promptly and generously met the popular
demand for a military and naval armament, which shall not be a menace
to other powers, but shall be recognized by them as sufficient to effect
our own security and inspire respect for our position among the nations.
The project of national defense, upon which this Department is now
engaged, takes its origin in the act of March 3, 1885. Under that act
a comprehensive scheme of seacoast defense was devised by a board on
fortifications, of which my distinguished predecessor, the Ron. William
C. Endicott, was president. That scheme contemplated a system of
fortifications at twenty-seven of the principal ports of the country (to
which Puget Sound was subsequently added), requiring in all677 guns
and 824 mortars of various calibers, constructed in accord with the improvements of the age in material and mechanism, and mounted in fortifications of the most approved construction. It was estimated that
thirteen years would be required for the execution of this project from
the date of the first expenditure in pursuance of it. One-half of that
11eriod has not yet elapsed, but the progress thus far made is sufficient
to warrant the belief that, with adequate appropriations, the essential
features of the plan can be carried out within the specified t!me, and
that by the end of the century the defenses of the United States will
forbid an attack upon any of our principal ports by the most formidable fleet afloat.
Since the last Annual Report of the Secretary of War the first detail
of the comprehensive scheme of defense has been practically completed.
The mounting and successful operation at Sandy Hook, at the entrance
to New York harbor, of the first 12-inch breech-loading steel rifle, the
1,000-pound shot of which can penetrate 23 inches of steel armor at
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1,000 yards, and 13.35 inches at 12.4 miles, with a lift removing it from
the range of hostile fire, behind a wall 70 feet in thickness, of concrete
and sand, is the proof of our capacity for complete self-defense. The
direct cost of tl1is finished type battery has been as follows: For the
12-inch gun, $47,227; for the carriage, $19,899; for the lifting mechanism,
$174,000; and for masonry and sand covering of the emplacement and
battery, $283,000; in all, $524,126, or with the second gun in position,
$591,252.
This type gun is the visible evidence of remarkable progress during
the last eight years. It signifies that within that interval our steel
manufacturers have established plants which can produce the heavy
forgings required for these high-power cannon. Between the date of
contract and the first delivery of forgings for the 12-inch gun, eighteen
months elapsed. It signifies the establishment of a Government plant
able to assemble and finish these guns in a fashion elsewhere unsurpassed. The erection of such a plant, and theinventionand manufacture
of suitable machinery for it, have taken several years. It means the
invention and manufacture of a gun carriage capable of bearing the
weight of over 50 tons and resisting the recoil of this great mass of
steel, the invention and construction of mechanism to lift the gun body
and carriage above the line of defense until the fi1·e of the gun has been
delivered, and then to retire it from the fire of an enemy, and the preparation of extensive emplacement of concrete and embankment.
Time was a large factor in all these processes, which have taxed the
inventive and mechanical ingenuity of the Corps of Engineers and
Ord11ance Department and of private manufacturers; and in producing
types to determine subsequent construction expense was heavy from
the experimental nature of much of the work. The mounting of the
first g1 ..J. is the promise of reduction hereafter of these two factors in
the programme of seacoast defense.
PLANS FOR THE YEAR.

The Ordnance Department has under construction sixteen barbette
carriages for guns of different calibers, and at the end of the current
calendar year this department will have in readiness to be mounted
on these carriages and on lifts for the 12-inch guns, and on disappearing carriages for the two smaller calibers, nine 12-inch guns, twenty
10-inch guns, and thirty-four 8-inch guns, besides · seventy-five 12-inch
mortars. The Corps of Engineers is now engaged in preparing emplace-
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ments for the following guns at the following points, and in constructing casemates whence to operate submarine mines and torpedoes:

=....12 ;~oh I '"·;~,~
\ ---

Podland, Me . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • .• . .. . . . ...
lJo,ton,

M•" ... .. ...... ........ ....... ......... ... ....... ...

Guns.
---

-

': Mortars_!
Case.
I

-,

I S ;u,_h. ~ 12 :.oh. I mates 4

4 ... .. .... ·1

10

4

~:¥#f~~·::;;:~~::~:~::::::: : : :~: : : : ; , : : : : : ~--l!=4j§] _-J
The Chief of Engineers reports in detail concerning this work, some
of which is already finished, some approaching completion, and part
merely planned or just begun. The scheme of defense for the six ports
named, upon which progress is reported, contemplates for the present
the following armameut:
•

Portland, Me ..................... . .. .. ............ .
Boston, Mass .....•..... . ...... .... . ..... .. ........
New York, N.Y . . ................... . ............ .
Washington, D. 8 ........ . .. . ........ . ......... -- ~
Hampton Roads, Va .............................. .
San Francisco, Cal... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Guns.
12-in ch_:_ 1 10 -iu ~
10
15
15

111
12
21
4

5!

33

1

_
8-inch.
10
5
9
3

12~8 1·------1-9••

Mortars- Case12-inch. mates.
48

4
4

128
176
8

5
2
2

32

144

1

7

Total ........•............................... --93~--84,---46- --436~ --2-4

The projects for the defense of Philadelphia, Pa., and Baltimore, .M:d.,
are not yet rea.dy, but one casemate at each point has been finished for
submarine torpedo defense. The project for New Orleans, La., is under
consideration. The plans for the year include the defenses of N arragansett Bay, R. I.; Charleston, S.C.; Tybee Roads aud the mouth of the
Savannah River, Ga.; and Peusacola, Fla. Work will thus be in some
stage of progress at thirteen of the twenty-eight points recommended
for defense by the Board on Fortifications in 1885. The plans for N arragansett Bay, Charleston, Tybee Roads, and Pensacola contemplate for
the present year emplacements for three 12-inch guns, seven 10-iuch,
three 8-incb, and four batteries of sixteen 12-inch mortars.
SITES AND EMPLACEMENTS.

With the choice of a model of a disappearing gun carriage for the 10inch and 8-inch guns from among types submitted, which will prob-
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ably be made within a few mouths, the work of making and mounting
guns for sea-coast defense will outstrip the preparation of emplacements
for them at the present rates of progress. It is desirable that the two
should go hand in hand. The number of guns ready to be mounted at
the end of the calendar year has been given. By the lst of next July
the Army Gun Factory will have produced twelve 12-inch g-uns, twentyseven 10-incb, and thirty 8-inch guns,- to which may be added one 10inch gun and two 8-inch guns, the first of the contract for one hundred
guns with the Bethlehem Iron Works, all of which by contract are to
be delivered before or during the year 1903, and eleven 8-inch guns,.
concluding the contract with the West Point Foundry.
The annual capacity of the Watervliet Gun Factory will be fifteen
12-inch guns, fifteen 10-inch, and twelve 8-inch, to which in time will
be added three Hi-inch gunR, should Congress see fit to order the manufacture of that caliber. Provision has been made for forgings for
sixty-seven 12-inch guns, one hundred and six 10-incb, and seventynine 8-inch guns, including those already made, and those in process
of manufacture, or provided for by appropriation or contract.
To render these guns available, fortifications and emplacements for
them must be prepared, and, preliminary thereto, suitable sites must be
secured in addition to those now owned by the Government. The Chief
of Engineers estimates that nearly 1,700 acreR should be acquired at
different localities on the coast, and as much of this land, situate near
the growing centers of population, continues to increase in value, it is
to the obvious interest of the Government to acquire it at an early date.
It must be borne in mind that on the one hand the range of artillery
bas increased wonderfully, and on the other population has exteude~l
from the cities since most of the present Government reservations were
acquired, and to meet both conditions in many cases new: sites are
needed. The wisdom of this policy is forced home by the fact that the
Government in January paid nearly $600,000 for eighty-t~o acres, near·
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y.,required for the defense of New York Harbor.
The estimate of $500,000 for the acquisition of sites this year is thus
apparently not excessive.
EXPENDITURES.

For fortifications and works of defense during the year $1,586,234
was expended for armament, forgings, gun manufacture, carriages,
powder, and projectiles; $730,000 for gun and mortar batteries;
W.AR 93-VOI~ I--2
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$633,739 for sites for scaeoast defenses; $105,619 for torpedoes. Of
$552,079 appropriated for the Board of Ordnance and Fortification,
whose duty is chiefly to consider and recommend for trial experimental
devices, there remained on October 31, 1893, a balance of only $89,771
for general purposes, and it is desirable that this be increased. Attention is invited to the estimates of the Chief of Ordnance for armament
of fortifications. It is believed that the policy, in the execution of
whieb. these appropriations are required, is established in public favor
and by recognized public necessity.
~L'ES'l'S

AND EXPERUIEN'l'S.

The tests of the 12-iucll, H)-inch, and 8-inch guns have been somewhat delayed through the failure of our manufacturers to procluce
suitable powders and through difficulties arising out of the slow progress made toward the establishment of type carriages for the 10-inch
and 8-inch guns, but the guns have answered admirably all the tests to
which they have been subjected.
During the year experitnents have been conducted with several highpowP-r guns di:fferen t from the established service models, and will be
continued as others are submitted for test.
Present contracts call for the delivery of one 8-inch and two 15-iuch
pneumatic dynamite guns, complete with carriage and projectiles, for
trial at Sandy Hook by June 27,1894, and three 15-inch guns of the same
type at Fort Winfield Scott, Cal., by July 17, 1894-. Though this type
of gun has met tests abroad, in this country it is still to be classed as
experimental.
Tests of various quick-fire guns, submitted by private manufacturers,
foreign and domestic, will be continued during the year.
MORTARS.

In our general scheme of coast defense the 12-inch mortar holds an
important position. That scheme contemplates the use of 824 mortars,
and provision has thus far been made tor 80. Two types are employed,
cast-iron and steel-hooped, and all-steel. Under private contract the
Providence foundry has delivered 30 cast-iron steel-hooped, and the
South Boston foundry has delivered 23, and will complete its contract
for the remaining 20 by the end of the calendar year at the works of
the Builders' Iron Foundry, at Providence. The type all-steel mortar
has been partially tested, and 7 will be finished at the Army Gun Fac-
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tory during the coming year The increased strains from these mortars
have required modification of the carriage, but the type of carriage for
service is already established. Twenty-two of these are now completed
and 57 more under construction. Congress is urged to provide for this
most useful, economical, and important arm of coast defense, work upon
which must stop during the year, un!ess an appropriation is made.
GUN CARRIAGES AND LIFTS.

The invention and manufacture of disappearing· gun carriages has
lagg·ed far behind the manufacture of the guns themselves. The adoption of the hydraulic lift and suitable carriage therefor meets the needs
of the guns of 12-inch caliber. Two of these gun-lift carriages are being
made at the Watertown Arsenal. But the type disappearing carriages
for the 10-inch and 8-inch guns have not yet been established. To
encourag·e speed to this end the Department has employed the system
of bonuses, which lms produced such satisfactory results in the Navy
Department, and offers aclditional compensation for the manufacture
before seven mouths of a disappearing carriage to meet the requirements. The best thought of tbe Ordnance Department has been
addressed to this problem, and the Gordon counterpoise carriage, the
modified Gordon carriage, and the Crozier-Buffington carriage, the
inventions of our own officers, have undergone or soon will undergo
test. Selection fi·om among them is deemed probable within a few
months. Delay has been due in part to the inability to secure necessary heavy steel <:astings.
No difficulty is experienced with the barbette gun carriages, of which
four for the 12-hwh guns, five for the 10-inch, and seven for the 8-inch
are under construction at the Watertown Arsenal, where the adaptation of old barbette carriages to modern ordnance makes good headway.
A 12-inch minimum port casemate carriage of German make is soon to
be tested, and its acceptance will carry the right to manufacture.
ARSENALS AND ARMORIES.

Ordnance and ordnance supplies for the three branches of the service
are manufactured at the six Government arsenals or by contract with
private manufacturers. While of necessity each arsenal is engaged in
other lines of work to a greater or less extent, the main lines of operation at each have been established as follows:
The Watervliet gun factory is devoted to the manufacture of 8,
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10, and 12 inch guns for seacoast defense, of modern rifled, field,
and siege artillery, of steel mortars and projectiles. Of the seacoast
guns produced here the Board of Ordnance and Fortification says:
"For powe-r, for endurance, and for accuracy these guns have justified
expectations and proved most serviceable arms, which we need not hesitate to place upon our new fortifications. Other types may be found in
the progress of time which excel these, but experimental firings at home
or abroad have not yet demonstrated the existence of any better guns."
This establishment is completed according to the original scope of
its work, except the large machinery needed for the manufacture of 16inch guns. Its annual output will exceed original estimates. The cost
of guns assembled there has not exceeded estimates, and, with the
improvement and perfection of the plant, becomes less.
The Watertown .Arsenal is devoted to the remodeling of gun carriages
and the manufacture of seacoast carriages. The installation of a modern gun-carriage plant has made good progress during the year. The
foundry is c~mpleted and additions have more than doubled its capacity.
The Springfield Armory for some years bas made the arms for the
infantry. Extensive preparations in the erection of new buildings, the
establh;hment of a new power plant, and the readjustment of machinery
have been made, and the manufacture of the new .30-caliber magazine
rifle is now in progress. During the year 20,761 of the .45-caliber
Springfield rod-bayonet rifles and cadet rifles were made.
The Frankford .Arsenal produces the ammunition required for artillery and infantry service. Tests and examinations preliminary to the
manufacture of ammunition for the new magazine rifle are in progress,
but for the present it will be necessary to produce both .45 and .30 caliber cartridges. During the year the chemical laboratory for the
examination of powder and explosives has been completed and put
into operation.
The Rock Island .Arsenal furnishes gun carriages, caissons, and battery wagons for field and siege artillery and equipments for the infantry
and light artillery.
The Benicia Arsenal is limited to the needs of the ordnance of the
Pacific coast and to tests and experiments with gunpowder to stimulate its manufacture on the Pacific coast.
The Proving Ground at Sandy Hook, New Jersey, is devoted to the
test of heavy ordnance, powder, and explosives and projectiles. For
·n3Jnifest reasons its needs will increase with its growing importance.
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PRIVATE CONTRACTS.

The policy of the Government has been to obtain all the forgings for
heavy guns from private manufacturers, but to assemble and finish the
guns itself. This policy has been deviated from to the extent of making private contracts for the following finished guns and mortars:

I
Be·t-h-lo-he_m_I_ro_n_W--o-r-ks-...--..-..-..-.-..-..-..--..-.-..-..-..-..-..-.-..-..-....

11

I~?:~~)~

Guns.
8-inch.

10-inch. J12-incb.

25

50 I

12-inch.

251 ...•......

~::~! ~~:~:~:~~!rJr~·:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -- .. ·--~~- ::~~::::::1:::::: ::: :j··· .... -~~
.:.=.:.:.:.:.= .:.:.:.:.:.:.='___ao
Total. .......................... : ..................... ·i
361
50 I
73

Builders' Foundry, Providence ............................. - 1~::.=.:.:.
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Whether this deviation, which was ordered by Congress, shall prove
a desirable precedent or not will develop in time, work under the contracts for heavy calibers not having progressed far enough to warrant
a positive utterance.
POWDERS AND HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

The invention or reproduction o~ a powder which shall meet therequirements of the ordnance which the United States are engaged in
making·, and of a standard smokeless powder for small arms, presents a
problem to our powder manufacturers, the solution of which should be
profitable to them and a source of pride to the country. The manufacture of such powders is in the experimental stage in the United
States, and abroad it has hardly more than passed beyond that stage to
one of positive progress. When the lack of such powder shall have
been supplied a long step toward self-sufficiency for national defense
will have been taken. The tests of powder during the year have not
been satisfactory, and the brown powder for the larger caliber of guns,
reproduced by our makers from foreign samples, does not admit of any
certain anticipation of the results of it8 trial. Every encouragement
has been afforded to manufacturers and inventors, and this Department
will continue to afford such encouragement in the belief that American
ingenuity is equal to the solution of the problem.
Interesting experiments have been con~ucted to obtain some high
explosive, available as the charge for shells to be thrown by mortars
upon the decks of hostile vessels. Ammonite, rackarock, explosive
gelatine, wet gun cotton and emmensite hav~ been examined. These
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experiments indicate that 100 pounds of emmensite, a moderate charge
for a mortar shell, can be thrown by powder with entire safety a distance of six miles, and, exploded in the interior of a ship, would be
decisively destructive. Experiments will be continued until present
conclusions are corroborated or new ones reached.
The manufacture of projectiles for the various branches and purposes of the artillery service is conducted at Watervliet, Watertown,
and Frankford arsenals and by private contract. Contracts have
been let for armor-piercmg projectiles numbering 248 for the 12-inch
guns, 422 for the 10-inch, and 312 for the 8-inch, and the first lots
delivered meet requirements. Deck-piercing shells, furnished under
contract for the 12-inch mortars, have not yet filled the contract condition, i. e., perforation of a 4.5-inch deck plate, but with experience the
desired result will doubtless be reached. The manufacture of projectiles for siege and field artillery equals current requirements and the
arsenals have established satisfactory ty1)es of shrapnel and can fur.
nish it on demand.
RESULTS ATTAINED.

The magnitude and importance of the work of seacoast defense
have entitled the subject to somewhat extended review. The past eight
years have been years of reflection, investigation, experiment, preparation, and manufacture. They have given to us a gun factory at the
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, N.Y., unexcelled in the quality of its
work by any in the world, and of a capacity limited, so far as our needs
are concerned, only by the wishes of Congress; they have g·iven to us a
good number of modern high power guns and mortars, serviceable gun
lifts and barbette carriages, the early likelihood of suitable disappearing carriages, some proper emplacements, t.h e necessary projectiles, and
an experimental knowledge of brown and smokeless powders for heavy
ordnance.
RIVERS AND HARBORS.

The improvement of the harbors and internal waterways of the
country, a work of immense consequence to our commerce and general
benefit to the people, has made excellent progress under the support of
the liberal appropriations voted for that purpose. The Chief of Engineers estimates that in the continuance of these works in accordance
with the existing projects as adopted by Congress the sum of $38,770,611
can be expended during the next fiscal year. This estimate has been
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transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury as required by law, but it is
not the judgment of the Department tllat public necessities demand
the expenditure of such an amount at this time. The average annual
amount actually expended for such work during the last ten years has
been about $10,000,000, and it is believed that this can well be reduced
for the })resent year, if judiciously allotted, to $7,500,000, the sum fixed
in the Department estimates.
EDUCATION OF THE ARMY.

The :Major-General Commanding the Army reports that in the permanent establishment education was never so general or so high as at
the present time. Tbe scheme for the higher instruction of officers of
the Army is comprehensive and liberal, and on its successful development will depend our ability to keep step with the world's constant
progress in the art of war. It embraces:
The school for artillery officers at Fort Monroe, established in 1867.
The school for infantry and cavalry officers, established at Fort
Leavenworth in 1881.
The school of drill and practice for cavalry and light artillery at
Fort Riley, authorized in 1887.
The school for engineers at Willets Point.
Officers' lyceums, established in all of the geographical departments.
Twenty lieutenants of artillery and a sma11 number of noncommissioned officers are receiving two years' instruction at Fort Monroe, and
the commandant of the school reports that its development keeps pace
with progress in military knowledge. Its gravest need, modern siege
and seacoast guns, will be adequately met in the near future.
Thirty-three officers of infantry and cavalry have completed the two
years' course at Fort Leaven worth, and the commandant of the school
credits them with attaining exceptional efficiency.
Eleven officers completed the engineering course at vVillets Point
during the year and four were engaged in the study of operating torpedoes up to October, 1893. All are entitled to certificates ot proficiency.
The School of Cavah·y and Light Artillery Practiee at Fort RilP-y
was not fairly organized and established until January 1, 1893.
Adva,nce has been made toward the objects for which post lyceums
were established. The project is as yet in the tentative stage, and it
is evident that to make it serve more adequately its purposes the lines
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of study and original research must be more closely supervised. The
aim of these institutions is to.educate the officers of the Army in duties
beyond the routine with which they are presumably familiar, to encourage independent military research and render available the results of
original thought. It would indeed be strange if the line of the Army
should-be exceptional in not contributing in time of peace to scientific
progress in its special work, when our contributions in time of conflict
to skillful and effective warfare on sea and land have won the world's
recognition and when our contributions to the arts of peace are everywhere acknowledged. Original papers submitted during the year covered the widest range of topics, and concentration of thought on fewer
themes is desirable.
During the past year the division of military information has begun
systematic work which promises to be of great utility to the Army and
to the War Department. Its labors have been assigned to four sections.
The first section undertakes to keep record of the progress of military
art abroad through our military attaches abroad, the diplomatic and
consular service, aud official <locnments of foreign governments and
foreign military publications.
The second section undertakes to collect information relating to our
own frontiers.
The third section will endeavor to collect military information concerning all other countries and islands of this continent.
The fourth section is seeking information concerning the militia of
the several States and its availability for service.
The great armies of the world are to-day officered by students of the
military art, and the relatively short duration of the world's great wars
since our civil war demonstrates that warfare is becoming an art deIJendent on the exact Aeiences quite as much as on personal bravery
We shall never want men and money in emergency, but the ability to
use them effectively can come only through the study of the officers of
the staff and line of the Army. Progress in the War Department must
be along the lines of a national university of military science as well as
along those of coast defense.
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TilE 1\IILI'l'ARY ACADEl\IY.

The Superintendent of the United States .Milit~ry Academy at West
Point reports that on September 1, 18!l3, the cadets numbered 318,
including three foreigners admitted by special permission of Congress.
As the number of cadets authorized by law is 371, not including foreigners, there are 5G vacancies. In the judg·ment of the superintendent
the number of cadets should be increased by the admission of two
cadets-at-large from each State, to be chosen by the United States Senators of the State. That at an early day there must be an increase in
the number of cadets undergoing military instruction at West Point is
obvious from the technical nature of modern warfare, its demands for
men of a high order of scientific attainments, and the progress of
the United States in the military art. The cooperation of the Federal
Government with the States in furnishing instruction to the militia and
with colleges and schools in furnishing it to the youth of the land will
presumably be extended from time to time, and the conduct of our comprehensive system of seacoast defenses, the beginniugs of which are
assuming definite form, will soon call for a supply of educated young
officers larger than the Military Academy now furniHhes.
The recommendation of the Superintendent for the repeal of the statutes prohibiting the employment of a graduate as instructor at the
Academy until four years after graduation would doubtless aid efficient instruction. The custom, which is forbidden by statute to the
Academy, is general in the univPrsities and colleges of the highest
rank in the country and has been the means of developing independent
research and original study in many directions to the country's great
gain. There is no reason to doubt that its effect would be the same at
tbe Military Academy. The Army and the country can be served under
present conditions as effectively by the West Point graduate in the
mathematical study or laboratory as in the field.
The Board of Visitors to the Military Academy reports that the
education afforded there is ''mercilessly genuine." The exercises of
the cadets in infantry, artillery, cavalry, and practical military engineering were remarkable exhibitions of efficiency and skill, scarcely
susceptible of criticism. The scientific gymnasium work and the
"large manliness and deep-seated courtesy, patriotic fervor and loyal
adherence to truth and honor" of the cadet corps receive a generous
meed of praise, and the corps of instructors and administrative officers
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are warmly commended. The Board strongly recommends a gradual
increase in the number of cadets, and that the requirements for admission be raised to secure young men of the training and mental scope
to get the fullest benefit from intellectual resources offered to them.
MILITARY SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

The growth of popular interest in the endeavors of the War Department to furnish competent military instruction to universities, colleges,
academies, and schools entitled under the law to its benefits, has been
encouraging. The whole number of students capable of military duty
at institutions to which the Government furnishes military instructors
bas increased from 12,301 in 1890-'91 to 17,519 in 1892-'93, a gain of
42 per cent, and the number that received military instruction has
increased from 7,366 during the last quarter of 1890-'91, to 10,790
for the last quarter of 1892-'93, a gain of 47 per cent. Outside of the
colleges and schools receiving instruction from the Army, many educational institutions furnish their students with instruction in drill
and tactics by officers of the militia, so that the total of young men
receiving military training of some description is much larger than
indicated in the statistics given.
Of the 79 institutions em braced in the report of the Adjutant-General, 31 report less than 100 students under military instruction,
though in some of these the attendance on the scholastic course is
several h uudred. \Vhile it would work injustice to lay down a hard
and fast rule, prescribing· in any institution an enrollment for military
instruction of at least 100 students as a condition to the assignment
of an Army officer as instructor, in general it may be well to require a
very hig·h percentage of attendance at drills from institutions enrolling
less than 100 students for military instruction. ''rhere the interest of
faculty and students is too slight to secure this, the Government is
doubtless wasting the valuable time of its officers and needlessly spending money.
I concur in the recommendation of the Adjutant-Genera] that the
military instruction now provided for colleges might well be extended,
with proper limitations, to the high schools of our large cities. The
introduction of military training into the free~schooJ system of the
States should stimulate patriotism, of which that system is one of the
best products, and should in time become a most potent factor in making the United States, not a warlike nation, but a nation capable of
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bearing arms intelligently and victoriously under all conditions. The
Major-General Commanding the Army expresses the disposition of the
Army in these words:
The demand for educated officers for duty at colleges and universities and other
institutions of learning is constantly increasing, and no better service could be rendered in time of pe~ce by officers of the Army than such assistance in the general dissemination of military instruction.
1'HE SIGNAL CORPS.

Those branches of the service which exact a considerable degree of
seientific or mechanical proficiency, to be acquired only after long study
or practice, are especia1Iy entitled to the favorable consideration oftlle
Government, and attention is called particularly to the report of the
Chief Signal Officer. The Signal Corps from 33 military posts and
stations now operates about 700 miles of permanent telegraph lines,
which are also used in part for commercial purposes. Flying telegraph
trains for experimental purposes are in course of organization, and the
practical value . of these was demonstrated during military operations
on the Mexican border.
Some work has been done with the heliograph. The balloon has
taken its place in the mechanism of war, and the Signal Corps has
given to it such study as appropriations have permitted. Two hundred
and eighty-eight officers and 1,388 men are reported proficient in military signaling, but of these only one in six can take telegraphic
messages at a low rate of speed. Telegraphy and. the signal code are
interesting studies in themselves, and it is worth recording that Army
officers and enlisted men are devoting time to them as recreation, and
that in the national guard of several of the States and in some military
schools these subjects have been embraced in the scheme of instruction. The Chief Signal Officer recommends vario:us extensions in the
field of operations of the corps, which are entitled to consideration.
THE MILITIA.

The militia of the States constitutes the second or reserve line of
national defense, besides serving the purposes for which it is established by State authority. Its importance in any scheme for national
protection becomes plain when it is borne in mind that, while the Army
consists by law of only 25,000 men, nearly 90,000 men would be required
to garrison our fortifications in case of emergency, and with the ampli·

•
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fication of those fortifications in progress an even larger number would
be required. The obligation of the Federal Government to the militia
of the States is twofold-to furnish instruction and inspection and to
furnish ordnance supplies-both having in view the establishment of a
sufficient uniformity of discipline and equipment to enable the militia
to cooperate promptly and effectively with the Army should occasion
demand. The second obligation was recognized by Congress as early
as 1808, when an act was passed allotting $200,000 to the militia of the
States.
In spite of the increase in population, increase of the militia, and
improvements and increased cost of arms, artillery and equipments,
the appropriation remains virtually :fixed at the original amount, the
endeavor of Congress to increase it by the act of February 12, 1887,
failing to accomplish that result. The requests for the cooperation
and assistance of the Federal Government fi'om the States are greater
now than ever in times of peace, and manifestly are the index of an
intelligent interest in the nation's military growth and progress, which
is entitled to reciprocal manifestations of interest by the Federal Government and by Congress. The Major-General Commanding the Army
advises that the most improved infantry rifles and the standard bree.chloading :field guns be issued to the organized militia. Some time must
elapse before the output of the new magazine rifle is large enough to
provide for its issue to the militia, but the continued issue of the new
:field guns will stimulate interest in the artillery arm of the national
guard, which is desirable.
During the year 1892 twenty-five Army officers were detailed to
inspect the encampments and drills of the militia of twenty States,
aggregating 36,207 enrolled men. During 1893 sixteen officers
inspected the camps and drills of the militia of fourteen States, and
the .Army participated in several State encampments.
The latest returns of the strength of the militia, received at this
Department, show a total organized force of 112,597 officers ana
enlisted men. The artillery arm, maintained by thirty-four States, has
an enrollment in round numbers of 6,000 officers and men; the cavalry
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arm maintained by twenty-four States of 5,000. The geographical distribution of this force follows:
Organize(}
force.

State.

Alabama .............. .
2, 719
Alaska Territory ................... - ....•.......
Arizona Territory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293
911
Arkansas ............. -- ... -........ .
California ........ _.................. .
4, 198
901
Col<>rado ....... -........ - .•.. -.... _.. '
2,735
Connecticut ....... - .. -............. .
443
Delaware ...... -- .... _.............. .
District of Columbia .. _._ ........... .
1, 382
902
Florida ............................. .
Georgia .........•......... _. __ ...... _
3, 949
229
Idaho ...................... --.-.· ... -.
4, 774
Illinois ............. __ ... _........ _..
Ind~an Territory ...... _............ _............ .
Imhana ............ -. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 654
Iowa ....................... --........ 1
2, 36.3

E::~:~·:::: : :. : :. :::.::.::::::I
Jl'Iaine ............ -......... -....... .
Maryland ............... _... _........ I
Massachusetts ........... ... : ....... -~
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Minnesota ........................ _. _
MlSSlSSlppl ...... -....... - .... - -..... ,
Missouri........................... ..

1, 714
1,227
1,187
1, 208
2,334
6, 174
2, 943

1, 861

1, 712
2, 355

State.
Montana .....•..•..........•.........
Nebraska ....••......................
Nevada ....•...•....................
New Hampshire ............ _....... .
New Jersey ............... -......... .
New Mexico Territory .. -.......... .
NewYork •.................. .. ......
North Carolina ..................... .
North Dakota ....................... .
Ohio ..••.......................... - __
Oklahoma 'Territory ................ .
Oregon ............................. .
Pennsylvania ............... _...... __
Rhode Island ..................... _. _
South Carolina ...................... _
South Dakota ........................
Tennessee .•...... _............. _.... I

I

~~~~t::••~ · ~ · : : : •;• !

West Virginia ...... _............. _..
·wisconsin ... .. -... _................ _
Wyoming ...................... --· ..
Total ....... ......... ......... .

592

1, 366
566
1,265
4, 017

571
13,500
1,577

513
6, 551

154
1,406
8,497

1, 040
5,119
584
1, 029
3, 229
l, 066
706
2. 844

1, 388
864
2,676
309
112,597

THE SOLDIERS' HOME.

The annual report of the president of the Board of Commissioners
of the Soldiers' Home at Washington shows 1,080 inmates on the rolls
of that institution on September 30, 1893, the average attendance being
751. The permanent fund of the Home has been reduced $10,000 by
excess of expenditures over receipts, and at the date of the report was
$2,479,343.32. Of $96,287.47 received by the treasurer for inmate pensioners, all but $372.19 was paid to the individual pensioners. In this
connection the report states:
The Commissioners are of the opinion that Congress never intended to make the
double provision now fully enjoyed by many of the inmate pensioners who are comfortably lodged, fed, and clothed at the expense of the Home while they draw their
pensions, in some cases amounting to $36 per month, and spend it -without being
taxed in the slightest degree for their support. This makes the Home a standing
inducement for pensioners to seek admission thereto, and while it is just and proper
that men disabled in the service should be pensioned according to the degree of disa-
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bility incurred, it is believed to be also proper that pensioners receiving more than
$8 per month should be required to pay partly at least for their support. * * *
To show how far pensioners have availed themselves of the benefits of the Home it
is stated in the Governor's report that of the 710 inmates now present, 584 are drawing pen~;; ions as follows: 151 are receiving from $16 to $36 per month; 274 from $10
'to $15, and 159 from $2 to $8.
NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEERS.

The act of March 3, 1891, making appropriations for the support of
the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, provides that the
expenditures and receipts of said home from whatever source shall be
reported to and supervised by the Secretary of War, and the deficiency
act of 1\farch 3, 1893, requires the supervision of those accounts to be
the same as that of accounts of disbursing officers. The appropriation
account of this institution and its branches shows:
Balance in treasury, Jnly 1, 18£\2 .... ------ _-------------------- ·----- $201,561.59
Amount of appropriations .................. _......................... 3, 321,098.05
Unexpended balances deposited ...................... _...............
99,780.78
$3,622,440.42
Withdrawn by requisitions .......................................... 3, 286,535.41
Balance • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$335, 905. 01

The vouchers submitted tllrough the 'Yar Department to the Treasury cover disbursements and receipts only 011 acconnt of the "general
fund;" but the annual report of the Board of Managers shows that
other funds, known as the posthumous fund, post fund, and pension
fund, aggregating over $2~500,000 for the last fiscal year, are kept at
the branch homes.
In response to inquiry the War Department is informed by the president of the National Home for Disabled Volunteers that the pension
fund of the Home for the fiscal year was $2,574,055.48, of which
$1,756,428.05 was disbursed to pensioned inmates of the Home and its
branches, and $535,883.22 to their families. Of the inmates of the Home
14,481 receive pensions from the Government ranging from $2 to illl72 a
month. Of these 5,560 receive $8 or less a month, 2,842 being rated at
the maximum na1.ned; 774 receive $10, 6,828 receive $12, and 1,301
receive over $12 up to $72 per month.
Quotation has already been made from the report of the president
of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers' Home, the 1\.fajor-General Commanding the Army, proposing that pensioners receiving more
than $8 per month, who are inmates of the Home, shall be required to
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make some contribution toward their support. Without a review here
of the argument concerning this double system of pensions, for it
amounts to that, it is pertinent to inquire if it does rwt apply, as a
matter of justice, with as much force to the Home for Disabled Volunteers as to the Soldiers' Home.
THI~ ·woRLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

In the dedicatory exercises of the World's Columbian Exposition at
Chicago the Army was represented by twenty-four companies of infantry, ten troops of cavalry, and four light batteries. These, with a
battalion of marines and 12,271 officers and men of the national guard
of eight States, were under command of the major-general commanding the Departmm1t of the :Missouri, who reports that the troops presented a creditable appearance, were well equipped:, and marched and
mau,euvered with commendable skill and precision.
A camp of two companies of infantry, established for the entire
duration of the Exposition, illm;trated on a small scale the discipline,
mode of operations and life of the Army, and served as a guard to Government property. The visit of the corps of cadets from the Military
Academy was appreeiated evidence of the interest of this Department
in the success of the Exposition, and, it is believed~ gave the corps
valuable information and experience, while tending also to increase the
popular affection for the institution. The sum of $124,887 was allotted
to the exhibit of the War Department, and after all payments have
been made a balance of about $8,000 will remain unexpended.
The Department exhibit comprised modern seacoast, siege and field
ordnance, rapid-fire and machine guns, small arms, cartridge, gun
making, testing and other machines in operation, ballistic, aiming,
measuring and other instruments of precision, models of fortifications
and seacoast defenses, surgical exhibits, army supplies, photographs
of river and harbor improvements and public works in the District of
Columbia, military relics, trophies, etc., constituting a record to the
eye of the products of American military inventive and mechanical
genius which awakened general interest. Twenty-one officers were on
duty at the Exposition, and many others visited it on leave. What the
Army obtained from and gave to the Exposition is thus of educational
value.
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AN ARLINGTON MEMORIAL BRIDGE.

The need of increased transportation facilities between the seat of
Government and the Virginia shore has long been recognized, but has
not b~en met. .Another bridge across the Potomac from Washington
to Potomac Heights is required for the ordinary purposes of travel and
commerce, to render speedily accessible the principal military post of
the Capital, Fort Myer, and, above all, as a convenient and suitable
approach from the city to the National Cemetery at .Arlington.
While serving purposes of utility and conceded necessity, such a
structure would be of memorial character, befitting the beautiful aud
sacred ground to which it would lead, and in ultimate decoration symbolizing valor, devotion to conviction, self-sacrifice, and all the marked
qualities of the nation, displayed in strong lights and shadows on both
sides of the Potomac. Nature and man have joined to create here the
surroundings to make such a memorial structure unique and impressive. Seldom is conceded commercial necessity so reinforced by considerations of patriotism and reverence in support of a desirable public improvement.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

The national cemeteries now number 83, and to continue the work of
marking the graves therein 9,168 white marble headstones were 11rovided during the year, and $6,122.34 was expended on repairs to roadways.
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD.

The work of preserving the lines of battle at Gettysburg and of permanently marking the position of the commands of both armies there
engaged is making satisfactory progress under the direction of the
commission appointed for its supervision.
Title papers for the purchase of sites occupied by the regular troops
are nearly perfected, and the positions will soon be suitably marked.·
The State monument erected by New York was dedicated July 2,
1893, the 30th anniversary of the battle.
In addition to the considerable sums expended for the preservation
of points of historic interest in connection with this field by the Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association and other organizations and
individuals, the sum of $863,017.82 has been contributed to the work
by States whose soldiers participated in the battle. This large outlay
has been expended under the supervision of the .Association mentioned,
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in the purchase of plots of land embracing the leading features of the
battlefield, the construction of connecting roads and avenues, and the
erection of suitable monuments and tablets. In the a-bseuee of any
other provision for the permanent care aud maintenance of this completed work it has been suggested that the General Government might
well accept that charge and assume its control.
CIIICKAlHAUGA AND CHAT1'ANOOGA PARK.

During the year the greater part of the costliest work connected
with the establishment of the Chickamauga and Chattanooga National
J\Iilitary Park has been completed. The total amount expended was,
on the 30th of September last, $}01,485.63, and the available balance
was $173,514.37. Between 9 and 10 square miles of the Chicka:inauga
battlefield have been acquired and paid for, and several prominent
points near Chattanooga, includillg Bragg's headquarters upon J\Iissionary Ridge, the De Loug Place, and Orchard Knob have been
secured. 'fitle to Sherman'~ earthworks will soon be perfected. Except a few hulHlrctl acres the purchase of land for the park proper is
complete, alHl the area which the Commission bas concluded to embrace
iH fully 2,000 acres below the limits fixed by Congress. Twenty-five
miles of good roadway have been completed and historical tablets
designate prominent points, the landmarks and headquarters of the
battle.
The work of restoring the field to its condition at the time of the
battle has progressed rapidly. Seventeen State commissions have been
organized to locate the positions of State troops, and the national commission expects that the remaining nine States which had troops engaged in the battle will create commissions during the coming winter.
Several State commissions have already visited the park and estab, lisbed the positions of the troops of their respective States. Ohio has
appropriated $95,000 for monuments~ fifty-six of which will soon be
erected.; l\linnesota )la~ appropriated $15,000 for five monuments, and
during the coming session legislatures of other States are expected
to take similar ac~ion. Seven granite monuments have been erected
in memory of the regular troops engaged at Chickamauga, and five
observation towers have been erected., offering comprehensive views of
the field of conflict.
WAR 93-VOL 1--3
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J'tiONL'JIE~1'S.

The commission appointed by Congress to select a site and supervise
the erection of a statue to the late Maj. Hen. John A. Logan, acting in
conjunction with a committee representing· the Society of the Army of
the Tennessee, has adopted a model of a bronze equestrian statue and
pP-destal. The total cost of the statue, including pedestal, foundation,
and base, will be $65,000, of which the sum of $15,000 is to be raised
by contributions from other sources.
The commission appointed to select a site and supervise the erection
of the pedestal for a statue of the late Gen. Philip H. Sheridan bas
selected as a suitable site the small plat of ground at the intersection
of Pennsylvania avenue and E street NW. Definite action in regard
to the statue has been deferred to await the result of efforts to increase
by private subscription the amount appropriated by Congress.
. It bas been found necessary to abandon the site originally selected
for the proposed statue of the late :Maj. Gen. W. S. Hancock, at the junction of Sixteenth and U streets and New Hampshire avenue, known as
"Hancock Circle," and the commission will not enter into any contract
for the erection of the statue until a new site has been selected.
An act of Congress approved July 5, 1892, appropriated the sum of
$50,000 for the preparation of a site and the erection of a pedestal for a
statue of the late Gen. W. T. Sherman, but no action in the matter has
yet been taken, pending the selection of a site.
RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE,

The work of the Record and Pension Office has progressed so far that
a reduction of $345,000 has been made in the estimate for its maintenance for the coming year.
The cases received and disposed of for the fiscal year numbered
203,704, of which 137,563 were from the Pension Office. The bulk of
pension claims arising under the act of June 27, 1890, has apparently
been :filed and the reports of military service furnished. Under the
recent ruling of the Interior Department, however, very many of the
claims under that act wm agah1 be referred to this office for the full
medical and military history of the clahnants, and as. more comprehensive reports are required, the work of this office for the time will be
considerably increased. rrhe reproduction of individua,l military
record;:; of volunteer officers and men by the index-card system is now
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practical1y eomplete(l. 'rhe repro(lnctiou of the volunteer rolls of the
veteran reserve, Uuite<l State~ yolunteers, post, detachment, and miscellaneous rolls will remain to compl~te this work. From the total of
35,0!)9,755 index-rec~rd cards on file, the record of any soldier can
readily be ascertained. The usefulness of the system is generally
conceded.
Concerning the calamity on the 9th of June last at the Ford's Theatre
building on 'rentll street, occupied by the Record and Pension Office,
and in which twenty-two clerks were killed and a large number seriously injnred, tlw chief of that office in his annual report says:
The building was an old oue, but had been repea,tedly examined by experts aml
})ronounced entirely safe. It was purchased by the Government in 1866, was entirely
remodeled and has since been used Ly the 'Var Department for various purposes,
principally for the storage of the Army Medical Museum, the library of the SurgeonGenerars Office, the met1iral reeords of the Army, and the accommodation of the
officers and clerks employe<l in connection therewith. Sometime after the building
came into the })Ossession of the Government a consideraule expenditure was made
upon it in the way of thoroughly strengthening its walls, and for ~any years subsequently its :floors Lore with perfect safety the immense weight of the museum,
libntrJT: and hospital records, but all of these had been removed from the building
several years before the catastrophe occnrred. A.s the weight of the clerks employed
in the building was many times less than that remo>ecl therefrom, there was no
ground for apprehension that the Luilding was not a safe one for the purpose for
which it has latterly Leeu used, viz, for office purposes for the use of clerks and the
storage of the few records upon which they were at the time engaged in copying.
Fol' the comfort and convenience of the clerks so employed it became desiraLJe to
supply the building with electric lights and ventilating fans, _and for this purpose
an excavation was made under the Luilding by fL contractor to whom this necessary
part of the work hatl been entrusted. This work included the underpinning of
certain piers upon which the floors, in part, rested, and it was during the progress
of this work, antl probably in consequence of it, that the disaster occurred. In a
substantial Luilding, as this was known 'to be, aml under the superintendence of a
competent Luilder, there was no reason to belieYe that the work was not entirely
safe and ii·eo from danger to the persous occupying the building at the time. That
the conildeuce felt in the safety of the building during the progress of this work
was not well founded is shown by tho unfortunate results that followed. The
families of some of the killed in this most depl01;able accident al'e understood to be
in a destitute con<li tion, aud the \Yidows and orphans of those whose lives were thus
sacrificed in the public seni<:c, and those who were seriously injured, arc earnestly
commended to the generosity of the Goverument.

In this recommendation the Secretary of "'\Yar earnestly concurB.
The Departmeut has extended to the employes who were injured
the most liberal consideration which the law permits, but under the
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recent opinion of the Attorney-General sick leaves with pay can not be
granted for a longer period than sixty days in any one year.
It is recommended that Congress authorize payment to them of the
full amo-~nt of their salaries during such periods as they may be unable,
by reason of their illjudes, to retarn to duty, unless it shall in
the mean time make specific provision for them by direct appropriation. The payment of their salaries during the period of their enforced
absence would require no additional appropriation, the full amount of
such salaries f01' the current year having already been appropriated
by the legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation act.
WAR RECORDS.

The publication of the vVar Records has so far progressed that this
valuable historical work, with accompanying maps, can be completed
by the end of the next fiscal year, and satisfactory progress has been
made in the work of indexing the Confederate arcl1ives.
By the retirement of Brig. Gen. Robert Williams, Adjutant-General
of the Army, the War Department has been deprived of the services
of an intelligent, competent officer and .accomplished gentleman, to
whose worth and usefulness I bear willing testimony. I desire also to
place on record my appreciation of t,h e cordial cooperation and prompt
assistance of the Major-General Commanding the Army and of the heads
of the several bureaus of the Department in the administration of afl'airs
intrusted to the supervision of the Secretary of War.
DANIEL S. LAMONT,

Secretary of War.
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Statement of app1·op1·iations under dh·ection of the War Department for the fiscal yem· ending June 30,1893, sll01ving the amount approp1·iated under each
title of app1·opriation, the anw1mt dm1vn by req1tisition 1t.pon the T1·easnry, and the balances snbjcct to requisition July 1, 1893.

Title of a]mropriation.

Balances
July 1,1892.

Appropriatedi Repayments
1 July 1, 18!l2,
to June 30, I to June 30,

I July 1, 1892,
1893.

1893.

-!,~!i~~~f!~

;payments
Carried to
Jul,¥ 1, 1!:192, surplus
fnnd j Balance
to June 30, June 30, 1893. J nne 30, 1893.
189:l.

SALARIES, COXTIXGEXCJES, ETC.

~
t::tj

I

$106, 550. 00 __ • _. _•••••·.• _ $111, 42<1. 61
$4. 874. 61
2, 726. 78
212, 920. 00 .......••.•••.
215,646.78
43R. 38
9, :120. 00 ..............
9, 758. 38
249.74 '
14.860.00 ..............
15,109.74
3, :J52. 06
158, 940. 00 .....•.....•..
162, 2fl2. 06
991.06
42,760. oo . . . . . . .' . . . . . . .
4:l, 751.06
2, 570.57
189,043.02
186,472.45 1 ..............
79.10
3D, Hiii.OO ..............
:J!l, 239. 10
135.18
4±,860.00 ..............
44,995.18
423.34
23,2-10.00 .....••.••.•..
23, 66a. 34
2, 410.51
31, 780. OU ............. -j
34, 1!JO. 51
2, 114.02
5, 700. 00 ............. --I
7, 81-t 02
42,836.37 1, 009, 390. 00 . .. . .. . . . . .. . . 1, 052, 226. 37
21.20
49, 060. 00 ' ..............
49,081. 20
. 80
500.00 ..............
300.80
71.20 ................... ---------·---71.20
28.06
55,000.00 ..............
55,028.06
1, 235.00
1, 000. 00 ........ -- ....
2, 2:35.00
1, 562.08
35,000.00 ..............
36, fl6:.l. 08
___sou. QO _ _6~oo. oo
7, 100. uo
1

~

CYJ

I· ..... -.......

$105, 746. 92
211,:350.62
9, 297.71
14,788.86
156,394.02
42,502.65
185,876.93
39, 156.13
4±, 813.71
23,160.89
:n, 201.98
5, 700.00
98:!, 715.81
49,010.21
491.71

.....................
48,202. 96
810.00
33,860.85
G, 499.99

..

$3,409.61
2, 131.78
438.38
246.53
1, 272.06
945.64
1, G:lo. 57
79.10
39. oa
:!:15. 79
1, 9!JO. 51
2, 114.02
33,516. :!7
21.20
. 80
71.20
28.06
375.00
. 93
400.00

$2,268.08
2,164.:38
22.29
74.05
4, 625.98
302.77
1, 535.52
3. ll7
142.44
166.66
998.02

........................

~

0

:;;1

8
0
":r:t

8

::t:
t::tj
00
t;Lj

34,994. 19
49. i9
8. 29

Q

6, 7!J7. 04
1, 050.00
2, 700. :lO
200. 01

>
::d

...........................

!:'j
t::tj

8

-<

0
"'::!
Expenses of Commanding General's office
1, 730.00 .............. '· ............ .
1, 750.00
Expenses of recruiting ....... _................................ -.......... .
:J8. 853. 72
21,739. 12
120, 515.87
181,108. 71
Cont!ngenc~es of the .Adjutant-Ge~~ral's Department ..................... .
63.88 .•••.•........
Ga. 88 . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
3, 000.00 ............. .
Contmgenmes, headquarters ofnnhtary departments..................... ........ ......
3, 000.00
2:939.48 --~---······-60.52
Contingencies of Inspector-General's Department .............. _.......... . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
$12.00
12.00 ............. .
12.00 ....... .......
Contingencies of the .Army................................................
2, 725. 51
] 5 562. 10 .
12, 674. 76
304. 57
18,287. 61
5, 308. 28
Signal t:iervice of the .Army...............................................
lB. 74
22; 000.00 .
22, 013. 74
20,816.09
588.10
609.55
Pay, etc., of the .Army . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .
492, 348. 40 13, 3.52, 682. 85 .
186, 523. 81
1, 200, 286. 57
t3, 845, 031. 25 12, 458, 220. f!7
Subsistence of the Army ......... -........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
259, 65!J. 15 1, 700, 436. 55 .
1, 960, 095. 70 1, 608, 306. 37
211' 714. 74
140,074. 59
Regular supplies, Quartermaster's Department .......... ... _.............
563, Oi5. :ll 2, 580, 604. 121 ............. . 3, 143, 679. 43 2, 240, 976. 70
322, 332. 97
580, 369. 76
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department........................
48, 530. 92
659. 629. 46 ..•.•....•....
632, 132. 13
14, 981. 53
61, 046. 72
708,160.38

~~~~~~~: ~~~ ~~~~~:~:.·:F~1=t: ~1:3:~;.· v~: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

75 04
'

~: g~

.. -~~~·-~~~-- ~~. :............ .

683, 402. 04
276,123.11
7.00 ..............

2, 971. 85
7.00

89. 749. 22

:::;

:>
fd

Transportation oftlle Army and its supplies..............................
778, 2R6. 00 2, 849,846.35 1· ............. 3, 628,132.35 2, 735,543.22
Transportation of the At·my and its supplies, Pacific railroads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
260, 930. 30 . • • • . • • • • • • • • •
260, 930. 30
260, 930. 30
Fifty per centum of arrears of army transportation due certnin landgrant railroads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
3, 103. 72 . . • .. • • . . • • • • •
3, 103. 72
3, 103. 72
Horses for cavalry and artillery...........................................
69, 554. 07
135, 580. 25 .. .. . . . . . . • • • •
205, 13-!. 32
125 101. 79
Construction and repair of hospitals......................................
13,400.16
51,571.25 .... .... •.• •••
64,971.41
63; 064.28
Quarters for hospital stewards............................................
1, 828.38
7, 000. oo .. .... ... ..•••
8, 8'28. 38
6, 988.84
Shooting galleries and ranges.............................................
4, ?27. 42
8, 000. oo .. .. . . . •••. •••
12,727. 42
7, 820.91
Purchase of land for target ranges, Fort McPherson, Ga..................
16, oOO. 00 . ........ .. . .. . •. •• . •..... .•
16,500.00 . .. ..... .. .. ..
Rifle range, Fort Sheridan, Ill . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
8. 83
90. oo I....... . . . . . . .
98. 83
90. 00
Bellevue rifle range, Omaha, N ebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500. 00 I..............
500. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clot~ing and camp and garrison equipage . .. . ..... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
14!, 138.17 1, 200,017.50 1.............. 1, 341\155.67 1, 074,078.58
Medical and hospital department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4J, 859. 03
171,945.35 •..............
217,804. 38
163,131.18
Army and ~av~hospital, Hot Springs, Ark ....................................... ; . . . .
7, 960.60 ..............
7, 960. 60
7, 960.60

tt~ir~s~~reon-G:::~i·~·o·ffi~-e- ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

En ineer depot at Willets Point, N. Y . . • . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Or~nance stores, etc . . . .. ..... . .. .. .. . .. . . ... . . .. . ... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... . . .
Ordnance service ..................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ordnance material, proceeds of RaleR ................................. , .. . .
Manufacture of arms......................................................

!~~: g~

2, 952. 50
330.20
68. 01
400, 644. 67
76,143.10

~: ~~: gg

15 000. 00
390; 000.00
80 000. 00
6; 819. 67
400 000.00

::::::::::::::
. . •. . • . •. . . •. •
.. :. . . • . . • • • • .
.. . .. . . .. .. • ..
...... ; . .. .. ..

17, 952. 50
390,330.20
80, 068. 01
407, 464. 34
476, 143.10

230, 890. 08 . . . • . . . • • • • • . .
70, 981.25 . • • • . •• • .. . • ..
22, 020. 00 I·.............

277, 780. 73
70,987. 00
22, 027. 30

1.. . .. . ... . . .. .

ij~~i~~~!,~t!.~rf:~Wi~r~cl~~d~;n:j:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... -~~-- ~:. ·····2: s7o: oo· :::::::::::::: ·
Pay of Military Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Current and ordinary expenses, Military Academy........................
Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses, Military Academy..........

46, 890. 65
i>. 751
7. 30

~: !~g: 8~

2,

718,068.27

174,520.86
•.•.•••...••.•

..••......•...••••.•...•...•
23, 017. 66
57, 014. 87
• •• .• . • .... .. •
1, 907.13
541.44
1, 298. 10
4, 699.01
207.50
..............
16,500.00
8. 83 .•............
. . •. . . . . . . . . . .
500. 00
9, 737.10
257,339.99
34, 719. 37
19,953. 83

*: }~;: ~~ ...........................
.
15, 246. 75
2. 50
2, 703. 25

389,638.24
126.37
79, 978. 22
79. 53
62, 731. 29 .. • • . • . .. • . .. .
302, 121.81 ....... .... .. .

565.59
10. 26
344, 733. 05
174,021.29

s~b: g~ ···· ·2: s7o: oo· ::::::::~ ::::: ......... ~:·.~:
200, 00~. 12
63, 40il.191
19, 659. 00

23, 370. 43
3, 154,94
1, 893. 56

~
r;.:_j

"d

0

~

1-3

0

~
~

~

t:rj

54, 406. 18
4, 42G 87
474. 68

Y.l

Total military establishment ........................................ 3,091, 646:14 25, 093, sn:49"1 ___1_2~t28, 185, 529~ 23, 377, 840. 3511,054, 226:42"1 3, 753, 462. 86

a

Repay;:,:: ~x::::.:•Y~~'.'.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::: ~: :! =~1:::::::::::::::::: :::::;:::::123,877,,: : ~===1: :::::::::::::
PUBLIC WORKS.

Buildings and

grotmd~,

Military Acaderny.

1--··· .........,

I.:....:..:...:.=-:..=..::..:.:
453.681
46,557.92
323, 220. 19
146, 934. 40 I
453. 68 I_369, 778. 11
I

Buildings and grounds, Military Academy ........................•...•... ' .............. , 114,646.00
114, 64,6. 00
07,034.40
New academic building ...................................................
402, 520; 19 .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~02, 520. 1:._ __79, 300. 00
1

·I

Total buildings and grounds, Military Academy....................

402, 520. 19

114, 646. 00

1--............I

517, 166. 19

Arun~~
Rock Islaml Bridge, Rock Islaml, 111......................................
7, 529. 92
62, 750. 00 .. .. .. . • • .. . • .
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill . . . . • . . • • • . • . .. .. . • •• . . .. . . . . • .. • . . .
12,325. 29
16, 000. 00 . J. •• • .. .. .. • •
Columbia Arsenal Columbia, Tenn.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11, 500. 00 . . • . . . . . . . . • • .
Springfield Arsenal. Springfield, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90, 055. 92
10, 000. 00 . . . . • . . . . . . . . •
Army gun factory, Watervliet Ar!lenal, West Troy, N.Y.................
588,701.01 . •• .. .... .. .. . ............ ..
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, N.Y.....................................
3, 370.00
25,000.00 I..............
Indianapolis Arsenal, Indianapolis, Ind...................................
1, 340. 44 .•............ ,. . . . . • . . . . . . • .
Wa~e~·town Arsenal, ~atertown, Mass.................................... . . ... . . .......
160, 4~0. 00 . . . .•... .. ....
BemCia Arsenal, Bemma, CaL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
2, OoO. 00 . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

t:rj

~

t:rj
~

:.>
~
~

0

~

~

II>-

~

i

70, 279. 92
28, 325. 29
11, 500. 00
100, 055. 92
588,701.01
28,370.00
1, 340. 44
160, 4~0. 00
2, OoO. 00

62, 750. 00
28, 325. 29
11, 500. 00
67, 909. 00
494, 84J. 98
25,000.00
1, 340. 44
109, 4~0. 00
2, OoO. 00

. • • .. .. .. .. .. •
• 7, 529. 92
........................... .

I.........••••. I.•............

·1

.......•.....
32. , 140. 92
.......... ....
93, 85!J. 03
.. • ... . . ••.• .•
3, 370.00
......•.••••................
....
51,000.00
............................ .

··········I

~

'Zl

Statement of ajJproprialions unde1· di1·ection of the War Department fo1' the fiscal year encling June 30, 1893, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Appropriated Repayments
Balances
July 1, 1892, July 1,1892,
July 1, 1892. to June 30,
to June 30,
1893.

PUBLIC

I

Payments

Jul~·
1,1892,
to June 30,

AggTegate
aYailable.

1803.

1893.

~

Isnrnlns
Carried to I Balance
fund ,.June 30,1893.
Jun'e 30,1893.

WORKS-continued .

.A.rsenals-Continuetl.

~

t;rj

Frankford .Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa. .••••..•.....••.••.. .... ....••.••••.. ..••••.••.....
$5,000.00 !..............
$5,000.00
Repairs of arsenals.......................................................
$3. 08
50, 000. 00 . • • • • ••• •• • • • •
50,003. 08
Testing machine.......................................................... . • • . .. . . . .. . . .
10, 000. 00 . .. .. • • • • • • • • •
10, 000. 00
Powder d<'l)Ot, Dover, N. J . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . ..
19, 299. 92 ....... _...... .. .. • • • • • • • .. •
19, 299. 92
Proving ground, Sandy Hook, N. J..... . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
5, 225. 24
91, 376. 00 . .. .. .. .. • . • • .
96, 601. 24
---- ----·
I
727, 850. 82
444, 076. 00 . ~ ........... ·1_1, 171, 926. 82

$46.79
19. 2B9. 92
7, 5!!0. 84

1-..:----214,843.42

l

1

5, 100.00
105,619.18

8, 363, 734. 19

37,400.00
6, uuo. 00
3, 016, 056. !!4
25, ~()4. 46
2, ~00. 00
20, 1!i7. 60
2:.!1. 50
300,289. !!9
2S, 470. 77
2, 907.40 /......... - ....·
8ll0. 00
276, :i!i.). 70

...................................

r. 1~.
0>81,

~~l~O. o~
,,b]. J::>
4, 750. ~j
.1:3

---.... - ..... --~- ...... --. --......

1:::: :: ::::: :::

Total fortifications

3, 000.00 .•••••.••.....
38, ::43. 50 -•••••.••.••••

...........................................
u:la, 788. 97 ...•.••••..••.

100. ~~8

2G. 1:.!2. no

7l!4, 45:;, S:J
:!, 4:!9. 43
:!07. !)4
8, 737. 22

730, 000. 00 -..•••.•••.•••

~: ~~~: ~~ ::::::::::::::
3.86 ............. .
429.19

1

3, 2o6, 141. 20

4, 062. 60

. 52, 528.91

463. 89

1

5, 153, 530. 39

Buildings and grotmds in and around Washington.

Improvement anu care <•f public grounds ................................ ..

52, 950. oo

I............. .

0

~

8
0

~

8

37,400.00 ....••••...... i ...•...•••••••
37,400.00
6,ooo.oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 000.00
3, 408, 391. 76 1 1, 194,, 500. 00
4, 602, 891. 76
17, 884. 83
60, 000. 00
77, 88!1. 83
........ - .. .. .
2, 500. 00 .
2, 500.00
20,322.80
322. 80 1
~o. ooo. oo
16, 000. 00 ........ '..... .
16, ooo. oo
325, 101. 46
115, 101. 46 i
210, 000. 00 ...•.••••..•••
<:8,470.77 .•............ !.•••••••••••••
28,470.77
2,907.40 ........................... ..
2, 907.40
900.00
5, 000.00 ............. .
5, 900.00
382, 184. 88 .............. ..
382,184.88
15. 000. 00 ...... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .... _.
15,000.00
1
587,361.45
: :: : : : : : : : : : : :
7, 750.25
17,443.63
20,600.00 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38,043.63
100.28 1
100.28
159,861.87
659, 8(il. 87
1, 024, 453. 83
1, 52-l, 453. 83
2, 428.71
7, 428.71
7, 000.00
7, 000. 00
4,234. 00
8, 741.08
429.19

58~: ~~~: ~~

1-0

53,H3. 89

421.09

~

t::rj

m
t::rj

0
:;:.:l
trj

8

>;:o
~

0

~

~

>-

~

Repairs, fuel, etc., ExecutiYe :Mansion.....................................
27. 32
Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion ..................................................... .
Repairs to water pipes and fire plu~s-.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
66. 58
T~~~~aP~i~~i~on ~~et~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~:~. ~1~~- ~-~1~~~~~~~1~~~ _ ~~~ -~l~~ ?~,~~~~~
I. 02
Water supply, ~t.cutive ~ansion ..... __ . _.. __ .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .......
5, 300.00
Buildin~ for State, War, an<l N_a~ Dc:rartmcnt;; . .......... ..............
50, ~18. 81
Increasmg the water supply of\\ as1ungton, IJ. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429, t23. 01
Erection of fishways at Great Falls ..................................................... ,
15 000.00
Building for Army Medical Museum and Lillran·.........................
1, 235.30 ..•.. _'_____ .. .
Water supply, District of Columbia ...........·..........................
10,669.91 .......... ... .
Care and maintenance of the Washington Monument.....................
.t<l4

0

_

30,027.321
15, 0~2. 00
2, 5()6.58

...
.,•. , I
14, 871.44
2, 486.30
1, 500.00

27. R21
124.12
66.58

28.07
26.44
l~l. 70

1. 02 •... -----.-----

::0
t;j

"0

0

::0
8

0

l:lj

8

~

rrJ

U2

M
0

~

15,004.86

M
8

1;$, 339. 51

;::c

75,000.00
lfl, 000.00
100,000.00
174, H50. 00
20,000. (10
71, 7:lB. 54
829.31
9, 977.48
717.58

>

~

0

':tj

~

~

~

97,168.25

~

t-1

Staternen~

~

of app1·opriations under di1·ection of the Wm· De])artment j'01· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, etc.-Continued.

•
Title of appropriation.

Appropriated, Repayments
Balance1> I July 1.1892, July 1,1892,
July 1, 1892. to June 30,
to June 30,
1893.
1893.
1

!ffil:t~!~

I

~

I

Payments
Carried to
Balance
July 1, 1892, , surplus fund June 30, 1893.
to June 30, June 30,1893.
I
1893.

PUBLIC WORKS-continued.

Harbors and rivers-Continued.

l:d
trj
..._,
0

$36,286.62
5, 000.00

$76,286.62
5, 000.00

$56,286.62
3, 000.00

3, 583.00
16,236.93

3, 583.00

16,236.93

3, 583.00
16,236.93

50,000.00
42,000.00
738.08

20,000.00
738.08

1-3

1, 524.58
9, 737.00
10,000.00

Ul

208,000.00
1, 524.58
12, n7. oo
10,000.00
154,000.00
6, 511. 00
14,900.00
2, 447.41
7, 477.00
10,000.00
975,000.00
12,000.00
124,000.00
100, uoo. 00
27,500.00
25,000.00
1, 320, 975. 00
171,000.00
20,000.00
30,000.00
10,000.00

---·-s:ooo: oo·

.......................
10,000.00

75,000.00
80,000.00
10,000.00
722,500.00

~

1-3
0

~

P4
~

6, 511.00
12,400. 00
2, 447.41
7. 477.00
9, 500.00

~

0

~
t:j

1-3

>

~
~

565,000.00

0

70,000.00
100, 000.00

~

sso: ooo: oo

557,500.00

~

>

~

,J1}~~~f~~UU5m~~n·~U-···ii-!OO!~!UU.i
_ -Y?-- 'f·······-.I
::f:fl_ _,~)~:~·-------------at

lmpro>ing harbors
Natchez and Vidalia Miss .. -.---·-.--------····-·· · · · · ·
80 000.00
Improving ship chaimel in'
'
\Vest Galveston Bay, Tex
15,000.00
44, ()58. 06
Galvestou llay, Tex ......•.....................
40,000.00
Improving harbor atBrazos ~anti:1go, Tex ......................... -······················ ·1 56, 85;). 00 ~ - • · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Gal ,·est on Bay, Tex................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
529, !J!J7. l!J 1, 450, ooo. 00
.A.shtabi~la, Obi~......................................................

BlackR1Yer, Oh10

70, ooo. 00
20,000.00

8, 220. 00

·············································--·····!··············

: .• • : : : : :.: :.·~:::: ~ : :.:: :':ol:.~i:

'!!: m. !!

J1l{;~~~~~i:JJ: ~~~~~ ~:: ~::: ~ ~ ~ :~~ ~:

SanduskJ City, Ohio..................................................

2, 000.00

41,712.00

~~i¥.!~~H~~E~E t•. •-•:--•··••-:::: ·:: \\ _:\\--\--··: ·~ ·:·:-- ---- i:~~·;· '~: ;· ~

~!~t~i~\li: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.···. ·;;; ooo: 00-

Harbor of refuge at--

~~; ~~~: ~~

I

so. 000. oo

I

15,000.00
84,958.06
56, 8.55. 00
1, 979. 997.19
78.220. 00
2ll, 000.00
100. ()20. 31

ao, ooo. oo

15,000.00
10,000.00
43,712. 00
202,700.00
4. (10(). 00
40,000.00
57,141.72
22, !J63. 00
72,000.00
32,000.00

fE!~~rf:~~t~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 3~: ~g~: 8~ .-. i~~: ~~~: ~~.
1

Charlevoix, Mich ........................................ ·"" ............

~~!~~f~~~~~.cidi~h:::::::::::: ·. ·.::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::

Manistee, Mich........................................................

s, ooo. oo

2, 000. 00

1!:2, 000.00
~~~: ~~

~~~\~~~~::~?!:::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ~:::: :::::::::::::::::
Marq uett<', Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14, 00~ 00

White lU,·er, Mich....................................................
Improving En~leHarbor, Mich............................................
Jmproving mu'uth and harbor of Cedar River,Mich ..•........ .... ........
Improving harbor of refuge at Lake Huron, Mich........................

10,500.00
2,286. 33
1, 500.00
4,865. 20

1

10,000.00

1

~8: ~~~: gg
50,000.00

~: 8~8: gg I,::::: ~: ~~~: ~~~
80. 000. 00

~~~x~~:'~·~} : : •: •: ·:·:: : :·:•: :•:. •:: : : : : : : ·: :·•• :: : : : : : : : ii: m: 11
~~~~r~~~:l:~i:~~:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::: :::: ~~·: ~~~:~~:I ~g: z~~: gg
~,

5, 000.00
.............. , .•••••....•••.
.•••••.••••••.
••••••.•••....•.•.•••.••.•••.

31,000. 00
5, 000.00
40.000.00
75,000.00
10,000.00
6J, 000.00

589,879.19
9, 220.00
1, 900.00
11.231.00
2, 000.00
250.00
300. 00
575.00
14,700.00
4, 000.00
700.00
9, 000.00
13,963.00
13,000.00
7, 000.00

56,855.00
1, 390. llH. 00
6fl, 000.00
18, 100. 00
88. 7!J5. 31
il4, oou. 00
14, 750. 00
9, 700.00
43, J:!7. 00
18ll, 000.00
39,300.00
48, 141.72
9, 000.00
59, 000.00
25,000.00
28,450.00
4, 000.00
175,000.00

l

Imp11:~k~k ~~M:~~ ... _..... _...... _____ .... ~.......................... ..............

I

8:' ooo. oo
25, 000. 00
:;::;., . '1)0. 00
31, 000. 00 , ••••• - - . - - -.
100, 000. 00
95, Ot'tl. 00
80. 000. 00
40, 000. 00
9. 000. oo
9, 000. oo
80, 000. 00
5, 000. 00

5, 000.00
1:.l, 000.00
14-, 000. 00
104, ouo. 00
52.000.00
17,955.00
6, 500.00
2, 000.00
94-,000.00
10, 000. 00
81,000.00
20,000.00
6, 000.00
35,000.00
60,000.00
10,000.00
15,500.00
2, 286.33
1,500. 00
4, 865.20

5, 000.00
10,000.00
5, 000.00
69,000.00
30,000.00
17,955.00
(j, 500.00
2, 000. 00
37,800.00
9,fi0ll. 00
55,000.00
20, 000.00
6, 000.00
34,780.80
42,000.00
8, ouo. 00
5, 000.00
2, 286.33
1, 500. 00

~

l?=j
~

0

~

1-3
0

~

8

:Il
t:r_j

Ul
t:r_j

Q

~
t:r_j

1-3

>

~
0

~

~

>

r:'

~

c..n

Siatvn~till

Title of appropriation.

I
PUBLIC
Harbor~>

Balanrl's
.July 1,189:3.

.A ppropriatedl Repayments
July 1,1892, July 1,1892,
to June 30,
to .June 30,
1893.
1893.

I

I

I

Payments
Carriefl to
.Tnly
1,1892,
to .June 30 snrplnfl fnml
Balance
1893.
' .Tune,30,1893. JuneJU,18!l3.

WORKS-Continued.
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I!

i~~~~n~ ~~~~~ ~~~~·.::!~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ~::::: ~ ~:::: :::::: :::::: ::::: :::
f'nperior JJa" and St. Louis Bay, Wis .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

20,400.00

IT:trhor of refuge, :M:ilwankeo Bay, Wis . .. ..... .. .... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Jlarhor of refngc at entrall<~e of Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wis................

500.00

$l06150

il

2g:
g~~: g~ ::::::::::::::
70 000.00 ...
2
~~g~e: ~~
75' 000.00

~~~g1~~~~~. \~~i~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
15,500.00

5; 000.00

i:~~Pl~·~;~~f N¥J~~~~~~e7~~~~:~ -~~~-~~i~~~ -~~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: · ·· · · 4; 5oi 99 · ::::::::::::::

llllpro...-ing harbor at.
:l\icmphis, Tenn ......•..•....•....•.................................................

cisco, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lmpro...-ing Humboldt Hm·bor aml Bay. Cal................................
lmproYing harbor at~

2. 000.00
5, 000. 00
3,700.00
500.00
12,000.00
2,000.00
12,00?.00

.........•....
............ ~ ·J
............ ..
............ ..
............ ..
............ ..
............ ..

·-· ................... .

$1,000.00
1!J6. 50
5, 000.00
4<1,400.00
2:1,000.00
15.500.00
18. 000.00
26. 000.00
0,10. 00 •
3. OOt). 00
500.00

2:

:~nY::::r···~!ln!

2. 500.00

45.92
4. 503. !)9
24.000. (10

.:.40. 858. 5~
698,000.00

140.858.52
630, 000.00
107. 443.07
29,111.10
28. 000.00
66.901. ~~

3, 350. 00

443.07
59. 111.10
30.000.00
97,000. 00
.57
3, 350.00

1, 000.00

1, 000.00

1, 000.00

140. 858. 52
26,000.00

1

2~: ~~~: ~g I
90, 500.00
5. 500.00
45.92
4,503. ()()

$4, OOu. 00

10. 000. 00
81, 709.89

~r~.~t~~~} ~_->>-·>-~-.2- :~:~ . :::.·.·····._u:::::n::m:

Sur...-ey of Paciflc Coast between Points Dumas aml. Capistrano, Cal.......
SurYey of San Francisco Harbor, San Pablo and Suislm bays, Straits of
Carqninez, and mouths of San.Joaquinand~Sacramentorivers, Cal........

$5,000.00
1!l6.50
7, 000.00
49,400.00
26,700.00
16,000.00
30,000.00
28,000.00
14,000.00
3, 000.00
500.00
G, 500. 00
25,000.00
90,400.00

25,000.00
61,000.00
10,000.00
140,376. uo

rt~m~~~;~~~~~-i~l~:~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ----i~:-~~~: ~~- 1i~:·~~~:
~~ j:: ::::::::::::
Breakwater aml Harbor of Refuge between Straits of Fuca an<l San Fran'

.

I Agg-regate
available.

Col

and rivers-Continued.

In1provi1Jg harbor at-

!1~!~~]

~

vj ;il;p·apl'iations un!Li" :Zirection of the Wm· DepaTtmentjor thefiscal yea1· enclin[J June 30, 18:JS, etc.-Continued.

............ ..
1

672, 000.00

~12,

!!5. 000.00

·'-,a

3. 3::i0. 00

"d
0

!;j
~

0

t-:j

.....:::

....
H

M
Tf2

M

0

pj

M

~

~

-<

0

~

:aP>
~

Ex:umnation for deep-water harbor at San Pedro or Santa Monica bays,
Cal ................................•..............•...................... --·-·--------·
Improving en trance to Coos Bay and Harbor, Ore.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 740. 60
Improving Yaquina Bay, Ore.......... .............••.......... ..........
13,921.43

10,000. 00
127, 094.76
211 , 740.60
:!0, 000.00
98,921.43
9. 000. 00
15.000.00
9, 584.92 ...... ------ .. , ....... - ...... ,
0, 584.92
50,000.00
21, 000. 00 •.•••• - •.... -20, 000. 00
35,000.00
11, 000. 00 .... - - - -- -- .. 24. 000. 00
10,000.00
$10, 000. 00 , . -- - - - - - - -- - ..

i:~~~;~~ :W:}~;1e~kB!;~o~~~- ~~~·-~~~:: :::::::::::::::::: ~::: :::::::::::: · · · -- 8."5oo." oo· _.. __ .. ___ ....

Improving Gray's Harbor a~d Chehalis River, Wash ........................ -.-.-- .... -1
50, 000.00
Improviug harbor at Olympia, Wash ..................................... -~------.------.
35 000.00 ,_
Preservation of Portage Lake and Lake Superior Canals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10, 000. 00
'
Ship channel connecting waters of the Great Lakes between Uhicago,
Duluth, andBuffalo .......................................................... ---------.,1.250,000.00
Improv!ng Moosabec B~r at Jonesport, Me ........................... . ... ·j
8, 500. 00
· 15, 000. 00
Improvmg Bagaduce R1ver,Me. .. .... .. .... .. ....... .. ... .......... .... ..
5, 800.00
5 000.00
Improv~g Harrisseckit ~iver,:Me ................................. ! ...... !
10,000.00 1
16; 000.00
lmprovmg: Kennebunk River, Me...................... . ..................
3, 400.00
Improving Kennebec Rh·er, Me ........... . ....... : .................................... _
15, 000. 00
Impro-ving Penobscot River, Me. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

-·-

i:~~H1~i ffc~~i~~~~~r::~
~:~-~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~f ~~~:-~~
Bellamy R!ver, N. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Impro~ng

4, 500. 00 1

7, 500. 00

i:~;g~I~f g~~~-e~~!tt¥t.~: ~:.·.·.·---~~--~--~--------~::~::~ ::::::::: ::~:: :::::: ::::::::::::::1 i&· ~~~: ~~

Improving Ipswich River, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Improving Merrimac River, Mass............. . ............ . ..............
Improving Powow River, Mass............................................

2, 395.00
9, 900. 00
8, 000.00

i:~~~~~~~ ~;!~~~ ru~:.a:~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

Improving Mystic and Malden rivers, Mass. .. . . .. . ... .. .. .. . . .. ... ... . ...
Improving Essex River. Mass ......................................... .-...
Removing Green Jacket Shoal, Providence River, R. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Improving Providence Rh·er and NarragansetL Bay, R.I. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .

.... ....... ...
. . .. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .. . . .. . .
. .. . . . . . . . . .. .

i:~~~~f~~ ~~~~~~\:~t iff,~·::,·fi: i:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:: ::::::::::::::

2; ;"iOO. 00
1. 500. 00
4 000.00

1~: ~~~: ~~

10,000.00
5. 000. 00
10, 000. 00
50, 000. 00

a~:~~~:~~ 1::::::::::::::

Improving Connecticut River between Hartford and Holyoke, Conn. . . . . . .
8, 940. 30 .. __ ...........•••••.• , .••..
Improving Connecticut lUver, Conn ................... 'L ....... .... . ...... .... . . . . . .. . . .
20,000.00 ............. _,.
J mproving Housatonic River, Conn........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 935. 00
20, 000. 00 ..••••.....•..
JinproYing Mystic River, Conn............................................. . .... . . . . .. . . .
10.000.00
'
Improving Thames RiYer, Conn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 918. 00
30, 000. 00
Improving Saugatuck River, Conn........................................ . .... .. . . . .. .. .
7, 000.00
Jteruoving obstructions in East River and Hell Gate, N.Y................
45,000.00
150,000.00

i~~~~~~~~ i~~t'c~~~:~kc~~J.·-N:.Y:~~~~::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·····6;9-ti: oo· ..____ ~: ~~~: ~~-

ImproYing narrows at Lake Champlain, N. Y. and Vt. . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 290. 04 I
Improving Great Chazy River, N.Y.............. :........................ ... . . . . . . . . . . .
lm}n·oving Harlem River, N.Y...........................................
170,000.00
lm}>rovingHndsonRivPr, N.Y...........................................
33,000.00
Improving Patchogue RiYer, N.Y........................................
500.00

18, 500. 00
5, 000.00
175,000.00
687.500.00
8, 000.00

1, 250, 000. 00
25,000.00 , .............. , 1,225,000.00
23,500,00
3, 500. 00 - ....... - .... 20. 000. 00
10,800.00
10,800.00
25,000.00
26, 000.00
1, 507. 50
:!, 400.00
73,000.00
100,000.00
40,000.00
55,000.00
7, 500.00
...... - . - . - .. 6, 500. 00
59,500.00
35.000. 00
12,000.00
4,500.00
7,!)00.00
15, 000.00
15, ooo. oo
10,000.00
1, 050. 00 - - .... - - .. - - . 8, 950. 00
4, 895.00
100. 00 ...... - - - - ' . - -:
4. 795. 00
11,400.00
5, 000. 00 ..... - - - - -.. ..
6, 400. 00
12,000.00
7, 000. 00
10,000.00
100. 00 ...... - .... -..
0. 900. 00
10,000.00
!l, 900. 00
100. 00 - ..... - ... - - - .
5, 000.00
----- -- - ..... - - - - - - - 5, 000. 00
10.000.00
!l, 300. 00
700. 00 ...... - .. - . - - 50,000. 00
11, 300. 00 . • • • • . . . . . . . . .
;!8, 700. 00
1, :JOo. oo . .. .. . . . .. . .. .
2, 5oo. oo
3, 800.00
35,000.00
700. oo .. .. • .. . . . . • • .
34. :lOo. oo
8, 940.30 -....... -. --... -. -.. --.. -- . -s. 940. 30
20,000.00
6, 500. 00 . - .... -- .. -...
1:!, 500. 00
22,935.00
12, 000. 00 --- .. -- - - -- •. 10, 935. 00
10,000.00
6, 846. 17 -.-.- ... --.-.;,:, 153. 83
33, 918.00
18,000.00 .............. ,
1:1,018.00
7, 000.00
B. 104. 81 . • • • • . . . . . . . • .
3, 895. 19
195,000. 00
55, 000. 00
140, 000. 00 -.- .... ------5, 000.00
5, 000. 00 ---.----- .. - ... -- .. - .. -- ••. 6, 941. 00
6,941.00 - ..... -.- .. --. -.-- .. -.---- ..
20,790.04
5, 090. 0± ...... - . - .... ] 5, 700. 00
5, 000. 00
5, 000. 00 .•••• - ... -- . - - - --- - .. - - . - . - .
170,000.00 ...... -.-.....
175, 000.00
345,000.00
720,500.00
70, 000. 00 - .. - . - - - - - . - . 650, 500. 00
8, 500.00
8, 500. 00 - ••. - - - - . • • • . • - - .. - . - . - - - . - 10, 000.00
4, 350. 00 - ..... - ... --..
5~ 650. 00
35,000.00 , .............. , ............ ..
35,000.00
20, 000.00 •••..• - . - -- . - - ..•.. - - - •.... 20, 000. 00
3, 000.00 .....
3, 000.00

~~~if:f~i t!fi£gf~~f.i:?:?: ~~: ~ ~ ~ ~:: :~:: ~ ~: ~:: :~ : : ~:: ~ ~ ~:::: : : : : ~: : : :u~. !! ..............

.............. ::::::::::::::'
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Statement of app1·opl'iations unc7C1' direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending .Tunc $01 1893, etc.-Continued.

I

Repayments
IAppropriated~
1,1892 July 1,1892, I Agg.re$ate
to Jnne 30, to June 30,
nxallaole.
1

Balance~'"' July

Title of appropriation.

July l, 18lL

1893.
PUBLIC

fPo.

00

I

Pavments
Carried to
.Balance
July 1,18!12, surplus ftmd June 30,1803.
to June 30, June 30, 1803.
1893.

1893.

I

WORKS-continued.

Harbors and rivera-Continued.
Improving Alloway Creek, N. J ................................•.......... I •••••••••••••

1

·I

~

tr:l
$3,000.00

$3,000.00
9, 620. oo
5. 00'1. 00
52. z:i:l. oo
5:.!. iiOO. 00
10,000.00
7, 894. 00
2, 24:.!. 77
:..>. OOtl. 00
;>, (Oil. 00
2, 500.00
107,898. 23

~:.~~~~~~~ M~!~t':t: ir::;·N:~:: ::::::::::::::: :~:: ~:: ~ ~:::: ~: ~ ~: ~: ::::: ::::::::::::::1 g: ~~~: ~g
Improving Passaic River, N.J ....................... ~.................... 1
$7,250.00
Improving Raritan River, N. J ........................................... ,
12,500.00
Improvi11g Shre"\\•sbury River, N. J....................................... .. .. .. . . .. . .. .

45,000.00
40, 000. 00
10, 000. 00

~~§!"!~~ S~lem
~~;tii1~~ £.:)::::~ ~:::::: ~: ~: :: :~ ~::::.::::::: ::•..... ;: F,l ~. ::::;::: ::I·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Improving
Rh·er, N.J ...... :···· ........... ·......................... ........ -.- ...... 1
Darn at Herr s Island, Allegheny R1ver, near Pittsburg, Pa...............
67, 898. 23 ,
Purchase of upper lock ancl dam, Monongahela River, between Pittsbnrg,
I

c!~·~;~~~~~~~~~~[~l~~r ~i>P!:t'o-~k: ;;~d ·a~~.-M~~~~g;hei~-:Ri~·e";, bet~~~~·

Pittsburg, Pa., nnd .Morgantown, W.Va................................. 1
Improving Alle,gheny RiYer, Pa........................................... 1
Improvmg D••la·ware River, Pa. and N.J...................................
Improving Schnykill River. Pa. ......... .. .... .. .. . . .. . .. . . . ....... ... .. ..
Survey of Delaware River between Philadelphia, Pa., and Cau.dcn, N.J...

2:500.00 ............. ..
40 000. 00 .•••••••••..•.

'

j

i·.. ······.... -1··· · ·· · · · .. · ..]

4, 41i3. 28 .. : • .......... 1............ ..

i:~~~~:~~~ ~i~;11~~~~~!~k~Jfe!~ ::~:: ·. :::: ~: ~::::: :::::::::: ~::::::: :~ ~ ~ :1::::::::::::::

1~: ~~~: ~g 1::::::::::::::

~:~~~~~~~ ~~ci':t~~rc1~~k~:0~1e~: ~ ~:::::::::: ~::::: ~ :·~:::: ~::::::::::::::::::I::~~:~::::~:~:

~: g:~~: ~g I::~~~:::~::~::

Improv~ng ~hoptan~ .Ri,-er, l\Id ..•••...•••••.••...........••.......•.......

~· ~~0. 20

5, 000. 00 ............. ..

3, 000. 00 .•..••......•.

~~~~lU l}~:i}H~~}[i~H ~ · ~i: :: ·:i·: ~- .;.:i:-.• •.ii•i-ii ii. ·•·: •:· t: ::I. . .i: ~~ ~-~ :::::::•:::·

Improv~ng Su~qw~l.1ann,~ River near Havre de Grace, :Md.. .... .. .. .. .....
4, QOO. 00
Improvwg WiromH;O hiver,_.Md .... .. ............. ..... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
;>00. 00
Improving Patapsco River, lUd ...... ............. ........................ .... .. .. .. . .. .
Improv~ng Potom!lc Riyer................. .... .. • .. .. .. . .. .. • • .. .. .. . . .. ..
43, 478.12

i:~~~~i~~ i;;~~;;-~~:~ ~i~~~: Mft·: ::::::::::::::: ::~::::: ~ ::::: :~ ~ ~::: :: ~ ~: ::::::::::::::
Im~d~~~~ff n~i.e~~~:. ~-~-~~. ?.~i-~~~~~~~-t~~ ·~-~~ _t_o_ ~~(~~~~. ~i-'"~~ ~~::: -~-~·~. 50.000.00

I

4, 000.00
6, 500. 00
28,000.00
200, 000. 00

~: ~gg: gg

25,000.00

I

15,120.00
4, G'IO. 00
37, 25tl 00
31,0 :(), 00
2, 000. Oll
]. :1-Hl. 00

2, 500.00 , .............

'I" ........... .

500.00 .... .. .. .... ..

107,308. 2:l

323, :J:J:l. 13 , ...................... :.. .. .

323, 333. 13

.

323 333 13
'
'
5, 102.3:\ 1-- ......................... .
550. S!l ·
25,000.00 I __ ............ ,
148. :>00. Oil
fiO. 000. 00 1•••.••.•••••••
23,500. Oil
46.250.00 , .......•...••.

ImproYing A.ppoquhmimil1k River, Del ................................. -j-.............

'"j

I

:·:~: :~:::~~:::I

321 ............................ j

11,102.
2:J. :> .iO.. 8!)
4, 750. 89'
los. :>•10. oo
71,500. oo
69, 7.)0. 00
43, 500. 00
4, 4(i5. 28 . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 000. 00
350.00
12. oco. 00
6, 000. 00

I

~: 3~:~: g~

.............. ,
.............. ,
.... .•. . . .. . . .
. . . •. . . . . . . . . .
.............
.•. . . . . . . .. . . ..

·I

:;,

1~:!. 32

2!1, 80. ;. (1:1
127 ono.oo
2H 2;>0. 00
4. 41i.i. :..>8
H. 6:>0. tiO
6, 000. ()0

0

1-.:j

j
H

t::j
U1
t::j
(')

~

tr:l
~

:>
::0

!<!

:..... ~: ~~(!: ~~~. :::::: ~::~::~: I · .. -.. 3,' 666.' (io

0

........................... .
............. 'I' ............ .
~. 938. :>J
.............. . ............ ..

~

5, 000. 00 f
5. 000. 00
10,000.00
!0, DOll. 00
5. !lfiS. :l4
a, no:1. oo
5, 8~10. Oil 1
5, 800. 00
2. ~10. oo
2, 610. oo
7, ;)()0. 00
• l 7, 500. 00
610.87 ............ ..
8. 000 00
7, 000. 00
28,000.00
24:J, -t78. 12
54,978. 12
6. 001), 00
2, 500.00

I

I

j·..............
...... _

6~0.

87

s. ooo. lio

.... 2s.'oo6.' oo· ::::::::::::::I
.... 1Stl,
_-~·-~!~~~~
.............. I
500.00
~: ~ci~: ~~ :::::: :~ ::: :::j:::: :: ::: :: :::

'i5.Ll00. 00

0

!:::j
1---3

1, 000. 00 .. .. .. . .. . .. ..

74, 000. 00

~

>
~

~~~gJ~i ~~E~~·~~~~~i;~: ~::; ~:::.:: :·:.:.: •. . : .: ~::: •~::: :• •·-1: :::.::::::::~::I ,~: ~~: !l:::::::::::::.
Improving..A})pomattox 1Uver,Ya _____________________ _- - .....•••.

2,500.00 I

~ Impro'1ngChicJ.;ah?mhJyEiver, Va ........................ --··········- .............. 1

p.. Tmpro\mg ,James Rn·er, Va ........... _. _________ ... ------ - .. ---.- .... - .. ,

20,000.00

~ Improving Mattaponi River, Va ...................... ---- .. ----------- · · ----- ·-------c:oimpro,!r.gNansemoml~iYer, Va ........................................
11,000.00
C-I:!IruprovmgPamunkey U1ver, \a.......................................................
1 Improving Rappahannock River. Ya ......... _..... -- .. . ......... -.......
!, !)]0. 89

15,080.00
5,000.00
200,000.00
4 000.00
1o:ooo.oo
3,000.00
20,000.00

-···-·-------............ ..
..••••••. ----.
------ • • ·-- • -- ~
............ ..
............ ..
' .............. 1

gE:~~El;f ~B[~;!~~i:~aR:~~~~: :,~~~--i;l;l~~:~6~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::: i 11~: l~ ::::~~~ ~~~: ~~:·::::::::: :::::
1

Jmproving New River, Ya. and"'· Va ......... _.........................

HI

i:~~~~~~~ E~!e~i1L~~l;;;d~~c~~it\~;~·::::: :::~~::: ::~ ~ ~ :~~:~:: :~:::::::

2, 341.79

.......

-~~-- ~~-

Improving Big Sandy River, '\V. Va. and K ,. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..

11, COO. 00

Improving Great Kanawha River, '\V. Ya .......... - .................... --

163,301.69

~·~:~~~~mi~~~:l:~k:~{~>~::i::;_:_:_:_:_:_:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
0

1

2.000.00
723,000.00

~~~t~~;~~~ ~1°:U a~gda;~~aR~~~:.\J~' V~~t: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::: ~ .. -. iiJ.' o2o~ 95 ..... ~~~ ~~~~~~.I::::::::::::: :J
Im~lroving
~.

1, 000.00
5, 000.00
4, 000.00
5, 000. 00
10,000.00
2, ;;oo. oo
3, 000.00
1, 000.00
17, 580. 00
11,580.00
5, 000.00
2~0. 000.00
4, 000.00
1, 000. 00
21, 000. 00
21' 000. 00
3, 0 .10. 00 .. --- .... -- .. 8, 910. 89
2~, !l~O. ~!l
1, 8.,J. ,4
].ill. (),J
47, ·t28. 13
2, GOO. 00
2,:l-ll. 79
39.63
3, OOil. 00
66,000.00
2. 500.00
3, 0:10.00

4, 000.00
], 000.00
7. 500. 00
2, 000.00
fi. 000. 00
5. 000.00
12.\ OGO. 00
.. - .. -..... . . .
3, 000. 00
... - ........... - . -......... .
... ---- .. ----.
:~. 000.00
.. .. .. .. .. .. . .
}:~. oco. oo
... -..........

i: ~g~: zg :::::::::::::::

7, Hk-L 74

t: ~~~~: 6~

4

c .......................... -- .. -- .................................. -- ... -... -.. --...

9, 000. 00
87,000. 00
15, 0110.00
4, 200.00 .......... ..
.1, 000. 00
7, 000. 00
10, 000.00
5, 000. 00
26, 701. 50
220, 000. 00

~
~

2, ono. oo
890, :JOL 69
2j, 000. ou
16,020.95

i:~~~;1~~ ~~~wi~~r~:.i~~e_r_'_~---~::~~:::::: :::::::: :~::: ::::::::::::::::: -----7.-\Js<i.' oo'

Improving Neuse River, N. C ....... . .................................... _
8, 507.85 I
Improving Lockwoods Foll_,. River, N. C .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Improving Lumber River,N. C ........ ............... ...... . . . . .......... ..............
rruproving Pamlico ancl Tar rivers, N.C...................................
1, 300.00
Improving Roanoke River, N. C ........ __ ................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 606. 76

i:~~~~~~ i~~J:i:~i~;~~.N~ c:::: ::: :::: ~:: :::::::: ::::::: :: :::::: ::: :::: _. __ .. _. ~~-- ~~.

~: ~~~: ~~

1. 500.00
3, OliO. 00
5, 000.00
10,000. 00
50, 000. 00

g; ~~g_- ~~

Improving \Vaccamaw River, N.C. and S.C .............•.. ..... . ....... ... .... ..........

10,000.00

Improving Beaufort River, S. C _..........................................
2, 800. 00
IruproYing Con~aree River, S.C ................................. --.-- ........ - .. , .. - ..... .

12. 500. 00
5, OiiO. 00

Improving Great Pee Dee Ri\·er, S. C . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .
3, 011. 75
Impro-ving Little Pee Dee River, S. C .......................................... _....... _1
Improving Salkahatchie River, S. C ..................... _...... _..........
4, 000. 00

l 0, OO!l. 00

~;~;~~!~~ ~~~~~1t\t:::::::.:. : : : :.·.•: :.: : : . :• • : .:. : :;: ::,;,: ~; r ... :1: !!! !! .............. .
i:~~~~~~~ ~~li~ f~s:Jr~~~~·s~·cc:: ::: :::::::::: :~ ~ ~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::::: :::

~; ~~~: ~~

5, 000.00

9, 000.00
102.0 0. 00
4, :.'00. 00
s, 000. 00
15,000.00
240, 70]. 50
3. 000.00

1~, ~0~. ~~

2,, .>Ot.Ha
:J, 000.00
5, 000.00
11. 30!'. 00
56.606.76
5, 013.50
5, 000. 00
10, 000.00
10.000.00
:l, 000.00
10,000.00
75.). 37
15, ::oo. 00
5, 000.00
2, 500.00
7, 385.00
I:l, 011.75
5, 000.00
4, 000.00

g
0

J-3

~

t_:::j

waterway from Norfolk Harbor, Va. to Albemarle Sound,

Improving Ocracoke Inlet, N. C ......................... -.................
Improving waterway between l\'"ew River and Swansboro, N.C...........
Improving Contentnia Creek, N. C . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .
Improving Fishing Creek, N. C .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . ..
Improving Cape I<' ear River, N. C .......... _.................... -.........

~
t:.j

"tl

4, 000.00

71, 701. 50
2, 500. 00
G, 000. 00 , •. - .......... 4, [l04. 83
3,400. 00

n, :~oo. oo

13, GUll. 00
1, ;;ou. oo
500. 00
5, ROO. 00
4, 000. 00
1, 700. 00
10, OO;J. 00
7;):l. 56
15. :wo. 00
2. 51'0. 00
2, 500.00
7, :l85. 00
6,911.75
2, 200.00
237. 76

!), 000. 00
100.000.00
4. 200.00
4. GOO. 00
15, 1)00. 00
175,000.00
501l. 00
6, !190. 00
10, oo:L oo
:l, 000.00
1, 600. GO
2, ooo. no
4J. 006. 76

3,5]:1.!)0

4. :;no.oo
4, :lOO. 00
6, 000.00
1, 300.1)0

IT-

M

0

~

M
J-3

P>
~
~

0

t'l'j

~
P>

;:o

2. 81
2, 500.00
(), 100.00

2, ROO. 00
:3,762. 24

~

c:!:'

C.."'l
0

Statement of approp1·iations undet di1·ection of the War Depatt?nent for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1S93, etc.-Continued.

I Aggregate
l!Appropriated~ Repa:y-ments
July
to J nne
available.

Balances
July 1, 1892,
July 1, 1892. to June 30,

Title of appropriation.

1893.
PUBLIC

1, 1892,
30,
1893.

l ,

I

Payments
Jnl;v
1. 1892,
Carried to
to Jnne 30 snrrlus fnnd
BalmJce
18!l3. ' J nne 30, 1893. J nne 30, 1893.

WORKS-continued.
~

Harbors and rivers-Continuefl.
Impro\'ing Santee River, S. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,001.80 I $30, 000.00
Improving \Vateree River, S.C............................................
5, 500.00
2, 500.00
Improving .Teckyl Creek, Ga.............................................. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
7, 500.00
Improving .Altamaha River, Ga...........................................
6, 000. 00
15, 000. 00
Improving- Chattahoochee River, Ga ................................................... -1 25, OUO. 00
ImproYiu~ Coosa Rh·er, Ga. and Ala......................................
8-i, 013. 6!
230,000.00

~~~~~l~~ !i~~~~~;~;;~~~~~::~:~ ~~~~ : :::~~~:::: :~:~ ~: :::::::::: ::~ ~: :::::::::::::::: ~~: ~~~: ~g
Improving Oostenanla and Coosawattee rivers, Ga ....................... -I

499. 39 ........................... .
45, 000. 00 ....••.•..•...
15,000. 00

Improdug- Savannah River, Ga ...................................... -.... ;..............
·waterway between Savannah, Ga., and .Fernamliua, Fla ................. Improvi11g Lagrange Bayou, Fla .......................................... I
4, 839. 20
1

- - . . . . . . . . . .

~:}~~~~:~~~ \r~l~l~~~a/a~~:il~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :::::::::::::::

. .

.

1

::::::::::::::

Improvinp: Acklawaha River, Fla ...................................................... .
ImproYing Apalachicola River, Fla· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ .
Improving ( 'hoctawhatchee Rh·er, Fla. and .Ala...........................
2, 000. 00
Improvin_g Caloosahatchee River, Fla .......................... ~ ...................... ..
IruproYing Escambia and Conecuh rivers, Fla. and Ala .......................... --.--- ..
ImproYiug :M anatee River, Fla ....................................... :....
6. 000. 00
Improving St..John's River, Fla...........................................
54,930.05
Improving ~uwanee River, :Fla ......................... -..................... ·.- · -------.
lmprodHg lndian RiYer, Fla ......................... -------- .. : ............. ----------ImJ>roYing Alabam:~ l{iver, Ala ............•. ~ ......... ·'·..... ............
3, 09-i. 43
Improving Black Warrior River, Ala.....................................
30, 000. 00
Improving Cahawba River, Ala ................................................. --- .. --.
Improving Warrior and 'l'ombigbee rivers, Ala. and .Miss.................
14,981. 52
Irnprov~ng Yazoo River, Miss.............................................
2, 000.00
lmprovmg Tchula Lake, Miss ...
Improving Steeles Bayou, Miss ..
ImproYing llig Black River, Miss ............ .
Improv~ng I;ig Sunflower ~iver, ~iss
Improvmg C hwkasaha~R1ver, M1ss ..................................... .

~~~~~~~
~~!~~~~~ii~l:~-i~~~;:::::::: ::~:: :~ ::::::::::::: ~ ::::: ::~: ::1::~:::::
::: eo:JI
Improving J>earl ~iver, Miss .. -....... -.................. ............ ....
8,
981.

Improving Tallahatchee River, Miss .................................................... J

2, ;)00. 00
1, OO.l. 00
1, OllO. 00
5, 00'1. 00
12, ;,~o. co
1, 000.00
8, 000.00
6, 000.00
307,000.00
3, 000.00
15, 000. 00
70, OlO. 00
200,000. 00
7. 500.00
U4-, 000.00
95, 000.00
:'!, 000.00
2, 500.00
5. roo. oo
5, ()(hl. 00
5, 000.00
5, oco. 00
3, 000. 00
20.000.00
20,500.00
5, 000.00

t:'d

$37, 001.80
8. 000. 00
7. 500.00
31, 000.00 '
23,000.00
314, 013. 6-i
15. 000.00
25, 0C0. QQ I
25,000.00

$31, OOii. 80
5. 300.00
7, 500.00
ll!, 000.00
22,000.00
135,079.16
11,000.00
20, 999.20
13, 500.00

499. :!9

45,000.00
15,000.00
4,8:39.20
2,500. 00
1, 000. 00
1,\lOO.OJ j
1,000.00
5, 000.00 .
5. 000.00
7, 010. 73
14, 500. co
1, 000. 00 . . .. .. .. .. .. ..

1~: ~~~: ~~

1~: ~~~: ~~

451, 9:'!0. 05
76,975.16
3, 000. 00
3, 000. 00
15, 000. 00 .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
73, 094. 4:3
38, 000. 00
230, 000. 00
80, 000. 00
7, 500. 00
6. 000. 00
258, 981. 52
65. !JSJ. 52
97,000. 00
21, .800. 00
3, 000. 00
53. 82
2, 500. 00
56. 4:3
5, 000. 00 -...... . .. .. ..

~: ~~~: g~

$5, 9!l6. 00
2, 700.00

1-j

2, ouo. 00
3, OOll. 00
178, !):14. 48
4, 000.00
4, oou. 80
11,500.00
4!)0. 39
22,750.00

...:3

~

0

~

...:3

P:l
t_:rj

Ul
trj

0
.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.............. ,1............. .
.. .. .. . .. .. .. .
7, 4!l9. 27
.. .. • .. . . .. .. .
1, 000. 00

:::.
:::::::::::I::::::::::::::
.. .. .. .. . .. • ..
374, !l54. 89
... - .•.. - •................ - .
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .
15. oou. 00
.. . .. . .. .. .. ..
:l5, ()!).!. 4:!
. .. .. .. • .... ..
150. 00'). 00
.. • .. .. . .. .. ..
1, iiOO. 00
.. .. .. .. .. . .. .
103, OCO. 00
.. .. • .. . .. .. ..
75, 200. 00
2, 9-!6. ] 8
. .. .. • .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. • •
2, 443. 57
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5, 000. 00

g: ~gg: ~~ ::::::::::::::I::::::
:::.::::
____________ ..
2. 500. 00

5. 000.00
2. 500.00
?3, 000.00 ........ - .. . . .
-0, 000. 00
20, 000. 00
29, 481. 00
9, 481. 00
5, 000. 00
4, 000. 00

0

..............
3, 000.00
.......................... ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
20, 000. 00
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1
1, 000. 00

~
~

...:3

>

~
~

0

~

~

>
?=

•
Improv~ng Mississ~pp~ Ri:Ter . ------- -.- .. - ... -:.--.-----.---: ... ---.- -.--- -~

I~f~:~nfo~!slt~.~P}!i., ~~'de{v~~o-~-~~-~~~~~~~~~~. :~- ~~~. ~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~: _

5, 348, !l37. 19

683, 937. 19

76, 504. 6!

1

~~I~1(~e~i1~.i~~Kt~t~~~~-~~~~. ~~~ ~-~i~~~ _~-~~~~~ -~~ -~~~ ~~-~~- ~~~.

24, 053. 23
106, 1 00. 00
1, 595.17

Improvin•' Mississippi River between mouths of Ohio and Illinois Rivers.
Improving M~ss~ss~pp~ R~ver above Falls of ::lt. Ant~ony, Mi~n.-.-:. _...
Improving MISSIRslppl River from St. Paul to Des :M01nes Rap1ds, Mmn .,
Iowa Ill. and Wis ................................................... ..
Reservoirs ~t head waters of Mississippi River __ .. -- ........ __ ........•..
lmproviug Des Moines Rapids, Missis!>ip}1i River, Iowa and IlL ........ ..
Gn n,ging tile waters of Lower Mississippi and its tributaries ....•........ , .. ___________ .
Opm~ating snag and dredge boats on upper Mississippi River ............ .
Removing obstructions in Mississippi River._._ ..... -- .. ---- .. --------- •.
Constructing jetties and other works at South Pass, Mississippi River ..
Examination and survevs at South Pass, Mississippi River- .. -.--- .. ----Improving Mississippi River from mouth of Ohio River to Minneapolis,
:\finn ................................................................................. .

~~~~iHi~i ~~~~?~~~~~:: ~~:: ~::: ~:: ~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: -:: ; :::::~

1, 000.00
90,999.16
3, 500.00
G, 000.00
25,000.00
100. oon. oo
8i, 500.00
10,000.00

I

10,000.00

Improv~ng Bayou Bartholomew, La. and Ark ........ - .. ---- ....... ----- .... -- .......... ·
5, 000. 00
ImpronngBayouBlack, La..............................................
· 319.31 !______________ ,.
Improving Bayou D'Arbonne, La .................. - ...... -- .... -------- --1------ ..... -.. J
4, 000.00 I.
lm prov-ing Bayou Lafourche, La .......................... -- ... - ....... -- .
5:!, 800. 00
50 000. 00
Improving Bayou Plaq nemine, La ..................... - ..................
G5. 000. 0. 0 I 150: 000. 00
Improving Bayou Terrebonne, La _...... _. _..............................
2, 9!l~. 00 ~ .. __ ........ ..
Connec!ing Ba:you ~~che with Grand Lake at Charenton, La..............
22, 10~~- ~5 1- ... __ ...... _.
Improvmg Am1te River, La ........................... - ........... -...... 1
~- .lO
2 500. 00
Improving Calcasieu River and Pass, La .............. - ........ - ....... --.
84,877. 00
100:000.00
lmprov~ng T~nsas Riv_er, La ..................................... - ........
2, 700. 00
5, 000. 00

i~~~~~~~~ i~h~~~:cf~R~:r~L~~:~:::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~

~; g~~: gg

1

Im prov~ng Red River, La,- and Ark ....................................... J
37, 993. 65
145. 000. 00
lmprovmg Mermen tan River, La ......................................... '..............
7, 500. 00
Im!Jrov-ing Atchaialaya and Red rivers, La ............................... I ..... .'. .......
80, 000. 00
ImprovingAransasPass andBay, Tex...................................
40,667.35 .......................... ..
Improving Sabine River. 'I' ex ............................. - .... -..........
3G, 000. 00 ·~ · 350, 000. 00

i:~:l~~~~~~~ P~~s~h C~v~l~~Te~i~-~~·- ~-~~:::::::::::~:~::::: :::::::::::::;::

~~: ~g~: ~~

:::::::::::::1:::::::::::::

lm proving Buffalo Bayou. Te:x: .. . • .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
2, 000. 00 · '25, 000. 00
lm proving Cedar Bayou, Te:x: .......................... -..................
1, 500. 00
14, 000. 00
Improving Cypress Bayou, Te:x:........ .. .. . .... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
2, 000. 00 1· ............ .
Improving Trmity River, Te:x: .. . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
700. 00
10, 000. 00 ............. .

i:~:~~~~~~i ~:;~~s~~e~~,'l~~:: :: ~~: ~:: ::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::: . ~-- -~·-~~:·. ~~ ... -- · 5: ooo: 00 ·;::: :::::::::::

ltcmoving obstructions in Arkansas River, Ark. and Kans .. __ .. __ .......
1, 297. 27
Improving ArkansaR River, Ark .............................. _............... _........
Improving Black River, Ark. and Mo .................................. •.
179. 66

i:~~~;i~f ~~~h~h:J1i~:r7r:k ~~~~~~-~~-::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ...... -~~~: :~.

20, 000. 00 '---- ••..•.••..
250, 000. 00
5, 000. 00 ; ............ ..

1--........... .

·

----2:ooo: oo-1::::~~ ::~:::::

2, 650. 000. 00
152. 55
7, 500.00
7, 500. 00
10,000.00
5, 000.00
319.31
4. 000.00
10:!, 800. 00
215,000. 00
2, 992. 00
22, lOU. 05
2, 502. 50
184, 877.00
7. 700.00
1, 000.00
1, 000.00
182. 9:.3. 65
7. 500. 00
80,000.00
40, 6tl7. 35
386,000.00
16,651.57
35,368.78
27, 000. 00
15.500.00
2, 000.00
10,700.00
4, 157. 8!
5, 000.00
21, 2!)7. 27
250.000.00
5, 179.66
992.75
2, 000.00

2, 470,020.78 ---.- ••••••••. I 2, 878, 916.41
73, 504. 64 •••••••••••••

·I

3. 000. 00

24, 053. 23 ..................... - ... - ..
71. 000. 00 . - •.••••••.• - -I
35, 100. 00

4-1, 6~1. 49
1, 500.00
~

t:j

toO
0

l;:d
~

2, 050, 000. 00
107.75

---------·-.--5. 000.00

10, ouo. uo
5, 000.00
3l!l. :n
3, 500. 00

n. :;oo. oo

0

'=j

t-3

~
~

(f).

t:j

200, :lUll. OU
:l, !Hl2.00
22, 100, 05
1, oo~. :.o
156, :li7. 00
] '575. 00

c

86,300.00

0

80,000.00
40, GG7. 35
222. 000.00
16,651.57
35,368.78
17.000. co
7, 500. 00
10, 000. 00
4, 157.84
4, 800.00
6, !)9~. 17
103,506. !J3
4!J9. 39
892. 75

~
t:1j

t-3

p..

~
~
~

~
~

01
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Statement of appropriations u,ndel' dil'ection of th~ Wa'· Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, etc.;-Continued.
Balances

Title of appropriation.

tT uly 1, 1892.

I

\ ppropriated Hepaym!'nts '
July 1. 1892, July 1. 189:!, AggrPgate
to June 30,
to Jnne BO,
available.
1803.

PUBLIC WOJ!KS

1!:;93.

I

(.."1
~

I

Payments
Carried to
Balan.c<'
July 1, 1892, surplus funrll tTune 30, l 893.
to Jnue 30, June 30,1893.
1893.

-continued.

Harbors and ril'ers-Continuorl.
Improving Ouaehita River, .Ark. and La .................................. I
$150. 33 I $40, 000. 00
Improv!ng St. ]'r~ncis River, Ar1c. ........................ -- ...... -- .. --._I_ •••••••• _.... 1
8, 000. 00
Iruprovmg Red R1ver above Fulton, Ark ........... --.-------- ..... - ...... , ....... ---- .. _
3, 500.0.0
Improving \Vhite River, Ark .................... __ ...... -- .. -- ... -... --_.
32. 6-1
75,000. 00

~~~~;~~ ~r~it!~~i;~J~?~t~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::: ::::::::1:~~ :: i_: 6~6:66:

Improving Cumberl:md JUver above Nashville, Tenn.- .. -.... --.-.-.--._-·
Improving Cumberland River below Nashville, Teun.-------- ........ --. -I

:::::::::::::

357, 004. O!l
15, 006. UO

~
tr_j

········------

-----------·-·
···------·----------------···-----------

i: g~~: g~ ::::::::::::::

250, UOO. 00 ___ • ___ ...... _
40, OOIJ. 00 .... _......... ,

i~~~~~;l~~
~~1~~s~~~~¥rt~~~;t~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::
~ i:::: :: :~66: 66: .___ ~~~ ~~~: ~~ _::::::: :: ~::::
Improving Tennessee Hh-er above Chat1anooga, Tenn.------ .. --.-.- ---~

Improving Tennessee Hi ver below Chattanooga, Tenn., Ala., and Ky._

~~~~~;~~~ 8~~~~ 1¥i~~i. ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~:::::: ~:::::::::::::::: ~: ~:::::;:::::

Improving Falls of the Ohio River, at Louisville, Ky .............. _......

1, ClllO. UO
130. 853. 91

25,000.00 ------ ... - ... 500. 000. 00 ......... _... .

:::::::::::::: -----:·_ ~~~: ~~ .,-------$i7:8657,809. 00

95, 000.00 ..•••..•..... _

~§~]j~[~k~{~;~~;!~JJ:}iz: ~ ~ [~ i)i~ i. ii:):)!))))) ~ ~ ··.:·';.24~, ffi ll. -_:; ;~~:\;: I ~-~!-: ,;-98-

Improvmg Ohio River below Pittsburg, P:1................................
:109. 43
Improving Ohio River ... _........... : ....................... _....... _... _
42, 507. 50
Improving Muskingmn RiYer, Ohio ................... ----- .......... __ ...
13,617.53
Improving t;andnsky River, Ohio ................ .
Operating snag boats on Ohio River ......•........
Improvin~ Detroit River, Mich .................................... _...... .......---- ... .
ExaminatiOn of Portage Lake and Lake Superior ~:'!up Canals, Mich . . . . .
1. 000. 00
Improving Hay Lake channel 1:5ault Ste. Marie Rh-er, Mich .... _..........
430, OOll. 00
Improving Black River, Mich •............... ___ .............. ____________ 1
9. 500.00
Improvin_g Clinton River, MicJJ ............. _
Improving Menomonee River, Mich. and Wis

i:~~~~~~f ~~~iU:ii~!;~ti~~~: :~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ____________ ..
Improving St.lJary's River, Mich ................................ _...... -11, 726, 509. 00
Improving St. Mary's River, and St. Marys Falls Canal, Mich _.......... _
182. 31

100, 000. 00 1- ............ _
360, 000. 00 _......•......

$40,159.33
8, ooo. 00

a. :;oo. oo

$10, ] 59. 33
4, 9\'8. 67
3, 500. 00
31, 568. 07
] '000. 00
1, ouo. 00
-------------109, 004. 00
27, 000. 00
5, 000. 00
----- - - - - -- - - 500. 00
20,000.00
140,000.00

$30, 000. 00
- --- ••• ------ .,
-------------:J, 091. 33
----------.--. ------- --------.---- - - -- - - 4:l, 46-1-. 57
-------------2. 500. 00
-----.- -- -- - -3. 000. 00
------·-······
4-,500.00
. --.------ .. -498, uoo. 00
.••..... - . . . . .
28, 000. DO
-------------10, 000.00
------ - - - -- -- .
:.!, 000. 00
. - -.- - - -- -- - -- ---- -- - - - -- - - 6,000.00
400,853.91

75, O:J:!. 64
3, 500.00
4, 000.00
4,50LI. 0.0
607, (101. 09
55.000.00
15, 000. 00
3, 000.00
500.00
26,000.00
630, 85:3. 91
7, 500.00
:::::
1,
17.86 ----JO. 000. 00
152,809. 00
150, LIDO. 00
90,870.86
30, 000. 00
30,000.00
485.00
485.00
R9. 000.00
115, (;00. 00
a2. n8
32.98
9, 565.92
9, 565.92
238,859.43
342,309.43
294, 383.16
402,507.50
13,117.53
1:.!, 617.53
2, 700. 00
5, 000.00
25,000.00
20,000.00
30,000.00
2, 310.92
2, 310.92
450,000.00
770 000.00
5, 000.00
29,500.00
3, 564.00
8, 564.00
15, 000. 00
26,500.00
100, 000.00
------ --------!
70, 000. 00
11,690.00
11, 600. 00 ,. ------ ------.I. ---- ------- -2, 956, 509. 00
526,509.00
2,430,000.00
182.31
. -- - . -. ---- - -- - -182. 31

·--------------1
1-----·--------

~~-~~~:~~-':::~:::::

--------------1

5~~: ~g

1-0
0
~

8

0

"j

8

P:1
tr_j

(f)

tr_j

0

~
tr_j

f-3

>
~
~

0

~

~
~

Improving Thunder Bay_ River, }\!ich · · • • · · · ...... · · ·- · · · · ......... · · · · · · ·'·- · · · · · · · · ·- · ·
Tun1ing Basin Rouge R1ver, Mwh. · · · · • · ........... -· · · · ·...... -... · · · · · ·Improvin" waterway from Keweenaw Bay to Lake Supenor, ~hch ...... · .. · ·. ·--- .. --.
Sturrreou Dav and Lake Mich~an Ship Canal, Mich .... - ................. ·....... -- .. -..
Imp~oving cM pe_wa R~ver,' is:.- ... - .•.....•..... --.-..................
3. 30

·J· ·············

~:~~~~t~g ~~x0~t;~~wis~~~-~~~-~~:::::::~:~:::::::::::: :: ·::::::::::: ···· 21: ooo: oo·

Damao·es ty improvement of Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, \Vis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Impro;ing Reel River of _the No;rth, Minn. and Dak.......................
6. 52

i:~~~~i~~ Wbu:R~~~~~:k.~~I~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·

Improving Wabash River, Ind. and Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
illinois and Mississippi Canal, Ill.........................................

~: ~~~: ~g

11, 000. 00
461, 450.00

10,000. 00
5, 000. 00
50 000. 00 . . . . . . . - · · · · · ·
81: 833. 00 1......••••. - ..
5, ooo. oo

7~· ~~~: ~~

l4o' 007. s:l

25; 000.00

·····5:ooo:oo·l::::
::::::::::
65 000. 00 ........ - ..•• •
500: 000.00 .....•... _•.• · ·

~~~ftfi f~f~~i~&ht~IL::••: •! \. ~ •••:: ••:!:: •••••• !:••!: •.::;~~:;::: ··-'~~m:!l·: :· • :~!!! :!\

Improving Osage River, Mo. andKans....................................
47,500.00
50 000.00 , ............ ..
Improving St. Francis River, Mo. and Kans ........... ,...................
1, 334.47 ...... '........ ............. .
Improving Missouri River from mouth to Sioux City, Iowa ........ ! ......
54,037.88 1, 350 000.00 ............ ..
Improving Missouri River................................................
189,719. 79
150' 000.28 1....... - ..... .
Improving Yellowstone River, Mont. and Dak.:..........................
11, 720.00 ...... '..................... .
Examination of MiRsouri River from Three Forks to Canyon Ferry, Mont. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
2 500. 00 .••.•...•..••.

~~r~;t~i ¥;~{~~~r~t~i:;\t~E~~~-~~:: ~ ~: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ·~g~ g~~: ~g 1--::::::::::::::
........... .

Improving Sacramento and Ft•atlwr Rivers, Cal........................... .. . . . .. . .. .. ..

i:~~~;t~~ ~~k~l~~~~~~ 1~~~~\~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........ ~:·.~~11

150,000.00
6

~; ~~~: ~~ 1::::::::::::::

Examination and survey of Columbia River, Ore,g .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .
3, 169. 49 ........................... .
Improving mouth of Columbia River, Oregon and \Vash . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
350, 000. 00 •........... - ..
Improving Columbia at Cascades, Oreg . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. • . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 1, 565, 903. 00 ............ ..
Improving Columbia and Lower \Villamette rivers below Portland, Oreg . .
10, 000. 00
150,000.00 ...•...•......

i:~~~~~~~ ~~?~~ ~: ~l~~~: g~:~ ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::I
1

ImproYing Upper Columbia and Snake l'ivers, Oreg. and \Vao.h ........ ~ ..
Im})roving Umpqua IUver, Oreg . .. .. . ... . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .
Impr~vinl;{ W il~amette R_iver ~bov& Por~lan,~, OrcH' ........................ i
Exammahon of obstructiOns In €olumbia hi\rcr, ureg ................... .
Improving \Villapa River and harbor, ·wash ............................. .
Improving Columbia River from Rock Island Rapids to Priest Rapids,
Wash .................... : ............................................. ..

I

0~~: ~~

15,
6, OO:J. 00
502.73
2, 000. 00

i:~~~~~~~ g~~~\ts!~(t~\~~~h~::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~·-~~~:~~-

~~: ~~~: t~ I: :::: :: :: ::: :·:

15,000. 00 ..•........•..

1~: ~~~: ~~ ~:

·· ·· ·· ·······

Improving Swmomh;h Slough, \Vas h...................................... .. .. .. . . .. . . • .
25, 000. 00
ImproYing Nasel Rh·er, IV ash............................................ .. . . ... .. .... .
1, 500.00
Improving Columbia River, IV ash .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
33,000.00
Sun·eys for deep water harbor, Gulf of Mexico.. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
766. 96 .............. .
Operatin.g and care of canals and other works of navigation.............. . ... . . . . . .. . . .
456,362.59 .
Removing sunken vessels or craft obstructing or endangering navigation.,..............
34,498.57 1............ ..

10,000.00
5,'000. 00 ; .. .. .. • .. i ..
5, 000. 00
3, 000. co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000. 00
5, 000.00
50,000.00
17,000.00 ~-·············
33,000.00
81,833.00
81, 833. 00 ....... - .................. -.
5, 003.30
5, 003.30 ....••••••..•....•....•.....
8, 000.00
6, 000. 00 .. . .. . .. . .. .. .
2, 000. 00
102,000.00
47, 702. 00
54, 29~. 00 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
140,007.83
$50.00 ............ ..
139,957.8:31
25,006.52
20, 549.92 ......... ~....
4, 456. 60
9, 967. 00
500. 00 .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
9, 467. 00
7, 488.00
6, 488. 00
1. 000. 00 ...... _.......
76,000.00
35, 000. 00 ......... -....
41, 000. 00
961,450.00
152, 599. 50 • .. .. . .. .. .. ..
808, 850. 50
75.000.00
5, 500. 00 1.. .. • .. . .. . .. .
69, 500. 00
144,284.85
50, 000. 00
94, 284. 85 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
100,000.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • . . . • . .
100, 000. 00
4, 500. 00
3, 500. 00 I..............
1, 000. 00
5, 000.00
2, 500. 00
2, 5(10. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. 88
.88 .......................... ..
97,500.00
4, 000. 00 ,.. . .. . .. • .. .. .
93, 500. 00
1, 334.47
.4/l .. .. • .. .. .. • ..
1, 333. 99
1, 504, 037. 88
795, 537. 88
708,500. 00 ....... --.....
239,720.07
89, 668. 24
28
15o, o51. 55
11,720.00 .............. ..............
11,720.00
2, 500.00
1' 000. (\0 . .. .. .. .. .. • ..
1, 500. 00
10,000.00
9, 51)0. 00
500. 00 .. • • .. .. .. • • ..
20,000.00
20,000.00 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
10,000.00
6, 000. 00 . .. • • .. .. .. • .. .
4, 000. 00
150,000.00
140,000. 00
10, 000. 00 ........... -- .,
65,017. 06
24,500.00 . .... .. .. .. • ..
40, 517. 06
2, 500.00 • -... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .
2, 500. 00
3, 16!). 49
3, 169.49
350,000.00
172, 000.00
178,000.00
1, 565, 903. 00
1, 555, !)0:3. 00
10,000.00
160,000.00
140,000.00
20,000.00
30, 051. 52
20,051.52
10,000.00
35,000.00
31, 000. 00
4, 000.00
21,000.00
21,000.00
502.73
32,000.00
17,000.00
20, 000.00
20,000.00
• 18,000.00
18,000.00

I

10,000. co
4, 500.00
15,000.00
25,000. 00
1, 500. 00
33,000.00
766.96
456,362.59
34,498.57

2, 000.00
3, 500.00
7, 000.00
1, 000.00
1, 5uO. 00

.

~

tr1

~

0

P:1
~

0

~

8

~

tr1
\fi
t:;j

0

::0

t:;j
~

p...

::0
to<
0

~

<1
:;.....

p

8, 000.00
1, 000.00
8, 000.00
2i, 000.00

....456,
~~·-~~~: ~~. ~-::::::: :::::::I
362. 59 .••.•••..... , .

5,

~g~: ~~

I , •••••••••••••

34,498.57 •••.••••••.••. I............ ..
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Statement of approp1·iations under di1·ection of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balances
.July 1, 1892.

Appropriated Repayments
.July 1, 1892, 'i .July·1, 1892,
to .J nne 30,
to J mJe 30,
1893.
1893.

!ffifi~:t~!~

01

~

l

I

Payments
Carried to
Balance
.July 1,1892, surplus fund . .June 30,1893.
to June 30, .June30, 1893.
1893.

WORKS-continued.
~

Harbors and rivers-Continued.

t:j

Examinations, surveys, a~d contingencies of rh·ers ami harbors ..•.••••• -~_!93, 973. 52 ~ -$~2;;, 000.00 !:..:_::~1--..!:~· 973. 52 j_!60, 746. ~~==~~-$~58. 227.08
Total harbors ~nd nvers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 796, 174.39 37, 183,786.441
$3, 543. 03 46, 983, 503. 86 15,227. 037. 37
$11, 046. 77 , 31. 745, 419. 72
Deduct repayments m excess of payments .......••..........•.................................................... -I· ............ -I
3, 543. 03 .................. - .. -... - ..
Actual expenditures ...... .

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • •I• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

'"0

0

:;:;;:j

r-3
0

,15, 223, 494. 34 ' .....

"'.j

1-3
~

t:j

ObaerYation and report of storms ................... .
Road to the :-~ignal station on Pike's Peak
Signal Sen-icc:
Medical department ................................................. .
Pay, etc .... ------ ..•.•.
Regular supplies ........... .
Incidental expenses ..................... .
Transportation
Clothing- . _.. __
Milltary telegraph

27,081.14
10,000.00

4, 821.45 ,_ .....•.......

112.63
7, 963.94

31,902.59
10, 000.00

U1
~

0

304.88
8, 4-!5. 78
2, 567. 57
59.84
3, 901. 85
.41
236. 2!)

~

t=::

H

>
~
~

15, 5~~: ~~

I-___ ~~·- ~~~:~~. I . ____ ~~·- ~~~~ ~~

"'.j

~

Actual expenditures ................... .

>

ro

National cemeteries.
National cemeteries ...................... __ .. .
Pay of superintendents of national cemeteries.
Road fromNatchez to the national cemetery, Missisflippi ...... .
• New Berne to the national cemetery. North C:u·olina
Antietam to the national cemetery, Mary lauu ........••............... ,
· :1. 12 1...... -..... -. r • • • • • •
Florence to the national cemetery, S:mth. Carolina ............................... -.. . ...... _, ..... .
Staunton to the national cemetery, Virl!inia....... ... . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . .
234.81 ............ .
Alexandria to the nati_onal cemetery, Virginia ...........•............ I
3. 84 ............. .

0

101,142.34
63, 2U. 50

• • · - . - ••

94.08
9. 95
3.12
547.08
234.81

3.84

!l8, 689.82
61,092.50

413.17
94.08
9. 95
:3.12

54i. 08
234.81
:l.8J

2. 452. 52
1, 705.83

National cemeter:v n'e ar Mound City to Mounds Junction, Til ......... .
Corinth to the national cemetery, Mississippi .....•..............•....
Road to the national cemetery-

10, 000. 00 I • 10, 000. 00
164.13 ·-----·-----··

.... -- 'i64." i3'

~!l;~~~~~Ly, 1:: ·i::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2, 000.00
451.44
31.81
1. 35

i:~uf,~~vili.:~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.24
442.28
11,000.00
243.00

AtPortHuc1son, La ............ .
Near Frederickslmrg, Va ....... .
Approaches to the national cemetery-

Road to the national cemetery, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal
Levee at Brownsville national cemetery, Texas
Repairing roads to national cemeteries
Headstones for graves of soldiers
Burial of inuigent soldiers

I"--- ... -- ... -.
16,1.13

~

~

0

~

1-3
0

~

::3

;j

_____ ______ ,______ ,______ - - - - - ~

Total artificial limbs and appliances and supportofdestitutepatients

Oivi~surveys..

Transportation of reports and maps to foreign countries . . . . . . . . • . . • ••• • •
Battle lilies and sites for tablets at. Antietam.............................
Survey of road from Aqueduct Bridge to Mount Vernon.................
Survey of Northern and Nortl::.wcsternlakes...... .......... .. ••..••..••.
Total civilsurveys ••••••.•... --············--·----·-···------··-----

Miscellaneous.

-----=1·
9, 802.00

225,833.92

,

I•.....•••••.•. 1

1. 77

100. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16, 310. 00 . . . • . . . • . . . . . .
2, 112.71 .•.......... .. 1. . •. •. •. •..• ..
9, 808.40
7, 000.00 ...• •• . • . .. . . .

7, 500. 00

~~~· 410,~-~~.:...:..:..:. ·

, --

235,635. 92

175, 9H . 20

4:!,

·!······ ....... .

o;

---

57, 833. 74

-----~---

101. 77
48. 02
1. 77 •
23, 810. 00
4, 500. 00 .•.••••.... -.. .
2, 112.71 ................•......... --~
16, 808.40
5, 910,89
10,054.61
-

42, 63!l. 35
555.15
373. :J9
673, Ii2. o:~
5, 000 00
1' 500.00
2, ()58. 15
100, 576.50
318,000.00

3:J,

9~8. 49
555.15

~

~

;>
~

~

84:!. DO

~
~

I

5, 079. 33

~.,;

51. fl8

l!l, 310. 00
2, 11~. i1

B:J2~~~-----wToS~r-1o:o5"6~ 1 _ 22, 3li. 59

.----------~----1

Prevention of obs\ ·>ctive and injurious deposits within the harbor and
1
adjacent waters of New York city .................... ---...............
9, 639.35
33,000. 00 .
Secret scr\' ice fund ......................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555. 15 ..•.••••••....
Onln.ance stores _for.\Va~;;hil•,g~'?Il: and Maine..............................
~ 3z3. :!!.l .............
Armmgand eqmppmgthexmhtut........................................
213,112.63
400,000.00 .
Artillery school, Fortress Monroe, Ya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00
Infantry and cavalry school, Fort. Lea Yen worth, Kans ...........••...•••.. ----..........
1, 500.00
Water supply, Fort D. A. Rn~sell, "\Vyo ...... ...... ...... ................•
2, 958.15 .............. 1••••••••••••••
Supp_ort ~f militar;r pris~:m, Fort LeaYon". orth, ;:rm•H:.....................
2?, 381. 4H
8~. 193.
Pubhcatwn of UtliClal I.ecords of "\V ar of the J,elJclhon • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . •
•83, 000. 00
23;.>, 000. 00

1, 860.98

~

>......
r""

3, 611.53

449,680. 8(i
5, 000. 00
1, 500. 00
75, 53:!. 28
230,900. 39

2, 95R.15
14, 40:!.17
87, U99. Gl

Ot
·;:.,."1

Statement of app1'0]J1'iations under £1i1·ection of the Wco· Deptu·tment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1983, etc.-Continued.
Appropriated! Repayments
Balances
July 1, 1892, J July 1,1892,
July 1,1892. \ to Jnne :lO, I to June ao,

Title of appropriation.

1893.

1893.

!~fi~;~i:~

(....,
C)

I

I

Payments
Carried to
Balance
July 1, 1~92, surplus fnn,d June 30, 1t>03.
to June i!O, June 30, 1893.1
1893.

- - - ---- ------

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS-continued.

~
t:j

.Jiiscella neous-Con tinueu.
1

Reprinting war maps ..................................................... j
$98. 02 i .............. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
$08. 02 .. .. . . . • .. . . . .
$08. 02 ............ .
Index of Confederate records, \Var Departmeut...........................
14, 600. 00 .............. · .............
14,600. 00
$1·t, 460. 39 .. • .. .. .. . .. . .
$139. 61
National encampment Gra11d.A.rmy of the ltepublie ...................... ....... .... .. .
$00. OOU. 00 :....... .......
00,000.00
87,802,31 ..... .. .......
2,1:17. G!J
Expenses ofmilitaryconvicts....... .... ... .. . ... .. .... .. .... .. . .... .... ..
4, 4.17. 64
6, 111 . 40 . .. . ... .. .. .. ..
10,529.04
3, ~18.16
1, 021.44
6, 28!1. H
State or Territorial homes for disabled volunteer sol<liert~ and sailors...... .... . . . ..... ..
703,256. 7~ .............. ' 703,256.78
703, ~-i6 78 ............... , ........... .
Support of National llome for disabled volunteer soldiers... .. .. .. . .. .. ..
201,561.59 2, Gl7, 841. 27 .............. ' 2, 810,402.86 2, 483, 4!J7. Sii
170, 500.01
165,315.00
Support of Soldiers' Home ................................................. 2, 46-i, 225.12
30!1, 683. 2.; .............. 2, 863,908.37
365,754. 4:i . . ...... ...... 2, 498,153. !l2
Military stores for Montana militia ........................................ ' 11, 7!!:!. 29 ......... .. . . . .. ... .. .......
11,792.20 .... .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .... ...
11, 70~. :2!)
Investigating the mining-debris question in Califomia .................... '
:J, 766.01 ............... .'............
3, 766. 01 ..... _... . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. ..
3, 766. 01
Arms and quart.ermaster's stores for the State of\Vyomhtg... .. .... ... .. .
5, GGG. 6..! .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .... .. . .... .. .
5, 666.64 .............
5, 6tiG. Gt
Gunboats on western rivers............................................... .... .. . ... .. ..
2~!. 7:! . . . .. .. .. .... .
23.72
23.72 ..
Twentypercentadditionaleompensation .................................. ,..............
584. 79 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.79
584.791···

·1

·i··.... ........

~~~~~. ~~'l~ ~~u~~~~l~~ !~a~e-~ -~~~p~;i~g· the ·~;~~~t i~·tl;e iie~i~~~-:B~-!~~d~ ·~_- · .... · .. · ·....

ary Commisflion. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Expenses of the California Debris Commission............................ _
.. .._
. ._
. .._
. .._
.. I

305 58
.. • ...... ·- .. ·
.
135. 3:l . . . .. . .. .. .. . .
15,000. 00 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .

30

38 ··· · ·· · · · ·· · · ······- · · · · ··· ·_ ·

58
305
;;.
1
·
135. 33
135. 33J .............. ............ ..
15,000. 00 .. • .. .. .. . . . . . t '.. . .. • .. .. .. • .
15, 000.- CO
1

Total miscellaneous .... ~ ............................................ 3, 09.1, 652.26 1 -1,588,192.31 .............. 7, 68il, 844.60 I 4, 456,217.531 187,743. 24j 3, 030,88:3.83
Wa1·claimsoj States.
= -~ · - ==---'-- - =
·· -!-=-~=--:-.1~=---=-·="'===-..cc•--

==-· :=-

'"PP""'""

L. ..........

Reimb=•lng Kentucky fo' expmo. in
the P.obelllon .••..•..
2, OJ:>. 61 ---- .. -- __ __ __
Reimbursing Pennsylvania for money expended for payment of militia .... I............ .'.
3, 732.50 . . . .. .• .. .. .. .
Examination of rlaims of States and Territories under act June 27,1882 ··1
5, 6S!l. 75 . . . ..... .. . . . . .......•. .. • . .
Reimbursing- State and citizens of California for expenses in suppres<>iug
1
Modoc Iudian hostilities .............. : ......... ·.........................
224. 25 . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Refunding to States expenses incurrerl in raising volunteers ............................
22 , 6u3. 24

I

Total war claims of States ........................................... J

!...... .. ... ...

2, 01 ;, 61

2, 015. 61 , ____________ __

224. 25 ........................... .
22. 603. 24 j
22. 603. 24

I· ............ .

2~~~· o5 C .... ........ j __

5, 91-!. o~

Wa1· claims of volunteers.

Bounty to volunteers, tlwir widows, anu legal heirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55, 4!19. :n
Pay of two and tlm:e J"f·ar volunteer8.....................................
6, 786. (l41
Bounty umler act of J nly 28, 1866 ..............._...... :...................
10,283. 3. 0
.Bounty to Fifteenth aml Sixteenth :Missouri Cayalry 'olunteers ...................... .
'l'hree months' pay propPr ..... ·- ...................................................... .
Horses.and other property lot~t in the military :ocrdce.. .. .. . .. . ... .. . . . . .
• 1, 518, 60

430, 000. 00 ' .........•..•.

7:>5, 243. 40 '.
50. OOIJ. 00
575.07 ............ ..

485, 4!l0. 31
742, 030. :;1
60,283.30
575.07
521. 70
46,090.88

351,262.33
550,281.70
44,900. !l5
575.07
521.70
44,824.92

35,414.70
1' 659. 08
12,775.£0

;;:J
~

0

1-=j
~

.......

H

t?;j

u:

~

"'"2

,

::j

1-3

~

~
0
'"':
_..
_..

3, 7::2. 50
3 732.50
5, 680.75 ...... '........ , .••..••.••••..

5~~~- oo -~!· ~- :~ ! ..... ~.:..:· ~-,· .. ,---:i4~~~

~

0

98,822. JO
181,080. !)()
2, 5!17. 45

~
~

Co~mutation

of rations to prisoners of war in rebel States and to sol-

"'

1

T~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ffe~,"-Fi~~t Mi~higa~-c~~~~i~:Y::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ..... ~·-~~~:~~-

1

30

•

~~~: ~g ·::::::: :::::::

Travel1ng expenses, Cahforma and Nevada volunteer~:> .................. ·· · ·· ·· · · ····· ··
533.25 ... c.·········
Collecting, drilling, and organizing volunteers .............. . .............. · · · · · · · · ·....
82.53 ...... · · · · · · · ·
Services and supplies of ~lontana volunteers in the X ez r.~rce In<linn war
657. 00 .. •. .............. : . ....... .
Pay, transportation, services, and supplies of Oregon and ''rashington
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Providing for the comfo~t of sick and lliscbargctl soldiers ................ ,
1. 92 ...... . .. •• . • •
Payofvolunteers,MexH•anwar...... . ........................ . . . ...................... 1
114.8:3
Extra pay to officers aud men \Yho ~crvcd in the ::Uexican war ... . . . .................... J
696.71
Capture of Jcffer»on lJaYi!'l . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•••
1, 503. 38 . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Preventing antl snpprPssing In!lian ho!it1lities ........................................
87. 64

·I

Total war claims of ,-oluntecrs .. ....................................

Erection of monumellts.
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. . .. ....... ••.
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31,294.76
441. 28
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82.53
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3, 424.97

9, 343.96
441. 28
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1. 92
114.83
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696.71
696.71 : ........................... .
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1, 503.38
87. 64 j
87. 64 ........................... .
1. !12 ............. ,
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1, 372, 037. 73

1, 014, 299. 70
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53, 276. 6G ----:304, 461. 37
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Monuments or tablets at Getty~ burg..................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ..
13, 286. 60
Trenton battle monument, Trenton, X. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
20,000. 00 ,. •. • •• . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Statue to memory of La :F ayette and compatriots ................ :........
1. 62 ... ..• . . ... ...
· 101.91

13, 286. 60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . .
13, 286. 60
20, 000. 00 I
20,000.00 ' .•••...........•............
103.53 .....•... .. . . . . ...... .... .•.
103.53
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Monument at Washington's headquarters, Xewburg, X. Y...............

Total e:ecti~n of monu~e~ts ................... •....................
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Relief acts.
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Cl:.i~u~~-:~~~~~ : ~-~~~~l:·~- ~~~~~~- ~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~-~~1~-~~!:~: -~~~ ~~- ~ ~~~.
11

Awards for quartermaster's stores and commissary supplies taken by
Army iu Tennessee....................................................

Stf:~f. ~~~~ -~~~:.~~~~ .t.~~~~- ~! :~~ ~~-~~- ~~~~~-~ .~~~)_,. ~~~. ~~. ~~~~~ ~~.

64. 76 ............... , ..........

64.76

---wo, 066:3'8 --w, ooo7oj~. 388£,--m, 454:891-----;), ~on. ~o- ~~~~----zi2,454. 89
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0

Cl~~~~e~{v ~~::.r~- -~~~- ~~~- -~-~. ~~~- ~~:' ~ .~ . -~~~~~~~:~~~-. ~~. ~~~~~~~.
Claims ofloyal citizens for supplies furnished (luring the rebellion.......

:

64.76 .............. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i==:;jl:: ~ ~: ~ ~ ::: ~~,

I

2, 046. 73

I· ............ .

130.00 .............. , .•.•••........

..............

Tents for su1i'erers from floods in Arkansa~. Missis;;ippi, and Louisiana..
1.12
Allowance for reduction of wages under eight-hour law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Rel!ef of deH~itnte citizens, Territory ?f c;:Jk~ab?m~ ....... ~: .... : ..... :...
44, 8~0. 00
Rehef of sutlerers from overflow of '&bssiSSlppt Rtver and Its tnbutanes.
4<Jl. 98
Relief of Richard Trabue aud others......................................
113. 66
Relief of Harriett W. Shacklett.........................................................
Relief of Mobile and Girard Railroad Co ........................ ,......... ........ ......

~
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38. 65, ............. .
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5£17.00 ............. .
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6, 939. 00
1, 446.41
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130. 00

130.00
59, 189. 741
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2, 298. 24
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State·rnent of q,pp1·opriations uude1· dit·ection of the War Depa1·tntent for the fiscal yea1· ending Ju,ne 30, 18931 etc.-Continued.
Balances
July 1, 1892.

Title of appropriation.

Repayments
IAppropriated~
July 1,1892, July J, 1892, j
to .Tnne 30,
to June 30,
1893.

(.,,

C/J

I

Payments
Carried to I Balance
July 1, 1892, surplus fund June 30, 1893.
to ,Jnnll 30, June 30, 1893.

Aggregate
available.

1893.

1893.

!liSCELLANEOUS OBJECTS-Con tinned.
~

Retief acts-Continued.
Relief of Samuel Howard...............................................................
Relief of A.T.Lee........................................................ ..............
Relief of Lydia A. Magill, administrator of John C. McGill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Relief of Julius C. Zanone, heir of John B. Zanone .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Relief of First Methodist church of Jackson, Tenn . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
Relief of James B. Blue, administrator of Solomon Blue.................. ..... ..... .. ..
ReliefofClementReeves ......................................... :.....................
Payment to Oregon Improvement Company for damages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Relief of Richard M. Edwards............................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Relief of Mary"Kellogg, widow of Spencer Kellogg....................... ...... ........
ReliefofFannieN.Belger..............................................................
Rel~ef of Will~am and !rfary Co,Uege, Virgin·,-- ... -; .................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rehef of Nem1ah Garnson, assignee of Mose" Perkms .......... --.. ... .. ..............
Relief of J.P. Randolph, administrator of J. G. Randolph(deceased)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Awards to certain citizens of Jefferson County, Ky....................... ...... ...... ..
Total relief acts

692.00
630.00
3, 706. 22
4, 525. 00
3, 750. 00
672.50
627.85
448. 15
2, 063. 70
126.13
4,679.17
64, 000. 00
750.00
246. 70
1, 472.00

..............
..............
.... .. . . . .. . •.
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.... .. .. ......
..............
. . •. . • . •. • . . . .
. . •. . •. •. • . . • .
........... ...
..............
. . . • •• . . . • . • . .
..............
-.............
..............

154., 8io.451..............

~

692.00
630.00
3, 706. 22
4, 525. 00
3, 750.00
672.50
627.85
448. 15
2, 063. 70
126.13
4,679.17
64, 000. 00
750.00
246, 70
1, 472.00

692.00
630.00
3, 706. 22
4, 525. 00
3, 750. 00
672.50
627.85
448. 15
2, 00:1. 70
126.13
4.679.17
64, 000. 00
750.00
246. 70
1, 472.00

209, 292. 941

155, 524. 43 j

s.....
H

0

~

j

......
t_::j
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453.10

I

53, 315. 41

~c.=:

...:

~

~
~

RECAPITULATION.
Salaries, c011tin~ent expenses, and postage_...............................
$66,620.06 $2, 033,112.45 •••..••....... /$2, 099,732.51 $1,992,581. 95
Military Establl:shment, Army and Military Academy.................... 3, 091, 646. 14 25, 093,871.49
12. 00 28, 185, 529. 63 23, 377, 840. 35
Public works_._._ .............................................. : .......... 18, 591, 976. 78 41, 089, 275. 80
4, 128. 3' 59, 685, 380. 92 20, 522, 759. 75
MiscellaueollS objects ..................................................... 3, 564,034.41 6, 566,321.90
14,240.38 10,144, 5!J6. 69 6, 091,273.56
TotaL ............................................................... 25, 314,277.39 74,782,581. 6i

-----

18,380.72 100,115,239.75 51,984,455.61

Rep•':,:: ~:;:::::::,:~y~~~-~-: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::::::1 :::::::::::: :1

51' ,:::::: ;:

1

0
$49,046.58
1, 054,226. 42
17, 975. 34
287,666.81

$58, 103. !li!
3, 753, 462. 86
39, 144, 645. 83
3, 765,656.32

1, 408,915.15

46,721,868.99
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HEADQUAR'l.'ERS OF THE AR:niY,

Washington, D. 0., October 4, 1893.
I have the honor to submit with this my annual report the
reports of the commanding generals of the several geographical departments, including those of their chief staff officers, of the commanding
officers of the Artillery School, the Infantry and Cavalry School, an<l
those of the Adjutant-General and the Inspector-General of the Army.
The annual report of the commanding officer of the Cavalry and Light
Artillery School at Fort Riley, Kans., will be submitted later, when
the seaEon of 11ractical instruction at that place has been completed.
These reports give full information of all the operations of the troops
during the past year, of the administrative work of the several staff
officers serving with troops, and of the stations and strength of the
various organizations of the Army and of the state of discipline and
instruction of the troops, including practice with small arms and artillery. These reports, together with those ofthe Chief of Engineers and
Ordnance, of the administrative staff departments, and of the Superintendent of the Military Academy, will give you full information of all
the detai1s of the military service. I think it better not to epitomi"'e or
make extracts from any of these reports, but rather to invite their fnlJ
perusal.
SIR:

IMPORTANT SERVICES.

The most arduous service which has been rendered by the troops
during the past year, and in some sense the most important, has beeP
that required to suppress and punish violations of the neutrality laws
between this country and Mexico. This service required a considerable addition to troops before stationed in the Department of Texas, and
to prevent a recurrence of such lawless acts it may be found necessary
to continue the increase thus made of the force serving in that department. The report of the department commander gives full details of
all the servicP. rendered, and shows that the troops were :finally entirely
successful, after a most laborious pursuit, in breaking up and eapturing
the criminals who had been engaged in violating the hospitalities ot
this country for the purpose of couducting Ltwless enterprises against
our frie11dlyneighbor. I regard the troops in the Department of Texas
as deserving of high commendation for the manner in which they have
discharged thiH ardUOUS Juty,
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Happily the Army bas not oeen ealled upon during the past year to
assist in the suppression of domestic violence in any part of the Territories of the United States. But in connection with the opening of the
new Territory of Oklahoma the troops have been called upon to aid the
civil authorities, aud the service thus performed has been comrneudable.
INSTRUC1'ION AND DISCIPLINE.

The state of discipline of the Army continues to be satisfactory.
l\Iilitary instruetiou has been conducted throughout the year as prescribed in Regulations and Orders. Firing· instruction, both with heavy
guns and small arms, bas been syHtematkally conducted during the
year, and the efl:icieucy of the Army in this respect has probably never
oeen so high as now. An additional year has been given tor the tl'ial
of the new drill regulations for infantry, cavalry, a11d light artillery
with a view to the most careful and extended criticism of every detail
oefore the final revision of the text and its adoption as a permanent
system.
Sl\-IALL ARMS AND FIELD ARTILLERY.

The reconsideration provided oy Congress of the former decision of
a board appointed by the War Department to select a small arm for
the use of troops, having finally l'~sulted in the confirmation of the
judgment of the former board, the work of construction of the new arm
is now in progress; so that the Army may be equipped with the modern
magazine weapon in due time. It is again respectfully suggested that
a re:::;erve :::;up ply of the most approved infantry rifles and of the standard
breech-loading rified field guns be provide<l in amount sufficient, not
only for the regular troops and organized militia, but for such volunteers as may be immediately called into service in the event of war.
FOR1'IFICA'riON AND .A.Rl\<IAliEN'l'.

SatisfactDry progress has been made during the last year in the
fabrication of modern-high power guns, and considerable work has
oeen doue in providing emplacements for such guns and mortars.
Experiments h~we also been continued in respect to disappeariug carriages for such gnns. Conclusive results in this last regard have not
yet been reached, but yet such progress has been made that efficient
carriages could be fttpidly constructed in case of immediate need. It
is hoped that necessary appropriations for the continuation of this work
will not be withheld, so t,l1at the policy which has now been steadily
pursued cluri11g the past :five or six years may oe continued until the
great seaports of the United State:::; are plaeed in condition of security.
The l'ellOrt of the Board of Ordnance and :B..,ortification, and those of
the Chief of Engi11eers aud the Chief of Ordnance, will give you full
information of all the business transacted in respect to fortifi<'ations
and armament, and the future need:::; of the military service in that
regard.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

I desire again to invite attention to the necessity for a special appropriation for the construction of barracks and quarters at those seaport station:::; from which the troop:::; were withdrawn for field service
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some years ago. Many of those posts have now become defenseless
and unfit to occupy in their present cm)dition. It is believed that all
important seaports should be regarrisoned, their · present armament
placed in serviceable condition, and preparation made for the care of
new and improved armament as soon as the Engineer and Ordnance
Departments are able to supply them.
REORGANIZATION OF THE AR'l'ILLERY AND INFANTRY.

The measures which for many years have been before Congress, and
favorably considered at one time or another by each Honse, for the
reorganization of the artillery and infantry, still remain under consideration. So much has been said in favor of these measures and their
merit so generally admitted, that it would be superfluous to discuss
them further. I trust Congress may be pleased to enact those measures
into law without unnecessary delay.
MILITARY EDUCATION.

The interest in military education throughout the country continues
to increase. The demand for educated officers for duty at colleges and
universities and other institutions of learning is constantly increasing,
and no better service could be rendered in time of peace by officers of
the Army than such assistance in the general dissemination of military instruction. In the permanent establishment, educatiou was
never so general or so l1igh as at the present time. Not only are the
established schools at West Point, Willets Point, Fort Monroe, Fort
Leavenworth, and Fort Riley, as efficient as ever, but the Military
Service Institution and the general system of lyeeurns established
throughout the Army are adding largely to the voluntary individual
work of nearly all officers of the Army. The post schools for enlisted
men still need development, and some generous legislation will, it is
believed, be requisite to put them upon the proper basis.
INDIAN SOLDIERS.

The enlistment of Indians in the Army, and their organization into
companies attached to the regular regiments, appears thus far to have
accomplished, in a very satisfactory manner, the principal objects con·
templated in that policy. The principle of these objects is understood
to have been for the purpose of withdrawing from the warlike tribes
and giving satisfactory employment to a considerable number of young
men who were generally dissatisfied and liable at any time to become
hostile; for the purpose of educating the Indians in the rules and customs of civilized as contrasted with those of savage warfare; and to
assist in the e1forts of the Goverumeut to transform the Indian character from that of savag·e enemy to that of friend and citizen of the United
States. There has been no serious indication of hostile disposition
manifested by any of the Indian tribes since this policy was inaugurated.
A secondary o~ject was the organization of a comparatively small
contingent of Indian troops, partly with a view to any service which
might be required vf them, but mainly for the purpose of determining
by actual trial what the value is or may be made of the warlike tribes
of Indians as a part of the military strength of the United States; this
upon the general theory that all parts of the people of a country should
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be prepared to do their share in time of neerl of the military service
which the country may require. It is yet too early to reach a final
conclusion upon this question. Hesults vary from one extreme to the
other. In some cases the Indian troops have proved highly satisfactory. In others, less so. In one case, the discipline of a company was
so unsatisfactory that it was thought necessary to remove it from its
native country, where it might possibly do serious harm, to a distant
State and into the presence of a garrison of white troops, where its
power for evil was entirely paralyzed. By this and similar means the
tribe to which that company belonged, which had been one of the most
dangerous of all the sa\.,.age tribes, has been reduced to a comparatively
·harmless condition. In some other cases it has been found that tribes
formerly warlike have by contact with civilization lost their military
character, and that they may be counted as of no military consequence,
either for or against the United States. In those cases the companies
have been disbanded. Further trial will doubtless indicate satisfactorily what tribes and to what extent may wisely be called upon to furnish
any part of the military force of the United States, with a view to fhture
service, and to what extent Indians may wisely be retained in service,
with a view solely to discipline and control, for the purpose of preventing their employment in any hostile enterprise against the people of
the surrounding country.
In ~iew of the very limited strength of the Army authorized by law,
only a small fraction of that strength mut be utilized in the manner
herein referred to; bnt within that limit i.t is far more economical, as
well as more humane, to employ the Indian as a civilized soldier than
to fight him as a savage warrior. Perhaps, in tbe end, the most valuable of all the results of this policy will be in its conviction of tbe
Indians, by means which appeal to them most forcibly, of the fact that
they are not regarded as enemies, but as a part of the people of the
United States.
TERM OF ENLISTMENT.

In an army so small as that permanently maintained by the United
StateR the all-important requisite is efficiency and reliability under any
and all circumstances that may arise. To secure this it seems evident
that the policy ~:;hould contemplate the elimination, as soon as practicable, of all men who can not be molded into perfectly trustworthy soldiers and the retention in service of all whose military development
proves to be entirely satisfactory. The period of five years-that of
the present term of enlistment--is much longer tban necessary for tile
first purpose, while the limit of length of service under existing lltw,
namely, teu years, i~ much too slwrt to enable the Govermnent to
obtain the best service fi·om men who have proved to be in all respeets
satisfactory.
There is another serious objection to the present limitation of ten
years. That period is much too long for a young man to devote to the
military service if he must ultimately make his career in civil life. He
thereuy loses the opportunities of youth which mn~t be availed of by
all young men who would win success in the race of life.
The bencllts to the country ±:rolll the military training of the small
number of men who are discharged after ten years of service is quite
insignificant. They do not amount to as many as one in four thousand
of the arms-bearing ·population of the U uited States. In a coulltry
whose policy is uased upon universal obligation to military service awl
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the development of the ultimate military strength of the nation, and
where a large standing army is maintained, partly as a school in which
·all young men capable of bearing arms may be trained, a short term of
active service, generally of three years, enables the Government to g·ive
that training to every young man capable of bearing arms. In our
country the Army is far too small to serve as a valuable training school
of this character. The organized militia of the several States serve
such a purpose to a much better advantage without drawing young
men away from their civil avocations.
It therefore seems aclvisable that the term of enlistment in the regular service in this country be reduced from five to three years, and that
the legal restriction upon reenlistments be removed, so that the War
Department may be at liberty to continue in service those enlisted men
whose services are found to be valuable.
No doubt heretofore the practice has been to reenlist old soldiers
after they have bec,,me less efficient than when they were younger, but
tbat praetice may readily be controlled by Executive action. It can
not well be doue by legislation, except by shortening the term of first
enlistment, so as to afford a re~dy means ot eliminating all those who
will not, by the value of prolonged service, probabJy acquire any claim
to further consideration in that regard.
A reduction of the first term of enlistment to three years would also,
in a large mea,sure, remove the reaRon for the existing law providing
for the purchase of discharge, which latter has proved very prejudicial to military discipline. As soon as a young soldier bas saved up
money enough to purcllase his discharge he esteems himself independent of his commanding officer, and becomes restive under necessary
discipline, since all he has to do to ayoid further submission to such
discipline is to buy his diseharge. It would, in my jndgment, be beneficial to the military service to repeal the law autlwri.z.iug the purchase
of discllarges.
THE RECRUITING SERVICE.

The recruiting service has been ably conducted by the present Adjutant-General, Brig. Gen. Robert Williams, and his suuonli.uate officers,
and the improvements noted in my last annual report have been continued.. The services of the .1\Jedical Department and the detection
and rejection of unworthy or undesirable recruits have been greatly
beneficial. Great difficulty is necessarily encountered in obtaining
recruits wll:o fulfill all the very high qualifications established, and
which should be maintained in so small an army as that of the United
States, and unworthy applicants, through fraud or otherwise, sometimes
gain admission; lmt their unfitness, fi.·om whatever cau8e, is generally
very soon detected, so that they may be dismissed at the depots before
being sent to regiments. Although recent favorable legi::;latiou and
other causes have diminished to a consiQ.erable extent the proportionate
number of desertions fi·om the Army, that number still coutinues large,
and doubtless from causes entirely beyond control, unless it be by
iucreasiug the certainty and severity of the punishment for desertion.
STAFF DEP.A.RTJ.VIENTS.

The officers of the Adjutant-General's and Inspector-General's Departments have discharged the duties which have devolved upon them
under my orders with great zeal and fidelity. I also take pleasure iu
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acknowledging my obligations to all the staff departments for tl1eir
cordial assistance in the discharge of the duties devolving upon me.
The department commanders and their staft' oflicers all{l all the
troops of the line have merited my commendation by the manner in
which they have discharged their duties.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
J. 1\I. SCHOl~IELD,
1.l:fajo1·- General, Commanding.
Ron. DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
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REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.

HEADQUAR'l'ERS OF 'l'HE .A.RMY,
ADJU'l'ANT-GENER.AL'S OFFICE,
1Vashington, September 27, 1893.
GENERAL: Pursuant to your instructions, I have the honor to submit the annual returns of the Army:
A.-Showing the actual strength of the .Army June 30, 1893.
B.-Showing position and distribution of th~ troops by departments,
taken from the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office.
C.-Geographical departments and posts, with distribution of troops,
post-offices, telegraph stations, and nearest railroad stations and boat
landings.
D.-Statement slJowing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the
Army during the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1893.
The number of enlisted men now in service, Ju11e ~)0, 1893, who are
drawing increased pay under the act of Congress of August 4, 1854, is
as follows:
Five years' continuous service ($2 per month) __ ... - .... _.. _........ _____ . . . .
Ten years' continuous service ($3 per month)_ ..... _. __ . -- .... -- . _....... --.
Fifteen years' continuous service ($4 per month) ___ ... ____ . __ .. ___ ..........
Twenty years' continuous service ($5 per month)_ ... _.......... _._ ..... _...
Twenty-five years' continuous service ($6 per month) .... - .. --- . - .. - .. -......
Thirty years' continuous service ($7 per month)._ ... ____ .. - .... -............
Thirty-five years' continuons service ($8 per montil). _. __ ...... ________ . ___ .
Forty years' continuous service ($9 per month) __ ..... __ ..... --- .. ___ .. _. _.

4, 248
1, 791
960
672
212
12
2
1

The number of those who will become entitlerl to inereased pay
under the act of Congress of May 15, 1872, during the fh;eal year ending J nne 30, 1895, is:
Reenlisted pay .. -. -- .. --.- ......... _........... -- ... ---- ............ - .. -....
386
One dollar per month for tb ird year of service .. ____ ............... -. . . . . . . . . 5, 711
Two dollars per month for fourth year of service. __ ...... _. _ .... _........... 4, 296
Three dollars per month for fifth year of service ... ____ .............. - ...... 3, 113

And the number of enlisted men whose terms will expire during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1895, is 2,117.
THE MILITARY PRISON.
The annual report of the commandant of the military prison and the
reports of the other officers on duty thereat (suurnitted herewith) show,
in detail, the management of the affairs ofthat institution during the
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year, and indicate t.hat the important duties of the commandant and
of his ofii.cers have been performed in a ~atisf<tetory manner.
The number ofpriso .... ers in confinement Jnue 30, 18H2, was 395; the
num ocr received during the year, aGl; and the number lost by disd~m:~·e, etc., ~US, lmwi11g 438 in couilnemeut June ~~0, 18U3, au increase
of(),_),

The provost guard numbers UU men, leavh1g 2G vacancies, which jt is
desirable should be filled by yoluutary transfers from the line of .the
..:.\.rmy.
'l'he appropriation for the year ended June 30, 18U3, was $80,080, of
which $72,027.40 was expended; this amount includes the expellditure
of $U30 for donations of $5 eaeh to 186 prisoners released from confinement at Alcatraz Ishmd, Cal., and other military posts, leaving the
actual expenditures of the prison $71,097.40, a decrease in expense
with an increase of 63 prisoners, showiug clearly the economic administration of the affairs of that institntim1: Iu addition to the donations
of money above mentioned, the pri;:.;on furnished 235 suits of civilian
clothing for prisoners released from confinement at military posts.
Under the authority of the Secretary of \Var, the change fi'om the
dormitory to the cellular system has been steadily going on, and there
are now 400 ce11s at the prison and 44 more in course of construction.
The yield of the prison farm was larger than the preceding year, and
was as follows: 'l'wo tlwusaud four hundred bushels of corn; 2,~44
bushels of potatoes; 65,DU!l heads of cabbage, and 3,651 bushels of various other kinds of veg-etables, \vldch, added to the regular rations,
l)rovided an ample variety of good food.
The prison-mess fund bad $2,233.30 to its credit June 30, 18U2. The
amount sav·ed during the year from the rations was $7,933.95, and the
amount expended was $7,826.28, leaving $2,342.97 on band June 30,
18U3.
The various industries were carried on in a satisfactory manner and
the prisoners appear to have been usefully employed.
Some of the principal articles manufactured during the year were
28,267 pairs of shoes, 174 mess tables, 1,504 mess stools, 748 sets of
harness, 4,683 tin boilers, steamers, coffeepots, teakettles, stew pans,
etc., 14.790 joints of stovepipe and elbows, 20,000 corn brooms, 50 coats,
320 pairs of tronsers, and 45 shil"ts.
The total11umuer of days of skilled labor performed by the prisoners
was 47,127, and the number of days of uuskill1.1d labor 78,364. Of
this 27,755 days of skilled labor and 25,G!7 of unskilled labor were
performed for the quartermaster's department, amounting in value to
$22,853.95.
It is also noted that DO cords of wood and 19,000 feet of lumber were
cut by the prisoners and 160,000 bricks made for use at the prison.
The prisiou fund (made up fi'om various earnings of the prisoners'
labor and from the sale of miscellaneous material) amounted to $1,590.57
and was turned in to the United States Treasury.
Thirteen prisoners escaped and 11 were captured during the year.
The large number recaptured is believed to be due to the increase of
the reward from $30 to $60.
The report of the attending surgeon shows that one prisoner died
during the year and that one member of the guard committed suicide.
Special attention has been given to the night school, and much has
been done to afford prisoners such educational advantages as are possible, with the gratifying result that tlle number of scholars has
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incrcas('d f1·om 100 to 236-a decided step in the direct:on of making
the prison a true reformatory.
DESERTION.

The nnm b('r of (lesertions from the Army reported as having occurred
during the fiscal yen,r ended June 30, 1R93, is 1,68~, an increase of 300
over the umnber reported for the preceding year.
This increase baH been attributed in part, in some of the reports, to
the widespread dissatisfttction in the ranks resulting from the law
which, by limiting the possible length of se,rvice to ten years, deprives
the enlisted men of tile future advantages which they had the right to
expect were guaranteed to long and faithful service. This view is
strengthened, in my opinion, by the fact that the reported increase is
almost evenly distributed among seven of th(" eight military departments; in the department of Ca 1itornia alone is a decrease reported.
\Vhile the gravity of desertion is fully appreeiated, and it is helfl
that punishment for this military crime should both be swift all{l adequate, I am nevertheless of opinion that the morale of the rank and
tile of the Army is undoubtedly good alH1 that its members will bear
comparison with an equal number of men of the same class in other
occupations and pursuits.
DISCITARGES.

Section 2 of the act to prevent desertions from the Army, etc., approved June 16, 1890, reads as follows:
SEC. 2. That enlistments shall continue to be made for five years, as now proYidetl
by law: Prot:ided, That at the eJHl of threo years from the <late of his enlistment
every soldier, whose antef'edcnt service has been faithful, shall be entitled to receive
a furlough for three months, awl that, in time of peace, he shall at the on<l of snch
furlough be entitled to receive hi~ discharge npon his own applieation: Provided
ftather, That soldiers discharged nuder the provisions of this sectiou Rhallnot be
entitled to the allowances provide(l in section 1290 of the Revise(l Statutes.

While section 4 of the same act, permitting enlisted men to pnrclwse
their discharge in time of peace, benefits both the Army, by eliminating· fron its ranks men unsuited for its lif<", and the individual, by
offering him au honorable means of severing his conneetion with a SCl'Vice for which unfitted, section 2, on the contrary, benefits the individual at the expense of the Army, and, practically, offers a bonus to
good. men to leave the service after a reduced term. It was thought
that the indulgence of a three-months' furlough after three years' service
would generally operate in securing the continuance of the man in the
military scrviee. rrhis assumption is disproved by the fact that, of !)3H
men so discl1arged in 1891, 1,452 in 18U2, and 1,573 in 18U3-a total of
3,964-only H± men in 1892 aud 453 during the past fiscal year sought
reentry into the army. The total number (547) offering themselves tor
further military service was only a fraction over 13 per cent of the
whole number discharged under the provisions of the law. It is evident, therefore, that as a means of inducing men to continue in the
military service the law lacks potency, and that its greatest effect is to
entail on the Army the expense incident to filling the vacancies in the
ran kH created by the discharge of three-years' men. 1-Dxclnding· all consideration in regard to faithful antecedents, the average number of
men dnl'ing the pa~t three years who were entitled to claim disebarge
was 3,329, and the pen!eBtag'e or Hll<'(·essfnl applicants, wllieh in 1891
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was 29, advanced to 41 in 1892 and reached 49 during the past fiscal
year.
Carefully prepared statistics place t.he cost of a recruit at depot,
exclusive of clothing and subsistence, at $18, and that of a recruit
delivered at regiment, after three months of instruct:on at depot, at
$165. The 1,573 men discharged after furlough during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1893, received, say, $50 for pay an<l allowances during
such furlough, or a total charge of $88,050 against the military appropriations. '.rhe first cost of enlisting an equal number of recruits would
be $28,3l4, or, if the recruits are kept three months at depot before
being sent to the regiments needing them, $259,545.
The effect of the law, as it now stands, is to take good men from the
ranks at the end of three years (and then to give them three months'
furlough, during which time their places can not l>e filled and their pay
runs ou) and to retain bad men for five years.
For these reasons and with a view to the best interests of the Aimy
and of strict economy in military expenditures, I beg to recommend
the repeal of section 2 of the act of June 16, 18~JO, and that the term
of enlistment be fixed at three years, so that bad men as well as good
may be discharged alike at its expiration; and that the term during
which an enlisted man may reenlist, with increased pay, be established
at three months instead of one, as now provided by law. The efl'eet of
this will be to give to the soldier his three months' absence, without
expense to the Government and without burdening the rolls, as at present, and to enable him at its expiration to reenlist, with pay~ as though
be had been continuously in service.
FR.A.UDULEN'l' ENLISTMENT.

Until the date of the act of July 27, 1892, declaring fraudulent
enlistment a military offense, punishable under the Rixty-seeond article of
war, no legal means existed to punish the men-undesirable, if not
worthless-who forced themselves in the ranks by concealment of disqualifying facts or defects.
The "identification card" system of the surgeon-general's office has
proved an excellent means of detection and the act, above cited, has
provided legal method of prevention. Under the working of both the
system and the law 301 men were dishonorably dischargp,d during
the past year for fraud perpetrated by them in their enlistment. As
the number of men discharged for the same cause during the preceding year was 394, it is evident that fewer men of that obnoxious class
found their way in the ranks of the Army, and, while it can not be
ascertained how many were led to keep away by fear of the law, it is
confidently hoped that its deterrent nature will, as it becomes more
and more geuerally known by the representations of recruiting officers, eventually eliminate that most demoralizing element from the
ranks through fear of an almost inevitable detection, to be followed
by swift and condign punishment.
REENLISTMENTS.

The act approved February 27, 1893, making appropriations for the
support of tlJe Army, contains the following clause:
And, hereafter, in time of -peace * * * no private shall be reenlistecl who has
S('lrved ten years or more, or who is over 35 years of age, except such as have already
served as enlisted men for twenty years or upward.
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While the theoretical object of the law was undoubtedly to disseminate military knowledge among the people by limiting· service in the
ranks of the Army to ten years, practica1ly, the end in view can never
be reached by that means, for many reasons, two of which are the voluntary system of recruiting the rauks and the insignificant relation,
for the purpose, of the number of enlisted men in the Army to a population of 70,000~000 people. This provision of law, moreover, is directly
antagonistic to the best interests of the military service and has been
promotive of more dissatisfaction than any measure that has been
intrroduced for years. Its effect is to discourage enlistments, reduce
reenlh;tments after five years, and cause, in the near future, the bulk of
the Army to consist of inexperienced young men instead of, as it should
be, well-trained soldiers .
.1\Iany petitions have been received from every part of the Army,
signed by officers and men, urging the repeal of the obnoxious clause
of the law cited above, for the following reasons:
(1) Because the men enlisted under laws gnaranteeing tlH'm an honorable status
and reasonable support after thirty ycart:i' service, or admission into the Soldiers'
Home after twenty years or on di8charge for disability incurred in the service. For
the support of the Home a monthly recln<"tion bas been made in their pay during
their entire service. Both of these promises-moral contracts-are broken by the
present law.
(2) The law goes connter to all experiPnce in denying· the value of special training.
Any private enterprise adopting such a plan would court loss and disaster, and like
resnlts must follow its atloption in the Army.
(3) The inevitable resnlt of the enforcement of tho law wm be to fill the ranks
with tickle men of roving disposition and drive away men fond of the military profession.

The points made in these petitions are well taken and are fully concurred in. The law, however well intended in theory, is positively
hurtful to the Army as well as unjust to the men in the ranks.
It is harmful to the Army because it tends directly to eliminate from
the ranks a class of men thoroughly trained, imbued with military
spirit, and of good cbaraeter, for otberwise they would not have
been retained. vVhile a few veterans in a compa11y, by their presence
and example, teach the new men the important lesson of obedience,
fidelity, aud inte11igent performance of duty, it takes a long time to
make good soldiers of a company composed entirely of recruits. The
great value of veteran regulars was thoroul.! hly shown at the outbreak
of the civil war. The positive injustice it works to the men in the
ranks is clearly pointed out in the first point of the petitions. In addition to all this the law, if unrepealed, will entail increased expenses
for keeping the ranks full. The statistics of the Army since 1880
show a11 average presence in the ranks of 2,772 men with a service of
ten and less tlmn twenty years, aud if this class of trained soldiers is
not to be permitted to continue iu the service the replacement of the
men netessarily means an increase of the recruiting expenses.
The best interests of the service, justice to the men in the ranks, and
economy in expenditures alike demand the repeal of the clause in the
law of February 27, 1883, which forbids the rei:'nlistment of men after
ten years' service.
P.A.Y OF NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

The question ot, proper and reasonable pay commensurate with the
reS})Onsible duties devolving on the noncommissioned officers of the
Army is deemed by me one of such vital importance to the military serv-
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ice as to fully justify again presenting· the matter for the favorable
consideration of the "\Var Department and ofUo11gress.
It is true that, with regard to the first sergeants and sergeants, Congress bas partially recognized the force of the recommendations heretofore made, and by the act of Feuruary 27, 1893, has increased the pay
of the former from $22 to $25 and that of the latter from $17 to $1 R; ·
l>ut this slight increase, while justly due to the two classes of noncommissioned officers benefited, disturbs the universally accepted rule
that rank or position, by reason of the relative imporhmce of rank and
duties, shall receive proportionate compensation. l\Iilitary rank
without adequate pay is belittled and robbed of much of its proper
value. In the lower military hierarchy the sergeant-major beads tLe
noncommissioned officer class, and justly so. His duties are both
important and responsible, and the position demands the highest type of
the enlisted man in intelligence, acquirements, and soldierly bearing,
aud yet his present pay is $2 less than that of a first sergeant, l1is military subordinate. I earnestly recommend that the whole suLject be
again brought to the attention of Congress with a view to the establishment of a just scale of remuneration for each and all of the several
grades of nonconuniRsioned officers. As I had the honor to state in
my last report: ''Such a measure is <1emanded alike by regard for the
greatest efficiency of the Army, justice to the men whose pay is inadequate to tileir rank and duties, aud for the creation of a soldierly
rivalry among the enlisted men in tile ranks to earn advancement to
even the lowest grade in that honorable class."
POS'r LYCEUMS.

The reports received evidence creditable and sustained progress in
the course of instruetion, and that it has beeu followed tmring the rmst
year with commendable zeal in professional study. The pul>1ication
of the best monographs. having regard to both the importance of the
su~ject ~elected aud the lucidity aud force of treatment, would, it is
not doubted, act not only as a powerful stimulus to study ~,.nd research
in t11C broad field of military science, but also prove of great interest
to the entire service. And I beg, therefore, to recommend that copies
of these papers be hereafter required to be forwarded to this office and
that the most meritorious be published to the Army.
POST EXCHANGES.

The post exchange system continues to progress satisfadorily, and
notwithstanding periodical misrepresentation~ assailing it., is considered by the majority of officers, including post commanders, as
having a decidedly beneficial influence on the diseipline all(l morals of
the rank and file of the Army. There is no reason to doubt that, as
time and experience indicate what additional measures should be
adopted in order to perfect the management and conduct of post
exchanges, tile system will be Teganled more and more as a happy substitute for the old post-trader establishment witil its train of almost
ineradicable evils, and that it will fully realize the benefits anticipated
at its adoption.
POST L.A.. UNDRIES.

As the enlistefl man of the Army is now required to wear many more
articles of clotiling requiring washing than formerly and under im-
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proved hygienic conditions in barracks is furnished sheets and pillo.wcases, it follows as a matter of course that his bill for washing of wlnte
blouses, trousers, linen collars, and bed fnrnitme is much heaver than
formerly, and that, receiving no increase in pay or allowances, the burden of increased expenditures falls heavily upon him, and this more
especially in soutlwrn latitudes, where a more frequent washing of the
above articles is an imperative necessity. The troops are required to
keep the authorized duck clothing and bed furniture in neat and clean
conditiou, and this necessary requirement involves a considerable increase of the monthly wash bill. Injustice to the men this expenditure
should be reduced to the minimum, and I therefore recommend that
as rapidly as possible post laundrie5, uncler proper management, be
estalllisl1ed at all permanent posts.
The law prohil>its company laundresses, so that the men are compelled to get their laundry work done the best they can, and it seems
proper that the Government should afford them all possible facilities,
at the least expeuse to the men, for prm:;enting a neat and soldiery
appearance on all occasions. This condition involves not only the
comfort but the health of the troopB.
RECRUITING SERVICE.

The manner of conducting the recruiting- service, general m1d special,
during the past year has not materially differed from that explained in
the last. two annual reportB of the Adjutant-General; but special efforts
ha.Ye been made during the greater part of the year, by means of more
systematic advertising and increased per~onal efl'ort on the part of recrnitiHg officers, to S<'cnre recruits in greater number without relaxing
in any degree the high standard of qualifications required.
GEXERAL RECIWITIXG.

Tbe superintendent of the general service has his headq narters at New
York City, and depots for the collection and instruction of recruits have
been continued at Davids Island, New York Harbor, and Columbus Barracks, Ohio, for infantry and heavy artillery, and at Jefferson Barracks,
Mo., for cavalry and light artillery.
October 1, 1892, recruiting rendezvous were in operation at the following ·places: Three in the city of Chicago, Ill.; two, each, in the
cities of Boston, New York, and Philadelphia; and one, each, at SpriHg:field, 1\fass., New Haven, Conn., Albany, Brooklyn (a branch of New
York City), Butl'alo, and Rochester, N.Y.; Camden and Newark, N.J.;
Hanisbnrg, Altoona, and Pittsburg, Pa.; Cincinnati and Cleveland,
Ohio; Evansville, .F~rt "\Vayne, Indianapolis, and Terre Haute, liHl.;
Springfield, Ill.; Detroit and Grand Hapids, Mich.; Milwaukee, Wis.;
Davenport, Iowa; St. Paul and l\linneapolis, 1\-Iinn.; St. Louis, ~Io.;
Louisville, Ky.; Nashville, Ohattanooga, and Knoxville, Tenn.; Port
Gibson, Miss.; "\Vheelillg, "\V. Va.; Baltimore, Md.; \Vashington, D. C.;
San Francisco, Ual.; and Seattle, Wash.
In November, 18!>2, the rendezvous at Altoona, Pa., and Port Gibson,
Miss., were transferred to Toledo, Ohio, and l\femphis, Ten11., respectively, a11d inl\fay, 1893, a rendezvous was opened in Lynchburg, Va.
Rendezvous were closed during the year as follows: At ~rerre Haute,
Ind., and Davenport, Iowa~ in Ji'ebrnary, 18!);); at :Memphis, Tenn., in
l\farch, 189:3; at 'Vbeeling, W.Va., Fort Wayne, Ind., and Springfield,
Ill., in .May, 1803; and one, each, at Boston and Philadelphia in Juue,
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1893. In connection with the regular rendezvous, temporary branch
rendezvous were conducted from time to time, as circumstances
required, until August, 1893 1 when all temporary branches were closea.
During the month of August it became necessary, owing to the
largely increased number of applicants for enlistment, undoubtedly
due, in a great measure, to the general business depression, to place
restrictions upon recruiting for the general service and to instruct the
recruiting officers in the various cities to make careful selection, from
the best class of applicants, of the most promising material, with a view
to securing an exceptionally fine class of recruits.
SPECIAL RECRUITING.

The departmental, the ordinary regimental, and the engineer recruiting services, which are conducted at military posts without expe11se to
the recruiting appropriation, have continued to furnish a considerable
portion of the recruits required; but it is remarked that the enlistments without expense to the recruiting fund for the fiscal year ende<l
June 30, 1893, were 870 less than dnring the preceding fiscal year.
The special regime11tal recruiting service, which seeks its recruits
through the efforts of traveling recruiting parties detailed by the
respective regimental comma11ders to operate within a cer1 ain district or
territory allotted to each regi11tent, has been prosecuted with renewed
vigor and marked success. During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893,
8 cavalry regiments, the 5 artillery regiments, the light artillery battalion, and 16 infantry regiments (30 orgauizations in all), had recruiting parties in the field, maintaining rendezvous for a greater or less
time in 270 different places, besides actively canvaRsing the country
surroun<ling these rendezvous. As a result, 1,590 recruits were enlisted
during the year, the largest number yet obtained by this means in any
one fiscal year. It is apparent from the foregoing that the special regimentalrecruiting service has become indispensable as one of the methods to be relied upon in recruiti11g the Army, and tha,t it is the duty
of regimental commanders, whenever circumstances will permit, to make
earnest efforts to supply a portion of the recruits required by their
regiments by this system of recruiting, which is fu11y explained in Circulars No.7 of 189~ and No. 21 of 18U3 from this office.
INDIAN ENLIS'l':\IENTS.

The whole number of Indian soldiers enlisted up to June 30, 1893, was
9G3, of whom 126 were enlisted during the fiscal year ending with that
d,tte. During the past year the members of four Indian companies
whose organizatjon bad not been completed have been discharged and
these Indian organizations discontinued. A number of other discharges
·of Indian soldiers have also been made for various causes under the
provisions of existing law. There are now in ~ervice 15 Indian companies, viz: 6 troops of cavalry and 9 companies of infantry.
RESULTS.

The recruits enlisted during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893,
were sufficient to meet all current losses and, besides, to add 600 rueu
to the strength of the Army. The total number of enlistment~ in the
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Army for the year ended .June 30, 1893 (excluding those not embraced
in the legal limit of .25,000 men), was 9,07 4, classified as follows:
For the
For the
For the
For the

general recrmtiug sernce __________ ................................. 5, 107
departmental recru iti u g Rerv ice_ ....... _................. - . . . . . . . . . .
865
special regimental recruiting servi<:e _. ___ .... __ ..... _.. _............ 1, 590
engineer battalion ..... _............. ___ ....... _......... _.. . . . . . . . .
93

7,655
For regimental detachments, etc .......... _. _., . __ .. _............. -......... 1, 419
Total ....... _.... _ -..... _........... _.... _ -................ - . -..... - .... 9, 074:

Of the 9,07 4 accepted recruits, 6,30G were native born ancl 2, 768 of
foreign birth; 8,151 were white, 797 eolored, and 126 Indians.
The reports show that the recruiting officers making the 7,655 enlistments embraced in the first four items of the foregoing lit:;t rejected
19,083 applicants (71 per cent of the whole number seeldng e11 Jistment) as lacking the necessary qualifications-either physical, mental,
or moral-a clear indication that, as a rule, the officers charged with
the responsible duty of rrcrniting haYe taken proper precautions to
prevent the enlistment of men unfitted from any cause for the duties
of a soldier.
The difficulties attending the enliRtment of men fulfilling the exacting conditions of the recruiting regulations may be inferred from the
large percentage of applicants for admission to the ranks of the Army
who have been rejected during the year; but, notwithstanding careful
application of the most rigorous tests, many undesirable men have
succeeded in entering the service. The purpose of this office, however,
bas been to draw recruits from the body of the people and thereby cull
men, not only endowed with superior physical qualifications, but who
would add respectability to the squad room and bring a large degree
of conscience to the performance of their duties.
In pursuance of this aim several experimental methous have been
practically investigated and, among others, systematic newspaper
advertising bas been extensively employed. In one instance, a recruiting district in New England, embracing a population of more than
three millions, was allotted to a single regiment, and a general advertisement inserted in 38 newspapers setting forth the necessities
of the Army and the advantages of enlisting the1 ein. The expectation of favorable results, based upon the idea of a small number of
enlistments at a large number of places, was entirely disappointed, for
three mouths' persi~tent effort and continuous advertiRing resulted in
tlte enlistment of only '7 men. In the West a similar experiment
was even more futile, as au audience of quite five millions, under
like conditions, yielded n~ reeruits. It is not the purpose of this report
to attempt to establish a connection bet,veen these exceedingly discouraging results and their primary causes further than to invite
attention to the fact, whieh bas been well (lemonstrated, that the newspaper press, as a material means of assisting in the recruitment of the
Army, has not proved a success.
Respectfully submitted.

R.

WILLIAMS,

Adjutant- Genera.l.
Maj. Gen.

1\f. SCHOFIELD,
Commanding the Army.
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MILITARY PRISON REPORTS.

CoMMANDANT's 0FFrcg, UNITED STATES l\fruTARY PRISON,

Fort [.em•enu·ol·ih, ](ans., July 25, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith ammal reports of the prison surgeon,
chaplain, executive otncer, commissary, commanding of'fi<'er of the guard, and
prison quartermaster, together with the vnrions talmlatc<l statPmrnts, showing the
number of prisoners received, discharged, etc., the offenses for which trie(l, age,
nativity, occupation, etc.; also the amount of work performe<l by them.
Since my la~t report the following changes in the officers on duty at the prison
have taken place: Capt. F. Von Schraeder, :u;sistant quarterma~-;ter (promoted from
first lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry), relieved aml ]'(·pla('e<l by First Lient. George B.
Da.vis, Fifth Infantry, since transferre<l to the Fourth Infantry.
The work of impro\'ing the prison and its HUITonmlings has steaflily progressed
during the year just llrts~-;ed, and the following are among the chief improvements
made:
(1) New floor laid. on seco1Hl floor of new building.
(2) New floor l:>.,id on upper floor of building No. 1.
(3) New floors bid on first an<l seco1Hl floors of building No.2.
(4) New floor laid in guard room a,t pris011 entrance.
(5) Floors repaired in guanl's kitchen an(l dining room; also in prison bakery,
and wherever necessarv.
(6) Vitrified brick floor laid in prison stfihler-;.
(7) Ventilator shafts in prison dormitoric:-;, ('Ollltrding with each floor, were
placed an1l are nearing completion.
(8) Iron ventilators were placed in dry room of lan111lry.
(9) New system of ventilation, nuder plans of thr pri~on snrgeon, to Yentilate the
tbree floors of the new building which <"ontains tl1c (1ormitoriPs oYer the prisonert~'
mess hall, now in course ol' <"Onstrnd-ion.
(10) Galvanized iron hoods placed over cooking n~ssels in kitehPns of gmml :m(l
prisoners, to carry off surplus and et~caping steam.
(11) New washbowls placed in gnanl's wash room.
·
(12) New wat~h sinks placed 011 first a11<l secon(11loors of bnil<ling Nos. 1 and 2 for
prisoners' nse.
(13) A new rotary bake oven was place<l in the prisoners' kitchen, for the haking
of meatR, etc.
(14) New wash and earth closet room, constructed for the use of siek in guard's
ward of hospita.l.
(15) New tlagstones laid in bakery.
(16) New raised tin roof put on stables of commanclaut and surgeon.
(17) New raised tin roof put 011 shop buil<ling.
(18) Interior of chapel remodeled; ol<l ceiling taken off and new one pnt up close
to the rafters, raising roof about 8 feet, Hnishe<l off with hard wood, oiled. Window cnt in northwest cud. New wainscoting. The necessary painting awl calcimining done. New pulpit furniture mannfactnred.
(H)) Electric lights placed in new schoolroom, also new desks, affording facilities
for 250 scholars.
(20) Brick walk lai<l from prison to qn:trters oe1•upie(l by enlistcll meH and
employes nortll of prit~ou :uHl a lo11g hot h sides of villa,!!,'e street.
(21) Cnlverts made awl tlrainage of gronndl:l perfecte(l ttromul Missouri ljacirlc
depot.
(22) All cisterns de:tued.
(~:3) All the gntterR repaired.
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(24) Open privies at quarters filled up and replaced by boxes.
·
(25) All necessary repairs made to drainage system, to steam, and to water supply.
(26) Allne('essa,ry reJlairs, painting, calcimining, etc., done to all buildings.
(27) Forty-four new iron cells built in building J. • o. 1.
(28) Forty-four new iron cells built in bnillling No. 2.
(29) Ninety uew iron cells unilt in building No.4.
(30) All steam heating ]lipes in prison yard plaecd in tunnels.
(31) 'Vater snpply extende1lnorth of prison yanl for use in case of fire:
(3:3) H.oa1ls on the rmwrvation, outsiue the immetliate post, repaired; macadamized
1·oad to new quarry partly finislH•tl.
The following exhihit t:>lwws the a!)l)ropriationS'and cxpenuitnres therefrom during
the fiscal yea,r:
' rtems.
Snbsistence .................................................... ..
Tobacco ......................................................... .
Forage and bay for bedding .................................... ..
Stationery ...................................................... ..

ri~(n~~v; ~~~l~P1r:~~~~~~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::

.A.dverti!-dng- ......................................................
.A.pprehentlion of csraped prif;oners ............................ ..
Pay of employes an<l extra-duty me11 ........................... ..
Fuel and general supplies ...................................... ..
Rnildings ....................................................... .
Transportation of discharged prh:Hmers ................. :........
Total.......................................................

.Appropriate(l.

Ex·pended.
-

$20,000
300
· 2, 500
], 000
8. 000
1, 500
200
780
10,800
20,000
4, 000
5, 000

$17, 8!l6. 87
300.00
1, 856. 39
990.87
7, 955.70
1, 499.93
38.40
660.00
14, 282. 85
10, 9!)9, 63
4. OOll. 00
2, 5G7. 76

$2,133.13

80, 080 1 72, 027. 40

8, 052. 60

I

1

Bola
" . nee.

643.61
.13
44.:10
.07
161.60
120.00
2, 517. lfi
.37

2, 432. 24
[------1-----1------

*Two hundred an<l flixty dollars of amount expemled for dm1ations was disbursed at .A.lcatraz
Island, Cal., in 1•a:yment of donations to prisoner::! released from confinement at that place.

In addition to the above $670 were expended in payment of donations to }lrisoners
<lisclJarged at various posts.
·
Of the sum $72,027.40 expended during the year, $930 were for donations and
$2,567.76 for transportation of prisoners relt>ased from confinement at the prison,
wuich amount, being dednctetl, leaves as the expenditure of the priRon proper
$68,529.61, against $72,687.90 expen<le<l in the :liscal,year 1892, $73,027.06 in the fiscal
year 1891, $79,753.35 in the fiscal year 1890, and $79,818.92 in the fiscal year 1889.
·Amount of appropriation (LmHlry civil bill) ... _.... _._ .. __ ..... __ ...... _ $79, 800.00
Appropriated in deficiency biD a.pproved l\Iarch 3, 18D3 .. ___ .. ___ .. _....
280. 00
Total .. _.•.. ___ .. __ ..... __ .... __ ........... - - ..... _ ..... __ .. _... . 80,080.00
Expenditures ...... __ ..... _..... __ .. _..... _..... _......... _. ____ .... _. _ 72,027.40
Balance unexpencle1l ........ ____ ... __ ... - _.... ___ .. _. _.. _....... _

8,032.60

Of this balance $2,,132.2<1 is retained for the pnrp0se of paying accounts not yet
presented for payment for transp01tntion of discharged prisoners.
Heceived from Treasury during the year .. __ ... ____ .................... _ $74, 930.00
Expen<le!l at prison ______ ........ ···-·····-··--·-·· ....... $71, 7G7.40
Turned into Treasury July 8, 1892 ... __ .. - ..... _.... :. . . . . .
730. 36
Retained for transportation accounts ...•..... __ .... _.. . . . .
2, 432. 2474,930.00
Number of donations sent to 1wsts ....................... _...... 13-1
Donations paid by authorities at Alcatraz Isla.IH1, Cal ... ___ ._.. 52
Donations to prisoners released at prison ... _.... _. _... ___ .. _.. 281
Totalnnml>er of donations ............. __ ... __ ..... _ . . . . 4.67 at$5 =$2,335.00
Citizens' suits sent to posts during the year ... _.... _..... _.. _.. 235
ncccipts durin~ year:
By sale of con<1emne<l prison property (110~pital) turned into Treasury
December !:l8, 18\.i~. . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • . •
1. 10
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From labor of prisouers and sales of material the following amounts were received
during the year, anu the amount was coYered into t.he Treasury on June 30, 1893:
By prisoners' labor...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............... $1, 373. 60
Sale of rag carpet mul mats.............................................
89.56
Sale of old barrels, cans, scrap iron, etc.................................
127.41
Total .....••................................................... _..

1,590.57

Property taken up on returns of property during the year:
Made by prison labor ............................................ bricks ..
Cut on prison grounds:

160,000

Soft wood ............................................... ·..... cords ..
Oak lumber .................................................... feet ..
Cottonwood lumber ............................................ do ...

90
7,000
12,000

The products of tbe prit:~on farm during the year were as follows:
Corn, 2,400 bushels; potatoes, 2,244 bushels; beans, 296 bushels; pease, 58 bushels;
onions, 330 bushels; parsnips, 585 bushels; beets, 478 bushels; turnips, 230 bushels;
radishes, eo bushels; lettuce, 85 bushels; sweet }Wtatoes, 475 lmsl1els; carrots, 364
bul:lhels; cucumbers, 370 bushels; tomatoes, 320 bushelt:~; 1,800 melons, and about
65,000 cabbages.
This year the following acreage has been planted:
Seventy-five acres of corn, 50 of potatoes, 17 of beans, and about 20 of other vegetables, such as cabbage, onions, carrots, panmips, beets, turnips, peas, etc.
The bottom lands on the prison farm have also been cleared during the year and
90 cords of soft wood, 7,000 feet of oak lumber and 12,000 feet of cottonwood lumber
re]lresent the result of such clearing.
'rhe report of the prison quartermaster gives a detailed statement of all the work
performed for the quartermaste1·'s department in the various shops of the prison,
and shows the price of each article manufactured. The boots and shoes turned out
during the past year seem to have given general satisfaction, as very few complaints
have been received.
Some embarassment was experienced on account of the suspension of work in the
&hoe shop during August, and much delay was caused in beginning the manufacture
of the new calfskin shoes by a stoppage in the continuous teaching of new hands.
'rhe work is now progressing favorably and the prison will soon ue able to turn out
about 1,000 pairs per week, with a force of 114 prisoners.
Orders have been received to manufacture 30,000 pairs of these shoes during the
fiscal year 1894.
It has been of decided benefit to the prison to have this amount of skilled labor
to perform, admitting of the teaching of a trade to a large number of prisoners.
'Vhen labor in the shoe shop was suHpended the inspector and two foremen were
discharged, and only one foreman has since been employed, making a reduction
of $100 per month in the manufacture of shoes.
Attention is invited to the accompanying rAports- of the prison surgeon, chaplain,
executive officer, commissary officer, an(l guard cornmauder.
The health of the prison has been good, despite the fact that a larger number
of cases have been treated for various diseases due to temporary canses. Only one
death occurred among the prisoners, and one in the guard (the latter a case of
suicide). Credit is due the prison surgeon for careful attention to all patients.
The report of the executive officer shows t.hat the discipline of the prisoners has
been improved by the cellular system, though it has resulted in more attempts to
escape. Thirteen escapes occurred and eleven recaptures. (One capture has been
made since the end of the fiscal year.) This remarkable record of recarltures is
due largely to the increase of the reward from $30 to $60.
I again invite attention to the recommendation that trial by summary courts be
extended to prisoners, the reason for which has been given in former years.
The reports of both the executive officer and guard commander show that the discipline of the guard has been excellent.
The report of the prison commissary shows that the llrisoners have been supplied
with ample, good and well-cooked food.
While the change from dormitory to cellular system has proved beneficial, the
unexpectedly large increase in the number of prisoners has prevented the keeping of
:tll prisoners in cells, though the number of cells has been increased to 400, which
were deemed ample at the time the change was instituted. The nurn her of prisoners
at the close of the last fiscal year was 390, while the number at the end of this fiscal
year had reached 458, and at the present date there are 486 prisoners. So large an
increase has compelled a recommendation that the sending of prisoners be suspended
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until more cells can be constrnf'ted. A new floor of 44 cells will be begun as soon
as material is procured and. will be completed as soon af.l possible.
The report of the prison chaplain show~:~ that the moral and educational instruction of prisoners have received. more than ordinary care and. attention with promise
of the best results.
Two changes in the prison have been completed during the fiscal year whieh are
of sufficient importance to merit particular mention, and which bring the military
prison into line with modern progress in prison reform.
The first is the completion of four hundred cells making possible the separation
of prisoners when not at work and thereby adding greatly to the discipline.
Under the system of dormitories, there was no possibility of preventing the contamination of the good with the evil cla;:s of prisoners.
This will become much more important shonlu the practice prevail of confining in
this prison criminals convicted of civil offenses such as theft which have generally
been sent to State penitentiaries.
Without Hnch separation which is advocated by all reformers for all classes of
prisons, this institution could not possibly be regarded as a true reformatory such
as it was nndonbte<lly intended by the law that the military prison should be.
Hereafter the reformatory iuea can be carried out with every opportunity for
success.
The second change consists in the institution of night schools, five nights in the
week, and the increase of the number of scholars from 100 to 250.
Heretofore the school was composed of 100 scholars with two hours' recitation on
Sunday. The former schoolroom admitted of no more than 100 scholars. On the
occaHion of the visit of the honorable, the Assistant Secretary of War, he expressNl
a desire that the school facilities should be increased. Accordingly a larger room
\Yas prcpar('tl nnd 125 double il.esks were purchased and placed in the new room.
The IH'W conuitions took effect on the 26th of June and bid fair to be a complete
success.
At the time of the institution of a school in the prison to be taught by prisoners
nuder the snperintondence of t.he prison chaplain it was considered a doubtfnl
experiment hut proYed reasonably sncce~sfnl from the start and it seems certain
that the night schools ·will prove even more snccei-\sful.
It ii'J belie\·ed that henceforth the 1\lilitary Prison will offer educational advantages
Cltnal to those of most of the best prisons. \Vith the increased facilities it is hoped
that all prisoners, who arc not mentally deficiPnt, will be enabled to pass through
the course of study required, when the term of confinement is not too limited.
Under the orders of the \Var ])epartment, the commm1dant attended the Congress
of tho National Prison Association, at Chicago, rendered the report as chairman of
tho standillg committee on priRon discipline, was elected one of four vice-presjdents,
and was rei;lected a director of the association.
The ofticers of the prison have executed their various and difficult duties with
}Haisewol'thy zeal. fidelity, and intelligence. ·without such active aml earnest
(•oiipPration rt would be impossible to maintain the high standard of discipline which
the Military Prison has reached as judged by the commendations of the authol'ities,
and of snch wnr<lens as haYc occasionally visited the institution.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. \V. POPE,
Captain and A. Q. JI., U.S. Army, Commandant.
The ADJUTA~T-GI~NEHAL, U.S. AmrY,
Washington, D. C.

OFFICE OF THE ATTEXDI.XG SURGF.OX,

u.s. MILITARY

PHISON,

Fort Learenworth, Hans., July 10, 1893.
Sm: I have the honor ·to submit the following report for the year ending June
30, 1893.
The following tabular statement shows the unmuer admitted to the sick report
during the year, with mean strength and disposition of cases.
The statement shows an increase both jn the number of admissions and in the
average daily percentage of sick to mean strength over tbat of former years.
These increases were largely dne to the outbreaks of mnmps and. epidemic i~fluenza,
and tbe l'etention on the sick report fo1· a long period of a number o! chronic
c:ases.
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*Suicide.

Among the prisoners, diseases of the digestive organs, as bas always been the case
at this prison, have occurred more freqnentl,y than nny other class ofd1seases, 20 per
cent of the admissions having been of this class, of wbieh 75 per cent were for diarrh<>a alone.
The next most frequent disease met with was ahsceHs, whi<'h was ttecountable for
nearly 10 per ceut of the a«lmissions. A large proportion of those cases were of
the sheaths of the tendons of the fingers, among nwn who were pnt a,t work in the
shoe shop, evidently the result of contusion ou tissues unaccustomed to this kind of
work.
Boils and carbuncles furnisheJ. 7 per cent of the admissions, as did also colds and
catarrhal affections of the respiratory organs.
Mumps and follicular tonsilitis were ea<'h responsible for 6 per cent of the admissions, while epidemic influenza and rheumatism eaeh acconut for 5 per cent.
MaLnial diseases came next in frequency, a little over 4 per cent of the admissions
being of this dass.
Four cases of typhoid fever occurred among the prisoners, eonstitnting a little
less than 1 per cent of the admissions. Pneumonia occnrre(l hut once.
Wounds and injuries, the greater number of which were slight in character, constituted a little over 13 per cent of the admissions.
The remaining 16 per cent were for variom; other disPases.
One prisoner. who was suffering from pulmonary consumption, was discharged on
surgeon's certificate of disability, and oue prisoner died of aente peritonitis.
A far greater numher than those admitted to the sick report, lmt who::;e illness did
not incapacitate them from work, were under treatment dnriug the year j the
monthl.v average of such was 250.
Among the guard catarrhal diseases of the respiratory or,gans and aft'ections of the
digestive system were the most frequent causes for admiosion to the sick report,
each class constituting 20 per cent.
Wounds and injuries were the next in frequency, 16 per cent of the admissions
being dne to these.
Alcoholism, and diseases ancl injuries resulting from alcohol, coustitutcd 10 per
cent of the admissions. But two cases of venereal diseases appeared on the sick
report during the year.
Mumps and epidemic influenza affected the command to about the same extent as
the prisoners, while malaria occurred but once.
One rle~Lth (from suicide) took place, and one member of the provost gnarJ. was
transferred to the Govermnent Insane Asylum.
The detail of privates of the Hospital Corps as nurses in place of prisoners has
resulted not only in the maintenance of better discipline in the hospital wards, but
has also resulted in better service to the sick.
Hospital Stewards Cabell and McGloin have been faithful and diligent, and have
performed all the numerous duties which have fallen to them in an intelligent and
efficient manner.
At> regards the hygiene of the prison, embracing the drainage and sewerage, the
clothing and food, the sanitary condition of the hnilc1inp;s and. quarters, and other
conditions affecting tlw health of the command and prisoners, attention is respectfully invited to the sanitary report, with recommendations contil>ine<.l therein, sulJ.
mitted by me in compliance with G, 0, No. 51 c. s. 1 A. G. 0.
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The dormitories, buildings, grounds, and stables are maintained in a scrupulously
cleanly condition by a rigid system of policing.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHAS. RICHARD,

Captain and Assistant Stwgeon, U.S. Anny, Attending Sw·geon.
The

PRISON ADJUTANT.

CHAPLAIN'S OFFICE,

u. s.

MILITARY PRISON,

Fol't Lem:enwo1·th, J(ans., June 30, 1898.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith my report for the fiscal year ending
to-day.
Although much of my work has been of a character which precludes its tabulation upon paper, I 1nesent the required statistics and add a few statements concerning the four departments assigned to my care.
(1) Chaplain's depal'lment.-Sunday services have been conducted regularly with
an attendance that has been gratifying, considering the fact that no compulsion
has been used to secure it. The evidence of goo<l results has not been wanting,
although reliable statistics are more nearly impossibl(' of procurement than in any
other field of religious or moral endea•or. The sincerity of the prisoner's profession
and the strength of his purpose can only be known when the period of his confinement
is over and he faces those opportunities for wrongdoing which prison restraint had
made impossible.
In temperance and religious work I have modified former methods so as to reduce
to a minimum the cases of reformation in which opportunity is given for publicity.
A more or less public profession is necessary for the hypocrite, else there is little
inducement for him to act. It has been my aim to preach a gospel that demands an
acknowledgment of wrongdoing and restitution therefor as the first step to reformatjou; to present worthy ideals and to eml)hasi7,e the hopefulness which gaye
character to the ministry of the Master as He sought the salvation of erring men.
\Ve are sure to hear of the bad men who go out from us, because their nanws
besmirch the columns of those newspapers which pander to the 1mblic taste for filth.
Many of the good men, at the time of discharge, shake the prison dust from the1r
feet and sever so completely their relation to the place and all connected with it
that they may never be reminded of their soJourn here. How many there may beof
such, only the recording angel knows.
The chapel has been immensely beautified and improYed, rendering it more suitable for a place of worship. The very character of the room now gives it an educational and uplifting influence, and the completion of present plans will leave nothing
more to be desired.
On all legal holidays I have arranged some educational service or entertainment.
In December, I attended the Prison Congress at Baltimore, by order of the \Var
Department, and can not speak too highly of the advantage afforded me for gaining
information from the chaplains and wardens there assembled, in relation to the
reformatory aspect of my work. If, as the War Department has announced in onr
prison regulations, the reformation of prisoners is the thing to be kept constantly in
view, it seems to me that the Department owes it to the men confined here, that their
chaplain, whose work is distinctively reformatory, should regularly be enabled to
attend these convocations of specialists and make himself second to none in knowledge and ability along this line. The expense is small when compared to the
advantage to be gained.
I have been unable to make regular hospital visitations or to do much personal
work among prisoners, owing to a press of duties in other departments.
('e) Library depa1·tment.-Mainly by purchase from the mess fund, and partly by
private benefaction, 371 volumes have been added during the year, making the total
number now on hand 3,757.
The small circulation noted in the accompanying table for the beginning of the
fiscal year was due to the fact that the entire library was being reclassjfied and numbered, and only a limited number of books could be given out. The circulation, how·
ever, reached 1,258 for April, and 10,442 during the year. A study of the table will
show what subJects have been preferred. Many of the books have been rebound,
and the character of the work reflects credit upon the present binder. But the wear
and tear of the library has been so great that the force employed in the bindery can
not prevent an accmnulation of unserviceable books. :E'rom 600 to 800 volumes at
present need rebinding and are withheld from circulation.
I have sent out appeals by the thousand to editors and others for donations of
papers and magazines, and although not more than 10 per cent have contributed,
the r!tSponses received have been most generous and practical. Many of the leading
WAR 93-VOL 1--6
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publishers of the country have offered half-rates for the benefit of the prisoners, and
if, in the futnre, a moderate snm from the mess fund can be expended. for magazines
and papers that can not otherwise be secured, as well as for hooks, our tahles ca!l be
supplit•d with standard publications whose perusal would be most beneficial.
(3) Bdncational Depal'imcnt.-The number of gr::tduates, 22, is smaller thau in former years, hut the examination has been more rigid.
I btwe tahulate<l only the attendance under the former plan of Sunday sessions,
and an enrollment limited to 100, but on June 26 the suggestion I hacl the honor
to make to the Assh;tant Secr<~tary of \Var during his inspection of this department,
concerning enlaTgement, etc. (a recommendation uutde also in my last annual report),
came into practical operation. Upon that date there was tnrne<l over for my use a
larger room, splendidly lighted by day or by night, well ventilated, mul perfect in
all its appointments, in which were placed patent desks for 250 men. Night sessions
were then instituted, from 7 to 8 o'clock each ~vening, except Saturday and Sunday.
The advantage of the new plan is quite apparent, and the increased interest of the
men in their studies is marked. I am now able to secure for teachers the best qualified men in the prison from among tho clerks and others who frequently could not
be spare<l on Sunday. I am also able to give to every man upon tho uight after his
entry into the prison tL thorough examination to determine his classification. That
the interest in study can be better sustained by daily sessions than by the lapse of
a week between school hours, scarcely nee<ls to be mentioned.
It is hopecl that the present nulimentary curriculum may soon give place to something more advanced. This does not, however, seem feasible at present, in view or
the fact that of 236 men now in sthool, 126 are in the primary grades, and 41 in the
intermediate, and tluttthere are in the prison auont 165mcn who uoed to go to school,
but for most of whom I am unable to furnish seats. Of tho latter class, at present
crowded out of school, 99 belong to the primary grades and 36 to the intermerliate.
Beyond the changes already made in prison regulations, I beg to withhold my reoonnnendations for a supplemental report, when I shall have been able to measure the
time required for the completion of the course and to test certain plans before submitting them for approval.
(4) .Jlail department.-'l'he careful reading of 12,599 letters, oftentimes between the
lines for hidden meanings, aud more fre ,uently with the aid of glasses to render
"crow-tracks" moTe intelligible, and with "guessing-cap," to determine what the
various Rystems of orthogmphy might be desigue<l to mean; anfl the close inspection
of 34,788 newspapers (47,387 pieces of mail, in all) to see tbat nothing immoral or
improper. and no message or contraband article may be found iu them, has been,
perhaps, as important a task, viewe<l from tile st.andpoint of discipline, as that performed by any official of the prison, and one that has consumed a vast amount ot
time, patience and vital force.
It has taken honrs which might profitably hitve been devoted to the other departments of my work, and bas, unfortnnately, invol ve<l me in the work of discipline,
with whith a chaplain, if he would do his legitimate work among the prisoners,
should have nothing to do. That it bas seriously interferred with the freedom of
my work as a clerg~·man, I have had frcqnent evidence. The work is so vitally
related to the discipline of the prison, that I fully concur iu the views of the present
executive otticer, with whom I have bad to be in daily conference, that the inspection of mail log1cally belongs to his office.
·
I der:;ire to reconl my gra.titude to the officers and ladies of the prison and the
post, as well as to the friends from Leavenworth, who have given me valuable
cooperation. To the commandant I am particnlarly obligated for the moral and
material support he has granted me, and for the very generous treatment which my
official requests have uniformly re('eived. I wish to emphasize this expression of
gratitude personally an<l in the name of the men whom it is my privilege tu serve.
Very respectfully, your ol>euient servant,
CHARLES

c. PIERCE,

Post Chaplain, U. S. .Anny, Prison Chaplain.
The

PRISON ADJUTANT.

ACTING ASSISTANT QUARTER1\IARTER1S OFFICE,
UNITED STATES MILITARY PHISON,

Fort Le(wenu·orlh, Hans, July 7, 1893.
Sm: I have t1Hl l10nor to submit the following report of tho work of thiJ:> office
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893:
SHOE SHOP.

There were employe<l in this shop one inspector ·at $116.66 per month, and one
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instructor at $100 per month, aU<l prisoners varying in number from 25 to 110,
amounting to 13,788~ days' lahor at 50 cents per tlay. Total value oflauor, $9,127.51.
Tlrore were manufactured during the year:
:1 pairs officers' regnlation boots, average cost per r>air ....................... $7.12
14,507t pairs shoes, ca.mpaign, sewefl, average cost per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 7!J
13,760 pairs slwes, calfskin, hand sewed, average cost Jler pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. ~4
Operations in this shop were suspended during the month of August, US92.
CARPENTER SHOP.

In this shop from 2 to 5 prisoners have been employctl in the mannfactnrc of stores
for the qnartermaster's department.
Total number of <layR, 7811, at 50 cents per <lay, $363.75.
The following articles were mannfacturetl at tlle average cost set opposite each
article:
174messtables .............................................................. $5.00
1,594 n1ess stools...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 33
14 company field desks .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . 7. 05
IIAIU\ESS SHOP.

There have been emplo~'ed in this shop 1 foreman at $100 per menth :nHl from 4 to
12 prisoners, or 2,838 days' labor at 50 cents per clay. Total valne. $:2,619.
There were manufactured during the year at the :werage cost set opposite each:
275 S. S. harness, ambulance, wheeL ...................................... . $15. 7~)
273 S. S. harness, amlmlauce, lead ....................................... .. 13.43
38 S. S. harness, wagon wheeL .............................................. . 18.38
10 S. S. ha.rness, wagon, lea<l ............................................. ..
9.27
12 S. S. llarness, arubnlance, wheel, light ................................. .. 14..77
12 8. S. harness, express, wheel. .......................................... . 26.39
128 S. S. barnes:;, cart .................................................... .. 15.26
12 pairs lines, 4-.llorse ..................................................... .
2.02
33 pair lines, 2-borse ...................................................... .
1. 47
6 sets lines, cart ......................... _................................ .
1.13
6 lines, jerk .............................................................. .
1.G3
48 bridles, amhnlauco .................................................... ..
1.80
24 bridles, wagon ......... _............................................... .
1.59
623 straps, halter .......................................................... .
. 27
412 straps, hamcs ......................................................... .
.27
127 straps, breast ..................................................... _... .
. 43
4 straps, pole .......................................................... _... .
1.71
6 straps, holdback ........................................................ .
.15
2 straps, hip for cart harness ....................... : ................ ·-----.
. 85
2 straps, hreeching ........................... _........................... .
2.40
318 halters ................................................................ .
.88
1.6;)
48 traces, an1 bulan ce ...................................................... .
20 ha1ne tugs ............................................................. .
.7H
1 shnft girth .............................................................. .
. 62
136 aparcjos a.n1l1):tck saddles (repaired) .................................. . 13.G9
TIX SHOP.

There were ernp1oy-ed in the tin shop 1 fon·man at $100 per mont.h and 2 to 8 prisoners, or 1,73-1 days' labor at GO eentf; per dny. 'l'otnl vnhw, $2,0()7.
'l'he following articles were m:mnfactured at the a veragc cost set opposite each:
557 tin wash boilers, A. R. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .
128 tin coff.·e boilers, A. R .. _.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • •
5-U tin teakettles, A. R....... .... .... ........ ...... ........................
2-1 tin steamers, A. R.......................................................
111 ti11 pot ronrs, A. R .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
177 ~:>beet-iron bakep~ms, A. R ...................................... _.......
1,03t1 tin boilers, square....................................................
59 tiu boilPrs, square, with f:mcct:;. .... .. .... .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .. ... . ....
116 tiu boilers, ronnel. ........................................... _........ _.
30 tin boilers, wash...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26<1 tin boilers, romHl, with faneets.........................................
114tin boilers,coffee.......................................................

$1. 30

. 74

.59
. 31
. 12
. 38
1. 63
2. 26
1. 46

1. 5G
1. 91
.08
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28 tin boilers~ vegetable and rice ............................. - ............ . $0.84
.85
59 tin steamers, square ...... ------------ .................................. .
390 tin coffee pots ........ - - ............... - ............................... .
.38
. 25
24 tin StCW})UnS .................... --- ....... -.- ...... -- .................. .
78 tin dishpans ........................................................... .
. 58
40 tin saucepans .......................................................... .
.44
32 tin teapots ............................................................. .
.26
170 tin dippers ............................................................ .
.89
702 sheet-iron bakepans, assorted .........•.................................
. 38
11,700 joints sheet-iron stovepipe, common ................................. .
.11
1,894 joints sheet-iron elbows, common .................................... .
.14
30 joints sheet-iron 'l' joints ............................................... .
. 28
193 joints sheet-iron stovepive, common, taper ............................. .
.13
. 20
~o. j?ints she~t-i~on elbows, _common, taper ................................. .
. 47
., .1omts Russwnuou stovepipe ............................................. .
1 joint Russian iron stove1)ipe elbow ........ __ ............................ ..
. 34
919 stovepipe collars .......................................... ~ ............ .
.06
136 flue stoppers ........................................................... .
.08
40 flue thimbles ............................................................ .
. 05
3 camp stoves, with fnrniture .............................................. . 12.47
6 drums, Russian iron ..................................................... . 2.57
UROOl\1 SHOP.

There were employed in the broom shop from 2 to 5 prisoners, or 1,120~ days, at 50
cents per dav. Total value, $560.25.
The following articles were manufactured at the average cost set opposite each:

2,000 corn brooms .......................................................... $0. 16
71 rope mats.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 85
BLACKSl\IITIT SHOP.

There were employed in the blacksmith shop from 1 to 3 prisoners, or 155 clays'
labor, at 50 cents per day. Total value, $77.50.
Manufactured during the year:

100 sets legs and braces for mess tables.
51?00 iron rods for mess stools.
TAILOR SHOP.

There were employed in the tailor shop from 1 to 3 prisoners, or 435 days, at 50
cents per day. Total value, $217.50.
The following articles of clothing were manufactured for issue to prisoners in
confinement at Alca.t.raz Island, California:

50 coats ..................................................................... $2. 11
320 pairs trousers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 67
45 shirts ............................................. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 30
'l'he following labor was performe<l by priso11Prs for tbc post quartermaster, Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., including labor on assembly hall:

6,9521 days' skilled labor, at 50 cents per day ........................... $3, •!76. 25
25,647 clays' unskilled labor, at 35 cents per day.......................... 8, 976.45
Total .........................................................•... 12, 452. 70
T01'AL LABOU.

The total amount of skmed labor employed by the quartermaster's departnwnt waH 27,755 days, at 50 cents per day ............................ $13,877.50
The total amount of nnskillecllabor, ronsisting of that done by prisoners turned over t.o the post quartermaster, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
as laborers, was 25,647, at 35 r('nts lH'r day............................ 8, 976.45
1'otal.... • • • • • • . • . • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . 2:3, 853. 95
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RECEIPTS.
Sale of scrap leather, copper, and sackt:l for packing .........•...........•
Sales to officers of fuel, forage, and mineral oil .......................... .
Sales to officers of clothing and equipage ............................... .
Sales to officers of miscellaneous clothing and equipage ................ .
Sales to officers of miscellaneous quartermaster's stores ................. .
Sales of condemned property, clothing, and equipage ................... .
Sales of condemned. prope1·ty, quartermaster's stores ............ , ........ .

$469.00
761.64
218.30
10.50
23.10
1.30
4.50

Total ....•.•••••.•..••............................ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 494. 34

EXPENDITURES.
The disbursements of the quartermaster's department during the fiscal year were
as follows:
Paid out of the appropriations for fiscal ye~1r 1892-'93:
Regular supplies (tinware, etc.) ..................................... $6, 383. 86
Incidental expenses (clerical services, etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,985. 25
Army transportation (harness, field desks, etc.)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 062. 28
Clothing and equipage (shoes, etc.) .................................. 10,316.16
Total ..••...••.•.........•••....••................................ 24,74-7.55
Paid out of appropriations for fiscal year 1891-'92:
Regular supplies ................................................... .
Army transportation ............................................... .
Clothing and equipage ............................................. .
Barracks and quarte1·s .............................................. .

4,542.12
767.68
4,046.98
2,124.06

Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 480. 84
Total disbursements .............................................. 36, 228. 39
There have been transported from this prison to general depots of the quEtrtermaster's department and to various points 3.!0, 968 pounds of freight, for which 601
bills of lading were issued.
There have been 393 transportation requests issued, covering transportation of
276 prisoners returning to last place of enlistment and 267 escorts returning to
their proper stations.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE B. DAVIS,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Infantry, A. A. Q. M.
The ADJUTANT, U.S. MILITARY PRISON.

OFFICE oF ExECUTIVE OFFICim, U. S. MILITARY PmsoN,
Fort Learenwortl!, Kans., J1tly 10, 1893.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report for the year en<.ling June 30,
1893:
In my inspections I have found the police of the prison buildings and grounds to
be excellent. The discipline of the prison has been good. As a result of the completion of sufficient cells to accommodate all except paroled prisoners it has been
practicable to enforce the prison rules in regard to discipline more uniformly. That
this has made confinement in the military prison more of a punishment is evidenced
by t.he many attempts to escape during the past year on the part of long-time men
a.nd some of the hard cases. As soon as the privileges of the yard are limited to the
first class it will be possible to prevent much of the plotting to escape, etc., that is
now done while prisoners of all classes are allowed to get together in the yard.
During the ;year thirteen prisoners succeeded in making their escape-five from
the prison proper and the remainder from outside, one of these being a paroled man.
Of this number three made each two escapes. Nine of these men were recaptured;
also two who had escapecl in previous years. Several plots to escape have been
detected and frustrated. The discipline of the provost guard is excellent. The men
perform their duties, as a rule, in an excellent manner, and are well instructed ;
their arms are in gootl condition, and their clothing, general appearance, and
behavior, both on and off duty, are excellent.
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The nnmber of trials by summary courts of ml'mbers of the guard during the
year was fifty; during the preYious year it was fifty-seven.
The dvilinn foremen and other employes I have found to be prompt and attentiYe
to their duties.
I woulcl respectfully renew my recommendation of previous years, that the jurisdiction of the summlT.Y court be extended to prisoners.
Vel'Y respectfully, your obedient bervant,
B. H. GILMAN,
Captain, Thirtceuth Injant1·y, Executice Officer.
The PRISON ADJUTANT.

OFFICE OF ACTIXG COl\DUSSARY OF SUBSISTENCE,
U. S. Military Prison, Fort Leat•enw01·th, Kans., July 6, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following 1·eport of this office, fiscal year
en(ling June 30, 1893:
The._ number of rations issued during the year was a~ follows:
To prisoners .......................... - ...... -- __ ...................... .
148,857
1,925
To civilian exnployes ..... __ --·. __ --- ........ _...................... ----Total number of rations ..................................... -----·
150,792
Daily average number of prisoners .................................. --·407~P,
Daily average number of civilian employes ... _.............. _...........
7
Average cost for mtions (<laily) .................................. cents..
12
Total cost of rations .................. _.................... __ . . . . . . . . . . $17, 866. 87
'.fhe ratiOn in bulk is as follows: Pork, 1,630 ponnds; rice, 1,375 pounds; pPase,
4,505 pounds; beef, 113,814 pounds; saH, 6,150 pounds; pcp11er, 242 pounds; soap,
2,410 pounds; vinegar, 987 gallons; flour, 200,615 pounds; beans, 3, 975 pounds; coffee,
3,950 ponu<1s; tea, 649 l)Onncls; sugar, 13,985 poun(lS; candles, 20 pountls.
·
In a(ldition,drie<l pease, homim', barley, antl pota,toes pm·0hased from the mess fund,
and a variety of vegetables raised on the prison farm.
The food is well cooked, each prisoner having an abundance, and ample time is
allowed for eating.
Last Fel,ruary a new rotary oven was placed in the kitchen at a cost of $768, and
two new steam boilers have been contracted for, to be delivered this month, costing
$135 each.
The mess outfit is in very good condition. The greater part of the ration was purchasetl from the subsistence department. Proposals were st>pt to various merchants
inviting bids on tea, coffee, and sugar. Their prices on the different articles being
cheaper than those of the subsistence department, they were accepted.
The number of pomHls of tobacco issueu to prisoners enga~ed on special or excessive hard labor during the year was 841i ponu(ls, the value of which 1\'aS $300.
I am assisted in my duties by Commissary Sergeant George Wentzel, whom I consider
a most eflicient ~mel excellent noncomndssioned officer, and it is clue to his great
care in making the issues that the wastage has been reduced to a minimum, thereby
increal:ling the money valne of the savings.
At the close of the fiscal year there was a balance on hand and in my possession ot
$2,342.97 belonging to the ,prison mess fund of which I am treasurer.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. M. BLATCHFORD,
First Lieutenant, Eleventh Infant1·y, Prison Commissa1·y.
'.fhe PRISON ADJUTANT.

OFFICE OF CmDIANDING OFFICER PRovosT GuARD,
U. S. Military Prison, Fol't Lccwcmvorth, Kans., July 10, 1893.
Sm: I hnYe the honor to submit the following report on the provost guaru, for
the year end.ing Jnne 30, 1893; the strength of the guard at my last report was 107
enlisted men. During the past year the following 0hauges have taken place:
Gain.
Enlisted in guard ....•.. - ..•.. ---- ........................................ --·Reenlisted in guard ............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
By transfer...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Recruits from depots.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5
10
11
2

Total .•••••••••••••. ____ .... _........................... _.. _... • • . . . . . . .

28
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Loss.
Discharged expiration of term of service •--- -------------- .... --·- ------------ 17
Discharged for disability ....................... ..................................................... :.. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . ..
2
Discharged by order ................................................. - - - - .. -- . • 7
Discharged by sentence of court-martial . _............... -.- . -.-- ... ---- . -.-.:~
Transferred ... _.... _................................................ - - ..... - --3
Deserted* ..................................................... - - ... - - - - -- .. - 2
Died ......... _... ___ ........................................... - .. - . - . - - - - - - 1
Retired ................................................. - - - - . - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - .
1
Total ................ __ ................................... - - .. - - - - .. - . - 36
the TJHHt year t:l.Je gnnr1l llas l1ern recrnitrd prineipalJ~- by volnntarytransfer from tllc line, lmt ou aeconut ofexisting-va('ancies it became nece:-::-:ary
a few days ago to request that ten men be assigned from recruiting dt•pott~, who haYe
served one enlistment, character ''Excellent."
Past experience has shown, ho·weYer, that this method of recrnitin _g the gnard
does not give as good results as by voluntary transfer of soldiers froill the line, a1Hl
I would recommend its use only as a last resort, for but very little can be learnerl.
from a soldier's discharge ab to his qualifications for the duties reqnirctl of him at
this prison.
Discipline. -Dtuing the year I have visited the working parties daily, as reqnire<l
by prison regulations, and with a very few exceptions have found the nwmhers of
the guard attentive to their duties aud carefully guarding the prisoners mHlcr thdr
charge. The discipline of the guard is excellent. The noncommissioned ofiiccrs
have shown themselves to be efficient, reliable, and painstaking in tho performance
of their duties.
Quartel's. -The quarters are excellent, brge, a nil. well ventilated .
.Am.useme11t of gual'd.-Thc gnar<ls' amusement room is fittc<l up with a hillinrtl
auf! pool table, a stoek of cigars au1l tobacco, an<l plenty of good n•:ul in~ m:1tter, alHl
is a great source of pleasure to tl1em during reereation hours; tho profits arising
therefrom are used in im-rroving the mess.
Messing of gua1·d. -During the 11ast year $2,182.61, arising from sav·ings on tlte
mtion, profits from amusement room, and board from civilian emplo~·es, have hePn
expended for the improvement of the nwss, whi<:h, together with the veQ;et •bles
received from the prison garden, bas enabled the guard to have nearly eYerythiug
that the market affords.
Cornpan]t fund.-Tbe amount of company fund is $412.55 .
.Anns.-Tbe guard is armed with Colts revolvers aml Spencer repeating shotgnnfl.
The Parker and English guns formerly in use have been replaced dtuing the year by
the S11encer repeati11g shotgun.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Recruiting.-I~or

FREDI~HICK PERKINS,
Gut.:~rd.

First Lieutenant, Eighth Infantry, Conunanding Provost
The PmsoN ADJUTANT.

UNITED STATJ.:s MILITARY Pmsm~,
Fo1·t Leavenworth, Kans., July 25, 1893.
Number of prisoners in confinement on the 30th day of Jnne, 1893, 45~.
Of tho number of prisoners confined there were sentenced from the different regiments as follows:
Cavalry: First, 21; Second, 6; Third, 16; Fonrth, 2; Fifth, 11; Sixtl1, 19; St'Ycnth,
20; Eighth, 15; ~iuth, 5; Tenth, 5; making a total from the cayalry arn1 of 120.
Artillery: First, 15; Secoud, 15; Third, 11; Fourth, 19; Fifth, 3; m<tking a total
from the artillery arm of 63.
Infantry: First, 2; Second, 9; Third, 12; Fourth, 1; Fifth, 9; Sixth, 7; SeYcnth,
24; Eighth, 10; Ninth, 4; Tenth, 11; Eleventh, 2; Twelfth, 16; Thirteenth, 6; Fonrteentb, 3; Fifteenth, 8; Sixteenth, 6; Seventeenth, 7; Eighteenth, 9; :Kinetecnth,
4; 'rweutietb, 8; Twenty-first, 11; Twenty-secouu, 15; Twenty-third, 5; Twentyfourth, 4; Twenty-fifth, 12; making a total from the infantry arm of 205.
Battalion of Engineers, 3; Hospital Corps, U. S. A., 2; Provost Gn~m1, G. S., U.
S. A:, 1; Ordnance Department, 4; general liOn-commissioned stair, 1; recruits,
mounted service, 20; recruits, general service, 39; the whole making a grand total
of 458.
*One deserted while en route to join guard, leaving strength of guard on .June 30, 1803, 99 enlisted
men.
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Of the number of prisoners confineil there were sent from tho diil'erent departments as follows: \Var, 73; Atlantic, 6; l\Iissouri, 96; Platte, 66; Dakota, 70; Texas,
39; East,89; Colnmbia,2; Arizona,17; thewboleruaking·atotalof458.
The following represents the varions chtuges upon whieh the prisoners were tried
and sentenced: Desertion, 276; desertion ancl desertion, 10; desertion, desertion and
seventeenth article of war, 1; desertion, desertion and fiftieth article of war, 1;
desertion, desertion and sixtieth article of war, 1; desertion, desertion and sixtysecond articles of war, 4; desertion, desertion, sixty-second and sixty-second articles
of war, 1; desertion, desertion, seventeenth, sixtieth, and sixty-second articles of war,
1; desertion, desertion and desertion, 2; desertion, desertion, desertion, desertion
ancl sixty-secoml article of war, 1; desertion and seventeenth article of war, 22; desertion and twentieth article of war, 1; desertion and thirty-second article of war, 1;
desertion and fiftieth article of war, 1; desertion and fifty-first article of war, 1;
desertion and sixtieth article of war, 5; desertion and sixt~r-second article of war,
26; desertion and theft, 3; desertion, seventeenth and fortieth articles of war, 1;
desertion, seventeenth and sixtieth articles of war, 2; desertion, seventeenth and
sixty-second articles of war, 7; desertion, seventeenth arLicle of war and theft, 1;
desertion, twentieth and sixty-second articles of war, 1; desertion, fifty-first and
sixty-second articles of war, 1; desertion, sixtieth and sixty-second articles of war,
3; desertion, sixtieth article of war and theft, 1; desertion, sixty-second and sixtysecond articles of war, 1; desertion, sixty-second article of war and theft, 2; desertion, sixteenth, seventeenth and sixtieth articles of war, 1; desertion, seventee11tb,
fortieth and forty-second articles of war, 1; desertion, twenty-first and sixty-second
articles of war and theft, 1; desertion, seventeenth, thirty-second, thirty- third, and
sixty-second articles of war, 1; desertion, seventeenth, sixty-second, sixty-second,
and sixty-second articles of war, 1; violation sixtieth article of war, 5; violation
sixty-second article of war, 40; violation seventeeth article of war and theft, 2;
violation twentieth and sixty-second articles of war, 2; violation twenty-first and
sixty-second articl<>s of war, 8; violations twenty-fourth and sixty-second articles of
war, 1; violation thirty-third and sixty-second articles of war, 1; violation thirtyninth and fortieth articles of war, 1; violation sixty-second and sixty-second articles
of war, 4; violation sixty-second article of war and theft, 1; violation seventeenth,
thirty-second, and sixty-second articles of war, 2; violation seventeenth, thirty-third,
and sixty-second articles of war, 1; violation seventeenth and sixty-second articles
of war and theft, 1; violation thirty-second, thirty-third, and sixty-second articles
of war, 1; violation fortieth, sixtieth and sixty-second articles of war, 1; violations
sixty-second, sixty-second and sixty-sPcond articles of war, 1; violation twenty-first,
twenty-first and thirty-second articles of war and theft, 1; violation fifty-first,sixtysecond, sixty-second and sixty-second articles of war, 1; theft, 1; the whol~ making
the grana total of 458.
The following are the terms of sentences and number of prisoners undergoing confinement under each term: Six months, 4; seven months, 1; eight months, 1; one
year, 86; one year and one month, 1; one year and three months, 1; one year and
five months, 1; one year and six months, 88; ont> year and seven months, 1; one year
and eleven months, 1; two years, 80; two years and three months, 1; two years and
six months, 123; two years and nine months, 1; two years and ten months, 1; three
years, 19; three years and six months, 19; four years, 7; four years and six months,
2; four years and nine months, 1; five years, 12; five years and six months, 1; six
years and six months, 2; St'Ven years, 2; seven years and six months, 1; eight years,
1; the whole making a grancl total of 458.
The approximate ages of the prisoners confined in the prison are shown by the
following: Between nineteen and twenty years, 27; between twenty and twentyfive years, 249; between twenty-five and thirty years, 14-0; between thirty and
thirty-five years, 33; between thirty-five an(l forty years, 5; between forty and fortyfive years, 3; between forty-five and fifty years, 1; total, 458.
Of the prisoners confined here the nativity as claimed by them is as follows: United
States, 349; Ireland, 41; Germany, 26; England, 14; Canada, 13; Scotland, 5;
Sweden, 3; Austria, 2; Norway, 1; Denmark, 1; Switzerland, 1; East Indies, 1~
Jamaica, 1; total, 458.
'I'he following occupations are represented: Actors, 2; bakers, 6; barbers, 21; bartenders, 1; belt-makers, 1; blacksruiths, 11; bookbinders, 1; bookkeepers, 5; brakeman, 3; brass-finishers, 1; brass molders, 1; bricklayers, 3; broom-makers, 4; brush
molders, 1; butchers, 6; cabinet-makers, 1; candy-makers, 1; carpenters, 18; carpetweavers, 1; carriage-makers, 1; chair-makers, 1; chemists, 1; clerks, 26; cigarmakers, 2; coachmen: 1; collar-makers, 1; cooks, 7; coopers, 3; cotton-weavers, 1;
curriers, 1; drug clerks, 1; engineers, 3; farmers, 16; firemen, 22; furriers, 1; gardeners, 4; glass-blowers, 1; harness-makers, 4; hatters, 1; hostlers, 10; iron-molders, 1; laborers, 84; linemen, 1; lithographers, 1; machinists, 7; masons, 1; miners,
8; morocco-finishers, 1; molders, 8; musicians, 5; nail-workers, 1; nickel-platers,
1; painters, 36; paper-hangers, 1; pressmen, 1; printers, 4; plumbers, 4; puddlers,
2; railroad men, 1; rolling-mill men, 1; rubber-workers, 1; saddlers, 1; sailors, 11;
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salesmen, 1; shoemakers, 19; 'sohliers, 1; spinners, 1; steam and gas fitters, 1;
stenogra])hers, 1; stonecutters, 2; tailors, 14; teamsters, 25; telegraph-operators,
2; tinsmiths, 2; upholsterers, 2; waiters, 4; weavers, 2; wire-drawers, 1; woodturners, 1; wool-spinners, 1. Total, 4.58.
An nual1'e]Jort of alterations in prisoners ancl prison labor perfotrned at the U. S. Military Prison, Fm·t Leavenworth, Kans., during the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1893.
In prison.

Gain.

Loss.

~

]~ ~ ~

Date.

c::

0

0

ct:J

~A

~

§
.!3

Disrharged.

~ ·I· -i~

i121

<I>

0

~

~~
.;:: .£

I~ .

c.oo

"'

~

~~

r1

..... "'
I

,

~

9

.-d
gj .£
~ll .~ ~

~

.-d

"'~

~~

<I>

s "' ~ ~ e -d ~ til ~
I ~0
h
~0
"' A
-~
~"
~0
E-4
~~
<Q:}S
----·-----1 - - ---,t.c

;>,

tll)

~

"lj

~ 77

69

.July 31, 1892.... ......
.August :n, 1892 .......
September 30, 1892 . .. .
October31,1892........

ij~~~~~::

:f· /8~~ :::::

..,
373
380

2

.Tanuary31, 1893.......
February28,1893......
March31, 1893 .......•. 1
.AprilJ0,1893..........
May 31, 1893........ . . .
June30,1893 ..........

~g~

397
438
438
462
463
458

Total .....•..... \ 4, n2

381
377
374
381

s

tn

~

~

8

17
15
25
35

~~~

17
15
2;)
:;5

~~

393
409
411
398
412
395

~
~

!';£

25
56
19
50
26
19

4
3

3

g~

20
59
19
50
26
22

31
21
19
24

3 ...... •
1 .... .. . .
2 ...... 1...... .... ....
1
1 . .. . .. . . .. .. ..
4 ...... , .......... 2

i~

! :::::: :::::: :....
:: : ......7-

16
2 ...... -----17
1 ...... 1. . . . . .
16
3 ...... -----2! ---- ------~-----25 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
24 ---- ·----- ------

35
23
21
28

~g

25
18
19
26
25
27

--------

____ ....
1
1
.... ....
.... 3

6
6
3
3
1
8
2
3
5
6

4,697 35of11f361f260\221__1_\ _ _
1 - 1 \131298 43
RECAPITULATION.

In J>rison .Tnne 30. 1892 ............................................................................ 30
Rccei ,-ed since...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Total ............................................................. __ ......................... 756
LOSS.

Di~charged:

.
Expiration of sentence ....................... _..... ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 260
:By order ...................................... - .............................. -- ... ---- .. -- 22
On surgeon's certificate .......... ____ .. ____ . _____ ....... ____ ... _______ .. __ ..... ___ ....... .
1
1
1
Escaped ..•....................................................... -.- ..................... - 13

fii::I~~~l:~~~-~~ ~~~~~~~-~~~~~-(~::: ~::: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::

Total ........................................... ___ ... ___ .. _.... _.•.......... ___ .. _. . . . . . . . . . 2:!8
Remaining in prismt .Tune 30, 1803 ................... _______ .... ___ .......................... 458

P1·ison laboi']JCJ:formed.
Labor performed for Quartermaster's Department.
:For depot aml post
quartermasters.
During-

Manul'acturinp; department.

N"nmber! Num- j
Nnmber Number Number of <lays llm· of
of days
of dnys
of day I'! harness days tin
skilled. unskilled. shoe shop. 'llOp
sho
8
p.
•

Num-.1 Nnmher ~,f bcr o,f
d:t) 8
{lay:;
broom cm·pcnshop. ter sbop.

Numbet· of
da>s
tailor
shop.

------- ----------------------.Tnly,l802 .......••••.
586.5
2,550
August, 1892........
471
2, 626
Septem ller, 1892.... . .
407
2, 209
October, 1892 . . . . . . . .
500. 5
1, 733
November,1S92......
491
2,29~.5
Dect>mber, 1892. . . . .
540. 5
2, 379
January,l8lJ:J........
621
1,776
February, 1893......
686
1, 375. 5
March, 1893.........
721
1,900
.April,J893 ..........
623
1,636.5
May, 1893............
646
2, 604. 5
.Tune, 1893 ...•....... ~~
TotaL.........

6, 952.5

25, 647

401

Number of
days
black·
smith
sbop.

153
139
53
63
207. 5
151
70
97
20
135
110
46
35
Gu6
2~4
132. 5
81
46. 5
45
672.5
202
08
139
47.5 .............•
807
194
116
109
62
30 .. _•.•
845
180
16!
81
56
........ -----·
901. 5
178
140
76
54.5
75
1,765.5
190
161
87
82
50
60
2,356.5
197
143
66131
..... -;.-~·-·••··•••••
2, 701. 5
172
130
41
63
v
2,341~--~~--4~~--5_0_.:..::.:.:.:.
:l~6

411
421
305

6

113,788. 51

2, 838]1, 734

1, 120.51 731.5

4351

155
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Prison labor pe11m·nwd-Continued.
I 'J'otallahor pPr-

fortncd r'or Quartermaster's Department.

During-

Labor perform ed
for J>rison.

'l'ctal da;rs' labor.

/
.AggreNumber
Nnmber Number Nnmuer · Nnm1JC'r
gate
of days of rla:vs of day& ~da~ ~d~s~~~~ n~ili&
skilled. unskilled. skilled. unskilled. skilled. unskillecl. of days'
labor.

-----------1----1----·1---- ----------------

July, 1892 ............ - ...... .
August., 1892 ................ .
September, 1892 ............ ..
October, 189::! ................ .
November, Hl92 ............. .
December, 1892 ............ ..
January, 1893 .............. ..
)february, 1893 ............. ..
March, 1893 ................ ..
April, 1893 .................. .
May, 1893 .................. ..
June, 1893 .................. ..

1, 806.5
1, 437.5
1,364
1, 695.5
1, 650
1, 858.5
1, 947
2,111
3, 116.5
3,416. 5
3, 818.5
3, 533.5

Total................... 27,755

2, 550
2. 626
:!, 209

1, 733
2, 203.5
2, 379
1, 776
1, 375.5
1, 900
1, 636.5
2, 604.5
2, 564

1, 442.5
1, 484.5
1, 628
1, 514.5
1, 517. 5
1,7il9.5
1, 694
1, 439.5
1,849
1, 772
1, 606
1, 685

25,647

I

I

4, 258
4, 714
4, 511
4, 339
3, 995
4, 576. 5
4. 699
4, 303
4, 422
4, 305
4, 148
4, 446. 5

3, 249
2, 922
2, 992
3, 210
3, 167. 5
3, 598
3, 641
::!, 550. 5
4, 965. 5
5, 188. 5
5, 424. 5
5, 218. 5

52,717

47,127

6, 808
7, 340
6, 720
(), 072
6. 288. 5
6, 955. 5
(), 47)
5, 678. 5
6, 322
5, 941. 5
6. 752. 5
7, 010. 5
78,364

10, 057
10,262
9, 712
9, 282
9, 456
10, 553. 5
10, 116
9, 229
11, 287. 5
11, 130
12. 177
12, 229
125,491

I
AYcrnge nnmucr of prisoners employed daily throughout the year of 306 working days:
Mechanics ................................................ : ................................. 154.00
Laborers .................................................................................... 256.09
Total. ..................................................................................... 411.09
Average number ofprisouers in cl>nfincmentpcr month, 408/i.

ROSTER OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY PRISON.
OFFICERS.

(1) Capt. J. \V. Pope, A. Q. M., U.S. Army, commandant; (2) Cnpt. C. Richard,
assistant snrg<'on, U. S. Army, prison surgeon; (3) Chaplain C. C. Pierce, U.S. Army,
prison chaplain; (4) Capt. B. H. Gilman, Thirteenth Infantt·y, Executive Officer;
(5) First Lieut George H. Sands, Sixth Cavalry, prison adjntant; (6) First Lieut.
R. M. Bb.tchford, EleYenth Infantry, prison commissary; (7) First Lieut. F. Perkins, Eigllth Infttntry, commanding provost guard; (8) First Lieut. G. B. Davis,
:Fourth Infantry, prison quartermaster.
ENLISTED MEN.

(1) Commissary Sergt. G. Went;,el, U.S. Navy; (2) Hospital Stewar<l H. C. Cabe11,
U.S. Army; and 3 :privates, Hospital Corps.
PROVOST GUARDS, GENERAL SERVICE, U. S. AR:\1Y.

First Sergt. J. Yon. Sergt. P. Co11ins, Sergt. H. Bannon, Scrgt. C. F. Miller, Scrgt.
E. Edwards, Sergt. W. C. Hill, t;ergt. J. Harriugton, Sergt. J. Carmichael, Corpl. W.
E. Garnett, Corpl. J. M. Purcell, Corp1. 0. A. H. Banmy, Corpl. R Shil'ls, Corpl. E.
Hull, Corpl. H. 8u11ivan, Corp1. C. S. Sa,ylor, Corpl. P. Connell, and 83 private::;.
CIVILIAN E:\IPLOYES.

J. C. Ripley, chief clerk of the prison; J. M. Allen, chief clerk of the quartermaster's department; Geo. Cook, clerk, adjutant's office.

:MAJOlt-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
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PRISON EMPLOYES.

J. II. CasP, foreman, carpenter shop; N. 1\Iaycr, foreman, blacksmith shop; R. H.
Kingsley, engineer; J. F. Carroll, foremaa1, stonemasons; A. P. Schlag, forema.u,
tailor shop; \V. Kelley, T. Kelly, L. Yonng, L. D. Sanders, J. Crawley, teamsters;
J. Buckley, J. Leonanl, "\Yatchmcn; \V. McGlinn, ganlener.
QUAI~TEHl\lASTER E~IPLOYES.

J. McGowan, inspector; L. M. Nute, foreman instructor in shoe sl10p; H. H.
Bohen, foreman tinucr; A. Schiefer, foreman harness-maker; \V. Jackson, foragerua~ter.

Respectfully suLmittc<l.

J. \V. POPE,
Captain and A. Q. llf., U.S. Anny, Conunandant.
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B.-Position and distl'ibntion of troops by Depa1·tntents, taken ftom
Pl~ESENT.

GARRISONS.

I~

I.

8

~ -~
g. 1;5

POSTS.

COMMANDING
O]']'!UER.

SITU.ATIONS.

Regiments.

.

lA ~
LUll~
jo; ~ ;>.

~ P.~ l ;::t~
"'s·!:l,
1:·:::::

i3=~c?~
0 ~ ..:. 1 ~ 1~

....0
~

~~ ~ ~s::l
'8
~~~g~
§ ·:S ;c' f; ~
~
~~~~ ~ ~~~
- - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -:-t------1-1-~--

DEPARTMEN'l'
EAST. OF THE

I

I

I

Heauquarters ........ Governors Island, MaJ. Gen. 0. 0. Howard .... Department
21 1 1 1
New York.
staff.
Fort Preble, Me ...... Portland ............ Capt. R. M. Rogers, 2d 11 2d Art ................. .
Art.
Fort Warren, Mass.. Boston Harbor...... Maj. Wm. Sinclair, 2d 2 2d .Art ................ ..
Art.
Fort Adams, R.I .... Near Newport ...... Col.
Richard Lodor, 2d I
.Art.
Fort Trumbull, Conn. New London . . . . . . . Capt. J. H. Calef, 2d .Art..
Ifort Columbus, N.Y. Governors Island .. Maj. W. L. Haskin, 1st
.Art.
Fort Hamilton, N.Y. New York Harbor.. Col. L. L. Langdon, 1st
Art.
Fort Niagara, N.Y ... Youngstown ........ Col. Horace Jewett, 21st
In f.
Fort Ontario, N.Y... Oswego .. .. . .... . . .. Capt. .A.ll. Bowman, 9th
In f.
Fort Porte!\ N.Y.... Buffalo .. . .. .. ... . . . Maj. J. W. Powell, 21st
Inf.
Fort Schuyler, N.Y .. Throggs Neck . .... Capt. F. C. Grugan, 2d
.Art.
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor .. Lt. Col. .A. C. Wildrick,
N.Y.
1st.Art.
l!'ort Wood, N.Y..... Bedloes Island..... Capt . .A. M. Wetherill,.
6th Inf.
MN~l~~on Barracks, J Sacket1s Harbor ... . Col. C. G. Bartlett, 9th
In f.
Plattsburg Barracks, Plattsburg ......... . Capt. M. C. Foote, !lth
N.Y.
In f.
Fort McHenry, Md.. Baltimore .......... . Maj. G. P. Rodney, 4t.h
Art.
Washington Bar- \Vashington ........ Col. H. W. Closson, 4th
racks, D. C.
.Art.
Fort Monroe, Va ........................... Lt. Col. R. T. Frank, 2d
.Art.
FortMyer, Va ....... Near\Vashington ... Lt. Col. G. V.Henry, 7th
Cav.
St. Francis Barracks, St . .Augustine ...... Col. N. W. Osborne, 5th
Fla.
Inf.
:Fort McPherson, Ga. .Atlanta............. Col. L. L. Livingston, 3d
.Art.
J ae k son Barracks, NewOrleans ........ Lt. Col. W. R. Kellogg,
5th Inf.
La.
Mount Vernon Bar- Mount Vernon ...... Maj. G. B. Russell, 5th
In f.
racks, Ala.
Newport Barracks, Newport ............ Maj. \V. M. Wherry, 6th
In f.
Ky.
Fort Thomas, Ky .... Near Newport ...... Col. M.A. Cochran, 6th
In f.
KWt:est Barracks, ...................... cA;t~ames O'Hara, 3d
Total, Department of the East ..................................
I

DEPARTMENT OF '£HE
MISSOURI.

4 2dand4th.Art ......... .. !
1 2d .Art.......... . ...... .
3 1st .Art ............... ..
4 1st .Art ................ .
3 21st In f ............... ..
9thinf................ ..
2 21st Inf ............... ..
2 2d .A.rt ........

1

:::~:.~~~~~~:

61 9th In f.. .....

l..........I
:: :: ::

::1 :~

·I ........ ..

1 9thinf.............. 1 . .

..

3 4th .Art ....... ........ ..
5 3dand4th.Art ....... 1. . . .

I

8 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, ......... .
and 5th Art.
4 1st, 7th, 8th, ...... I ....
and9thCav.
2 5th!nf................ ..
8 3d .Art and ......... .
9th Inf.
2 5thlnf................ ..
5th and 12th ..........
It. f.

6thinf ., ............ ..
6thinf................ ..
3d Art ................ ..

77 ................ 12 1f i j1
=
====,=

Headquarters ........ Chicago, Ill ......... Maj. Gen. N . .A. Miles....
Department
staft·.
Fort Sheridan, Ill.... Highwoou.......... Col. R. E . .A. Crofton, 15th [11 7th Cav., 1st
Iuf.
.Art. and
15th Inf.

1 3 .. 1 1
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the latest 1·etm·ns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1893.
PRESENT.

ABSENT.

1!)
1 .............. .

1 ........ .

22

AGGREGATE.

41
64
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fr

.~.-

dJ

A
.E;:>c
Ire...:

1

J<ogimonh.

~1

J~;] ~~ ,t

~ 6·~ 5 ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ol

s~~

~'~ -~
~~
~~~I

~

<1' .;::

-------1-------1--------1~-1
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~ ~~,=-

DEP ART:\fJ;:XT OF THE
)ll:5:50URl-COllt'd.

Fort Brady, Mich ... ·1 Sanlt Ste. Marie . . . . Lt. Col. C. A. 'Wikoff,
19lh Inf.
Fort:\facldnac,Mich . .Mirhilimackinac Maj. E. M. Coates, 19th

3 l!Jth Inf ............... ..
1 19thlnf................ .

In f.Simon S11ydcr, 19th 4119th Inf ................ .
lRland.............. Col.
\Vayne,Mich ... Detroit
Inf.
J<'ort Leavenworth,
Col. K F.Townsend, 12th 12 2d, 6t.b, 8th ......... .
antllOt h C:w .,
Kans.
lnf.
5th, 7th, lOth,
12th, 13th and
14th lnf.
Fort Riley, Kans.... .Junction City . . . . . Col. J. W. Fon<~ytb, 7th 1013tl and 7t.hCav., ......... .
For~

I

~~

~.

~

ud

4th Art.

Fort Supply, Ind. T.. lG'~~~~t from Wood-

Lj_n~.ol. D. Parker, 13th

Fort Reno, Okla. T... Ncar Cheyenne
1
Agency.
Fort Sill Okla. T .... 1 65 miles north of
Hemietta, Tex.

Lt. Col. G. A. Purington, 5 3d CaY. and ......... .
3d CaY.
13th Inf.
Col. .M. Bryant, 13th Inf.. 5 3dand7thCav., ........ ..
_
13th lnf.
__ _ _ _

4/ 3d 3;'li~/nd ........ ·.

13

1

1

Total, Der>artm cnt of the Missouri. ............................ .~
DEPARTMENT OF
TEXAS.

1

I

1

................

2\~.~2:2.

Headquarters ........ San Antonio, Tex ... Brig. Gen. Frank
\Vheaton.
Fort Bliss, Tex ...... El Paso ............. Ma,i. J. Henton, 23d Inf' ..
J<'ort Brown, Tex .... Brownsville ........ 1 :Maj, H. \Vaguer, 5th Cav.
J<'ort Clark, Tex . . . . . Brackettville ...... :M uj. '1'. E. Hose, 18th Inf.

·1

Eagk Pass, Tex: .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
1

Fort Hancock, Tex .. llm1cock ............
J<'ort),lclntosh,Tex. J,aredo ..............
•
Furt Rh1ggold, Tex .. Rio Grande City ....
.

Fort Sam Houston,
Tex.

1

San A.ntomo ........

.. Department 1 2 1 1 ..
staff.
21 21d Inf ............... ..
2, 5th Cav ............... ..
8 3d aud7th CaY.......... .
and 18Lhlnf.
Capt. G. H. Paddock, 5th 1 5th Cav ............... ..
CaY.
Callt. H . .Jaeln~on, 7thC:w. 1\7th Cav ............... ..
Co .J.F.IY:ule,5thCav .. 1 3!5tb Cav. and ........ ..
18th Inf.
),faj. A. S. H. Keyes, 3d 3 5th Cav. and ........ ..
Cav.
.
1 1 18th Inf
Col. J. J. Coppmger, 23d 11 5th and 7th ........•.
Inf.
Cav.,3dArt.,
5th and 23d
Inf.

----DEPA~::I:~::p~:~ll'"nt of Texas ........................... • • .. ••• · ·;!! ·.... ········· --~=:!~~ o:! o:! ~
1

FORNIA.

Headquarters .•...... ~ San Francisco, Cal.. Brig. Gen. T. H. Ruger .... Department \1 1 1 1 1
staJr.
Fort Bidwell, Cal. ... Surprise Valley ..... Capt. G. H. G. Gale, 4th 1 4th Cav .......
Cav.
Fort ~ason •. Cal..; .. ~an ~~anc!~~o .... . . Capt. H-1-· Da~, 5th Art. : 5th Art ....... . . . . . . . . ..
Alcat1 az lslanu, Cal. San I< 1 ,tncisco Har- I,t. Col. l. L. buentber, 2\ 5th Art ............. I.. ..
1
1
uor.
5th Art.
Angel Island, Cal···, San Fnmdsco H~•r· Col. W. R. Shafter, 1st 51 1st Iuf........ J . . . . . . 1. . 1, . .
Lor.
Inf.
'
'
i
Benil'iaBa~·raeks,Cal.j Benida ............ , LYn9~l. J. S. Casey, 1st 3 1st Iuf ........ j..
·-j-·

I........ ..

I

i·-1-·

I

1\IAJOH-GENERAL CO:\fM \NDIXG 'l'IIE ARl\fY.
latest 1·eturns on file in the Adjutant-General's O.Olce, 1SD3-Continnecl.
PRESE . "l'.

ATISEN'l'.
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B.-Position and distribution of troops by Depm·tments, taken j1·om tlw
GARRISONS.

COMMANDING
OFl!'ICER.

SITUATIONS.

POSTS.

PRESENT.

.
DEP ARTJIIENT OF CALIFORNfA-Cont'd.

Presidio, Cal ........ San Francisco------ Col. 'V. M. Graham , 5th
Art.
San Diego Barracks. San Diego . . . . . . . . . . Lt. Col. E. R. Kellogg,
Cal.
lOth lnf.

I19
1

Total, Departm ent of California ................................ 1
22

DEPARTJI~"'t~~-OF

==I==!=

DA-

Headquarters ........ St. Paul, Minn ...... Brig. Gen. Wesley J\fer- .. Department 1 1 1 .. ~ -riti.
statf.
Fort Snelling, Minn .. Near St. Paul. ...... Col: E. C. Maso?, 3<1 Inf. j !J :Jd lnf ................ ..
FortEuford, N.Dak ....................... Ma.J. T. J. Wmt, lOth 51 10thCav. and ........ ..
~~

~ilifu£

I

FortPemhina,N.Dak ...................... CT~~-C. W. Miner, 22d l l / 22dlnf ............. -- ~1 -Fort Yates, N. Dak. 60 miles from Bis- Lt. Col. Richard Comba, , 7, 8th Cav. and ........ ..
mar<'lc
l 2th In f.
12th In f.
l<'ortMeade, S.Dak. Ncar::;turg;is ........ ('~~:·H. Carlton, 8th 7 3dand8th Cav ....
....

l.

s. Dak ...

25 miles from PierrP. Maj. J. H. Gageby, 12th 3 12th Inf -------- ---- -- ~ -- ~
In f.
1
Fort Yellowstone, YcllowstonePark .. j Capt.G.S.Anderson,6th 2 6thCav ............... -· .
Wyo.
Cav.
!
I
Fo: tssinniboine, ...................... Col. E. S. Otis, 20th Inf.. 9 1 10~~~~~f.and .. -- .. 1....
Fort Sully,

011

1

Fort Custer, Mont... 31 miles from Custer Lt. Col. David Perry,
~ Statio.n. ,.
I lOth Cav.

7 1st and lOth . . . . . . . .. 1
f:;-and25th

Fort Keogh, Mont ... Near Miles C1t.y .... Col. P. T. Swaine, 22d
Inf.

!J 8th and lOth

Ca,-. and 22d

In f.

1
f-- ........

I

Fort Missoula, Mont. MisRonla ........... Col. A. S. Burt, 25th Iuf. 3 25th Inf ...•............
Camp Poplar River, Poplar River Station Maj.Loyd Wheaton, 20th 2 20th lnf .............. ..
Mont.
Inf.
__

_l_j_

Total, Department ofDakota ................................... 64 ................ 11 l , 1-- 1--

.

-

DEP AR'l'l\1EN1' OF 'l'HE
PLATTE.

•

='=1!=1=,=

Headquarters ........ Omaha, Nebr ....... Brig. Gen. John R . .. Department 1 2 1 ....
Brooke.
staff'
I 1
Fort Omaha, Nebr ... Near Omaha ........ Col.J.C.Bates,2dinf ... 9 2diuf: ................ ..
Fort Niobrara, Nebr . Near Valentine .... . Col. D. S. Gordon, 6th 8 tith Cav. and .. . . . . 1.. ..

co<i~~iames :Biddle, 9th
'av.
Fort Sidney, Nehr... Sidney Station ...... 1 Lieut. Col. W. J. Lyster,
1,
21st In f.
Fort D. A. Russell, Cheyenne ........... ! Col. J. S. Poland, 17th
Wyo.
! luf.
Fort McKinney, On Clear Fork I Col. J. J. Van Horn, 8th
Wyo.
Cre-ek.
1
Inf.

9t~th('~~- and ......
1
8th Inf.
~
21st Iuf ................ .

..1 ..

Fort Robinson, Nebr. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ..

FortWashakie,,Vyo . Near Shosl10ne Maj. A(lam Krmner, 6th
Agency
Cav.
Camp Pilot :Bntte, Roek Spring>~ ....... Capt. 'Vm. Quinton, 7th
Wyo.
1
Int.
1

8 l7thlnf............... ..
6

ll

tta,~~~~~d ~U~

-- -- -- -- --I •

]nf

<ith Cav. aud ..........
Stb Jnf.

7thiuf. ......... -- .. . ...

Total, Department
I of the Platte ..... 1.. . ............. . , ..... ·-- - [~~-- ..............

:2~,:2[
__ _ ,_ =
_
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latest 1·eturns on file in the ..ldjutant-Genel'al's Office, JSqJ-Continned.
PRESENT.

l" ... --- - - .. -

221". -. ·_ -_ -_ .- -_ -_ ·_

21--l-- -- 1 1 1 1. ..

4,_ _

14

537

2~1 56~,--- ....

\ ___ .. __ . _ 1

1

6 ___

13

410

2<JI

43., ___
1

2 .. .. .. 1 1 1

1

• ...

..

30

,, . . . . . . .

1 -- - - -- 1 -- . -

1

---.--

ABSEXl'.

1- - ·- --1-- 1 111
\ • -- ---- --~-- 1

4

3 1 1 1
\"" --- -·

5
11

169
124

'"I
200
1001

-;, 1-w-s,~~:71s7 1 -;i'""«'-1r6"tf94i3,62i'

-:: 2:~T[=-:/ 11~=~-·
··--·-- - ··--·-- - 1.. 1
2 -- . . . . 1
1 -.-

7 ...
7 ---

: : : : : :r ·; :. . :,::
2 __ .. _. __

••• •.

1 _. .

2 • . • . . . • • 1..

1 ..... - . - . - -.

9

1
1

J

208

--·i· ···

520

28l

548 _. _

2 _. _

--~ --~1 1:

:::

::1 :: : ::

+. ......
1

3061 19,

325 • • . • • • •

169

174 .. - . . . .

53

3,1131~ :~ 11 ~ ~ _jl~:l {5 =~- 65,!, 727
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574

410

444

11 11

7
4

7
4

..

22
81

3
2

200
1001

560
222
108

18

,

35
35

524
457

559
492

81 36

520

556

1313
10 10
6

"'I

289"3,624) 3,913

J117

~ .....

12

··r ............... ···1 ... ·... ...

537

34·

9

3,832,~ 1 -12o5ls181

1
1

180
131

37

5
3

2
1

1691
124

9

,I •

546 __ _
482 -- -

1

7

~. 121. 12
o

524· 22
457 251

1

11

1

21)1___ 1____
10!

41

-6

1

11
11

1

5 •• .

1771.- - - - -. 1 2 31 3
131,.-- .. -- --- --. --- ---

181171 ,

=
1
1

8,.
7

AGGREGATE.

• , ~~ :: ::: ::
2

2

"r·· .... ...

1591 2,

8861,;;~! \-~~~

'r 5

2<

306

330

4

61 6

11

169

180

1

1, 1

,

53
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B.-Position an(l distribution of troops by Depm·lmcnts, taken jro1n the
OATIHISONS.

SITU A.TIONS.

POSTS.

COMM ,iNDH\G
O.l<'FlCER.

DEPARTMENT OF THE

COLORADO.

5 1st Cav ............... ..
61 2d Cav. and ........ ..
2-1th Inf.
3 1st Cav. and ........ ..

llthlnf.
41 11th In f. ..............

Fort Marcy, N. Mcx. Santa]'e ....... :-.... Col. E. P. Pearson, lOth
Inf.

-~

1
Gllst
Cav. and ........ ..
2-Hh lnf.
2 10thlnf.. .............. .

·

FortStanton,N.Mex. OmilesfromLiucoln Maj . .A.. H. llaiuuridge, 21 lOthluf ............... ..
lUthlnf.
FM~x~Vin~?:ate, N. Wingate Station .... Col. G. G.Huntt, 2clCav. 7 2<\oR~~~lf.and ...... . . . .

I

Fort Logan, Colo .... NearDenver ........ Col. H. C. Merriam, 7th 6 7thlnf. ............... , ..
1
Inf.
1
Fort Douglas, Utah .. Near Salt Lake City Col. :M. ~L Blunt, 1Gth 9 16th Inf. ............... .
Inf.
I
FortDuChesne,Utah NearUintahAgency M(J~/· F. Randlett, Oth ~~ Oth Cav ....... ~~--~J~

II

I

Total, Department of the Colorado ........•............•........ 58 .......••....... _2j.:_:_l.=_~'..:..:_
DEPARTMEN'l' OF THE

-

-,-~-~--

COLU:IIBIA.

Headquarters ........ Vancouver Bar- Brig. Gen. W. P. Carlin ... Department 1\2 1 ... .
rack~'<, \Vash.
~;ta1r.
Fort Sherman, Idaho.l Ca:mr d'Alene ...... Lieut. Col. H. C. Cook, 4th 5 4th Ca.v. and ......... .
Jnf.
4th Inf.
I
Boise'Barracks, Boise City .......... Maj.MichaelCooney,4th 24th
Cav. and ......... .
1
Idaho.
Cav.
1 4th lnf.
J
Fort Canby, Wash ... Mouth uf Columbia Capt . .r. R. Brinckle, 5th 2 5th Art ............... ..

I

~~
A~G. 0. Webster, 4th
Fort Spokane, Wash. Near
Spokane Falls. Capt.
1

4th Inf................ ..

In f.

Fort Townsend, !Port Townsend ..... Capt . .TohnMurphy,14th
Wa,b.
Inf.
VancouverBarracks, Vancouver ......... Col.T.M.Anderson,14th
\Vash.
lnf.
Fort \Valla walla, Wallawalla ......... Col. C. E. Compton, 4th
Wash.
Cav.

14thlnf............... ..
4th Cav. and ......... .
14th lnf.
4th Cav ............... ..

I

I

Total, Departmlnt of the Columbia ......... ~ ................ - .. 23 ................
1

1-\1~~~
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latest 1'Cllll'llS on file in the Adjutant-General's O.f]ice, 1393-Continucd.
PUESEN'l'.

ABSENT

I

AGGREGATE.
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C.-.Jlilitary c01nmands and posts, with post-o.tfices, telegraph stations, and nearest 1'ailTowi
stations o1· boat landings.

ARMY OF TilE UNITED STATES.-Headquarters, ·washington, D.C.-Maj. Gen.
JOHN M. SCHOFIELD, commanding.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Maj. Gen.

OLIVEI~

0. HOWARD, commanding.-Headquarters Governors Island, New
York Harbor.

Geographical li1nits.-The New England States, States of New York, New Jert~ey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, \Yest Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alaba,ma, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Ohio, and the District of Columbia,.

DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Maj. Gen. NELSON A. MILES, commancling.-Headquarters, Chicago, Ill.
Geographical li1nits.-States of Michigan, \Viscon!:!in, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,
Kansas, Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma Territories.

DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Brig. Gen.

FRA..~K

WHEATON, commanding.-Headquarters, San Antonio, Tex.
Geographical limits.-State of Texas.

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Brig. Gen. 'I'IIOl\IAS H. RUGER, commanding.-Headquarters San Francisco, Cal.
Geographicallimits.-States of California and Nevada.

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Brig. Gen. WESLEY MERRITT, commanding.-Headquarters St. Paul, Minn.
Georfraphical limits.-States of Minnesota, South Dakota (excepting so mnch as lies
son I h of the forty-fourth parallel), North Dakota, and Montana, and. the post of
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Brig. Gen. JOHN. R. BROOKE, commanding.-Headquarters Omaha, Nebr.
Geog1·aphicallimits.-States of Iowa, Nebraska, and \Vyoming (excepting the po!lt of
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.); so much of Idaho as lies east of a line formed by the
extension of the · western bonndary of Utah to the northeastern boundary of
I(laho, and so much of South Dakota as lies south of the forty-fourth parallel.

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Brig. Gen. ALEXANDER McD. McCooK, commanding.-Headquarters Denver, Colo.
Geographical limits.-State of Colorado and the Territories of Utah, Arizona, and
New Mexico.

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Brig. Gen. WILLIAM P. CARLIN, commanding.-Heaclquarters Vancouver Barracks,
Wash.
Geog1'aphicallimits.-States of Oregon, \Vashington, and Idaho, and Ala,s ka Territory,
excepting so much of Idaho as is embmced in the Department of the Platte.

:MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
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POSTS.
[Those not garrisoned are indicated thus.*)

Adams, Fort, R. I.-(Dept. East).-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. Newport, R. I.; boat
from Newport, dist. 3m.
Alcait·az lslaull, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. same; tel. andR. R. stn. San :Francisco, Cal.,
dist. 4 m.; Govt. steamer claily (except Sunday) to post .
.Angel Island, Cal. (Dept. CaL).-P. 0. and teL stn. same; R. R. stu. San :Francisco,
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Snnday) to post.
Apache, Fm·t, Ariz. (Dept. Uolo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; buckboard daily (except
Sunday) from Holbrook, on A. and P.R. H., dist. 90 m.
Army and NaL'Y General Hospital, A1·k.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Hot Springs, Ark.
_Jssinniboine, Ii'ort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R. R. (G. N. R.) stn.
Assinni boine.
·
Ban-ctncas, Fm·t, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0. ·warrington, :Fla.; tel. stu. Pensacola navy.
yard, Fla.; R. R. stu. at Pensacola, Fla., dist. 9 m.; special boat to post .
. Bayard, Fm·t, N. M. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R. R. stn. (A. '1'. all(l
S. F.) Silver City, dist. 9 m.
Benicia Bm-racks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0., tel. stn. R. R. stn and boat landing Benicia,
Cal., dist. 1 m.
Bidwell, Fm·t, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. same; tel. stu. Reno, Nev.; R. R. stn. (N.C.
and 0. R. R.) Amedee, Cal., dist. 135 m.; stage daily, except Snnclay.
Bliss, F01·t, Texas. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. El Paso, Tex., dist. 5 m.
Boise Ba1·racks, Idaho. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Boise City,
Idaho.
Bowie, Fort, A1·iz. (Dept. Colo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard ( exce1lt
Sunday) from Bowie stu., Ariz., on S. P.R. R.. , dist 13m.
Brady, F01·t, Mich. <Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. (D. S. S. and A. R. R.) Sault
Ste. Marie, Mich.
B1·own, Fm·t, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. ancl. R. R. stu. (R. G. R. R.) Brownsville,
Tex.
Buford, Fm·t, N.Dak. (Dept. Da.k.).-P. 0. 7 tel. and R. R. (G. N. R. R.) stn. same.
Canby, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Uolnrnbia.).-P. 0. :ll)(l tel. stn. at post; daily steamer
from Portlancl, Oregon, to Astoria., dist. 98 m., antl thence by steam tug daily
(except F;nuday) to post, dist. 14 m.
*Carroll, Fo1·t, Md.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Baltimore, Mel., dist. 6~ m. by water from
Light st. wharf.
"CasH•ell Fm·t, N.C. -P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N .. C., dist. 2 m.; steamer daily
from ·wilmington to Southport, dist. 22 m.
Cla1·k, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. Brackettville, Tex.; tel. stu. Fort Clark, via
Spofford Junction, Tex.; daily stage from Spofford Junction 7 on S. P. R. R., clist.
9m.
*()lark's Point, Mass., Fm·t at.-P. 0. and tel. stu. New Bedford, Mass., dist. 4 m.
*Clinch, Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Fernandina, Fla.., dist. 3m.
Columbus BatTacks, Ohio. (See Recruiting Depots.)
Columbus Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).·-P. 0., New York City; tel. stn. GoYernors
Island, N.Y.; Govt. steamer from N.Y. City, dist. lt m.
*Consti.tution, Fo1·t, Y. H. -P. 0. Ne\Y Castle, N.H.; tel. and R. R. stu. Portsmouth,
N. H.; stage or steamer from Portsmouth, (list. 3m.
Custer, Fm·t, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Custer
stn., on N. P.R. R., dist. 32m.
D. A. Russell F01·t, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (U. P., D. and G.) stu.
:Fort Russell, Wyo.
Davids I.~laud, N. Y. (See Recruiting Depots.)
* Delall'are, Fort, Del.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from
Philadelphia to Delaware City, (list. 2m. from pm;t.
·
Douglas, F.'ort, Utah (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Salt Lake City, Utah,
dist. 3m.; cits railway to post.
Du Chesne, F.'ort, Utah (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R. R. (R. G. W. R. R.)
stu. Price Station, dist. 88 m.; stage line to post.
*Dutch I.~laud, R.l., I!'ort on.-P. 0. Jamestown, R.I.; tel. stn. Newport, R.I.; steam
ferry from Newport to Jamestown, clist. 4 m., and priYate boat thence to post,
<list. 1m.
"'Finn's Point, N.J., Battery at.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. Salem, N.J., dist. 6 m.
"'Foote, Fort, Mcl.-P. 0 same; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; steamer from Washington,
D. C., dist 9 m.
'*Gaines, Fort, Ala.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Mobile, Ala.; boat from Mobile, dist. 30m.
*Gorges, Fort, Me.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stu. Portland, Me., cl.ist. 1t m.
Grant, Fort, A1·iz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sunday) from Willcox, on S. P.R. R., dist. 27m.
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*Griswolcl, Fo1·t, Conn.·-P. 0. Groton; Conn.; tel. and R. R. stu. New London; ferry
from New London, dist. 1m.
Harnilton, Port, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; city railroad from
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Hancock, Fort, Tex. (Dep. Tex.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. Port Hancock Station (on G. H. aml S. A. R. R.), dist. 1-! m.
Huachuca, Fort, Adz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; Government transportation from Huachuca Siding, on N. Mex. and A. R. R., dist. 7 m.
*Independence, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Boston, Mass.; Govt. tug from Boston,
dist. 3m.
Jackson Bw·racks, La. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6
m.; street cars from New Orlean~ pass the post; tel. stn. Slaughter House, St. Bernard Parish, La.
*Jackson, Port, La.-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stu. Quarantine, La.; steamer tri-weekly
from New Orleans, dist. 73 m.
Jefferson Ba1Tacks, Mo. (See Recruiting Depots.)
*Jefferson, Fort, Fla.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Key West, Fla.; boat from Key West, dist.
71m.

*Johnston, Fort,N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Southport, N. C.; steamer daily from Wilmington, N. C., dist. 26m.
Keogh, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel and R. R. (N. P. R. R.) stn. same.
Key West Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. stu. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
*Knox, Fm·t, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Perry, Me.; tel and R. R. stu. Bucksport, Me.; ferry
from Bucksport, dist. ! m.
*Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Port Hamilton, N.Y.; city railroad
from Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel.and R. R. stu. same.
LcavenwoTth Military Prison, Jrans.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Fort Levenworth,
Kans.
*Li1•in_qston, Fort, La.-P. 0. Grand Isle, La.; tel. sta. New Orleans, La.; steamer
weekly from New Orleans, dist. !:.15m.
Logan, Port, Colo. (Dept. Colo.) (10 miles south of Denver).-P. 0., tel. and R. R.
stu. (D. and R. G. and U. P.R. R.) same.
Mackinac, F01·t, Aliclt. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Mackinac Island, Micb,; boat
from Mackinaw City, dist. 11m., and from St. Ignace, Mich., dist. 5 m.; steamboats from lake ports arrive honrly from .June 1 to October 1. During winter by
crossing ice, or by boat fi:om St. Ignace, Mich.
~Macon, Fm·t, N. C.-P. 0. Beaufort, N. C.; tel. and R. R. stu. Morehead City, N.C.,
dist. 2m.
Maclison Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Sacketts Harbor,
N.Y.
Mw·cy, Fort, N. Me:c. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Santa Fe, N.Mex.
*Marion, Fort, Pla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. anu R. R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
Mason, F01·t, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. Station A, San Francisco, Cal.; R. R. stu.
San .Francisco, Cal., dist. 3m.; street cars 1 m. from post; tel. stn. at post.
*McClary, Port . .Me.-P. 0., tel. and R R. stn. Kittery Point, Me.
j}fcHeur.!J, F01·t, Mil. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R R. stn.llaltimore, Md.
Mcintosh, Fort, .Tete. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Laredo, Tex.
McKinney, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; stage from Custcx
Station, Mont., on N. P.R. R., clist. 166 m.
McPherson, P01·t, Ga. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. sta. Atlanta, Ga., dist. 4m.
Meade, Fm·t, S.Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. (F. E. and M. V.)
stu. Sturgis City, dist. 3 m.
*Mifflin, Port, Pa.-P. 0., Paschall ville stu., Philadelphia, Pa.; R. R. and tel. stu.
Philadelphia, Pa., dist. 5 m.
Missoula, Fort, Aiont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. (N. P.) stn. Missoula,
Mont., dist. 4 m.
Monroe, Fort, ra. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; steamers daily from Baltimore, \Vashington, Norfolk, and New York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from Richmond, Va.
*Montgomery, Fo1·t, N. Y.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Rouse's Point, N.Y., (list. 1~ m.
"Morgan, Port, .Ala.-P. 0. Herndon, Ala.; tel. stu. at post; steamer from Mobile,
dist. 30m.
"".Moult1·ie, F01·t, S. C.-P. 0. Moultriedlle, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stu. Charleston, S.
C., dist. 5 m.
Mount Vernon Bar1·aclcs, Ala. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Mount Vernon,
Ala.
Myer, Fo1·t, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Washington, D. C.; telephone
to post.
Newp01·t Barracks, Ky. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Newport, Ky.
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Niagara, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Youngstown, N.Y.; R. R. stn.
Le,viston, N.Y., dist. 7 m.
Kiobrara, Fort, Neb1·. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. (F. E. and M. V.)
stn. Valentine, Nebr., dist. 4t m.
*Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R. R stu. Savannah, Ga., dist. 3m.
Omaha, ]1'ort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. (F. E. and M. V.) same;
tel. (telephone to l)Ost) stn. Omaha, Nebr.
Onta1·io, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. 1 tel. and R. H. stn. Oswego, N.Y.
Pembina,Fort,N. Dak. (De1Jt. Dak.).-P. 0., H. R., and tel. stn. Pembina, N.Dak., dist.
2m.
""Phamix, F01·t, Mass.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stu. Fairhaven, Mass.
*Pickens, Fo,·t, Pla.-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola navy-yard; R. R.
stn. at Pensacola, Fla., dist. 10m.
Pilot Butte, Camp, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (U. P.) stu. Rock
Springs, Wyo.
Plattsburg Bal'1·acks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Plattsburg, N.Y.
*Popham, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Popham Beach, Me.; tel. and R. R. stu. Bath, Me., <list. 12
m. by water, 15 m, by land.
Poplm· River, Camp, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (G. N.) stu. PoplarRivel'
Station.
Porter, Fo1·t, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Buffalo, N.Y.
Preble, Fort, Me. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Portland, Me., dist.lt m.
Presidio of San Ji'J'ancisco, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. San
Francisco, Cal., dist. 4t m.; city railway to post.
*Pulaski, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. ~avannah, Ga., dist. 14m.
Reno, Fort, Okh. 1'. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same.
Riley, Fort, Hans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same.
Ringgold, Ji'ort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. Rio Grancle City, Tex.; tel. stu. at post;
stage from Pena, on T. M. R. R., dist. 72t m., and from San Miguel, Mex., on Mex.
N. R. R., dist. 23m.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Pbtte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (F. E. and M. V.) stn.
same.
Sam Houston, .F'ort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. San Antonio, Tex.
San Cm·los, Ariz. (Dept. Colo.)-P. 0. and tel. st.n. same; dail.v stage (except Sunuay) from Bowie, on S. P. R. R. (via Fort Thomas), dist. 102 m., and tri-weekly
from Wilcox, via J.<,orts Grant and Thomas, dist. 106m.; regular stage to post.
San Diego Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (C. S.) stn. and boat ldg.
San Diego, Cal.
*Sanely Hook, N.J., Fort at.-P. 0. New York City; tel. and R. R. stn. Sandy Hook,
N.J., dist. 2m.; Govt. str. from New York, dist. 20m.
"Scammel, Fm·t, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Portland, Me., dist. 2m.
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. West Chester, N. Y.,
dist. 3t m.
*&wall, F01·t, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Marblehead, Mass., dist. lt m.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. same.
Shennan, Fort, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman, Idaho; tel. and R. R. stu.
Creur d'Alene, Idaho (on branch N. P.R. R.), dist. t m.
*Ship Island, Mis8. 1 Fort at.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (L. and N.) stn. Biloxi, Miss., dist.
15 m.; special boat to post.
.
Sidney, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (U. P.) stn. Sidney, Nebr.
Sill, Fort, Okh. 1'. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from Rush
Springs, Ind. 'r., on C. R.I. and P.R. I., dist. 29m.
Snelling Fort, Minn.. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. same; electric st. R. R.
to St. Paul, Minn.
Spokane, For·t, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Miles, Wash.; daily
stage (except Sunday) from Davenport, on N. P. R. R., dist. 25m .
• Stanton, Fort, N.Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; stage daily from Carthage, N.Mex., on A., T. and S. F. R. R., dist. 100m.
"Sierens, Fort, Oregon.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (Govt. tel. to post) Astoria, Oregon;
steamer daily from R. R. stu. Portland, Oregon, ·to Astoria, dist. 98 m.; from
thence by steam tng daily (except Sunday) to post, dist. 7 m.
St. Prarwis Ban·acks, I!'la. (D<'pt. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
"St. Philip, Fort, La.-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stn. Old Quarantine stn., La.;
steamer trnvee1dy from New Orleans, dist. 73 m.
Sully, Fort, S.Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. (C. and N. W.)
stn. Pierre, S. Dak., dist. 23m.
*Sumter, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. M:oultrieville, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stn. Charleston, S. C.
dist. 5 m.
Supply, Fm·t, Ind. T. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. snme; R. R. stn. Woodward,
Ind. T., on A., T. and B. T!'. R. R., dist. 15m.; daily stage to post.
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if Ta!Jlor, Fm·t, Fla.-P. 0., tel. stn. boat landing Key \Vest, Fla.
.
Thomas, Fort, Ky. (Dept ..East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Newport, Ky., d1st. 3m,
Townsend, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Port Townsend, Wasb ..
diRt. 3m.
Trumbull, Fort, Conn. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R R. stn. New London, Conn.,
<.list. 1m.
Vancou'l:er Barntclcs., Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and boat ldg. Vancouver,
·wash.; tel. stn. at post, R. R. stn. at Portland, Oregon; boat from Portl:u~d,
Oregon, daily, dist. 18m., and by ferry and city railroad, dist. 6 m.
Wadsworth, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. Fast).-P. 0. Rosebank, Staten Island, N. Y.; tel.
stn. Quarantine, Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Wallawalla, .Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (N. P.) stn. Wallawalla, "\Vash., clist. 1 m.
Warren, Fm·t, Mass. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Boston, Mass.; stemner from
Boston, dist. 7 m.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from
Rawlins, Wyo., on U. P.R. R., dist.147 rn.
Washington Banacks, D. C. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Washington, D. C.
*Washington, Fol"f, Jlid.-P. 0. same; tel. stu. Alexandria-, Va.; stmbt. from \Vashington, D. C., dist. 13 m.
Wayne, Fm·t, Mich. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Detroit, Mich.; city railwa.yfrom
Detroit, dist. 4 m.
West Point! N. Y. (U.S. Mil. Acad.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same.
Whipple Barracks, .A1·iz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Whipple; R. R. (P. and A.
C.) stn. Prescott, Ariz.
Willets Point, N. Y. (U.S. Engineer School).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stu.
Whitestone, N.Y., dist. 2t m. (See Engineer Depot.)
*Winfield Scott, Fo1·t, Ca.l. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal. ; R. R. stn. San Francisco, Cal.
Wingate, Fort, N.Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. st.n. same; R. R. (A. and P.) stu.
Wingate, dist. 3 m.
* Wiuth1·op, Fm·t, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; steamboat from Boston,
diRt. 2m.
Wood, Fort, Bcdloes Island, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. N. Y.
City.
Yates, F01·t, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; Bismarck, on N. P.R.
R., dist. 60 m.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Mammoth Hot Springs,
\Vyo.; R. R. stn. Cinnabar, Mont., via Livingston, on N. P.R. R., dist. 8 m.

ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND DEPOTH.
AR!\IOHIES, ARSEN;'\-LS1 AND ORDNANCE DEPOTS.

Allegheny .A1·senal, Pa.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Pittsburg, Pa.; Lieut. Col. F. H.
Parker, corudg.
Augusta Arsenal. Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Augusta, Ga., dist. 3m.; electric R.
R. from Augusta to Arsenal; Maj. J. G. Butler, comdg.
Benicia A1·seual, Cal.-P. 0., tel., R. H.. stu. ttnd boat landing Benicia, Cal., dist. 1
m.; Lieut. Col. L. S. Babbitt. comdg.
Columbia A1·senal, Tenn.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Columbia, Tenn.; Capt. J. E.
Greer, comdg.
Fort MmH"oe .t11·senal, Va.-P. 0. aml tel. stn. Fort Monroe, Va.; stmbts. daily from
New York, Baltimore, \Vashington, and Norfork, and railroad (C. and 0.) from
Richmond, Va.; Lieut. Col. \V A. Marye, comdg.
Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot, .Jfinn.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Fort Snelling, Minn.;
Capt. \Villiam Gerlach, 3d Inf., comdg.
Fran"fonl Arsenal, Pa.-P. 0. (Station F) and tel. stn. (telephone to post) Philadelphia., Pa.; Lieut. Col. J.P. FaTley, comdg.
Indimwpolis {11·senal, Ind.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Indianapolis, Ind.; Maj. A. L.
Varney, comdg.
Kennebec ..d1·senal, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn, Augusta, Me.; Maj . .T. R. McGinness,
comdg.
New York A1·1'Jenal, N. Y.-P. 0. New York City; tel. stn. Governors Island, N. Y.
Govt. steamer from New York City, dist . 1t m.; Maj. Clifton Comly, comdg.
Omaha Ordnance Depot, .Neb1·.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Omaha, Nebr.; Capt. J. C.
Ayres, comdg.
Rock [Bland A1·senal, Ill.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Rock Island, Ill.; special conveyance
from R. R. stns. and boat ldgs. in Rock Island, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa, dist. 2
m; Col. A. R Bnfliugton. comdg.
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St. Louis Powdrr Depot, .i!Io.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn . .Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Maj.
J. A. Kress, comdg.
San Antonio Arsenal. Tex.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. i-3nn Antonio, Tex.; Maj. C. E.
Dutton, comdg.
Sp1'ingjielcl A1·mory, Mass.-P. 0., tel. :tnd R. R. stu. Springfield, Mass.; Col. A. Mordecai, comdg.
U.S. Powde1· Depot, N. J.-P. 0., tel. (telephone to post) and R. R. stn. Dover, N .
.J. dist., 4t m.; Col. J. M. Whittemore, comdg.
Vancowve1· Ran·ack·s Ordnance Depot, Wash.-P. 0. anll boat ldg. Vancouver, \Vash.;
tel. stn.Vanconver Barracks, Wash.; boat ii·om Portland, Oregon, daily, dist. 18m.;
hourly comnnmication with Portlan(l by ferry and motor line, dist. 6 m.; Capt. H.
E. Robinson, 4th Inf., comdg.
.
Watertown A1·senal, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R stn. \Vatertown, Mass.; MaJ. J. \V.
Reilly, comdg.
Tratel'l'liet A1·senal, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (telephone to post) West Troy, N. Y.;
R. R stn. rrroy, N. Y., dist. 1m.; electric street cars to Albany, N. Y.; Maj. Isaac
Arnold, jr., comdg.
UECIWITING DEl'OTS.

Columbus Barracks, Ohio.-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Columbus, Ohio; tel. stn. at post;
Lieut. Col. John B. Parke, ~M Inf., comdg.
Davids Island, N. Y.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. New Rochelle, N.Y.; horse-car and
boat from New Rochelle, dist. 3m.; Lieut. Col. H. C. Cook, 4th Inf., comdg.
Jefferson Ba1·1·acks, .Mo.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same; Lieut. Col. S. S. Sumner,
6th Cav., comdg.
ENGIXEER

DEPOT.

Willets Point, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. \Vhitestone, Queens
County, N. Y., dist. 2~ m.; Licnt. Col. W. R. King, comdg.
HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS.
CAVALRY.

1. Fort Grant, Ariz.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Fort Niobrara. Nebr.
Fort Riley, Kims.
Fort :\Iea<le, S.Dak.
Fort Robinson, Nebr.
10. Fort Custer, Mont.

Fort \Viugatc, Ariz.
Fort Reno, Okh. T.
Fort Wallawalla, Wash.
Fort Mcintosh, Tex.

ATITILLERY.

1. FortHamilton, N.Y.
2. Fort AdamR, R. I.

4. Washington Barracks, D. C.
5. Presidio ofi-3an Francisco, Cal.

3. Fort McPherson, Ga.

\
I~FANTRY.

1. Angel Island, Cal.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
!1.
10.

11.
12.
13.

Fort Omaha, Nebr.
Fort Snelling, Minn.
}'ort Sherman, Idaho.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla.
Fort Thomas, Ky.
Fort Logan, Colo.
:Fort McKinney, \Vyo.
Madison Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Marcy, N.Mex.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Fort Sill, Okh. T.

AD.TUTANT-GBNERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., Octobe1· 1, 1893.

14-.
13.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Vancouver Barracks, 'Vash.
Port Sheridan, Ill.
Fort Dong-las, Utah.
Fort D. A. l{nssell, Wyo.
Fort Clark, Tex.
Fort Wayne, Mich.
Fort Assinniboine, Mont.
FortNiagara, N. Y.
Fort Keogh, Mont.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.
Fort Bayard, N. Mex.
Fort Missoula, Mont

lOG
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D.-Statement showing gainand loss in the enlisteclst1·ength of the A1·my during the fiscal
yea1· ended June 30, 1893.
GAIN.

Enlisted...................................................................
Reenlisted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l!,ro1n desertion ...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7, 747
1, 701
607

'fotal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 055
VJSS.

Expiration of serYire ..................................................... .
For disability ............................................................. .
By purchase .............................................................. .
For fraudulent enlistment ................................................ .
By favor ................................................................. .
As veterans ............................................................... .
For minority ............................................................. .
Under G. 0. No. 80, of 1890 ................................................ .
By sentence of G. C.?\I .................................................... .
l!,or other causes .................................................... --.---By pro1notion ........................................................ -.. -..
Died of >voundl:! ........................................................ , .. .
Died of disease, etc ...................................... -. -....... --- .. --Retired ............................................................. - - .. - - Deserted ................................................................. .

2,338
609
1,0.73
301
112
13+
104
1,573
86+
369
10
1

Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9, 4[)4

171
113
1,682

Enlisted strength, J nne 30, 1ti!J2 ....................................•....... 24, 760
Gi1in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 055
34,815

Loss...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9, 454

Enlisted strength Jnne 30, 1893 ...................................... 25,361
NOTE.-There were in the Army (included in the strength) on June 30, 1803:
Hospital Corps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786
Signal Corps ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49
General service clerks and messengers...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
168
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 003

Indians belonging to the line of the Army.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indian scouts ........................................................ -.. .. .

131

771
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. 0. 0. HOWARD.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF 1'HE EAST,

G01. ,ernors Island, hew York, Aug~tst 24, 1893.
SIR: I have the lwnor to submit the following annual report for t11e
information of the Major-General Commanding the .Army:
There are a,t present iu the Department of the East, by the last
return, dated tTuly 31, 18U.'3, 26 garrisoned posts aml 38 posts not garrif.wned.
There are in the command 4 troops of cavalry, 41 foot batteries ot
artillery, 3 light batteries of artillery, and 36 companies of infantry
(including 6 skeleton companies), in all present and absent an aggregate, including tnedical corps, etc., of 400 commissioned officers and
4,656 enlisted men. Of these, 219 officers and 4,164 enlisted men are
present.
The posts not garrisoned are each in charge of au ordnance Rergeant,
except Forts Lafayette and Marion, which are in charge of the commanding officers of Fort Hamilton and St. Francis barracks, respectively.
Further particulars in regard to these posts and troops will be found
in detail in the roster appended hereto, marked D.*
THE PAST YEAR.

In my last annual report I dwelt at some length upon the labor disturbances which had occurred within the limit8 of the Department of
the East. These were intently observed by officers of the regular Army,
but fortunately the United States for:ces were not called upon to bear
any part in settling the troubles. All was done very promptly and
thoroughly by the National Guard. This year there have been no new
conflicts of importance, and no cause to bring into active service any
portion of this command. The appropriations having been, for purposes of transportation, greatly limited, I have not been able to
give to all the command outside camps and marching, particularly in
conjunction with the National Guard, so much as heretofore, or as
would seem desirable. There have been, however, instances of united
action in dri1ling, marches, and encampments, all of which have tended
to increase good feeling and promote in many ways the efficiency of
the military service.
It is evident from the information received that there has been constant activity on the part of the Engineer Corps in pushing on to completion mortar batteries and works containing the disappearing-gun
emplacements. Several are nearly ready for their armament. New
ordnance also bas been under experiment by the Ordnance Department, but none of the modern rifted guns, except in one instance, have
been placed during the last year in any of the permanent works whici.t
defend the harbors on this coast.
No posts in the department have been abandoned, there not having
been barrack room; even the post of Newport Barracks, though suffering from age and overflow, has been retained. Key West, it will be
*Omitted.
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.notie('d, haf4 been reoccupied by one battery of artillery,

and it is
thought tllat these troops 1nay be kept, by judicious watchfulness, aH
free fi'Om danger from contagious diseases there as at any other Southern stati011. I hope the garrison may be doubled as soon as the buildings can be made fit to receive the additional battery.
At St. Augustine, where we have the headquarters of the Fifth Infantry, two companies and the band, 'the grounds for the garrison are
too cramped, and the barracks for the men so limited as to endanger
the health of the command. Congress l.Javing failed to carry out previous recommendations for enlargement of the reservation, after a
personal inspection I became thoroughly convinced that our wisest
plan is to build a new post; it will be the best economy in tlw end, as
the desire on the part of all concerned is to have larger garrisons.
With these objects and other needs of the service in view, I have reeommended a much larger reservation than the old. U])On Anastasia Island, on public land, I found a good location, good water, with plenty
of building material near. It is close enough to the city of St. Augu!:ltine for all conveniences. 1 anticipate that the reservation, which I
understand has been approved by the honorable the Secretary of \Var,
will be set apart in formal orders, probably, before the publication of
this report. At any rate, I decidedly recommend this new reservation
nnd the appropriation of sufficient money to begin the construction.
Two hundred thousand dollars will probably be enough, at least to provide for the present garrison, under the evident pressing necessity.
I have visited the new cavalry post, Fort Ethan Allen, now under
construction at Burlington, Vt. 'fhe work is in good progress and
bids fair to make a station, in every way desirable, at an important
point near our Northern frontier. I would recommend the securement,
before it is too late, of a strip of land between the public grounds and
the small river which runs in front of them. Of course the river will
be an advantage, and the possession of this strip a guard against the
otherwise inevitable proximity of undesirable shanties. On the other
side of Lake Champlain, at Plattsburg Barracks, the enlargement of
the reserve had been madP-, and the constructions are many of them
near completion. The quarters for men and officers will be thoroughly
ready for occupancy in the early spring of next year.
In the centennial celebration last Oetober the troops from J\fadison
Barracks and along the Atlantic coast joined those stationed around
the harbot of New York. All these, the Engineer Batta1iOJl being a
part, formed a creditable portion of the grand column that marched in
procession along the streets of. New York and passed the stand where
the "Vice-President and others reviewed them. Our troops received
special commendation for their marching and good appearance. On a
smaller scale a similar procession, assisted, also with pleasant mention,
at t.he naval re\iew on April28, and during the memorial exercises of
.1\fay 30. Itl. this last a part of the troops in the harbor, as directed
by the Secretary of War, participated in like manner in the Brooklyn
ceremonies.
The only addition to the troops of this department during the past
year has been Company I, Tenth Infantry (Indians), which came from
the Dep<-"trtment of Arizona and took station at Fort Barraucas, Fla.,
April 7, 1893. This company (Indians) was afterward, under orders
from the Headquarters of the Army, transferred to tlle Ninth Infantry,
Company I, and is now temporarily at Fort McPherson, Ga., with
other troops fl.·om Fort Barrancas, owing to the appearance of yellow
fever in Pensacola. A report of other changes and movements of the
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troops within the department will be found in the "RecordofEvents"
appended hereto, marked E.*
The Columbian Exposition at Chicago has occasioned a large depletion of the number of officers in the department in two ways: First, by
the number of details that were demanded for duty there, and second,
from the almost universal desire ·to visit the ExpoRition. I have approved leaves of absence to such an extent as to make an unfavorable
showing in the inspections and reports on this account. The ofiicers,
however, have thus far very cheerfully favored each other, readily
doing double duty during the absence of their fe11ow officers. Certainly
the Exposition itself is a condensation of knowledge and a source of
interest and profit to all who have attended.
It may be well in this connection to notice the number of officers who
are absent detached as instructors at military institutions of learning;
they do excellent service, and within the limits of this department are
inspected and reported upon by my inspector-general and his assistant.
It is, however, a detriment to batteries, troops, and companies to be
obliged to allow so many abseutees. Out of a total of 289 company
officers (skeleton companies included), 89 officers, 30.79 per cent, are
permanently detached for college duty, with militia, duty at Columbian
Exposition, on recruiting service, at military academy, at service
schools; disabled and on other important duty, not including skeleton
companies, the total of company officers is 272, absent 74 officers or
27.20 per cent; short absences on leave are not considered in these
figures. Of the company officers (skeleton companies not included), 69
officers, or 25.37 per cent, are absent on detached service under orders
·from superior authority.
It is hoped that much of this absenteeism may be remedied by such
legislation as will abrogate the necessity of separating such a large
number of officers from their proper commands. A mistake prevails
outside of the Army that because we are not h1 active service--that is,
actual war, the commissioned officer bas little to do. If one will examine
into facts he will see that with so small a force, and such an immenRe
extent of country to cover, the art of war to cultivate and public
property to protect, the peace establishment is far from beiug in
any sense a sinecure; and again it is a maxim well established that the
preparatio11S whieh involve instruction, discipline and provision reqnire
as much energy aud effort as actual campaigning. Believing this to
be true any policy that separates a large pl'oportion of the commissioned officers from their regiments is certainly ill-advised.
'l'HE TROOPS.

Judging by the reports of the inspictors, of the post commanders,
and from my own persoual observation, the infantry drill and rifle firing, with its competition, have been throughout the department all
that the instruct.ions have demanded and are, in general, excel1ent.
The inspector-general, however, remarks in his reports concerning au
insufficiency of "practical work in drill regulations-the noncommissioned officers are slow in taking hold of the spirit of the new method."
This criticism arises from the difficulty of changing old habits to new.
He justly remarks that "time and plenty of practice will cure this deficiency." There is also another feature which will receive attention It
is what the inspector denominates "work done in extended order.''
Undoubtedly to gh·e a practical turn and perfect the troops in the
''extended order," they wust be assclll bled iu larger l.lot1 ic.", as lias
* Om1tted.
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been done heretofore in mal'Che~, and continued long enough for such
drill in summer encampments. The limited appropriation has hindered
these duriug this year. With reference to the target practice another
suggestion is offered to the effect that competitions for medals should
include moving targets, and test of the men'8 proficiency in estimating distances; doubtless it is wise to institute any practicable method
of securing this efficiency, for active service would, more than ever
before, demand this skill of the individual soldier.
For the infantry I have sought in every way to keep alive the interest
in their target practice. In a few days I shall go to the department competition at Fort Niagara to witness the closing co1ltest, and to deliver
the medals, as I have heretofore done each year. The vigorous competitions as there evinced have a marked influence to encourage the
competitors in habits of self-control, self-denial, and manliness that has
not, I believe, abated from the beginning of thi~ kind of discipline and
drill. We are obliged to have in the soldier of to-day self-reliance
and individuality in a marked degree. The faithful and continued target practice affords the best contributions to this desirable object.
\Vith regard to the artillery instruction, it appears to me that all the
teaching and practice have been preliminary. The inspector of artillery show::; that "there is much interest taken in all the regiment~ in
artillery practice, notwithstanding the fact that the guns and mortars
used are antiquated anfl some of the powders equally so." It is simply
impossible to make practical artillerymen without their proper annament; so that we are looking forward to perfecting this drill when the
new field guns, almost ready for issue, shall be sent to each post garri8oned by artillery. At most of the posts practice will be practicable,
a11d certainly the instruction be something· besides mere theory. The
recommendation of the inspector of artillery to use Fort Carroll for
heavy artillery practice for the batteries from the neighboring posts of
of Fort J\IcHeury and Washington Barracks, I concur in. The greatest
need just now is that modern gnus of the larger caliber be completed
and put into emplacements, at least a sufficient number of them to
accustom the troops to their actual use before auy sudden emergency
shall arise. In time of war the heavy artillery, too few in number to
man our forts of defense, should at least be so thoroughly instructed
and in such excellent practice as to make it the proper nucleus of the
larger body that would gather around it, and cause at least the most
intelligent soldiers to become instructors in practical artillery; that is,
in the skillful handling of our modern guns. The department inRpector
recommends that the artillery be allowed more shots. Doubtless this
is practicable while the old armament and material are used, but it is
doubtful if much efficiency be gained without the new guns themselves.
The inspector further criticises the constant firing at a stationary
object, and notices how essential it is to have practice with moviug targets. Surely in war both fixed and moving targets will be brought under
fire. His recommendation for a sub-caliber gnu for heavy artillery is
well timed; artillery practice is always expeu~ive enough at the best,
and it.may be well for us to consider how to supply a sub-caliber for
those posts selected for the general artillery exercise. It should be
borne in mind that we have always demanded of onr artillery soldier a
double preparation. He is to be prepared. for the using of heavy guns,
and is at the same time thoroughly drilled aud instructed as an infantryman. Of course, we can not expect as much proficiency in him as
we would were he confined to one arm or the otber. From the experience of the war, ltowever, it appear~ to be wi~e that the members of our
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small Army should have as wide a range of knowledge as possible. The
artHleryman will never be confined to heavy artillery; many of thA batteries will be converted at once to field batteries or horse artillery;
and other batteries will, as experience shows, be used as infantry.
There is only one way to confine artillery, cavalry, and infantry soldiers to their specialty, and that is by increasing tbe peace establishment, not to a large army, but to one somewhat more commensurate
with the increat3e of our population and the needs of our time.
Only three light batteries are in this department: K, First Artillery,
at Fort Hamilton; C, Third A.rt.illery, at Washington Barracks, and B,
Fourth Artillery, at Fort Adams. Tlle instruction and drill in this arm
are satisfactory.
Light Battery K, First. Artillery, made a very creditable march, in
conjunction with the batteries and other troops of the National Guard
of New York, to the State encampment at Peekskill and back to its post.
The exercises at the camp have received marked commendation.
Light Battery C, Third Artillery, has already made a fairly long
march to Gettysburg and back, being present on the occasion last July
of the unveiling of the New York monument on the battle field. The
officers there in charge said that the battery did capital work. A
march for this battery to Aldie, Va., to hold its annual artillery practice
has also been authorized.
Light Battery B, Fourth Artillery, which a year ago did it~elf so
much credit in its marches and. drills during what was called "the Bennington eX})edition," bas proposed a march to Cape Cod peninsnla as
far as Provineetown and return. This has been approved; will begin
about September 1, and will no doubt be of great benefit to the battery.
The ligllt batteries, I believe, without exception are always kept in
readiness for active service. The inspector of artillery has one remark
slightly in abatement. He says: "The want of proper range prevented
Light Battery C, Third Artillel'y, stationed at "\Vashington Barracks,
from having practice." But it has since been arranged. This snbjeet
of providing for target practice for the batteries, both heavy mHllight,
is surrounded with clifficulties, and it may yet demand leg-islation to
efl'ect what every commander so much desires; that is, au opportunity
to acquire the skill and facility that can only be attained by abundant
practice.
There is but one cavalry post, Fort Myer, Va., iu this <lepartment.
The reports have shown a careful attention to drill, but there has bBen
no carbine practice, as the inspector of small arms says:
There being 110 range at the post where practice can be hold without endangering life and propert~r.

I approved a march to Sea Girt, New Jersey, where the State tendered the use of a range, but for the want of the 11ece~sary funds the
march was not authorized. The post commander, Lieut. Col. Guy V.
Heury, especially urges that ltis battalion have an oppm·tuuity annually
for a practice march by squadron. He remarks that it is only by such
marches that the efficiency of cavalry is kept up. On some public occa.
sions the troops have been used in Washiugton, and I have been very
desirous to give them outside encampments requiring lengthy marches;
but this year's I>ressing necessity fbr economy bas caused the disapproval of every request looking to these exercises. The expense, however, would not be great; but for tolls, camp grounds, and extra transportation some outhty is a prerequisite.
With reference to a target range at this station I will make another
effort to sccnre one l)ear l"!JOng-h to t119 post; and if, owing to the fears
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and opposition of civilians, this proves to he still impossible, I cau send
the troops in detachments to some artillery post where there are limited
ranges for partial practice.
•
GY~INASTICS

AXD CALISIHENICS.

In the northern and middle portions of this department especially,
where the winters are loug, it is customary to introduce more or le~s
athletic exer~:ise with a view to keep tlle men in health and vigor.
These exercises are more essential now than ever uefore, when we are
forced to rely so much ·upon the intelligence, activity, and energy of
the indiviflual man. I concur fully in Col. Closson's suggest,ion '' t:l1at
measures be taken to make provision and supply facilitie8 aud material
for gymnasium and athletic exercises obligatory on the q uartennastcr'H
department, according to some general plan to be formulated uy proper
authority." The gymnastics of different sorts, I believe, have a wholesome effect in keeping np tlte morale, espe<'ially of the men at garrisous
a little remote from cities, where they are obliged to rely upon home
e:fforts for exhilarating amusements.
COURTS.

Especial attention is called to the large number of trials by courtsmartial. Tl.Jere is a diminution of 36 in the number over the preceding year. For the discipline of the command~ undoubtedly, the putting
of even trivial offenses before a court, whether general, garriso1t, or
summary, is a good proceeding, but it does not make a good sbowiltg to
those who judge the Army adversely by the number of trials by conrtsmartial. The number of trials for desertion from last Septeml1er to J nly
31, 1893, is 118-17 less than the year before. These cases corne from
all parts of the Army. Deserters naturally drift toward the Eastern
cities. M-any of them, tired of their deplorable condition, surrender
themselves to the city authorities or the nearest garrison. For a time
it was l>elieved that our abundant legislation and regulation~ in the
interests of the enlisted men-shortening the period of service~ enal>Jing
those with a good record to purchase their discharge, <limiuishing the
punishments for offenses-would cause much less desertion in the Army.
But the results in this respect are a little disappointing. One act of
Congress has worked differently from what its friends pre<lidel1. viz,
the one that prevents a soldier who has served ten years from reenlisting. This law causes those who wished to continue the mi1itar,y life as
a profession to seek other employment even before the expiration of a
first enlistmeut. It cuts oft' the hope of hOJ!Orable r~tireme11t and of
the Soldier ~ ' Home. I strongly recommend a repeal of this law. Our
enlistments in our immense population are too few to get substautial
beueti t from the very short service and so frequent replacement ot
citizen soldiers. On the subject of desertion I have no other recommendation to make.
INDIAN SOLDIERS.

Company I, Twelfth Infantl'y~ attached to the post of Mount Vernon
Barracks, Ala., has been, and is still, a model company of Indian soldiers. J udgiug by the reports ofiuspectors, of the officers in charge, and
by my own personal observation, I wonhl say that tbeeulistmeHtofindiau
soldiers has not quite come up to our expectation~; for even with this
company, neat, well disciplined, andfairlywelldrilled asitis, we cannot
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help saying that Indians are not white men. It is a hardship to place
our white soldiers, when on guard, under ignorant Indian corporals and
sergeants. It is impossible for the individual Indian in years to gain
the knowledge every white soldier attains in a very short time. This
being tlte case, it appears to my judgment that it is wise to employ the
Indians outside of the regular regimental organizations, as heretofore,
as army scouts. They make the best skirmishers and scouts when under
effective rliscipline and able command. Now as these are my conclusions, and they are against my first thoughts and hopes concerning the
Indians when regarding the best company, they are more than confirmed
by a watchful care and observation of the second company, now I, Ninth
Infantry, seiJt to my department for the purpose of discipline. The
conduct of this company since its arrival has l>een good ; but the .feeling of every officer concerned is that it is uphill work to keep them in
heart and health, and to attain to any reasonable reliance upon them
tor efficient service in case of active work against any foe. .As skirmishers, or as scouts and trailers, which are never reaJly depended on,
except to clear the way aud bring information or hold an enemy at bay,
the Indians can be used now as always; but I would not feel the same
confidence, certaiuly not while they can scarcely l>e made to speak a
word of English, in them that I do in other .Americans, not excluding
the negroes.
·
RECRUITING.

The regimental recruiting has not, for the most part, worked well.
There have been large numbers of applications, but few have been foun:l
equal to the requirements of the service. The character of the recruits
bas not been so much in advance as was hoped, of those who have come
from the general recruiting service. The system has kept many officers
away from other important duties; and the extra expense, to which the
officers selected to do this duty have been subjected, has created considerable discontent. The inspector-general of the department, comparing the two systems, remarks that the recruits cost just about as
much one way as the other. He further says:
If the general recruiting service can secure all the men needed to fill the ranks to
the authorized strength, it might be well to relax, in some measure, and in certain
districts, present requirements in this service.

There a:re some exceptions to these conclusions, more particularly at
Fort :Monroe ; the complete reports of the recruiting from that post
afford great satisfaction. The commanding officer, Lieut. Col. Frank,
in sympathy with his recruiting officers, has instituted methods of
giving contentment to the new recruits and disseminating information regarding the service, thus to secure men of good character, and in.
sufficient numbers for the want of his large garrison. If it is thought
best to continue the regimental system, I recommend that some pro·
vision be made, as is done in the case of the general recruiting service,
to prevent the heavy burden of expense now devolved on those officers
who are sent out. A special commutation of quarters might afford the
necessary relief.
It will probably come to you from all quarters that there is more
difficulty in getting recruits, that is, the best sort of men, since the
limitation by law prevents reenlistment after ten years. This affects
every man who desires to enter the Army and make it his life profession. The Army in hct is fa:::;t losing its bt>st men for the ~ame reason.
It is a mistake to Rnppose that in all cases the youuger meu are the
W.A.R 93-VOL 1--8
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most capable and the most desirable. The older soldiers of go
character always give loyalty and stability to the ranks. Surely th
interests of the Government will be best subserved by retaining tllos
good, efficient, and contented men while they are in their prime, an
as long as their health and strength continue.
DISCIPLINE.

I am glad to be able to say that the discipline of the command is
most favorable. The courts, as we have seen, have been many; but
they are now ueces~arily used for slight offenses, and the number of
these largely prevails over those of a more serious character. When
we come to speak of the post exchanges we will see how the lighter
offenses, and those attended to by the summary court trial, by a single
otlicer sitting as a judge, have been increased. There is of course the
usual restlessness in garrisons which are kept for some time in one
place without change; but there is very little show of discontent and
few cases indeed of disobedience of orders.
POST L YCEU:MS.

The abstracts which accompany tb.is, * of the reports of post commanders, showing the work accompliRbed in J)OSt lyceums in this
department during the past year, exhibit on the whole a commeudable
zeal in professional study and enterprise. Many of the papers read
would, if published, prove of much interest and profit to the service at
large, and if those approv.ed for such publication by post and department commanders could be forwarded to the Division of Military
Information, aud such as might be approved by the Commanding
General, be published to the Army, I think it would add a stimulus to
officers in thi~ work as well as lw of ad vantage to the service.
THE POSTS.

All are looking with expectation for the new magazine arm which it
is reported will be ready before many months.
Under new constructions, the Chief Quartermaster of the Department reports as recently erected or in process of erection:
Fort Barrancas, two hath houses; Governor's Island, two double sets of officers'
quarters (nearly completed). one double set of officers' quarters (just commenced),
and a coal shed on the dock; Fort McHenry, kitchens for three sets of noncommissioned staff officers' qnartcrs; Fort McPherson, an addition to quartermasters'
storehouse and a band stand, and converting old guard house into a schoolroom;
:Fort 1\lonro<', a stable and wagon shed, and converting Carron hnll into company
barracks; Fort Niagara., a gnanlhonse; Fort Trumbull, a bath house; and at Jackson Barracks, a quartermasters' storehouse. In adtlition to the foregoing, there are
unrler construction at Key ·west Barracks two single sets of officers' quarters and
a mess hall; and buildings are being erected at Plattsburg Barracks an(l Marlison
Barracks, under the direction of officers reporting direct to the QuartermasterGeneral, the cost of which is not included in this report.

In addition to these, besides tb.e administration building just authorized for Fort l\Ionroe, anothm· is gTeatly needed at Fort Adams, and
still another at Fort Hamilton. It is difficult to do the public business
without proper office room which the administration building furnishes;
besides, it embraces the ref]niRite schoolroom and lyceum hall. There
is still some tronble in secm·ing rifle ranges for 1\Iadison Barracks,
Fort :McPherson, and Fort l\feyer. Some means also are required to
put in order the one at Plattsburg Barracks. It is exceedingly
*Omitted.
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difficult to Rele<·t atHl keep by leasing or purchasing a range which
will not be complained of or proceeded against by the inhabitants who
live in the vicinity.
I again call attention to my recommendation for a proper building at
Fort Uolumbus which shall serve for the purposes of a gymnasium, the
lyceum, and the schools. This post is so near the city, and is so limitc(l
in area, that we need some attraction to keep the men at home an<l
away from evil resorts, as well as to promote phyi'ical development atHl
encourage manly exercises. In the winter season it is especially dull,
and this buildiug, with a .gymnasium and room for lectures and other
exercises, would be in every way of very great advantage.
Castle Williams, which is used for all prisoners en route to Fort
I.~eavenworth, and for convicts confined at Governors Island, is sadly
in ueed of repairs. It certainly should not be allowed to crnm ble down
little by little. A small appropriation from year to year will l\eep it in
a safe and presentable condition. It is a venerable historic construction,
and need not be dispensed with.
I concur with the post commander that the post cemetery at Fort
.i\fcHenry be removed to the Loudon Park National Cemetery, and that
there be no more burials at the post. New quarters, one for the commanding officer and two for captains, are necessary. What has just
been saifl with reference to Castle Williams applies to this fort also.
Doubtless the Engiueer Corps will attend to this matter. The sea wal
must be cxtenued. A garbage crematory has been recommended and
estimated for. There appears to be a nuisance near this small reservation which is simply intolerable; it is the dumping of city night soil
on the river bank, being loaded into scows near the post. The interposition of the houoraule Secretary of War may be necessary to secure
its abatement.
Two or three times I have approved requisitions for ice machines at
the southern po3ts. Oue is particularly necessary at l\iount Vernon
Barracks for tbe proper preservation of perishable meats, vegetables,
and fruits. There is engine power enough already at the post, so that
the cost will be small.
I recommend the proper appropriation to enable the garrison of Fort
Trumbull to have a good road to and from the city. Every year puts
the approaehes to the fort in worse condition, a condition not creditable
to the United States. The expense is estimated, that is, the Uuited
States' portion of it, at $1,500 to extend \Valbach street, cut through
the intervening rock and make the proper repairs to the existing road.
1N ashington barracks very properly calls for a shelter for ordnance
material and for a new guardhouse, one of modern construction and
adequate to the necessities of the post. There is here also an intolerable nuisance in the shape of a soap and fertilizer factory close at hand,
which, it is hoped, may be abated at an early day.
At several posts in this department, Forts Warren, Adams, Wadsworth, Hamilton, and 1\fonroe, there are still many casemates in which
enlisted men, and some commissioned officers, are obliged to live.
Some are better than others, but all are objectionable on account of
dampness. As they become older they grow worse, occasioning or
ag·gravating sickness. They appear to be universally disliked by their
occupants, especially on account of their injury to health, so that I hope
that at each of these posts the new construction of outside buildings
will he favored by the administration and Congress till they shall all
be disused for such purposes.
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POST SCHOOLS.

The adjutant-general of this department has submitted some exc:et•:1•
lent suggestions concerning our post schools that deserve atten
For the purpose of emphasizing his recommendations, I quote them:
At several of the posts it will be seen better buildings for the accommodation
the sehools are much needed. There is great difficulty in obtaining suitable teachers
for the enlisted men's school; a schoolmaster sergeant for each post, with the nm
and pay of a hospital steward, would give a much needed strength to the
schools system; many of the pupils would be glad to avail themselves of instructio
in the elements of the physical sciences, as well as the common brancltes of education. A diploma, after acquiring a good knowledge of reading, spelling, writing,
arithmetic, geography, and history of the United Sta.tes, exempting its holder from
further compulsory attendance, would give encouragement to learners and be of use
after the soldier's discharge. In considering this subject it is necessary to notice
two classes of soldiers-those who attend school as a part of their military duty and
those who attend voluntarily to improve themselves; it seems every way advantag<'ous to encourage the first class by a diploma anrl the sccon<l class by affording
the faeilHies for improvement now fouud in all the settled portions of our country.
Col. Closson, of the Fourth Artillery, until lately commanding at Fort McPherson, during the last year carried on tho school for enlisted men with especial success, concluding it with examinations by a board of officers and a special mention in
orders of those meritorious.

vVe can not do too much, first to secnre men of proper intelligence
and then to give them adequate instruction. Properly managed
schools secure the most desiraule results.
POST LIBRARIES.

In this same line of education the post library has been a useful
institution. Concerning them the adjutant-general remarks:
Post libraries are much in need of assistance; there is little or no means of renewing them and something is neeued in this line, either from an appropriation, tbc
exchange fnnd, or a small tax on each individual of the garrison, say 50 cents a
year from each enlisted man and a proportionate sum from the officers. Efforts in
this direction would be most advantageous to tho service.

Whether these methods of aiding the libraries may be the best I am
not able to say; but I believe it would not be amiss if the Government,
through the Quartermaster's Department, on the recommendation of
the post council of administration, approved by the post commander,
should be made to perform this service, thus adding from time to time
to the libraries books of interest and profit. Of course, the number of
bookH would be limiterl to the amount of appropriation that could be
Recured for this purpose. A few dollars annually at each post would
go a great way to''Tard furnishing interesting reading matter to the
soldiers of the g·arrison.
POST

EXCHAl~GES.

Many of the "post exchanges," which have replaced the canteens,
have been prosperous. The proceeds have been used, as far as practicable, for the soldiers' benefit; but several officers still allege many
objections to the influence of the beer feature. The tendency of having the beer (which intoxicates) controlled in its purchase and sale by
a commi::;sioned officer and dealt out to the command, whether by
enlisted men or hired civilians, is to encourage drinking, to cover the
faults of those who take too much, sometimes taking good care of them
till "the bad effects are slept off," and to give, in any case, a United
States sanction to the business. Offenses, I believe, are uniformly
increased under this system of beer selling. Drunkards are doubtless
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Hornetime~ moderated and restrained when they can be induced to confine themselves to beer; but the new men who, for the desire of social
advantage, learn to drink in "the post exchange," or stre11gthen a
habit already begun, far overbalance in numbers those who are saved
from the stronger beverages by strong beer. There is no need to discontinue the post exchanges. They can have all the advantage of lunches
and the stores needed by the men, mii1eral waters, tea and coffee, and
whatever coffeehouses proper usually furnish to give a pleasant social
· resort without the injurious efiects of intoxicants. The constant argument that of two evils wise men win choose the least will not hold
when it is thoroughly practicable to choose neither. It ought to be
universally known that the Army as a whole not only seeks to be
free from the vice of intemperance, but desires that the whole tendency of its provisions be to make men better and more self-respecting,
and that it shall be what every true patriot desires-a good profession
for the sons of our best people to seek for their life work.

STAFF DEP .A.RTMEN'rS.
QUARTEHMASTER1H DEPARTMENT.

The work in this braneh of the service l1as already been alluded
to; its d nties have been eeonomically an<l efficiently performed throughout the department during the past year.
SUBSISTENCE DEPART:MKNT.

The chief commissary of subsistence ably administering his department reports:
The supplying of posts hns been carefully .regulated by the rates of consumption
and thf' l{eeping qualities of the artides, respectively, aml the stores issnetl have
been as fresh as possiblP, and the losseR thereon by deterioration very small.
Generally, the stores supplied have heenofsatisfactory quality. A few comJ1lnints
as to the inferior quality of the frPsh beef deliverect by contractors have, however,
been received. By a more rigid enforcement of the stipulations of the contracts,
·w hich, in such cases, has been enjoined, it is expected that the evil complained of
will be abated.
Requisition1' ha,,e been prompty filled; contracts have been made in accordance
with law; accounts have been promptly paid.

No eomplaints have reached me touching the commissary supply
during the year.
MEDICAL AND HOSPITAL CORPS.

The medical director of the department says that, with the exception of l\ladison Barracks, the sanitary condition of the several posts
bas been generally I'elJtrted good. The difficulty at :Madison Barracks
was doubtless the contamination of the water supply, which at that
time was drawn from the bay, and not far from the mouth of the sewer;
this defective arrangement bas been long since remedied. There is
another danger quite imminent from "the defective condition of tlle
sewerage of the hotels on the reservation at Fort Monroe." lt seemR
next to impossible to get this matter properly a.t.tended to, though the
past year no very serious illness bas been occasioned by this bad sewerage. Many times the officers of Fort Myer have pleaded for a better
water supply. They need better drinking water tllan they have and
for all purposes water in greater abundance for bathing ~-md for flushing the sewers. It is hoped that this matter at a post so ncar the
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Capital may be speedily remedied before further severe i1lnesses be,g·in
to make their appearance. Much attention has been given this year
to the drills and instruction of hospital nurses and attendantR, and
those "that make up the hospital corps" infirst aid to the wounded.
The results al'e most commendable. The medical director also reeommends an increased attention to the drill of company bea.rers, and truly
says, in substance, that unless regularly and thoroughly instructed,
they will be of little use.
PAY DEPARTMENT.

The work of the pay department has been entirely satisfactory to the
command.
SIGNAL SF.RVICE.

Especial care has been taken to have the signal service work kept
up to the standard, and with fair succes~. The inspector-general mentions the "com;truction, operation, and taking down of lines of communication," and also the use of" balloons" for obtaining reliable information, noue of which are in vogue in this department. While I regard
these methods of gaining and sending information, and consider them
of importauce, yet it bas not been quite practicable to introduce them
in this department in time of peace. I uuderstaud, however, that the
officers of the signal corps are making a careful study of these helps,
and will get practice as soon as large field operations are in rlemand. I
learn, further, that our enterprising chief signal officer is perfecting the
preparations and appliances for field telephones to be used when
required; these will be of great ad vantage.
INDIAN PRISONERS OF W .d..R.

The Indian prisoners of war are still at J.\<Iount Vernon Barracks, and
by the last report number as follows: 31 men, 157 women, 18 boys and
5 gir1s over 12 years of age, and 6::>. boys and 54 girls under; totaJ 327.
On September 1, 1892, the number was 33 men, 162 women, 12 boys
and 5 girls over 12 years of age, and 67 boys and 61 girls nuder;
total340. Under the very judicious management of Capt. Wotherspoon, of the Twelfth Infantry, supported by his post commander, they
have made commendable progress in adapting themselves to the ways
of civilization and in behavior. Capt. WotLerspoon, in his communicatious, has uniformly commended the self-denying teachers who
have for several years prosecuted the work of instruction among the
children.
The civil authorities have done what they could, under existing
laws, to prevent the demoralization of theseindians through liquorselling. Col. M. D. Wickersham, United States attorney for the
southern district of Alabama, has written me a communication, which
indicates what legislation is necessary to remedy present defect in the
laws when applied to these people. I invite your attention to this
letter, which is hereto appended, marked R.*
COAST DEFENSE.

It is, of course, not necessary to report again upon the coast defenses.
Liberal appropriations have already been made, sufficient to make a
beginuiug in the proper protection of our harbors, so many of which
*Omitted.
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are in this department. The rapid development of the Navy and the
encouragement of the nav.al reserves have placed that branch of the
service considerably al1ead of the permanent works on this coast. ThiH
is doubtless for the best; but it may be remembered by all of us that
the Navy's work, in case of war, is rather in the offensive than the
defensive establishment; so that f<>r the defensive purposes the permanent works, the seacoast batteries, including mortar shells and other
proje<'ti1<>s, ami all the modern torpedo preparations must be kept in
mind. 1'here has been a goou lwginning, but I urge tor these purposes,
in connection with the work of the Engineer and Ordnance Corpt4, tho
most liberal support. The best economy in the long run for the
Government is to continue these works, when once commenced, without
other periodical interruptions than those occasioned by the severity of
the winter months. C rtaiuly the most important ports, like those of
New York, Boston, aucl New Ol'leans, need the first attention; but the
defense will be far from what it should be until such cities as Philadelphia, Baltimore, vVashington, those near B ampton Hoads, Charleston, Savannah, and Mobile shall be properly covered by defensible
works, well mmmed, with modern ordnance. Certainly, besides, the
provisionary garrisons, which we are locating well on our Northern
frontier, will be very incomplete without a few substantial and reliable
forts. A small fort well defended till the accession of sufticient help
has often saved an entire province. But, of course, the practicability
of concentrating and moving masses of men northward with great
rapidity renders fortifications near the lakes of less importance than
the other parts of our extended coast. Yet it seems to my mind the
wisest policy to have them at the most important points along the
N ortheru and Bas tern frontiers.
IN CONCLUSION.

The conduct of the officers of the department during the year has
been highly commendable-not a breach of discipline which lms
resulted in a court-martial; the post commanders have been most
attentive to their duties, and given all due attention to their commands. There have been during the year some changes on my staff,
both the general and personal; each officer, without a single exception, has done his duty to my satisfaction, and I joyfully record my
approbation. In time of peace there is little opportunity for personal
distinction and consequent promotion; but those officers who are diligent and stu<lious always attain a measure of ~istinction which sm·ves
them wen when the time of trial comes. This distinction is a matter,
too, quite independe11t of rank. I am l1appy to believe that very
many officers in this department have, by fidelity and work persistently performed in their country's service, laid this good foundation,
obtaining at least among their fe1lows a character which will be effective in case of need.
I have the honor to be, very respectfu1ly, your obedient servant,
OLIVE!{ 0. HOWARD,
JILajor- Genaal, Oonwzanding.
The ADJUTAN'l'-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,

TVashington, D. 0.
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. NELSON A. MILES.
HEA.DQUAR'l'ERS DEP.A.RT}fEN'l' OF 'l'HE .MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., August 25, 18.93.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of affairs in my

department since my last. dated September 14~ 189~.
The following changes of troops in the department have been made:
GAIN.

The Third Regiment of Cavalry (exrept Troop L, Indians) arrived
in this department from the Department of 'l'exas during the month of
Juue, 1893, in compliance with Ge11eral Orders, No. 36, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1893, and took station as follows:
Fort Reno, Okla., headquarters and Tl'oops A, B, and K. Fmt
Riley, Kans., Troops C, E, F, and G. Fort Sill, Okla., Troops H and
I. Fort Supply, Ind. T., Troop D.
Troop F, Sixth Cavalry, arrived at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., from
Fort Niobrara, Nebr., April 18, 1893. (Special Orders, No, 74, Adjutallt-General's Office, series of 1893.)
Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, arriYetl at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., .Tune
21, 1893, from Fort Meade, S.Dak. (Special Orders, No.118, AdjutantGeneral's Office, series of 1893.)
LOSS.

• The Fifth Regiment of Cavalry left this department during the
month of June, 1893, for station in the Department of Texas, in compliance with General Orders, :No. 36, Adjntant-G eneral's Office, series
of 1893.
Troops C, D, and G, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Riley, Kans., December 24, 1892, en route to Fort :l\Iclntosh, Tex., pursuant to telegraphic
instructions fi:om tllese beadquartf'rs of December 20, 1892.
Troop C, Ninth Cavalry, left Fort Leavenworth, Kans., en route to
Fort McKinney, Wyo., April19, 1893. (Special Orders, No. 74, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1893.)
Company G, Tenth Infantry, left Fort Reno, Okla., December 30,
1892, en route to Fort Stanton, N. 1\fex. (General Order, No.19, Ueadquarters Department of the Missouri, series of 1892.)
WI'l'HIN THE DEPARTMENT.

Troops B and K, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Riley, Kans., October 8,
1892, and arrived at Fort Sheridan, Ill., October 9, 1892. (Special
Orders, No. 93, Headquarters Department of the Missouri, series of
1892.)
Troop H, Seventh Cavalry, left Fort Sil1, Okla., October 9, 1892, and
arrived at Fort Riley, Kans., October 11, 1892. (Special Orders, No.
93, Headquarters Dep"vtment of the 1\fissouri, series of 1892.)
The headquarters a1>u band of the Thirteenth Infantry left Fort Supply, Ind. T., January 4,1893, and arrived at Fort Sill, Okla., January 6,
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1R93. (General Orders, No. 19, Headquarters Department of the 1\Iissouri, series of 1892.)
Company A, Thirteenth Infantry, left. Fort SHl, Okla., J anunry 3,1893,
and arrived at Fort Reno, Okla., January 5, 18U3. (General Order~,
No. 19, Headquarters Department of the Missouri, series of 189.3.)
Company D, Thirteenth Infantry, left Fort Sill, Okla., June 6, 1893,
and arrived at Fort Reno, Olka., June 7,1893. (Special Orders, No. 55,
Headquarters Department of the Missouri, series of 1893.)
Company D, Nineteenth IHfautry. left Fort .Mackinac, November 27,
1892, and arrived at Fort Brady, Mich., on the same day. (Special
Orders, No. 115, Headquarters Department of the Missouri, series of

1802.)

•

The following troops were ordered to Chicago, October 19, 1892, to
take part in the ceremonies incident to the dedication of the W oriel's
Columbian Exposition buildings :
From Fort Leavenworth, Kans., headquarters and band; Twelfth
Infantry,CqmpaniesH,Seventh; F, Tenth; F, Twelfth; andF, Thirteenth
Infantry.
From Fort Mackinac, Mich., Company D, Nineteenth Infantry.
From Fort Reno, Okla., headquarters, band, and Troop C, Fifth
Cavalry.
From Fort Riley, Kans., Light Batteries A and F, Second, and
F, Fourth Artillery.
From Fort Sheridan, Ill., Troops B and K, Seventh Cavalry, Light
Battery E, First Artillery, and the Fifteenth Regiment of Infantry.
From Fort Sill, Okla., Troop D, Fifth Cavalry.
From Fort Wayne, Mich., the band and Companies A, E, and G,
Nineteenth Infautry.
From Fort Meade, S. Dak., Troop L, Third Cavalry (Indian).
From Fort Snelling, Minn., headquarters, band, and Companies A,
E, G, and H, Third Infantry.
From Fort Niobrara, Nebr., the band and Troops F, G, and L (Indian),
Sixth Cavalry.
From Fort Omaha, Nebr., headq narters, band, and Companies A, C,
D, and F, Second Infantry.
From Fort Robinson, Nebr., Troops A and F, Ninth Cavalry.
From Washington, D. C., the 1\iarine Band and four companies of
U. B. Marines.
Recapitulation.
X nm-
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u. s. ~~~ n~ c~;,~~~- -~:::::::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:

Total.
5
3~

The operations of the::;e troop~ while in Ul1i('ago were fully explained
in my letter dated January 26, 1893, a copy of which accompanies this
report.
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No serious Indian hostilities have occurred in the department during
the year.
As in previous years, the troops in the Indian Territory have been
occupied during much of the time in removing trespa,ssers from the
public lands, in preserving order in the newly-settled region, and in
keeping the peace between hostile factions of the st>micivilized Indian
tribes. These difficult duties have been performed in a manner which
shows good judgment and discretion on the part of the officers and
a good state of discipline and faithful service on the part of the troop~"<.
The inspection reports also show that good administration is preserved at the different posts in the department, and that the garrisoni3
are efficient a11d well disciplined.
I would respectfnl1y recommend that so much of tl1e act of Congress
as prohibits the reenlistment of soldiers who have served for ten years,
but less than twenty, or who are over tbirty-:five years of age, be
repealed. The effect of this legislation is, in my opinion, injurious to
tbe Army, depriving the Government as it does of many experienced,
beroic, and patriotic men, whose presence in the service would from
every point of view promote its efficiency and character.
I again renew the recommendations contained in my report for 1889,
and referred to in my last report, under the beads of " Hecornmendatious" and "Promotions.''
Accompanying this report are the reports of the stafi' offiers at tbese
headquarters; also a tabulated statement of the work done by post
lyceums in the depart11leut, est a blisbrd in compliance with General
Orders, No. 80, series of 1891, Adjutant-General's Office.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NELSON A. MILES,

JJ;fajor-General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,
Wasltin[J•ton D. G.

HEADQUARTERS DEPART:JIENT OF 1'IIE ~fiSSOURI,
Chicago, Ill., January 26, 1893.
SIR: I bave the honor to submit the following report of my duties,
in compliance with letter from the Adjutant-General of the Army,
• (lated August 11, 1892, in response to request of Director-General
Davis, dated July 16, 1891, designating me to command such of the
regular troops and the National Guard of the several States as might
be assembled in Chicago to take part in the dedication of the bui1ding·s
of the World's Columbian Exposition on October 12 (chauged to
October 21), 1892.
.
Brig. Gen. Eugene A. Carr and l\fa;j. Amos S. Kimball were ordered
to report to me for duty in connection with the exercises. :Maj. Kimball reported August 8, and was directed to make all the necessary
arrangements for transporting the troops, for quartering them in the
Exposition buildings at Jackson ParJr, and for supplying them while
there. Gen. Carr reported to me an October 17, a.nd was directed to
proceed to Jackson Park and assume command of aU the Uuited States
troops ordered there, and to exercise general supervision of all other
troops reporting there. The United States troops ordered to take part
were as follows:
Twenty-four companies of infantry, composed of: Headquarters and
Companies E, Twelfth; H, Sevent.h; F, Tenth, and F, Thirtee11th Infan-
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try; band and battalion, Nineteenth Infantry; tlle Fifteenth Regiment;
headquarters, band, and battalion, Third Infantry, and headquarters,
band, and battalion of the Second Infantry-aggregating 1,399 offcers
and men.
Ten troops of cavalry, composed of: Headquarters, band and Troops
C and D, Fifth Cavalry; 1'roops Band K, Seventh Cavalry; L, Third
Cavalry; band a11d Troops F, G, and I.1, ~ixth Cavalry, and Troops A and
F, Ninth Oavalry-agg1•egating· 625 officers and men .
.Four light batteries of artillery, composed of: IJight Batteries E,
First; A and F, Second; and F, Fourth Artillery--aggregating 235 officers and men.
Battalion of marines-aggregating 215 officers and men.
Total number of United States troops and marines, 2,474 officers and
men.
The following National Guard organizations _were also sent by their
respective States aud were under the command of the governors of their
respective States and the oillcers designated by them:
'l'hree regimeuts from Indiana, with a total of 9R8 officers and men;
one regiment from Missouri, with a total of 322 officers and men; two
regiments from Iowa, ·w ith a total of 2,030 officers and men; two regiments from Wisconsin, with a total of 1,045 officers and men; three
regiments from Minnesota, with a total of 1,536 otlicers and men; two
regiments from Ohio, with a total of l,M>S officers and men: one regiment from Michigan, with a total of 724 officers and men; six regiments
from Illinois, with a total of 3, 763 officers nnd men; two troops Illinois
Cavalry, with a total of 100 officers and men; two batteries Illinois
Artillery, with a total of 105 officers and men. Total number of State
troops, 12,271 officers and men.
These troops, both United States and State (except the First and
Second Illinois regiments living in Chicago), were quaPtered ii1 tlle Exposition buildings, being assigned to their respective positions therein by
Maj. Kimball. The United States troops were subsisted by the commissary department at a cost of 57 cents per day per man.
On October 19, at 4 p.m., the light artillery was drilled at Washington Park, under the supervision of Maj. E. B. vVilliston, Third Artillery,
inspector of artillery at these headquarters, in the presence of ~everal
thousand people. Rodney's Battery (F of the Fourth) aud Woodruff's
Battery (F of the Second), were first each drilled separately by their .
respective captains. The entire battalion, four batteries, was then
drilled by 1\iaj. Randolpll, Third Artillery. After the completion of the
artillery drill the cavalry was drilled on the same gromtd by Col. James
F. Wade, Fifth Cavalry.
The 20th of October was devoted to a civic parade in which the military were not expected to participate.
The programme for October 21, as arranged by the joint committee
on ceren10nies, was as follows: The distinguished guests and oflicials
were to be conducted by an escort of honor composed of all tlte moun ted
troops from the Lake Front Park to Washington Park. At Washington Park a review of the infantry troops by the Vice-President.
Appropriate salutes were also to be fired at stated intervals. The VicePresident, guests, and officials were then to proce~d to the building of
1\'lanufactures and I.Jiberal Arts, where the oratorical, literary, and
musical exercises of the dedication were to take place.
In order to J)roperly carry out this plan, General Orders, No. 10,
* * * were issued October 18. * * * A considerable number of
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troop~, lwtlt Pnitt'tl ~tateR :111(1 St.-1tc, WPI'P dil'ecte<l in tlti~ on1<'r to
take po1:litions iu 1lle maunf<tetnres lmildi11g aud at other voint::; tle:-;ig-1Htted. 'J:his waH in accordance with the request of the World'i' Fair
officials, and rendered necessary by the immense connourse of people
that were to be aHsembled there, and the long li11e of march to be protected. .An offitial of the "'\\"'" orld's Fair mauagement called for 1,000
men in the building alone to preserve order and atl'ord protection to the
120,000 people that were to occupy the buildiug; in fact, it was estimated that there were 140,000 people within its waJls at one time.
The importance of moving the procession, comprising the represeutati ves of all the t;tates and Territodes of our own country and of aU
the governments of the world~ from the central part of the city through
the principal avenues, boulevard, and park to the Exposition grounds
in time for carrying out the programme of the dedication in the manufactures building was repeatedly and urgently impressed upon me by
the World's Fair management.
The officials and distinguished guests, mounted and in carriageR,
left the Lake Front Park at 9 o'clock, moving south on Michigan avenue, conducted by the following mounted escort, under command of
Col. Jam('~ F. \Vade, Fifth Cavalry: Troops 0, D, and band, Fifth
Cavalry; Troop L, Third Cavalry; Troop Land band, Sixth Cavalry;
Troops Baud K, Seventh Cavalry; Troops A and F, Ninth Cava.lry;
Light Batteries E, First, A and F, Second .Artillery; Troops A and B,
Illinois National Guard, and Battery D, Illinois National Guard.
After moving 2~ miles to the corner of Michigan avenue and Twentyninth street, l-Ion. Levi P. 1\.forton, Vice-President of the United States,
accompanied by President Palmer, President Higinbotham, DirectorGeneral Davis, and other offieials of the Exposition, were received with
due honors. The procession then continued its march south on Michigan avenue, Thirty-fifth street, and the Grand Boulevard to Washington Park, 3;! miles clistant, where the infantry troops hacl been formed
in three brigades in line of nutsses, and where the Vice-President took
his position at 10:30 o'clock. 'rhe Vice-President reviewed the troops
from his carriage, whi<'h, for that purpose, was ])laced 75 yards in
a<lvance of the line of the other carriages, his position being marked by
a large American flag, conspienously displayed from another carriage
just to the right of the Vice-President.
Owing to the limited time the "present" in line ancl the ride around the
line were dispensed with in accordance with paragraph 685, Infantry
Drill J{,egulations, U. S. Army.
Tlte troops were pnt in motion to pass in review at 10:45 a.m., and
the rear of the rolnmn passed the reviewing point at 11:40 a.m. The
column then became tile escort of the procession, co11ducting it through
vYasltingtou Park, via 1Iidway Plaisance and the Exposition grounds,
to the manufactures building, where 120,000 people had assembled to
witness the ceremony. The entire distance marclwd from Lake Front
Park to the manufactures building in Jackson Park W'as 8~ miles.
Salutes were fired as follows: The salute of the Speaker of the
Honse of Representatives was fired by Woodruff's battery on Lake
Front Park at 9 o'clock, wheu the procession first moved. The VicePresidellt's salute was fired by Rodney's battery in Washington Park
on the arrival of the Vice-President at the south open green in Wasll ·
ingtou Parle The national salute was fired by Rodney's battery in
tT ackson Park as the head of the procession entered the park, and also
by the U.S. S. Michigan, commanded by Commander Wingate. U.S.
Navy.
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The U. S . .Marine Corps and band took a prominent part in the
paradr, and also did good service in connection with the troops in
fnrni:;;lling guards and escorts, and tlie :M arine Band, together with tlw
band of the 1\Iexican Republic, sent by President Diaz, played national
air8 prior to the dedication ceremonies.
All of the troops presented a tine appearance ; were well equipped;
marched and mmwuvered with commendabl~ skill and accuraey, alHl
executed all that was reqnired of them by the committee on ceremouim;
and the ollieials appointed to give general directionf;, with the single
exception of one oflieer. Untortnnately this peaceful celehr· ion waH
not au excrption to the history o~· military campaigns and battle~
where heroism, devotion to duty, and honorable service is the geueral
rule, where almost invariably some one, when lea8t expected, fails in
the discharge of hi8 duty. It rarely happen:-;, however, as in tlli:-; case,
that it is doue deliberately and for a purpose; but I am glad to say
that it occurred in only one instance, and by only one ofiicer, to my
knowledge.
On October 22 the beautiful and interestil1g ceremonies of dedicating
the State buildings were conductrd by many of the governors of the
respective States and thP disting·uished repre~eutatives from the States,
in wllich the state troops in many instances took part.
The l Tnited States troops returned to t1H~ir various stations on
October 22, in accordance with instructions 1hnu Headquarters of the
Army. and the sta,te troops also returned to tl10ir proper stations on
that dav.
The l)rograunne for the three days' ~elel>ration was executc<l in every
particular as arranged and directed by tllC joint committee on ceremonies and the couucil of administration. The dedication of this great
euterpriHe, was. celebrated in au imposing and dignified manner befitting the magnitude of such an important hit:;torical event.
Very res])ectfnlly, your obedient servant,
NELSON A. 1\IILES,
JJlajm·-General, Comma1uling.
The ADJU1'AN1'-GENEllAL U. S. AR::\IY,
vVashington, D. G.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. THOMAS H. RUGER.
HEADQUAH.'l'ER~ DEPART3IENT OF CALIFORNIA,

Setn F1·ancisco, Getl., August 25, 18.93.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of operations
and the condition of affairs in the Department of California since the
annual report of September 8 last.
Under the provisions of General Orders, No. 54, Headquarters of the
Army, July 1, 18D3, tbat part of the State of California lying south of
the thirty-fifth parallel has beeu added to the Department of California.
This cbm1gc, by which the sea coast of California is placed within one
Department, was especially cle!:'irable in view of conditions that may
occur.
Pursuant to instructions of the 1\Iajor-General Commanding the
Army, dated Arwil 6, 1893, Troop I, .F ourth Cavalry, Capt. Abram
E. \Vood, left the Presidio of San Francisco on May 9 last for thr
Yosemite National Park, aud aniTed there on J\fny 24, for the J>nl'lH'~'<'
of protecting the park, under the rules prescribed by the Secretary of
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the Interior against trespass; and Troop B, Fourth Cavalry, Capt.
James Parker, left the Presidio of San Francisco on June 6 last for
the performance of similar duty witl1 reference to the Sequoia National
Parlr, and arrived at the limits of the park on the 20th of that month.
These troops have since continued in efficieut performance of the
duties stated.
Troop K, Fourth CaYalry, Capt. Joseph H. Dorst, left the Presidio
of San Francisco on the 2tl ·i nstant for a mouth's field instruction.
Light Batteries D and F, Fifth .Artillery, will start on a practice
marchjn September, and during their absence from the Presidio will
have tlieir annual practice firing.
Owing to the limited amount of wagon transportation available in
the Department, and the needs of the troops in the national parks, it
will not be practicable the present season to send all the garrisons in
the department away from their stations for field instruction.
The instruction in general bad at the posts, theoretically and practically, during the past year, has been satisfactory within the limits
fixed by existing circumstances.
A statement indicating in general the operation of the lyceums at
the different postR is attached hereto, marked exhibit A.*
The target practice for this year with seacoast guns by the batteries
of the Fifth .Artillery stationed at the Presidio of San Francisco,
.Alcatraz Island, and :Fort Mason has been finished. The results show
a decided improvement over last year's practice, and also superiority,
comparatively, to the practice had elsewhere in recent years as presented in the published reports.
'rhe general state as to discipline during the year has been good.
For the year ending June 30, 1893, there was a decrease of about
20 per cent in the number of desertions relative to total strength a~
compared with the per cent for the year ending June 30, 1892. The
percentage of trials by courts-martial was also less than for the year
ending June 30, 1892.
vVithin the past two years, the past year particularly, a decided
improvement has been made in the armament of the defenses of San
Francisco Harbor, by the substitution of the improved for old pattern
carriages for seacoast guns, by which means the highest charges
allowable for the gnns may be used, and also by the mounting of
additional guns of patterns effective for defense. Good progress bas
been made by the Corps of Engineers in preparation for soon placing
high-power guns of recent models.
The reports called for by General Orders, No. 29, Adjutant-General's
Office, 1892, to be submitted at the close of the course of practical
instruction and required for the present year, embracing recommendations thought advisable in the Drill Regulations, will be forwarded at
the end of the season.
The l'eport of target practice in small-arms firing, not attached hereto,
will be forwarded at the close of the target-practice season.
For particulars of administration in the staff departments and recommendations by their chiefs on duty at department hearlqnarters,
attention is requested to the reports transmitted herewitL, as follows:
Col. Oliver D. Greene assistant adjutant-general.
Col. Joseph R. Smith, medical director.
Col. John G. Chandler, chief quartermaster.
Lieut. Col. George .A. Burton, inspector-general.
Lieut. Col. Edward Moale, Third I11fantry, inspector of small-arms
practice.
*Omitted.
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Maj. Charles I. Wilson, chief paymaster.
Maj. John I. Rodgers, First Artillery, inspector of artillery.
Maj. Edward Hunter, judge-advocate.
Maj. Charles P. Bagan, chief commissary of subsistance, and of
Second I..ieut. Charles G. Lyman, Second Cavalry, aid-de-camp, in
charge of engineer and signal offices.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOMAS II. HUGEl~,
Brigarl-ie-;·- Genero.l, Oomnwnding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
lVashington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. WESLEY MERRITT.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
St. Paul, JJ,finn., August 28, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit a report of military affairs in the
Department of Dakota, from August 1,1892, to June 30, 1893, inclusive.
The following is a record of events for the year:
A ·ugust 1, 1892.-Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, "Casey's Scouts," First
I.1icut. William D. McAnaney, commanding, left camp at Tongue River
Agency, Mont., en route to its station, Fort Keogh, Mont. Walks
Nights, a Northern Cheyenne Indian, who had been under military surveillance near Fort Keogh with troop L, Eighth Cavalry, since January 15, 1892, left the custody of Lieut. l\IcAnauey August 2, wl1ile the
above-named troop was returniug to Fort Keogh, and has not since
returned. The troop arrived at Fort Keogh, 1\Iont., August 6. Distance marched, about 90 miles.
August 17, 1892.-Troop L, Third Cavalry, Second Lieut. J. C. Byron,
Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left Fort l\Ieade for a thirty days' practice march, and proceeded to the Cheyenne H.iver Indian Agency.
Arrived at Forest City, S.Dak., August 25, and went into camp at that
point. Distance marched, 190 miles.
August 25, 1892.-Company H, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. H. H.
Ketchum, commanding, left Fort Keogh, en route to Camp Merritt, near
Tougue River Agency, Mont., for a tour of duty there, and to relieve
company C, Twenty-second Infantry, from duty at that camp. Arrived
August 31. Distance marched, about 90 miles.
September 1, 1892.-Company C, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. r.
M. Thorne, commanding, upon being relieved by company B, Twentysecond Infantry, left Camp Merritt, near Tongue H.iver Agency, 1\iont.,
and returned to its station, Fort Keogh, 1\lont. .Arrived September 6.
Distance marched, 95 miles.
September 5, 1892.-Companies B, E, and G, Twentieth Infantry, Capt.
A.. A.. Harbach, eommanding·, left Fort A.ssinniboine and proceeded to
camp of instruction on Beaver Creek, Montana. Returned to post
September 14. Distance marched, 36 miles.
September 12, 18.92.-Troop H, Tenth Cavalry, Maj. T. J. Wint, commanding, left Fort Buford, N.Dak., on a practice march and proceeded
to Sun Lake, Montana. Returned to post September 21. Distance
marched, 110 miles.
September 12, 18.92.-Company I, Twenty-second Infantry, Second
Lieut. William H. Wassell, commanding, left Fort Yates, N.Dak., and
proceeded on a tour of recruiting duty for the company, visiting points
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on the Grand River and Rock Creek, North Dakota. l{eturned to post
September 24. Distance marched, 109 miles.
September 12, 1892.-Companies B, C, and E, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Lieut. Col. John N. Andrews, commanding, left Fort Buford, N.Dak.,
on a practice march and proceeded to Jones Creek, North Dakota.
Returued to post September 21. Distance marched, about 105 miles.
September 14, 1892.-Troop D, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. A. S. B. Keyes,
eommanding, left Fort Keogh and proceeded on a practice march to
J1"'ort Custer, J\Iont. Left latter post September 30, en route to proper
station, and encamped on Little Big Horn River. Distance marched,
160 miles.
September 14, 1892.-Troop L, Third Cavalry, Second Lieut. J. C.
Byron, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, returned to stat,ion, Fort Meade,
from a practice march to Forest City, S.Dak. Distance marched, 380
mHes.
September 16, 18.'J2.-Troops C and F, Tenth Cavalry, J\tiaj. J\I. Moylan,
commanding, left Fort Assiuniboine and proceeded to Uamp of Instruction on Beaver Creek, Montana. Returned to post September 25. Distance marched, 36 miles.
September 17. 1892.-Troops A, B, D, E, I, and K, Eighth Cavalry,
1\faj. A. B. Wells, commanding, left Fort J\Iearle and proceeded on a
practice march to Belle Fourche, S.Dak. Returned to post September
25. Distance marched, 101 miles.
September 17, 1892.-0ornpanies A, D, F, a11d H, Twentieth Infantry,
Capt. J.N. Coe, commanding,leftFortAssinniboine and proceeded to the
Camp of Instruction on Beaver Creek, J\fontana. Heturned to post
September 25. Distance marched, 36 miles.
Septembe1· /20, 18.92.-Headquarters and Companies .A, B, C, D, E, F,
G, and H, Third Infantry, Col. E. C. J\tlason, commanding, left Fort
Snelling and proceeded on a practice march to Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota. Heturned to post September 29. Distance marched, 45~ miles.
September 25, 1892.-Company I, Third Infautry, First Lieut. John
H. Reacom, commanding, left Fort Suny and proceeded on a practice
march to the Little Bend of the J\1issonri River. Returned to post
September ~9. Distance marehed, 36 miles.
October 8, 1892.-Troop D, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. A. S. B. Keyes, commanding, returned to station, Fort Keogh, from a practice march to
Fort Custer, Mont. Distance marched, 150 miles.
October 11, 1892.-Troop D, Sixth Cavalry, Capt. G. L. Scott, commanding, arrived at Fort Yellowstone from camp on Lower Geyser
Basin, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, and took station at the
post. This troop is designated to remain in the park during the winter
and until further orders. Distance marched, about 40 miles.
October 11, 1892.-TroopC, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. J. B. Hickey, commanding, left Fort J\tieade, S. Dak., on a practice march and returned to
post October 12. Distance marched, 42 miles.
October 15, 1892.-Troop L, Third Cavalry, Second Lieut. J. C. Byron,
Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Meade, S.Dak., and proceeded
to Chicago, Ill., to participate in the military ceremonies connected with
the dedication of the World's Columbian Exposition. Returned to post
Ortober 25. Distance traYeled, about 1,950 miles.
October 18, 1892.-Headquarters and Companies A, E, G, and H,
Third Infantry, Col. E. C . .Mason, commanding, left Fort Snelling·,
1\Iiun., and proceeded to Chicago, Ill., to participate in the military
eeremonies eonnected with the dedication of the \Vorld's Columbian
Exposition. Returned to post October 23. Distance traveled, 9~Jmiles.
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October 20, 18.?2.-Troop E,Eig'l1th Uayalry, Capt. II. F. Kendall, commanding, left Fort :Meade, S.Dak., on a praetice march, and returned to
post October 22. DiRtanee marched, 51~ miles.
Odober 23, 18.92.-Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. E ..A. God win,
commanding, left Vort Meade S.Dak., on a praetice nutrcb, and returned
to post October 2:>. Distance marched, 46 mileR.
October 27, 18.'J?.-Troop I, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. A. G. Henuisee,
commanding, left Fort.Jleade, S.Dak., on a practice march, and returned
to post October 2n. Distance marched, 40 miles.
November 2, 18.92.-Troop B, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. E. J.Jutf, commalldiug, left Fort J\'Ieade, S.Dak., on a practice march, and returned to
post November 4. Distance marched, 44 miles.
November 12, 1892.-Troop K~ Eighth Cavalry, First Lieut. R. J.
Duff, commanding-, left Fort Meade, S. Dale, on a practice march, and
returned to post November 14. Di~tance marched, 56 miles.
~November 14, 189:?.-Troop JJ, Fir~:;t Cavalry, Second Lieut. '\Villiam
H. Osborne, commandh1g, left Fort Custer on a twenty days' practice
march to the Big Ilorn 1\Iountaim~, Montana.
Not'e1nber 18, 18.1J2.-Troop A, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Q. O'M. Gillmore, commandi11g, left Fort Meade, S. Dak.,on a practice march, and
returned to post November 19. Distance marched, 17 miles.
November 20, 1892.-Barracks No. 21, at Fort Custer, :Mout., occupied
by troops Band G, Teuth Cavalry, was destroyed by fire.
Nm.11:3mber 24, 1892.-Company A, 'rwenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. J. C.
Ord commanding, left Fort Custer, :Mont., and proceeded to Camp
Merritt near the Tongue River Agency, Mont., for temporary duty at
the agency, and to relieve Compally H, Twenty-second Infantry, from
duty at that point. Arrived November 28. Distance marched, 55 miles.
November 29, 1892.-Comp~wy H, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. II.
E. Ketchum commanding, on being relieved by Company A, Twenty·
fifth Infantry, left Camp Merritt, Mont., and retur11ed to its proper station, Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived December 3. Distance marched, 90
miles.
December 3, 1892.-Troop D, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. George H. Evans
commanding, left Fort Keogh, _1\Iont., and proceeded to Fort Buford, N.
Dak., there to take station. Arrived December 16. Distance marched,
160 miles.
December 8, 1892.-'rroop L, Eighth Cavalry, Second Lieut. F. C.
MarBhall, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Keogh for Tongue
River Agency, Mont., for the purpose of recruiting. Returned to station December 31, with 26 recruits. Distance marched, 190 miles.
Decembu 8, 18.92.-Troop L, First Cavalry, under command of Second
Ijieut. W. H. Osborne, returned to Fort Custer from practice n.arch.
Distance marched, 150 miles.
December 24, 1892.-Troop A, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. 0. L. Coopercommanding, left Fort Custer, 1\:Iont., and proceeded to Fort Keogh,
Mont., to take station. Arrived December 29. Distance marched,
135 miles.
Jamtary 20, 1893.-Company I, Third Infantry, First Lieut. J. H. Beacom commanding, left Fort Sully, S.Dak., for station at Fort Snelling,
}linn. Arrived there January 21. Distance traveled, 445 miles.
Jlfa1·ch 26, 1893.-Company D, Twenty-fifth Iufantry, Capt. 0. J .
Sweet commanding, left Fort Custer en route for Camp 1\:{erritt for a
tour of temporary duty at that camp. Arrived April 1. Di:stance
marched, GO miles.
April 2, 18!)3.- Upon being relieved by Company D, Company A,
WAR 93-VOL I - - 9
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Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. J. U. Ord commmH1iug, left Camp l\fN'ritt, en route to station, li'ort Cu~ter, J.\font., arriving there April 4.
Distance marched, 60 miles.
June 8, 1893.-Companies C and F, Third Infantry, Capt. F. W. Uoe
commanding, left Fort Snelling, Minn., and proceeded by rail to Chicago,
Ill., for duty in connection with the War Department Exhibit at the
World's Fair. Arrived there June 9. Distance traveled, 417 miles.
J'tuw 13, 1893.-Company D, Third Infantry, First Lieut. F. B. McCoy commanding, left Fort Snelling, ]\finn., en route to the Leech J,ake
Indian Heservation, arriving there J nne 15. On the 11th instant,
Dr. \Valker, overseer and agency physician, attempted to seize some
whisky from Oshebegenish, an Indian. An altercation ensued during
which the doctor shot, accidentally as he elaims, the Inrlian in the
faec. Osh<>begenish being unarmed at the time, the Indians considered the shooting unprovoked, and on the same evening they surrounded the doctor's house, tllreatening to kHl him and burn him out.
This threat, it is thought, would have been executed except for tllt>
efforts of two or three Indians who remained faithful and bafiie<l tliC
attempts of the rioters at the door. . With the arrival of tbe troops tlle
excitement subsided. Dr. "Talker was arrested by the deputy Umtcd
States marshal and turned over to the troops for safe-keeping until
June 22, when he was removed to St. Paul. The command left J,eech
Lake June 27, and returned via Park Rapids to Fort Snelling, Minn.,
wlwre they arrived June 28. Distance traveled, 470 miles.
J1.,me 18, 1893.-Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, Uapt. E. A. Godwin
coruntauding, left Fort :Meade, S. Dak., en route to Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., there to take station.
June 19, 1893.-Second Lieut. F. C. l\farshall, with 16 men of Troop
L, Eighth Cavalry, left Fort Keogh, 1\'Iout., and proceeded to r.,ame
Deer, 1\font., where, it was reported, the Northern Cheyennes were in
a state of great excitement over the arrest of an Indian soldier belouging to Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, who at the time was absent without,
leave from Fort Keogh. Upon arrival, June 20, it was found that the
arrest had been made by the Indian police and that everything was
quiet. Returned to ]'ort Keogh J nne 24. Dist~nce marched, 180 miles.
With the foregoi11g record of events f(>r the past year, and the comprebensive reports of the able officers of the different staff departments
on dut.y at these headquarters which follow, a more extended paper
on my part is not necessary.
The discipline of the troops is excellent; the mtpacity and disposition
of the officers for duty, as a general rule, have never been better.
If a reasonable. expeuditnre for the improvement of the conditions
at the different posts in this department in modernizing the water supI>ly and giving bathing facilities for officers is excepted, and increased
funds for repairs and new buildings are supplied, there is little to be
desired.
To these matters I have called attention in special reports in the
past, and will continue to do so in the future, as the surest means of
reaching a favorable conclusion to ameliorate long-endured, th0ngh
mmecessary, inconveniences and priyations on tllC part of officers
doing duty on the frontier.
Very respectfully,
vVEsLEY MEl~RITT,

B1·igadie'i·- Genentl, Oomrna,nding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. JOHN R. BROOKE.
IlBADQUAR'l'ERS DEPAR'l'}IENT OF THE PLA'l'TE,

Omaha, Nebr., A'ltgust 10, 1893.
SIR: In eompliance with instru..;tiom:; from Headquarters of the
Army, dated J nly 15, 1893, I have the honor to make my annual
report, as follows:
The number of troops in this department remains about the same as
at date of my hu;t aunual report. One troop of the Sixth Cavalry
was onlered to "Fort l1eavenwonh, and one troop of the Ninth Cavalry,
relieved from that post, joined its regiment in this department. The
State of Colorado and the Territory of Utah were removed from this
department Ju1y 1, under General Orders No. 54, current series,
Headquarters of the Army, and now constitute a part of the Department of the Colorado, thus reduciug thr force in this department by
headquarters and six companies of the Seventh Infantry, "Fort r_.ogan,
Colo.; two troops of the Ninth Cavalry, Fort Du Ohesne, Utah 'Territory, and the who]e of the Sixteenth Infantry, which constitutes tlw
garrison at Fort Douglas, Utah.
The practice marches held in this department subsequent to the
date of my last annual report were general, and reports show benefit
to the troops engaged.
Only minor changes of station of troops have been made. Troop
H, Sixth Cavalry, was transferred from Fort McKinney, Wyo., to
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.; Troop F, Sixth Cavalry, from Fort Niobrara,
Nebr~, to Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Department of the J\fissouri;
Troop C, Ninth Cavalry, from Fort l1cavenworth, Department of the
:Missouri, to Fort McKinney, vVyo. On account of the contemplated
abandonment of Fort Randall, S. Dak., Company F, Twenty-first Infantry, left that post October 1, 1892, for Fort Sidney, Nebr. Fort
Randall was abandoned pursuant to letter from Headquarters of t.he
Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, D. C., dated October
31, J SU2, Uompany I, 'rwenty-first Infantry, leaving there December
7, 1892, for Fort Sidney, Nebr. Fort Randall, S.Dak., is now in the
custody of the Quartermaster's Department. Company D, Twentyfirst Infantry, was relieved from duty at Fort DuChesne, Utah, Septem her 12, 1892, and proceeded to and took station at Fort Sidney,
Nebr., arriving there September 26, 1892. The band and troops F, G,
and L, Sixth Cavalry, at Fort Niobrara, Nebr., were ordered to take
part in the derlicatory exercises at the World's Fair, Chicago, Ill. They
left their post October 15 and returned October 24, 1892. Troops A
and F, Ninth Cavalry, left Fort Robinson, Nebr., October 15, for
the same purpose and returned October 25, 1892. The headquarters,
band, and four companies of the Second Infantry also attended these
exercises, leaving Fort Omaha, Nebr., October 18 and returning October 23, 18!.l2. The troops of the Sixtl1 and Ninth Cavalry, which were
stationed in vYyomiug during the summer and autumn, of last year,
were returned to their posts, headquarters, band, and four troops of
the Ninth Cavalry reaching Fort Robinson, Nebr., September 27,1892,
and. headquarters, band, and four troops of the Sixth Cavalry reaching
Fort Niobrara, Nebr., September 28, 1892. On November 13 troops D
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all(l E, Ninth Cavalry, were relieved from duty in the field and
returned to Fort Robinson, Nebr., on the 15th of the same month.
Troops A aiHl K, Sixth Cavalry, relieved November 13, reaclled Fort
Niobrara, Nebr., November 15, 1892.
During the early spring there were some manifestations of a bad
spirit amongst certain Indians at Pine Hidge Agency, S. Dak.
The agent, however, with the aid of his Indian police and other
well-disposed Indians, was able to subdue these manifestations very
effectually.
Instruction in military signaling was held during the months of
October and November at all posts in the department, this instruction being continued until Army Regulation 1761 was fully cqmplied
with.
The results of this season's rifle, carbine, and pistol practice
have not yet been obtained, and will constitute, together with the
reports of the annual competitions, a speeial report, which will be
rendered as soon as the various reports are received, tabulated, and
arranged. I would renew my recommendations of last year in regard
to rifle practice.•
As regards the post-exchange system, I would say that another
year's experience has shown it to be a necessary and vaJ.uable iustitution.
The acting judge-advocate's report Rhows a decrease of trials by
courts-martial over those of the precedillg year, due largely, I think,
to the application of instructions hitherto received from lleadquarters
of the Army. The authority of company aud other commanders
should be still furtl1er augmented, so that minor disciplinary measures
might receive the authority of law. Certail1ly discipline can be more
assured by this means than by the resort to the summary or other
courts.
The inspection of posts in the department has but now been commenced. Upon its completion at each post reports will be forwarded
as usual.
The instruction iu drill regulations, target practice, and the
schools for the enlisted men have, according to the reports received,
progressed satisfactorily at all posts.
The officers' lyceum was continued throughout the prescribed time
during the past year, and attention is invited to the synopsis of the
reports from post commanders.
I invite attention to the accompanying reports of various staff
officers at these headquarters, by which will be seen in detail the
operations of their various departments during the year, particular
attention being il.J-vited to the reports of the medical director and
chief ordnance officer of the department.
The sanitary condition spoken of a year ago as regards Forts Logan
and Donglas still calls for attention. A project for the improvement
of water supply and sewerage at Fort Douglas was mtder way when
that post was transferred to the Department of the Colorado. The
work is still progressi11g, and a report will in due time be forwarded.
As regards the Indian troops and eompanies enlisted in this department I would invite attention to the accompanying reports of the
officers commanding them, and the extracts relating thereto by the
commanding officers of the posts at which they are stationed. The
pi'incipal difficulty seems to be tlmt the Indians do not speak English.
From my knowledge of the race I do not think it proceeds from any
other than a natural dread of ridicule on account of mistakes made in
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their attempts to speak our language, the Indian being peculiarly
sensitive to ridicule. 'rhe experiment is receiving the attention of all
connected with it; itR ultimate success now depends largely upon the
Indian soldiers themselvm;.
The officerR attached to tlwse headqunrtcr~ have performed their
varions duties with zeal aml abilit.v.
Y ery respectfully, your obetlien t serven t,
J OTIN H. BROOKE,

BrirJar7 ier- GeiiNal, Com manclin[J.
The

ADJUTANT-GENERAL

U.S. A R\IY,
ll'asllington, D. C.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. A. McD. McCOOK.
HEADQUARTERS DEPAR'1'MEN'1' OF TTIE COLOR-ADO,

Den t"er, Colo., September 1, 18D3.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Departmeut of the Colorado.
The Department of the Uolora(lo was established by direction of the
President, in General Orders No. 54, Ilead()_uarters of the Army,
Adjutant-General's Oilice, Washington, July 1, 1893, to consist of the
State of Colorado and the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, and
Utah, with the headquarters at Denver, Uolo. Paragraph 3, same
order, abolished the Department of Arizona.
I assumed command of the Department of the Colorado July 6, 18!l3,
and upon the 11th of the s;une month proceeded to Denver, Colo., an<l
upon the 14th of July estaulishecl the headquarters of the department
in Denver.
Our offices are now established in a fireproof building known as the
"Equitable," corner of Seveuteenth and Stont streets.
The department, including· the Territories of Arizona, New 1\fexico,
Utah, and the State of Colorado, contains an area of 424,495 square
miles. Of this there are 33,8G3 square miles of Indian reservations.
There is a population of 822,02u white and 40,784 Indians within
these limits.
There are thirteen military posts in the 11resent department: Fort
Apache, Fort Bowie, Fort Grant, Fort Huachuca, San Carlos, and
"\Vltipple Barracks in Arizona; in New 1\fexico, Fort Bayard, Fort
l\1arcy (Sauta :Fe), Irort Stanton, and Fort Wingate; in Utah, Fort
Du Chesne and Fort Douglas, and in Colorado, ]'ort J,ogan.
FOHT APACHE.

Fort Apache is located in the northern portion of the White Mountain
Reservation; is also a sub-agency for the Coyotero and White Mouutain
Apacltes. 'l'his post is on \Vhite l\Iount~tin Creek, 97 miles south from
Holbrook, a station upon the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. The
country surrounding this post is beautifully picturesque, but during
the winter months is almost inaccessible on account of bad roads,
which, though leading over an elevated country, during these months
are muddy and boggy in places.
The present garrison eonsist~ of a troop of the First Cavalry and
two companies of the Eleventh Infantry.
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The \Vhite Mountain Apaches have nothing in common witl1 the
San Uados Indians. The country they inhabit is separated from the
latter Indians by high ranges of mountains. These Indians are very
nearly self-supporting, whilst the San Carlos tribes are not; Ilene<>,
under these contlitious and circumstances, it is earnestly recommeuded
that the vVllite l\Iounhtin Apaches be separated for administrative
purposes from the Sa,n Carlos tribes, having for their agent the cornmallding officer of the post. Repeated recommendations have been
mad.e to this effect while I was commanding the former department of
Arizona. One of the objections made was that there were no funtls
available from the Indian appropriation. This objection is not tenable
now, as an officer of the Army can perform the duty of ageut. It i~
inconvenient and uHfair for the agent at San Carlos to be responsible
for the property pertaining to the snb-ageuey at Fort Apache.
FOR'l' BO\YIE.

Fort Bowie is located on the northwest spur of the Uhiricahua 1\fonntains, l 4 miles south of Bowie Station, on the Southern I>acific
Railroad. During the late Apache wars it was an important poiltt to
hold on account of its geographical location and of the springs of water
from which the station is supplied. During times of pea(·e, as now
enjoyed by the Territory of Arizona, Bowie as a military post cea:ses to be
of such military importcwce, and can now be aband011ed, when proper
shelter can be provided for its garrison at other posts iu the department. The present garrison consists of two troops of cavalry.
•
FORT GRANT.

So long as the Apaches, Ytuna~, .:'ll<~j:we~, and 'rontos are <'mlrrntrated in aud about San Ual'los, Fm·t Gra11t will eonti1me to be a,u
important military post. It is now garrisoned by the headquarters
and five troops of the First Cavalry.
FORT IIUACIIUCA.

This post is 14 miles north of the bouml:-uy bet"·een Mexico and the
Uuitc<l States, and U miles fi·om a Rtatioll on the Donora and GuaymaR Hail road. 1'he present garrison of this post coush;ts of two troops
of tlle Second Cavalry and lour companie:-; of the Tweuty-fourth Infantry. It is an important post and should be maintained.
SAN CARLOS.

This is the only post in the departn1cnt \vllere the temperature is
extreme. It is situate<l Oil the (:iila Hiver, lOu miles ft:om vVilcox, 011
the Honthern Paeilic Hailroad. The heat in summer is intense and continuous, averaging 110 degrees during .June, July, and August. FortnBately the troops here are cmtsidcred in the ftcld, their tour of <lnty
being limited. 'J'he officers are sheltered in small hut comfortable
adobe houses, but the e11listed men remain iu their canvas sheds, and
are most uncomfort<tble.
It is understood that efforts will be made to remove these Indians
from this desolate couutry and vlace them in a more favorable location
as regards temperature and lauds.
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If th~ troops are to be kept at San Carlos, common humanity
demands they should be sheltered by adobe wall~ and double roofs to
alleviate their misery.
WHIPPLE BARRACKS.

If this post is to be retained it slwnld, so far ns the barrncks and
Rome of tl1e officers' qunrters are concerned, be rebuilt. A ·well-built
and weH-mmwged railroad connects this place with Ash Fork, a station
of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. It is understood that this road is
to be continued to completion until it reaches Phrenix, the capital of
the Territory of Arizona. When this portion of the road is completed it will place Whipple Barracks in connection with the rich
and productive valley of Salt River, which will materially reduce the
expense of living there and the maintenance of the post.
FORT BAYARD.

This post is situated at the sontbern base of the Black R.ange :Mountains, 55 miles northwe:st from Deming, on the Southern Pacific and
Santa Fe railroads. The location is 9 miles from Silver Uity a11d
3 miles from a new railroad lately completed. The garrison consists
of headquarters and four companies of the twenty-fourth Infantry and
two troops of the First Cavalry.
I•'OR1' STANTON.

This post, established in 1854, is located in a picturesque country (}JI
the banks of the Bonita Creek, 100 miles ea:-;t of Uartbage, N. 1\.lex.
This post should be continued until the l\fescalero Apaches become more
familiar with the ways of civilization. The garrison consists of two
companies of the Tenth Infantry.
FORT WINGATE.

The importance of this post increases each year on account of its
location near the southern boundary of the Navajo Reservation in New
Mexico. It should be enlarged to a regimental post. The old quartermaster's storehouse at this place is a disgrace to the department-old,
leaky, dirty, and too dark for comfortable occupancy. It is impossible
to ke{'p the quartermaster stores in anything like proper condition.
The greatest ineonvenience is encountered in taking inventories of the
property piled in this den. A good and commodious storehouse can
be built here with small outlay.
The ground is favorable for t.he enlargement of this post, and the
water supply is of good quality and abundant. The present garrison
consists of the headquarters and six troops of t.he Second Cavalry.
FORT :l\IARCY.

This post iR witllin the city limits of Santa Fe, N. l\fex. The present
garrison iR con)poRetl of tlte headquarters and two companies of the
Tellth Infantry. If this poRt is to be continued there should l>e new barracks for men and quarters for the officers built as soon as possible.
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FOR1' LOGAN.

This l)Ost is located 10 miles south of the city of Denver, on the Denand IUo Grande J~ailroad. The buildings are new and comfortable.
J t ~hould be enlarged to a regimental pm;t by the cm1strnction of two
additional barracks for enlisted men all(l quarters for officers.
VC'r

FORT DUCHESNE.

This post iR lora ted in the northeast portion of the Territory of Utah,
npon the Uintah Hiver, 88 miles north of Price Statimt, on the l{io
Graude and vv~estern Hailroad. It is 110w garrisoned by tv.·o troops of
the Ninth Cavalry.
FOR1' DOUGLAS

Is a regimental post located near the foot-l1ills of the \Vasatch range
of mountains, on a plateau 700 feet above tlw valley of the great Salt
Lake and 3 miles east of ~alt Lake City.
INDIAN TROOPS.

There are three organizations of Indian troops on duty in this department-one troop of the Second Cavalry (Nav~1jo) at Ji'ort vVingate, N.
J\fex.; one company of tlte Eleventh Infantry at Fort Apache, Ariz.,
and one company of tile Sixteenth Infantry at Fort Douglas, Utah.
The members of the company at Fort Apache seem discontented and
are.asking for their discbarge, and as each individual member assigns
good reasons for the same, these applications have thus far been
approYed by me, and in my jucl~;ment it would be well to disband the
e11tire company and let them return to tlteir families and small fhnus
to make their own living. I have no personal knowledge of the condition of the company at Fort Douglas, Utah.
EDUCATION.

The e<lucat.ion of tl1e e11listed men of the department haF~, dnring the
past year, been carried on with improvement upon the methods for
securing attendance employed during the preyious year. Tile greatest
dHficulty we have to couteu<l with is the want of competent teachers.
I renew my recommendations contained in tl1e last mmual report, that
a sufficient number of competent teachers be enlisted as general service men, with the same pay and allowances as now prescribed by law
for the latter.
TilE L YCEUl\fS.

The lyceums have "been conducted in accordancr with the provi~ions
of General Orders, No. 80, Adjutant-General's Office, series 1891, at all
posts in the department except San Carlos, which lias been excepted
from the requirements owing to the transitory nature of its garrison,
wbich has heretofore been clta11g·ed at intervals of six months, and on
account of the peculiar nature of the duties required at that station.
The period during which tllC lyceums were in session extended from
October 1 to 1\-farch 31, as di1 ected by General Orders, No. 33, series
1891, from tbese headquarters.
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Rer1orts from the rommmHling otncers ·of the different posts show
that the course of study has been greatly varied.
The follo,ving are the subjects taken up and tlte posts at wl1ich tlley
were entered upon: Military law (abridged), Forts Bayard, Grant,
and Huachuca. Military law (mmbridged), Forts Apache, Bayard,
and l\farcy. General Orden;, No. 100, Adjutant-Ge11eral's Oftice, series
1863, Fort Stanton. The .Articles of tlJe Geneva Conyentio11, Ji'oL·t
Apache. li'ieJdengineering, etc.,li'ortsJUarey,Bayard, and vVhippleBarracks. Drill regulations, l!'ortA pache, Bayard, Bowie, Grant, Huachuca,
Stanton, and vVi11gate; San Diego Barracks,Wbipple Barracks. l\linor
taetics (Shaw), Forts ApaclJe, 'Vingate, and San Diego 13arracks.
Infantry fire (Batchelor), Forts Marcy and Stanton, and San Diego
Barraclrs. Army regulations, Ran Diego Barracks and l!"'ort Stanton.
l~ssays were written and submitted to tlle department commander
by all officers except Lieut. Col. Vanvalzah, Twenty-fourth Infantry,
who was exeused therefrom on the certificate of the post surgeon that
J1e has not been 'Yell enough to write. his essa,y, and recommending
that he be excused from that duty.
J?rom all posts it is reported, in substance, that the interest taken by
officers has been commendable, and that the lyceum is a success,
lwnefit being derived therefrom.
It will be noticed tl1at at Fort Bowie but 011e subject-drill regulations-is reported, whilst other posts reJ)Ort at least two or three, and
that at San Dieg·o Barra<'ks four suojects were recited upon.
The reports also show lack of uniformity in the course of study for
the year, and unless this can be remedied it marks one of the most
serious defectH of the system.
General Orders, No. 33, series of 1891, from these headquarters, was
intended to initiate a progressive course of study, certain studies
therein named to be completed t.hat year, and others to follow eluting
the next session in regnlar sequence. This sequence has not been f()llowed, but instead of it a number of posts have gone back over tJ1e
same ground prescribed for last year's course. The difficulties arb-dug
from a change of personnel of the commands make a co11seentive
course inconvenient to fol1ow, perhaps, but unless it is so estaolishecl
and firmly adlterecl to it is likely that eaeh year will find the lyeenms
thrashiug over old wheat, resulting in the entire omission of other
studies intell(led to be taken up by 1 hem.
RECO~Il\IENDA'l'IONS.

Am011g the reeommendations made by superintendents of lyceums
are the following:
Col. Z. R. Bliss, Twenty-fourth Infantry, Fort Ba;\rarc1, N. 1\fcx.: I have no
recommendation to make in regard to the lyceum. I bcli<>vc it to be a goocl institution, and that the line officers especially will del'ive great benefit from it. Talking leads to carelessness of expre~sion, while writi11g causes enrefuhleHs of thought,
exactness in statement, and precision of record, and the tendency of the lyceum is
undoubtedly for the general improvement of all concerned.
For the older officers, iield officers, I think the writing of essays should be optional.
Those who like to write and have anything to impart will be glad to read essays.
'l'o those \\·ho neither like to write nor have anything valuable to impart, it is disagr~'3able and proll\lCtive of no good. Their habits are pretty well formed, and it
is hard nwl perha11s unwise to attempt to change them.
Col. E. P. Pearson, Tenth Infrantry, Fort Marcy, N. Mex.: It is my belief that
the officers' lyceum is a success, innsmnch as it induces officers to read, Htn<ly,
nnd make researches upon matters relating to their profession. * * * I also l'enew
the recommelHlation made in my l'cport of the lyceum last year to the eil'ect that
Rome means be provided for the' purchase of military works at reduced ratesJ as tho
limited demand for such works makes them necessarily expensive.
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The foregoing remarks and recommendations arc ('Oncurrcd in. Field
officers are not requirerl to be examined prior to further promotion, and
being available as instructors their time is ·well occupied on that duty
and they might well be excused from any compulsory writing of essay::;,
The books used in connection with the lyceum should, if possible,
be furnished to officers at reduced rates to enable all to possess them
without drawing too largely on their income.
The most important question, however, is that of a uniform course of
study, covering all subjects in regular sequence. This should be prescribed for all posts, so that each and every subject required by the
War Department to he studied should have its regular turn, otherwise,
judging from past experience, the entire course may never be covered:
whilst there will be a repetition of certain subjectl4, such as each post
commander at the time may see fit to adopt, and, perhaps, as many
different courses and as many varieties in the amount gone over in
each as there may be different commanders.
It would certainly appear that there would be more learned and less
variation from what the orders intend by establishing uniformity and
requiring definitely a certain portion of the studies ior each year
until the course is completed at each post, at least in each department,
than by the present unregulated system.
Though this plan may be objected to as disadvantageous to certain
officers who have not bad the benefit of the first portion of the studies
required, which has been completed in a previous year's course, yet the
officers so affected will naturally be the younger officers, who will haye
opportunity to go over the entire course long before 'they are liable to
be called upon to be examined for promotion, whilst the older officers
" ·ill, by this method, be enabled to complete the entire course before
their examination. This action seems necessary to remedy what is
apparently a weak point in the plan of operation as now instituted.
'l'ITE POS'l' EXCIIANGE.

The post exchange has proven a success at a11 posts in this department where proper accommodations were to be had for its manage·
ment. At Forts Bayarrl and Wingate the post traders have held on,
aud at these posts the exchange haR not been a success. At Fort
Bayard the exchange is held in a miserable hoyel, without any conveniences whatever for the busineRs of the institution. · Fort Wingate
labors under similar difficulties. These are the largest posts in New
1\Iexieo, and would give different results if proper quarters could be
furnished.
Having broken up seven military posts in this department the
troops were sent to the remaining nine in Arizona and New 1\fexico,
causiltg nearly every available space in quarters to be occupied, leaving· no room at Bayard and \Vingate for the exchange business. The
exchange is 11ot recognized as a military institutiou, hence no appropriatious are made for its necessary buildings. If it be a priYate institution it has under the law uo right to a place among the permanent
buildings upou a Government reservation.
As the pPriod for the discontinua11ee of post traders at Forts Bayard
and Wingate is ncar at hand it is reeommeudcd that a proper price
be paid these traders fur the buildings now occupied by them and
these structures be assigned to the post exchauge for its use and
eon veuieuce.
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DISCIPLINE.

Devotion to duty bas ueen the keynote of the commissioned oillcers
and enlisted men of this department during the past year.
TARGE1' PRACTICE.

So far reports have been received that target practice bas been faitllfnlly earrie<l out and that in the main there has been nu increase in
the figure of merit. The detailed report can not be ma<le until the
close of the target year.
DRIIJL AND INS1'RUCTION.

The provisions of General Orders, No. 29, Headquarters of the Army,
1892, will be carried out, and before the end of the year all troops of
the department will have had at least twenty da.y s in camp, with the
instruction contemplated.
The cavalry from the posts along the southern line of the department
will go into camp at Fort Grant, Ariz. No expense to the Government will be iueurred, as orders win be given to use only Government
transportation, limited in every case to the field allowance only.
INDIAN DEPREDATIONS.

During the past year there were but two events occurring within
the limits of this department that coul<l Le classed as Indian depredations.
On October 9, 1892, Florentio Mo11garro, a teamster, was ambushed
and shot by Indians, and two horses taken at the same time. Tltis
occurred near Moore's ranch, south of Fort Bowie, at about 4 p. m. on
the date mentioued above. Pur1·mit was made by a detachment fhnn
Fort Bowie, under command of Lieut. W. II. Bean, Second Cavalry.
The trail led in to :Mexico.
On December 8, 1892, a young man named Bud Taylor, at the time a
member of a hunting party in the Animas ]\fountains, was killed.
Report of this event was made by Capt.•John Pitcher, li'irst Cavalry,
who pursued tbe depredator~.
All the Indians holding homes in this department are quiet and
peaeeful. ~ome few distlnbances have occuned upon the borders of
the Navajo Heservation, but a prompt use of the troops from Fort
Wingate prevented tbe emente from spreading, and it is lwped that
with cou.staut watchfulness peace may be maintained within the limits
of the department.
In the organization of the department of the Colorado, with headquarters at Denver, businPss of all kinds wHl be facilitated; on some of
the mail routes from posts a gain in time of from eight to ten days will
be made, and from the other posts in Arizona and New 1\fe:xico the
period of t.ravel will be shortened fi.'om two to five clays, Denver being
almost upon the main routes from these posts to \Vasbington,
The Navajo Heservation lies in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah, and
much of the trading of this large tribe is doue in Colorado. This territory is now under the control of one officer, who can better supervise
and control this large band of l1Hlians.
I again recommend that the military reservations of Fort Verde,
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Ariz .., mHl Fort Union, N. :;\lex., lH' transferred to the Department of the
luterior, aud ope11etl for Rettlement.
Attention iR invited to the report.s of the acting asAistant adjntantgmteral a11d the iw.;;pector-geueral of the department.
During tlH' paRt year, the <h'partmen t staff have performed their
dnties well mHl to my entire snti~factio11. My personal staff have performed their <lnties with ilHlm;try all(.l intelligenet'.
Y cry rcspectful1y, your obedie11t servant,
A. MoD. M0COOK,

Briga(7 ie1·- General, Oom manding.
The .ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,

lYashington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. FRANK WHEATON.
llEADQUARTERS DEPATI.Tl\IENT OF TEXAS,

Scm .Antonio, Tex., A ugnst 18, 1893.
I have the honor to submit, tor tlte inf<>rmation of t1w
l\:Jajor-Oeneral ColltmaHdillg the Army, the followiilg· ::mnual report of
military operations and afh"tirs in the Department of r:rexas:
GENERAL:

VIOLA'l'IONS OF NEUTRALITY LA·ws.

During the time from July to December, 1892, the troops on tlw
Ilio Graude were kept constantly scouting through the country tltat,
during the preceding \Vinter mouths, had been iuft>stcd by the violatorH of our neutrality laws. Every report of a gathering of the so-called
revolutionists or bandits was at once investigated, and generally
by orders of the post commanders before they received notificatioll
fmm department headquarters, they acting under my general instmctions to investigate at once any such matter.
As mentioned in my last year's report, the number of our troops
along the l\Iexican frontier is inadequate. The immense river front
an<l the lawless country back of it consist of many thousand square
miles.
Press dispatches of December 13, 1892, published an account of
bandits having attacked l\Iexiean troops oppo~ito San Ygnacio 011 tl1e
lOth of Deeember, killing two officers and f(mr soldiers and wounding
others. Number of bandits reported to be one hundreu and twentyfive. This place is 53 miles below Laredo.
I immediately wired the comnutndillg officer at Fort Mcintosh and
ordered an investigation, and, if the report proved true, the pr_ompt
pursuit of these murderous scoundrels.
The newspaper account was confirmed the same day by dispatche~
from l\lexican officials, which fact was telegraphed to the commanding
officers of Forts :M cintosh and Hinggold, aud they were directed to
coUperate in making every attempt to capture these violators of our
neutrality laws.
:Maj. A. S. B. Keyes, Third Cavalry, commanding Fort Ringold, had
already tl1rough tile l\fexican consul near that point heard a rumor of
this cros~ing and had sent out at once I.Jieut. P. vV. West, Third
Cavalry, with l1is troop (I) and the Seminole-Negro Indian scouts, Lieut.
C. E. llays, Eighteenth Infantry, commanding the latter.
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He ordered out upou the receipt of my dispatch Lieut. G. T. Langhorne, Third Cavalry, with Troop C, same regiment, to march into
the country back of San Ygnacio.
The commanding oflicer Fort Mcintosh sent Lieut. C. A. Redekin,
Third Cavalry, with sixty men down the riyer with orders to pur-sue
and capture the bandits who took part in this massacre. He also sent
Lieut. E. S. Avis, Eighteenth lufantry, with a company of iufantry to
Reudado to establish a supply camp at that point.
Lieuts. West and Hedekin met at San Ygnacio, and from the reports
of these officers it was learned that, about 11 a. m. on the lOth of December, 18!)2, one hundred and thirty-one bandits attaeked the troop of
the Sixth l\iexican Cavalry, under Capt. Segura, stationed on the river
opposite that point. The soldiers were at stables, and were unprepared.
Ten men and two officers were killed, and twelYe wounded; eleven
escaped. The quarters were set on fire and the captain and several sol• diers who had lJeen wounded were thrown into the lJurningbuildings by
the bandits and burned to death. Of the survivi11g l\fexkan soldiers
twenty-two, with the women and children, were driven to tlJis side. The
wounded were cared for by the citizens of San Ygnacio, Tex. It was
claimed by l\fexican authorities that these Mexican soldiers were
detained there against their will as prisoners, but tlJe matter was repeatedly investigated by officers at the time and such 'vas found not to be
the case. l\Iost of the:::;e soldiers returned to their own country witlJin
a few days.
On my tour of inspection of our posts and camps on the Rio Grande
border in l\{arclJ last I examined into the whole maHer with tlw result
that the reports of my oflicer:-; wer<-' fully confirmed.. A <letnile<l report
on the su~ject was made to the l\Iajor-General Commanding the Army
at that time.
Although San Ygnacio is but 53 miles below Laredo and but 18
miles from Carrizo, the county seat of Zapata Connty, no word was
sent to either place by the civil authorities. If this had been doue,
troops could ha,ve arrived. more promptly on the scene of this brutal
massacre.
Lieut. West, by using the Seminole-Negro Indian scouts, followed the
trail of the ban<litt4, now ma uy days ol<l, until it broke up and scattered
in every directi011. The officers and their troops then continued to
scout for the bandits, which duty was very difficult on account of the
character of the country infested by these outlaws, a mass of dense
cha.pparal and cactus.
On Decetuber 17 I requested the l\Iajor-General Commanding the
Army to send three troops of the Seycnth Cavalry, that had been
ordered to exehange with part of the Tldrd at a later date, to this
department at once. 'l'his request was granted.
On the 19th of December I onlered the reserve squadron, two troops
of the Third Cavalry stationed at Fort Sam Houston, to proceed by
rail to Heal ito~ and Los Angeles, on the lVlexican National Hailroad, to
there establish camps and to Rcout from those poiuts. This squadron
was orgm1izcd as follows: Troop D, Capt. G. F. Chase, senior officer,
commandiilg' squadron. and Second Lieut. Kirby Walker; Troop K,
Capt. G. K. Hunter, First Lieut. J. T. Dickman and Second Lieut.
J ulins Conrad, all of the Third Cavalry.
Deceml>er 211 ordered Troop E, Third Cavalry, officerecl by Oapt.
Oscar Elting and :First Lieut. '.r. R. Rivers, to proceed at once by rail
from camp at Pena Colorado to Laredo, for service in the field.
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On December 24 Lieut. \Vest, wHh his troop (I) and the SemillOleN egro Indian scouts, found a trail, aml following it came upon a party
of about tllirty-five bandits, wllo lllade a short stand, opeuiug fire upon
our troops, which being returned they fled. One bandit was killerl
and one wounded.
Lieut. West capture(l a number of papers and saddles, and burned
or destroyed the provisions, etc., tbat the baudits left behind. Be
then followed the trail until it scattered in the dense chapparal and
could be followed no loHger.
Tlle three troops of the Seventh Cavalry having arrived at Laredo
ou the 27th of December, I made tbe tollowing arrangement of troop::!
iu the field: A line of camps on tbe l{io Grande, exteuding from
Laredo to Rio Grande City, to prevt'nt by daily patrols and t-~coutiug
the possibility of armed bodies crossing the river; Troop E, Third Cavalry, Capt. Elting and First Lieut. 'f. U. Rivers, at San Yguaeio;
Troop C, Seventh Cavalry, Capt. Henry Jackson and Second Lient.
T. 1\l. Corcoran, at Carrizo; Troop G, Seventh Cavalry, Capt. \r.
S. Edgerly, at Lopena; Troop B, Seventh Cavalry, J~h·st IJient.
H. J. Slocum, at 8alinello; Troops C a11d I, Third Cavalry, at Fort
Hingg·old. A second lineofcampswas established back from theriver
at Patroci11io and Las Comitas and a temporary fiPld supply camp al
Ren<lado; Troop A. Third Ua,valry, Capt. J. 0. l\fackay all(l Secon!l
l1ieut. C. A. Hedekin; Troop G, Third Cavalry, Capt. F. H. liardie and Second Lieut. J. 1\Icl. Carter; Company G, Twenty-third
Infantry, First IJieut. Stephen O'Connor and Second IJieut. llugh
Swain occupying them, respectively. 'l'hey were to scout the comL·
try thoroughly and prevent the organization of armed bodies of baHdits. A third line was eRtablished on the Mexican National Hailroad: Troop D, Third Cavalry, Capt. Chase, near Reali to~; Troop K,
Capt. Hunter, near Los Angeles. All of the troops vwre to act at once
upon any information they received, to cooperate when possible, and
to thorongbly scout the country, not necessarily confining themselves
to special sectious. A map of the conn try showing the points occupied
by the troops has been forwarded.
The :M exicans employed as guides proved generally worthless and to
be aiding their friends, the bandits, more than the troops.
By authority of the vVar Department, and upon the suggestion of
Uapt. Chase, whose previous service in the infested region had rendered
him familiar with the country, I employed l\fessrs. Joseph and Washington Shely, the former sheriff' of St~trr County, the latter deputy
United States marshal and ex-ranger captain, both thoroughly
acquainte1l with the country and the people. Through tbese other men
were employed as scouts an~I were set to work to capture the now scattered violators of our neutrality laws aud bring them to justice.
About this time the bandit leaders, realizing the vigorous and determined character of the efforts being made by the troops and marsl1als,
made overtures through third parties looking to the surrender of their
followers by betraying them into the bands of the troops, and arranged
with the Shelys, with my approval, to bring as many of their men
together as possible at a point agreed upon with the avowed purpose
of again crossing the river and making a raid.
The experiment failed owing to quarrels among the bandits themselves. It iH said that their leader, Francisco Benavides, bad several
men put to death for not obeying his orders. The leaders did not keep
their agreement. Capt. Chase being informed of this through the
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Shelys moyed into that country and sent out a detachment under
Lieut. J. T. Dickman, Third Calvary.
'l'he latter was successful enough to have the leaders, Fra11cisco Benavides and Prudencio Gommles, <·aptured by oue of the squads of his
detachment on Jan nary 21. The next day Lieut. Dickman came upon
a small band and succeeded in capturing Cecilio Eschevarria, who
made a sharp fight. 'I'his man was considered a most desperate bandit
and was a deserter fi"·om the Mexican army. Maximo Martinez, who
took a most iml)Ortant part in the San Y guacio raid, surrendered to
Sheriff Haynes.
February 23 Lieut. P. G. Lowe, Eighteenth Infantry, and Sheriff:
Shely, with two Semi110le scouts, carne HllOn a small band of outlaws
aud after a short fight sueeeeded iu killing Eusabio :Martiiiez alias
J\'Iangas de Agua, the most desperate of all the bandits.
:Francisco Bt>uavides was born in 1843 at Casas Blaucas, ou the Rio
Grande, then considered a part of I\Iexico. He is ignorant and does
not speak the EngJisb la11guage. He has lived for the last thirty years
at a ranch called HI Clovis, in -the northwestern part of the Federales
region in Duval County, Tex.; was a simple ranchman, and although
he gave aid to Catal'ino E. Garza, who attempted two years ago to start
a revolution, yet he was not believed to be especially desperate or
even a brave man. 'Ihe affair at San Ygnacio showed his brutal
cruelty. In October and November he made a trip through the river
countries and by urgent persuasion got 160 men together for the
invasion of ·Mexico for purposes of plunder. He was elected to command after much discussion. This was in no sense a continuation
of the Garza movement, as the men who took part in it wished merely
to raid and steal, although proclamations aud efforts were made to
give the raid a political character. Mc,st of Benavides's followers were
unable to read or write and all are ignorant. Numbers of them are
criminals and wanted by the authorities on both Rides of the river to
answer for past crimes.
The country in which operations had to be carried on presented
almost insuperable obstacles to success on the part of our troops, .and
ideal facilities on the other hand for the bandits to conceal their whereabouts and to evade pursuit and capture.
Inhabited as this district is by people, with a few exceptions, actively
in sympathy with the bandits it was easy for the latter to keep accurately informed of the whereabouts and movements of the troops and
at the same time to keep secret their own lurking places. Supplies
could be readily obtained from their sympathizers, who, in addition to
acting as spies for them, under th~t guise of peaceful sheepherders and
ranchmen, also threw all possible obstacles in the way of their pursuers,
and constantly endeavored by false information to mislead aud mystify
them.
Under these circumstances the success which attended the efforts of
our troops, seconded by the intelligent and zealous assistance of Deputy
United States .M arshals Joseph and Washington Shely, may be considered almost phenomenal. As a result of thGir untiring efforts the bancUts were kept constantly moving, fleeing from one place of concealment to another in small detachments to better avoid capture, until,
their horses being ·worn out and themschTes exhausted by hunger and
fatigue, many of them were captured and many others~ seeing further
escape hopeless, in despair voluntarily surrendered. Of the 132 that
have been captured by our troops and scouts 86 have been identified
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as 1)articipa11ts in the San Ygnacio raid. A list is appended of the
convicted and ~entenced at the last 2\fay term of the Unite<l S
district court. I regret that nuder our htws more severe punislun
can not be given the leaders of such an unhtwful raid and brutal massacre as that of December 10 last. Possibly after they have served
the sentences awarded by our courts the extradition by l\Iexico
those guilty of murder and similar crimet4 may be effected.
l\1r. A. J. Evans, United States district-attorney, has by his advice
gi vcn much assistance to the officers under me and has taken extraordinary interest in bringing the guilty violators of our neutrality laws to
trial and ultimate couvietion.
A sum of secret-service money was applied for by me and this having
been judiciously used by 1\Iaj. A. S. B. Keyes has accomplished much.
The Seminole-Negro Indian scouts have been of much use and are
consi<lered most valuable a<1juncts by officers serving with or near them.
At the suggestion of Lieut. G. T. l_;mlghorne, Third Calvary, these scouts
were transferred from near Fort Clark to the seat of the border troubles.
Later, by authority of the \Var Department upon my application, these
scouts were increased to the number of 35.
'fo illustrate how constantly troops in the field were kept employed
oflicial reports show that lJetween July, 18!J2, and l\fay, 18U3, Troop C,
Third Cavalry (Bourke's), marched as a troop 1,300 miles; Troop D,
Third Calvary (Chase's), by detachments aud full troop, ~,823 miles;
Troop E, Third Cavalry (Elting's), by detachments and full troop,
2,577 miles; Troop G, Third Cavalry (Haraie~s), by detachments and
full troop, 4,2!JO miles. The three troopR o'f the Seventh Cavalry, by
squadron, troops, and detachments, marched 3,G23 miles.
vVhile all officers in the field acquitted themseves creditably and performed their fnll duty, I desire to emphasize my appredation of the
valuable services rendered by Capt. George F. Chase, Third Cavalry,
who in command of a squadron in the field displayed tireless energ-y
and great tact and discretion in carrying out his instructions. It is no
disparagement to tbe valuable services of others to say that credit for
a large share of the results attained is due this officer.
First Lieut. Parker W. West, Third Cavalry, is entitled to honorable mention for the good judgment, zeal, and bravery displayed by
him in pursuing, overtaking, and inflicting severe loss upon a party of
bandits as meutioned above.
First J.jeut. Joseph T. DiGkman, Third Cavalry, is also entitled to
high commendation for the energy, skill, and good judgment displayed
by him in the conduct of a scout, resulting in the capture of Francisco
Benavides, the leader of the bandits, Prudencio Gonzales, and Cecilio
Eschevarria, the latter (Eschevania) surrendering ou1y after a most
de::.pcrate resistance. Second I.1ieuts. Kirby Walker and Julius T.
Co11rad, Third Cavalry, took an active part in effeeting these capture8,
displaying coollless and intrepidity, while Sergt. Frederick P. Krarnp,
Troop D, Third Cavalry, in command of a squad, by the display of
nerve and good judgment at a critical moment prevented the e~cape
of Benavides and Gonzales.
Second Lieut. George T. Langhorne, Third Cavalry, made many long
and arduous scouts fi.·om his post, Fort :Ringgold~ fi.·equently in command of Troop C, and at other times of both Troops C and I, Third
Cavalry, and his valuable reports and intelligent suggestions I very
highly appreciated. In partial recog·nitiou of Lieut. Ij~wghorne's
exceedingly valuable services in the fidd, in thiH all(1 prcyious border
campaigns, I selected him for duty on my pen;oual staif,
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Second Lieut. Percival G. Lowe, Eighteenth Infantry, while rendering effective service as commander of the Semi no le-N egro Indian scouts,
deserves special mention 1or the part be took in the surprise and killing of the notorious desperado 1\langas de Agua.
First Lieut. Stephen O'Connor, Twenty-third Infantry, commanding
Company G, Twenty-thir<l Infantry, while encamped near Reudado, in
the center of the di::::mffecte<l region, by his extraordinary activity in
scouring the adjacent country and by keeping himself thoroughly
posted as to the movements of the bandits' sympathizers, by whom he
was surrounded, succeeded in overawing the latter and preve1iting
them from being of material assistance to those who were 011enly defying onr laws.
Capt. Francis II. Hardie, Third Cavalry, by reason of his familiarity
with the country and its lawless element, gained in the course of previous campaigns, rendered the depa,rtment commander valuable assistance in stationing troops and detachments at points where they could
be of most service, and in ad<litiou made many long and fatiguing scouts
with his troop over a large region of country.
Capt. Jolm G. Bourke and Second Lieut. Charles A. Hedekin, Third
Cavalry, also diHplayed extraordiw1ry activity.
:Maj. A. S. D. J(eys, ~.l:hird Cavalry, and Capt. Henry Jackson, Seventh Cavalry, the former in ~ommand of }1~ol't Hinggol<l aud the latter
connnanding the Seventh Cavalry squadron in the field, also contributed materially in bringing about the results obtained.
Onr ofiicers cooperated whenever practicable with the eommanders
of the 1\fe.xicau troops along tbe river, the latter in turn doing all in
their power to contribute to the success of our plans. That the Mexican autlwrities, civil as well as military, appreciated the work done by
our troops is evidenced by their very complimentary expressions to
that effect communicated to me through the Department of State.
While making a tour of inspection of the posts and camps along the
river between and including Forts Brown and Mcintosh, accompanied
by Lieut. Mallory, aid-de-camp, in March and April, I was the recipient of many courtesies and hospitalities at the hands of Brig. Gen.
Emiliano Lojero, commanding at lVIatamonts; Col. Antonio Mainero,
commanding the Fourth Regular Cavalry at Reynosa, and Col. (now
brigadier-general) Louis Ceron, commanding at Nuevo Laredo.
I also deRire to express my appreciation of the many courtesies shown
and valuable assistnnee rendered in tbe way of furnishing reliable
information by Dr. Plutarco Ornelas, consul of Mexico at San Antonio.
FORT 1\10 IN'l'OSII, 'l'EX.

I again call attention to the necessity for and strategic importance
of a large post in the vicinity of Laredo, Tex., and renew my recommendation made in a special report that title to a new site near the present one be obtained and that Fort :Mcintosh be replaced by a more
commodious post of a permanent character.
ABANDONMENT OF CA1\1P PENA COLORADO, TEXAS.

There being no longer any necessity for the maintenance of a camp
at Pena Colorado, Texas, and the ground for the purpose being rented
by the Government, its occupation was, with the approval of the War
Department discontinue<! and the lease termipated. Capt. Elting's
troop, E, of the Third Cavalry, which constituted the garrison was
ordered into t11e field for duty in connection with the border troubles.
WAR 93-VOL I--10
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EXCIIANGE O:F S1'ATIONS OF 1'IIIRD AND l 1'll<''l'II CAVALRY.

In compliance with General Orders No. 36, dated Headquarters of
the Army, May 2, 1893, the Third Cavalry was transferred from this
Department to the Department of the l\lissouri and was replaced uy
the Fifth Cavalry. In this connection I desire to refer to the service
of the Third Cavalry in this Department. Since the arrival of the
regiment in Texas in1883 its record for hard work and faithful service
in the field under the most trying conditions is in my opinion ummrpm;sed by that of any other regiment in the service.
OFFICERS ON DET.A.CIIED SERVICE.

The absence of a large number of officers from the Department on
detached service, under orders from higher authority, entails extra
work on those present for duty with their regiments amounting in
some instances almost to a hardship.
"\Vllile the troops are at present in a satisfactory state of discipline
and efficiency the present scarcity of otlicers for duty, if much longer
continued, is likely to seriously impair the efficiency of entire regiments.
G Yl\1N.A.SIUl\IS.

I renew my recommendation of the previous year on the subject ot
the establishment of post gymnasiums.
LYCEUMS.

As required by General Orders, No. 80, Adjutant-General's Office,
1891, I submit herewith a statement of work accomplished during the
past year in the lyceums of the various posts in tbis Department.
The papers read and the progress made give evidence of interest in
the work, and of creditable professional study and research on the part
of ofiicers generally.
POST EXCHANGES.

Post exchanges continue to accomplisll admirably the purposes for
which they were established and doubts as to their being on the whole
of substantial benefit to the service should no longer exist.
LA.UN DRIES.

In my opnnon the establishment of steam laundries at permanent
posts in tbis departmm1t, and their operation as far as practicable at
Government expense, is almost a necessity. Enlisted men are 110w
required to use many more articles of clothing requiring frequent washing than formerly, such as white trousers and blouses, linen collars,
bed sheets, pillow cases, etc. The extra laundry expense involved falls
upon the enlisted men, although no correspollding h1erease of pny or
allowances is made. Iu this climate the 'veadng during many mouths
of the year of the antLorized cluck elothing is imperative; the troops
are required of course to keep this clothing cleau and neat, and a considerable increase in the monthly laundry bill results. In justice to the
soldier this expenditure sllonld be reduced to tile minimum. Possibly
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by some arlditions to 1lte plant of post sawmills anrl the utilizatio11, as
far as practicable, of the labor of the troops, 110 great expense would
be involved.
CLOTTIING, ETC.

It is a general complaint among cavalry officers tllat the dress coat
prescribed for them is too lo11g. There would appear to be as much
reason for making the coat of tlle cavalry officer shorter than that of
the infantry officer, aH there is for making the coat of the cavalry soldier shorter than that oft he infantry soldier. The present style of boot
for enlisted men is also generally complained of. What is most found
fault with is that the instep is so low that when wet the boot can only
be drawn on with diffkulty. Tlle. remedy usuaJly suggested is that of
having the bootlace over the instep. The complaint is also made that
the leg flares too much at the top. Shoes and leggins were generally
preferred by the mounted men engaged in c-.mpaigning recently in the
Rio Grcmcle clwpanal to the regulation boot. Drawers of lighter
weight i.(n· smnmcr wear should be furnished to troops serving in this
department.
STA'l'E ENCAMPMENT.

In com])liance with tbe requestofthe State authorities I directed the
commanding officer Fort Sam Houston to send to Austin, Tex., all of
the troops that could be spared from his garrison to take part in the
annual encampment at that place of the Texas Volunteer Guard.
Accordingly headquarters· band, the four companies of the Twentythird Infantry, Light Battery F, Third .Artillery, and a sqna<lron ot
two troops li'ifth Cavalry encamped with the State troops duriug the
1)eriod of the encampment-July 23 to .July 30.
The following officers were presertt for Ullty with the regular troops:
Col. J. J. Coppinger, Twenty-third Inf~1ntry, commanding; First Lieut.
J. K. Thompson, adjutant '1~we11ty-thinl Infautry; First Lieut. W. A.
Nichols, quartermaster Twenty-third Infantry; Capt. R. I. Eskridge,
Twenty-third Infantry, commanding infantry battalion; Second Lieut.
:Matthias Crowley, Fifth In fan try, adjutant infantry battalion. Company H, Twenty-third Infantry: Second Lieuts. Hugh Sw<lin and H.
G. Cole, Twenty-tl!ird Infantry. Company P, T'venty-third Infantry:
First Lieut. Lea :Febiger and Second Lieut. T. F. Schley, Twenty-third
Infantry. Company B, Twenty-third Infantry: Second Lieuts. H. C.
Clark and F. \V. Kohbe, 'J1wenty-third Infantry. Company F, Fifth
Infantry: Uapt. G. P. Borden, Fifth Infantry. First Lieut. G. W. Read,
Fifth Cavalry, commanding eavalry ~quadron; Seeond Lieut. E. B.
Willans, jr., Fifth Cavalry, acljntant cavalry S<]nadron. Troop A,
Fifth Cavalry: First Lieut. G. W. I{ead and Second Lieut. E. B. Wina11s,
jr., Fifth Cavalry. Troop U, Fifth Cavalry: First Lieut. J. B. Bellinger, Fifth Cavalry. Light Battery F, Third Artillery: Capt. J. B.
Burbank, First Lients. J.D. U. Hoskins and G. T. Bartlett, and Second
Lieut. Edgar Russel, Third Artillery. J.\t1edical department: Capt. H.
J. Gibso11, assistant surgeon. N oncommissionerl staff and band Twentythird Iufantry.
I accepted the governor's invitation to visit the encampment as his
guest, accompanied by Second Lieut. G. T. Lmtghorne, Third Cavalry,
aid-de-camp. I am convinced that the regular troops by their pl'esenee, exnmple, and participation iu the military exercises of the volunteers were of material assistauce to the latter. Through the courtesy
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of the International and Great Northern Hailroad the infantry were
transport<>d to and from the camp without expense to the United
States. The mounted troops marched.
G-overnor Hogg and Adjt. Geu. Mabry expressed to me their high
appreciation of the service rendered by the rPgnlar troops dnri11g thi~
eneamr>ment. From them and from the division and briga<le commanders we were the constant recipient~ of a most gm10rous hospitality.
Attention is invited to the accompanying detailed reports of the
department staff whose duties have been most Hati~faetorily performed.
They are as follows: Lieut. Col. James P. J.\fartiu, assistant adjutantgeneral; J\laj. Peter D. Vroom, inspector-general; Capt. JrrmJCis .J.
Ker11an, acting judge-advocate; J\Iaj. Gilbert C. Smith, chief quartermaster; Maj. John F. \Veston, chief commis~ary of subHi~tence; Col.
Joseph C. Baily, medical director; Col. CharlPH M. Tenell, chief paymaster; First Lieut. Ilenry L. Ripley, Third Cavalry, acting engineer
officer; M~i. Clarence E. Dutton, chief ordnance officer.
r.rhe report of First Lieut. John E. :Myers, Third Artillery, inspector
of small-arms practice of the department, 'vill be forwarded in dnc
time.
I desire to express my high appre<"iation of tlw services of my aidsde-camp, First Lieut. John S. 1\fallory, Secoll(,l Infantry, and Sec·oml
Lieut. George T. Langhorne, Third Cavalry, who have performed with
zeal and indm~try the duties assigned them in field and quarters.
I am, geueraJ, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
},RANK \YUEA'l'ON,
Oun~mwuling.

Brigadiu-General,
The ADJU'l'AN'l'-GENERAL U. S. AH1IY,
lVashington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. V/ILLIAM P. CARLIN.

HEADQUAit'l'ERS DEPAl~'l'l\lEN'l' OF TilE COLUi\IBI.A,
Vancouve1· Barracks, lVash., A'ltgust 19, 1893.
SIR: I have tl1e honor to submit the following re1wrt of operation::;
aiHl affairs in this military department during the past year.
Assigned to the command of the department by General Orders No.
47, current series, from the headquarters of the Army, promulgating
the orders of the President, my service h1 that capacity dates from the
13th of June, 1893.
The relations existing betweeu the white population within the limit~
of the department all(l the variou:::; Iudiau tribes during the year have
been peaceable and friendly.
PUYALLUP INDIAN RESERVATION.
April 27, 1893, the .Major-General Commanding the Army directed
that a judicious otlicer be sent from Vancouver Barracks to Puyallup
Indian Reservatiou to investigate the attempt of Frank 0. Hoss to enter
upon and build a railroad on lall(_
l s allotted to the Iudiam;, and suggesting that if the presence of an of13.cer could not prod nee the required
effect to prevent the encroaehmt>nt, a detaelnnent from Vancouver Barracks, under an efficient officer, should be ::;cut to his ai<l.
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April 28 l\faj. John W. French, Fourteenth Infantry, left Vancouver
Barracks for Puyallup Indian Reservation near Tacoma, Wash., and on
April 29 ordered F~ank C. Hoss to desist from railroad-building upon
the reservation, and that he and his employes leave the reservation at
once. Mr. Ross declined to comply, and on l\fay 12, 1893, pursuant to
direction of the President, Capt. GillJert S. Uarpenter, with his company, G, Fourteenth Infantry, was ordered from Vancouver Barracks
to the Puyallup Indian Reservation with instructions to render with his
company such assistance to the agent as might be necessary to prevent encroachment, etc.
On May 16 Capt. Carpenter reported that an injunction from the
superior court of King County, Wash., had been served upon him to
be heard in Seattle, Wash., which made inoperative the instructions
under which his command was ordered to this reservation.
On May 20 the injunction suit was removed to the United States
<·ourt, and on June 23, 1803, Capt. Carpenter reported that he had been
served with the restraining orders of the United States circuit court,
continuing in perpetuity the temporary injunction previously served.
Au appeal from the decision confirming the il1junction as above was
taken direct to the Supreme Court of the United States by the United
States district attorney, June 27, 1893, pursuant to instructions from the
Attorney-General of the United States.
With the approval of the Acting Secretary of War and sanction of
the Department of the Interior, the troops at the Puyallup Indian
Reservation were withdrawn August 3, 1893, by the direetion of the
1\Iajor-General Uommanding the Army.
INDIANS AS SOLDIERS.

In regard to Indians as soldiers, I have to report that it lms beNl
found. irnvossible to enlist a full company or troop of Indians, and the
smaJlnumber enlisted have not proved satisfactory. The undersigned
has, therefore, recommended their discharge from the service.
DEFENSIVE MEASURES NEEDED.

The rapid growth of population and development of commercial
interests withi11 the geographicallinnts of the department, especially
in the States of 'iVashington, Oregon, and the States adjoining, since
the advent of four great transco11tinental railroad lines, urgently calls
for many cl1anges in administration and defensive measures for this
section of the cotmtry.
I would especially invite attention to the reports and recommendations repeatedly made by my predecessors ou this most important subject, viz: Brigadier (now l\Iajor-General) N. A. :I\Iiles, Brig. Gen. J ohu
GilJbon, and Brig. Gen. A. V. Kautz.
This matter has been so often reported to tbe vVar Department by
my predecessors that I will now make no further reference to it

It is to be regretted that de:;;;crtions have increased very much during
the past year. In this connection I respectfully refer to the accompanying report of Lieut. Col. John J\f. Bacon, First Cavalry, acting
inspector-general of the department.. He attributes this increase, in
part at least, to the passage of the law limiting the whole length of
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service of the solctier to ten years. It is probn ble that some men wlw
enlisted originally with the intention of passing the active part of their
lives in the military service feel aggrieved at being debarred by this
law and deserted in consequence of it. While there are apparently
Rome good reasons for establishing such a law to l!Overn enlistments
in the military service, the number that would actually he aff('cted by
it i~ so small that the special benefit from it would be inappreciable.
I therefore respectfully recommend that it be repealed.
CONCEN'I'RATION OF TROOPS.

Tlle attention of the 1\Iajor-General Commanding the Army is ag-ain
invited to the benefit to the Government and the service tlwt wonhl
rC'~ult from the discontinuance of some of the small r>osts in this department. Prominent among them is Fort Spol\ane, Wash. Since its conNtruction and occupation by troops, two railroads have been built from
Spokane City which could carry troops and supplies to the region occuJ1ied by Indians in less time than they could march from Fort Spokane.
This vost is 25 miles from a railroad. Supplying it by wagon transportation is very expensive to the Government, and it is practically
useless.
I again respectfully urge that a post be built near Spokane Falls, or
that additional barracks and quarters be erected at Fort Slierman,
and that tl1e troops now at Fort Spokane be ordered to the new post
or to Fort Sherman.
Fort Townsend could be of no service in protecting the cities and
harbors on Puget Sound. The troops now there could be more usefully
employed in garrisoning some important point in those waters.
One, if not two posts in addition to those named, could be abandoned
with advantage to the Government, and the garrisons could be placed
where they would in the future be more useful. But until superior
authority shall call for information on this subject it is deemed advisable not to specify the posts. It is clearly manifested that, in consequence of the extension of railroads to all localities where military
])Osts have for years past been maintained, the necessity for these small
posts has ceased to exist, and that one post, at or near the rn·inciple
railroad center, will serve all the legitimate military purposes of the
four posts in this department east of the Cascade ra11ge of mountains.
Spokane is the railroad and commercial center of that region. Fort
Sherman is by railroad 33~ miles out of Spokane, and is practieally at
or near enough to the railroad center.
Fort Ca.u by, at the mouth of the Colnm bia River, will be a point of
great importance in time of war with any naval power. It is, bowever, in winter time very ditlicult to approach by water and is practically
inaccessible by land. It is, in cow~equence of its exposure to the high
winds from the ocean, the difficulty of ingress and eg-ress, and the very
contracted area of laud to which the troops are by its topography confined, a post that should be garrisoned only in time of war. As a lifesaving station it is indispensable. An ordnance sergeant and party of
men sufficient to keep the batteries and guns in proper condition should
be kept there. No other garrison is required in time of peace.
Fort Stevens, on the opposite point (south), is also a point of great
importance, and should be strongly fortified and m·med with the most
effective guns. The country to the south and east is comparatively
open and it can be garrisoned at an times in peace and war. A force
sufficient to man the batteries at both Canby and Stevens should be
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kept at Fort Stevens. 1t iR now in ch~irg·e of tho Engineer Corps of the
Al'my. \Vhen its fortifications, rtrmament, and the jetty are completed
it is res1)ectfully recommended that it be garrisoned by three batteries
of artillery in time of peace, and that the garrison at Fort Canby, excepting the orduan<'e sergeant and party for keeping gnus and batteries in
repair, be withdrawn.
DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION.

The dh;cip1ine of the troops of this department is entirely satisfactory.
1'hrough the operation of the lyceum and exerdscR in the new drill
rc>gulations and target practice the theoretical and 1. actical instruction of officers and men have made praiseworthy progress. The papers
read before the lyceums, so far as my personal observation has extended,
are creditable to the officers and show careful reading of military history and works on military subjects. This institution has been and
will continue to be very beneficial to the military service, and should
be maintained permane11tly.
For particulars relative to the conduct of affairs in the general staff:
departments and recommendations by the chiefs of tbe same at the:.;e
headquarters, as to particular matters, attention is requested to the
reports appended.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
\VILLIAni P. CARLIN,
'Brigaclic1·- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARJ.\IY,
lVashington, D. 0.

REPORT OF THE

COMMANDA!~T

OF THE UNITED STATES INFANTRY
AND CAVALRY SCHOOL.

UNITED S'I.'.A.TES INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL,

Fort Lecwenwo'rth, J[ans., .A'ltgust 1, 1893.
I have the honor to submit my ammal report of the
operations and wantR of the United States Infantry and Cavalry
School for the year ending June 30, 1893.
This p-eriod covered the second year of the student class which
entered September 1, 18!H, and which was graduated June lG, 1893.
The course of study began Septeml>er 1,1892, and continued steadily
tluouglwut tlw year. Of the thirty-six officfrs comprising the class
as it began its studies in the first year's course thirty-three remained
to the end, one was ordered to duty as an assistant instructor at the
Military Academy, "\Vest Point, and two were relieved on account of
ill healt.h or defective eyesight. Of the tbirty-three ·who continued
through the entire course but one, Second I..Jieut. George W. 1\.fartin,
Eighteenth Infantry, failed to graduate. A few others whose examinations at various times were declared by tlw school staff to be unsatisfactory were, upon a subsequent examination, as provided by paragraph 48 of the school regulations, declared proficient.
In the case of Lieut. l\Iartin I am satisfieu his failure is due to a
~ lefecti ve early education and his age at admittance being too advanced
GENJ!]RAL:
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to admit of a methodical application to hi~ studies. It is with grent
pleasure that I have to state that every nvnnber of the class who
reported to me JHareh l, 18Dl, for preliminary instruction (excepting
Capt. C. n. Thompson, a1-.lsistant quartermaster, who was relieved
before the commencement of the regular course) succeeded in graduatiHg, and in most casPs with an excellent standing, thus proving beyond
a doubt the great value of this 11relirninary course to the officer whose
previous knowledge of the higher mathematical branches may have
been defective. It is to be hoped that the experiment may be equally
successful with those members of the incoming class who have already
reported for similar instruction.
It is with great satisfaction that I can certify to the exceptionally
bigh standard of efficiency attained by the last class, the first fmu·
members of which reached an average of ovrr D8 per cent for the two
years' course of study, and the next of over D7 per cent.
I would therefore recommend that tlw following-named officers, five
in number, be declared hollor graduates of the United States Infantry
and Cavalry school class of 18D3, and so entered upon the Army Hcgister, viz : Second Lieut. P. D. Lochridge, Second Cavalry; First Lieut.
M. J. O'Brien, Fifth Infantry; Second Lieut. S. H. Elliott, Fifth Cavalry; Second Lieut. T. H. Slavens, Fourth Cavalry; First Lieut. A. L.
Parmerter, Twenty-first Iufantry.
First I.~ieut. James T. Anderson, Twenty-fifth Infantry, notwithstanding severe illnes~, which required him to be absent on sick leave
for Reveral months, succeeded in keeping up with his class and finally
passed all the required examinations with credit.
The graduating exercises took place in the post chapel and were
substantially the same in character as in June, 1891. It was greatly
regretted that no board of visitors was present on this occasion, as
heretofore.
The following is a synopsis of the work in the different departments, for further particulars of which ref\jrence is invited to the reports
of the instructors, herewith inclosed.
DEPAI~Tl\IEN1'

OF MILITARY ART.

Tbis department has, as heretofore, been under the charge of J1ient.
Col. Jacob Kline Ninth Infantry, asRisted by Capt. G. S. \Vilson,
Twelfth Infantry, Ca1)t. W. A. Shunk, Eighth Cavalry, and First Lieut.
C. H. Barth, Twelfth Infantry.
It has fully maintained during the past year its former high reputation. The instruction has been eonfined to the study of Hamley's
Operations of War, as well as the practical solution of minor tactics.
There will be an entire change in the corps of instructors in this
department during the coming year. Lieut. Col. Kline, who for a
number of years has with marked ability filled the position of head
of the department, has been relieved from further duty at the school.
He will be succeeded by Capt. A. L. Wagner, Sixth Infantry. Capt.
Shunk, having also completed a four years' tour, has been relieved
and will be replaced by First Lieut. E. Swift, Fifth Cavah'y. Capt.
Wilson will assume the duties of assistant instructor in the depart.
ment of infantry, and First Lieut. Barth bas been relieved fmm
further duty in tlw sehool, having been appointed adjutant of his
regiment. These officers will be replaced, respectively, by First Lieut.
Carl Heichman, Ninth Infantry, and ~L J. O'Brien, Fifth Infantry,
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This department has also been under the charge of ldeut. Col.
Kline, assisted by Oapts. S. M. Swigert, Second Cavalry, J. F.
Stretoll, Tenth Infantry, and James Fornanoe, Thirteenth Infantry.
Capt. Swigert will be continued on duty in the department of cavalry
and will be succeeded by Capt. G. S. Wilson, Twelfth Infantry, in
the department of infantry. The instruction in this department has
been confined to the study of Mayne's work on "Fire TacticR" and the
"Drill Hegulations." With the new class Mayne's book will be superceded by Bachelor's "Fire Discipline."
DEPAR't'MENT OF CAVALRY.

This department has been under charge of ..Mnj. C. C. C. Carr, 1111gl1th
Cavalry, assisted by Uapts. Francis Moore, Ninth Cavalry, .J. B.
Babcock, Fifth Cavalry, and S. M. Swigert, Seconu Cavalry. The
first two were separated from the sch.ool-Capt. Moore by promotion
and Capt. Babcock by transfer to Washington on special duty. They
were succeeded by Capt. E. P. Andrus, Fifth Cavalry, and First
Lieut. Thomas Cruse, Sixth Cavalry. Capt. Andrus has since been
transferred to the Department of Texas, and it is my intention to
detail Capt. W. H. Carter, Sixth Cavalry, in his stead. The assistants
in this departmm1t will then consist of Capts. Swigert, Second Cavalry, Carter, Sixth Cavalry, and First J..Jieut. Cruse, Sixth Cavalry.
The instruction in this department has consisted of the study of
Dwyer's Bits and Bittings, a subject whkh is very extensive and has
been thoroughly taught.
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING.

This very hnportant department has been under the cHarge of Capt.
William D. Beach, Third Ca,valry, wh.o has shown the greatest possible
interest in his work. That the result has been eminently successful
is conceded by all who have observed his constant efforts. Practical
work in this department has been its principal feature and has been
most successfully carried out. He has been most ably assisted by
First Lieuts. E. A. Root, Nineteenth InfiJ.n try, and J. T. Haines, Fifth
Cavalry. A further amplification of this course is under consideration aud will be accomplished if circumstances admit.
The department needs additional instruments occasioned by the
large increase in the membership of the incoming student class. A
requisition for these instruments has already been forwarded. It is
my intention to introduce in this course some instruction in the use of
high explosiveR, using the work of Lieut. Willoughby W alkc, Fifth
Artillery, for this purpose.
TLere will be a change in tl1e list of assistant instructors in this
department, First Lieut. J. T. Haines, Fifth Cavalry, being reJieved,
and First Lieut. W. C. Wren, Seventeenth I11fantry, and Second Lieut.
T. H. Slavens, Fourth Cavalry, being ordered to duty therein.
DEPARTl\IEN'l'. 01" LAW.

The course in tl1is department nlHler the able superYi~·don of Capt. J.
l\L J. Smmo, Seventh Infantry, has been most satisfadory to me in
every respect, eve::.'y branch required by the scl10ol regulations having
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been fnlly covered. In view of the transfer of Capt. E. P. Andrn~,
Fifth Cavalry, to another post, and of First Lieut. Thomas Cruse, Sixth
Cavalry, to tlte department of cavalry, who Jwve been assil'ltant
instructors in this department, I propose to detail in this branch First
I.~ieuts. C. W. Abbott, jr., Twelfth Infantry, aiHl F. G. llodgson, Sixth
Cavalry. These officers, with First Lieut. C. vV. Peuro,·e, Eleveuth
Infantry, will constitute the corps of assistant instructors in this department.
DEP .A.RT11ENT OF MILITARY HYGIENE.
1\fr~j .•John Brooke, surgeon U. S. Army, has had charg-e of this pnrt
of tbe course, which he succeeded in making very attractive to the
members of the student class. As will be seen by his report, he suggests that there be added to this branch a brief course on the subject
of the transpmtation of wounded in time of war. This suggestion I
\Yill endeavor to carry out should time permit.
It is gratifying to note that a number of new text-books, prepared by
officers connected with the infantry and cavalry school have received
the approval of the "\Yar Department and have been adopted for the
use of the Army. Tiley will be used as text-Looks in the course of
study for the next class. "\Yorks on field engineering, surveying, and
topography are also in course of preparation by the instructors in the
department of engineering, and will be ready in due time.
In the month of January, 1893, was completed a handsome threestory brick building, erected to accomodate unmarried officers.
This was at once fnlly occupied by twenty-four officers, each having
two rooms and bathroom. The pressure for quarters was relieved
immediately, though there are still buildings used as quarters which
are highly unsanitary and should be replaced by others at the earliest
practicable moment.
Within a few weeks the subsistence depot of Fort Leavenworth has
been discontinued and tlle building turned over to the post, to be used
in connection with the school. By means of this I will be enabled to
obtain the m;e of a fi11e brick building contiguous to the present
Sherman Hall (the academic building} and which only needs remodeling of the interior to render it suitable for school purposes for many
years to come, even thong·h the number of students be largely increased.
To this end I directed the instructor in the department of engineeringto submit plans for the necessary alterations. 'l'hcse have been made
and are now in the hands of the post quartermaster, Uapt. F. H. Hathaway, assistant-quartermaster, to submit an estimate of the cost.
The plans and estimates will be forwarded to Headquarters of the
Army as soon as I receive them from the quartermaster.
I earnestly urge that this work be done as soon as possible, as the
new buildiug is greatly needed even now, due to tbe increase in number of the incoming over fonner classes, which uecessitates an increase
in the number of sections.
Suita,ble rooms are al~o required for the course in photography, and
for the care of the many delicate instruments in the eugineering departmeHt. All this can be secured by the alterations iu the buildings referred. to.
I 'vould also respectfully recommend tuat tLc yearly appropriation
of $1,500 be increased to $5,000, or at least to $~~,500. It is with great
difliculty that the usnal smn em be made to coYer all the necessary
expenses of the school and leave a respectable amonnt to devote to the
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i11cre<Jse of the librnry. An increase in our printing- fadlitieR is very
mueh needed. 1'he pri11tillg of original papers aud tra11slations for
the use of the school, instructors, and students is being constantly
required, and very valuable JH'o<lnctions have already appeared throngh
the school press, but it is a difficult task on accouut of the limited
qunntity of material at hand. An increase in the :yearly appro1wiation
woul<l obviate this difficulty.
•
~J.1he serviees of a permanent clerk are very much needed. The present clerk is an enlisted man, liabJe to be transferred at any time, sl10nld
the company to which he belongs be ordered elsewhere. It is respect
fully requested that Sergt. P. F. Hoffman, Company H, Fourteenth
lufantry, the clerk aboye referred to, who has proved himself to bo
most efficim1t, be tran8ferred to the general serviee and ordere<l to
report to me for duty. ln c01mection with this I refer to the report of
the secretary of the infantry and cavalry school, herewith inclosed.
It gives me great pleasure to testify to the willing co()peration of all
my assistants in forwardillg tbe work of the school and insuring its
snecess, and in this 11011e has more tlwroughly devoted himself than
I1'irt-it IJieut. vV. S. Scott, First Cavalry, the secretary.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your ouedient setvant,
E. F. TOWNSEND,
Colonel T1.celjth Infantry, Omnmandant.
The .ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARl\IY.
1\'"ashington, D. C.

REPORT OF THE COM!dANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES ARTILLERY SCHOOL.
S~l'ATES ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
Fort Jlfonroe, Ya., A1tgust 29, 1893.
Srn: I have the honor to submit for the information of the 1\fajorGeneral Commanding tl1e Army, the annual report of the Uni~ed States
Artillery School and post of Fort 1\fonroe.
The following officers reported to the commandant on September
1, 1892, and constitute the present class of student officers: First
Lients. William R. Hamilton, Fifth Artillery; JameR E. Runcie, Fin;t
Artillery; Warren P. Newcomb, }fifth Al'tillery; Thomas Ridgway,
Fifth Artillery, and Cltarles F. Menober, Third Artillery. Second
Iieuts. Herman C. Schumm, Second Artillery; Charles C. Gallup,
Fifth Artillery; Moses G. Zali11ski, Second Artil1ery; William L.
Kenly, Fourth Artillery; Walter A. Bethel, Fourth Artillery; Morris
K. Barron, Fourth Artillery; Archibald Campbell, Third Artillery;
John P. llains, Third Artillery; 'Villiam Lassiter, First Artillery;
George J,e R. Irwin, Third .Artillery; Coldrn L'll. Ruggles, Third
Al'tillery; George Montgomery, Second Artillery; Clint C. llearn,
Second Artillery, and Daniel W. Ketcham, Second Artillery. On
account of temporary physical disability, Lieut. Bethel was relieved
fi'om duty at the school, and Second I.1ieut. Thoma~ B. Lamoreux,
Fourth Artillery, reported in his place October 12, 18D2.
First Lieut. James E. Rnncie, First Artillery, was reported sick
October 26.1892. and has been absent ou Hick leave since November
26, 18D2, with little probability of rPjoining the class. Lieut. Bains
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1m~ been sick since May 13, 1893, and on sick leave of absm1ce since
June 27,1893. l.1ieut. Rugg-les was detached from the school and on
duty with the World's Columbian Exposition at Ollieago from Fell·
ruary ~J to July 27,1893. \Vith these exceptions the studies and \lork
preseribed for the first year of the school have been pursued by the
elass without serious interruption and with gratifying results.

COURSES OF STUDY.

The first year's course embraces eugineering, artillery, interior an<l
exterior ballistics, and hygiene. The Jiature and scope of these studie,
are fn11y set fortll in the programme ofinstruetion; the methods employed
lmve been deseribed in former reports. Instruetors are diligent and
earnest in the work of improving tlleir several courses of study from
year to year, and in snbjeet-matter as well as methods of instruction
these courses are of a high standard and well adapted to the require.
mcnts of the sehool. Changes have been suggested in the arrange.
ment of some of the courses of study, aud some ehange will doubtless
beeome necessary in time, but as yet the staff has eonsidered such
ehanges inadvisable.
As stated in a previous report, the present eurriculum of studies pre·
supposes some seienti:fie attainments and a knowledge of higher math·
enu\,ties as well as habits of study. It is ver~ desirable, therefore, that
officers who are to take this eourse should be se,nt here sometime clur·
ing the first ten years of their serviee, but for obvious reasons not
until tlley have been at least two years with their regiments. They
would then be in a eondition to take up the studies of the school more
ad vautageously, and there would be a more just basis of eomparison
and elassi:fica,tion of the work done by them. Such as have not had the
1wcessary previous training, or who have not kept up their mathemati·
cal studies, neeessarily omit those parts of the course involving such
knowledge.
l\Ieml>ers of the class onght not to be considered available for
detached serviee, or for any detail elsewhere, except in cases of emergency.
It is impossible for a student officer to make up, during the course,
what is lost by a eomparatively brief ·absenee, and be ean not in that
ease be graduated. Besides such details have an injurious effect upon
the sehool.
The assembly in Hampton Roads during the month of April, of the
naval forees which participated in the Internatiollal Naval Hevie" in
New York, made it necessary to suspend the exercises of the school for
a short period, but this iutrrruption was m01·e than compensated for
by the opportunity it afforded the officers of the school to see and
examine the d i:fferent vessels composing this large assemblage of modern
war ships, and to meet the oilicers serving with them. Our boatlaudiugs were elllarged to meet the oceasion, and these, with such other
fae.ilitles as the post affords, were plaeed at the dh'\posal of the admiral
in charge of the rendezvous.
DIVISION FOR ENLISTED 1.\IEN.

The enlisted men's division of the sehool coutinnes to merit the
favorable opinions heretofore expressed, and the results of its instruction, in ~iving to noneonnnissioue<l officers a more thorough and com})rehensl ve knowledge of their duties, are most bcnefieia1. The following, having eompleted the prescribed two years' course, were given the
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certificate authorized by the regulations of the school: First Sergt. tT.
l\I. Jones, Battery H, Fourth Artillery; Sergt. L. Doner, Battery G,

Fifth Artillery; Sergt. T. C. Jones, Battery H, Fourth Artillery;
Oorpls. N. Waring and J. J. Power, Battery lVI, Third Artillery, mHl
Corpl. J. Spokes, Battery G, Fifth Artillery. Of the above, I~,ir~t
Sergt. J. M. Jones, Ba,ttery H, Pourth Artillery, and Corpl. J. tT.
Power, Battery l\1, 'rhird Artillery, receiv<•d speeial mention, as <lid
n1:-;o U01·pl:-;. George 1\ldJonrt, Battery II, Fourth Artillery, and A. \V.
\Vhitchead, Battery U, Fifth Artillery.
l~RACTICAL

EXERCISES.

Drills and other practical military exercises during the year included
the service of the different classes of guns in use at the schoolmachiue, field., siege, and seacoast-maneuvers with lifts, shears, gins,
and otller artillery machines, in mounting, dismounting, and moving
heavy guns and carriages; also infantry company and battalion drills.
Firing at targets with the 15-hlCh S. B., 8-inch C. R., 8-inch and 10inch siege mortars, field aml machine guns, and small arms.
'fhis practice was conducted with the usual care and with the object
of imparting to student officers and gunners the greatest possible
iuform~ttion. As yet the school is without modern siege or seacoast
gtms, but these arc now about to be supplied.
In addition to the foregoing, elementary, theoretical and practical
in~truction was given in photography, cordage, and telegraphy.
LIBRARY, PRINTING OFFICE AND

BINDEI~Y.

There have been added to the library during the year 2,100 volumes,
18G by purchase, 1,800 frQlll the War Department Library, and 114
from other sources. The library is a very valuable one and now contains about 10,278 volumes. Its shelves are overcrowded and a new
fireproof building should be provided for it.
'l'he work of the printing office and. bindery was about the same in
character aml quautity as that done the previous year.
ARTILLERY SCITOOL

A.PPl~OPRIA'l'ION.

The amount annually appropriated. for the school, $5,000, was fixed
some years ago wlleu the school was in a more elementary conditiollthan it uow is. In common with other institutions its development
has kept pace with the progress made in military knowledge, and the
character of its instruction and the means employed now call for a
slight increase in the annual appropriation. The estimate for the ensuing· year is based upon actual necessities and the amount asked forquite insignificant when compared. with the end in view-is the smallest compatible with efficiency.
POS1' SCHOOL FOR ENLISTED 1\IEN.

The post Bchool for enlisted men has attracted the attention and
interest of many of the younger soldiers, and has resulted in much
beuetit to them. The whole number enrolled during the year was
8±, average attendance, 51. Interest increased rather than diminished
throughout the year, due, I think, to the organization of the sehool
into classes, or sections, according to previous attainments, so that each
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~o;ection r<:'cciYe<l from the in:structor the kind and amouut of atten
it 1wedcd.

S.A.NI'l'ARY CONDITION.

The health of the command co11tinues goo<l, attributable largely
the salubrity of the climate. The sewerage of the entire reservation
unsatisfactory and dangerous, and until that is improved proper ~mni
tary conditions can not be maintained. Two officers (one of the Corp.
of Engineers) are now on sick leave of absence convalescing from
typhoid fever believed to have been contracted at the hotel. The early
eonstrnction of a proper sewerage system for the entire re:servatiou is
an urgent uecessity.
DISCIPLINE.

The discipline of the command lws been excellent. Duty bas ueen
faithfully and efficiently performed and there has been no instance of a
serious infraction of discipline during the year. Desertions haye
amounted to a little more than 1 per cent. For more tban a year aml
a half the post has been practically self-supporting in the matter of
recruits of the best quality.
Two batterie:s, E and K, Fourth .Artillery, have been added to the
permanent strength of the garrison, making eight in all-tbrce of the
Fourth .Artillery. These are an iustruction batteries, and it is very
de~irable that they should be taken as equally atl possible from the five
regiments of artillery in service.
QUAR'l'ERS, ETC.

Notwithstanding the recent additions to tbe number of officers' quarters, the addition at the same time of three batteries to the garrison of
the post, and the conversion of Carroll llall, formm·ly four sets of officers' quarters, into barracks, have made the continued u:se of casemates
as officers' quarters nnavoidal>le. As is well kuown, these are wholly
unsuited to such a purpol'ie and the COIIStruction of six additional set:-;
of officers' quarters is enrnestly recommended in order that the use of
casemates may be abandoned.
Attention is invited to the very limited space on this reservation
available for poHt purposes. For this reason troops coming here from
neighboring posts for their annual artillery target practice have, for several years, been obliged to camp upon ground assigned to the Fort
:Monroe .Arsenal. This was a subject of complaint by the Ordnance
Department during the past summer, on the ground that it endangered
the safety ofva1uaLle pul>lic property and buildings pertaining to that
department. This and the want of ground for necessary buildings and
other purposes have occasioned much embarrassment to the post and
present questions which should receive early consideration.
Very rer;pectfully, your ol>edient servant,
ROYA.L T. FRANK,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Seconll Artillery, Conwwndcmt.
ADJU'l'.A.NT-GENERA.L

u. s . .Al::,-;\IY,

ll'ashington, D. C.
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W .A.R DEP.A.RTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, Octobcr·3, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year ended
September 1, 1893.
MILI'l'ARY COLLEGES.

An examination of the data in the tabulated statement submitted
herewith, compiled from the reports of the officers detailed as professors of military science and tactics at the several institutions enumerated, affords convincing evidence of the steadily increasing favor
with which the American people regard an intelligent anll judicious
blending of military im;truction and exercises with the scholastic course
of studies. This grati(ying growth of popular interest will be best
shown by tl1e following comparison of the results of the past scholastic
year with those of the two preceding years:
Average number of students over 15 years of age:
1890-'91. - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - 1891-'92- -- --- --- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - - -- - ---. - .. - - ... - - - - - - - . - --1892-'93-.---. -- - -.- ... -- - -- - --- -- .. - - - -.- --. - . --- .. - --- . - .. - -- . - - ... -..
.A.verage nmnber of students under 15 years of age:
1890-'91. - - - .. - - - . - - . - - - - - - ..... - - - - - - - - • - - - - - .... - - . - - - . - - - - - .. - .... - . .
1891-'92.-----.--- .. -.-.-- .. --------------.-.----------.------ ..... ---.1892-'93 ... - . - .. - . --.- -- .............. -- ... - .. -.---. - - - -- ... - -.. . . . . . . . .
Total average attendance:
1890-'91.- .. ---- - . - - - - --- - - --- - -. - . - .. -- - - - - - - - - - - -. - . -. - -. - -- - - - - - - - - - 1891-'92-- .. - ... - .. --------------------- ---- ------------ ---- ---- ---- ---.
1892-;93- - - - - - -- - - - - - - . - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
Whole number of male students capable of military duty:
1890-'91.----- ------ ------ - .. --- ------ ------ ------ ---.-- ------ ---- -- ---1891-'92- - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - . - - - ... - - - - .. - - - ... - . - . - . - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - .
1892-'93-- - -- - -- - - -- . - ---. - - - -- . - - - - -- . -- - - .. - - - -- -. -.... - - .. - .. - .. - - -. Number required to be eurolled as military stmlents:
1890-'91.--- -- - - . - - -- - -- - --. -- - -- . -- - --- --. - --- .. - . - . -- - --- - . - - - - - . -- - -1891-'92. - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - . - .. - - - - . - . - .. - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - 1892-'93- - - - - - . - - - . - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - . - ... - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - . - -- - - - . .
Total number that received military instruction during the last 'l uartcr:
1890-'91.-- --- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - ...... - ........ - - --- -- - - - - - - . - - - -- -- --- -..
1891-'92---------- ----- .... - - ... -----. ------------------------ --------.1892-'93- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - ~ -- - - - - -- - . - - -- - - - - - -

15, 717
18, 484
21, 438
820
710
2, 190

16, 537
19, 194
23, 628
12, 301
15, 184
17, 519
7, 487
8, 098
8, 943
7, 366
9, 012
10, 790

While the above figure~ show that-as proper in a country which
relies, in time of public danger, on its citizen soldiery-the educational
centers selecteu are becoming more and more important factors in
insuring the greatest efficiency of that important branch of the military
service, the system can only reach its full develo-pment when at all
161
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institutions securing a detail the rule is maue imperative that every
male physically capable shall be enrolled as a military student. In
this connection it is noticed that at seven of the colleges enrollment is
purely optional, and it is hardly stra11ge, therefore, that at one of the
institutions the military professor is constrained to report the interest
manifested by the faculty (with one exception) as simply passive.
To further disseminate these benefits it is believed that instruction
now provided for coJleges Hhould be extended to the "high schools" of
our large cities, and it is recommended that legislation authorizing the
detail of twenty-five additional officers for the purpose be enacted.
The advantages to both the service and the people are too manifest to
require argument.
At institutions where the total average attendance of pupils is below
40 and more than one-third of the number is composed of boys under
15 years of age, it would seem evident that, regardless of the ambitious title of the school or of the degree of interest in military duties
manifested by both pnpils and faculty, the practical benefit resulting
from the assignment th·~reat of a military professor is not at all commensurate with the means afforded.
A.s the usual length of a collegiate course of studies is four years,
there are cogent reasons for fixing that term as the length of the tour
of duty of officers detailed as professors of military science and tactics,
and I beg to recommend its adoption. It would, moreover, conform
to the general rule governing the details of officers on special duty.

Tabulated statement from 1·epo1·ts of pt·ofesB01"B of ntilitat·y science and tactics, showing average attendance of stttdents at universities and colleges.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
JriiLITARY ACADEMY.

The annual report of the superintendent, which bas been submitted
to the Secretary of War, and the annual report made to the Secretary
of War and to Congress by the Board ofVisitors, appointed under the
provisions of section 1327, Revised Statutes, to inquire into the actual
state of the discipline, instruction, police administration, fiscal affairs,
and other concerns of the Academy, exhibit very fully the present
condition of the institution in all its departments, and contain numerous sngg·estions and recommendations for its betterment. Not the least
important of these is the recommendation that the number of cadets at
West Point be increased beyond its present limit. The recommendation is made by the superintendent that authority be given for appointment at large of one cadet by each Senator of the United States, in
which I most heartily concur. I would also recommend that the number of appointments at large by the President be increased so that be
should be able to keep at "\Vest Point 10 cadets in each class. This
would give him authority to appoint 40 instead of 10 as now. I have
no doubt th~t the capacity of the institution would readily admit of
this increased number of cadets, and I am so earnest an advocate for
military instruction among our people that I can not say too much in
favor of tlw increase recommended.
The items of appropriation recommended by the Board of Visitors
have been included in the estimates for the support of the Academy for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895, and it is hoped that they will
receive the approval of the Secretary of War and the favorable action of
Congress.
By the act of Congress approved February 1,1891, making an apportionment of Representatives in Congress among the several States under
the Eleventh Census, the maximum number of cadets allowed at the
Military Academy after March 3, 1893, was increased from 347 to 371.
For the entrance examinations of this year, held on March 1, J nne 13, and
August 28, there were appointed in all 210 pril1cipal and 106 alternate
cadet candidates. Of this number 94 principals and 12 alternates were
found qualified and admitted to the Academy; 67 principals and 39
alternates were rejected as not mentally qualified; 15 principals and 8
alternates were rejected as not physically qualified; 10 principals and
7 alternates were rejected as neither mentally nor physically qualified;
24 principals and 30 alternates failed to report for examination, and 10
qualified alternates failed of admission for the reason that their principals also passed the examinations.
On the 1st of September, when the academic duties commenced, the
corps of cadets, exclusive of 3 foreigners receiving instruction under
authority of joint resolutions of Congress, numbered 315 members,
being 56 less than the maximum number allowed.
THE DIVISION OF MILITARY INFORMATION.

During the past year, the first of actual existence under its reorgan·
ization by orders from the War Department, the division of .military
information has performed work of which the results, though largely
confined by their nature to the division itself, have to a measurable
extent been given to the Army at large, and, to a much greater extent,
utilized by the War Department and by the various staff corps, iH.
obtaining the knowledge necessary for their information regarding the
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improvements 111 war material abroad, the advancement in ideas, and
the treud of military afl'airs in Europe.
The more important military pn!Jlications of the world have been
received and their contents noted and indexed; and various manuscripts submitted to the division have been examine(l and prepared for
publication at the proper time. J\Iany translations have been made
from foreign languages, the most extensive, perhaps, being that of a
paper prepared by Uapt. Mocb, of the French artillery, for the congress of engineers at Chicago. Papers or documents in German,
French, Spanish, Italian, and Russian, and to some extent in Swedish
and Portugese, have been examined as part of the work of an ofiice
receiving from the eight represeuta,t ives of the Army abroad, or who
have been abroad, the vast ammmt of material of a military character current in those countries where military affairs are receiving the
greatest amount of attention and <levelopment.
Much of this information from Europe has been digested and prepared for the use of the Army and its schools, in accordance with a
plan of classification adopted during the year, and some 4,000 index
cards constructed relating to progress in the military art, to inveutions
in arms, ·equipments, aud explosi \'es, to the armed strength of foreign
countries, an(l to their physical condition and resources. To accomplish this work a large number of documents and p:.tpers have been
examined~ for it is a fact that the amount of military literature now
published is so vast as to make it practically impossible for the ofiicer
of to-day to keep himself iuformed of that which is valuable without
the intervention of an office which colleet:-; and sifts the whole.
The largest share of the information received by the office naturally
comes through the military attaches abroad, and tlle importance of
their reports depends upon the fact that all really valuable changes
and improvements may be noted and !Jrought directly and immediately
to the attention of the Secretary of War and the Major-General Commanding the Army. "\Vhen this section is thoroughly organized it will
be the duty of t~ officer iu immediate charge of it to l'egulate and
systematize the efiorts of the attaches by pointing out the particular
lines of investigation which it may he desired to explore in order that
subsequently notes of real interest and military value obtained by this
process can be transmitted to the chiefs of the staff' departments to
which each item of information might more particularly pertain, or be
publislwd to the line in annual or semiannual reports of military
progress.
This branch of the division may be called "the section of progress
in military art." Its work is gTeat and continuous, and requires,
besides, thoroughly well-informed officers, assisted by the necessary
clerks, sufficient space for the storage of books, papers, and original
documents now rapidly accumulating, and facilities for extracting the
valuable material from the mass of matter submitted for examination.
The second and third sections of the division have been engaged in
the work of collecting information of our own frontiers and regarding
our neighbors on the north and south; not, of course, with m1y u11friendly
design towards these neighbors, but because information of the kind
collected. by this division may be of usc to any branch of the Government as well as to the Army. This fact has been well shown hy the·
very general demand from all classes of people for the pamphlet No.1.,
on the Hawaiian Islands~ published by the division duriltg the year.
Similar but more extended reports have been prepared on the Samoan
Islands, on :Mexico, and Cuba. It is believed that such reports should
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be made to cover all countries of this continent and the islands of the
West Indies in order that the information regarding the trade relations
of these countries, already on hand. may be supplemented by information regarding their military and material resources.
It is evident that materials for this work can best be obtained by
assigning selected officers as attaches to legations of the more important
Hepublics of Mexico, Chile, and Brazil, at least, with orders to pursue
their investigations under instructions from this section of the mllitary
information division.
Under the or<ler of organization the fourth section of the military
information division has been exclusively intru:::;ted with all correspondence with State authorities and militia officers "on questions
affecting the organization and armamellt of the militia," and with the
preparation of the instructions to the officers detailed by the Secretary
of War to visit the several encampments of State troops, and has
received, digested, and arranged the reports submitted by such officers.
The military information division is now in possession of reports from
nearly every State holding an encampment, wl1ich are much more valuable than any heretofore received iu the War Department.
It has been the aim of this section to arrive at the efficiency and
readiness for active service of the militia of the several States, and the
officers detailed to visit the camps have been required to direct their
observations to that end. Plans for the concentration of tlw militia
forces and estimates of the deficiencies in arms, equipments, and clothing necessary to be supplied for sixty days' service in the fiel<l are on
hand from many of the States. The printed forms for the consolidation
of the information obtained in regard to the efficiency and readiness of
the militia for active service have been so carefully devised that hereafter this information will be on file in shape for immediate reference
to the 'Var Department authorities at any time it may be needed.
I respectfully invite attention to several valuable reports on subjects
of general interest and now on file in this office, and urge that, if at all
practicable, they may be printed and distributed to-the .Army. 1Yfany
of them I consider extremely valuable, and am convinced that they
would be gladly welcomed by the military students in our service.
THE INDIAN AS A SOLDIER.

By General Orders, No. 28, from General Headquarters, dated March
9, 1891, the War Department made provision for the recruitment of
eight troops of cavalry and nineteen companieR of infantry, to form an
Indian contingent as part of the regular military establishment.
Primarily, the scheme was adopted with a view to giving Indians
leg-itimate employment in an appropriate channel, and in the hope that
the habits acquired under and enjoined by strict military training
would benefit both the individual Indians so enlisted, aud, by 1 etlex
action, the tribes from which they were drawn; and this object was
considered as fully justifying the experiment aside from auy purely
military considerations.
vVllile every means bas been adopted to insure the success of this
tentative effort, I am constrained to state my conviction that after two
years' trial the experiment has not reached that degree of success that
was anticipated, and that I do not believe it will ever be productive of
results at all commensurate with the expense.
The whole number of India11s enlisteu in the line ofjjhe Army up to
J nne 30, 1893, was 963, and the actual number in the ranks at that
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date was 771, only 126 enlistments haying been made during the last
fiseal year. There were at that date six- troops of cavalry and nine
companies of infantry fully organized. The great difficulty of completing the organization of four additional companies led to the discharge of the Indians enlisted for these companies, and since J nne 30
it has been found advisable to dis hand one of the nine companies mentioned above.
Grave and numerous difficulties surround the question of civilizing
the Indian tribes in our midst, but it is thought that the placing the
several Indian reservations under capable military officers, assisted by
intelligent civilians, would be productive of larger and more lasting·
benefits than the scheme of Indian enlistments.
Young· and enthusiastic officers have been selected for the command
and management of the several Indiai1 troops and companies, but it is
generally conceded that Indians, while prone to adopt tile vices of the
wbite soldiers, are slow to acquire their virtues. The lack of knowledge
of tbe English language, a strong repugnance to duty that involves
much manual labor, illiteracy, and total unacquaintance with the
athletic sports which afford healthy recreation to the white soldiers
are formidable obstacles for Indians to surmount within the comparatively short period of their military service.
To station Indian companies at posts near Indian reservations is fruitful of restlessness and discontent by inducing comparison between the
free and indolent life on the reservation with the restraints of military
life. All Indians marry young·, and although ten in each company are
recognized as married men and provided accordingly, the other forty
odd members must abandon their families during enlistment. Additional hardship is involved by a change of station, for while the vVar
Department has not objected to the wives and children of the men
accompa,nying them, it has insisted that no expense should thereby be
entailed upon the Government.
On a careful consideration of the whole subject, I can not resist the
conviction of the unad visabili ty of enlisting Indians in the regular regimental organizations. Indians, when under able command and effective discipline, make excellent skirmishers and scouts, and I am sttongly
of opinion that their employment as army scouts is the limit of their
usefulness to the military establishment.
POST SCHOOLS.

The reports received, while -presenting no new or special features of
interest, may be accepted as fairly satisfactory considering the means
afforded. On this subject I beg again to recommend the introduction
of elementary courses of study in topography, minor tactics, and the
use of simple field instruments; also, that suitable courses be provided
for all enlisted men ambitious to obtain a commission and whose habits
and capacity give promise of increased usefulness in the career of their
adoption.
The pay and allowances of a private soldier are not enough to induce
competent teachers to in this way take up the work, and without teachers that are fully competent good schools can not be had. The present
system is a reflection on the high and honorable calling of teachers.
At tl1e posts remote from towns there should be teachers equal to those
employed in the best public schools. To this end it is recommended
that Congress be requested to authorize the enlistment of "post teachers" to the number of one for each military post or station, with the
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compensation now given the general serviee detachments at department headquarters, and that such tear hers be in adrlition to the number
of enlisted men now allowed in the Army. By this means we could
obtain for this work intelligent and competent men, and at the same
time return those now on detached service to their proper duties.
vVith competent teachers as herein recommended a long-felt want,
namely, the primary education of officers' and soldiers' children, will
be met. The General Government is, under the circumstances, in duty
bound to provide this instruction. It is in keeping with our ideas of
wise and jm;;t government; in sympathy with the free-school system
now so thoroughly established in all our States as to be a marked
feature of our people. The teacher everywbere should be regarded
with the greatest consideration, no less so in the Army than out of it.
POST LIBRARIES.

Libraries, with an aggregate of upwards of 50,000 volumes, l1ave
been established and maintained at over ·two-thirds of the military
posts in the country, and every year valuable works are purchased by
the War Department and distributed among the libraries of permanent posts; but, as yet, no provision has been made for the preservation of the books, many being reported as nearly ruined from constant
use, and therefore in urgent need of repairs. I beg to call special
attention to this important matter, and as the fund from which military books and professional works of reference are purchased is the
proper one to su::;tain the charge for their repair, I have the honor to
recommend that, if the contingent fund of the Army be not deemed
sufficient for this purpose, Congress be asked to increase it by a
specific sum to be applied solely to defraying the expense of needed
repairs to the valuable books in the several post libraries.
ARMY REGULATIONS.

Since the adoption and publication of the Army Regulations in 188!)
numerous changes have been made therein, resulting from subsequent
legislation, incidents of service, or as a spontaneous growth generated
under the pressure of surrounding circumstances, but adapted to a
living necessity, and therefore it has become more and more evident
that a new edition of these Regulations should be prepared, that, leaving out all obsolete matter, would embrace the changes and additions
which experience or necessity during the past four years had made
necessary.
Fully impressed with the importance of an impersonal compilation,
which would avoid the complications, doubts, objections, etc., experience
has shown to inevitably attend a code where the individuality of the
editor or editors is evident, I convened a board of officers, composed
of Col. Henry C. Corbin, Maj. Arthur MacArthur, and MaJ. John C.
Babcock, officers of my department on duty in this office, to carefully
view this important question and submit the general rules which should
govern the preparation of a new edition of the code of regulations for
the Army. The board, a_fter thoughtful and broad consideration of
the subject, submitted the following recommendations:
1. All regulations of 1889 unamended at llate of publication to be preserved in
their purity and incorporated in the new book. By time and association these
paragraphs have acquired a certain fixed meaning and arc presumably well understood. To modify or change them without som6 specific reason is simply to invite
the possibility of misnuderstanding. They should be inflexibly adhered to, even to
the extent of preserving inaccurate punctuation and faulty dicti1.n. If in any
instance, pending the compilation, occasion arises out of some actual necessity for
the modification or change of a paragraph, the amendment should be accomplished
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in tl1e usual way, and the result announced in general orders. Amendment untler
the gnise of revision shonlllnot be permitted umler any circumstances.
.
2. All amended regnlations announced in general orders since the publication of
the original text in 1889 to be substituted for the paragraphs ame:;1ded, the la.tter
to be eliminated. The inflexible rules prescribed for original regulations to obtain
in respect of amendments.
3. The laws, general orders, and <lecisions touching the permanent administration
of the Army to be arraug_ed, paragraphed, and inserted. The necessary authority
to this end involves a considerable discretion; it can, however, be limited to the
minimum by re<Juiring rigid adhesion to original texts wherever it is possible.

These, in my opinion, eminently wise recommendations having been
concurred in by the Major-General Commandiltg the Army, receivPd
the approval of the honorable Secretary of War June 2D, 18D3, and I
doubt not, therefore, that in the very near future a code of regulations,
revised strictly on the lines indicated by the board, will he ready for
publication and distribution to the Army for its information and
guidance.
GOVERNMENT HOSPIT J\.L FOR TilE INSANE.

The following is a list of the persons committed to the Government
Hospital for the Insane under the orders of the honorable the Secretary
of "\Var from September 1, 18U2, to September 1, 18U3:
Officers of the U. S. Army ___ ..... ____________ .. __ .. __ ---- ...... _..... _-------.. 4
Officers of the U.S. Army (retire<l) .. _______ .. __ .......... __ .................... 1
Enlisted men of the U. S. Army .... ___ ................. ____ ...... ____ ...... _... 36
Late soldier U. S. A,rmy ___________ .......................................... -. . 1
Total ______________ . _............. _........... _. __ ........ _.... _. _.. ____ . 42
OFFICE WORK.

The legal organization of this office remains the same as at the date
of my last report, and its entire clerical force has been actively and
usefully employed on work pertaining to the administration of the affairs of tbe Army, including the recruiting· service, and in furnishing
information called for, from time to time, by the Pr€sident, Congress,
the several Executive Departments, and the Court of Claims. The
appointment, commission, and personal and the regular Army rolls
divisions have, in addition to the regular and importaut duties assigned
to tl1em, made numerous reports to the Pension Office, the Auditors of
the Treasury, and the several bureaus of the War Department in connection with pension and other claims. The work of these divisions,
in this respect, is exhibited in the following table, which, it is noticed
with gratification, shows that no call remained unanswered September
1, 1893:
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During the past year the Confederate .Archives Division made, on
callf', 2,u81 reports to the Department of Justice and to the Court of
Claims, 71 to the Pension Office, and 38 on miscellaneous cases. The
work of this division is of very great value to the Government by
euabliug it to expose and defeat many claims presented for settlement,
and ·whieh, on the examination of the records in the custody of the
Couf(xlerate Archives Division, are found to be based, in whole or in
part, ou misrepresentation of facts.
The subdivision reorganized under the law of May 13, 1892, providing ''for the preparation of a genera~ card index of the books, musterrolls, orders, and other papers preserved in the Confederate Archives
Office," bas prosecuted this special work with much zeal and creditable
vigor. Of the clerks employed during the past year in that subdivision, 11 hand been detailed from different divisions of the office and 16
were appointees under the law of May 13, 1892. This total of 27 clerks
has been increased, from time to time, by details from the War Records
Office, so that the average number employed on this work during the
year has been about 33.
The index of the letters received by the Confederate war department was completed in September, 1892, and work commenced in making a card index of the muster rolls of the Confeflerate army. This
l1as been necessarily a large and tedious work, but a great deal bas
been clone to ~irnplify and systematize it in such a manner as to secure,
with the least outlay of time, the largest results in accurate work.
'fhere are 1,391 file boxes of these rolls, and the contents of about 865
boxes have been indexed, leaving 526 file boxes of muster rolls yet to
be illdexed. Tllese rolls, originally filed by States, have been taken up
in the same way and indexed in the order shown in the following
table, which also shows the approximate number of cards used in
card-indexing the names OR the rolls of each State:
State.

.

Virginia .....•......................................................
Arkansas .......................................................... .
'l'ellllCtiSCe ...................................... -. · · · • · · ..... -. · · · ..

Number
Approximate
of file boxes o.f number of cards
muster rolls.
usf:(l!~he

Alabama ................••.........................................
Missis~i})pi ........................................................ .
Floricla .............................•...............................
Marylancl. ......................................................... .
Georgia ......................... . ................................. .

213
70
140
24
36
104
136
39
3
100

257,000
98,000
130,000
37,000
39,000
110,000
115,000
30,000
4,000
*100, 000

Total ........................................................ .

865

920,000

~~~~;~~:h:. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

*Only partially indexed.

These cards do not represent the exact number of names on the rolls,
for it is impossible, from the condition of many of the ro1ls and of the
papers filed with them, to avoid duplicating a considerable number of
the names. As soon as the index of a State is finished it is placed on
file for immediate use, and from time to time these different indexes are
consolidated in order to minimize the search for any one name.
In addition to t.l1e work on the muster-roll index indicated abov~ an
index has been made and completed of the letters and letter books of
the Confederate adjutant and inspector-general's office and of those of
the quartermaster-general's office. Of the former there are on file 30
letter books and about 65,000 letters, to index which required upwards
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of 270,000 cards. Of the lattP-r there are 14letter books and about 12,000
letters, which required some 76,000 cards, making the total number of
cards used for this index about 346,000. This work occupied the clerks
during the months of April and May, 1893.
Taking the cards thus far used in the index of muster rolls and the
number used in the index of letters and letter books mentioned above
give a grand total of 1,266,000 cards that have been written, alphabetically arranged, and transferred to the regular files during the year by
the clerks of this subdivision.
The completed indexes are of constant service in the Confederate
archives division in furnishing information which otherwise would be
almost unattainable on account of the time and tedious labor that
would be required to examine the original books, rolls, and papers.
I take pleasure in calling your attention to the thoroughly efficient
manner in which the officers of the Adjutant-General's Department,
both here and elsewhere, as well as the officers of the line on duty in
this office, have performed their duties, and in recording my appreciation of the general intelligence, efficiency, and zeal of the clerks of
the Adjutant-General's Office.
In closing this, my last annual report, I beg leave to offer my warmest
thanks for the invariable courtesy and kindness with which you have
treated me both professionally and personally. Under such circumstances the performance of my duties as Adjutant-General has been a
sincere pleasure.
Respectfully submitted.
R. WILLIAMS,
Adjutcmt- General
Ron. DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
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OF

TilE ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL.
WAR DEP AR'l'MEN'l',
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

lVashington, D. 0., September 28, 1893.
llon. DANtEL S. LAl\'lONT,
Secretary of 1Var:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Judg·eAdvocate-General's Department for the year ending August 31, 1803.
Commif:lHioned officers triecl by general court-mnrtialRecor<ls reported upon and submitted to the Se'tlretary of,Var for action
of the Prcsitlent ... _................ _...... _... ____ ... ___ ... ____ .. _. __ .
3
Records receive1l, revised, and recorded, not requiring the action of the
President (acquitted, 1; couviC'ted, 5) ....... __ ......... _..... _..... _..
6
Enlisted men trie<l by general court-martial ( convictrd, 2,015; acquitted, 162). 2, 177
Military convicts tried by general court-martial (convicted) ... _...... _..... _. _ 12
Total trials by general court-martial. .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 198
Trials by general conrt-m:trti:tlYear ending Angnst 31, 1892 ................. _........... _............... 2, 226
Year ending August 31, 18~ :5 ............................................. 2, 198
Decrease ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·

28

Cases apparently brought before g<>ncral courts-mnrtial with a view to <lischarge on proof of five or more prior convictionsyear ending August 31, 1892.. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Year ending August 31, 1893.......................... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..

251
356

Increase over last year... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

105

Trials for fraudulent enlistment alone Yea,r ending An gust 31, 1802 ......................... __ ...... __ . _.. . .. . . .
Year ending August 31, 1893.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

64

Increase over last year........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .

64

Decrease M trials this yca,r as com parcel with last, leaving ont trials with a Yiew
to discharge on proof of prior convicti<lm and triaJs for fraudulcut enlistment. . . . . . . .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

197

0

Number of convictions of diffetent offences, taken from the records of
general 1'ourt~-martial r<~eciveu at this office during the year ending
August 31, 1803:
Sixteenth Article of WarWasting anununi tion ...........•.• . •. •• •••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••. , • • • •
177
WAR 93-VOL I--12

1
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li

SeYenreouth Article of \YarLosiug- clothing ......................................................... .
Losing Goverumcnt property ............................................. .
f:e1ling clothing· .......................................................... .
::;cUing Govenmwnt property ............................................. .
Tw<·ntieth Article of \Var])i~-;rcspPct to com1muHling onieel' .......................................•..
'l'wenty-tirst Article of WarAttempting to strike tmperior om,-,.r ______ ... ............................ .
Disobeying superior ofiicer. .............. _ ............................... .
Twenty-fourth .\rticle of \YarDiso1Joying nou-emnmissionc<l ofli<'er q1w !ling· a fray ...................... .
Dr a wing weapon upon nou-commissiouc(l omuer quelling a fray ........... .
Thirty-first Article of WarLying ont of quarters .................. ------·---·- ............ ------ ... .
Thirtv-serond Article of ·war-A.bsence ·without leave ................................................... .
Thirty-third Article of WarFailure to a tten<l drill: roll call_. cl (' ...................................... .
Thirty-eighth Artiele of WarDrunkenness on duty ........................................... __ ........ .
Thirty-_ni~1th Article of War•
Quitting post ............................ : . .............................. .
Sleepiug on post ......................................... _............... .
Fortieth Article of WarQuitting guard .......................................................... .
Forty-seventh Article of ·warDesertion ... _.......................................................... .
Fifty-first Article of War- •
Ad vising solllior to <lesert .............................................. .
Fifty-fifth Article of WarDestroying private propert-y ....................... _ .. _................•
Sixtieth Article of \YarDnplicatiou of pay vouchers ........................................... .
Eu1bezzle1ncnt ......................................................... .
l<'orgery .. ___ ......................................................... _..
.Frauds .......... _............................ __ .. ___ .... __ ...... ______ .
lAtrcen.r ........................................... _......... ____ .. ____ .
::;elling Govl'mmen t propert.y ........................................... .
Six(y-tirst ATticle of Warbnplication of pa~ 'ont·hel'S ........................... __ ............. __ .
Sixt)-second .Artide of WarAbsence without le~tve, not t:harge:tble nn<lel'the Tltirty-~>C('OtHl Article of
\Var .... ---- ............ ------------ --·· -----· ------ ···--- ---- ---· ---Aiding soldier to desert ................................................ .
Allowing prisoner to esuape ............................. _.............. .
.As~ault ................................................................ .
Ass:tnlt and batter;\' .................................................... .
Assault with dangerous or <Leatlly "'<'fll'Oll . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .
Assault with intt•nt to kill ___ ...... ------ .... ---- ____ -----· ____ .... ___ _
Attempt at suicide .................... -----· ______ .......... ·----- ..... .
A ttemp ti ng to desert ....................................... __ .. ___ ... _..
Attempting to escape frolllmilitary pris011 ...... ____ ------ .... ------ ___ _
Breach of arrest .......................................... __ ..... _.. __ ..
Committing [tnuisance ................................ ·----- ........... .
Disobeying commissione<l ofiicer. .................................. _. _.. .
Disobeying non-<'ommisslouetl oi'liccr ................................... .
Disobeyiug sen tincL ................................................... .
Disposing of clothing .................................................. .
Disrespect to superior officer ....................................... _ ... .
J)runkenness ......................................................... __ .
Drunkenness, etc .. causing anl'st, etc., Ly dvil authorities ............. .
Duplication of pay accounts ........................................... .
En11Jezzlen1ent ............. __ ............ _............ _. ___ . ___ .... _ .. _.
~suap~ng from g1~a_nl or ar~·Pst ... _........................ _............ .
Escapmg fromnulltary pn:sun ... _ .•••.................................•

46

~~~
1

15
3
?:i6

3
1

4

463
200

137
3!

36
28
()21
~

2
2
(j

1
5
16
2

2
..

17
1
15
20
1~7

49
15
1
1
1
61
20
5-t
221
6

4
53
205

23

1
3
13

9
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Sixty-second Article of 'Var-Continued.
False swear jug...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fighting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fraudulent enlistment ...................................... ----........
Indecent exposure of person . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insubordinate conduct towards non-commissioucd officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Larceny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1\Ialingering...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... ... ...... .... .... ....
Neglect ofduty...... ....... ...... ...... .... ... ... .... .... ...... .... ....
Perjury .................................. ---- ............. ----..........
Resisting arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Selling, losing, or wasting Government property ....................... :
Threatening to strike superior officer...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Uttering forged paper.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disor<lers, etc., charged as "conduct to the prejudice of goo<l order and
military discipline" (not included under previous heads) .......... _...

3
10
6
80
3
98
89
6
99
3
62
4
1
4
572

The following table shows the desertions classified according to the
limit of punishment prescribed in the executive order of the President,
published in General Orders No. 21, Headquarters of the Army, 1891:
Number.
SurrenderedWithin thirty days after desertion ............. ---- ... --------- ......... ·-----.After thirty day<>, an<l within ninety dayfl, after desertion .. -- ................ .
After ninety clays, aml having not more than three months' prior sen·ice ..... .
After ninety days, an1l having more than three mouths' prior service ......... .
After ninety days, having more than three month<>' prior ;;enrice, and prior
conviction considered ....................................................... .
.ApprehendedIn service less than three months at time of desertion.........................
In service three months 01 more, but less than six months.....................
In service six months or more .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . • .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .
In service six months or more, and prior conviction considered................

Limit of

c~ne~~~Months.

31
19

;{

66

6
10
18

83
93
213
6

12
18
30
42

!)

30

-~-521~~~

Totalnnm ber of desertions .. _...... _.... _... _.............. _................
Average limit of confinement------ ............. __ ...................... -·... . . ... . . .

20. 78+

Trials for desertionYear ending August 31, 1892 ................................................................... 475
Year ending Augm~t :n, 1893 ............. _........................... _. _............ _.......... 521
Increase ovorlast year ..... -·---- ..... -.............................................. --_....... 46

The number of trials by inferior courts-martial, the number resulting in acquittal, and the number of different men tried, in the different departments, are shown by the following table:

Department of-

t,~;\'~~~~j~~-~,~- ?.~I_o_l~~(:~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::: ::

Colmnuia ........... __ ........ _........................ _.... .
East ....................................................... ..
Dakota ........ _.... _.... _............... _...... _........... .
Missouri.····-----·-- ...................................... .
Platte ........ -.... - .............. - ... -.... - ..... - ••.. -- .. -- .
Texas -...... - ........................................... ---.
(At posts not i!l any of tho above departments) ........... -.

Trials.
DifferAc----ent
Garri- Sum- Total. quit.
men
tals.
son.
mary.
tried.
- - - - ---- --45
20
14
28
40
27
43
11
43

1,866
863
734
3,187
2,178
2,072
1, 736
923
1,158

1, 911
883
748
3, 215
2, 218
2, 099
1, 779
934
I, 201

Total ...... _____ ._ .. _._ .••.. _...... __ ..... _.......•. __ _ -271114,717 ~9ss

68
26
15
58
63
59
50
23
24

1,106
530
439
1,824
1, 363
1, 221
1, 085
599
895

- - -- - 386

I

9,062
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The number of trials by inferior courts-martial for the eleven months
ending August 31, 1893, was 16,670, as against 14,988 for the year
covered by this report, showing a decrease of probably over 3,000 cases
this year as compared with the corresponding period last year.
Attention is invited to the accompanying reports of the judge-advocates of departments, which contain valuable information.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. NORMAN LIEBER,
Acting Judge- Advocate- General.

REPORT OF MAJ. EDWARD HUNTER, JUDGE-ADVOCA'l'E, U. 8. AmiY, JUDGE-ADVOCATE
DI<~PARTMENT Ol<' CALIFORNIA.
HEADQUARTEHS 1 DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,
0FJ•'ICE OF JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

San Francisco, Cal., September 6, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the followin5 report of tho business of this
office from September 1, 1892, to and inclusive of August 31, current year:
Number of officet·s tried by genbral courts-martial. __ ... ___ . _. _. ___ ............. --.
N urn ber of enlisted men_ --- ... _.... - - - .......... - .... - - . _.. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
(Of this number, 8 men were tried twice, and 2 three times.)
The offences for which these men were tried w~re as follows:
Absence without leave (thirty-second article of war), in connection with other
charges in some cases ......................... _-- _ ... _......... _... __ . _. _. _. 28
Absence fi:om stables, drills, guard mounting, roll calls, etc ......... __ .... _. . . .
5
Asleep on post .. __ ................... _....... __ ........... _...... _... __ ... _...
3
Assault .. ____ .... _ ....... __ .................... -~ ........ _... __ . __ . _. _.... . . . . 12
Assault with intent to commit rape------_ .... ···--· ____ ---·-·--·-··---··----·
1
Conniving at the escape of a prisoner ____ . ____ .... ___ . ____ .. ___ . ____ ..... _. __ . 1
Desertion (in connection with other charges in some caRes)* ... _._. __ ._ .. _... __ . 26
Disobedience of orders of commissioned officers (twenty-first article of war) .. _.
3
Disrespect to commissioned officers (twentieth article of 'var) _.. _.... _.... _....
1
Disobedience of orders (sixty-second article of war)_._. ___ .. ___ ..... __ ... ___ ..
3
Drunk on guard .................................................. ··-· .... ____
5
Drunk on duty (thirty-eighth article of war) .. _............ _. _........ _... __ ..
7
Drunk and disorderly .. _.............. -.- .. - _..... - ...... _.. _. _.... ___ .. ___ .. . 10
Drunkenness to the prejudice of good order and military discipline (in connection with other charges in some cases) ..... _. _... ____ .. ____ .. _.. _..... _... _.
7
Embezzlement (sixty-second article of war) ....... ___ .......... _._ .... __ ......
1
:Fighting- and other distnrbances ................ _. _... ___ ... ___ ... _... _. _.....
4
Insubordination and abusive language ......... __ .. _. _... ___ ...... _. _. _.... ...
6
Interference with non-commissioned officers quelling distnrbance .. __ ... ___ .....
1
Larceny ...... ---·-·-· ............ ·--·--··-----·-···---·---·..................
5
Leaving post while on guard ____ ...... -----·-····-------··-----·..............
1
Malingering anllmaking false statement._ ........ _____ . _. _...... _......... _...
1
Neg-lect of duty (sixty-second article of war) _... __ ............... ___ . _........
8
Selling Government property (sixtieth article of war) ......... _. _... __ .........
2
Selling clothing (seventeenth article of war) .. __ ................. _. __ .. _. .. . . . .
4

'Total ....... -.. -- ... - .. -..... -. ---.--.-.- ..... _.... - ... -- ...... ___ .. __-_. 145
No trials have been held by regimental courts.
The number of trials by garrison courts-martial, on appeal ti·om trial by summary courts, "'as ........ -··· .... --·· ........ -···---- ................... --·· 20
The number of trials by summary court was_ .................. _.. _........... _ 863
The offences for which these men were tried were as follows:
Absence without leave (thirty-second article of war), in connection with other
charges in some cases .... _...... _. _....... ___ ... __ ........... _.......... _... 346
Absence from roll calls, pamcles, drills, inspections, etc .............. --·· ...... 179
Abusive, threatening, and obscene langnage ....... __ ... ___ . _ . _.. _. _. _..... . . . .
3
Disobedience of orders and disrespect to non-commissioned officers .. _... __ ...... 46
Drunk on gnard ...••.•...••.......••••............ _............. _... . . . . . . . . . • 7
Drunk on duty (not under arms).............................................. 43
Drunk and disorderly....... . . . • . . • • . • • • . • . . • • . • . • . • • • • • • • . . . • . • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • 36
• Include• 8 dea•rtera from orianizatione in other military departmouta,
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Drunkenness to prejudice of good order and military discipline................ GG
Fighting and other disturbances....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • 19
Ga1nbliug ......................................................... :... .... ....
4
Neglect of <luty in connection with other charges............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Minor offences, "lagging on line of practice march," ''having blouse unbuttoned," etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
Selling clothing (seventeenth article of war)...................................
6
Total ...•....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 883
Of the foregoing trials by SLUJWWI'!J and gar~ son courts-martialMen.
Tried once .................................. ~- ...................................... .
Tried twice .......................................................................... .
Tried three tilnes .................................................................... .
Tried four times ....................................................................•.
Tried five t-imes ..................................................................... .
Tried six tin1es....... . . . ........................................................... .
Tried sev-en thues .......................................................•............
Total .....................................................•.....................

Trials.

336
100
51
26

336
200
1'53
10!

1~ I

~~

~~-

883

Summary of 1Junishments imposecl by general courts-martial.

Amount of forfeitures (in some cases with conHnement) ..................•.. $1,256
$85
Amount of pay detained; to be paicl on final st<ttements .................... .
32
Dishonorably discharged, with forfPitnre of pay and allowances ............ .
Dishonorably discharged, with forfeiture of pa.y and allowances and confine35
ment ................................................................... .
Number of men dishonorably discharged upon the basis of previous com·ic22
tions of snlllmary court only ............................................ .
7
Of the general and summary court ........................................ .
Surnrt!a1'Y of punishments imposed by inferior courts-martial.

Amount of forfeitures.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 052. 50
Amount of pay detained; to be paid on final statements.................
$810. 00
Number of days confinement............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 326
1'able of 1'ecapitnlation showin[l the mmtbm· of genm·al, gm-rison, and swnmary com·ts11ta1'lial cases tried in the department, the ga1Tisons to which snch men belong, the nuntber
of different men tried, 'With the percentage of 'nten tried, and cornpa1'ison 'with p1'eceding
yeat·.
1

AverAge I
Nnmber of trials byNm:nber Per cent
strcn.gth ·- - - of <hffermen
o~
General Garrison Summary ent.mden
tried.
ga rnson. court.
court.
court.
tr1e ·

Post.

Akatrazisland .........................
Au~rel I!<l·uHl...........................
l~euicia Barracks...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

j:~~~ ~g~~I_l:: :~ ~ ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~:::::: ~:::::::: I

115
2fl5
Hi±

g~

8
19
20

~

70
188
74

3

~

Presidio of San Francisco..............
53L
80
11
453
San Diego 13arrac ks ...................
58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
6
Other departments (deserter!!) .......... ,..........
*8 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

·I

51
142
66

~~

344
6

4,4.34
48.13
40.24
34.42
55.93
64.78
10.34

*8

t~;~~l~~~-:~;;~:~~~~i::i:,~,~~,~~:-~~-~~-1--I --1-.~ ~~
*Not incln<lecl in total.
t Thirteen deserters from regiments in other departments tried in Department of California not
included in total.

Applications by and for military prisoners for remission of sentence and
other official communications relating thereto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120
Official reports received awl acted 011, inquiries answered, and opinions given.
60
Attention is invited to the fact that there are offences of comparatively frequent
commission by soldiers, sueh as assaults, assaults with a dangerous weapon, nuis-
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nnces, fnwclnlont enlistment, ahscnce from check roll calls, absence from school,
etc., for which no specili.c pcualtieR are provided.
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant,
EDWARD IIUNlER,

The ACTING

JUDGE-ADVOCA'l'E-GENEHAL,

U.S.

Jndgc-Aclvocate, U.S . .Army.
AmfY,

Wa~:~hiuglon,

D. C.

REPORT OF 1\IAJ. S. W. GR!lESllECK, .JUDGE-ADVOCATE, U. S. ARMY, JUDGE·ADVOCATE
DEPARTMENT OF THE lUISSOURI.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., September 11, 1893.
Sm: I have tho honor to submit the annual report of the business of this office for
the year ending Augnst 31, 1893, as follows:
The enlisted strength for the year is 3,298; for the previous year it was 3,393, a
decrease of 2.8
per cent.

+

GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

Commissione1l officers tried. _____ ·-----·-----·----···----------···· ............ 3
'l'hc cases are pnblislwcl in General Courts-Martial Orders, Nos. 49 or 1802 autl !.W
of 1898, these horull}ll<.lrtcrs.
l~nlistocl men tried ............ __ ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30:i
Acquittals .......................................................... _.... . . . . . . 1 ~
Number of disc1Htrges on ci tnt ion of previous convictions.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0
The offences for which trietl nrc as follows:
For violation of theFor violation of t1JeSixteenth article of war..... . . . .
1
Twenty-first article of war......
!l
Se,·entecnth article of \var .. _... 26
Thirty-second article of war_... Gl
Twentieth article of war........ ·1
Thirty-third article of war...... 22
Thirty-ninth articlP of wa.r .... _ 17
Thirty-eighth article of war.... 18
Fortieth article of war._._.....
6
Sixtieth article of wa.r.... . . . . . 11
Forty-sev-enth article of war ... _ 118
Sixty-second article of wnr..... 139
Of the number, 118, tried for desertion, 14 were found guilty of absence withont
leave only, and three werP mitigated npon the recommendation of the court. The
large increase in the nnm uer of trials for desertion, 118 this year against 85 lnst
year, indicates very plainly that the increased rewarcl for the aJ)prehension of this
class of crimina.ls is having its expectecl effect.
The number discharged on citation of previous convictions last year was 47, as
against 40 this year.
INFJ~IUOR

COURTS.

Trials by snmmary courts ................................................... 2,072
Trials by garrison courts-martiaL ..................... _....... _.............
27
'rotal ....... _....................... __ .... _.................. _. . . . . . . . 2, 099
Acqnittals.............................................. ....................
59
Of the number triecl hy inferior conrts, 733 were triecl once, 263 twice, 122 threo
times, 62 four times, 24 five times, 13 six times, and 4 seven time~:~, making the
number of different men tried 1,2:31.
The following table gives the number and percentage of trials by inferior conrts
at the several posts in the department for the year:
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2
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1
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2
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3
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~~:~~
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Total ............................ -~-3, !W8 ---;:-07;-~---27-~--59 --2-,099 ~=
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These fignrrs indicntf' n small <l<'r:rl':l"<' in the nmnhcr of trials by general conrtmartial, and tht> gratifying· d<•t·n~·t::-e of al)()nt Ui.4!':) per ePHt in tbe trials by inferior
conrts, ns compare<l "·ith ln. t .' t!ar.
'fbo following table gi~·es tlw :1\'Pr:tg-e <'nlis!P<l2trength and number of trials by
p;ettPral atlll inferior conrts for the past. i lin't' ye.tr;':
A yerap;e
PnliHh•(l

I General
conrt-

Tnft·rior

martial.

martial.

;;trPngl~

~~g~ ::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::: .. :::: ~:::::.::.: .... ::: .,

::, oot

:1, :;na
:~, 2!}8

JS:J:l ..............•....•...•. •.•• . .•... .....•. .•.. ..•.......•..•..

C'Oill't·

I

1. n:;s
2.lif>:l
2,0U)

The number of desertions for the fiscal yNtr cn<ling .June 30, 18D:1, nlHl tltc prohnble cause therefor as reportc<l by hoan1R of sm·v<'y uppoiute<l to investigate the case:;,
as re<plired by Army Hegnlation llR, as alllcJHlcd hy General Orders, ::\o. lcJ.). A<ljlltaut-tiencral's Ofih·e, 1890, and the po~;ts from w hieh the desertions occurred, aro
shown iu the following tables:
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1
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Enlisted East to get transportation \Y<'sl ....... .. .. .... ... ...
Got employment at his home in Can:ula........... .... ..................
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The posts from which the desertions oecm-re(l:
l'm;ls.

::-;trength.

- -IDe:;:erl ionfi.

.Aprroxi·
mate

per nmt.

1

Fort Way11o,

~fit-h

.............................. . ............... .

fi:l! ~!:,~~;.:;:·~~,,~:;~;• . _
•-•: · ••::·-·:· .•:.• .· .: •: ·: .: · : ••: I
I•'ort Snpply, l. T............................ . ................. .
I<'ort ~lwrirlan, 11\. ............................................. .
J;'ort Ril(•y, K:1ns ................................................ .
]'ort Brady, ~Jil'h .............................................. ..

6~~
3.)0

2~17

25.)

?

:!:i8

18 '

273 I
!i!l:l

47

fi70

50

I

1G5

I

I

}.!

14

I

II

0. 7
1.3
2. 9
4. 8
5. u
5.1
7.!)
8. 7
9. 0

--'----

Per cent of loss for the d<·p~n1mcnt, ii.5 per r·pnt. The mnnhcr of dc!'crtions last
was 14G, a,hout 4.8 per ("ent.
The increase of 1.2 per ecnt m dest·ttions is, ·with little llonht, <lnc to the inflnenco
of the ten year servi('e ht"'· The older so11lier:3 lwYc rcsente<l the spirit of that lnw
nnd thPir inerease<l <liscontent h:ts l>et>n eommnnicntecl to the yom1gPL men. This
fact was fairly inferahl<> from tho 1irst aml ongltt not to llc a matter of surprise now.
~·car
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Tlw soldiers of onr Army luwe no longer a profession which may be confidently
entered npon for life, but find them~eh'es in a statm; closely approxiwa1iug that of
the employ~. It is doubtful if the ten year law is in line with good P'lblic poliey.
'l'lwre are not wanting those who, while not quick or persistent in expressing their
opinions, are yet growing fearfhl that some recent metho1ls of organization ancl discipline are hurtful and not helpful. A pause in legislation seems a<lvisable until the
actual meaning of the many recent changes can be more carefully measured.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. W. GnoF.sm•:cK,
Judge-Advocate U.S. Army.
The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENlmAL U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

RI•:PORT OF CAPT. IT. C. CARBAUGH,

ACTl~O

JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPA RT!IIENT OF DAl{OTA.

HEADQPARTF.ItS DEPART.i\fENT OF DAKOTA,
.JVDGE ADVOCATE'S OFFICI<:,
St. Paul, ~Vinn., August 31, 1893.

•

Sm: Uut1er tho requirements of paragra,ph 984, Army Regulations, as nmended by
General Orders No. 19, A(ljntant-Getwral's Office, dated Marc4 16, 1892, I ha.ve the
honor to submit the following report based upon the records of this office for the
t·welve months ending this date.
During the ye:tr two commissionecl officers were tried, one at Fort Assiuniboine,
Mont.,, the other at Fort Yates, N. Dak. Both were conYicted, but oniy in part of
the offenses charged.
In this time 320 trials of enlistecl mf'n were ha,rl b~Y genernl court-martial, making
jn all322 trials by general court-martial, resulting in 29 rwqnittals an1l 2H3 com·ictions (with these convidions thPre wn.s :t finding of not gnilty of 47 separate
offenses). 'l'he trials iuchuled 6i54 separate offeuses. These were alleged ?,s follows:
Rixteenth article of wnr ______ . _____ . __ . _________________ .. ___ ... __ ... _______ . _ 1
ScYenteenth article of ·warSelling clothing-···------ ____ ···--·-----··-·· ... - .... -····--·-··-···----· 15
Losing clothing . ___ . ______ .... _ .. _. _... _.... __ ... ___ . .. _... __ ....... __ ... 13
Twentieth article of war ...... ____ .. _.. __ ............ _.. __ .. ___ . __ ... _.. _____ .
~
Twenty-tirst article of war .... _ . ____ .. __ . _.. _. ___ ... __ .... ___ ...... __ . . . . . . . . . 2ii
Twenty-fourth articlt> of war ............ _.... _........... _...... __ . _..... __ .. . 2
Thirty-first article ofwar ..... -·· .... ·-· .... ---·-· ____ -··--· .... -·-· ......... .
1
Thirty-second artide of war __ ._ .... _... ____ .. _. __ ....... __ ... __ .. __ .. _.. _. __ _ GG
Thirty 1hinl nrti!'le of war ..... -·-· ______ ---····-···----· ........... -··· ..... . 27
Thirty-Pighth nrtielc of war-Drunk on gnar1L ... --·- -·-- --·- ............ ·--· ·-·- ···- ·-·· ...... -··· .... Hi
Drunk on stnhle!lnty. ______ ·--·-· ·-······ .... ·-···· ··-··· ............... .
'J'hirty-1lint.h article of war. ______ .... ···- .............................. ··-···
X
Fortieth article of \Y:H' _. _ •••••. _. _. _ ••••• _ •••• _______ •• ___ • ___ ••• _ •••. __ • ____ •
·1
I•'orty-seventh artif'le of war, desertion .. __ .. ____ .. _... _. __ ....... _... ___ .. _._. 67
Sixtieth article of war.···-··---· .... ·-----·· .... ·----· .... ____ ·--- ..... -----n
Sixty-first article of war .. ____ . __ . __ .. __ ..... __ .... _................ _..... _. _.
7
Sixty-second article of warSentinel. willfully allowing prisoners to e:>f':tpc .. ___ • ____ . ___ ... ____ .... __ _ 1
Sentinel, neglectfully a.llowing prismters to cs('npo _... _.... ____ . __ ... _. __ .
1
Abmdng horse ___ .·-· ..... ·-. __ .. ____ . __ ..... _. __ .... _.. ___ ... _....... ···2
:Forgery __ . _____ . _. ______ .. ___ . ____ ... ____ . _.... ______ ... __ . ______ .... __ ..
Non-commissioned officer. breach of arrest. __ ........... ___ ..... __ .. _.. _. _.
n
l'rivate. breach of arrest. ___ ·----·-----··----· .... ·--·-···---···-·····--··
1
Indec!'nt eXJ)OSllrf' of person·----·---···-·---· .... ···- .... --·· .... ·-····-·
Pcrj nry. _____ . __ .. _. ___ . __ .. _____ .. _____ . ____ .. __ ... _.... _.. _...... _ . ____ .
"
2
Uommitting nnisauce ------- -----· ·----· -··- ____ -·-- ..................... .
Frandnlen t eulistmeut . ___ . _. __ .. __ . _.. _.... __ ........ _. _..... _....... __ ..
7
Assault with intent to kill·-·--·-··--······-····--·····-·····-·· .... -··-·· 1~
Disorderly collllnct. near post._ ... __ .. _. _ . _........ __ .......... _.. _.... _. _. 10
Disoheying non-commi~sioncd oflicPr ... __ .. __ ...... _.. _....... __ .. __ ..... . ·1:!
Diarospect to non-commissioned otli!·er .... __ ....... _...... _. _..... _...... . :H
Absence from fatigue duty·----- .... ·-----·-···· ...... ---· .... --·· ....... .
8
Disobeying post onlers .... ____ --·· .... ·--· -·-· ........ ···- ·-·· .......... ..
4
Introducing liq nor in post . ____ ... _. _... _...... __ .. _... ___ ................ . 3
Drunk at post _____ .. ___ . ____ .. ____ .. __
. __ .. ___ . ___ ... ___ ... ____ .... __ . 16
o}
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Sixty-secon!l nrtic1c of wnr-Continuec1.
Disorderly nnd arrest by ci vii nuthoritirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
Disorderl~r or dnmli: in post exchange or in qnartcrs .......................
Fighting or simple assault .......................................... -----·
Neglect of dnty...........................................................
Failing to obey ofiicer ancl disrespect to...................................
False statement to officer or non-counnissionell omecr...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous ........ __ ....... _. _....... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theft _. __ .... _.. _.. ___ . __ .. ____ .. _.. __ . ___ .... _______ .... __ ........ __ .. _. _
Disobeying and disrespect to non-commissionetl officer in charge of prisoners.
General disorders by prisoners .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sentinel, neglect of dut~T ....... ____ ....... _........ ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8
27
29
9
23
5
58
30
5
9
4

T'otal ....... _.. ___ . _____ . ___ . _.. _.. ___ .. ___ .. _____ . ___ ......... _.. . . . . . . 654
The number of records of gnrrison conrts-martial and the reports of summary
eonrts which have been received and filed in this office is as follows:
Garrison conrts-martial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
Sutnmary courts .............................................................. 2, 178
Total . _. __ ...... _..... _............ _................................... 2, 218
These cases included 1,363 different men and 3,018 separate offenses, as follows:
Garrison.

Offenses.

A bsrnt from one to six: l10nrs.........................................................
.A.b.;mJt from !-\IX to twelve limn'R ............... _. __ .. ___ -·-·· -···--·· ........ _........ .••... ..
Ab~>e11t from t wd\'C to tw<'nty-tour honril _..... - .. ___ ........ --·- ............. -. ... ..
1

±~::~~ }~~~~d~~~~~~~i:~~·:~~~~;~: l:~l~I:J~~~i~~~~ ~1~~~~~-~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ~:: i:

Absent from drrss parade.............................................................
Absentfromextraduty..............................................................
.A 1.Jse11t from guard ddail. ............. _.. __ ... _. _... _..... _... _....... _..............
A hsent from fittigue duty .. - ... --- ................................................ ---Absent from inspectioiJ...............................................................
.Abseilt from iuspect ion (of quarter;;) __ ............. __ .... __ ..... _...... _.. _..... _....
Absent from rc>n•il.le all(l retreat .................... _....... _.........................
Absent froliJ school. ..... - ...... - ... ---- .. --··--_--· ........ -·-··· ...... ------------ ..
Absent from stal.Jles ..... --- ................ _................. --......................
Abseut from target practice .......... ______ -·- __ .-·---·-.............................
l'rivate ln·eaking arn•st -----.----.- ..... -. _........ _. _......................... - ... -.
Committinl! nuiHance in quartl't'S ........ _... _.................. . ... _.. __ ....... _____ .

fiH~i?c~~~~~l~l~~~~~~i~~~: ~~~::o:~~~~J~~~~~~~~~·: ~~~-:::::::: :~::::

.. . .. . . .
1
. . . .. . . .
4
........
_.......
. . . .. . . .
_.... --1
........
_.... _..
1

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... -~.

Disn•spect to snpcl'ior oflil'cr .......................... ------..........................
1
(}ambling .... _................ -.- ....... ______ .... -.. ____ .. _..... _. _. _.. __ ...... ______
:~
J)iarespect to alHl disolH•tlielH'I' of unh'rs of non-ronnui.;sionctl ofiieers .. -- .... - ... - .. 11
Drunk or di8onlel'ly in quaJters ........... _______ ......... _.. _......... _.............. __ .... .
Drunk on daily or extra duty __ ......... _..................... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Drunk at drilL .... -. - . - . - .. - - - - . -................................... __ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

:t

~~~~~ f~~~1.q:~~~jl~~~ti~-~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~::::: ~ ~::::::::::: ~:::: ~:::::: ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~::::: :: ~:::::

Drunk on parade ............ _._ ..... _._ ......... _... ___ .......... _____ .. _... _. __ ... _._
1
Drunk atretreat----·--·----··················-········-···-········-··--···-··-·····- ........
Drnnkatpost ....................................... -·-·······-····-----···-··-······
5
Drunk at stables ........................ _... ____ ......... ___ ...... _...... _.... _..... __
1
:False statement to SH}Jl'rior oflil'er. __ . _.. __ ........... _.... ___ ..... _____ .. _............
2

1~~1-~~~~~h~;i~~~~~~-i~;t~ '(j;,;t~·t~-;.~:: ~:: ::: ~ ~::: ~: ~::::::: ~ :::::: ~:: :::: -_: ::·.:::::::::::: -.... -~.
Miscellanrous ............ -- ............................... _................ _.........

8

~~ft}i~~\~P~l~~;-~t··li;tt).":~~~ ~~::~ ~ ~:: :~::::::: ~::::::: :: ::~ :::::::::: :~::::: :::::::::: ......: .
Abusing l10rsc .............................. ·----· ___ .. _... _............... _...... _...

1

~:~~1: ~ •:,;'\~~.:1::~;;;·,~;::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::l: ::::::

Snmmary.
141
101
H3

1~~

30
74
39
71
31

32-!

198
10
112
8
29

:n

gf
17
37
2 ~0

16 5

23
22
1

~

12
4
]69
10
27

ig

339

~~

19

J~

~~:::~:~:~::~·- -•:-: : -: : :--_:: -: _::-: --:-: --::-:.:-:.:.-.--•• • --.- • :-: • • :1~:--,i,

During the ~·ear (1890) jnst l;rec<>diug the issuance of General Orders, No. 21,
Adjntant-Gencral's Ofllee, of 1891, which prescribes for certain offenses therein named,
limits of punishments, based on the use of records of previous trials aud convictions,
jt appears that 8,094 ditl:'erent men were tried jn the Army by inferior courts, in all
11,574 times. It also appears that, in t892, 9,603 difi'eront men were in like manner
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tried, in all, 16,670 times. I believe the records for this year will show a slight per
cent of increase in snch trials. Fnder the most favoraule view it appears that if a
man 'Yere, previous to the issuance of the order referred to, tried five times he
would now lJe tried about seven times, tile increased number lJeiug (lue to the summary method of trial.
A new cotHlition of affairs has therefore been brought about in the military service, by the uew system. Disciplinary punishments, executive mamtgement, discretiml, and tact lwve been snpplantell to a certain extent by the easier all(l moro
exact method of taking official recognition of delinquencies by the summary court.
Under these conditions a man prone to offen<l increases the number of his trials
much more rapidly than even the figures given above illflicate.
During the year, 65 sentences of dishonorable discharge through use of preYions
convictions have been executed in this Department. In about half these cases tho
sentence permiRsible to the court was <>iiher dishonorable discharge with forfeiture
of pay and allowances, or a pnniHhment less than the limit of sentence allowed to a
summary court.
Ullller existing circnmstnuces, I do not believe five previous convictions by a summary court furnish either an accnmte gni<le to a man's usefulness as a soldier, or
conclushe proof of his incorrigibility. The result is that the recorcl of previons
convictions becomes to the court an easy method of determining upon a sentence.
and furnishes an excuse rather than a reason for Jischarge. 'l'he court, in many
cases, discharges the m:tn on account of the knowledge the members have of him,
or because no approximately adequate sentence is permissible, while the record of
tlH' indicia! trihnnal gives as the reason that evidence of five or six previous convictions by summary court shows him to be worthless as a soldier. I believe that a
l·cco11L uf live pre,·i,mH 1'011\'ictions justifies a reasonable disciplinary sentence on
con vtction of minor offenses, for instance, about three months confinement and forfeiture of pa.y for the same perioLl insteatl of the alternatives to which the conrt is
now limited, lJnt that now it does not justify dishonorable discharge, hence it is
rccom1ue1Hled that tl1iH altcrnati\'e punishment uow authorized, where evidence of
exactly five previous condctions is admitted, be superseded by the suggested disciplinary punishment as a limit in fHlch cases.
Even at this late tlay, over two years since the issuance of the rules as to the nso
oi e\ i1leuce or previou::~ convictions, I am satisfied that the regulations governing
their usc are not euforce<l in over 011e-thinl of the army. Some company commancldcrs submit the record, others do so only at times for various reasons, but a grNtt
portion of the army to-<lay has a system of fixing limits of punishments whereby
company and post commanders and summary courts determine the limit of punishment by withholding, suumitting, or considering at will the recorcl of previous convictions, thus resnlting in lack of uniform pnnishmeut for the same offense; for
instanee, <luring the year in this department a general court-martial expressed regret that a more severP pnnishment than was a<ljnclged was not permi~sible, when
in fact there were existing previous convictious which, if submitted in accordance
with the regulations, would have fixed a greater limit than that open to the court.
The punishments for many offenses being small, company commanders have sometimes resorted to what might he called double charging, whereby a charge of absence
withont leave for ~tbout eigllteen hours was accompaniefl by additional specifications
covering the intervening and usual garrison or post duties. To correct these two
evils the following positive directions were issued on May 31, 1893, from these headquarters:
'' \Vith a view to uniformly· enforcing the regulations as to court-martial practice,
the following will hereafter govern in this department:
"First. In each case trie<l by summary, garrison, or regimental court, all previous
convictions in the current enlistment and within two years will be submitted or
cited to the court, ailll the record of the court will show the number of previous convictions admitted in evidence.
"Second. Post commanders, in forwarding charges to these headquarters, will, in
addition to the indorsement requiretl by paragraph 2, General Orders No. 1, series
of 1887~ from these headquarters, state 'there are in this case only (so many) previous convictions in the current enlistment and within two years.'
"Third. Post commanders will state upon the monthly transcript of the summary
conrt forwarde(l whether 'all previous convictions in the current enlistment an<l
within two years were in each case submitted or cited to the court.'
"Fourth. All charges in which there are five or more previous convictions in the
current enlistment and within t\YO vears will be forwarued with recommendation as
to trial to these headquarters for action.
"Fifth. In charges for a <lelinite absence without leave in violn.tion of the thirtysecond article of war, the included and usual daily post and company duties will
not be separately and in a<ltlition charged mHler the thirty-third article of war/'
The fourth paragraph of these instructions is intendeu to take from the summary
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court, as far as possible, cases being sent before it in which tho limit ofpnnishment
is often a more severe penalty than is now nuthorizecl for a. summary court to administer and where always the ll.llternative of dishonorable disr~harge was administratively ruled ont by trial before such a court.
In some of these cases l)OSt commanders now recommend tbnt trial by summary
court be allowed. On the ground that ll.l department <·omrnander must ultimat.ely
decide whether he will approve a sentence of dishonorable discharge in tho event
of a finding of gnilty, such cases have sometimes been so tried; but this method,
though a much bctt<'r one than withholding an existiug record of previous convictions, is not a satisfactory one, for there is alack of uniformity in recommendations.
Another reason a.gainst such practice exists in this, that if the summary court can
take cognizance of snell cases then under its mandatory language it is difficult to say
where its jurisdiction ends.
The general view, alHl it appears to be a sound military view, with post commanders is, as it was with t·he garrison court, that the ends sought in maintaining
discipline ought to give them the right to use the minor court even thongh its punishing power does not nxtend to the limit authori:r,ed for the charges. The power of
adjudging the disciplinary sentence suggested, on proof of exactly five previous
convictions, would do much towards remedying existing inexactness in practice. I
believe t,Jwre is too much importance given to records of previous convictions in
the system of punishments established by the general order covering their use, antl
too little to the offense. A jump from a given punishment to three times that
amount on proof of four previous convictions, with intermediate limits for lesser
nnmuers, is a detraction from and a limitation upon the judicial discretion of a
court martial.
Rather fix the limit to three times that now allowed and let the effect of the
reeonl be a matter of fliscretiou, then, if the record is administratively withheld
there can be no etfcets upon the powers of the tribunal.
Such limitations fhul their basis in the sentiment that the sentence of a courtmartial is little more than a recommenda.tion and in a belief that the court lacks
di::;cretion in adjudging sentences. This is an administrative view of a court. The
statute makes a court-martial a judicial tribunal, and its true functions are more
nearly reache<l by preserving and inculcating in officers a due regard for its nature
as such.
Returning to the subject which has called forth these remarks I do not believe
that the true rule in the use of previous convictions will be reached until only the
maximum limit of])tmishmeut for ofl'euses be prescribed, and that at every trial in
the military service when it becomes the duty of a court to adjudge a sentence
that such record shall be submitted to enable the court to determine if it should
deal leniently ·w ith tho person convicted. Provided that on proof of six or more
convictions dishonorable discharge with forfeiture of pay and allowances may be
added to the confinement authorized.
The system of punishments would thus become simple enough for use in the field.
\Ve now have a system of trials for peace and another for war, and a code of
lHlnishment that can not be administered without the use of a file of orders and records; hence, it is too tcehnical and complicated for all conditions of the service.
Something must be left to the judgment of officers, if failures to exercise sound judgment sometimes occur.
\Vhen the total 1nmishment authori:r,ed upon convic't ion amounts, with or withont the use of a record of previous convictions, to a.bout ten months' confinement
with forfeitnrc of 11ay for the same period, dishonorable discharge with forfeiture of
all pay and allowances, with confinement for about six months, should be permitted.
It seems to me that desertion should never, by punishment, be a less offense than
absence without leave; hence, the punishment should always include dishonorable
discharge. It is better to pardon the offense than to permit for it only minor punishments.
In connection with this it should be noted that a hospital steward, or other staff
non commissioned officer, who deserts and surrenders within three months, can not
lJe reduced in grade either by sentence or by the rules applicable to non-commissioned officers of the line; neither can he be dishonorably discharged. This
anomal~r, in one case, was only avoided by the absence being more than ninety days.
lt is a <lcfeet which could be remedied by allowing dishonorable discharge in all
caRes of desertion.
Owing to the lapse of appropriation for the pay of the Army, pay detained by
sentences becomes uncertain as to ultimate payment; hence, as it is not au important
kind )f sentence, its use could well be discontinued as being, in general, impracticable.
As to existing military tribunals, I have in a previous report stated that the failures of the law organizing the summary court, namely, to definitely fix its jurisdiction, as is done for the field officer's court in the Pightieth article of war, by kind
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of offense; to limit its punishing power; to make it applicable in war; to secure a
court in isolated posts and detachments where most needed; to permit anyone bu1.
the second officer in rank to act, except a post commander in certain cases, and to
give the right to compel the attend~tnce of witnesses, all wa,rrant its being superseded by a revision of the eightieth article of war so as to create a court applicable
alik~ in peace or i:n war.
The failure to supply a statutory method of punishing for the commander of a
detachment, when he is the only line officer present with the command, is at once
derogatory to his position and forces him to the iudetinite and uncertain method of
using disciplinary punishments, when he should have the statutory right to enforce
discipline at the very time when discipline is of some consequence. Posts are simply
administrative and instruction depots, yet laws are frequently framed as though
the post was the aim and end of military existence aml operations.
The summary court is but an administrative organ. In many cases we find from
five to thirteen officers taking an oath to the proper performance of their duties in
determining guilt or innocence, while probably but the day before one of them as a
summary court tried a more serious ofl'ense without thl} solemuity of such an oath.
One officer without an oath is not so reliable as possibly thirteen officers, including
himself~ who have taken an oath.
The eightieth article of war should be amended to rea,d, "The commanding
officer of a post, regiment, or separate detachment may t,ry, or detail an officer who
under a,n oath to be administered by said commander may try, soldiers of the command for offenses not capital." To this a proviso could be a,dded, as follows: "In
time of peace upon a demand of :removal the case shall be tried by a regimental or
garrison court-martial, provided a sufficient n nm ber of commissioned officers to form
such a court are present for duty with the command," thongh such a proviso would be
a, concession to sentiment rather than to any necessity. The existence of this court
would enable the commanding officer, in his discretion, to send cases before the garrison or regimental court, where by not recording tl1e evidence (and there is no
necessity to record the evicience) an equally summary method. of trial could be hau,
accompanied by proper prosecution, by the benefits of counsel, by the sanction of
an oath, and by which exa,ct justice would be secured.
Of the number of cases tried by summary court in but a small per cent is the issue
of innocence raised. During the month of July in this department of 193 cases so
tried in bnt 33 was the plea, of "not guilty" in whole or in p:1rt made. In August
there were 20 pleas of" not guilty" in 135 trials. Cases of acknowledged guilt are
especially appropriate for adjudging of penalties by company commanders or by
other administrative methods, but where the issue ofinnocence is raised the methotl
of trial by ~arrison court, before referred to, seems more appropriate, and should not
he superseded unless it be uy a summary court which is jndicia,l.
In only a, bout one out of six minor cases is a plea of" not guilty" made. When it
is remembered that it is of these cases only that there are demands of removal made,
it appears that the per cent of removal is quite large; hence, all such ca,ses could be
tried by garrison court.
The amendment mentioned would complete a military system of tribunals applicable alike for detachments, posts, field service, or time of war; would a, void the·
a,nomaly of the most unimportant court being clothed with th" appearance, at least,
of greatest reliability, and would give to young otlicers greater opportunity of sitting with older ones in trials and of acting as prosecutor and counsel, thus educating
them to the more important duties of trying serious offenses.
Already this lack of experience is being felt when judge advocates of general
conrts are about to be selected. Under the olfl system a young officer in a comparatively short time acquired considerable experience in trbls of minor cases. Under
the present, this lack of experience becomes obvious. Though an advocate of summary
tria,ls, I am forced to the conclusion that our present system is not a consistent one,
and that another step must be taken before the system of trials is within the limit
of sound military and judicial methods.
The time has come, I believe, for a new codification anil reenactment of the articles
of wa,r whereby, withor..t the use of experimental legislation, military methods in
trials and sentences could be improved.
111 addition to what has before been sa,id as to desertion, it may he added that
during the year ending July 30, 1893, there were 313 deHertions from the organizations serving in this department. Of these, 45 "·ere apprehended and only 5 surreudered. Of the tota,l number, 190 had never been tried, 53 once, 31 twice, 17
three times, 8 four timefl, 13 five times or oftener; from which it will be seen that
trials by conrt-martial have little or nothing to do with desertions. The leniency
shown in General Order No. 21 to those who surrender, is not appreciated and does
not lead. to surrenders.
This office is charged with the keeping of the special reports rendered under paragraph 117, A. R., on each deserter; from these reports it appears that individual
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restlessness and unreliability-not chargeable to defects in the military serviceare the principal elements to be overcome in order to reduce desertion. Better choice
of material anu certainity of arrest, coupleu with adequate punishment, seem to be
required. This appears to be emphasized by the faets that 1,290 recruits were added to the organizations serving in this department during the year, that there hHs
been but one reenlistment, and that during this time these organizations lost
throngh desertion, dishonorable discharge, and discharge without honor about 450
men. Of these 313 deserters, 40 served less than three months, 90 from three to six
months, 58 from six to nine months, 42 from nine to twelve months, 48 from twel\'O
to twenty-four months, and 26 over two years.
Very respectfully,
H. C. CARBAUGH,
• .Acting Judge-Advocate.
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF CAPT. C. McCLURE, ACTING JUDOE·ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S Ol!'FICE,

Vancouver Ba1Tacks, Wash., Septernber 9, 1893.
SIR: Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 984, Army Regulations, as amended
by General Orflers No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1892, I have the honor
to submit the following report for the year ending August 31, 1893.
The appendices l1erewith, which are made a part of this report, are as follows:
general courts-martial, A; inferior courts-martial, B; desertions, C •

•

GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

The number of trials had by general courts-martial is 98, as against 94 last year.
As the report of last year covered but eleven mouths, it may be considered that
there has been a decrease this year in the number of trials.
INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL.

The number of trials had by summary courts is 734-; by garrison courts-martial, 14;
total, 748, as against 872 last year (eleven months), and 1,298 the preceding year.
The decrease is encouraging, but it should be greater.
I renew the following recommendation, contained under this head in my report of
last year, to wit:
"Another means of avoiding too many trials by the summary court would be
afforded by permitting company, troop, and battery commanders, in their discretion
and acting under the direction and control of commanding officer~, to req uirc soldiers
guilty of minor oil"enses, for which only slight punishments are authorized, to elect
between a trial by court-martial and a specified number of extra tours of company,
troop, or battery fatigue duty.
"An official sanction by the War Department of such a practice would, in my
opinion, soon cause a marvelous reduction in the number of trials by the summarry
court, and would be authorizing and regulating, in time of -peace, a practice which
will of necessity find constant application in time of w~-y."
DESERTIONS.

The number of desertions during the year is 122, as against 55 last year (eleven
months), showing an increase of 67.
The boards of survey appointed to ascertain the causes which induced the desertions reported that in 69 cases no cause could be ascertained, while in 4 cases the
desertions were attributed to the ten-year act.
The number of men who deserted in the first year of enlistment is 71; in the second, 37; giYing a total of 108. Tke corrcs.PondinO' figures for la t ye~n·-~l~ven.
montha-o.re 82 and 5; total, 87,
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The number of flescrtions in March, April, :\lay, and Jnne were, respcdi,·cl~· ll,
18, 25, and 17; to~al, 74; same during correspolllling mouths last year, 9, 4, 8, awl8;
total, 29.
A.s the ten-ye:tr a.d, prohiuiting tbe rei'nlistmeut of pri vatc::; after ten years' Hervi(lP, approYed Fl·brnar.v "27, u;n3, was pnhlished to the Army .March 11, followill;r,
md as this ad Pssc11tially ch:wged the colHlitionsupou which PnliHhneuts had tlwretofore heeu m:Hlc, the aboYe iignres wonl<l seem to justify the conclm;ion that the
markP1l increase in tllC ntunbor of 1lc::;ertions was 1n·imarily the effect of the ewwtmcnt of this law.
If tlwre has been a similar increase in the other military departments, it will
demonstrate that with the enlisktl men the ]n·ospe1·t of beiug pl<l<'ed 11pon tht:l
l'etire<llist, even aft.er thirty years' service, is an incentive to bring and keel) them
in the service whicl1 heretofore has not been fully :tppreciatcd.
It is t,o be hoped that the law in question will te speedily repealed.
PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS.

The number of men dishonorably <lischargcd h~ sentence of a, general court-martial is 4.3 out of 90 tried this year as against 42 out of 86 tried last year. Tweutyseven were convictecl of desertion as against 13 last year; 20 of the 27 were
dishonorably discharge(l. Only 6 of the 90 HH'n were tried more than once ty general court-martial; and 5 of the 6 were tried twice each. Evidence of previous
convictions-5 or more-was submitted in 20 cases. One man, still in the service,
was trie(l 4 times by general court.wnrtial, and in each trial, 5 or more preYious
convictions were cited ag:linst him. In 10 of tho rernainiug 16 cases dishonorable
discharge was adjudged; in 9 of the 10 cases the discharges were for minor offenses
on account of previous convictions, and hence without confinement at hard labor.
The experience of the past year has not caused me to materially change the views
submitted under this head in my report of last year.
I beg leave, therefore, to invite attention to those views, and especially to the
following "conclusions" therein set forth, to wit:
"(2) \Vhile courts-martial should have power to discharge from the ser~ice men
who persif:ltently defy the requirements of discipline, as evidence:! ty previous convictions, yet to deter those who would enter upon a line of bad conduct to invoke
such penalty, said courts should have power to add, in all cases, some confinement
at hard labor to dishonorable discharge.
"(3) Five previous convictions shonld not sustain a sentence of dishonorable
discharge unless at le.ast one by genera,! court-martial is included.
'' (4) In every trial by general court-martial, after a finding of guilty, where a
discretionary punishment is anthori:~.ed, evhlencc, if any, of all previous convictions
had within a prescribed period shonhl be re(rnire1l to be submitted to the conrt to
aid it in determining upon its sentence. ·w here the prescriLed lim1t of punishment
is such that it should not be increased by reasonofprevious convictiOns, theyshouhl
be considered in determining whether that limit should be imposed."
El\IBIGZZ.LEl\1ENT OF FUNDS NOT l'UllLIC.

During the past year a creditor of one ofthe post exchanges in this department
established to the satiRfaction of the proper authorities that a paper purporting to
be a receipt, which the post exchange officer had submitted as evidence of payment
of the creditor, was a forgery, and thereupon the deht was ordere1l paid; this time
from the funds of the company aud hospital corps detachment which were at the
post at the time the debt was contracted.
The post exchange officer, before the discovery of the embezzlement, was tried on
other charges in another department and sentenced to he dismissed.
There was time, I belieYc, to have tried him for the embezzlement,, aml such trial
would doubtless have been recommended and ordered, if his accrued and accruing
pay could legally have been reached to reimburse the funds which had made good
his embezzlement.
'l'his case suggests very forcibly the propreity of a law giving to general courtsmartial the power to adjudge a stoppage against the pay, due or to become due, of
officers or enlisted men convicted of embezzlement of company, band, post exchange,
or similar funds to reimburse as far as possible the loss to said funds.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLEs McCLURJ<j,

Captain ancl .Acting Judge-Advocate.

The ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL U. S. Amrv,
Wasitin[Jton, D. C.
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A.

GENERAL CO UU.TS-:\IARTIA L.
Numberofgeneral~ond-martia,l reP-ords rec~vr.•l, revised, reconlcd, an<l forwar1lC11
ho the Ac·t ing .T tHlge-A•l Yoc:t tc UPH\'J'al dnri ng the year ending 1\ngn:-;t :H, ll'lU3:
Ninety-eight (98) <"<ISCR of culistcd Jlleu.
Convictions ..•................................................. - .•... _... . . . . Dl
AcqnittaTs.... ...... .... ...... .... .... .... .... ...... ..... .... .... .... .... ....
7

Total cases .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U:J

Comparison of tot<tlntuul>cr with that of two prO\ ions ye:~r:':
Cases tried 1890-'91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130
Cases tried 1891-'92* . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Cases tried. 1892-'93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

94
98

Increase from lnst year...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

I Cases.

:Men.

:mEl El~':.~;;;:::::::::_::: :::: :::::::::::

·~ I ~

::::::: :: :: :::: :: ::::::: ·:

'.fotal ........................................................................... ~-00~-98

One officer of the l?ourth Infantry tried during the year.
of'

Dislribztlion of cases tried by general coul'is among the clijJ"erent rnilital'y posts of the clc11artment.
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Classification of offenses tried by geneml courts in the department for the year ending
.A.ngust 31, 1893, and. comparison of nnmber of cases tl'iecl fm· desertion with that oj
p1·evious yem·, etc.
Fin<lina

Offense.

. "'
gmlty.

IFinding,
not
guilty.

S~lling or losing clotlling, ~rticle.17 .... --.· . . . . . ...... ......... . ...... ....
8
D1sre8pect to h1s commandmg officer, artwle 20............... .. .........
1
3
Disobedifluce of orders, article 21.........................................
Lying out of quarters, artic:le 31 .... ... . .. .... .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
1
.A bseuce without leave, article 32 .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . ..
13
Absence from roll calls. etc., article 33........................... . .......
5
Drunk on duty, article 38................................................
12
Leaving or sleeping on post, article 39...... ...... .. .. .. . ............. ...
4
Quitting guar(l without leave, article 40 .. •• .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . ..
1
Desertion, article 47.......... . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
27
Advising to desert, ar.,icle 51.......... . .................................
1
Stealing Government property, article 60.................................
4
Entering into agreement to defraud United States, artirlc 60 ..................... .
Disorders charged as "conduct to the prejudice of gootl order and military discipline," article 62..... .......... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . .. . ....
47

Total offenses ...................................... ·: ..............

Total.

7
1
1\$

5
13
4
1

11

58

,--127--26 ~

Convictions of desertion ....................................................... 27
Convicted of absence without lea,ve, charge desert ion....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Cases tried for desertion1892-'93- . - - - - ... - - - .. - - - . - . - - - - . - - - - -- - - ... - - . - - - - - - - .. . . - - . - .. - - - . -- . - --. - 32
1891-'92.---------.- ........... ----- .·.- .... ---- .. - ... - ... -.-.- .... -- .... ---. 14
Trials for desertion this year more than last .............................. 18
Men dishonorably dischargetl by sentence of general conrt-martial ..............
Same, last year ................................................................
Trials in which evidence of previous convictions was introduced ................
Same, last year ................................................................
Non-commissioned officers recluced to the ranks by sentence of gonrml courtmartial ............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.!3
42
21
30
3

Table exhibiting the organization to which the enlisted men tried by general courts belong.
Banc.l . . A. \ B.

Organization.

I C.

D. E.

F. G. H.

I.

L. Total.

4 1-~--1 ...1 . -.. .. -..1.. ----;---;:= .. .. .. .. 1 .. .. .. ..

Fourth Cavalry............................
1
Fifth Artillery............. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .
Fonrtb Infantry.................................. 3
Fourteenth Infantry ...................... 1

51

4
4

5
3

1

3
3

5

2
2

2
2 .... ....
1 -- .. --.. .. ..

~:~~l~~~~:tn~~f:l~i~·;y::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :!.-~- .. i "1: :: :j-. i ·/::::-1 -~ ·1::::\::::!: :::j::::1
Twenty-second

~nfa~try ...........................

---1.... .... ....

1. . . .

£:i~~~ys1~~si~l~l~~ii-;;A~;~,~;;lY. -(i~i~;·h~- -------:--.......... .. .. . ...

1

1

---·1---- ................

....

.... .... , .... ,

1

1

----1.. ---- j

1
mentof caYalry ................................
----1-------Hospital Corps ........................................... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
--J----

Total number of men triecl .._. ......

1

2~

2-t

............ I .... ,

1

1

30
3

1

1
4

-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~l ~ ~~~~~-90

APPENDIX

B.

INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL.

Garrison conrts-nta1'tial.

Cases tried by garrison courts-martial dnriug the year ending Al1gust 31,
1893 ...•••••.•••••.•.•••...•.••..•...•. - •...•..•.•••. - . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • •
Hen tried. . • .. • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . • • . • .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . .. • . . .

14
14

A<.:'l'I~U
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1
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Convictions .......................
Acquittals..............................................................

12
2

'l'otal ca~cs .............................................. _....... .
Remontls to garriso11 courts-martial upon request of acensetl ........... .
In YC:stigation oy rcgimeutttl court-martiaL .............................•

14
H
1

Summary courts.
Cases tric1l by summary courts dnriug the year ending A ngust 31, 1803.. .
::\len trietl. .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....

73!
425

Con vietions..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acquittals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

721
13

Total cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sentences di:-;approvcd.... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ....
Sentences remitted...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

734
2
7

Sentences partially remitted....................................................................................

2

Non-commissioned officers reduced to tlle ranks by sentence of inferior court
7
Forfeitures imposed and executed ........................................ $2,075.25
Days confinement at hard labor·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 052
Days solitary confinement on "bread-and-water diet.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48
Pay detaiuedJ to be paid on final statements ............................. $1, 468. 00

Distribution of cases triccl by iuferiOI' conrts, with 11umber confined ancl ?'elcasecl without
trial, at the po8i8 of the £1eparlment.

,

I

I
I

Cases tried.
II
Confined
-'-'-'"ernge
strength ----;----~ Men Per cent
mul
o~ .e:<ll'· Sum- Garri- tried. inen tried. ~.;l~~~~~
ru;on.
mary.
son.
trial.

Post.

n_o_i_s_e_n_a_r_r_a_ck_s__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-_-__-_-___- _I
Fort Canby .................................. .
Fort Sherrnnn *...............................
l<'ortSpokanet........... ..... .. .... .. .. .... ..
l<'ort Townsencl............ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

~~;lc~~~~fi~~v~:n~~~-~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::1

211~0896. 1 ---;--671

---

1
4

181

168
80

~~~

~~~ ------~-1

62 '

Total ami. average ..................... -~--1-,

39

4308

1

3365 . 78 . - - - -13

90
Ol
29

3:3. 4
35.4
· 46. 8

~~

~~:~

2
3
11
2

~

362-734 -14· t'ill,--32.21----;3

*'l'wo cases of men belonging to this commanu trieu at camp at ·wallace, Idaho, during September
1892, inclntled.

t'l'wenty-eight cases of men belon~ing to this commautl tried at camps at \Vallace and \Yardner,
Idaho, durin~ Heptember, lS!l~. included.
tFivc men of Company A., I<'otuteenth Infantry, tried first at Fort Townsend, an<l, after change of
station, again at Vancottver Barracks; three men of Comp:my F, :Fourteenth Infantry, tried first at
Vancouver Barracks, and, after change of station, again at .Fort Townsend; total number vf ditfercnt
men tried, 439.

Number ofsummar court cases, 1892-'93 ....................................... 734
Number of garrison com·t cases, 1892-'93 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Number of cases tried by inferior courts ....................................... 748
Number tried last year* ....................................................... 872
Decrease from last year ................................................... 124
*Eleven months.
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Distribution of cases and men triNl by infaior courts among the qi.tJerent organi:;atious
serving in the department.

I

Org=i,tion.

Tri&l,.

llnud.

~~

C.

~~~ :_!.":__':_

L. 'fotol.

,
S
F our th Ca1'ary
-------- .. ------)
F'fth .A t'll
~
1
1
r
ery _________________ )

Cases .. 15 41 - --- -- -- 48
9 2n '27 33 __ .. 19
221
:MPn ____
9 17 ________ 23
8 20 18 21 ____ 6
1·•·•
Cases ... ------- 3!!
27 ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
GG
Men ___________ 21 ____ 16 ---T--· ------------ ----'---:17
. t
5
Cases
..
.
2 15 27 24 30 15 I 3! 32 62
8 .. ..
2JU
f
F our·th I nan
ry ________________ ( :Men____
2 Hl 21 19 21 12 17 2i 23
5 ---m
f t
S CasPs...
2 53 11± 32 27 20 31 17 1.... .... ....
1\l~
F our t een thrnan
r.r-----------) ~len... .
1 :!3 10 17 14 J:3 22 12 -------- ....
117
Hospital CorpS----------------_5 ~ C.:a~es ... l·------ ·--· ·--- - --· ---· ---- ~ ---- -- ---------- ----~
14
(. .l'IIen .. . . .~~ ~~~:..:..:...:.~~.:_~~~~· :..:..:...:. _ _o
Total ------ - - - ------- -- --

{I ~{~~~~ :::I::::::

t: :l::::~: ::I::::::::I:::~ ~ { :::I: :: :l::: :I

!~~

NoTE.-Troops, batteries, and companies showing no trials in above table are not serving in tho
department.

Number of time8 tried by inferior conrts.
:Men. Cases.

- - - - - - - - - - - -------------------------------,--Tried once . __ .. ________ .. __ . ____ ........ _. _.-- ... - ........... __ ..... _____ - _.... _... _.. .
Tried twice ........ ----- .... -- .. - .......... ------ ... __ .............. _................. _.
Tried three times ..... __ .. __ .. _... _____ .... __ .... __ ..... __ ... _______ ........... _.. ____ __

ili~~:~ ~o:: 1;~~~~~.,: ~ ~ ~: ~: ~: ~ ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l

l!GO
106
36
24

2DO

212
lOS
96

11
1
1

5j

-----·---------------·----·-----·--------···------·-·-----·--·---··-----·---·1 4:3()

us

R~:g ~i!,~~~~~~~~-:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :· ::::::::::::::: ::i

6
11

----

Total

Classification of offenses tried by inferior courts.
Selling or losing clothing (laid un<ler article 17) .. ____ .. __ . _. _.. ________ . _____ . l1
Disrespect to his commanding officer (lai<l nuder artielo 20) __ .. __________ .. ____ 2
Using reproachful speech (laid under article 23). ____ . _____ .. _. ____ . ______ . __ . _
Lying out of quarters (laid under article 31) _______ .. __ .... _... ____ .... ____ ___ _ 5
Absence without leave (laid under article 32) .... ________________ .... __________ 243
Absence from roll calls, etc. (laid nuder article 33) ____ . _____ .. ____________ •.. __ 2JO
Drunk on duty (laid under article 38) ____________ .. - ___ - ________ ... ___________ 51
Quitting guard without leave (laid under article 40) _____ . ____ . _________ .. ____ 1
Dii;orders charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good. order and military
discipline" (laid under article 62) _........... ____ .. _____________ . _.. __ .. __ .. 342
Total number of offenses_ ............. _.. ___ .......... ------ . - .. -- -- ....

ArrENDIX

snn

C.

DESERTIONS.

Number of desertions during the year enuing August 31, 18D3. _____ ........ __ .. 122
Number reported last ;year ____ .. __ ... _. _... _.. _. _. ___ ..... _________ . __ ________ 55
Increase from last year...... . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 67
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Causes, etc., of desel'lions, ascertained nnder the p1·orisions of ]Jaragraph 117, A1·my Regztlations, and co1nparison with swne dala for th1·ee p1·ececling yea1·s.
Character, as set forth in Causes of llescrtion-Opinions given in reports
reports of boat·ds of
of boards of survey.
survey.

Nativity.

I

I I
Yc::r·.

~

""
-~

~

...a:>

~

~I)

'Q)

s ...

0
0

0

~

0

lr;

--

~

189::!-'03- - - -- -- - - - 1H!ll-'!l2. ----- .. _-lll!'0-'9L ....•.....
18/i0-'00.----------

2
3
6
7

43
16
4!J
41

79

76
27
51
46

l~50

Number tried
by courts-martial and number
of trials.

I

Months in which desertions occurred.
Length of service.
1892.

1833.

Inferior
courts.
Year.

l8fl~-'!l:l

------ 1 17
)iUl-'92 ------ ... 5
lli!lO-'!ll ------ 4 18
18$0-'00 ------ 5 20

21

17
31
16

83
33
5t
53

~

§ ~~-...

rn

"'
H

~

71 ··-; 5
32
5
7
41 33 20
40 11 11

17 7
8 5
10
917

a:>

~

~

171

7
2
!)

7

Distribution of cases of desertion among the different military posts of the department.
A. verage IN 1mber of
stn'11gth of d~sertions Per cent.
garnson.
·

Post.
Boise Barracks_ . _---- _____ - . -- -- .. --- - - . - - .. _____ . _... ____ . ___ .. __ .
Fort Canby------.------------ ... ----.-.------.------.-----------_.
Fort Sherman------.---------.-------------------.----------.------

~~~:c~~~~::~~~;~i{:~::: ~::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I
Fo•t ~:~~~ :::·~:~~~;~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :::.::::::

10!)
106
278
181
62
421
205

13
16

21
*19

12
32

11.9
15.1
7.6
10.5
19.4
7.6

:!-----:------:---1, 3621

*One desertion from camp at \Varduer, Illaho, included.

9

4.4

1221

8.9
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d~ffcl'ent

Distribution of cases of descl'iion among the

organizcttions serving in the depart.

11!fllt.

In,n<l.

Organization.

A.\ B.

c.

G. II.

I.

.Avem!!,e I
L. Total. strength l'or
of rorgan- cent.
. izatiou.

(*)
(*)

(*)

i

I

-------1-- - Fomth CaYalry .......... -~
Fifth Artillery...........
Fourth Infantry..........

1

i;~~~!~~~~;is~~~~~~r~·t-;if:::

1
(*)

6

(*)
(*)

5

D

tl

1

(*)

10
5

(*)

1

1

4

8

( ·)

I5

-!

2

3

(~)

(*)

3

U ····

2:1
16
4:1

----'----1----

1

(')

·- · ·

7

..... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ ... ~ .1. -~ .. ~~ ... ~· I -(? :::: :::: .... ~~.

Hospital Corps-----------~------- .................... ---- 1- - - - 1

Total and average . -~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~12z-,-1, :;62

---;g

t U nassignetl.

*Nob serving in the department..

REPORT OF CAPT. E. II. CROWDER, ACTIXG JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPART.lUEXT OF 'l'HE PLATTE,
HEADQUAinERS DEPART"'IENT OF THE PL~TTE,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFI!'WE,

Omaha, Nebr., August 31, 1893.
SIR: Under the requirements of Army Regulations, 984, as amended by General
Orders No. 19, Adjutant-General's Office, 1892, I have the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office for the period commencing September 1,
1892, and ending August 31, 1893:
During the period named 386 sets of charges have been received, of which number
307 were tried uy general court-martial, 8 recommended for trial in other departments, 5 returned for trial by garrison court-martial, 37 returned for trial by summary court, 6 restored to duty without trial, 5 discharged before trial, 1 died Lefore
trial, 7 withdrawu, 2 surrendered to ci vll authorities, 7 awaiting trial, and1 pen <ling.
The cases tried includeCommissioned otlicers ..
Non-commi.;sioned officers ..
Privates, etc ..
o.

·o o••o

o.o . . . . . . . . . . . . o

ooo•

o

••••

'I'otal .........

0

0

•••

o•

•••

_

0

•••••

••

0

---

•••

_

____

•• o

••••

0

___

•••••

••••••

_

. . . . . . . . . . __ . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . oo•

_

•••

••••••

0

-

••••

•o.

...........

0

o· - · o ·

0000

.. ..

.... ..

••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The offenses tried inclu<le Yioln.tious of the following articles of war:
Seventeenth .. _..... - .. . .. .. .. . . .. ..
Twentienth ................ o. . . . . . .
Twenty-first. .. _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Twenty-fomth ...............
Thirty-first._.......................
Thirty-second .............
'fhirty-thir<l ...... ------ ..... ···--Thirty-eighth ... _.............. 0...
o. . . . .

0

.....

0..

23
~

14
1
1
47
24
29

Thirty-ninth ..................... ..
Fortieth .......................
Porty-seventh ........ _........... ..
Fifty-first ........................ ..
Sixtieth ............ _
Sixty-first ...............
Sixty-second .. _.....
o.o•

0

••••••••

0

0

_

••••

..... _

0

.. ..

.............. .

The cases tried arc apportioned among the different organizations as follows:
First Infantry.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Second Infantry ................. _..
Third Infantry ...... _
~.
Sixth Infantry ............. _.... _..
Seventh Infantry..... .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
Eighth Infantry...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Thirteenth Infantry ....
Fifteenth Infantry .......... _. . .. ..
Si:JNeenth Infantrv ...
Seventeenth Infantry
0

...

0

0

0.

••

0

_.......

•••••••• 0..

0

........

••••

0

••

0.

0

0.

0

0

1
67
1
1
33
42
1
1
36
31

Twenty-first Infantry ........ _.....
Fourth Artillery ..
Second CayaJry .................. ..
Sixth Cavalry ................
Seventh Cavalry ................. ..
Eigbth Cavalry. ______ ..
Ninth Cavalry .................... ..
Hospital Corps .......
0

•••••

__

••••••••••

o

0

0

Total

0

0

•••

0

0

•

0

... ..

........ ..

............ .

••••••

0

•••

0

•

•

•

•
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These records of trials have all been examined in this office, the decisions and
orders of the department commander indorsed thereon, promulgated in orders, and
forwarded to the office of the Judge Advocate-General.
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INFERIOR COURTS.

Dnring tile period namel11,779 records of trials by inferior courts-garrison and
sununary--have been received, revise<l, and tileu in this office, of which 1,736 were
by summary anll 43 by garrison court.
These tria,Js include violations of the following articles of war:
Seventeenth ...... ·-···-------·--·-· 14
Twentieth-------·--··--_---------2
Twenty-first----------------·-----3
Twenty-fourth .... _... _. _. _. __.. _..
2
Thirty-iirst ............. _.... _.. _. _.
G
Thirty-secotHl. __ . __ .............. __ 468

Thirty-third-·----·····------------ 598
Thirty-sixth........................
1
Thirty-eighth-·-·------ .... ____ .... 123
Fortieth _... _........ _.... _.... _...
3
Sixtieth_._. _. _. _____ ... . . . • . . . . . . . .
1
Sixty-second ___ ........... _.... _... 784

These cases are apportionct1 among the different organizations, as follows:
Secon<l Infantry .. _._ ............ .
Seventh lnfhntry ............ . ___ _
Eighth Infantry __ .. _..... ___ .. _..
Sixteenth Infantry _....... _..... .
Seventeenth Infantry ___ . __ ._ .. _..
Twenty-first Infantry ...... _. _.. .

196
280
332
146
173
84

Sixth CavaJry .. _.. .'.. __ .. .. . . .•..
NinthCavalry ···-----------·-···
Hospital Corps ... _..... ____ . . . . . .

237
274
37

Total ...................... 1, 779

The number of different men trietl by inferior courts during the year is 1,085, and
the number of acquittals 50. The sentences in 2 cases were set aside as illegal, in
1 case the proceedings were set nsitle for want of jurisdiction, and in 4 cases sentences were disapproved by the post commander.
SUMMARY COURTS.

One thousand seven hundred and thirty-six records of trials by summary court
have been received, revised and iiled in this office. The following taule exhibits the
number of such cases tried uy sumnutry court n,t the several posts in the departIUent:
Fort Douglas......................
Fort Logan ....... _ . _. _......... _.
Fort Niobrara . __ .... _...... _. ___ ..
Fort Robinson.------ .... ------ ....
FortSiducy ------ _-·---- ____ -----Camp Pilot Butte .......... _.. _. _ _
Camp Bettens, \Vyo ------. ____ ____
l<'ort Duchesne .... __ . __ ..... _... _..

1M
263
20 t
276
80
13
58
25

Fort:McKinney ....................
Fort Omah~t. . __ ..... ___ ........ __ .
Fort D. A. Hussell ....... ___ .. __ ...
Fort \Vashttkic __ . ___ . __ . __ ... _. __ .
Camp Elkins, Wyo. ___ ....... _....
Bellevue H.itle Range..............

202
190
188
55

33
5

TotaL ........... __ . . . . . . . . . 1,736

The above aggrega tc of ('ases nrc apportioned among the different organizations
in the department as follows:
Secoml Infantry .. ___ .... ___ .. _... _
Seve11th Infantry ...... ----------·Eighth Infantry ___ ... _._ ... _. ___ ._
Sixtecuthiufantry -----· ------ ___ _
Seventeenth Infantry_ ....... ___ . _.
Twenty-first Infantry ... _... _.. __ .

193 _Sixth Cavalry ------ ·----- ------..
271 NinthCavalry .....................
::1!0 Hospital Corps....................

144
167
81

236
270
34

Total .. _... . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 736

The offenses tried uy summary courts include violations of the following articles
of war:
Seventeenth ............... ___ ..... . 13 J
T\ventieth ........ _. _....... _ ... _..
2
Twenty-first _.. _.... __ ......... _.. .
2
'l'wenty-fourth . __ .... _........ _. _..
2
G
Thirty-first .... __ ..... _. _ .... -. _...
'l'hirty-seeond -----· ..... . -------- - - 46:Z

Thirty-third .................•..... 595
Thirty-sixth ............... __ .... _.
1
'rl:irt,v-eight ------·---·-·-----·-··- 120
Fortieth-----·----------·---··----·
3
~ixtieth ___ .......... ___ .. _.... ___ ..
1
Sixty-second·----·------·----·-···- 748

In 16 cases bronght ucfore summary courts the accusecl objected to trial thereby
and requestell trial uy court-m:ntiul.
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The following tahle exhibits the nnm ber of trials l.ly the different courts-martial
in this dep:trtment, as compared with the record of last year:
General
Garrison
court-mar- conrt-ruar- Summary
court.
tial.
tial.
1891-'!)2 .....................
1892-'93 ..... - .... - ....... --.

2!JO
307

39
43

Per cent of trials to average en·
listed strength.

2,504
1, 736

General.

I Garrison. I Summary.

•I '·"\

78. 6

1.2

68.
49.

It will be noticed that there is a slight increase in the percentage of trials by general and garrison courts over that of last year, but the number of such trials does
not vary materially from the average reported from year to year. '!'here is a heavy
decrease in the nnm ber of trials by summary court, plainly due, I think, to the very
general enforcement within this department of General Orders No. 73, AdjntalltGeneral Office, 1892.
The marked success attained by troop and company commanders in maintaining
discipline by resorting to such measures as admonition and deprivation of privileges
rather than to trial by inferior courts, suggests very strongly the . advisability of
enlarging their power in this direction by extending to them by law the power to
summarily punish men of their commands within restricted limits. Existing law
and regulations make these commanders responsible for the discipline of their commmuls, and it would seem obvious that to be respected as sources of discipline they
should have the power to adjudge pumshment, at least for the more trivial offenses.
That such a power would be subject to abuse at the hands of careless company comman<lers is undonl>tedly true, bnt the same is true as to any other discretion vested
in them; notwithstanding the exceptional instances which would doubtless arise, I
can but think that the legislation suggested would be :tttended by highly beneficial
results to the Army.
I renew my· recommendation of last year, which was based npon reports of post
commanders of this department, that changes be made in the code of maximum punishment as follows: "(1) In subdivisions a and b, paragraph 1 of said order (General
Orders 21, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891) it is recommended that the period of confinement and forfeiture be doubled, and in subdivision e, same paragraph, recomllH'JHled that the period of confinement be increased by six months. (2) In subdivisions a, b, and c, paragraph 2 of said order, recommended th::tt the period of confinemollt be increased six months. (3) For offenses specified under the thirty-eighth
article of war, recommended that forfeiture be doubled, except in the case of offense
of drunkenness on guard."
An examination of the records of this office discloses the fact that 66 per cent of
the offenses tried by general court, aml about 80 per cent of the offenses tried by
inferior courts have prescribed maximum punishments. I think this indicates a
sufficient abridgment of the discretion of courts-martial in awarding sentence to
guard the service agfLinst the inequality of punishment so common under the old
practice. It is possible that maximum punishment should be provided for one or
two additional offenses, bnt in a geueral way the code has met the necessities of the
service in an admirable manner and deserves to stand, with few modifications, for
the future guidance of courts.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. H. CROWDER,
Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate, U. S. A1·my.

The

.JuDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL,

U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF CAPT. F. J. KERNAN, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
.JUDGR-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,

San Antonio, September 8, 1893.
Sm: I hnve tht=~ honor to snbmit the following report of the business of this office
for tho year ending Angnst 31, 1893.
There were no commissioaed officers tried.
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The following tnblc Rbows the nnmhcr of general, garrison, anc1 snmmary conrtmartial cases trie<l at the scyeral posts in the department, with the percent age of
trials:
Number an<l ncrccntage of trials.
..AYrrnge
('JJ lis tt~<l
strellgth
of garrison.

Posts.

Fort Blills ............ -.- .. -.l•'ort Brown . -- .......... -- .. .
l~ort Clark. __ . __ ....... ____ __
:Fort Hanco<'k. ----------- .. -.
.Fort ~f eln t osh -- ..... ___ .....
.Fort Ringgold ........... --.-_Fort Sam Houston ........ ---Camp Eagle Pass ............ .
Camp J. D. ;,raml __________ __
Camp Pen a Colorado ........ .
Camp Salilleno. ____ ... ____ --.
H~~dqnartcrs Department of
1: ex as __ . -- .. -- -- ..... -- ....
TotaL ................. -

Gcncral

~~:if.

PNrrnt.
1
Total
an·c of Garnson 8 ummary ir,ferior
g<~teral ~1~~it
~~i":J.
cn_Hcs
caKes.
tned.

age of

I inferior
cases.

---------------- ---------

108
25
2:!.15
5
72 ---------- ---------- ---------::no
4~
11. 62 ____ .. __ ..
5~

I Perc<•nt-

45
70
155

50
70
155

46. :lO
97. :!~
4Ll'9

............... __ .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

18

18

3-L 61

209
30
14. 35
1
195
12
6. 15
3
5H8
51
8. 67
2
55 .. __ .. __ .. __ ... . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .
53 ------ -- -- ---- --- -- - ------- --32 ---------- --------------------

158
77
307
66
15
6

159
80
309
66
15
6

76. 08
41. 03
52. 55
120. llO
27. 27
18.75

11_ -92:J - ! l 3 4

5~_.7~

:: ::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::: --------~- --------~- --~--~~~~~

1,80u - 1 6 1

l~~:\~~~1~~:::::~:~~~:::::~:~ :~~~~~::::

8._91

~~

15~ :::~~::~::1-------~~-

ug~ I

ug 1::~~::::~:

There were G99 different enliste<l men tried hy inferior courts-martial.
'l'hc difl:'erent offenses trietl by general courts-martial were as follows:
Article of war
violated.

Natnro of offense.

~~lling, orthrougl1 neg~cct, l~!=!ingarm!'!, etC---·------··------·-·--·-····- SeYon trrnth ... -.l>Hll'<'SJiect to COliiDIUlHllllg' Ofli<-<'1' .. --............ . -- .... - .... -..... -- ... . TwE'ntietb ....... .
Disobeying lawful command of Knperior oflicer........ . ................ . 'l'wrnty-first ..... .
Twcntv-fonrth .. _.
1
8
!l;~i:~~~~~~~ ;l~~ t~t i~~ ~--e-:::: ~: ~: ~ ~::::::::::::::: ~:::::: ~ ~ ~::: ~: ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~:: 'l'hirty':secollll ... .
Failing to report to place for roll call, etc __ .. __ - .... ____ .. _______ ...... __ . Thirty-third ..... .
Drunkenness on duty. __ ................ __ .. _.... __ ....... _.............. . Thirty-eighth ... .
Thirty-ninth ..... .
Fortieth __ .--. __ ..
Forty-seYen th .. ..
Ad vising to desert ...... _. _...... _.......................... _. _......... . Fifty-first. ...... _.
Theft, in violation of the Hixtieth artide of \\<11' _ ••• _ •••••••••••••••••••• ~ixtieth ...... __ ..
Theft., in violation of the sixty-seCOll(l artiele of war._. __ .. __ ..... ______ . Sixty-second ... __ .
Conduct to the prejudice of good onler and military <lbcipline .......... . Sixty-second ..... .

~~tf~fit~~~~~~~ ~~~~~!~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::

Cases
tried.
12
1
7
2
27
16
19
2

5
49
1
2

13
89

'l'he total cases trie<l are distri butecl among organizations as follows:

Regiment or corps.

Hospital Corps ... ---.-- ..... ---.- ... ---- ...... -- .. - .... --- .. - ......

~~~~~~l~~~~is~~~·.-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~:::~~::~::~~-::~:::~::::::::::::

Fifth Cavalry ..................................................... .
SeYenth Cavalry -- ...... -- .. -- ...... --.-- ..... -- .. -- .... ___ ... -- .. .
Eighth Cavalry ..................................... __ .. __ . _. __ ... .

•

~~~;i!~~£~;~: ~:; ~ ~:.: ~ ~~. ~.:. ~.: ~ ~

• :.:•.•:;_ •. :;.: .:• •.• .

~~r~~~~~:~g::!;.~ . .••. •. ••.: •-: •. ••.: . ••. :.••::.••·: •.

General Service Recruits __ ....... __ .-- __ . ___ . ____ . _... ----.---- __ __
lnd1an Scouts. __ .. __ .... __ .... __ .. ____ .. _______ .. __ . __ .. __ .. __ .....
Total ................. _.. ___ . __ ......... ------- ..... ----- .. -- -1

Inferior trials.
General. 1 - - - - - - ; - - - - - Garrison. Summary.
3 -----------6
51
1
8
11
1
4
3
1
3
1
1
343
(j
31
1
2

10
248
97

44
39
46

214

221
4

--lal~--u-~-~
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Tlle following talJle affonls comparisons ns to average enlisted str<>ngtll of the
Department, antl nmu bcr al}(l percentage of trials for the periods statetl:

Y"enr.

AYerage
enlisted
strength.

Tri~lls by courts-martial.

I Inferior.
-------1--------1---------

::t I

1, 570
1,806

1R!l2 (11 mouths)---------------·- .. ·-·--1803-- -----·-------· - .. ------------------

I Percentage of trials.
General.

General.

i:~

Inferior.

--------1
I

8. 51
8. D1

61.02
51.72

The foregoing Rtn,tistics exhibit, when comparf'cl with last year's report, a gratifying (lccrease in the nnmuer a11tl percentage of trials hy inferior courts-mart ial. 1n
IllY opinion, ~his is dne to a jnster conception throughout the scn·ice of the proper
use of the new snmmary court. At first tht·re was a tendency, natnrnl bnt pernie ions, to lay almost the (•ntire bnnlen of maintaining uiscipline upon the snmmary
court officer. A rPaction from this has followe(l antl the better practice now prevails
of trying only the more pronounced infractions of discipline.
The incrcasetl percentage of trials by general court,s-martial is caused hy the
incl'Pa cd n1.unher of deserters apprehended and tried. Civil otli.cers, under the stimulus of $60 reward, are more on the lookout for this class of offenders. It will he
seen from the appeiHlctl tables that 49 deserters were tried in this department this
year .aga iust 33 last year.
The number of trials by garrison court-martial has fallen from 46 last year to 11
this year. This decrease m11rks the almost complete disuse into which the garrison
court is uestined to fall. And from it one filLY also draw the inference that the
summ:uy conrt has proved satisfactory to the enlistetlman, as it uudoubtetlly has
to the officer.
I wish to renew my recommendation of last year respecting the revival aml
enlargement of the powers of the garrison court-martial. and to add my voice to the
others before me who have urged the emancipation of this uep11rtment from its state
of dependence upon the Adjutant-General's Department for clerical work.
Appended hereto is my report to the department commander upon the subject ot
desertions in this department during the last fiscal year. There bas been a slight
increase in the percentage of thPse offenders. In my jndglllent it is very easy to
deplore too mneh the nnmher of desertions taking place each year. If it is borne
in mind that the service is generally thns rid of a worthless character, consolation,
as well as r<>gret, may spring from the fact of desertion.
Prom various causes, trials have not always followecl the offpnse as speedily as is
desirable, but otherwise the administration of justice in this department has been
snccossfnl.
Very respectfully,
F ..J. KEHNAN,
Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate.
The .JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. AmrY,
Washington, D. C.

llEPOU'l' OF C.!PT. A. (). SJI.!RPE,

A(~TlXG

JUHGE-ADVOC.!TE, DEPAUniEN'r OF THE
COU)IU.DO.

·HEADQUAitTERS DRPAHTl\IENT OF THE CoT,ORAno,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

Den1•er, Colo ., Augu8t 31, 1893.
Sm: In compliance with paragraph 984, Army Hegu1ation'3, I have the honor to
snhmit the following report of the business of this oiliee for the year ending this
elate:
COURTS-MARTIAL.

Enlisted men.

There W<'re 168 cnliRte<l men tried hy genernl conrts-martial
from the different organizat.ious serving iu this department.
Hospital Corps.....................
Fir1-1tC.:avalry ......................
Second C<walry ....................
Ninth Cn,mlry ..................... .
Sevc11 th In f:111 try.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tenth Inli.111try...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

this perio<l
.

Elen'llth Infantry ......... ...... ..., 9
SixtPcnth Infantry ................. ::;
'l'wenty-fonrth Infantry ............ 38

52

33
:~

2G

durin~·

Total. ........................ 168
1
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The number of cBlisteflllH'n tried 1l.V general courts-martial at the different posts
in the department, iH shown by tho following Rchedule:
Fort Apache ...................... .
Fort Bayard ...................... .
Fort Bowie ....................... .
Fort Douglas ..................... .
Port Du Uhesne ................... .
Fort Grant ....................... .
l<'ort Hnaclmea ................... .
Fort Logan ....................... .

4 1 Fort Marcy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
San Carlos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 Fort Stanton............ . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Whipple Barracks..................
Fort Wingate ......................

32

~I

10
1

13
7

19

Total ........•............... 1G8

The following sclwtlnlc <'xbihits the nature of the offences for which enlisted men
were trie<l by general courts-martial:
Violation of theSeventeenth Article of 'Var. ....
Twentieth Artic1e of War.. . . . . .
'l'wenty-iirst Article of War.....
Thirty: first Art ide of V{ar . .....
Thirty-second Articl e of War...
Thirty-third Article of War . . ..

Violation of theThirty-eighth Article of \Var... 19
Thirty-ninth Article of War....
6
Fortieth Article of War . . . . . . . .
6
Forty-se,Tcnth Article of War... 29
Sixtieth Article of War. . . . . . . . .
3
Sixty-second Article of War .... 105

6
2
H
1
23
10

Some being tried with violation of two or more articles of war on the same trial.

Offences.
Absence without lenve ...............
Absent from roll calls...... . . . . . . . . . .
Absent from duty....................
Assault .............................
Assault with wea}lOn...... . . . . . . . . . .
Abusing animals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
Allowing prisoner to e-.capt> .. .... ....
Attempting to escape from g uard....
Attempt to commit fe lony . . . . . . . . . . .
~reaki_n!{ arreRt.-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C01mmttmg nmsance ................
Creating distnrbance . ..... .... .. ....
Carrying deadly weapon.............
Desertion ...........................
Disobedience of orders (twenty-1in;t
article of war) ........ , ............
Disobedience of post or company orders
(Sixty-second article of war)......
Drunk ..............................
Drunk and disorderly ......... _:. . . . .
Drunk on duty ......................
Disrespect to sentinel.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disrespectful and insubordinate
(twentieth article of war)..........
Disrespect fu I ancl iusnbordinate
(sixty-second artirle of war) .......
Disorderly comlnct ............... _..

23
10
8
11
11
1
1

2
1

3
1
5
2
29

14
5
18
9

19
3

2

13
8

1

Destroying Government property....
False statements....................
Fighting............................
Forgery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fraudulent enlistment ...............
False swearing......................
Inattention at drill ..................
Indecent exposure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lea.ving post whill' sentineL.... . . . .
Lying out of qnn.rters. ...... .... ....
Manslanghter .......................
Misn.pprOJlriating public property....
Neglect of duty.....................
Perjury .............................
Quitting guard......................
Hefusing to obey non-connuissiolled
officer .............................
Resisting arrest.....................
Sleeping on post... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Selling arms, clothing, etc...........
Selling or appropriatiug another's
property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Threatening to kill..................
Using almsive, obscene, or tlueatcning
language ..........................
\Vriting direct to Secretary of ·war..

1
9
2
1
5
1
1
1
3
1
2
3
9
3
6

20
6
3
6

8
11

4
22

1

Of the whole num h er of trials lly general courts-martial, 6 resulted in acquittal.
Twenty-four men were <lishonorably discharged through citn.tion of }Hevion~::~ convictions under paragraph 3, General Orders No. 21, series 1891, Adjutant-General's
Office.
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INFERIOR COURTS.

Trials by inferior conrts-martial number 1,911 during the year, and are divided
among the se\'erul posts of the department, as follows:
Number of trials by-

Posts.

Summary
conrts.

Fort Apflrhe .. ...... .......... ... .. ...... .... .. . ..... ... . . . ... . .. . . ..

116

~~~~ R~~1~~::: ~ ~ ~:::::: :::::: :::: :: ::~:::: ::: ::::::::: ::::: ::: :::: :::

3

:Fort Grm1t......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

148

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~::: ~::::::::: ~::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::
~~~~ M~~:~~~:::::::: ~::: ~: _-:::::::::::::::::: _· :~:::: :::: ::::: _
·:::::::

~~~
~i

~~~~ E~UE}~~~-~~ -·:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

San Carlos............ . ..............................................
Whipple Barraeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Win gate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TotaL . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~

~~~

Garrison
courts.
3
18
2
1
7
4
6
2
1

21
131

250

1---------1
-------1, 866
45

Total.

ll !J
360

:l!J
179
?8
155
189
298
93
58
21
131
251
1, 911

In 36 cases, objection was made to trial by summary court.
The following schedule exhibits the nature of the o1fences for which enliste<l men
were tried by inferior courts:
Violation o£: the-Twenty-first Article of \Var.....
4
Thirty-first Article of War...... 18
Thirty-second Article of War ... 459
Thirty-third Article of\Var ..... 514

Violation of the-Thirty-sixth Article of,Var..... 2
Thirty-eigth Article of War..... 94
Fortieth Article of War......... 1
Sixty-second Article of War ..... 8•12

Nnmber of acquittals by summary conrts ............................. ____ ...... 61
Number of acquittals by garrison courts........................................ 7
Total .................................................................... 68
Nnmber of different men trietL .............................................. 1,106
Average enlisted strength ................................................... 2, 754
Per cent of enlisted men tried by inferior court~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40+
DESEltTIONS.

There haYe been ninety-four desertions from the different orguniimtions serving
in thili department during the past year, as follows:
Hospital Corps.................. . . . . 1 First Ca.valry ........................ 36
Senmth Infantry ....... -.. . . . . . . . . . . 6 Second Cavalry ...................... 14
Tenth Infantry ...................... 21 Ninth Cavalry ...................... .
Eleventh Infantry...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Sixteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
TotaL .......................... _ 9·1
Twenty-fourth Infantry ............ .
Average enlistecl strength.------ ............ ---------- ...................... 2, 754:
Per cent of desertions .......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3rfrrr
Companies of Seventh and Sixteenth Infantry and two troops of the Ninth Cavalry, have only been connected with these hea1lqnarters during .fn]y and Angnst,
an<l the number ot trials by general courts-martial ancl the desertions referred to,
pertaining to these organizations, are those only which ha\Te occurred in the two
months specified. The report of sumnw1·y com·t include those had in these organizations for the enth·e year.
REMARKS.

There were no officers tried in this department dnring the year, and tl1e percentage of trials, convictions, and acquittals of enlisted men, both by general and inferior courts, remains substantially unchanged from last year.
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TilE SUMMARY COURT.

Attention is invited to the views of troop and company commanders, hereto
appended, with reference to the value and efficiency of the summ~ry court. It is
llelieved that the interests of justice and discipline would be still 1urther promoted
if the law were so amended as to aut.horize the selection of the summary court officer by the post or department commander.
Should efforts to secure further lP-gislation be renewed in the present Congress, I
desire to add my earnest indorsement to the recommendations of my predecessor
:mel others looking to an enlargement of the powers of the garrison court, the repeal
of the ninety-fourth article of war, the proposed amendment of the eighty-sixth
article authorizing military courts to protect parties before them against the contempt of contumacious witnesses, and such amendment of article seventy-five as
will inYest department commanders with wider discretion in constituting general
courts. The reasons for these changes are well known and have been so frequently
presented as to call for no further repetition here .
.Tnstice also demands that soldiers should be required to make good time lost by
confinement in the guard house pursuant to sentence, or where otherwise withdrawn
through their own misconduct fi·om their legitimate duties. It is believed that the
ollinm of dishonorable discharge should be still further emphasized in all cases by
a period of confinement appropriate to the offence, as shown by circumstances of
agg-ravation, or in cases of habitual offenders.
The code of punishments prescribed by General Orders No. 21, Adjutant General's
Office, series 1891, seems, in genernl, sufficient and satisfactory. The interests of
discipline and the dignity of military administration, however, appear to demand
that no offence of sufficient gravity to require the notice of a court should be considered so trifling as to be satisfied with a fine of 25 or 50 cents. The minimum f,•rfeitnre for a first offence should be no less than $1. If the matterisnot ofthatmuch
importance to the Government it would better be left to the discretion of the troop
or company commancler.
The tendency of the present practice seems to be to deprive subordinate commanders of that wholesome disciplinary authority over their men, so absolutely
essential to good order in a garrison. This is a matter which must rest largely with
the post commanders.
In one company (Capt. Myers, Eleventh Infantry) it is gratifying to note no trials
during tl1e year.
It is believed that the suggestions contained in my predecessor's report of last
year with reference to the transcripts of summary court records, would, if adopted,
relieve the clerical force of much unnecessary labor; some of these papers are very
Yoluminous and cumbered with much useless detail.
DESERTION.

The increase in desertion is quite marked, being 3.05 per cent for the present year
as against 1.99 per cent last year, the last annual report, however, covering a period
of but, eleven months. Of the 94 desertions this year, 36 -were from the First
Cavalry, at Fort Grant. Investigations of boards convened under paragraph 117,
Army Regulations, and the evidence adduced before courts, fail to discover any
reasonable inducement to this grave crime. It is evident, however, that the conditions of the service, especially the requirements relating to fatigue duty, are not
made sufficiently clear to recruits, and many are overtaken with disappointment and
easily persuade themselves that they have been deceived. If the daily toil on
sewers, roads, waterwo1ks and other improvements, which is required at some posts
through protracted periods, could give place to more professional instruction, individual training, gymnastic, athletic and field exercises, a fruitful source of complaint would disappear.
The methods now employed for the apprehension, trial, and punishment of
deserters seem in general quite adequate. If this crime is to be reduced to a mmimum and kept there, methods of prevention must be devised to supplement the
deterrent influences now in operation through the instrumentality of the courtmartial Serious infractions of discipline have steadily decreased during the past
fifteen years with a corresponding decrease in severity of punishment. Improvements in the recruiting, feeding, clothing, and quartering of soldiers~ together with
the removal of the post trader and the intsitution of the exchange, have justified
all reasonable expectations. To still further elevate the personnel of the enlisted
force, provision should be made by law for placing every honorably discharged
soldier first in line for appointment in the civil service. A good discharge paper
would then be given a new and much }H'ized value. It would be a guarantee to the
Government of fidelity and honesty, and the added inducement thus offered by the
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recruiting service would draw into the ranks plenty of young men of steady
an<l gootl purpose.
The reports and records of trials recorded at this offke show that a large
tion of the offences committed by soldiers are dire<·tly or imliroctly
excessive indulgence in intoxicants. This fact suggests a more watchful
the post exchange, and a wider discretion in the hands of troop and company
manders as to the methods to be employed to protect the weak and punish
vicious and incorrigible.
CLRRK.

I desire to add my indorsement to the recommendations of my predecesr:::or in
last auututl report from this office on the importance ofbaving the clerk now
to <lnty in the jndge-advocate's office wholly 1mder tbe direction and control
Jndge-Atlvocate-General's Department. The duties dcYohe<l upon these men
for snccial qtaliticn.tions and they should not be snuject to other duty or liable
transfer to other work.
BOOKS.

The excellent collection of elementary works and reports in the office li
augmentetl by valuable auditions dnring the past year, together with the allotme
of fnn<ls for securing snch texts and publications as may be desired, have pro\red
daily convenience and greatly facilitatetl the work of the office.
Very respectfully,
A. c. SHARPE,
Captain, U. S. A1'!ny, Acting Judge-.d.dvoeatc.
The JuDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

APPENDIX.
REMARKS OF OFFICERS.

Surgeon L. M. Mans: The working of the snmma.ry conrt is commcnllable.
Capt. !". M. Urandal, Twenty-fonrt.h Infantry: I consider the summary conrt a
great aid to discipline.
Capt. C. \Villiams, Seventh Infant-ry: The summary court works well in practice.
Capt. C. A. Coolidge, Seventh Infantry: The effects of trials by inferior cunrts are
of great benefit to the service, cansing much improvement in the behavior of
the meu.
Capt . .J. M. Thompson, Twenty-fourth Infantry: I cannot speak too highly of the
summary courts, and especially of the five previous trials and convictions plan. It
works to a charm in the eompany; the men start out on their enlistment in the old
free a]l(l easy style, but after three or four trials for minor offences, begin to think
the matter over, and when there is any worth at all ih the man be settles clown to
bnsiness, and tbere;1fter is classed among the best soldiers of the company.
Uapt. A. C. Markley, Twenty-fonTth Infantry: The system works well and the
feature allowing discharge by general court-martial, after repeated convictions, is
most excellent.
Capt. J. T. Kirkman, Tenth Infantry: I have the honor to recormne111l that a list
of otlicers !>referring charges under above articles of war be published annually and
furnished company commmHlers.
Capt. E. D. Dimmick, Niuth Cavalry (Fort DuChesne): Trial by summary conrt
has provetl satisfactory at this post. I approve it.
Capt. John Drum, Tenth Infantry: I believe a summary court was intenfled to be
like a recorder's or police court; the first sergeant to be the policeman, take the
offender up, state his offence, or have it stated on a t~lip of paper, with witnesses
preseut, docket kept by summary court officer, thns saving clerical ~rork. Now it
makes more clerical work in company than old system.
Capt. Colon Augur, Second Cavalry: The working of the summary court is satisfactory,
Capt. ·A. L. Myer, Eleventh Infantry: There has been no court-martial of any
kind in the comp:my from August 31, 1892, to September 1, 1893, the t,ime specilied
in letter dated August 5, 1~93, bcadrynarters Department of t.be Uolorado.
Capt. Henry Wygaut, Twenty-fourth Infantry: I am of the opinion that the post
exchange is responsible for the large number of trials by summary court.
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Capt. C. S. Burbank, Tenth Infantry: Prompt trial by t:;ummary court-martial
has a very good effect upon the discipline of the company.
Capt. I!'. U. Hobinson, Second Cavalry: The summary court system seems to work
well, but in my opinion the peualties are not severe enough to give the majority of
men proper respe.ct for the court.
Capt. J. A. Buchanan, Elcnn th Infantry: I luwe heen in commalHl of this eompany one month. The uum her of men tried (12) I believe to be sumll.
Capt. F. \V. Mansfield, Eleventh Infantry: My experience dnrillg the past year as
summary court officer leads me to believe that a large number of smn11mry court
cases arc canse<l hy trivial offences, many of which are brought al)out by reqniri11g
soldiers to do ·w ork for which they were not enlisted, and for which they arc not
1)aid. The power of a garrison court-martial shonl(l be increased, so that it can
inflict a punishment covering a period of two, if not three, months instead of only one
month, as at pre!:lent. Tllis would reduce materially the number of cases for a general court-martial, aD<l al!:!u, I think, those for a garrison court, to say nothing of
saving of time and sometimes expense.
Capt. H.. \V. Hoyt, Eleventh Infantry: It will be observed that about one half of
the trials by inferior courts are for absence from some <).uty, roll calls, fatigue anrl
the like, and that under the present system a man may place himself liable at all
times (24 hours each day) to charges of tllis nature. This seems too much to ask
of any class of men in times of peace, in garrison service and for thirteen dollars
per month. Except for special services, marches, etc., the eight-hour law should be
enforced, aml the time and labor required of troops on all duty, inclmling roll
calls, should be regulated by that law. Laber or duty under different names, whether
necessary, useful, or otherwise, is held too cheap by tile inconsiderate, but is very
expem;ive to the servh·e. Men who do not enlist to work under such restraint become dissatisfied an<lleave. It is suggesteu that stoppages of pay for these offences
be prohibited by law and when punishments are necessary that it be in the nature
of ''hanllabor."
Capt. A. H. Jackson, Seventh Infantry: These trials result from comparatively
trivial offences anu are believed to have accomplished an improved state of discipline and efficiency.
Surgeon J.D. Poinclexter: Attention is called to the fact that when a man of
the hospital corps is given a term of confinement the punishment falls almost as
much upon his comrades as upon himself, inasmuch as they must then do his duty
-a matter of importance at a small hospital.
Capt. P. W. Kingsbury, Second Cavalry: I consider the summary court the best
system for administration of justice in minor cases that I have known during 23
years' service.
Capt. C. J. Crane, Twenty-fourth Infantry: Soldiers ordered for trial by summary court frequently prefer trial by garrison court for the reason that the latter
court requires copies of proceedings or orders showing previous convictions, whereas
summary courts do not. In this way men frequently escape cumulative punishment for the fourth awl other offences. It is believed that in many cases-for instance, all trials for absence under thirty-second and thirty-third articles of warif punishments were more severe there woulu be fewer of such offences, aud that
the fre11uency of such offences is caused by the light punishment awarded to the first
and second of them.
Capt. W. Paulding, Tenth Infantry: It is suggested that iu eve1·y case where a
man has had over five trials, that he be brought to trial before a general court and
that, if necessary, orders be issued to that e1i'ect, as these soldiers are only a dead
weight to a company, being constantly in the guard house.
Capt. P. W. Sibley, Second Cavalry: The effect of the summary court on the discipline of the troop has been beneficial, and has materially lessened the work of
officers who formerly were required to sit on garrison courts-martial, and in the
main I deem the present method an improvement over the old system, but believe
it to be defective in that the court is restricted in certain instances in providing
adequate sentences for minor ofl'ences.
First Lieut. A. B. Johnson, adjutant Seventh Infantry: I consider the summary
conrt one of the best methods for quick and summary punishment. I <lo not
believe in giving extra work around the barracks as punishment for small offences.
All breaches of discipline which merit punishment should go before a court.
First Lieut. C. R. Tyler, adjutant Sixteenth Infantry: I consider that the system
of trial by summary court affords a long-felt want in the Army, viz, a method of
quick punishment for minor offences without keeping the offender in confinement,
and it also saves a large amount of clerical labor and places the power of administering justice in the hands of an officer of experience.
First Lient. R. R. Steedman, Sixteenth Infantry: The men tried as per above
statement had, previous to charges being preferred against them, committed like
offences and had been kindly admonished. In no caso has a man of this company
been brought to trial without having been previously warned.
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First Lieut. ,V. C. Brown, First Cavalry: Many of the punishments seem to be too
light. To award a, man 50 cents for an offence has the effect to bring a snnnuary
conrt into contempt rather than to inspire a, wholesome respect for it. For l:ml'h
minor ofl'ences as absence from retreat or reveille roll call a reprimand from the
company commander, coupled with a little extra duty such as kitchen polil'e,
answert~ the purpose of discipline much better than a 50 cent fine. ·when, howeyer, such aruitrary punishments are given, they should always uc less than what a.
summary court would give for the same offence, and the man always be given the
option of going uefore a summary cou.rt if he prefers it.
First Lieut. L. M. Brett, adjutant Second Cavalry: The summary court system
has pro,red satisfactory. It seems to afl'ord a prompt and efficient metl.Jod of
administering justice and is in my opinion a great improvement upon the old garrison court system.
First Lieut. T. J. Lewis, Second Cavalry: In the case of the Navajo soldier the
most effective punishment is forfeiture of pay. Confinement seems to trouble him
hnt little. The bi-montllly payment, even with a forfeiture of $5 deducted, leaves
him a sum of money beyond his needs, to be nsed according to his inclinations. G.
0. 21, A. G. 0., series 1891, does not seem to fully meet the object of punishment in
his case-no deterring effect, the greater part of his pay should be retaincd-$5
per month in cash will meet all his current needs; a forfeiture in this case is a hardship which will uc avoided. More money carries temptation with it.
First Lieut. A. M. Fuller, Second Cavalry: Have had cases sent to inferior courts
which were, properly, general court cases, as, for instance: Positive disobedience of
orders of room superintendent in the execution of his office; summary court gave
$2. Punishments for absence without leave altogether too lenient to' enforce
discipline.
First Lieut. A. L. Mills, adjutant First Cavalry: The effect of the summary court
upon discipline, I believe to be excellent. I think the maximum puuishment it can
award under the thirty-second, thirty-third, and thirty-eighth articles of war should
ue increased considerably.
First Lieut. Z. B. Vance, jr., Eleventh Infantry: Nine-tenths of these cases can
be traced to the influence of the native Indians aronnd this post, especially the
squaws, who furnish large quantities of "tizwin" (Indian beer) and other seductive
commodities with a free hand. I venture to say that if this company (Indian) had
b('en stationed somewhere away from an Indian reservation, these trials would have
beeu reduced fully one-half. These Indians when not subjected to such influences
are remarkably amenable to discipline.
First Lieut. W. H. Bean, Second Cavalry: During the year the1·e have been fortyone men in this troop who were not tried by any court. I have disposed of some
minor delinquencies not meriting trial, with admonitions or the withholding of privileges. I believe the summary court a great improvement upon the garrison conrt.
First Lieut. J.D. L. Hartman, l.<'irst Cavalry: The working of the summary court
seems to meet all requirements. Nearly all of the cases tried in this troop had their
ori~in in some of the numerous ''ranches" or ''dives'' in the immediate vicinity of
the post. These dives are most demoralizing to the soldiers.
Respectfully submitted.
A. c. SllAUPE,
Captain, U. S. Anny, Acting Judge-Advocate,

REPORT OF OFFICER IN CHARGE, JUDGE·ADVOCATE'S OFFICE, DEPARniENT OF THE EAST.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT 0]' THE EAST,
JUJ;GE ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,

Govm·nor's Island, NtJw York, September 16, 1893.
SIR: In obedience to the provisions of paragraph 984, as amended by General
Orders No. 19, Headquarters of the Army, March 16, 1892, I have the honor to submit
the following report of the business of this office for the period colllillencing September 1, 1892, and ending August 31, 1893.
Numbe1· of cases t1·ied by general cou1·t-marUal. ·

Commissioned officers __ .. _______ . ___ . ______ . _______ • ________ . ____ . ____ .... _ None.
Non-commissioned officers_ .. __ . _______ . ____ __. _________ . __________________ ,
27
Privates--- ...•••...•••....••. __ . ___ . __ . _... _.. ________________ . _______ . ____ 449
Total .••••••••••••••••••..••••.•••••• -- .• _......•.• _... • . • . • • • . . • • • • • •

476
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The offenses alleged under the Articles of 'Var were as follows:
v wlation of theViolation of the3
Twenty-first, thirty-third, and
Se,·cnteenth ........ ------ ·----Seventeenth and six:;y-seconcl. ..
2
sixty-second ............ ·---1
rrwenty-fourth and sixty-second 1
Seventeenth, twenty-first, and
Thirty-beCOIH.l ... __ . __ . __ ... _... 27
sixty-second .... ---------- ___ _ 1
Seventeenth and thirt.Y-second. _ 9
rrhirty-secoud and thirty-third.. 18
Seventeenth, thirty-second, and
Thirty-second and forty-se\'enth.
1
~:>ixty-secomL ______ . ___ . _____ _
4
Thirty-~:>eco11Cl aud sixty-second.
22
Seventeenth and thirty-third._.
1
Thirty-second, thirty-third awl
Seventeenth aud forty~se,·enth ..
3
sixty-second .. ·--········----· 11
Thirty-third._ ... ____ .. ____ . __ ..
4
Seventeenth, forty-seventh, and
sixty -second ___ . ________ . _....
2
Thirty-third and sixty-second..
9
Twentieth. ___ .. ___ . ___ . __ . ____ .
1
Thirty-eighth---·---- .......... 20
Twentieth, twenty-lirst, and sixThirty-eighth and thirty-ninth.
1
ty-second ------------ _______ _ 1
Thirty-eighth and sixty-seconcl.
7
Twentieth and forty-seventh .. .
1
Thirty-ninth ............. ------ 14
1
Portieth ____ __...... ___ . . . . . . . .
2
Twentieth and sixty-second._ .. .
Tweu ty-first ___ . ______________ ..
7
Fortieth and sixty-second __ .....
2
Tweuty-first and thirty-second._
1
l<'ort~·-seventh ...... ---- ---· ---- 120
Porty-seventh and sixty-second_
5
Twenty-first, thirt,y -seeond, and
thirty-third _______ . _..... __ ..
1
Fifty-fifth ...... ---------------·
2
Sixtieth_._ ............... _.....
1
Twenty-first, thirty-second, and
sixty-second .... ____ ·---··---2
~ixty-~:>econd ................... 165
Tweuty-fi.rst and thirty-third ...
1
Twenty-first and sixty-second._.
7
Total .................... ---- 476
Of the number brought to trial by general courts-martial twenty-nine (29) were
acquit.tf'd.
Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial, 28.
The offenses alleged under the Articles of War were as follows:
Violation of theSeventeenth ............ _..............•...............•..........•.••. _... 1
Thirty-second and thirty-third .... ------ .... ------ ..... ·----------- ........ 3
Thirty-second and sixty-second _..• _.. _.... _•.. _. _... __ ....... _.. __ ..... __ . 1
Thirty-third ___ . . . . . . . _...... __ ... _.... _. _ ..... _................ _•.. __ .. _. . 1
Sixty -second._ .. _............. _. _.. _. _ .... _..... _. _... _...... __ . _________ . 22

'l'otal .... .....•........•........... _..•... _.... _. _... ___ . _.. __ .... __ .. ___ 28
Number of different men tried .......... _..... _.. __ ..... _.... __ ._ ... _... __ ._ .... 28
N1nuuer acquitted. __ . ______ .. _... _.. ___ . ________ . ____ . _________ . __ . _ . _..... _.. 5
NumlJCr of nases tried by summary courts, 3,187.
The offenses alleged under the Articles of \Var were as follows:
Violation of theViolation of the
Seventeenth..................
11
Thirty- second, thirty- third,
Seventeenth au<l thirty-second
5
and sixty-second . ___ .. ___ ..
14
Seventeenth and sixty-second.
1
Thirty-third ...... _------ ____
626
Twentieth....................
1
Thirty-thinl an1l thirty-eighth
3
Thirty-first .... -------------3
'l'hirty-thinl and sixty-second
86
Thirty-first, thirty-second, and
Thirty-eighth ___ ... ________ . _ 102
sixty-second ..... ____ ..... _
1
Thirty-eighth and sixty-secoml
15
Thirty-second _. _... ________ ..
882
Sixty-second ___ .. __ ._ ... ___ ._ 1, 213
Thirty-second and thirt?-third 112
Thirty-second a])(l thirty-eighth
15
TotaL ____ . ___ . _... ___ .. __ . 3, 187
Thirty-seeondandsixty-seeond
97'
Number acquitted..............
53
NumLer of different men tried as follows:
Triell ouce. _. _. __ . _. _.... __ . _.. ____ .. __ . _________________ .. _____ . _____ .. ___ _ 1,0!1
Tried t\vice .. _____ ..... ___________ .. _____________________ ... __________ . _... .
3911
Tried three tintes _...... _... ______ .. _. ___________ . __ . ___ . ____ . _. ____ .. ___ .. .
197
Tried four times _...... ____ .. ____ .... ______________ . _______ . __ .. ______ . ____ .
94
Tried five times ____ . ___ . ___ . __ . _______ . _____________________ . ____ . _________ .
40
Tric1l six times _. _... ____ . _ . ____ .. ____________ . __ . _ .. ____ .. __________ . __ ....
17
'fried seven tin1es .. ___ .. _. _.. ___ ..... ___ . __________ . __ .. _. ____ .. _________ . __
6

i:~i:~ ~ij~~\i~~=~:::::::: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~::::: ~:::: ~ ~ ~:::::::::: ~:::: ~::::::::

Tried ten times .......... __ . _....... _.. ___ .... ___ .. _.. __ . _.. __ . __ . __ ... __ .. .

3
1'

1

Total...... • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . 1, 796
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The number of sun1.mary court cases triell at diffPrent post~; in the departm ent
and the average strength of each garrison will be fountl shown by the following
table:
Namo of poHt.
Fort Porter, N.Y ............................................................ .
l•'ort Nia)!ara, N.Y ................. -- .......... --- .................. -- ...... .
Fort Ontario, N. Y . . ....... . .............. - ... --- ... --.-.-.- ... -..... - ..... . .
Mallison Barracks, New York .. ........................... .. .. . ..... . ....... .

~:~~\tP~·~t!ft-~~I~:~~~~: -~~-'~- ~ ~~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_ ~ ~ ~-- -_ ~ ~ ~ -_
~ ~ -_-_ ~ ~ -_ -_ ~ -_ -_ -_ :~ ~ -_
~ -_-_ -_ ~ ~: ~ -_ ~:: -_
-_
.Fort \Varren, Ma!>s ................... . ................. . ... . ... . ........... .
]<'ort Adams, R.I ............................ . .. -- .......... . .. - ... - - --- -- - .. .
l•'ort Trumbull, Conn .......................... . ....... . ..................... .
l<'ort llamiltou, Xew York Harbor ............. . ......... . .................. .
Fort \Vausworth, New York Harbor ........... . ............................ .
Fort Columbus, New York IIarlJor ....................... . .............. . .. .
Fort \Voocl, New York Har!Jor ........................... . ........... . ...... .

~:~~:~ ~~~H~~~~y.~~l_ ~~~~~-~-a-~~~~-:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

"'ashington Barracks, Di:strict of ColnmlJia ................................ .
l<'ort :hlyAr, Va ........................................... . .................. .
l!'ort 1\lonroe, Va ...................................................... -- .... .
St ..Francis Barracks, :Florida ............................................... .
Key \Vest Bauackl:l, l<'lori<ht ................................................ .
Fort Barranca!:!, :Fla ......................................................... .
Mount Vernon Barracks, :Florilla ............................................ .
Fort .McPherson, Ga ........................................................ .
.Jackson Barracks, Lonisiana ................................................ .
Newport Uarradis, KenLucky ............................................... .
Fort Thomas, Ky ............................................................ .

AYerage
strength.

I Knmbrrnf

115
Hll
61
346

66
tiR

58

~s

59

22
199
1:!0
25
169
112
100
29
88
81
2S7
:Jo3
1i3
81

ca~;es

112
253
6~

2f>9
173
17::
57
107
162
300
208
:J90
126
62
128
16:1
415
118

5!)
373

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

tried.

~4

11
136
169
290
99
30
235

3, 187

A comparison with the business of eleven months of the preccuiug year is submitted as follows:
Nnm ber of trials by general courts-martial for October 1, 1892., to August 31,
1893................. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. 43J
Number of trials by general courts-martial from October 1, 1891, to August 31,
1~92 .. - . - .. - . - .. - .... - . - -... - ..•... - - .. - - - - .. - - - - .. - - .. - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
462
Decrease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26
Number of trials by garrison courts-martial and by sumuwry courts from October 1, 1~92, to August 31, 1893 .............................•................ 2, 946
Number of trials by garrisou courts-martial and summary court::; from October
1, 1891, to August 31, 18:.!2. . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3, 669
Decrease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

723

Ver y respectfully, your obedient servant,

c. G. TREAT,
First Lientenant Fifth .Artillery, .Aide-de-Camp,
In cha1'ge of office.

The

U. S: ARMY,
Washinuton, D. C.
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QUAR'l'EIDIA~'l'ER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

lVa.-;hington, D. 0., September 14, 1893.
SIR: I haYe the honor to submit the annual report of the Quarter-

master's Depal'tmeut for the fiscal year eudiug J nne 30, 1893:
By acts of Congress of .July 16 aml August 5, 1892, the1·e was appropriate<l for tlw service of the Qnarterm:u;ter's Department for the
fiscal year 189~-'9~1 the sum of __ .... __ .... _...•• _. _... _....• _..... $8.• 186, 880. 00
During tho fiscal ~· ear tlwrc was deposited to the credit of said appropriations, amounts ret·eived from sales to oHlct>rs, etc., the sum of.__
497,014.43

1\Iakiug a total of...... __ .. __ . . _____ .. ___ ... __ .... -.-_ .. __ ...... 8, 683, 894.,13
Of this amonnt there was remitte(l to <lisbnr~Sing oilicers, $7,451,132.28
There was paid out on acconnt of settlements made at
Treasury of claims and accounts_ ...... _. _. . . . . . . . • . .
11, 600. 38
-------

7, 462, 732. 66

Leaving a balance· available tor payment oi outsta,n<li.ng obligations
incnrred, or fulfillment of contracts properly entered into within the
fiscal ~· ear ____ . __ .. _..... _... __ ... _.. ____ .. _. _. ________ . _. ___ .. _ __ 1, 221, 161. 77

- - - -- - On the 1st of .July, 1892, there was on hancl from regular appropriations for the service of the Quartermaster's Department, pertaining
to the 1iscal year ending .June 30, 1892, the sum of. ____ . ______ ._.__ 1, 014,481.26
And from appropriations pertaining to previons fiscu.l years, including those for specific and imlennite purposes, the Rum of.. __ . ____ .. 1, 893, 169. 20
Making a total balance on hand from all appropriu.tions .July 1,
1892, of __ .. __ ... _. _______ . _. __ .. _. _ -.. _... __ . __ . . _. ______ . _ _ 2, 937, 650. 4.6
For specific purpose:-> there was u.ppropriated dnriug the :fiscu.l year
ending .Tune 30, 1893 __ .. __ --- ___ - _ - _- _- ... - _. _ - _.. --.-- __ . _. _. ___ .
653, 345. 93
During the year there was deposited u.nd transferred to credit of
the appropriation other than those for 1892-'93 (::;hown above) the
sum of. __ .. _---- ___ .... _.. _. _____ . ____ .. --_- .. _____ . ____ .. __ ._____
649,522.54
Making a total of .. _:._ . __ . _. _.. ____ . __ .. _. _____ . __ ••• _••.••• _. 4, 240, 518. 93
Of said amount there was remitted to disbursing officers
the sum of .. __ . __ . __ .... ______ .. ___ . __ . __ ._. ________ $1, 393,686.87
There was paid out on account of 'fremmry settlements
and trmmferretl the sn m of _... _ . __ .. _. _. ____ . _. _. _.
620, 74.9. 36
There was canied to tlw surplns fund the snm of_ .. _._
555, 950. 21
-------

2, 570, 386. 44

Leaving a h:tlauce of_ •.••..•......••....... ---- .... ··----____

1, 670,132.49
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The reports of the several officers on duty in this office, whiel.J. are
transmitted herewith, show in detail the transactions of the Quarter.
master's Department for the past fiscal year.
Attention is invited to the following:
CL01'HING AND EQUIP AGE SUPPLIES.

ne sum appropriated for the past :fiscal year for the purchase and
manufacture of clothing and equipage was $1,200,000. There was
placed to the credit of this appropriation the snm of $215,150.19 on
account of issues of clothing and equipage to the militia and $110,611.63
from sales to officers, etc., making a total of $1,525, 761.82.
Of this sum $1,301,285.23 was paid out during the fiscal year, lear.
ing a balance on hand .June 30, 1893, of $224,476.59, wl1ich will be
required to meet outstanding obligations.
The issueR to the militia of the several States and Territories tlnriug
the fiscal year amounted to ~219,893.24.
The following issues were made during the fiscal year, which, with
the sales credited to miscellaneous receipts, represent a total loss to
the clothing appropriation:
For prisoners' clothing, &c., military prison, Fort Lea-venworth, Kans .. $1,586.11
For prisoners' clothing, A1catraz Island, CaL .......................... . 1, 22'i.l!l
To the militia of the District of Columbia ............................ _. 6, 565.60
To the Indian prison('rs of war, Mount Vernon barracks, Ala ........... . 4, 877.27
Sale ofleather cuttings at military prison, l!'ortLeavenworth, Kans., proceeds credited to misce1laneons receipts ............................. .
258.32
Sale of condemned clothing and equipage, &c., proceeds cre(1ited to miscellaneous receipts ...... ---·-·---- .... ------ ........................ . 9, 442.47
Total ........ : . ...... - ..... - ....... -..... - .. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23, 956. g6

By authority of the Secretary of War there was transferred to the
Supervising Surgeon-General of the :Marine-Hospital Service, for the
cholera quarantine station at Sandy Hook, New Jersey, 400 tents,
from those purcllased for use of the sufferers from the overflow of the
Mississippi River, under act of Congress al_)provetl J\'Iarch 31, 18!JO.
Ovders were also given to transfer 200 tents to the Marinc-Ho~pital
Service for the establishment of an emigrant dete11tion camp on
Fisherman's Island. Total cost of all these tents was $4,920.
BOOTS AND SHOES.

Preliminary steps have been taken to chm1ge the present style of
Army boot for the en1istecl men, as soon as the r>resent stoek shall
have been sufficiently reduced by issues. It is the intention to substi·
tute calf-skin for the wax upper leather heretofore used for that purpose, and at the same time make the legs of the boots lighter, thereby
materially reducing tl1e weight.
As indicated in my last annual report, it has been decided to manufacture, upon improved lasts, a new kind of Army shoe, the uppers
of which will be composed of heavy calf-skin leather, weighing fi.'om
55 to 60 pounds to the dozen skins. To guard againRt the breaking of
the uppers from the soles, the new shoes will have side lining~ of calfskin, and in addition thereto the vamps are lined throughout with 8
ounces canvas duc1't. It is hoped that these shoes may prove satisfactory and answer all the requirements of post and field, for every intelligent effort has been given to the production of a good and comfortable
service shoe, the necessity of which is fully appreciated.
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Orders have been placed for the manufacture and purchase, by contract, of a supply of the shoes described, aud the Department will soon
be ready to commence their issue to the Army.
LEGGINGS FOR MOUNTED TROOPS.

Canvas leggings of extra length were pnrchaRed and issued during
the year for use of cavalry troops stationed in Arizona, and other simiht.r latitudes.
From the favorable reports and comments of officers after trial, it
appears that these leggings, when worn with the regulation shoe, constitute a more comfortable and satisfactory equipment for that climate
than the boots now supplied, all(l a stock of such leggings will hereafter be kept in depots for issue to the cavalry.
RUBBER CAPES.

The stock of rubber blankets and ponchos left over at the close of
the war having become exhausted, the subject of procuring another
supply of waterproof equipments has been gjven consideration. Samples of various kinds and qualities of articles adapted to the purpose
were procured by special manufacture, and their merits considered and
compared. A careful study of the wlwle subject has led to the conclusion that a rubber cape or talma will serve both the purpose of the
blanket and poncho and afford as much protection as a rubber coat,
without the latter's disadvantages of weight, warmth, etc. Arrangements have been made to procure 300 of these capes for distribution to
the Army for trial. They will be of two lengths (38 and 40 inches), will
button down in front in a concealed flap, and have high collars, which,
when raised, will.fit closely to the neek, affording ample protection from
storm. They will admit of free air circulation and are capable of easy
adjustment.
•
IRREGUL.A.RI'l'IES OF CUT AND M.A.TCE IN CLOTHING.

Just criticism has been 11assed, both in and out ofthe Army, upon the
wide di:fferenees existh1g in the size and cut of clothing worn by enlisted
men. All "made-up" clothing issued is of standard uniform pattern, but
the practice of issuing uniform supplies "unmade" results either in the
uniforms being made up according to the erratic and changeable caprice
of some easily accessible tailor, or more frequently, it would appear, in
allowing the varying fancy or uneducated taste of the soldier to assert
itself. The result is a lack of uniformity, unpleasing alike to the military and to the civilian. Thus one may see in nearly every company in
the Army, as well as on our streP-ts in cities. and towns, both close-fitting
and loose blouses and coats; while individual tastes in trousers run the
gamut from the skin-tight variety, with swelling ''hoodlum" or ''bowery"
l>ottoms, to those of exaggerated, sailor-like proportions.
The effect upon the beholder of this grotesque exhibition is not pleasant, and, if no other remedy can be found for this departure from regular standards, it is respectfully suggested that the issue of unmade
clothing be suspended altogether.
The Quartermaster's Department furnishes twelve different sizes in
trousers of uniform cut, and th~re need be no difficulty in fitting every
enlisted man.
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TRANSPORTA'l'ION.

During the past fiscal year the Quartermaster's Department furnished transportation for 367,577 persons, 6,948 animals, and 99,692
tons of material.
·
The expenditures from the transportation appropriation during the
fiscal year, so far as shown by accounts received, amounted to $2,286,915.76.
The sum of $164,391.13, exclusive of deductions on account of landgrant and bond-aided railroads, was expended during the year for the
principal moyements of troops in changing stations.
The sum of $14,010.76 was expended for the tra11sportation of troops
in connection with summer eneam11ments, practice marches, etc., and
the sum of $34, 831.25, for the transportation of enlisted men to engage
in rifle competition and target practice.
During the year there were transported over the bon~-aided Pacific
railroads, their branches and leased lines, 7,442 persons, 1,664 animals,
and 18,706 t011s of freight.
Eight steamboats owned by the Quartermaster's Department have
been kept in service during the past fiRcal year, at a cost, including
repairs, of $96,330.29, m1d the sum of $9,246.54 was expended for the
hire of .vessels temporarily required.
The vVcstern Fnion Telegraph Company has continued to transmit
all messages on official military business committed to it during the
past fiscal year. Its accounts for this service have not as yet been
presented for payment.
Such payments as have been made to this compa11Y during tl10 past
year for te1egra11h service rendered in the two preeeding fiscal years
have been at rateR fixed bv the Postmaster-General, and have beell
accepted by tlw telegraph c"Ompany under form of protekt recognized
by the accounting oftlcers of the Treasury, ·whiel1 was pnblislwd in the
last annual report of the Quartermaster-Ge11eral.
..
During the fiscal year the sum of $110,584,87 was expended for roads,
walks, grading and bridges; $29,120.15 for wharves, and $413,809.08
for water, sewerage, plumbing, etc.
SUPERIORITY OF HORSES.

The l10rses purchase(l for the cavalry and artillery of the Army during the year have been of an unusually good quality, while the prices
paid have been reasonable.
From all information obtainable it iH known that, in the character of
its mount, our Army is now superior to that of any other.
IMI>ROVED Al\IBULANCES.

One hundred ambul~mces of an im1)roved pattern have been con·
structed under contract and are now ready for issue. These ambulances meet the requirements of the service more fully tlwu any heretofore supplied.
GARBAGE CREl\IATORS AND SANITARY CARTS.

The collection and disposal of garbage at military posts is a matter
so intimately connected with the health and comfort of the garrison
that it has received the most careful attention of this department,
which bas endeavored to keep pace with modern sanitation and its
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requirements in all new construction, as well as in renovation and
repairs.
·
At certain posts, where it was found they were imperatively necessary (other methods of disposal of garbage not being feasible), garbage
cremators have been constructed on approved plans; the rapid and
innocuous destruction of all refuse matter being thus easily accomplished.
As an additional safeguard to health a steel sanitary garbage cart,
constructed on a modern system approYed by the highest sanitary
authorities, ha~ been adopted by the department and supplied, where
rcqui:;;;ite, to military posts.
With the use of the carts, which are practically air-tight, the collecti<1n of garbage, etc., is carried on inoffensively and without danger to
health, as it is by the same means in the larger cities.
As an additional safeguard, antiseptic and disinfecting supplies for
general post sanitation, are regularly furnished by the medical department.
WHARF IN NEW YORK Crt'Y.

There is an urgent necessity for a Government wharf in New York
City, and the need becomes more urgent every year.
The Quartermaster's Department is now paying an annual rental of
$11,000 for the use of Pier3, East River, and other bureaus of the War
Department are also disbursing large sums for rent of wharves. These
rentals are increasing, rather thau decreasing, from year to year.
It would be far more economical and a better policy in every respect,
from a business standpoint, for the Government to become the absolute
owner of suitable wharf property.
The annual saving in rent would not only be large, but it is also
beHeved that in so important a matter as a landing place for its military stores, etc., the Government should not be subjected to the claims
of private ownership.
It is therefore respectfully recommended that authority be asked
fi·om Oo11grcss to acquire such a wharf property, either by purchase or
condenm a tion.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Durillg the fiscal year, 892 cavalry and 83 artillery horses were
purchased at an aggregate cost of $119,515.55, and also 33 team horses
and 552 mules, costh1g $96, 768.~W.
At the close of the last fiscal year there were on hand 6,647 cavalry
and artillery horses, 293 team horses, and 3,981 mules.
The snm of $12:~,355.60 was expended for heating and lighting;
$105,824.12 for illuminating supplies; $3,875.77 for veterinary supplies;
$12,155.73 for wagons, carts, etc.; $68,928.25 for stoves, ranges and
extra parts; $11,23.2.27 for horse and mule shoes, horseshoe nails, and
shoeing tools; $3,439.23 for pm:;t bakeries, schools, and gardens; and
$4,3.39.96 for tableware and kitchen utensils.
'fhere was manufactured at the military prison, Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., during the year, furniture for stoves and ranges, costing
$6,2G0.73; harness, costing $13,983.90, and mess tables, benches, stools,
company field desks, and rope mats, costing $1,552.G5.
BARRACKS AND QUAR'l'ERS.

By act approved July 16, 1892, Congress appropriated the sum of
$700,000, for barracks and quarters for the fiscal year. This nmount
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was expended iu constructing officers' quarters, barracks, storehouses.
stables, etc.; for the repair and alteration of buildings, and for rent, etc:
During the fiscal year the sum of $49,800. lt! was expended for the
eonstruetion and repair of hospitals at military posts, and also the
sHm of $0,9.21.14, for the construction and repair of hospital stewards'
quarters, and $ti,OOO for shooting galleries and ex1wuses incident
thereto.
l\HLITARY POSTS.

Congress, by act approved August 5,_ 1892, appropriated tbe sum of
$400,000 "for the construction of buildings at and the enlargement
of such military posts as, iu the judgment of the Secretary of \Var,
may be necessary,'' and with the bala11ce of $90,820.913, remaini11g on
hand from previous appropriations, together with the sum of $25,000
from previous allotments for construetion at Fort Wayne and Fort
Sam Houston, au aggregate of $515,820.96 was available during the
fiseal year for the purpose above stated.
Of this sum the following apportionment was made:
Fort Brady, Mich ............ $52, 122.05 Columbus Barracks, Ohio . .. $2,523.65
Fort Sheridan, Ill ....... _. _. 4G, 569. 73 Miscellaneous expen<li tures at
Fort McKinney, Wyo . . . . . . . 50, 000.00
various posts..............
3, 930.85
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt........ 77, 222.50 1 Balance on hand June 30,
Madison Barracks, N. Y..... 1:3, 2H8. 49 I 1893 ........•.............. 120,397.30
Fort Crook, Nebr........... 87,458.70
---Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5~, 894.02 '
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515, 820. 9G
Fort Sam Houston, Tcx . . . . .
9, 403. 67 I

.A number of the builcliugs authorized at the posts above mentioned
have been completed, and others are in course of erection or contracted
for.
FORT CROOK, NEBR.

For this 11ost the expenditures have been as follows: For purcl1ase
of site, $GG,G2G.46; water supply and sewer systems, roads, improvement of grounds and miscellaneous objects, $110,001.36; and for barracks, quarters, storehouses, hospital, and other necessary buildings,
$297,050.21, making a total expenditure to date of $±73,678.03.
The water supply and sewer systems were very carefully planned and
have been thoroughly construetcd, as was necessary ior a permaneut
post of this size; the grounds wen laid out and planted, and a complete system of macadamized roads, thoroughly drained and guttered,
has been constructed.
In planning and erecting the buildings, permanency of material,
thoroughness of construction, and adaptability have been kept coustantly in view, while due attention has been paid to the health and
comfort of the garrison by a strict adherence to the best modern sanitary requirements.
The law of CongTess fixed the limit of cost at $500,000, but in order
to secure the full measure of accommodation required at this post, destined to be one of g-reat importance, it is respectfully recommended
that Congress be requested to increase the limit of expenditure which •
may be made to $750,0CO.
The act of July 23, 1888, estabUshing the new post of Fort Crook,
also provided for the sale of the site of the old post of Fort Omaha.
'fhis reservation, comprising 82.50 acres, lies within the limits of the
eity, and the g-rotmcl has become so valuable that it is estimated that
the money realized from its sale will replace the amount expended on
the new post.
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l•'OR'I' E'l'HAN .ALLEN, VT.

The act of Cong-res.;;; approved August 5, 1892, authorized tbe establislnnent or' a military post at a point uear the northern frontier, provided that suitable land for the purpose should be donated free of cost
to the United States.
The requirements of this law having been complied with by donation of 600 acres of land in Chittenden county, near Essex Junction,
Vt., work has been commenced on the roads, water supply, and sewer
_systems, and the following described buildings have been contracted
for and are being constructed:
One double cavalry barrack, brick; two double sets of officer's
quarters, brkk; guard-house, brick; two cavalry stables, brick; one
bake-house, brick; quartermaster's storehouse, brick; frame scalehouse, and brick hospital.
On l\Iarch 13, 1893, the Secretary of War designated this post as
Fort Ethan Allen, in compliment to the general of that name \vhose
brilliant service in the \Var of the Revolution houored the State in
which this post is situated.
PLA'l'TSl3Ul~G

l3.ARRACICS, NEW YORK.

Under the act of Congress approved February 7, 1891, appropriating
the t)Lllll of $~00,000 for beginning work upon the enlargement of this
post to the capacity of 1~ companies, the following building~, in addition to the construetion of roads, water supply and sewer systems, are
approaching completion, viz:
Brick barracks for four companies; mess-hall and administration
building, brick; seven double sets of officers' quarters, brick, and brick
guard-house, costiug in the aggregate the sum of $191,400.
OMAIIA DBPOT, NEBRASKA.

The acts of Congress approved An gust 5, 18!)2, and l\iarcb 3, 1893,
appropriate<l the sum of $60,000 for the construction and completion of
suitatle buildings for a military storehouse aud offices at this depot.
Proposals for the erection of this building have been received and contracts will l>e entered into for its construction, including steam heating,
plumbing, and lighting, at a cost of $45,540.67.
l\HLITARY POST NEAR LIT'l'LE ROCK, ARK.

Under the act of Congress approved Apri123, 1892, the establishment
of an army post within 10 miles of the city of Little Hock, Ark., was
authorized, upon the cm1dition that the city convey to the United
States the fee simple title to not less than 1,000 acres of laud. And
by act approved August 5, 1892, it was provided that the sum of
$60,000 therein appropriated may be used, in case the Secretary of
War shall regard it ne-cessary for the public interests, to comm~nce the
erection of buildings thereat when the conditions of the act of April
23, 1892, have been complied with.
The conditions of the act referred to having been complied with, the
site of the proposed post, situated in Pulaski County, Ark., and containing 1,100 acres, is being surveyed.
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FORT HARRISON, 1\IONT.

The establiH1nnent of a military post at or near the city of Helena, in
the county of Lewis and Clarke, 1\Jont., was authorized by act of Congress approved 1\fay 12, 1892, upon the transfer and conveyance to the
United States of a good and sufficient title to not less than 1,000 acres
of land without cost to the U11ited States, and the sum of $100,000 was
appropriated for the purpose of defraying the ex1)ense of locating said
post and of constructing the necessary barracks, quarters, hospital, etc.
The requirements of the law as to transfer of the land (l ,040 acres)
to the United States having been complied with, the work of surveying the reservation is now in progress.
l TnUer the act approved March 3, 1893, the cost of the improvements
and buildings at this post is limited to $200,000.
PER:L\:LA.NENT BUILDINGS AT MILI'l'ARY POSTS.

Com:;itlerations of military efficiency and economy having dictated
tlw policy of drawing ill many of the small detachments of the Army,
all(l eoncentrating them at points commanding extensive lines of communication, the result has been the establishment of several large
military posts and the abandonment, either actual or contemplated, of
a number of smaller and more isolated ones.
In all places which gave promise of permanency, it has been the a.im
of this department, as a measure of true economy, to construct buildings of stone, brick or other enduring material; of solid and stable
'"orh:manship, and of as agreeable and dignified an appearance as is
coilsistenL with the use for which they are intended.
Great care has been taken in the preparation of plans for these
buildings, both for officers and men, not only as regards suitability·
and convenience, but with SJ)ecial care to the best and most aprwoved
sanitary requirements and appliances. It i1:; believed that, in all these
respectR, as well as architecturally, the.y more tha11 favorably compare
with similar military structures in other countries.
In order that this work may be carried on economically and to the
best advantage, permanency considered, it is earnestly hoped that
OongresR will make liberal appropriations therefor.
CONSOLIDA'l'ED l\IESSES AND MESS HALLS.

Mess hallR have been erected and are h1 nHe at the following posts, viz:
Fort Bliss, Fort Brady, Davias IRland, Jeffm·so11 Barracks, Fort McI>JJerson, Plattslmrg Barracks, Ii'ort Hiley, Fort Sam Houston, Fort
Sherichm, and Ii'ort Thomas. In addition, the consolidated mess l1as
been established at Fort l\lyer, Key "\Yest Barraeks, Fort Sclmyler,
Fort Warren, and "\Yillets Point; accommodations already existing at
these posts haYing been supplemented by tlti~ Department, so that the
common mess is coliYrniently carried on.
Like all changes in system, the C011Ro1idatcd mess lws its eritics as
well as defenders. In some instances tlt(•rc ltas been an apparently
unreasoning pr~judiee on the part of thoS(' charged with its supervision,
which has impaire<l its usefulness and delayed success.
It is proper to state, however, that the JWJjority of comnunHling·
officers at posts where the system has been fairly tried accord it high
praise.
While it seems to be satisfactorily established tl1at the consolidated
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mess is excellently adapted for the needs of large posts, no further
extension is recommended m1til time and further trial have removed
the objections brought against it.
Among its advantages may be clearly recognized vastly better eookillg than is possible in the company mess, au economy in material
wllich results in substantial saving in the ration-a saving which all
goes to the improvement of the table-and the consequent betterment
of the soldier's comlition.
The introduction of better and more scientific cooking in the consolidated rues~, through the :rq_edium of trained cooks, for whose employment provision should be made by Congress, will result, it is believed,
in the gradual adoption throughout the Army of improved methods of
preparing food and in the soldier being better fed and, as a consequence, more healthy and contented.
FOR'J' 1\IYER WATER SUPPLY.

The estimates of last year contained an item for supplying Fort l\fyer
with water, by making connection at Georgetown with the large main
ofthe Washington Aqueduct.
This having failed to receive the approval of Congress, and the necesRHy for an immediate increase in the water supply for the garrison
being imperative, the ltonorable Secretary of War directed that water be
taken from the Potomac River, at the south end of the Aqueduct Bridge,
whence it is forced through u-inch iron pipes into tanks at the post.
This arrangement is not entirely satisfactory, and it is hoped that
Congress will authorize a connection ''ith the large main of the Washington .Aqueduct, in accordance ·with the original plan, which met the
full approval of the Chief of Engineers, and 'vas strougly urged by the
Surgeou-Gmteral oftlw Army. The connection can be very easily made,
and at slight expem;e.
The daily consumption of water by the 250 officers and soldiers of the
garrison (probably within 40,000 gallons) would be relatively so small
as to be in~ignifica11t, so far as regards the demand it would make upon
the Washington Aqueduct.
Owing to the situation of the post, it has been practically impossible
to procure a Sllpply of pure water in a11y other manner, every known
method having been exhausted.
l~ESERVATIONS.

The following reservations or parts thereof have been transferred to
the Interior Department for disposition nuder the act of Congress
approved July 5, 1884:
Acres.

Oklahoma, Okla.·----- ______ .......... _______ ... _... __ ........ ··--··-·---·
160
St. 1\Iarks, Fla ..... _...... ___ . __ .... _..... _..... _.................... _.....
50
Fort Thomas, Ari"' . _............... _............. _....................... _. 10, 487

A tract of land containing 5.516 acres was set aside by letter of the
Secretary of tlte Interior of :May 11, 1803, for a hospital site at Fort
Yellowstone, vVyo., adjoining the tract of 22.5 acres llreviously set
aside for military purposes.
By authority of the President of May 4, 1803, a tract of 700 acres,
more or less, was reserved for military purposes on Anastasia Island,
.contiguous to St. Augustine, Fla.
NOMENCLA1'URE OF l\IILITARY POS1'S.

General Order No. 11, of 1832 directed tl1at thereafter all cantonments shou1d be called "forts." With the lapse. of time, however, a
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contrary practice grew up and, although a partial reform was institutetl
"by General Order 79, of 1878, certain anomalies still exist in the nomenclature of our military 1)osts which might well be corrected, for the
sake of uniformity and propriety.
A. very large number of military posts have been named from the
locality where they are placed, some of which, like Angel Island, Alcatraz Island, Davids Island, San Carlo~, and Willets Point, are not dignified "by any military appellation which is distinctive. A few posts
"bear tlle names of Indian tribes distinguished neither for friendliness
nor otb er good qualities.
vVe have a presidio (Spanish place of defense, garrison, or guardhouse), which is a relic of the days of easy conquest.
We have mtmed posts after Presidents and princes, general officers
and lieutenants, C.IJ.ri~tian saints and lleathen sinners, Spaniards,
Frenchmeu, and Englishmen, who were in no way distinguished iu, or
connected with, the civil or military service of the United States; white
men and Indians, cities, towns and villages; after mountain peaks and
valleys, and river forks and creeks; the greater number beiug without
significance or dignity.
There are still some fifteen permanent posts known as ''barracks,"
a term erroneom;;ly applied to a military post which must of necessity
comprise a variety of building~; and quarters for oillcers, as well as
barracks for euli~ted men.
It is respectfully suggested that the order of 1878 be amended so as
to. reserve to the Secretary of War the naming of military posts, and
to prescribe the prefix "Irort" for all permanent posts; that the title
''barracks" be dropped, and that all purely local llaliles be eliminated
from the nomenclature of military posts.
A desire to honor the names of lJrave soldiers has been shown in a
few instances. HHey, Clark, Buford, Sill, Ro"binson, Crook, Whipple;
and others were thus honored, while Grant, Sheridan, Thomas, McPherson, 1\feade, and Sbermanlmve been remembered, and the distiuguished
Hancock's name has been given to a minor temporary post in Texas.
But there remn ins on the roll of l10nor a galaxy of names from which
to select; names "borne by departed heroes distinguished for brilliant
and grand acl1ievements in the service of the Republic. What names
more appropriate eonld be bestowed upon the different military posts
of the country? To perpetuate the names of such men is to keep the
memory of their deeds ever in the minds of our officers and soldiers.
The following list of military posts is respectfully submitted for consideration in this connection:
Alcatraz Island.
Angel Island.
Fort Apache.
Fort Assinniboine.
Fort Barrancas.
Boise Barracks.
Benicia Barracks.
Colmn bus Barracks.
Davids Island.
Fort Duchesne.
Eagle Pass.
Fort Huachuca.
Jackson Barracks.
J etl'erson Barrac 1;:s.
Key \Vest Barracks.
1htdison Barracks.
Fort Missoula.

Mount Vern on Barracks.
lTort Nivbram.
Fort Pembina.
Plattsburg Barracks.
I)residio of San Francisco,
St. Francis Barracks.
San Carlos.
Snn Diego Barracks.
l!'ort Spokane.
Fort Supply.
Vancouver Barracks.
I'ort Walla Walla.
Fort. Washakie.
\Y nshington Barracks.
Whipple Barracks.
'Villets Point.
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·N.A.'l'IONAL CEME1'ERIES.

The militar;y cemetery at Santa Fe, N. lVIex., having been declared
a national cemetery by the Secretary of War on September 10, 18!:>3,
increased the number of such cemeteries at the close of the year to
eighty-three, with seventy-three superintendents.
During the fiscal year 9,168 white marble headstones were provided
to mark the graves of Union soldiers, sailors, and marines burie{l in
national, post, city, and village cemeteries.
Repairs have been made during the fiscal year to the lodges, outbuildings, inclosing walls, walks, water supply, and drainage, etc., at
all of the cemeteries, and the grounds kept in good order.
Contracts have been made for the erection of new brick outbuildings
to replace old wooden structures in the national cemeteries at Fort
I.~eavenworth, Kans., Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, and Culpeper and Yorktown, Va.; also for a stone outbuilding in the Grafton,
W. Va., national cemetery.
At the Arlington, Va., national cemetery the mansion and outbuildings have been repaired, and the grounds, drives, drainage, and water
supply kept in proper order. Additional drainage and eatch basins
have been provided for the road way in the new addition, and a granolithic foot walk laid from the western entrance to connect with the pavement heretofore constructed around the mansion. A ·on tract has also
been made for the construction of a receiving vault.
Arrangements have been made with the Cave Hill Cemetery Company,
of Louisville, Ky., for the transfer to the United States of a piece of
land containing 15,!:>34 square feet, more or less, situated bet,veen sections B and 0 of the Cave Hill National Cemetery grounds, aud in
which upwards of 200 lJodies of Union soldiers were buried in 1868,
when removed from the battlefields in that vicinity.
The approach to the national cemetery at Chalmette, La., has been
practically demolished for the distance of 1,875 feet to make room for
a p_ew levee which was constructed during the past winter by the Engineer Department.
At the Custer Battlefield, 1\Iont., national cemetery, the post and
wire fence inclosing the cemetery reservation has been put in thorough
repair, and one large gate, with a:reh, aud one small one (turnstile) constructed. Four hundred and seventy-five headstones have been reset
in brick and cement, and the "Custer monument" repaired. In consequence of the unprotected condition of the cemetery, visitors and relichunters have almost entirely destroyed the headstone marking the place
where Gen. Custer fell. It is contemplated to permanently inclose with
a brick or stone wall and improve a part of the reservation for cemeterial purposes and to erect a superintendent's lodge. Since the close
of the fiscal year a superintendent has been placed in charge of this
cemetery.
At the Gettysburg, Pa., national cemetery, the monument erected
by the State of New York in memory of the dead of that State who fell
in the battle of Gettysburg, July, 18G3, has been completed. The monument was dedicated, with appropriate ceremonies, on July 2, 1893, the
thirtieth anniversary of the battle.
At the San Francisco, Cal., national cemetery, a granite monument,
surmounted by a statue represP-nting a soldier at "parade rest,"
erected in the cemetery by Goo. H. Thomas Post No. 2, G. A. R., was
tledicated with appropriate ceremonies on l\I('morial Day, l\Iay 30.
The sum of $5,030.45 was expended during the past fi.'3cal year in
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necessary repairs to roadways to national cemeteries 'vhich have been
constructed by special authority of Congress.
INACCESSIBILITY OF ARLINGTON PARK AND N.A.TION.A.L CEMETERY.

Very large sums have been appropriated by Congress for the construction of roads to cemeteries, more or less unimportant, in various
parts of the country; but a like generous care has not been bestowetl
upon Arlington, the most important of all. The Arlington Heights
grounds containl,100 acres, with a frontage of about 1 mile on the Potomac. They constitute one of the grandest and most beautiful parks in
the country, the national cemetery occupying about one-fifth of the inclosure. In addition to its historical associations, the park abounds
in rare uatural beauty, and has been most carefully kept and improved. Few cities have so fine a park contiguous to their borders.
Arlington Cemetery, where so many heroes lie buried, has in a large
measure become, like Great Britain's Westminster .Abbey, the nation's
"Walhalla." Consecrated as it is to our illustrious dead, with its
stately and expressive monuments commemorative of the deeds of
patriots, its hallowed associations and its lessons appeal strongly to
all visitors to the nation's capital. But the journey thither, by a
roundabout way, over roads controlled by local authorities, which are
rough at all times, and frequently well-nigh impassable, is not only
tedious and uncomfortable, but involves an expenditure of time and
money which deters great numbers from undertaking it.
A bridge over the Potomac at or about the terminus of New York
avenue, near Observatory Hill, would furBish a short and direct route
to the park and cemetery, and would in fact bring them to our Yery
door14. But the park and cemetery are not alone to be considered. A.s
a means of direct and rapid eommuuication between the capital and
the important military post of ·F ort Myer, which adjoins the park on
the north, the value, in a military sense, of a bridge at this point can
not be overestimated. Such a bridge would also practically join this
beautiful park to the large area of re(·]aimed lands on the river, all of
which is to form one grand park. Plans for such a bridge have been
prepared by the Bngineer Department, and its construction is urged
as a necessity. 1tis respectfully recommeuded that Congress be requested to make an appropriation therefor.
GETTYSBURG BATTLEFIELD.

Under the acts of Congress approved 1\'Iarch 3, 1887, October 2,1888,
and March 2, 1889, authorizing· and directing the acquirement of land
for sites for monuments or tablets to mark the positions occupied by
organizations of the Regular .Army on the Gettysburg Battlefield, a
survey of the field has been made, the positions of the various commands designated on the ground, and the title papers for tbe purchase
of the sites are now nearly perfected. These sites are generally about
25 feet square, with an approach thereto from the nearest public highway. Contracts have been made for furnishiug and putting in place
40 cast-iron tablets with suitable inscriptioni-', aud 25 iron gun carriages
to mark these positions. This work is now in pr-ogress.
AN'riE'l'Al\f B.A.1'1'LEF IEL D.

The agents appointed by the honorable Secretary of War to carry
out the provisions of the acts of Congress approved .August 30, 1890,
.August 5, 18?2, and March 3, 1893, in surveying, locating, and :pre·
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serving the lines of battle of the Army of the Potomac and of the Army
of Northern Virginia, at Antietam, have reported to this office that the
work of locating the lines of battle of the armies referred to has progressed favorably dnril1g the past tiHcal year, and that a series of three
maps markiug the lines of battle are under way; that the positions
of the batterie~ of both annie:-; have been generally determined upon
aml a map thereof is being prepared. The agents further report that
they haYe interdewed a llmnber of fanners owning land upon which
tablets al'e to be placed, and found that they are unwilling to sell their
laud directl.v, preferring that the same be condemned and appraised by
a commission appointed hy a United States court.
HALL OF RECORDS.

For mauy years seYeral of the heads of Departments l1ave made
earnest recommendations to Congress to provide for the erection of a
suitable fireproof building in this city, wherein could be filed the greater
portion of the vast accumulation of vouchers and other valuable par)ers.
These files, aggregating an enormous mass of papers, encumber the
Department buildings, occupying valuable space costing millions of dol·
lars which ought to be available for office purposes, and besides, in several of the buildings where stored, their great weight is a constant
menace to the safety of the structureR and to the lives of the emplo~yes.
In 1880, Maj. Gen. :Meigs, then Quartermaster-General, urgently presented the necessity for ~nch a bnildiug, and submitted a complete plan
for a suitable structnre to cost $200,000. The plan is on file in this
Department.
The crowded .condition of the Executive Departments, especially of
the War Department, where a large number of costly rooms are packed
with voncherR and other \'aluable papers from floor to ceiling, and the
constant increase in rented premises necessary to accommodate the
business of the Government, would seem to point to the present as a
suitable time for the consideration of this important matte!'.
H.ECORDS.

The "card system" of keepiug the records of the office has continued
satisfactorily during the past fiscal year, and the cnrreut work has bee11
transacted with promptness.
Very respectfully,
R. N. B.A'l'UIIELDER'

Quartermaster- General, U.S. Army.
Ron.

DANIEL

S.

L.Al\IONT,

Secreta/ry of lYar.
List of papers accompanying the annual 1·ep01·t of the QuartcnnaMer-General for the
ji.~cal yem· ending June 30, 1893.
1. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, of the operations of the inspection branch of the Quartermaster-General's
Office during the Jiscal year ending .June 30, Us93.
2. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, l~. 8.
Army, of the operations of the tlnance branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office
during the ti~;cal year ending Jnue 30, 1893.
3. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludingto11, Deputy Quartermaster-General, e. S .
.Army, of the operations of the moue~T and prOJlerty accounts branch of the Quarterlllastcr-General's Office duriug the fiscal year endiug June 30, 1893.
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A. Statement showing number of money accounts and returns of quartermaster's
stores received aml disposed of during the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1893;
B. Statement showing the amount received from sales of quartermaster's storl's
to officers and soldiers during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893.
C. Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year 1893, as shown
by the acconnts of officers, from July 1, 1892, to July 1, 1893, and, so far as account~
l1ave been received in this office, up to and including July 28, 1893, and supplenwnt
pertaining to the fiscal year encling June 30, 1892.
D. Statement showing number of civilian employes employell by the month, a~
reported by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on the latest reports of persons received.
E. Statements of amounts expended by each officer serving in the Quartermaster's
Department fluring the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1893.
4. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. t'.
Army, of the operations of the clothing :mel equipage returns branell of the Qnartermast(~r-Gencral's Ofiice <luring the fiscal ~·ear ending June 30, 1893.
5. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, De1mty Quartermaster-General, e. f'.
Army, of the operationR of the clothing supply branch of the Quartermaster-General's
Ofti('c during the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1893.
A. Rtatement Hhowing articles of cl~thing and equipage lLlHl material~ ou luuHl at
the h;suing clepots of the Qnartermaster's Department .June :10, 1892, the qnantitil's
punhased, mannfnctured, rereiYed from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transfcrrd
to general depots, expencled, issued to the Army and militin, aml the quantities remaining in the depots .Tune 30, 1893.
6. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, relating to the care and maintenance of national cemeteries during the fisral
year emling J nne 30, 18H3.
A. Statement of dis bu rRements of appropriation ''National cemeteries'' <luring the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1893.
7. Report of Maj. A. S. Kimball, quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of
the transportation and regular supplies branches of the Quartermaster-General's
Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893.
8. Report of Capt. vV. S. Patten, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, of the operations of the miscell:meons claims branch, mail and record division, and claims under
act July 4, 186!, branch, of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the fiscal J·ear
ending June 30, 1893.
9. Report of Capt. C. P. :Miller, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the
operations of barracks mHl quarters branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office
during the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1893.
A. Statemf'nt showing property rented by the Quartermaster's Department during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1893.
10. Report of Capt. 0. F. Long, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the
operations of the reservation branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during
the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1893.
A. Statement of expenditures authorized for water, sewerage, plumbing, ete.,
chargeable to appropriation for u Army transportation," for the :fiscal year ending
June 30, 1893.
·
R Statement of expenditures authorize(l for lighting, heating etc., chargeable
to the appropriat.ion for regular supplies, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 189'.3.
C. Statement showing military reservations turned over to the Interior Department or otherwise clisposed of since 1858.
D. Statement giving alphabetical list of military reservations, showing location,
sizo, how occupied, accommodations for officers aud men, etc., on June 30, 1893.

1.
\VAR DEPARTlVfENT,
QuAR'l'ER]}I.A.STER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., J'ltly 20, 1893.
I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the inspection branch of this office for the fiscal year ending .June 30,
1893.
In thi~ branch the necessary and appropriate action is taken in all
matters which pertain to the personnel of the officers of the QuarterGENERAL:

QUAH:l'ERMASTER-GENERAL.
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master'~ Department, their asHign ment to stations, etc., and also to
matters which relate to the clerks and others employed in the office of
the Quartermaster-GmH~ral and in the (~uartermaster's Department at
large. The biennial and annual reports, monthly return of officers
of the Quartermaster's Department, monthly and semimonthly pay
rolls of the employes in this office, and the semiannual clerks efficiency
report, are all prepared tllerein. Action is also taken on all matters
relating to post quartermaster sergeants, and to the detachment of
Army service men, Quartermaster's Department, at West Point, N.Y.
The full complement of post quartermaster sergeants authorized by
law (80} are in the service, and during the past :fiscal year have generally performed satisfactory service.
The detachment of army service men, Quartermaster's Department,
serving at West Point, N.Y., is composed of 117 men. Oapt. W. H.
Miller, Assistant Quartermaster, the officer commanding this detachment, reports that the members of this organization have performed
their duties during the :fiscal year satisfactorily and efficiently.

At the beginning of the fiscal year July 1, 1892, the number of men in the detachment was .............................................................. 116
Number of men tra11sferred and discharged during fiscal year ending .Tune 30,
1893 .... - - •...•••••..•.•.•••••• - .•• ~. - - - .. - . - - . - . . • . . . . -...... - - ... - - - - . - . . . 27

89
Number of men enlisted in and transferred to the detachment during the fiscal
year ending J nne 30, 1893 ....... __ .................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of vacancies existing in detachment J nne

~0,

1893 . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • • •

24
113
4
117

Capt. Miller states that out of the 117 men composing this detachment there are at present 63 men who are available for work in the
Quartermaster's Department, viz, 21 mechanics, 18 laborers, 18 teamsters, and G overseers, the remainder performing various other duties
that render them unavailable for purposes of policing and repairs at
the post.
He further reports that by reason of the enlargement of the post by
the erection of new buildings~ extension of the sewer, water and gas
pipes, etc., the demand upon this detachment for service of mechanics,
laborers, etc., has very much increased, in view of which he recommends that the present enlisted force of this detachment be increased
from 117 to 150 men.
In September, 1892, the Quartermaster-General, in forwarding to the
Ac~jntant-General of the .Army a commm1ication from Capt. V\7 • H.
Miller for iuerease of this detachment, remarked that in his opinion it
is questionable whether under existing laws the number composing
this detachment as now constituted (117 men) ean be increased without further legislation by Congress. It further appears that on November 12, 1892, the .Acting Judge-Advocate-General, in submitting
his opinion on this subject to the Secretary of War, held that in the
absence of legislation there is no authority for the increase of the
strength of said cletaelnnent.
The distribution of books, ordrrs, circulars, and other priuted matter
intended for use of the of1icers of the Quarternutster's Department is
also made from this hnUJ<·h, and <lnring the past fiscal year 115,U01 of
snch orders, hooks, et.<·., were so distributed.
ThE' oftieer~ of the Qnartermaster's Dep~rtment, regular establishment, are as tollows: 1 Quartermaster-General, 4 .Assistant (~uarterWAR 9:{-VOL I--15
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masters-General, 8 Deputy Quartermasters-General, 14 Quartermasters,
30 assistant quartermasters, 2 military storekeepers; total, 59.
Very respectfully,
:Nl. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster-Genencl, U.S. Arn~y.
The Qu.A.RTERl\:t:.A.STER-GENER.A.L.

2.
Annnal report of the finance branch for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1893.

This branch has charge of matters relating to the procurement and
distribution of funds, the compilation and preparation for Congress
of the annual estimates of funds for the service of the Quartermaster's
Department, and for funds required for the Quartermaster-General's
office; the examination of estimates of funds received from disbursing
officers, and the issue of requisitions in favor of such disbursing officers:
tl.le action upon settlements made at the Treasury of claims and accounts
pertaining to the Quartermaster's Department; the ab~tnwting of
weekly and monthly statements of funds for comparison with the Treasury records; and the conducting of the necessary correspondence and
the keeping of the prescribed records and the necessary memorandum
books connected with foregoing.
From the balance books, upon which all debits and credits are
recorded, the following statement has been prepared:

Annual report of the finance b1·anch jo1· the fiscal yea1· ending Jwze 30, 1893.
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Annual1·epot·t of the finance bmnchfor the fiscal year ending Jmw 30, 1893-Contmued.
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1, 170.53

7:022.54
~

I, 221,161.7718.683, "'· 43

l~.
("~

Annnalrepo1·t of the finance branch for tlw fis.cal yea1· ending June 90, 1893-Continued.

Plac~d
t~ I
cred1t of

Appropriated.
-

----

tions dnr·
ing the
year, be·
ing the
proceeds
of sales to
officers,
etc. .

1

Balance in
'l'reasnn·
undrawit
July 1, 18!l2. i Amou:nt.

Appropriations.

Date of act.

$l: t~g: ~~~ i"t:~;l ~J~~~ ~-......... ..... ... .. .
!{ i; ~!i: ~~ r£~l 2 ~J~&~ }-......... ... ... .. .. .
-·~ 5~: ~g ~~~!. ~: i~~~ }-......... :· ..........
2

Regular supplies ..................... {
1
Incidental expenses ...... . ...........

H~~~rlie:r -~~~-~1~!. ~1.1~(~

..••••••••••

1

• Barracks and quarters.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transportati?n of ~he
<> \'
.Armyaml1tssupphes ..
$1.011.8. 1
Clothing, camp and garri·
sonequipage........... ............
~at~~~al ~:~et:d~~ti·~~~i· ............ .

of Army transportation

Total
rmlroads.
· ·. ·- ·
Indefinite,· .......
or special.

I

quarter'!.
:Fol'tMyer, Va ......... .

.

'

2, 781. 811July 28, 1892 ~
:):21.91 Mar. 3,1893 ~ .......... ·········:·

1

(42:

•.

I
1

I

::::::::::::

I

~: : ~::::: ~ ~ ~. 1:: ~::::::::

7. 00 ..••. - .••••••••••.••••.•••.

..,
t:j

0

1-3
$3, 604. 12

.......... . .......... , ............ .

$5. GO-!. 1:!

~

!l, 629. 4G

1-3

580. 2.)
J, 080. 0!)

m

38. 632. 13

0

17. :;o
8. :]j

8

1

$3. JJ

I............ .

580.25: ... .......... ,
580.25 . . . . ... : .. , ..........
1, 080. 09,..... ........ 1, 080. 09 ................... -~ -- ......... ..

.

1

'> ?'

-

OS<.

1

"1· ·········---i~

$1,01J.8~~

I

•

17.50 .. .. .. ............ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

1

1

<>

1~.-'J

38,632.13 ............. 3t,608.0G...........

584. 7!>, .••

~

t:j

t:j

!;d

t::1

>-

!;d

· ·····- ~ ----------

584.79

~

0
3, 103.72

~

~:: ~j • • : : • • • • ·!~::: : ~ •::: ••••••....." ' -·~:~I ~~· ~

~

3·1° 3· 72 .............

3,103.72 ..........

. . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

5

1, 472. 00 .M ar. 3, 1893 ..................... .

~~. :: ~ ~::::::: ~:

... ... .. .. .. .

1

_ ____ ____ _

!;d

!;d

,17.50 .. ...........
8. 25 ........... ..

468. 2:!8. 49

Total
accountetl
for.

I

9, 629.46 1 ........... ·· 1 9, 626.35 ........ --1

1

\'
........... ll_
1, 011. 8:!

I

Requisi- I
tions i>!· .Amounts
Balance in
sued on charged 1 Amounts Treasury
settle·
ao-ainst carried to undrawn
ments appropri- surplus ,Tune30,1893,
made at ations by fund, act and availaTreasury Treasury June 20 ble for outof claims transfer
1874. '
standing
and ac· warrants.
obligations.
counts.

0
$5,604.12

17.50 July28, 1892 ........... ,...........
~. ~~ ~-- --~: ....... ?.............. .......

- ~-----~------~------

*~~~e£:~,~1~~. ·v-;;::::
alHl

1(

41167: o6 ·M~r. ~;is93' S................... ..

1
A wards to certain cit iZE\ns of .Jefferson Co .. Ky ............. ,
Ap_proaches to the JHt·
t10nal cemetery:Barrack~

1, 080. 09 . .July 28, 1892 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·1
24,131.62 .... do .......
I
13 , 488 _69 Mar. 3, 1893 , .......... , .......... ,

1

50c;:Pc::~:t~:~:-~;;~~;; . )............ {
dt~e certain laml-grant

·

I
I~--~--~~---I--~

I

I--~

Oe1·tijied claims.

1

I

_
Placed to
credit of 1
appropria- Total to be Remitted to
tions by j accounted disbursing
officers.
Treasury
for.
transfer
warrants.

Iappropria-

t...!)
~

0

5

36

; ..•••

::

I
I

I

442:§~ ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::
7. 00 ................... ~ ........... - ..

I

I

442:~~~:::::::::::::1
7.00

442:~~
7.00

>-

~

nattle line.; an.l Rites for
tallletR, at Antietam....

I

I
16, :no. oo; Aug.
500. 00. July
1,500.oo; Aug.
1, 000. 00 Mar.

7, 500. oo

I

5,1892 .••.•.•••........ _....
28, 1892 }
5,1892 .•..•••...
3, 1893

Burialofindi<Teutsollliers . ............ {
Headstones for graves of
soldiers.................
46,020.09
10,000,00 Aug. 5,1892
4.2:i ---···-····
Le,~ee at Brownsville na·
tional eemetery, Tex ...
243.00............. ......•....... ........... ...........
Militar~· posts............
281, 603.30
400,000.00 1 Aug. 5,1892
3, 704.72--.........

"'

I

I

=t~,.;;;~:~. ;?: 13,:: :: : ::::::::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::::
1

19, 310. 00

27.311.08

56.024. 3~
~-t:J. 00
68;). :108.02

28,221.05

492. 21 ' ---·--·. -- .......... -

I

I

1 05 I
:3, ::.l::::::::::: :: ::::: i::::::::::, _38: '-- -;;:;;;:~;541
I

I
:::::
98,733. 54J ............. - .. -····- .... -I---·---- .. - -·- ..... -..

I

98,783.54
27,000. 00!. ·•····· · - ~ ----·····. I .···--·----~
71, 73:t
346.66 ............. -.········· -···-·-··· 1
346.66. ····------·-·
144, 549. 31[ 143, 7~0. oo . . - . . . . . 82!1. :n

At :Fort Omaba, Nebr.'!
Kear Chicago, Ill.....
346.66 ............. ----··········'----------- 1-···--·····
Fort Bliss,'l'ex . . . . . . . 144, 549. 31 . _.... ___ ......•..•.•.... -- ..... - •....... -.......

J-.---.--- .------....

t~~J~~fi~I;,l' ~1: ~~ H: ::1::::::::: •:••~::::::•:: ::::1-:::: :::~ •~: 1••: • ,;,: ;~ ~ ~ ~ _,;_ ;;,-W::: •: •: 1: ~: ··::::•,••• •••,•,. ~;: ;~
il'\':~•:;· ~t~~!"l,',;;;:
1

.

100, 000. oo

---- -- -.-- --- -------- ---- -- -- --------- -- ---- -- _: _

Omaha, Nebr.......................
Monuments or tahlets at
Gett~·sburg .........................
Officer::;' quarters, military,

1

pi~:r!~~~~~~~~~~\~;- .
damages to steamer
Willamette, in San

30,000.00 Aug. 5,1892 --····-···· ...........

············+-···········-

47l.!J0

1

L~~~o-~~~~~~~~~~~~·-

Fort Brown Reservation, Tex ____ . . . . . . .
Road from-

A~~~F~~~;~!~~~~~~--

1

1

30,000.00j

30,000.00

13,286.60

13.786.60

I

9,727.48 ..•...••..... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

••••••••••

I

500.00 -----····· .......... ...........

---·······---~------·-··

471.90

•

----------.---------··

16, 500. ool ....•• _.•... -I- ............. ..........

.1...........

448.15 ...•.........
1

.

1

J..........

471.90

I

3. 8J ....................................: ... _.......

I

>-

::0

~
~

......

>
00

,....::

tr::
::0
I

0

t:j
~

>-

448.15 .......... ............. -. ..........

I

•

!

~

--148.15

350.00 .......... •....... ..............

1>, 977. 48

10, :l27. 48

oo

• - - - . - - - - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · · · · · . - · · · · · · · · ·-

16, ;;oo. oo

JG. >oo. 00

160, 000. 00

160.000.00

1

!.:)
~

zt=:

I

10,327.48
16, 500.

160, 000. 00 .....•.••••.. 1...••..........•.•..•••........•.•.. I

1

471,90i

1

600.00 ..••...•.••

1

I

1

1

1
1

448.15 :Mar. 3, JSU3

s::

30,000.00 ....•........ -·······-- --·--····· -··--·-----

•

g~~~~i~~~t::~~~~~~- ............ !

Purchase ofBuildings at military
posts ...............

I

5.

100, ooo. oo

13,786.601

............ , .............. ........... ..........

339. ;;1
!!8. 7:>3. 54
:H6.6d
144-.549.31
15.004.86
75,000. (I{J
15,000. Oo

._________ .

------ ----- --1- -- -- -- -- ----- -- -- --

100, 000. oo

1

13.786.60 ...........

]:18.05

n

200,000. IJO
:!O.OOO.I!il
100. oou. oo

•1---;:;:

M

810.00

243.00 ............. ······---- ' ·-··-----:!-J~.oo .•..••..•...•
685, 308.02
354,256.25 4, 450.22 - .............. _. _...
326.601.55

56,024.341

I

~3.

::,000.00

3, 000. 00,. - .. - ... - .......... .

3, 000. OO!

l

Military J•ust-

1
4. 500. 001..•..•••.. ...... _

23,810. ool

,.

160, 000. 001 ...•.•.•••................................. -J

3. 84 ............. .......... ..........

'
~- 8J ... -------- .I

3.84

('..!)
~

........

t~
~

Annual 1·eport of tl!efinance branch jo1· the fiscal yem· encling June 30, 1893-Continued.

t-:.1

Placed to
credit of
approprial-----.,-~----- 1 twns durBalance in
ing tl1e
Treasnry
year, beundrawn
iug the
.ruly 1, 1892. A mount. Date of act. proceeds
of sales to
officers,
etc.
Appropriated.

Appropriations.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -f

Bequisi- j
tiona is- Amounts
Placed to
sued on charged
credit of
against
appropria- Total to be Remitted to settlementa appropritions by accounted disbursing
made
at
ations
by
Treasury
for
officers.
Treasury Treasury
tram1fer
of
claims
transfer
warrants.
and ac- warrants,
uounts.

Balance in
Amounts Treasury I
carried to undra·wn
Total
surplus .June 30, 1893
fund, act and availa- accounted
for.
.June 20, ble for out1874.
standing obligations.

I

I

I

1- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - -

~

0

~

I

I

•

.

3.12, ............. :.......... 1.......... 1

I

M~~~l~c;~~!~~t~:~:_. ........... - ~ -- .•.. -- ..... ,... -- ....... ..

tional. cemetery,
Georgia .................................................. ..
Natchez to the naI
ti~na~ . c~metery,
~
MlSS18Slpp1. . . . . . . . .
83. 6:J .......................... .
Newbern to the naI
1
tional
cemetery,
St~~!~~nc~~o~h~ . ~~~.
9. 951 ............ . ' ............. .
tionalcemetery. Virginia...............
234,81 ..•..••.•••..
Road to the national cernI
eteryPresidio San Francisco, Cal ......... ..
At Hampton, Va .... .
Near Beverly, N . .T .. .
Near Fredericks burg,
Va ...... ...... ..... .
Port Hudson. I~a .... .
Road from nntioual cenw-

I

ten• near )ioun<l City to
::O.I<inTldS .Tunetion, ill ...

0

~

Indefinite O?' speeial-Ct'd.
Road fromAntietam to the national
cemetery,
Man-Ian d .......... .
Corinth to the na·
tiona!
cemetery,
MissisSippi. ....... .
Florence to the na-~

~

~

3.12

3.

164.13!, ......•...•.. 1

16-l.] l

547. 081 ....... :: .. 1

547. OS

547. OS ...••..•••••.

:i-ri. c~

10.171.......... .

10,17

1

11. 88 ..•.....•••

--~----·----·!

95.53 ....•...•.. -1

9. 95

•

I

I

I

-I

'· :~ ;r• -~ ___ •-• •~ _•~ ~ ~ -~~::
I

JO,ooo.oo'

I

10.17

'"- osl •..•.••..•.• _I

!)5. 53

~..-:::

~

~

~-

9. 95.

7,32o.oo .....................

1

I

0

-<

0

~34.

234. 81. ............. - ......... - ........ .

n,ooo.oo'

'

!:.

-I· ---- ~ .. ···-- I

10. 17 ............ - ... ·; ..

t. " \ ........

2..
,

164.13 I............. · ····- ... -. ·:---- ... - ..

164. 13 .. -- ...... --

• • • •:. _;: _

, I

1
__ :· _·:; ;; ; ; • ; ;

1o,ooO.t1o ....................... .

:r.::.t. 81

811 .•••••••••••.

!...........

!13

1

3,6so.oo:

,~0;0 00

11,000.00
2,000.01)
451.41
1. :l;)

:n. ~1

~

~
~

f'

Repaidng
roads to. . . na-~
t10nal cemeteries
... .
Rifle range, Fort Sheri·

10, 000. 001I Aug. 5, 1892 . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·

18, 212. 11

T~:~¥~~-~~ff~~~~~-f~~~-

8.83

wsfloodsin.A.rkaiJsas,Mis~~~~~tP;~~ ~~;~i~~:A~· ~

1.12 . .. . . . •••••.. . . • .. . . . . ••• . . . . • . . ••• . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

Ru,ell, Wyo. . . . . . . . . . .

2, 958. 15 ............ - ................ -- ....... ----.......

1

•28, 212. 111

90.00 July28,1892 ....•...........•...•.

98.83

I

1
6, 122. 34 ......... . \•...•••••• \. ..........

.............

90.00..........

28,212.11

22, 089. 77

1

98.83

8.83 ....•.••.....

1

1.12\....... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .

1.12

1. 12

.... .. . . . . .. .
1

2, 958. 15 ...... ---- -- · ------ -- ....................... ' ,

2, 958. 151

2, 958. 15

- - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------ ~---.-------------• 320.15 .. ____ .. __ __ __

Pa-~

"· 860. 64 ________ -~ _ '· ,9. '"· 21

I

.A.rmy transportation
cific roads.
1890 ancl prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . • . • • . . . . .

u~t •L,•::::: •-:---::•:::::-•- ••· ~ : •. :·: - -_-::,:
Gm;d totol ........ }· 937,650.

• .,. 139. 64. 7. 964. 20 ________ ..

.
128. 98

I

128. 98 ,...... .'......

-:!:!~ :~ 5.~ :~ !::!! : : •-: : •- •~ :!:
4618,",;0,225.931~~~~ ~~26l,229.8Q ;;:o.4,413.361~9.t5~628,
=-• •:::::::- .----

,. 739. 782. ,,

•• , ,_., '· 119, .,,_ ,

1

-I·...................... ·I

!: :; : : -: : : : ::••:•: ·~ ·::::::: 26;~~~· ~!
128. D81......••.

=. ,

12R. 9S

::::

846.811 3, 502. " [ 555, 950. 211 2, &91, 294.

!:)

d

~
.-j
~

r;

>
[/).

~

NoTE.- The books of this office show that the entire sum of $3,612, ap:propriatcd for." Claims for quartermasters' stores and ccmmissary supplies" by act of July 2, 1892,
bas been paid out on settlements made at Treasury. Of the sum of $44,o72.28 appropriated by acts of July 28,1892, and March 3, 1893, for" Horses and other property lots
in the military service" (certified claims) the books of this office show the remittance to disbursin)!: officers of $36,438.55, and $528.80 has been J?aid out on settlements made
at Treasury. The records of this office show that of the amounts appropriated for" Claims for quartermasters, stores and commissary supplies, 'acts of July 19, 1876, March
1,1883, July 5, 1884, and February 20, 1886, $135, $123, $282·32 and $60, respectively, have been paid out on settlements made at Treasury.

t<:l

~
I

Q
~

z:;rj
::0

>
~

•
~
~

~

Tlie records of this branch show the following amounts remitted from regular and from indefinite or special appropl'iations:

l\!)
~

~

Remitted f1'om 1·cgula1' app1·op1·iations.

Divisions, departments, etc.

Department of the East .........•..
Department of the Missouri ...... .
Department of 'l'exas ... . ......... .
Department of the Platte ... . ..... .
Department of Dakota ............ .
D!'partment of 1;a lifnrnia ... , .... ..
Department of the Col urn bia ..... .
Deparrment of .Ariz011a ........... .
Depot at New l:'ork ............... .
Depot at Philadelphia ............. .
Depot at Washin!!;ton ..
Depot at Jott'ersonville
Depot at St. Louis ................ .
Depot at ~an ]'randseo ........... .
Colmnbus Barracks, Ohio ......... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo
\Vest Point, N. Y .. . .............. .
\\'"illets Point, New York Harhor ..
Davids Island, New York Harbor ..
:Military Prison, Kansas .......... .
::;pringtield Armory,Massachusetts.
Hot Springs, Ark ................ _.
Atlm1ta, Ga. (cemeterial) ......... .
Powder depot, New Jersey ..... _..
Fort McPherson .. _._ ..... - ..... _..
Fort Sheridan
:Fort Thomas . _................... .

i~~~~ Rii~~J~ :::: ::::::::::::::::: :::

]'ort Riley_ .......... _.......... _..
J<'ort Barranca~ ................... .
Fort Ethan Allen ........... _..... .
Plattsburg Barracks .. _... _....... _
Madison Barr:w ks ................ .
Key \Vest Barr:wks ........ __ ... _.
Allegheny Arsenal

.
Horses fori Barracks T~ansp_orta- Clothing,
Regu~ar 1Inc1dentall cavalry
and
twn of the camp_ and
supphes.' expenses.
ll:nd
quarters. ~ - Army a~d
ga1pson
artillery.
1ts supphes. eqmpage.

I

I Pav of

:~~r:~~;

C<;mstruc- National
twn_an~

repa~r of
hosp1tals.

1

ceme~

teries.

of nationa!
cemeteries.

I

.1==

I

fihooti_ng Qua_rters
gallenes
fOJ;
an<l I hospital
ranges. ' stewards.

Total.

~
t::j

""

J

c

$264,355.62 $7. 5, 322. 061
$610. oo'$128, 054. so . $228, 290.10
$533.25 $11,438. 65 ....... _ .
$991.331 $1,904. 70 $7i1, ;;oo. ;,1
302,844.07 68,327.00
3,131.00 80,666.77/ 186,136.08
122.58
2,138.43 1
$24.00 .......... 3,700.37
18.02 6!7,108.:J2
124, 630.85
106. 50
1, 615. 26•.. - ............ -....
6.36. 66
294. 78 36:!, 662. 62
127,007. 89 37.881. 77 16,904. 30 54, 564.61
329,475.85 o2, 070. 13 22,393.58 59, 814.15! 290,872,39
117. oo
3, 582. 46 . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647. s6. 1, 950.16 770,923.58
387,131.49 57,034.09 21,869.00 43,520.02
226,526.20
1,116.80 14,611.18 1
500.00 ..........
490.09!
550.99 753,U9.86
9<l, 077. 78 25, 940. 16
5, 535. 00 40, 339. 55.
72, 726. 71
78. 00
928. 91 . .... - .. - .. -..... . . .
486. 26
163. 10 240, 275. 47
~~7, 214. 1~
25, 044.52
2, 781.28 26, 1?8. 49
~~· 416.71
s. oo
949.
... _. _....
. ~25. 4~ ~
54. o~ ~4!!, 95~3n5,807.9o 41,793.21 ........... 47,3,3-1 .09
1a.,,941.18 .............
2,158 .•!_ .......... 1..........
101.16
106.8;) 601,842.16
70,749.74 34,631.07
550.00
3,3!'5.50
157,977.07 ............. , ........... 3,B75.11 t $900.00 .................... 271,568.49
9, 056. 76 25, 108. 2(l .. .. .. .. . ..
2. 685. n ,
51, 2ilO. 58 j 1. o26, 455. :1s .. .. .. . .. .. 2, 453. o3 2, 210. 67 . _....... _ .......... 1, 119, 259, 79
26, 291.44 29. 800. n .......... : 29, 352.19
95, 141. 58 ·........ . .. .
75.00 52, 624.26 !:!1, OliO. 00 ........... _........ 254, 343.20
79, 034. 35 29, 563. 09 . - .. -. . . . . .
1, 240. 00
94, 905. 33 '1
97, 137. 33 --......... 2, 465. 15 3, 840. 00 .. - .. - .... ,.. .. .. .. .. :308, 185. 25
9, 132.90 20,653.44 49,370.87
6, 867.59
142,892.91
5, d47. !)!) •••••• -.... 8, 149. 66 10,784. 00 ......... - ..... --.... 2:i:!, 699. 36
45, 145. 05
157, !i12. 94 ... - .... -..
681. 84
720. 00 ............ -. . ...... 254, 930. 66
18, 920. 65 18, 460. 22 ........ -.. 13, 389. 96
17,081.4.8
7,044.15 ...........
7,701.75
25,013.28 :.............
3,274.24 ................... . ..........
726.33
()(),~1.23
u, 777. 37 9, 238.29 ........... 16,793. 25
22, 768. so,
12. 2;) .. _............. _.......... __ .. ....... _...
78. oo
73. 667.66
33,552.25 10,533.87----------- ...........
4.826.2ll
5.00, ............................... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48,917.32
1
2, 284.42
2, 000.00 .. . .. .. .. .. 1 2, 105. 82
4, 890.99
10. 00
47. 7.i ...... - ............. . . . . . . . . . .
5. 00
11,343,98
2,663.75
4,164.26 ...........
8,153.28
' 13,219.50 ............. .
44.15 .................... ; ....................
28,244.94
9,257.77
2,506.90, ........... 1...........
8,433.92
12,122.21 ..........
32,320.80
1

n..... ___ ..

zo

+--------- ..·........ ,.......... --------·-

t!!.! ~ ___ ;:l~~lt~:~:·::: : : :; ; ~ ...'~~l:f,· ::·: :::~ r ::~:;: --I>;:;;;:;; :;;.:;;; ~~:~: ::::' :: ::::: ~: ~!:!!
1

995. 70
3,611.53
32.60
3, 336. as

3, 133. 60,....... -.- . ,
5,972.301' ...........
724.12 ...........
3, 471.

or.. ....

3, 121. 00
3,014.00
701.44.
360. 00

,: ;~ ~ . .t:~r~,:u;r;;:; ••,f:~;~

7

6, 558. 05 ......................
4, 614.191 3, 590. 00 .............. -.....
32,777.33 ............. , 6,443.40 ...... ____ .......... ·-···--··· ·--··-····
2,149.00 ........................ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '~' . . . . . . . . .
7, 918. "'I· ................ ....... !. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

22, 012. 54
51,818.56
:3.607.16
15, 080. 01

1

i:i:i!:;;!:;;;;;;;:i••:..uoo ;;;;::;::: ;;;;;•••••E••••:•••• ;l :;;::!:!
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:•: : : :: : :oo:: ::H! n
l~ock Island Arsenal

. . •• . . . ••. . . • .

~~}:~~-1~f fr~~e;:~Y:: :::::::::::::
Total ......•........

1, 602. 691

~: ~~g: :~.

~ ~~~I

130. 85j- ......... - 1 - •• • •••••• -~

2~~: ~~~::: ::::::::I:::::::::::

627, 037. 10 123, 145. 03

2, 169. 7~ ......... · ·• -1-..........

OQO. 00 ..........

~~~: ~S ::::::::::: ::·1:: :::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

4. 403. 31)

~: ~~!: ~
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Rfmlittcdfro11t indl:flnite or special appropriatirms.

I
Divisions, depots, etc.

Road
fi-<Hil Ila·

tioual
como.

Head- Purchase Military Repairing
stones of build- post at roads to
I
for
in"'S at
Eort
national
l\filitarJ·
posts. graves of mifitary Omaha,
comsoldiers. posts.
Nebr.
etaries.

Horses
and other

J:~~i~d 1~!~f!rt~~
~~~n~s ~~;~~[.
,function,
lll.

DepartmentofthcEast ...... ----------~
$7.00 .....•.•......•.•........••....•••......••.•....•
Department of the Missouri.. 1$38, !186. 51 .. ___ .....
$350. 00 ••..••.....•••..•••..•.•••.••..••..•••••
Department of Texas . . . . . . . . 9, 403. 671 ••••••.••.• _. _•••.•••••• _•.•..••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
Department of Platte . . . . . . . . 27,713.20 ..................•. $25,000.00 ......•.•.............••......
Department of Columbia .... , . . . . . . . . . .
19. 50 ....•.....•.....•.•.•••••.......•..•..............
Depot at New York .................... 27,919. 55 ........•.•.••••••...•••..•••...••................
De}JOt at Washington ...... -. . . . . . . . . . .
275. 00 . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . $4, 466. 92 $10. 000. 00 $36, 438. 55

:i~~1~:~~~t+•1 ;i:;~:~: : : : · : : : ;••; :~:·:~· : :· ::':~':" ····::::}:;:;;;:::

Fort Brady, Mich ............ 63,882.59 _•.. ·-- .....................................••.••....•......
.Fort Bliss, Te:x: • . . . . . .. . . . . . . 39, 000. 00 ....................... _............................. _..... .
Fort Riley, Kana. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 955. 00 .•.•........ _........ _. ___ ................................ __

rt g~ ::::::::::1:::::::::: .. ~~ ~~~-- ~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

¥~~~ g~~~~~~~~)~i~~ ~:: :::~::

6

FortEthanAllen, Vt ........ 20,000.00 .......................................................... ..

~~~:.l!,~~::~r 51·_\~l::r:::

•• • • •• :: ~;:;;, : ••••• • : :~
350. 05i 27, 000. oo

Total .......••••........ 354, 256. 25! 28, 22]. 05
1

6, 122. 34j 10, 000. 00 36, 438. 55
1

Road
Battle
to the
.Burial linesand m~;:fsu~r national Military Military
post,
of
sites !'or tablets at cemetery, post, Fort Platts·
indigent tablet~ at 'Gettys-· Presidio Bliss,
soldiers. ~~~~burg. San~ran· Tex.
:3~-f:
cisco, Cal.

Divisions, depots, etc.

Total.

Department of the East ................... _...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$7.00

~~~~~~H!J~~~~T': :-·: :•:• ,•-•: · ••: 1••:•-•• •·1·-••·-:: •• .•. :._·:_ ••-_:-::-:: :!:~•~
·I· .......... _........

Depot at Washington . . . . . . . . $3, 000. 00 $4, 500. oo
$500. 00 . .........
1 59, 180. 47
1
Depot at St. Louis ................... _.. , ..... _.............
-1- ................... 1. • • • • • • • • . 1, 502. 42
Depot at San Francisco __ ._ .....................
$7,320.00. _....... _I_ .••.•... -1 7,320.00
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ... .' .............................. , .......... !......•••. !•..••.••.. 24,304.79
1

·I·.........

w~n~t'o/.~i-~~·. -~-~~. -~~~ ~ .l. ........ .1. ........ .1..: ................. I......... .1. ........ -112,800.00
Fort Sheridan, lll ..•••...•... l-·········1·········- .......... ,.......... ··········!·········· 53,120.53
j~~~ rr~~~~~fch~-~:::: ::: ::I:::: ::: :: : ::::::: ::: :::::: ::::I:::::: :::: ::::::::::I:::::: ::: :. 6~: ~~~: ~~
Fort Bliss, Te:x: ............. ·I· ........... __ ...... I..........
$143, 720, .......... ,182, 720. 00
. . . . . ___ . .

i~~~Jfft~K·;~·~~~·-:-:·~· •••·•:::• •:-· · ·••,: -•:-:-:; • • EV$25.,50 ~:~:~
1

Madison Earracks, N .. Y _.... 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • --~- • • • • • • • _ •• . . . . . . . . . . 51,774.32
Atlanta, Ga. (cemeter1al) ............. ~ .................... !.......... .......... ..........
153.00

1

~O.O<f4,5oO.oo -----soo:ooj7.32D.OG[. -i43.72o\- 25:150 646.578.19

TotaL ••..••••••..•.....
1

1

1

Respectfully submitted.
M. l. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. Ar1ny.
QU.A.RTERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE, July 19, 1893.

QUAI~T.ERMASTER-GENERAL.
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3.
WAR DEP ARTl\IENT,
QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S 0FFleE,

lVashington, D. 0., July 28, 1893.
I lmve the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the money and property branch of this office during the fiscal year
1893.
The duties of this branch are the arlministrative examination of the
money accounts ~nd returns of quartermaster's stores rendered by officers serving in the Quartermaster:s Department before their transmission to the accounting officers for final action.
It also takes action on certificates of deposits of funds pertaining to
the appropriations for the Quartermaster's Department receivecl from
sales to officers and soldiers, sales at auction and other sources, ancl
upon boards of survey and inventory and inspection reports of quartermaster's stores no longer fit for issue or use.
The accompanying statements exhibit in detail the work of the
branch, and are marked:
A.-A statement sho-wing number of accounts and returns examined,
etc.
B.-Statement showing the amounts received from sales of quartermaster's stores to offict:rs and sol<liers.
C.-A statement showing in detail the amounts expended under the
various beads of appropriation for the fiscal year 1893, and supplement
pertaining to fiscal year ended June 30, 1892.
D.-A statement showing the number of civilians employed by the
month, etc.
E.-A statement of amounts expended by each officer serving in the
Quartermaster's Department.
Very respectfully,
l\f. I. LUDINGTON,
Dep'uty (J'i,tcl'rtennaster-General, U. S. Ar1ny.
The QuAR1'ERMAS'L'ER-GENERAL, U.S ..A_l~I.VIY •
GENERAIJ:

.

A.-Statement showing the number of money accounts ancl 1·eflwns of quat·tennastel''s
stores 1·eccirecl aud disposed of during the fiscal yea I' ell ding June 30, 1893.
l\IONEY ACCOUNTS.

On hand July 1, 1892 ___ ... ________ . __________________________ . ___ ....• _.... _ 1, 505
Received during the year _.. _____________________ . _______ . ___ . _.... _.. _.. _. _ 2, 415
Total -- - - . - -- ________________ . _________ . __________ . ____________ . _____ _ :1, 920
Examined and sent to the auditor. ____ . ______ ,- ___________ . ___ . _ ... _ . ____ . ___ ~, 586
Remaining on hand July 1, 1893. ___________ . _________________ . _........ 1, 334
PROPERTY RETURNS.

On hand Jnly 1, 1892 _.. _.. ______________________ .. ____________________ .•. __ . 2, 065
Received duri Dl!; the year ________ .. __ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____ ______ _________ 3, 187
ToJ·:ll ____________ . _________ . ______________________________ . _____ •••• __ i), 20:?
Examined awl sent to the auditor ______ . ____ .. ____ . _________ . _______________ :~,~~X~
Remainingon band July 1,1893 ···-·- ------. ____ ·----- ---· -----· .•.•.. 1, 8:!0.
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REPOH/r OF THE BECHETARY OF WAR.

B.-Statement showing the antonnt receh•edj1·om sales of quartermaBICI''s stores to officers
and soldiers of the Army dm·ing the fiscal year ending .Tune 30, 1893.

From returns made to tlate there bas been 1·eceiYecl from such sales ..... $168, 45-!. 54
This amount has b<'en crct1itc<l to appropriations as follows:
Regular supplies ..................................................... . $134-, 696. 28
Incidental expenses ... . .............................................. .
8. 90
Cavalry ancl artillery honws .......................................... .
400.00
Transportation of the Army ...... . ... . ..................... _......... .
710.21
Clothing and equipage .................. . ............................ . 32,639.15
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

•

168, 454.54
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C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expe1ulc(l fron~ the variOltS approprirrliOllB
independent posts, and clepctrlments of the Army, as shown by the accounts of o.{licci'B jron~
and including Jnly 28, 1893.
REGULAU SUI'PLIES.

General depots, indopoudent
posts, etc., and dPpartments.

I

Forngc
and
straw.

Heating
and
cookingap- lllnrninat.ing
paratuR,
and repairs :;upplics.
to same.

Fuel.

Stationery.

.Ather-

tising.

Geneml depots.
KewYork,N.Y ........ . ...... .
Philadelphia, Pa ............... .
\Vashingto:ii, D. C ............. .
Jefferson ville, ImL ............ .
San Francisco, Cal ............ .
St. Louis, Mo ..••.•.............

$3,549.61
1, 229. }(l
51, 9:>D. oil
57:1. 9:;
1, 585.41
1, 599.01

TotaL ................... .

63,487.18

Independent posts, recntiting stations, m·mories, arsenals, etc.

$19,843.37 I $5, ~ ~~-. 56 $i3, 139.25 $10,824.15 $540.80
6:1.1;)
2, 037. 83
- u 40
6;)0. 26
7ii0. 32
79.21
22,551.461
132.85
701.25
782. 17
3, 725.88
7, 195.01
37,415.36
5, 84!1. 74
192.18
5, 521. U6
2, 612.46
817.19
1, 701.73
25.20
1, 454.75 1___1_.o
__6_-*_·7_4_,___1_91_._6_6_ 53_8_._17_

3

5:>, 134.95

17, 343.05

52,914.97

1___

20,440.28

_
1___
900. 5!

========-====:=====1~========= 1 =========1 ~======= 1 ======

Columbus Barracks, Ohio . . . . . .
1, 454. 48
4, 498. 76
Davids Island, N.Y."........... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .
Jefi'ersonBarracks,Mo.........
8,985.00
12,924.40
Willets Point, N.Y............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West Point, N.Y............... 17,751.72
9, 51R. 63
IIot Springs, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463. 00
3, 078.24
Fort Leavenworth Military

1, 576. 26
1, 2!lil. il7
1,500.71
2, 127. 071
6. 40
193. 24

I

5, 280. 29
16. 50 ........ .
1, 223.:15 ................. ..
797.91
3.75
18.55
14. •iO ........... -.-- ... ..
556.03 . .. . . . . . . . . Hi7. :10
1, 315. 54
10.35
5. 25

u:S:i~~'~*::~~i>~t)i.".J':: ::::: ··· ··i4.7: 4i} :::::::::::: ... ~~~:~:~~- ....... :: ~~- ..... ~~:~~- :::::::::

Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
Minn ................................................ .
Au~usta Arsenal, Ga...........
252. 44
661.07
lnd1anaiJolis Arsenal, Iml......
188. 70
95. 88
Kationa Armory, Springfield,
535. 39
1, 256. 30
l\Iass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn . . . . . . .
268.25
617. 58
Kennebec Arsenal, Me . .. . . . . ..
207. 33
1, 068. 50
\Vatervliet Arsenal, N. Y . . . . . .
532.15
1, 591.86
Allegheny Arsenal, J>a . . . . . . . . .
484. 41
2n 52
Fran"kford Arsenal, "Pa . . . . . . • • .
510. 36
979. 58
Benicia Arsenal, Cal . . . . . . . . . . .
444. 78
1, 423. 60
Watertown Arsm1al.l\-fass......
69-!. 50
1, 792.96
Rock Island Arsennl, Ill . . . . . . .
433. 88
1, 112. 65
United States legation atLondon.................... ...... ......
82.35
Paris....................... ............. . .. . . . . .. . . .
Berlin ......................
220. 46

17.38
........... .
.......... ..

6. 00
2. 59
53. )4

. . . . . . . •. . . .
.. .. . . . . . . . .
20. 00
2. GO
.. .. .. ... . . .
...... ......
............
............

. ••. . . . . . . . .
3. 2-!
.. . . .. . . . . . .
62. 8:3
28. 49
............
2. 33
............
.•. -.. • . . . . .
20. 01

.......................................... ..
. ... . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
12.73
.. .. . . ... . .. ... . .•... . ..
1. 85

i............

i~!=~~~~:l~~~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .... -~~~:~~- ::::::::::::,::::::::::::
Total.....................

33, 353.85

41,820.74

4. 55
...........
3. 60
.................. ..
. . . .. . . . . . .
1. 92
................... .
4. 50
10. 25
. .•.................
.................. ..
...........
15.60
. . •..... . ..
~6. 15

1

9, 776.01

9, 367.45

~~: ~~ :::::::::1
1

248.531 2GU7 ,·

Depa1·tmen t of the East.
1
Headquarters,
Governors
Island, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 204.28
15,555. 81
3, 60-!. 39
Baltimore, Md. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 335. 98
15, 602. 27
981. 21
Buffalo, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 626. 19
18, 699. 40
580. 57
Boston, :uass. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
9, 788. 53
19, 105. 69
498. 16
Fort Monroe, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 370.76
9, 195.23
364. !16
NewOrleans,La ...............
7,587.53
22,415.36
112.60
WashingtonBarracks,D.C .... ............ ............
672.23
Newport BaiTacks, Ky.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189. 12
Jackson Barracks, La..........
27.00 ............ ............
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

rroo~~n"fv~~~~~~~:;;!:l~~: ii;:: :1' ···· 'i34: 62"1::::::::::::,··· .. ··o: 75'
1

FortPreble,:M<'................
45.54 ............
:Fort Trumbull, Cmm .............. . . -- ..... ... ·- · · ·····

29.25
3. 75

FortAdams,R.
.............. J . . . . . .7!l8.UO
l!'ort Thomas, KyL...............
. . . . . . . ...........
505. 00 I
Fort Myer, Va..................
2-1-L U6
59.15
1........ .. . .
1
l!'ort Hmnilton, N.Y. lim· bur ...............
]~ortWood,N.Y. Uar1Hn· ...... 1............
8.00

1iU.47
576.
49

~~~~ ~~~;f:i,' J.f~- :: :::::::: ::I:::: ::::: :::I:::::: ::::::
1

l!'ort Wadsworth, N.Y ......... , ............ !. ........... !

14. 65
741.96
70.10

43~: ~~
420.00

~8.

I

1

22
111.21
424.10
44. 40
14. 26
6. 25
32. 95 ........ .
22. 02
33. 42 ._ -. -. ·_ ·_ •· •· .--.
10. 80
492 61 1
29.47
~1.50 1 ....... ..
2,627.17
5.40 ....... .
3. 25
6 35
10.10 ....... : ... :::::::::
11. 06 ....•...... , ....... ..
9 80
.................. ..
1 '
~:~~ ...... i~5· ( ::::::::
4.:!2 · ·· · · · .. · .. 1........ .
....•..••

1

I

1-!.16
J, 187.
41 :::::l:tl:-.:~:~'~::
vu
.
8. 12
1
10.:16
4.71 .................. ..

·:·..- .·:.·:·:_.: :. ·.·:_,

g: f.~ :::::: :: :: ::::::. :..

11.18 ........... \........ ·I
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marle .for the Qurcl'fe~·master's Department fm· the .fiscal year 189.1, in the !Jf'llel·al depot~;,
July 1, 189.CJ, to Jaly 1, 1893, and, so jar as accounfil hare been receit•ed in this o,{iice, np to

IN(;TDE!\T.\T. E'(-

REGULAR SUPPLIES.

~ardtT I

I

All expenses not

Post school- Tableware , 11 .en~" 1 . ~

I·
/

Printing. hookA .and
supplies.

I

1

~nd !IJ6SA 1 an1t ~.r!"
c~~1\Y~~
I roent~.

lumJturc.

I
- ~-~_:_~_-~----1::::: : :.~ ~ ~:

I *'"· oo

+J, '"'· osl

-.:'.;l 8(~ ~8i (:l). ' i~'*0~:. ~f1j .::. i.:. ~66:
6,:1 :I
.. .....

4 0

. -_ -_
•.-.: 1.. · · .:
•
1I1
7.50
198.97 1
-l56.:!8
366~~--844. 29 j '.!, :>0~. 40

~
1....... ... ...........

I :J, 108. :!6

fj,

SSG. 08

;;~
:; ~ I ~: ~ ~ ~ I
::: ::: :::::::: ::::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :: ::: :: ::::: . :::::: :::::

I ;;:;; :: :..• } . :: I

8. 73 ............................. -.- .... -... . . . . . .

......................

. : ,.

I

m::

4:i9. !H_I

~ 5:~~

1. 0:!
16. ()(l

r,, ::~~- ~:

~-!

7,0.Jo.6J

I

14,;"i:!6. 09
:!, 643. 90

2. 30
. ::2

........ .
. . . . . .. .

: :•: :I :.:•:•::·

~0

.

0. :; I

2\J

~:!5, 004. !18

"I' ....... -

6, 383. 86 I.. - .... - .
147.4G .................. .

:J:J. :Js
I.

I,

I

11. :::!

07 . . . . . . . . . .

18. 8.1

;!:~: ~~
~il!l.

. . • • . . .. .. . •.......
..........

!116, ]0

.-.o,

I

3.

$:J9. Oil
12. u:J
11.00

"'·'· "

14g:
~g I :H~Jll
133.

~•:•: : :• •:.•;:;:;••••:•::::••:••J::::•:•:•••::::::• ;;;

1.~'73· ,~[.....;::::f:::::::: ....;,:;;

:::;;17;

hJ~.J7

: : ~: :;::· ::::: : : : ~ :::: : l:::::; ;: I ::::: ; ;;

43. 80 1-..... -... - .I

00

I

~. ~s~. ~s

~ '::~.·: .. •:•:: ::
I

r:::•::;:

51'-79 1

·---------·- -------·-·· I .............. ----------·-

1. 25 .....................•...................... :.

I ;;;·,; I

ti>~il•g.

~.
~; H~: ~~ ~~: ~~~J~

*'·

11, 27;i. 7.-;

. ~~~~~.~~=~=-

I : :.: •••·•••••• •• .

.!.tl' <'r·

atcd.

*""-'"' I11,1 JJ;. "

1599. "

'J'otal
muount;;.

Employefl. otherwise
1I
I <mumer-

:wo.co

.... ~~-- ~J .....:;.- ; ,·
I ..••••••••

~.18V.H I
.80
n 1:.1
81J7,17 ·······--- ........ .
] ' 492. 0! , ..... -- .• -! . -- .. -- ..
1, 870. 71 ... -- - .•.. : - . - .. - .. 2.510.88 1 . . . . . . . . . .
1. 60~. 69
!l. ~·0

82. 3;)
12. 'i:!

l:i.-11!

7.18
.!)()

~22.:n
:~i7. 77

1

1\J.

ou

30.00

:w. 00

:l4H. 46

•L 00

-!~~·GO- -~:~-~~- ;_1 ~~·!.'~· 6!1

-

1
......•..

--~40. 6~

.

4G. GH

~:~;I g:::uJ 2:o; I ::::::::
::!;!: .:i: Ji i !i!:~ it: ·:~: : : : [: : ·: :.:~! !: ~: !liII• : ;:.: I:.: :::·:
. ><':ool

1 ....

1

............ -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. i!~ .••.• -----.... - ........ - -- -•......• - - - -.-- •. - . - .............• -.--.
.......... -----------------------1!.40 ···········
---------192.75
35.50
8!.50
!)54.67
39 oo

8. 87
500. 00
104.25
58.26
2 75

98. 08
508. 07
1,100.58
5.00
3,614.53
2.00
369. 23 . __ . __ ....

........ .

~"-iiii·i ~·•...1::h.:·:·::....I:· ·•:ri;;: ::!:.·...J·: •2:1: :i.lll . . ~.~f1:::.::: :.
1

1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amoumts expended ji'OJn the t•ariuus
REOULAU SUPl'LIES.

General d.epotf\, intkprndent
posts, etc., and departments.

Forage
and
straw.

Heating j
aml
Illumicookingapnating
paratuR, I supplies.
aml repairs
to same.

Fuel.

Stationery.

Adnr-

i

I tbing. ;

Department of the Ea;t--·Con t' d.
Fort Porter, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$98.08 . .. . . . .•. • • •

$412.59 1 $1,010. 36

i~R,~:r~:_
~~~~:: ~~~:::::::I:::: : ::::::II ::::::.:::::: ::::: ~~~: ~~:
Mad1son Barracks, N.Y........ . . . . . . . . . . . .
$58.50

1

p 8!~1~~~~a~b~~·), N.\~ .. ~~ ~ .(~.
1

$0.60

~t ~~

... :.

496. s8 .. . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

j~~~~~~h~~~!·(;~it.Xti;~~-t~;)~·

63.:>4 ,............
1, 668.32
1, 02-!.16

Ga . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .

5Losl ...........

341.0(1
245.48

Hea<l([Uarters, Chica~o, Ill . . . . .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.......
Fort Riley, Kans...............

~~~~ ~~~~~~·~d• ~ ~::

•• :: ••

78:: ::

I

j
4!l, 202. 16
::!3, 232.20
31,:365.16

I

5-!. 685. 10
18,534. n
19,800.0:1

:I::i;; ~:i: ~;: : ~; ;;;

$61.

3. 54 ................. . ..
j...... .. .
36.47
2.19 ...... . ..

~'ol't ]:~~:::::.~~~~~~~.. · ~~::::::: ~: :1 .. ~~.-~~~: ~~- .~~~.-~;~: ~~- .. ~~.-~~~: ~~- ~--. ~.-~~~: ~~-~
Departme11t of the Missow·i.

~~. :::::::8-!J!

1
i ::
142.60 . ... . . . . . ..

10,282.85

1

\~ ·;~~.·~
I

3, 367. 16
1, 5-18.591
2, 65!1. 91

896. 5il
71. 21
18.96

i; :.:; ; ; ; . . .'ii~li

1, 902. 97
171.82

175. 58
11.20

1

!::: ·::;·95:

: . :::-:

.•;:; .: :·: !••··;~;; [:: ;;;;y:::;,;:;;: .... :~~r::::::"t : :

~Ji!A~r.:~P.t~~

'l'otal . .....-•...•..•...... _126,~17.76

1

De11artment of the PlattP.

1

113,892.84

Headquarters, Omaha,Xellr .... 1 116,485. 68
J?enver, C~lo ..................
393. 72
1< ort McKmney, Wyo .......... .
602.19
J1'ort H.ouinson, Nebr........... 1
70.96
Fort Washakie, Wyo ...........
4, 688.79

1,6~9.14 \~~~ 18~./S

9,731.1·1

I

'

79,724.00
4, 275.71
9, 748.79
1, 066.44
190.7\t
6, 593. 61
U. 09 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 07
12. ~5
89.61 . ... . .. .. . . .
28.51 ........... 1........ .
3. 70 . . . . . .. . . . . .
52. oo .................. ..
8.129. 84 .. . . . .. .. . . .
10.72 ................ . . ..

·I

~~~H K:~~~~~~~~~:::::::: :::--- -·i:: ~:-

si: ~~ 1::: ::: ~~: ~~:

1

}'ortDou~laH,Utah

............ l ............
Camp l'ilot Butte, Wyo....................
Fort.DuUhe>Jnc,l"tah .......... \ 1,197.R1
FortD.A.Hussdl,Wyo........
57.62

9,760.50
739.00
73.50
8,290.8.:

............
.. .. . .... ..

............
1..... .....

:t ~~ :::::::::: t:::::::
22.13
2. 9-!
5.26
53.80

........... ,........ .
........... 1....... ..
........... ,....... ..
.................. ..

li~K~~~:~~~~l~L~~:i~.:~~G~::: ): ::::: ~~: ~~: . _~·A~~~~. :::::: ~~: ~~: ._ ._ ~~~ ~~ _:::::::::::1:::::::::
Total.. ................... ~~67. 02 J n5, 6~~~

Department of Dakota.

'

Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn ... 171, 340. 20
1

~~;~e;~~s~~-: ~(;~t::::::::::::::

}~g:~~

4. 364. 05

106, 297.41
4

2~0T

10,373.56

9, 837.50 1 1,600.00

2G7. 5

~~:~~

1:::::::::::: ······iisi·
::::::::::::::::::::
41.25 . .. .. . ......
45.00 !...........

~;~~m;r~;,~~~~~~;_· :::/~:~~:i ::::::.:::. : : :;,; :; :
Totl!-1.. ....... .... ... ..... J172, R63. 23

I

----~---

Fort Meade, S.Dak.............
259.08
Fort Missoula, Mont ................................... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Keogh, Mont..............
921. 33
4. 00 \·...........
J!'ort Yellowstone, \Yyo . . . .. ... . ... ........ .... .. .... ..
7. 00
}'ort Snlly, S. Dak.. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Camp Poplar Ri,·er, :Jlont...... .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ... . ..
Fort Pembina, N.Dak.......... ... .. . ... . . . ....... ..... .... .. .... . .

:

9, 995. 65 _ 1, ll~. 51

I'

! 106,813. 33 ,_ 10,912. 4-! .

I ..... ... .

11. 80
22. 50
6. 63
6. 00

.................. ..
........... I...... . ..
.......... ·' · .. .... ..
.................. ..

7. 77 ...........

...... .. .

1
7.17 ..................
..

,l!! :::::::J:::: :::
1

9, 992.88 j 1, 609.00

267.58
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QUAR'l'ERMA.STER-GENERAL.

approp1·iations made jol' the Quarterrnastm·'EJ Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EX·
PENSES.

REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Gard~n
! .All ex- I
I penses not
Post school- Tableware ute~sll~
and
agnEmployes.
otherwise
Total
Printing. books and and mess
enumeramounts.
supplies. furniture. c_ultural
:U~~\~-.
ated.

. . . ••• . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• .
$29. 80 . . . . • • . . . . .
$55. 80
$!2. 00 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
44. 85
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . .
3. 00
······· ....................................... ········ .. .... ........
$50. 37
5. 50 ...........
$1, 400. 00
14. 3!)

'I".........

~~.

.::; 75: :::.::.::.:

$1, 607. 23
361. 08
158. 85
65.10
12, 016. 05

Postage.

.AdYertising.

$0. 96
8. 96

~··::. :.:: .• ,. :•• :~·:: i:.::::::.: .....§::. ::. :~:: 1::::: .. ::.
3,

1, 778. 12

308. 18 --$:n::-4of251.18

,."'· ,

419.491

1

111.

--:t,694:-i7 2.521.79fi85.i6t.25 -~, ... -~ ....

91 1 47.45 ...........

919. 91

na. 402. ,.

: : ;:·:: :\: : :~;;:;;:I~~~~~~~~~~~~ Jt!!. . ~~ :::~::......~!~J!. ~~: !liJ!
I__ .

5. 00

: ::

$4J. 55

\::::::::: :i::: :::::: ~&: ::::::::: :J-----~g: ~f -- 2.-gt~: ~~- ..... ~;~:-;~. 4!:l~~J~ 2~: ~~

:

......... , ............ ,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • .

~~~=;~;
108.~
I
2,

:!;:

--230.41

~!!

-=

:11191 ,::::~,:;, 12,;;;::: :1.E:::

1, 041.

r

,.I ~:~ ~:81.

83

0 1~

i;i!: ::::!:: I!:::::: !!: :::::::,: ;895!., I ;;::;li!

276: ~~

2. 40

27:::::: ,~;~ - .,,~
226, 260.74

~: 1~:~l:):~ I:::+

:::::: ::::I: :::: :: :: :::I: :::: :: :: :::I:::::: :::::I:::::: :::: : ::: :: :::: ::: ...~~ ~~~--~~. ::: ~: :::::I ::: ::: :: :
2, 108. 20

I

233. 41

I

1, 041. 75

I

.':88';1. '98::'I : : : : : I.

73. 84

7, 876. 83

·-·"1."' . 2.

. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 400:47'

270~~-35.901 ~ ....... .

~~~:

082:" .. .':'16:10 '"'·1, 035. ;54;( :::::::::
I :: ::::
. . . . • . . . . . . ....... .

825. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .

:: :~~: ~~ .... T~~ ·1 :::::: :::
74.63
5.00 ....... ..
6. 00 ••·•··· ........... .
7 77
.• - ..
·1 :::::::::
'

2: oo

~-1, ss9.~o_ 1 =-

398. 77

I· .. ...:..:..: .. ·..:.:---:141:0S 6,207~~-l;200~ 312;621:98 -26.50. ~. :..:. :. : ~
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expenllc.d from the variou s
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

General depotR, independent
posts, etc., and departments.

]'~~~fe

Fuel.

straw.

Department of Texas.

Heating
an<l
Illumicooking ap- nating
paratus,
I
supplies.
and repnirs
I to same. I

Adwrtisiug.

~-----~------ --~

I

,·

Stationery.

fifo/E!~?:~1:~;~,~:~ ~~:: ~~:41.1 I~. $~, ~~~: ~: 13~ :~ ::::::::::·I·
18'' 10 I''" "
$27: . , .
J<'ort Bliss (and El Paso), Tex . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 040. 51 .. .. .. .. .. ..
:Fort Sam Houston , Tex . ...... .
!l84. 77
1ti7. 50 .
30. !J9
Uamp Pen a Color::~ do. Tcx. . . . . . -.. .. ..... . ... .... ..... . ' .. . . . . .. .. ..

~::~~~ iii:Wft~~(};_'~~~:~:::::::::: :-

$1,

I

29,046. 14

--3~.'7Li

25. ~ o ........ .

7. 4!1

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1

Total ................... . . 1(38,"~""9.18

'

1. 9-t . • • • .. .. . . . ...... .

~~~~ ~~~~:~:~t.:~: .- :::::::::::::I:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::I
Department of Califumia.

1~: ~g

1. 074. !l8

~:~~
18:

::::::::::::::::::::

~~ I:::::::::::I:::::::::

1, 195. 92 '

'

Headquarters, San Francisco. 1
:
Cal........................ . .. '>0, 970. 68 1 21, 333. 99
5. 00
Presidio of San Fraw·i!·H·o, Cal. . ............ ·.......... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
1rort Mason, Cal....................................... . ............
.A.lcatraz Island, Cal. .. ...... ... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . ..
7. 00
.Angel Island, Cn 1 ..............
38-J,. 72
220. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . .

131 3~
11:20
4.67
0. 72
12. Hi

85:. 30

!.. 1:iG. ii

6 15
82 1G
.. . .... : ... 1..... : .. .
.................. ..
.................. ..
......... .. ........ .

r~~r~!~~1~i~~~~;l~: ~~,:~ :::::::::: ::::: ~~~::!~: ··-·-·I ~r :::::::::::: . _. _. -~~ ~~-1:::: :::::::.:::::::::
1

Total ..••.••••••........ ..

"51,601.72 2l,6i9.i7 ,--12.0Q -185.73j----o:J5 82:16

Depa1·tment of Arizona.

{tebl~~t!~~~~;fc~:.~~:~~~~-~~t~-

190, t~t ~g

1.- ~~: ~~~: ~~. ' - .. -.- ~~~ ~~.

l•'ort Huachuca, Ariz ...........
326.98 I
30. 68
l!'ortWingate,l\.1\ft>x.......... 1 2, 2.55.90
65.45
FortBayard,N.:Mex:. ... . ......
384.47 \
16.38
l<'ort Stanton, N.Mex ........... )
41.04
33.76
San Carlos, Ariz................
64. 16
1. U
Fort Apache, Ariz . .. . .. .. .. .. . 13, 2-n.15
4, 950.24
.Ifort Grant, Ariz .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
9:l7. 03
53. 83
Fort Bowie, Ariz ..............
711.80
9. 05
San DiPgo Barracks, Cal........ 1.. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. ..
Fort:IIarey,N.Mex............ . ........... . ........ . ..
Intlt(•iieltl .....................
1.:.!0:!.76
27.16
Total. ....................

_
-2-0-'.l,-8~. 68

I
90~: t~ .. ~: ~~~: ~~ .... ~~: ~~.
20. 76 . ................. ..

I

,

.. .. .. .. .. ..
............
............
.. .. . .. .. . ..

11.67 .................. ..
17.86 ...... . ............ .
12.96 ................... .
. .. . .. . . .. ..
3. 89 .......... . ....... ..
.... .. .. .. ..
6. 00 .................. ..
. .. .. .. .. . ..
15. 91 ...... .. .. . ....... ..
...... ......
16.20 ................... .
.. . .. .. . . . ..
5. 40
8.10 ........ .
............
6. 48 ................... .
................................... ' ........ .

-6-3,-08' 7-.-4\-1. =-==83=.=63=

I

1. 029. 6~

I 2, 020. ~ -,,--~·50 ,

Department of the Columbia.

I1

H«:>adquarters, Vanconver Bnrracks, Wash..................
1

28,376.12
17,848.00
1, 094.08
36 5
'
279. 96 ............ . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.71
70.13 1 :...........

~~~t
w~h~~fi~~. ·"7~;~it·:: ::::::
Roise BarrackR, I <Ia lto.. . .......

~6: ~g .-~~: ~~:: ~~-1 - .. ~·-~~~:~~-

FortSherman,I<lnl,o.. .. .......

~~~~ E~nh~-~~5~l·si{~ -t~: . :::::::: : ...... ~~: ~~- ~ :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::
1

1

Fort Spokane, Wash............
Inthefiel(L....................

234.09
627.10

Total. ....................

66, 129. 92
1

28. fi7 .... .. .... ..
451.96 ,............

45, 255. 761

2, 695.46

42.00

2, 166.60 1 286.77

~~: ~g .___ .~~: ~~- ':::: :::::
10. 00 ................... .
13.90 ................... .

!: ~~ 1:::::::::::: ::::·::::

14. 6~ .................. ..
.6.:> ................... .
171. 94

I 2, l90. 26 1 286. 7i 1
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Ql.ARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

app1'op1·iations made jol' the Qtuwtel'masfel''s Depm·trnent, etc.-Continnecl.
INCIDENTAL EX·

REGULAlt SUPPLIES.

I

PENSES.

I-----~-------.------~~G-a-rd_e_n_,------~------~,-------,

utensils
All ex- 1
Post school- Tableware
d
.
penses not I Total
Printing. books and and mess a~ult~f!l· Employtis. otherwise 1 amounts.
supplies. furniture.
impleexmmer- 1
ments.
ated.
j

$1, 70:1. 98
•••

0

0

0

••

0

•

•

•

•

$39. 96 ......................
•

......

•

••

0

. . . . . . 0.

0

••• 0

•••

-

0

0

0

•

-

0

•

-

......... 0

••

-

-

••••

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

$4, 000. 00

0

•

0

0

0

••••

0

•

•

•

•

..................... 0

-

-

•••

•

0

Postage.

$446. 56 $104, 933. 27
3. 17
2. 60
-

•

••••

0

0

••••••

-

0

Ad
:veruung.

t"

$10. 00 .. . .
1. 00 ........
. 80 .. ..
0

0

0

.. 0

0

... 0

'?r·; ;: : : : J; ;:: ;: : : : : ~: : t::: :; :~ :~; ~ !::::::~~. :::::::::

::--as: 86: :i:::
• 1. 739 ,.

1

240. 96 . ______ .. __ . ~ _______ . __ .

.,_ ,

•• 000. 00

::

107. 71....

18. 60

___ . ____ .

1
1
1,253.151 77,<99.61 1
, ..•••••••. 1 ........ .
61. 90
1, 545. 73 I· •.•...•..

3,717.16 ................................... ···········
. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • . 1, 466. 63
:::::: :

:::

:::::: ::::::

::::::::::: :

:::::: :: :: :

•

0

••

~~~--~~

0

•••••

::~~~~"I

. ... . .. . . . ...... ... . . . ... . .. ... . . . ........... . .. . . . .. • . . ...... .... . .

7

i~: ~~ I:::: ::: :: ~

617. :lSI

:
:
:
:
·
:
:
_;
-,-====

1:;~;;;-16 .:.::·:~.-~ :-·::· ..: '::·::·:·· 4~~~~~80.:~~
I

I

4, 021. 73

275. 99

$77. 97

4, 027.73

275.991

77.97

$1. oo

I

~----

1, <23.13

74\

\ : _.: :::

_I

4, 012.50

654. 57 1 257, 365. 79

1, 043.24

286, 3!13. 52

62.

"I .

:86:1::: ..23\39:1::::

320.,.

16. oo
9. 00
5. 00
5. 00
5. 60
6.00
6. 00
1. 00
4. 00

!~~ :..:_:_~
·----

---~--

206. .. ______ . _____
53
3

I:~: ~ ~:~: : : ~: ~

1. 00

=--=

0

. . . . . . . . . •.

1. oo

394. 35

"· 220. ,

10. 00

~g:; : I ::::.;:::~.~"'·~~:~~ . . .; ; : : : : :

~iiii~i :=..iii-----~:~ 1--- ;;:;;r;:;~:~ : -----;~:;; 1 1~:::::: ~--;;:;;I=
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REPOHT OP THE SECH.ETAH¥ OF W.\R.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expendecljrom the val'ious
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

General depotR, independent
posts, etc., and departments. Extra-duty

lr:t~ci~:~.

I Civilian
employes.

Shooing

i~~1~1<f~g
materials.

Recovery Interments
ol

~~d'!es o~~~~c;s

mules.

listed men.

~~~h
anu tele·

8 £:~~~:s.

General depots.
New York, N.Y................ .. .. .. • • • .. . $20, 700. 81
l~llil:ul elphia, Pa . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .
21, 796. 71

}~fi~~!~~~1u~~in~: ::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
~:m Francisco, Cal ........... - ~ - ..... ..... .

St. Louis, Mo................... ... .. . ......

ii; ;~~: ~~

16,034.88
13,159.42

$32.85

$1, 291. 32
207. 64
1
'

~Jg: ~g

472.39
264.68

105.00
45.00
$25.00 .......... ..

$627.17
396. i5
349.96
10!!. 77
107.90
200.00

----·----1--------I---------I-------I·--------I------

TotaL................. .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. 114, 184. 71

3, 460. 88

25. 00

182. 85

1, 791' 55

I

Independent posts, recruiting stations, armories, a1·senals, etc.

Columbus Barracks, Ohio .. .. .. $1. 789. 15
3, 563. 85
• 75 .................... ..
72.00
63.50
DaYids Island, N.Y...... . .. .. .
2, 195. 80
1. 657. 73 ..................... -1-- ......... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.........
2, 501.75
3, 618.85 ................................. .
:?8. 33
Willets l'oint, N.Y............
J, 661.00 ·-- -.- - - -.- ~ <>"·_ 0~
5. 47
2 616 65
\V <•st Point, N.Y...............
6, 978. 76
v
1. 00
Hot Springs, .Ark .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .
2, 600. 04
51.35 .. . .. . .. ..
25.00
]tort LeaYmrworth Military
1, 800.00
]>rison, Kans ................ .
50.00
127.75
U. S. I'owder Depot, N. J .......................................................................... .
I-'ort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
:11inn............. ...... .... ..
348.55
420.00 ........................................... .

-t-.·.::::::::: ..__._·.·.·..·.·_·_·

. .7 8

~~~ig~~f~~~~~~}~~~~~~~~: ~~~~~::::::: : : :~~~~~~: ~::::: : : : ~:::::::: ~ : : : ::~::::~::::::::~

*~l~~~l~i:~~ i~~~~~i.~~~.::::: :: :::::::::::: :::: ~: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ...... ~~~~~- 1 ::::::::::

S~it~\~~~~l~J:~~:~~- :::::;;;;.·::::~::::·:

_:_ :_, [," •:·: ._._: ····::ww :::/:1

Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.......
108.8::i ....................................................... .
United States legation atLondon .......................................•................................................
PariR................... .... ............ ......... ... ............ .......... ............
5.91
Berlin ....•.....................................................................................

: : ::::::::::::J:::::::::::: :::::::::::: : ::::::::j:::::: :::::: ::::::::::

i{:J:~~~~~~~~:::::::: ~ ~
Total.....................

Department of the East.

I

15, 993. 36

Headqparters, Governors
Islaml, N.Y..................
I, 222.85
l~altimore, Md.................. . .. .. .. .. . ..
J~nffalo, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boston, Mass................. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
l•'ort Monroe, Va .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .
1, 382. 60
N cw Orl<'ans, La................ . . . . . . . . . . . .
'\\~ashin~rtonBarracks,D.C ....
1.202.31
Newport Barracks, Ky.........
406.25
•raekson Barracks, La..........
598.95
St. Frmwis Barracks, Fla.......
557. !J5
717. 21
l<'ort \Varren, J\fass.............
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala..
1, lfiO. 30
I•'ort Preble, Me................
480. 50
Fort Trnmhnll, Conn...........
48:3.00
l•'ort .Aflams, R.I...............
1, 102. 55
1, 309.90
J<'ort Thomas. Ky ......... ... ..
Fort Myer, Va..................
1, 099. 60
Fort Hamilton, N.Y. Harbor . ..
960. 00
Fort Wood, N.Y. Harbor ......
477.25
l~ort McHenry, Md.............
766. 58
Fort Schuyler, N.Y............
622.90
Fort \Vadsworth, N.Y .........
890.95
Fort Porter, N.Y...............
694. 00
:Fort Ontario, N.Y..............
479.15
Key West Barracks, :Fla........ 1
155. 50

16,577. 12

74.10 ........ --~~~ ~26. 21

~--------

I

- --

19, 104.95
12.00 . • .. .. . .. .
7.i. 00
109.50
4, 019. 96 .. .. .. .. . .. .
5. 75 I
75. 00
83.50
3, 720. 00 ........................................... .
4, 250. 00
13. 14 .. .. ... .. .
15. 00 ........ ..
3, 245. 96 .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .
30. 00
3, 540. 00 ............ , ........................... .... .
............
117.25 ' .............................. ..
...... ......
88.93 .............................. ..
. .. .. .. .. .. .
118.40 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
144.00
..................................................... .. .
...................................................... ..
1, 245.00
50.00 ........................... ... ..
............
55. 00 . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84. 00
. .. .. .. .. .. .
47.50
]:i. 00
... .. .. .. . ..
117.94
75.00
579.99
172.05
26.90
250.00
.. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
25. 00
139.17
.. .. .. . .. . ..
19. 50 .............................. ..
....................................................... .
. .. .. .. .. .. .
79.10 .............................. ..
.. .. . .. . .. ..
136.49
15. 00
1. 50
...... .... ..
153.75 ............................... .
...••...... - ~
54. 00
10. 00 ........ ..
... . . . . .. . . .
33. 00 ...••...........................
. . .. . .. . .. ..
3. 00 .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
l!l.l6
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QUARTERMAS'rER-GENJ~RAL.

a1J]J1'0pl'iations made jo1· tlle Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

All
tiou to news-

Adver- expenses '!'otal
papers aml
tising. ~i~~:~.- amounts.
publicamerated.
tions.
1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - ----1-----1---"---- - - - - - - - $3,806.31
- .. --- ... -..
4. 75
...... ......

$574.64
5. 16
890. 25
14.00

-.. ·· · -6: oo ·

4

~~: ~g

$1,380.00
540. ou
60. 00
60.00

I

$2,731.91 $31,208.36
$537,50 .......... ..........
$537.50
316. 80 23. 305. 06 - ...... -- ... - ....... -- - .. -- ...... --------1, 780. 64 I 29, 185. 62 ........................................ ..
118.38 ' 18,081.89 .............. - ...... - .. - ......... - ...... .

-..i; i 4o: oo ·

c:~30:

~~g: ~g I ~~: ~~~: ~~ .. io; ais: oo- ·· ·$82: 99 );i: 839: 95l i2: 2.1o: 9:t

10~

3, 81:: :: i1, ::: :: 3, ::::: 6, 3::: :: 13:. :::: :: : .,,_50
............

41.!)5 ............

204.96

4,164.26 ............ !.................... ' ......... .

·::::::::::-,: '"]•·--:~:;; -- ·;;:; ~:m:~ - -- - .... ..... .

..··--·-·-·1· -· ...... i·.. .. .... ...

7.50 .

95 ['.::·_"
. ,.. ..

::~:: . \ : ~: : : : .!•• :.~. ::J. : : : :::::::······
::

~:~ ; ; ;~ ~; I•• -·;-••••:t:.• • ·:I: •.•:••• :.:::.: :.--:

:;:;;:;;:;;i::::::;:: •::::::•:.:: :;:;; ;; ....
:~ ~::::::::: :~::: ~:::: ·-- .. i2o: oo ·

~~: ~~

2~t ~~ I:: ::·::~: :::: ': ::::::::: J::::::::::,: :::::: ~ ~:

! ...................... ······-----· ........... .

:::::::::::: ::::::::::I ::::::::::: ·-·--;;:~- .-~4:!13 ~3:1·

:_ -_ -_ -_ ·_ ·_. -~ -~ ·_ -~ _: _: !_: :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ -_. -. -_. -_. _: :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_

1122 287 ·. ;_;
,..,
28.50

·----------- ---------·1·----·------

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:: : : : : : : .

..

~

., :_:_ ·- :_- :_;:_ •. :_·:_-:_·:_·:_· I' __ :_:_.:_• .•
._ _:_ :_· ._._. 1._·

~-

:_._•._. -_.•_ ._._._:_·_.:_-_:_:_.._: ·.·.· :_·

42.0-1 .. ---- -·- -. -- . - ... ---- - ~- ... - ----- ------.--.
29.40
----............................. ..

~~: g~ 1
:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
4. 00

...•..••••• _ ..........

I . . . . . . . . . . ........ .

1

5.00

19i. 70

960.00
~-=====

................ .
5. 00
5.00
5. 50

.....................
6.00
.......... ........

256.00
182.65
2. 20
8. 96
60.00
1. 90
42.00
6. 00

1, 1!l5. 96

==

1, 770.00
240.00
60.00
380.00
120.00

..................
..

66.00
23.50
1. 48
24.15

..

....................

26.05
................... ...................
]. 60
60.00
120.00
11.60
7. 60

- - --- ... -.-- . --- -- . - - .
180. 00
22. 50
1. 00 . -- .. --.- .... --- ..... - ..
. --.---.- •. . ---- --- - - . - - --- .. - - - 300. 00
00

I ::::

:::•1- -~~: . :: ::

1\\\\\\\\\\\

I\ :;1] ]___ i :-:::

33.

:H!

t;: ~ ·~:.: :•.;1:~.

!............ !.•••••••••••••••••••• (

1,157.82

22,616.30
4, 617. :l6
3, 78g. G~
4, 701.75
4, 81R. 56
3, fi75. 95
1, 161. 56
556.78
998.95
565.55
717.21
2, 647.80
620.50
R78. 50

~:mi \HHJ\UUIH/ c:::
331 ............

1, 121.
i .......... I.....••...•.•...••..
1, 2:18.10 .••......... '. - - -·-- ..
......... .

1,~~~:!~

·J· .........

:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::J:::::::::
1

1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Slatemeu t showing in detail the

amon~ds

e:cpended fl'01lt tlle 1•ariou4

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

General depots, imlependent
post.s. etc., aud departments. Extra-duty Civilian
pay of enlisted men. employes.

Recovery 1Interments
Teleof horseH of officers m~[~~~inactleurd1_Ja.Illsg.
and
and enphone
m
mules. listed men. services.
Shoeing

animal::~,

I

Depa1·tment of the Eabt-Cont'd.
J;'ort Barrancas, Fla............
lladison Barracks, N. Y. . . . . . . .
Plattsburg Barraeks (and
Sackets .Harbor), N. Y.......

$655. 00
l, 458. 85

$10.00 .... ..... .

$2, 180. 68
2, 079. 96

I

433.45
2, 400. 00
$4 L13 .............................. ..
765. 05 . ---- .... --.
110.00
I $29.15
Ga . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .
1. 116. 90
5, 341. 16
10.00 . . .. . . . . . .
110.00
128.85
Fort Ethan Allen, V t ........... _·._._--_· _·._._--_· _ _3_l__
L_1_o_ ___,_ _1_
._ 2_5_ =;~-- ~. .. .. ... . . •.· . .. . . • . ~ ..· . . :1

1~~~:~ ~~11~!::~!- (;~<l'Ati~~-t'a');.

1 ..

......

--

....

-

.... -

..

9

1

Total.......... ... ........
J)epartmeut of the Missouri.

21, 189. 55

52, 027. 76

..-

1 4 36 4 3

5

I

;
1

HeadguartPrs, Chicau;o, Ill .. ... i........ ....
l<'ort Leave1Jwort11. Knn;~.. .. .. .
~ . ::S7. ii!l

Ha !~-~t~~~iit:~:::: : ::::~ ~

27,798.03
6, 91tUi3

739.19 . . . . . . . . . . .

109.00

722.16 •
191.98!

J--.......... .... ... .. . ........ ....

:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::~~~~-:~~:

i: ~1~J~ :::~:~~~: ~~: ~·· · ··i~f ~r

l!'ort Mackinac. Mich...........

451 90 1 11 0v 83

5:!5. 00

if.if~~~~t~UL::•~ ~ ~ . .;: ~~t!! •.•if;;; ~; i~; :rI!••15~ ~~ _lO J:: :~."\'":
1• ••••

Total.....................

12, [>15.49
·-:::.:=::::=..==-===

Department of tht> PlattP.

50,023. 66

~ehr

~: g;;~: ~~

Fort. Waghakie,,Vyo..........
l<'ort Niobrara,Nebr ...........
Fort Randall, S.Dak...........
J<'ortOmaha.Nt>br ..............
l•'ort Douglas. Utah . . . .. . . .. . ..
Cump Pilot .Butte, Wyo .. . .. . . .

0"2.40
1.\l!lO.RO
217. -!0
2.2l:l l.!IO
2, 334. 10
·187. GO
742.55
1, 963. 65

l~ortDuChesn e,Utah..........

Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo........

i~~~~Jid%~-~-'.<f?~g~::::::::: : :::: 'l l ,~~~:ig
lkllnncl{ifle Rangc,Nehr ....

ToLtl. ..........•.........

1

1, :!:!6. 6~

141.00
25.00 1 ............ I
31.1.i 1..................... I

428.
89.00

l.i. 00

l: i~~: ~~

===·==

I

::::::~:::::I

~g: gg

~21

...... 11.00
~~: ~~-,: :::::::::
..•..•.••.

GilO.OO i
20.101..........
........... . ' ............ ~ ··········

60.00 ......••..

.. .......... .............. . ·............................ .

..... .......
448.67 ....... .. .
25.00
144.00
1... ......... . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. ..
75.00 1 168.00
. .. .. • • .. • ..
H4. 20 .............................. ..
900.00
1.50 , ...................... 1. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . • . . . • . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .
144.00

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... ~~--~~-!:.........
:::::::::
.

30.051-···········I ............ J . . . . . . . . . -j-··--······-

!J:6,5li!J2

36, 341:G()- 712. 6'! '_

~- 00-,

- ==-=."- - - - - -

Department of Dakota.
Hcadquarterli, St. Pnul, Minll..

119. 00

1

1, 304. 07

--==_:__-=-= =-=~===;==:

lieadqnaJ ter!l. Omaha,
................ 1 29, 26:l. 27
DcnYer, Colo................... .. .. .. . .. .. .
2. 475.00

i.:~~:~ ~~~li~~~l~~ir~~(~~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

: •••

10. 7-'5 ! 18,483.22

265.

-~---

r;~

973. :.!~

-~

119.42 1-.. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. • • .

396. GO

i~i1~{~¥,~~~~; ••:: •: •• ~· · 1: !~tir 1:: :i:m ~ :.::::: ::~: ~g :1.··:;;:;"::: •·:.:: ·• •: ,:::iii~!

~~~i~~&~:~~!~~~-~::::::::: ~: ~~~: 75~~ 1i_...·--~~~~~~.!:
:::: :~~-:~~:·:·:::::::::
: :::~:::~:
:~:::::::~::~
. .. · I ··
·
·
Camp Poplar RiYer, Mont......

676.

~~~~ E~fu~~~~ :t~k~~::::::::::: 1, ~~~: ~g :.. :. ~25: ~0: i::::-.~~-: ~~: :::::::::: ::::::::::::I::::~~~:::

}'ortYates,N.Dak .............
2,289.15 ·
720.00
-1.00
2.) .00 ............ 1. . . . . . . . . .
Fort .Assinniboinc, Mont.......
1, 57!1. 50 I
Gli!), 00 ........................................... .
Fort Snelling,l\tinn ............ ~73.00 o~On.oo . ~.:...:..:..:..:~~==.:..:...:..:.~~
1

Total.....................
])epartment of Texas.

18, :.!65. 00

251.83

oz2. o;;

55.00 ...........

·!

873.50

J8, 207. 51

I

22.80

20. oo

i

55. oo

1

409.15

65 .. .. . • . .. • • •
JOil. 1;0 ............... .. ............. .
-!GO. 83 . . . . . . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . • . .
25. 00 •••••••••••••..••..•..
Ul8.:i5
1,599.96 I
1i.45 .•.•.•.•.. 1..•••••••••• 1
72.00

4~!.'i.

I

=t=-==1:..==-

~----

Hea<lquarters,:5an "' n!onio.Tt·x:.
Pass, camp at, Tex ... ....
}ort Hancock, Tex ...........•. 1
}'ol't llliss (and El PaHo), Tex . . I
J~aglc

28, 199.85
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QUAU.TERl\IASTER-GENERAL.
appf"opriations made jo1· the Qnartermastel''s Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

All exSubscripPnrclJao;e
I .All
Office .A pprehen- penses not
tion to
Total
of can1lry Ath·cr- ~~r~rl~::. Total
sinn and
otherwise
newspapers fnrniamounts.
and
artilUsing.
wiseenu- amounts.
deli
very
of
enuturo.·
and pnblilery horses.
mer a ted.
deserters.
merated.
1, cations.
1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1- - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - \I

......... - ... - - --- - - - .
.................. ,
$9.15

$180. 00
60.00

$297. 60
1,547.20

I. -.... ~~-- ·:~ ..-.~~~: ~~. ::::: ::::::: --- ~·- ~~~~ ~~.

,__ ... --~--~~- .. --~:: ~~- ... --~~~~ ~~-

~~~: i~

$3, 332. 28 - - •• --- •• -- .. - - . ---- -- ------ - --- ------- •• 5,164.12 ....................................................................... .
6
'
7
'

~6~: ~~ ::::: :::: :::::::::::::I: :::::::::I: :::::: :: :

~tt: g :::::::::::: ::::::::: :!: :::::::: :!: :::::::::

~~,.. oo, _--n9:U ----.:ow:oo ---,o63.88 89,9ll:29f$G00.00 =:::-:-:'~! $6lo. 00
1
1. . . . -- . . - - - .

835. 37
336. 83

. .. .. . .. .. ..

I

1, 380. 00
1. 200. 00

I

! \~ ~ ~ ~ !i~ . ~: T: !!
1

2, 9!)5. 79
4 70. 7B

I

34, 584. 541 .... - .... -..
$13. 251-- .... -- ..
13. 25
11, 554. 46 ........................................ ..
1
00
1

:.;!i!rlillil 1!!

!."!":· i iiiiii i:il·!i! i :

·:"'!

------.------ 1:!,OilJ.20 3,960.00 6,769.25. 78,113.26 I 1,453.00 13.25 .......... ; 1,466.:!5
= = =!-==-==--=·--'== = = = = =,=-= =-1=-=· --

--=-

1

' .:~·~ i .':;;1 l~~:rgoo l.O:~Jgoo 3~:!~~:~zoo .........................................
::~~·:~~~:~~: :::~~~:~~:; :::::::::1~~-:~~~:~~~j.
:::::::::::::: :::: ~ ~ ~~}:::-~~~~ ~~?.
~~: ~~ ~- ~~~j~ ::::::::::: >:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
I·.. -..... --.... --- .. -.
.......... _. . . . . . . . . . .

180.

73.

-<: :. . .

660. (JO ...... --.- - •

3. 5a9.

3, 565. 57 ----- .. -. - . - ... - . -- - - ... -- . - .• -- . -- .. -- . - -

:~··) •• ,; :: I
;i~ I ;:m~H r::::~~- ::: : ~:: :~:: . ;.:~ :::- ·~ ·~~·::: •:
t:••••:>l :'~~•.....·~~~ , :•••:'~ :~.l '·in·~ I> :•:::·:~·: ::::r•::::::+·· ::•:··

1.:.:
1

1G.oo

1

H:t99 1

2,858.oo

2,039.44! 59,933.34 \ 11,374.20

-_:::: --:::::= ====-- --=-~ =--= !

~~--=-----===..

10.00 ; 1,482.86 ............ 1
00

Iijii! ·:"i

:

~; ;:i:Y::: !!

1............ 1.......... 1

1::::::::::: :!:::::::: ::,_
\

14. 00 I 1, 494. 36

;;i

!

6(l.(l0

4-U.15
1

;:;
20.!12

~~~: gg !_ 3~: ~~
2, 941. 95 '

848. 47

J09.J61---·------In,483.3G

===========!::=::::.=:===== =--======= ========
20,94:J.!JO ............ •........ ../

!I

~

120.00

120.00

IIi !!!!::!!i i!!I!i!: ::!!!!ii! i::: i! I i: :! !! i!

:!,1:!7.97 ......................

1'----·····-1·--·--·--·

~: ~~i: ~~ ·:: ::::::::::I:::::::::: ::::::::::I :::::::::~
52, 970. 46 ............ :........ _..

120. 00 :

120. 00

\=--=:====-=,==----'--'·= =::=-:-·=,=-=•=!==

1:::::-:::::1.. '96 oo .. 2~ 22000 ' '· 28n: " i~~ ~!. ': 27' 20 .IJ3· Bll'aa·
'96: ~,
,1:::::::::::: :::: :::::J -----~~: ~~x-- ·- :i47: 5(·~- :2, z;~: g~ :::::: ::::::'::::: :::::1::::::::: :i::::::: :::

,f.":
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REPORT OF THE SECHE'l'ARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts c.rpendecl f1'Mn the t'a1'ious
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

General depots, independent
Sboeinb"'
Tele'xtra dtity
Recovery Il1termen ts "'ra1111
•
pos t s, e t c., an d (l ep artn1 ents • E
Civilian
auimnls,
f h
f ffi
,.,
pl_sat;yeTdofmeenn-. employes. including o a~d'!es o n~a ~~~" and telel
materials. mules. listed men. phone !
t~crvlCes.

~: : : : : J:: :::::::1......":00 ...322 ~-

Department of ('al1jornia.

Headquarters, San I!'rancisco,
Cal........................... . .. . . . . . . . . . 12,709.99
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL.
2, 338. 90
1. 466. 63
Fort Mason, Cal................
915. 93 . . . . . . . . . . . .
172. 80
.Alcatraz Island, Cal............
946. 75 . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. ou
Angel Island, Cal..............
1, 480. 65 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. !JO
Benicia Barracks, Cal..........
743.00 . . . . . . . .. . ..
192.85
FortBidwell,Cal..... ........
489.35 ............
96.00
In the field ..................... ~~~~~ ----········
Total.....................

6, 914. 58

U, 17G. 6:t

............................... .

.......... i .................... ..

............................. ..

. . .. •. . . . .
40.00
55.50
......... ....... .............. ..

··········I············ ....... .

G63. 55· . . . . . . . . . .

76.00

Hradqnarters, Los Angeles, CaL . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~11rt~~a~~~~~~~;-i~~·~~::::: :::

17, 7Gl. 93

~; ~~~: ~g

Total. ....................

29~. 70

:13,766.20 20,23G.93i--7~jlo.QO --~~~~

I

2, 725.27
~~- ~g

w..i.........

~~[1e~~~~1~~~(~~~~~: :

1

................................................... .... .
....................................................... .
825. 00
11. 00 ............... ................ .
825. 00
5. 00 ...... ........ ................ ..
...... ......
14. 75 ............................... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................................... .
......•••••.
164.50 ......................
44.00
...•........ ,
189. 90 ............................... .
.... .. .... ..
12. 50
10. 00
9. 49 ......... .

I

Headquarters, Vancouyer Barracks, Wash..................

~ortlwdh Ore~fn

2G4.40 •...............•...•.

::::::::::::
···-·· 39.75
·2:5o· :::::::::: ::::::::::::1::::::::::
825. 00
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
100.00

Wingate,~- Mex..........
1, 902. 85
FortBayard,N.J\I(~X ...........
1,G84.70
Fort Stanton, N.Mex..........
611.72
San Carlos, Ariz................
1, 277. 65
Fort Apache, Ariz. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 10-1. 25
Fort Grant, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 196. 80
Fort Bowie, Ariz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839. 65
SanDiegoBanacks,CaL.......
476.15
Fort Marcy, N.Mex............
1, 053. 38
In the field..................... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fort

DepaTtment of the Columbia.

377. S:i

I

Department of Arizona.

1

1,

::::::::

9, 303.33
3, 290. oa

8, 103. 00
1

600.10

1 ~~: ~~

~g~: ~g :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1
:::::::::: :::::::::::: ·--~~--~~-~

: : : : : : . '~:;;

fj~l,~~y:;~~~t.:: : : '·~if!
TotaL ....................

141.07 . . . . .•. • . . .••••. ..•...

. . •. • • . . • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

J

12, 593. 3G

334. lG

1 :::::·::

::::::;;·;,

I· ........ ·\

75. 00

:::~::~

950. 74 1
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Q l!ARTERMASTE R-GENERAL.

app1'opriations made for the Quartennaster's Dejutrtment, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL

Subscription to
newspapers
and publi
cations.

EXPE~SES.

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY IIORSES .

Office
furniture.

$:: !!!:

$39.00

I ~~~~~~~~~~.~~ ~ ~;;~~~~~~I' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
-........... I

400.15

•••••••• _...

188. 80

I
All
I
Purchase
of cavalry AdYer- rxpenses
Total
I
and artil- , tising. ~ °i~.,~~~~~-- amounts.

Total
amounts.

1

},

$2, 280. oo

- .-

1

~·- :::~

::-

5, 989. 27

t=====i', = === = t:==-=====:======

1. 080. 00

1

!ll"y:ho""~ ::::::::::["'"'"'"':[::::::::::

i: 537.
i!~: iZ60 :. .....
:: ~:::--.--~:: ~ ~ ::::::
:::::::::: :~~:I:::::: ::::
-.-- ... ---.--------- . ,. --- ... . --

- - - -1------- ·- - - - - - - - - 36, 576. o9
$3, 21:.:. 20
lf!83. s 1
$1:!3. 92 $3, 490. 93
= ==-

I "'-'' "·

571. ,.

696. 60

,_ 11 .. .. .. .. ..

735. 71

\EL.: .. :~~-Hf ::::•:E/. . 7~. 1:;1 ~
:E . . EL\
:::::::::::: :::::::::. ::::::::::::\.......'."..... "': 05 \::::::::::::l:::: ::::: ::::::.: : j:::::: :::.
1

: .• :::::: : : : : : :

I.. ---- ---- --

194. 80

1, 080. 00

!:·:·:·::::: :::41.:' •

~ --,ill.(i8

23, 806. 68

I

1

' ~~~:~~ ::::::::::::!::::::::: 1::::::::: :::::::.:::

2, 132. 15 -- ... . ---.-- ' ------ -- -- -----.---- --- .. '-.--

.-:: -:-::- . :::. "rt :: :::j ;; ~: 12~0: g9~:9i ~- ~:9:.

l= l=

=

129.23

1~f .... : ... l-735. 7~

':·~: : --- ;!:;; IUfH ·::·::··::::':····: r ·: : · ·:· ·:·

78 0
--_ ·_ ·. ·.__•. ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ -- 1---3.5-6-.-5-5-- -- .1.•-3-2. 0. ·. 0. 0-- • 1, 151·. 1°6
·

.••. ........

39.

8

::::::::::::
-- --io.'5. o00o· ---.-----.....
- --~~~:~~- ------~~:~~. -.--.-----7. 50

.

I

696. 00

360.00

687.05

1

:_

._:_

:_:

:_

-_ :_

:_:

-_·

•_- ,I' :_ :_• :_: :_•_• :_• :_ :_• •_

I.

38,063.93=~~~~~
·I
13,956.05

2, 354.10

- - ==

1-----.....

.::·:::--::. ::::''m: ::::mm ..... :n~ ::m:~ : :_:·:· : :LE
:::::::::::: :•::••:::, :::::::::: l::::::i;; 1,~!!~. ::::::::: 1: : :
__ ..........

228. 831

780. oo

1

818. 37

~_

:_ r_:__ •- :_ ._ :_ :_ -_ •. •. .._:_- :_ ·_. :_._· :_• :__ •-

23, 903. 56

2, 354. 10

2. 00

=
2, 356.10

:.::.L

: : : : •:

1 :::.-. :

1--. __ .... _

2. oo

2, 356. 10
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REPORT OF THE SECRE'l'ARY OF \VAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail tlw amounts expe11dcd j1·om tlte t'a!'io"'
'l'RANSPORTATION OF 'l.BE ARMY.

General depots, inde11endont
posts, etc., and departments.

Railroad
transportation.

Water
Expresstransage.
portatio_?.

Wllgon
transportation.

I stoge I c,,n;,,

transpor- emplores,

totion.l "''Of.

Gene1·al depots.
New York, N.Y .............. .. $34,252.52
1, 720.97
Philadelphia, P:t .............. .
·washington, D. C ............. . 19, 190. 62
Jett'er;;ondlle, Ind ............. . 23,382.68
4, 800.39
:-;ml Francisco, Cal ............ .
St. Louis, Mo .................. . 39,958.28

$12,298.67
2.43
3, 506.88
31.33
467.63
87.92

$255.37
106. 35
411. 3T
9.60
1, 205.23
273.34

$3,157.48
976.25
1, 472.75
753.87
7, 270.40
3, 227.64

355.25
4. 00

$13, 06~. 90
32,076.45
15,691.671
24,069.51
7, 119.96
11,585.29

Total..................... 123, 305. 46

16, 394. 86

2, 351. 26

16, 858. 39

367. 75

104,205.78

$8.50

- - - - - - - - - -----J-----:-----1----

Independent posts, 1'ecl'uiting stations, annories, ar8enals, etc.

==1=======1=====!=====

Colnmbus Barracks, Ohio . .. . .. 15,862.75 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
1. 50 ................... ..
87.77
1. 25
3. 79 .. . .. • .. ..
960.00
DaY ids Island, N.Y............ .. .. .. .. .. ..
.refferson Barracks, }.fo.........
8. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... . .. .. .... ..
3,399. 96
\Villets Point, N. Y ........................... : .. ................................................ ..
\Vest Point, N.Y....... ...... ............ ............
8. 50 ................................. .
Hot Springs. Ark . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
480.00
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 200. 00
U. 8. Powder De1X~t, N.J ...........................................................................
Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
I•
Minn......................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
420.00
Angust.a Arst~nal, Ga................................... . .........
28.67 .................... ..

~~l~~~~!~~~~~~~i~~~d~~~l~,: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::~:::::::::: -----~~~~~~-: ::::::::: ::~~:~::::::

j~~~~~:~~~~ l~~~~~\-,'{{:_n_ :~~~: :: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :·:::: ::::::

~t ~g

•. • •. .•:• • • .•.•:• : •: il !!

\Vatervliet Ars<'naL N. Y .................................. _.....

:::::::::: ::::::::::::

402. fJ7 ................ ... ..

~l~~~;.~~~{~E·: ~.: : ~: ·~· ~:

0. .
~~~:~#"Y>Y \\U \_~\\ \ WYY\:y-:::!Y>· >U·
2,

I.• ::::::: •••• :.

1

'l'otal.. ................... _1G,8~.75 '=~·72_ ,.

Department of the
Headquarters

9.75

!-

4,481.30 .......... j

7,45!.36

Ea~t.

Governors

r,_land, N.Y......... ...... .. .. .......................................................
5,900.04
Ball imore, Md. •. .• ••. .. . .. .. .. . lH, 027.87
2, 114.16
2. 65
836.92
....... .
Hntl'alo,N.Y ...................
1,143.62
742.2H
1.80
406.33 .. 42.00 ::::::::::::
1
Jloston, Maes ................ -.
4, llU. 78
3, 208.25
1.10
1,:100. 16 ............. ..
l<'ort Monroe, Va ............... . ........... , ........ _... .. . .. . . . ..
661. 24 . . . . ......
5, 506.76
Xew Orlean8,La ...............
5,577.89
1,415.15
31.42
960.5C ...................... •
\Vashington Barracks, D. 0 .............. __ , ............ ' .......... .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . ..
360.00 1

l
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

appr·opriations made jol' the Qtwl'tennaste1''B Dfpa1·trnent, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

II

Vos"lo-

purchasExtraing, chardl~1y l?ay
tering,
1
I of enlistoperating,
ell men. and maintaining.

I

~ ~~J

1!9, 992.18
. . ..... . .. .. . .. . .... ..
.. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . • ..
.

......... l... j.i.1s.o9·

:::::::::: ..... : ... :...
fil , 140.27

$1, 127. .. . . . . . . . . • . . .

~J~~:!g ---~·-~~::~~-

I

Means of
transportationJmrchasing and
repairing
wagons,
carts, etc.

Hamo,__l Wat""'P·

.Animalspurchase, purchase ply aull
,tablin$,
mp~~ of. sewerage.
etc., ot.

·wharves
an1l
I.> ridges.

I

Jtoads, 'l'olls on
harbors, j forr._ies,
and
bridges
rivers.
ete.

I......................
$ll, 251. ;}9
$183.00 I

$1,334.16
$1,225.00 $1, 558. 28
348.30
185.00
:158.50
1, 740.75
495. oo
9::9. o3
2, 619.57 ............ 2, 477.81
4,2o9.97
475.oo
693.54
859. 91
39, 357.80
759. 23

$8, 315. 05
388. ;)/
22,298. u;,
1, 940. 9!l
4,219.13
0, 097. 25

11,112.06 .. 41.737.80 , 6, 786.39

43,265.94 1 11,251.59 . :>, 658.98 : -~6:~>

'"'- "'
.,,_ " I 61.,
...... :~:~~- ~ :::::::::::: ..... 4:45'

•• 109. "

5, 204.88 ....... ..
.. .. .. .... .. ... .. .. .. .
1:l7. ;)0
............
u5.5o
noo
.. . .. .. .. . ..
155. 60 1I
13. (II)

............

••. •. . . . . . . .

~:~~~:~~ ---~~~~~:~~-

: : :1l~;g:i: : :~: : ; :~: :: ~ :~: ~ a~,: : :( ~: :: :
00

$10. 85

........ .

1

"'· ••

1~~:~g

1. _.. _. _..

:::::::::

!1,!799:70 nn:Otil ::::::::

nso:

::::::::::·::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J:::::::::

9, 3::5.20

I

3, 431. C9

- - - - - - - - - --

152. 00
13, 517. 91
40. 00
.. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .
11, 366. 09
837. 85
521. 54
1, 023. 21
679.35 ............
255. 50 .. . .. .. .. • ..

638.19
. --

l , 085~

1
I

3. 50
6\1. 62
3. 75
53. 24
33. 00
183. 75
128.75
6. 95

3, 462:70
•

19,476. 01

I

3, 799. 70

I1! 305.___!J..t

·~==-~-=-------.

.................... ..
.. . .. . .. .. ..
8. 70
675. 00
9. 60
160. 00
3. 60
190. 00
6. 75
.. .. .. . .. .. .
24. 23
..................... .
.. .. . • .. .. ..
5. 50

i!lJi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .....~~;~ ;;_, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j:: ~ ~ ;;~;;:
404. 00
20. 79
358. 60 .. .. . .. .. .. .
747.10
2, 735.74
646. 30 .. .. . .. .. .. .

120. 30 .. .. . .. .. .. .
5. 95
76. 00 .................... ..
60.00 I............
3. 00
191. 66 1............
7. 52

;x~3~:~::::::::::

~~t:~~

.~ !U!l :~::~~:~~~: ::: ::~:: I ~~::::::: :::::::::

4, 709.84
925. il9
1, 701.85
70G. 61
4, !H7. 39
73H. 5H
622.81
315. Bll
417. 29
107.81
1, 759.89
3,893.12
77'f>. 47
378. !iO
3, 850. 40
4,007.25
260.3G
3, 208. 20
682.J(j

5, 19-i. 19

=~
-=..:.":

--

15. 00

.............••••..••.

..................... .
72.!. 00 ......... .
2::15. 00 ........ ..
• .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
10. 00
..................... .
.. .... • .. • .. .. .. • .. ...
41.00
.. .. . • .. .. ..
854.34
.................... ..
....••.........•.•.•..
..................... .
..................... .
.. .. .. . .. • ..
220. 00
26. R1
314. 80
821.95
............
178.49
1()1.:!:!
1............ 17.38
:J7.81
308. 00
722. 00
........................... - .. .

1::::::::::::1:::::::::: }:~~~:~~ 1:::::~6~:66:

::::::::j :::::~:.~~
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REPOR'r OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement slwwing in cletail the arnounts CJ]Jendcll from tlte ral'iut1s
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

(;eueral depotA, independent
posts, etc., and departments.

Railroad
trans·
portation.

Watrr
trans·
portation.

Wagon
Stage
Civilian
transvor· transpor- employes,
tation.
tation.
pay of.

Department of the East-Cont'd.
Fort Porter, N. Y .............. . .............. .'.................. . ............ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Fort Ontario, N.Y ........................ · ' ··· ......................................... 1. . . . . . . . . . ..

~~i!~:~lFa~k~~~~~::::::::
:::::::::::: ~::::~~~-: ~~: :::::::::J....~~;~ ~~. I:::::::::: . . ~~~~~ji .'
Plattsburg Barracks (and

_:: : : : : : : : : : : _:: : : : ; : : :: :::::::1 ~::·:

;ii~!?.~g~!~~~:~~~~~.
]'ort

E::t:.~l~~~~ ~~::

::::::: ~: -~~~~ ~~~: ~~- . . ~~ ~~~:~~-~ . -~~~: ~~- .
I

Department of the Missottri.

59, 549. 61
317. 38 I
866. 83 . . . .. .. .. . ..

Headquarters, Chicago, Til . . . . .
Fort Leaven" ortll, Kans.......

5, 5~~: :: ... ~~~: ~~-~ 25, :~:~

===!===-

132. 60
95. 31

10, 011. 20
1, 291. 60

6.18 1 9, 880.36
166. 00
8, 774.42

11\iffl}iJ,,h;i! !!!!!~ :~"[! ii;1!::::i~ :~:i·:!!!!!!!!!!1~; ;~!ii• !!!

30

f

Total.....................

60,416. 4,1,

Depm·tment of the Platte.

I
I

_31 ~- 38 I

227. 91

12,478. 59 I

603.23
:343. 22

11, 7!Jl. 56

1

:95[1

474.13

I

1

43,991.52 i
194.53 1
U, 6±2. 86 1............

Hea<lquarters, Omaha, Nebr....
Denver, Colo .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. ..

I

-~i:i:i:.
53,540.01 ,

I

I

2, 348.61 1 23,822. 46
2. 00 ~ -- ...... --~ 5, 593. 30

~~H w~~:~~t:~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: t::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: ~~~ ~~: ~: !~j~
J<'ortNiobrara,Ncbr ........................ :............

1.25 j

1,829.75 ........... 1

6,7!4.G2

~~~~ ~~~t~\?~J~~~-::: ::::::::1::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:::: ::::::1..... ·4o: oj ··::: ::::::: U~t:~~ I
Fort Douglas, Utah ........... l ........... j............ . . .. .. . . ..
6!3. 41 1
.. .... .. .. 1, 770.00 l

~lK~~t~~1::.I::): ![~: :::::::: ~ :::::::::::l::::: ~: ~ I•• ~ ~-w ~: ~ -1jl[!~[~
II ' ::::

Total. ....................

Depa1·tment of Dakota.

l ~:381· -l!l4~~ "!lfl.70~
1

1·

1

·I

1

l!,::l5L83 : 2,369.61

i

72,608.28

-~---~---~----,
6~6.
9± I ]~, 3~7. 4? I 8!2. 52 I 15, 2~~ 88
ul. 21
~, 7CH. 32 I
ol. 00 I
1<><>. 00

Headquarters, St. raul, !finn.
71,622.45
813.47 1
Helena., Mont...................
92. 50 .. .. .. .. .. ..
l<'ort Custer, Mont ........... ··· !····· ............................ -~- .... ······ ·I········· 10. !1_)1.21
~ortM~aclc, S.Dak ............ ·I· ..........
·1.......... , 6, 9~3.00

-j- ................................

!i{~~~~:tjnt::::::l: : : : : : ::: : : : : •: : : : :~ : : : : ! l ! i! ! i ll!ii!
I

-j- ...........

Fort As!-linniboine, Mont ......
1. . . . . . . . . . . · , · . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .
Fort ~nelliug, Minn .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
255. 00 .......... j
TotaL. ...................

6, 237.33
6, !l7!l. 9~

7i,714.95 181~.47 --~-15 ! 14,396.77
8G:J.52 . 78,841_-Blj
, - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - ·
1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
aji]WOpt·iationB made for the Qua1·termastm"s Department, etc.-Continued.
TR.AJ.'i'SPORTATION OF THE .A.RllfY.

~~1~~~:; I ~~~~~~;o~·~ .
I
ofe~R:£. i terin~,
i~~~-a~d-

Ex.!ra- _ 1-ng, cllard t ·
·

ed men I operatn_Jg,

i

repau·mg
wagons,
tammg. / carts, etc.

• ! an~

I!

tationcl as

]>

!~tam-

$386,65 .....••...•. /

I

-

Anunals- Harness-- W t
I Whar,•es
purcbas(>, purchase
a ersup-'
stabling,
ancl
}Jly.ano~ ! and
etc., of. repair of. sewcra"'e. I bridges.

Roads, Tolls on
l1arbo s ~ ·
all{{' b~i~l'~~~.
rivers.
etc .

I

;________ ,_______

$25.251...................... 1

$46'-47/............ ..........

~¥~:!~ ------------1
::~~:;i~:&&> ______ ~~:-~~-1:~~~::::::::
::::::::::1I 1~J~~:~~ 1 ::::~~~~:~~: -~~-~~~~~~-1
I

651.90

106.00

396.85 ............. ,
463.15 ............

101.40
150.00
9.98 1 10,851.67 ' ............ 8,304.12
6.75 , ..................... , 1,8.Jo7.38 ,............
245.93

,;;~::::I:;:~;~}
1• 9:::~'
--1
.......... .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 830.00 ,. .. .. .... .. .
803.12 ............
5!8. 65 ........... -

$150.00

--;::;:::

$:!5.00

9,207.87 ------------ 1,709.73

$20.00

:::::::::
--------·

I~:;;~;,L;.;,;I~~~~~, 3~~-3~
~---

815.29
150. 00
117.02
400.95
528.00
164.00
314.25 ............ ..........
169. 25
350. 00
15.15

3, 789. 281. .. -........
449. 94 , _........
8, 728. 861...... .... ..
69. 25
7. 00
1,040.6-J,
587.50 6,008.50 ....... ..
1, 104.43 .. .. . . .. . .. .
273. 85 ....... ..

II ~~~:~~ ':::::::::::: -------~·.:~. :::::::::::::::::::::: ---~:~~~~:~. ::::~::::::: ::::::::::! :::::::::
918.05,............
12G.35 ............ , 101.041 7,892.2!)
,6,1G9.21, ........ .
............

_~: ~1 :! 1:H::: --: ::::::1!i: 1-:::::iii:_) ~:L :~ J: :r~;mr::i:::::::·i::- ::11;·;7 ::::;;~::
1

i10, 193. i4 ..........

-- I

1, 921.94

1, 028.00

I

~-~..... .. ....... -- I '· '" .,I='"-" :

397. 21

!

777.,.

28, 657.15 ,-

587:5013. 074. 02 -72. 50

9, 318."

1. . . . . . . . . .

1,41H5

i

I.. -~ .. . .. .
::::1:::: :,:so

-~-~ ~-~;:; ; ; :;: !•. ••-.ili!i i••• :l~;l:•: :;~: :;: : : :~ l~ l ~ l : : :;:; : •
1,2'17.50 ........... .! .................................. 1

190.00

.......... 1..... , ...

~: ~ :-:::--::- -l::::,;: ~J;:;:1·~: ~: ,::::::::J:: •:+.; ::: : : : •: : : • - •: I:~ :mr
1

l:

i5,5i0:59 ~~~~

4, 044. 09

752. 60

777.36

.......... ............

I 16, 9!8. 04

190. Oll

-~7. 00

184.96

~---==---==-==

1,796.27 ............ 1

240.00

i

.:=.....==

9,761.47 ............ , 2,018.84

·;:mll ::.:.::;:::, ~ ~~-'~\~~~ i:! !i ·: : :•J:_: :·if~.::::_: •:: : ::: :_: ::: ,; :
~gg: ~~

::::::::::::I:::::::::::: ..... :~~:~:.:::::::::: ! ..... -~~-.:~ _I::::::::::: 1:::::::: :'1::: ::::::

l: HI:; ':iE:: : ~ ::::::~;::: .}: ~:H: .: : : : J: : i. : ~::::
sO :'1.:

8,983~,~~

2,191.1!1

1,!)75.37 1

219.50

:-:------·-= =-~ ~-=:=:...:.....==~

I

:::: .. :·::.: .. :.

i:::

!r:~

~-~2.018.8! ~ ---91.S:i

10,227.92
I

-

::::..__;

====::.:=::::::
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REPORT OF _THE SECRETARY OF W .A.R.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts c.rpendedfl'om the t•al'ious

1----·......,.----TR-A-N--,'S_P_O_R_T_A_T_IO_N_O_F_THE ARliPY.

General depotA, indepenrlent I
.
po~ts, etc., aud depa1tments. ' Htar1alnro ~d

8

I

portation.

· Stage

I Ci•ilian

I

I

1

Wtr·aat ~~-

11 ,

ExprcsAage.
1

Wagon

I

tran~por-

I

portation.

tatiou.

I

!

;-----:

trau~por-,

employes.
i tatiOn. \ pay of.

----~

I

Depa1·tment of Texas.

Headquarters,Han.Antonio,Tex. i $18,489.28
$1. 007.08
$:HO. 39 $15.544.58 $1. 8~6. 70 ! $16, 800.0ll
Ea~rle Pass, camp at, Tex ....... --· ------- ..... -- ........ - .. -- ................... ----· .......... ..

i~~i ~t:sc(~~~l'lj~{i;a·s·a'),·i·~~: : ~: :: ::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :·::: ::::::::::::::::::: · "2;52o.w
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . ........ -- .... -- ................ ·.------...
1, 420. Gil
j,::tP~~~~o1~1~?£·~~~~· _'~'~·-~::::::,:::::::::::: ·: :::::::: ::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

~. ~~~: :;~

:;, 807. :a

Fort Mcintosh, T<>x .............................................. '... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~;~~~~~'5r~~ ~:::::::: ::::::::::: :::~~::: :::::: :::·::: ::::::: ~~- _n~--~~-:: ::::~J i:~~~~::~
Total. .................... · 18, 480. 28

Department of Califonu'a.

I

l, 007. 08

::1 o. ;J!J

15. 644. H

r

'

J, 826. 70

1

:::!, 024. !3

=:=:=====:-:-

I

Hc~l: ~~-t_e_r~:. ~-~~. :~~~~~~·!~~~: .1................................. _I ~.
I ;,
x~~!:~~~1~~~:r~:7;~~~~::~: ~: :i:::::::::::: ::~:::: ::::: :: ~ ~::::: :~: :~~::: ::~ ~ ~::: ::::::J --\~:~~~:-:
1

G:?:U1B

:;u1.13

..........

1

~~~i~~~rir:c~~-··. ~:::•::.:: · . : .: .:.· ·• • · · :

:~:.;

!_ :: :•: :· •• · •:. •-•·· .• _::
1

Roa:.::::::.:~:.:::~.c.,J ~' o~-: [ ~-.~:~; ~~~,~':: :~' :::-:: :.~0~ ,J :~:: :

~~~rtlti!Y~:.IF ~- . :/. ••:••••:•••••·:·•••: . ·. •••;:~•: •••·.;~Jl: ~~ ~
~~~~WM?~~i.1W:+:: :·:i: i:i•ii::::•:::::••••::•••::••::•••••••••• ii:•:·:1. l: ~f! ~San Cado,, Ad, ........................................................................ 1

<, 268·""

lO ••• ::

;--------- --------------,

TotaL. ................... ,~

5,663.12

I
1

Departme1•t of the Oolwnbia. j
Headquarters, Vancouver nar- !
rack~, Wash ................ --I

........

31.27

~--- ~=~!!..,

3~~~~.:'~- ~118~-~! ~,352.281

I

,
I
465. 85

9. 80

I
260.97

90.00

13,496.45

~~~t
\v~li~~:Jw~. ·",:~~i~-::::::: :J .. _.. -~~-- ~:: .. ~~~: ~~ ~~~:~~- I - .. ~·-~~:.:~~- .--~~~: ~~- u~u~
Bmt!e Barracks, Idaho. . . . . . . . . ............ I...... . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 1, 532.00
1

1 .•• :·.

Fort Sherman,Idaho ....................... ,
Fort Townsend, Wash . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .

.

:• . . .

17.00 ·...... .... ............ ..........
4. 60 .. . .. • .. ..
555. 96 .. .. • • • .. .

~::~f ~]~~,\~~~~i~~sil.:::::::::: :I::~::~:::::: ::::::::::::,:::::::::: ::::::::::: :1:::::::~::
1

Iu

"'".,::~·::

_:: ::::::::.:

·~~-

... ·;;; ;;

~~;;

;;· ;·.

3,475.00
480. 00

2,

~~~: ~~

I

-~,~~~~G;·~-~~j
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Q UARTER~IASTER-G ENERAL.

appropriations made for the Qnartennaster's DejJartment, etc.-Continued.
TRAXSPORTATIOX OF THE AllllfY.

Vessels,
pnrehasEx t rain"" chard~lty I?ay
t~~·ing-,
of enhst- I operating,
ed men. I aild main1 taining.

II

Means of
transportationJ.!Urchasmg and
repairing
\vagonA,

carts, etc.

I
j
I
IAnimalsHarness--~' W t
pnrel~ase, purchase l~}~~~dpand
;
""
I stahlmg,
etc., of. repair of.. se" era., e.

I

Iharbors,
Roads, ITollA on
f(•rricH,

Wharves
and
'· · 1
urH gcs.

1

and
ri 'Ters.

hri(lg-P>~,

etc.

~., ~r--------,

...1.1.

$14, 1'"· ,, ------ ---- --1

$2, 146. "
--- -- --128. 01 . $6, 504. "
$830. 03
$58. 00
480. 20 .. - .. - - .. - - .
84. 43 I. - • - - - - - - - - . I. --- - ... - .
30±. 6u ... - ... - -- - - I . - - - - • - - - •
!<50. li!i . -----.--.- .. ---.- .•.••.. -- •••. --- ... -- ..•.•••. ·- •••. ---- ...• -- .•. -- .•.••• -- .••.

]. ~~~: ~~ ::: ::: :::: ::

I

135: ~~ i...... ~i5.- su. I:::: :: ::::I 4'gl~: ~~ :::: :: ::: ::: 1'~tg: t~

tl~~ /E--:: =·;[~I : . "n::::;,j::;:;:~: ::::::: /H: ':: : :

n. 2:m. u:l .. _........ ·I

1, 6-H. 57 :

6, 607. 50

1

Hl, ::84. 66

865. 43

=====--=--.==-=1=:..=
[_ i;iii: ;o·
'

!,\

,,L 107:021\

656.73 .. .... .. .. ..
17] 15

3,

;:

~g I 5,

05' oo '

. __ . __ ......

1. 201. 4o .. .. . .. .

--

-

----5:50 ., ::t :?.1'': 7117 711

177.00
:J~J:I. Oil
194, 00 ......... - ..

214.00 ......... -.. ..........
.... · .. 00

. ... - . - .. I

.. - ......

~;~ ;; ::::-::- I::::: :; ~g I :; ::'; I:- : i : ii: :i:-::_ ::. :.: _-: --: :::: :':::
"~--,o"-001 ,_50 '·
43 :21:1117." ---,90. 05

727:""

--"• 070. ":'_

=--- ----

.......... ,............
1.7J:i.R2
638.62 I 108.20 I 7,621.18 ............ r
H.25
J, l30. !JO ' . • • • • • . . . • • .
133. liO • _. _••..• _..•••...• - • . . •.• -·.. _•..•..••••.••. - .
l.077.0."i ............ ............
56.82 .......... , ...................................... ... ..
1,!>42.10 ............
3.50
.................. .

I

10, 68!J. O!J

,1

J •. ,,._ ,

85.00

.,_

..........

.,I

11.50

2, 589.32

I............

1,

1, 208.56

242.92

!

I

12, 3J!J. 44 . --- .......

.. 761. 40

:::::::::::: ·--~~~--~~-

l,~I~:~~

429.
96.12

3oo. oo
4. 20 .. .. .. .. ..
99.99 . ... .. ......
136.25

"- ,
1,298.35 ............

58. 93 1

2, 686. !J2

WAR 93-VOL l--17

4. 20 1

953. 421

:357.90

7.:35

,_ 40 , ________ _
17.67
7.00

::::::::::::::::::::::

!)6]. 24
58.90

1i~: E:::::::::::l~~-. ~t ~f ::::::::::::I· .. 128: ~~ l~~ ~: ~

s, 238. 99

-I

,===-==--

70

1, ,.,_,. __ __ __ __ __ __
:327.57 ............ ,

g~~:~~ 1::::::::::::~------73:85.

1, 53o. 39
858.45 ... ...... ... 1

I

.... .. .. .. ..

}.;.oo

.. . _ ... _ ..

Sf'. 50 ................. ..

::::::,:::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::

7, 296. 64

1

j

103. 25

40. 07

:.?2. on
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REPOR'l' OF THE SECRETARY Ol' WAR.
C.-Statement showing in clef ail the amounts

expendedfron~

the vario118

'l'RANSPORTATION OF THE ARlllY.

General depots, independent
posts, etc., and departments.

----------------------

Boxes,
Lumber,
All ex·
Reimburse- crates,
rope, and penses not
ment of
bales, misrellaJleotherwi!>e
'ib>nngand traYeling etc., for
ous artienmnerprinting. expenses.
stores
cles.
ated.
shipped.
.~dver-

I

I

General de]JfJth.
New York, N.Y................ $558.67
Philadelphia, Pa ........................ -~
Washington, D. C . . . . . • . • • • . • . .
26. 25
J effersonYille, I mi. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840. 13
San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 66
St. Lo1lit~, :Mo...................
112. 13 1

Total

ammmts.

$108.69
287.95
372. 35
24. 75
167. 60
29. 00

$366.75
1 6, 051. 00
t
:11\J. 62
/.... . . . . . .
11, 493. G4
, .. . . . .. . ..

$3,432.25
13. 04,
107. 50
4, 765. 10
1, 259. 01
656. 05

$2,875.64 $144,839.05
45:!.18 42,966.99
3, 113. 52 74. 79n. ii4
1, 792. 94
62, 851.78
5, 449. 43
40, 688.43
1, 850. 87 105, 029.31

'l'otnL.................... 1, 612. 84 I
990. 34 ' 8, 131. 01
10,232.95
15,534.58 ! 471,175.20
- - 1 - - - - - -- - - - - - - ------ - - - - .
Independent posts. recndting ~<fa- ·~----~·------~-- ---~
tions, armo1"ies. ar8enal~, etc.
1
1

I

('olumbus BaiTacks, Ohio...... . ......... .... .. ... . .. ..........
51. {)4
DaYids Island, N. Y ....................... ·
:w. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J dforson BaiTacks, Mo ......... ,
32. G5 ............ ·.. ....... .
l 23. 62

~~:~;~X~~l;;,::~,;L~~~ :: ::: :•••••~:~l::
Prison, Kans ........................... ·............ I

·j· ----···---

¥~~t ~~~1~~l~Dofc1~~l~~: :n~:P~t. · -··- ·----

109.00
23,001.83
277. 50 1
' 13, 262.67
41. 27
13,413. 73

: f : ; :; : • • • ;o;o

291. -ta

:iu7.10 .. . . . ..... ..

-I- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

il

~

6, 062. ~

- -- • · - • • • · - • • • • ·------- •

.l . - - ·-- ------------ . ·. ··. · 1. l~u~- -

.A.~~~~~-.Ai·~~~~i: G~:::: ::::::: ::::::::::I:::::::::::.!::::::::::/:::::::::::: .... -~~~~~~-;

~~~l~~~o1~~~-:~~Yi);;;~~iit:l;c ·-- · · · · · ·

~:m:~~;

T·;··.... ·

--~------

~·

f!l\~~t,: i ~: : ~ ~: : : !~\: : : : : ::/~:::~::~Li!

Unil~~:~~:tiou'"f> ly::: :;/ : ::i:::.:_.:):~~Y:::·· I•: :·:~: : J.:· ·~~Total..... .. ............. :
Drpartment of tl,e East

:12. 55

=--

1

.J.5. 00

~~ ---779.811,205.81 "72.792. 36

~---i---- -~

I

Heatlqnarters, G ovornors i
i
1
Island,N. Y .................. l
69.85 1
2.00 ' ..........
65.46
127.00
Baltimore,1\I(L .................
!1.00 ' ............ '..........
47.80
79.22
llutfalo, N. Y . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. ..
11. 25 .. . . . . .. .. 1
27. 56
24.50
l~oston, Mass................... 1.. .. ... . ..
9. 25 1
7. 75
101.60 i
74.88
:Fort :Monroe, Va ..................................... ~ ..... .... . ' ............ ' 1, 542. 63 J
New Orleans, La...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .
2. 50 .. . . . . . . ..
216. 6G
16.50
\Vashington Barracks, lJ. C.... .. ....... 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
95.14
78.021
Newport BaiTacks, Ky ...................
3. 00 ................................. .
Jarkson Barracks, La ..........................................
21.90
535.00
1
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . I..........
121.19
367.20 1
Fort Warren,Mass...... .... ...
16.50 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . .1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~·
MountVernonBarrack;; .. \.la... .......... 1
16.10 .......... ,
5.53
1,694.09
I

'

I

l

29,756.79
22,161.33
4, 789.55
21,837.31
14,142.16
10,201.40
1, 964.07 I
627.31
3, 460.831
1, 156.35
2, 169.89
6, 998.09
2, 450.48
1, 070.01
9, 761.75
228. 40 : 8, 12l66
1
2, 448.20
5, 787.45
810.21
106. 00
1, 3Hl. 42
2. 428.60
3, 716.48
693.80
471. 50
1, 493. Si

~~H I~~:~~i ~~~~ ~ ::::::: :::I:::::: ::::': :::::::::::I::~ ~::::::·1 ...... ~~:-~~ ·; 7!g: ~~ !
~~H ~l~~.~~~:.::{J*~;-~~1:::: ::::::::::·I ::::::::::::I:::::::::: :::::::~: ~~ ., ..... ~~~:. ?~.

Fort. Thomas, Ky ............... I......................

.........

6-!. 95

J

1

Fort McHenry, Md ......................
1. 70
Fort Scln1ylt-.r, N.Y............ . . . . . . . . . .
1. 25
Fort Wadsworth, N.Y .................. ·[
6, 00
.Fort ]>orter, N.Y............... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

. . .. . . . .. .

20, 00

. . • . . . . .. •

92.861
126. 00

...........••.........
. . .. . . . • • .

fo 1·t 011W\rio1 ~' Y ~, ~ . : ~.,.,,, .... , ., ~ ~. T • • • • t, •• , , , , . . . . . , "!,,,., ~ ~

~-t, ~0

J .• ,

.....•••.

.. , ••• , ! , , 1 ..

m.QG
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·op1-iations madefor the Quarte1'master's Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Shooting
galleries anu
rangesBirr. of
I H ire of
construction
and repairs, 'ters for ~tticers Hire of offices. . storeallflmcnelnJs. ttd
houses.
etc., of.

q~ar-

I

.
Hire of
Ad:verbsmechamcs
mg.
1and other em/ ployes.

Hire of
stables and
grounds
.

I
I
::::::::::::::::!:::::
:::: ~~~: ~~: -... -- ~~~ ~~~: ~~., ::::: ::::::: ::::: ~~~~~: ~~: i:::: :: ~~~ ~~: i ::::::::::::::
1................
. .. • . • • . • • • • . • . .

$181. 99 1- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

$48.50
................ ................

--~:w-,

834.99

I

$1, 350. oo

1

$21. uo ~

$1, 130. oo

9,!)99.96
$1,500.00 ······-------- , -----·------ '
5,:n6.74 ............
33o.oo

1,080.00
------------!.............
.

17, 727.74

1, 500. 00 ~:Gti:--79.951 - 2, 210.00

: : : ~: : : : 1: : : : : : : ]: : : : : : : : :::::::::::: : : : : : ~: : ,n~ i:::::::::::::;
:::::: ~ ~::::::: :\: ::_: : : : : : l::::: ~::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::!:::::~~~: ~~:

1 ::::::::::::::

.:_::. :::: ••• ::·:····:·:·;::••:•l•••:• :·::: :· .: •:·· ··;::;;; ., •••.• ::. ::. :l;;;;::::;;·!.:: •..··:::::;
. .. . . . - • - • • • . • . - . . - - . • - - . . - . . - - - . I - .. .. . . - .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . ~ . . . . . - - - .. .. .. . I .. .. .. . . .. .. .. - .. .. .. - . - .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. I

~~ ................

1,413.06 , ............

. I

~--------.:.--· 1

l!l0.28

.. • .. . - .. • • .. - .. .. - ..

i............ ..

. - - --~--: ----

: ~:: : : t:~: · ·:~::::m;;~••······;.·~: ~1.·:: ~: :• ~ ~-.

J: : ·r:•r::,••• •••·\n.r

•! • ••: ••: •

........... ·; 97 '1:::: :; ::::::::: :1;:::::::;:::::::I:::::;::::: :1:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::I::::::::::::;;
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REPOH.T OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement sho1l'ing in detail the antonnts U]Jendecl jl'om tl!e rarivus
TRA~SPORTATION

OF THE ARMY.

J Boxes,
Lumber,
All exAdver- Reimburse- erates, rope, lm<l penses not
tisln.~and ~e"?t _of
bales, miscellane- otherwise
printin"'. tr '\ehng etc., for ouR artienumer"' expenses.
stores
cles.
ated.
shipped.

General depotR, independent
posts, etc., and departments.

I
Total
amounts.

Department ojthe East-Cont'd.
$358.82
4, 972. 8-!
47. 83

KeyWestBarraeks,Fla ·------ ---------$6.00 ------·-·- ---·-------FortBarrancas,Fla ............
$60.67
67.00 ------·--$78:3.20
:Madison Earracks, N.Y ... --...
75.85 --------- . . .. --------- ------ ..... .
Plattsburg Barracks (and
Sackets Harbor),N.Y ------136.38
137.21 ---------25.74
:FortNiagara,N. Y ------------- ----------'·---------·-)-·-------- --- -------·

FG~ ~~~-~~~~~~-(_a_~~-~-t~~~-t~}:.

49. 40

I

2, 84(). 03122, ()63. 71
88. 00
3, 971.21
92(). 27
884. 88

11, ~3?. ~~

1,877.90117,612.16

247,697.96

27.85 .....•.. --

5. 05

Fort Ethan Allen, Yt ---------- ---------· -----------· ---------· ----·---·--·
Total. ..•••.•••...........

417.651= 291:14 ·1

$7.75

/1

I

Department of the llfissow·i.

~~adqn.arters: Chicago, Ill ..... 1

~~~I!£~~~£F\

1, ,J]2,

~~~- :,;~

45. 65 . ·---------

51. G1

;.: 'L:.::/J: :ii_;i

I
I

716.46
_
526 80

'~l~:!! I

l''orti-;heridan,Ill..............
78.15
13.55 J- -------··
9.66 1 8,061.25
Fort Reno, Okla ................................................................... -- .. .
20.00 ........... .
Oklahoma. Okla.......................... ...... .... .. .. ...... ..
Fort Supply. Ind. T ................................................................... .
1

~~~ft ::;J~·s~~~ if~~i~. ·:Mi<:l; _- ::: : :: : : ~ ~: ~:::: : :: : :: ::::: :I:: ::::::::
TotaL...................

129.76

];:;~;;,:.';;::;;~:~

-=-

'12 11

59.20 ...._......

'ii

~~ I

372

35

3

~: ~g

II ~: ~
1

51.70

6, 077. 86
7, 6U1i. 86

·····3j o." 54·

3, 6~8. 99

'ii

i,~~~~ ~~i,~!r~.eN~lr~:::::~:::: :1::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::: ...... ~~~ ~~-

. •;o

~o 1, 1~ : ~ ~: ~

,.L .,o
4G1.77

6, o.•. l. oo
10.518.19

---- .. 7:i: 75·

Fort Randall, S.Dak .................................................................... I
Fort Omaha, Nebr.............. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .... . . .. .. . . . .. .... .. ......
!)50. G8 I
Fort Douglas, Utal1 ............ .......... ,...... ...... .......... ............
28.0.)

1

oo:•••• :: •• •••••: •· ••·•••

1Ul~:~~

1, 423.85
8, 60~.09
5,3:13.61

·····;lll! ~1:m~

Bellevue Rifle Range, N ebr . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

112.11 _1~ ~7iU: -372.35

3. 688.83
2, 3~~- 2~
1, 0~·.1- 8~
28,660.85
12,277. 0&

1,5:J0.8~~- 14,8-1-2!~ 200,008~

Fort McKmney, "\"Vyo.......... .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
FortRobinson,Nebr ........................................... ,
31.!0.00

IBl'~l~lf.~ft~:. •: ••: •• •:•:. •: •·•• •·="
rr:;;~~~;;l;:n : : : : : . . .

86.567.37
23, i:l6. 24
24,044. R9

80. 60

2. ~85. 2t j2 , 828:70

253,728:90

:FortCnster,Mont.............. .......... ............ .......... ............
5-!.50
Fort Meade, S. Dak. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 17 ................ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10,945.06
8, 350. 42

TotaL. ..... -------------·

iii 08

24~ 26 :·.. 03' 80 I, m; "i: ~t :: i

1

j~~~ }i~~s;b~ 1i;!t~~- ~::::::::::'I:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :. ::::::: :~:::

FortYellowstone,Wyo ........ ..........
Fort 8ull_v,S.Dak.............. ..........

~~§ll~!~;::~~i;":"'••

12.f>0 .......... !............

..... 36.50
j i 00.
~: ~~~: ~~
3,837.93

3.UO ................... ,.. ............

::=••: ., ••• : :: : I

.••• ::

:

····=•=. ••••••••• ::

=== __

4,0()1.53

l:ili~ I

·1·---........ '..... :............................ , 7,432. 63
·...:.:..:..:.:.=
31. 00 1
_:. 023.47

Fort Assinniboine, Mont ................
Fort Snelling, Minn ...... _.....
==~ 1:..:..:..:..:.::..:..:_
';fotal ••••••••.•••••••.••. -!~

....... --j

138.351

240. 26j

G34. 89!

2, 051.83

! 196,131.70 J

2Gl

QUAHTERMASTER-GEXERA L.

appropriations

11Wtlt

.fur ilw (,>nal'lennasler's Dcpal'lment, etc.-Contiunc<l.
B.\RIU.CKS AXD QUAR'fERS.

Shooting
galleries and
raJJge8construction
and repairs,
etc., of.

--------Hire of quar-

I

men.

:~~~:::::!~~~~~: :::::::::::::::: l: :::::::ii~~:b;):

Hire of

Hire of
storehouses.

t~~cf~~fi~~~<{ 1 Hire of offices.

RtalJles a])(l

gro1mds.

Hire of
met·hanies
.L\.IlYertisand other emiJJg.
lllvyes .

:::::::::::: :::::::ii6:i;~: :::::i~~-:~~: ::::::::::::::

·a~~: g~ ::::::::::::::::I::::::::::::::::!::::::::::::.::::::::::::: :11·-- ·· -ii 68 ·i: ::: ·::: ::::::
:::::::::::::::: ________ !~~~:~~3~~:~~ :::::::::::1::::::::::::: ------~~--~~-! ::::::::::::::
726. 71

I •••••

353. 20

I

4, 552. !)7 I

$999. 96

I

;:~!t ;~ ~~~0A:I~ ~ ~ "·~r; ;;! ~••:~:+!\ •:
\\·1

60. 73

1,800 00

363. 94

$3, 960. 00

t : :;::f;; Y>,",:
I

00

6~: ~; 1· ---. --.. -2 i.' oo. ::::: :: :: :::: ::: ::: :: :::: ::: :::::::::::::: ::: :: :: :: ::: :::: ::: :::: :::
------------. --· ---·---·· _•.• __ .
3HO. no . ______ ... __ ............. ....... ... __ ............ __ .
1-----------------------1
3, 222. 09 .
1, 898. 40 I
22, 08fJ.1:J .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 800. oo .. _.. _......
825. oo

~. . ~- . .~·!! !: .::.: ~.;:~.: ::::~~ : 1.I••:••26001••:.:.:"'

~1 ~~;: ~:

01. '••••• 100 ..

:: •• :
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REPOHT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the atnounts ex11ended f1'om t7w varioll8
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

depots~

Lumber,
All exGeneral
il1dependent
IReimburse- Boxes,
crates, rope,
and penses not
posts, etc., ana department!!. _.A;dverment of
baleB, miscellaneothcrwi::;e
tls~ng_andl traveling etc., for
ous artienumerprmtmg. expense!!.
storetJ
cles.
ated.
sltiprcll.

l

-------------------------------Department of 'J'exas.

1

Headquarters, San A.ntonio. Tex
I~agle Pass, camp at, Tex . . . . . .
$111. 23
$370. 16 . • . • . . • • • .
$55:1. 20
·Fort Hancock, Tex..... ....... .......... ............ .......... ............
Fort Bliss (and El Paso), Tex..............................................
l<'ort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex: ...... 1. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .
i.19. 58

T.........

$1, 1!:'9. 36
1SO.OO
276.00
2, 593. 00
512. 00

~~;~ ~~!!.~~~:~~~: :::::::::: :r::::::::::I: ::::: i~.:~~: l: ::::::::}::::::::::: ... ~: ~~~:~~-

·1····-· ......................... ·I··..........

Fort Brown, Tex ..............
Total ..................... ~~

Total
amouuts.

8.87 ,.......... ............

771.75
440.00

$81,062.31
1. 049.31
1,120. 68
10, 870.15
4, 414.29
857.90
4, 320.00
9, 032.34
5, 267.21
2, 416.32

111. 23 I
392. 78 1..........
671. 78
8, 095. 51 120,416.51
====----.,-·-----------=!====-.----======,i=====r==,==

Depa1·tment of California.

Headquarters, San Frauch;co,
Cal...........................
61. 68
163. 20 . . . • . . . • . . . • • . • • • . . . . •
2,103. 14
39, 071. 30
Presidio of San Fmncisco, Cal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45. 50
11, 302.14
Fort Mason, CaL............................................... ............ ............
1,380.73
Alcatraz Island, Cal............ . .... .. .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .... .... ..
8. 00
1, 033.15
.\ngel Island, Cal......................................................................
1,245.55
Iknicia Barrack!!, Cal ............................................................................. .
1,732.07
J•'ort Bidwell, Cal............... ....... ... ............ .......... ............ ......... ...
In the field..................... .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. ..
237.50
702.55

q- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 61. 68 I
163. 20 .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • . .. ..
2, 394. 14
57, 067.49

Total.....................

Department of Arizona.
IJeadquarters, Los An~eles,Cal.
Whipple Barracks, Anz........
Fort H nachuca, Ariz.. . . . . . . . . .
FortWingate,N.Mex..........
.FortBayard,N.l\lex ...........

64.59

.. .. . .. .. .
.... .. .. ..
..........
..........

170.20

.. .. .. .. . .. .
. . . .. . . .. . . .
............
............

$90.50

695.08

11,866.54

.. .. .. .. ..
1, 511. 67 . .. .. . .. .. ..
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
.......... ............
291.28
.......... ............ ............

71,601.88
4, 853. 50
4, 536. 52
7,001.74
4,707.41

~~~:c!~~~!1~;:-~~::::::::::J::::::::: ...... 6::~~- ::~::::::: :::::::::::: :::::~~~:~~: ~:m:r~

Fort Grant, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Bowie. Ariz......................................................................

~~~ii~rl:~~~~~?:~~~:::::::: ::::::::::,:::::::::::: :::::::::~ -----~~~~~Total. .................... ~:591-2!3:201----g(j~

3, 133. 29

13, 011. 52

127, 414.40

69. 70

152. 60 . • . .. . .. ..

368. 86

1, 024. 90

23,429.29
8, 637. 31
7, 479.83
2, 784.65
6, 441.54
2, 298.95
1, 285.15
4, 520.44
396.85

~~~~ w~h~~~~r:.·w:;;h:::::::: :::::::::: ....... ~~~~- :::::::::: ..... ~~~~~~1

HJz k~Hi I

3

I

Department of the Columbia.
Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash..................

6, 623. 22
4,16i.86.

~~~:~g

Boise Barracks, !daho. . . . . . . . . . . ...................................................... .
,;Fort Sherman, Idaho .................... - ~ --.......... .. .. . .. . ..
133. 86
19. 83

r~~i ~;~;~:;!:~:::: ~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ':::::::::: ::::::~~~ ~~: .- . -~::-:~

In 'h'T::::::::::::::::: ::::::[·· ;; ;; ~~-;~ ;; I :::: :::r· -;~:~- '· ::: :: I

57,274.01
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriatious mnde for the Quca·tennaster's Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

SbootinJ!
galleries and
rangesconstruction
and repairs,
etc., of.

Hire of quarters for o1licers Hire of offices.
and :~~~ted

I H's~~~e~f
houses.

Hire of
stables and
grounds.

Advertising.

Hire of
mecbanics
and other employes.

-••• -- •• --.- - - - 144. 00
11, 000. 00 ---.-- •••• - 564. 00 ---- -- ---- -400. 43 ---- -- ----- - - - - . ------ ---- - - - - - - ---- -- • -.- - --- - -- - -- . - - - .
43. 41
13.38 -·---- ---------- --·--- -------- -- ,-----·---- -- -------------· -----------.

123.!!3 --···-------····
38. 30 ---- .• --- - - - - - - 3. 5!! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5~: g~

102.00
38.00 -·----··------ -·--······-$1,360.00
1, 090. 00
490. 00 -.-.- •• -- -. --- ------ • -.--- - - - -- - - - - -- - - R;\1). 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . •.•..........

::::::::::::::::':::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: --------5o: oo · :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

. . . . .z:: 1:::::::.. :~!;;-1 . <.Eoo :~~~~ : :::: :::1::::···:::: I~
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REPOR'l' OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts ex1Jendell from the eariou•

I

HOSPITAI..S.

BARRACKS AND QUART<JU!.

G rnPral !lcpots, indepeudent ------:--.A.-l_l_o_x__
p_ei-l--:------I------,~-:------:--E-x-.t-r-aposts, de., and departments.

~?~t~~d-

o:~::~~e

repairs.

enumerated.

~j~~t~~d-

Total
amounts.

1:~~~;~f

AdYertising.

repairs.

enlisktl
men.

Geneml depots.
N"Pw York, N.Y ............... .

J'ldhulelphia, Pa .............. .
\\'asbin_gton. D.C ............ ..
,J etferowm·ille, Ind ............. .
~au Fnmcitwo, Cal ............ .
~1. Lonis. :Mo .................. .

'l'o1ul. ....................

$3, 529. R-i ............................ ... .
2, G~<-L u:1
21, no:;_ ;;(j ----.

$774.03
318. 5()
19, 097. 60
1, 028.79
4, 551.43
694.13

$72.20

.40

1~:~~~-~~

:!6.4.ti4.5!J 1

fi82.82

53,196.73

$-io: uo .,:::::::::: ::::::::::

34.75
7. 63
567.84

l,O'W.--12 ...... ......................... .

=======--!

TudepC!lll£'nipu11t~, 1'1, 1'1/;fiu,'l >fa

309.:!2 ................. ..
':"":·..=-

I

tions, anll01"'ies. a rse1.<tl~. etc.

Colum1HIRBanaeks,Ohio ...... · 6,:..>2.50 ............
l>avitls lf!land, N. Y ......... _..
2, 574. 4!1
13.56

;mti~~~~:.~i¥7•.:·

)_____ ~~~:~~- :::::::::: ::::::·::·

6,556.40
2. 609. 28

=

.:

I
2,870.13 1.................. .
28. 75 .. .. .. .. ..
$1:Uo

.•. ·• . .,~~g::~.,:·: •·• ,::: . .:_li:::~.l: ::~~ ~~;::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~:

l<'ol't Leavenworth )lilitarv
l'l'iflon,Kaus ...............·.................................................. ........ : . ......... .
l'. S. J>owdPr Depot, N . .J . . . ........•. ·_.... -- - - - - . -. - - - - --- - - .. - - - - . -- - . - - -- - - - . -- - - - - - - .. -.- ..... .
l-'ort Snrlling OrdmllH't' l>l•pot,

•. •

~~~~~~:i:~:~~~i~~+~h(

.,·:o;·

: :· · · · •: :_:.;' ,• :•:•: · · ~ · · · ·: :. :: ••

"1\.ennrbec Arsenal, 1\fe .. _. _.. _.......................... - ... -- ... - .............. - .. . -.- ........... .
\\' atrrvliet .Ari!enal, N.Y ........................... - ........ - .. --- .............................. ..

f~~v;~~~{~.;~Y~:~1~~~~:~:::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::;::::::::::::I:::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

~~~~~{~l:~tl~~-:=~~!.i:fli"'~-:: ~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::1::::::::::

U nitrcl States legation :t1 -

I

~W~I;:i;,;,,• •-.- j~ ~. ~ ••• ·~· ~ •••••:•••• i •••• :••• :. •I i~: ~ I ••:.: ••••••: ••• :••••• ••::::. ••:
TotaL. ...................
Department of the

Ea~5f.

1'l,857.5:i

=-

--=13.5~1

17,~74.4n__ . J,:ln.·:o~--=-~--~----1

I

l:JA~

I

Hc•adquartcrR,
(~ovc:rnor~
Island,N.Y .................. j 10.106.72
:12.40
14,303.57
599.00 .......... . . . . . . . . . .
798 ._ 70. -. _--_ ·. -. _--__-_- -__.._ -. -_ -. _- ..
Baltimore, Mil .................. ,
85. GO ... - - - ..... __·. -_ -_ ·.I"1 __-_·_·.--.·_-_-_·.
J~utfalo, N.Y...................
!ll. 60 ........... .
841 60
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J. 2;,
1, 720. 56 .
. .
. ..
. ....... .
J'ort Monroe, Va ............ --- 13,110.10 ...... ---' -"I 1~ • ]184;-_ 56~ _-__-_-- _· 8_7_· ._- o_- o_- _-,:__: _._:_. ._:_ :_:_:_ -_ -_-_-_·_-__·_-_· -_.
.:\pw Orleans, La...............
275.18
7. ;;o
" _ ..
Washii1gton Barracks, D. C .. ..
2, 846. 51
:Ul8
2, 848. R9
734.10
........... ..
XcwportB:trracks,Ky..... ....
317.991
:i-t60
372.59
3.68 ..... ,J af'kson Barracks, La .. .. . .. . ..
2, 28;1. 15 .. .. .. .. .. .
2, 283. 1G
42. 50 :_ :_ -_- -_- -_. :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ -_. _: -_- -_- _: :_ :_ :_ :_
:-;t. Francis Barracks, Fla.......
1, 475. 00
25. 00
1, fiOO. 00
296. 86
1-'ortWarren,Mass..... ........
568.611
31.31
fi9!l.921
58.10 .......... . . . . . . . . . .
1
?\loHutYernonBarracks,A la .
1,638.17 ............
1,G:l8.17
164.70 ..................
..
Fort Preble, Me . . .. .. .. .. .. .... .
972. 10 ........ __ __
972. 10 ___ ......... ____ ............... .
Jo'ortTrumbull,Conu ...........
1,982.391-----·------~
1,982.391
I

I

-

t:~~:~ th~~~ll~.~;::: :·.:::::::::: i: ~~g: ~g I::~~::::~::: i: ~8o9~ 5~ ·. ~3-~0~ I::::::74:19: _: ~03:: _: -_- :__>_:·~- :_· ~-: _l_:,:_ :_- :_- :_· :_· :_ :_:_:_:_

l•'IH'tMycr, Va ----------------'
]i'ortHarnilton,N.Y.Harhor ...
Jo'ortWood,N. Y.Harhor ......
J<'ortMcHenry.:Mt1 .............
FortSclmyler,N. Y -------·---1-'c.rtWaclswortb,N.Y .........
Fort Port~>r, N.Y ...............
Vort Ontario. N.Y..............

l

763.30 ----------- 3,319.78 ............
456.05 ..... .....
2,6:30.18
:1.:;0
1.262.06
1G.i':!
2,6U.59 -----------2, 158.331 ....... __ ...
438.63 ............

I

1

"'

3,319.78
43.50
_,4 6_.;5,.0 5 ------ - -_- - -2 6 , 3 68
59 50
1,278.8·81
218.46
2,624.59
82.62
2, 158.33
48.94
438.63
137.55

......... !......... .
·_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_·_-_ ·.-.-_-_·_-_·_-_·_·_
.......... 1........ ..
..........
8.00
_.................. .
1
...................
.1

2Gf>

QUARTERMAB'l'ER-GENERAL.
<~pprupl'iations

rnacle for the (Jttal'iermaste1·'s Depa1·tment, etc.-Co11tinnell.

HOSPITALS.

CLOTHING AND CAllfi' EQUIPAGE.

Hospital

- - : - - - - - 1 steward"'

1-----=------.·----l------,--~--c--- ----,----c---

.All

expenses
not
Total
Pnrcha~e
Manufacotherwise amounts. of material.
ture.
enumerated.

' : : :: :::

Employes.

~;;:~ $8i4; a;;: ;a· iiOB; ~· ~ sa.;;o ;;:iii~ ;;s:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54, 86!)050
~ oo oo
269.32 104,335. 99
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _....
613. oo

- -- -

-~ ~~~1 974, l!JO. !)2

154, 870° 50

- - --

;:;:~:![

SO

.30, :l20o 15 . ......... 11,410. 2!)
17, 6100 ou I 2790 40 2-1, 715. 24
.. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . 3, 698. 70

--------.

I ::'.:" :

AdYertising.

3, 549. 79

.

I

ii; 2i9 ;; lig;o:o;i ;;:
96, 50!). !)4
147, :Js :io on
4, 750. no

quar1Prli-·
con~true-

1ion :uul
repairs,
etc., of.

I :: ::::: :
. .. ...•...

·- - - - - - -·- -

.. ........ .
. .. .. ... .. .
- ---

1-

--- -- .

444.40
439. 20

I 78, 553. 0!) I 8, 103.37

1

:,:43::44 ; ! !!: ;I

I

.All
expenses
not
Total
otherwise. amounts.
enumera ted.

!::::: ::,:,.,,!, !

11,21!!,267067 .:. .. . ~.:...:..:...:..:....:

.I: ~I:, .:, I1~ ' :; ~.
I ;:

::::::::::1:::::::::::i::::::::::::I:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~~: ~.':I::::::~ ~: ~~: ,:::::::::: ~
0

,.............. .. .... .,.... ........ '... .... ....... ... .... . . ............................... .! .. .. ...... .

: _. ::.:· : t ·

: :. ·: :: ·: : : :· ·:"

,

......... . ........... .. ... -- ... .. ... ... ...... . -- . ...... . .. ---- ... . .... ........ --· ...... . ........ --.
I

:::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::: :: J::::::::::: ::::: ::::: :::::::::: : : :::~:::: : ::::::: :::: : :::::::::::
I
I
:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: >:: ::::: ::: :: :: :: :::::: ::::::::::: ·0: ::::.::.1: ::::::::::: :::::::::::
I

I

-: •. : ::: . . :j . . :.~ .
58o73

: : :: : ·: : I :: •. :

--1,4-17:4"5~37044 ,~~~=
-

- - -· -

-

-

--

-

- - -

-- -

-

-

2,393:811

49G:-i)'l-10,:l28ol6 --6I)Oo00

- - - - - - - - - ---

- - ·

0
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement Bhowing in detail the amounts ex1;ended jl'orn tlte vario11s
BARRACKS AND QU.ARTERS.

General depots, independent
posts, etc., and departments.
Construrtion and
repairs.

.A.ll expenses not
otherwise
enumer-

Total
amounts.

atcll.

HOSPITALS.

Construe·
tion and
repairs.

.Adver·
tis in g.

I

Depa1·tmentojtheEast-Cont'd.

Key West Barracks, Fla . . . . . . . $26,022. 05 . . . . . . . . . . . . $26, 022.05
$808. GO
660.43
Fort Barrancas, Fla . ........... 11, 034. 61
$ ~07. 50
11, 342. 11
Madison Barracks, N.Y........
2, 201. 0-1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 446. 22
169.30
Plattsburg Barracks (ancl
Sackets Harbor), N. Y .. . . . . .
146.79 . . . . . • . . .. . .
146.79 ................ .. ............ . .

j~~~~~w::~~~ ~·(!~cii.ii~~ta):·

0

s,o83.1o

1

s,o95.78

. .• • ••••••• •
1

so.oo .................... :

4

F;t :Eti;~~ ·.A.ii~~: vt:: ::::::::: ... ~·- ~~~: ~~- : :::::::::::: _'~~g: ~~ ... ~~~~~: ~~. :::::::::: ::::::::::1
1

H~::::.~·E:.~;::,~

10::::::::

1

'::·::II::::::: ··:::: ·_._._.'_'_:_'_'_ ._._._._'...·00_.__..4_

Fort Leavenworth, Kans....... 16,886.84
59.11
17,220.95
199.43
Fort Riley, Kans .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
4, 770. 71 .. . . .. . . . . . .
4, 770. 71
172. 99 ................... .
Fort Wayne, Mich.............
2, 034.12 .. .. . . .. .. . .
2, 034. 12
49.5:1 ................... .
Fort Brady, Mich..............
86.69
86.69 ........... . ................... .
Fort Mackinac, Mich...........
774.43 . . • • • . . . . . . .
774.43
1:34.50 ~ -- •. - ·· ............ .
Fort Sheridan, Ill . . . .. . . . . . .. . .
3, 676.10 . .. . . . .. . . . .
4, 701.10
165.00 ................... .
:Fort Reno, Okla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 327. 12 . . . . . . .. . . . .
5, 327. 12
642. 40 . -~ ............... ..
Oklahoma, Okla .............................. . ................................ . . ................ ..
Fort Supply, Ind. '.E • • • .. • • • • • • •
1, 184.82 , ............ I 1, 184. 82 .............................. .

----·--·----!

l~ortSill,Okla..................

2,504.16 ............ ,

Sault de Ste. Marie, ).lich....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total......... . . . . . . . . . . . .

38, 98!J. 69

2,528.16 _____ 7_8_6_._4_o__ .·.·.·.·.·_··_·_·_·____ 1_:._)~.~._4_2,.
360. 00
1

'=-- =-J-OG-.-11-~: --6-5-,-7(!--8-.3--3-J--2-,1. -7-0.-1-6-,· -.•-.-.·-.----. .-.··--12-7-.4-2

Department of the Platte.

1
I

Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr.... 23, 26!l. 75 . . . • . . . .. . .. 33,890.25
731.78 ................. . ..
Denver, Colo...................
40. oo ......... _..
1, 529.16 .•.•••.............•............
Fort McKinney, Wyo..........
2,186.87 ............
2,186.87 .............................. ..
Fort Robinson, N ebr . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 842. 04 . .. . . . . . . .. .
1, 8-!2. 04
160. 00 ................... .
l•'ort Washakie, Wyo...........
1, 261.13 . .. .. . .. . . .. . 1, 261.13 .............................. ..
FortNiobrara,Nebr............
2,100.22 .. . . ........
2,100.22
361.20 ~ ---·····-- ......... .
Fort Uandall, S.Dak ........................ . ..................................................... .
Fo1tOn1aba,Nebr.............. ............ ............ ......... . ..
122.65
Fort Dougla.s, Utah . .. . . . . . . . . .
t, 198.16 . . . . . .. .. . . .
1, 528.16
1, 769.10 .. . . . . .. . .
9. 00
................... .

~~~ ~}:li~~!~!~i:ri~1i~.:::::::: ·····34o: oo· :::::::::::: -- ···46o: oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
1

1

FortD.A.Russell,Wyo........

809.85

TotaL....................

35, 3:5. 62

80.50

890.35

19.60 .......... !....... ..

!~rlt~ffitft?i~~:i~.:~~~~.~~ ~ ~ ~ :::~:~~~:~~: :::::::::::: :::~:~~~:~~: ::::::~~~~~:1:::::::: ::1::::::::::

-so:-50148,035:78 -3~~~~~1--;,oo

Depa1·tment of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn... 22,312.39
_122. 41
22,482.80
Helena, Mont................... .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
433.38
l!"ort Custer, Mont..............
477.00 .. . . . . . ... . .
2, 053.63
Fort Meade, S.Dak.............
2, 278. 77 . . • • . . . . • • . .
2, 278.77
Fort Missoula, Mont .. ... ... . . .
451.28 ' ............
451.28
Fort Keogh, ~1ont..............
558.91 ............ - ~
558. 91
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.........
70.00 . . . . . • .. .. ..
70.00
Fort Sully, S.Dak ... _..........
290. U
15. G7
305. 81
Camp Poplar River, Mont...... . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
Fort Pembina, N.Dak..........
1, 029. :12 .. . • .. ... . ..
1, 029 32
Fort Buford, N.Dak............
516. GO .. . . . . . . . .. .
51 H. 50
FortYates,N.Dak.............
9-!5.90
57.85
1,003.75
Fort .Assinniboine, Mont....... . . . .. . . .. . ..
. 33
. 23
Fort Snelling, Minn...... .. . . . .
48. 00 • . .. • . . .. . • .
1, 453. 00

1, 207.52 ................... ..
.............................. ..
23 0 ._ 00 -.·.·.·.·.·. -. -. -. -. .·•··.·. ·.·.-_._ ._._ I
207 19
25. 00 .................. ..
220. 50
10.00
............................... .
..•.•••.•..•.....•••............
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ..
5. 00
......................... . ..... .
18. 00 .................. ..
.............................. ..
. • .. .. • . .. • . ... • • . . .. .
108.00
................... --.; ........ ..

-----------------------------

Total ..................... =2=8=,9=7=8=.2=1=l===1==9=6.=1=6=l==3=2,=8=37=.=3=3=!==1='=99=8=.=21=1=·=·=··=·=--=·=··,,j,=1=2:1=.=00=
1
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QUARTERM.A.~TER-GENERA.L.

approp1·tntions rnade fm· the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.

--------,------------------------------HOSPITALS.

CLOTHING AXD CAMP EQL"IPAGE.

Hospiial

1~--~----1~---~----~---~----~-A---~~- - - - 1 ste,vard~

11

All
expenses
not
Total
Purchase Manufacotherwise amounts. of materiaL
ture.
e:r:.umerated.

Advertising.

quarters-con;;trnction and
repairs,
etc., of.

expenses
not
Total
otl1erwisc amounts.
enurnerated.

Employes.

$808. 60 " •••••... " " " " " " " • " " " " " " . . ....•.... 1.. " . . . . . . . . " " " ...... 0 ......... " " " .•••••.....

~~~: ~~ :::::::::::: ::::::::::::'::::::::::I::::::::::: .... ~~~ ~~
I

I

0

•••••

-~~~ ~~-

·-

•

..

-~i:oo

I

••.~~·:••.~::;·~. ::.: :• ;;·::: ::.:::: :·::J::;: ··;:: :::·. ·:::: I••• •57:;;. :::.::;;·;,!• •••••92: ':
:l5. 43

4.96

5,9040 86 •.•..•......

~~ ~

=-=

2soo 83

:so. 8sj

1

~

I

2~!: ~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: :::I ::::::::::: .

1720 99 .•••.••.••...••.•.•.•••..••.•••...•••.....•..
49.53 .••••••..••...•..••..•...••...••.. ·•··•······

31.50
9.00

3}.1)0
9. 00

I"""""""""""

""" """ .• """

1340 50 0. . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • . . • • . . • . . • . . . " . • • • • • • . . . " " ... " . 0 " ••... " 0" .. 0
1650 00 .••..•..•.•..••.••..... 0 ...... "... . . . . . . • . . . .
31. 53
310 53
642. 40 .••..••.• " . . " . . . . • • • . . . . • •..••. " •
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"

•• "

•

•

•

•

•

"

••••••••

"

0

..............9iii." s2. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::II :::::::::::
4. 96

2, 302o ·54 . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . . . • • . . •...••••••

72.03

72.03

731. 78 ... - " ..•.•...• - ••••••• " " .•••••••...•.•.•..•..

75.00

75.00

1600 00 ...•.•.•.•. " ...•••••.•.•.•••••.... " ..•....•. " ........•. """." ...... .

1, 0300 48
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail tltc amounts c.rpentled jl'om tile
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS .

General depots, independent
posts, etc., and departmentr;.

.All expenses not
otherwis()
enumerated.

Constrnction and
repairs.

Department of Texas.

Constructiml and
repairs.

Total
amounts.

I

Hea<lqnarters.San.Atltonio,Tex. l !f;26,274.62
$17.38 $30,816.58
EnglePass,camp at, Tex ....... ,
231.52 ............
2:)1.52

$219.97 ..............·.
48.30 .......... 1

!!~.;jJi!~\~~r~~;t-~ J::! ;: :~; !i:.••:•·::::: ··;. ri.l!l. ::::: •: •:-::•••.:: •••I ::::

Fo.rtl'IIclntosh,Tex ... ; ........
Fort Clark, Tex................
:For~ Brown, Tex...............

496.17 1......... ..
592.17
1, 136.80 ................ .
151. 55
150. 00
301. 55 . . . . .............. . . .
377. 93 . . • . . . . . . . . .
377. 93
1 - - - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - -1- - - - -·1 - - - - TotaL ................... -I 30, 212. 13
167. 38

D'P"'!m<n! of California.

I

I

JIC~~~ ~1-~~t-~r_s.'. ~-a-~. ~~~~~~~~~:-I-

- ~-

I

-~~

......... - ..........
11, 708. 00
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL.
3, 026.75 . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 070. 16
FortMason,CaL...............
Sll2.90 1----········
802.!l0
Alcairaz Island,Cal. ........... I1,:!9J.Oll ............ 1 1,:l!l.t..OO
Au.~<'~hlland,Cal.;········-···
3,~~~·?9 i ············
3,~~~-0~
B<·nw1a. Barracks, Cal . . . . . . . . . .
1, ,),).) . .),-, . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, <>Jo. 9o
Fort Bidwell, CaL .......... ,...
16::!.75 ' ............
162.75
In the field ..................... -···········1········---- ············
Total .....................

Department of Arizona.

30.90 ............. ... .

· ··········· ·········· ·······

!1:0:540.351...... ~----- ~~~=.T~~ ~---~~-~
, ----~

I

HPadquarters,Los.Angeles,CaL jl 17,664.15 1
9i.OO ,.
:3.'>8. 69 .. .. .. . .. .. .
Fort Hnachuca,.Ariz...........
4, 0H.70 ............

·

j

I

--

J ...... .

IV hi pplc Barracks, Anz. . .. . . . .

26,219.65,
557.57 1 • • • • • • • • •
:J58. 69
260. 78 1· ................ .
4,04-LIO :............ , ............... .. .

l::::~i ~~~a~-d~~~it~~~::::::::::

i: rl~: ~g ::: ~ ~::~:~:: I i: ~~~: ~~ ::: ~:::::::: I :::::::::: ::::::::

t
Fort Stanton, N. :Mex...........
7!l9. 74 . . . . . . .. .. ..
799.74
203. 71 ................. .
HanCarlos,Arh1................
:if!9.65 ............
599.65
277.77 ......... .
FortApa.che,Ariz .............. l
4.80 ............
4.80
215.0l !..........
1.
:Forr Hrarlt,Ari7................
1,868.8;)
3.00
1,871.83
54.25 ................. .
Fort Bo·wit'. Arir. ...................................... - ... --- ..•..... ---.----- -1···· .. -... '... ... ..
Han DiP go Barracks, Cal........
1. 233. 20
750. 00
3, 854. 40 ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1

~~h~~:l1·.~:-~~~~~~:: :~:: :: : ---~~ ~~~: ~~- :::::::::::: .- -- ~~ ~~~: ~~- :::::::::::: ,:::::::: ::i:::::::::
1

TotaL . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Department of the Columbia.

3:!, 266. 82
l======~i ======J========I======== :======I=====

Headquarters, Vancou;-er Barracks, '\Vash.. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .
8, 002. 19
Portland, Oregon.... . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 849. 49
:Fort Wallawalla, ·wash........
426.50
Boise Barracks, Idaho..........
495. 76
Fort Sherman, Idaho...........
1, 071.02
169. 97
l•'ort. Townsend. W m:;h..........
FortCanl)y,Wash .............
2,971.96
]'ort Spokane, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . .
225. 50
In the field ..........••..••..•..............
Total.....................

. . . . . . . . . . ..
9, 502. 19
... . . . . ... ..
7, 42!l. 49
1. 50
758.00
............ .
495. 76
37.50
27.00
1, 148.02
110.12 .................. .
... . . . ... . . .
169. 97
108. 25 - -.- . -... - --- ..... .
............
2,971.96
123. !)0 ......... . ---.- ... .
1H. 00
2!l9. 50
1
_ _ 2. 00 ~--1_7_5._6_7_ _..-...·~·-·-_-_-_·----·,_._·._._·-_-_-_··+·--_--_._..__·_·, •
1
1
19, 212. 3H
49. 50
22, 950. 56
629. 03,..........
60. 84

1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Qna?·tm·ntastm·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
CLOTHING AND OAJ\1P EQUIPAGE.

HOSPIT.AL8.

Hospital
stewards'
All
quartersexpenses
construenot
'.rotal
tion and
otherwise amounts. ' repairs,
enumeretc., of.
ated.

1 - - - - : - - - - - -------,---""--,---·----,-------,------,------1

Alenlses
exp
not

I

I

Total
Purchase Manufacoetnh~ rmweir~-e amo1mts. Iof material.
ture.
,
ated.

1

A(lYertising.

l<;m-

ploy~s.

205.00

• ~ •" ...... " .... • .............................. • ...................... • • • ••.• j • ................ • .... • .. • • • .. "' ... • .. • .. • ........ • I

$161. 50
. -- ··- ··········•··

• • ................. •

199. 00 .. -- - ... - . -- - .... -. . . . . . . -- - -- - .. ------ -- -- . ---- -- - - ... - . - - -. - - . -.
110.12 .. ··-··-- ... ------ ....... ---- -· ... -· ..... - .. ·--.-.-- .. ---.-----.-108.25 ............ ·---------·· ·--------- ····-------~---·------ ····----····

1:~~ :i~.:~~: .... ~:~: ::-,:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::~ ~::::::I::·::::::::: ::::: ~: ~~: ::::::: ~-: ~~:

1181:38 ----s71.25j~=l-----·--·-·l-········t·····-·--·l

8.00

8.00

10.00
9. 75

19.75
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement Bhowing in detail the amounts eX]Jended j1·om
RECA.PITULATION.

General depots, independent posts, etc., and departments.

Regular
supplies.

Incidental
expenses.

General depots ........... ------- ............. --- ...... - ... .
Independent posts, etc ........... -...................... . .
lJepartmen t of the East ................................... .
Department of the ::\fissomi. ............................. .
Department of the Platte.--.-- ... ------- .. --- ... --- ..... -Departmentof Dakota ............. --- .... __ .............. .

$235, 004. 98
100,746.69
185, 164. 25
272,017.68
270,670.52
312,621.98
107,714.32
80,774.77
286. :193.52
12±, 512.57

$135, 112. 12
3;'i, 5-H. 64
89,911.29
78,113.26
59. 9:>3. 34
52, 9i0. 46
36,576.09
.23. 866.68
38,063.93
23,903.56

~:~~~i:~~~ ~f. ~~lif.~l:~i~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Department of .Arizomt ................. _........... _. _.. __
Department of tbe Columl.>ia - --------------- --------------

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .. • • • • • . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . • . .. .. . . 1, 975, 621. 28

573, 992. 37 '

fl!C
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

aJJP1'opriations macle ful' lite Qua1'iCI'master's Department, etc.-Continued.
RECAPITULATION.

. I Shooting I Barracks
TransportatiOn galleries and
and
of the Army.
ranges.
quarters.

Hospitals.

I

Hospital
steward"'
quarters.

Clot 11ing and
equipage.

·.rota!.

------------l----------l----------l----------1----------l----------l---------$471, 175. 20
$48. 50
72,792.:16 --······-·····
726.71
247, 697. 96
200, oo8. 75
3, 222. 09
253, 728. 90
525. 35
196, 1:11.70
392.09
120,416.51
467.76
57, OG7. 49
421.56
127,414.40
610.42
57, zu. o1
269. 29

$53, 196. 75
17,474.45
112, 628. 79
65, 708. 33
48, 0:!5. 78
32,637. 33

35.5~3.09!

22,201.76 ;
45,070.12/
22, 95o. 56 1

$318. 32
4-,447.45
5, 904. 86
2, :J02. 54
3, 22 J. 33
2, 1:JO. 73
1,415.37
472. 5:>
1,576.12
871.25

. -------- .. -- . ,$1, 219, 267. 67
$600.00 I
10,328.16
844. 35
280. 83
............ _.
72. 03
1, 030. 48
S!l. 50
252. 07
1, 047. 61
/
205.00 1
36.50
58.00 I
63.00
..............
19.75
s. oo

1·-------· ....

$2. 126, 901. 98
2.JJ.930.75
643,769. 04
622, \110. ga
618. 722. 56
~9~. 312- ~7
.,o:>,Sfio.t7
185. 751.52
499,128.51
232. 165. oo

1,803,707:28 ---6,683.77 45"5~~96 ~:12 ---3~oio:55f1.23Ll93:30 6,io5.455.02

1
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REPORT OP THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C, SUPPLR:\m~TAL.-Statem en t showing in detail amounts e.rpelll1ed from the radous approindependent posts, etc., an(l departments of the Army, as shown by the accounts of o.Oiee'l"a
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

General depots, independent
posts, etc .. anu departments.

Forage
and
straw.

General depot1.

Fuel.

Heating
I
~~lu
Dlnmi.
cookmg ap- nating Sta~10n· .Advertising.
par:ttnR! supplies
ery.
amlrepmrs
·
to same.

00

~f~ifltj~~ ~ ~ • • • •.:,• ~:~: ~

1
•• :: •••••.•• ,,,

•. I.

I:::~~~;,;·~;;;;::;;.

00

~':,",~ ';"l;'t,;.':::'NN'ltH~;b;;,:::

:c:

iJ':: 'liJ:';:•:/:jji;;.,';::: r::••····

~--2:173~ 9:877~

4, 270. 16-i 55. 05 ....

~~·

~·:~

::::::::::I:::::::::: ::::::::
.
9.10 ...... ..

::::::::: :::::::::: ·.....;;,;: o;·

<'olumbusBarracks,Ohio...... .......... ..........
1.890.00
134.00 1..........
\VPstPoint, N.Y ..................................................................

49.60 ...... ..

l. . . . . . . .

~·}~~~=~~/e~·~:~~~s: -~~~:::~:::I:::::::::: ::::::::::I ... ~~~~~~~~- .. -~~~·- ~~. :::::::::: ::::::::1::::::::
Sa~llt.deSt.e.Mane,:MICh ................ 1..........

9,141.52 .......... .........

~~:V:~:~~~ ~ ~: ~:~~b?.: i:::.:::: :_,::::. ~- . ;:~ ~:: ~!- :::::.':::::::::. : ;;:;0:I:L,:
1

I

i

Depal'tment oj the East.

~::r~~~l~~~:~Jf:~;bo; ::::: I: : :::: ~o:o; ::::::: 0: :::. : !. :~~~·.

I --

:::

~~~~ ~~~t;~:e~-~ ~::::::::~:~ :::::::: ::':::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
Fort.'iagara,N.Y ................................
1

l!JO.OO .... •••• •....•••..•.••.•..... .......

~i;~n~ ~~;~~·n~~.~~t~."J~~.·~\j~ .. :::::::::::::::::::: ..... ~~~~~~~-

Fort 1\Iouroe, Va ........................

l.........

:::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::

1, 760. 00 .............................. ..... .

J~Dop:::~~;·;
~f~:~ ~· ·~'~: ~;;;,~;;_
: · · · • • ,58~~=· =~2,",G.OQ
· · · · · · · · · · ~=-::::-:-:!
- · ~· • ;· ~ ·-·~· 1 - - ·-· [- :
I

U

Chicago, Ill .................... 12, 934.42 $2,741.81
Fort Sheridan, Til. ...... ......
63. 5;} ... .... .. .
.Fort Leavenworth, K:ms ., .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ..

~r~l!t!~n~~~~~~ };~~t ·i"e"a:,~~;~ ~ ·
1

I

•

1

..... -j 25.281. .. ..

I

710. 00 . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. •• .. .. 219.73
36.00
9, 831.80 2, 200. SO .......................... :
20, 521. 82
160. 00 1--........ 33.60 ........ 1

...... · ... ,... · .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ........ ,.......................... .

- F~;~ ~\\•(';~a;(~~-s·:::~::::::::::
::::::::::1 :~~~~:::: :!: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~~ ~~1P\):. 1 r~d:.' T :::::::::::. ---~~ :: ~~ .1 .... ~~~~~-j :::: :::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
Total .................... 1:l. 222. 84 2, 495. 81 _ 3l 063. 62 2, 360. 80 _ .......... 253. 33 36. 00 I
1

1

Department of the Platte.

- --

, - - - . - -- -· - - -

----~-·--

~~~:i~~~~I~,:~;.i,~.::::::::: :>~~ ~~~: ~~-~:~:~~~·: ~~: :::::::::: ::~:::::::: :::::::::::: :~~~:~~: : : : :
TotaL .................. -I•· 493:9!12, 985:701
=-::=-::f==J=-::::-:-: I01:o3 ...... -I
1
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QUAH.TERMASTER-G ENERAL.

priations for the Qum·tennaslel''B VcpaTi1ncnt fo1' the fiscal year 1892, in the geueral depots,
reccivccl Bincc the pNpamtion of the annual report for the fiscal yca1· ending Ju1te 30, 18DJ.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

and mess

agricnl-

I

I

All cxJH'nses 11ot.
EmiJloy(•s. otht'rwisc
furnitme. tural implell'Htmterments.
atcd.
Garden

Tahkware utensils and

L'ICIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Total
amotmtR.

I

:ExtraShoeing n
. ..
!lnt_v pay ('iYilian
lllli·
-~ro' 1}
of
I em/ mab, in- of ~Jorses
enlistNl ployes. · dudiJ1g
an cl
m~1.
materials. mu1es.

?

- - -- - 1 - - - - - · 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SUPPLR:IIE.TTAL.-Statement showing in detail the amounts e:rpendedfl'OIII
REGULAR SUPPLIES.
1

Gl'nC'ral f1epots, incll'p<'n<1<'nt
posts, etc., and UC!lart meut:;.

Forage
an<1
straw.

Fuel.

Heating
j
and
Ill mi
Irooking
ap~- · Station- : AllYPr· Pr,ut.
paratus,
na Ju~
ery.
tising. i11g
1
and repairs supphtH.

!

___·_!

---------------1

1

tosame.

Department of Dakota.

Sa:.:::t~~:: ~a~~Z-i~~:·~J·i·~·- .. I.......... !............................ :.. ·I· ....................... ..

Presidio of ~an Franci:;co, Gal. ................................................................... ..
Angel J sland, Gal. ....................................................... ... . . . .. . . . . . . . ........ ..
1
Total ...•••.•••.•••...... :· ................. _._j·.:.:..:. ............. _._.__._._.__-_1 ..................

Department of Arizona.

Lo'

""g""· C•'------- ______

-r· "'-, . , _

!······ ..

, - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - --

10

,.,._ oo

11., __________ "'-'' "'·"

1

~~l~~~~]~f~x!:~!!:!!t!.~ ~;:~!.!, ! I_:'"": 11~1 !~! : !!I,,. "1 61,~
10

;:':::::::.::.~::::'~:1_ _ _ --1--

Portland, Orc . .;on . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..

-- -

322. 79

00

:

J -------- - -

7:?. 15

1
...... ... .

98.261 ...... ..

24. 83 .............. ..

~~f;es:R~~~~~s~id~t~·:::::::: :\::::::::::1:::::::::: ::::::::::::1:: ~:_:::: :: :::::::::: ::::::::1 ::::::::
Total ....................
·I 322. 79 I 72. 15 J·. .... .. .. 24. 83 :}8. 26 ........ '
.........

1

1
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QrARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
the ?Jarions appropriations for the (Jnarlel'lnaster's De]Jartment, etc.-Continued.
INCIDEN'l'AL EXPENSES.

REGULAR SUPPI,IES.

I

Gar,<len

I

-,--1

J~xtra-

All ex-

Tableware nt.clHlJl,;aml
peuses 11ot
antl IlH'Hil
agl'iculEmploy(·>;. otherwi:-;e
fnrnitun•. tural implc-~
·
PIJnnwr1
mcnts.
,
atell.

Total
amounts.

of
e11liRte<l

men.

II

Shoring r
. .
aniof~bcm_:~y
01 'cs
emmals. inployes. clnding
myt,_,
materials. mn e.·

rluty vay Civilian

- 1 - - 1 - - -

$1/f>.\H)

$:11,~?.:::~~

::::::::::

:::::::::>:::::::::: ::::::::::

7

I;;:!:;!!!;: I;1.;;;.:1;; I;1;!; 11 •• ::! ;:! •::::: ••••••••

" •. :;:.:;: ••

I! ••••• !.:! j :;$1'." •• :.;!:••••

:~.-~;::: ~·:-- -: 1::-.::o·-: .....175 "'-~-~1:, :1.: :: ": -:::::: •. :·.... J .... 17 50.-··-~···~

': ::::::::::: :::::::::;:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::I:::::::::: I'-~~~~--~~. :::::::::: ::::::::::
·--·-·-··--·

-----------· -------·--· ·--·------- ·

·--·--···--·

----------,---- ----· ·--··-----

---··--·--

1;~ ~~~:I~ -. -:.:\~-~~~~~:~.--; :~·:~-~\;; ;; I-12~.'J~·~ ;: ~·~·: ;-;
c; :; ~ ;;:•~;;;: -~.:·:~ r;; :;;;;;;;- ••,,~~; ; r-;;:: ; .~ ~· ;-:;: i;:;; ••••;; ;:::•• ::::
:•:•:: ::.••1·······-··-· •••·•·••· •••••.•••••• j. ::::::

:":72 ~ : ••••·•••::••

·U4 55 1:•••• jj ••.••••••••••

t:!~~~;~:~~~~~:~~~;
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UEPOHT OF THE SECHE'fAH.Y OF WAH.
C, SllPPLE:\mNTAL.-Statcmcnt showing in detail tho anwunfB exp fnrlrrlfrom
INCIDENTAL

-1

EXI'E~~ES.

I

·I

· 1rpenc1('II t meuts
Intrr-of
Telh..
G rnera1 <1epo t s, llH
rra ~h j Su_bscrin-1
1wu to'' Oflkc lAJIJl~·oAll r -- t I
posts, clc., auu dcpartments.
oflicers a~rl Jt-Ie- uewspa- fnmi- ~~;~t:l~~~-~ ~~;;~~~-\~~~c Total
and en- · pl one pcrs :uul ture. livery of 1 cmmwr- anl•m nt 8.
liste(l
blica- - - - - (]esnrters.
ateu. _
men. I 'scr~·iccs
·
· · pu_
tlrms.
'
_I___

--~Gm-er-ald-~o-ts.--

1

I

Washington,D.C.............. .........

I
$i22 ---------- ........ ..........

$0.4.0

$3.62

!!~~~t~~JJ~;o~-~;~::::::: :::::: ::; :::::: ::::::::::--1:::::::::
l :::::::50 -------...
:::~~b: ~~: ::i;5, 615.
~66: s:lilb:h:~~b:~~:
-.......
' 123. 14

.Jeft't·rROilVille, In(l --- .. --- .. - .. --- .. -- .. -- ......

" l$4!l8.

NowYork,N.Y ................ .:..:..:..:_...=..:..:...:._:~. ~~ 25:l~~~-o~ .

.

'"· -.

Total ..................... -~ _ _3: 2~- ~:..:-=..:_1 751. 50

,:.:~:::,~;:~:,;··

1

120. oo

!l,

~,233.24 -~

115, 14!l. 47 ;l!l, 2~7: o:1

=~~=~~T=] ------1-------- .......... L. . . ~I

~{~~!~~~~i'f,~:r~:, ~ j :~: :~ :~:~::::I ::-: ~~:::: :. ::::::::: :.:: : ·

~~~J;~f!~~~J~:t.,::: :: : : : 1::::••• 5. ~: : . .

~: ~~·_0t•:: _?

J :::::: _: ::.:: .•

Gov:~:,:~:::::·:·~': ..1-=~---= , 1 -:~::~:::r:-=1-:=~ ~=~i-=

~~~~~{~~~l.IJJ:.l1t'~,,: : ~;: :~; •il •••:; l:;~! !• , :• l•;:• ~•~:.: :;•;l; ;~ t:
~~~~~~~'\!!!!! :•:• :1•15: t.~· t!.!.::• !~. :i!:: :.:.: : :; : :!! ?.,•~:
3

~ort

).Ion roe, Va ........ __ ..... 1. _.... _.... _.•.. _........ ___ .......... _.... __ .. •........ __ . __ .. __ .. ..

00

Department of the Mis.~ouri.

08

- - - ----~----~-.- - - - - -- - - - - - -

r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
~! : : : ~ :! :~- t: :E~: SW~$.1 :::::::::·

Chicago, Ill . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
60. 00
Fort t:;heridan, lll .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
$7.50 ............... _..

i:i:[[t!;'1\~:;,;; ;,;o;t.

!~ar:~~~~~:

2. 00
463. 25

62. 00
4.70. 7.1

...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
:LOa;;~: I1 .. . .. • . i .........

:FortLeave~nvorth,Kans

_.: .

_--- I:::::::: •1::: ·::::

Om=.;::·'-~-~:~~~~:
~enver,C:olo

,! ·

. .1··----·· ·i= ..........
.

!

1

37.50
60.00 ...........
97.!!0
..........•................. ······---- .......... -·-···-- ..................... ]....... . ..
l!ortRolnnson,Neur ............................................................................ ..

Total .••••••••••••••••.•. =~=-

- - - -1

--~-=.~=~37.50
·- - , - -

60.00 , ........... J

!l7.!i0 j

1

1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENER.AL.

tl!e !'atiouR apjwopdationR .fol' the Qnal'tennastel''s Depa1'tmcnt, efr.-Continue<l.
TRANSPORTATION

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

0~'

THE ARMY.

I All
\Y t r
Wagon
expenHes
l'ailroad
A_rl_ver- not ~ther· Total
t~:msp~r- tl" ~ E'~r Express- transport:~·.ll
age.
tation.
tl::;mg.
e;~:~r- amounts. tation.
' wn.
atrd.

Purchase
of cavalry mHl
artillery
horses.

·

StagL'
tranH·
portation.

1Civilian

em1 plo_yeH,

pay of.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1-----1·---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

•••••••••

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.......... ....... --- ~ ---- ---- .. ----------

$~,;~:oi01 :::::::: ~=~ ::~~ '!ii;"76:''

$561. 79

$12. 21

1)2-!. 65

27-!.46

,!:ll!l!

$89. 17 . --- .. -- - . . - ..... . .. -...... .
5. 25 ... - ... - .. $ 105.00 ..... ----

~rll :::;;~;; :jo ;; i : ~ j

::::::

' 14,3i6:1Q==~H,376:IQ 41,496~~---n:i.82 --.75 ~lo~~=-~

- -·- - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - --$51. 84
$102.00 ' 2, 553. 8l ' 80, 876. 26 I
G3. 76 '
. 45 I :!, 56:.l. 51
149. 00 • 480. 00

' 2, 400. 00

/

~a:~·:'~:;:~::: : : : : : 1;:;~;-=~: : : : :~' L~:~ ·~: : :98:~~:~:::::;
3,849.59 ------ ~..:.:..:.! ---------- 1 3,8-!3.59_,66,499.46 1 ---------- l~j~:--~~:_()~ ·..:~~--- - - - - - - - - - - - -!

1

I

l--- ~ ---
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REPOR'l' Ol!, THE SECHETARY OF WAR.
C,

SUPPLEl\IENTAL.-Statement

showing in detail the amounts e.rpen(1ed jl'orn
INCIDEN'fAL EXPENSES.

-I-n-te_I___~--,:r-e-le----~~S-1-~-s-c_r_i]-)·' -----.-·-.-p-p-~-e--~~--.-l-l----~----.
Gcn<'ra1 <1epo t s, m<1epen<1CIJt mt•uts of
t
t
""'
'
n
ex
po.;t.;, et<'., and departments. ofiirers
graph
IH~~\~IP~~ Oflke hension peu,:;e,;no! 'rota!
awl en- :mll tele- · peJ·s ~ll~tl fnrni- ~nd de-. otherwise amouut~.
listetl _ph~ne
puhli\'a- ture. hvery of enumermen.
servwes.
tions.
deserters.
:tied.

I

------- ------- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1

I

Departme11t of Dakota.

Helena, Mont ..... ----------- .. ------. ---------. --------..
Ht.P~utl,.Minn

..........................

r--------- -------$117.91

$:-!:).31 ..•....... $5!JG.OG ---·------

I.. ------ ---------

$74\l.~S

~i~~i~i~~itout:~:·~!t;:;;;::; ·~ : : : • : · · · :~!•·:~· · ~: !O O :I· · · · ·I ~'"tc1~ i
1
1
~::~~~t~~:~~-~;·~,~~~-s~--··· --~~----·1,_ 332~~~---·~-..:.~ 5!l~.oG_
1

60.00 ,

11791 '

_

Sau .Antmlio, Tex.............. . . . . . . . . .
3. 88 . . . . . . . . . . 28. &0 . . . . . . . . . .
53. 75
Fort Hiugg-oltl,Tcx............ ......... .......... .......... ........ .......... ...........
1

:;:rli~: ~: :;:;:,",~'-:1: ~: ~.~ :~: a :::1=;~: : :~-~:'"::.:::::::::i:~· •
1::;:

Total ...................

~~-~~ ... 1=-=.8~ -

86.13
1!!0.85

200:::

.......... ·_:_:::..~J--·- ........... .:... -··=·~'

Dcpartrnent of .L1rizona.
Los .A.11geles,Cal ....................... i 189.5:2 .......... 336.50 ... _______
10.00
536.0~
Fort l\1arey, N. JI.IE>x .................... ' .......................................................... .

~Jt~{f~1~i~i~,·:~:i···. ~ · · · :,,,• :• • : \:~ '6 soi· ~·6o.0 'oo" 1•;;····';i "l ;;l;;;;-ooo:ol
1

i ::•••••

1>•~~~:::.:; ;~a:;;;;,;;,.;,., ~::-::rJ~" :~ ~

•••••••

lc

'~J

1
J~arrad,s, \Vash ...........
.1. .....................................
28.50
~~n:~~~~~:t~~~l~~il:~::::::: : ·::: ::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::: :~~~-: ~~ :1:::::::::: ::::::~-:~~: :::~~~:~~:,
Vancouver

...... .. .. .

1

Total ....

----·-·----·----i~=l~~~~~~157~1~~~--~uoT-189:-40~
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QUAR'fERMAS'fER-G ENERAL.
he ral'ious appropriations for the Quartermaster's Departtnent, etc.-Continue(l.
'£RANSPOR1'ATION 0]' '!'HE ARMY.

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

.All
I
. expem;;es I

Purchase
of ca"\'al-

a~:fi~~~\.
horses'.

Adver-

tit~ing.

Railroad

\Vater

tation.

tation.

I

'\"acron

llO~vl~~er- aJ~~~~ts. transpor- transpor- Expre:;R tran;por·
ennmeratetl.

1

age.

tation.

Stage
tr3JIS·

l~l~~~-

Civilian
employ{•,..,
}Jay of.

I
---- - ----------1-----1------------------$55.67

I"... ......

$55. 67 $GO. 94.4. 84

$::!!)7. 35

$23!l. GG

$828.50

$2.!,1.

:.o ........ .

~~~·~~~-~-]. ::~:::::::,::::::::::'~~·-~~~:~~- ·---~~~:~~- :::::::::::::::::::: :~~::::::: .... ~--~~~- :::::::::
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C,

SuPPLE~IENTAL.-Statement

showing in detail tlle amounts C:tjJC1H1c£1 from
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

G(meral llepots, . iml('pemlent Extra]Justs, de., aml departments. duty pay
of
enlistetl
n
1
ue .

V esse1spurcllasing, ellarterillg,
oper;J1ing,
and
·
tai'nni~Da~..
'"'

I

I

Means of AJli· I
trans. J
portation-- malspur-

Har-

'Vater
supply
anu
Rtm crage.

ne~~

l~llrella~-

chase, pur~·.];;,.,(,
mg a_nll
staand n~rep;;nng hling, pair of.
wa..,ons, etc of'
carts, etc.
., ·

Whnrve;~
:llhl

Ibritlcrcs
"' ,.

-------~-----

_______G_e_l_te_r_a_l_d-ep_o_t_s.-------l-------

r··

~~lt{~~~J1'~lll j~ ~! ~ ~: •~ ~ ~ ~•~ ~ :~••·.2" ~$; -;,.~,,:••·•:·· ~-: ~ l: ~;.:; :•:..u
Total ...•••••............
Independent posts, etc.

·

=.·...
1===1

'14:UJ6-~2G,426. 23- ~·:-·~·-:·:r=~ --;,467.89 J:i. 17
---= = --'-=-o-=
==-

==1 ·

S&ckot' Had><>', N. Y ......................................... 1........ 1....... - .. 19, 275. 35 j.......••
Davids Island, N.Y. Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6:35.00 ·........ .
Colmnbu_s Barracks, Ohio ...... .............................................. -. -jl, 942.00 1· ..... ..
1

~~!~~~~~~~~~:
:~r~~
::::::::II:::::::::·~::::::::::: :::::::::::.::::::: :!::::::::: \!:~~~:
g~·l:::::::::
Sault de
~tich
-I
~1~~~:~~~~.~~~:·:~:~ ~~~~·::: :1~:: :::::::::::::::::.: :~:: ::::::,: :::::::,:::::::: ::J_~:-~~~~ ~~ C:~~~:~~
1

Ste. Marie,

............................................. •.........

G, 07:!. 4G •......•.

1

~i~f~~~t~:::.: : ~:~~ -l~ :; : t::~: :u:;: :-l:i:~i;i
iJ i :;;;

1·:'"'":1

!f,~\l~~):"""ik,:AhL' ~ :~ I:: : : ~: : : : : : !lll 1';:;: ;1!•~: ~:~:·
1 ::::

·;; ; ;,: .• '~~ :..-~~- .~_.; ~ ! .~·-·::.; ......... ,i'. "" "' I

n.,:=::~; ~-~; ;~

Department of the Platte.

,

I

j

I

Omaha, Nebr ••••.............. , ..•.•.•...•••••.......•..••••.. i.••..•. .1- .........

;i

I
,36, 420.97

..•..•••.

~~~'":;::_:;~:·:~~~::::::: :::: -i :::.::: ·~·:::::.: •:_ .: :::::::: i :::.:: [· ::::::::.1:::~;: ::.. ::. ·::: I
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

tlte rarious appl'opl'ialions for the Quartermastcl''s Depal'tment, etc.-Continne<l.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE AR:\IY.

I ~oll~

Reimbnr~e-

Roads,
on IAdverti.slmrbor:>, 1ctTJeH, i ,
l
ment of
. and
bridgeH, I>~-~~ti~;:,. traveling
n \'ero.
et~.
"' expenses.

Boxes,
Lumlter, I .All exrope, :tllll penRes
crates,
bales, etc., miscellaue- not otherfor store~:~ ons arti- wise Emusltippeu.
clcs.
meratetl.

Shooting
galleries
aud
ranc:es-

Total
alllOlllltS.

cou~trnc

tion and
repai rs,ctc.,
of.

- - - - - - - - ---1-----1-----1----- ----1------1------
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REPOR'l' OF 'l'HE SECRETARY OJ!' WAR.

C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement sho1ring in detail the amonnts expended jl'om
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

VesselsGmcra l depots, imlept'ndent E x t ra- .1)nrc h asposts, et1· .. and departments. clnty pay m~ .. .Ch.,.ar?f
term>:-,
enhsted ovrrat1~g-,
men. an<~ 1~amtammg.

Mrans of
transllortation-pnrchasino- and
rc}Jairing
wagons,
carts, etc.

Anirua1s-

H
aruessclutsA, Jmrr•hase
staaml rebling, pair of.
etc., of.
}Hll'·

I

·water
supply Wir3rws
all(]
a nil
SlliH'I'· 1!Jriugea.
age.

---1----1----1-------
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Q UARTE RMASTEH.-GENERAL.

the rm·ious appropriations jo1· the Qua1'termaster's Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Roads,
harbor>~,

and
rh·er:~.

lA

l~eimlmrf>e

c t's
ferriP>~,
. '1' r L • ment of
brid~es, m_g- l~IHl trn,·eling
et'e.
pnntlllg;. expense~.

Tolls on

Lumber,
.All exl~oxes,
rope, mul penses
<orates,
bale,, etc., miseellane- not otherfor Htores ow! arti- wise e11ushippbd.
cles.
merated.

I

ili;7~L~~\s.

Shooting
galleries
and
ran!!escoustrnction an1l
repairs,etc.,
of.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -----1-----1-----1----1-----1-----
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF 'VAR.
C,

SuPPLl~:'.mNTAL.-Statement

showing in detail

tltt~

amounts e:rpe1u?ed

ji'Olll

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Ge11eral 1lepotR, in!l<>pon1lent
posts, etc., allll deparlmout s.

I

All
Construe- ex);~~t-ses
~l'otal
tion and otherwii'\1.1 amonuts.
repairs.
CllllllWI'·
a ted.

Hire of

I

~~~~ 1Jm~s Hire of lTirel of

1
hsto~·e- st~l~rles 1J~~~::

eers an<l
;;uliste1l
men.

grounds.

OliSCH.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -- - ---1-----1-----:Gene1·al depoti.

1

·~~~~!~(~~~:!! !~ !: !:!•: :! :l~~;: !: : !!:: :~ !~! .!I:..:~!; ~ : :!l ;!:: ..:~-~:I
I

I
I
I
I
I
J ........................ I...........
]
....................
..
6,
00 ..••.•.... ·j 6. 29j.OO
10
W!~f~~i~fN~Y~~~-~~ . . ~~::: :1:::::::::: ::::::: :':: :::::::1:::::::: .-~~ ~~~-- ~~- :::::::::::. -~~~~~:~~J e:fferson Barracks, Mo. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • ................... , $76. :30 :J9, 260. 00 .. .. • . .. . . . 39, 336. 30
ImJependent posts, etc.

Sackets Harbor, N.Y ...................
Davidsli>.land, N.Y. Ha~bor ..................... -~-.. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .

~n>.

~~~~~~!.~~~~~~::+_:.:,: .:::.:. ·~- . . j:.: ~· j: •• :.: (::::::: ••;: ~:; :g.I:: •. :.:: .. :}:~: ~

,--=,= -=1-= -=--l== ===,=== I

TotaL ...................................... I.........

Department of t~w East.

57, 175. GO

76. :!0

1...........

57, 2Gl. 90

Governors IRlancl, 1\. Y ...........•............... ' ................. , .......· .............. .1 ........ . ..
Fort Hamilton, N. Y. Harbor .................................... · · 6, 5:10. 80 · · • • • • · · · • · G, 5!JO. SO

i

~,~~t~1~~~I.L",~"•••; : : ·: •[ : :• • !::•••::: ::•:•:: !;::~::;:;·::··:·::::• •.::::::
~~~~!~~~{~;_.::: ..•• ::

:._. : .• : • •: • • ,~:;;;: g: :••••••• !l:;;~~J
s~~~!~:~:~L,. ·::::::.:.:::.A·::::: ·~: ;:·; ::::::: 1_:: ·: ·• I,.;.;:, s;•1::··:.::::[,:~~;:::1
c::::'·;::. ,,, ,._~ ,;;:,. ·".. r........I ........ ~,· . "..1.. .~-~ " ~-~.. ~:
5. , : 00

~~H t1;~~~1EI~~l: :~~~~~~ ~::: ::

1
::::::::: :'::: :::::.::::::::::::::::: ::::

I

I

Military }>rison, Fort. Lea\·en-

~~~-: ~~:

1

5.

:::::::::: {:::

"

~~~:~~:r

~~fi~f~?~~-~. •: :.: .: :·I.: • :.·~· ••••••• :••••••• j:;:::::t.•:: ·:.: •:·: : :•I
1• •. : :

Depa,·tt•e-nt of the Platte.

~~~~~!:l:~:~~~~··········

j=-===j==!==.~--...,=j==·====

:. . .:. .
;

I

i

! ...... :: ..

·::::y::· ::·~~~~-::•:::;! : : :·1
I

I
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QUAR'l'ERl\IAS'l'ER-GENERAL.
the t'arious appropriations for the Quarterrnaster's Department, etc.-Contiune1l.
H0Sl'11'ALS.

Construc:tion mHl
repairs.

CLOTITING AND C..UIP EQUIP AGE.

Ad \·er-

Total

ti~:~ing.

amount>~.

Pur('hase
of
material.

'llfnnn-

facture.

Hospital
f'ltewanls'
qnarters!'ow<truc-

All
ex pen·
AtlYPrR<'H not
Total
tising. othend>;e amonntH.
entuner-

tillll

[lJHl

rPpairH,
ote., of.

ah'IL

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·$2o.'2siso· :::::::::: ··$2o8.-8o· :::::::::: ·$2o,"4n2:co· :::::::::::

I

23,241.50

I

I

j-z1:00j23.268.50 ·

I

•

2. :n4. 30 ~~ ~~ -~-~-~-~-~-:-·~-~-~f2,314.30

166.56

1

l~,d-h=-~:0:0[:·:::::::+·:·:·:::1~]-·:::::···: ~
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REPOilT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SUPPLE:\IEXTAL.-Statement ::Jlwwing in detail llw

lli/WIIIIf.S

CJ:pendeclfrmn

BAllRACKS AND QUAllTEnS.

·1

'

General dcpoh, in(leprn!lPnt - llire of \
I .
All
JlOsts, etc., and dcpartmt•ut!l. q:mrte~·s Hire of j Hire of
Cons1rur- ex \'('nses
ior offi- 8 t
stables A(lver- t' 011
'
not,
Total
1
ccrs and
ore.and
tising. '? ~\!It utllt•rwise aruouut~ .
enlisted houses. grounds.
Iepall's. l uutlllH!r-

-------------------------1~

~~~

______ _______ l______ l

li~;~ j~}; nl~akD":ka~ [·[~ •\·: _·~-~-~--~ ~-:~: 1··::···· !~· ·:·~ .·m; ~ : ·:·~ ~···!·········
.·.'i:;
Fort Yates; N.

.....................

....... 1. . . . . . . .

·1···· .. ............ ,........

f~~~ ll~J~~liJ~~~(~~:t:: ::~ ::: ::~:::::: ::::::::_
::::::: : ,:::::::: :i,~~~~-:~j:l:::::::::::,::~.:~~~:~;:·
1

Total ....................

------~-------,-_;;; ·

.........

8Hn Antonio, Tex..............

:----~~- 2,1]~.47 1~--~,;;:__··1 ~.1_1~47-

I

I

Department of 'l'exas.

2, 290.00
FortRinggold,Tex............
J,i,OQ
Fort J1liss, Tex ................................................................................ .
FortClark,Tex ................ 1 .:...:....:..:.~.:...:....:..:..:...:....:..:..:...:....:..:.:..:...:....:...:...:....:..:.~~ .:...:....:..:.:...:....:...:. --- - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . .. .
Total ....

..::,:::::.

$1::!. 00 . . .. .. ..

$10. 00 .. .. . . .. 2, 208. 00 .. .. . .. .. ..
15.00 ........ ......... ........ .......... ... . .......

--------------- 1

27.00 ........

10.00 ........

-----------1

2, 208.00

~,3tl.i.OO

~.~~lif,nia i. ..... ] -j-.......
....... -1..-....:~........·I-_______ ~ ___ ~--~-~~~--I·..........
_~ -= _ . . ~ --~-..

I>residio of San Francisco, Cal. .........
$9. ~0 ..... - ...
!l. 80
.Angel Island, CaL. ............ c.:...:..:..:..:...:...:..:..:...:....:..:..:...:....:..:.~.:...:....:..:..:...:....:..:. ................................ .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•=

9. 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9. 80

= = = = = ===--=--=-=--

I-os:~;:~::.e~~;~~~-~~~?~~~----1----------

........ /.........

!

73.91 ....... .. . 1

$5.50

7n.4 t.

~~f:~~~~~i~x!! \~) \) ~;.: ~: \:1\:[: [: :: :::~ ~ \. \~ ~: ~: \•:~; ;~:: ~ \\.::_••~ · ~ ;~; ; t
\! !

n ..

:::;:,;~·;;:.~:;,:~;;~:

. (.

j --

-~

1""1 i '·"' " ~~~+ ,,.,:~

1
1
;~~t!~~il~o~~~;l~~~~~-~~~~:: :: ::::::::::1::::::: : ~ :::: ::::: :::::: ::'l .. :i:-:7: 7~- ::: :::::::: ----i:i7.'74.

l<'ortSvokane, \\-ash ........... ---------- j··------ ......... --------.5, 000.00 ...........
Boise Barracks, Idaho ..................................... ' ........ , 2, O:J6. 00
Total _____ • ___________ •. -~~~r:--:-·:-~-=~=~~~-~:-~~-:r 7,

I·. .. .. ... ..1

1

5,ooo.oo

~. (156. tiO

1!l:l~ ~:--:-:-r7,io3. 74
1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

the t:arious app1·opl'iations fi'OJn the Qual'fenn£tster's Department, etc.-Continued.
ITOSPlTALS.

CLOTHING AND CAMP EQUIPAGE.

-----;-·
ConRtrnctioll n,nd
re}Jairs.

stewards'

A1hertisiug.

Total
amounts.

Pnrcl1ase
of
material.

M:mnfacture.

----;[-----[-----

$20. oo

I HoRpital

. . .• . . . . . .

All
expenA1lYerses rwt
T•'tal
tit:~ing. otherwise amountH.
enmncra1ed.

q narterseOJIRtnu·tion an 1t

repairR,
etc., of.

------

$n. oo ....•........•..•••.....•........••.••..........•.••.. I...........

············ ·········· ............ ············ ·········· ····· ····· Ir·········· ············ ......... .
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REPOl\.T OJ? THE
C,

~ECH.E'l'AUY

Bul,PLE~lENTAL.-Slaternent

OF WAR.

showing in detail the WJwunl:; CJ1Jcndccljrom

RECAPITULATION.

General depots, ind<>pcndent posts, etc., and departments.

Regular
SliiJl)lies.

- -·· 1 - - - - - 1

General depots ...................... - ........ - ......... -...
IndeJtemlent posts, etc.....................................
Department of the Ea~t-...................................
Department of the :i\iissouri................................
Department of the Platte . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$2'7, 633. m3
27, 308. 47
5,:150. 66
5-1, 251. 76
H, 031. 73

~l~~~i~l ~~~~Ji?~~ ~ ~. ~:: ~:. ~:::: : . : : : : :.: : : . . ~:-: : : .

Department of tile Columbia...............................

Total .......... _. . .......................... _...•...

602. 87

$10,227.03

---·····4ios· ............ ..
825.25 .... T55~:~ tu7. f\O

,,,r;iu..Jt

826.78
12,744
206.08 ........... .. .
• H:l

6!l!l. 07
180. tO

193, soo:211-z2, 115. 92~----

28~

QCAHTERl\IA~TER-GE~ERAL.

the various appropriatio11s front the (Jual'lcnnasiCI''s

Depc~rtment,

etc.-Uontiuucd.

REC.Al!ITUL.ATION.
Shooting
Transportation gallerioH and
of the Army.
raHgcs.
$82, 4!)1. 39
111, ou. Ga
29, 963. 12
13!,!-182.42
116, :!51. 81
74.239.71
] ~· 8~0. ~5
,,, 0<.~1. ,,]

--------------

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$-i!l. 15
H~.3t

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
___ ___ __ __ ___ _
]. 13
--------------

ll, fi08. 82 .. . .. . .. . .. .. .
1,132 50 ..............

r--5-87-,-57-5~26 - -

Barracks
and
quarters.
$3, ()60. 00
57, 2;>1. 90
37, 226. 17
n,25:L63
il, 7(i:L 00
2. 11~. 47
2, 305. 00
9. 80
4, Gil. 15
7,103.74

Hospital
stewanh;'
quarters.

Hospitals.

--.-- •••.... -- -------------- $~83, 113. 52
. .. . .. .. .. .. . .
$21. H.1 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$2, 319. 66
445. 75 -------------23,268.50
166.(i6
2,:n4.3o
2:2. 00 .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .
26.00 ______________ __ ___ __ __ ___ _ _
- .. -- -- -- ----- -- .. -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- ----- !l. 50
9. 50 1------------..
571. 51
40. 50 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
-------------20.70 -------------1

132.59 .-126, 716.86 -26, 217.171--;ro4:21\

W.A.R D3-VOL I--19

Clothing
and
equipage.

Total.
$~ 29,

901. 37
201 756. 10
' 75, 397. 59
227,598.67
138, 115. 63
121.566.05
28, 741. 74
4, 994. 64
40, 917.15
9,233.48

285,427.82 \ 1, 278,222.42
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'l'IH~

REPORT OF

SECHETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement shotcing the monher l~( l'iriliaus employed h,tf the mouth ancl paid by the
Quartermaster's Dcpartmettt in the yenaal depol8, indepcnllenf posts, rm1l dl'partmcntB
of the .Army, on 1cltat duty employed, tlteir yrade and moutltly pay, au(l lit e appropria·
lion jl·mn which paid, a11 shown by the late.~t reports 1·eeeit'ell from o.OicCI'B scrving in the
Quartel'lnaster's JJcpartmenl.
A~

GENERAL DEPOTS,

PROVIDED HY ARMY REGULATIONS 1065.
Regular supplies.
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I Packers,
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Marker,$65.
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I : : : : TransportatiOn
agents, q
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·· · ~ .-: : :
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I : : : : : I Transportation
agent, ::' I
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I Superintendent,
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QUARTElnfAS'l'ER-GBNERAL.

D.-Stafcmrnf 8lwwing the nuJnliel' of cil'ilians cmployrd by the month mul z>airl by the
(Jnarlernwslcr'll Department in the df'pal'lment.s, Mr..-l'ontinnc<l.
GENEltAL DEl'OTS, AH PROVIDED BY AR.iiiY REGULATIONS 1065-Coutinucd.
Clothing and equipage.

Posts.

INDEPENDENT POSTS, ImCRUITING DEPOTS, ARSENALS, ETC.
Regular sup·
plic~.

.A.uny tmnsportation.

Posts.

Ineidental expenses.

Stcamlannch Ham- Cllotltii!~
ilton.
lam eq mp·
•
age.

I
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement showing the nmnber of civiliru11~ employed by the 1nonth a111lpaicl by t11
fJuartennastm·'s Departntent in tht departments, etc.-<..:outinued.
DEP.A.RTMI<.:NT OF THE EAST.

Regular
supplies.

Incidental expenses.

Barracks and
quarters.

Inciclental expenses.

Posts.

~~

r r ~n ~

~E<

w--~~g

! ~ ; :~ ~ H
0

·~ ~ ~ ~ I1 ~
;;~~~~

Army transportation.

g

i ~. . . .1. . . ]. J J -~ .~
~ ~-==- __::__ ~~!:_I ~.:::

d

~ld

- - - - _'!!__ ___::__

~

~

t:nt~I:.Cto

~~~

;:;

Ht•:Hlqnarters, Governorsl,;lnml,

~~Jj;~~o~~:~.~~k~ -(~;;(i·s~~~·i-·.,·t·t~- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·1· ···.. ,. ····· ······ ···-~- ···· ···· ····
Harbor), N.Y.........................

1 ····

1 ....................................... ' ......... .. .

~~~Yn~~~~~'n~~;:F-1~-~~::~:~:::::: ~~~~~ :::::::: :·::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::1::::::::::::
Total ...................... : 5

I aI
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2
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I

1

2 I

1

1 I 2 _I_1I 1 I 1 j 2

I a
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Statemrnt showin!J1he nutnbeJ' of ciz·ilians employed b,11 the month a1ul paitl by iht".
Qual'i<'l'lllflllier'N Department in tltc deparlmf'nh:, c/('.-Cont.innecl.
DEPARTMENT OF THE KL\.ST-Contimw•l.
Army transportation.

Arm~-

transportation.

Launcn
::'!Imn·oe.

St•·amm·
Hesolnte.

Steamer Atlantic.

Posts.

Dl~P .ARTME:NT

OF THE MISSOURI.

Regular

Po'"·

'

r

supplic~.

lllci<h·ntal expenses.
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1

Fort Riley, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
l
1 .... 4
1 .... ....
1
Fort .Brady (and Sault de Ste.
Marie), Mich. ...... ..••........ . ... . .. . . . .. . ... .... ... . 1 . ... ......

1

=

""

0

0
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~
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d

~

1 ....

1 ....

1

::~:1 ...................
::~: :::i.
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Total. •••••••••••••••••••••. ~-2--3-·2-1-j4ja-l j-1 --2,-7--7-~-5 4~-1-~-2
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement shou•ing the nulnba of cit'ilians employNl by the month and paifl
Qnartennaster's 1Jepa1·tmcnt in the departments, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
Incidental expenses.

Posts.

Headquarters, Chicago, Ill .••....
Fort Leavenworth, Kanl:l ........ .
Fort Sheridan, Ill ............... .
Fort Reno. Olda ................ ..

~~~~ ~iifl{5ki!~~--~~::::::::::::::

Fort Riley, Kans ................ .
Fort Brady (and Sault de Ste.
Marie), Mich .................. .

Tota1. .................... ..

Posts.

Rea1lquarters Chicago, lll ...... .
Fort Lea Yen worth, Kans ....... .
Furt Sheridan. Ill ............... .
:Fort Reno, Okla................ ..
Fort Supply, Ind. T ............ .
}'ort Sill, Okla .................. .
Fort Riley, Kans ............... .
Fort Brady (and Sault de Sto.
Marle), Mich .................. .
Total ..................... .

Posts.

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -1·--1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1 ......
1 .................. ..
Headquarters, Chicago, ill........ . .. . .. .. ' .......... ..
1 ......
1 ... .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. . 10
Fo1 t Sheridan, Ill . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 1
1 ........................................ ..
FortReno,Okla .................. ................ 9 ............................ 1 .... ..
FortS~pply,Ind.T ..............................
5
1 ................................ ..
Fort Sill, Okla................... 1 ..... .... .... 7 1 ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ......
1
Fort Riley, Kans .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
1 . .. .. . 1 ......... .
Fort Brady (and Sault de Ste.
Marie),Mich ....... ............ .... ..... .... 1 ............................................ ..

1 ... . ... . 14 .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .

_1.:.~==1=!_1_4....!.

--T-ot_a_L_._··_·_··_·_··_··_·_··_·_··_·_··_·..!.·

214G

2,--1~--1 - - 2 --1~~- 1

3
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QUARTEIUfASTER-GENERAL.
ciL'ilian.~ emplo,11ed by the rnonth mul paid
(Juarlemw~;ter's !JeJ>arlment in the departments, etc.-Contiunetl.

D.-Stafemrnf sholl'iii!J the n1wtbcr o.f

by the

DEl'Ait'l'MENT OF THE l'L.A.TTE.

Incidental expenses.

Regular supplies.

Posts.

- - - - - - - - - - - -1·--1- - - - - - - - -

Hen.<lqnarteri\ and De pot,Omal1a

ig~~ff:~r.~~~::: : : : : · ::'

-

::\:::: :::'t: j:: :::::::::::::::::: ;;~; ::~~~~~~~ :::~

FortDuchesue, Utah ............................ ····· \---- .............................. 1 .. ..
Denver, Colo .................... .:..:..:...:~~~-~-~.J: ..:...:...:..:._11.:..:..:...:.:..:..:...:.:..:..:...:1.:..:..:...:~=-=-:_:.=-=-:_:.\.:..:..:...:.:..:..:...:

1I

Total. .... __ ..... . . . . .. . . ..

1

I

.
I GI

2

5

6

2

I 1I

1

I

1I

0..,.

Posts.

<h

~
I-<

<h

CD

CD

..;-

0

·~
<h

bC

!:Ill

::I

!

H

~

~

1

1

CD

CD

-

1

0
rl

0

"'..;-

!:Ill
::I

~

0

i

Headquarters and Depot, Omaha,
Nehr...... . ....................

.ci
~

..;-

<h

<h

~

rri
I-<

~ t:CD
0

c:>

~

~

1

1

-- -

..;-

g

CD

CD

~

CD

c:>

~
CD
I-<

.s
r:n

-

1

0

.ci
..,.

·~
<h

<h

ci'
~

ci'

s

~

.£«$

~

I1I 1I

1

Army tranHportation.

Incidental expenses.
0

1

~

~

s

~

~

~

1

«$

«$

<h

2

rjJ

0

s
c;;

I-<

I-<
I-<
0

«$

0
~
0
-- -- --·

-- -- - 1

Q

~

~

CD
I-<

I'd
0
t:.O

l.l

~

;;)

~

"'..;-

"'rri

~

"§

~

<h

0

"'rri

<h

<h

s
..:l

0

0

~

~
ci'
«$

<h

1

~~~~~~~~~~~:'N-:l~:~~~~~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::1:::::: ::::::

1 ............... .

::::::

~

::::::::::

mtt~~i~yo:;;::;:~:; : : :-~: ; : : : .:,•.~: 1 : ; 1:~:~: .: : : :~: :~ · · i· ·: : ':l~ ~l
Total ....•••..•.•.......... - 1 ~-1 ~-1 - 1 ~-2~-1 ~ ~l

I

_

1_1

1

L 1 -~~- -

2,l

Army tranAportation.
------------~--

Posts.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement slloll·infl tl1e numbet' of ci1•i1ians employul by the month and poirl
Quarfel'lllltsfcl''8 IJepal'fment in the depal'tlllellf8, etc.-Contitmccl.
DEPARTMENT OF THE

PI~A'l'TE-Continncd.

Army transportation.

Posta.

DEPART:ME.NT OF DAKOTA.
Regular supplies.

Incidental expenses.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENER_AL.

D.-SlafPmcnt 8howing the numbel' of oil,ilians crnployed by the rnonth anr7 pail7 hy the
(Juat·lenua!ifer:s Department in the departments, et<·.-Uontinned.
DEI'AUT;'IlE~T

OF D,.A.KOTA-Contiunc!l.

Barracks and
quarters.

....g ,

Posts.

0-.jf
a1

0

R

Head~nnrt_crs,St,.I>aul,.Minn .... ,

~~1!l~~:~l~~~t~~~~ .:::::::::::::

0

'"'ri:

<h

<h

r£

~

1-<

1-<
CJ

<l)

<l)

~
1-<

g

~
<h

<h

,:

d

Army transportation.

1-<
0

1-<

Q

~
0

..0

~

~
0

p:j

H

d

~

Poi

1=-1

c'<l

---- -

1 ....

-

<h

rii
1-<

$

"::J

..;:;:
c:<!
rf1

--

·I~

g
a1
1-<

<l)

b.O

><
<::>

~

~0

·Ew

::-

;;

c:<!

-- -

rJ5

;:<

;3

~

a1

;...

rii

~
a1

.s

.s

1-<

3

1-<

s s

~

a!

c'<l

<ll

<ll

<l)

8

rf1

.,;

0
(};.

-.jf

<h

I:J,

§

0

rf1

.n

~,i

<h

8

---- --

E-i

--

1 .... ...... .... ......

2 ............ .

:::::: :::::: :::::: : : : : : : : : :::: :::::: :::: ::::::

"''i' :::::: ..... :

1

2

g

1

Foct Uu""· Mont.. ................... · ·· · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·

1

1

1 · ·· · · ··· · · · ···· · ····
1

··1

11

lillf~t~~~1~1~t;:\:\:::•: ~: : •:.: : : : : : :1: : •:•: •;:;.1__.......:: • 1 ~• • •-•i• • l......•: ·~· :·:::I
:·1--.. --l ......

2
qamp Popl:1r River. -:\lout ....... , ...... ;...... \...... ,.... · .. - ....
1. ·
] ort Pemlnna, N.Dak ........... ~.:.:.:.:.:\.:.:.:...=...:...=.:...:..:....:.: ~ ~~ ~~ :...:..:....:.: ~ :.::.:..:_·_:...:..:....:.: ~.:_:_ _ _2

Total. ..................... \

11

21

112!_2 31 5111 11 3111

30
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REPORT OF THE SECRE'rARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement showin!J the numbm· of oivilirws employell by tlw nwuth and paid by the
(Jillll'lermaster's Department in the departments, etc.-Contiunctl.
DEl'AllTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
Army transportation.

DEP ART:MEN'.r OF TEXAS.
Regular supplies.

Incidental expenses.

Army transportation.

.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Stalcmrut slwtcing the number of civilians employed by the month and paid by ihe
(Jum·tcnnaster's Depa1'fment in the departrnents, etc.-Coutiuneu.
DEP .ARTMENT OF TEXAS-Continued.
Army transportation.

DEP AR'l'MENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Regular sup:
plies.

·j

Incidental expenses.

.Army transp:.tation.

-~--- 1 ---~----~--~------------~--- ! ----·0
rr)
<0

<;;

~

~

.§
Posts.

ag

~
~

g~

,n

0

a

g
~

~~
0

~C~.tiJiJia> g
~ 'E ~ ll ~ ~ ~
~ ~ Q Q Q A ~
--- -

.

~ :g ~ !;{ li
m ~g ~ ~ ~ ~
li

s ~ ~ - -

I

fl ~
~ ~ ~ ~

§

--- -

..cf

~

=-

~ ~~~]]

-~ ~
~ ~ ~
~ H ~ ~ ~ ~
- ------aJ

111 1111..211
..... .... ... 11... ....1.11... ....1. 1 1 1... .
-1.-2 -11-2J-2J1!--1~l- -1~-1 _1___~-1~l~-1

Heaclquarters,sanl'rancisro,
1
~- --·~---. ----~---Presidio
of San Francisco, CalCal.
............ _..
FortMason, Cal ..................... 1 .... ---· ............................................. .
Angel Island, Cal .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . ....... _. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .
1

To~al ......................

1

I

.Army transportation.
Steamer McDowell.
•n'

~
~

g ~ ,r;; ·~ g tO
g g
~ ,; g ~ . o-5 ~ ~ 0
g ~ ~ ~ rr) ~ g ~~
~
~

Posts.

~ ~t
C!)

'E ]
~
~~

~

I

~

~ :.aJ
,..

a

$
aJ

s~ ~s '§=

i

~

~

H

- ~-

H

I

H

s

.-"1

~
~

a -~

~ - ·ali ,.q§
.;g!a
~~ ~ ~
u:
~ ~

~.~

Q

~
~D

- ~--.

1

0
S'l

~

s i

.~

C3

A~~~

-- -

·1·.. ·1 31 .. -.' ...... -- 1 111
-1---2,-1- af4!11--1--1---1,-1

Head~narters, San Francisco, Cal. . ..
..
l3enicia Barracks, Cal . • . . •.• • . . . . . . . . .

s-

t2
<P--

_

~ §

g- .-"1s·
s~ ~u

w

~

___,_

2

1 41

1

~1~~\r~zl~l~~~l,FC~at~~~~~:~.:~l_::: , ~. --~- "i· :::: --~-~--~- --~- :::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: ::::
Total ........••••......•....

1

1 .................................. ,... . . - . . ..... -. ·1· --1

- 2 -~~-4~-~
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OF TilE :-;ECI\E't'AHY 01!' WAR.

D.-0/aicmc"f o;hl('iuy lite llltlllbCI' of civilirut~> t'lltJJ!O!JI'd by lhl' nwnllt (flltf paid b!J lie
!.JllarlenJtw;ter's Department in the departments, dc.-Coutiuttell.
DEPARTME~T

l~egular

supplies.

I

.
ncu1cnta1 expenses.

I --

Posts.

01!' .AHIZONA.

a a.

~

c3 c3

~I)

~ ~ I ~ Ig

g g :.

ci>

s

.Army trausportatio11.

-,J Ji

"'I

~ ~~;;~(ii(j)Q)c.>~-~t
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i_~ · ~;

~ ~ j
r/)-

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

•a

•ro

r,

_g

~ ~ ~ I~ ~ g I ~ ~ ~) ~· ~I~
H!la!lqnitrtrrs, Los..An~clcs, CaL.==~~---;-- 3 -4-~-~ .. ~-1-~-2-~~- .. ·:.~ .... ~ -~J .. 2

:' h1pple Barra.cks, Anz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 ....

•M

·-

1 ......... ...... .

1

llllll~1~~~~~x::i:~;!i i\. ~-...i.i~ T: ~ ·~.iil;;.I ~ ; ~ ~ ::~.••::::~: ;~ ;. ~JJ:~ :~
TotaL._..

···~·-·_··· ........_--~~

71 21 31

4\ 3

11 216

3 1 1 I 1_j 11213i_2

..Army transportation.

~

g
w-

~

Posts.

Headquarters, J,os

~

Angelc~. CaLl

~

~

...:

0

~

~

i:l
0

£ 1]

~

~

~

~

2.. ... ... . ... .

Fort Bowie, Ariz ............................... 1.... 1.... .... ....
J!'ort Huat huca . .Anz .......................... ' ................
1
1

~~Ill~~~~~tt·~~~::: ,:: :~I•:i •• i : I I I
I

1

r£
~

ri
~

~

~~ .~n .~t

2 --3

=[~

::::1
:::: ::::::J:::::: ...1i. ::::
..............
... .

2
......
2 ... . . ... ...... ......

1 1 2116

1

~I•: ~: t:.:::u.'~,)
1

1
•: :•: .:::: •• :: •• ;.: : : ,:::

1

0

il~ ~! j ~!!I~~!!

............ 1....

1 1I

0

~

g ~~~
§ -::;~~
g

i ~ ~ ~ i 1 E 1 S ~~
~

u•

~~~~\cl~;,~~i1~1~~~::::::::::::::: :::::::::: .. i.e::·.. ~- ........ ~

Total. ..................... r

~
0

I1

7

2I

3

I
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QUAH,'l'El\~fASTEl\,-GENERAL.

the ?lltmbel' of cirifi,liL~ employed b.IJ tlw /llf)llfh and paid bJJ the
(Jtuu·termw;tcr's Oejwrtmcnt in the departments, etc.-Uoutiuueu.

D.-Slatvmcuf flholl'iii!J

DEP ARTME~T OF THE COLUMBIA.

ncgnlar
supj)lies.

lncidcutal expenses.

rosts.

.Al'my transportation.

TIEC.A PITULATION.

From what appropriat.iun paid.

Number
of
Monthly pay. Yearly pay.
employes.

General depots:

r:Jld~~t:il!i~~~;~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cavalry and artillery horses . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
:Barracks and quarters .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
~rmy transportation ....................................... •
Clothing and eq nip age . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total..................... .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. ..

1oi1
2
140
77

9~~~~: gg

150. 00
190. 00
8, 319. 6fi
6, 149. 27

11::1, 800.
~~~: ~~
00
2, 280.00
99, 83fi. 80
73, 791. 24

----·--1----------1·---------330
25, 109. 72
301, 316. 64

lndepewlent posts:

i~Jld.~~t!!~~~~~~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..ArmY, transportation ...................................... .

Olothmg and eq nil' age ..••.•••......•.........•...•....••••

4

14
11
2

285.00
1, 291.64
593.33
216.66

3,420. 00

15,499.68
7, 119.96
2, 599.92

Total ................................................ -~---81- ~~ --28,'6'8iH
~====f;==-===-
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REPOH.'l' 0.1!, '!'HE SECRETARY OF WAH..

D.-Slalcmcnt 8lllllrillff the munbvr of civilians employed by the nwnllt uniT pa id bylhe
Quartcrnwstcr's Depa1'tment in the dcpm·tments, etc-Coutiuued.
RECAPITULATION-Continued.
Number I
of
~[onthl,rpay.
employes.

:E'rom what appropriation 1)aid.

Department of the East:
Hc~;Ular sl1pplh'" ................ -... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~{~~H£l~r::~~::1rr~~:~::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total.. ............••.................................

Department of tlJC Missouri:
Jtcgylarsnpplies --···-·--················--···-······ ·· ·-·
lncrdentalexpcnsos .......................................
Army transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ -.......
Departme:::l

~ ~~-~;~~~~-:- ......................... --- ... -- -~ .

1

·
1
1

~J~~: ~g

5t,

ltPgula.rsupplies ---·-··-----···········--·············--··
rncidcntalexpenses ---·--··-···-···------·--------········
Army transportation ........... - .... -.- ....... --..........

10

au

!)a

I

118~J

560.00
3,016.66
5, 424. 98

i~£~;~~t!i ~i~=~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2~

1

l~arrac k s

and q uarterR .................................. - . .
Army transportation ..................................... Total ......................... - ......................
Dep:n·tnu'nt of Texas:

1o~;68

~~~: ~~

8
l4

360.00
] , 0:39. 99
2, 671!. 32

4U

Total ................................................ !-=-~~1

i~~a~l~~~~il~i~~~~~~---~~:~:::.·:::~~~~~::::.·.·:::::~:::::~::::Army transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TotaL ............................................... 1
Department of Arizona:
I
Regular supplies ........................ , . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..
Incidental expenses.......................................
.Army transportation .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .
Total •••.....•............. -------·----- .............. J_

~:

<1~3.4!

2~: ~~~: ~

;{, 450. 96
70,739. 76

-~~--9, 936~ ll9, 239. 56
• = = = = = - ' =--=-=--=-:o

Jlegular~np1)lies..................... ....... ...............

Dep¥1E~~~t=f~~lifo::.~~~
~~~ ~::::
J~arracks

121,

2,
288. 3:l
G, 644. !l8

•4

129

Incidental expenses .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . ..
Army tran~portation . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .

Drp~rlmont of Cal_ifornia:

1-U20. ~.o

51.fll!l.o6
55, ~o:l. '

6,720. 00
36, 199.92
65, 099.76

Total ................................................ .- 1 3 3 _1--_-9,001.64
Department of Dakota:

!16,7:1~ 84

4, G06. !J9

10,

'?

:~j~~: ~~

I _ 8,0~1.321-I
l!J I
1,185.00.
4-i
4,32G.63

lOG

1Gl _l·

pa -.

~I ~~~-

$155. 0(1

-1

4

!JS
1_

Year]~·

~

:: :: : : : : : : : :: ::: :: :::::: : : :
and quarters ......... -................... .. .. . . .
Army transportation . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ..

1~ I

1,}~~:~~

2, 068. 33

43 .

~· 4S9. 98

7
15 .
U3 1

1,571.64
3, 708. 33

1

420. 00

I

i71
I

1,

4,320. 00
12, 479.88
32, 07'J. 8-l

,!~in.~

1~:~~~: ~

.1I

~- !• 699.97

40

Totai ..•..•.... : ... .................................. - 5 9
Total amount by appropriation:
Regular SLlpplies ................................. -....... . . 1
Incidental expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cavalry and artillery horsl'S......... ......... ..............
Barracksandquarter~ .....................................
.A.rmy transportation .......................................
Clothing and equipage ...... ----........................... 1

---~~~3~~~

29 'I

85

1

1

-

~~~: ~~

24, SlfJ. 96

41, 279.76
5, 040. 00
18,859.68
44, 4P9. 96
68,399. 64

1~: ~~~: ~

80.00
2, 423. 32

960.00
29, 07ll. 84

3,~39.981

47,279.7G

.
77
310
1

10
704
79

4, 688. 33
29, 850. 32
150. 00
888.il3
39, 8U. 89
6, 365.93

56, 259. 9G
358, 203.84
1, 800.00
10,65!!. 96

477, 898. u8
76,391.16

1

Total ...•.........•.•............................... -1-wstl----si~ ---;;;i1-:2la. 60
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

E.-Statement sho1ring tlte ltmount.~ e..rpeuded by o.ffzcers of the Qum·te1·master's Department
du1'ing and on account of the approp1·ialions .foJ' the fiscal yect1' 1893, and balances in
thei1· hands so far as sho1m by account.~ 1·eceivecl at this office.
Names of officrrs.

Expenditures.

.Atwood, E. B., major anll.qnartermaster ............................... .
Arnold, I., jr., major, Ordnance Department ........................... .
Adams, G., lieutenant, Fiftl1 Artillery ................................. .
Ayer, \V. K, lieutenant, ElevCJith Infantry ............................ .
Andrns, l<'. B., lieutenant, .F ourth Infantry ............................ .
.Allen, H. T., lieutenant, Second Cavalry ................................ f
.Aleshire, J. H., lieutenant, l•'irst Cavalry .................... . ......... .
Bingham, J.D., colonel and assistant quartt'rma::;ter-geueral .. . ...... ..
B_arne~t, C. R.,_ captain a!ld assistant quartermmltet·. .......... . ........ .
Bn·d, C., cap tam and assi8tant quartermaster . ......................... . 1
Booth, C. .A., captain and assistant q nart.orma8ter .......... . . . ........
Barrett, .A., captain and military storekeeper, Quartermaster's Department ................................................................ .
Butler, J. G., major Ordnance Departmrnt . . .......... . ................ .
l3ethel, ·w. .A., lien tenant, Fourth Artillery .. .......................... .
Baldwin, W. H., lieutenant. Seventh CaYa1ry .......................... .
Rennett, C. A., lieutenant, Third .Artillery ................ . ............ .
Bailey, C. J., lieutenant, First Artillery ........... . ................... .
Brooks, E. H., lirutcnant, 'l'\YPnt~i.first Iufantry .......................
Buck, W. L., lieutenant, Thirteen. tb Inftmtry .......................... .
Benjamin, I<:. E., lieutenant, l<'irRt Infantry ......... _.................. .
Browne, E. H .. lieutenant. :Fourth Infantry ........... . ................ . 1
Brown, E. T., lieutenant, ]'ift.lt Artillery ................................ '
Brainard, D. L., lieutenaut, Second Cavalry ........................... . 1
Batc.helor, J. ~~.,jr., lieutenm1t, Twe!1ty-fourth Infantry .. ·: ........... .
Brooke, W ., heutet1ant, Fourth Int.mtry .............................. .
Burgess, L. R., lientemmt, Fifth Artillery . - ........................... . 1
Ben(·t, J. \V., lieutenant, Orunance Department ....................... ·J
Bingham, T. A., captain, Engineer Corps ............................. .
Brown, R. A., lieuteuaut, ]'olll·th Cavalry .....•........................
Buttler, W. C., lieutenant, Third I1.1fantry ..............................
Brant, L. P., lieutenant, l<'irst Infantry ................................ . 1
Bullington, A. P., lieutenant, 'l'lnrtcenth Infantry ..................... .
Chandler, J. G., colonel and assistant quartermastcr-gener,1L . ........ .
Clem, J. L., Ca}Jtain and assistant qnartermao.ter ........ .. _.... . ...... .
Croxton, R. C., lieutenant, Fifth Infantry ................... . ......... .
Crawford, M., lieutenant, Second Artillery .................. . ........ .
CummiJ,s, A. S., lieutenant, l<'ourth Artillery ......................... .
Cowles, W. H., lieutenant. Sixteenth Infantry ........................ .
Cro1Jin, M.D., lieutenant, Twentieth Infantry .......................... .
Crabos, J. T., lieutenant, Eighth Cavalry ............................. .
Carleton, G., lieutenant, Second Cavalry .... . ......................... .
Cabell, H. C., lieutenant, Fourth Infantry ............................. .
Clark, W. 0., lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry ........................... .
Califl', J. M., lieutenant, Third Artillery ............................. ..
Cabell, ~r. U. C·, ~ieute~ant, Ei~ltth_Cavalry .......................... .
Coates. E. M., maJor, Nmeteentn Iutantry .............................. ,
Carhyright, G. S.! lieutenant,,.~·wet~ty-tourth Infautt·y ................ .
Cormsh, L. \V., lieutenant, l! lfth Cavalry ............................. .
Clark, C. C., lieutenant, Ninth Infautr.v ...............................
Cronkhite, .A., lieutenant, Fourth Artillery .................... _...... .
Dandy, G.B., lieutenant-colonel and depnt'y qu:irtermaster-geupraL ... .
Dunn, B. W., lieutenant, Onlnance Department ........................ I
Dodds, F. L., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry .............................. .
Daniel, L., lieutenant, Slxth Cavalry ................................. ..
Davison, L. P., lientemmt, EleYPuth Infantry ......................... .
Dodd, G, A., captain, 'l'hird ( ':walry .................................. ..
Druien, J. L., lientt>mmt, SeYeuternth Infantry ...................... ..
:Eltonhead, l<'. E .. captain, Twt>nty-tirf!L lufantry ....................... '
Edwards, E . .A., lieutenant, Twt•JJty-fifth [nfautry .................... .
Evans, E. W., lieutenant, Eighth Cavalry ..................... . ........ '
Emery, J . .A .. lieutenant, Ele\·enthlnfantry ............................ ,
Evans, R.K., lieutenant, Twelfth Jnfantry ........................... .
l<'urey, J. v.J.major and quartermaster ................................ .
Forsyt~ L. 0., ma._jor and quartermaster .............................. ..
Floyd, .u. H., cn.ptain and assistant quartermaster ..................... .
Foote, ~- M., lieutenant, Fourth Artillery ............................. .
Foster, F.W., lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry .............................. ..
Frederick, D.A., lieutenant, St'venth Infantry ....................... ..
Farnsworth, C. S., lieuteuant, Twenty-fifth Infantry ................... .
.Ferris, F. 0., lieutena.nt, First Infantry ................................ .
Febiger, L., ~ientenant, ~wenty third Infantry ........................ .
Frazter, J., lieutenant, Nmeteenth Infantry .......•....................
Finley, J.P., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry .............................. ..
Gilliss, J., major and qnart«>rmaster ........................... . ...... .
Geary, W., lieutenant., Nineteenth Infantry ........................... .
Greene, L. D., lieutenant, l::)eveuth Infantry ............................ .
Gettv, R.N., lieutenant, Twmit,Y·!WConu h1fantr.'• ..•....................
Gerlach, W., captain, Third Infantr.v .................................. .
Gatley, G. G., lieutenant, Fifth .Artillery .............................. .

·I

·j

WA.R 93-VOI" I--20

Balances .

$38,521.80
498. :)8
20,349.99
7, 299.45
1, 007. 64
3ti2. 40
6, 171. 14
Ul, 440.86
35,755.75
89,145.61
57,272. 20

$28,379.07

243, 832. 57
97:!.5!)
292.80
5, 227. 52
454.64
9, 909. o6
7, 961. 70
4,466. 56
4, 464.62
7, 82:!. 21
5:l.50
575.68
2, 837.25
418. 67
2, 271.67
2, 494. 61
6:!8. 00
3, 683. 94
1, 760.86
268. 55
944.92
144.186.34
ti7, 93G. 9G
8, 18:!.12
5, 028.68
1' 5~8. 35
1:!, 8(i•). 30
1, 8ti0.15
]:!, 706. G6
H,i>51.1±
6, 507.49
2, 82:!. s::
4, 055.59
10. 107.00
871.43
5, 8H.17
4, 878. G7
440. o:J
388. 31
172,501. 7±
1, 633. :!2
4, 744.53
3, 309. 78
9, 187.64
39±. 75
13, 100.15
1, 022.21
1, 745. 96
4, 731.07
6, !J38. 22
347. 51
281,553. 16
18,301. 16
68,625. 15
6, 125.61
23,615.86
1, 836.45
8, 488.72
5, 804.73
45,870.42
1, 364.93
474.45
79,745.60
], 403.53
0, 815. 5!}
13,412.93
2. 385.17
3, 931. 12

57,332. 5~
··········· .. .
............ ..
225. 57
............ ..
I
364. 5o
1, 272. 14
....•.. ·······
59. 12
54. iH
............ ..
............ ..
........................

83L42
100.80
537. r.:!
2, 406.11
1, 773. 34
2, 580.25
1,445. 3±

........................

.......................
71.42
232. :w
797. 44
220. GO
17.06
157.01
16, 320.82
6, 346.54
2±0. !J8

...........................

........................

........................
134.06
731. L7
235. (i7

······--------

382.18
.....................
267.46
406.41
...........................
...........................
31.49
53,705. 6!
...........................
65.93
. ........................
61.32
.. .......................

. ....................

. ..........................

..........................

..........................
22.55
2!4.87
94, 7RU. 11
2, 050.68
2, 141.71

........................

.. ....................

. ........................

11.30

....................
........................
........................

354.00
43,232.20
14.80

. .........................

1, O!J2. 80

.. ......................

. ......................
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E -Stateme11t showing the anw11nts e.rpended by o.tficersof the Quarterntaster's Departmenl
clnring fht- fiscal yem· 1893, etc.-Continued.
Names of officers.

Expen<litures.

Galbraith, W. W., lieutenant, Fifth Artillery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$2, 129. 85
Glenn, E. F., lieutenant, Twenty-fifth Infantry ............. _,..........
6, 879.90
Glasgow, W. J., lieutenant, First Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.40
Greer, J. E., captain, Ordnance Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
472. 49
Gibson, W. W., lieutenant, Ordnance Department..... . ................
1, 586. 76
Glassford, W. A., lieutenant, Signal Corps..............................
221.67
George, C. P., lieutenant, Sixteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0, 639.85
Hughes, W . .B., lieutenant-colonel, and deputy tplarterma;;ter-general..
200,281.55
Humphrey, C. F., major and quartermaster.............................
132, 818.04
Hathaway, F. H., captain and assistant quartermm;ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153, 628. 65
Hoyt, G. S., captain and assistant quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18, 534.54
Hyde, J. :M.cE., captain and assistant quartermaster....................
43,772.42
Howard, G., captain and assistant quartermaster.......................
2, 188.45
Horn, T. N., lieutenant, Second Artillery...............................
4, 253.78
Hobbs, C. W., lieutenant, Third Artillery .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
11,644.03
Hine, C. DeL.,,lieutenant, ~ixth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 762. 06
Hatch, E. E .. lieutenant, Eighteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 684. 55
Hay, W. H., lieutenant, Third Cavalry................ .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .
1, 210. 88
Hornbrook, J. J., lieutenant, Second Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 902.83
Hovey, H. vV, lieutenant, Twenty-fourth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 856.08
Hart, w.~ .. lieu0nant, l!'our~h Oaval;ry.- ... -- ............ -... ----.-...
f4, 484.11
Hancock, W. F., lieutenant, Fifth Artillery.............................
2, 430.85
Hardman, L., lieutenant, :Fourth CaYalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 36-!. 38
Rein, 0. L., lieutenant, First Cavalry...................................
338.00
Hall, C. S., lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 474. 32
Humphrey, H. D., lieutenant, Twentieth' Iniimtry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.59
Haan, W. G., lieutenant, Fifth Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 582.42
Hunter, C. H., lieutenant, First Artillory................................
1, 232. 94
Hines, J. L., lieutenant, Second Infantry................................
23.95
Haden, J. J.,lieutenant, Eighth Infantry .. .. . .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
3, 853.81
Howard, H . P ., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry ............................................... .
Ingalls, C. H., captain and assistant quartermaster......................
90,212.04
Irons, J. A .. litmtenant, Twentieth Infantry.............................
10, 127. 91
Jacobs, J. W., captain and assistant quarterma~ter.....................
186,674.23
Jones, F. B., captain and assistant quartermaster.......................
97,413.56
Jones, S. R., captain and assistant quartermaster...................... .
112, 303. 37
.T rrvey, H., lieute_naut, Engin~er Corps..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14, 149. 54
Johnson, \V. 0., lieutenant, Nmeteentb Infautry........................
4, 225.48
J obnson, }'. 0., lieutenant, Third Cavah·y...............................
2, 449.75
Jones, \V. K., lieutenant l!'ourteenth Iufantry..................... .. . . .
218.75
.Tones, E. N.,jr., lieutenant, Eighth Infantry............................
5, 007.10
Jadwin, E.,lieutenant, Engineer Corps .......................... _......
7, 483. 08
Jackson, W. P., lieutenant, Twenty-fourth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
767.86
Kirk, E . B., major and quartermaster...................................
32,371.53
Kim ball, A. S., major and quartermaster................................
97, 811. 18
K~ep~. J. F., lieu~enant., Twenty-secoml Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 074.37
Kimball, \V. A., lieutenant, Fonrteenth Infantry........................
2, 940.50
Knight, J. T .,lieutenant, '£bird Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10,807.17
Lee, J . G. C., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartcrmafltcr-general . . . . .
66,880.77
Lord, J . H., major and quartermaster . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .
146,586.17
Ladd, E ..Ji'.,lieutenant, Ninth Cavalry .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .
17,242.99
Lissak, 0. M., lieutenant, Ordnance Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 483.54
Lockett, J., li,eu~enant, Fourth CaYalrY..................................
1, 568. 6~
Lron, Le R. S., ben tenant, Second Artillery.............................
2, 650. 5::>
Llndsley, E .. lieutenant, Sixth Cavalry..................................
1, 329.02
Loveridge, E. L , lieutenant, EleYenth Infantry.........................
397.85
Liggett, H., lieutenant, Fifth Infantry..................................
150. 52
:1\foore, .T. M., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartcmutster-general.....
228, 051.95
MeG ounig!e, A. J ., !najor and q nartermaster..................... . . . . . . .
23, 82~. 41
Marshall, .J. M., maJor and quartermaster...............................
7, 393.01
McCauley, C. A . H., captain and assistant quartermaster...............
85,813.24
Miller, W. H., captain and assifltant quartermaster......................
42, 200.61
Martin, M. C., captain and assistant quartet·master................ .. . . .
92,260.30
Morgan, A. S. M., captain, Ordnance Department......................
884.09
Morrison, C. C., captain, Ordnance Department.........................
158.16
McGinness. J. R., major, Ordnance Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 346. 50
Miller, S. \V., lientenantl•'ifth Infantry................................
3,391.80
McFarland, M., lientenant, Twenty-first Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 887. 86
:Mercer, W. A .. lie~1tenant, :E ighth Infantry.............................
3,-762.31
McDonald, J . B.._hcutenant, Tenth Cavalry.............................
18,832.79
McClure,N. F., lieutenant. l!~onrth Cavalry.............................
1, 748.36
Mills, A. L., lieutenant, ]'irst. Cavalry..................................
5, 344. 98
Mason, C. W., captain, l•'ourtL Infantry................................
5, G03. 24
Mitchell, J., lien tenant, Fourteenth Infantry ...............1••••••••••••
1, G53. 89
McQuiston, C., liPnt~mant. Fourth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573. 29
Normoyle, J . E., lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry....................
3, 269.35
Ostheim, L., lieutl~nant, :-:lecorul Artillery...............................
1, i35. 80
0'13rien, J. J., captain, Fourth Infantry'................................
1,068.17
J>er7., A. J., colonel antl assistant qaurtermaster-generaL..............
38, 329.62
Pon , G. E., captain and asRistant quarterma~ter.......................
5:3,753.48
Pullman, J. \V., captaiu :md assistant quartermaster ..................
44. 839.14
Pope, J . W., captain and assistant quartermaster .......... , .......... ,
24,733,55

·1

Balances.

63.42
311.97
1, 955.67
6, 426.26
17, 521.73
7, 12:!. 38
13,519.87
9, 84fi.52
517.78
166.75
2, 495.54

5. 00
23.56
30.00

2, 011.(3

....

··~ •. 1
u1

10.24
65.31
500.10
624 ..• 2
188. OlJ
9, 076.12
42, 2lfi. 7l
3, 447.16

li2.3(1

445.67
201. 35
1, 582. 3~
135.41
11,803. OI

274. 7
28.75

42. f•9
13,740.50
128.43
6, 716.71
10, 61l7. H
1:!. 9~

190.99

91G. s~
405.43
6, 929.10
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E.-Statement showing the arnounts expended by ojfictji'S of the Qum·termaster's Deptwtment
dw·ing the fiscal year 1893, etc. -Continued.
Names of officers.

Expenditures.

Pitman, .J., captain, Ordnance Department ............................ .
Patterson, R. H., lieutenant, Fir~:~t Artillery .......................... .
Palmer, A.M., lieutenant, Twenty-fourth Infantry ................... .
Post, .J. C .. major, Engineer Corps ..................................... .
Peterson, :M:.l~ .• lieutenant, Tenth Infantry ........................... .
Peny, .A.. W., lieutenant, Ninth Cavalry ............ ·.· ... .. ........... .
Robinson, A. G., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quarterma;;ter-gencral ,
Rockwell, .A.. F., major and quartermaster ........................ . .. .
Rnl1len, G., captain and assistant quartermaster ................... . . . .
Robin8on, W. \V., captain and assi!ltant quartermaster ............. . .. .
Rexford, \V. H., major, Ordnance Department .... - .... -- .... . ......... .
Rockwell, .J., jr., captain, Ordnance Department ....................... .
Reed, H. A., lieutenant, Second Artillery ............. . . . ............. .
Roberts, H. L., lieutenant, Nineteenth Infantry ....................... .
Roach, G. H., captain, Seventeenth Infantry ........................... .
Ripley, H. L, lieutenant, 'I'hird Cavalry ............................. . . .
Rivers, T. R., lieutenant, Thinl Cavalry ............................... .
Ryan, .J.P., lieutenant, Third Cavalry .................. . .............. .
Rum boug-h. D . .J., lieutenant, Third Artillery .......................... .
Royden, H. N., lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry ...................... .
Sawtelle, C. G., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartcrmaslt' r general ..
Sculley, .J. W., major and quartermaster ................................ .
Smith, G. C., ma,ior and quarterma.'lter ................................. .
Simpson, .J., ma,ior ancl quartermaster ........................ . ........ .
Summerhayes, J. W., captain and assistant quartcrlllaster ............. .
Steyens, R R., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry .............................. .
Stone, W. P., lieutenant, Fourth Artillery .............................. .
Smith, 0. M., captain, Subsistenee Department ......................... .
Simpson, W. L., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry ............................ .
Stiles, D. F., captain, Tenth Infantry ................................... .
Scott, A. B., lieutenant, Thirteenth 'Infantry ........................... .
Stotsenburg, .J. M., lieutenant, Sixth Cavalry ......... . ................. .
~h~llenberger, .:[.H., lieutenant, Tenth Infa1~try:: ..................... .
Seybum, .J. R., heutenant, Twenty-fourth Infantry . ....... . ......... . .. .
Stottler, V. E., lieutenant, Teuth Infantry ............ . ......... . ....... .
Sargent, H. H., lieutenant, Seconu Cavalry .............. . . . ....... . .... .
Sea~·, S., ,jr., lieutenant, Twenty-first Infantry . ........ . .... .. . . . . ..... .
Shuttleworth, E . .A.., lieutenant, Eleventh Infantry ............ . . . ..... .
Steele, C. L., lieutenant, Eighteenth Infantry .......... . .. .. . . ... . ... .. .
Sydenham, A. H., lieutenant, Fifth Artillery .................... . .. . ... .
Stamper, W. Y., lieutenant, Twent_y-first Infautry ..................... .
tichwan, T., major and assistant adjutant-general. .......... . ..... ... .. .
Stevens, R. R., lieutenaut, Twenty-third Infantry ...................... .
Scboeffel, F. H., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry . . ........................... .
Tompkins, C. H., colonel and assistant quartermaster-general. ........ .
True, T. E., captain ltnd assistant quarterma:;tcr ......... . ............. .
Thompson, C. D., captain and assistant q narterma:-;ter ........... . ..... .
Turner, R. R., lieutenant, Sixth Infantry ............................... .
Thompson, .J. T., lie~ten~nt, Ordnance Department. ................... ·I
Taylor, C. W., capta,m, Nmth CaYalry .................................. .
Torrey, Z. W., lieutenant, Sixt.h Infantry ............................... .
Tillson, J. C. F., lieutenant, Fifth lnfautry ............................. .
Truitt, C. M., lieutenant, Twenty-first Infantry ........................ .
Townsley, C. P., lieutenant, Fourth Artillery .......................... .
Todd, H. D.,jr., lieutenant, Third Artillery ................... . .....•...
Varney, A. L .. major, Ordnance Department ........................... .
Weeks, G. H., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general. .. .
Williams, U. W., major ancl quartermaster .................... ; ........ .
Wheeler, D. D., captain and assistant quartermaster ................. . .
Whittemore, .J. M., colonel, Ordnance Department ..................... .
Walsh, R. D., lieutenant, Fourth Cavalry .............................. .
\Veaver. E. M., lieutenant, Second Artillery ........................... .
Wel;>ster, F. D.,lieutenant, Sixth Infantry ............................. .
Wittenmyer, E., lieutenant, Ninth Infantry ......... .................. .
Walker, E. S., lieutenant, Eighth Infantry ............................. .
Wilkins, H. E., lieutenant, Second Infantry ............................ .
·webster, E. K., lieutenant, Second Infantry ......... -.. -...... -.-- . ... ·1
\Valt7., M. F., lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry ............................ .
Williams, A., captain, Third Infantry ................................. .
Wbi1e, G. P., lieutenant, Third Cavafry ................................. I
Wood, \V. T., lieutenant).. Eighteenth Infantry .................. . ..... ..
\Vinn, .J. S., lieutenant, ::;econd Cavalry ............................... .
·wilhelm, W. H., lieutenant, Tent-h Infantry ........................... .
West, B. K., lieutenant, Sixth Cavalry ............. .. .................. .
Wallace, R. B., lieutenant, Second Cavalry ............................. .
Winn. F. L., lieutenant, First Infantry ................................ .
Waring, .J. K., captain, Second Infantry .................. . ............ .
\Vitheroll, C. T., captain, Nineteenth li!fantry ..........................
1
\Vood ward, _C. G., lieute~ant, 'J'bircl Artillery ........ -................. ·1
Young, C., lieutenant. Nmth Cavalry .................................. _

$597.56
8, 2-Hi. 53
11,437.60
296.73
1, 922.00
110.60
9, 012.10
222,429.96
165.096.35
67,095.70
2, 480.74
2, 715.39
4, 450.01
8, 751.61
12,834.41
819.30
943.09
~. 249.05
4, 791.92
70.30
789, 526. 4-3
53,752.04
204,233,62
40,045.10
32,776.28
10,859.10
7, 720.81
46,314.59
1, 445.82
103.45
11,273.72
lti, 113.46
4, 454.70
668.66
11,704.31
5, 741.00
625.05
20,263.70
377.86
2,109.16
4, 087.19
180.00
1, 088.95
1, 115.30
70,312.82
354,138.43
71,974.78
42,-913.80
4, 370.36
238.60
12,843.83
6, 953.68
6, 506.67
6, 351.69
27,570.36
344.02
324,610.40
42, 587. 30
61,540.96
136.08
4, 679.02
14,812.76
1, 825.92
2, 245.91
20,148.87
116.65
10,689.80
6, 085.34
21,474.46
1, ~06. 42
20,654.05
611.48
6, 943.30
891. 61
534.74
867.35
1, 790.06
65.20
515.12
7, 391.55

Balances.

. ....................
$98.22
.....................

61.08

. .......................

103.40
408.88
2, 223.70
3, 159.03

. .......................
. .....................

300.96
290.50
1,490. 60

...................

...............
.........................

97.35

..........................

..........................
GO, 818. tiO
7, 192.40
13,704.70
2, 029.87
5, 561.85
638.45

....................

3, 251.61

...................

....................

....................
662.30
6. 59

.........................

210.55
112.05

............... ........

386.46

......................
...........................
..........................
..........................
.........................
...........................

23,383.04
27,552.28
13,966. ti9
6, 363.63

......................

........................
4, 421.80
866.57
200.00
1, 966.74
173.38
........................
52,003.19
2, 772.78
20,675.96

........................
..........................

4, 188.75

.........................
..........................
........................
.......................

1, 189.57
239.41

...........................
.........................

.............................
...........................
58.05
........................
2, 615. 2G

..........................
............................
...........................

...................

....................

TotaL ........................................................... _,--6,-8·6-0-,-1-98-.-25-I---7-60-,-22-?•. -78
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4.
WAR DEPARTl\fENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, .D. 0., July 5,
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report of
clothing and equipage returns branch of this office for the fiscal
ended June 30, 1893.
In this branch returns of clothing and equipage are registered
examined and the necessary correspondence relative thereto is
ducted.
After the examination and correction of errors, the returns are
warded to the Second Auditor of the Treasury for settlement.
Eight clerks were employed duringpartoftbeyear, seven are now
duty.
The accompanying tabular statement shows the amount of work
during the year, viz:
Ueturns on hand June 30, 1892 ____ .. _..................................... .
Returns recei veu during fiscal year __ ........................... -.......... .
Total .. _. __ . __ ..... _......... _................................. _.... _
Returns examined during fiscal year ................ _............... _..... _
Returns onhand June 30, 1893 ............................................. .
Letters written .................................... ····-- ..................
Transfers and sales verified .............. _. __ ...... _.... _.... ____ ...... _...
Auditor's settlements registered __ ................. __ .. _... _.. __ . . . . . . . . . . . .
Replies to remarks examined...............................................

6,
31,
4,
1,

Respectfully submitted.
l\J. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quctrte,nnastm·- General, U. S. Army.
The QU.A.R'l'ERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,

5.
:WAR DEPARTMENT,
Qu.A.RTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
July 19, 1893.
SrR: I have the honor to submit the following report, pertain in
the operations of the clothing and equipage supply branch of
office, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893.
GENERAL DUTIES.
This branch of the office conducts the business pertaining to the
chase, manufacture, and issue of clothing and equipage to the
and to the militia of the States and Territories under existing laws
regulations.
Receipts and expenclitures.
The sum appropriated by Congress for the purchase and manufacture
of clothing and equipage was ....... _..... _..... _............... _. $1, 200, 000.00
There was creclited to the appropriation on account of issues to the
militia of the States and Territories, under the act of Congress
amending Section 1661 of the Revised Statut.es, the sum of ..•.•••••

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
The sum placed to the credit of the appropriation from sales to officers
and surveying expeditions authorized b,v law, collections by pay
department on account of clothing overdrawn, and purchases of
discharges hy soldiers under section 4, act of Congress approved
J nne 16, 1890, and ~her miscellaneous sources, amounted to . . . • • . . .

300

$110, 611. 63

Making a total of . . .. .. . • • • .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . 1, 525, 761. 82
The remittances to officers of the Quartermaster's Department at the
several purchasing and manufacturing depots, and to the Fort Leavenworth Military Prison and elsewhere, for the purchase, manufacture, and repair of clothing and equipage, amounted to the sum of.. 1, 301,285.23
Leaving a balance of..........................................
224,476.59
in the Treasury of the United States on the 30th ultimo, all of which, together with
future credits frorr.. collections by the pay department, as also the sum of $4,579.13,
due on account of issues to the miliJia, will be required to pay obligations under contracts enterecl into prior to the close of the last fiscal year.

The following is a detailed statement showing the remittances on
account of clothing and equipage referred to, viz:
Department of the East ............................................ .
Department of the Missouri ......................................... .
Department of Texas .............................................. ..
Department of the Platte ........................................... .
Department of Dakota ............................................ ..
Department of California .......................................... .
Department of the Columbia ....................................... .
Philadelphia, Pa., depot ........................................... .
Jeffersonville, Ind., depot ........................................ ..
St. Louis, Mo., depot ............................................... .
San Francisco, Cal., depot ......................................... .
West Point, N.Y ................................................... .
J efi'erson Barracks, Mo ............................................ ..
WiJlets Point, N.Y. H .............................................. .
Fort Leavenworth military llrison ................................ ..

$533.25
122.58
106.50
117.00
1,116.80
78.00
8.00
1,026,455.38
97,137.33
5,847.99
157,612.94
5.00
12.25
10.00
12,122.21

Total. . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 301, 285. 23

PURCHASES AND MANUFACTURES.

There were manufactured at the several general depots of the Quartennaster's Department during the fiscal year the following articles of
clothing and eq"Q.ipage from materials purchased under contract:
At Philadelphia, Pa.:
Dress coats, all ldnds ................................................ .
3,789
Overcoats, Kerseys, made and unmade ................................ .
9, 194
Blouses, made and unmade ........................................... . 41,562
Can vas fatigue coats ................................................. .
5,348
Trousers, kersey, for footmen, made anllum1w,de ...................... . 36,787
Trousers, kersey, for mounted men, nuHle an<l unmade ................. . 16,670
Can vas fatigue trou;:;crs .............................................. .
9,477
Overalls ............................................................. .
5, 122
Stable frocks ........................................................ .
1,202
Dark-blue flannel shirts .............................................. .
3,863
Drawers ............................................................. . 16,945
Tents, conical wall ................................................... .
526
Tents, hospital ....................................................... .
156
Tents, wall ...•.......................................................
551
Tents, co1nmon ....................................................... .
565
'l'ents, shelter .........••..............................................
7, 301
At Jefl'ersonville, Ind.:
Blouses, made and unmade ........................................... . 15,000
Canvas fatigue coats ................................................ ..
8,000
Canvas fatigue trousers ............................................. .. 8,000
Stable frocks ........................................................ .
560
Drawers .........................................................•••.. 26,990
Dark-blue flannel shirts ........................•.•..........•...••••••
6,00C
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At San Francisco, Cal.:
Dress coats, all kinds. ________________ . _. ____ ......................... .
Overcoats, kersey, made and unmade ................................. .
Blouses, made and unmade ..... _.... ___ .............................. .
Canvas fatigue coats ... _..... _....................................... .
Trousers, kersey, for fflotmen, made and nnm~Hle ...................... .
Trousers, kersey, for mounted men, made and nnmacle ................. .
Stable frocks ............. _. _... _____ . ___ ....... _. _... _.............. .
Dark-blue flannel shirts ... ___ ----. __________ ......................... .
Drawers. _. _. __ . _.. __ . _••• _.•... __ . _ . ___ .... ___ . _.. - ... - - ............ .

There were manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth militarypri
from materials purchased by this department, the articles of clothing
and equipage specified in the following statement, which also gives the
cost of the same in detail, viz:

I

N umber. Material.

Articles.

---------1I

Sboes, campaign, partly machinesewed bottoms ............. pairs..
Shoes, calf~;kin, sewed, ...... do.....
Cornbrooms..........................
Total.. ........................

Civilian IR
II Prison
labor.
labor.
oyalty.
~--1-

I

1

14,508! $21,!180.51 l$2,73~.3':'
13, 760 ; 20, 871. 18 jl 4, 031. 25
21,644 i 3,006.89
522.50

l·········-j

Total.

$750.06, $477.91
348. 26 I
34. 54

:··········1---------45,858~~8,7,287.12,1,098.321 512.45

Such of the scrap leather as could not be utilized at the Fort Leavenworth military prison in the manu.facture of shoes during the last :fiscal
year, has been sold after inviting proposals, and the sum of $258.32,
derived from this source. This amount has been covered into the
~rreasury and credited to "Miscellaneous receipts."
There were turned over to the Fort Leavenworth military prison during the last fiscal year the following articles of clothing, equipage,
and stores, for which this Department will not be reimbursed, being
considered as a partial offset for the labor performed by the prison for
the Quartermaster's Department:

N~-

Arliol".

ShoC~paign

...•.•..•..........•••.......................•... pairs.
Post.......................................................... do...
Boots, cavalry ..................•................................ {lo...
Corn brooms ........................................•........ ". . . . . . . .

I Pdoo.~~

I
41

681

$1.891
2.70

1 ..........

1, 188 1

• 16

$1,287.09
10.80
3.22
190.08

- - -;- - - ,1 -1,-491.19
-

Total clothing and equipage ........................•................... ·I·.........
Stores:

~ur~~:~~-~~~:

I

::::::::~:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::i

Cartlines .................................................. pairs..
Collars,ambulanceharness .......................................
Breast straps.....................................................

i

'

2

! ::::::::::I
·····--·--1
1

15

6

n~

1.00

1.451
. 54

2l.i5

Total . _••. -·--- ••••••••.••••••••••••••• ---- ... --· •••.••••••.•..... _...... ...•.•....

1, 586.11.

2

1.08
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There were also manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth military
prison during the last fiscal year, au<l furnished to the Alcatraz, Cal.,
military prison, at the expense of the appropriation for clothing and
equipage, the following articles of clothing required for issue to military
convicts, viz:
Articles.

Number. Material.

Blouses.....................................................
Trousers, })airs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shirts . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

50
320
450

$82.09
372. 57
542. 53

Labor.
$25.00
160. 00

45. 00

Total.
$107. 09
532. 51
587. 53

-::---1----1·--------

Total................................................. .........

997.19

230.00

1,227.19

1

PURCIIASES.

The following are the quantities of the principal articles of clotlting,
equipage and materials, purchased by the Quartermaster's Department,
during the last :fiscal year:
Helmets, untrimmed .• _. __ . __ ..
Helmets, cork . . • . . . • ......... .
Forage caps _................. .
Fur caps .... _................. .
]<'ur gauntlets, pairs ..•.........
Leggings, pairs ................ .
Undershirts, all kinds ......... .
Muslin shirts .................. .
'Voolen stockings, pairs ....... .
Cotton stockings, lHtirs ........ .
Berlin gloves, pairs ............ .
Leather gauntlets, pa.irs ....... .
Shoes, pairs ................... .
Arctic overshoe::;, pairs ........ .
Blankets, woolen .............. .
Mattresses .........•...........
Pillows .........•..............
Bed sheets ................... ..
Pillowcases .................. ..
Iron bedsteads with woven-wire
bottoms .••••••••••••••••••••.

11,4.64
14,860
42, 842
7, 501
12,723
18,521
37, 600
47, 037
62, 320
160,648
162, 100
6, 52.2
4.9, 827
R, 651
18, 513
1, 000
1, 000
490
24, 014
1,135

I 'Voven-wire bunk bottoms; extra

I Mosquito
bars..................
Axes .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. ..

Shovels . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . ..
Scrubbing brushes . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cloth, dark blne, all kinds, yards
Kersey, sky blue, all kinds, ~·ards
Dark-blue blouse flannel, yards.
Shirting flannel, yaTds . . . . . . . . .
Blouse-lining flannel, yards .....
Canton flannel, yards....... . . . .
Cotton duck, yards.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Duck for canvas fatjgue clothing, yarcls....................
1
1 Leather, cmmter, pounds . . • . . . .
Leather, sole, pounds . . . . . . . . . . .
Leather, welt, pounds...........
Leather, wax upper, pounds . . . •
Leather, calfskin, pounds.......

I

1, 248
4, 973
2, 600
500
15, 005
28,088
168, 110
181, 825
6, 004
125,845
35, 019
390, 285
73, 785
8, 175
66, 405
4, 595
13, 298
35,041

1

ISSUES TO THE ARMY.

The quantity of each article of clothing and equipage issued to the
Army will be ascertained from the detailed statement accompanying
this report.
ISSUES TO THE MILITIA.

The following is a detailed statement showing the value of clothing,
equipage, and regular supplies issued by the Quartermaster's Department during the last fiscal year to the several States an.d Territories
under the act of Congress amending section 1661 of the Revised Statutes, for which the respective appropriations have been reimbursed
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from the annual appropriation made by Coug-ress for that }mrvose,
viz:
Clotbh1_g

States.

anda~~~JP·
--------------------------------1I
.Alabama .......................................................... -~ $i; ~~~: ~~

Isupplies.
RegMl:tr

Total.
$~; ~~~: ~

~f.~~i:~L)}~i2YE/E· -: : / .:·.i:+_:_:·, t~!fj ,,., , i:m-~

Florida.............................................................
Idaho.............................. . ............ ................... .
Illinois .....•.......................................................
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kansas...................... .......................................

1, 948.48 . . . . . . . . . .
1, 9!8.48
1, 2!4.53~·-·······-~1,244. 53
15,61J5.8a .•....••••
15,60:1.83
5, 809. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
5, 899.13
1, 890. 90 . . . . . . . • • .
1, 890.90
3, 159. 25 . . . . . • . . ••
:l, 159.25

~~~;!~i~~K :~~ ~: ::::::: ~ ~::::::~ ::::~ ~~::~: :~::::: :::: :~:::::: ::::::: ~: i~~: ~~

······:io·l

U~~:~

Maine..............................................................

1, 889. 72 . . . . . . . . . .

1,889. 72

Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11, 8li'i. 87
3, 669. 04
1, 060. 52
2, 054. 92
1, 190.80 ..........

11, li67. 87

~~~~;~~~~~~tt·;:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~~: ~~
~I~~!fs~~a-.:: ~ ·.:: ·. ·.·. ·. -.: ·.:::: ·. ·.: ~:: ·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~~: ~~
Montana . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Hampshire...................................................
New Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NewYork ..........................................................
North Carolina.....................................................
North Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. G69. ~
1, 060.52
2, 054.92
1,190.80
62. 2-'i
43,432. 89
6, 264.61
96\l. 14

62. 25 . . . . . . . . . .

43,432.89
6, 26~. 61

969. 14

~~~~;,;i,;;~~i~·:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I li: ~g~: ~~
~~~t~ -~~r~~~~:: .- .- ~:::: :::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::: ~::::::::: :::::: :::::: g: g~~: ~5
Tennessee..........................................................
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vermont...........................................................

8, 069.49

3, 870. 25
3, G82, 98

~~~~~~1;-iri;~i~-: :: :::::::::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~~~: ~~

\\isconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'\\Tyoming ................................ ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Grand total ........... : ......................................

~:~~~:M
~: ~~t ~

3, 636. 37
3, 503.37
1

:: ::::::::lli:~~~: ~
1

·····-····
14. 50

~: ~~~: ~

8, 069. 49
3, 884.75
3,682. 98

~: m:~~

3, 636.37
3, 503.37

-21-9-,7-29-.-32-;jl63~92T2i9,s93.24

There were also issued to the commauding genera] of tlle military
of the District of Columbia, during tl1e last fiscal year, under the act
of UongreRs approved March 1, 11;8U, for which this Department will not
be reimbursed :
Clothing and equipage, to the value of. ..••..............••..........•.. $6,565. 60
Regular supplies, to the Yalue of.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 480.94
Total .............................. ·--·-- .....................•... 8,04.6.54
ISSUES TO INDIAN PRISONERS OF "\VAR.

No appropriation for clothing the Indian prisoners of war (men,
womeu, and children) confined at Mount Vernon Banacks, .Alabama,
having been made by Congress, there were issued by this Department
during the last fiscal year, from the military supplies on hand or specially purchased for that purpose, articles to the value of $4,877.27.
This exvcuse is a total loss to the appropriation for clothing and
equipage.
COLLECTIONS BY PAY DEPARTl\1ENT.

There were collected by tbe Pay Department during the last fiscal
year, and })laced to the credit of the apprO})riation for clothi11g and
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equipage, on account of clothing overdrawn by the enlisted men in
excess of their allowance, tlle sum of $74,766.25, and also the sum of
$42,379.07, on account of purchases of discharges by soldiers under
section 4, act of Congress approved June 16, 1890.
The amount paid to the enlisted men on account of clothing undrawn
was $350.061.68.
These figures again demonstrate that the allowance of clothing fixed
under existing regulations is amply sufficient.
TRANSFER OF TEN'l'S TO MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE.

By authority of the Secretary of War there were transferred on September 10, 1892, to tbe Supervising Surgeon-General of the Marine
Hospital Service, for the cholera quarantme station at Sandy Hook,
N. J., 400 tents, from those purchased for use of sufferers from the
overflow of the J\fississippi River, under special act of Congress
approved March 31, 1890.
.
Orders were also given on the 6th of June last to transfer 200 tents
to the Marine Hospital Service for the establishment of an emigrant
detention camp on :Fishermans Island. The cost of all of these tents
was $4,920.
There were also sold to the Supervising Surgeon-General of the United
States Marine Hospital Service, for quarantine purposes, 7 hospital
tents, complete, at a total cost of $273.21.
SALE OF TROUSERS '1'0 UNITED ST.A.'l'ES SOLDIERS' HOME.

There were sold during the last fiscal year, under authority of the
Secretary of War of .August 25, 1892, to the governor of the United
States Soldiers' Home, near this eity, 800 pairs of trousers, of obsolete
shade, at the prices fixed in General Orders, No. 52, .Adjutant-General's
Office, 1889, for like articles. The sum of $2,060.18 was realized from
said sale and placed to the credit of the appropriation for clothing and
equipage.
SALE OF PONCHOS '1'0 NAVY DEP ARTMEN'l'.

With the approval of the Secretary of War, and upon the application of the Paymaster-General, U.S. Navy, there were sold to the Navy
Department, during the last fiscal year, 150 rubber ponchos, at a cost
of $232.50.
SALES o:F 'l'ENTS TO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

There were sold to the director of the U.S. Geological Survey, under
section 3692 of the Revised Statutes, 1 hospital and 13 wall tents, all
~
complete, with flies, poles, and pins.
The value of these tents, amounting to $278.88, has been reimbursed
to the appropriation for clothing and equipage.
SALES OF CONDEMNED AND OBSOLETE CLOTHING AND EQUIPAGE.

There was realized during the last fiscal year, at the general depots
of the Quartermaster's Department and at the Fort Leavenworth military prison, from sales of cuttings and condemned and obsolete articles, the sum of $!1,442.47, all of which bas been covered into the Treasury of the United States~ credited to "l\fiscellaneous receipts." The
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expenses connected with said sales amounted to $ll.J.HO, which
1)aid from the appropriation for clothing and equipage.
BOOTS.

Preliminary steps have been taken to change tl1e present style ol
Army boot for the enlisted men so soon as the present stock shall have
becom~ sufficiently reduced by issues.
It is the intention to substitute a lighter and more pliable upper for
the wax upper leather heretofore used for that purpose, and at tbe Rame
time make the legs of the boots lighter, thereby reducing the weight of
the boots materially.
·
CALFSKIN SHOES.

During the last fiscal year a supply of new shoes has been procured.
and the issue of same will soon be commenced. The uppers of these
shoes are made of calfskin, weighing from 55 to 60 pounds to the dozen
skins. Another (narrower) last has been added, and the widths hereafter furnished will be four, known as A.A., A, B, and 0.
No efforts have been spared to produce a good and comfortable service shoe.
To guard against the breaking of the uppers from the soles, the shoes
now being procured have side linings of calfskin, and in addition
thereto the vamps are lined with 8-ounce canvas duck.
It is believed that these shoes will prove satisfactory, as those sent
out for trial seem to have met with favor.
LEGGINGS FOR MOUNTED TROOI:>S.

There were purchased and issued during the last fiscal year 1,9G9
pairs of canvas leggings of extra lengths for use of cavalry troops stationed in Arizona and other posts in southern latitudes. From the
favorable reports and comments of officers, it would seem that in some
parts of the country, at least, canvas leggings worn with the regulation
shoe constitute a more comfortable and satisfactory foot equipment for
service in the field than the wax upper boot now supplied, and a stock
of such leggings will hereafter be ktpt in depot for issue to the cavalry.
RUBBER CAPES.

The stock of rubber blankets and ponchos left over at the close of the
war having become exhausted, the subject of procuring another supply
of waterproof equipment has been under consideration for some time.
Samples of various kinds and qualities of articles adapted to the purpose were procured by special manufacture and their merits considered
and compared.
A careful study of the whole subject has led to the conclusion that a
rubber cape or talma will serve the purpose of both the blanket and
poncho, and afford about as much protection as a rubber coat, without
its disadvantages of weight, warmth, etc.
Steps have been taken to procure three hundred of these capes for
distribution to the Army for trial. They will be of two lengths (38 and
40 inches), will button down in front in a concealed flap, and have high
collars which, when raised, will fit closely to the neck.
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CLERICAL WORK.

The clerical work of this branch of the office is promptly disposed of
and kept up to date.
CONCLUSION.

For detailed information, showing the articles of clothing, equipage,
and materials on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's
Department on the 30th of June, 1892, the quantities purchashed, manufactured received from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred
to genera.! depots, expended, issued to the Army and the militia during
the last. fiscal year, and the quantities remaining in depots June 30,
1893, attention is invited to the statement accompanying this report.
Very respectfully,
M. I. LUDINGTON,
IJeputy Quartermaster-General, U. S. Army.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY.

A.-Siatentent showing articles of clothing and equipage and material on hand a.t the issuing depots of the Qna1·termaster's Department uTune 30, 1892, the
quantities pm·chased, mannfactuJ·ed, 1·eceived from posts and depots, taken up, sold, tJ·ansfen·ed to general depots, expended, issued to the Arnty and
the militia, and the quantities 1·emaining in depots June, 30, 1893.

Articles.

On lJand
June 30,
• 1892.

Purchased.

M:mufae·
tured.

I . I

Receiv·ed I Received
Total
from
from
Gamed. received.
general
posts.
depots.

I'

Sold.

I

Trans-to Expended I Issued I Issued
ferred
general
or
to the to the
depots. dropped. ruili~a. Arm\.

Remain-

. Total
Issue<l.

IJune
i~~nodn
30,
1893.

---,------,---'---'---'---'--'---'---'--'--'------

Helmets:
Untrimmed........................
8,495
11,464 ........
7,359
1591........
27,477
11
4,230 1.......... 1,204
6,826
Cork ...... _.......................
7, 205
14, lltiO .. .. .. ..
5, 412
230 _.......
27, 707
276
3, 705 .. .. . .....
273
5, 857
Hair plumes...........................
6, 845
2, 300 .. • .. • ..
912
35 .. • .. • ..
10, 0!)2
35
912 .. .. .. .. ..
1il3
1, 6-16
Cords and bands.......................
5, 784
2, 660 .. ......
1, 457
98 .. • .. ...
9, 93!)
3
1, 457 . . .. .... ..
121
1, 763
Top bases . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . ..
7, 140
8, 000 . .. . . . ..
6, 400
135 . .. • . • ..
21, 675
1
6, 400 . . .. . .. .. • 1, 359
5, 460
Plume sockets ....... 4....... ... . . .. • ..
5, 731
3, 000 . . ... ...
1, 500 .......... I........
10, 231 ..... .. .
1, 500 . . . . . .....
139
1, 695
Rpikes ............... ~ .................
6,678
2,500 ........
7,300
136 ........
Hi,614
1
4,800 .......... 1.333
3,897
Eagles .................................
13,894
588 ........
9,838
150 ........
24,470
28
5,400 --------·· 1,356
5,447
Scrollsandrings ............... pairs ..
18,208 ..................
3,300
56 .......
21,564
2
3,800 ..........
2-12
3,025
Side buttons .................... do . ...
1!2,929
18,000 ........
10,665
374 ........
61,968
11
11,880 .......... 2,798
9,922
Numbers .............................. 100,078
40,664 ........
4,000
1, 637 ........ , 146,379
2
4,000 .......... 4,725
6,317
Devices_........... . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .
6, 015
400 . .. . .. •
100
8:1 ........ i
6, 598
11
l OJ .. .. .. .. ..
12
1, 267
Caps:
I
Forage............................
29,917
42, 8-!2 . . .. .. ..
31,363
6-!2 . .. . . . .. 104,764
176
25, 579 .......... 10,763 · 29, 932
Fur................................
7,293
7,501 ........
7,549
90 ---·-···1
22,433
19
7,549 .................. 6,688
Canvas .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
8. 461 . . .. .. .. ..
200 . .. .. .. . ..
445 ..... _. .
fl, 106
22 . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . 2, OU
Campaign hats........................
26,507
20,311 ~- .......
17,524
:381 i
4
64, 727
64
15,148 . ... . .. . . . 2, 703 19,247
Cords and tassels......................
26, 701 .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. ..
50
410 . • .... ..
27, 161
62
50 . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 012
Devices:
I
Crosse<! cannon....................
6,139
1, 800 .. . . . .. .
900
100 .. . . .. ..
8, 939 ... ,. ...
900 .. . .... . . .
566
l, 343
Indian scouts............. .. .......
574 .......... ........
100
7 .. . .....
681 ........
100 .......... -----··
81
Crossedsabers ....................
14,ti!J1
1, 500 ........
4,500
55_ ......
20,746
2
4,500 ..........
140
5, 130
Crossed rifles_ ............ _.... _.. _ 19, 811
13, 000 . .. . .. ..
9, 000
125 _.......
41, 936
7
9, 000 ... __ ..... 7, 797
6, 365

~~:!:~~~:~~~~~~~~~:~~:~::~~~:::~ ~:!~~ ~::::::::: :::::::: :::~:::::: -------~fl:::::::: ' ~Jg~

Wreaths...........................
:Bugles.............................
Numbers ..........................
Lyres..............................
Letters ........................ _...
Overcoats:
Kersey, made .............. __ ......
Kersey, unmade .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. ..

~=;~~;:~1i~i~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

1,278
?1, 369
1il9,588
3,315
128, 056

1,210
1,100
36,000
800
30, 000

........
125
. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .
........
10, 000
........
200
_...... _
7, 000

'
12, 204 .. . • .... .. 10, 110
1, 486 . .. . ... . ..
446

!: g!f i:~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ :::~~ii:

6, 644
52

10 ........

~2~ ....... _

4,34U ........
50________
4, 15tl .. . .. .. .

1--......

30t
181 .... __ ..

i! ::::::::::1: ::::::~~: -·--·-r

~~~

2,623 ........
125 \-- -------2
32,891
7 _......... __ ........
1~8
189,934
31
10,000 .......... 8,2o7
4,365 ........ 1
200 ..........
190
169, 212
11
7, 000 1. . . . . . . . . . 12, 115

14,00:>
175
12, 626

1, l:JO
8

8,159
701

29, 262
2, 165

:: :~:::: i=,-- ----- ~~ .::: :~~~: :JU

41
36

8

~

• 5, 7-14
52

5-i

1. . . . . . . .

361
21~

1:l
186
51
797

~
1--"

O":l

12,271
10, 111
2, 726
3, 1!44
13, 220
3, 334
10,031
12,231
7,069
24,611
15,044
1, 390

15,206
17, 596
7, 366
6, 595
8, 455
6, 897
6,583
12,239
14,495
37,357
131,335
5, 208

66,450
14,256
2, 046
37, 162
1, 124

38,314
8,177
7, 060
27,565
26, 034

2, 809
181
9,772
23, 169

6,130
500
10,974
18, 767

~~~

488
351
32,293
565
31, 752
15,074
797
69
268
51
803

~::~~

2,135
32,534
157,641
3,800
137, 460

~
~
~

0

~

1-3

0

~

8·
~

tr1
UJ

t_%j'

l.l

~

t."'.1

8

>
~
~

0
"'1

~

Uniform dress coats:
Musicians', made ......•..•.•••••. ,
2,306~---·······
Musicians', unmade ................................. .
Noncommissioned staff and privates', made .................... .
9,517
Noncommissioned staff and privates', unmade
2, 724
Blouses:

~~!~a~:::::::::~~:::::::: ::::::::1

Coats:

~~!~~:~ ~~~~~-~:::::::::::::::::::

Linen collars ....................••••..
Stable frocks
Overalls:
Mounted ...... ----- .. ---- .. pairs..
Engineers'------------------do....
Summer ..................... do....
Trousers:
Summer --------------------do....
Mounted,matlH .............. do....
Mounted, unmade .......... do....
Foot,made ................. do....
Foot, unmade ............... do....
Canvas, fatigne ............. do....
I,iuen: ...................... do....
Canvas leggings---·---------- .,lo....
Suspenders---------------· ..... !!o....
Flannel shirts, D. B.:
Made ............. .
Un1uade .......................... .
Undershirts, knit ..................... .
Muslin shirts ........................ .
Drawers, Canton flannel ....... pairs ..
Stockings:
Woolen ..................... do....
Cotton ...................... do ....
Gloves, Berlin . • • • . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Mittens:
Woolen ...•...•............. pairs..
Canvas .....•................ do....
Gauntlets:
Fur ......................... do....
Leather ..................... do....
Boots:
Brass-screwed .............. do .•..
Sewed ....................•.. do .••.
Shoes:
.Brass-screwed .....•...•.... do .••.
Post ......................... do .••.
Field .•••••••••......•...••.. do .•..

64

30

288

30

18,719

2, 396

2.639

3,661

182

355

1, 6361 .•• -- - -120
2

57,754
45,806

86
90

9,437
16,115

······-..••••••
--- •• - -·--·-----

41,838
3, 765
321,130
18, 104

209
82

3,100
5, 422
313
17,175
2
593 ---------· --------------1,527 .•••••.•.. -------- •••••..... ----------•------·-

26,012
59:l
1, 527

2,139 ••••••....
58 .......... ---------- •········
20,748 ------···· 8,745
6,666
1,627
6, 345 . . .. • •• . . . 11, 587
5, 538
322
22,473 .......... 28.813
10,Hi5
877 1
2
4,637 ---------· 17,258
6,824
519
20,272 ----------~19,348
4,300
593
736---------10
142
435
20,958
18,521 -------11,512
170
47,664 -----------------6,300
40ti

2,197
37, 786
23,792
62,3:10
29,238
44,513
1, 323
51, 161
5J, 370

106

4, 989

3,468

566

29

364

544

35,243
28,793

9,437
15,210

14,561
24,643
85
3, 272
192, 479 I 65, 010
12, 580 -- -- -- -- -- 2, 229

62,400
3, 200

f; ~~~

1

1

2 ·-·········•·····-···-·--······

2, 000

634
408
1, 235
95

179

67,1981
156,522
322, 644
11,513
9, 215

2, 220
10,328

75, 500
127,000
246, OO(l

62,320
160,648
324, 200
3,001

100 ,_ ········12,723
6, 5:!2 •.••.•. ·-

15, 88·i
3, 269

148

206
2

689
2

1, 452

4,518

11, 005

7, 714

300

1, 000

2,661

18,327
22,5,14

37,248
39,038

20.506
6, 768

~~ -1----51,~: 600
~~~ -1:::::::::
:1··-- :~~-1
i: ~~~
---------24 74, 633

25,141
2.489
194,664
8,574

~: ~~~

!:::::::::: :::::::: .. ---- 54i .,

13, 0531. - - - ------ - -.--- -- - - ... -----

1631. - ---.- .
2
1

9, 396
288

1

50

----s:r

1,818

3, 950 -------- - - --- •• - --

5, 498

16,697
1, 276
126,466
9, 530

3, 550

6, 385

9, 985

16,027
593
1, 527

1:)

208
. 15,607 I
17, 2:J2 I
39,963
24,309
24,755
943
34.208
17,327

1, 989
22,179
6,560
22,367
4, 929
19,758
380
16,953
37,043

1-:3

1- . -- ~j~r

208
7,500
9,838
···-·-·--- 7,257 24,417
• -- - • - - - - 340 19,012
---- . - -- -485 19,946
799
---------- ------------- - - -- 12, 667 11.213
10,671

---.----~ ----- ~~~

8,215
4, 824
4, 300
142
10,
300
6, 6oo

85,283
363
154,722
50,889
137,412

30
21
50
139
110

11,550

25,739
10
56.383
46.017
66.404

37,344
89
76,400
46.791
100,514

47,939
274
78.322
4;098
36,898

464
320
578 ----- ---

205.482
444,490
893,422

631 44, 500
I--- -- - .. ,83. 840
156, 351
286
101, 244 -------398
172, 320 .••• --.--- 14, 300 336. 082

128,403
257,881
523,100

77,079
186,609
370.322

1, 109 1-- - ..•. 573 --.--.--

15,623
9,888

433

4,006
2, 740

4. 439
2, 740

~m
~m

....... .

30, 827
20,805

30
71

2,11, 778
9, 360
105

24,910
12,783

~~

~~~ ::::::::

9, 323
18,576

6
66

769
89
622
191
596

1

686

1. 2971

96

!: ~~t :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :~:::::::::: .... -~~-

14,446
1, 907
4, 705

19, 967
6:!5
34,000

I. ____ .____ .. _____ _
58'-----~~-

I' ------...--1-------.

1

1

17

2

74
133
241
2
28
56

I

60, 101 _. ___ . ___ . 12, 862
11. 551
257 ---- -- - - - .
16 - --- --- - 94, 701
37, 600 ------ -21, 799
3, 196
47, 037 -------465
47,720 1
1, 613 1 53,483 1 34,000

2,507

13,100
3,247 ·------··--

152
3,876

160
4,486

~m
~~

.. -...... ,... --.--- .. -... --

234
69
510

254
1,466
2,886

~m

20
1,397 2, 343 .••..•••••

I•••••••• ~.1- .....

.,

33 ·--···-·

~

t;rj
~

~

>

r:tJ

1-:3
t;rj

~
I

Q
t;rj

zt;rj

~

~M7

a·

541

~

441
~m

~
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A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and material on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Depm·trnent, etc.-Continued.
On hand

Articles.

I June 30,
1892.

Purfacfrm~ dl
I chased.\
tured.l Raene[al_
epots.

Manu-

eceive

I I I I I

Received
from
Gained. To~a1
posts.
received.

Sold.

~
~

00

I I I

r~ns- Expended Issuecl Issued
ferted
to
or
to the to the
T
aeneral
dropped. militia. Army.
epots.

T al
. ot
Issued.

I

ing on
band
RomWnJune30,
1893.

r-----r----r - - - - r - - - - r - - - • - - - - • - - - • - - - - • - - - - • - - - • - - - • - - - - • - - - Shoes-Con tin ned.
11,339
Sewed, campaign ..•••••..... do ... -~ 46,067
7114,508
1, 646 . - - .. - - -13,211
Sewed, calf-skin ............. do ............ .
24, 666 13, 760
6, 450
Arctic ...................... do. . . .
6, 973
8, 651
76
26,997
Barrack .................... do....
10,374
25,154
60
:Blankets:
17, 898
6, 887
145
18,513
'Vool ..... .
Rubber ........... .
173
19
44
701
6
Ponchos, rubber
4, 597
2
Chevrons,
Gold lace ................... pairs ..
6,966~--·--·····j 1,193 .......... ,
!)44
Cloth ........................ do .•..
12,B51 .......... 8,299
6,363
339
89
:Brassards.............................
298 .......... 1 1,384 ..........
47 ...... ..
Aiquilettes and. shoulder knots........
357 1
1, 000 , _......
30 ...........••.....
'Tronser stripes:
1
Non commissioned staff..... pairs .. 1
226 . . . . . . .. ..
699
200
15 ...... ..
Sergeantf!' ................... do ....
3,114 ......... 5,7:36
1,400
264 1
41
Corporals' ................... do....
3,971 .......... 10,744
2,600
528
62
1
Hospital corps .............. do .... J
31 ..........
1 ........................... .
Facings for dress coats................
7,311 ..........
395
4
1,468 ....... .

l
l

~~~~~~:~~!:~!~~;::::::::::::~::::: ::1:::::::::: ~::::::::: ~: ~~~ 1::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::
Ba:crack bags..........................

1,523 ..........

iJ~~kb~~~~=

t~~

1,
3, 691
915
2,976

:::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :::
Woven-wire bunk bottoms . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iron betlsteads with bunk bottoms . • . .
Mattresses.............................

~~~.~:~-~~~~~~::: ::: ~ ~::::::::::: :::::

Pillow cases . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
0

~~J s':ck~c-~~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

:Becl sheets ........................•... ·J

~~~~~~~~~no~~~~ ~

jj jj j\\ :j ji j\iiil

1

~: ~~~

11, 227

3,583

2,800

i

282 ...... ..

::: ::::
:: :::::: :::I:::::::726:::1.. -- ~·-~::.
I ..... -~.
1, 248 . . . . . . . .
252

...... ..

1, 135 . . . . . • . .
1,000 ........

·- ..

i; ooo· ::::::::

24, 014

2, 788

4.65
1.900

~: ~g~

20, 003

i: ~~~ ::::::::::
1Jgg ...... 3oo ·1
53, 111
490 . . . . . . . .
9, 500

.
1

15 ....... .
27 1 ...... ..

~~ 1::::::::

235 ....••..

~~~

::::::::
1

255 ....... .

•i ~~ :.::~i~:: ~: : : : : : ;~:;•: : : :;1:'. ~.: •. :.

73,567
51,637
22,150
62,586

43,443
236
5,306
9,104
27,941
1, 729
1, 387
1,140
10,555
17,905
32
9,178
2,107
2, 942
8,188
3, 013
560
5, 917
2, 530
5, 903
18,484
9, 606
58,267
3, 234
2, 986
63,356
10, 036
336
934
4, 048
48,705
7, 704

20,301
1, 019

1,103
3
162
13
10

11,079
1391 ..... - .. ! 39, 137
11,845
1 ........
30
6, 050 .................. 6,747
23,071 -········· ........ 24,267

51,458
ll, 879
12,959
47,351

22,109
39.758
9,191
15,235

50
210

15, 700
106
3, 568

31,775
171
5, 086

11,668
65

720
2, 275
50
100

2, 233
10, 736
1, 567
235

3,042
19,527
1, 617
366

~~
~ill

..........
11
600
······-··· 1 1,359
6,047
. -- . -- .. -. 2, 309 10, ti60
.......... ........
1
4 ..........
50
671
- . - .. -.- ..... - ... -.. 2, 101
3
.......... .......... 2,901
9
3, 130 . -.-- ... - .... --... 2, 311
... - . - ..... - ..... - ..
6
862
..........
50 .............. .
836 .. - ...... 6
4, 134
101)
14
50
1, 105
1, 600 ..... -.--150
1, 653
5, 350 . - -.--.--- .. .. .. .. 4, 969
2, 700 ..........
150
2, 9:W
20, 003 . - ... ----162 24, 638
.......... .......... ........
514
300 ..........
100
888
9,500 ..........
162 12,807
1, 800 . -- ... -. - .. - .... -. 4, 341

908
9,159
15,819

6, 5oo

5~~ ......
86

155

1 I
7
63
239
21
477
3
32
43
86
.....
253
24
23
13
24
28
41
10
46
214

7oo.

I· __ ..... _.
.......

9, 565

ao·

3 . ••·•••··

6, 360

1

1

30

I

200
1,690
2, 611
..........

...••. -----· . - ····-- .. . . . .. ••.
1 ···------- .......... ..... ...
3 ....................
25
25
1, 270 . - .... --- .. -- .. - ... 2
1, !l50 . - - ... -- . 36
6
4, 200
13
~~
1

198

24
601
270
2, 188
6, 13~

22

1, 202
2,107
2, 942
5,484
954
50
5, 229
1, 293
3,426
10,322

5, 788
44,831
555
1,298

22,515

220

112

Lm
~2
L~

~~

ro

~m

2, 704
2,159
510
688
1, 237
~.477

8,152
3, 818
13.436
2, 679
], 688
40, 84J
3, 631
138

6, 355
198
25
629
1, 565
3.476
10,387

10,004

16

1,003

909
3,419
47,140
4, 228

~
t_%j

'"0

0

~

t-:3

0

~

t-:3

P:1
t_%j

00
t_%j

a

t:d

trj

~

~
~

0

~

:a
~

1

~: ~~~
!J50

, ••• "i,"

000.

I . ••••···••

: : :::r. .

·;oo·

.............................

. • •.. . . .
100
11' 9~~ 1-..... ~~~. ................................
197 .......... .............................
...............
1,100
4, 8~~ ,_-.- -- ~~~.
4, 901 .•• --.-. -- ............. ....................
1,200 ................. ....................
3, 697
182 .. - -- -.. -- ............... .................
6•J
45
150 ..............
::!
1 ........
579
53
..............
1, 763 . --------·
426
364 ..............
93
:.!89 . ······•··
3, 50! . ---- . ---:!. 435 , .......... ............... ..................

:::::::\:::::::::

2, '~;

1:::::::::: .

55

10 •••·······
14
11
210
1, 000
59 . - ........

3~~

1.
1

'"I

' ~~g

1. . . . . .

35
461

:~~- ------·-

361
504
311
37

····--1. ,,,
24o ·

22
11
8
429

..........

8
34

.............

325
61

.............

14

..

.............

...............

29 . .............
108 ............
97
37
21 .. ............
93 ...............
50 ................
30 ... ...........
54
15
6
1
584
108
510 .............
12 ...............
4 ........
3B ..............
16 .............

.............. ................ ................ -·-·---...............
95
1 ........
..............
70
2 ........
70
................... ...............
3 ........
65
1 ........
................... ..............
220
200 ................
4 .•.••••.
45
3 ........
50 ..............
61
100 ................
3 ........
100
50 .. .........
3 --- •••••
4, 500

1!5
U7
272
305
369
167
121
128
137
269
145
78
67
79
00
76

200
200

50
100
100

101

2 ........
3 ........
1 ......••

22
10
23

................... .............
................ .............
.................

8
4
54

14 ..........
3 ........
3
14

..............
35
..............
10
............... ............ ..............
10
-------··· ..............
--- •••••• -

...........

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~:¥ :::::~::::! ....·~·-

..................

190 ,_.........

156

................ . ..........
1 ........

...... w •••

12.208

10,~~~

12 ........

~

--r· ..... _.

~~~- .••••••::.

.•••.. ..•••.•
58
106
••••·••• ••••••...•
••••• -• - . - • -- •.. -40
1,112

.•••••••••
12, 564
41
··•••••••·
-- - • -- .. -205
6, 522
. .................
77 ...............
5, 226 . ........
6 ••••••.• -4, 958
2 ..............
6
196 .......... .. . ................ ..................
10
286
4::i ..........
53 ......................................
691
65
1, 950
50 ......••••
906
34
40 - ·•··•····
382 .............. ................. ...................
7
3, 552
2, 465
12 ...............................
2, 757
14
193
35 ········••
10 ........... ............... ...................
11 ................... .................
26
6
2, 255
165 ................
10 .............. ..................
167
4
65 .................
2, 016
2
79
2 ..........

::::::::::1::::::::::

2, 915
2, ~94
559
4, 500

504 .................
311
8
2 ..........
1 .•••••••••
5

23
5

.............

441 .. ............
399 ...............
345 ................
371 .............
793 . ...........
265 ..............
285 .............
28L ..........
290 .............
407
2
256 ...........
78 ........
78 .. ..........
101 . ...........
79 ..........
99 ............

.

1, 054
204
417

10
2

12

34
14
8
8
56

...............
56
5t'i
.. ..............
39
14
21
27
................
43
19
.............
26

...............
143

...................
130
227

uo

146
133
93
24
72
89

11,304
8,820
944
12,078
29
204
3,393
53
4, 582
3, 947
196
156
464
1, 710
760
249
3,459
2, 441
2, 685
104
10
5
1,173
157
1, 502
43

78
6

367
26

21
1,0!12
10
514
36

146
24
47
50

576
53
294
2, 627

1, 249
401
343
2, 683

1, 666

8
7
5
5
10

150
130
94
90
249
75
68
94
82
43
29
8
12
17
19
25

253
207
149
160
479
120
129
194
183
80
39
8
23
40
30
49

188
192
196
211
314
145
156
87
107
327
217
70
55
61
49
50

152
1
42

569
10
140

,85
194.
277

23

. .............

1

8 ..........
4 .••••••••.
54 •••·••••••

399

. .............. ..............
.. ............... ................
. ................ ...............
.. ..............

10
768

............ --------

. .............

.. ...............
.. ..................
.. ...............

14

!J04
1,735
14
486
12
1
3,129
24
644
1, 011

.............. .. ............ ..................

95
70
50
65
220
45
61
100
101
35
10

. ..............

858
1, 1!J8
6
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~ Corn brooms ..........................
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6.
Qu.A.R1'ERMASTER-G-ENER.A.L's OFFICE!
Washington, D. 0., July 19, 1893.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report, pertaining to the national military cemeteries, for the :fiscal year ending June
30,1893:
At the commencement of the year there were eighty-two national
cemeteries. On September 10, 1892, the military cemetery at Santa Fe,
N. 1\Iex., embracing the site of the present post cemetery at Fort Marcy,
N. Mex., was declared by the Secretary of War a national cemetery,
of the fourth class, under the act of February 22, 1867, and designated
as the Santa Fe, N. 1\lex., National Cemetery, making the number at
the close of the year eighty-three.
Interments to June 30, 1893:
l{nown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . 181, 842
Unknown ....•..............................................••....•.. 149,913
Total.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331, 755

At the commencement of the year there were seventy-three superintendents in service. During the year, four others have been
appointed, two have been discharged, and two died, leaving seventythree in service at the close of the year.
Hemovals of remains of officers and enlisted men have been m~.<le
from abandoned posts to other posts or national cemeteries, as follows,
viz: Prom l!..,ort Klamath, Oregon., Fort Colville, "'\Vash.~ Lava Be<ls,
Cal., 'rubac and Old Camp Grant, Ariz., to the San Francisco (Cal.)
National Cemetery. From Fort Downer, Kans., and l!..,ort Randall, S.
Dak., to the Fort Leavenworth (Kans.) National Cemetery. From the
Chicl\amauga and Chattanooga National Park to the Chattanooga,
(Tenn.) National Cemetery. From the Columbia Arsenal, 'l'enn., to
the Nashville (Tenn.) National Cemetery. From Kenesaw l\fountain,
Georgia, to the Marietta (Ga.) National Cemetery. From Morris Island,
South Carolina, to the Beaufort (S.C.) National Cemetery. From the
Cheyenne depot, Wyoming, to the post cemetery at Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.; and from the military reservation at Fort Thomas, Ky., to
the Soldiers' Lot, in the Evergreen Cemetery, Newport, Ky. Remains
of other United States soldiers discovered from time to time in out ot
the way places, have also been removed to the nearest national cemetery.
Headstones.-During the year 9,168 white marble headstones to mark
the graves of Union soldiers, sailors, and marines buried in national,
post, city, and village cemeteries were provided from the appropriations
for that. purpose. This completed the contract for 15,000 headstones
made September 5, 1891, with l\Iessrs. Gross Bros., Lee, Mass., and on
June 27, 1893, another contract for 10,000 headstones was awarded to
the same persons.
Outbuildings.-During the latter part of the year contracts were made
for the erection of new brick outbuildings to be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications prepared in this office, to replace the
old wooden structures in the national cemeteries at Fort Leavenworth
(Kans.) Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia and Culpeper, and Yorktown, Va., and for a stone outbuilding of similar design in the Grafton
(W.Va.) National Cemetery.
A contract was also made for the construction of a receiving vault in
the Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery.
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Rostn.a ns.-A contract was made tor supplymg the iron work required
for t.h e superstructure::; of permanent rostrums to be erected in the
Annapolis (Md.), Yorktown (Va.), Fort Donelson (Tenn.), and Fayetteville (Ark.) national cemeteries. The work of co11structing the foundations for and erecting the superstructures to be commenced at an eatly
date after the close of the fiscal year.
Fla.g stajfs.-During the year iron flagstaffs (Nelson patent), 75 fr.et
in length, have been erected in the Alexandria, Culpeper, and Danville
(Va.), and Grafton CVV. Va.) national cemeteries, and one 100 feet in
length in the Natchez (l\Iiss.) National Cemetery.
vVooden flagstaffs have been erected in the Fort Scott (Kans.),
Lebanon (Ky.), Little Rock (Ark.), and New Albany (Ind.) national
cemeteries and in the soldiers' lot in the city cemetery at Baxter Springs,
Kans., and a contract made for the erection of one in the Danville
(Ky.) National Cemetery at an early date.
Jllemorial day, 11-Iay 30.-Appropriate services were held in nearly
all the national cemeteries and the graves decorated as usual.
At the Alexandria (Va.) National Cemetery necessary repairs have
been made to the lodge, outbuildings, water supply and drainage; a
part of the inclosing wall at the entrance of the cemetery reconstructed
and provided with a pair of ornamental wrought-iron drive and walk
gates, and the approach to the cemetery put in good condition.
At the Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery repairs have been made
to the mansion and outbuildings, and the grounds, <lrives, drainage,
and water supply kept in good order. Additional drainage and catch
basins have been provided for the roadway in the new addition, and a
granolitbie foot walk laid from the western entrance, to connect with
the pavement heretofore constructed around the mansion.
At the Brownsville (Tex.) National Cemetery necessary repairs have
been made to the lodge, and the posts of the fence inclosing the cemetery renewed.
At the Cave Hill (Ky.) National Cemetery the outbuilding has been
repaired. Arrangements have been made with the Cave Hill Cemetery Company, of Louisville, Ky., for the transfer to the United States
of a piece of lanrl containing 15,934 square feet, more or less, situated
between sections Band 0 of the national cemetery grounds, and in which
upwards of 200 bodies of Union soldiers were buried iu 18G8, when
removed from the battlefields in the vicinity.
At the Chalmette (La.) National Cemetery the necessary repairs
have been made to the lodge, outbuildings, etc.
The approach to the cemetery has been practically demolished for
the distance of 1,875 feet to make room for a new levee which was
constructed during the past winter by the Engineer Department, U. S.
Army. It is understood that the work is to be continued next season.
At the City Point (Va.) National Cemetery the lodge has been
thoroughly repaired, and the grounds, water supply, aud drainage put
in order.
At the Custer Battlefield (Montana) National Cemetery the post and
wire fence inclosing the cemetery reservation bas been put in thorough
repair, and one large gate with arch and one small one (turnstile) constructed.
•
Four hundred and seventy-five headstones have been reset in brick
and cement, and the monument erected in memory of Gen. Ouster and
the officers and men who fell with him June 25, 1876, lias been
repaired.
In consequence of the unprotected condition of the cemetery visitors
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and relic hunters lmve almost entirely destroyed the marble headstone
markipg the place where Gen. Ouster fell.
It is contemplated to permanently inclose with a brick or stone wall
and improve a part of the reservation for cemeterial purposes, and to
erect a superintendeut's lodge, the plans and specifications for which
have been prepared and the necessary appropriation requested.
Since the close of the fiscal year a superintendent has been placed in
charge of this cemetery.
At the Danville (Va.) National Cemetery about 50 feet of the inclosing wall has been taken down and rebuilt.
By direction of the Secretary of War, and in compliance with the
request of the authorities of that city, a strip of land 36 feet wide,
belonging to the United States,. outside the inclosing wall on the east
side of the national cemetery, was left open as an entrance to the colored
cemetery adjoining the national cemetery on the south side, said authorities having agreed to grade the ground as a street and keep the same in
good condition.
At the Fayetteville (Ark.) National Cemetery necessary repairs
were m~de to the lodge, outln~ilding·s, and water supply, and a part of
the inclosing wall reJ)Ointed. The approach to the cemetery has been
repaired, the ditches cleaned out, and 17 linear yards of new stone culvert constructed.
At the Gettysburg (Pa.) National Cemetery the monument erected
by the State of New York in memory of the dead of that State who
fell in the battle of Gettysburg, July, 1863, has been completed. The
monument was dedicated with appropriate ceremonies on July 2, 1893,
the thirtieth anniYersary of tile battle. Fully 10,000 persons were
present. Appropriate addresses were made by the governors of the
States of New York and Pennsylvania, and by other distinguished
persons.
At the Hampton (Va.) National Cemetery the erection of the inclosing wall of the addition to the cemetery, commenced during the last
fiscal year, has been completed.
At the Keokuk (Iowa) National Cemetery necessary repairs were
made to the lodge, outbuildh1gs, etc., and the wrought-iron picket fence
(about 1,500 feet) repainted.
At the :Memphis ('fenn.) National Cemetery the lodge Las been thoroughly repaired and painted, all obstructiom~ removed from the drainpipes, and the piprs relaid in cement; 5 silt basins were entirely rebuilt
and the remainder repaired.
At the Mexico City National Cemetery the lodge and inclosing wall
have been repaired. In consequence of the limited space remaining
for interments in that cemetery it has been deemed advisable to restrict
the interments to those positively known to be American citizens.
At the Mill Springs (Ky.) National Cemetery repairs were made to
the lodge, a new picket fence erected, and the water supply improved
by sinking a well.
At the Philadelphia (Pa.) National Cemetery the lodge and outbuilding were repaired, the inclosing wall repointed where necessary,
and the windmill connected with the water supply repaired.
At the Richmond (Va.) National Cemetery a new brick outbuilding
has been erected, and the necessary repairs made to the lodge, inclosing wall, and drainage.
At the Rock Island (Ill.) National Cemetery the inclosing fence
(iron) and the speaker's stand have been thoroughly repaired and
painted, and the grounds cleaned up and put in good order.
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At the San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemetery the grounds and walks
have been properly cared for and are in good condition. 'l'he water
supply is sufficient for present needs.
A granite monument, surmounted by a statue representing a soldier
at "parade rest," erected in the cemetery by George H. 'l'homas Post
No. 2, G. A. R., was dedicated with appropriate ceremonies on Memorial day, 1\fay 30.
At the Stone l{,iver (Tenn.) National Cemetery the lodge, outbuildings, inclosing wall, drainage, and grounds have been put in good
order. The Hazen Brigade lot has been cleaned up and the gras~
neatly cut on the graves.
At the Woodlawn (N.Y.) National Cemetery 241linear feet of stone
flagging, 5 feet wide, was laid on the Davis street front, and the drainage improved by removing stones from the bed of the creek which
forms the southern boundary of the cemetery.
At other national cemeteries repairs have been made to the lodges.
outbuildings, and the grounds properly cared for.
Boldie'i·s' lots.-The inclosing feuce of the soldiers' lot in the Baxter
Springs (KansaR) city cemetery has been repainted and a new wooden
flagstaff erected.
Indigent soldiers.-Under the acts of Congress-deficiency, approvecl
July 28, 1892, and sundry civil, approved August 5, 1892-makiug
appropriations "for expenses of burying in Arlington National Cemetery, or in the cemeteries of the District of Columbia, indigent ex-Union
soldiers, sailors, and marines of the late civil war who die in the District of Columbia," accounts have been paid during the fiscal year for
the burial of 43 such persons at a total cost of $1,872.50.
Roadways.-The roadway from the 1\found City National Cemetery to
l\Iounds Junction on the Illinois Central Railroad, in Pulaski County,
Ill., a distance of 14,469-feet, for the construction of which an appropriation of $10,000 was made by act (sundry civil) approved March 3,
1891, is not yet completed. The work bas been delayed by floods and
lligh water, but is now nearly finished.
Amount expended to June 30, 1893, $4,139.92.
The work of draining and rPpairiug the road to the Hampton (Va.)
National Cemetery, under act (sundry civil) approved March 2, 1889,
and August 30, 1890, is still awaiting the action of the legislature of
Virginia relative to grant of right of way.
Under the act (sundry civil) approved August 5, 1892, making an
appropriation for repairs to roadways to national cemeteries which
have been constructed by special authority of Congress, necessary
repairs have been made to the road ways leading to the Alexandria, Va.;
Antietam, Md.; Uorinth, Miss.; Culpeper, Va.; Fayetteville, Ark.;
Florence, S. C.; Fredericksburg, Va.; Marietta, Ga.; Mound City, Ill.;
Newbern, N.C.; Port Hudson, La.; Richmond,Va.; Springfield, 1\lo.;
Staunton. Va., and Vicksburg, Miss., national cemeteries.
Amount expended during the year, $5,030.45.
JJ1onuments or tablets at Gettysbu1·g.-Under the acts of March 31
1887, October 2, 1888, and March 2, 1889, authorizing and directing the
acquirement of lands for sites for monuments or tablets to mark the
positions occupied by or-ganizations of the regular Army on the Gettysburg battle field, a survey of the field has been made, the positions
of the various commands designated on t.he ground, and the title
papers for the purchase of the sites are now nearly perfected. These
sites. are generally about 25 feet square with an approach thereto from
the nearest public highway.
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Under date of April 17, 1893, a contract was maue for fnrnishii1g·
and putting in place 40 ca~t-iron tablets, with suitable imwriptions, and
25 iron gun carriages to mark these positions. This work is now in
progress.
Antietam Board.-Tlle agents appointed by the Secrc:tary of War,
to carry out the provisions of the acts of Congress (sundry civil)
approved August 30, 1890, and Aug·ust 5, 1892, and 1\'Iarch 3, 1893,
making appropriations "for the purposes of surveying, locating, an<l
preserving the lines of battle of the Army of the Potomac and of the
Army of Northern Virginia at Antietam, etc.," have reported. to this
office that the work of locating the lines of battle of the Army of the
Potomac and of the Army of Northern Virginia at Antietam has progressed favorably. The Jines of battle of both armies have been
marked on first map, and a second map of a series of three maps is
under way.
The positions of the batteries of both armies have been generally
determined upon, and a map of the same is 11ow being made.
The agents further report that they have interviewed a number of the
farmers owning land upon which such tablets are to be placed, and
found that the parties are unwilling to sell directly, preferring that
their land be condemned and appraised by a comniission appointed by
a United States court.
The agents invite attention to the fact that thousands of persons visit
the Antietam battle field annually. They Rtate that on some of these
fieldR, notably those in the vieinity of the Dunkanl Church, East
Woods, and the Bloody Lane, a Jarge number of tablets will be located,
and they think in justice to the farmers owning these fields roadways
should be constructed to enable visitors to inspect these tablets without trespassing upon and injuring growing crops, etc.
A statement showing the expenditures on account of the national
cemeteries during the year is submitted herewith.
Very respectfully,
M. I. LUDINGTON,
IJep~tty Quartermaster-Genet·al, U.S. Army.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Wash-ington, IJ. G.

A.-Statement of disbu1·sements of approp1·iation for national cemeteries dzwing the fiscal yea1· ending June 80, 1893.
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Name of cemetery.

I

Tools,
stores, and ImproveEI.J1ployes. , ruiscellane· ment of
ons exgrounds.
penditures.

Inclosures.

I

Coll:struc-1
twn.

Alexandria, La...... . .. • . . . .. . . . .. • . . .
$203. 00
$11. 50
Alexandria, Va......... .. .. . . . . . . .. • . .
il80. 00
12.14
Andersonville, Ga.....................
654.08
51. 50
Annapolis, Md . . . . .. ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . ..
75.50
22.50
Antietam, Md ..... : . . •. . .•. . . . . . • .. . • .
425.00
6.16
Arling_ton, V:t.........................
7, 996. 00
307.42
Balls tiluff, Va . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . ..
25. 00 ........... .
BalTancas, Fla .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
316. 00
58. 14
Baton Rouge, La .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
390. 00
15. 70
Battle Ground, D. C .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ..
8. 50
Beaufort, S. C .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . ..
648. 50
12. 80
Bevetly, N. J".......................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 92
BrownsYille, Tex ...................... j
455. 00
2-1. 50

Repair.

I

Gates.

Barrack
and office
Outhouses
Trees,
Drainage. furniture
Repair
sta-l plants, etc.
and stoYes.
lodges.of I (sheds,
bles, etc.)·
1

I

!

~
t:;j

"tt
0
~

~

0

~
~

1

~~;:;~~~~~LLHH~:~:. -T;,:f:- '~:II ::::dD·~~EHI
:::/n:~I H::~::/·:::)·;: ;::::~;-:::IHE::/::-·:;-;;:, ::::::::::::
1·........... ...... .... .. .... .. .... ..
City Point, Va.... ...... .... .. .. . .. . ..

269. 12

67.47

75.00

487.00

24.20

22.00
2 00

!!l~l~i~;~~;ront;:~ i;:;;::;!i1·:-il~ii: ~; :; ;;::!! : : : ~1;i :;:~: :~;: : i :,i!::;;~:::;;:r::::::: ~11t::::!1!~: ;:>
: .1, : -::::::

Fa:yettcYille, Ark .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..

200. 00

91. 48

79. 15 .. .. . . .. .. ..

10. 00

:

1. 50

11. 25

4. 80

; ::::

49.25

20.75

=
t:;j

rn
t".1.
a
!::0
~
~

~
~

)l<i·'I::-·;;;,:.,

12. 32 .. .. .. . .. . ..
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~

0

~

~
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Fort Smith, Ark .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Fredericksburg,Va ...................

l

270. 00
574,00

gf~I-~~:~~J.~::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ----- ~:~: ~~-~

Uarupton, Ya..........................

520.40

77. 00
17.05

i!: ~18.G8

3

51. 00 .. .. .. .. .. ..
35.00 ............

15. 00 .. .. .. .. .. ..
3.00 ............

~~: ~g !: :::::::::::::::: :~~~: ~~~ ::::::::::::1

53:.!.00 t

1

$l:l.3G7.89

45. 95
35.00

~~: gg

11.75
12.76
2f>.OO ............ 1.

ss

Jefferson Barracks, Mo................
J efl'erson City, Mo.....................
Keokuk, Iowa.........................
KnoxYille. Tenn.......................

t:~~~~~~!fc;;::~::::::: :::::::: :::~:~

Little Rock, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
London Park, Md.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Marietta, Ga........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Memphis, Tenn........................
Mexico City, Mex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mill Springs, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Mobile. Ala...........................
Mound City, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nashville, Tenn.......................
Natchez, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New Albany. Ind.....................
NewBerne,N.C ......................
Philadelphia, Pa ..................... -I
Poplar Gron~, Va .................... ·j
Port Hudson, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 157.91
86. 37
72. 00
193. 00

~~: gg

]41 ............
,............ ·1············1············
...... ...... . .• .. .. .. . ..
4. 50 .....••..••.

78.
5. 85
23.65
74.33
4. 12

. .. ••. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
]35. 00 ........... .
............................................... .
•
. 37. 50 ...... ~ .... .

392. 50
210.00
1, 044. 38
1, 247. 00
332. 00
90. 00
70.50
413. 75
1, 977.90
598.50
247.50
160.00
982. 00
303. 50
328. 50
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q

>
~

~~t~~!.f.~;::~::~·.:•::~:::~·.
· .: •:\ . . .:i~:~.......'' 68.· .....;;;• "··
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Salisbnry,N.C
229.31
101.89\
Jll. 75
7. 50
onio, Tex......................
nciseo, Cal.....................
515. 38
6. 75
'ines, Va....................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
0. 45
L'enu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
559. 08
28. HO
' Home, D. C ................. -~
908. 20
28. 74
elrl, Mo........................
220.40
42.50
1stine, Fla...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81. 25 ..•.........
11, Va... .. . ... . . . .... .. . . . .. . ..
6G. 00
11.70
tiver, Tenn....................
638. 45
26, 75
3
'
~ter, Va....... .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
225.00
13.65
1vn,N.Y ......................
100.00 ..••........

~~·n~~~c· :::::::::::::::::::::
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5.75 1............ 1
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7.50 .' ........... ,........... .
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8, 475. 39 j

1, 543. 55
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2, 654. 14
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2, 130. 791

1, 556. 49

1

1, 739. 11
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j

179. 62
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A.-Statentent of disbtwsements of approp1·iation fm· national cemeteries dul'ing the fiscal yea1· ending Jttne 30, 1893-Continued.
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Name of cemetery.

Flagstaffs
and monuments.

Water
supply.

Interments.

Fuel.
$31. 50
72.19

I ]'orage.

I

$92. 25

Shoeing
animals.

Transportntion,
tolls, etc.

Repairs to
harness.

I Flags
and
halyard10.

--

I

Lawn
mowers.

I

::::::::::::c::::::::::
----·-------~-------·····

............ !........... .

············I············

Total.

,_ _ $455.35
1, 724.36
1, 050.05
232.95
556.16
25,277.84
25.00
440.74
551. 08
157.49
1, 076.03
156.72
9.)6. 90
:131.52
:114.0-1
152.65
1, 334.51
3, 244.81
1, 213.31
226.94
1, 438.06
615.46
478.71
1, 165.49
125.00
8!ll. no
44fi. 75
:!!J7 72
293. fl(l
:rl2.iiO
382.08
:JO!l. 42
8:>8.49
311.25
1, 098.11
5:18.55
877. 17
1, 340. !:!8
];)-!. 77
582. G4
11,214.55
1,
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Nashville. Tenn....................... .. .. . .. .. .. .
36. 40 .. .. .. • • • • • •
Natcbez,Missf .........................
288.00 ............ ............

. . ::~:. ::::::;:;: : : : :;:; :
..l

f~~i~!~t>:::::::::::::::::::

PortHu<lson, La ....................

.

50. 01
?8.87

.

18. 85
23. 00 .......... -- ~ ·..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.50 ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . · · - - · · · - - - - - [ - - - - - . . . . . . .
1

39.30 ............

,

•

,ftji .....iirii :::::;~~: :::::;:;;: ::::::::::1·-----·---::::::::}::::
:::::::
-1-····------·

1

11.25

184. 93
97. 83

35.00

117.88

5.00

j ........................

..••.•..•...... . ........ 1

,

49. 00 , ............ , ............ ,! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . !
45.86
91.06
5. 00
36,00 ............ j ........... . 1. . . . . . • . . . . •

L~J!

2, 666. 76
1,0~5.7~

l,ffi:~

767.33
:25.00
362.15
1, 242.68
500.00
555.29
177. 25
681.73
215.35
975.43
1, 336.62
35!1. 96
81.:25
187.90
1, 006.70
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TotaL ..... ~ ..................... 1

2,646.23

1,257.881

620.47 1

4,262.45

4,125.661

308.04 1

fi.50

309.30

1

I

852 50

I

1,721.421

96,960.47

The balance of the appropriation ($100,000) ie in the hands of officers of the Quartermaster's Department, and is required for the payment of outstanding indebtedne!ls.
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REPORT OF MAJ. A. S. KDIBALJ,, QUARTEJnl..t.STI<:ll. U. S. AinlY.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERl\fASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
1Va8hington, D. 0., J'ltly 28, 1893.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit herewith reports of the oper.
ations of the transportation and regular supplies branches of the office
during the .fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1893:
TRANSPOR'l'ATION BRANCH.
Through this branch the Quartermaster-General supervises and controls all matters growing out of the transportation of troops and supplies
for the Army, and the large and constantly increasing transportation
furnished by the Quartermaster's Department for the other Executire
Departments of the Government. All ii1formation relative to the tran'.
portation service and all estimates of funds required to conduct same
are prepared in this branch.
All transportation accounts which for any reason, legal or technical,
can not be settled by the disbursing quartermasters stationed throughout the country, including the accounts of the bond-aided Pacific railroads, together with such telegraph accounts for messages on Army
business as are not tiled with tlle accounts of disbursing quartermasters,
are examined and settled through this branch of the office.
The expenditures from the transportation appropriation, so far as
accounts had been received July 1, 1~93, as shown by all accounts paid
by disbursing quartermasters (see report of accounts branch), accounts
of the bonded Pacific railroads, anu other transportation accounts settled through the transportation branch, was $2,286,915. 76.
The following statement shows that during the fiscal year 18D3
transportation was furnished for 367,577 persons, 0,948 animals, and
99,692 tons of material:
Railroad.
Passengers:
Officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Men ................. _..

1, 705
32, 740

Water.

I ~agon.

. 227 ..•••••••••.
5, 396 . . • . . • . • . • • .

22

1, 368

22, 960
303, 159

24. 9a
342, 663

1

Total ...........•..... =-__T~ - - 5 ,

023j............ --1,~ ~~ -367~

Animals:
Horses ...•..............
Mules ................. .
Total ..•..............
Stores, pounds:
Subsistence .............
Quartermaster ..........
Ordnance ...............
Medical .................
Si~al Service ..........
M1scellaneo!ts ..........

4, 9~5
1, 045

693-i==---·······
114 ...•.•.••••....••.....

6, 040

···••··••·

807 ···········- - - - ---28,978.047
SR. 882,090
11, 603, 836
1, 212, 590
396, 557
14, 034,284

2, 544,503
1, 637, 096
2, 075,016
109, 657
35,921
1, 063, 715

16,750,690
36, !)52, 273
3. 241,170
1, 648,598
242, 864
22,468,286

Total ........•.....•.. 95,lo7,4041 7, 465,908

81, 303,881

-

97

4

5, 785
1,163

------1!-------1-----101
6,948
1\15
2, 647,277
2, 559,199
4, 599
2, 274,962
2,986
1,170
56,538
277 ..............
7, 959, 381
1,095
10,642

15,497,357

50,921,032
80,035,257
19, 197. !)j0
3, 028.553
675,619
45,526.761

-·-199' 385, 192
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
MOVE~IENTS

OF TROOPS.

tfhe principal movements of troops during the year, with cost of same,
exclusive of deductions on account of land-grant and bond-aided railroads, have been as follows:
Movements.

Troops.

nE:~~~a~ters

Cost.

i~terehanging

3d Artillery . ~
and batteries
station iu Department of the 1}$14, 327.04
4th Artillery. 5
175.45
lst CaYalry ... . Two troops changing station in Department of Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 41:!. 56
2fl Cavalry .... . :Five troops changing station in Department of Arizona, .................
3, 560.89
3d Cavalry .. , .. Three troops changing station iu Department of Texas..................
Transfer of regiment from Department of Texas to Department of tho
15,545. 65
Missouri.
870.17
4th Cavalry ... . Three troops changh1g station in Department of California..............
5th Cavalry ... . TranHfer of regiment from Department of the Missouri. to the Department 17, 462. 15
of Texas.
6th Cavalry ... . One troop from Department of the Platte to Department of the Missouri.
1, 13!. 32
One troo1) changing station in Dt' partment of the Platte ................ .
1, 214.70
7th Cavalry ... . Three troops cb:mging station in Departmrnt of the Missouri. .......... .
1, 967.79
8th Cavalry ... . OLe troop from Department of Dakota to DepartmePt of the Missouri. ..
1, 632.50
9th Cavalry ... . One troop f1 om Department of the Missouri to Department of th ,Platte.
2, 388.31
One troop changing station in DPpartment of the East .....•..........•..
548.46
1, 107. 02
lOth Cavalry .. . Two troops chan~i11g station in Department of Dakota ................. .
396.53
3d lnfantr.v ... . One company changing station in Departme11t of Dakota .......•••••.....
lOth Infantry .. Ono company chm1ging station in Department of Arizona ............... .
301. 72
One company changing station in DPpartment of tl1e .Missouri. ......... .
237.55
One company from Ih~parhnent of the :\£issouri to Department of Arizona.
1, 912.46
11th Infantry .. Three companies changing station in Department of Arizona ........... .
1, 050.83
13th Infantry .. Headquarters and baud changing station in Department of the Missouri.
870.70
Three companief\ changi•g station in DepartmPut of the 1-fissonri ...... .
466.01
14th Infantry .. Two companies changing station in Dt'tmrtment of tht- Columbia ....... .
967. 68
18th In~antry .. Three companies changing station in l!lepartment of Texas .............. .
1, 377.47
19th In tan try .. One company ehaili!ing station in DepartmPut of the Mi:>souri .......... .
200. 00
21st Infantry .. Three companirs chm1ging station in Depadment of the Platte ......... .
1, 101. !l1
23<1 Infantry .. . Three companies chang-ing sttltion in Department of Texas .........•....
711.70
Various ....... . \Yorld's Columbian Exposition .......................................... . 37, 8D2. 51
Military parade, inaugural ccremo11ies .........•.........................
1, 435.20
Cadets
and
troops, D apartment of Columbia11 celcl>ration .......•.......•.....................••........••••.
8, 088.11
the East.
Various ........ Memorial dav, Ma.Y 30, troops from New York Harbor to New York City
61.05
and Hrookhn all([ r eturn.
Sd Artillery, B. Navalllevie,\, Fort hlollroe, Va., to Fort McHemy and Baltimore, Md.,
2-t5. 50
and rPturn.
Various, not Strikes, Camr d 'Alene mining; district ...................••............• : 32,007.15
stated.
Garza i11 surrect ion ...................................................... _, 8, 113. 64
Various ....... . International Bonnc1ary Survey Co111mission, U11itrd Htate.s and Mexico .. 1 3, 190.67
InYe~tigating lndum troul>lcs, and making surYeys, Navajo Reservation. , ~3. 73
Total amount oxpemled in the principal mO\' ements of troops during 1' 164, 391.13
the year.

SUl\IMER ENCA1lPMENTS AND RIFLE COMPETITION.

From reports received it is shown that there was expended during
the fiscal year 1893 in the transportation of troops in connection with
summer encampments, practice marches, field maneuvers, and instructions, the sum of $14.010.76; also of the transportation of enlisted men
to engage in target practice and rifle competition, the sum of $34,831.25.
Where expended.
Department of the East . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Summer
camps.

Rifle competition.

$124. 36

$11, 848. 16

~~~~~~!~I I~~:n--~~- : :•-;- : : : :. ·: : : : ·•: ·: :-: :_:•~: ;~: t!- 1: ~~: f!
r·- ii.

Department of the Columbia ...........................................••... -~--306. 97
Total...................................................................

1_,765.42

1_ _

14,010.76 \

34,831.25
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BOND-AIDED

PACIFIC

RAILROADS, THEIR
BRANCHES.

LEASED

LINES

Seven thousand four hundred and forty- two persons, 1,664: a
and 37,413,656 pounds of freight were transported for the Dcpar
over the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branches, and leased
during the year.
The service performed by each road is
Persons
transported.

Company.

Union Pacific .................. ------ ............ ------·----..
Central Pacific (branches and lea:;ed lines operated by the

si~~~tSft; ?n~ciJi;c~~:~~~~ ~ ~--~ ~ ·_ --~ ~: :: ~: :: :~::::::::::: :~-. ~:
Total....................................................

.Animals
transported.

8!!0

3, 001

i: ~~~

1---------------;-------·
7,4421

Fourteen hundred and forty-four accounts of these railroads, aggregating $340,805.86, were received at this office during the year for
settlement through the Treasury, as required by law. Of this amount
$178,024.46 inured to the Union Pacific, $160,956.78 to the Central
Pacific (branches and leased lines), operated by the Southern Pacific
Company, and $1,824.62 to the Sioux City and Pacific.
Of these accounts 518, aggregating $67,867.47, were for transportation
performed for other departments of the Government under law of July
5, 1884, and of this amount $37,025.62 was for service over the Union
Pacific, $30,834.09 over the Central Pacific (branches and leased lines),
operated by the Southern Pacific Company, and $7.76 over the Siou
City and Pacific Railroad.
The following is a statement of. the analysis of the aecounts of these
companies for the year, showing amounts for troops and stores and for
bonded and non bonded service, respectively:

Company.

.Amount
of accounts receive(l in
QuartermasterGeneral's
Office.

Estimated
amount of
accou11ts
not rendered.

Portions Portion
Propor- Portion
inuring inuring tion
subsi- unsubsi.for
for
stores.
dized.
dized.
troops.

Total
amount.

-

Union Pacific ............ $178,024.46$43,483.18 $56,440.17 $165, 067. 47 $197, 688. 79 $23, 818. 85 $221,507. 64
Southern Pacific Company, operating Cen·
tral Pacific R. R. . . . . . . . 160, 956. 78 66, 196. 10 43,632.83 183, 520. 05 79, 777. 90(47, 374. 981229, 152. 88
Sioux City and Pacific . . .
1, 832. 38 1, 020. 52 1, 355.40
1, 497. 50
2, 649. 84
203. 06
2, 852.90

I

I

Total. ..•..••••••... 340, 813. 621110, 699. 80 101,428.40 · 350,085.02 2so, 116.53 171,396.891451,513.42
1
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VESSELS IN 'J.'HE Sl~RVICE OF THE QUARTERMAS1'ER'S DEPAR1'l\1ENT.

This department has kept in its service, for use at points where constant service is required, eight steamboats and one sloop, owned by the
department, the cost of maintaining· which, including repairs, for the
year was $96,330.29, as will appear from the following statement:
Cla;;s.

Name.

General }fcDowell •.......................... Propeller ........ .
Generall\t:eigs ................................... do ............ .
General \Vool * .................................. do ............ .
Monro<> ......... ............................. Steam launch .... .
Hrsolute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Steam tug ....... .
Hamilton .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Steam launch .... .

?~~tr£:i;~ ii~i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::::::: i1~~~-~;~~~~~~:::::
Name.

J3y whom employed.

Tonnage.

160

175
97
62.36
70.30
B7. 68
60.31
32.36
16

Where employed.

When purchased or
built.

Estimated
cost or
value.

Nov.17, 1886 $56,150.00
May 11,1892 64,436.43
::iept. 1, 188:3 27, Sill. SO
Nov.30,1875
15,200.00
Nov.l4, 1879 17,947.46
Feb. 1,1875
7, 800.00
Oct. 15, 1878 13,865.56
Oct. 4, Ui74
7, 200.00
July 25, 1882
275.00

Amount
paid for
Amount running Total expaid for cxpensetl, penses.
repairs. including
crews'
wages.

General McDowell . Chief quartermas- San Francisco Harbor .... $2, 250. 58 $21, 918. 29 $2J, 168. 87
t er, Department
of California.
GeneralMeigs ..... Depot quartermas- New York Harbor .....•.. 3,218.08 14,706.61 17,924.69
ter.
GeneralWool* .•...... do ..................... do .............•••••. 9,749.07
8,568.55 18,317.62
Monroe . . . • • . . . . • . . Post quartermaster. }'ort Adams, R I . . • . . • • . .
!!92. :14
3, 998. 15
4, !J90. 49
Resolute........... Quartermaster U. J3oston, Mass . . • . . . . . . • • . . 1, 783. 49
9, 133. 06 10, 916. 55
s..A.rmy.
Hamilton . . . . . . . . . . Post quartermaster. Davids Island, New York 2, 496. 50
4, 245.20
6, 741.70
Harbor.
Atlantic ...••••....... . do .........•..•.. Governors Island, New
34.78
9, 767.59
9, 802.37
York.
•
Thayer .... .... . ... ..... do .....••..••.......... do ................... 2,611.75
856.25
3,468.00
:Belle of the nay ........ do ..... ....•..... St. Francis J3arracks, Fla.
None.
None.
None.
TotaL ... - . - ..

.--- · · · · · · · · · • • · • · · · · - - · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1

i23,138~ 73,193.70 \96,330:29
1

• Name changed to Ordnance May 26, 1893.

The steamer Chester A.. Arthur, which was replaced in the service as
shown in last year's annual report by the new steamer General Meigs,
was sold September 21, 1892, after due advertisement, for $4,250.
The sloop Belle of the Bay, reported ~s on hand at St. Francis Barracks, Fla., in the last report of the Quartermaster-General, was sold
~fay 10, 18!J3, for $31, there being no further use for her by the Quartermaster's De_partmeut_.
·
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STATEMENT OF CHARTERED VESSELS.

The following is a list of vessels temporarily used at times during the
year by charter and hire, showing cost of such service to have been
$9,246.54:
Name.

Class.

Period of service.

When
chartered.

Tonnage.

From-

·where r harter mone y is
payable.

To-

Talisman ....... Propeller ... Unknown.
Loretta M .......... do ........... do .... .
Leox1anl Rich- .... do.......
97.70
ard!l.
Assistance ......... do ....... Unknown.
Day Star .. .. .. . Steamer ........ do .... .
Squantum ...... Propeller ....... do .... .
C..M. Kempland .... do ........... do .... .
\\'. L. Ewing .... Steam tug ...... do ... ..

Aug. 25, 1892 Aug. 25, 1892 Aug.27,1892 NewYork C'ity
Sept. 22, 1892 Sept. 22, 1892 Sept. 22, 189~ .... do .. ..... ..
Sept. 23, 18U2 Sept. 23, 1892 Sept. 24, 18\!2 .... do .. ..... ..

Willie C ..•.•....... do ...... .

16.03

July 1,1892 July 1, 1o92

Charles Runyan .... do ...•...

78.42

Sept. 6,1892 Oct. 28, 1892

Sept. 26, 1892
Oct. n, 1892
Oct. 12, 1892
Jan. 4, 1893
Apr. 27, 1893

Sept. 26, 1892
Oct. 9, 18B2
Oct. 12,1892
Jan. 4, 1893
Apr. 27,1893

E.B.Lane .......... do ....... Unknown. July 1,1892 July 1,1892
Do .............. do ........... do ..... June 10,1893 June 10,1893
.Ajax...... .. .. . . Scow ........... do .. . .. Dec. 3, 1892 Dec. 3, 1892
Vigilant........ Steam tug ..

88

Oct. 20, 1892 Oct. 21, 1892

Sept. 28,1892 1. ... do ... .... ..
Oct. 13, 1892 .... do .. ..... ..
Oct. 12, 18H2 .... do .. ...... .
~1ay 6, 1893 .... do ...... . ..
Apr. 28, 1893 1 Fort Sheridan,
Ill.
J nne 30, 1893 Fort Barr an·
cas, Fla.
Dec. 9, 1892 Governors ls·
land,N. Y.
Ang. 31, 1892 Fort }lonror,
Va.
June 30, 1893
Do.
Dec. 3, 1892 Fort Pre b 1e,
:Me.
Oct. 28, 1892J:SclranciHco,

l

1

Name.

By whom employed.

Rate of pay.

Total
earnings.

Remarks.

$150.00

Substitute in place of General
Meig-s, under reparr.
Substitute in place of Genc,·al
\Vool, under repair.
Do.

Talisman....... Depot quartermas- $50 per day ..•••••
ter.
Loretta M .......... do ............... $35 per day ...... .

e5.oo
86.00

Leonard Rich- .... do ......••....... $43 per day ...... .
ards.
Assistance ......... do .. .. .. . • • . • .. .. $43 per day .......

129.00

) $200 per job ...... .
Day Star ........... do ............. { $300 per day .... ..

200. 00
600. 00

Squantum .......... do .. . . • • • . • • .. .. . $200 per day .•.••.

I

200. 00

C. M. Rempland .... do .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. $25 per day .. .. . .. 3, 075. 00
W.L.Ewing .... Post quartermaster. $75perday .......

150.00

Willie C ............ do ............... 1 $200permonth .... 2,400.<!0
Charles Runyan .... do .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. $6 per hour....... 1, 260.00
E. B. Lane .......... do .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. $3.50 per hour .. ..
Do .............. do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $2.50 per hour .. ..
Ajax ............... do ............... $25perjob ...... ..

4.07. 16
39.38
25. 00

Vigilant .....•.. Chief quartermaster, $70 per day ..•.•• Department of Califomia.

490. 00

Do.
Transporting troops from F
. ort
Adam~. n. I., to Fort Colnmbus, New York Harbor. am!
return and to various poin ts
in New York llarbor during
\ Columbian celebration.
Tram;portatiou of troops to
various points in New York
Harbor during Columbian
celebr:ttion.
I Substitute in place of General
\Vool, under repair.
Employed in connection with
repmr of waterworks.
Canyingpassengersandfrei:;ht
between Forts J>ickens, llarrancas, and Pensacola, 1<'1<1.
Placing- tar~ets at Jforts Hamilton and Wadsworth, N. Y.
Employed setting targets.
Do.
Moving ordnance and ordnance
stores from ]fort Scannnel to
Fort Gorges, Me.
Emploj ed as substitute for the
steamer General McDowell.

I

Total earn- .......................................... 9, 246.54
ings.

TELEGRAPHING ON .ARMY BUSINESS.

The Western D nion Telegraph Company has coutiuned to transmit
all messages ou official military business committed to it during the

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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year. At present date its accounts for this service have not been presented for payment.
Such payments as have been made to the company during the year
for telegraphic service rendered in the two preceding fiscal years have
been a,t rates fixed by the Postmaster-General. and bave been accepted
by tl1e telegraph company under the form of protest recognized by the
accounting officers of the Treasury and published in the last report of
the Quartermaster-Ge11 eral. Tlle accounts of the company are payable
at these rates upon presentation, accompanied by tlle original telegrams, by any of the several officers designated to settle telegraph
accounts in the military departments or at tlle general depots from
which the messages were sent.
ACCOUNTS AND CLAII\fS FOR TRANSPORTA1'ION.

The records show that 3,421 accounts and claims, amounting to
$467,224.42, were received and examined for settlement in this branch
during the year.
.
Of these, 567, amounting to $78,141.46, were chargeable to the appropriation for Army transportation for the several years in which the
services were performed; 1,444, amounting to $340,805.86, were for
transportation over the bond-aided Pacific railroads, tlleir leased lines,
and branches; 1,242, amounting to $33,102.70, exclusive of 518 accounts
of the bond-aided Pacific roads, amounting to $67,867.47, were for
transportation for other departments and payable by the several departme.n ts interested; and 168, amounting to $15,174.40, were for the transmissjon of telegrams on official military business, principally over bondaided Pacific railroads, and chargeable to the apvropriation for incidental expenses.
REGULAR SUPPLIES BRANCH.

This branch has charge of all matters relating to the procurement
and distributiOn of supplies, inclncling means of transportation. stoves
aud heating apparatus, and repair and maintenance of same, for beating barracks and quarters; of ranges, stoves, and apparatus for cooking; of fuel and lights for enlisted men, guards, hospitals, storehouse~
and offices, and for sales to officers; of equipment of bakehouses to
carry on post bakeries; of the necessary furniture, text-books, paper,
and equipments for the post schools; for the tableware and mess furniture for kitchens and mess halls for enlisted men; of forage and bedding for the public animals of the Quartermaster's Department, and
for the authorized number of officers' horses; of straw for soldiers' bedding; of stationery and blank books for the Quartermaster's Department, certificates for di8charged soldiers, blank forms for the paymaster's and quartermaster's departments, and of the necessary correspondence connected with the work of this branch.
This branch has also charge of matters relating to all contracts to
whicll the Quartermaster'8 Department is a party.
WAR 93-VOL I--22
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Cava lry and artillery llo1·ses pm·clwsed (by department or post).

For what clepartmrnt, <lepot,
or ]JOl:;t.

Cav-j Artil- Total cost. .Average
airy. l<·ry.
coBt.

-------------------------1----Departmrnt of Dakota . . . . . . . .
Department of tl1e En!lt.- ----lkpartmc11t of Califomia . . . . .
Dcpartnwnt of tlw .:\li~souri...
Deparhm•nt of TexaR..........
Department of the Platte......
Department of Arizona. .. _____
Department of the Colmnbia..

W oot ::::::::::: :::::::::::::

'Vherc purcha~ctl.

--------1-----------------------

230
~6

~2

16

18

132

3-t,

121
9
181
158
22 .. . . . . .

$21, OR9. 00

$91. 69

In department.

7, 26i. 50
5, 505.00
22. !JOi. 00
1 u, G81. 95
19,961.00
22, 5:J8. 00
2, 7:W. 10

151.34
161.91
137. .99
128. 32
110.28
142.65
124. 05

Chieago, New York, :mtl Boston
In •lopartment.
Chi<:ago m1d Fort JUicy.
In department..
Do.
St. LouiR and Chicago.
In department.

----,i.- i,i~ ~:: : _:_:~_:_~-~-'~-C.:-'h_l_·

c_a_g_o_.---------------

::_
1

1

AYcrage cost of caYalr.v horRrs. _____ . ___ ... ______ .. __ .. ___________ ... _____________ ---- __ ------ $119.03,
A veragc col:! t of artillery lwrscs ................... ____ ........ ____ . _...•........... _......... . lGU. 86

Mules and team horses purclwsccl.
Horses.
For what department, depot, or post.

Mules.
~um-

KnmAverage
ber. Total col:lt.
cost.

ber.

Total cost.

~\ vera(Te

cost.

Department of Dakota. _______ . ____ ... _._.
2
$~!00. 00
$150. 00
90 $15, 724. 60
$174.72
DepartmentoftheEast __________________
7
1,198.00
171.14
18
2,99-!.00
1GG.;;a
Department of California. _____ . ____ .. ___ .
1
2-!5. 00
30
4, 810.00 • 160.
Department of the J\Iil:ll:!Otrri ______ . _____ . _
4
615. 00
168.75
80
13, 619.00
170. "3
Dovartmentof Texaf! ___________________ .. ------· ............ ..........
41
6,287. 40
1:>3.:.5
Dl•partment of the Platte. __ .. __ . ____ .. _..
2
375. 00
187. 50
100
16,146.20
1UJ.46
Department of Arizona ... __ .. ____________ ---- .. - ...... ------ ---------.
15-J.
24,576.00
15~.5
Dcpartmentofthe C.:olumbia ------------- ------· ------------ ..........
35
5,808.00
16 .51
San :Fraw·i.;co tlepot--------·------------2
475.00
237.50 ------- ............... ...... .
J>hiladelphiadrpot ----------------------1
183.00 ----------------------------- .... .... ..

~~~l~~~f~~~\~\e.~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~::::::::::::

~ 1, i~~: ~~ ---~~~~ ~~~aeketts Harbor, :row York ___ .,_________
1
150.00 ---------- ---------------- ...... ..... ..
Columbns Barracln;_______________________
2
425.00
212.50 ------- ------------ ..... .. ..
J>avi!ls Island _____ . ___ ._ .. _.. _______ .. ___ ................... ___ .. _____
4
660.00
1G5. 00
West Point------------------------------4
660.00
165.00 ------- ....... ----- ___ _ .....
Total-------------------------------

::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

~-~--o.<i53.00 ~~.42

5521

90,715.20

~-Hi-1. :14

The followin~· is a statement of the sales of public animals in the different departmcut:::; and at general and other depots during the fiscal year a'
reported to this office, showing the number of each class arid the total
amount realized:
Cavalry and artillery horses.
Where sold.

Draft horses.

:Mules.

- - - - - - - ----;-------1---.--

Number.

Amount.

Number.

Amount.

Number.

Amount.

----------------------------------,,----- - ---------·1---------I-----I------

DepartroentofDak~ta ............•........ , 93 $2,983.55
Dcpartmentofthe_t<;ast ------------------17
767.70
l)epartment o~ Califo!·nia. _: .............. -~
42
815. 60
Depar1mentoftheMlssonrL-------------193
6,734.10
Departmentof'l'exas---------------------93
2,309.84
Department of the Platte ....... ----------109
2,849.50
Department of Arizona....................
171
3,947.15
Department of the Columbia ... _... __ . __ ..
33
539.50
1
San Francisco depot-----------------------------------------Jeffersonville de'pot _. _... __ ... ___ .... _____ I__ . __ ......... _....
I>hilaclelphia,dPpot. ....................... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·washingtondepot------------------------,1
14
735.50
Atlanta, Ga ---- - -------------------------- ------------------Colnmbns narracks, Ohio .. ------------- .. ----- .. ----- .. ----WestPoint, N.Y ...............
5
131.00
Frankfonl.d.rsenal,l>onn:sylvania..... . ...
1
51.00

·---------!

Total_ .• . . . •. . ..• . . _. • _... . _. _______ . 1--ru-1~64. 74

3
$94.00
42
$1, 2~7. 75
3
77.00
5
1C:i.OO
1
32. 00
12
lli. 00
2
49.50
271
1, lfl-I.OO
----·-- -----------45
1 , 2~9.05
------------------50
1, 40-!.44
------------------87
2,458.60
4
22.00
4
30.75
2
44.50 -------~-- -- - .. ·····
1
75. 00 I
1
10.00
1
7H.80 ------- ... .... .. .. .
1
20.00
3
180.00

11

26.13 ------- ..... ..... ..
1
16. 00
1
10.00
3
77.00
-------------------

-----u-,--

I"----- -1----- ""··--·
-------!----- ----·-·

539:-93f27ol--s, o63. 59
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The following is a summary of the number of animals purchased,
sold, died, etc., during the fiscal year and remaining on hand at its
close, a~ indicated by reports received at this office:
Cavalry
and
Team
artillery horses. Mules.
horstls.

------------------------- ---------On l1and July 1,1892 ......••........... -.- .••..... - ... -- ........ -- -· .... --.
Purchased .............................................. ···················

6, 580
975

288
33

3, 815
552

Total to be accounted for ........................................... .

7, 555

321

4, 367

21
6
1

279
106
1

28
293

3, 981

Sold........................................................................
771
Died................................................ ...... ...... ...... ....
137
Lost and stolen .................................................. - ....... - .......... .
Total sold, died, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On hand July 1, 18!!3 . . . .. . . . . . . •. . ... . . . . . . . • . . . . .•.. .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. .. . • . .

908
6, 647
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W .A.GONS, CAR 'I.'S, ETO.

Dnring the fiscal year encledJune 30, 1893, there were purclmsed:
Kind.
Bncklloards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Robsled1:1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cart.'!:
Coal.......................
Dump.....................
Hand......................
Horse.....................
Hose......................
1\Iail.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l\lnle .... ............ ......
flanitary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sleighs........................

Nnm·
bor.

8
10

3
:17
103
4

3
1

5
10
1

Cost.

Kind.

$8<19. 00
495. 00
240.00
1, 340. 64
1, 492. 50
190. 00
liS. 00
49. 50
265.00
2, 100. 00
51.80

I
1

Nnm·
l!er.

<'ost.

Wa"'ons:
ExpreRs..................
:Freight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
l\farkot...................
Spring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sprinkling . . . . .. . . .. . . . ..
Transfer . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Water....................
Wagonettt>s.. ... . . . . .. . . . . . . .
'Vater tanks.................
'Vhcelb:u rows .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1
$249. 25
1
251. 00
1
175.00
4
822. 65
3
1, 063. 6H
1
300. 00
2
630. 00
2
745.00
2
1<18. 00
136
519.. 76
--- - - - Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 155. 73

ILLUl\HN.A.TING SUPPLIES.

During the fiscal year 2,075 lamps (pendent and bracket), 911 lanterns (assorted), 29 lamp-posts, 4·97 street lamps, 19 lamps (assorted).
and the necessary chimneys, wicks, and the various parts required for
expenditure and repairs were purchased at general depot-s at. a cost of
$17,248. Five hundred and seventy-seven thousand two hundred and
five gallons of mineral oil were purchased at a cost of $78,350.46.
Twenty-three thousand one hundred and thirty-one gallons of gasoline
were purchased at a cost of $3,015.45. Expenditure for gas and
matches, $7,210.21. The aggregate expenditure on account of said
illuminating supplies· was $105,824.12.
·
The money received from sales of illuminating supplies to officers
reverts to the appropriation for regular supplies.
VETERINARY SUPPLIES.

During the fiscal year veterinary supplies were purchased as follows:
New York depot, $3 1875.77,

•
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CONTRACTS.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893, 1,296 contracts
received, examined, and filed in this office. Seven hundred and six
were for 69~580 cords of wood, 161,492,154 pounds of coal, 13,710 bushels of charcoal, 10,164,900 pounds of corn, 31,278,448 pOtmds of oat'
4,476,000 pounds of barley, 4,120,8(30 pounds of bran, 68,505,916 pound.
of hay, 9,916,000 pounds of straw, 30,000 pounds of middlings, 30,000
pounds of shorts; 2 for indefinite quantities of fuel, forage, and straw:
67 for transportation; 27 for water and water supply; 8 for printing;
56 for leases; 1G for services; 8 for shoeing public animals; 2 for meal·,
lodgings, and stablings; 78 for buildings; 162 for clothing, camp, and
garrison equipage; 1 for packing boxes; 2 for illuminating gas; 1 for
lumber for miscellaneous purposes; 9 for telephones; 5 for sewerage;
3 for wells; 14 for heating apparatus; 3 for building material; 19 for
plumbing, etc.; 2 for work in national cemeteries; 7 for repairs to
buildings; 6 for repairs to steamers; 1 for barrels; 21 for horses; 1 for
tableware; 1 for lockers; 2 for gas piping; 7 for mineral oil; 1 for repair of wharf; 1 for rostrum; 1 for removal of soldiers' remains; 10 for
roads and sidewalks; 1 for lamp chimneys; 1 for lamps; 9 for mule ;
4 for cooking apparatus; 1 for typewriting machines; 1 for cloth examining and measuring machine; 1 for grading; 3 for stoves and range. ;
1 for stove and range parts; 2 for carts, wheelbarrows, etc.; 3 for
wagon parts; 2 for flagstaffs; 1 for wire-fence inclosure; 1 for earth
filling; 1 for steel bridge; 1 for sea wall; 1 for gasoline; 1 for rubber
hose, etc.; 1 for stone flooring; 1 for parchment and printing of soldiers' discharges; 1 for right of way; 1 for tablets, gnu carriages, etc.,
Gettysburg battlefield; 1 for tinners' supplies; 1 for pasteboard boxes;
2 for books.
Stoves and ranges, and extra parts therefor, were purchased at general depots during the fiscal year to extent of $68,928.25, as follows:
~~~-

Kind.

Total cost.

----------------------------------------------------1----------

: : :; : :; : ;: ;::~:::: ~:::::::::::.::::::: : : : :.:: : : : :!i ~:: i~H
~~1':;~::::·~~::~~-~:~~::·:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I.::::.: :::::

~~~l!=~~~:~::::

Furnaces and heaters......................... . ............... . ........... . ........
.Andirons, pairs . .................... . .............................. . ..... . . . . . . . . . .

32

5,155.00

120

465. 00

I

Horse and mule shoes, horseshoe \!ails, and shoeing tools were purchased during the year as follows:
Articles.

Pounds. Total cost.

-------------------------------------------------1------ -----·
Horseshoes.......... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139, 050
Mule shoes......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53, 675
HorRe!llwe nails . .............. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . ... . . . . . . .••...
24. 100
Toe ealks......... ........ .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .......
1, 080
Shoeing tools .........•..................................................•.............. . .
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••.•.•. . .•••••••••••••••••••. ~=

$5, !!05. 87

2, 4~2. 0!

2, 761.87
fiS. Rl
73.63

11, 232. 27
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The following-described articles of tin and sheet-iron ware were, under
authority of the Secretary of War, manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth military prison during fiscal year ending June 30, 1893:
Furniture for stoves and ranges.
Articles.
Boilers:
\Vasb (army range) .....•.............•.....
Coffee (army range) ................•........

~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Wash .......................................
Coffee ............•..........................
Vegetable and rice ..........................
Bake pans:
Army range .................................
Sheet iron ...... -------- .....................
Tea kettles (army range) ........................
Steamers:

t"qr:Jer.~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Number.

Material.

Civilian
labor.

Prison
labor.

Total cost.

5!i7
128
1,098
380
30
114
28

$537.66
49.83
1, 253.85
445.88
30.98
52.61

14.84

$117.10
29.46
372.94
H5.25
10.31
15.98
5.83

$70.03
16.00
213.18
83.93
5. 63
10.82
3. 00

$724.79
95.29
1,8:m. 97
675.&6
46.92
79.41
23.67

177
702
5*1

41.29
179.84
194.99

16.65
54.87
80.04

10.58
32.43
44.75

68.52
267.14
319.78

24
59

3. 69
30.77

2. 27
12.65

1.50
7.00

7.46
50.42

56.82
4. 88
8. 95

57.54
2.35
3.03

34.75
1.38
1. 81

149.11
8.61
13.79

33.03
11.51
19.55
3.83
1,120. 52
135.35
3.02
22.34
1. 32
.24
5.82
34.97
5. 71
1. 01
12.29
23.65

7.26
3. 98
19.74
1. 45
124.56
ll2. 60
3. 86
2.40
.07
. 07
2.41

5.27
2. 36
10.99
• 75
77.50
59.41
1. 68
2.03
.03
.03
2.24
10.28
2.83
. 50
1. 50
5.50

45.56
17.85
50.28
6.03
1,322. 58
277.36
a. 56
26.77
1.42
.34
10.47
56.81
11.58
2.31
15.40
37.47

Pots:
Coffee .......................................
390
32
Tea ........... - ... -.-.- ... - · · · ·----- · · · .. - · ·
Pot covers (army range) ........................
111
Pans:
Dish ........................................
78
Tin and sauce ...............................
40
Dippers . . . .. . . . .. • • .. ..........................
170
Stewpans .......................................
24
Stovepipe (joints), commOJL ..................... 11,770
1894
Stovepipe (elbows), common .... -- .. ·------ ......
30
Stovepipe tT-joints), common ...................
Stovepipe (taper joints), common ................
193
Stovepipe (jomts), Russia .......................
3
Stovepipe (elbows), Russia ......................
1
Stovepipe (elbows) taper, common ...............
50
919
Stovepipe (collars) ..............................
Flue stoppers ...................................
136
Flue thilnbles ...................................
40
Drums, Russia iron ..•...........•. __ ...........
6
3
Camp stoves ....................................
Total ...................................... ..............

11.~6

3. 04
.80
1.61
8.32

.................. ............ . ...............

6, 260.73

HARNESS.

Under authority of the Secretary of War, harness was manufactured
at Fort Leavenworth Military Prison for the Quartermaster's Department during fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, as follows, viz:
Articles.

Number.

Material.

Civilian
labor.

I

Prison
labor.

Total cost.

---1-'-----1

Single sets lwrness:
Ambulance, lead ........................... .
Ambulance, wheel ......................... .

273
275
10
38
12
12

$2,782.95
3, 066.63
82.53
538.54
104.56
235.84

$346.33
452.78
5.19
80.91
45.76
50.85

1,751.27
687.28
1, 719. 81

58.32
89.99
69.87

$539.331
825.00
5. 00
79.33
27.00
30.00

$3,668.61
4, 344.41
92.72
698.78
177.32
316.69

144.00
91.33
73.50

1, 953.59
868.60
1, 863.18

Total ............................................................................. .

13,983.90

~::~;:,' :l:~ei

·.·.-_ -.-_ ~ ~ ·_·. ·. ·. ~ ~:::::::::::: ::: :::

L1glit ambulance, wheel. .................. ..
Express, wheel ............................. .
Sets harness :
Ca.rt.........................................
128
Extra parts for same ....... _____ . __ .................... -~
Aparejos and pack saddles repaired .. __ .........
136

The following are the payments made by quartermasters for purchases for the Army at general depots for use thereat and for shipment
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elsewhere during the fiscal year ending June 30,1893, from appropriations pertaining to that period:
Depots.

--------------------------I

Regular
supplies.

New York............................... $67,750. 58
Philadelphia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 301. 82
St. Louis . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
8, 687. 21
Jeffersonville ........................... 87,585.56
San Francisco........................... 17,574.86
TotaL ...................•.........

Incitlental
expenses.

Ba:~lks Armytransquarters.

:portation.

!1;250. 30
318.1i9
277. 53
649.05
5,428. 51

$26,559.28
1, 336. 0·!
87, 396.78
39,539.19
16,296.07

$7,329. 22
100. 80
4, 973. 06
17,036.96
2, 643. Oil

Total.
$101,889.38
6, 057.25
101, :J34. 5
14-1,810.76
41,942.47

ls5,90Q.03 32,083.07 ~23.98 ~27.36~396,034.44

..

Purchases have been made in the departments and at general depots
for post bakeries, schools, and gardens, as follows:
Bakeries .•••••.••••.•••••••..•••......•.•..•..•..••.•.•..• ·- • . . . . • . • • • • • .
Schools...... . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$426. 77
3, 012. 46

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

3, 439. 23

Total cost of all tableware and kitchen utensils purchased., Philadelphia depot, $4,359.96.
MESS 1'ABLES, BENCHES, STOOLS, COMPANY FIELD DESKS, AND ROPE
MATS.

There were manufactured during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893,
at Fort Leavenworth Military Prison, viz:
.Articles.

Number.

MeRstnble!l ..................................................
Mess stools..................................................
Comvany field desks.........................................
Rope mats...................................................

174
1, 594
14
71

.

Material.
$7!l0.94
478.27
78. 29
15. 40

PriHon
labor.
$7!l.50
45.00
20. 50
44. 75

Total.
$8i0.44

I

Total ...............•.........•.....................................•................

5::!:l. 27
98. i9
60.15

1,552.65

TYPEWRITING MACHINES.

During the fiscal year 25 typewriting machines were purchased at a
cost of $67.50 each.
Very respectfully,
A. S. KIMBALL,
~Major and Q1.rartennaster, U. S . .A.nny.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U.S. AitMY.

8.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QuARTERMAS1'ER-GENERAL'S 0Fli'ICE,

Washington, D. 0., July 27, 1893.
I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the mail and record divison, the records, files, and miscellaneous clajms
branch, and the claims branch; also the conducting of fuel tests, for
the year ending June 30, 1893.
GENER.AIJ:
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MAIL AND RECORD DIVISION.

This division was established November 15, 1890, for the purpm;e of
bringing into one division all matters pertaining to the keeping of tlle
records, the briefing, entering, and indexing of all communications
received in the office of the Quartermaster-General, as well as the writing and mailing of all letters and indorsements to be sent out. This
work was formerly divided among the various branches of the office.
To accomplish the consolidation of ·the records a modification of the
card system was adopted.
Under tlw present system the amount of buRiness of the Quartermaster-General's Office is dispatclled with more promptness and with
better supervision than was possible under the old metho'tls when each
branch kept its own record.
The advantages of the consolidated card record are shown to be
many: It prevents duplication of action; it gives the officer or clerk
acting upon a communication the full record of all previous action had
in connection therewith, whether such action was in branches under
his control or not, and the ease with which the full record is furnished
resultR in its always accompanying the case while underg·oing action in
any of the branches. This afl'ord~ opvortunity for intelligent consideration which could not obtain where one is dependent for the history of
a caRe upon memoranda from book entries, press copies of letters sent
and previous briefs, with the uncertainty that all has been obtained.
'J.1he apprehension expressed at the time this divisj.on was first established that the card index, while successfully applied in the Record
aml Pension Division of the War Department, 'Which deals moHtly wi,th
Itames, would not prove practicable in an office dealing with such a
diversity of subjects as does the Quartermaster-General's Office, seems
to have been entirely unwarranted, for now when wen into the third
year of its application cases are quite as readHy found as they were
when the index was started. This is due to the fact that with tlle
increased number of cards there has been a corresponding increase in
the Humber of :Subdivisions in the index.
During the past year the work in the various branches has generally
been kept well up to date, it having been necessary in but few instances
to call attention to cases where action was seemingly unnecessarily
delayed.
The following is the number of communications received, and number of letters and indorsements sent out during the year ending June
30, 1893:

~~~~i~:~~~~~k; ~: :=~ ::::: ~ ::: ::: : :: ::: :::::: ~ ::::: : : =: ~ ~ ~ ::: :::::::: ::::::

Letters and indorsements mailed·----------------------------------------·

17,024
21,120
42,659

The decrease in number of original case~, and the hwrease in number of received-backs as compared with the last report, are due to
entering more matter on one card than formerly, especially in work pertaining to branches B and C. Now all correspondence relating to an
officer's money accounts for a fiscal year is borne on one card, all correspondence relating to his returns of quartermaster't,. stores on one
card, and all correRpondence relating to his returns of clothing and
equipage on one card.
RECORDS, FILES, AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS BRANCH.

This branch has the custody of the records and files of the office
from the date of its organization, June 15, 1818; investigates and
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takes administrative action upon miscellaneous claims and arcon
arising from serviees rendered in the Quartermaster's Department,
mechanics, teamsters, and laborers, and for extra-duty pay to enlis
men tlms employed; for reimbursement to officers, enlisted men, an
civilian employeH for expenses incurred for which the appropriati
of the Quartermaster's Department are liable; for the expenses of
interment of deceased officers and soldiers; rewards for the apprehension and delivery of deserters, for the re~overy of lost and :::~tolen
public animals, and such other miscellaneous expenditures as do not
specifically pertain to other branches of the office.
It also has charge of the supply to the military post libraries of current newspapers and periodicals for the use and benefit of the enlisted
men of the Army, and of the printing and binding for the Quartermaster's Department.
Examinations and reports upon inquiries from the Pension Office and
other departments and bureaus of the Government, of tbe services of
vessels, and their officers and crews, ('mployecl during the late war of
the rebellion, are made in this branch, which has the custody of the
rceords pertaining to tbe services in the War Department of the vessels, armed and unarmed, during the late war.
MISCELLANEOUS CLAI:l\IS AND ACCOUNTS.

There were on hand at the beginning of the fiscal year 59 miscellaneous elaims and accounts amounting to $12,857.33; there were received
during the year 489 claims and accounts, amounting to $95,034.67.
The total number on hand antl received was 5~8, amounting to $107,892.
Of tlwse, final action was taken upon 535, amounting to $103,~61.04,
leaving the number on hand awaiting action at the close of the fiscal
year 13 claims and acconnts, amounting to $3,930.96.
The following is a detailed statement of the number and amount of
claims and accounts on hand and received, a11d the disposition of those
finally acted upon during the fiscal year:
N nmber.

..1.\mount.

On hancl .Tnly 1,1892, which had previously bren suspended, or had not ro3ceived decisive action:
Claims, 47, amounting- to $!l,902.90 ____ •. ------------.--- •••••• -- -·----- -- _-- .••.•••• -- ---- •• -----.AccountR, 12, amountmg to $~,954.43. _____ -----. __ .. ---- _. ____ -- .••• _. -----59
$12,857.33
Tbere were received during the fiscal year:
Claims. __ . __ . ___ . __ . __ ._._ ... __ ._. ___ ... ______ . _____ . _____ . __ ..... _____ . __ ._
316
77,505.55
Accounts ..•. __ .--·----_.---- .. ·----.------. ______ ._ ....... __ ... _. ___ .. _.. _.
173
17,529.12
Total on hand and recei>ed __ •..••..••....... _... ___ .. __ ... __ - ... _.. -.- _. ~1107,892.00
Final action was taken during the fiscal year as follows:
Claims approved. __ .------·--·-------- ... _.---·--- ... ----··-·-_---·-··-----3
Claim!'! referred to other departments. __ .·-- __ .... _... __·--- ___ .. _____ ·---..
16
Claims referrerl to Third Anrlitor for action of accounting officen; ... _.. _-206
l'tellu<:tion on claims approYed and referre<l . _____ . ____ .. __ .. __ .. _.. ______ ... ____ .. _..
ClaimR rejrctcd ... ___ ------------ _--- _-· --· __ .. -·-----·. __ ·-- .. ·---- _. ·--- __
12!l

t~X~~~i~~a(~r~~~~~~;t~-~i;r;<;~.~~i::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I_____ -~~~.

121.53
3, 480.60

27,376.80
17,311. G4
35,277.88
10,722.13
274.41
9, 033.15

Accounts referred to other departments .. _.. _.. __ .... _._ ... ____ . . _... _-- __ . ·
.Accounts rejcctE>tl .. _.. __ . _. __ ... __ . _. __ . _.. __ - _.. --. _. _.. _.- __ . ___ . __ .... -.

29

Total upon which final action bas been taken.--·-------- .. -·-- ... --_-·-_

535

103, 9Gl. 04

Remaining on hand .July 1,1893:
Claims . __ ... ___ ----- .. _... _______________ . ___ . _. ___ . _____ . ____ ... ____ -----Accounts .•• ·------ ••• _____ . __ ..... __ .. _. ________ ..... __ --- ___ ..... __ ... ----

9
4

3,840. 00
90.96

Total ....• -·------ •. ·----·-----.---------- .. - .. ---------·-·-----·-----·-··

13

3, 930.96

7

362.90
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Action was also taken upon 57 miRcellaneous claims, amounting, as
presented, to $9,879. 70, which pertained to prior years and are not
included in the foregoh1g statement.
The great mass of the claims for pay for services rendered during
the late war in the Quartermaster's Department have been presented
and disposed of, but such claims are still being received and investigated by this office. The long time which has elapsed since the services were performed for which pay is claimed r8nders the statements
of the claimants as to the dates and places of service, aud the names
of the quartermasters who employed them, frequently unreliable as a
guide to the investigation of their claims, and considerable correspondence and patient search is often required to enable this office to finally
dispose of such cases.
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS.

Current reading matter has been Rnpplied to 111 military post libraries during the fiscal year at a cost of $3,572.35. These po~ts were
garrisoned by 395 companies and detachments of troops. To these
were supplied 180 daily, 616 weekly and semiweekly, and 214 monthly
publications, selections being made from a list of all the popular current newspapers and periodicals pul>lislwd in this country.
PRINTING AND BINDING.

During the fiscal year 4G2 requisitions were issued on the Public
Printer for printing and binding for the Quartermaster's Department.
Of this number 222 were filled in the office of the Public Printer, and
240 were tilled in the War Department branch printing office.
The cost of printing and binding during the year, as shown by the
bills and estimates thus far rendered to this office, is $10,020.39.
CLAIMS BRANCH.

This branch has charge of claims presented under the act of Congress approved July 4, 1864, for quartermaster's stores taken and used
l>y the Army during the late war of the rebellion in States not in insurrection.
The presentation of this class of claims has been barred since January 1, 1880, under provisions of the act of Congress approved .March 3,
1879.
A large number of claims which have been investigated and rftjected
by the Quartermaster-General for want of proof as to loyalty of the
claimants or sufficient evidence that the stores charged for were actually taken and used by the Army are on file in this office.
The act of Congress approved .M arch 3, 1883, authorizes the Court
of Claims to further investigate these claims and report the faets ascertained. to the committee or to either Honse of Congress. During the
year evidence in 3~9 of these claims has been furnished by this office in
answer to calls from the Court of Claims and Department of tTustice.
Upon an examination of the files of the office it is ascertained that
the statement contained in the last annual report as to the number and
amo.u nt of claims on hand at the beginning of the fiscal year is erroneous.
There were on hand J nly 1, 1892, awaiting action, 99 claims amounting
to $121,118.37; 1 claim amounting to $100 was rejected during the year1
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leaving on hand awaiting final action at the close of the fiscal year 98
claims amounting to $121,018.37.
Final action upon these claims is suspended for various reasons; in
some cases the evidence is incomplete, in others the claimants have
died or their whereabouts are now unknown.
CONDUCTING OF FUEL TESTS.

In the supply of fuel to the Army, the standard unit of allowance is
the cord of standard oak wood.
Uoalis the fuel most generally supplied, and in order to fix the amount
tltat may be issued to troops, or sold to an officer, in lieu of a cord of
oak wood, it is essential that the value as fuel of the particular coal in
being issued or sold be known. To establish the value of the various
coals is equally necessary in order that in making contracts for the
supply of coal award in every instance may be made to the lowest
responsible bidder for the best and most suitable article, as required
by law.
These fuel tests have been conducted during the past year under the
immediate supervision of the Quartermaster-General's office.
The coals tested during the year, with the number of pounds of each
required to equall cord of standard oak wood, are as follows: ·
Name.

Where mined.

Deer Creek ........••..•...•..
Duckenfield ................. .
Dunsmuir Welliugton ..•.....
Alta mine ...............•....
Park Coal and Coke Co ...... .
Red Lodge .................. .
Streator washed nut ........ .
Hocking Valley nut .....•....

Rating.

Pounds.
Near Glenrock, Converse County, Wyo ..................•..
2, g7s
Anstralia . ..................... . ........................... .
1,!!+9
\VeJlingt.on Collif1ry, Dt>parture llay, British Columbia .... .
2,:!Gtl
2, 041
45 miles from Tac!lma .. King, Com~ty, \Vm;h .. ---- .......... -1 ,
Horr,)Iont.., 10 m1les from l<ort l:cllowstone ...........••..
1, 873
Near Red Lodge, Mont .................................... .
2,83!1
Near Streator, Ill ..........•................................
3, 07ti
On line ofT. and 0. C. R. R., Athens Conuty, Ohio, mine No.
!l. 971
21.

New Kentucky nut .....•....
Spring Valley nut ......••....
Lyfor<l nut ......•............
Girard nut ..•...•............ J
Newcastle....................
Franklin mine (McRay vein).
Gilman ..........•.••••.......
New Wellington..............
Roslyn bitnminons .......•••.
Rouse biturnhwus . . . . . • . .• . . .
Cardiff bituminous ........... J

Near Murphysboro, .Jackson County, lll ................•..
Near Sprin&' Valley, IlL ................•..................
Near Lyforu, Ind .......................................... .
Near Girard, Macoupin County, Ill. .....................•..
King County, ·wash., about 21 miles from ~t'attle ... ...... .
Near Franklin, King County, \Vash. (32 milea from Seattle,
on line Columbia and Pug-et Sound R R.).
Near G1lman, Wash. (42 miles from Seattle, on line of Seattle, Lake 1:.-iltore and Eastern R It.).
Vancouver Isllln(l, Departure l~ay, British ColnmlJia ...... .
Near Roslyn, "\Vash ..............................•..........
House mine, Huerfano County, Colo .................•......
Wales-·-·····························_-·······-~·-··········

2, 477
2, 751

a, 015

2,8,W
2, 886
2, 306
2,837

2,191
2,4:!6
2, 294
1, 885

Very respectfully,

W. S. P A.T1'EN,
Captain and Assistcwt Quartennaste-;·, U. S. Army.
The QuA RTERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L.
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REPORT OF (!A.P'l', C. P.

~IILJJER,

ASSISTAXT

QUAI~TIUmASTER,

U. S. AIUIY.

V\T AR DEP ARTMEN'l',
QUAR'l'ERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

lV c~;8hington, D. 0., J~tly 14, 1893.
I herewith respectfully submit my report of the operations of the barracks and quarters branch of this office during the past
fiscal year:
GENERAL:

Under the head of barracks and quarters Congress provided by the act
making appropriations for the support of the Army, approveu July 16,
1892 . - ---. ---- - - - - -- -- - --- --- - ---- --- - --- - ---- ... - .... --- - --- - -- -- -- $700, 000. 00
Authorized for construction and rcpai rs ______ . __ .. ____ ... __ $570, 828. 87
Authorized for rent and labor __ .... _____ ...... _ . __ ... ____ . 127, 875. 79
698,704.66
Balance June 30, 1893 . . . . • . . . . . . . . _..•.................•••..•..

1,295.34

NEW CONSTRUC'.riONS.

There has been authorized during the year from the appropriation
for b~LlTaCkS anu quarters for the erection Of public buildings at uifferent military l)Osts, comdsting of barracks, officers' quarters, storehouses, stables, etc., the smn of $341,524.29.
For the construction and repair of ho~pitals at military posts already
established and occupied there have also been authorized from the
appropriation for that purpose expenditures amounting· to $40,800.14,
and for the conRtruction and repair of hospital stewards' quarters at
military posts already establisheLl and occupied, from the appropriation
"for construction of quarters for hospital stewards," $6,021.14.
REPAIRS.

There have been authorized for repairs, alterations, and improvements to public buildings, and for the purchase of building materials
and tools at various posts, expenditures amounting to $229,304.58.
The different military departments and depots to which this money
has been distributed are shown in the annexed statement:
Recapitztlation of the cxpen(litures a!tfhorize(l for conBtl'lwtion, 1·epairs, eto., from the
appropriation for barracks and qztarters, 1892-'93.
Department or depot, etc.

Coustrnctiou.

Department of the East.·-_-·-··· ... -- ___ .---_.------.-·.
Department of the Missouri. ... --.----·. _____ . _____ ----_.
. Department ofthe Platte ·--- .. ______________ . _--. __ .. __ .
Department of Dakota_--------·-- ........ __ .. ______ . __ ..
Department of Texas.----·-. _____ . ____ .. -·- __ ... ___ ·----·

$183,307.79
25, 90R. 00
11, 185.84
12,107. 85
36,767.54

iN:~:r~::~~ ~f. ~~l~~~~~~::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~:::::: ~:: ~::::

1~; ~~~: ~~

D6p3rtment of the Columbia .. ___ ............ _--·---_....
3, 216. 75
_____ .. _... __ .. _____ . __ ...... ___ ......
4, 483. 00
Davids Island .. _.. - ____ .. __ ... ___ . _. ____ . ____ ..... __ . . . . .
] G, 429. 00
Jefferson Barracks ____________ ... __ .. _. ___ . _. _. _...... __ .
28, 8»0. 00
Willets Point ______ . __ .. _.. _____ ....... _. _........ _... __ .. _. _......... _..
Jeffersonville depot . __ . __ . __ .. _. _. _. _____ . _. _. _. __ ... _.. _ . _. _. _. __ . ____ . _
New York depot-------_ ... _--· ....................... __ .... __ .. -----·---

l Columbns barracks

,~~La::fsP~!~~\e~~~ :::::::: ::: :: :::::: ::: :~ :::~ :~ ~ ~ :::::::::::;~ :~ ::::: :-:

Repairs.

Total.

$GO, 18G. 8G
31,66:1.76
25, 184.60
29,020.91
12,845.74

2~; ~~~: ~~

19,431.65
3, 150. 00
2, 609. 28
2, 861. 10
2, 078. 32
1, 275. 00
694.00

~g~: ~~

I

$243. 494. 65
57,571.76
36,370.44
41,128.76
49,61:3.28
22,783.83
34,097.16
22,648.40
7,633.00
18,038.28
31,751.10
2, 078.32
1, 275.00
694.00
957.00
693.89

-----------:---------1--------Total.. _•••••••••••••..••••• _. ___ . _•.. _••..•• _. __ • _.
3·11, 524. 291 229, 304. 58

570,828.87
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The following list shows the different buildings wl1ich have been
authol'ized to be constructed at the various posts, the expemlitnres
therefor being included in the foregoing statements under the head of
construction:
Post.

Designation.

Depctrtment of the East.
Fort Barrancas ............•... Two bath houses ...................•........ Wood .... .
Closet building for enlist <'cl men ................ do .... .
Fort Columbus ..••••.••..••... Two double sets officers' qunrters ........... Briek .... .
One double set officer:>' quarters ................ do •....
Fort Ethan Allen ...•••..•••... Two double sets officers' quarters ............... do .... .
Guardhouse .•..........•..........•........... clo ...•.
Governors Island .....••.••.... Coal shed ..................•.•.............. Wood .... .
Jackson .Barracks ....•........ QnarterruaRter's storehouse ..••••......•........ do .... .
Key "\Vest .Barracks .....•...... Mess hall for two companies .......•............ do ..... ~
'l:wo si~g~e s~ts officers'_quarters ......•.....
do ..... 5
'lwo pnv1es for new quarters ................... clo .... .
Madison Barracks .•••..••..... Two double sets officers' quarters ........... Brick .... .
Garbage cremator ............................... clo .... .
l~ort McPherson .•••••••••.••.. Addition to quartermaster's storPhouse ......... <lo .... .
Band stand .........•.....•.................. \Vood ...•.
Conversion of old guardhouse into school- Brkk .....
house.
Con·nl fence ..•....•.....••••••••.....•••.•.. Wood ..... ,
Fort Monroe .................. . Quartermaster's stable...................... Bride ... .
Wagon shed and corral.: ................... ·w ood .... .
Conversion of Carroll Hall into barracks for Brick .... .
two companies.
Mount Vernon Barracks ....•. Exercise and amusement room.............. Wood .....
:Fort Myer .••..••••••.•••••••..
6';;~f~hesk~~. ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~
~ ~::::: ~ ~::::::: Br·i~~ .· ~ .· .• ."
Qnartermaster's and commissary store how<<' ..... do .... .
One double -set noucommissiouctl olliccrs' .... do .... .
quarters.
Bakehouse .........••..••..••••................. do .... .
Bl:wksmithshop .••..•••........................ <lo .... .
Fort Niagara ................. . Guardhouse ..•..•••••.•........................ !lo .... .
:Fort Trumbull .....••...••.... Bath house .....•...•.•.•.......•..... . ...... \Vood .... .

!....

·. ·_·.:: ·.

·.

.

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . .

Depm·tment of the j]fissouri.

$464.93
219.:17
29, 68fl. 00
14,200.00
29,000.00
7.000.00
7, 100.00
797.41
19, 44.3. 00
195.75
28,750.00
1, 500.00
2, 487.00
524.00
1, 300.00
147.65
6, 375.80
J, 819.00
1, 745.88
250.00
1, 856.00
3, 991.00
9, 480.00
3, 485.00
2, 787.00
2, 800.00
5, 475.00
425.00
1R3, 307. 79

I

I

Fort Leavenworth .......•..... Two cavalry stables ..••••.••••••.•.•....... Brick ...•.
Ambulance shed ................................ do .... .
Fort Reno ..••••••••••••••..••. Bakery ....•.....•..................•.•.......... do .... .

22,832.00
1, 390.l0
1, 686.00

Total ......................................... ----. ·

25,908.00

Fort Niobrara ...•.••...•••.... I-' additions to barracks Nos. 9 and 14 .•••••• Wood .... .
l~uel sheds and storeroom ....................... clo .... .
Coal shed ................................... j •••• do .... .
Fort Omaha. ...•.••.•••••••••.. PriYies .......................•.........................•
Fort Robinson .......•••.••.... Quartermaster's stables ..................... \\"ood .... .
\Vagon shed ..............•...................... do .... .
Root cellar .........••...•....................... clo ...•.
School building ................................. d~ ..•••
Fort "\Vashak1e ............... . Reconstruction of ice house ........................•.••.

2, 890. oa

Total................................... .... .• .•.• ..

11,185. 84.

Fort Assinniboine ..•...••..... Coal sheds for barracka and gnardl10use .... Wood ...•.
Addition to water-closet builuing ........... l3rick ...•.
Fort Keogh .•.......•••.••••••. t~~;:::~ns~~b~~~~~:-~ ::::::::::: ~::::::: ::::: . ";~~ci:
Fort l\feade ............•.••••.. Root cellar ...................................... do .... .
Camp l\Ierritt, Mont ...•....... Bath house and ice house ........................ do .... .
:Fort Pembina ........•.....•.. Company earth clo;;ets .......................... do ...•.

Fort Yates ...••••.••.•••..•••.. . ::.~~~~ ~~~~-: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :~~:: :::
Subsistence storehouse .......................... do .... .
Addition to quartermaster's storchouRe ......... do .••••
Fort Yellowstone .•••••••••.••. Addition.toquartcrmaster"sstableatoldpost .... do ..••.

165.57
160.00
350.05
494.99
448.33
59. oa
460.25
650.00
428.58
7, 490.00
1, 325.00
76.05

TotaJ................................... ............

12,107.85

Depm·tment of the Platte.
200.00
2, 24ll. 00
273.34
3, 490.00
890.00
173.50
965.00
56.00

Department ef Dakota.

::::
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Department of 1'exa8.

Material.

Designation.

Post.

I

Iauthorized.
Amount

I

Fort Clark..................... Quartermaster's storehouse................. Stone .... .
I!'ort Ringg-old ................. ~nl>sistenc? storehomm...................... Brick .... .
Fort Sam Hou~ton............. Outhouse for ban1l barracks ........................... .
.Four double sets noncomiDissioncd stafl" oili- Brick and
.
cers' quarters.
woocl.
San Antonio ................... 1 Workshops ................................. Brick .... .
nllwk~mith shop.- ........... - ........ - ......... uo ... ..
Atl11itioJ1 t ostal>le of departme11t commander ............ .

$10,000.00
6, 2-15.00
19f>. 00
12, 84.5. 00

Total................................... . . . . . . . . . . . .

36, 767. 54

Alcatraz Islanu ............... . Adnitions to barrncl's No. 17 ................ Wood.··· ·
.Additions to prison kitehenandguanlhouse. Brick and
wood.
Thrre base-line houses ...................... 1 \Vood .... .
\Yin II break ..................................... do .... -~
Angel Island .••....•.••••.••.. D\~~~g_J"g_o~ and kitchen for company quar- ..•. do .....

1, 394.00
88.04

3. SDO. 00

3, 400.00
282.54

Department of California.

Raising roofs of company quarters Nos. 1 .... do .... .

l

mih~~·s~~~-~~~~:'.~~~~: .......................... do .....

Dining room and kitchen for company quar- .... do .... .
ters No.5.
Presidio of San Francisco ..... Cellar under subsistence storehouse ............ do .... . 11
Coal house at pumping station .................. do .....
Hin~le set of officers' quarter.:; .................. do ... ..
Coal shed., etc., for new quarters ................ rlo .... .
1Iagazillt> ................................... griek .... .
Three plano table shelters .................. \Vood ... ..
'l'otal ..................................

Department of A 1·izona.

............

J

129.86
167.84
3,598. 00
536.04
465.00
1, 074.00
3, 627.00
215.00
1, 425.00
I
182.10
12, U01. 88

1

Fort Grant .••..••..••..••..... .1\dditiontobarracksNo.l. .................
Signal service storehouse ...................
Building for blacksmith shop, etc...........
B1/~a~~~ for plumber's shoi>, engine, and
l<'ort Huachuca ............... . Double set of officers quarters..............
Outhouses for new quarters.................
San Carlos .................... . l~akehouse ..................................
Three frame ~>helters for company offices and
storerooms.

Adobe....
\Yoo<l.....
Adobe....
............
1

510.00
148.87
343. 05
147.21

Adobe....
... . .. . .. . ..
Adobe....
·wood.....

4, 776. 72
150.00
92U.44
321. 35

TotaL •••••••••••...••.•••..•••••••••.......•......

7, 326.64

Boise Barracks . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . Eular!!ementofmagazine and on1naneestore- Stone and
house.
wood.
Guardroom forcavalr.vstahlc ................ \Vood .... .
Fort C:mby .................... Enlargement of barracks l{o. 11 ................ do ..... .
FortShennan ..•..••..••..•.... Two wood sheds ................................ do ..... .

131. 95
2, 7-l-3.00
181.80

Total ............................................. .

3. 216.75

Department of the Columbia.
160.00

Recruiting stations, depots, etc.
Columbus Barracks ...•.••..•.. Changes in officers' quarters Nos.1, 2, and 3. Wood and
stone.

4, 4.83. 00

Davidslslaml. ................. Comnum(Ung officers' quarters .............. Brick .... .

10,768.00
1, H74. 00
2, 61:)7. 00

g~~~lf=u~~c-~~~t·o·~ ~~:: ~: :: ~~::::: :::::::::::: . \~~~d·::::

15,420.00
Jefferson Barracks . ..••• •••••. Two double sets officers' quarters........... Brick.....

28,890. 00

Total. . • . . • . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . • . .

48, 802. 00

From the appropriation for regular supplies there was constructed
during the fiscal year a granary (stone) at Fort Douglas, Utah. Cost,
$3,o~w.
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For the construction of buildings at and the enlargement of such
military post::; as in the judgment of the Secretary of vVar may be necessary, Congress, in making appropriations for sundry civil expense.
of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, provided
t h e sum of $400,000.
The followiug amounts from the military posts appropriation for
lS!H-'92 also became available for expenditure within the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1893:
Portion of allotment of December 3, 1891, for constrnct,ion at Fort
\V uyne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16, 000. 00
Allotment of November 10, 1891, for gmlrdhouse at Fort Sam Houston..
H, 000. 00
Balance July 1, 1892 ..•.•. ..•••. ....•. ..•... ...... ...•.. ..•... .... ....
90,8~0.96
'l'otal ........ _.......... _................................... __ .. 115,820.96
Add appro1)riation for 1892-'93 ...•...•.............................•.. 400,000.00
Total to bo accounted for ...... -----· ............................

515,820.96

The above sum has been apportioned as follows:
Post.

Designation.

.
Fort Brady ..•.•••....... Barrack for 2 companies, 2 doul)le sets officers' quarters, 1
single set officers' quarters, 1 single set noncommissioned
statl officers' quarters, salary of arcl,itect, and miscellaneous
rxpenses.
Fort t:;hcridan .......... . Oilhouse, quartermaster's stable and corral, infantry drill
hall, extra work on nflw lmihlings, salaries, and advertising.
Fort McKinney ..••..... 2 cavalry barracks, additions to infantry barracks,
addition to guardhoul:le, 1 set IIOiwommissioned
staJf officors'quarters, and advertising .......... $31,223.20
Contingentfund .................................. 18,776.80
Fort Ethan Allen ....... . Double barrack, hospital, 2 cavalry stables, bakery, quartermaster's storehouse, scale house, and printinj}·
Madison Barracks ...... . Additional cost of buildings authorizecl in 1891- 92, extra work
on new buildings, printing and advertising.
Jfort Crook .•• . .....•.... Mess hall, barrack wing for 4 companies, 2 double
sets captains' quarters, 2 double sets lieutenants' quarters, guardhouse, quartermaster's and
sul:lsistence storehouse, quartermaster's stable,
workslwp, coal shed, and salaries .............. $186, 123. 50
Les8 amount charged to special appropriation for
post ................ ----··...................... 98, 6G!. 80

Amount
allott(;(l .
~52,

1:!2. 05

46,569. 73

50,000. 00
77,222. 50
13,298. 49

87,458.70

Fort Bliss •..•••••.••••.. Barracks for 2 companies, outhouse for barracks, 2 single sets
captains' quarters, 2 single sets lieutenants' quarters, aml
miscellaneous expenses.
·Fort Sam lions ton ....... Conversion of band quarters into guardhousA, new band quarters, and miscellaneous expenses.
Colurn bus Barracks ..... . Wagon shed, changes in new officers' quarters, and advertil:lin<T,
::'l1iscellaneous expenditures at various posts ................. .
Balance June 30, 1893 ......•....••.•....••••..•..•••••.••.....

3, 930.85
120,397.30

Total accounted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

515, 820. 96

52, 89·!. 02
!J, 403. 67

2, 523. 65

The character and cost of the buildings author-ized during the year
at the different military posts and chargeable to the $400,000 referred
t o in the preceding table are stated below.
The expense of plumbing, heating, and gas piping in 'the buildings,
unless otherwise shown, is chargeable to other ap,Propriations of the
Quartermaster's Department,
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FORT SHERIDAN, ILL.

Oil storage house No. 88 (brick)........................................ $1,013.00
Quartermaster's Rtahle, No. 80 (brick)................................... 10, 854. 00
Infantry drill hall, No. 60 ( br! ek).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 272. 00
Corral fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
467. 00
rrotal.--- ..•. -.--- .. ----. ---- ..... --- ... -.- ............ -- .... ---.

39, 606. 00

Plumbing in quartermaster's Atahle No. 80 ............................ :.
Plumbing in infantry drill hall K o. 60 ................................. .
Steam heating in infantry tlrillhall No. 60 .............. __ ............. .

960.00
314.00
M8.00

l\IADISON BAR HACKS, N. Y.

The following buHding-s have bem1 contracted for at this post during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 18D3, the allotment for the same having
been made in the precediug fiscal year:
One double barracl~ (hrick) ......... : .. .. -.----.----.---- ·---- · · ·---- } $53 791. 00
Two donble sets offi<·crs' quarters (bnck).............................
'
(Of this amount$12,1GH is ehargeable to the appropriation of $-100,000.)
Plumbing in donble barraek antl two sets ofticcr:s' <Jlllll'tcrs.... . .. . .. . . ..
7, 000. 00
Heatiug in two sf'ts officers' <ttwrters...................................
3, 050.00
350.00
Gas piping in dotlblc banacks aud two sets offieer~' qnarLcrs............
COLUl\IBUS llAltHACJ(S, OHIO.

Wagon shefl and corral (frame) .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .
Plumbing and sewer eotmeetions.......................................

$2, 350. 00
200.00

Total . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

2, 550. 00

:FORT SAl\1 liOUSTON, Tl':X.

The following work at tllis post has beenr1Jaced under contract during
the year, au allotment of $D,OOO having been made from the appropriation
pertaining to the fisra1 year 1891-'D2, and applied thereto:
sonve~sion of ~a~a q~Htrters t~ ~nard house, No. 13 .. --- ... --.- ..... --.-

$~, 87~. 00

rrotal .. --- .. ----. ----- .. --- ...... - ... - ..... --- .. - ...... - - ... -- ---

9, 31b. 00

New ba,n<l quarte1s, No. 46 (bnck) ........................ .............

,J,44;J.00

FORT M'KIN.NEY, WYO.

In the act of August 5,1892, it was provided that not exceeding $50,000
of the sum therein appropriated "may be used for reconstructiug" this
post. The following work bas been authorized under this law:
Two cavalry h.~trracks .................................................. $22, 800. 00
Four additions to infantry harracl;:s with messhall an<l kitchen.........
4, 200.00
One set of noncommissioned staff officers' 11 narters . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
1, 275. 00
Addition to guanlb.ouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 910. 00

Total.... . . . . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • •

31, ll:l5. 00
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NEW POST OF FORT BRADY, MICII.

One double set officers' quarters, No.6 (brick) ......................... . $11,161.00
One double set officers' quarters, No.7 (hrick) ......................... . 10,944.00
One single set officers' quarters, rTo. 9 (Lrick) ......................... ..
7, 307.50
One barrack wing, No. 12 (brick) ..................................... .. 19,4-20.50
One single set of noncommissioned staff oflicers' q u:utert>, No. 20 (brick) ..
2,083.00
Total...... . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50, 916. 00

Plumbing in officers' quartf'rs, No. 6 ................................... .
Plumbing in officf'rs' quarters, No.7 .................................. ..
Plumbing in officers' qnarters, No.9 ................................... .
Plumbing in barrack wing, No.1~ .................................... ..
Plumbing in noncommissioneu staff officers' quarters, No. ~0 .......... ..

823.16
823.16
494.43
2,389.51
181.95

Total ..••....•••......••••••.•..•.•..............................

4,715.21

Heating apparatus in officers' qnartors, Nos. 6, 7, and 9 ................ .
Heating in barrack wing, No. 12 ...................................... ..

1, 125.00
2, 169. GO

'l'otal .•••••••••••...•....••...••......................•••..•.•••.

3,294.00

NEW POST OF FORT BLISS, TEX.

One double barrack (brick) . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
One onthonse for same .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .
Two single sets captains' qnarters, Nos. 15 anc116 (brick) .. .. .. .. . . . .. ..
Two single sets lieutenants' quarters, Nos. 13 and 14 (brick).............

23, 777. 00
2, 345. 00
14, 387.00
12,291.00

Total.................................................... . . . . . . . .

52, 800. 00

PJnm bing in outhouse for barracks .................................... .
Plumbing in officers' quarters Nos. 13, 14, 15, anc116 ..................... .

2,693.00
3,028.00

'fotal ...•••••••.••••..•••...........•..........................••

5,723.00

FORT CROOK, NEBR.

Mess hall (brick) .................................................... ..
Barrack wing for four companies (ln·iek) .............................. .
Officers' quarters, double sets, Nos. 3, 4, 5, anc16 (brick), $11,714.03 each.
Guardhouse (brick) ................................................... .
Storeb•mse (brick) .................................................... .
Stahle (brick) ........................................................ .
Worlu;hops (brick) ................................................... ..
Coal shed (frame) ........••..•....•....................................

37,792.91
40, 726.M
58,856.12
11,285.49
20, :i52. 7!)
5,557.93
4,190.90
3,537.32

'fotal.... • • • • . • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182, 300. 00

Of this amount $08,664.80 is chargeable to the speejal appropriation
for construction of this post, and $83,u35.:W to tlle a1)propriation for
military posts.
Plumbing in the above buildings ....................................... $11,553.30
StPam lJCating in same .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 21, 361. 24Gaspipinginsame ....................................................
635.00
Cooking apparatus in mess hall . .. . .. • • .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . • .. .. • . .. • • ••
2, 631. 50
FORT ETHAN ALLEN, VT.

Tbe act of .August 5, 1892, authorized the establishment of a military
post at a point near the northern frontier, provided that suitable land
for the purpose should be donated free of cost to the United States.
The requirements of this law having been complied with by donation
of the land, the site of tlle post has heen fixed near Bs~ex Juuction,
Vt. By General Orders No. 21, dated :l\Iarch 13, 1803: this post has
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been {ler-;ignatcd Fort 1-Dtllau Allen, after the Revolutionary gmteral
of that wune.
In ::11l<litiou to the commencemm1t of work Oil the roads, water supply, and sewer system, the followil1g-deseribed lmildingshave beeu placed
under contract au<l are being constructed:
Onf' double caYalry barrack (brick) ...... -------------------- ____ ....... . $30,600
Two double fiets officers' q nartcr::> (bricl{) ........ _.. _•.......... _________ _ 2!l,OOO
Gn:mlhonso (briek) ..... __ . _............. __ . __ . ____________ . ____________ _
7,000
Two cavalry stables (brick) .... -----------------·-------· ____________ ---·
21,000
llakchoi.1se (hrick) ... _.................................. _..... __ .....• __ •
3,000
Quartermaster's Htorehou~>e (brick) ................ __ ............ _______ ..
8,500
Sra 1c hom;e (frame) ................•......... _..........•.... _........ _..
GOO
Hospital (brick) .... -------- .............. ____ ------ ________ . __________ __
13,500
Total .......••.• - -- ... - .... -.. - - - . --. -.. -. _. .... -- . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

113, 100

Of this sum, $77,100 is to be taken from the appropriatiou for military vosts, and the remaiuder from barracks and quarters.
Plumbing in hnrrn.cks ................................................ ..
Plumbing in officers' quarter~, two tlonble sets .................. __ .. __ ..
Plnmhing in guardhouse ............................................ ..

$2,376.33
2,011.00
518.00

Total ...••....•.•....................... _...................... _.

4,905.33

llrating in barracks ............ ------ .............................. __ __
Heating in officers' quarters .................................... _...... .
Heating in guardhouse .............................................. ..

3,480.62
2,453.00
301.00

Total. . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gas piping in barracks ............................................... ..
Uas piping in officers' quarter~:~ ......... _.............................. .
Gas pipiug in guardhouse ............................................ ..

6, 234-. 62

=======
138.03

Total ......•••...•............................. __ ........ __ ... __ •

215.00

26.00
379.05

PLATTSllUHG BAHRACKS1 N. Y.

In addition to the construction of roads, water supply, and sewer
systems, the following buildings haye beeu contracted for at this post:
Harracksforfonrcompauies, No.2 (brick)----------------------------- $42,000.00
38,000.00
ScYt>n double sets oftkers' qnarttws, Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14 (brick).. 98, 000.00
Gnanlhouse, No.4 (briek). ------------------ ...... ------ ...... ...... .. . 13,400.00

Mel-is hallandadministration bnil<ling, No.1 (brick) ....................

Total . • • • . . . • . . • • • • . . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . 191, 400. 00

The cost of these buildings is charged to the special appropriatiou of
provided uy the act of February 7, 1891.

$~00,000

Plnmlting in banaeks .......... _....... _................................ $6, 400. 00
Plmnbing in mess hnll and adminir;tration building..................... 1, 900.00
Plumbing in officers' qnartcrti .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. 8, 400. 00
Plmnbing iE gnar<lhonse ................................... _.. . .. . .. .. . 1, 032. 00
Total.... . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 17, 732. 00
Heating in seven sets officers' quarters ...•........................ -----Cooking apparatus in mesH lwll ...... _. _... __ ................. _....... ..
Gaspiping in all the buildings ......................................... .

7,210.00
3,000.00
800.00

0:\tAHA DEPOT 1 NEBH.

The act of Congress ap]H'OYed Angnst 5, 1892, appropriated $30,000
for the construction of f4uitable buildings for a military storehouse and
offices at the military depot at Omaha. The act of J\Iarch 3, 1893, proWAR 93-VOL I--23
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vided $30,000 additional for completing this building, making a total
of $60,000.
Proposals for the erection of this lmilding have been received after due
public advertisement, and contracts will be entered iuto at the following figures:
For the constrnetion of the lmildiug ................................... $43, 500.90
F or t.he plnmuing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
585.60
For the steam heating . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 331.00
For the gaspiping . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
123.17
Total...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.3, ii40. Gi
l\IILITARY POST NEAR LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

The act of Congress approved April 23, 1892, authorized the establishment of an Army post within 10 miles of the city of Little Hock,
Ark., upon the city conveying or causing to be conveyed to the United
States the fee-simple title to not le~:~s than 1,000 acres of land, etc.
The act of August 5, 1892, provided that "$60,000 of the sum therein
appropriated may be used, in case the Secretary of War shall regard
it necessary for the public interest. to commence the erection of buildings, including- hospital. at the military post near I_Jittle Rock, Ark.,
when the conditions 0f the.act of April 23, 1892, have been complied
with."
The conditions having been complied with, the site of the proposed
post is being surveyed preparatory to the commencement of its construction.
FORT HARRISON, l\IONT.

The act of }fay 12, 1892. authorized the establishment of a military
post near the city of Helena, 1\iont., upon the transfer and conveyance
to the United States of a good and sufficient title to not less than 1,000
acres of land, without cost, situated at or near the city of Helena, and
appropriated $100,000 for the purpose of defraying the expem;es of
locating said post and of constructing barracks, quarters, hospitals,
kitchens, etc.
The act of l\farch 3, 1893, limited the cost of the post to $200,000.
The requirements of the law as to the transfer of the land haying
been complied with, work of surveying the reservation is now in progress.
HESERVATION OF THE PHESIDIO Ol!' SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The foHowing is a report of the condition of the improvements made
on the above reservation during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1893:
All the improvements heretofore made give good promise. The trees are making
satisfactory progress and are looking well, with the exception of those planted tllls
year, which are not in such a satisfactory condition, owing to the extreme dryness
of the early summer, and several long continued spells of hot weather in Fcbrnary
and March. It is too soon, however, to report definite results regarding these.
The bamboos planted during the season of 1891-'92, as an experiment, have not
Jlroved satisfactory, their growth having been very slow. Some have ueen transplanted into better gromul with better results. In the month of February, 1893,
there were purchased 100 giant bamboos (from Japan), which were planted on select
and high ground along the creek or overflow from tile Tunnel Spring, where, the
soil being good anclmoist, they appear to be doing well.
Upwards of 30,000 seedlings were raised in the nursery during this year.
Severe windstorms during the winter months lifted a numucr of the largest
acacias out of the ground, aml some thonsands of others were blown over; fences
were demolished and the windmills swept away. About 7,000 trees which were
more or less damaged wel·e feclaimed, but suusequently, during a storm of greater
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magnitude, the wind again lifted a number of those out of the ground and about 50
acacias were totally destroyed.
On June 16 a grass fire occurred west of the footpath leading to Central avenue,
which destroyed 4 pine and 7 acacia trees and injured slightly some 79 Cypress and
pines. Grass aronnd these trees having been previously cut under orders from this
office, further progress of the tire was stayed.
Early in the year 34,000 trees were purchased at a cost of 2t cents each, and award
was made for planting 60,000 at the same price. Bids for plowing and grubbing 80
acres were invitecl :mel award made for the work at $10 per acre. Seventy-five acres
were pbnted with 64,371 at>sorted trees, as follows:
Eucalyptus (own raising) _____ --- __ --- . _____ ----------.- ---.----.-.----- •. 29,429
Pine _______ .. __ .. ____ - _--- ------ ------ . ----- ---- ---- ---- ------ ---- ------- 11,615
11,615
11,615
100
Giant bamboo _- _--- __ --- _---------.-------- ---- .. -..... ---. ----.-.--- ..•.

:: : : : :::~ ~ ::~ ::~ ~ :~ :::~ :::~: ::~ ~ :·: ::::

r~i:~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Total __ .... __ . _........... _.. ---. _--- . ----. - .. - ..... _-. _.. _.... ---..

64, 374

Spaces between trees haYe been mowed and weeds removed on t.he road leading to
Central avenne gate. Considerable labor has also been expended in removing lupine,
which threatened to retard the growth of the younger trees on various parts of the
reservation.
During the year about 10,000 of the trees planted in 1891 have been cultivated,
and upwards of 100,000 of those planted in 1892. The work of cultivating those
l)lanted this spring is now in progress.
It is pToposed to raise in the nursery this year 20,000 seedlings (one-half each of
eucalyptus aml cypress) to fill any losses that may arise during the year. The seed
for the purpose has been pm·chase(l and sown. A few sequia trees have also been
purchased for experimental handling through the nursery. A large quantity of earth
ha,ving been taken from the nursery in -pbnting trees, it has been refilled with about
100 loads of good earth, teams for hauling which were furnished by the post authorities at the Presidio. Labor was hired for loading and unloading same.
Purchase of material for repair of fences for protection of young trees was made
at a cost of$427.32, and the work performed by hired labor.

Expenditures fi·om special appropriations have been made as follows:
From appropriation approved Marc.l1 3, 1891:
Cultivation of trees planted in 1891-'92------------ --- _- ___ . ______ ... ____ $1, 051. 50
Hepairiug windmills at well and on flume __ . _. _-... ____ .... _____ . ____ .. _
199. 52
Total ..... __ ... -- .. -- ...... ---. -- ... ----- ---. ------ --. ___ -.......•

1,251. 02

No balance of this appropriation remains on hand.
From appropriation approved August 5, 18U2:
Planting of trees _... _....•.. -.- ... ---.-- ------ - --- .. _ . --- .... _____ . ___ _ $1,581.85
Purchase of trees _____ . _____ . __ . _. _.. ___ .. _. ___________________________ .
910.13
P:a-chase of seed for nursery ___ . _____ .. __________ : __________________ . __ .
11.25
Plowing and grubbing _________ ... __________________________________ ---·
750.00
Purchase of wire and staples for fencing .. _. ___ . ___ . ______________ . ____ .
136.60
Parchase of lumber for fencing.---- ____ ----·- ________________ ·---·---···
290.72
Purchase of hoes and handles for cultivating ___________________________ _
4.80
Purchase of watering pot for nursery ______ . _. _.. ___ . _____ .. ___________ .
1. 45
Labor, cultivating young trees, repairing fences, etc _.. _.. ___ . __ .... ___ . 1,893.64
Total expenditures ....•...••............ -·---··----- .... ---·-----·
Balance on hand June30, 1893 ..••••.•.................. ·----· ·----- ....

5,580.44
739.56

Total funds received from appropriation ___ . __ ... _.. ___ . _____ ..• __
Balance not yet received from the Treasury ...•.. _.•• _________ ... _. ____ .

6,320.00
3,680.00

Amount of appropriation ............•••.. __ . ____ .. _______ ... __ .. _ 10, 000. 00

The honorable Secretary of War having authorized, February 7,
1893 (Quartermaster-General's office 11053), an expenditure of $2,150
from the appropriation for regular supplies for repair of boundary fence
of the Presidio Reservation and for painting gates and picket fences at
Lombard street and First avenue entrances, the work was done at a.

cost of $1,983.37, .
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Under authority from this office of September 15, 1802, a ditch wa~
constructed on the Presidio Reservation to reclaim the marsh west of
culvert. 'fhis ditch has proved very satisfactory, as it not only rcelaim~
the marsh, but water accumulating above finds its way into it and
11asses out iuto the ba.y at low tide through the flood gates, which have
been provided for the purpose.
Expenditures antlwl'izcd for whan·e.s, roads, 1oalk.s, grading, brid[Jc8, etc., chargeable to
the appropriation for ..dnny transportation.
IioHflR, walkl'l, "'iVhar·\·es. Mi~ct>llanegrading, and ,
ons.
bridges.

Post, etc.

~~~~nf~~~~R.rr·~t-i~~l.'.:T.~ ~ ~:::::::::::: ::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::

$3, ~~~: ~~ .... $i35: 6i. ·····$~~o:oo
Fort Barrancas, I•'la ....... , .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . ..
44J. 01
4:.!t 12
Fort Ethan Allen, \Tt...........................................
20, 923.70 .. .. .. .. .. ..
805.00
Governors Islm1d, New York Harhor .... .. ...... .. . .. . ........
225.00
14, 2:J2. 00 ........... .
Fort Hamilt()n, New York Uafhor ............. ..... ........ ...
732.00
407.75 ........... .
•Tacl,son BarrackR,La...................... ....................
877.00 ............ . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~;Yt 1~~P~l~~~;~,c~i-~·:~L-: ::::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::

~: ~~;: g~

::::::::::::
. . .. .. .. .. ..

3
1

~~: ~~

1\ladison Barracks, N.Y........................................
10, 91i6. 77
Fort ~Iontg-omcry, N. Y . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ..
21. 00
:M:ount Vernon Barracks, Ala..................................
33.00
J•'ort Monroe, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort :M:ycr, Va.... ........ ...... ...... . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. . .... ..
3, 309.18

:J5.1U
....................... .
....................... .

~~~~ ff~tfr~~~J~\r~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~ :::::::

::::::::::::
::::::::::::
...................... ..

Plattt>hnrg Barracks, N. Y .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .
Fort Porter, N.Y........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Fort 'rhomas, Ky.................... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
Fort Trumbull, Conn...........................................

2

~i: ~~

2()fi. 0(1

..... . ......

••••••••••.•

868.87

6, H2il. 25
326. 00 ....................... .
350. oo ...................... ..
220.00 ....................... .

~;~~~~J~!!~~~~~-i ~: ?. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ···· ·2i6:oo· ...... -~~:~~

Fort Wood, New York Harbor................................. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
Fort J3rady, Micb . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350. 00
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.......................................
138.00
Fort Sill, Okla..................................................
4. 50
Fort Mackh1ac, :M:ich...........................................
£l. 75

7. 50 .......... ..
. . •. • . . . . . . .
150. 00
....................... .
...................... ..
....................... .

1
~~~~ ~~~~:Jd~~nni:
1~: ~n: g~
' 5~~:~~
Fort \Vayne, llfich....... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
374.00 .••.•.•••......•........
Fort Crook, Nebr............................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74. !J7
Fort D. A. RusRell, Wyo........................................
46.20 ....................... .

::::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~~! k~~~~:~~~:~~ ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~::::::::::

::::::::::::::: ~::: : : : : . . . .:~;: :~. :::::::::::: : : : :~~~ ~~

Fort Omaha, Nebr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Robinson, N obr...........................................

~~~~ w~~~~·k~~\VJ:~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::

140. 00 ......•.................
300. 00 .. • • .. .. .. ..
116. 00

10~: g~

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Assinuiboine, Mont....................................... .... ... . . .. . . . ............
142.50
Fort Buford, N.Dak............................................
327.55 ...................... ..
Fort Meade, S.Dak ................... :........................
27.00 ••••••.•.•...••••..•....
Fort Snelling, Minn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 702. 30 . . . • . . • • • • • .
5.12
Fort Snellin~ ordnance depot, Minn . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. ..
500. 110 ....................... .
:Fort Bliss, 'I ox.................................................
1, 107. 50 .. .. .. .. .. ..
20.25
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
162. 00 ....................... .
San Antonio, Tex: ........................................... :. .
35. 00 ......................... .

tf~~~Z!~~~K~~~: :~~~~~-:~~:: ~ ~ ::::::::::::: :~ ~:: ~ ~: ::: ~::::: :::::: :~;~_:66: ··· i,' ~~g: t~- :::: ~·: ~~~:~~

Presidio of San Francisco.......................................
Boise Barracks, Idaho..........................................

702.25 ...................... ..
24. 00 ...................... ..

~~~1 ~h~~~::tJ~h-~::::::::::::: =::::: ~: ::::::::: :::: ::::::::: .. --... i38: so. :::::::::::: ....... ~~: ~~

Fort Spokane, Wash . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . ..
90. 00
Vancouver Barracks, Wash....................................
261.00
Vancouver Depot, Wash....................................... . . . .. . .. .. .. ..
FortBowie,Ariz...............................................
96.00
Fort Grant, Ariz...............................................
4!l.55
Fort Marcy, N. :M:ex............................................
1, 229.10
WbippleBarracks, Ariz........................................
1,510.00

...................... ..
....................... .
20.00 .......... ..
....................... .
....................... .
....................... .
....................... .

~~~~~sg~~~~~~~Ohi~·:::::: ::~~~~~~:::: ::~::::::::
1,
~g
Davids Island, New York Harbor......................... .. . .. .
85. 75
9, :100. 00
534.!13
Jeffersonville DepotJ.. Ind .................. ,....................
30. 00 ...................... ..
J etferson Barracks, .illo .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
12, 5H8. 40 . .. .. .. .. . ..
!J27. 00
New York Depot............................................... . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
200.00 .......... ..
Willets Poillt, New York Harbor...............................
1, 012. 00
1, 811. 88 .......... ..

::::::

sik :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Total .....................................................

-Ii0,5su7f29,12Q.l51--8,22UJ

:::
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"For shelter, shooting galleries, ranges, r·epairs, and expenses incident
thereto," Uongress provided $8,000 in the act makinti· appropriations
for the snpport of the Army, July 16, 1892. This sum was apportioned
as follows:
Department or station.

Designation.

Amount.

Department of the Enfolt............................. Repairs and flonr .............•.......
Department of Dakota .................................... do .............................. .
Department of the Platte_ ................................ do .............................. .
Department of the Missonri .............................. do .............................. .
Departn1ent of 'l'exas ..................................... do .............................. .
Department of the Columbia .............................. do .............................. .
Department of California ................................. do .............................. .
Department of Arizona ............ __ ..................... do .............................. .
Fort Nia~ara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hire of horses, $30; plank walk, $14 ..

~~~t ~;:~~~i~-~i~~ ::: ~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~~~p~~~l ~;;i.i~:::::::::::::::::::::
Rent of range at Leon Spriugs ....... .
F ort Sam H oust on ........ - ........ - ...... · · - · · · . - · · {1{ep a 1•r s at s·an1 e ..................... .
Fort Sheridan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Seed . . . . . . . • . . . . . ................... .
Bellevue, Nebr .......•...•.......................... Repairs .......••....................•.

$947.33
4G5. 09
616.58
3, 609.17
490.66
325.41
487.12
617.21
44.00
25.00
83.95
120.00
4d.OO
91.20
31.28

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • .

8, 000. 00

HOSPITALS.

In the act making appropriations for the support of the Army for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, Congress appropriated $50,000
for construdion and repairs of hospitals at military posts already
established and occu-pied, including the extra-duty pay of enlisted men
employed on the same. This fund has been disbursed by officers of
the Quartermaster's Department on estimates approved by the Surgeon-General of the Army, as follows:
Department and post.

Amount.

Department of the East.
Fort Adams .............. --- ....••..
Fort Columbus ..................... .
]'ort Hamilton................ . .... .
.Jackson Barracks .................. .
Kev "\Vest Barracks ................ .
Ma"di~on Barracks .................. .
:Fort Me Henry ...................... .
Fort Mcl'hert>on ................... :.
Fort Monroe ..................•......
Mount Vernon Barracks ............ .

~~~~he§~~;:r~c"k~:: ~:: ::::: :::::: ~ ::

Fort Niaga.ra .........•..............
:Fort Ontario ........................ .
:Fort Preble .........•................
Fort l'orter ......................... .
::it. Francis Barracks ............... .
.Fort Schuyler ...................... .
Fort Thoma!~ ....................... .
Fort Wadflworth ................... .
Fort "\\T arren _....... __ ... . . . . . .... .
'Vashh1 gton Barrack>~ .............. .
Total .................. _...... .

Department of the .Missouri.
Fort J,panmwortb .................. .
.Fort Mackinac .............••.......
l!'ort Heno ....................•......

~~~:t ~N1~ ~: ::: :::: ~: ::: ::: ::~: ~ ~ ::~ ::
:Fort Sheridan .•••••••••....••••.•.••

Department and post.

Amount.

Department of the Missouri-Collt'd.
$2,474.86
690.55
43.50
42.50
2,<'8:1. 2-1
169.30
60.08
1, OG8. 27
87.00
164. 70
49. 2;l

3.()8
151.16
142.51
24.00
48.94

320.86
218.46

~~;~ ~~~r~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

• $31.88
49.53

Total ......................... .

8, 416.33

Depm·tment of the Platte.
Fort D. A. Russell ................•..
:Fort Dong-las ....................... .
Fort DuChesne ..................... .
Fort Niobrara ...................... .
Fort Omaha ......................... .
J<'ort Hobin son .......... : ........... .
l!'ort :::;idney ......................... .

323.01
1, 778.10
3G3. 52
731. 81
280. 06
160.00
192.86

Total ......................... .

3, 829.36

Department of Dakota .

3, 594.94

Fort As><inniboine ..............•....
J<'ort Buford ........................ .
J~ort Custer ......................... .
l!'ort 1\ l·ogh ......................... .
12,350.62 Fort M <'lHll' ......••••••••••••••••••••
Camp Merritt, Mont ........ , ....... .
I<'ort Mis>!oula ...........•....•......
Camp .Poplar River ..............••..
17. oo I Fort Sully .......................... .
Fort Yellow>~tone .............•......
~8. 12
82. G2
70.04
760.18

673. 4l
17:!. 99
1, 000. 00
6, 4-!3. 40

Total .••••••••••••••••. ·-···· ..

1, 205.67
105. 22
264.84
326.56
303.52
G2. 70
194-.68

58.62
385.45
11, GIL 10
14,518.36
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______n_e_p_a_r_m_l_en_t_a_n_d_p_o_st_.______ __A_n_l_ou_n_t_._I I-------D_e_p_ar_t_m_e_n_t_a_n<_l_p_o_st_._____ __A_ln_o_u_nt__
.
1
1
Department of Texas.
Department of the Columbia.
Fort RlisR ..•...•••..................
$9.00
Fort Brown ........................•.
358.70 Boise Barracks .......••.............
$3~1. 83
58.80 Fort Canby ......................... .
181.19
55.09 Fort Sherman ...................... .
~~rlP/~~~~i~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~:::::::::::
1:!6.48
:Fort Mcintosh ...................... .
1, 136.80 Fort Townsend ..................... .
!!07.48
Vancouver Barracks . ............... .
H5.8-!
1, 618.39
Total .....••••.................
Total
.........................
.
9-!:!.
82
Department of Californict.
Alcatraz Island ..................... .
310.50
Independent posts, etc.
343.37

::

~~Jl~t~~!~~a~k;::::::::::::::::::::

:Fort Bidwell ............ . ........... .

11 residio of San Francisco ........... .

50.00
38.00
187.04
928.91

Total ....••........ -- . - .....• -.
Department of Arizona.
Fort Apache.........................
441.49
Fort Bowie..........................
267.16
Jfort Grant..........................
138.44
San Carlos...........................
445. 66
Fort Stanton ....................... -~
322. 44
Whipple Barracks ........... ·: ...... ____541. 82
Total . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 157. 01

I

Columbus Barraclrs ..•••.............
Davids Island .............. . ....... .
Hot Springs army and navy ho:;pita~ ..
Jefferson Barracks ...... : ..... . .... .
Willets Point ....................... .

3, 241.11
44.15

1, 572.77
29. Gil
47.75

Total ......................... .

4, Q:l5.3S

Miscellaneous expen<litmcs ........ .
Balance June 30, u ;9:J.--.- ·- ..•... --"I

102. !'6
19!!.86

G"nd totoL ................. .

50,000.00

Included in the foregoing is a new hospital at Fort Yellowstone,
together with additions to hospitals at Fort Douglas, Utah, Fort
Thomas, Ky., Fort Sheridan, Ill., and Columbus Barracks, Ohio.
HOSPITAL STEWARDS' QUARTERS.

In the army appropriation act of July 16, 18D2, Congress also appropriated $7,000 for construction of quarters for hospital stewards at
military posts already established and occupied, including the extraduty pay of enlisted men employed on the same.
This money has been apportioned by the Secretary of War to the
posts named below:
Post.
Fort Adams .......••••...•..•..•..•..
Fort Hamilton ....................... .
Jackl!!on Barracks ................... .
Madison Barracks ............•.......
Fort McHenry ....................••..
Fort McPhen.on .................... .
Mount Vernon Barracks ............ .

~~~~~~!if~::::::::::::::::::~::::::
Fort orter .•••.••..••..•............
11

i~~ ~~~~t\~il:::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Warren ..........•.........•....
Washington Barracks ............... .
Fort Leavenworth .................. .
Fort D. A. Russell .....•.•............

Jg:: f~i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~~~ ~~~~l~i~: ::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Custer·························-~
FortMeade .••.••.•..••••••..•••••.•..

Amount.
$55.00
35.00
296.05
9.00
50.50
33.60
202.28
76.55
92.86
79.89
27.00
295.24
308.00
208.40
149.70
18.02
36.83
1, 656.46
310.69
197.66
15.13
58.55
245.131
111. 63

Post.

Amount.

-·1

FortMis<Joula ............ -· ...•.. -·
Fort Pen,l.Jiuc. . ...................... .

Fort Spokane ....................... .
Fort ·walla \Valla .................. .
Columbus Barracks ............. . .. .
Jefferson Barracks . ................ .
Willets Point ....... . .............. .
Balance June 30, 1893 .....•••••••••.•

$28.35
82.76
20.52
61.71
6. 50
197.74
533.35
84.98
21.05
28.85
111.90
204.33
36.75
70.10
11.00
12.00
20.66
10.42
726.00
78.00
5. 00
78.86

Total ....•.•...............••••.

7. 000.00

~~~~ ~~J~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Yellow:;tone .... . .............. .
Fort Clark .......................... .
Fort Mcintosh ..................... .
Fort Sam Houston ... .. ............ .
Benicia Barracks ................... .
Fort Mason ........................ .
Presidio of :San Francisco .......... .
Fort Huachuca ..................... .
Fort Stant,on ....................... .

~~~~ ~~Y£:::::: ~:::::::: ~:::::: ~ ~:
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BOX LOCKERS.

During the-year contract has been made by the depot qtwrternut.ster
at Jeffersonville, lnd., for the construction of 3,800 box lockers, for
issue to the enlisted men of the .A.nny, at $1.UO for each locker.
The purchase of lumber to the value of $2,000 has also been made
under contract, the material to be stored at that depot until thoroughly
seasoned, for future use in the manufacture of lockers.
IRON FLAGSTAFFS.

Contract has been made for the supply of iron flagstaffs of theN. 0.
Nelson Manufacturing Company's pattern by the depot quartermaster
at St. f.1onis, 1\'fo., for issue to military posts as required, viz: Six iron
flagstaffs of 75 feet, at $500 each; three iron flagstaffs of 100 feet, at
$525 each.
PURCHASE OF BUILDINGS.

In the army appropriation act of February 24, 1891, Congress appropriated $50,000 "for the purchase by the 8ecretary of War of buildings erected at permanent army posts by private parties, under proper
authority, and which may be suitable and actually necessary for the
army servic<>, and at prices to be fixed by the Secretary of vVar."
Under this rwovision of law one building at Fort Hiley, Kans., was
purchased during the past fiscal year at a cost of $350.
Losses by ji1·e.
Post.

Building.

Rcmat·ks.

San Antonio depot .......... Rbops antlsl~eds ········-·····-·········· De~=;troycd.
Do.
FortD . .A..ltw;se.lL- ......... l~aekers' quarters-········ · ····-········
Do.
Jefferson .Barracks .......... Hospital steward's quarters ............ .
Fort Custer ..........•.•.... Barracks,No.21 ............. ---········· Destroyed. Building oW and
comparatively worthless.
Destroyed.
~~~PR::£~~i~ P~~~:::::::::::: ~~;~~fie~ls·,·~t~:::::::::
Do.
Fort Robinson............... Log barracks .. _..•...................... Destroyed. Building old and
comparatively worthless.
Fort Yates .....•...••....•.. Amusement ball used as chapel aml Destroyed.
schoolhouse.
Do.
Bmul banacks ...................... ·-···
Do.
Fort Meade ....•...... -----· Officers' quarters, Nos. 3 anll4 .........•.
Do.
Fort Buford .....•........ - .. Double set officers' quarters, No.2 ...... .
]fort Omaha ................ . Post exchange ..... _.................... . Building proper totally and
annex partially destroyed.
Fort McKinney ............ . Three cavalry stables, Nos. 36, 37, and 40. Destr}):,d.
One eavalry stable building, No. 50, used
m, harracl,s.
Madison Barracks .......... . Hospital ...........•.........•......•.... Slightly damarred.
Cousiderably damaged.
Fort Pembil1a .............. .
Fort Thomas . .............. . ~~~;(~K ;i1~~1::::::
Do.
Fort Wadsworth ......... . . . Post quartermaster sergeant'H quarters ..
Do.
Columbn;; Barracks ........ . Old hospital ....................... -- ... .
Do.
Slightly
damaged.
Fort Robinson . ............. . Oili.ccrs' quarters, No.1 . ................ .
l!'ort Sherman ............. _. Post exchange .......................... . Partially destroyed.
Madison Hnrracl.:s .......... . Oflicers' quarters, No.1···-·············· Slightly damaged.
Fort :::iam Houston ......... . Officers' quarters, No. 42 ................ . Damage estimated at $247.

::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::::::::

.A. statement is ltercwith submitted, marked .A., of property rented by
the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year and the amouut
of rent 1mi(l therefor.
Very respectfully,
c. P. :MILLER.
CajJtain and. Assista·n t Quartenrwster, U. S. ATmy.
The QuARTER::TASTER-GENERA.L U. S. ARMY,
lVashington, D. 0.
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A.-Statement showing property t·ented by the Qum·tennaste1·'s Depa1·tment during the
fiscal .'lear encling June 30, 1893, and totc~l amount paicl, as shown by 1·eports of o.Oicers
of tile depal'lment.
DEP AR'l'l\fENT O.F 'l'IIE EAST.
l~ost

Number of
rooms.

or station.

I

Mouthly Total
rate of amount
rent.
for year

Pnrpose for which used.

------------------j-----------1-----------------------------·,j-----Iktltimor!',Md .......... Building ..... Office, quartermaster and subsiHience
departments.
1 Qnnrters of ho~pHal steward ........ _..
Boston, Mass ......... ..
8 Offices and storerooms, qua,rtermaster's
and subsistence department.
2 Ofuce of paymaster .. _................. .
3 Office of depot quartermaster .......... .
Bnffnlo, N.Y .........•..
4 Office, quartermaster and subsiHtence
New Orlean~, La ....... .
departments.
Floor ........ Storehouse depot commissary subsistence.
PrO\'Hienee, R. I ........
1 Ollie(', inspector of ordnance ........•...
I•'ort Caswell, N.C......
1 Quarter~ for onlnance ~ergeant ........ .
}'ort Mt Pherson, Ga.... 1 Building .... Quarters for lJrincipal musician ....... .
Quarters for post ordnance sergeant ... .
l•'ort ~Iyer, Va. ... .. . . . .
Do.
Sacketts Harbor, N. Y . .
1 OftiC"o, constructh1g quartermaster,
1\f:ulison Barrack~.
Building..... Stable and shed for public animah; .....
Burlington, Vt..........
1 Temporary o1ice constructing quartermaster, Fort J<;than All<'n.
2 Oflice coustruciing quartermaster, ForL
Fort :Ethan Allen, Vt ...
Ethan All<'n.
Atlanta, Ga ............. Built1ing ..... 1 O~~~pc~)~r~~;.cting quartermaster, Fort

.

I

2
2

I

$50. 00

$GOO. 00

12.00
90. ou

17. ~0
1, 080. uo

45.83
6:!. 50
50.00

3.ts.:n

7~0. Oil
GOO, 00

83.33

099.96

25.00
8. 00
12.00
1:!.00
15.00

300.00
!IIi. 00
l'") 00

180.00

7. 00
12. 50

10.i:l
40. Ul

7. 50

10. 7:",

14r: ou

20.00

60.00

Office of quartermaster at Atlanbt......
25.00
I Office of }laymaster ..................... __25. 00

:wo. 00

Total ..............................

~~

5,987. 86

........................................... .........
1

DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Chicago, lll ..•••..•.•...

Detroit, Mich .....•.....
Leavenworth. Kans .... .
Kansa~ City, Mo ....... .
Fort S1ll, Okla .. - ...... .
.Fort Slleridall, Ill ...... .
Little Rock, Ark ....... .
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich ..

208 · 3
0=
wces, 11ea<1quart ers d cpar t men t ..... '(5 $1.
1, 328 . 33 )
1

23

Building .... - Office and siorel10use for quartermaster's
and subsistence <lepartm<'IJts.
Do........ Stables for a11imals, quartermaster's department.
9 Quarter~ for enlisten men, Sigual Corp<~.
2 QnartPrnmst<•r Rergeants ............... .
1 ::;ergeant of artillery ................... _
7 Hospital eorps mell ............ _...... ..
16 l<~nli>;tcd men, <'ngineer lnutalion ....... .
l!J Enlisted men, oi<lunnce <lcp:.ntrnent .... .
1 Oflicfl for paymaster ................. _..
1 ...... do ................................ ..
2 Office for :mb;;h;teuee !le]lartment ...... .
1 Quarters for enlh;te«l men, Signal Corvs.
7 Oliice and stable, constrncting quarter·
master.
1 Offiee, ciYil engineer .................. ..
4 Office, conHtrncl.ing quartermaster, New
Fort Brady.

~( 1$1'..., o-9 96
1 •

500. 00

6, 000. 00

150.00

] '800. 00

12.00
12. ou
12.00
12.00
12. uo
12.00
:l5. 00
25.00
50.00

431.20
104.80

:ls. so

338.80
38:!. 20
6:l3. GO
274.17
300. 00

41.67

noo

24.00
240.00

20.00
4. oo
30.00

I

4. 28
360. 00

Total ...................................................................... ~~25,95!.48
DEP .AllTMEXT OF THE PLATTE.
Omaha,Nebr ...........

41

Denver, Colo............

5

Office,ete.,fordepartmentheadqnartcrs. $780.00 $9.360.00
Lot for stable .................................... .
500.00
Offices ;md storerooms, qunrterm:u'<ter's
125.00
], 500.00
and subsistence departments.
SaltLakoCity. Utah ................... I Office, paymaster.......................
30.00
:HiO.OO
Ogde11, Utah ........................... Office aud storeroom, qua,rtermastcr's
32.00
384.00
agent.
1
Price, Utah ..•.•••.••... Building ..... Office and warehouse, quartcrmast!'r's
20.00
'240. 00
agent.
Quarters for detachments an<l recruit"'
4. 00
17.33
en route.
Taylors Ranch, Utah...
1 Quarters for signal sergeant............
10. 00
120.00
Lodging recruits ............................... ..
5. 00
Total ................................................................................ 12,486.33
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A.-Statement sllowi11g 1n·operty 1·ented by the Q1td1·termastm"s Department eluTing the
fiscal yeur ending ,June 30, 1893, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT Ol!' DAKOTA.
Number of
rooms .

l'ost or station.

I

3
Hele11a, Mont ......•....

2

Bismarck, N.Dak......

1
l

Total
Monthly
rate of :unouut
for year.
rent.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - $50.00
Office, pay department., and office and
$50.00
1
f!toreroom, quartermaster's department.
360. ()3
33.33
I Office and storeroom, quartermaster's.
department.
Stable, quartermaster's department....
10.00
16.67
Quarter;:, signal Rergeant.............. .
12. 00
49. 20
Lodgings for enlisted men ............. - ~~~~
Purpose for which used.

Total .....••..........••.•..•... . ......•..•...•••..........•..••.•.•••.....

I

. .. . . . . . . .

602.91

1

DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

$12. 0(1
Quarters for two commissary sergeants.
$288.00
12.00
144.00
Quarters for chief musician ............ .
Quarters for two principal musicians .. .
12.00
28R. 00
144.00
12.00
1 Quarters for sergeant-major ........... .
288.00
2 Quartors for post and regimental quar12.00
termaster sergeants.
144.00
1 Quarters for ordnance sergeant .......•.
12.00
144.00
1 Quarters for signal sergeant ........... .
12.00
2, 100.00
Fort Iniss, Tex ........ .
18 Quarters for otlicers, enlisted men, and
storehouses.
I 900.00
Eagle PasR, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Camp for one troop of cavalry ......... .
96.00
1 Quarters for post quartermaster scr12.00
:Fort Mcintosh, Tex . . . .
1
geant.
400.00
50.00
Pena Colorado, Tex .... ·1Building ..... Quarters for officers and enlisted men,
and storehouses.
13.33
PolYo, Tex .............. J3uilding and Quarters for Seminole negro Indian
10.00
grounds.
scouts.
96.00
1 Office quartermaster's agent............
8. 00
Pena, Tex...............
180.00
Edinburg, Tex .......... I .Building and Quarters and storeroom for a detach15.00
[ grounds.
ment.
150.00
SantaMaria, Tex ........... do .............. do ....................................... . .. .
102.50
15. 00
Presidio, Tex .............. . do ........ Quarters and storeroom for a detachment of cavalry.
384.00
32.00
El Paso, Tex ....•... ; .•...•...•..••.•.. Office, constructing quartermaster, New
Fort Bliss.
90.00
7. 50
Stable,constructingquartermaster, New
Fort Bliss.

San Antonio, Tex ...... .

2

1

2

1:::::

Total ...................................................................... ~~ 5, 951.83
DEP AJlTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

San Francisco, Cal..... . 1 floor . . • . . . . Offices, etc., for department headquar- $1, 000. OO( I$1l OOO. 00
ters.
750.005
'
Stabling for pnblic animals, etc.........
47.00
564.00
1 Quarters, signal sergeant...............
12.00
144.00
Total ............ . .................................................. . ................ 11,708.00

DEPATITMENT OF ARIZONA .
.Albuqner!]uc, N. Mex --~
2
Carthage, N.Mex.......
1
Cooley~, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Demiug·, N. Mex . ..................... .
2
:Fort Marcy, N. Mex . . . .

HollJrool(, Ariz ........ .

Offices for paymasters..................
$45. 00
Quarters, signal sergeant...............
J2. 00
...... do................................
12.00
Lodgings for 3 enlisted men .................... ..
Otlices for paymaster!'!..................
20.00
Qnarters, chief mnsician. ..............
9. 00
Qtlarters, principal musician . . ... ......
7. 00

1
1
1 ...... rlo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • • • .
1 Qnarters, connnissary sergeant.........
1 Quarters, sergeant-major . .. . ...........
_1 Qnarters, regimental quarterma:ster

10. 00
10. 00
11.00
9. 00

$45.00
144. 00
144.00
1. 50
220.00
108.00
84.00
120.00
128.80
121. 13
108.00

1

12.00

144.00

sergeant.
Quarters, signal sergeant...............
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A.-Statement showing jJroperty 1·ented by the Qnm·termaster's Department c7uring tlze
fiscal year ending Jwne 30, 1893, etc.-Contiunc<.l.
DEPARTMENT OF AlUZONA-Continned.
Post or station.

Number of
rooms.

Purpose for which used.

---------- 1-------- 1----~T~------------

Los Angeles, Cat . . . . . . .

San Diego Barracks,
Cal.
Willcox, Ariz ....•......

Jlfont!Jly Total
rate of amount
rent.
for ,vear-

-------------

Headquarters, Department of Arizona . $635.00 $7, 620.00
Stables for quartermaster's departmcn t .
30.00
3(i().OO
Hi.OO
1 Storeroom, quartermaster's department.
180. ou
Quarters,
commissary
<:~ergeant
........
.
12.00
1
144.00
2 Quarters, signal sergeants ............. .
12.00
~88. 00
4. 00
1 Storeroom for quartermaster's depal't·
4. 00
ment.
Office, acting assistant snrg·~on... . . .. .
12.50
12.50
Lodgil1gs for 37 enlisted men .................... .
27.50
75.00
Bnilding . .... HospitaL...............................
900.00
49

Buildii1g

16
1

Officers' quarters.......................
12.00
Quarters, signal sp,rgeaut . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
12.00
Lodgings for 6 enlisted men .........••...........

2, 224.00
14.4.00
3. 00

Total . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 275. 43
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
P01·tlaud, Oregon ....•..

6

Offices, rhicfpaymastcr aud depot quar- ~ $70. 00
term aster.
Office, subsistence department .......... 5' 46. O;)
{

32.00

$840.00
454.00

Storeroom, quartermaster's department. {5' 60.00
38 . 00
Walla Walla, Wash.....
1 Office, paymaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. 00
In the iiclc:l . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . Headquarters, storehouses, barracks, ......... .
stable,;, and hospital.
Camp gronncls ....................•..... . . . . • . . . . .
Lodgings for enlisted men.............. 1 . . . . . . . . . .

360.00
194.42

·········································· !~

2,601.42

Total ..••..............•.........

566.00

100. 00
87. 00

GENERAL DEPOTS OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPAR'.r::\1EKT.
New York depot........ Builuing..... Stable an<l carriage house for public $112.50
animals, etc.
1 Quarters for hospital stewaru . . . . . . . . . .
14. 00
1 ...... do . . . . .••. •. . . . . . . . . ... .. .•.•••....
14.00

$1, 350.00
80.26
101.73

Phila:~;:~~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .• ..•.••.•.. ~~ .. ;~·:::,· :~~~~~--~~~1~:~ ·:t~~;:s~ -~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: . -~;~.-~~. -~- ~: ::~: ::
1 Ofhce, attendmg surgeon...............
18.
Total .......................... .. ......••.••••.....•....................•... ,......... ·I 2,
04
00

216. 00

366.

Washington depot .... . . Ground...... Stables and storehouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150. 00
Do... .. . . . Offices, storeroom!!, etc., for subsistcnee
8. 33~
•
department.
Do .••........... do . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .........
25.00
1 Quarters for hospital steward..........
21.00
5 (~narters for five signal s<'rgcaiJts . . . . . .
12.00
Officeformilitaryattache, Pari~. France .... . ..... .
Office for military attache, Berlin, Gcr-

o~:l~r military attache, St. Petersburg, Russia.
Office for military attache, London,
England.
Office for military attache, Rome, Italy ........•..
Total . . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Louis c:lei>ot ...•••.••.

3

Office of subsistence de11artment........ 100.00
7 Offices of quartermaster's and pay <le- )
partments.
2 Storerooms of quartermaster's depart216.67
ment.
Building ..... Stable of quartermaster's department..
30.00
Do .••.•.•. Storehouse of medical department...... 166.67

Total .•••••••••••..••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.. ~

=

1, 8ll0. 00
100.00
300.00
252.00
456.00

162.66
540.00

403.20
144.00

225.00
4, 382. 86
"1, 200.00
2, 600.00
360.00
2, 000.00

6, 160. 00
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A.-Statement showing property 1·ented by the Quartermaster's Department dnring the
fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1893, etc.-Continued.
GENERAL DEPOTS OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEP.A.RTMENT-Continued.

J>ost or '!t:.Ltion.

San

li'l'allci~:~co

Number of
room.':!.

Purpose for which used.

Monthly
Total
rate ot' amount
rent.
for year.

.••.•..... Huihlin_!! ..... 01ticcs an!l storerooms, medical, Rubsi,;- $833.33
$9,999. !J6
tmwe, and quarterlllaRter's departments.
Quartermaster's storeroom . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 00
1, 500. 00
~to rage for tnrpm1tinr, oils, etc., I>er . . . . . . . . . .
651. 75
gallon, $0. 00!; per l>arrel, $0. 15.

Total ................................................................................ 12, 1fll. 71

--------------~-------1

REC"\.PITULA'l'JON.

------------1-)epal'tment"~t~~ :__ _ _ _

IAmount.

Department of the EaRt ..................................................................... $\987.86
Department of the Missonri...................................... . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . il5, ll54. 4l:!
Department of the Platte .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 12, 486. 33
Department of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
602. !l1

E:~~~~~:~~ ~f. 6~~llfur;1i~~:::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ·. ·.:::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::: 1~: ~g~: ~~

~:r~~:~~~~f~~~~~~~~~~
~~i_;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~::::::: ~:: ~ ~::: ~:: ~::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :::: :::::: ~: ~~t ~~
Pbiladrlpbia depot.............................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 366.
1

04

~Ia:L~~i~~e~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: i~6: ~g

13an Francisco depot . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 151. 71

~otal. ................................................................................ !Io5,160. 86

I •

10.
'\Y .AR DEP .ATIT1IENT,
QuARTERJ\1.AS1'El~~ G ENER.AL'S 0I<'l•'ICE,
lVash~ngton, D. C., July 20, 1893.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the reservation branch of this office for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1893.
The sale of ground at Pittsburg, Pa., authorized by act of May 21,
1890 (Public No. 125), which was pending at the close of last fiscal year,
has not been concluded. The depot quartermaster, ¥lashington, D. C.,
under instructionR of this ofiice, Las offered the ground for sale at public
auction, but as no satisfactory offer was made the sale was not effected.
The purchase of a site for a military post at Eagle Pass, Tex. (Old
Fort Duncan), under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1891, has not
been concluded. The title papers have been eollected and submitted
to the Attorney-General, who held that it would be unsafe to accept
the deeds in view of the fact that a suit was pending to set aside and
vacate the will of J olln Twohig, deceased, whose executor transferred
the property. On the 24th ultimo the department chief quartermaster reported that the suit had been compromised, and asked if the lease
should be renewed for the next fiscal year. The department commander recommended renewal of lease with remark that the present
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site is not adapted to military purposes and recommendation
authority be giv~n for the selection of a better site. Re11ewal of
was authorized, but no further action has been taken as to purchase
site.
The appropriation of $16,500 by act of June 27, 1890 (General
G9, 1890), for purchase of land for target ranges at Fort
Ga., stiU remains unexpended, suitable ground not having been o
in the vicinity of the post.
Under the provisions of the act of April 23, 1892 (General Order
title bas been acquired to a tract of about 1,100 acres of land for a
tary post in Pulaski County, Ark., situated just above the
Little Rock, Ark., on a blutl' overlooking the vall~y of the Ar
Hiver. The title has been approved by the Attorney-General and
deed recorded and filed in this office. Jurisdiction ceded by State
of February 25, 1893.
The act under the provisions of which the site was acquired
that, upon approval and acceptance of said lands (not less than
acres') by the Secretary of War for an Army post, all the right,
and interest of the United States to a parcel of land in Little
known as the "arsenal grounds," containing 36 acres more or less,
become vested in the city of Little Rock, upon condition that
grounds be forever exclusively devoted to the uses and purposes
public park for said city. The site was approved and accepted by
Secretary of War February 16, 1893.
Under the provisions of act of May 12, 1892 (Generl Order 84),
has been acquired, free of cost to the United States, to a tract of 1,
acres of land for a military post in Lewis and Clarke County, near
city of Helena, 1\Iont. The title has been approved by the Ar:t.n.l'n•lnr.'
General and the deeds have been referred for record in the office of
recorder of Lewis and Clarke County, Mont. No cession of jurisdiction.
In compliment to the President the post was designated Fort Harrison by the Secretary of War December 13, 1892.
Under the provisions of the act of August 5, 1892 (General Order 58,
page 13), authorizing the Secretary of War to establish a military post
at a point near the northern frontier, a tract of 600 acres of land, fi'ee
of cost to the United States, has been acquired in Chittenden County,
Vt., the title has been approved by the Attorney-General, and the
deeds recorded and :filed in this office. The tract is partly in Colchester and partly in Essex townships, 2 miles from Essex Junction
a11d about 5 miles from Burli~gton. Jurisdiction ceded by State act
of November 18, 1892. The post was designated Fort Ethan Alleu by
General Order ~1, March 13, 1893.
A tract of 5.516 acres of land was set aside by letter of the Secretary of the Interior of May 11, 1893, for a hospital site at Fort Yellowstone, Wyo., adjoining the tract of 22.5 acres previously set aside for
military purposes.
By authority of the President of J\fay 4, 1893 (G. 0. 68), a tract of
700 acres, more or less, was reserved for military purposes on Anastasia Island, contiguous to St. Augustine, Fla. T!Je la1Hl is particularly
described as follows: The southeast quarter of section 21, all of section
~2, the northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 28, and
all of section 27; all in township No. 7 south, range 30 east.
General Orders affecting military reservations have been published
during the year (from September 12, 18U2, conclusion of last annual
report), as follows:
No. 64, September 13, 1892, under authority of act of June 10, 1892
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(Puhli<' No. 80), Rets apart ~0 acres from the nort~lCast corner of tbe
Port Si<luey, Nebr., reservation for use as a public cemetery by the city
of Sidney, _l_Tebr.
No. 69, October 4, 1802, by authority of the President of September
29, 1892, transfers to the Interior Department, nuder act of July .J,
18l:>±, the reservation of Oklahoma, Okla. Area, 160 acres.
No. 70, October 8, 1892, directs the withdrawal of the garrh;on and
theabandomnentof FortDu Chesne, Utah. (No action appears to luwe
be<'n taken under this order.)
No. 74, October 29, 189j, by authority of the President of Septemoer
21, 18B~, transferR to the l11terior Department, under act of .July r>,
1884, the reservation at St,. 1\larks, Fla. Area, 50 aeres, more or let-;H.
No. 81, December 3, 189~, by authority of the President of N ovemoer
2~, 189~, transfers to the Interior Department, under act of July 5,
1884, the reservation of Fort Thomas, Ariz. Area 10,4.87 acres.
No. 84, December 14,1892, publishes act of J\Iay 12,1892, to establi~h
a military post at or near the city of llelena, in Lewis and Clarke
Oounty, 1\Iont., and in compliment to the President of the United
States de~ignates the post to be established as Fort Harrison.
No. ~1, 1\Iarch 10, 1893, de:;;igriates the military J)OSt near Essex Junction, Vt., as Fort Ethan Allen, in honor to the name of the eminent
reYolutionary patriot whose home was in that vicinity and who at oue
time owned the land where the post iH to be situated.
No. 27, parag-raph n, l\Iarch j3, 1893, provide~ that the $100,000
appropriated by act of l\lay 1~, 1892, for a military post at Hele11a,
:1\lout., may be used for beginning the conKtrnction, provided that the
cost of the improvements a11d buildings shall not exceed $200,000.
Act l\Iarch :J, .18!J3, sundry dvil (Public No. 124), authori11es the Pte:-;ident by prodamation to withhold from sale and grant for public use
to the unmicipal corporation iu which the same is situated all or any
portion of any abandoned military reservation, not exceeding 20 acres
in one place.
Custodians arc still employerl and paid by this Department for the
care of reservations tll at have been turned over to the Interior Department, as follows:
Per month.

Fort Elliott, Tex., 1>. H. Doty. ____ . ____________ .. -------- __ --- ______ ______
$60
30
Oklahoma, Okla., F. }1. Given. _____ . _____ . _____ . __ -______________________
Fort Maginnis, Mont., Emil Plnm.-- .. __ - _.. __ -- .. _____ . - _-- .. - ____ ______ No Ilay.

In arldition to the foregoi11g, custodians are employed and paid. by
this Department as follows:
Fort Randall, S.Dak., Jolm H. McLanghlin ------------ ·----- ·----- ----··
$60
Fort Union, N.Mex., J. W. An(krRou .. ___________________________________
60
Camp Del Rio, Tex., John Glynn·----------·-----··----·------·----·---30
Monterey, Cal., Francis Doud.-- --------- ------------------ ------- _- __ --. No r)ay.

Fort Randall has been abandoned, but upon the request of the Interior Department its transfer to t.h at Department is delayed.
Fort Union and Camp Del Rio have been abandoned, but are not to
be transferred to the Interior Department.
Attention i& invited to statements A, B, C, and D, accompanying
this report .
.A shows the expenditures that have been authorized for water,
sewerage, plumbing, etc., chargeable to appropriation for Army trausportation.
B shows the ex'p enditures that have been authorized for lighting,
heating, etc., chargeable to the appro]1riation for regular supplies.
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C is an alphabetical list of the military reservations that have been
turned over by the vVar Departmeut to the Interior Department, or
otherwise disposed of by the War Department, since 1858, with <late
of relinquishment, autbority therefor, etc.
D is an alphabetical list of military reservations, showing location,
size, how occupied, accommodations tor officers, men, etc., on J nne 30,
1803.
Very respectfully,
OscAR F. LoNG,
Captain and Assistant Qua.rtermaster~ U.S. Army.
The Qu..A.RTER~IASTER-GENER.A.L U. S. ARMY.

A.-Expenditu1·es authO?·izedfor water, sewemge, pl1tmbing, etc., chargeable to the approp?·iation for Army tmnsportation jo1· 1892-'93.
Amount.

Station.

Department of the

Department of the Platte.

Ea~t.

Fort Porter, N.Y .................. ..
Fort Niagara, N. Y ................ ..
Fort Ontario, N.Y ................. ..
Madison Barracks, N.Y ............ .
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ......... .
Fort Preble, Me .................••..
Fort Warren, Mass ................ ..
Fort Adams, R. I ................... .
Fort Trumbull, Conn ............... .
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor .. .
Fort Wadsworth. New York Harbor.
Fort Columbus, New York Harbor ..
Fort Schu:rler, New York llaruor ... .
Fort \Vood, New York Harbor ..... .
Fort ~t:cHenry, Md ............. - ... .
Waslungton Barracks, D. C ....... ..
Fort Myer, Va ................... - .. .
Fort .Mouroe, Va .................. ..
Fort .McJ>herson, G:t ...... - ....... ..
St. Francis Barracks, I<'la ........•...
Fort Barrancas, I<'la. ................ .
Monnt Ven.ton Barracks, Ala ...... .
Jackson Barracks, La ............. ..
Newport Barrac-ks, Ky ............. .
Fort Thomas, Ky .................. ..
Fort Foote, Md ..................... .
Key \Vest Barracks, l•'Ja ........... .
Fort Marion. l"la .................. ..
I<'ort Ethan Allen, Vt .............. ..
Fort Moultrie, S. () .........••.......
Total.--.......................

Fort Logan, Colo ................... ..
Fort McKinney, Wyo ............... .
2, 8~~: ~g
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ............... ..
57,095.251 l!'ort Omaha, Nel>r ................. ..
12,107.98
Fort Robinson, N cbr .............. ..
1, 087.821 Fort D. A. Russell, \Vyo ............ .
Fort Sydney, Nebr .................. .
8, 537.59
Fort Washakie, \Vyo .............. ..
1, 479.56
Camp Pilot Butte, '\\'yo ............ .
588.89
1, 145.07 1 Fort Duchesne, Utah ............... .
750. ()9
Fort Douglas, U tab ................. .
5, 160.70 Fort Crook, N cur ................... .
$211.68

2, 365.40
30.00
787. oa
787.72
32,253.72
8, 8ll. 47
5, 212.43
725.96
22,281.56
14,681.70
a, 186.95
88.53
1, 896.18
273.00
2, 513.60
18.00
38,322.58
5. 00

~otal

......................... .

.

~:;::t~~~~~~ -~; ~~~ -~~~.:.:~1~1~;_· ·--

$735,77
1, 280.75
4, 326.75
1, 622.78
3, ono. 29
1, 651.11
118.52
126.50
20.75
135.44
2, 3G!l. 80
13, 424.30
28,902.76

·1'

Fort Brady, Mid1 ................... .
Fort Leavenworth, lCans ........... .
Fort Mackinac, Mich ............... .
Fort Reno, Okht .................... .

7,127.61
3, 784.59
95.75
9, 898.:!9
5, 907.47
20,810.00
Fort Sill, Okh ....... _.............. .
2:!5. 30
Fort Supply. Ind. T ................. .
503.92
1, 678.42
24.00
1---Total ......................... .
50,245.45

j~~~ ~~~~rd~~¥~1::::::::::::::::::::

~~i~:0~1il~·-~i-~~.::::::::::::::::::
Depa1·tment of :l.'exas.

239, 482 09

Department nf Dakota.
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ........... .
Fort Buford, N. Dak ................ .
Fort Custer, :Mont ........... _...... .
Fort Keogh, Mont ......... _........ .
Fort Meade, S. Dak ................ ..
Fort Missoula., J\1ont................. .
Fort Suellin~, Minn ................. .
Fort Sully, S.Dak .................. .
Fort Yates, N. Dak _.............. ..
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ........••....
Camp Poplar River, Mont .......... .
St. Paul, Minn ...................·.. ..
:Bismarck, N. Dak ... _............... .
Fort Pembina, N.Dak .............. .

Amount.

Station.

294.10
612.91
624.96
884.84
1, 581. 62
214. 08
3, 181. 55
474.52
3, 908.42

174. :lO
3. 05
2, 236.00
25.00
512.45

14,757.80

Fort Bliss, Tex ..................... .
Fort Brown, Tex ... _... _.......... ..
Fort Clark, Tex .... _.............. ..
Fort Hancock. Tex: ..... _........... .
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ................ .
Fort Ringgold, Tex._ ... _.....•......
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............. .
San Antonio, 'l'ex ................... .
Eagle Pass, Tcx .........•.....•.....

6, 229.37
584.66
728.05
99.38
702.41
1, 749.46
3, 905.50
5, 308.46
38.90

Total ......................... .

19,346.28

Department of Arizona.
Fort Apache, Ariz ...... _.......... ..
Fort Bowie, Ariz ................... .
Fort Bayard, N.Mex ........••.......
Fort Grant, Ariz .................. ..
Fort Hnachuca, Ariz ............... .
Fort Marcy, N. Mex ................ .
San Diego, Cal ...... ~·· ••••••.••••••.

388.39
309.17
990.94
6, 602. 7il
1, 530.98
377.86

61.{0
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A.-Expenditures authorized for watm·, sewerage, plurnbing, etc.-Continued.
Station.

Amount.

Station.

Department of Arizona-Continued.

Amount.

Department of the Colttmbia-Cont'd.

San Carlos, Ariz ..........•••........
Fort Stanton, N.Mex .............. ..
Whipple Barracks, .Ariz ............ .
Fort Wingate, N.Mex .....•.........
Los .Angeles, Cal ................... .

$1,255.24
6, 729.40
2, 400.32
3, 133. 61
22.00

Fort Sherman, Idaho.................
l!,ort Spokane, Wash.................
Fort Townsend, Wash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vancouver Barracks, \Vash..........
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.............

Total .••••••••••...•••.........

23,802.04

Total...........................

Department of California.
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. ..... .
Fort Mason. Cal .................... .
Fort Bidwell, Cal ................... .
.Alcatrazisland, Cal. ................ .
Beniciu Banacks, Cal. ..•............
.Angel Island, Cal. .................. .

2, 643.61
330.30
22.66
1, 793.48
p24. 23
412.:57

Total ......................... .

5, 726.65

Depa1·tment of the Columbia.
j
Boise Barracks, Idaho .............. .
FortCaul>y, Wash .................. .

8-13.34
576.65

$405.72
1, 901.41
876. 39
1, 489. 91
496.74

\-----

6, 590. 16

Independent posu.
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .•............
Davids Island, New York Harbor ... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ........... .
St. Louis Depot, Mo ................ ..
\Vest Point, N. Y .................. ..
Willets Point, New York Harbor ... .
Philadelphia Depot, Pa ............. .

12,124.46
3, 455.54
5, 057.40
178.52
795.00
3, 332.03
12.90

Total...........................

24,955.85

.A.ggregate . •• • • • . .. . . . . . . • • . . . .

413,809. 08

B.-Expenditures antlw1·izcd for lighting, heating, ete., chm·geable to the app1·opriation
for 1·egular supplies for 1892-'93.

.

StaUon.

I Amount.

Fort Adams, H. I. ................... .
Fort Brady, Mich ................... ..

~~~~ if~~f~~:i:r.~ ::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::::

Fort McPherson, Ga ................. .
Fort Thomas, Ky ................... ..
Fort Monrofl, Va ..................... .
]fort Myer, Va ...................... ..
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor .. .
Fort Schuyler, New York Harl>or ... .
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt. .............. ..
Fort Sheridan, Ill .................. ..
Fort Snelling, Minn ................. .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ............ .
Fort Wayne, l\Iich ................. ..
Fort Reno, Okla .................... ..
Fort Hiley, Kans .................... .
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ................ ..
Fort Wingate, N. l\Iex ............... .
Fort Vancouver, IV ash ............. .
Fort Bliss, Tex ...........•...........
Fort Crook, Nebr .................... .

2

$75. 00
3,403.15
318.00
220. 95
2:!2. 50
1, 217. 75
564. 57
34. 32
930. 50
340. 62
6, 613. 67
8, 576. n
517.38
1, 043. 84
80.00
25. 40
3, 571. 86
60.00
25.00
400.00
~; ~g~: ~~

Station.

I

I

1-A_m_ol_ln_t_._

Fort Sidney, Nebr...................
$35. 00
Fort Robinson, Nebr................
15.00
Fort Logan, Colo....................
17.00
Fort Sherman, Idaho . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
Fort Elliott, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. 00
Columbus Barracks, Ohio............
5, 480. 86
Madison Barracks, N.Y...... . . . . . . .
34, 773. fl5
W ashmgton Barracks, D. C . . . . . • . . .
100. 52
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y . . . . . . . . . .
11,425.00
Jefferson Barracks, Ind..............
2, 559. 24
Davids Island, New York llarbor...
1, 903. 59
Willets Point, N.Y..................
173. 02
Governors Island, NewYorkHarbor. • 4, 098.00
Washington Depot, D. C . . . . . . . . . . . .
31. 50
Jeffersonville Depot, Ind............
1, 083.60
New Orleans, La .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
20. 00
Chicago, Ill. . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •
19. 50
St. Paul, Minn.......................
422. 59
Omaha, Nebr........................
83.80

,____

Total..·· •• ··...................

123, 355. 60
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C.-List of military 1·cservations tnrncd ove1· by the Wa1· Department to the Inferio r
flepartment, o1· otherwise di.sposed of by the War JJrparlnwzt, from 1858 to June 301
1893, 1cith date of ·rclinquislwwnt, a11thority therefUJ·, eta.
Name of. post.

Autlwrity for relinquisluncnt.

/Date
ofrelinquisbment.

Jlemarkf!.

---------1--------------I-------------------Abercrombic, Fort, Dak •.... Mar. 25, 1871
Do ..................... .Jnly 14, 1880
1
Do .................................. .
Ahraham Lincoln, J!'ort, N.
Dak.

Oct. 15, 18!Jl

Arbu.ckle, Fort, Ind. T ....... .July !J, 1870
Assinniboine, ]'ort, Mont.... Oct. 22, 18!ll

Atkin son, Fort, Iowa .....................
Austin, Tex .•.••... --- ..• -.. . . . • . . . • • . . . . .
Baton Rouge Barracks, La ... Aug. 22, 188±:

Act Feb. 24, 1871 ...... Portion east of the Jlcd River of
the Korth. G.0.19, A.U.O.,
1871.
Act .Juno 10, 1880 ...•. Heservation abolished. G. 0. 55,
A. G. 0., 18!10.
Act .J ul.r 15, 1882 ...... Jl(•servatiou aholishcd. G. 0. 5,
A. G. 0., 1882.
Act .July 5, 1884.. ...... 15,0i0 ar'!'e~, also Sihlfly!l Islanrl,
contaiBil•g- 13,696 acre::~. G. 0.
84, A. G. 0., 1891.
Indian treaty of Apr.
28, 1866.
Act .July 5, 188-! ...••.. llay resc·rvation, coal reRen-ation, anr~ part of }IOKt resorvatiou. Area not statt-tl. G. 0.
85, A. G. 0., 18!!1.
Act-Tunc 7, 1R60 ...... 12 :)t.atnte, 2~.
Act Mar. 5, 1888....... Arsenal hlock. For Cflucational
purpo~e~ ouly.
G. 0. 30, A. G.
0., 188~.
Ac~ July 5, 1884 ....... 4\1~~~crcs. G. 0.102, A. G. 0.,

Do ................................... I .Act .Juno 12,1886 ..... B_,- ~ecrelary Interior to Stale
}~~t·er~ity. G. 0. 55, A. G._o.,

/

I

Bennett, Fort, S. Dak . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . Order of ~ccretar~' of On Indian res!'rvation. No for'\Yar of Od. :1, 18!11,
mal reservation.
G.0.7U,A.\J.P., Hi\ll.
J~cnton , Fort, Mont ...........T:m. 5,1883 Act An~. 4, 1R8~ ...... G. 0. 110., A. G. 0., 1882.
nul well, l!'ort, Cal .•........•. 1 .Feb. 13, 1885! Ad July 5, Uid4 .... _. l'ortion, 123._2~ acres. G. 0. 16,
1
A. G. 0., 188a.
Do ..................... , Nov.19, 1890 ...... do ............... Remainder, 3,0!JO acres .. G. 0.
135, A. G. 0., 1890. Garrison
uot withdrawn.
Bois Blanc Island ............ .July 22, 1884 1...... do ............... 1 9,1!J!l.43 acre~. G. 0. 80, A. G.O.
188±.
,
Boise, l!'ort, Idaho ... - ...... -. Sept.1!J, 1874 ..••••..••••••.•..•••••. '\\rood and Rawmill reRenation.
1,
Not formally reservetl.
Do ..................... Apr. 19, 1884 .Act Feb. 14-, IR5:l. Sec. Hay reserYation in excess of GJO
!l. 10 ~tat., lirit
acre:,;.
13ragg,Fort, Cnl ........................... Act.July:.!i,ltu8 ... ... On }fendocino Indian Ro~en-ation. G. 0. 74-, A. G. 0., 1878.
Brady,Fort,Mich ............ .Jan. 21,1878 ActMar.1,1b60 ....... Not to exceed 1 acre toBaJrti~t
1\liR,ionar.v Society. G. 0. 25,
A. H. 0., 1869.
Do ................................... Act l'tfar.3, 187;) ....... Grant81.26 a('r<'S for Rchool pur·
poses. G. 0. 41, A. G. 0., 1875.
Bridger, Fort, Wyo .......... Mar. 25,1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ...... Portion 496 square miles. G. 0.
19, A. G. 0 .. 1871.
Do ..........•......... J?eb. 15,1872 ...... do .............. . ModifiP8 G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
Do ...••................ ,July 22,1884 Act .July 5, 188-i ...... . Coaln,s<'rvation, !>!1.17 acres. G.
0. 80, A. G. 0., 188-i.
Do .......... .......... . Oct. 14, 1890
do ...... - ....•..•. 10,2-10 acres. G. 0. 123, A. G. 0.
1890.
Brookr, Fort, Fla ........... . •Tan. 4, 188~l Act Aug.18. 18:i6 .... .. 148.11 acres. 11 Stat., p. 87.
Buford, :Fort, N.Dak ........ . .r uly :w, 1891 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Portion. Area not stated. G. 0.
68, A. G. 0., 1891.
llutler, Fort, N.Mex........ ,July 22, 1884 ...... do ............. .. 76,800 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1H84.
Cady, Camp, Cal ............ -/- ... do ............. do ............. .. 1,562 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Cameron, Fort, Utah ......... .Jnl_v 2,1885 ...... do ............. .. 23,il78acres. War Dept. circular,
.July 9, 1885.
1
Cantonment, Ind. T .......... Sept. 7, 1882 Act .Tuly :n, 1R82 ..... . For Jiulian schools.
Carlin (near), Nev .........•. 1\lar, 20, 1888 Act .July 5, 1884 ...•.. 920 acreR. \Yar Dept. circular,
:Mar. 26, 1888.
CarlisleBarracks,Pa ........ Dec. 22,1879 Orrlerof Secrdaryof About 30 aerf's. J~or Inrlian
"\Var, .Aug. 22, 1S79.
school pnrJ)Q~I-'H until n·qaiwl
for military })lll'}l08C::~.
Cascaded, Fort, Wash ........ Feb. 2, 1867 ...................... .. Pri,·ate claim.
Chnrchill, Fort, N ev ......... June 15, 1871 ....................... . No formal rc8r'rvntiou.
Collins, ]'ort, Dak .......•.•..•Tuly 16,1872 Act 1\fay 15, 1872 ...•.. G. 0. :!5, A. G. 0., 1872.
Col ville, Fort, "\Yash . . . . . . . . . Feb. 26, 1887 .Act ,July 5, 1884 ...... . 1,070 acroR. \\'ar D(\pt.. circular,
Mar.l, 1887.
Covington, Fort, Mel ......... ,Jan. -, 186!J Act. ,June 25. 1868 .... . G. 0. 3!), A. G. 0., J8!i8.
Creur d'A.lone, Fort, Idaho ... .A.pr. 27, 188o Act July G, 1884 ...•... "\\'intpr p;L--;turng-1', 610 acre,,
'\Vflr Dept. circular, May 3,
1
l88(j,

I

I

I·.....

I

1
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C.-List of rnilitary reservations ttwnecl ovc1· by the War Department to the Interior
Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
'Name of post.

Date of relin-1
q uislnnont.

-----~----

Authorit.y for relinqllishment.

I

1

Remarks.

---------- - -

I
Uraig,Fort,N.Mex ..•....... I M.ar. 3,1885 : ActJuly5.1884 ...... . , 24,895acre::~. U. 0.21, A. G. 0.,
1 1885.
Crawfonl, ]fort, Iowa ........ , .............. Act Jul,Y 1, 1R64 . ...... I
.
Crawford, ]'ort, Colo ......... 11 July 22,1884 Act Julv 5, 1884 ....... , Portwn. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., l~ti4.
Do ................... . . Dec. 30, 1890 .. : ... do~ .. ............ Uemainder, 5,472 acres. G. 0.
.
148, A. G. ( 1., 1890.
Crawford, :Fort, \Vis ......... ......... .. ... / .Act Mar. :3, 11'ifi2 ....... :
Crittendrn, Fort, Utah ....... July 22,1884 I .Act July 5, !l'i~-L .. .... 94,550 acres. G. 0. 80, ~-\.. G. 0.,
1884.
1
Crittenden, Camp, .\.riz .......... do ... .. ........ do . .. ............ I 3.278.08 acres. (:}. 0. ~o , A. G. 0.,
1884.
Crook, Fort., Cal. ............. ,.............. 1 .Act ]'eb.1ii, 1881. ..... I Act rest5-1rl'l.! to pnblie domain.
I G. 0. 2:J, A. G. 0., 1881.
Cnnunings, Fort, N. "Mcx ..... Oct. 20,1891 Act July 5, 188-t ....... : 2\~~~-acres. G. 0. 85, A. G. 0.,

I

Dakota, .I!'ort, Dak .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .Act .Tnly H , 1870 ...... 'I
DaHl's, Fort, Ot·cgon ...... ... M.ar. 28, 1H77 1 Act Mar. 3, 1877 . ...... G. 0. 24, 1877.
DateCrcek,Camp,Oregon . .. Dec. 7,187:! 1 A.ctJune22.1874 ..... G.0.88,A..U.0.,1874.
,
Dodge,Fort,KauF; . . . ........ I Jan. 12,188o.> Act.July5,1884 ....... 12,00~ ac.res. G. 0. 6, A. G. 0.,
1
i
1ti8o.>.
lJongla~, ]fort, Utah . ...................... , .Act May 16.1874 ...... ,. No_t to exceed 20 acres for a pnbhc cemetery. G. 0. 17, .i. G. 0.,
.
1874.
Do ..................... 1 Apr. 17,1885 1 Act Jan. 21, 1885 (23 Portion (151.81 acres) pri\'att:
·
Stat., 284).
claim. G. 0. 35, A. G. 0., 1885.
Drum Barracks, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._\.ct Feb. 25, 1873 . ~.... To b<' reconveyed tQ .Banning·
• 1 anu Wilson.
Ellis, .I<'ort, }lout ......•..... -1,fnlJ-· 26, l~~(i .Act .July G, 1884 ....... , 32, ll 6.10 acres. ·war Dept. cir·
cular July 29, 1886.
1
Elliott,l~ort.Tcx ............ Ud. 14,1890 .. ... do ............... 12,56Uacres. G.0.123, A. G. 0.,
1890.
b':l\ ette, Fort, Pa .....•..... -~- ............. ' Act May 21.1800 ...... l>ublic, No.125.
Ft>ttl'rman. Fort, \Vyo ....... July 22,1884 .Ad Jnlv 5,1884 ...... ' 45,C85.56acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,

I

,

Fred :->teole, ]'ort, \Vyo .......\.ug. !1, 1886 .... do .. : ..............

! 2/~Ji.'29acrcs.
Except cemetery
site. War Department circn·

l
II
lar, Aug. 12, 1886.
.............. 1............. . Act July 15. 1870 .... .. Lands donated to city. G. 0.100,
A. G. 0., 1870.
Gaston, Fort., Cal .. . ........ ·1 Feu. 11, 1892 A.ct July 31, 1882 (22 ~51.5 acres. No general ul'der.
Stat., 181).
Letter of Secretary of War of
] ' eb. 11, 18H2. ::;ee G. 0. 14, A.
G. 0., 1892.
Gibson, Fort, Ind. T ......... , Feb. 7, 1891 j Act July 5, 1884 ....... 5,54-1 acres. Xational t·<'metery
,
ex:cepte(l. CT. 0. 15, .A.. c;. 0.,
1
1891.
Goodwiu, Camp, Ariz ....... . July 22,1884 .... do ................. 5,760 acres. G. 0. 80, ....\.. G. 0.,

Gal\e:;ton,

Tt~x

I
I

!
lli&
Graut (old), Camp, Ariz ......... do ........... do: ................ 2,031.70 acre>'. G. 0. 80, ..i. G. 0.,
I
1884,
Grcen,Fort,R.I. ............ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ActFeb.23,1887 ...... To city of Newport as a 1>nhlk
;
,1
1 park. G. 0. 25, A. G. 0., 1887.
Gratiot,Fort,Mich .......... : Nov. 9, 18RO A.ct July 20, 1868 ...... Portion. G. 0. 60,A. G. 0., 186S.
Do ..................... , .............. A.ct :Mar. 18, 1870. · 20.9 acres. G. 0. 49, .A. G. 0.,
:
AmendsactJuly 20,
1870.
I
1868.
I
Do ..................... .J
·............. Act of Mar. 3, 1873 .•.. 1 Cemetery grounds. G. 0. 45, A.
I G.~-· 1873.
Do ..................... j.............. Act June 16,1880 ..... 1 Remamtler. G. 0. 55, A. G. 0.,
I
1
18!:!0.
Greenwood Island, :Miss ..... 1Dec. 26,1890 Act July 5, 1884 ....... 100 acres. G. 0.147, A. G. 0.,1890.
Hall, ]fort, Idaho ............ Apr. ~ti , 1883 Act July 31, 1882 ...... ..For 1ndian schools.
Halleck, ]'ort, Nev ........... Oct. 11,1886 Act July 5, 188-! ....... I 10,!lOO.!l:.lacres. \YarDepartlllent
; circular. Oct. 28, 1886.
Hamer, Fort, :Fla ............ lfeb. 26, 1876 Act Aug. 18, J 856 ...... '
Hancock Barracks, Me . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Act Mar. 14. 18i2 ...... • Sale authorized.
Harker, Fort, Kans ......... ·I July 12,1880 Act June 15,1880 ..... 1 G. 0. 55, A. G. 0., 1880.
Hartsuff,.I!'ort,Nehr ......... July22,188J ActJul.v5,18l:!! ....... j 3,251.4lacres. G.O.SO, A.G.O.,
i 1884.
Hays, Fort, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . May 13, 1886 Act June 11, 1884 .... ·j Portion, not to exceecl 165 a<lres.
I G. 0. 53, A. G. 0., 1884.
Do ..................... Nov. 2, 1889 Act July 5, 1884 ... : ... , Remainder, 7.600 acres. G. 0. 81,
A. G. 0., 1889.
Hoskins, Fort, Oregon ....... Feb. 16, 1R91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . No formal reservation.
Hot Springs, Ark ............ Aug. 27, 18!l0 Act July 5, 1884....... All of square or block 94. G. 0.
96, A. G. 0., 180\l.
Houston, Fort, Tex ........................ Act Juno 23,1874 •• : .. Donated to Fisk University for
educatiotJal purposes. G. b. 86,
A. G. 0., 1874.
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C.-List of military ?'eservcttions turned over by the War Department
Department, etc.-Continued.

-------

.

Name of post.

Date of relin-1 Authority for relinquh>lunent.
quisllment.

I

I

\Vis~-~-~~=~~~==~

Remarks.

Portion~

Howard, Fort,
.Act Mar. 3, 1863 .......
Do ................................... 1 Act July 4, 1o66 ....... lllemaimlrr.
Hnalpai, :ForL, Ariz .......... .Apr. 22,18741 ........................ No formal reservation.
lillmuoltlt, Fort, Cal ......... ~\.pr. 6,1870 .... .. ...... .... .. ......
lJo.
Inlll'pcndence, Camp, Cal .... July 22,1884 Act July~. 1884 ....... 5,210;38 acres. G. 0. 80, A . G. 0.,
:
1 18o4.
Jesup, Fort, La .............. :\rar. 25, 1871 · Act :Feb. 24,1871...... G. u. 1!l, A. G. 0., 1871.
,Joue!!,l•'ort, Cal. ............. 1 :\lay 27, 1870 ......................... · No formal reservation.
Jnpiter,l<'ort, Fla ............ ' ~ar. 16, 1bll:l 1. Aet A ug-.18,1856 (11 !),088.38 acres. Except light,
!
t-itat., 87).
house lot.
Kearney, Fort (old), Iowa .................. ' .Ad .Apr.15, 1874 ..... .
Kearney, .Fort. Neur ......... Dec. 2,1876: Act July 21,1876...... G. 0.111, A. G. 0., 1876.
Keogh, lfort, Mont. ......................
Act ,July 30, 1890. Portion east of '£ongue Hirer.
;
1
Public, 218.
,
Key Biscaine. Fla ........... -I July n, 1870 Act .\.ug. Ul, 1856 .. -.- ·~
Klamath, Fort, 0. rcgou ...... : Hay 4. , 1886 J A.·ct July 5, 1884...... 3,3~5.68 acres. War Department
•
cucular, May 6, 1R86.
Lam•, I•'ort, Orep:on .......... .:'l-Iar. 25, 1871 J Act Fob. 24. 1871...... G. 0.1n. A. G. 0., 1871.
Lapwni, Fort, Idaho ......... ; ,Jnne 5,188~ .Act .Jnly :!1,1882 ...... , PoHt reserve for Imlian school~.
Do ..................... ' May 7, 188-l, Act I?el.J. 14,1853 (10 Hay rescrTation in excc8S of UtiJ
Stat., 15!l).
.
.
1 acres.
I.aram1e, Fort, Wyo ........................ ..iet Aug.14,1876 ..... . Restores a portiOn to pnhhc do.
main. G. 0 90, A. G.o., 1876.
Do ..................... June n, 1890 1 Act July 5, 188-l ...... 1 G. 0. 60, ..A. G. 0., 18!l0.
Larued, Fort, K·nu .......... .:'l-Iar. 26, lSil::J ~\et Ang. 4,188:3 ....
G. 0.110, A. G. 0.,1882.
Lcan~nwortll, :Fort, 1\:aus .... Dec. 23, ll-iu8J Act Jul.)' 2, 18u8 ....... Sale of 20 acres in sont.lwnst cor!
n<-r to Leavenworth Coal Co.
Do .................................. Act l•'eb. !),1871 ....... 1 Sale of 128.82 to Kausas ~\g ricnl·
1
1
1
ural allll Mechanical .\Rsncia1
1
.,
j
1
tion. 9-· 0._14, .A. G. 0.,1bil.
Do ................................... 1Act.Mar.2,1889 ....... 1 Lrase of !l.7o acres to Lea,enworth Water Co. whi!P lands
are used as a military ~itc. G.
0. 39, A. G. 0 .. 188!).
Lewis, ·Fort, Colo ............ NoY. 12, 1801 Ad July 31, 1882 (22 30,:!~6 acres. G. 0. 89, A. G. 0.,
1
~tat., 181).
18!)1.
Little Rock Barracks, Ark .. Oct. 14,1890 1 .l.ct July 5, 1884 ...... :J6i~1 ~cres. G. 0. 123, A. G. 0.,

--I

.

I.

--1

0

I Act May 8, 1880.......

Sale at auction. G. 0. 38, A. G.
0., 1880.
Lonh;iana, State of* ......... Sept. 23,1886 Act July 5,1880 ...... 6,170.79 acres. "\YarDepartment
I
eireular, Sept. :'.8, 1886.
Lowell, l<'ort, Ariz ........... · :\lar. 5, 1891 Act July 5, 188-l ...... ! Ar(•a not stated. G. 0. 24, A. G.
I 0., 1891.
J,~·on, Fort (old). Colo ....... Jnly 22, 188-1 ...... do ............... 38,COO acres. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0.,
188-l.
J,yon,I<'ort,Colo ............. Dec. 2,1889 ...... do ............... ' 5,E74 acres. G. 0. 9, A. G.O.,
I 1890.
l\lcllermit,l•'ort, Nev ........ Dec. 1,1886 1...... do ............... Hay reservation, 6,400 aeres.
\\Tar Dcparhnentcircular, Dec.
:3,1886.
Do ..................... July 2-!,188!) ...... do ............... Po"t resenre, 3,!)74.40 acres. G.
1
0. U7, A. G. 0., 188\1.
MeGarry, Camp, NeY ....... Mar. 25,18711 Act Feh. 2l, 1871. ..... : G. 0.1!), A. G. 0., 1871.
McDowell, I<'ort, Ariz ....... , Oct. 1, 18[}0 .Act July 31, 1882 (22 ! I>ost, unildings, etc., t'or Indian
Stat., 181).
i
school purposes until rcq uirfld
I for. military p11rposes. G-. 0.
1 113, A. G. 0 .. 1800.
Do .•••.••••............ Mar. 2, 18!)1 • Act July 5,1884 ...... ·I Containing25,628 acres. G. 0. 22,
I'
A. G. 0., 18!)1.
lie Henry, Fort, Md ....................... I Act June 1!l,1878 ..... ! Sit(' for a dry dock to Baltimore
Dry Dock Co. G. 0. 44, A . G.
I o .. 1878.
McKinney, Fort, IV'yo ....... Jan. 16,188!) 1· Act July 5, 188-l ....... Por(i(on, e~;timated 6!0 acres. ft.
1I 0., 5, A. G. 0., 188!).
.
I
:
.
McPllerson,Fort,Nebr ...... l Jan. 5,1887 ...... do ............... 11!),500 acres, all ex<'ept nat wnal
'
;
. cemetery tract. \Yar !}('partI
lllPilL circular, .Tau. 10, 18 7.
McRae, l<'ort, N.Mex ........ July 22,183-l ...... do ............... ,2,5UO acres. G. 0., SO, A. G. 0.,
i
18H4.
Mackinac, .Fort, Mich ...................... \ Act Mar. 1,1879 ...... Portion to ~t:cssr'::;. "\Vcllllell Y:m
1
Allen & Bailey. G. 0. 19, J. .
G. 0., 1H79.
1
Maginnis, Fol't,Mont ........ Aug.14, 18!)0 Act July 5,188-l ....... 31,05H.21 acres. G. 0. 91, A. G. O.,
I
1890.

Log-an, Fort, Mont .......•... · Juno 4, 1881

I

.

I

I

I

I

·l

.

I
I

i

r

'

l

;

I

I

* Teu reservations on the Gnlf coast as follows: One near the eastern month of Bayou La Fourche:
one ncar western month of Bayou La Fourche; one on Ha~·ou Plat; one near western entrance to
Cnm btada Bay: oue near tlw pa«s :lt the eastern end of G1·ancl Terre Island; one near the mo uth of
Qu:ttre Bayou I' ass; one at .Da:!ti:m Day; three near Bastian nay.
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C.-List of milita1·y resenations 11t1'11ecl orer by the War Department to the Interior
Department, etc.-Continued.
Date of relin·
quishment.

Name of post.

Authority forrelinqnishment.

- - - - - - - - - -/

I

R
k
.emar s.

----------- ----------------Act July 1,1870 ....... Po~tion ~o th~ city aml county of

1

Mason, l!'ort (Point SanJ ose), • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cal.
I
I

1

San :F raneJ»co, Cal.
.A. G. 0., 1870.

G. O.l:l7,

::\li~souri "!liver. i8_lanc1 in, Mo. ~uly 2~, 18~4 \ Act July 5, 1884 ...... ·I G. 0·_80, A. G. 0., !884.
MoJave, l! ort, Anz .......... Sept. 29, 1890 1 .. ~ct Jui.v 31, 1882 (22 1 14,69t acres. Inchan school pur·
1

1

i

'
Mount Vernon Barracks,Ala . Mar.
1

Stat., 181).

1

•

I

poses Jmtil 1·equin•d for mili·
tary ocenpation. G. 0.111, A.

I
! G. 0., 1890.
3,1893 Letter ~f Secretary of! All that portion south of Cedar

.
Warof :\far. 2, 1893 .. ! Creek.
Oglethorpe Barracks, Ga .... Apr. 7,1884 1 Aet~<\pr.7, 1883 ...... 1 G. 0. 46, A.G.0.,1882.
Oklahoma , Olda ........... · ·1 Oct. 4, 1R!12 Act Jnly 5, 1884 ....... : 160 acres. G. 0. 69, A. G. 0.,18!l2.
l!n;!OfH\ :-;p1 illgs (old Fort July 22,1884 ...... do ............... : 21,8:l8.08 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G.
1
J"ewis, Colo.).
0., 1884.
;
Pike~ Peak, Colo ............ , Jan. 16,188!l ! ...... do ............... J 8,192acres. G.O.No.5of1889.
Platt;;burg Barracks, N.Y .. -1·--- .......... 1 Act June 8,1872 ...... 25 acreR to the New York and
i
1
i Canada R. R. Co. G. 0. 66, .A.
I
I
I
G.O., 18~2.
Do ................................... 1 ActJune30,187g ..... : 2acres, etc., toR.R.Co. G. 0.
'
· '
i 70, A. G. 0., 1879.
Point Roberts, Wash ........ Sept. 23,1890 Act .July 5, 1884 ....... , 1,i1; ~cres. G. 0. 107, A. G. 0 ..

0

l'r('sidio of San Fmncisco, .............. Act May 9, 1876 ....... P01tion to city of ::lan l~rancisco.
1,
Cal.
·
:
G. 0. 44, A.(:;-. 0., 1876.
Randall, Fort, Dak ........................
Act May 18, 1874 ...... 1 Portion. G. 0. 47, A. G. 0., 1874.
1
Do ................... --1 July 22,18841 Act July 5, 1884 .... _--I Portion (24,503.5:! acre~ north ut
;
, )lissonri Hi' er) 110t already
,
!
i transferred mHler act of .JT a\·
j
18 ..1874. G.O 80,A.G.0.,188l..
Do ................................... Act Oct.1, 18!!0 (Pub-1 Portrou OTJen to settlOJS.
' lie, 343.)
FortRamlalL ................ I Oct. 20, 18!!3 , ActJuly 5, lS~ .L ..... , Remainder92,160acres, G. 0.8-l,
j
•
I
1893.
Ran>~om, Fort, X. Dak ........Tnl,v 14, 1880 i Act Tune 10,1880 .... ·I G. 0. fi5, A. G. 0., 1880.
neacling, :Fort, Cal. ........................ ! ActFeb.15, 1881. ..... , RPstorell to JlliUli(' domain. G.
:
I
0. 2!i. A.(}. 0., 1881.
Heynold><, _Fort, Colo ........ . .lJtly 18, 1R74 Act June 19, 1874 . . .. G. 0 . 88, A. G. 0 .. 1H74.
Rice, Fort, S. Dak ........... : J nl~· 22, 18tH Act July 5, 1884 . . . . . . E;;timated at 102,~00 acres. G.
I
I
.
u. 80, A. G. 0 ., 188-1.
J{iclgel.' . Fort. Minu ....................... ' Act July 1,1870 ....... G. 0 . 87, A. G . 0., 1810.
Riley, _F ort. Kans ............ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . joint l:e:;olntion of Reclucesarea, etc. G. 0. 29,A. G.
; Mar. 2, 1867.
0. , 1867.
nipley,l~ort,Minn ........... 1............. _. Act Feb. 28, 1873 ...... Portion. G. 0. 28, A . G. 0. , 187:1.
1
'Do ..................... July 2,1880 Act Apr.1, 1880 ....... Restored to puhlic clomain. G.
•
.
0. 22, A. G. 0., 1880.
Rush Lal<e Valley, Utah ..... July 22, 18R4 Act July 5, 188-l ....... 5-;~~- ~7 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.
1

!

!
I

·j

!

4

Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . G. 0.19, A. G. 0 .. 1871.
0.1619 and 0.12786 acres. Hospita_
1
lot and blacksmith's shop lot.
I
· Stat. 88).
Do ..................... Mar.18, 1886 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Old powder-house lot, or goYernor's garden lot, 10.29 acref!.
Do ..................... NoY. 18,1886 · ...... do ............... Drajloon barracks lot,1.15acres.
I\ ar Dc}Jartrnent circular,~' m .
20. 1886.
St. Marks, Fla ............... 1 Oct. 27,1892 • Act July 5, 1884 ....... 50 acres G. 0. 7-1. A. G-. 0., 18tl2.
::landers, :Fort, Wyo ........................ ~ct June9, 1874 ....... Heduccs area. G. 0. 60, A. G. 0.,
.
1874.
Do ..................... Aug. 22,1884 ! Act July 5, 188!. ..... . 19i:~t~.acres. G. 0. 102, A.. G. 0 ..

Sabine, J!'ort, La ............. 1\Iar. 25. 1871
St. Augustine, Fla ........... Oct. 15,1883

i Act Aug. 18,1856 (11

::lellgwick, Fort, Colo. and July 22, 1884 j ....•• do ..•.•.......... 140,tHiO acres. G. 0. 80, 1884.
Nebr.
!
Selden, Fort, :N.Mex ......... Apr. 9,1890 1 Act July 31, 1882 (22 G. 0. 44, A. G. 0., 1890.
'
, Stat., 181).
Do ...................
Mar. 30,1892 1 Act July 5, 188-! ....... 9613.7381 acres. G. 0 . 2G, A. G. 0 ..
1892.
Sewarfl, :Fort, Dak ... -. ....... 1 July 14,1880 Act JunelO, 1880 ...... G. 0. 55, A. G. 0., 1880.
Sh:tw,Fort,Mont ............ , Apr. 30,1l:lV3 Act .July 31,1882 (22 29,8-!3 acres. G. 0. :!O,A. G.O.,
1i 1892.
~tat., 181).
Sheridan, Camp, Nebr ...... . July 22, 188! I Act July 5, 1884 ....... 1 1R.225 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
I
188-l.
1
1
Smith, l!'ort, Ark ............ - ~ Mar. 25, 1871 1 Act Feb. 24.1871 ..... G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
Sisseton, :Fort,Dak .......... Apr. 22,1889 · Act .July 5, 1884 ....... 81,!120 acres. War Departm_ ent
!
circular, May 1, 1889.
::lnelling, Fort, Minn ........ -1 Dec. 23, 1873 1 Act May 7, 1870 ...... . 1 Reduced to 1,5:l1.21 acres. G. 0.
I
I
I 66, A. G. 0., 1870.
~oldiers, Key, Fla ........... ' July 9, 18i0 Act Aug. 18,1856 .... ·I
Mtamuan[h, Camp, Wyo ..... Mav 3,1881 ........................ 1 No formal r('ser>atic•n.
Stanton, .cort, N.Mex ........ Aug. 7, 1872 Act May 21, 1872 ..•.. Reduces rcs('rvatiou. G. 0. 3(\
1
I
_L G. 0., 1872.

--I

,

I
I

I

·1

·I
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N arne of post.

!temarks.

Steilacoom, Fort, Wash---- .......•.•...... Act Apr. 15,1874.--- .. Donates portion to Washington
for use of insane asylum. G.
0. 32, A. G. 0., 1874.
Do ............. ........ July22,1884 .ActJuly5,1884 ....... 289acres. G.0.80,.A.G.O.,l884.
Stevenson, Fort, Dak ........ .Apr. 19, 1883 Act July 31, 1882 ...... For Indian schools.
Snllhan, Fort, Me ........... July 22, 188-l Act ,July 5, 18~H ....... 12.5 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 1 '34.
Sumn<'r, Fort, N . .Mex ........ Mar. 25.1871 Act ]fob. 24, 18il ...•.. Except 11atioual cemetery. G. 0.
19, .A.. G. 0., 1871.
Sulphur Creek, Wyo ..•...... Jnly 22,1881 Act July 5,1884 ....... Coal reservation. G. 0. 80, A. G.
0., 1884.
'l'horuburg,Fort, Utah .......... do ......
do ............... 2\~~~-a<lres. G. 0. SO,A. G. 0.

,
TI .....

2, 1892, ...... do ............... 10,487 acres. G. 0. 81, A. G. 0.,
1892.
Tl11 ec Forks, Owyhee, Camp . JHl,Y 22,1884 ...... do............... 4,800 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
lclaho.
i
1884.
Totten, Fort, Dak ............ Oct. 1,1890 .Act .Tuly 31,1882 (22 Post, buildings, etc., for Indian
Stat., l81).
school purposes lllltil required
for military purpose::;. G. (1.
115, A. G. 0., 1890.
Uncompahgre, Cantonment, I July 22, 1884! Act July 5, 188L ...... Portion 4,000 acre:;. G. 0. 80, .\.
on Colonulo.
+
1
G. 0., 1884.
•
Verde .Fort A.riz
do
do
Garden tract, 3,000 acres. G. 0.
'l'ho.mas, Fort, Ariz .......••. Dec.

I
I

;,. • .'.: •••• ::::::::::: :

I

~~;. ,;:;~~~-~ :::: olo :::: :::::::::: 9,~'.fi,F~; 18'~: 0. 123, A. G
1

Wallace, Ifort, Kam; ......... Jnly 22, 1884

1

••••••

do ............... 8,l~~1.9 acres.

G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,

\Valla \Valla, l!'ort, \Vasl1. .. ·'· . Oct. 26,18751 Act Apr. 29, 1872 ...... Portion of hay reserve. G. 0. 35,
A. G. 0., 1872.
Do .......................... do ....... ActJune8,1872 ...... Timl>er reserve. G.O. G6, A.G.
1
0., 1872.

~~: ::::::::::::::::::::.I-~~~0 • :~. . ~.1::::: :~~ :::;::::::::::: ~~~;~~~~r ;~sf;!s~~~~tl~~3

88

\Valleu , Camp, .\rir. ....... ---J Apr. 22.1814 ~ ........................ No formal reservation.
1

11

~~;~!'jt~;X'i~.:~' !. ~~: ~:::::::: -~~ • :.. ~: ~~~~-~- ~\~t '}\{~~.'4.' i868: ::::::
\Vnyu.•. !~'ul"1, <\rk ........... :\fa e. 2G, 1871: Act Ft•h. 24, 1871 ......
\\'hill1Jle13arrackl'l,.A.riz ..... ;oet. 21,18i5i ActJune22.187-t .....

Do.
G. O.l!J, .A.. G. 0., 1871.
Portion. G.0.88,A.G.0.,1BH.
Do ..................... July 22.188-! 1 .A.ct July 5,1884 ....... Timhel' resc>rve, 720 acres. G.O.
I
80, A. G. 0., 1884.
1
White Ww1·, Camp, on Colo-; .... do ....... ~---- .. do ............... 40,960 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0,
1

1\!N~i~'"• 1'ort, ::Uicb ......... j.... do ............. do ............... 14~~~t·acres.

G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.
'
1884.
\Villow (}rove, Camp, Ariz ... I Apr. 22,1874 ' ........................ No formal reserYation.
\Yilmiugtou Depot, Cal. .... :. ............. I Act :Feb. 25,1873 ...... 'l'o hert'conveyecl to Bmming aJHl
I
1
Wilson. G. 0. 45, A. G. 0., 1875.
YHma. l•'ort, ..:\ riz ............ Dec. 7, 187-i Act June 22,1874 ..... Portion. G. 0. 88, A. G. 0., 18it
Ynma. Fort, Ari:.~. and Cal .. -~ Jan. 9, 188-t ' ....................... -~ ludiau s~hool purposes.
Do ..................... July 22,1884 I Act Jnly 5, 1884 ....... Inoperative. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
i
1884.
Zarah, Foet, Kans ............ Mar. 25, 1871 ~ Act Feb. 24, 1871...... G. 0. 19, A. G. 0., 1871.

D.-Jllilitctry reservations showing location, size, how occu,pied, etc., on June 30, 1893.
.Adams, F01·t, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 28'; longitude, 710 22'. On Brentons Point, 3
miles from Newport, which is the post-office, railroad, and telegraph station, and
from which the post is reached by boat or road. Contains 138-t acres. CP.ssion of
jurisdiction h.\' State act of June 5, 1824. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 batteries of artillery. Aceommodations for 16 officers in cottages and 7 in casemates.
Accommodations for 208 men. One barrack building for light battery outside of
fort, and casemates occupied by 3 foot batteries. One Land barrack and one artillery stable. 'Vater supply from Newport City waterworks. Sewer system.
Alcatm.z Island, Oal.-Latitnde, 37° ·HJ'; longitnde, 122° 27'. In the Bay of San
Franeis<"o, J miles HortlH'a~'<t from the city. l 1ost-office at the post. Railroad aJHl
telegrapl1 statiou, San Fnm1·isco. Government steamer to post daily, except Sunday.
Resenatio11, the whole island, about 12 acres. Cession of j urhsdwtion by State act of
:March 31, 18Hl. Present garribou, 2 batteries of artillery. Accommoclations for 10
officers aud 73 men, one double barrack. Salt-water supply pumped from the bay
by steam power. Fn·sh water brought from San Francisco on steamer and stored in
cistel'us. Sewer systell.l,
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Angel Island, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 48'; longitude, 122° 28'. In the Ray of San Frandsco, 7 miles northeast from the city. Post-office and telegraph station at the post.
Hailrond :;;tatio11, Ban Francisco. Government steamer to post daily, except Snnday.
Hesen'ation, the entire island, about 610 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act
of l\farch 01, 1891. Present garrison, headquarters and 5 companies of infantry.
ArcmnnJotlntions for 13 officers and 204 men, 5 barracks, and 1 hanfl barrack. Water
supply from springs conducted by gravity to reservoirs, whence llistrihntion is made
to all parts of the post. Sewer system .
.dpaclle, Fo1't, .Ariz.-Latitude, 33° 47'; longitude, 109° 57'. On White Mountain
Ri,·er, in Apache County, 90 miles from Holbrook, on Atlantic and Pacific Hailroad,
and 339 miles from Prescott. Post-office and telegraph station at the post Buckhoard daily, ex"ept Sunday, from Holbrook. Reservation, 7,421 acres. Present garrison, 1 troop of cavalry and 3 companies of infantry. Accommodations for 16 offieers
and 420 men, 7 barracks. Five cavalry stables. \Vater supply brought h;y gravity
from 3 miles up the White River through an acequia, and is then pumped into a
reservoir (80,000 gallons). No Rewer sy~tem.
Assiniboine, Fm·t, Mont.-Latitude, 48° 30'; longitude, 109° 45'. On Beaver Creek,
1t miles from station of same name on Great Northern Railroa,d, 209 miles from Helena, and 996 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph, alHl railroad station at the
post. Reservation, about 704.000 acres, rednc·ed by General Order~;), of 1891. Area
of reduction not stated. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of .Montamt. Present garrison, 2 troops of cavalry and headquarters, and 7 companies infantry. Accommodations for ~6 officers and 605 men. Ten barracks; 4 casalry sta hies; water
sn11ply from Beaver Creek, forced by steam power into a distributing tank; supply
inadequate in summer. An artesian well is being sunk with the view of securing a
more permanent supply; no sewer system; natural draiuage; night soil removed by
scaveugors.
BmTauras, Fort, Fla.- Latitude, 30° 19'; longitude, 87° 16'. On north side of Pensacola Harbor, 9 miles southwest of Peusaco]a. Post-office, Warriugton, Fin.; telegraph station, Pensacola navy-yard; railroafl station at Pensacola; special boat to
post. Reservation contains ahont 2,500 acres, the bmmdaries of which were modified by General Order 18, Adj ntant-General's Ofli ce, 1892. No c 3ssion of jnrisdic1 ion.
Pn'sent garrison, 2 batteries artillery and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for
11 officers and 186 men; 1 barrack building designe(l for 4 rompanies. \Vater supply pumped from wells into tank and distributed hy gravity. Sewer system.
Ra.vard, fl'01·t, ..~.Y. Mex.-Latitnde, 32° 48'; longitude, 108° 9' . Nine miles from Silver City, on Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Uailroad. Post-office and telegraph
Rtation at the post. Railroarl station, Hall's, 2 miles from post.; no stage. Rese1Ta·
i ion, 13 square miles an<l 520 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 4 companieR
infantry, aml 2 troops cavalry; accommodations for 20 officers and 400 men; 7 harnteks and 1 band barrack; 4 cavalry stables. Water supply pumped from !"prings ~''
reservoir and distribnte(l through iron pipes by gravity. Sewer system.
Benicia Barmcks, Cal.-Latitnrle, 38° 2'; longitude, 122° 7'. Post-office, telegraph
station, and boat landing, Benicia; distance, 1 mile. Railroad sta.tion, Central
Pacific, Army Point, distance! mile. Reservation, 98.78 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of April 27, 1852, and March 14, 1855. Present garrison, 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for 8 officers and 122 men; 4 barracks. \Vater supply from Benicia Water Company and well at the post. Sewer system.
Bidwell, F01·t, Cal.-Latitude, 41° 52'; longitude, 120° 6' . In Surprise Valley, 193
miles from Reno, Nev., on Central Pacific Railroad, 452 miles from San Francisco, 8
miles from the Oregon line, and same distance from theN evatla line; 11ost-office at
the post; telegraph station, Altural'l, Cal. ; daily stage from Amedee Station, Cal.,
tlistance 135 miles. Reservation, 3,091 acres. Present garrison, 1 company of cavalry. Accommodations for 8 officers and 127 men; 2 barracks. Two cavalry stableR.
Water supply from a mountain stream, distributed by gravity; a neYN·-failing warm
Rpring- at the post supplies water for bathing; natural drainage. This reservation
was turned over to the Interior Department by G. 0. 135, A. G. 0., 1890, hnt the garrison has not yet been withdrawn.
Bliss, Fo1·t, Tex.- Latitude, 31° 44'; longitude, 106° 29'. On the Rio Grande, 1~
miles above El Paso, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post-office,
ielegraph and railroad station, El Paso, Tex. Reservation, 134-.85 acres. Cession of
.inrisdiction imperfect. Present garrison, 2 compani~>s infantry. Accommorlations
for 7 officers and 130 men; 2 barracks. \Vater supply from El Paso city waterworks.
Quality not goocl. Water fordrinkingpnrposes h~mled from new Fort Bliss. Sewer
system.
Bliss (new) F01·t, Tex.-Latitnde, 31° 44'; longitude, 106° 29'. On the Kansas City,
El Paso and Mexican Railroad, about 6 miles northeast of the city of El Paso. PostotHre, tele~raph and railroad scation, El Paso, Tex. Reservation, 1,265.7 acres.
Title acqmred under act of March 1, 1890. Cession of jurisdiction by deed of the
gm'ernor of the State of Texas, dated April12, 1892. Accommodations for 14 offi.
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cerR and 250 men; 2 double barracks. Complete water system snpp1icd from
wells.
Boise Barracks, Jcla7w.-Latitnde, 43° 32'; longitude, 116'-' 10'. On the Boise
2 miles from Boise City, and 36 miles from Ida!Jo City. Post-office, tele
railroad station, Boise City. Reservation, 640 acres. Ces~:;ion of juri
State act of February 7, 1891. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry and 1
infantry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 130 men; 2 barracks; 1 cavalry
'Yater supply from reservoir, fed by springs, distributed through iron p
gravity, for irrigation and sprinkling. Snpply for other purposes from
Hot and Cold Water Company of Boise City.
Bowie, Fo1·t, .A1·i.z.-Latitude, 32° 10'; longitude, 109° 22'. In Apache Pa
from Bowie Station, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and
station at the post. Daily buckboard from Bowie Station. Reservation, 36
miles. or 23,040 acres. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry. Accommodation
officers and 160 men; 3 barracks; 2 cavalry stables. Water supply from Bear
pnmped hy steam power to reservoir, and distributed by gravity. Sewer
Brady, Port, Mich.-Latitude, 46° 30'; longitude, 84° 20'. Within limi
city of Sault Ste. :Marie, on right bank of St. Marys RiYer. Post-office,
nnd railroad station, Sault Ste. Marie. Boat landR at post in summer. R""'"'··v<>t.in•
26} acres. No special cession of jurisdiction, unless embraced in general
of State act of March 24, 1874. Present garrison, 1 comp::my infantry.
flatjons for 6 officers and 73 men; 1 double and 1 single barrack. Water
irom Sault Ste. Marie waterworks.
Brady (new), Fort, .Miell.-Latitude, 46° 30'; longitude, 84° 20'. To the west
nnd adjoining the city of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., on the Minneapolis, Sault
~larie and Atlantic Railroad. Post-office, telegraph mul railroad statiOIJ, Sault
Marie. Reservation, about 75 acn~s. Title acquired under the provisions of
July 8, 1886. Cession of jurisdiction same as old Fort Brady. Accommorlati
1:,l officers; 2 barracks for 4, companies. Present garrison, 2 companies
\Yater snpply from Saultc Ste. Marie waterworks. Sewer system.
Brolt'u, Port, Tex.-Latitude, 25° 53'; longitude, 97° 21'. On the Rio
at1joining the city of Brownsville. Post-office, telegraph and railroa<l
Tirownsdlle. Reservation, 358~ acres, owne<l by private parties. Occ
nsed by the Unite<l Sta.tes since March, 18-16, without payment of rent
Appropriation for purchase at $160,000. Payment suspended by- authority
lntion of Congress. Snit pending in Cohrt of Claims to compel payment.
garrison, 2 troops-of cavalry. Accommodations for 20 officers and 244 men;
racks. Font sets officers' quarters reported worthless. Two cavalry stables.
supply pnmped from Rio Grande into distributing tanks. No sewer system.
drains.
JJuforcl, Fort, N. Dak.-Latitnde, 47° 59'; longitude, 1030 58'. On Missouri
2 miles below the month of the Yellowstone, on the line of the Great Northern
road, 660 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station at the
Reservation, abont 506,042 acres. · Heduced by Genernl Orders 68 of 1891 and
not stated. Cession ofjurisrliction by constitution of North Dakota. Present
rison, 2 troops cavalry nnd 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for 18
nnd 326 men; 6 barracks and 1 band barrack. Two cavalry stahles. \Vater
pumped from the Missouri River into an elevated tank and distrilmted by iron
Pnrtial sewer system.
Canby, Port, TJ'ash.-Latitude, 46° 17'; longitude, 124° 3'. At the month of
hia Hiver, on the north bank, 14- miles from Astoria, 7 miles from Fort
Oregon, 112 miles from Portlaml, Oregon, and 118 miles from. Fort Vancouver.
ofll('e and telegraph station at post; daily steamer from Portland to As
thence by steam tng to post. Reservation, 588.2 acres. Cession of jurisdicti
constitution of,Vnshillgfon. Present garrison, 2 batteries of artillery.
<lations for 7 officers and 1:20 men; 2 barracks. Water supply from springs
to re~:>ervoir and distributed by gravity. Sewer system:
CruToll, Fort, .21Jd.-Latitlule, 39° 15'; longitude, 76° 35'. Post-office and tele
station, Baltimore; distant 6t miles from Light street wharf. Reservation, 4Cession ofjnrisdiction hy St.ate act of March 2, 1846. Not garrisoned. In charge
Engineer Department.
.
Caswell, Port, N. C.-Latitude, 34°; longitude, 78° 1'. Oak Island, North C
Jina, 2 miles from Southport and 22 miles from ·wilmington. Post-office and
g a.ph station, Southport, N. C. Steamer daily fi·om Wilmington to
Heservation, about 2,325 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of D€~ceml:•er~
:w, 1825 Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Clm·k, P01·t, 1'ex.-Latitude, 29° 17'; longitude, 100° 25'. On Las Moras Creek,
adjoining the town of Brackettville, 9 miles from Spofford Junction, on Southern
Pacific 1-iailroad, and 143 miles from San Antonio. Post-office, Brackettville, Tex.
telegraph st:ttion, Fort Clark, via Spofford Junction; daily stage from Sp
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Junrtion. Reservation, 3,963.2 acres. Cession of jnrisdiction hy State act of December 19, 1849, and goycrnor's deed of A pril14, 1884. Preseut galTison, 2 troopR cavalry, headquarters, and 6 companies infantry. Accommodation for 35 officPrs and
748 men-; 13 barracb; 8 cavalry stables. Water Rupply from Las Moras LSprings
pnmped into tanks and distributed by iron pipes. No sewer Rystem.
Clm·ks Point, .Jfa88.-Latitude, 41° 35'; longitude, 90° 54'. .Fonr miles from New
Bedford, which is the post-office and teleg-raplJ station. Reservation, 60 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of April 8, 1856, and May 4, 1857. Not garrisoned.
In clJarge of ordnance sergeant.
Clinch, Port, Fla.- Latitude, 30° 41'; longitude, 81° 28'. On Amelia Island, Florida, 3 mileA from Fernandina, which is the post-omce, telegraph and railroad station.
Reservation, 419.44 acres. No C<'S::>ion of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. In charge
of ordnance sergeant.
Columbus Ba1Tack8, Oltio.-Latitnde, 39° 57'; longitude, 82° 59. Post-ofilce and
railroad station: ColnmlmA, Ohio; telegraph station at post. Reservation, 77 acres
3 roo(ls 8 perches. Cession of jnnsdiction hy State act of March 21, 1863. I~ecrnit
ing depot. Accommodations for 19 otlicers and 555 men; 3 barracks; 1 of which will
accommodate 400 men. ·w ater snpply, Colnmhns city waterworks. Sewer Ry~-;tem.
Colurnbus, Fort, New York lfarbor.-Latitude, 40° 42'; longitndo, 74° 9'. On Governors Island, at jn11ction of North and East rivers, 1t miles from New York City.
Post-office, New York, and telegraph station, Governors Island. Government steamer
from Ne'\y York, City. Contains ahont 65! acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act
of February 15,1800, and (as to water-conredland) by act of May 7, 1880. Present
garrison, 3 batteries of artillery. Fort Columbus will arcommoclate 11 officers aJl(l
174 men; barracks for 3 small compauie1;1. Two sets offi.C"ers' quarters in course
of constrnction. Governori-l Island (headquarters DcpartmentofthcEnst) has accommodations for 18 officers. \Vater snpply from Brooklyn city waterw01·kR.
Constitution, Fo1·t, N. H.-Latitude, 43° .4'; longitude, 70° 49'. On Great Island,
New Hampshire, 3 miles from'Portsmonth. Post-offiee, l\ew Castle, N. II. Tel<','!,Taph
and railroacl station, Portsmonth. Stage or steamer from Portsmouth. ReRervation,
3t acres. Cession ofjnriRciiction'hy State acts of February 14,1791, :mel June 18, 1807.
Not garrisoned. In cbargeof ordnanc·e S<'rgeant.
GrooTe, Fort, Neb1·.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 96°. On the Union Pacific Rail-·
road, abont 5 miles southwest of the city of Omaha. PoRt-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Omaha. Reservntion, 545.67 acres, accptire(l nnder art of .Tnly 23, 1ti88.
CeAsion of jnrisdiction by State act of ·March 30, Ul89. The reservation has been
inclosed, mill the post, including water and se\\'er system, is in course of constrnrtion,
Custer, Po;·t, Mont.-Lntitude, 45° 44'; longitude, 107° 31'. On the Big Horn River,
33 miles from Cnster Station, on the Northern Pacific Railroad, 838 mill's from St.
Paul. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage and mail from Custer Station. RcR,en·ation, 36 square miles. Custer hattle!lPld. 1 Rquare 1nile. Cession of jurisdiction by constitntion of l.Iontana. Present garrison, hen<lquarters. 5
troops cavalry, an(l 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for24 offic<'rs anll5G5
men; 10 barracks; 7 cavalry sta blcs. \Vater pumped from Little Big Horn Hiver
by steam power to an elevated tank and distrilmted by a system of iron p)pes. Natural drainage. Partial sewer system.
D. A. Russell, Fort, TVyo.-Latitude, 41° 8'; longihi.cle, 10!0 50'. On C1·ow Creek,
3 miles west of C-heyenne, which is on rnion Pacific Rnilroa(l. l'ost-offir<', telegraph and railroad station (Cbeyenue and Northern) at the post. Post reservation,
4,512 acres. Hay reservation, 2,5i0.64 acres. Ces~-;ion of juriRdif'tion by State act
of February 17,1893. Present garrison, all of Seyenteenth Infantry. Accommodations for 36 officers and 439 men; 9 barracks and 1 baud harrark; 4- caYalry stables.
The water supply Aystem is receiYed from Crow Creeek by percolation through the
gravel strata into five "\Yells, from whence it is pumped into two reRervoirs and distributed to tbe post. Sewer system.
Dadds Island, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 53'; longitude, 73° 48'. At the sonthwestern
extremity of Long Islan<ll::lonnd, 3 miles from Kew Rochelle, 'Yestchester Connty,
N.Y., 22 miles from New York City. Post-office at the post. Telegrnph station,
New Rochelle, N. Y. Horse cars and boat to the post. ReserTatioil, the entire
island, about 86~ acres. Cession of jnrisdiction by State act of Apr·il 20, 1868, and
(as to water-covered land) by act of May 7, 1880. Hecruiting depot. Accommodations for 12 officers and 632 men; 12 b!lrracks. One set ofiicers' qnarters in course
of construction. 'Vater supply from New Rochelle waterworks. Sewer system.
Davis, Fort, 1ex.-Latitnde, 30° 36'; longitude, 103° 36'. In Jeff Davis Connty,
Tex., in a pass of the Apache Monntain~'>, 22 miles from Marfa, on the Gah-eston,
Harrisburg and San Antonio Railroad. Resen-ation, 300 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of December 19, 1849, and govemor's deed of September 17, 1883.
Not garrisoned.
Delatca1'e, J.ort, JJel.-Latitude, 39° 35'; longitude, 76° 34'. On Pea Patch Island,
Delaware, 1] miles from Delaware Cit~T and 42 miles from Philadelphia. Post-office
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and telegr:-tJ)h stn.tion, Delaware City. DaHy steamer from Philadelphia to
ware City. Reservation, about 90 acres. Cession of j~trisdictiou by State act
~larch 27, 1813. Noli garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Del Rio Camp, Tex.-Latitnde, 29° 22' ; longitude, 100° 46' . On Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio Hailroad, 1 mile from the station. Reservation, 407.93
acres. Cession of juri8diction by State act of December 19, 1849, and governor'
deed of July 28, 1~82. Acco.t_nmodatio_ns for 4 officers and 40 men (estimated). Not
gn 1 risoned. In charge of paul custodian.
Douglas, Fo1't, Utalt.-Latiturle, 40° 46'; longitude, 111° 56'. East of and overlooking Salt Lake City. Distance, 3 miles. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station, Salt Lake City, which is on Utah Central and Rio Grande Western Railroads, 37 miles from Ogd~n on Union Pacific Railroad. Horse cars from ~alt Lake
City to post. Post is also reached from Salt Sake City by train~ on Salt Lake and
Fort Douglas Railroad. Reservation, 4 square miles, less 151 acres surrendered by
act ofCon~ress. Enlarged by act of 1\farch 3, 1887, and by G. 0. 39 of 1890. Present.
garrison, all of Sixteenth Infnntry. Accommodations for 29 officers and 534 men; 10
barracks and 1 band barrack and office building. Water supply piped by gravity to
reservoir at post and distributed through iron pipes. Sewer system.
JJuchesne, Fort, Uta/1.-Latitude, 40° 16' ; longitude, 109° 52' . On the right bank of
the Uintah River, about 8 miles above its continence with the Duchesne River, and
on the road between Ouray, about 20 miles distant, and White Rocks, about 15 miles
distant. Post reached by wagon and stage from Price Station, distance 88 miles, on
Denver ancl Rio Grande ·w estern Railroad. Freight goes by this route. Post-office
and telegraph station at the post. Resenation provisional, 6 square miles, within
the limits of the Uintah Indian Reservation. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry.
Accommodations for 19 officers and 315 men; 6 barracks; 2 cavalry stablt>s. Water
supplied by water wagon. No sewer system.
Dutch Islanil, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 30'· longitude, 71° 24'. Five miles from Newport. Post-office, Jamestown, R. I. Teiegraph station, Newport. Steam ferr~· from
Newport to Jamestown, 4 mih•s, and private boat thence to post, 1 mile. Rcsen·a·
tion, 75 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of .January 18, 1865. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Eagle Pass, 1'e.r.-Latitnde, 28° 42' ; longitude, 100° 30' . Inl\Iayerick County, part
of old Fort Dnncan. Reservation, 62.94 acres, leased. Pref!ent garrisou, 1 troop
cavalry. Arcommoclations for 8 offirers ancl 61 men; 2 barracks, 1 reported worthless; 2 cava.lry sta hies.
Ethan Allen, F01·t, Vt.-Latitnde, 44° 30'; longitude, 73c 10' . Sitnated partly in
Colchester and partly in Essex Township, Chittenden County, 2 miles from Essex
Junction and 5 miles from Bnrlington. Reser,·ation, 600 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of Non~mber 18, 1892. Buildings for a 4-compuny cavalry post in
eourse of construction.
Fim1s Point, N. J.--Latitnde, 39° 32'; longitude, 75° 45' . On the Delaware River,
6 miles from Salem, N ..J., which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station.
Reservation, 10t.35 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of April6, 1871, and
February 1, 1872. Not garrison<"d. In charge of Engineer Department.
Foote, Fort, Md.-Latitude, 38° 48'; longitude, 77c 41' . On the Potomac River,!)
miles from \Vashington. Post-office at the post. Telegraph station, Alexandria,
Va. Steamer from \Vashington, D. C. Reservation, about 66t acres. Cession of
jurisdiction by State act of April1, 1872. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance
~ergcant.

Gai1us, Fo1·t, Ala.-Latitude, 30° H>'; longitude, 88° 4' . On Dauphin Island, Aln ..
:-10 miles from Mobile by boat, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station.
Reservation, about !183.9 acres. Cession of .inris<liction by State act of January 28.
1853, and governor's deed of November 25, 1853. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Goose Island, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 31'; longitude, 122° 58'. In the Strait of San
.Juan de Fuca.
Ge01'ftes, l!'ort, Me.- Latitude, 43° 39'; longitude, 70° 13' . On Hog Island, Portland
Harbor, 1fe., 2 miles from Portland, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station. Hcservation, about l t acres. Cession of jurisdiction h~· State act of April
17, 1857. :Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
G1·ant, Fort, .4riz.-Latitude, 32° 37'; longitude, 109° 54'. In Graham County, 27
miles from \Vilcox, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station, at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Wilcox. Reservation, 42,341
acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 5 troops ca.valry. Accommodations for 20
officers and 380 men; 7 barracks; 6 cavalry stables. Water supply l)iped from reservoir fed by streams. Sewer system.
Griswold, Fort, Conn.-Latitnde, 41° 22' ; longitude, 81° 8'. Groton Heights, 1mile
from New London. Post-office, Groton, Conn. Telegraph and railroad station, New
London. Ferry from New London to post. Reservation, 14 acres. Cession of juris·
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diction by State act of June 9, 18.12. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Hamilton, F01·t, N. Y.-Latitn<le, 40° 37' ; Jongitnf1e, 74-0 1'. On sl'ore of Long
Island, 5~ miles south of Now York City, commamling the Nanows. I <~St-office and
telegraph station, at the post. City rnilroad from Brooklyn, distance 6 miles. Reservatiou, 9~ acres. In :uldition thereto 55 acres have recen1l;y been acf[nircd hy
condemnation proceedings. Cession of jurisdiction by State aets of l\Iarclt 20, 1~07,
March 18, 1808, November 27, 1824, April17, 1826, February H, 1851, April18, 18tH,
February 20, 1862, and (as to water-covered land) May 7, 1880, and commissioner's
deed of November 16, 1812. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 companies artillery.
Accommodations for 21 officers (:6 in casemates) and 250 men; 4 barracks; 1 artillery
stahl~. Water supply from Brooklyn City waterworks.
fiewer system.
Hancock, Ji'ort, 1ex.-Latitnde, 31° 20' ; longitude, 105° 55' . Sif.natC'd on the Rio
Grande, 54 miles southeast of El Paso and 1i miles from Hancock Station, on the
Southern and Texas Pacific Railroad. Post-office, at the post. Telegraph and railroad station, Fort Hancock Station, distance 11 miles. Reservation, 469.2 acres.
Cession of jurisdiction hy State act of December 191 1~49, and governor's deed of
October 8,1883. Present garrison, 1 company cavalry. Accommodations for4 officers
and 63 men; 1 barrack; 1 cavalry stable. \Yater supply pumped from a well near
the Rio Grande into settling tanks and distributed by iron pipes. Tile drains leading to cesspools; no other sewerage.
HmTison, Ji'ort, Mont.-Latitnde, 46° 33'; 'longitude, 111° 58'. Situated near the
city of HelCiut, in Lewis and Clarke County. Reservation, 1,040 ncres, acquired by
donation to the United States by citizens of Montana, undrr act of Congress of May
12, 1892. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of :February 14, 1891. Plans for the
post are m course of preparation.
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz.-Latitude, 31° 33'; longitude, 110° 16'. In Cochise Com1t~·,
7 miles from Huachuca siding, on the New ~Iexico and Arizona Railroad. Post-oftiC'e
and telegraph station, at the post. Daily bnC' khoard from Huachuca siding. Reservation, 70 square miles. ]'resent garrison~ 2 troops cavalry and 4 companies infantry.
Accommodations for 20 ofiieerR and ,_l.20 men; 6 barracks; 5 cavalry stables. \Yater
Hllpply piped from springH :{ miles distant to distributing reservoirs. Sewer system.
independence, Fm·t, Maxs.-Latitnde, 42° 21'; longitude, 71°. On Castle Island. Boston Harbor, 3 miles from Boston, ''"hich is the post-office, telC'graph, and railroad
station. Government tng from Boston. Reservation, 12 acres. Cession of jnrisdict.ion by State act of June 25, 17!18. Not garri ~ oned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Accommodations for 1 1ield aud 6 company officers in cottages outside the fort, and
for 80 men, 2 batteries, in casemates.
JackBon BmTacks, La.-Lutitnde, 29° 57'; longitude, 90° . On the cast bank of the
Mississippi River, 6 miles below the city of New Orleans, which is the post-office
and railroad station. Telegraph station, Slaughter honse, St. Bernard Parish, La.
Street cars from New Orleans pass the post. Heservation, 87.87 acres. Cession of
jurisdiction believ-ed to be covered by general State act of July 6, 1882. Present
garrison, 2 companies infttntry. Accommodations for 11 officers and 96 men; 4 barrack buildings aC'commodate 24 men each. Water supply pumped from the MisRissippi River. Surfa<'e drainage hy brick-lined drains .
•Jacks01~, Fort, La.-Latitnde, 29° 21'; longitude, 89° 26'. Seventy-throe miles from
Kew Orleans. Post-office, Neptune, La. Telegra.pb station, Quarantine, La.
Hteamer triweekly from New Orlenns. Reservation, 740.97 acres. Cession of jurisrliction by State act of .June 1, 18±6. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Jefferson Bar1·acks, Mo.-Latitmle, 38° 28'; longitude, 90° 17'. In South St. Louis,
on the Mississippi River. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad stationr at the post.
Reservation, 1,379.06 acres, with 118.15 acres in adverse possession by different parties. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 18, 1892. Recruiting depot.
Accorumoda.tions for 18 officers; 7 barracks. Four sets officers' quarters in course of
construction. ·w ater supply from St. Louis waterworks. Sewer system .
•Jejfel'son, Fo1·t, Ji'Za.-Latitude, 24° 38'; longitude, 82° 52'. Garden Key, 71 mile~
from Key \Vest. Post-office and telegraph station, Key \Vest, Fla. Boat from Ke~·
\Vest to post. Reservation, 5 acres. Cf'ssion of jurisdiction believed to he covered
hy general State act of July 24, 1845, though there is no record of any formal deed
of cession by the governor (see XIII Op. Att. Gen., 411). Not garrisoned. In charge
of ordnance sergea.nt. There are two substantial three-story brick buildings; one
for officers' quarters, 63 rooms; the other for soldiers, 50 rooms.
Johnston, Ji'ort, N. C.-Latitude, 34° ; longitude, 78° 5'. Twenty-six miles from
Wilmington. Post-office a.nd telegraph station, Southport, N.C. Steamer daily from
Wilmington. Reservation, 43,560 sqnare feet. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts
of July 17, 1794, Dt~cember 8, 1804-, December 17, 1807, and December 19,1809. Not
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. One set of officers' quarters used as
signal office. No barracks.
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Keogh, Fort, .Jfont.-Latitude, 4G 0 23'; longitncle, 105° 57'. On the Northern Pacific
Railroad, 747 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad ~tation, at the
post. RPservation, a bout 90 square miles. Cession of jurisdiction l>y constitutwn
of :Montana. Preljent garrison, 2 troops ra,Talry and headquarters and 7 companie
infantry Accommodations for 27 officers and 535 men; 9 barracks and 1 baud harrack; 2 caY:-~lry stables. \Vater supply pumped from a wellnem· the Yellowstone
River and distributed through iron p1pes by direct pressure. Partial sewer system.
Key Trest Barrack.s, Fla.- Latitude, 24° H3'; longitude, 81° 48'. Post-office, telegraph station, and boat landing, Key "Test. Reservation, 22.79 acres. Uest:~ior1 of
jnrisflictiou l>y State acts of July 8, 1845, and July 24, 1845. Present garrison, 1
battery of artillery. Seven sets of officers' quarters ancl2 barracks. Water suppl,'i
from ci~terns.
11no:r, Fort, . aie.-Latitmle, 44° 34/; longitude, 68° 48'. In Hancock Countr, threefourths of a mile from Bncksport by ferry. Post-office, Prospect Ferry, Me. 'l'eJr.
graph and railroad station, Bucksport. Reservation, 150 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 12, 18--14. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance Rergeant. No quarters for men or officers.
La.fa.IJette, Po1·t, N.Y. Harbo1·.-Latitude, 40° 37'; longitude, 74° 2'. Six miles from
Brooklyn. Post-office anfl telegraph station, at the post. City railroad from Brooklyn. Heservation, :-~bout 2 acres. Cession ofjuristliction by State acts oL\Iarcl120,
1807, March 18, 1808, and (as to water-covered. land) May 7, 1880, and. commissioner's
deed of N ovcm her 6, 1812. Not garris<•ned. In charge of commanding officer at
1:'ert Hamiltnn, N.Y.
f-earenu·orth, Fort. Kans.- Latitude, 39° 21'; longitude, 949 55'. On the Missouri
Hiver, above and adjoining Leavenworth City. Post-office, telegraph, and railroa1l
station, at the post. Post reservation, about 5,9GO acres; timber reservation, aero
the river in Mis~:;onri, of 939.37 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of Fehrunry 23, 1872, and February 22, 1875. But as to timher reservation, no cession.
PreHent garrison, 4 troops cavalry, headquarters, and 8 companies infantry. Accommodations for 10~ oflicers and 685 m('n; 11 barracks; 6 cavalry stables and 2 adtli·
tional in course of construction. Water supply, Fort Leavenworth Water Compan~·.
LcavemcoTth Jltilitary Prison, Kans.-Latitude, 39° 21'; longitude, 94° 05'. On the
Fort Leavenworth Reservation. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Fort
Leavenworth.
Little Bock, Ark. (new post).-Latitude, 34° 43'; longitude, 92° 10'. Site ofl,lOt)
acres, more or less, has lH'en acquired b~T the Uniterl States anrl accepted by the ~er
retary of War under authority of act of April 23, 1892, and the tittle approved by th~
Attorney-General. It is sitnated on a bluff overlooking the valley of the Arkansn~
River just ahovc the city of Little Rock. CesRiou of jurisdiction by State act of
February 25, 1893. Plans for a post are now being prepared.
Lh·in.qston, Fort, La.-Latitnde, 29c 15'; longitude, 90° . On Grand Terre Island.
Post-offire, Grand Isle, La. Telegraph and railroad station, New Orleans. SteamH
weekly from New Orleans; distance. 95 miles. Reservation, 610 acres. Cession of
jurisdiction by State acts of l\Iarch 10, 183,J., and governor's deed of May H, U<:lt
Not garrisoned. Turned over to Quartermaster Department in 1888, and now in
charge of light house keeper.
Logan, Fort, CoZo.-Latitude, 39° 40; longitude, 105° 1'. On Bear Creek, 7t milr
south of Denver. Post-ofiice, telegraph, ancl railroad station (Denver and Hio
Hrande), at the post. RPserv:-ttion, 640 acres. Cession ofjnrisdirtion by State act ot
l\Inrch 22, 1887, and goYernor's deed of Jnne 14, 1887. Present garrison, headquarter
and 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 24 officers and 384 men; 8 barracks;
2 cavalry stables. \Vater snpply pumped from two artesian wells to a reservoiranrl
<listrilmtell through iron pipes. Sewer system.
Jfackinac, Fm·t. Jllich.-Latitude, 45° 51'; longitude, 84° 41'. On Mackinac Island,
in the Straits of Mackinac, OYerlooking the village of Machiuac. Post-office and telegraph station, Mackinac Island, Mich. Boat ti.·om Mackinaw City (11 miles) ami
from St. Ignace (5 miles). Steamboats from Chicago, Detroit, and other lake ports
arrh'e daily. Military reservation proper, 103.41 acres. No SJ)ecial cession ofjurisdict.ion. Cession, perhaps, embraced in general provisions of ~tate act of March 24,
18/.1-. National park, under the immediate control of military authorities, 821 acre:;.
Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 92 men; 1
barrack, crowded, for 2 companies. \Vater supply pumped from springs to 1·esenoir
and distributed by iron pipes. Sewer system.
Jliacomb, Fort, La.-Latitnde, 30° 5'; hmgitude, 89° 51'. One and a half miles from
Chef l\Ientenr. Post-office, Lee, La. Telegraph station, Chef Menteur, La. Reservation, 1,361.71 acres. Jurisdiction believed to be ceded by State act of June 1,1846.
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Macon, Fort, N. C.-Latitude, 30° 41' ; hmgitnllc, 76° 40'. Two milf'S from More·
head Cit.y. Post-office, Beaufort, N. C. Telegraph and railroad station, Morehead
City. Resenation, 1t square miles. Cession of jnriRcliction by State act of Decem-
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ber 17,1807. Not ~nrriAoned. In charge of ordnnncr Rergcnnt. Fonr Retsof officers'
quarters and 2 sets of noucommi~-;siollcll officers' qnartcrR, all in bad emHlit-ion.
1lfadison BwTacks, 1Y. Y.-Latitn<le, 43° 57'; longitude, 'iG~ 1;)'. On thes.mth shore
of Black River Bay, ahont 10 miles from Lake Ontario, at the town of Saekctts IlarlJOr, which is the post-office, tPlcgraph, nnd railroad station. Heservation, 39-! acrcH.
In n.ddition to whieh about 52 acres have heen acquired under prodsion of act of
March 2, 1889. Cession of ,inriH<liction hy State act of .May 12, 1892. Present garrison, headquarters :nHl 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 26 officers and :381
men; one barrack for 3 companies and one for 3 companirs and hand. Two harrn,.ks
in course of construetion. ·water supply pumped from the Rlack River Bay. Sewer
system.
Marcy, Fm·t, N. Me.r.-Latitnde, 35° 41'; longitude, 105' '57'. Situated in the town
of Santa Fe, which is the post-oftice, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation,
about 17~ acres. Present garrison, headquarters nnd 2 companies infantry. Ac('Olllmodations for 9 officers and 123 men; 2 barracks. \Yattr 1-mpply l'rom l::ianta Fe \Yater
Compau~7 • Partial sewer system.
Marion, Fol't, Pla.-Latitu(1e, 29° 53'; longitude, 81° 17'. Sitnated in the town of
St. Angnstine, Fla., which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Heservation, about 22-! acres. .~:To cession of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. In charge
of corrnnaJI{ling officer St. FranciA Barracks.
-'1/ason, Fort, Gal.-Latitude, 37° 1'; longitude, 122° 20'. At Point San Jose or
Dlack Point, on San Francisco Bay, within the limits of San Francisco. Post-office,
Station A, San Francisco. 'fe]egrnph station at the })OSt. Railroad station, San
Francisco, distance, 3 miles. Street cars to post. ReHervatiou, 33~ acres. Cession
of ,inrisdictio11 by State act of ~larch 31, 1891. Present garrison, 1 compan:y artillery. Aecommodations for 6 oflieers and G6 men; 1 barrack. \Vater supply from
the Spring Valley Water Cmnpan)· Sewer S,Ystrm.
McClal'y, Pol'f, Me.--;Latitn<le, 4:3° 5'; longitude, 70° 45'. On Kittery Point, Me.,
4~ miles from Portsmonth, K. H.
PoRt-officr, telegraph, and railroall station, 1\Ittery l'oiut, ~Ie. Heservatton, 15 a<·rcs. Cession ofjurisdiction b)' act of.Massilchnsetts of .Mar('h 12, 1808, of .ftlaine of July 31, 1846. Xot garrisoned. In charge of
o]'(lnm1ce sergeant.
McHenry, Fol't, .Md.-Latitnde, 39° 15'; longitude, 7G:: 35'. On \Yhctstone Point,
in the cit.y of Baltimore, which is the post-o.tlic1', telegraph, and railroa(l station.
Resen ation, :lH acreR. C'cl'sion of juristliction by Stnte acts of Fehruar.v 27, 18Hi,
nn«l )farch 31, 1838. Prer--ent gnrrisou, 8 batteries of artillery. Accommodations for
1:) officers and 1U men; 3 barracks; 3 sets of quarters within and 10 sets withont
thr fort. Water snp1>ly from Baltimore Cit~· waterworks. Sewer system.
~llclntosh, Fort, Te.r.-Latitnde, 27c 30' ; longitude, 99c 29'. In \Veub County, on the
Rio Grande, 1 mile from Laredo, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad Rtation. l{eservntion, a bout 208 acres. Cession of jurh;diction by State act of Decem lwr
HJ, 18i9, and governor's deed of April15, 1883. Present garrison, headquarters,~
troops cavalry, and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 12 officers anc118J
men; 3 harrncks; 2 corrals. \Vater pumped from well on hank of Rio Grande to au
elevated tank and dh;tribntrc1 through iron pipes. Snrfaf'e drainage.
McKinney Fort, Tryo.-Latitude, 44~ 23'; longitude, 106° 46' . On Clear Fork of
Powder Hiver, at base of Big Horn Mountains, 148miles from Douglas City, on Fremont, Elkhorn and .Missouri Vnlley Hai]roa(l. One hmHlred nnd sixty miles from
Custer Station, Mont., on Northern Pacific Railroat1, ancl HO miles from :Moorcroft,
Wyo., on Burli.ngton and ;\Iissolui Hailroad. Daily stage from each. Post-ottice and
tl'lt•graph station at the post. Hcservation, 39 square miles. Uession of jurisdi('tion by state act of February 17, 1893. Present garrison, lleadquariers, 3 companies
infantry, and 2 companies cavalry. Accommodations for 20 ofticers; 6 barracks; 't
caYalry stables. '\Yater pumped from Clear Fork of Powder River into a tank and
distrilmted uy Jlipes. Surface drainage.
JicPhel'son, Port, Ga.-Latitnde, 33° 48'; longitude, 84° 31'. Situated south of
and 1 miles from the center of the city of Atlanta, Ga., which is the post-office, te1egrapll, anll railroad station. Reservation, 236.41 acres. Cession of jurisdiction hy
State acts of September 14-, 1885, an(l November 19, 1886. Present garrison, beadquarters aiHl 5 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 30 officers and 40-1 men; 8
barracks. '\Vater supply pnmped from 2 nonflowing artesian wells to elevated tank
and distributed by system of iron pipes. Sewer system.
Jfeade, Fort, S. Dak.-Lntitude, 4-4° 25'; longitude, 103° 28'. In Meade County, 3
miles from Stnrgis, on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad, all(l 797
miles from St. Paul. Post-office at the post. Telegraph and railroad station, Stlt ~
gis, S. Dale Post reservation, about 12t square miles. \Vootl and timber reservation of 27,293 acres. Cession ofjnristliction by constitution of Sonth Da1wta. Small
a<l<lition to reservation purchased in 1889 for increasing water supply. Present garrison, headquarters antl 7 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 25 officers and 566
men; 10 barracks and 1 baud barrack; 8 cavalry stables. \Vater comes from
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springs, and is pnmpc:<l into a reserYoir and distributed by iron pipes.
drainage.
Mt.(Tiin, F01·t, Pa.-Latitn<le, 39° 53' ; longitude, 75° 13' . On Mnd Island, Delaware Uher, 5 miles fi·om Phi1adc1phia, which is the post-office, teleu:r:rph, and railroad station. Reservation, about 317 acres. Cession of jurisdietion ],J. State aet of
April15, 1795. Not garrisoned. Iu charge of ow1nanco sergeant.
JJissoula, Port, lllont.-Latitudo, 46° 50' ; longitude, 114° 50' . On Bitter Hoot
Hiver, 1 mi.le from Bitter Root, on the Missouri and Bitter Root Valley branch of the
Northern Pacific Railroad, 4 miles from Missoula, Mont., on the Northern Pacific
Railroad, and 1,254 miles from St. Paul. Post-offiee at the 1)ost; telegraph ancl railroad (Northern Pacific) station, Missoula. Reservation, 640 acres, and 560 acres,
not reserved, helcl by military occupancy. Post 11ot on reservation. ·w ood and timher reserve, 1,677.41 acres, 6 milei sontheast of post. No cession of jnrisdictiou.
Present garrison, headquarters and 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for 13
officers and 243 men; 4 barracks. 'Vater supply pumped from Bitter Root RiYer
and distributed through pipes by direct pressure or from a ta.n k. Surface drainage.
Mom·oe, .F'01·t, Va.-Latitude, 37° ; longitude, 76° 18'. Situated at Old Point Comfort, commanding the entrance to Hampton Roads. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Steamers daily from Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, and New
York, and railroad (Chesapeake and Ohio) from Richmond. Reservation, about 26i
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 1, 1821, nncl governor's deed of
April 8, 1871. But cession does not include the 15 acres in Elizabeth City County
acCJnired February 12, 1841, for a pumping station. Present g;arrison, 8 batteries
artillery. Accommodations for 55 officers (14 in casemates) and 366 men; 1 barrack
for 6 batteries and 2 barracks in Carroll Hall. \Vater supply pumped from a system
of driven wells. Sewer system constructed by engineers considered defective. Act
of March 2, 1889, appropriated $25,000 for a new sewer system, but no action has
been taken so far aA known to this office .
.Montgomery, l!'ort, N. Y.-Latitude, 45°; longitude, 73° 20'. Situated on Rouses
Point, N.Y., 191 miles from Albany, N. Y. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad stlttion, Rouses Point. N. Y., 1t miles from the post. Reservation, 600 acres. Cession
of jurisdiCtion by State acts of March 31, 1815, April21, 1818, and April 21, 1840, aud
governor's ·deed of May 15, 1818, and commissioner's deed of .July 6, 1818. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant .
.Morgan, Port, .Ala.-La,titudc, 30° 14'; longitndP, 88° . Situated on Mobile Point,
30 miles from Mobile. Post-office, Herndon, Ala. Telegraph station at the l'ost.
Steamer from Mobile. Reservation, 322.4~ acres. Cesswn of jurisdi.-:tion hy State
act of February 18, 1891. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant .
..Jfoultl'ie, Fo1·t, S. C.-Latitude, 32° 45'; longitnde, 79° 51' . On Sullivans fsla.nd. 5
miles from Charleston. Post-office, Moultrieville, B. C. Telegraph and railroad
station, Charleston, S.C. Xo reservation; 4 acres hel<l. Cession ofjmisdiction h~
State acts of December 19, 1805, Deceml.Jer 18, 1846, and December Hl, 184-8. :ot
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Mount l'"el'llon Ban·acks, Ala.-Latitn(le, 31° 12' ; longitHde, 88C2 . At the town of
Mount Vernon, 28 miles north of Mobile. Post-office, telegraph, and raiJroa1l station, Mount Vernon, Ala., one-half mile from the post. Heservation, ahont 1,600
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of Fehruary 1, 1891. PreJo;ent garri~on,
3 compa11ies infantry. Accommodations for 11 officerA and 12J IlleJJ; 2 barrack~.
Vi"'"ater snpply raised by steam pump from reserYoir fed by springs and distrihutNl
by iron pipes. Sewer system. Both water nnd sewer systems arc in conrse of thorongh
reconstruction.
.
~1Iyer, Fort, J"a.-Latitude, 38° 53'; longitude, 77° 3' . On Arlington Heights, ·1
miles from the Capitol building, 'Vashingtou. Post-office and railroad station.
Washington, D. C. Telephone to post. Reservation for the post, 186 acres, a portion
of the Arlington estate, the area of which is 1.073.4 acres. Cession of jurisdictioll
by State uds of February 23, 1884-, and March 25, 1884. Present garrison, 4 troop~
of caYnlr;y. Accommodations for 14 officers and 289 men; 4 barracks; 4 cavalry
stables. Sewer system. w·ater supply from 3 dng and 12 driven wells, and frmu
Potomac River.
Xell'port Barracks, Ky.-Latitnde, 39° 5' ; longitude, 84° 29' . On the south bank of
tl10 Ohio River, at the junction of the Licking River, in the city of Newport. Post·
office, telegraph, and railroad station, Newport. l~esen·ation, ahout 6 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of February 29, 1888. Present garrison, 1 company
infantr;y. Accommodations for 5 officers and 62 men; 1 barrack for 2 companies:
originally quarters for 10 officers and 2 companies infantry. Sale of old post authorized by CongreHs. 'Yater snpply, Newport city waterwork~. Sewer system.
Yiagiwa, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 43° 18'; longitude, 79° 8' . On tho Niagara Hiver,
at its junctiou with Lake Ontario, 14 miles below Niagara Falls, 7 miles from Lewiston, N.Y. and 36 miles from Buffalo, N. Y. Post-office, Youngstown, N.Y. Telegraph and. railroad station, Lewiston, N. Y. Reservation, 288t acres. Cession of
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,iurisdiction by State act of April21, 1840, an(.l commissioner's deed of July 8, 1846.
Present garrison, headquarters, 3 companies infantry. Accommo<lations for 13 officers and 244 men; 4 barracks. Water supply pumped from the Niagara River and
distributed through a system of iron pipes. Sewer system.
Niobram, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude, 42° 53'; longitude, 100° 46'. On tho Niobrara
River, 41 miles from Valentine, on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. U.eservation, 54 square miies,
452 acres. Cession of Jurisdiction by State act of March 29,1889. Present garrison,
heatlquarters, 6 companies cavalry and 2 infantry; 6 cavalry stables. Acconnnod:ttions for 27 officers and 461 men; 9 barracks. \Vater comes from spriugs, aml is
pumped into tanks and distributed by gravity. Sewer system.
Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.-Latitude, 32° 2'; longitude, 80.:> 34'. On tbe west bank of
the Savannah River, 3 miles below the city of Sa,vauuah, which is the lwst-office,
telegraph, and railroad station. Heservation 200 feet on the Savannah Hiver, nmuing back 345 feet. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of Dec'3moer 22,1808. Not
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Oklahoma, Camp at, Okla.-Latitude, 35° 27'; lougitnde, 97c 30'. On Sontberu
Kansas branch of A tcbison, Topeka and Santa Fe U.ailroad, 32 miles from Fort Reuo.
Post-office, telrgrapb, and railroad station, Oklahoma City. Reservation, 160 acres.
Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers HU(l 71 men;
11Htrrack. No water or sewer system. Turned over to Interior Department, but
still in charge of custodian 1mid by Quartermaster's Department.
Omaha, Fort, Nebr.-Latitucle. 41° 20' ; longitude, 96° . Witbin the limits of the
city of Omaha. PoRt-office and te1ephone at the post. Railroad station, Omaha.
Reservation (old), 82.50 acres. Pre>scnt garrison, all of Second Infantry. Accommodations for 26 officers and 487 men; 11 barracks. \Vater supply from ..:\.merican
"Tater \Yorks Company. Partial sewer s~·stem. Act of July 23, 1888, autborized
sale of Fort Omaha and purchase of a HC\Y site of not less than 320 nor more than
fi40 acres. (See Fo1t. Crook.)
Onwha Depot, Xebr.-Latitudc, 41° 20'; longitude) 96°. In Omaha City. Reservation, 5 acres.
Onfa1'io, Port, X. Y.-Latitnde. ,13° 27'; longitude, 76° 30' . On tbe Oswego HiYer,
at it::; Junction with Lake Ontario, adjoining the city of Oswego, which is tbe postoffice, telegraph, and r;tilroatt station. Ueservation about 76 aeres. Cession of
jurisdiction by State act of April 23, 18~9. and commissioner's lleed of Angnst 15,
1839. Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 63
men; 1 barrack. \Vater supply from Oswego waterworks. Sewer system.
Pembina, l!'vrt, .N. Dak.-Latitu<le, 48° 57'; longitude, 97° 12'. On the 1\edRiver of
the North, 2 miles from Pemhiua, on the Vi'innipeg branch of the Northern Pacitic
Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railro~ulstation, Pembina. Reservation, ah~mt
1,920 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of North Dakota. Present garrison, 1 company inf:tutry. Accommodations for 7 officers aml10! men; 2 barracks.
\\Tater supply pnmpell to ta11k and distributerl through iron pipes, Surf~tce drainage.
Plueui.r, P01·t, Mass.-Latitude, 41° 38'; longitude, 70° 35'. At Fort Point, ::\lass.
Post-offiee, telegraph, an(l railroad station, Fairhaven, Mass. Reservation, 2 aeres.
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-sergeant.
.
Pickens, Pm·t, Fla.-Latitude, 30c 19'; longitude, 87° 17. On Santa Hosa Island,
10 miles from Pensacola. Post-office, 'Yarrington, Fht. Te1egraph ~::.tation, Pensacola navy-yard. Railroad station, Pensacola. Reservation, all of Santa Rosa Islaml
(nmmrvoyed). No cession ofjurisdictiou. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnancesergeant.
l'ike, Fort, La.-Latitude, 30° 11'; longiturle, 89° 38'. On Petites Coquille Island,
7 miles from Lake Catherine station) on tho Louisville anll Nashville Railroad,
Post-office at the post. Telegraph station, Mill.;rs Bayou, La. I~eservation, all tile
public land within 1,200 yards of the post. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of
June 1, 18-16. Not garrisoned.
Pittsbtwg, Pa.-Latitude, 40°, 32'; longitncle, 80° 5'. Resen·ation })art of old site
of Fort F~tyette. Fl'onts over 100 feet on Penn street, rnmting Lack to the Allegheny
River. Sale authorized by act of 1\lay 21, 1890. (Public :r-io. 125.) Sale not ;yet
effected.
Pilot Butte, Carnp, Wyo.-Latitude, 41° 12'; longitude, 111°. Post-office, telegraph,
ann railroad station, Rock Springs, Wyo. No reservation. Cession of jurislliction
by State act of February 17, 1893. Present garrison, 1 company infautr~·· Aecommodations for 6 officers and 96 men; 2 barrad{S. Dnildir ·gs helcng to mHl nre kept
in repair by the Union PacHic Railroad Company. \Yater fnmislH:<l h:v GrecH Hin:r
Water Company and paid fOJ.' by the Union Pacific Railroad Compnuy.
Platlsbul'g Barl'acks, N. Y.-Latitwle 44° 41'; longitnde, 73° :25' . On west r-;horP
of Lake Cha 1plain, at the town of Plattsburg. I'ost-ofllce, telegraph, mHl railroa,L
station, Plattslmrg, N.Y. Heservation about 173 acres. Cession of ,inrisdiction hy
St~tte act of Mal'Ch 6, 1890. In addition to wbich 506.:-35 acres have oeen acquired
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'UHler the provisions of act of February 7, 1891. Present garriso11, 1 company,
mfantry. Accommotlations for 18 officers; 1 barracks for 2 companies, and OIH'
for 4 companies. Four sets officers' quarters a11d barrack wing for 4 companies in
course of co11strnction. 'Vater supply, Plattsburg waterworks. Sewer s~ste m.
Popham, Fort, .J[e.-Latitude, 43° 50'; longitude 69° 55'. On Hmmiwell Point . 12
miles by water and 15 by land from Bath. Post-office, Popham Beacli, Me. Teleg-raph and railroad station, Bath. Hesenation, 2t acres. Cession of jurisdiction
by ~tate act of April 7, 1857: and January 9, 1862. Not ganisoned. In eharg1~ of
orduance-sergeaut.
PoJJlar Rirer, Camp, "llont.-Latitude, 48° 6'; longitude 105° 12'. Situated at::\loutana, Poplar Hiver station of Great Northern Hailroad, 730 miles from St. Paul.
Post-office, telegraph, and railroad statio11, Popl~r Rtver Stat ion. On Indian Reservation. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of State of .Montaua. Pre~cnt garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 6 officers an<l102 men; 2 barracks.
No water system. 'l'o be abandoned.
Porter, Fort, N. Y.-Latitnde 42° 53'; longitude, 78° 52'. On the right bank of
the Niagara River, within the limits of the city of Bnfl'alo, which is the post-oftice,
telegraph, and railroatl station. Reservation :tbout 28} acres. Cession of juri;:;clietion by State act;s of April21, 1840, February 28, lR·tZ, ""\pril 12, 1842, Fel>ruary ~1,
18<1-1, ancl governor's deed of October 17, 1853. Present garrison, 2 companies
infantry. Accommodations for 9 officers and 124 men; 1 barrack for 2 companies.
'Vater SU}lply, Bnfl'alo City waterworks. Sewer Rystem.
Preble, Po1'l, J/e.-Latitu<1e, 43° 3'; longitude, 70° 14'. On the east side of Portland Harbor, at Spring Point, 2 miles from the city of Portland, which is the
post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, about 24 acres. CesHion of
j nrisdiction by act of .Massachusetts of )-larch 12, 180~, and general act of Maine of Fehrnary 18, 1871. Present garrison, 1 b:tttery artillery. Accommodations for 5 otlicer,'
and 65 men; 1 barrack. \Vater supply from mains of Sebago 'Yater Compan~·.
Sewer svstem.
Presiclio of San Frau cisco, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 47'; longitude, 122° 26'. In tl1e northwestern sul>urbs of San Francisco. Post-office and telegraph btation :tt the post.
Hailroad station, San Francisco, 4! miles from the post. City mihvay to the poot.
HeserYntion, 1,479.94 acres. Cession of jnrisdid,ion by State aet of March 31, 1891.
l'reHent garrison, headquarters, 6 batteries of artillery, 1 troop of cavalry. Accommodations for 39 officers and 562 men; 12 barracks; 5 cavalry and artillery stables.
'Vater snpply from the Spring Valley \V:tter Company, pnmpecl by steam power anti
windmills to reservoir. :::\ewer system.
Pulaski, Ji'o1't, Ga.-Latitncle, 32° 2'; lougitnde, 80° 34'. On Cockspur Island, H
miles from Srwannah, which is the post-oftice, telegraph, au1l railroacl station. Reservation not snn·eyed. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of December 22, 1808, and
December 27, 1815. Not garrisoned. Iu charge of onluauce-sergeant.
Randall, Fm·t, S . Dak.-Latitude, 43° 1'; long-itude, 98u 35'. Ou the ~li~;s otui
Hiver, opposite \Vhite Swan, 24 miles from Armour, S. l lak., au<l 45 miles from
~pringfie1<1, on the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Panl RnHroad. Post-oilice at the
post. Tclegr::t}lh and railroad station, Armonr. Stag-e anll mail daily, except Snu
<lay, fi·om Armour. Communication with Running \Vater, S. Dak. (36 miles) , by
wagon transportation. Hesernttiou, abont 144 sq nare miles. ( 'ession of juristliction
hy constitution of So nth Dakot:t. .Accommodations for H oflicers and 2-14 men; 5
barracks. Water for domestic pnrposes pumped ii'om the river aud di~:~trilmtctl by
water wagons. 'Vater for other purposes snppliAd from nrte~;ian well. SurfacP
drainage. Abandoned. To be turned over to Interior Department. In cllarge of
paid custodian.
Reel Bank, N. J.-Latitnde, 40° 25'; longitude, 74° 1'. On eJJst shore of Delaware
Hiver, 8 miles below Philadelphia. Reserve, 100 acres. Cetision of jnrisdietion by
State act of !\larch 12, 1873.
R('IIO, Fort, Okla.-Latitucle, 35° 35'; longitude, 98u 1'.
Onthe North Fork of the
Canadian River, 32 miles from Oklahoma Ktation, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Hailroad. Post-office an<l telegraph station at the post. Daily stage from El
Heno, Okla., on Chicago, Hock Island and Pacific Railroad, 3~ miles from the post.
Heservation, 9,·193 acres, and wood reserve of 9 sq nm·e miles. Present garrison, headquarters, 4 companies cavalry aud 2 companies infantry. Accommod:ttions for 18
officers and 394 men; 7 barracks, 5 c:tvalry stable::;. 'Vater supply pumped from
North Fork of the Canadian River into wooden tanks and distributecl through iron
pipes. The water is generally muddy and alkaline. For domestic purposes i(lr the
otlicers, water is hauled from Caddo Springs. Artesian well now being sunk. Sewer
system.
Riley, Port, Kans.-Lvtitude, 39° 4'; longitude, 96( 47'. On Kansas River, 3t miles
from Jnnrtion City, on tlle Missouri, Kam;as :m<l Texas Railroad. Post-omee, telegraph, and railroad st:tiious nt the post. He~l'n-:!1 iou, 1!).Rf'U . ~2 acres. Cers~ion of
jurisdiction by State acts of Fe1ruary 23, 187:..!, and February H, 188!). l'rerseut gar-
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rison, headquarters, 8 troops cavalry and 3 batteries artillery, Accommodations fol'
46 officers and 736 men; 14 barracks; 8 cavalry and 5 artiller~· stables. Water
pumped from 8 Wagnl'r tubular wells to reservoir and distributed by a system of
iron pipes. Sewer system.
Ringgold, Ji'o1't, Tex.-Latitnde, 26° 23'; longitncle, 98°, 47'. On the Rio Grande,·
23 miles from San Miguel, on Mexican K ational Hail road. Post-office, llio Grande City,
Tex. Telegraph station at. the post. Stage from Brownsdlle, 117 miles; from Pena,
76 miles, on Texas Midland Railroad, and from San .Miguel, ~Icxico. Ueservation,
350 acres. Cession of Jurisdiction by State act of December 19, 18-19, and goYernor's
deed of April14, 1882. Present garrison, 1 company infantry antl 2 troops cavalry.
Accommodations for 11 officers aml 203 men; 4 barracks. One set officers quarters
reported unfit for nsc. Two corrals. ·water s11pply is pumped from the Hio Grall(le
to reservoirs and distributed through pipes. Sewer system.
Robinson, Fol't, Neb1·.-Latitudc, 42° 40'; longitnlle_. 103c 28'. On ·white River, on
line of Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Hailroad. Post-office, telegraph, and
Tailroad station at the post. Post reserve, 20 square miles. ·wood and timber
reserve, 16 square miles. Cession of Jnrisdi<'tion by State act of ::\rarch 28, U5t(9.
Present ganison, headquarters, 6 troops cavalry antl 2 companies in fan try. Accommollations for 37 officers and 5JO men; 11 barracks. Nine ofliccrs quarters and 3 barracks rt>p01·tcd worthlPss; 6 cavalry stables. \Vater pumped from springs to an
elevated tank and distriuuted by iron pipes. Sewer system.
St . .Francis Barracks, .Pla.-Latittu1e, 2!:! 0 53'; longitude, 81 17'. SontheatSt of aml
adjoining St. Augustine, Fla., nijar the 1Iatamms River. Post-office, telegrapll; and
railroad station, St. Augustine. RetServation proper, about 5~· acres. Powder-house
lot, abont 11 acres. In addition to whieh two i~lands in the l\latanzas HiYcr were
resened by Executive authority of ~lay 31, 1892, containing 1.96 and 0.0-! acre::;
respectively. and about 700 acres on Anastasia, Island, by Executive authority of
May 4, 1893. l~resent gaTrison, headq1iarte1·s, and 2 companies in1antry. Accommodations for 9 officer::; and 99 men; 3 banacks. \Yater supply raised from an artesian
well by hy(lraulic ram; 5 ciste1·ns also in nsc. Sewer s~·~::;tt>m.
St. Louis Arsenal, No.-Latitude, 38° 28'; longitude, H0° 17'. In the city of St.
Louis, on the Mi:-:;souri Hi,-er. Reservation, 31.8 acres. St. Louis clothing depot.
"rater supply from city of St. Louir,; waterworks.
St. PhilijJ, .Fort, La.~Latitude, 29..> 25'; longitude, 890 30'. Post-office, . Teptnue,
La.; telegraph station, Qu:uantine, La. Steamer triweeldy from lTew Orleans, n
miles, and from Bohemia, on New Orleans and Gulf Hailroad; distance, 25 miles.
Resenation, 6-!0 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of June 1, 18-!6. Not
garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeaut.
Sam Houston, Fm·t, 1'ex.-L:•titnde, 29° 27'; longitude, 98° 28'. In Bexar County,
1 mile north of San Antomo, which is the l)OSt-otlice, telegraph. autl railroad station.
Reservation, 469.23 acres. Cession of Jurisdiction by State act of December 19, 18-!9,
and governor's deeds of Ju11c 23, 11:;70, June 4, 1883, Angnst 17,1883, and April 19,
1887. Present garrison, 3 troops cavalry, 2 batteries artillery, and headquarters alHl
6 companies infantry. Accommotlations for 25 officers and 742 men; 1:.! harracks,
and 1 band barrack. Additional quarters for 15 officers at department }Jeadquartpr::;.
Six cavalry stables. \Vater supply, San Antonio 'Yater Company. Drainage by
means of a system of vitrified pipes.
San Cat·lo.s, L.friz.-Latitnde, 33° 10'; longitude, 110° 25'. On the Gila River,
within the limits of the WJ1itc )fountain Indian HeserYatio.n, 102 miles from Bo"·ie
and 106 miles from \Vilcox on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Po!;t-oftice and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage, except 1-'nudny, from Bowie, via Fort
Thomas. Present garrison, 1 troop ot cavalry antl 2 companies infantry. Temporary quarters for 12 officers. Accomniodations for 180 men; 4 tents on frames;
corrals for 2 troops cavalry. vYater supply }1UIIlpN1 from well near San Carlos
River into tanks and dh;tribnted through pipes. Natnral drainage.
San Diego BarrackR, Cal.- Latitude, :12° 43'; loDgitnde, 117° 9'. In the dty of San
Diego, Cal. Post-offie<·, telegrnph, railroad station, and boat landing, ~an Diego,
Re~ervation, 2 blocks, 200 by 300 each, a]}(l wharf lot, 73 by 1,000. Uest>ion of Jurisdiction by State act of March31, 1891. Present ganison, 1 compa11y infantry; accommodations for 52 men, 1 banack Office1·s' fJUarters rented in l:'au Diego. \Vater
supply from San Diego vVater Company. Sewer system connected with city sewers.
Jiandy Ilook, F01·t at, N . •1.-Latit udc, <10° :!5'; longitnclc, 74° 1'. Post-office, New
York City; distance, 22mtles. Tcle12raph, railroad station, and steaml•oat landing
at :::andy Hook; distan('e, 2 miles. Re~<'nation, about 1,366 acTeB. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 12, 184.6. Not ganisoned. In charge of ordnance
sergeant.
San Juan Island, Wash.-Latitmle, 48° 37'; longitude, 123°. Reservation, about
640 acres.
San Ped1·o Cal.-Latitude, 33° 40'; longitude, 118° 40'. In San Pedro Bay. Res•
e1·vatiou, 44.25 acres, moTe or less.
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Scammel, Fol't, Me. -Latitude, 48° 39'; longit.ude, 79° 13'. In Portland Harbor, 2
nnles from Portland, which is the post-oifice, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 11 acres. Cession of jnristliction by act of Massachusetts of March 12, 1808.
Kot garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Sclwyler, Fort, N. Y.-Latitnde, 40° 49'; longitude, 73° 48'. On ThrogO's Neck,
3-t miles from ·westchester, and 17 miles from New York City. Post-office, te~egrapl!,
and railroad station, Westchester, N. Y. Reservation, 52 acres. Cession of jurisdiction, none or doubtfnl. State act of :March 31, 1815, apparently authorizes cession to be made by commissioner's deed, but no record of deed is found. State act
of May 7, 18~!0, cedes as to water-covered lauds only. Present garrison, 2 batteries
artillery. Accommodations for 9 officers nncl 63 men; 1 barrack and 2 detached
squad rooms. Water supply from Xew York and Westchester Water Company.
Sewer system.
Sequoia National Park, Cal. (Uamp at }liueml King).-Post-office, Three River~.
Cal. Telegraph station, Visalia, Cal. Private conveyance to camp from Exeter station, 48 miles, on Southern Pacific Railroad. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry.
Sewall, li'o1·t, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 30'; longitude, 70° 33'. Sitnated 1-t miles from
.Marblehead, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Heservatiou.
sma,Jl tract and in litigation. Nut garrisoned. ln chargu of town of Marblehead.
::\fass., by authority of act of Congress (Public, Xo. 19 of 1890).
Sheridan, Fort, J/l.-Latitude, 42° 14 1 ; longitude, 89° 30'. On Lake }lichigan, :!:>
miles north of Chicago. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station at the post.
Reservation, 632-t acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of June 13, 1887. Present garrison, 1 corupauy artillery, 2 troops cavalry and all of fifteenth infautr,\' .
•\.ccommodations for ,:13 otlicers and 724 men; 12 barracks, 5 cavalry stables. \Vater
supply pumpefl from Lake Michigan into reservoir and distributed by a system of
iron pipes. Sewer system.
_
Shen1ta11, Fm·t, Jclaho.-Latitude, 47° 42'; longitude, 116° 38'. On Creur d'Alene
Lake, at its outlet, Spokane Hiver, one-half milo from the Crenr d'Alene brauel! of
Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-office, Sherman; telegraph and railroad station,
Creur d'Alene, Idaho. Reservation, 688.63 acres. CeBsion of j uris<liction b~· i;tate
act of February 7, 1891. Present garrison, head!]uarters, 1 troop cavalry, and J
companies infantry. A commotlations for 18 o!flcers a,ll(l 264 men, 5 barracks, ~~nd 1
baud barrack; 1 cavalry stable. Water supply pumped from Spokane River. :Xo
sewer system.
Ship fl3laud, l!'ol'l at, .Jliss.-Latitude, 30° 20'; longitude, 89° 7'. Sitnate(l15 miles
from Biloxi, which is on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Biloxi, Miss. Special boat to post. No cession ofjurh;diction. K ot garrisoned. In charge of ordnance s~rgeant.
Sidney, Port, .~.Yebi".-Latitnde, 41° 9'; longitude. 10:3° 58'. On Lodge Pole Ureek,
adjoining the town of Siduey, Cheyenne County, ou the Union Pacific Railroa(1.
Post-office, telegraph, audrailroad station, Sidney, Neb1. Post reservation, 1square
mile. Timber resenatiou, 5 square miles. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of
March 30, 18~9. Present garrison, 4 companies infantry. Accommoitatiou for 15 oftiCPrs and 245 men; 5 barracks. \Vater supply pumped fi'<nn a well to a tank alHl 11istributed by iron pipes. Surface drainage.
Sill, l!'ot·t, Okla.-Latitude, 3!0 40'; longitude, 98° 23 1• On Medicine Bluff Creek,
o5milesfrom Henrietta, Tex., on the Denver and Fort Worth Hailroad. Post-office
and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Henrietta, Tex ..
and from Chickaska, Ind. T., on the Chicago, Rock Islawl n,nd Pacific Railroad, distance 39 miles. On Indian lands, 36 square miles resenred. In addition to which
General Order 43, 1892, sets aside a wood reserve of 26,880 acres. Present garrison,
headquarters, 3 troops cavalry and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 20
officers, 8 companies; 4 double barracks and 1 single barrack; 10 cavalry stables.
Water supply raised. by steam 1mmp from a reservoir fed by &prings on Medicine
Bluff' Creek, and distributed from tanks by a system ofpipes. Sewer system.
Snelling, Fort, Minn.-Latitude, 44° 53'; longitude, 93° 11'. At the junction of the
.Minnesota and Mississippi rivers, on Chicago, Milwaukee and. St. Paul Railroad, 7
miles fr. m St. Paul, and 8 miles from Minneapolis by the course of the river. Postoffice: telegraph, and railroad station at the post. Reservation, 1,531.21 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by act of April 24, 1889. Present garrison, headquarters and 7
companies infantry. Accommodations for 36 officers (1 additional at ordnance depot)
and 486 men; 8 barracks. \Vater supply pumped from a spring uy steam pump and
distributed from reservoir by system of iron pipes. Sewer system.
Spokane, Fort, Wa.sh.-Lati tude, ,17° 50'; longitude, 118° 18'. On the Spokane River,
three-fourths of a mile from its junction with the Columbia, near Miles, ·wash., 25
miles from Davenport aud 50 miles frotn Sprague, on Northern Pacific Railroad. Postoffice and telegraph "tation. Miles, Wash. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Davenport. Reservation, 6-1.0 acres. Uession of .i urisdictiou by constitution of Washington. Present garrison, 4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 19 officers and
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36.! men; 6 barracks and 1 cavalry stable. Water supply pumped from Spokane
River, except that for drinking purposes, which is supplied from a spring through
another set of pipes. Sewer system.
Stanton, Port, N. Mex.-Latitude, 33° 30'; longitude, 105° 32'. On the Rio Bonito,
Lincoln County, 8 miles from Lincoln and 100 miles from Carthage, on Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily
stage from Carthage. Reservation, 16 square miles. Present garrison, 2 companies
infantry. Accommodations for 13 officers and 292 men; 5 barracks and 3 cavalry
stables. Water supply pumped from a well about 100 feet from the Rio Bonita, and
distributed from a reservoir by iron pipes. Partial sflwer system.
Stet·en8, Fort, Ort>gon.-Latitude, 46° 31'; longitude, 125° 1'. On Point Adam::;,
Columbia River, 7 miles from Astoria, 105 from Portland. Post-office, telegragh station, Astoria, Oregon, telephone to post. ·Steamer daily from railroad station, Portland to Astoria, thence by steam tng daily, except Sunday, to post. Reservation,
6-!0 acres. No cession of jurisdiction. Not garrisoned. Transferred to Engineer
Department and in charge of ordnance sergeant. Four sets officers' quarters and
ll.>arrack.
Sully, Fort, S. Dak.-Latitude, 44° 20'; longitude, 100° 10'. On the Missouri River,
23t miles from Pierre, on the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad. Post-office and
1elegraph station at the post. Railroad station, Pierre. Daily stage, except Snnday,
to post. Reservation, about 27,000 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of
South Dakota. Present garrison, 3 companies infantry·. Accommodations for 13
otlicers and 203 men; 4 barracks. 'Vater supply pumped from a drive-well gallery,
about three-fourths of a mile f1 om the Missouri River, to a reservoir, and distributed
through iron pipes. Surface drainage.
Sumter, .F'ol't, S. G.-Latitude, 32° 45' ; longitude, 79° 51'. In Charleston Harbor,
5 miles from Cha.r leston. Post-office, Monltrieville, S. C. Telegraph and railroad
station, Charleston. Hesel'\'ation, about 125 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State
joint resolution of December 21, 1836. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeaut.
Supply, Fol't, Ind. T.-Latitnde, 36° 30' ; longitmle, 99° 30'. Fifteen miles fi.·oru
IYood ward, on the Southern Kansas Hailroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the
post. Railroad station, \Voodward. Daily stage to post. Post reservation, 36 square
miles. 'Vooll and water reservation, 27 square mileH, all on Indian lands. Present
garrison, 1 troop of cavalry and 3 companies infantry. Accom:modations for 17
ollicers and 390 men; 7 barracks; 3 cavalry stables. \Yater supply from springs on
Water Cress Canyon, about 2t miles north of the post. Sewer system.
1'ayl01·, Po1·t, .Fla.-Latitudf\ 2±0 33'; longitude, 81° 49'. Near Whitehead Point,
1 mile from Key \Vest. which is the post-office. telegraph station, and boat landing.
l{eserva.tion, 62.89 acreR. Cession of jurisdiction by Dtate acts of .July 8 and July
24, UH5. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Thomas, Fol't, Ky.-Latitude, 39° 5'; longitude, 84° 29' . Three miles from Neww>rt, on the highlands overlooking the Ohio River. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Newport. Rese1·vation, 111 acres, 2 roods, 39 poles. Rifle range, 169
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of February 29, 1~88. Present garrison,
headquarters and 6 companies of infantry. A.ccommodatiouR for 21 officers and 288
111en; 3 clouble barracks and 1 band barrack. Water supplied by Covington city
waterwork ·. Sewer system.
Townsend, Port, Wash.- Latitude, ,18° 7'; longitude, 122° 44'. At the entrance to
Pnget Sound, 3 miles from Port Townsend, 66 miles from SeattlP, 93 from Tacoma,
all(l130 from Olympia. Post-office and telegraph station, Port Townsend. Reservat.ion, 615.1 acres. Cession of ,jurisdiction by constitution of \Vashingtou. Present
garrison, company infantry. Accommodations for 5 officers and 87 men; 2 barracks. Water supply pumped from springs by steam power. Natural urainage.
Trumbull, .F'ort, Conn.-Latitude, 41° 21'; longitude, 72° 6' . On the right bank of
the Thames River, 1 mile below the city of New London, which is &he post-office,
telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 13~ acres. Cession of jurisdiction by
act of Jnne 9, 1812. Present garrison, 1 battery artillery. Accommodations for 8
officers (4 in casemates) and 71men; 2 barracks. ·water supply fi.·om New London
city waterworks. Sewer system.
Union, F01·t, N . ..ilfex.-Latitude, 35° 54'; longitude, 105° 9'. In Mo1·o County, 9
miles from \Vatrous, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Pe Railroad. Post reservation, 51t square miles. Timber reservation, 53 Aqnare miles. Accommodations for
30 officers and 349 men; additional:wcommodations at arsenal for 3 officers and 1
troop cavalry. 'Vater supply pumped by steam power. Natural drainage. ThA
reservation is within the limits of the Moro grant, for which a land patent was issued
to claimants in 1876. .~:- ot garrisoned. In charge of paid. custodian.
Vancourel' Bw·racks, Wash.-Latitude, 450 40'; longitude, 125° 32'. On the uorth
bank of the Columbia Riwr, 18 miles by water and 6 miles in a direct line from
Portland. Post-office and steamboat landing at Vancouver. Ue~ervation, 640 acres.
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Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of ·washington. Present garrison, 1 troop
cavalry, headquarters, and 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 26 officers
and 528 men; 10 barracks and 1 band barrack. One cavalry stable. Additional
a-ccommodations for 14 officers and 2 noncommissioned officers at department headquarters and depot. Water supply pumped from an artesian well to a reservoir and
distributed by gravity. Sewer system.
Wailswm·th, Fort, N. Y. Harbo1·.-Latitude, 40° 37'· longitude, 74° 3'. On Staten
Island, commanding the Narrows, entrance to New York Harbor. Post-office, Rosebank, Staten Island, N.Y. Telegraph and quarantine station, Clifton, Staten Island.
Reservation, about 100 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of February 6,
J836, April15, 1857, April18, 1861, February 20, 1862, and (as to water-covered lands)
hy act of May 7, 1880, and by commissioner's deed of February 15, 1847. Present
garrison, 3 batteries of artillery. Accommodations for 15 officers and 183 men. No
barracks; batteries q nartered in casemates. Water supply from Crystal Water Com}nmy. Sewer system.
.
Wallawalla, Fort, TVaslt.-Latitude, 46° 6'; longitude, 118° 24'. One mile from
·wallawalla, on the Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-office, teleg1·apl1, and railroad
station, Wallawa+la, Wash. Reservation, about 613 acres. Cession of jurisdiction
hy constitution of Washington. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 16 officers and 260 men; 6 barracks; 4 cavalry staules.
w·ater supply from springs on leased ground 1i miles from the post, distributed by
gravity. Sewer system.
Wan·en, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 19'; longitude, 70° 59'. On Georges Island, in
Boston Harbor, 7 miles from Boston. Post-office and telegraph station, Boston.
Daily steamer. Reservation, the whole island, about 18 acre&. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of February 7, 1846. Present ganison, 2 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 11 officers (8 in casemates) and men in casemates. Water supply
from 10 cisterns and 4 wells. New water system, by connection with Boston
mains, in course of construction. Sewer system.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo.-Latitnde, 42° 59'; longitude, 108° 54'. On the Little Wind
River, 147 miles from Rawlings, on the Union Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage from Rawlings. Reservation, 1,405 acres, on
Indian lands. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of February 17. 1893. Present
garrison, 1 troop cavalry and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 9 otficers
and 158 men; 3 barracks and one cavalry stable. Water pumped to tank by steam
power from south fork of Little Win(l Hiver, and distributed by iron pipes. No
sewer system.
Washington Ba1'racks, D . . C.-Latitude, 38° 53'; longitude, 77° 31 • On Greenleaf
Point, D. C. Post-office, telegr::tJpb, and railroad sta~ion, Washington, D. C. Reservation, about 69 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by Sta,te act of Maryland December 19,'1791, ceding the District of Columbia to United States. Present garrison,
headquarters and 5 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 24 officers and 312 men;
2 barracks for 3 batteries each. Water supply, Washington city waterworks,
owned by the United States. Sewer system.
Washington, Fm·t, Md.-Latitude, 38° 43'; longitude, 77° 6'. On the Potomac
River, 13 miles from Washington, D. C. Post-office at the post. Telegraph an1l railroau station, Alexandria, Va. Steamboat from Washington. Reservation, about 50
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of Aprilll, 1874. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
Wayne, Fort, Mich.-La.titude, 42° 23'; longitude, 82° 58'. On Detroit River, 3i
miles from city ball in Detroit, which is the post-office and telegraph station. City
railway to the post. Reservation, about 63 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State
act of February 9, 1842. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 compani s infantry.
Accommodations for 15 officers and 231 men; 1 barrack crowded for 4 companies and
band. Water supply from Detroit city waterworks. Sewer system.
West Point, N. Y.-Latitude, 41° 23'; longitude, 74° 41'. On the west bank of the
Hudson River, 51 miles above New York City. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station at the post. Reservation, 2,330 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts
of March 2, 1826, May 15, 1875, May 25, 1876, May 15, 1888; and as to Hound Pond
and right of way, etc., for water supply, by acts of April21, 1879, June 14, 1880, and
1Jay 1!::1, 1881. United States Military Academy. Accommodations for 50 officers
and 312 men; 5 barracks. Present garrison, E, Engineer battalion and detachments.
Water supply piped from springs by gravity aud distributed from reservoir through
iron pipes. Sewer system.
Whipple Barracks, Ari.z.-Latitude, 34° 33'; longitude, 112° 27'. One mile from
Prescott, Ariz. Post-office, Whipple; telegra.ph and railroad station, Prescott.
Reservation, abont 1,730 acres. PreRent garrison, headquarters and 4 companies
iufau try. Accommouations for 20 otlicers and 203men; 5 barracks; 1 cavalry atable.
Four sets 11uarters reporteu in ummfe condition and 3 barracks worthless. Water
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supply pumped from a well on Granite Creek to a reservoir and distributed by iron
pipes. Sewer system.
Willets Point, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 47'; longitude, 73° 47'. On the East River, 2t
miles from Whitestone, Queens County, 17 miles from New York City. Post-office
and telegraph station at the post. Railroad. station, Whitestone, N.Y. Reservation,
about 136.35 acres. Cession of jurisdictiOn by State acts of April15, 1857, and April
17, 1875. Engineer station. Accommodations for 23 officers (11 sets officer~:>' quarters and 12 bachelors' quarters) and 400 men; 3 douhle barracks and 1 band barrack.
Present garrison, headquarters, A, B, C, and D, Engineer battalion. Water supply
from Flushing village waterworks. Sewer system.
Winfield Scott, Fm·t, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 49'; longitude, 122° 48'. Golden Gate,
San l<'rancisco, Cal. Post-office and railroad station, S_a n Francisco. Telegraph
station, Presidio of San Francisco. On the Presidio reserVation. Not garr1soned.
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 2~'; longitude, 108° 32'. Situated on Bear
Spring, 3 miles from Wingate, on the Atlantic ancl Pacific Railroad. Post-office and
telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 130 square miles. Present garrison,
headquarters, 6 companies cavahy, and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for
22 officers and 400 men; 8 barracks and 8 cavalry stables, two in bad condition and
occupied as shelter for pack trains, etc. Water supply pumped from a spring into
a reservoir and distributed by iron pipes. Sewer system.
Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-Latitnde, 42° 21'; longitucle, 70° 1'. On Governors Island,
Boston Harbor, 2 miles from Boston, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station. Steamboat to post. Reservation, about 60 acres. Cession of jurisdiction
by State acts of JunE-25, 1798, March 12,1808, and February7, 1846. Not g.:1rrisoned.
In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Wood, Fm·t, N. Y.-Latitllde,40° 41'; longitude, 74. 0 11'. On Bedloe Island, in New
York Harbor, 3 miles from New York City, which is the post-office, railroad, and telegraph station. Reservation, about 12 acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State acts of
February 15, 1800, and (as to water-covered lands) by act of May 7, 1880. Present
garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 52 men; 1 barrack. ·water supply, 4 cisterns. Sewer system.
Yates, Fork, N. Dak.-Latitude, 46° 11'; longitude, 100° 34'. Sixty miles from Bismarck, which is on Northern Pacific Railroad. Po~:>t-office and telegraph station
at post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Bismarck. Reservation, 1 square mile,
on Indian lands. Cession of jurisdiction by constitution of North Dakota. Present
garrison, 3 companies infantry and 2 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 19 officers
and 322 men; 6 barracks; 3 additional for Indian soldiers. Two cavalry stables.
Water pumped by steam power from 6 driven wells to tank and distributed by iron
pipes. Surface drainage.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo.-Latitude, 44° 58'; longitude, 102° 39'. On Beaver Creek,
8 miles from Cinnebar. on Yellowstone Park line of Northern Pacific Railroad. During winter trains run on this branch line Tuesdays, ThurRdays, and Fridays. Postoffice and telegraph station: Mammoth Hot Springs. Old reservation, 25 square
miles; new, 22.5 acres, set aside by the Secretary of the Interior for use of military
authorities. Additional tract of about 5.5 acres set aside for hospital site, by Secretary of the Interior, May 11, 1893. Exclusive jurisdiction reserved by act of Con!{ress
of July 10,1890, admitting Wyoming, and by State act of February 17,1893. Present
garrison, 2 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 2 officers and 60 men at old pob"'i; 1
barrack. Four officer's quarters, 2 single sets noncommissioned officers' quarters, 1
cavalry barrack, and 1 cavalry stable at new post. ·water supply from Clematis
Springs. Partial sewer system.
Yerba Buena Islctnd, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 49'; longitude,122° 27'. Two and one-half
miles northeast of San Francisco, Cal. Reservation, the whole island, about 120
acres. Cession of jurisdiction by State act of March 31, 1891. General Order 59, of
1892, transfers re-;ervation to the Engineer Department, for use and occupation as a
torpedo stat.ion for the Pacific coast.
Yosemite National Park, Camp in, Cal.-Post-office and telegraph station, Wawona,
Cal.; railroad station, Raymond, via Barenda station, on Southern Pacific Railroad,
distance 40 miles; triweekly stage to camp. Present garrison, 1 troop of cavalry, in
camp.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, D. G., September 14, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operationR
of the Subsistence Department for the fiscal year ending June 30,
18U3:
RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the aggregate :fiscal resources and
expenditures of the department for the year mentioned, and the balances at the close of the :fiscal year:
RESOURCES.
Amount~;

in the Treasurv to the credit of the appropriations of tbe Subsistence Department on June 30, 1892,
as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891 ..••.•.•.••......•..
$200,069.27
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 ....•...............
50,589.88
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi
River and its tributaries, joint resolution, April
451.98
25, 1890. - - - - . - -- - -- - - - . -.... - - - - . - . - -.. - ... - ....
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in
rebel States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4,
1,294.76
1890 -- - - . - .... - - - - - .. - - - - ... - . - • -... - . - - - - -... - ----Amounts to credit of offif"ers f)f the Subsistence Department and of officers doing duty in the Subsistence
Department, with the Treasurer, assistant treasurers,
and designated depositaries, and in their personal
possession on J nne 30, 1892, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1892. ____ . _...•.. _...... .
167,591.56
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, 1891, act August 30, 1890 . _. __ .
2,046.27
Certified claims, 1892, act March 3, 1891 _...... .
1,506.37

-----

Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal
year 1892, since carried to the credit of the appropdations, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. .••.•.............••.
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 ..................... .
Commutation of rations to })risoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, act March 2, 1889. and April 4,
1890 -- - - . - - - . . . . - - - .. - - - ... - . -... - - - - - . - . - - .
Certified claims, 1890, act April 4, 1890 ••••.....

$261, 405. 89

171, 144.20

2,009.81
127.81

794.17
1,332.08

4,263.S7
391
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Amounts appropriated for the SnbRistence Department
for the fiscal year ending Jun1~ 30, 1893, as follows:
Snb~:>istence of the Army, 1893, act of .July 16, 1892 .. $1,700,000.00
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and sol1liers on fnrlou~h:
Certified claims, 1893, act of August 5, 1892 ....
30,000.00
Subsistence of the Army (certified claims), act
of .I uly 28, 1892 ............................. .
410.30
Subsistence of the Army (certified claims), act
of March 3, 1893. • . . . . • • • • . • . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . .
26. 25
- - - - - - - $1, 730, 136. 5j
Amounts collected from various sources aud refnmlcd to
the appropriations of the Suhsistence Department on
the books of the Treasury during the fiscal year 1893,
as follows:
Subsistence of the Arm)·, 1890, and prior ycars .....
Subsistence of the Army, 1890, a.nd prior years, traHsfer account .................................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, transfer acco_unt ... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1891 ....••••.............
Subsistence of the Army. 1892 ........... : ........ .
l::ln bsistence of the Army, 1893 .................... .
Commutation of rations to prisonerR of war in rehcl
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, act of l\Iarch !l 1891 .•..........

1,005.10
3,177.79
6.35
510.08
2,896.37
4,011.1!
6fl.

:,!;)

. 11,706.08

Amounts received by ofticers of the Snbsisteneo l lepartment, and by officers doing dnty in tlw ~nbsistem·e
Department, from sales of subsistence Rtores to the following purchasers during the fiscal year l~m~. an1l
taken up for immediate disbursement mtdPr the f'ollowing appropriations:
Bubsistence of the Army, 1892: Sales to enlisted m<•n,
$2,434.74; sales of prop(~rty, $6.50; totaL ........
Subsistence of the Army, 1893: Sales to officers,
$312,438.82; to enlisted men, comp:mies, detachments, and hospitals, $434,997.38; to vost exchanges, $41,416.28; to civil emplo;>eA, $13,569.71;
to Leavenworth military prison, $6,423.61; to
Quartermaster's Department, $1,416.8.4; to Indian
agents and employes, $1,573.99; va.ri ons small sales,
$333.65; of surplus and condemned stores and
property at auction, $1,:!51.96; of hoxee, barrels,
etc., $43.03; of garden Reeds, $70.20: total ...... .

2, 44.1. 24.

813,535.47
815,976.71

Amounts taken up by ofticer:s doing duty in the Subsistence Department on account of reclpmations for stores
lost, damaged, etc., and in correction of errors in their
accounts, etc., during the fiscal year 1893:
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 ........••••.•...••••
SnbtsisteRce of the army, 1893 ...•••...••..........

117.24
738.20
8G5.44

Amounts charged against officers still in service on account of funds and stores alleged to have been lost hy
theft, etc., for which relief can only be obtahwd in the
Conrt of Claims under sections 1059 and 1062. ReYised
Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ................... .

75.92
2,455.82
82.37
41.16
2, 655.27

Total resources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • • . • . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • $2, 998, 444. 01
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EXPENDITURES.

Amounts expended on the books of the Treasury from
the appropriations of the Subsistence Department
during the fiscal year 1893, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1890, and prior years, transfer acconn t ...............•.....•...............
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ..••...•............
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 .................... .
Sullsistence of the Army (certified claims), act July
28, U:S92 .................... - ................... .
Snhsistf'nce of the Army (certified claims) 1 act
March 3,1893 ............................. -----Commutation of rations to pr;soners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, acts of March 2, 1889, and April
4,1890 ..................................... .
Certified claims, 1890, act April 4, 1890 ........ .
Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1R92 ...... .

$39.00
909.52
1,000.49
177.57
410.30
26.25

42.85
3.50
20.25

------

$2,629.7R

Amount disbursed by officers of the Sullsistencc Department and officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department during the fiscal year 1893, as follows:
82,704.71
Subsistence of the Army, 1892 ..................... .
Rnbsistence of the Army, 1893 ..................... . :!, 4-2:1:522.10
Uommutation of rations to prisoners of war in rf' hel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Cortified claims, 1891, act August 30, 1890 ..... .
168.75
Uertifiecl claims, 1892, act March 3, 1891 ....... .
1,356.75
12,829.38
Certified claims, 1893, aci, An gust 5. 189:2 ...... .
:2,520,!l81.6)
Amounts th'oppcd by officers doing duty in the SnhsistPnce Department iu correction of errors in their act·otmts dnriug· the fiscal year 1892:
~ubsistence of the Army, 1892 ........ ___ .......... .
~n bsistence of the Arm~r, 1893 ..................... .

2.60
61.82
6-1.42

"\mounts transferred on books of Treasury, act :March
:~, 1875 (18 Stat. L., 418):
Subsistence of the Army, 1890, and prior years,
transfer account ............. _.... _............. .
SubsiAtence of the Army, 1891, transfer account ... .

3,138.79
6.35
:l, 145. 14

Amounts carried to the suplus fund on June 30, 1893:
Subsistence of the Army, 1890, and prior years .... .
SubsiLtence of the Army, 1891. ................... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rehel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, 1890, act April 4, 1890 ....... .
Certified claims, 1891, act August 30, 1890 .•...
Certified claims; 1892, act March 3, 1891 ...... .
Relief of shffer.-1·s from overflow of Mississippi River
aml its tributaries, joint resolution, April25, 1R90.

1,005.10
210,709.64
1,328.58
1,877.52
21R P-7
·151. 98

215,591.69
Total expenditnreR .........••..•••.... _......... .• • •. . .• • •• . •.

2, 742,012.67

BAlu\NCES.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations
of the Subsistence Department on .Tune 30, 189:1 as
follows:
Subsistence of tho Army, 1892 .........•...........
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 .................... .
Commutation of rations to p1isoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April
4, 1890 ..................................... .
Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1892 ... _..

$140,0!l6.30

18.29

2,046.08
16,4-79.75
158,600.42
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A mounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Department, and of officers doing duty in the Subsi~>tence
Department, with the Treasurer, a~>sistant treasurers,
and designated depositaries, and in their personal possession, on June 30, 1893, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893 .................... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough:
Certified claims, 1893, act August 5, 1892 ...... .

$90,987.83
670.62

Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal
year 1893, but not carried to the credit of the appropriations by June 30, 1893, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1893. ····-· -·--·· ..................... .
Amounts charged a.gainst officers still in service on account of funds and stores alleged to have been lost by
theft, etc., and for which relief can only be obtained
in the Court of Claims under sections 1059 and 1062,
Revised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
Sub~;istence of the Army, 18~0 ................... ..
75.92
2,455.82
Subsi:stence of the Army, 1886 .................... .
82.37
Su hsistence of the Army, 1889 •.............••.....
41.16
Subsistence of the Army, 1891 •............••......
2, 655.27

Total balances ..••.••••••••••.••.........••.••••••••••••••....

256,431.34

SUPPLIES.

Supplies required to be furnished by the Subsistence Department
have been procured as near the places of consumption as practicable,
quality, prices, and cost of transportation being considered. The great
commercial centers have, as usual, been drawn upon for a large portion
of the needed supplies .
.A.DVERTISE1\1ENTS AND CONTRACTS.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, 383 newspaper advertisements and 598 circulars and posters inviting proposals for subsistence supplies were reported to this office. There were also reported
3, 743 contracts of various kinds for fresh meats, fresh vegetables, complete rations, and other subsistence supplies required for the Army.
ISSUES 1.'0 INDIANS.

The following statement shows the value of subsistence stores issued
to Indians during the year chargeable to the Indian Bureau of the
Interior Department, the amounts reimbursed by that Bureau, and the
amounts still due, viz:
·
To whom issues made.

Enlisted Indians and their families:
Troop L, Third Cavalry, Fort Meade, S.Dak ........•.........
Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, Fort Keo~h, Mont ...•••.•..........
Families of enlisted Indians:
Troop L, TbirJ Cavalry, Fort Meade, S.Dak ................. .
Company I S~cond Inf'antry, Fort Omaha,~ ebr .........•... ·I
Company I, S1xteenth Infantry, Fort Douglas, Utnh .....•....
Company I, Twenty-first Infantry, Fort S1duey, N ebr ....... .
Destitute Pi-Ute Indians at Fort :Bidwell, CaL ....•...•......... -j

;

Value of
issues.

$560.06
2, 850.10
372.27
592.83
360.76
97.43
32.58

Reimburse- :Balance
meut by
due from
Indian Bu- Indian :Bureau.
reau.
$373.39
1, 744.65

$186.67
1,105. 45

372. 27 --- . --- .... 559. 36
33. 47
360. 76 . -- ---- .. - ..
97.431 ........... .
32. 58 - - . - - - ... -- -
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The two smns of $186.67 and $1,105.45, above reported as due from
the Indian Bureau, have been disallowed by the accounting officers as
a charge against that Bureau. These charges were for the value of
rations due the Indians under treaty stipulations, which were issued to
them in addition to the rations to which they were entitled as soldiers.
Tile following issues were made to Indians for which no charge was
made against the Indian Bureau, viz:
Value of
issues.

To whom issues made.
I

Cbiricalma Indian prisoners at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala .........•................••.
White Mountain Apaches, .l!'ort Apache, Ariz ........................................... ..
Indian prisoners at various })Osts ....................................................... ..
Indians visiting military posts under Army Regulations 1395 and 1396 ..........•.........

$14,512.90
34.68
16!. 23
535.59
15,247.40

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES AND EXPENDI'l'URES.

' Indians at
IssueR to the value of $80.65 were made to teachers of
.l\fount Vernon Barracks, Ala., which amount has l>een transferred to
the appropriation for this Department from the appropriation Contingencies of the Army.
Destitute citizens have been supplied with subsistence at several
posts during the year, upon orders of the commanding officers. These
issues have amounted to 1,063 incomplete rations.
Issues to Mexican prisoners at Forts Ringgold and Mcintosh, and at
camp at Rendado, Tex., were made to the extent of 295 rations.
For liquid coffee there was expended $6,374.54, being a decrease of
$363.13 from the expenditure of previous year for same purpose; for
extra duty service, $22,081.05, an increase of $594.45; for advertising,
$9,875.54, an increase of $1,010.95; for cooked rations, $94,101.72, an
increase of $15,980.27; for construction of new and the repair of old
ovens at various posts, $6,637.29, a decrease of $229.95.
LOSSES OF STORES AND PROPERTY.

The value of stores reported lost; by accident, by wastag·e in transportation, while in store, etc., during the year, for which no one has
been held accountable, was $6,113.05.
Supplies lost in transportation during the year, for which responsibility was fixed, amounted to $863.4.8, of which $6!5.15 has been collected.
SALE OF CONDEMNED AND SURPLUS SUPPLIES.

I
Loss .................................................... .

Snb•;•tenoo '"'""'·

9, 037.88

113.05

9,150. 93

Of subsistence property the amount realized from such as was con·
demned was $76.81.
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SALES ON CREDIT TO ENLISTED MEN.

Sales of subsisten~ stores to enlisted men on credit, under Army
Regulation 1413, during the year amounted to $26,617.8(:$, and the collections on account thereof to $23,765.07.
COMMISSARY SERGEANTS.

The number of commissary sergeants in. service at the commencement of the fiscal year was 109. During the year 6 new appointments
were made, 2 died, 1 was discharged, and 6 were retired. The number
in service at the close of the year was 106.
ACCOUNTS AND RETURNS DIVISION.
Heturns
8
, Accounts of I:!Ub· ~;~~~b- I
current. sistence sistence J Total.
stores. }lroperty.

- - - - -- - - - -:- On band June 30, 1892.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3141
249
RecciYed during the fiscal year ................ . ............... _ _
2, ~ _ _
1, 540

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
during the year.................... .................

2, 634
2, 267

J~xamined

On hand Juue 30, 1893 .... , ..

1, 789
1, 518

I

601
4. 60~

788
750 •

5. m
4, 535

40

~

~ -~ - -~~~--·· .................. ~-----zrr--as~=- G71i

1

The examination of thP aeeounts <·nrrf'nt involved the verification of
40,275 voucherR; the retm·11s of snbRistenee stores, 29,844 vouchers, and
the returns of subsistence property, 1,5~5 vouchers. There were .'>,365
letters and 2,077 indorsements written in connection with the examinations. The accounts and returns were rendered by 476 offieers.
CLAIMS DIVISION.
Claims for
Claims Jor commlltation
C'ommutatiou of rations
or rat.ions ' while on fUI· 'fotal.
while pris- lough; and
on<!r of war . .miscellaneous
claims.

I

I

J

\)n hand Juno30,1892 ..........................................
Received during the fiscal year ..................................

Total. .............. ......... .. ............. ........ ........ 1
Disposed of during the year ...................................... I
On band June 30,1893 ............. .. ..........

20~

111 1

---94-

--~ --~

569 j
531

___2·20.1

839 j
790

l. 40~

1, 3~1

······· · ······:··-- ~---38 _ _ _ _4_91--Si

1

In addition to the foreg·oing, 19 old disallowed claims of the above
eharacter were reopened and disposed of. The number of communications sent out from the division during the yea.r was 6,060.
DUTIES AND STATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE DEPART·
MENT.

A roster of the officers of the Subsistence Department on June 30,

1893, showing their stations and duties on that date, is hereto appended.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN P. HAWKINS,
Commissary- General of Situsistence.

The
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Roster of the Snbsistence Department, U. S . .A1·my, June 30, 1893.
Name and rank in the
Department.

Duty and station.

Rank by IJrovet.

COMMISSARY-GENERAL
OF SUBSIS'l'E:KCE.

Brigadier-GeneTal.
John P. Hawkins ...... Brevet major-general, . Commissary-General of Subsistence, Washington,
.Mar. 13, 1865.
' D. C.
ASSISTANT
CO:ItMISSA·
RIES·GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.

Colonels.
Michael R. Morgan... . Brevet brigadier-gen- Assistant to the Commissary-General of Subsistence,
eral, Apr. 9,1865.
\Vashington, D. C.
Thomas C. Snllivan ............................ PLtrchasing C. S. at Chicago, Ill.
Lieutencmt-colonela.

I

John W. Barriger...... Brevet brigatlier-e:en- Chief C. S., Department of the East, New York, N. Y.
eral, Mar, 1:~, 1865.
Thomas \Vih!On . ....... Brevet briga1lier-gen- Purchasing C. S. at New York Cit_y, N.Y.
eral, Mar 13, 1865.
\Villi am H. BelL . .... .. . . ..... ... • • • . .. • .. .... .. Pnrclmsing C.:::;, at Dem·er, Colo.
CO:IIMit<SARlEl'! OF Sl.JB·
SISTE:SCE •

.Major11 .

n. Gilmau - .. Brevet lieutenant-colonel, Dec. 31 , 1862.
Sannwl T. ()usl1ii1g .. .. ...... . .............. ..

•reremiah

I Chit•f c. ft, Department of tlle

)fiz>souri, Chicago, Ill.

·I

UnderorderR as chief C. S., Department of tbei>latte.
and purchasing C. S., at Omaha, Nebr.
William A. J~l1h· rkin ... ......... .. ........ . . Chief C. S .. Department of Arizon::~. T.os Augele11.
Cal.
Clnu·lf's 11. Peuro><l' ...
.llrm t•t lit•Hten ant-col- Purchasing C. S. at Baltimore, \J.d.
fllll'l , N O \ ', 1 L 18t)i. i
William H . N af<h ...................... .... ... -I Chief C. S. , D ep artment of tbe Columbia, Vancouver
Barracks, State of .'.fVaHhingt{)n , and 1.mrchasing C.
H. at Portland, Oregon.
Charlt>s P. E ga n .... .. .. . . . . . . .... . ...... . . . . .. · Chief('. S., Department of California. San ~~raucitH·o.
Cal.
.Tolml!'. \Vestou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . Under ordert-~ as chief C. S. , Department of Texas, awl
I
purchasing . S. at San Antonio, Te:ll..
Charles A. Woodrutr. .. . . .. .............. . ... . . Purchasing· C. '. at San Ji'ranciseo. Cal.

I

Captain s .

1

•John J.Clagnr . .. ... . ...... .................. ChiefC.S.,DepaJ·tmentofDakota.anu pureha~<in;.tl'.
· S. at St. Paul, )linn.
Wells Willard..... .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. Chief C. S., Department of' Texas. and pmcbasing t'.
S.at San Antonio, Tex. On leave.
Henry G. Sharpe . .. .... .. ....... . .... .... . .... . j Purchasing C. S. at St. Louis, Mo.
Frank E. Nyc . .. . .. ..... . . .. .... .. . ............ Pnrcl1as~ng C. 8. at \VaHhiugton, D. C.
Do_n~las M. Scott . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ... ' P nrchaRm~C. S. at lloston, Mass.
William L. Alexand~;r . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. Post C. S., .l''ort Monroe, Va.
Henry B. Osgood ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chief C. S., Deparment of the Platte, and purchasing
I ('. S. at Omaha. Nebr.
OskaloosaM. Smith ............. .... ... ... . .. Purchasing C. S. at New Orleans, La.
Edward .E. Dravo ..... ..... ..... ... ... .. . ... .. . Temporary dntyin office Commissary-General of Subsistence, Washington, D. C.
Abiel L. Smit.b......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Purchasing C. S. at Kansas City, Mo.
Tasker H. Bliss...... .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. On detached duty as aide-de-camp to the Mlljor-General commanding tne Army, Washington, D. C.
JamesN. Allison ............................... .A.ssistantto purchasing C. S., NowYork, N. Y.

--- - - - - - - ----'--- ---- -- -- - -- ----- - - - -
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WAR DEPAR'JlMENT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

lVashington, IJ. 0., Septentber 4, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a statement of disbursements made during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, from the
appropriation made by act of Congress approved Jnl,y 16, 1892, for the
expenses of the Medical Department of the .Army, and the balance on
hand at the close of said fiscal year, viz:
Medical and Hospital Department, 1893:
Appropriated by act approved July 16, 1892 ....................... $170,000.00
Refunded during the year................... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
219.17
Total to be accounted for...... . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • 170, 219. 17
Disbursed during the year:
Medical and hospital supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $56, 424. 8!)
Pay of employes . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . ,12, 072.39
Expenses of medical supply depots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
158.42
Medical attendance and medicines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 180. 02
Washing at post hospitals..........................
1, 949.64
Miscellaneous expenses. . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
753. 44
104,538.80
Balance on hand June 30, 1893... . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . .. . • • • .. . . . .

65, 680. 37

The whole of this balance remaining on band at the close of the fiscal
year has already been or will be expended in payment for supplies contracted for, and for other obligations incurred prior to July 1, 1803.
In addition to the above-stated sum of $3,180.02, expended for medi·
cal attendance and medicines, vouchers amounting in all to $13,357.38
have also been approved at this office up to July 26, 1893, for medical
attendance rendered at posts where there were no medical officers of
the Army, and forwarded to the Paymaster-General of the .Army for
payment from the appropriation made by act approved July 16, 1892,
viz: "For pay for medical services at posts where there are no medical
officers, $15~000." This amount is, under the provisions of the abovecited act, to be disbursed and accounted for by the Pay Department of
the Army. The total expenditures of the Medical Department for
medical attendance and medicines furnished to officers and enlisted
men of the Army during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, in cases
where the services of a medical officer of the Army could not be obtained, therefore, amounted to $16,537.40. It is estimated that other
accounts for similar services rendered during the fiscal year, amount·
jng to $1~•100, will hereafter be pres~nteQ. to this office for payment.
WAR 93-VOL I--26
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The approximate value of the medical and hospital supplies actually
issued during the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1893, was $1~4,000.
I have the honor to submit also a statement showing the expenditures during the last fiscal year from the appropriations for the Medical
Department for prior fiscal years and the balance on hand June 30,
189;3, viz:
Medical and Hospital Department, 1892:
Balance on hand July 1, 1892 ................................... _..
Appropriated by act approvell March 3, 1893 ...................... .
Refunded during the year ........................................ .

----

Total to he accounted for ...... __ .......................... .
Disbursed during the year:
Medical and hospital supplies ...................... $69, 820.85
Pay of employes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
Expenses of medical supply depots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 66
Metlical attendance and medicines .............. '....
2, 198. 29
Miscellaneous expenses ....................... ·.. . . .
188. 57
---

72,409.37

Balance on hand June 30, 1893...............................

6, 683. G5

Medical and Hospital Department, 1891:
Balance on hand •July 1, 1892......................................
Disbursed during the year:
Medical and hospital supplies .......... _....... . . . . $6, 703.00
Medical attendance and mellicincs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
152. 83

38, 722.91

----

6, 855.83

Carried to surplns fund . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

31, 867. 08

Medical and Hospital Department-certified claims, 1893:
Appropriated by act approvedJuly ~8, 1892 (warrant No.6) ................................ ..
March 3, 1893 (warrant No. 16) ................................ .

31.35
114.00

Total to be accounted for...... . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Disbursed during the year............................................

145. 35
145.35

Since the last annual report the new Standard. Supply Table of the
Medical Department has been issued, and many copies have been distributed by request to officers of the National Guard. Medical officers
of these organizations have taken much interest in the new field equipment of this department, and it is understood that in several States
portions of this equipment, especially the field case and orderly and
hospital corps pouches, have been or soon will be adopted.
The ice machines at posts on the southern border give satisfactory
results and are of much benefit to the sick as well as to the garrisons;
all are now self-supporting.
Library of the Surgeon-General's office, 1892:
Balance from previous fiscal year ................................. .
Disbursed during the year ................... ._................... .

$2,274.24
2,274.24

Library of the Surgeon-General's office, 1893:
Appropriated by act of July 16, 1892 -----~ ....................... .
Disbursed during the year ....................................... .

7,000.00
6,986.79

. Balance J nne 30, 1893 ........................................... .

13.21

Army ].fedical Museum, 1891:
Balance from previous fiscal year ................................. .
Disbursed duriup; the year... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$3. 50
Curried to the surplus fund . . . • • . . .. • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 65

4,15
4-.15

--------
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Army Medical Musenm, 1892:
Balance fi·om previous fiscal year .................................•
Disburseu during the year ...............•........................

$1,050.14:
1,050.14:

Army Medical Museum, 1893:
Appropriated by act of July 16, 1892 ...•..........................
Disbursed during the year ....................................... .

5,000.00
3,600.97

Balance June 30, 1893 .......................................... .

1,399.03

Army and Navy General Hospital for improvement and maintenance of
grounds.
Appropriated by act of August 5, 1892 ............................ .
Disbursed during the year. ...................................... .

7,960.60
3, 921.11

Balance on hand June 30, 1893 ................................... .

4,039.49

Artificial limbs, 1890:
Balance from previous fiscal year .............................. : .. .
From transfer account ........................................... .

818.80
37.38

Total to be accounted for ..........•............................
Disburseu during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$37.38
Carried to the surplus fund ..................... ~........
818.80

856.18
856.18

------

Artificial limbs, 1891:
.
Balance from llrevious fiscal year ................................. .
Disbursed during the fiscal year ......................... $2,187.72
Carried to the surplus fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
660. 92

3,343.73

Balance J nne 30, 1893 .......................................... .

2,848.64
<195. 09

Artificial limbs, 1892:
Balance from previous fiscal year .... .: ............................ .
Disbursed during the year .... , .................. " ............... .

81,177.39
54,404.19

Balance J nne 30, 1893 ..•....••.•................................

26,773.20

Artificial limbs, 1893:
Appropriated by act of August 5, 1892 ........................... .
Disbursed during the year .................... ~ .................. .

175,000.00
135,761.53

Balance J nne 30, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .

39, 238. 47

Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1891:
Balance from previous fiscal year ................................. .
Carried to the surplus fund ...................................... .

58.61
58.61

Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1892:
Balance from previous fiscal year ................................. .
Disbursecl during the year ....................................... .

95.90
67.50

Balance J nne 30, 1893 ......................................... .
Appliances for disabled soldiers, .1893:
'
Appropriated by act of August 5, 1892 ........................... .
Disbursed during the year ..................... " ................. .
Balance J nne 30, 1893 ........•.•....•.....•...•••.....•........••

28.40

====
2,000.00
1,754.83
245.17

Expended in furnishing trusses to disabled soldiers under the Revised
Statutes, sections 1176 to 1178, and act of March 3, 1879·.............. . 10,926.78
S~pport and medical treatmeut of destitute patients in the city ofWashmgtou:
Appropriated by act of August 5, 1892 ............................. . 19,000.00
Disbursed during the year ..•.••.••••...•......•................•••. 19,000.00
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There were furnished to disabled soldiers, seamen and marines during the year ending June 30, 1SU:5:
Trusses ......................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 494
Special appliances..................................................
230
Artificial legs furnished in kind ......... __ ..........................
15
Artificial arm furnished in kind ..................... _.. __ . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Artificial hand furnished in kind.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Apparatus for arm furnished in kind................................
1
Limbs and apparat,us commuted.................................... 2, 688
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM.

The total number of specimens received during the fiscal year was
1,038; total number of specimens in the Museum June 30, 1893,32,265.
The following statement shows the details of additions, transfers, etc.,
in the different sections:
Pathological Section:
In Museum June 30, 1892 ............................................... 10,305
Exchanged during the year ...... ·.......................................
1
Transferred from Provisional Pathological Section during the year .. _.__
Received during the year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10,304
1

208

In Museum June 30, 1893 .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . 10, 513
Anatomical Section:
l11 Museum June 30, 1892...... .... .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Receivecl during the year ........................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

31 411
41

In Museum .June 30, 1893 ........... , .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 452

Section of Comparative Anatomy:
In Museum June 30, 1892.... .... ...... ...... .... .... ...... .. .... .... ...
Received during the year...... . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

1, 717
0

' In Muset1m June 30,'1893.:.. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .......

1, 717

Microscopical Section:
In Museum June 30, 1892.... . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 12, 270
Received during the year.... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .
500
In Museum June 30, 1893.......... . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . 12, 770
Miscellaneous Section:
In Museum June 30, 1892 .......................... ~--- ................. 1,524
Received during the year................ .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
116
In Museum June 30, 1893 ............................................ .

1,640

Provisional Pathological Section:
In Museum June 30, 1892 ............... .........•••.....•..............
Transferred to Pathological Section dnrmg the year ................... .

1,274

Received during the year ............................................ ..

1,273
14.0

In Museum June 30, 1893 ........................................... .

1,413

Provisional Anatomical Section:
In Mnset'lm Jnne 30, 1892 ............................................. ..
Received during th·e year ............................................. .

727
33

Jn Museum June 30, 1893 .•• , •. ····~· ••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••..

760

1
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Total number of specimens in Museum June 30, 1892 .................... 31,228
Exchanged during tbe year_._ ........ __ ....... _......... _.... ___ .... __ .
1
Total number received during the year ... _ .. _. ____ ...... ______ .........

31,227
1, 038

Total number in Museum J nne 30, 1893 __________ .. ____ .. __ ..... _.. __ . 32, 2G5

The following are some of the more intere;-sting speeimens added to
the Museum collection during the fiscal year ending J uue 30, 1893:
(1) A series of embryos, human and comparative, normal and monstrous. Presented
by Dr. F. H. Day, ·wauwatosa, Wis.
(2) Monstrous human fmtus, a peromelus, with several accessory spleens, several
cvsts in the mesentery and the kidneys hypertrophied nearly to adult size.
Prcs<mted by Dr. T. A. R. Keech, Washington, D. C.
(3) An extra-uterine fmtation at two months. Death from rupture and hemorrhage.
Presented by Dr. T. C. Smith, Wasltiugton, D. C.
(4) An extra-uterine fmtation at about fourteen days. Death from rupture and
hemorrhage. Presented by Dr. D. S. Lamb, Washington, D. C.
(5) Extra-uterine frotation at five months, removed by laparotomy. l{ecovery.
Presented by Dr. I. S. Stone, Washington, D. C.
(6) Extra-nterine fmtation at term, removed by laparotomy. Recovery. Presented
by Dr. J. Tabor Johnson, Washington, D. C.
(7) A series of parasites of the horse, pig, ox, and sheep. Received in exclulnge
from Dr. C. W. Stiles, Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
(8) Sternum, showing eight cartilages on left side. From a white woman, aged 30,
who was left-handed. Presented by Dr. D. S. Lamb, of \Vashingtou, D. C.
(9) Heart showing punctured wonnd, followeu by abscess of inter-ventricular septum which ruptu:red into the left ventricle. Presentecl by Assistant Surgeon
A. B. Heyl, U. S. Army.
(10) Specimen of chronic pericardHis wi t.h chalky plates. Presented by Lieut. Col.
W. H. Forwood, Deputy Surgeon-General, U. S. Army.
(11) Portions of lJrain from a case of an abscess of brain following a fall. On the
supervention of convulsions with paralysis trephining· was performed and
the abscess emptied. The patient recovered (:Medical News, Philadelphia,
1887, Vol. LI, p. 675). Presented by Dr. L. D. Wilson, Wheeling, W. Va.
(12) Three specimens showing cancer of brain and duTa mater. Presented by Dr.
W. P. Carr, Washington, D. C.
(13) Specimen showing congenital absenee of vermiform appendix. From a soldier.
Presented by Lieut. Col. W. H. Forwood, Deputy Surgeon-General, U.S. Army.
(14) Liver showing congenital syphilitic cirrhosis. From a whit.e boy, aged 16
years. Presented by Dr. C. G. Stone, ·washington, D. C.
(15) Specimen ofprimary cancerofthegall-bladder. From a mulatto, aged55years.
Presented by Dr. Thomas Martin, \Vashington, D. C.
(16) Specimen showing congenital absenee of ovaries. From a mnhtto woman,
aged about 50 years; married, but without children. Presented by Dr. D.
S. Lamb, Washington, D. C.
(17) A series of thirteen models showing various diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue. :Made by J. Baretta, Paris, France. Purchased.
(18) Papier-mache model, six times enlarged, of the bones of the base of the skull
and the face. Made by J. H. Emerton, Boston. Purchased.
(19) Model of the eye, orbit; and adjacent parts. Made by Dr. August Miiller, Berlin. Purchased.
(20) A series of skeletons and crania of natives of New Britain and the Samoan
Islands. Purchased.
(21) Transport or pack saddle used by the medical department of the British army
in India. Presented by Dr. Robert Harvey, princip~tl medical officer, P.unjab frontier force, Peshawar, India.

The Museum is represented at the World's Columbian Exposition at
Ollicago by a display of specimens, including models of hospitals, of a
railway train for transportation of wounded, and of hospital steamers;
also a series of pathological specimens illustrating tuberculosis and
tumors, a series of ninety sections of human embryos, a series of three
l1t1ndred and forty-six photomicrographs, and a series of microscopes,
illustrating the history of the instrument, with other apparatus.
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'The Army Merlical Museum has been visited during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1893, by 85,000 persons.
LIBRARY OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The foll.owing table shows the additions made to the library during
the fiscal year.
Description.

On hand
.June 30,
1892.

A.rlded
during
fiscal
year.

Total
.June '30,
1893.

!lt:cdical journals .....•.................................................
Medical trammctious ................................................ .
Bound theses ....... : . .................................................•
Bound pamphlets ...................................................... .
Other medical books ................................................... .

31, 212

1, 003

4, 504
l, 663
2, 073
67,748

195

32,215
4, 699

185
2,070

2, 258
69,818

Total................................ . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .

107,200

3, 453

110, 653

Medical theses....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52, 119
Medical pamphlets ..................................................... •''112, 564

1. 844
6; 573

53, 963
119,137

Total ..•••••

···-=-~~-=.~-.·=-~-~~-~.·=·.=

*Of the total number of siugle pamphlets on ltautl.June
630 in 128 volumes.

~~.

....

1, 663

164,683~--8,W 173,100

1832, tllere were bound during the year
'

There were presented to the library during the year 633 books and
7,981 pamphlets and journals.
Volume XIV of the Index Catalogue, including from" Sutures" to
"Universally," forming a volume of 1,016 pages, has bPen completed
~md is now in the printer's hands. The edition will be distributed as
soon as bound to those institutions and persons who have received the
previous volumes. The preparation of the manuscript of volume xv is
already well advanced.
PROVIDENCE IIOSPIT.A.L.

Under the provisions of the act of August 5, 1892, making appropriation of $19,000 "for the support and medical treatment of ninetyfive medical and surgical patients who are destitute in the city of
vVashington, under a contract to be made with the Providence Hospital by the Surgeon-General of the Army," a contract was duly entered
into with the institution named, and has bf'en fulfilled to my satisfaction and without complaint on the part of the persons sent there for
treatment. The following is a statement of the amount of relief af~
forded under the appropriation:
Number ofpatieuts in hospital July 1, 1892 ...... ··--·· .......... , .... ......
Number of patients admitted during the year .. __ ..........................

95
933

Total number of patients treated._._ ... ____ ......... __ ... _... . . . . . . . .

1,028

Avera.ge num her of patients admitted per month ... _._ ... _..... _....... _...
78
Number remaining in hospital June 30, 1893 ...................... ·-·--· ....
94
Total number of days' treatment afforded ....... _.. _....... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37,904
Average number of days' treatment per patient .. ___ ... -· ........ _.........
37
Average number of patients treated per day ............ _.... _........ _.. .-..
104
Longest term of treatment (days) ........ ··-·-· ............ ·----··----·....
365
Shortest term of treatment (days) ...... ···········--·-··-·-·····-·-·......
1
Number of patients in hospital during the whole year .. __ ._. __ ._._.........
36

The patients included in the statement represent all classes of diseases, acute and chronic, except those of a contagious nature. The
patients shown as having remained in hospital during the whole year
are incurable, without home or friends.
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The cai)acity of the hospital is 16 beds for officers and 64 for enlisted
men; totaJ SO, The offlcers' division is closed in July, August and September, but during the autumn, winter and early spring there is difficulty in accommodating the applicants. This may be overcome_in part
by a regulation recently issued by the War Department limiting the
authority to enter to two weeks; that is, the permission is void after
two weeks' delay. Thirty officers were treated during the last :fiscal
year, of wlwm 19 were Army officers on the active list; of these 1 was
tram;ferred to the Go-vernment Hospital for the Insane, 4 have been
recommended by boards for retirement, and the remainder are believed
to be on duty in varying degrees of health. There were three Navy
officers, none of whom recovered their health. One officer ofthe Hevenue
Marine became quite well. The other officers were ou the retired list
of the Army and Navy.
Of the enlisted men there were taken into the hospital from other
posts 75 soldiers, and 15 were present on the beginning of the year. Of
theEie DO cases, 69 were terminated, 3 by death, 19 by discharge for disabHity, 2 by discharge by purchase, 4 were trausferred to their stations
not improved, 1 deserted, and 40, or 58 per cent, were returned to duty.
Of 40 completed cases of articular and muscular rheumatism 25, or
more than 60 per cent, were returned to duty. Of those discharged for
disability, the ability of more than 68 per cent to support themselves
by manual labor was estimated at one-half or more. The subsequent
histories of 41 cases returned to duty in the calendar year 1892 show
that six months after they left the hospital 32, or 78 per cent, were
doing duty.
The admission of men to the general hospital was much simplified
by a general order issued in September, 1892, apportioning the beds
for enlisted i:nen among the military departments, and authorizing de,partrnent comma11<lers to send men directly to the hospital; and it was
llioped that more soldiers would be enabled to take ad vantage of it.
·This, however, bas not been the case; the number of admissions has
iil0:t materially altered. Three times as many cases could be treated in
~the .course of thn year as are received. The average residence in hos:pitaLof the men returned to duty was 105 days and of those discharged
Jor dis-ability 104 days.
Besides the usual allowance of $600 for the minor repairs of the hos.pital ther,e was an allowance of $972.77 for repairs to the bath house,
·which has .b een replastered and repainted within: There was also a
.special appropriation for the improvement of the grounds of $7,960.60.
'This is being expended in walls, fences, roads, drainage, a :flagstaff,
~and other permanent improvements outside of the hospital buildings.
The commanding officer recommends that electric light be introduced
:in plac~ of gas, and that increased accommodations be provided for
l-Officers, in both of which recommendations I fu~ly eoncur.
]'IEDIC.AL OJ<'J"lCERS.

The requirements of the Army, as r~gards I~nedical offi~ers during
the past year, have been as follows:
Number of permanent posts and stations---~-- ••.• ---· •••••..... -----·-- .• ---- Hl
Number of temporary posts anu substations._._ ... _. _____ .--· .. ___ . __ ... _____ . 11
Total---·-··~······-··· •••••••••••••••••.• ,. •..•• ~--· .••• ------~------·-- 102
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ThP-re w('re 76 medical officers reported to this office as having been '
on duty with scouting parties and other field service during the year.
Army medical examining boards were convened in New York City,
N. Y., October 3, 1892, and March 27, 1893, and remained in session
one month each, for the examination of candidates.
The following is a recapitulation of the work performed by the boards
during their sessions:
Candidates invited to appearforexamination .•••...... -·-··- ----·- ............

i54-

Candidates found quaHfied ... _..... . ................ - ..................... __ .. 12
Candidates rejPcted, professionally ____ ._ . .. __ .... _______ __ . ____ . _.. _... _.. ____ 20
Candidates rejected for physical disability ...... _____ .. ____ .. ____ ... ___ . . . . . . . 7
Candidates who withdrew after pa1·tial examination. _____ .. ___ . ______ . __ ... ___ 4
Total exa1nined ____ ... ___ . _.... __ . ______ . __ . ___ .. ____ . . . ___ .. _. ___ . __ .. _ 43
Canc1idates who failed to appea.r for ex ~tmination ____ ... .. ... _. . _..... ____ .... _ 11

Deaths.-One deputy surgeon-general, with the rank of lieutenantcolonel; 1 surgeon, with the rank of major.
Ret-irements.-One surgeon-general, with the rank of brigadier-gerteral; 1 assistant surgeon general, with the rank of colonel; 1 assistant
surgeon, with the nmk of captain (Capt. James A. Finley, act of Feb-.
ruary 8, 1893).
P'i'omotions.-One deputy surgeon-general, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, to be assistant surgeon-general, with the rank of colonel; 0
surgeons, with the rank of major, to be deputy surgeons-general with
the rank of lieutenant-colonel; 2 assistant surgeons, with the rank
of captain, to be surgeons with the rank of m~jor; 4 assistant surgeons,
with the rank of first lieutenant, to be assistant surgeons with the
rank of captain.
Appointrnents.-One deputy surgeon-general, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, to be surgeon-general with the rank of brigadier-general;
,James A. Finley, late captain and assistant surgeon, to be assistant
surgeon with tl1e rank of captain, February 13, 1893, with rank from
November 10,1879 (act of February 9, 1893); twelve assistant surgeons,
with the rank of first lieutenant.
Resigned.-One assistant surgeon with the rank of captain; 1 assistant surgeon with the rank of first lieutenant.
Oorn.mission vacated by new appointment.-One deputy surgeon-general with the rank of lieutenant-colonel.
Vacancies.-There are now 5 vacancies in the }fedical Department.
The establishment of au .Army Medical School in the city of Washington, D. C., was authorized by General Orders No. 51, AdjutantGeneral's Office, June 24, 1893, for the purpose of instructing approved
candidates for admission to the Medical Corps of the Army in their
duties as medical officers. The course of instruction at this school
wil1 extend over four months and will be given annually beginning
on the first day of NovPmber. The faculty will consist of a president,
who will be responsible for the di~cipline of the school and will deliver
a course of lectures on the duties of medical officers in war and peace;
a. professor of military surgery, including the care and transportation
of wouuded; a professor of military hygiene, including practical instruction in the examination of water, air, food, and elotbing from the sanitary point of view, and a professor of clinical and sanitary microscopy,
including bacteriology and urinology. The professors wi1l be seleeted
from among the senior medical officers of the Army stationed in or near
the city of Washington. In like manner will be selected as many asso-
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ciate professors as may be required to give practical laboratory instruction in the methods of sanita,r y analysis, microscopical technique, clinical microscopy, bacteriology, etc.
The next Army Medical Exami11ing Board will be convened in Washington, D. C., and as its membership will include members of the faculty of the Army Medical School, the qualifications of approved candidates will be known satisfactorily to those who will be required to undertake their further instruction. Although there is no need to teach
medicine or f.mrgery to well-educated graduates of our medical colleges
there are certctin duties pertaining to the position of an army medical
officer for which the college course of these young men bas not prepared
them; and certain of these duties are more important than the clinical
treatment of individual cases of disease and injury because the efficiency of a command, of an army even, may depend upon their proper
performance. During the past twenty years the prevention ot disease
has made infinitely greater progress than its cure. Recognizing this
fact health officers have been appointed and health boards organized by
civil communities for their own protection. A special education is
needful to prepare a medical mau to undertake the responsibility of
protecting the public health. 'fhe army medical officer is the health officer of his command; but the young graduate seldom is equipped with
the knowledge or experience necessary to efficient action in this position.
The course at the Army Medical School will prepare him to cope with
the questions of practical sanitation that wHl be presented to him at
every turn in his military career; questions of site and soils and buildings; of ventilation, heating, and occupaney; of drainage, sewerage,
and disposal of garbage; of the wholesomeness of water supplies, and
of the various articles of food in the contractor's herd, the slaughterhouse, the subsistence storerooms, the kitchen or mess hall; of the
practical value of disinfecta11ts, the bacteria which they destroy and
the ptomaines which these elaborate-all bearing upon the preservation of the health of the military community under his sanitary care.
The stationing of one of the companies of instruction of the Hospital
Corps at Washington Barracks~ recently authorized~ will be of value in
connection with the work of the Medical School. (See page 17.)
HOSPU'AL CORPS.

The authority of the Secretary of War, given in General Orders No.
25, 1892, to enlist from civil life into the Hospital Corps, and the act
approved July 13, 1892, raising the pay of hospital-corps privates from
$13 to $18 per month, have greatly benefited the Corps by enlarging
the sphere of selection and offering better inducements to good men to
enter its ranks.
There were in service June 30, 1893, 122 hospital stewards, 79 acting
hospital stewards, and 585 privates1 58 of the last serving with the
companies of instruction, and 527 on duty with troops and at military
stations.
Taking into consideration the number of garrisoned posts, the requin~ments of camps more or less permanent, field service, and independent commands, the force of the Hospital Corps under Army Regulations would be: Hospital stewards, 146; acting hospital stewards, 87,
and privates, 592. The estimate submitted for the year ending June
30, 1t;94, for the support of the Corps was $225,000; but the sum of
$215,000 only was appropriated. It is expected, however, that with
proper restrictions as to the wants of the service and the enforcement
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of due economy in the administration of the military hospitals. the ap·
propriation will not be exceeded.
'
The loss of membership for the year was 257. Twelve of these were
due to retirements; 16 were occasioned by desertion. The percentage
of desertion, 2.1, is less than one-half of that in the Army as a whole.
The gain for the year was 232.
Fifteen acting hospital stewards were promoted to stewardships
during the year, after having served 011e year as acting stewards and
passed a satisfactory examination in accordance with the requirements
of section 4 of the act of March 1, 1887, organizing the eorps. Of 42
men who came up for examination for the position of acting hospital
steward 30 passed and 12 failed.
At the present time it is needless to advance arguments in favor of
an organization which is recognized as essential in all modern armies,
nor is it necessary to contend that such an organization muf.t in all
particulars be a military one. It would seem therefore that no more
important duty now attaches to the Medical Department of the Army
than the proper training of the men of the Hospital Uorps and the perfecting of its organization. The company of instruction having pa:ssed
the experimental stage a bill was introduced into Congress at its last
session looking to a legalizing of such organizations and the placing of
them on a definite oasis. This bill passed the House of Representatives
without question, but while in the Senate committee was attacked
from the outside on the ground that it contained the J)OSsibility of
command by medical officers over other troops than the men of the
Hospital Corps, and was amended by the introduction of a clause covering this point. As amended the bill passed the Senate, but it did not
reach the House until the closing hours of the session, when in the press
of business no opportunity was obtained of bringing it up for action.
A comparison of the men trained in the companies of instruction
with the members of a detachment locally selected and instructed is
occasionally to the disadvantage of the former, as might be expected
from differences in the ability and capacity of individuals; but the
general testimony is to the superiority of the school-instructed men
over the ordinary hospital-corps private, and no one who has seen the
work of the companies as units can question the certain superiority of
bodies of men so trained over any organization locally gathered and
individually instructed. The following report from Maj. V. Havard
shows the character of the instruction given to the companies:
The course of instruction comprises inf~ntry drill through the school of the company (iueluding the manual of nrms). Special attention rs given to the military
training of civiliaus enlisting directly into the hospital corps, and with gratifying
resulTs. The experiment of having such men drilled with one of the regimental companies, to which they were assigned for the purpose proved a failure. All their instruction, mHitary as well as technical, should and can be received in the Hospital
Corps company.
The theoretical instJ;nction, imparted by recitations, lectures~ and dJln;tnnstrations,
emlmtces the following unmches:
Elementary ·:matomy and physiology; minor surgery; :first aid·; sn'l"gical instruments, bandaging and drc.'-'sings; rudiments of materia medica and pharmacy;;
nature and symptoms of ordinary diseases; nursing, inclnding a knowledge of anti-septies and disinfectants; poisoning; cooking.
The practical instruction em braces the following:
l. Bearer drill, covering the whole official manual.
2. First aid, including tile application of dressings and bandages, according to
the nature and location of injuries as indicated on tags fastened to the dummy
wounded.
3. Nursing. Three men are on duty in each of the two hospital wards, designated
as ward master, nurse, and assistant muse; the ward master is selected for his knowledge, experience, and aptitude to instruct; the nurse and assistant nurse are changed
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eYery two wcekf'l and are not C'xcnRcd from attending recitations and drills; they are
~pe<'ially t:wght the use of the clinical thermometer, the dressing of wounds, and
tlJC care of tlw sick.
4. Pitel1ing and striking tents; use of the medical saddle in packing and unpacking field cllests and miscellaneous articles. As it has been impossible to obtain
horses for tllo u:se of ambnbnces and the mounting of noncommissioned officers,
the care of horses and driving are not taught systematically. Pack mules foL' instruction are available from tbe large pack train at the post.
5. Cooking. :Men showing aptitude in that direction are detailed as assistant
cooks and retained as such until qualified. The allotment made for the purchase of
foo1l material will render possible a course of practical instruction for all t.he members of the company.
The daily course of instruction, theoretical and practical, is as follows, and has
bren substantially the same during the past year:
A.M.- 9
to 9:45 military drill.
10
to 11
lecture and recitation.
P. M.- 1:15 to 2
instruments, bandaging, and drcRsings.
2:15 to 3
bearer drill and fielcl work.
3:15 to 3:45 additional lecture and recitation for the second sect. ion.
3:45 to 4:30 special lecture and recitation in phanuacy, etc., for actillg
stewards and more advanced men (only twice a week).
It would he desirable that the men instructed here could come together at tlw
same time twice a year, forming two classes each year; the scheme of instruction
would be simplifted and give still better results. Under present and perhaiJS nnavoidable conditions, with men transferred in and out at all times tltroughout iJw
year, it was fonnd necessary to have a second section in which the new men receivecl
add1tional instruction. On the other hand the more advanced men, those showing
special aptitude, and who aspire to become stewards, receive special practical ill·
l'itrnctioll ht the dispensary.
The results obtained during the year have been gratifying and seem to justify the
trouble and expense incurred. Tlte quality of the men received at the school has
~ensiuly improved and is now very good.
Men with objectionable habits or not sufficiently intelligent to learn and discharge the duties of a sanitary soldier t:>lill fiml
their way in, and it ma.y be impossible to entirely exclude them. One chronic
drnllkard was summarily discharged during the year. There has been no desertion
from the sebool.
Conceming transfers from the line into the Hospital Corps, I would resvectfnlly
suggest that no recommendation for such transfers be made except iu favor of suclt
men as have been tried as company bearers and thus brought under tbe persona] olJservation of the medical officer making the recommendation.
The meu directly enlisted from civil life, especially during the past year, have very
generally become good and efficient members of the Hospita,l Corps, [Llld the wisdom
of the regulation permitting such eJ.;listment seems justified.

The companies of instruction are now stationed at Forts Hiley and
D. A. Russell. The object of establishing them at these posts was apparently to have the men aggregated at central points, so as to mjnimize transportation in sending them to their stations for duty at the
close of their course of instruction. It appeared to me, however, that
this would be better accomplished by having one of the companieH in
the East. A large percentage of our recruits is drawn from eastern
cities, and many of the assignments of instructed men are necessarily
also to posts on the Atlantic seaboard. As sending men to the West
for instruction and bringing them back for duty involved unnecessary
expense, it seemed better to have one of the companies stationed in
the East, the otht'r remaining in the West for the supply of instructed
men to western stations. Ofthe eastern posts~ Washington Barracks,
as l>eiug centrally situated, appeared to be a suitable location. 1\loreover, one of the companieR, if stationed at the barracks in this city,
could be used to advantage in connection with the Army 1\fedical
School, affording full opportunity to passed candidates for position in
the medical department to become acquainted with the methods of
company administration, drill regulations, and other duties in connection with troops. These views, on being presenterl to the majorgeneral commanding, met with his approval, and authority was given
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to orgamze a company at Washington Barracks and to correspondingly reduce that at Fort D . .A. Hussell.
To ascertain the views of medical officers on existing methods in the
management of the Hospital Corps, reports were called for on the results of competitive examination as affecting promotion to noncommissioned positions, on the value of lectures and drills as bearing on
first aid in the field, on the suitability of personal and sanitary equipments, and on the discipline of the corps.
As to selection by competitive examination, orally by a board of examiners at the station of the candidate, and by written questions issued from this office, most of our medical officers agree that the system
has had a marked etl'ect in elevating the standard of proficiency,
bringing the intelligent, able, and ambitious men to the front, and
giving to the corps as its noncommissioned officers its most efficient
and capable members. The system, however, does not escape criticism. The most important point rai:-::.ed is, that in proportion as we
have gained in intelledual ability we have lost in physique and in
military efficiency, or the ability to control men and preserve discipline in a hospital; and there appears to be good ground, in certain
instances for this criticism. The remedv for this lies in the hands of
the very officers who make the criticisn1. No man is authorized to
appear for exalllination unless his request has been approved by the
medical officer of his post. No medkal officer should recommend for
promotion a man who is by temperament disqualified from performing
one of the most important duties of the hospital steward, that of controlling his men aud managing a hospital. This should be a sine qua
non to appointment.
Two of the reports, both based probably 011 the same individual
instance as both came from po~ts in the same locality, claim that our
present methods admit occasionally "brilliant men of objectionable
character," or, as the second report phrases it, "intellectual superiority
with deficient moral quality has occasionally outclassed good sterling
qualities." In such cases also the fault is dependent not on the method
but on the carelessness with which medical officers have certified to the
quali:fieations of intending candidates. .
The mass of the testimony is to the effect that as the result of lectures and drills the men of the Hospital Corps have been improved
greatly in their ability to render first aid and cooperate with each other
in caring for the sick and wounded. This has been demonstrated ou
various occasions wbile on active service in the field. The preponderance of opinion is that greater benefit has been derived from drills,
which are practical object lessons, than from lectures. Only the men
ambitious of promotion have profited by lectures.
The company bearers as a rule have taken but little interest in either
the drills or lectures; their attendance has been irregular a11d the
teaching comparatively profitless. It is evident that better results
will be attained in the case of the company bearers by restricting their
instruction to drills in the management of the litter and wounded man,
and in the practical essentials of first aid. It is to be observed, however, that. many company and commanding officers look with disfavor
upon the instruction given to the company bearers, and much variation is found in the compliance with Army_Regulation 1575, the spirit,
if not the letter in occasional instances, not being complied with. In
fact this regulation is not so definite but that obedience to it may or
may not be practiced, according to the construction placed upon it by
commanding officers. Some seem to construe the clause "this special
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instruction shall not relieve them from the performance of all their
regular military duties" as authorizing them to supersede this particular.duty by any other whatever, instead of so fixing the hours for other
military duties that they should not interfere with the designated hour
for instruction. If post commanders wonld see to it that on the four
hours monthly specified by them all of the company bearers, or as
many of them as possible, should report to the medical officer for instruetion, the result of the instruction would be of much greater value
to the command in the event of some future emergency.
From the reports of medical officers on the subject, it appears to be
the general opinion that white linen or cotton duck, worn over the
fatigue uniform in cold weather and alone in hot climates, is the most
suitable wear for men oceupied in ward or dispensary duties. I therefore renew the reeommendation made in the last annual report of the
Surgeon-General that white linen blouses and pantaloons be issued for
the use of the Hospital Corps, as these are less absorbent than the
regulation articles of clothing. In case of infectious diseases they
would show stains more readily and could be immer::;ed in disinfecting
solution without injury to their texture.
A satisfactory equipment for the corps is a matter of some difficulty,
as its members may be sent on field service at one time with an infantry,
at another with a cavalry command. For some time past much difficulty bas been experienced in obtaining mounts for these men when
ordered to active service in the field, although Army Regulation 1588,
as amended by General Order 97, of 1891, prescribes that they shall be
mounted, and directs that the Quartermaster's Department shall provide
tlle necessary horses, and the Army appropriation bill, approved July
16, 1S92, appropriated money for this purpose. During the past year
an application from a post surgeon for mounts for his men elicited the
remark from the post quartermaster that all hor·s es in his department
were condemned cavalry horses, already advertised to be sold at pub lie
auction, and from the chief quartermaster of the department that muleH
constituted the only mount he was able to furnish. This communication, referred to the Quartermaster-General, brought out the suggestion
that when supernumerary horses are available at a post, either in cavalry troops or in the Quartermaster's Department, they should be
furnished for the use of members of the hospital corps for duty in the
field when called for, and that when no horses are available special
application should be made for authority to hire. This was approved
by the major-general commanding, and it is expected that hereafter
post surgeons will experience no difficulty in having provided for them
horses needful to mount their men in accordance withArmy Regulations.
RECRUITING.

The number of applicants for enlistment and reenlistment during the
year was 25,012; white, 22,692; colored, 2,107; and Indian, 213. Of the
white applicants 8,259, or 36.4_per cent, were accepted, 13,662, or 60.2 per
cent, were rejected, while 771, or 3.4 per cent, declined enlistment after
examination. Of the colored men 807, or 38.3 per cent, were accepted,
1,227, or 58.2 per cent, were rejected, while 73, or 3.5 per cent, declined.
Of the Indians 92.5 per cent, were accepted, 7 per cent, rejected, and
0.5 per c~nt, declined.
In addition to those enumerated above 179 Indians applied for enlistment as t5Couts, of whom 177 were aecepted aud 2 rejected,
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Ca/use~ of rejection.-Of the 25,012 men examined 14,904, or 59.59 per
cent, were rejected on the primary examination, the rejection being
recorded in one-fifth of thiR number, or 11 per cent of the total nu.,mber
examined, as due to general unfitness or unclassified causes. Of the
classified causes diseases of the eye were most prolific of rejection, having been found to a disabling extent in 8.5 per cent of the applicants.
Developmental diseases caused the rejection of 4.4 per cent; diseases
of the genito-urinary organs 3.9; minority or under the minimum age
3.8; diseases of the digestive system 3.3; excess of height, weight, or
obesity .0.5; under height, weight, or size 5.9; imperfect knowledge of
Bnglish 2.2; illiteracy only, 0.08; moral character, bad or doubtful, 1.9.
Venereal diseases caused relatively more r~jeetions among the colored
men; alcoholism more among the whites. The percentage of illiteracy
was 0.079 among the white, 0.142 among the colored men. Diseases of
the eye were also more disabling among the whites, 8.8 per cent as
compared with 6.4. Venereal diseases and diseases of the respiratory
orgam; were the prominent causes among tb.e smallnuinber of Indians
examined.
·
Physiq~te of acceptecl recru,its and ree1tlisted men.
Age.-Of 9,585 recruits accepted on primary examination-white 8,555, colored 833, Indian 197-567 men were under ~0 years of age, 4,880 from 20 to 24 years,
2,527 from 25 to 29, 790 from 30 to 34, 348 from 35 to 39, 424 from 40 to
49, and 49 over 50 years. The average age of these recruits was 25.39
years.
Height.- The average height of thoRe under 20 years was 67.16 inches;
of those from 20 to 24 years, 67.53 inches; of those from 25 to 30 years,
67.4l inches; the average height of those enlisted in each of the years
of the last two periods differing from the average of the period by only
one-tenth of an inch. Beyond the age of 30 years the average height
became somewhat reduced. The average height of the whole number
examined was 67.43 inches, the Indian being a little more than an inch
taller than the colored man and a little less than an inch taller than
the white man.
Weight.-The average weight was found to increase with age from
129.25 pounds among the boys of 16 to 152.94 among reenlisted
soldiers oyer 50 years of age. The average of the whole number was
145.35 pounds, the colored man being 3 pounds heavier than the white
and 2 pounds heavier than the Indian.
The size of the chest also increased in proportion to age, from 32.89
inches at expiration among those under 20 years to 35.15 inches among
those over 50, and .from 35.74 to 37.62, respectively, at full inspiration;
but th<:>re was little variation in the expansibility from the average of
2.86 inches. The white man had the largest chest, but the Indian, with
the smallest measurements, had the greatest expansibility, 3.12 inches.
The average age of the men acceptPd for service during the year was
25.39 years; height, 67.43 inches; weight, 145.35 pounds; measurement
of chest at expiration, 34.16 inches; at inspiration, 37.02 inches; expansibility of chest, 2.86 inches.
Of the white men the average l1eight was 67.42 inches; weight,
145.07 pounds; chest measurements, 34.17 and 37.06 inches.
Of the colored men: Height, 67.26 inches; weight, 148.08 pounds;
and chest measurements, 34.1.2 and 36.70 inches.
Of the Indians: Height, 68.30 inches; weight, 146.04 pounds; chest
measurements, 33.64 and 36.80 inches.
Anthropometric students will find the details of these measurements
in Table XXV.
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Nativity.-Of every hundred of these recruits ~8.3 were native Americans: Wllite, 57.6; colored, 8.6; Indian, 2.1. Of the foreign-born recruits
9.4 came from Ireland, 9.2 from Germany, 3.1 from England, 2.2 from
Canada, J.6 from Sweden, 1.0 from Denmark.
Fuller details of the nativities, given in Table XXIV, may be compared
with those of the men in service, as stated on page 67.
Occupation prior to enlistment.-About two hundred different callings
or occupations were recorded on the enlistment pavers by the recruits
accepted during the year. It is therefore impossible to indicate in brief
the results of an inquiry into tnis subject except by stating the number
of men furnished by occupations, which are most prominent in this regard. Of the 9,585 men 2,240 placed themselves on record as laborers,
and 13 of these were Indians; 2,052 as soldiers, but no Indian so reported himself; 1,188 as farmers. After these three classes there is a
drop in the numbers to 377, who defined their occupation by the term
clerk; but in addition to these there were 52 bookkeepers, 7 stenographers, 3 hotel clerks, 2 typewriters and 1 shippiHg clerk. There were
376 teamsters, drivers, and coachmen, with 92 hostlers and grooms, l6
farriers (not included among 96 bhwksu:.iths), 2 horsemen, 3 horsetrainers, 2 liverymen, 2.jockeys, 1 riding teacher, and 1 an Indian horseraiser. Musicians enlisted to the number of 214, with 1 music teacher
and 2 piano tuners; carpenters, ~0±; painters, 186; cooks, 108; machinists, lOG; butchers, 104:; printers, 05; and bakers, 91. Eighty-six had
no stated occupation, but 78 of these were Indians and only 8 white
men. Eighty-six also were tailors, 77 miners, 7G barbers, 75 engineers, 74 shoemakers, and G9 sailors. The professional and commercial
ranks furnished 1 physician, 7 lawyers, 3 dentists, 2 chemists, 39 druggists (mostly enlisted for the hospital corps), 6 newspaper men, 8 civil·
engineers and surveyors, ~ actors, 2 artists, 4 draftsmen, 62 schoolteachers, 26 students and schoolboys, 39 salesmen, 13 photographers,
etc. See Table xxvr.
IDENTIFICATION OF DESERTERS.

The method of identifying deserters and other undesirable. men who
present themselves for enlistment has been in efficient operation since
1890. The first case of identity was reported .July 19 of that year.
Since then there has been J, total of 432 identifications reported to the
.Adjutant-General of the Army, with, in addition, 13 cases of probable
identity or suspicious similarity in which further investigation failed to
develop sufficient confirmatory evidence to warrant a continuance of
the inquiry.
Of the 432 identifications 306 were effected while the men were in
service, 113 having been identified as deserters, 105 as convicts, and
88 as cases of fraudulent enlistment. The remaining 126 cases were
identified after the termination of their enlistment, as the result of comparing their outline figure cards with their description on the form of
examination of a recruit in use prior to the establishment of the card
system; 90 of the men in these eases were deserters, 16 convicts, and
20 cases of fraudulent enlistment of other kinds.
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HEALTH OF THE ARMY'.

During the past year the health of the Army has been excellent. Perhaps at no time heretofore has the Surgeon-General been able to invite
attention to a better record of health and consequent efficiency, and
this altiJough some of the rates have been materially increased by an
undue proportion of sickness among the Indian companies.
The admission rate per thousand of strength was 1270.42, as compared
with 1364.78 during the previous year and 1459.65 during the preceding
decade. The lowest recorded admission rate, 1247 in 1887, is practically the same as that now reported. The number aud. duration of the
cases were equivalent to a noneffective·rate of 39.60, as compared with
42.01 duri11g the previous year and 43.41 during the preceding decade.
The none:fficiency may be expressed also by the statement that each
officer and man of the Army was, on an average, sick for 14.5 days during
the year, as compared with 15.3 and 15.9 days, respectively, during the
previous year and each of the years of the previous decadt. The number of men discharged for disability was 18.35 per thousand of strength,
as against 17.23 (the lowest annual rate to which these discharges have
been brought) in the previous year and 30.70 the average of the ten
years preceding. The death rate from all causes was 6.44, comparing
favorably with 8.05 and 8.75, respectively, for the previous periods
already mentioned, as well as with 6.33 for the year 1889, the lowest
annual death rate hitherto reported. Excluding deaths from injury
the deaths from disease were equivalent to a rate of 4.36 per thousand
of strength, as against 5.03 and 5.81, respectively, for the previous year
and decade and against 3.95 for the year 1889.
In comparing our rates with those of foreign armies the adrnissiou
rate is the only one which attracts attention by its magnitude; but this
high rate does not indicate a greater prevalence of sickness among our
men. It means simply that we take on sick report as a record of facts
the cases of men who were excused from any part of their military duty
on account of sickness or injury. The ailment may be so trivial-a few
herpetic spots, for instance, on the lips of a bugler-that it would not
be entered among the diseases affecting the command by medical officers of European services; but with us if the bugler is excused from
sounding the calls on this account his case becomes a matter of record.
It will be seen from a comparison of the other rates that notwithstanding the many trivial cases that form part of our record our non efficient
rate (39.60) compares favorably with that of the ~rmy of Austria-Hungary (43.58) and of the home service troops of Great Britain (44.29).
The following tabulation gives a comparison of our rates with those of
some of the armies of Europe, as obtained from their last publisherl
statistics:

---

Hatio per 1,000 of mean strength.

.Army.

Mean
.
1
strength. 1 Admis- '
8 i on.

Sick
timefor
Dis- Constant- ea11h
"
Iy non- soldier.
Disease. Injury. I Total. 0 h ar,es.
effective.

I

Deaths.

Un~ted~tates,l892......... 24.~03 I~~~70.-4-;----;:-;~~~18.?5----;,;~

Umted States, 1891.........
Unit.ed States, 1881-'90.....
Great Britam (home), 1890.
.Austria-Hungary,1891. ....
Italy, 1891 .. . • . . . . .. . . . . .
Prussia, Saxony, Wiirtem·
berg, 1889-'90 . , . . . . . . . . . .

23, 269
2B, 945
101,770
284,743
220, 714

1, v64. 78
1, 459.65
810. 61
890.75
810. 57

o. 03
5. 81
4. 74
3.94
8. 06

418, 913

897. 20

2. 32

I

3. 02
2. 93
. 79
1.53
. 90

8. Oo
8. 75 •
5. 53 1
5.47
8. 96

17. 23
30.70
16.72
61.87
14. 27

42.01
43.32
44.29
43.1l8
35. 86

1. 00

3. 32

17. 43

31. 36

15.3
15.9
16.2
14.8
13.1
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The above statement of the English and German armies is exclusive
of officers.
The Italian troops stationed in Africa had a mean strength of 2,603
men, with an admission rate of 1,175 and a dea,th rate of 13.4, and are
not included in the above table; 9,645 men of tlw Italian army were
granted sick leaves for periods varying from three mouths to one year.
The high discharge rate of the Austrian army was explained in the
report of the Surgeon-General for 18!)1, 1wge 94.
In the German army 6,845 additional di ~ charges (16.34 per 1,000 of
mean strength) were made of recruits for disabilities contracted prior
to conscription.
Injuries stand firs_t in order of importance as causative of admissions
to sick report in our Army, 252.74 of the total of 1270.42 per thousand
of strength having been occasioned by violence. Diseases of the digestive system take second :place with 173.7 4 cases per thousand of strength.
The thh·d 1:)lace is taken by diseases of the respiratory organs (124.45),
mostly cases of catarrh and bronchitis; the fourth place by diarrheal
diseases (110.85), and the fifth by specific febrile diseqses (98.50), which
owe their prominence in this as in other armies at the present time to
the continued, although lessening, prevalence of influenza. Following
these come sixth, diseases of the integumentary system, mostly boils
and abscesses (79.99); seventh, venereal diseases (76.73); eighth, rheumatism, articular and muscular (71.52), and ninth, malarial diseases (63.75).
In the foreign armies tabulated above the five principal causes of admission were in each as follows: Austro-Hung·ary: Fir~t, integumentary;
second, digestive; third, respiratory; fourth, injuries; and, fifth, venereal.
Great Britain: First, venereal; second, digestive; third, injuries; fourth,
specific febrile; and, fifth, respiratory. Italy: First, venereal; second,
respiratory; third, digestive; fourth, specific febrile; and, fifth, integumentary. Germany: First, integumentary; second, injuries; third,
digestive; fourtll, specific febrile; and, fifth, respiratory. The gratifying
point in these comparisons is the low grade of precedence taken in our
service by venereal and integumentary diseases.
As causative of nonefficiency, injuries take first place in the records
of the past year, having occasioned 8.12 of the total of 39.60 constantly
on the sick report per thousand of strength. Venereal diseases take
second rank as a disabling cause, 5.33 men per thousand of strength
having been constantly under treatment on their account. Specific
febrile diseases, respiratory and digestive diseases, and rheumatism
(including muscular) bad each a noneffective rate of 3.3.
The ab~olute number of discharges for disability, which gave the rate
of 18.35 per thousand of strength, was 493, of which 67 were for rheumatism and diseases of the bones and joints, 58 for injuries, 53 for consumption, 53 for venereal diseases, 44 for epilepsy and insanity, 44 for
diseases of the heart and circulation, 27 for di:::;eases of the eye, 14 of
the ear, and 21 for hernia.
The absolute number of deaths was 173, of which 56 were caused by
violence, 20 by consumption, 17 by pneumonia, 15 by diseases of the
nervous system, 13 by typhoid fever, 13 by diseases of the heart, 8 by.
diseases of the kidney, 6 by influenza, and 3 by alcoholic poisoning.
The average strength of the Army, as shown by the returns of the
Medical Department, was: White troops, 21,437; colored, 2,036; Indians,
730; a total of 24,203 men. There was little difference :iu the rates of
admission for all diseases and injuries among these three classes of
men, or in their noneffective rates. The former were: White, 1,273.45;
colored, 1,257.86; Indian, 1,216.44; the latter 39.69, 38.55, and 39.97,
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respectively. Although these general rates varied but little, the admission rates for certain diseases differed considerably. Thus, malarial
diseases were less frequent among the colored men and Indians than
among the whites, the rates being, respectively, 26.03, 31.51, and 68.43.
Alcoholism, also, 8.35, 1.37, and 41.19. Headache and neuralgia were
.equally common, but no case of insanity was developed among eitller
the colored men or Indians, although a total of 4!) cases was recorded
among the white soldiers. Diseases of the heart were likewise infrequent among the colored men and Indians. On the other hand, tbe
colored man appears during the year to have been relatively more subject to chronic rheumatism of the joints and the Indian to diseases of
the eye. Dyspepsia, colic, constipation, and inflammations of the lymphatic system were considerably, and venereal diseases somewhat,
more frequent among both than among the white troops. Consumption was unusually prevalent among the Indians. A total of 26 cases
gave a rate of 35.62 per thousand of strength, as against rates of 3.27
and 4.42, respectively, among the white and the colored troops.
The death rate of the white troops from all causes was 6.11 per
thousand of strength, of the colored troops 5.00, of the Indians 20.43;
from disease the rates were, respectively, 4.23, 3.18, and 11.49; and
from injury 1.88, 1.82, and 8.94. The rate from disea8e among the Indians was mainly due to the cases of consumption, and the large rate
from injury to an undue proportion of gunshot wounds.
The rates of our colored troops during the past year are very satisfactory. Admission, noneffective, death, and discharge rates are all
not only lower than in any previous year but lower than the corresponding rates for the same period among the white troops.
HEALTH OF THE 1\HLITARY DEPARTMENTS.

The admission rate was highest, 1,515.50, in the Department of the
East, but all the other rates found their maximum in the Department
of Texas-death rate from disease, 7.43, from all causes, 11.48; discharge rate for disability, 27.68; rate of nouefficiency, 54.25. The latter
department must therefore be credited with the least satisfactory record. The Department of the Columbia had the lowest admission rate,
772.73, noneffective rate, 27.88, and death rate from all causes, 3.67;
but the Department of California bad only 1.54 deatl1s from disease and
the Department of the Platte 12.32 discharges for disability per thousand of strength present during the year.
The admission rate was considerably above the average of the Army,
1,270.42, in tlle Department of the East, 1,515.50; and of Texas, 1,460.51.
It differed but little from the average in the departments of Dakota,
the Missouri, and Arizona, while in the departments of the Platte, of
California, and of the Columbia it was considerably less, respectively,
1,079.25, !)53.07, and 772.73.
The uoneffective rate of the Army, 39.60, was slightly exceeded by
those of Dakota, Arizona, and the East, 40.29, 41.55, and 42.56, and
very considerably by that of Texas, 54.25. This rate in the other departments was notably less: Columbia, 27.88, Platte, 31.74, California,
32.16, and l\1issouri, 35.84.
The death rate from all causes was highest in the Department of
Texas, 11.48, and higller than the average of the Army, 6.44, in the
departments of Arizona and of the East, 8.23, aud 8.17, respectively.
It varied but slightly from the average in the departments of the
Platte, :lVIissouri, and Dakota, 6.16, 5.74, and 5.57, and was considerably
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below the average in tlte departments of California and of the Columbia, 3.8.5 and 3.67, respectively.
The rate of discharge for disability, which for the Army was 18.35,
differed by more than three units in none of the departments except
those of Texas and Arizona on the one hand and the Platte on the
ether, which had, respectively, 27.68, 21.81, and 12.32.
When the figures indicating the influence of injuries, alcoholism,
venereal diseases, and vaccina on the rates of sickness and mortality
are dropped from the medical statistics of the various departments the
comparative repute of the departments as just stated is not materially
altered. Thus the Army is found to have an admission rate of 857.74,
which is largely exceeded in the departments of the East and Texas,
1,027.39 and 1,023.64. The rates of the departments of the Missouri,
Dakota, and Arizona do not differ materially from the average, while
that of the Platte, 713.82; California, 563.08; and the Columbia, 486.08,
are considerably smaller. The noneffective rate of the ArJny, 24.42, was
slightly exceeded in the departments of Dakota, the East, and Arizona, 24.69, 25.51, and 26.80, and very considerably in Texas, :34.87.
The rates in the departments of California, the Columbia, the Platte,
and the Missouri were notably less, 17.23, 18.19, 18.73, and 21.70, respectively. The death rate was highest in Texas, 7.43, and higher
than the Army average, 4.25; in the East, 5.45, and in Arizona, 5. 76.
It varied but little from the average in the Missouri, 3.35; Dakota,
3.71, and the Platte, 3.64, and was considerably below it in California,
1.54, and the Columbia, 2.94. The diseharge rate, which for the Army
was 14.18, was larg·e in Texas, 20.92; small in the Platte, 8.96, and in
the other departments lay between these extremes. Taking all the
rates into consideration it would seem that during the year the Department of Texas had the worst record, and the Department of the
Columbia decidedly the best.
DEP.ARTMENT OF THE EAST.

This department, with a mean strength of 6;613 men, had per thousand of strength present 1,515.50 admissions; 42.56 men constantly
sick; 8.17 deaths, and 18.30 discharges for disability. The excess of
admissions was due to no special epidemic, but to an increased prevalence of all diseases. Thus the specific febrile diseases, which include
the cases of influenza, caused 116.89 admissions, as against 98.50 in the
.Army; diarrhea, 151.82, as against 110.85; venereal diseases, 99.65, as
against 76.73; vaccina, 95.27, as against 45.45, and so on.
The posts which chiefly contributed to the excess of sickness in the
department were the two recruiting depots, Columbus Barracks, Ohio,
and Davids Island, N.Y., with Fort Hamilton, N.Y., and Washington
Barracks, D. 0. The depots had admission rates of 2,059.23 and
2,115.32, and noneffective rates of 71.98 and 46.31, respectively, while
Fort Hamilton had 2,354.96 and48.04, and Washington Barracks 1,981.93
and 43.22. Some of the large posts, as Fort Thomas, Ky., and Fort
Wadsworth, and Willets Point, N.Y., had very fair records, and a few,
such as Fort Columbus, N.Y., and Fort Warren, Mass., excellent records.
The admission rate of Fort Columbus was 815.57, and its noneffective
rate 38.31; the rates of Fort Warren were 608.70 and 22.14.
DEPARTMENT OF 'I'IIE MISSOURI.

This department, with an average strength of 4,178 men, had an
admission rate of 1,251.08, a nonefficient rate of 35.84, the death and ,
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discharge rates being 5. 74 and 15.56. The admission rate in its
ity was similar to that of the .Army, but there were some ditlrenmciBS
the prevalence of certain classes of disease. Thus influenza,
and integumentary diseases were relatively more frequent than in
.Army as a whole, the first 90.24, as compared with 74.08; the
119.67, as compared with 63.75, and the last 87.84 as compared
79.99; but these excesses were offset by a relative diminution of
eral other classes, rheumatism giving a rate of only 52.18 ·
71.52; diseases of the nervous system 39.73 instead of 49.29; of
respiratory system 112.73 instead of 124.45, and of the digestive
tern 164.91 instead of 173.74.
But for the post of Fort Reno the fair record of this
would have been much better than it is. This post had an ad
rate of 1,917.72 and a noneffective rate of 67.57. Forts Sill and
idan had larger admission rates than the average, but the cases
ing the exce~s were evidently of a trivial nature as the nm1et1icumt'1
rates were not correspondingly increased. The records of Forts Leavenworth and Riley were good, and those of the prison at the former post
and of the cavalry recruiting depot at Jefferson Barracks were excellent.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA •

.Average strength, 3,233 men; admission rate, 1,276:83; nonefficient,
40.29; deaths, 5.57; discharges, 20.11. In this department, with rates
similar to those of the .Army, there was an excess of injuries, specific
febrile diseases (mostly cases of influenza), and rheumatism, offset by a
diminished prevalence of malarial and venereal diseases, alcoholism,
and vaccina; injuries, 291.99 instead of252. 74 ; influenza, 118.16 instead
of 74.08 ; and rheumatism, 86.30 instead of 71.52, with malarial reduced
to 13 30 from 63.75; venereal, 54.12 from 76.72, alcoholism, 29.38 from
37.23. and vaccina, 25.36 from 45.45.
The highest rates were given by Fort Yates; admissions, 1,567.57,
non-effective 64.98. Those of Forts Meade, Snelling, and Sully were
somewhat over the average; that of Fort Keogh was fair, and of Fort
Missoula excellent; admist~ions, 603.17; nonetlectives, 20.64 per thousand of strength.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE •

.Average strength, 3,571; admissions, 1,079.25; noneffectives, 31.74;
deaths, 6.16; discharges, 12.32. In this department there was a notably lessened prevalence of all diseases and injuries except in the three
instances of alcoholism, rheumatism, and tonsillitis, in each of which
there was a slight increase.
The rates of Fort McKinney were considerably above those of the
.Army. Fort Robinson's excess of cases were of a trivial character.
Forts Niobrara and Omaha had average rates; Fort Logan good, and
Fort Washakie excellent, the last mentioned having had only 677.42
admissions and 20.27 noneffectives.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS •

.Average strength, 1,481; admissions, 1,460.51; noneffectives, 54.25;
deaths, 11.48; dischargeB, 27.68. Notwithstandingtherelativelyheavy
rates of this department, it had a lessened incidence of disease under
certain headings, as catarrh and bronchitis, 72.92 instead of 109.41;
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tonsillitis, 19.58 instead of 41.90; rheumatism, 54.70 instead of 71.52;
alcoholism, 28.36 instead of 37.23; and vaccina, 18.23 instead of 45.45;
but the increased prevalence of all other diseases more than offset these
advantages. The more important of the excesses were, specific febrile
diseases, 126.94 instead of 98.50; malarial, 117.48 instead of 63.7 5; diarrheal, 158.67 instead of 108.03; venereal, 106.01 instead of76.73; integumentary, 133.03 instead of79.99, and injuries, 284.27 instead of 252.74.
The increase in the rate of nonefficiency was mainly due to the cases
of malarial fevers, which caused a constant sickness of 5.90 per thousand of strength, as compared with 1. 76 in the Army; venereal, 8.01 as
compared with 5.32; injuries, 10.66 as compared with 8.12, and specific
febrile diseases, 5.26 as compared with 3.35.
The large rates of the department are owing chiefly to the prevalence
of disease at Forts Sam Houston, Clark, and Mcintosh. Fort Brown
continues to preserve its excellent record: Admissions, 576.27; nonefiectives, 36.91, more than 50 per cent of the latter relatively large
rate having been due to injuries.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.

Average strength, 2,430; admissions, 1,251.44; noneffectives, 41.55;
deaths, 8.23; discharges, 21.81. Injuries and diseases of the digestive
organs were more prevalent than in the Army as a whole. Rheumatism
was also more frequent, 100.82 a.s compared with 71.52, notwithstanding the hot and dry climate. It is to be observed, also, that notwithstanding the same hot and dry climate heatstroke was infrequent, 1.23
as compared with 2.77 in the Army, and notwithstanding the former
repute, or, rather, disrepute, of the department as a hotbed of malaria,
the admission rate for malarial diseases, 31.27, is only 50 per cent of
that of the Army as a whole-63.75. Influenza was also less prevalent.
Most of the posts had rates which varied little from the average.
Fort Marcy had the heaviest, 1,886.18 admissions and 56.53 noneffectives; Fort Huachuca the lightest, 899.37 admissions and 24.54 noneffectives.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

A vera.ge strength, 1,300; admissions, 953.07; noneffectives, 32.16;
deaths, 3.85; discharges, 16.15. Notwithstanding the low rates of this
department it had a slight excess, over the average, of diseases of the
eye, ear, and nervous system, and a marked excess of venereal cases,
91.54 instead of 76.73. The Presidio of San Fr;1ncisco, at which onethird of the strength of the department is aggregated, had an excellent
record for so large a post: Admissions, 1,034.41; noneffectives, 35.48.
The rates at Benicia Barracks were 10\v, 825.76 and 21.24.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.

Average strength, 1,364; admissions, 772.73; noneffectives, 27.88;
deaths, 0.67 ; discharges, 18.33. The admissions for disease in this
department amounted only to 573.31 per thousand of strength as compared with 1,017.68 in the Army as a whole. The only disease which
prevailed in excess of the Army rate was pneumonia, of which the
absolute number of cases was 7.
Fort Canby is the only post which exceeded the average of the Army
in its rates: Admissions, 1,292.45; noneffectives, 54.85. Vancouver
Barracks and Forts Spokane and Sherman hau excellent records.
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HEALTH OF INDIVIDU.A.L POSTS.

One hundred and fourt~en stations were garrisoned during the year,
39 by less than 100 men each, average 53; 29 by 100 to 200 men, average 141; 15 by 200 to 300 men, average 253; 16 by 300 to 400 men,
average 353, and 15 by 400 to 700 men each, average 504. Some detachments were on duty in the field.
In former reports it bas been noted that the prevalence of sickness
was in a general way proportioned to the strength of the command,
posts with a strength of over 200 men having had rates of admission
and nonefficiency higher than the average and smaller posts having
had rates correspondingly lower. This was explained on the assumption that at large posts men with trivial ailments were taken on sick
report, while at smaller posts, where every available man was required
to carry on the current work, the same ailment would be treated with.
out a formal recognition of its existence. During the past year, however, this rule has not held good. While all the posts have lessened
their rates, the largest posts (those with over 400 men) have been so
successful in effecting this as to bring their sickness down to the average. The smaller posts continue below the average, but their low
rates are offset by the posts garrisoned by 200 to 400 men. Whether
the present low rates of the large posts is an accidental occurrence rl3mains to be seen. They could with all due propriety be claimed as the
result of the carefulsanitary supervision thathasbeen exercised in view
of the possibility of invasion by cholera.
.
Fifteen posts, garrisoned by 400 to 700 men each.-Average strength,
504; aggregate strength, 7,561 .men; admissions, 1,288.06; noneffectives,
39.73; deaths, 5.03; discharges, 17 .46. The slight difference between
these death and discharge rates and those of the Army are in favor of
the posts.
Of the fifteen posts, those having the heaviest rates of admission are
the recruiting depots at Columbus B~Tacks, Ohio, and Davids Island,
N. Y. The third depot, at Jefferson Barracks, :Mo., also included
among the fifteen, stands in favorable contrast with the two others.
Omitting for the present the consideration of these depots, there are
twelve posts in this class, four of which have admission rates higher
than the average of the Army and eight lower. The former are Forts
Sam Houston, Tex., Meade, S. Dak., Sheridan, Ill. and Snelling,
Minn., recording respectively 1,683.84, 1,556.90, 1,409.87, and 1,351.94.
The latter begin with Fort Omaha, Nebr., 1,223.60, and including in
order Fort Riley, Kans., Fort Assinniboine, Mont., Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., the Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. and Fort Douglas, Utah,
end with Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., 766.90 and Vancouver Barracks,
Wash., 727.27. The nonefficient rates at these posts correspond with
the admission rates in their position above or below the average, except
at Fort Sheridan, where the nonefficiency, 34.32, was lower than is
ordinarily associated with an admission rate of over 1,400.
At Fort Sam Houston the excess of sickness was occasioned by diarrheal and integumentary diseases, injuries, influenza, malarial fevers
and alcoholism. Although there were few cases of malarial fever, and
less than the average of venereal disease and vaccina at Fort Meade,
its admission rate was raised by an unusual prevalence of headaches and
neuralgia, tonsillitis, dyspepsia, colic, constipation and other diseases
of the digestive system, with contusions, sprains, lacerations and other
injuries. At Fort Sheridan, malarial fevers, rheumatism and tonsillitis were comparatively.infrequent; but this was more than offset by
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an increased prevalence of influenza, venereal disease and diseases of
the digestive system. Fort Snelling w~s free from malarial fevers and
influenza, but its admission rate was kept up by diarrhea, rheumatism,
tonr:;illitis, venereal diseases, vaccina and injuries. The rates for specified diseases were lower in every instance at Fort D. A. RusRell and
Vancouver Barracks, except in the case of tonsillitis at the former and
alcoholism at the latter.
.
The death rate at these large posts, 5.03, was smaller than the average,
6.44. Jefferson Barracks and the Presidio of San Francisco had no
death during the year. The largest number, 7, occurred at Columbus
Barracks, giving a rate of 11.84 ; 4 of these deaths were from pneumonia.
Forts Sheridan and Sam Houston had each 5 deaths, of which~ at each
post were from injury.
The discharge rate, 17.46, was slightly below the average. The largest rate, 41.16, was that at Fort lYiea,de~ where 17 men were discharged;
but the largest absolute number was 18 at Fort Omaha. Fort Sam
Houston had 1G cases; the Presidio of San Francisco 2, which was the
smallest number. The largest number from one cause at any post was
5, from consumption, at Fort Omaha, to which post cases were sent to
be under the observation of the medical director, prior to their {tischarge.
Sixteen posts garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each.-The average admission rate of these was considerably, and the nonefficient rate
slightly, above the average of the Army. Two bad the Army average
of admission, nine more than this, and five less. Washington Barracks, D. C., h~d the largest admission rate, 1,981.93, closely followed
by Fort Reno, Okla., with 1,917.72, but the cases at the latter were
of greater gravity, occasioning the high nonefficiency of 67.57. The
excess at W ashiugton Barracks was caused principally by malarial
diseases, headache and ·neuralgia, venereal disease, and alcoholism.
The malarial rate was unusually high, 563.25, as also the venereal and
alcoholic, 156.61 and J0.24 respectivelJ', the former causing a nonefficiency of 9.69. The excess at Fort Reno was caused by an increased
prevalence of malarial and typhoid fevers, catarrhs, diseases of the
digestion and injuries,.the fevers mentioned having added' 20 to the
rate of nonefficiency. At Fort Monroe, Va., the excessive admission rate,
1,797.33, was due to diarrhea, specific febrile and venereal diseases.
At Fort Sill, Okla., the rate of 1,653.18 includes 47 4.00 contributed
by malarial fevers; while at Fort McPherson, Ga., the rate of 1,634.09
may be said to have been made up in its excess of venereal diseases
and alcoholism, one out of every five men in the garrison having been
under treatment for the former and one out of every eight for the latter
during the year. The other posts having admission rates above the
average are Fort Clark, Tex., Fort Ouster, J\Iout., vVest Point, N. Y.
and Fort Wingate, N. Mex. The excess at Fort Clark was occasioned
by malarial, diarrheal and venereal diseases; at Fort Ouster by specific
febrile, venereal diseases and affections of the digesUve system; at West
Point by specific febrile diseases, rhem;natism, catarrhs and injuries,
and at Fort Wingate by injuries. Forts Keogh, Mont., and Robinson,
Nebr., had the average admission rate of the Army; but at the latter
post a considerable excess of rheumatism and injnries was offset by
diminished rates under many other headings. The engineer station
at Willets Point, N. Y., Fort Ni.obrara, Nebr., Madison Barracks,
N.Y., and Fort Logan, Colo., had good records, which would have
been improved had there been less diarrhea and alcoholism ·at Fort
Niobrara and less alcoholism at Madison Barracks, the admis~ion rate
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at this post having been 95.24, instead of 37.23, as in the .Army generally. The post having the best record in this series was Fort Huachuca, Ariz., its admission rate only 899.37 a11d its nonefficient rate24.54.
The death rate at these posts was 7.97, somewhat lligher tbau the
average, for which Forts Sill, Reno, and Keogh with 5 deaths each, and
Madison Barracks with 4 -deaths, were mainly responsible. Three
deaths at Fort Keogh and one at :Madison Barracks were caused by
injury. The five at Fort Sill were caused, 2 by enteric fever, 2 by consumption, and 1 by injury.
The discharge rate was 15.05, rather smaller than the average. The
highest rates, 28.90, 28.48, and 27.03, were furnished by Forts Sill and
Reno and Madison Barracks, respectively, caused by 10, 9 and 9 discharges. Three of the cases at the last-mentioned post were due to
rheumatism; the others were reported under various disease headings.
F'ifteen posts garrisoned by 200 to 300 men each.--The average rate of
admission, 1,330.08, was lower than in the last series, the rate of nonefficiency, 43.58, higher; in both instances in excess of the average
rates of the Army. Eight of these had high rates; seven low. .At four
of the eight the rates were unusually high as compared with others in
this series. Fort Hamilton, N. Y., had an admission rate of 2,354.96,
which, according to the record, was occasioned by malarial fevers,
221.38 as against 63.75 in the Army generally; diarrheas, 381.68, as
against 108.03; catarrhs and common colds, 450.40, as against 30. 78, and
injuries, 366.41, as against 252.74. The increasing sick rate at this post
for several years back was noted in the last report of the Surgeon-General (p. 33), and the sanitary reports of the medical officers on duty·
were examined without success to ascertain the causes. A call was,
therefore, made on the post surgeon, whose special report on the sanitary conditions as bearing on the prevalence of disease will be found
below (p. 32). It seems probable that the views of the commanding
officer indorsed on the said report are correct, and that the all-night
pass indulgence had more to do with the unusual prevalence of catarrhs
and common colds, diarrheas and injuries than any climatic or local
sanitary conditions. The influence on the sick list of the withdrawal
of this indulgence wi1l be reported hereafter. At Fort Supply, Ind. T.,
the admissions reached the high rate of 1,801.50, chiefly through a visitation of influenza, which caused 531.64 as compared wit~ the average
of the .Army, 93.71; diarrhea and bronchitis were also unduly prevaJant. Malarial feve-rs and injuries in excess occasioned the large rate,
1,618.64, at Fort Myer, Va., the former caused 466.11 admissions as compar:ed with 63.75, the average of the Army. Nonefficiency among the
posts in this series was greatest at FortYates, 34.98, as compared with
the Army rate of 39.60, and was occasioned by enteric fever, bronchitis,
rheumatism and injuries. The post of Angel Island, Cal., had excellent rates, admission 960.14, nonefficiency 36.63; but Fort Sherman,
Idaho, presented the best record of any in the series, admission rate
637.93, nonefficient 25.73.
The death rate was similar to that of the Army. Angel Island, Cal.,
Fort Thomas, Ky., and Fort Supply, Ind. T., had no death, but Fort
Grant, Ariz., bad 4, and Forts Bayard, N. J\1:ex., Adams, R.I., Yates,
N. Dak. and Myer, Va., 3 each.
The discharge rate, 23.18, was la.rger than the average, caused in
great part by 14 cases at :B,ort Grant, and 13 at Angel Island.
Twenty-nine posts garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each.-The average
admission rate in this series was 1,157.36, and the nonefficient 37.68, as
against 1,270.42 and 39.60 in the .Army. Eleven had admission rates
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higher than the Army averages; eighteen lower. The more notable of
the elev.en were St. Francis Barracks, Fla., 1,067.48; Fort Marcy, N.
1\fc:x., 1,886.18; J\!fount Vernon Barracks, Ala., 1,817.68; Fort Ringgold,
'rex., 1,716.42, and Jackson Barracks, La., 1,650.94. Tlw. firRt-mentioned
post had an excess of all diseases, specially rum·ked in the cases of influenza, diarrhea, alcoholism, syphilis, rheumatism and diseases of the
digestive organs and integuments. At Fort Marcy there was a similar
excess of all diseases, diarrhea excepted. At Mount Vernon Barracks
malarial and venereal diseases and injuries contributed chiefly to the
excess. At Fort Ringgold, which had the highest nonefficient rate,
venereal diseases gave an admission rate of 208.97; alcoholism, diseases
of the integuments, and injuries also added to the high rates. At Jackson Barracks the rate for venereal disease was 198.11, and for alcoholism
179.23. The post of Fort Apache was indicated in the last report of
the Surgeon-General (p. 33) as one of those which had been the subject of an increasing prevalence of sickness during several years past,
although the sanitary reports had failed to show satisfactorily why
this should have been the case. The post surgeon was therefore called
upon to forward a special report on the sanitary condition as bearing
on this question. His report, given below (p. 34), shows that while
imperfect shelters and inadequate systems of police and sewerage exercised a harmful influence, the main cause was an increasing impurity
of the water supply. The posts in this series having excellent rates
are quite numerous, no less than ten of them having admission rates
of less than 1,000 per 1,000 strength. The lowest admission rate, 518.52,
was furnished by Fort Spokane with 25.26 nonefficient; the lowest nonefficient rate by Fort Mackinac, Mich., 15.48, with 736.84 admissions.
The death rate, 7.81, was above the average; the largest absolute
number at any post was 3 at Benicia Barracks, giving a rate of 22.73.
The rate of discharge for disability was 22.45, also above the average;
the largest absolute number, 8, occurred at each of three posts: Jackson Barracks, La.; St. Francis Barracks, Fla., and Fort McHenry, Md.,
giving rates respectively of 75.47, 65.04, and 50.00.
Th-irty-nine posts, garrisoned each by less than 100 men.-The average
rates of this series were lower than the corresponding rates of the Army:
Admissions, 1,099.66, as compared with 1,270.42; non efficient, 33.52, as
compared with 39.60. At twelve posts the admissions were relatively
more numerous than in the Army generally; at twenty-seven they were
relatively less numerous. .At posts in this series, having over 50 men
each, the highest admission rate was reported from Camp Eagle Pass,
Tex., 2.113.21, with 76.30 nonefficient; Fort Barrancas, Fla., reportecl
1,986.67, with 70.64; Sandy Hook Proving Grounds, N.J., 1,884.62,
with only 19.13 nonefficient, and Fort Hancock, Tex., 1,860.00, with
44.65. The average death rate of these posts was high, 9.24; the
discharge rate, 18.47.
In the field the rates were low, naturally, as the service in each ease
was not protracted. .Admissions, 879.21; nonefficient, 13.93; death, 4.91.
The recruiting depots, Columbus Barracks, Ohio, Davids Island, N. Y.,
and Jefferson Barracks, Mo., belong to the class of posts garrisoned by
over 400 men each, but differ from the others in that series in the unfamiliarity of the men with military discipline and methods. The admission rates of Columbus Barracks and Davids Island were, respectively,
2,059.23 and 2,115.32, and the non efficient, 71.98 and 46.31; but as these
rates are considerably increased by the vaccinations required by .Army
regulations, many of the recruits taking advantage of the slightest excuse
to be relieved from drill or other uncongenial work, their comparison
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with the rates of other posts can be made satisfactorily only when the
excess of vaccina has been deducted. vVhen thus corrected for eomparison the admission rate of Columbus Barracks is fouud to be 1,881.35, and
its non efficient rate, 64.78; of Davids Islaud, J ,600.41 and 31.28. 'fhe
rates of the former station are exceedingly high, as is also the admis.
sionrate of the latter. When it is stated that at Columbus Barracks the
admissions for venereal diseases numlwred 292.72 per thousand of
strength, and that these accounted for a non efficiency of 18.54, t1w cans
ation and general character of the excess of sickness may easily be
understood. Instead of undergoing a systematic course of athletic
exercise to develop their physique, nearly 30 per cent of these recruits
pass a great part of their period of instruction on the sick list for diseases resulting from dissipation. The excess of admissions at Davids
Island was mainly made up of slight cases of diarrhea and injury, the
venereal rates being only 43 24 and 1.78. At Jefferson Barracks, notwithstanding an excess of malarial diseases, 193.69, as compared with
the army rate of 63.75, and an excess of venereal, 136.37, as compared
with 76.7:!, the admission rate for all diseases, less the excess ofvaccina, was only 835.96, with a nonefficiency of 31.34.
Of the posts having bad records during the year, three had tho admission rate over 2,000 per thousand of streugth, Fort Hamilton, Davids
Island, and Columbus Barracks; four ranged from 2,000 to 1,900, 13'ort
Barrancas, vVashington Barracks, St. Fraucis Barracks and Fort
Reno; three ti·om l,UOO to 1,800, Fort Marcy, Mount Vernon Barracks
and Fort Supply, and two from 1,800 to 1, 700, Forts M-onroe and Hinggold. Of the posts having the highest non efficient rates three reported
70 and over per thousand of strength, Columbus Barracks and Forts
Barrancas and Ringgold; four ranged from 70 to 60, Forts Mcintosb,
Reno, Yates and Clark; and nine from 60 to 50, Forts Bayard, Sam
Houston and _M cPherson, Jackson Barracks, and Forts Marcy, Canby,
Ouster, Wayne and :M cHenry. The causes of the high rates at most of
these posts have already been indicated briefly. Excluding the recruit. ing depots, arsenals and smaller posts, Fort Barr an cas may be regarded
as presenting the worst record. In 1889 and prior years this post had
rates rather lower than the average. Since that year they have been
unusually high, mainly caused by diarrhea, alcoholism and diseases
of the integuments. It has been suggested that the cutting down of
some trees in a marshy Jocality between the water line and the post was
the cause of the increased sickness, but the rate for malarial disease
does not sustain this theory.
Exclusive of the smaller posts and arsenals, those posts having the
best admission rates were Fort Spokane, with 518.52, and Forts Washakie, Missoula, Niagara and Sherman, with rates ranging from 600 to
700. The best nonefficient rate, 15.48, was reported from Fort Mackinac. The rates ranged from 20 to 25 at Forts Washakie, Wadsworth,
and Missoula, Benicia Barracks, and Forts Warren and Huachuca.
The special reports on the sanitary conditions at Forts Hamilton and
Apache are as follows:
FoRT HAMILTON, N. Y., Maj01· Ezra Woodruff: Fort Hamilton is situated on the
southwest shore of Long Island, on the Narrows, latitude 40° 4-3' north, longitude
74° 1' west, distant about 6 miles from New York c·ty. The elevation of the land
is from 30 to 60 feet above the sea-level. The reservation contains 153 acres, of
which 53 have been lately added by purchase. The addition is much lower than the
older part and slopes to the sea-level at the Dyker meadows.
Fort Hamilton proper is at present only occupied by the regimental band, guard,
p".:'isoners, and several married soldiers. The four battenes are quartered in brick
barracks, irregularly located. on the reservation; two of these were built in 1890.
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Most of the officers' quarters front on the village street, called Fort Hamilton Av-enue.
The climatic conditions prevailing are the same as those of New York City, Brooklyn, and the Eastern shore generally. The climate is variable and liaule to sharp
and sudden changes. The average annual temperature is 49° to 51° Fahr. There is
marked irregularity in the rainfall; average annual amount, 42 inches. Prevailing
winds southeast in winter and southwest in summer.
The soil is of glacial drift origin, and contains immense numbers of boulders. It
consists of red clay with more or less sharp sand intermixed, and presents a very
uneven surface, small hills or knobs with corresponding depressions dottiug the
country around the post. In these little valleys there are collections of water foTming either perman<3nt or temporary ponds; not so numerous as they were some years
since, when it was calculated by a good authority that there were sixty ponds
within a radius of 1 mile of the post.
While the soil is generally of red elay mixed with sand, there are spots where
peat bogs exist. One of these was situatetl in the center of the reservation and has
been filled in with earth. The Dyker meadow is a large uog of many acres jn extent,
which adjoins tLe reservation on the east. The large central area, about 9 a,cres in
extent, now surrounded irregularly by buildings, resemules the bottom of a shallow
disL, into which pours the drainage from all sides, and from which there is no natural outlet. The surface wr.tter is absorbed by the soil. The center of this area is
the site of the old peat bog, on which many thousand cubic yards of earth were
placed at an expense of$17,000. The result has been the formation of a level plain,
but too low for 11atnral drainage.
The drainage of the post is by means of earthen pipes of various sizes, which
carry the house waste and sewage from all the buildings into ticle water. The system is good and serves its purpose thoroughly.
The water used for the last six years is furnished by the ~rooklyn City \Vater
Works. It comes from small lakes and driven wells on Long Island. It is supplied
to all necessary buildings, which possess all the modern conveniences. The supply is unlimited and the quality good.
The sanitary condition of the post is good. Policing is thoroughly and systematically attended to. There is no chance for filth to collect because of the constant
efforts to prevent it.
The region about Fort Hamilton has changed very much within the last six years.
It has ceased to be country and has llecome a suburb of Brooklyn. Many miles of
new streets have been cut through, hills have been leveled and valleys filled, and a
vast extent of new earth has been exposed.
In the above statement I have endeavored to present the physical characteristics
of Fort Hamilton, which ma,y be a basis for the formation of a correct opinion as to
the causes of the increase of sickness during the last six years. In my opinion Fort
Hamilton well deserves its reputation as a malarious region. Malaria and its
alli'ed diseases have prevailed here for many years. I think the existence of the
ponds are among the main causes of the prevalence of this class of disorders, but as
they have existed for a long period of time and even in greater numbers than they
do now they can not have caused the increase in the sickness at this post in the last
six years; but I believe they are still an active factor. When last summer the long
drouth caused the ground water to sink and many l)Onds dried up there was a decided increase in the cases of intermittent fever. The rapid and extensive disturbance of the soil made by grading and opening new streets has been a cause of
increased sickness. The winter climate here also produces cases of zymotic diseases.
Colds, tonsillitis and attacks of acute catarrh follow the severe storms which strike
the Long Island shore at this point.
In May, 1890, the Fifth Artillery left this station after a nine years' occupancy.
The numerical strength of the command was small; there were few new recruits;
many of the men were married and nearly all were thoroughly acclimated. The FiPSt
Artillery took station at this post in Ma,y, 1890, coming from the Pacific coast. In
that year, also, the strength of the batteries was increased and numbers of recruits
were received, many of them from the interior, thus causing such a change in the
garrison that increased sickness may have resulted.
The attr~tctions outside the post, in the shape of liquor saloons and other temptations to immorality in causing irregular habits, may have caused an increase in the
sickness.
There was a severe epidemic of influenza in December and January, 1889 and 1890,
leaving an epidemic influence behind, which again broke out with violence in
December and January, 1891 and 1892. These epidemics have aided in increasing the
number of cases taken sick.
·
In 1889 one company was sent to Fisher's Island for target practice. This was a
notoriously unhealthy camp, and in September, 1889, there were 13 cases of intermittent and remittent fever, most of them due to their stay at Fisher's Island.
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Col. Langdon, First Artillery, commanding the post, indorses on this
report his views, as follows:
The enlisted men are not restrained as much as formerly from opportunities for
indulgence in dissipation. This results partly from the liberty of remaining out of
barracks till eleven o'clock at night. Then, too, there is a mistaken idea that giving the men all the indulgence possible will lessen desertion, and this leads to the
too indiscriminate granting of ·'all-night passes." Men who dissipate all night do
not feei much like attending to duty in the morning, and indeed must, in many
cases, be really ill, and should, whether saints or sinuers, have medical attention.
Many such cases would puzzle any physician, and a complaint that would not
keep a laboring man from his work one hour will, in the case of a soldier, relegate
the sufferer to the hospital. The "nil-night pass" indulgence has been suspended.
FORT APACHE, Amz.-Capt. N. S. Jarvis: Fort Apache is situated on a blnff bordering the east fork of the White River, a small stream which takes its rise by two
branches in the Sierra Blanco Mountains of Arizona. The post lies in longitude 109°
54' west from Greenwich, latitu<le 33° 47' north. The country for miles around
about has been the theatre of violent volcanic eruptions, of which marked tmces are
present on all sides. The bnnks of the White River, at various parts of its course,
consist of basaltic volcanic rock, which has been partly cut through by the river,
and by the excavating action of the water huge fragments have been detached and
thrown into its bed. The bluff on which Fort Apache stands is made up largely of
volcanic rock, which has been gradually concealed from view by sedimentary deposits of sand and gravel. Through breaks in the volcanic layers strata of carboniferous rock are at points brought to view, as at the south end of the post at the
site upon which the present reservoir stands, and on the opposite side of the White
River, where an abundance of good building lime is available. Limestone and gypsum are more or less abundant on the river banks, and are of importance as touching
the composition of drinking water.
The canyon of the cast fork, which bounds the post on the north, has an average
depth of 100 feet, and runs approximately 25 to 100 yards from the line of the officers'
quarters.
The valley of the White River at this point-the confluence of the north and east
branches-is narrow and shut in by elevated bluffs of volcanic origin. The only apparent outlet is to the west down the river. Otherwise the post is "boxed in," as it
were, giving the vicinity a peculiarly somber character . . I have heard old and experienced officers speak of the depressing effects peculiar to the locality.
The White River is a narrow stream with a swift current, and the flat ground in
its bed is covered with brush, and at frequent intervals volcanic rocks. At some
parts of its flow the river l1ottom is spread out, and these sections are extremely productive to the Indian farmers, who have "taken up" much of the land. The most
extensive patches of this land lie on the east fork, and for a distance of 10 to 12
miles the Indian farms extend. I am informed that the acreage has increasec1100
per cent during the last five years. The necessary water for irrigation is, of course,
derived from the river.
The barracks are of two kinds-frame weatherboarded structures and adobe.
They are seven in number, and comprise three adobe and four weatherboarded
structures. The adobe buildings are of comparatively recent construction, and better adapted to proper quartering of troops than the frame structures. The barracks
are numbered, from west to east, 1 to 7.
No.1, of adobe brick one foot in thickness, is a comparatively new structure.
Like all the barracks to be described it is in the shape of a double U. The west
or right-hand wing is intended for use as kitchen and mess room, the left-hand or
east wiag as a squad room.
The main barrack room measures 106 by 24 by 12, giving a capacity of 30,528
cubic feet; the squad room 59 by 24 by 12, . giving 16,992 feet. Ventilation
for this structure was provided for by three small slatted frame windows 2 feet
by 2 feet 6 inches at the east gable of the main room and both gables of the
wings. These slatted ventilators open into the barrack loft, and fresh air is supposed
to enter the barracks through trapdoors in the ceilings, which I would state parenthetically are too often closed by the men. At present this building is occupied as
the "post exchange."
No. 2 is a frame weatherboarded structure built some years back. Its size is as
follows: Main dormitory 106 by 24 by 12 feet; squad room 58 by 25 by 11 feet. It is
entirely devoid of artificial means of ventilation, the trap-doors opening into a
closed loft. At present the building is used by the Interior Department as storeroom and schoolhouse.
No.3, an adobe structure, is similar in design and appearance to No. 1. Main
barrack room 105 feet 8 inches by 24 feet by 12 feet 4 inches; squall room 59 feet
by 24 feet by 12 feet. The main room is occupied by 39 men of F Company,
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Eleventh Infantry. The squad room is used as an amusement resort. No systematic ventilation whatever was provided for this building. Two trapdoors, 2t feet
by 3 feet, open into a closed loft. Otherwise the structure is comfortable and well
arranged. Being of adobe it retains the beat much more satisfactorily than the
weatherboarded barracks. The west wing is used as kitchen and mess room. Adjoining the kitchen is a small lavatory provided with hot and cold water.
No. 4, a frame weatberboarded structure, is now occupied by I Company (Indian),
Eleventh Infantry. The main barrack room measures 106 feet 7 inches by 11 feet
9 inches by 12 feet and shelters 49 men. Opening into a closed loft at each end of
the ceiling are two trapdoors 2 feet by 3 feet. There is therefore no ventilation for
these men except by the accidental opening of a door or window. As there are
many cracks and other defects in the walls, heating of the room is difficult. The
squad room in the left wing has an area of 11 feet 3 inches by 24 feet by 58 feet,
and holds at present 27 men. Ventilation, at my instigation, was recently partially
pt·ovided for in the shape of a ridge-pole ventilator 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 6
inches, with the usual trapdoor, which is so frequently closed by the men. As in
other barracks, the right-hand wing comprises kitchen and mess room, with small
lavatory attached.
No.5, occupied now by H Company, Eleventh Infantry, of same general ground
plan, has the following measurements: Main barrack room 105 feet 10 inches by 24
feet by 12 feet 4 inches; squad room 33 feet by 24 feet by 12 feet. The company,
comprising 36 men, is confined to the main dormitory; the squad room utilized as
amusement room. Some attempt to ventilate was made in building this structure,
but it is merely an excuse for proper ventilation. At each gable of the main building and wings is a small slatted window 4 feet by 5 feet. Opening into the loft are
six good-sized trapdoors, through which change of air can take place. The right
wing contains kitchen, mess room, and lavatory.
No.6, a weatherboarded building of same general design and · workmanship, has
approximately the same proportions. The right wing is utilized as schoolroom for
enlisted men. Ventilation is supposed to occur through opening of windows or doors.
The rest of the building is used as a storehouse.
No.7, now occupied by D Troop, First Cavalry, constructed of adobe, was built
within the last few years. Its dimensions are: Main barrack room 106 feet 4 inches
by 24 feet 3 inches by 12 feet. It is occupied by 34 men. In the ceiling are two small
openings into the loft 2 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, at the extremes of the room. At the
gables of the wings and main room slatted windows, about 2 feet by 2 feet 6 inches, are
the means provided for admission of fresh air to loft. 'fhe right Lis divided into
kitchen and mess room; the left, measuring 59 feet 2 inches by 24 feet 3 inches by 12
feet, is used as squad room and quarters 12 men. The usual small trapdoor in
ceiling for ventilation.
Quarte1·s jo1· man·ied soldiers and ojficet·s.-Por the noncommissioned stair three good
frame structures are provided, containing each two bed rooms, living room, kitchen,
and small bathroom with hot and cold water.
Two double frame houses, each containing four rooms and kitchen, shelter some of
the laundresses. The bed rooms measure 10 feet by 10 feet. They are compactly
built and at present are very comfortable. In the rear of the company barntcks,
between them and the privies, are several old "tumble-down" structures, built of
refuse lumber. Fortunately but two of these are occupied at present. Several of a
similar nature were torn down at my request, and promise has been made to gradually remove the remainder, thus throwing the laundresses away from the immediate
proximity of' the barracks. One of these forlorn structures, containing four rooms
of varying dimensions, is used by the married soldiers of I Company, Eleventh
Infantry. Constant watchfulness is demanded to compel cleanliness on the part of
these people.
Guardhouse.-A modern sandstone building, containing cells, prison room, guardroom, and room for noncommissioned' officers of the guard. The guardroom measures 32 by 24 by 11 feet, and has no other means of ventilation than the accidental
opening of window or door. There are on an avemge 12 men in this room. The
prison room, 21 by 24 by 11 feet is also devoid of ventilation except such as may
come from the grated door. The loft is well provided with air coming through
spaces between the roof and the side walls at the eaves. A small trapdoor in the
hallway is the only means by which this fresh air can enter the rooms.
Officers' qua1·ters.-The officers' quarters number fifteen, of which twelve are frame
structures, three just completed of sandstone.
The material for the wooden buildings, obtained largely from neighboring forests,
was poorly seasoned, and in consequence of warping and twisting the cottages are
far from weather-tight. Through the ceilings of some of the bed rooms the sky is
visible. By reason of cracking and badly-jointed timbers, they are very cold in
winter, and have always been a subject of complaint. Most of the1:1e cottages
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contain two to three bed rooms, kitchen, dining room and sitting room. The bathroom has provision for cold water only.
The three new stone structures are, however, exceptions. The two smaller ones, of
one story, contain each three bed rooms, sitting room, kitchen, and bathroom (closet
attached) provided with hot and cold water. ·The soil pipes from the closets empty
into a common sewer pipe for the three stone buildings, and it throws its contents
into the canyon in rear of the quarters. The largest of these stone quarters, intended for the post commander, has two stories, beautiful large rooms, plate glass
windows, etc. There are in this house about six bed rooms, dining room, parlor,
kitchen, and bathroom with water-closet attached.
The wooden buildings, although roomy, are not properly adapted to this climate,
which is noted for its cold nights and extremes of temperature. After snow or during the heavy rains of summer the roofs leak dreadfully, in consequence of the defective workmanship and materials.
Post schools.-The school for children is held in the post library-also utilized as
a chapel. It is a roomy well-built frame structure, measuring 60 by 24 by 12
feet. There is no proper provision for ventilation, and when crowded· the place
becomes extremely oppressive.
Heating and 'l.lentilation. -The barracks are heated by the usual barrack wood stove.
Those structures of adobe, compared with the weatherboarded, retain the heat much
more readily. With the latter the cracks and imperfections in the jointing of the
walls permit more vr less cold air to enter.
By reference to remarks under buildings it will be seen that no proper provision
has been made for constant and systematic ventilation in any of these barracks. In
some, slatted windows, allowing a limited volume of air to enter the barrack loft,
are inserted in the gable ends. The air is supposed to enter the cormitories through
trapdoors in the ceilings, which, unfortunately, are too often closed by the men.
Sn1Jposing the slats in these crndeventilators to shut out50per cent of the air, those
having dimensions of 4 feet by 5 feet would permit 10 square feet of air to enter the
loft; those 2 feet uy 2 feet 6 inches would represent a :!low of only 2 feet 6 inches
square.
All these barracks need ventilation, and we see in some, su0h as Nos. 3 and 4, no
ventilation of any kind exists excepting in the squad room of No.4, where a small
ridge-pole ventilator has been recently added. The main barrack room of both these
lmildings, occupied respectively by 39 and 49 men, have no scientific method of aeration whatever, and even if two or more windows were kept constantly open, I doubt
if the purpose would be snbserved.
No chemical examination of the air in these close barracks bas been made, but to
one coming from the outer world the atmosphere in these crowded rooms is intolerable. 'What the ultimate effect may be on the I Company people (Indians), susceptible as they are to crowd poisoning, can be imagined.
In barracks No. 3 we :find the same unhygienic state of affairs-no provision for
fresh ai:t or exit of foul. Barracks No. 5 (H Company, Eleventh Infantry) is
somewhat more favorably placed. Slatted ventilators permit the entrance of fresh
air to the loft, and several good-sized trapdoors in the ceiling allow the current to
enter the dormitories. Unfortunately there is some difficulty in heating this as all
the frame buildings, and in search for warmth the men close these trapdoors,
thus neutralizing any good results in the way of oxygenation. No. 7, occupied
by D Troop, First Cavalry, is also defective in this respect. At the gables of the
main building and wings are small slatted windows 2 feet by 2 f8et 6 iuches.
The current of air circulating through the loft is supposed to enter the n•oms
through a few small trapdoors (2 feet by 2 feet 6 inches) in the ceiling. Constructed
of adobe, this building is rea:lily heated and is also closer than the weatherboarcled
uarracks. The post hospital is the only properly ventilated structure at the post.
Dminage.-By reference to the topographical description of the station, it will
be seen that nature has well-provided for drainage, the inclines running towards
all points of the compass, and no structure so situated that it can not offer ready
means for the escape of surface water. Surface drains, following the inclines, have
been dug for all buildings, unt unfortunately, through carelessness, are constantly
clogged with debris, thus damming and spreading the waste water over the surface
of the ground. All the waste water from the barracks, lavatories, post bath bouse
and bakery empties into a narrow ditch running east and west. When I came here
the west end of this ditch, as it passes by the hospital inclosure, had become
clogged by an extensive growth of weeds and bushes. In consequence the channel
was almost obliterated, more or less :filth constantly accumulating and decomposing
within <t few yards of the hospital. The odor was distinct in the hospital wards.
:Fortunately this is now cleaned out. Waste water from bathrooms and kitchens
in the offi"cers' quarters passes into the canyon to the rear of the buildings.
The bath water, kitchen refm;~ and ntin water enter a common wooden drain three
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inches deep and wide. This covered drain carries the refuse water into the alley,
in turn emptying into an open ditch. The open ditch then throws its contents into
the canyon. Tlle outlet of the small wooden drain has frequently become obstructetl,
so that for months at a time the waste water had no apparent exit. In consequence
of backward pressure on the wooden channels the narrow strip covering the drain
had been forced up sufficiently to allow the liquids to enter the soil. Naturally
porous, it had absorbed these discharges for an indefinite period. These obstructecl
drains were traced with considerable difficulty, cleared, and precautions taken to
prevent futnre clogging. No traps have been placed at any water fixtures in these
quarters. Former post surgeons have frequently urged that these wooden drains
be opened. As they are now, there is little doubt but that their extent of 50 to 75
feet can permit of the formation and escape of much noxiou::~ gas into the houses.
The new stone structures are somewhat more modern,-traps for the protection
of the inmates have been provided and the sewage passes into tt common sewer pipe
discharging into the canyon.
Waste water from the laundresses' quarters passes through surface drains into the
dry ravines; as also that from the noncommissioned staff quarters. The surface
drains attached to the latter quarters become frequently obstructed, and waste
water which would readily flo\v into the ravine in the rear is permittecl to stagmLte
and saturate the soil.
Disposal of exc1·etct.-Except in the case of some of the officers' quarters the pit
system of privies is in vogue here. The company closets are located on the edge of
a ravine. 'Vhen we consider the length of time these privies have been in use here
an enormous amount of excrement has been allowed to deposit in the soil. By
virtue of the location of these company pits on the slope of a ravine, there is little
danger that any dwelling would be erected immediately on the ground. Constant
saturation of the soil with human excrement may in the course of time affect the
health of the men. Earth-closets are in use at some of the officers' quarters
ancl there seems little difticulty in providing for their police. 'l'he excret:t from the
stone quarters pass into the canyon through a system of sewer pipes. Pit privies
are in use at the bnnclresses' aud noncommissioned staff quarters and constant
watchfulness is demanded.
Drainage of the valley.-This is important as affecting the health of the comm.and,
particularly the condition of the valley above the post. At a distance of half a mile
from the post is a marsh embracing about three to four acres. The records show
that this has existed for an indefiuite period, the post surgeon in 1882 having urged
its drainage.
The Indian farms extend a distance of 10 to 12 miles up the east fork of the ·white
River. The necessary water is taken from the river by means of irrigating ditches.
These dit.ches become broken by horses and cattle, and no care having heen taken
to turn back the water after the season has ended, it passes through the numerous
breaks in the banks, satnrating the soil and rendering it quaggy. The emanations
from this wet soil are certainly not conclusive to health and undoubtedly affect
those living in the valley. All the conditions are favorable to the development of
malarial miasm. The frequent morning dews, fogs, frosts, and perceptible sense of
dampness at night indicate the presence of moisture, and I am told this has increased
in direct ratio to the increased irrigation.
l!'ood and clothing.-As far as the food is concerned little can be said. The men
have an abundance of good beef and vegetables, and although there is little variety
the ration is substantial, aml as a rule "\Yell cooked.
Habits and rn01·als.-N othing in the habits or morals of the men would explain the
heavy sickness here. A few cases of alcoholism and venereal disease present themselves, but I do not think the proportion unusual.
Water supply.-'fhe water supply here has long been a subject of complaint, controversy and anxiety. Assistant Surgeon Raymond in 1882, referred to the possible
contamination in the future by farms above the post, and his prediction has certainly been verified fully, as the many reports from succeeding post surgeons have
proven.
In my monthly san,it_ary reports I have endeavored to explain the situation as
clearly as possible, but a further reference may not be amiss in this report. Since
the est.ablishment of the post the water has been derived from the river, first carried
by water wagons and then a pump substituted. Prior to the establishment of extensive farms above the post a purer or more inviting looking water could not be
imagined. In 1889 these farms extended a distance of only 3 miles above us, but
gradually increasing in number and area have reached an extent of from 10 to
~2 miles. In 1889 Capt. McMurray, of the First Artillery, was sent here as a Sl)ecial
mspector to propose some pl:tn for the betterment of the post water supply. Thne
the farms reached bnt 3 1niles up the east fork, and by drawing the water above
these farms it could be obtai11ed in its original purity. H was, therefore, at that
time a plausible solution of the vexed problem, and the inspecting officer recom-
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mended its adoption. But with the usual slowness where the hygiene of a post
concerned, this plan has just been carried out.
But now, unfortunately, condition::; are changed. As far as the quantity of
goes nothing could be desired, but as the completion of this flume lws merely
inated a fractional part of the danger, the water is not pure. The flume
ingenious and well-constructed aff;:tir, originating a distance of 3 to 3k miles a
the post at the site of the Indian mill and workshops. It flows tortuously
the base of the foothills south of the river and strikes the post reservoir
the east side. The water pollution is produced in this way: (1) When the
season is passed and crops garnered horses and· cattle are permitted to feed
deserted lands, from which they derive considerable nourishment in the
husks and other remnants of the corn crops. Their constant presence on the
insures an accumulation of manure, which is also increased on some farms by
ficlal fertilization. (2) The presence of large quantities of wa.tcr on these b
lands from neglected and broken ditches favors the decomposition of this
and an abundance of 'vegetable debris. When the dry season begins the wa
permitted to overflow these fields in large volumes and the surplus reentering
river carries with it this dissolved and suspended organic matter. During the
season particles of debris were visible to the naked eye in the water, and if permitted to stand for a few hours a repulsive odor of decomposition was perceptible.
The reservoir, after receiving its supply through the flume for about one month,
was recently cleaned. The mud and debris on the bottom were fully 6 inches deep,
and the smell far from pleasant. The current in the flume is rapid, so that it will
not permit the precipitation of mud, organic material, or silt. As the river is at
many points inaccessible on account of brush and wire fences, what IS more natural
than that stock should seek this exposed ditch for water~ That this is true is
proven by the constant breaks in the banks and the thousands of footprints along
its course.
A recent promoter of this scheme conceived the idea of supplying the necessary
power to the post sawmill through the medium of this water, and in the fascination
of this ingenious proposition, seemed to lose sight of its original purpose, the furnishing of pure drinking water.
Another objection to the ditch is the danger of freezing, clogging, and thus breaking its banks and shutting off the supply. This accident has occurred twice already
this winter (an unusually mild one), the only resource being to clear its entire courseby no means an easy task-and the result was a copious supply of water 6o muddy
as to be almost opaque. The problem is difficult of solution.
As suggested in my sanitary reports, a good deep well would appear the only hope,
but owing to extensive substrata of laYa it seems doubtful whether a well could ue
sunk in the immediate vicinity of the post. Extensive boring would alone answer
the question, but under the ci~cumstances, I believe the procedure warrantable
whatever the cost. I am informed that tht1 flume recently completed cost the Government $1,000 and probably called for much soldier labor. As before stated, at
the time when this ditch was conceived the idea was excellent, but conditions have
changed greatly by the decided multiplication in acreage of the farms.
Prevaili11g diseases.- The records show that the large disability at this post has
resulted from (1) rheumatism, (2) affections of the digestive tract, (3) malarial
diseases, (4) diseases of the respiratory system.
Rheumatism: :From what I have observed and can glean from the records, the
predominating types are (1) subacute articular, (2) chronic articular, (3) muscular.
Instances of the acute type with high fever, great prostration, etc., are in the minority. The records, however, show many cases of acute rheumatism, which, from
their brief stay in the hospital, werfl undoubtedly of the subacute form-cases, for
example, retained but three to five days, which would have been impossible in typical cases of inflammatory rheumatism.
·
Although some etiologicalfactors which have escaped my notice may be active in
the production of rheumatic affections, I think that we have pointed to local
hygienic defects which would be indirec.tly concerned: (1) Total absence of ventilation in some of the barracks and defective aeration in others, conditions bearing upon the origin of these affections. The constant presence of breath-polluted atmosphere in these barracks interferes with the natural elimination from the skin and
lungs, and places the system in a condition rendering the man more susceptible to
rheumatic affections. (2) The large increase in farm land in the valley creating increased humidity. (3) The marked va,r iations in temperature between day and
night. (4) Some of the barracks (weather-boarded), owing to structural defect~,
are warmed with the utmost difficulty, and the temperature can not be constantly
warm or uniform.
Malarial diseases: The most common malarial manifestation here is either the intermittent or remittent type of fever. In spite of the most salubrious surroundings
these fevers will appear in all parts of Arizona; but certain local conditions favor-
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able to the increase and spread of malarial miasma have been emphasized: (1) The
marshy land above the post and the saturated soil of the Indian farms form congenial
hotbeds for the birth of the poison. (2) When the wind blows from the east it
sweeps directly over the post and can carry with it seeds of infection. (3) The drinkmg water, polluted by passage over the farms, can introduce into the system the
germs of the disease, or at l east place it in a favorable condition for its development.
Like most instances of mountain fever met with in the southwest, the fevers here
do not yield to quinine. The treatment adopted, I believe, by most }lractitioners,
is expectant and stimulating; antipyretics to reduce extremely high temperature;
quinine in tonic doses, arsenic and alcohol pro re nata.
Diseases of the digestive tract: Diseases of the gastro-intestinal system play no unimportant part in the sick lis1; here. Affections of this post are: (1) simple intestinal
colic; (2) cholera morbus; (3) simple diarrhea without tormina; (4) diarrhea with
sanguineous passages, etc.; (5) acute dysentery; (6) chronic dysentery.
These diseases are so frequent during the warm season that the majority of the
garrison use boilet_l water. There is little doubt but that the drinking water more than
any other factor has been responsible for so much of this sickness. The causes of
water pollution and the description of the supply have been touched upon in the
discussion of water previously. During the winter season the percentage of sick
from these causes is relatively small.
There certainly is not!dng in the clothing or food of the men that could explain
the prevalence of these diseases.
Diseases of the respiratory system: It is evident that many conditions here are favorable for the production and prolongation of these cUseases: (1) acute bronchitis;
(2) subacute bronchitis, with mucous rales and more or less cough and soreness of
the chest; (3) tonsillitis; (4) chronic follicular pharyngitis, and an acute congestive
variety.
Agam we would be justified in suggesting defective ventilation as an etiological
factor in the production of predisposition to these affections. Certain it is that
from my own obsetvation patie.nts returned to duty apparently cured, quickly
relapse, and I have concluded that detention in the hospital until all signs of disease have long since disappeared is wise econo1fly.
The moisture evaporated during the heat of the day is rapidly condensed as night
approaches, making the vaJley decidedly damp and uncomfortable. This is one of
the few stations in the southwest where morning mists and heavy frosts are met
with. The marked extremes between the day and night temperature, ·varying from
30° to 50° , should in the presence of moisture play an important part in the production of pulmonary or rheumatic affections. Quite a number of cases of tonsillitis
along the officers' line were observed last June, which from what Ilearned were suspiciously diphtheritic in history and appearance. I have no doubt now but that
the accumulation of waste water in the yards was the promoting cause.
General conclusions and recornmendations.-It will be seen from the description of
the various hygienic defects upon which I have touched that many former post surgeons here had noticed these conditions and made persistent appeals to the post
commanders in the monthly sanitary reports for their removal. It is therefore a
matter of interest to discover that predictions as to the possible effect of the unhygienic conditions have been largely verified and that the suggestions were not made
by the medical officers without forethought and intelligence. That their recommendations for the removal of sanitary perils have been ignored the sanitary reports
will show; and as many of these suggestions could have been carried out with little
expense, it makes the neglect all the more censurable. Prom what I can learn, it is
my belief that the poor police of this post for the past few years has had much to
do with the sickness. It required some time after my arrival here to learn the true
state of things, but when told that pit privies, filled to the seats, drains clogged
and ill-smelli11g, old deserted buildings, receptacles for the accumulation of filth, and
other conditions too numerous to mention, had been a menace to the health of the
post for an indefinite time, I was forced to the conclusion that bad police was one
factor in filling the hospital. It has always been my aim, in submitting recommendations as to the hygiene of the post, to propose some plan of procedure within the
powers of the post commander to carry out, and that would involve as little expense as possible. However, there is a limit to this method of action, and when the
loss to the Government in sick and disabled is considered, as at this post, money
spent in the amelioration of sanitary conditions would be wise economy. It is with
a full consciousness of the importance of the subject that I submit the following recommendations. I am informed that the post quartermaster has been directed to
submit estimates for a Rewerage system; until such a system can be completed I
would snggest that all sHrface drains be deepened, straightened, and well paved
with flat stoues. This would involve considerable labor on the part of the command, but would be com1)aratively inexpensive; I would snggest that all the closed
wooden drains, carefully described in connection with the officers' quarters, be
WAR 93-VOL l--28
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opened and well-paved surface drains be substituted; that the pit-privy system be
abandoned and movable earth closets be substituted at all buildings; that stringent
measures be adopted to insure regular flushing of surface drains.
· With reference to the buildings, I would advise that the troops be quartered in
adobe structures entirely; that the barracks now in use as a "post exchange" be
used to shelter one of the companies now occupying weatherboarded barracks;
that an aditional set of adobe barracks be constructed, thus providing adequate
shelter for four companies, and that the old weatherboarded barracks be abandoned
as quarters for troops; that proper ventilation be provided for all the barracks by
means of ridge-pole ventilation in connect:on with under-floor channels; that the
wooden quarters now occupied by the officers be gradually 1 eplaced by adobe or
stone buildings.
As to the water supply, sufficient has been said to indicate what measures I consiiler expedient; prospecting by boring until an underground flow sufficient to
insure a good well is found; that the supply main be increased from 3 to 5 inches,
and that the present system of supply be abandoned as dangerous and uncertain.
To remedy the defects in the valley, to which I have invited attention as pro~
ductive of moisture, I wonld suggest that the Indian farmers be required to turn
back the water passing through the irrigating ditches into the river as soon as the
season has -passed, and that the old marsh immediately above the post be drained by
abundant surface or tile drains.
Until these various measures are carried out it is my opinion that little can be
expected in the way of lessenin_g- the sick report at this post.
Re1narks of post com1nander.-There is no doubt whatever but what such unhealthiness as exists at this post is due mainly to la<lk of a proper sewerage system, and
to the impurities that get into the water, which is otherwise pure. .
I consider the impurities in the water to be the chief cause. The water now runs
through open ditches either to the pump well or direct to the reservoir. In either
case roaming cattle, ponies, Indian dogs, etc., trample and wallow in the ditches,
which are from 1,000 feet to 4 miles long. I think if piping (iron or tiles) were
used to carry the water to the pump house and a filter well or dstern placed there,
the difference in the quality of the "':ater would be greatly improved at a slight
expense. As to sewerage, few posts are better or as well adapted for an excellent
sewerage system as this one, and that, too, at a comparatively small cost.
Every set of officers' quarters and barracks here should be at once provided with
both hot and cold water, as they now are with cold water alone, and goou waterclosets, such as are now in the new sets of officers' quarters.
Rmna1·ks of medical di1·ector.-After a careful reading and study of the several
sanitary reports received at this office since the beginning of my tour of duty in
this department, as well as of corre!lpondence relating to the health of Fort Apache,
I am convinced that the unsatisfactory condition of health at this post is mainly
due to a polluted water supply, though the other tactors alluded to by Dr. Jarvis
have undoubtedly had their full weight, and that, if it is intended to continue this
post, it will be imperative to introduce a su-pply of pure water either by artesian
boring or by a line of iron piping, which will take the water from above any possible source of pollution. Concurrent with the water supply a well-arranged and
scientific system of sewerage is needed.
THE PREVALENCE OF SPECIAL DISEASES.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE AND ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

The specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, including under
this heading erysipelas, tonsillitis, and cases reported as typho-malarial,
gave an admission ratt> of 141.85, a nonefficient rate of 4.09, and a death
rate of 0.86. Of the admission rate 74-.08 represents the prevalence of
influenza and 41.90 that of tonsillitis; measles, mumps and enteric fever
form the mass of the remaining cases, as noted below.
Cerebro-spinal fever.-Two cases were reported ari:wng enlisted men,
one at Fort Wayne, Mich., the other at Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison. One recovered, but the man had to be discharged on account
of resulting mental vacuity; the other died, and the diagnosis was confirmed by the appearances discovered post mortem.
Ohiclcen pox.-Thirteen cases were reported from nine different posts;
at none of which was small pox present.
Oholera.-In autidpation of au invasion by this disease on account
of its prevalence at some of the European ports largely concerned in
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the shipment of immigrants to this country, medical directors and post
surgeons were duly reminded of the precautions requisite for the protection of our military stations. The following circular was issued by
Surgeon-General Sutherland:
This circular is published for the information and guidance of medical officers
who may be unfamiliar with the general management and prevention of cholera,
and for others who have received no specific instructions from medical directors of
the Army.
As this disease by its presence at the New York quarantine now threatens the
whole country, a great object will be gained if we succeed in preventing it- from
appearing at our military posts by thorough and effective sanitation and cleanliness.
Science and experience have demonstrated that cholera is caused by a specific germ
which must reach the bowels in a living state; that this germ maintains its vitality
and harmful properties under many conditions, the most important being in the discharges from the bowels of the sick, in their soiled clothing and bedding, in the
privies and cesspools which receive the discharges, and in the soil and subsoil waters
which become secondarily contaminated.
Guided by these principles, we may determine what is to be done, first, in anticipation of an invasion, and, second, when the invasion has taken place.
First. As cholera. germs can live and multiply for a time outside the body in the
presence of decayed organtic matter, particularly that of animal origin, all conditions favorable to their existence should be excluded. The measures necessary to
accomplish this are to remove all decaying matters from a post, whether found in
dwellings, cellars, barracks, stables, dunghills, old wells or cesspools, coalbins, or
other hiding places, and to require absolute cleanliness of all persons. These }He
general, but particular instructions should be given for the inspection, condemnation, and destruction of all tainted meat, fish, unsound vegetables, fruit, or any
other article of food that would tend to cause diarrhea.
If cholera be in the vicinity of a post, a thorough and efficient quarantine should be
kept up against the infected locality. No person should be admitted within the
lines without undergoing quarantine examination ; no baggage nor supplies without being disinfected or passed by the medical officer. Police regulations should be
scrupulously carried out. The troops should be preserved from all antihygienic influences. There should be no unnecessary exposure to sun, rain, or ni$ht air, and
no drills nor fatigue duties other than to furnish occupation and needful exercise.
When the military conditions permit, the post should be viewed as engaged in an
active campaign against an insidious and implacable enemy, and the attention of
every officer should be devoted to superintending the conduct of his men, with special reference to this view.
Articles of leather, such as trunks, boots and shoes, suspected of cholera infection,
should either be destroyed or washed with disinfecting solution. Attention has been
called to the inflnence of old shoes as a means of propagating the disease; when a
person treads a soil more or less damp in an infected locality there is every chance of
his conveying the germs of the uisease.
A quiescent state of mind should be enjoined upon all; nothing is more calculated
to spread the disease than unusual excitement or the depressing influences of fear
and fatigue.
The use of acid drinks, if cholera is threatening, should be prescribed. 'l'his is
for the purpose of acidifying the stomach and its contents, which are always alkaline
except when digestion is in progress. Acids are antagonistic, alkalies favorable, to
the development of bacteria. If the stomach be kept rea:oonably acid by pure dilute
acids all bacteria will be destroyed before reaching the intestines, which are always
alkaline in health. Diluted or aromatic sulphuric acid, acetic acid or good vinegar,
lemon or lime juice, are suitable agents to employ. Hyurochloric acid is also useful. ·
This acid is always more freely secreted when the gastric membrane is stimulated
by the presence of salt; hence salt meat is an excellent article of diet during the
prevalence of cholera.
Moreover, all arrangements should be made for the isolation and treatment of a
:first and succeeding cases should they unfortunately occur.
Second. When a case of cholera appears it should be promptly isolated and all
unnecessary contact with outside people be prevented. The patient or patients
should have a nurse to wait upon them exclusively. When cases occur in quarters
other than barracks they should be isolated in the special cholera hospital; but if
treated in quarters all absorbent articles of furniture, such as carpets, cushioned
articles and hangings, should be immediately removed from the apartment.
All cases of premonitory diarrhea should be detected by careful inspection and
treated immediately; and full instructions should be given regarding food, drink,
and the disinfection of excreta.
·
With the exce11tions of fruits that are protected by an outer riml no article of
food should be eaten that has not been subjected to a boiling heat in its preparation
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for the table; and all vessels used for the cooking, serving, or storage of food should
be soaked in boiling water prior to being used.
All water for potable use should be boiled before use, if not received directly
from a condenser; and it is well to acidify it as before stated.
As the infection resides in the stools, all discharges should be received into avessel containing a disinfectant; soiled bed linen and clothing should be steeped in a
solution of corrosive sublimate or chloride of lime before being removed from the
ward or sick chamber. The floor and furniture when tainted in any way should be
immediately washed with one of the solutions mentioned; the person of the patient
sponged when necessary with a dilution of chlorinated soda; and the ward or sick
room, as in all infectious diseases, should be freely ventilated.
As the disease is propagated chiefly by the introduction of its infection in connection with food or drink, care should be exercised by attendants and others in purifying the hands after contact with infected articles, particularly before eating;
and obviously no food or drink should be used in the ward or room save by the
cholera patients.
Boiling in water may be relied upon to purify articles of body clothing and bed
linen that have been infected by the discharges from the bowels. All infected articles must of course be kept separate from the general wash. Solutions of corrosive
sublimate, 1 drachm to the gallon of water, chlorinated lime, 1 ounce to the
gallon, solution of chlorinated soda diluted with nine volumes of water, and carbolic acid in a 2 per cent solution, are efficient disinfectants. ·They may be used
for soaking soiled linen before sending it to the laundry, and for washing the floors,
woodwork, and walls of the room. 1'hey may also be used for the hands, and, with
the exception of the sublimate solution, for general personal use. Stronger solutions
of these disinfectants or of sulphate of iron should be employed for the treatment
of excreta or for saturating the sheets in which a dead body is enveloped pending
arrangements for burial. A suitable strength is obtained by dissolving 2 drachms
of corrosive sublimate or 4 ounces of chlorinated lime in a gallon of water, or by
making a 5 per cent solution of carbolic acid. Any of these should be added in
volume equal to that of the material to be disinfected. The disinfectant should be
permitted to act on excreta for an hour, after which the contents of the vessel may
be disposed of, preferably by burial. As contact with metals decomposes the sublimate solution, it should be used only in earthenware or other suitable vessels.
Privy vaults or cesspools that have become infected by the addition of discharges
direct from a patient, must be treatecl liberally with chlorinated lime, sulphate of
iron, or strong solutions of sublimate or carbolic acid.
A dry or oven heat of 230° F., continued for two hours, or an exposure to superheated steam, 25 pounds pressure, for one hour, is useful for dealing with infected
garments.
Temporary treatment until a medical officer is called in should consist of applications of mustard on the abdomen with warmth to the body and feet, and hot brandy
punch in small and repeated doses, the diet to consist of well-boiled rice and milk;
and if the discharges continue, laudanum, thirty drops, should be given two or
three times wit,h the brandy. The medicine recomrr..ended and generally used in
India is a mild carminative consisting . of one part of opium, two of asafetida, and
t.hree of black pepper, made into 5-grain pills, which is said when taken early to
have checked the disease in thousands of cases.
If the post becomes thoroughly infected, security can be obtained only by abandoning the dangerous locality. Troops that have fallen back before the advance of
the disease ha,·e often escaped seizure, or escaped further disease if withdrawn subsequent to the time of their attack. A temporary abandonment of the infected
locality is therefore recommended if there is ground available for occupancy.

Fortunately, however, the imminence of the danger subsided by the
gradual extinction of the disease at the quarantine of the port of New
York, and it became evident that several months would probably
elapse before similar threatening conditions would recur. Influenced
by the circular from this office medical directors on the return of warm
weather again notified their subordinates of the importance of giving
special attention to local sanitary conditions. The following, issued
by Lieut. Col. D. Bache, Medical Director, Department of the Platte,
illustrates the action taken by post surgeons.
In view of the importance of an early renewal of activity in the sanitary preparation of posts for the coming summer your attention is called to the value of thl3
inspections made under Paragraph 1642, Army Regulations, and to the direct advisorl responsibility which is there placed upon the medical officer. This responsibility is not discharged by a single formal inspection and monthly report, but may
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require a repeated representation of sanitary defe·cts and remedies. This vigilance
is not wasted even when not confronted by some epidemic emergency, for the statistics of a post may be expected to show the diminution of all serious disease ratios
in direct response to a thoughtful and sustained effort in sanitary improvement.

Dengue.-The only posts from which this fever was reported were
Forts Mcintosh and Sam Houston, Tex., where 43 and 21 cases, respectively, were·said to bave occurred.
Diphtheria.-Eleven cases were reported among enlisted men, 6 at
Fort Grant, Ariz., and 1 at each of :five other posts. This disease
appeared a.mong the children at certain posts. At Forts Hancock,
Tex., and Stanton, N. Mex., 1 case each; at Fort DuChesne, Utah,
4-1 fatal; at Fort Yates, N. Dak., 8-1 fatal; and at West Point,
N.Y., 9-5 fatal. Eight of the cases at the last-mentioned post, and all of
the fatal ones, occurred in the family of Mr. F. P. Baily, quartermaster's employe. In all these instances isolation and disinfection were
carefully employed to limit the spread of the disease. The house occupied by Mr. Baily was destroyed by fire together with two tents and
some articles of equipage belonging to the Quartermaster's Department that had been used in connection with the treatment of the cases.
PORT YATES, N.DAK.-Lieut. E. L. Swift. The disease seems to have been brought
into the post by a visitor (a woman) who contracted it while traveling to the post.
This person stopped to take lunch at a way station where there was a child sick
with sore throat. Three or four days after this this initial case broke out, followed by
two other cases (children) in the same house. These latter two children, after running through the course of the disease and recovering, had a relapse of the membranous exudation. Nearly all of the cases have been marked by extensive exudation,
and one malignant case occurred in a child5 years old. The latter was the only
death. One child bad abscess of right cervical glands, and one had paresis of external recti, soft palate, right arm, muscles at hack of shoulder and those of both
legs. The former has recovered from the abscess (after opening) and the latter is
slowly recovering from the paresis. One child, 13 years old, had marked cardiac weakness for ten days after convalescence. The febrile movement varied in
different cases and was quite high in the adults. The latter class of cases was of
a mild form, a high fever, lasting two days, and then rapid peeling of exudation
and convalescence.
The most complete isolation has been resorted to wherever the disease existed
and the post school closed. Hospital Corps nurses were not allowed to go among
the other men. Sulphur fumigation of houses, thorough cleaning and rekalsomining were resorted to under direction of a medical officer. Mattresses, pillows and comforters were destroyed by fire; articles of clothing disinfected with sublimate or
chloride of lime solutions or destroyed by fire. Every unnecessary article was
removed from sick room. The treatment consisted of whisky and digitalis when
required, of lime-water spray in sick room, of the most thorough circulation of
fresh air through sick room, of half hourly spraying of throat with peroxide of
hydrogen. In some cases where there was much pharyngeal mucus, a chlorate of
potash gargle every hour was·ordered. Iu a case where the membrane extended to
nasal cavity, that was syringed out with peroxide every half hour.
The results were satisfactory in most cases. Peroxide seems to have a marked
influence in controlling the spread of the exudation; in one case where it was not at
first resorted to the membrane spread with great rapidity and filled the nasal cavity.
This latter case was, with the exception of the malignant ca.se, the severest one we
had, and was followed by the paretic sequeloo. In the malignant case very little
was done, as the child struggled and fought with fury at any interference. It completely exhausted itself by its furious exertion after each dose of medicine, so treatment had to be discontinued.

Entericjever.-Of this fever, including casQs reported as typho-malarial, 151 cases occurred among the enlisted men of the Army, 149 (of
which 13 were fatal) among the white and 2 (1 fatal) among the colored
troops. A relative insusceptibility to this disease might be suggested
by these :figures but for the fact that the average annual rates of admission for the past ten years have been 4.34 for the colored as compared
with 7.58 for the white troops. Gleaning.s from larger fields might
therefore show a greater equalization of the rates.
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The 151 cases were distributed among forty-seven posts. The largest
number, 23, was reported from Fort Reno, Okla., but Madison narracks, N.Y., had 19, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 12, San Carlos, Ariz.,
10, }'ort Yates, N. Dak., s, Fort Monroe, Va., 6, and Fort Sherman,
Idaho, 5; four posts had 4 each, four 3 each, eight 2 each, and twentyfour 1 each. The fatal cases were scattered at various posts, one eaell,
except at Fort Sill, where two of three cases were fatal.
Capt. Gorgas, on duty at Fort Reno, attributed most of the cases
that occurred at his post to the use of a polluted well water. 'rhe well
had been condemned by several of his predecessors, and urgent calls
had been made by them and their superiors in the Medical Department
for the introduction of Caddo Spring water to the exclusion of the well
and river waters generally used. Several wel1s had already been
closed and the use of this, the last of them, was prohibited by the
commanding officer on receipt of Capt. Gorgas's report. It can not
be said, however, that the true nature of these febrile cases at Fort
Reno has been made out satisfactorily, as there was but one death and
no record of post-mortem examination was furnished. Some of them
were probably cases of adynamic remittent. Reference is made in this
connection to the report of Capt. J. C. Merrill, submitted below
.
(P· 59). Capt. Gorgas's report is as follows:
I have investigated 29 cases of typhoid fever that have occurred at this post since
January 1, 1890, these being all that I could get any information about, either from
the records or from persoH.al questioning. Of these, 26 occurred among the enlisted
men, 2 in the families of enlisted men, and 1 in tbe family of an officer.
The disease seems to have been fairly equally distributed among the organizations
of the post, B, Fifth Cavalry, having had 7; C, 4; E, 4; G, 2; K, 5, and the band 1;
G, Tenth Inf:mtry, 1, and G, Thirteenth Infantry, 2.
As to length of time continuously at post before attack, 13 had been at post for
twenty days or more, in 10 no information could be obtained on this point, and 3 bad
been at the post less than twenty days. Of the 3less than twenty days 1 had been in
from the field twelve days, 1 was taktm sick in field after a service of several weeks, and
1 was seventeen days out from St. Louis. This is probably a fair average, and incHcates that about four-fifths of the cases are dne to local causes about the post,
and one-fifth were contracted elsewhere.
The principal source of drinking water for the enlisted men during the summer is
from a well in the southwest corner of the pm:st, this water being clear, palatable,
and cool. Some water is used from the supply piped about the post from the river.
This applies more particnlarly to the past and to the summer season. At present
water is supplied from Caddo Springs for drinking purposes, and all the men questioned agree in saying that this Cadd? water is drunk almost exclusively.
As to the water supply of the typhoid fever cases, 26 of the 29 cases occurred among
that class of the population, the enlisted men, which drank almost entirely well
water. The 2 cases in the families of enlisted men, a young girl about 19 and a
boy of 12, both dmnk well water frequently. The girl tells me that she often
drank well water when away from home, though at home they generally used Caddo
water. The boy habitually drank well water while playing and exercising about
the post. The case in the officer's family was that of a boy 18 or 19. The family
were careful to drink none but Caddo water, but the young man hnnted a great
deal, and no doubt drank a great deal of bad water on these expec1itions, and while
in the post probably drank well water, as was usual on target range, baseball
grounds, etc. I have not been able to question him personally on this subject_
In the town of El Reno, 6 miles off, which is supplied by local wells, there seems
to have been very little typhoid fever. The two leading physicians tell me that
they have not seen a case in the past year in the town, and only 2 cases in the surrounding country.
I think from this not very complete analysis of the cases that it is a fair presumption that most of the cases were contracted at the post, and that from its being so
generally disseminated it is not due to infection of any building or locality.
Looking at the water supply, no reasonable suspicion can rest upon the Caddo
water. That class of the population, officf)rs' families, which drank this water exclusively, escaped entirely, ancl that class which drank little or none, enlisted men,
Hufi'ered most.
·
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The river water, though not so free from suspicion as the Caddo water, I do not
believe to be the source of infection. The class which probably drank river water
most, families of enlisted men, did not suffer most, and the 3 cases occurring in
this class can as well be attributed to other sources. Officers and their families
drank no river water, and the enlisted men very little. Nor could we expect a considerable stream flowing through an uninhabited country to hecome contaminated
with the typhoid germ.
The only emaining source of supply is the well in the sonthweRt corner of the
post. Eight-ninths of the cases investigated were from the class of the population
which drank water princip.allyfrom this well. In round nnmbers, 350 used this wo1l
principally, and 200, other water most of the time. Twenty-six of the cases investigated were from the 350 well users, 3 from the 200 of the other class. Two of these
three drank frequently well water, though it was not their principal source of drinking water. It is but fair to state that there is considerable prejudice in the post in
favor of this well. The water is clear, cool, and palatable. Many of the men have
used it for several years with no bad effects, and one family of eight have always
used it exclusively without any trouble.

Madison Barracks, N.Y., garrisoned by six companies of infantry, is
on the shore of Black River Bay, immediately above the town of Sackets Harbor, N. Y., about 3 miles from Lake Ontario. The bay is
about a mile broad opposite the post, and on the river above this situation are a number of sawmills and pulp mills, and the towns of
Watertown, with 15,000 population; Carthage, 4,000; Dexter, 1,500;
Black River, Brownsville, and other small settlements.
At the time of its invasion by typhoid fever the barracks were rather
crowded and the plumbing and sewers in bad condition. The latter
emptied into the bay a short distance above the intake of the water
supply, and at the time, as a measure of sanitary precaution, the extension of the intake further into the bay was under consideration. An
improved sewerage system was also in progress with an outfall, along
with the main from Sackets Harbor, into the mouth of Mill Creek, a
short distance above the present outfall. A sporaclic case of typhoid
fever had been occasional1y recorded in the medical history of the post.
but in no instance until the late outbreak had there been any spread of
the disease.
The first case occurred in the person of a recruit, who was suffering
from fever on his arrival, September 18, from Binghamton, N. Y.,
where he had been enlisted. The second was developed a month later,
October 18, and from this time until December 13, when the last case
occurred, there were 25 more eases, making 27 in all-1 officer, 20
enlisted men,* 1 fema1e servant, and 5 children. Two of the cases
proved fatal.
From a careful consideration of the attending circumstances it is
probable that the spread of the disease was due to infection from the
first case, discharged through the sewers into the bay from which the
water supply was derived. The cases were scattered over the post, so
that defective ventilation or other insanitary conditions of certain
buildings, the milk supply from various sources, and transmission by
personal contact, were readily eliminated from the list of possible
causes. The restrictive measures adopted were isolation in quarters
or removal to hospital, disinfection of soiled linen before washing, and
of discharges before consigning them to the sewers, and the disuse of
the suspected water supply. The drinking water was boiled before being used until a new supply was obtained from Henderson Bay and a
well so situated as to be free from contamination by surface drainage.
*These figures do not agree with the statistics as given a.b ove and in the tables in
the appendix, because they represent the facts at the date of the report, while the
tabulated statistics include only the cases complete(l during the calendar year 1892.
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Two hospital tents were floored and framed to extend the hospital ac·
eommodations of the post.
The improved sallitary condition of our military posts has rendered
such local epidemics of rare occturence. Formerly they were not un.
common, more or less associated with remittent fevers, and constituting
what were then called typho-malarialfevers; but their devel pment has
latterly been suppressed by sewerage and water supply. With an efficient sewerage system and an adequate supply of wholesome water it is
safe to say that Madison Barracks would have had no local spread from
the introduction of a case of typhoid fever.
The report of Lieut. Col. Sternberg on this outbreak is herewith
submitted:
The distribution of the cases in various parts of t,he ~·arrison shows that they
bear no immediate relation to each other as regards infection, but that all must have
contractecl the disease from a common source of infection. The only apparent common source of infection is the water supply. The facts shortly to be referred to
fully justify the opinion that this outbreak is due to contammation of the water·
supply of the post with the excreta of typhoid cases.
A carefnl inquiry with reference to the milk supply shows that the different companies of the garrison obtain milk from three different sources, and there 1s no evidence that any cases of typhoid fever have occurred in the families of those who
supply the milk or among the families of some of the officers of the garrison who
have used it freely. B, C, F and G companies obtain milk from a man (Leffer) living 500 yards from the Government reservation. B company has had 4 cases of
typhoid fever, C company 4 cases, F company a single c2se, an(l G company 4 cases.
E company, which obtains milk from another source, has had 2 cases, and D company, which obtains milk from Mr. Lansdale, a farmer living 2 miles in the country,
has bad 3 cases.
Again, I am unable to ascribe the outbreak to defects in the system of sewers at
the post, although this bas not heretofore been satisfactory and is now being improved; for the construction of the barracks and the arrangement of the water
closets and sewer connections are such that sewer gas can not very wen find its
way to the dormitories of the men, and some of the cases have occurred at a distance
from any sewer connection, e. g., case No.8, which occurred at the quartermaster's
stable.
The present water supply of the post is obtained from Black River Bay by an
intake well, located about 30 feet from the shore and about 500 feet from the point
where the sewer from the post hospital discharges into the bay. This supply has
been in use since 1882. In view of the fact that the tirst case during the present
outbreak was an imported one-a recruit who had only been three clays at the post
when taken sick-that the excreta of this man were thrown into the hospital water
closet and must have been discharged into the bay through the old drain (since
closed), and that the outbreak among those using the water thus liable to contamination occurred after an interval of twenty-two clays and has continued up to the
present time, it seems to me extremely probable that this epidemic is due to contamination of the water supply by typhoid bacilli which developed in the hospital sewer
or in the water of the bay from germs contained in the excreta of case No. 1.
I am informed by Assistant Surgeon Merriwether, U. S . .Army, who was acting
post surgeon at the time this first, case occurred, that he directed the disinfection
of all excreta from this case as soon as the diagnosis was made. But it is hardly
probable that this measure was carried out so promptly as to make it certain that
no living typhoid bacilli escaped into the hospital sewer. While the explanation
offered appears to me to be tlie most probable one, it is also 11ossible that the epillemic resulted from contamination of the water of Black R.iver Bay and the water
supply of the post by typhoid bacilli contained in the sewage of towns located
upon Bla•lk R.iver, a stream of considerable size, which empties into the bay. The
sewage of Watertown, a town of 15,000 inhabitants, and of several smaller places,
is discharged into the Black River. ·watertown is about 10 miles distant from
Madison Barracks.
There has been no considerable epidemic of typhoid fever at Watertown, but I am
informed that cases of the disease occurred there .during the months of September
and October. I am informed by Dr. Lord, of Sackets Harbor, that there has been no
prevalence of typhoid fever in that town this year, and that the inhabitants of the
own uo not use the water of the Black River Bay for drinking purposes, but obtain
their supply from wells. Dr. Lord also informs me that he has had cases of typhoid
fever this fall in families living on the other side of Black River Bay, opposite Madi·
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son Barraclrs, and that these families use the water of the bay for drinkinp; purposes. After carefnl consideration of all the facts I am convinced that, while the
new intake well, not yet in use, presents less danger than the old one, it is unsafe
to use water from this locality or from any part of Black River Bay for drinking
purposes. The same objection does not exist against the water of Henderson Bay,
which is a portion of the lake into which no stream of water empties and upon the
shores of which there are no towns or factories to pollute the water. I visited the
shores of this bay in company with Maj. Calcl well, post surgeon, and Capt. Thompson,
assistant quartermaster, and am convinced that this is the nearest practicable point
for obtaining a satisfactory water supply for Madison Barracks.
According to an indorsement by Assistant Surgeon Merriwether on a communication to the Surgeon-General from \V. M. Mew, chemist, (dated Surgeon-General's
Office, Washington, September 23, 1892), "immediately you cross the bar between
Horse Island and the main land into Henderson Bay you get into clear water. The
approximate distance from the pump-house to the shore by way of Ogden and Ambrose streets, thence 1,000 feet northwest is 10,100 feet." At this point, I am informecl by Capt. Thompson, assistant quartermaster, there is a depth of water of about
32 feet. The report of Dr. Wm. M. Mew, chemist, attached to the communication
above referred to, shows that the water of Henderson Bay is unobjectionable so far as
a chemical analysis can determine the matter. The same is true of the water of Black
River Bay obtained from the vicinity of the new intake well. But it would be
extremely unsafe to rely upon a chemical analysis, upon supposed currents or prevailing winds, in view of the fact stated by Dr. Merriweather in his indorsement
above referred to. " .As I.sta~ed.,in 3; form~r.communic.ation, the crib proposed is 450
feet from the shore, and 1s duectly m pos1t10n to receive the sewage from the post
flowing outward into the lake."
While making my inspection at Madison Barracks I obtained samples of water
from the present supply, and have commenced a bacteriological examination, the·
results of which will be embodied in a subsequent report. But I may say in advance
that a negative result, so far as the presence of the typhoid bacillus or other pathogenic bacteria is concerned, will in no way change my opinion as to the danger of
habitually using water from this source for drinking purposes.
The occurrence of an epidemic of typhoid fever or cholera at \Vatertown under
such circumstances might be disastrous to the garrison of Madison Barracks: That
the present epidemic has not been more extensive and fatal in its results is no
doubt due to the prompt measures taken by the post commander, under the advice of the post surgeon, for preventing the use of the contaminated water of the
ba.y and improving the general sanitary condition of the post. Early in the epidemic the recommendation was made that the water should be boiled before it was
used for drinking purposes, and facilities were provided for storing boiled water in
convenient localities at the company barracks. But as the unboi1ed water was
easily obtainable, it is probable that the enlisted men of the garrison not infrequently made use of this, notwithstanding the orders to the contrary. Recently
water for drinking purposes_has been procured from a well located at some distance
from the post on high ground, and with surroundings which seem to preclude the
possibility of contamination by surface drainage.
The comparative immunity of the officers of the garrison and the members of their
families is perhaps due to greater care with reference to the use of boiled water and
the better sanitary surroundings.
The enlisted men on duty at the time of my inspection generally presented a healthy
appearance and were evidently well fed and well cared for, so far as was within
the power bf, their officers. But the barracks in which they are quartered are overcrowded and do not comply with modern sanitary requirements. The number of
men in each company barrack, and the cubic air space for each, is shown in the following table :
Company. Number
of men.

Cnbic air
space.

Cubicjeet.
:B

c

D
E
F

G

36
41
37
35
42
38

585
606
627
568
621
624

'l'he clormitories are in the second story of the barrack bnil<lings. They are provided with ridge ventilators, which, if always open, and with a proper inlet below
by way of the stairway and open windows in the first story, would probably secure
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a sufficient supply of fresh a,ir. But during cold weather the vontilators have uot
always been kept open, and owing to the overcrowtling of the barracks it is probable
that the men have suffered to some extent from defective ventilation of their dormitories. This may have been sufficient to aetas a predisposing cause to infection and
to account for the fact that the cases which have occurred in the garrison have been
for the most part among the enlisted men occupying these dormitOI·ies. As a remedy
for defective ventilation pieces of boards have reeently been placed under the lower
snshes of all the windows in the dormitories to allow the entrance of fresh air
through the SJ)ace thus left at the junction of the upper and lower sashes. This
will answer as a temporary expedient, but in cold weather, with high winds, those
sleeping near the winuows will be apt to suffer from the uraft of cold nir. In my
opinion not more than 25 men should be quartered in each of these dormitories.
The water-closets now in use at the company quarters are not satisfactory, and
estimates have been made for new ones. This is a desirable sanitary improvemeut,
although I am not disposed to believe that the present arrangement is in any way
responsible for the recent outbreak of typhoid fever.
The bathing facilities for the enlisted men of the garrison are very inadequate,
but I am informed that estimates have already been made for increased facilities
and more conveniently and comfortably arranged bathrooms. A new system of
sewers is also being introduced and is partly completed. At present the sewer in
ren,r of the officers' quarters and of the barracks occupied by Companies C, G and F
is a roughly-made stone drain; "the cement has become rotten and has fallen out of
the crevices, making it impossible to flush properly or to keep clean." The old
drain from the hospital is no longer in use, but a connection has been made with the
new system of sewers now in construction.
Supplementary 1·ep01·t.-At the time of my visit to Madison Barracks (December 6)
I commenced a bacteriological examination of the water supply. I had taken with
me for the purpose a supply of test tubes containing sterilized "nutrient gelatin."
A measured quantity of water (1 c. c.) from the general supply, obtained from a tap
at the post hospital and from B company's quarters, was added to the liquefied gelatin in a number of these tubes and Esmarch roll tubes were made at once.
It has been shown by repeated experiments that the only way to obtain a correct
estimate of the number of bacteria in a water supply is to make plates or roll tubes as
soon as possible after the collection of the water, for if kept for twenty-four hours or
more there is usually a very consiuerable increase in the number of bacteria as shown
by the number of colonies which develop on such plates. Up~m examining, at the
Hoagland Laboratory, the roll tubes made at Madison Barracks after an interval of
five days, the average number of colonies which had developed was found to be 125
per cubic centimeter. This is not in excess of the number which may usually be obtained from drinking water of good quality. The very much larger number found in
the bacteriological examination made at the University of Pennsylvania, as per report dated Laboratory of Hygiene, University of Pennsylvania, November 21, 1892,
(3,300, 3, 700, and 4,500 per c. c. in the three samples examined) was doubtless due to
the fact that some time had elapsed after collecting the water in bottles before the
bacteriological examination was made, and that a large increase in the number of
bact~ria had occurred between the date of collection and of examination by bacte-riological methods. A careful examination of the colonies which developed in my Esmarch roll tubes failed to disclose the presence of the typhoid bacillus or of ainy
bacillus closely resembling it in morphology and characters of growth. The microorganisms found in greatest abundance were a small nonliqnefying micrococcus and
bacillus subtilis-several other species of common water bacteria were isolated, but
no known pathogenic species was found. The bacteriological examination, therefore,
corresponds with the chemical examinations made by Dr. Mew in failing to show any
contamination which_ would justify a condemnation of the water supply at Madison
Barracks.
But, in view of the liability to contamination by the sewage of the post and of towns
upon Black River, and the recent outbreak of typhoicl fever, I do not hesitate to reiterate the opinion already given, and to affirm my belief, that it is unsafe to use the
water of Black Rive1· Bay for drinking purposes.
Appendix.-At the time of my visit to Madison Barracks I collected specimens of
water from the "tap" at the post hospital and at B Company's quarters in sterilized
glass flasks(" Sternberg's bulbs"), which were hermetically sealed. Upon my return
to New York, forty-eight hours after collection, I added1 c. c. of this water to liquefied flesh pepton-gelatin, in several test tubes, and made Esmarch roll tubes. At
the end of four days, at 22c C., a large number of colonies hau developed in these
roll tubes, averaging more than 3,000 per c. c. of the water, showing an increase in
the number of bacteria during the time the water had been kept after collection of
more than 2,800 per c. c.
This illustrates very well the fact referred to in my supplementary report, viz., that
the number of bacteria found in wn,ter which has been kept for a da~, or two is not
a reliable test of the potability of a water supply.
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Natmally the number will be greater in water which contains a considerable
amount of organic matter to serve as pabulum for the germs present; l.mt the
amonnt of organic matter can be more accnrately estimated by a, chemica,! analysi8,
and the bacteriological analysis is chiefly valnabl~ for determining the J)resence or
abse11ce of known pathogenic bacteria, Of course. a negative re8ult only shows the
absence of such pathogenic bacteria in a small quantity of water, collected on a particular date, and can not be taken as evidence that the water is not, or has not been,
at some previous date contaminated with such "germs."

During the latter part of the fiRcal year three cases of ty1}l10id fever
occurred among the fifteen men stationed at Kennebec An;mtal,
Augusta, Me. Capt. M. \V. Wood was sent from Fort Preble, l\Ie.,
to investigate the causes of this outbreak and suggest measures for
preventing its spread. He attributed the disease to the sewag·e-polluted water supply from the Kennebec River, considering that the outbreak at the post was merely its pa1ticipation in the febrile attaeks
common in the city from the same cause, and proposed the substitution
of a spring water supply, which was approved by this oflicc after a
careful examination of the water. The change in the water supply is
now in progress. Capt. Wood's report is as follows :
* * * In the quarters of the single men there was fouml in the cellar a pipe
leading direct, untmpped, to the sewer, which formerly took the waste from the
bath tub. ·when the tub was removed to another room the opening in the pipe was
not stopped. This had been the case since 1889. The cellar itself has a dirt floor,
is damp and foul. The down spouts all lead direct, untrappecl, to the sewer. The
soil pipe from closets, etc., b.as no trap disconnecting it from the sewer. This, to
gether with the present method of heating the quarters, with stoves, which in extreme cold weather is hardly adequate to do it properly, obliging the winrlo,vs to be
kept shut tight and preventing proper ventilation, "' "' " In quarters No. 1,
those of the commanding officer, two openings were founcl in the cellar, leading direct to the sewer, untrapped. " * .,. In the same cellar was found a soil}Jipe
that had formerly been usetl to carry off the waste from a washtub, etc. The::~e fixtures being· removed, the opening over which they had been placed was left nntrapped until recently, when its existence was discovered. * * * The cellar
floors of most of the bnihlings are laid on the grouD<l and are r(ltten and should be
taken up an(l replaced by concrete. The cellar under the room used as a ward of
the hospital has simply a r1irtfloor, damp and foul with decaying vegetation.
* *
The water supply of the post is from tile mains of the city of Augusta on the opposite side of the river, and the source is the Kennebec River. * * * Augusta
alone of all the large towns on the Kennebec River uses this great sewer as the
source of neaTly all of its water supply. There are, however, two other sources for
part of the city, known as the Devine Springs and the Vickery Springs. The latter
named supply only the twenty to twenty-five families who are tenants of the Vickery houses. The Devine Springs are the property of the Augusta \Vater Company,
who charge $10 per tap for this "pure, wholesome water," while they charge but $8
for the Kennebec River water. These springA consist of fifteen catch basins communicating with a common outflow, and are built over springs in a pasture to the west
of the city. * ~ * The largest is an earthen-walled reservoir, over which stands
a tumble-down frame shelter. It is a foul appearing place, containing about 2
feet in depth of water, which is bluish, opalescent, almost milky, covered with a
foul scum. The bottom is a slimy, clayey mud, and in and upon the water are decaying boards and timber enough to cover half its surface. The earth walls ha,ve
caved in in several places The water from these foul sources, when drawn from
a tap in the city, has the physical characters of a pnre water as compared with the
Kennebec River water, and notwithstanding its higher price, is used by many because of its reputed wholesomeness. It appears to be a fact that those who confine
themselves to this water, and do not contaminate it with Kennebec River ice, have
no typhoid fever. The supply of Kennebec River water is received through a pipe
laid on the bed of the river just above the dum in front of the city. Through this
pipe the water flows by gravity to the filter in the pump house, and is then pumperl,
under a pressure of 125 pounds to the square inch, to a large reservoir on a hill
to the westward from tile city, at an elevation of 290 feet above the principal street
of the city. From this reservoir it is distributed by gravity.
The water in mass, before filtration, is very dark, almost coffee-colored, and contains much visible suspended. matters. It appears more transparent in t,he city
reservoir, which I inspecterl, bnt this must be dne to the removal of suspended matters, though it still contains much of these as drawn from taps in the city and at the
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arsenal. The reservoir appeared to be very clean, and the stones beneath the surface of the water were not at all slimy. The filters (two), which are used singly,
alternately, are the S. D. Warren filters, each 8 feet 1t inches in diameter. On the
day when I visited the water works the pumps were raising 142,140 gallons per
hour, or about 19 gallons per hour for each square inch of filter surface-rather
more than this if we deduct the area of a section of the shaft which passes vertically
through the center of the filter. This shaft has projecting horizontal arms, which
churn up the filtering material so as to aUow the water to pass more rapidly.
Though the eftect of the fUter must: at best, be slight, so enormous is the quantity
passed that the con tents of the filter appeared to be a foul, dark mass ofliquid.
These filters are ostensibly cleaned periodically by stopping the outflow, introducing a quantity of water above them, churning up the filter, and then drawing
off a portion of the supernatant liquid, now no longer properly called water.
The principal sources of the wat~r of the river are a number of lakes (or ponds,
as lakes are generally called in Maine), which for the greater part are surrounded
by dense forests, and the water of many of these is dark and in appearance like
swamp water. There are other sources to which much of this color may be due.
The river throughout nearly its whole length is a great highway for logs for the
lumber trade and the wood-pulp mills, and the hundreds of thousands of these, during the attrition to which they are almost constantly subjected, must yield up coloring matter from their bark. The thousands of tons of sawdust, too, which are
annually poured into the river can only have the effect of increasing the amount of
its color. The refuse liquor from the digesters of the wood-pulp manufacture, and
which is a very dark liquid, adds its quota to the color. A superintendent of one
of these establishments, describing this liquor to me before I had seen any of it, said
that it had the appearance of Porto Rico molasses. Four tons of sulphur are used
daily, with 100 barrels of lime, in the production of sulphite of lime, which, by its
action in the digesters, for a period of five hours at a temperature of 220° F.
upon the fine shaviugs of spruce, produces this molasses-like liquor as a waste
product, which is discharged into the river. A small quantity of this suffices to
darken, perceptibly, a large quantity of water, as may easily be determined by experiment. * * *
Maine has the usual laws for the compulsory notification of infectious diseases,
including typhoid fever, but the great practical bearing of the observance of such
laws has evidently not been sufficiently inculcated, and it is but too evident that
the statistics will not show the facts.
The health officer for the year prior to March 26, 1893, after a careful consultation
of his records, informed me that 45 cases of typhoid had been reported to him in his
year of service, and his successor has had 7 cases reported since. •
One physician told me that he and his associate had had 28 cases of typhoid fever
during the winter and spring, which were not reported, and another, who was city
physician from March, 1892, to March, 1893, informed me that he alone had had 22
cases of undoubted typhoid fever since February 1, 1893, all having characteristic
symptoms, all among people who used Kennebec River water, and that none of
these cases had been reported. He said that the epidemic broke out immediately after
a thaw and rains, which flushed the sewers and drains ofvVaterville, where there
had been 4 cases during the winter.
The valley of the Kennebec is well populated, and towns of varying size are on
both its shores. Above Augusta, at a distance of 10 miles, are Vassalboro on the east
bank and Sidney on the west, with a population of 2,052 and 1,334, respectively.
Eight miles farther up are also two towns, Winslow on the east, with 853, and
Waterville on the west, with 7,107. The latter town is tolerably well sewered, and
the sewers discharge into the Kennebec. Two miles farther up is Fairfield, on the
west bank, with 3.510, and 3 miles farther up is Benton, on the east bank, with
1,136. * * * Bad as is this showing, it is not all. Two wards, 4 and 7 of
the city of Augusta, and a considerable portion of ward 3, with a population
of 2,800 to 3,000 or more, and among whom a large proportion of this city's cases
of typhoid fever has occurred, and where much of its filth and bad sanitation is
found, lie above the intake, many ot the people living in houses which are at an
elevation of 75 to 100 feet above the river. The shore of the river along the front of
this section is dirty and foul smelling, littered with sawdust deposited by the high
water, and with garbage and other rubbish.

.,

It seems quite certain that no artificial filtration, and certainly not the system in use, can extract pure, wholesome water from this solution of various substances used as the source of supply for the capital city of this State.
* * * The solution of the problem of the water supply of Augusta is impeded
by the vested interests of the water-works company, and although an abundant
supply of apparently pure, uncontaminated water can easily be found within 8
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miles of the pnmp house, involving only the expense of constructing graYity pipes
to the source, it is doubtful whether the dollars and cents represented by the
present company will soon be overcome.

*

*

*

*

*

..

The post of Kennebec Arsenal had at one time a tolerably elaborate system of
springs, catch-basins, cisterns and connecting conduits, but the most obvious indications were ignored, and well known laws of sanitary engineering were violated.
No adeq nate measures were taken to secure the ontflow of the springs free from
seepage in the catch-basins, which were not constructed in such manner as to secure
their permanence. No adequate measures were taken to prevent surface water
from entering the catch-basins nor to secure them from accidental or mischievous
contamination by solid matters, such as drowned animals.
The conduits, in some instances of improper materials, were not properly laid nor
kept in repair. The cisterns were not properly cleaned and kept clean. They were
not secured from accidental or mischievous pollution. The system did not furnish
sufficient quantity or pressure for fire purposes, and it. is therefore not to be wondered at that a commanding officer should recommend a general introduction of
water from the Augusta water pipes or its general use after introduction. An inspection of the various springs, some of which are but "wet weather" springs,
showed one with a bottom partly covered with solid rock, which spring has a history of permanence. Being unused and unprotected it was of course neglected, and
contained a quantity ofleaves and other rubbish which had blown or fallen into it.
But it contained bright, clear, transparent water, without taste or odor, for it was
flowing perhaps 1,000 gallons per day. The prospect was a promising one. It was
emptied, excavated to an additional depth in that portion of the bottom floored by
earth, which was found to be a heavy clay containing gravel, and also containing
some seepage water. But the main supply was founcl to come clear, cold, and sparkling from the clefts of the bedrock. The excavation completed, the floor and circular wall of the catch basin were scrubbed with a new scrubbing brush and clean
water, then carefully rinsed with clean water and emptied; then scrubbed with a
strong solution of permanganate of potash, carefully rinsed and emptied ; then
again carefully scrubbed with clean water, rinsed and emptied; and now the yield
of the spring was found after a prolonged test, to be at the rate of 1,535 gallons per
day, and with the catch-basin full its temperature was found to be 44° F. at 11 a.
m., May 31. It was allowed to fill and discharge over night, then emptied and
called clean, and on its refilling a sample of one gallon was collected and sent to
the Surgeon-General's Office for analysis a.nd examination. The conduit from this
spring to the system of (formerly) connected cisterns was found to be unglazed
drain tile, which was laid in a ravine and broken in several places.
The measures necessary to be taken for the utilization of this source of supply
and its conduction to the cistern reservoir (to be described) were discussed with
Maj. McGinniss, and the execution of the work in a proper manner may safely be
left to him. The cistern reservoir consists of a once fairly well constructed series of
four nearly cubical chambers communicating by pipes and separated by substantial
partitions, with a large manhole in each partition, so that when emptied the Major
and I were able to pass through the series and personally iHspect the floors, roofs,
and sides. The capacity of the cistern as a whole to the overflow pipe, after
deducting the obstructions and the rectangular brick pier in the center of each chamber, which supports the arched roof, was found to be over 31,200 gallons.
Though somewhat out of repair, and unprovided with means for securing the manhole in the roof of each, so as to prevent contamination of the water and still permit
its inspection, they can readily be repaired, cleansed, as was the spring catch-basin,
properly connected with the spring, and then, if the spring water be found pure and
wholesome, they will furnish a supply of pure water cold enough to need no ice, sufficientfor a much larger command than the present garrison, for use for all1mrposf's of
conveying water to the stomach, and at the same time provide for the maintenance of
a constant reserve sufficient to tide over any probable prolonged drought.

It bas happened on several occasions in the experience of Army medical officers that typhoid fever bas appeared in a command when the
most searching investigation has failed to discover any unusual insanitary condition except a want of ventilation under the floors of the
buildings in which the outbreaks occurred with rotting of the flooring
and dampness and organic decay underneath. The last instance of the
kind published was the occurrence of 23 cases ·a t Fort Assinniboine,
Mont., in 1889.* An earlier experience of the same kind, published
*See report of Surgeon-General, 1890, p. 29.
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in Part nr, medical volume of the Medical and Surgical History of the
War, p. 497, was reported in 1873 by Capt. McElderry from
Klamath, Oreg. During the past year a similar occurrence took
place at Fort Yates, N. Dak. .Although the insanitary conditions
at this post included a contamination of the ~mrrounding soil by disused privy pits filled in and covered over when the earth closets now
in use were erected, the unventilated site and decayed flooring of the
barrack~ are worthy of special notice in view of the above-mentioned
experiences. Capt~ A. R. Chapin reported from Fort Yates thatDuring the past three years while I have been post surgeon the first case and the
majority of all the cases of typhoid fever have come from P Troop, Eighth Cavalry.
In the effort to find and eradicate any possible Mnse my attention was, among other
things, called to the floors of the cavalry barracks. While perhaps hardly probable
that in their condition is to be found the cause of this disease, they are in a very insanitary condition-worn half through. In many places they are filled with large
cracks and rough places from which it is impossible to remove the dirt. The dormitory floors are in such condition that a very little water put on them will run through
and drop into the room below. Besides this, I am informed on good authority that
the room now used as dining room by Troop F was, by a troop formerly occupying
this barrack, used as a wash room and the water poured through holes in the floor
and allowed to soak into the ground under the building. The smell of rotten wood,
which in these buildings could hardly come from anywhere except the floor, is very
noticeable after a room has been closed for a few minutes. I would respectfully suggest that these floors be at once torn out and replaced by new hard wood ones, and
that the surface of the ground under the building be removed and fresh earth and
lime scattered thoroughly over the whole surface.

Early in May 4 or 5 cases considered to b(\ typhoid fever appeared
among the guests at the Hygeia Hotel, Old Point Comfort, Va.~ which
is on the reservation outside .t he walls of Fort Monroe. Three
cases occurred at the same time among officers and their families
living in the fort or just outside, all of whom messed at the· hotel.
No case occurred among the other officers and the enlisted men
. and their families, although there were 2 of doubtful character in
hospital reported as continued fever. There has been no death
and no new case since May 13, so that the infection, whatever it was,
has been removed. It was not considered to amount to an epidemic,
and it was not reported until the cause could be traced out if possible.
The fever appeared at a time when the place was full of visitors and
the hotel crowded on account of the naval rendezvous in April, and a
careful investigation failed to discover any cause of contagion. It was
thought possible that some impurity had got into the drinking water
at the hotel, which was intended to be all rain water; but there was
also a supply from a well beyond Mill Creek used for other purposes
than the table, which might have got mixed with the rain water. It
was at once recommended that all water intended for drinking should
be boiled, and none but rain water used for any such purpose, which
was carried out, and whether on that account or not the disease disappeared.
There was some alarm at the time among visitors. Every person
taken sick there or soon after leaving was said to have typhoid fever;
but nearly every case that was accurately traced up proved to be either
malarial or some ephemeral fever.
Erysipelas.-Twenty-eight cases, 1 fatal, were reported. Eighteen
posts had 1 case each, three 2, and one 4 cases; the causes to which
the spread in the last instance was ascribed may be learned from Capt.
Munday's report given below (p. 104).
Influenza.-Of this di::..;ease 1,793 cases were reported, the largest number at any one post having been 141, 1 fatal, at Fort Ouster, Mont.
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Many posts reported no such cases, but these had usually an increased
rate for catarrh and bronchitis. A total of 6 deaths was ascribed to
this disease.
Measles.- The cases, 187 in number, of this disease were all of light
grade. At the recruiting depot, Oolumbus Barracks, 52 cases occurred,
and from this post the disease appears to have been conveyed to a few
of the others. Generally, however, the infection was introduced from
some community in the vicinity of the military station. Seven posts
had 1 case each, seven 2, four 3, two 4, one 5, five 6, two 7, and one 8,
10, 13, and 14 respectively.
Mumps.-During the year 149 cases of mumps were reported, 43 of
which occurred among the recruits at Columbus Barracks and 19 at
Fort Yates; thirteen posts had 1 case each, three 2, four 5, two 10,
and one 3, 6, 8, and 11, respectively. During the current year two notable epidemics occurred at Forts Apache and Buford. Of 40 cases
at the former post most of the patients were Apaches of the Indian company. Metastatic orchitis occurred in 33.3 per cent of the cases. Of
30 cases at Fort Buford, 8, or 26.6 per cent, had orchitis.
Rotheln.-A few cases were reported from Forts Leavenworth and
Grant and Plattsburg Barracks.
Scarlet fever.-Only 9 cases were reported as having occurred among
the troops, 4 at Fort Myer, 2 at Fort Logan, and 1 each at three other
posts. The disease appeared also among the children at a few posts,
but was in all cases prevented from spreading by careful isolation and
efficient disinfection.
Smallpox.-Ollly 1 case, at Fort Marcy, was reported during the year.
This disease has been extensively prevalent among the J\fexican population, so that the occurrence of only 1 case in our border garrisons
shows the efficiency of our protective measures.
Tonsillitis.-Uases, making a total of 1,014, were reported under this
heading from nearly every military station, the highest number from
any one post being 52, from Columbus Barracks. 1t is impossible to
say what proportion of these consisted of a merely local inflammation
of a portion of the digestive tract and what proportion was due to a
specific cause entitling the cases to be regarded as belonging to the
class now under discussion; but remarks are so frequently appended
to sanitary reports indicating the connection of these cases with defective drainage and sewerage, polluted soils, and neglect of proper ven ·
tilation of dormitories, that it would seem advisable from the standpoint
of practical sanitation to regard them as more intimately associated
with the specific febrile and acute infectious diseases than with the diseases of the dig-estive system.
Whooping cough was reported from Fort Monroe, Angel Island, and
Fort Custer; 4 cases among the troops at the last-mentioned post and
1 each at the others. Few cases are reported as having occurred
among the children. The following remarks by Hospital Steward J:i\
G. ~Talters on its prevalence at Sandy Hook, New Jersey, illustrates
the impossibility of preventing the invasion ot a post or place by this
disease if inhabited by persons susceptible to its attack:
There has been no new case of pertussis and the epiden1ic may be considered as at an
end. It was remarkable for the manner in which it was brought here. After careful investigation the infection can l.Je traced only to the inhalation by some of the
children living here of the atmosphere, diluted at that, which the infected children
had inhaled. A friend of one of the residents paid a visit to this post one evening,
accompanied by his two children who were convalescing- from an attack of IHWtllssis. The morning after their arrival it was known that these children had the
whooping cough, and all children living here were kept away from them. The visi-
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tor and his chilc1ren left in the afternoon, and on the road to the boat landingpassed
two little girls, who, however, had n0 conversation with the str_a ngers, but merely
stood still and looked at them passing by. About ten to fourteen days after this the
two little girls complained of what wa,s at first thought to be a common cold, but
which :1fterwa,rds developed into characteristic whooping cough. This disease then
ran its full course, a,ttacking the other children in the same household. After the
diseasf. had become characteristic there could be no doubt that the infection was
caused by the slight exposure mentioned, and that the infectious germ or principle
must have been inhaled when the children passed hy each other. Abont the same
time one of the men showed symptoms of the disease. He stated that he had no
conversation or intercourse with the children, but merely was sitting or standing on
the veranda where they were and at a distance of several feet. This man had never
had the disease. The whooping cough became epidemic at the post, attacking all
children who were not protected by previous attack, and also several adults of both
sexes.
DIARRHEAL AFFECTIONS.

These diseases had an admission rate of 110.85, as compared with
108.21 during the previous year and 162.30, the average annual rate of
the previons decade. Diarrhea caused 108.04 of the rate and dysentery
2.81 ; but the nonefficiency occasioned was slight, only 1.13 per thousand of strength, as the average duration of the cases was short;
diarrhea, 3.4; dysentery, 15.9 days. No death occurred among the total
of 2,615 cases of diarrhea, including ,cholera morbus, nor among the 68
cases of dysentery reported. Reports as to causation refer these affections in a doubtful way to errors of diet and the continuance of high
atmospheric temperatures, for most of them were recorded during the
hot season. l!.,orts Monroe and Hamilton, Davids Island, Fort Barrancas, and St. Francis Barracks had the largest rates.
In reporting some choleraic cases which occurred at Fort McPherson
Maj. Oleary attributed the attacks to poisonous milk. All those affected became sick in from one to three hours after breakfast, and all
of them used milk from the same source of supply. Six of the men thus
attacked ate meat also for breakfast, but 5 made use of bread and
milk only, and these 5 were severely attacked; for a time the recovery
of 3 of them was doubtful. :Maj. Cleary reported! find it to be the custom of the milkman to deliver milk in bottles. He did so in
these cases. The men use the milk bnt do not clean out the bottles, and next day
the milkman collects them. I feel satisfied that the milk allowed to remain in the
bottles decomposed, causing a poisonous product; and milk was again put into these
bottles without properly cleaning them, thus causing the attack. To prevent such
occurrences all such vessels should be thoroughly washed with warm water gradually increased up to near the boiling point.
MALARIAL DISEASES.

The admission rate for malarial diseases was low, 63. 75, practically
the same as for the previous year, but a marked improvement on 92.93
in 1890, and 120.20 in 188D. Tile rate of nonefficiency for the year was
1. 76. No fatal case was reported among the total number of 1,543 eases
recorded. lntermittents, 1,131; remittents, 309, and other malarial
diseases, 103. Seven cases reported as typho-malarial are not included
among these. As usual, the prevalence was greater among the white
than among the colored troops, the admission rate for the former having been 68.43; for the hitter, 26.03.
Washington Barracks, Fort Sill and Fort Myer had high admission
rates, 563.25, 474.00, and 466.11, respectively. Fort Clark, with only
205.61 admissions, had the largest nonefficiency, 15.00; Port Sill, the next
i.n order in this regard, having only 8.87. The average duration of each
case at Fort Clark was 26.70 days, at PorL Sill, 6.85, while the cachexia
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of the cases at Fort Ringgold necessitated a prolongation of the average duration of treatment to 71 _days. The post surgeon of the lastmentioned post insists that the malarial disease which adds so largely
to the nonefficiency of the garrison is not in any way due to conditions existing at the post, but to those prevailing in the country in
whieh the troops operated during the spring and summer. Washington
Barracks and Fort Myer had nonefficient rates of 7.32 and 6.46, respectively.
The fevers at Fort Clark were remittents of a severe type, in many
cases resembling typhoid fever, and, as a matter of fact, some of the
cases developed late in the season displayed the charact~eristic eruption
of enteric fever, and in one fatal case (Peyer's) patches were ulcerated.
It was observed that the number of cases was always increased after
heavy rains, which flooded the basin of the spring contaminating the
water supply with surface washings. Plans for the protection of the
spring were considered during the year. (See below, p. 125).
Reports from Maj. James P. Kimball, Capt. E. A. Mearns, and Capt.
W. B. Davis, at Fort Clark, are submitted herewith:
MAJ. JAMES P. KIMBALL.-September.-Tbe sickness in the command is excessive.
There are 32 men on sick report. The mean daily number on sick report during the
month bas been 32, which is 10 per cent ofthe mean strength of the command. The
prevailing diseases are remittent fever of a severe type, in many cases closely resembling typhoid, acute diarrhea, and dysentery. Tbere have been 25 cases of remittent fever under treatment during the month, of which number 2 were taken sick
in July, 11 in August, and 12 in September. Of this number 9 have been returned to
duty and 16 remain under treatment. * * * It is my opinion that the character
of the water supply would be improv-ed by the removal of the vegetable growth in
the pond, where this can be done thoroughly. It has been established by exact experiment that the microbe of cholera is capable of enormous multiplication in water
containing organic or vegetable material, and there is no reason to doubt that such
is also the case with the germ of typhoid fever. In such a mass of vegetation as
now fi}Js the pond there must be more or less decaying matter, which in any case
ought to be removed. That the long continued high temperature of a southern Texas
summer is largely instrumental in the production of the fevers which so often prevail, I think, admits of little doubt, and that exposure to the midday sun ought, as
mnch as possible, to be avoided.
Octobm·.-'l'here continues to be an excessive amount of sickness at the post, dne to
the continued prevalence of remittent fever. The number remaining under treatment September 30 with this disease was 16; the numbertaken sick <luring October,
18; returned to duty, 14; leaving 20 cases now under treatment. The mean daily
nnmber of all cases on sick report during the month has been 25; that is, 8 per cent
of the command.
It has been noticeable during the past three months that the number of new
cases of fever has increased after heavy rains. During the 4llst, 22d, and 2ild instants,
3~ inches of rain fell. From the 1st to the 18th instant there were 8 new cases, then
none until the 24th; and from the 24th to the 30th, 10 cases.
CAPT. EDGAR A. MEARNS.-Novernbm·.-The health of the command has been good,
except t~hat there has continued to be a large number of fever cases-32 cases of remittent and typhoid fever having been under treatment during the mouth, of which
number 12 were new cases, the remaining 20 having been taken sick prior t o the first
of the month. Five cases of typhoid fever were treated duriug the month, with 1
fa,t al, in which were revealed the intestinal ulcers of typhoid fever. Three of the
remaining 4 cases have developed the characteristic skin eruption of this disease upon
the abclo.men, and have otherwise run a typical course, the remaining case having
been recently taken sick.
Whether these fevers have resulted from the surface drainage, from contamination
of the source of water supply, or from still other causes, I am unable to say, but it
is highly important, in my opinion, to provide as far as possible against a return of
this scourge next year by guanling the post spring from defilement in the manner
recently recommended by Dr. Kimball. This work, moreover, should be finished
before the advent of hot weather.
CAPT. WILLIAM B. DAVIS.-In the snmmer of 1892, while post surgeon at Fort
Clark, Tex., 30 or 40 cases of so-called Texas fever, a hybrid in symptoms between
typhoid and malarial-remittent fever, though not amenable to the treatment of
eJther, came under my care. In every instance the disease was found only among
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those men whose barracks were to the leeward of an open drain (about 50 yarJs
distant) and who did fatigue dut,v in the broiling sun.
Tha,t this drain was a potent factor in producing the disease is conclusively established by the fact that there were from 10 to 15 laundresses' quarters on the windward side of the drain (occupied by married soldiers and their families) and not a
sin,gle case appeared among them; nor did any case appear in the officers' row.
which is abo to the leeward of the drain, but at such a distance that the poison
would necessarily be so diluted as to be innocuous. Moreover, the men's quarters
were single-story buildings, while the officers' families all occupied rooms in the
seconrl story. That tbe drinking water was not to blame is, I think, proven by the
fact tbat the same water used by the men in barracks was also usecl by the families
of the officers and ~f the married soldiers, among whom, as was mentioned above,
there were no cases. Again, I had a considerable practice in the adjacent town of
Brackettville, and though their sole water supply was the same as that used by the
post, not a case of fever occurred.
I am informed that when the fever wa.s so bad at this post (Sam Houston) two or
three years ago, the greatest number of cases occurrerl in the barracks in the southeast corner of the square which is the nearest to the meadow to the southeast of the
post, into which all the drains of the post empty and from which direction comes
the prevailing wind.
·
There is no description of this disease to be found in any work I have consulted;
and a new arrival, if confronterl with it, thinks at first he has typhoid to dea] with,
but the sense of wellbeing, the comparatively slpw and strong pulse, the absence
of marked iliac tenderness, etc., make him change his diagnosis to malarial fever
(remittent); but when quinine has been ordered and the temperature immediately
and invariably goes up one or two degrees, he is in a quandary. The cold pack,
which is so successful in reducing the temperature (temporarily at least) in typhoid
fever, has on several occasions in my hands run the temperature up frpm 104° to
106°, while I was searching for some means of combating the disease. Finally, the
conviction was forced upon me that the materies morbi was a ptomaine generated in
the intestinal tract, caused by a germ from without, and the next question was to
fiud a suitable agent for disinfecting the prirnm vim. Pearson, of Cape Colony,
Africa, having called attention some years ago to the value of chlorinated solution
of soda internally in typhoid fever, I determined to use that, and to supplement it
by acid salicylic, or salol. My experience has been very gratifying, and if a case
reports within two or three days after the in·ception of the fever, it can be aborted
within a week, and can be favorably affected at any stage of the disease. Routine
treatment is as follows: Liq. sodre chlorina.t, m., xv-xxx, in an ounce of water every
three hours; acid salicylic, gr. v, in capsule, every six hom·s (or salol, gr., x thrice
daily). Liquid diet, preferably milk or koumiss. I may mention that under any
other plan of treatment that I have seen or heard of, the fever lasts from four to six
weeks or even longer.

For many years back remittent fevers have prevailed with more or
less intensity at Fort Myer, Va., and have been attributed to the low
grounds of the Potomac and of its tributary valleys. The post is situated on an elevated plateau, which is screened by fine trees from the
malarious exhalations in its neighborhood. Soldiers afi'ected by malaria were supposed to have contracted their disease by exposure to
pernicious miasms while passing after nightfall through the low grounds
in returing to their post from the city. During last autumn the number of cases was so great as to call speci~l attention to the conditions,
and a medical inspection of the post was ordered. It was found that
in September the garrison of 290 men had 85 cases of sickness, of which
52 were cases of remittent fever. Women, children, and civilian employes were affected in like proportion. The attacks were controlled
readily by quinine. '.rhis local prevalence of malarial' fever was attributed by the inspectors to malarious water in the shallow wells fi·om
which the post was supplied . . 1.,hese wells are situated in a ravine in
front of the post and are fed by its subsoil drainage. During seasons of rain aud snow the supply suffices for the use of the garrison and
js lleld to be fairly good In quality, but at the time of the prevalence of
the remittents the inflow into the wells was small and of unsatisfactory
quality, as shown by its free ammonia, chlorides, nitrites, nitrates, and
organic matter. The use of this water in its fi·esh state for .drinking
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purposes was interdicted. Directions were given that it should be
boiled before being used; and recommendation was made that the post
be supplied by connecting it with the Washingtou, D. C., water mains.
Congress failed to authorize this connection, and the post continues
dependent on its wells. During the coming autumn the water will have
to be boiled or thoroughly filtered to prevent a recurrence of the remittents which were so prevalent in September last. The following is the
report of Maj. Charles Smart and Dr. William M. Mew on tl1e water
supply and fevers of Fort Myer:
Fort M~·er is situated on a plateau distant about half a mile from the Potomac
River and elevated about 200 feet above its surface. 'l'he line of officers' quarters
is on the river-side edge of the plateau, and from this edge the surface makes a rapid
descent for about 150 ~rarcls into a sandy hollow, where three wells have been dng,
each abo11t 25 feet deep, 10 feet in diameter, brick-lined, and suitably covered. The
water from these wells is pumped into ·elevated tanks for distribution to the garrison.
At the time of our inspection, 3 p.m., we found about 4,500 gallons in one tank,
its capacity being 20,000; two other tanks, each capable 9f containing 10,000 gallons,
were empty, and the water in the wells was so .Iow that a can dipped into them
brought up samples faintly clondy from minute floating particles, raised from the
bottom by the disturbing act of filling the can. Probably uot more than 500 gallons
could at this time be pumped into the distributing tank, making a supply for the
day of 5, 000 gallons·.
We learned from the comma.n ding officer and the men in charge of the pumping
station that the average quantity of water availahle daily for the past two months
had been about 5,000 gallons. To fully satisfy the needs of the garrison, 30,000 to
35,000 should be supplied, and this seems to have been the estima,te on which the
capacity of the distributing tanks (40,000 gallons) was based.
Durmg the rains and snows of winter and spring the wells furnish an average of
30,000 gallons; but in the hot months, aud particularly during such long-continued
dry weather as occurred in the past summer, the supply is wholly inadeq nate to keep
the post and its garrison in good sanitary condition.
Sewers, water-closets, and urinals are foul from want of water to flush them
efficieutly. Bathing bas been praciically storpcd during the sun mer, and tbeborses
have for weeks been watered at a creek, whid1 recehes much fouldrainagefromthe
fort and its neighborhood.
Even if this supply were at all times amply sufficient, its quality is such as to
excite grave doubts as to its wholesomeness. Shallow wells are dangerous and are
used only as individual supplies in the early stages of the settlemeut of a new
country until a purer general supply can he obtained by the cooperation of the in·
dividuals. Such wells are especially prone to disseminate malarial remittent fevers
and to become infecte(l with typhoid, particularly when their waters are low. The
diminished prevalence of malarial feyers, not only at our military posts, but in the
civil communities of the United States during the past quarter of a century, is due
in a great measure to the substitution of a pure water supply for the surface waters
and shallow wells used at au earlier period.
At the site of the wells at Fort Myerthere was originally a spring, but the spring
water which enters the wells is now lost in the preponderance of subsoil water which
drains into them; in fact, it appears to us that if this post had a good system of subsoil
drainage, with efferents emptying into the creek, the wells would bceollle practically
dry. This opinion is based on a ,survey of the sunoundings of the wells, and is sustained by the chemical analysis of the water. It is essentially a rain water which
has flowed over a soil rich in decaying -vegetation, and which, in passing through
the soil into the wells, has not undergone a natural filtration sufficient to purify it.
It contains more than an allowable quantity of fi'ee ammonia and of chlorides,
flerived in great part from animal excretions. Its organic matter is also in excess.
The presence of nitrates shows that the partial filtration has had a purifying influence, but the associated presence of nitrites indicates that the source of the impurity
is so near to the wells that the process of change is still in progress when the water
is distributed for use. The greater part of the organic matter is of vegetable origin
and in process of fermentative change. It is, in fact, a surface water, with strong
possibilities of malarial qualities; and in view of the fact that the prevailing disease at the post is now remittent fever, we are at liberty to suggest the probability
rather than the possibility of malarial qualities.
·
During September there have been 52 cases of this fever among the troops of the
garrison, averaging about290 men. Women, chihlren and employes have also been
affected. The attacks last from four to six days, yielding readily to quinine, and
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thns manifesting their malarial origin. The total sick from all causes from SeptemLer 1 to 28 numl.Jered 85, of which, as stated, 52 were cases of fever. In July there
were only 4 cases, and in August 6, of malarial fever.
In considering the excess of fever in September, it is to be remembered that an
unusual prevalence has been manifested at other poiuts than at Fort :Myer. At
Washington Barracks, for instance, there were, up to the 28th, just as many cases
of malarial fever, to wit, 52, as at Fort Myer, but the garrison had a somewhat
greater strength, 380 men. In July Washington Barracks had 13 cases, ancl in
August 17.
'lihere is, however, one notable difference in the character of these two posts, i. e.,
remittents exclusively prevailed at Fort Myer, intermittents at Washington Barracks; and this has a bearing on the probability of unwholesomeness of the water at
the former post, for when malarial fevers are recognized as due to malarious waters
the fever is generally of the remittent type.
In view of these obRervations it is evident that an adequate supply of good water
should be obtained for Fort Myer. Such a supply would probably put an end to its
remittent fevers, and the elevation of the post would probably keep it free from the
intermitte11ts which infest such low grounds as those of Washington Barracks.
To aid in accomplishing this result, it is needful, however, to do something more.
The plateau on which the post is built is level and retentive of moisture. With one
or two exceptions the bujJdings have been erectecl without any attempt to drain
their sites. In rainy weather the surface is miry and the rmbsoil saturated. Basements become damp, and those buildings that have no basements are in a yet worse
condition. Hain leaders pour ont the water from the roofs on the ground within a
foot of the wall to percolate along it and increase the dampness of the site. A system of subsoil drainage that would free the surface and subsoil from excessive
moisture would do much to improve the healthfulness of the post.
The piles of stable manure, garbage, and other filth in a ravine in rear of the·
stables should not be permitted to accumulate; if no other disposition can be made
of them, provision should be made for their cremation.
So far as we can see, the solution of the question of water supply at Fort :Myer is
to be founrl in effecting a connection 'vitb the supply of \Vashington City. There is,
as we understand, no engineering difficulty in the way of effecting this; all that is
I'eguired being the needful authority and money. As some time will be required for
a raclical clwnge of this kind to be made, provision for the immediate future is
needful. There is no reason why the water of the existing wells should not be used
for aU purposes otherth.an drinking and cooking. It m ny 1Je used for flushing Rewers
:md urinals, for washing, bathing, etc.; and, as the dry season may be consideTed to
be now at an .end, there will probably be, until June next, the daily average product
of 30,000 gallons. Should the dry season be prolonged ior some time, t.he post
would have to continue during the period on its present limited supply. There
would be inconvenience in this, but no ill health, as it seems to us; for the remittent fevers which now affect the garrison are not the result of the insufficient supply,
but of the impure supply. For drinking or household use it would be unadvisable
to use this water. Until a general supply for all purposes is obtained, distilled
water might be furnished.
At :Forts Brown, Ringgold, Clark and other posts ice machines have been issued,
J1rimarily for the use of the sick; but, incidentally, by attaching a con~lensing coil
they have furnished a supply of pure drinking water to the garrisons, and the sick
reports of malarial fevers have been materially lessened in com;equence. :Fort Brown,
in fact, which formerly was notorious as the most insalubrious site held hy the
United States troops, has practically bad no malarial fever since the introclnction
and use of distilled water instead of the turbid and malarious water of the Rio
Grande.
Distilled water for potable use is recommended merely as a temporary expedient to cover the period that will elapse until a permanent and gooli general
supply is obtained. If delay is experienced in procuring distilled water, the well
water should be boiled before it is used as a supply for drinking.

It is of interest to observe that while the garrison of Fort Myer, Va.,
was suffering from remittent fever the troops stationed at Washington
Barracks, D. C., on the low grounds on the other side of the river, also
were affected with malarial fevers, only in the latter instance the disease was of the intermittent form. The presence of malarial exhalations
in this locality accounts for the prevalence of the disease. The insalubrity of this post has been materially lessened of late years in proportion to the progress of reclamation of the Potomac marshes. ' There remains, however, the James Creek Canal bounding the rese:rvation on
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the east. This ctwal is an open sewer, extending as such about half a
mile into the mty and receiving much drainage and sewerage. Some
little curreut is derived from Tiber Creek awl the tides, but the water·
is foul smelling at all times, and at low tides there is much uncovered
bottom. That such a nuisance should have been tolerated so long in
Washington, D. C., seems inexplicable. Fortunately the bank next the
post is lined with a double row of poplars and willows, forming a dense
screen of foliage which bas no doubt done much to intercept malarious
exhalations.
In connection with remarks on enteric fever at Fort Reno, Okla.,
submitted above (p. 44), tbe following report on the malarial fevers of
that locality, by Capt. J. C. Merrill, is of interest:
The following notes on malarial fevers observed in the Indian Territory are intended to call attention to certain peculiarities of type, character, course, and diagnosis. They are based upon observations at Fort Reno, situated nearly in the center
of the old Indian Territory. The surrounding country is an open rolling prairie,
wooded only along the streams, the smaUer of which usually dry up in summer, and
even the larger ones in dry seasons. The fort is at the end of a point of land projecting from the prairie level into the valley of the north fork of the Canadian River,
which stream is about 1 mile to the north; the prevailing winds at all seasons are
from the south. The natural drainage of the post is good; drinking water for
officers' use is bronght daily from Caddo Spring, about 4 miles dista.nt, and is of
excellent quality; but the general supply, >vhich is very impure, is river water
pumped into settling tanks and distributed by pipes.
The Indian Territory has long been noted for the prevalence of fevers of a severe
type, anll the total mortality from this cause has been very considerable. rrhe opening to settlement of Oklahoma, the breaking of ground for railroad coustrnct.ion
and by farmers, and the rapid growth of new towns, chiefly notable for neglect of
the most elementary sanitary measures, and for the placing of wells and privies Hide
by side, have brought these fevers into greater prominence and caused the rapid
spread of typhoid fever.
· .
With the exception of retums and reports by medical officers of the Army, there is
no special literature of these endemic fevers, and it is on this account that the following notes have been written.
The character of a majority of the cases admits of no doubt; they are certainly
malarial. Ab first, and especially when an early formal diagnosis is made, they are
liable to be recorded as intermittents; but on studying the progress of each case,
and especially in reviewing a series of temperature charts, it will be remtnketl that
perfect intennissions are rare, and that the majority of the cases are remit tents.
!l'he greater number of these require no special notice; a 10-grain dose of calomel at
night, followEd in the morning by a Seidlitz powder or sulphate of maguesia, with
about 20 grains of quinine two hours before the expected rir:,e of temperature, :tll(l.
repeated when the sweating stage is well established will, as a rule, pTomptly eff'ep,t
a cure, which is much more apt to be permanent if full doses of ar::;enic are gi\en
for a week or two or until its constitutional effects are manifest. In severe cases in
which more or less debility continues for two 'or three weeks, a tonic tr("atment of
iron, arsenic and the tinctures of nux vomica and cinchona is useful in hastening
recoverv.
Recurrences of such febrile developments are not uncommon, but they are usually
as amenable to treatment as the prima,ry attacks and of the same remittent type.
The mos.t severe cases, to which paTticular attention is invited in this paper, have
a course quite unlike those just describeu; and their precise diagnosis, as considered
below, admits of more than one opinion. In all the malarial fevers seen at Fort
Reno the first and snhscqnmJt chills were slight, and in quite a number altogether
absent, and this irrespective of the subse()nent progress of the cases.
In tbe form now under consideration there is nothing at first to attract especial
attention, but it is soon obvious that quinine has little or no effect in reducing the
temperature or in mitigating or preventing the daily exacerbation ; the patient
rapidly loses strength and the difference between the morning and evening temperature becom(Js less marked. Diarrhea and constipation alternate ; the stomach
is generally but little affected, for nausea is uncommon and vomiting more so;
neither the spleen nor tho liver is enlarged or tender; the mind is clear; there is little
or no headache, and tbe patient usually sleeps well. Perhaps the most prominent
feature is the. want of regularity in the recurrence of the febrile accessions or exacerbations. A well marked double quotidian has been several times observed, but
generally there is but ono prolongeu rise lasting for several hours, and beginning
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at any honr of the day or night without reference to previous rises ; this irregularity
renders the administration of quinine to anticipate a recurrence of the fever very
uncertain.
An examination of a large number of temperature charts shows much diversity
in the course and degree of the fever. Three points, however, at once attract notice,
a well-marked remission after a continued fever of about two weeks, followed by a
secondary fever, often higher than the primary one; and afterwards subnormal
temperature and convalescence. The subnormal temperature is generally very lH'Onounced, and seems to be independent of the previous administration of antipyretics.
Although the diagnostic signs of typhoid fever are absent the typhoid condition is
well marked, and weakness and exhaustion are often extreme, requiring free stimulation. Death, when it occurs, is due more to cardiac failure than to any other cause.
The diagnosis of this type of fever presents many points of interest. From typical
typhoid it differs in its sudden onset and in the absence of early hebetude and later
stupor, of epistaxis, tympanites, and the pathognomonic eruption. Cough and
diarrhea may be present but are too variable and uncertain to be of djagnostic
value. From typhoid fever as, in m,v experience it generally occurs in lhe southwest, the sudden rise of the primary fever, absence of the rose-colored spots, and the
marked secondary rise of temperature, are important distinctions; in most other respects the two fevers are clinically much alike. From the commoner forms of remittent fever a very marked distinction is the slight effect of quinine in controlling the
rise and course of the fever.
Several names may he considered for the purpose of making a formal diagnosis,
but until opportunity is given for determining the presence or absence of intestinal
lesions, any name must be considered as provisional. Typho-malarial is convenient
and descriptive, if used without implying the presence of specific typhoid fever; but
this term has been applied in such a loose way that perhaps it is better to avoid it.
Adynamic remittent is appropriate enough as a name, and the cases agree with
the definition given by Sternberg,* hut they agree equally well with the form
"which resembles typho-malarial fever in tho type and duration of the febrile
mov:ement, and in the fact that it is not cut short by the administration of quinine,
but in which the special symptoms of enteric fever are obscute or absent." Still it
seems to me that such a fever, which Sternberg does not recognize as identical in
etiology with a paludal remittent, comes too near his definition of adynamic remittent fevers-" which, instead of yielding to treatment within the usnal time or terminating in simple intermittent fever, are protracted and develop adynamic symptoms, accompanied by more or less fever of an irregular character:' t--to be easily
distinguished at the bedside.
I have applied tbfi name "continued malarial fever" to these cases although aware
that this name is of too general application to be altogether definite and satisfactory.
The prognosis, although usually favorable, should be guarded, for if the patient
have any constitutional weakness it is very liable to be developed and exaggerated,
with serious, perhaps fatal, results. The heart, even if free from organic lesion, is
often greatly weakened; in every case its action should be carefully watched.
Indiscretions in diet generally cause a recrudescence of the .fever, with or without
diarrhea.
Complications.-Carcliac weakness~ as just mentioned, is the most frequent and
dangerous complication. Gastric irritation is not often troublesollle, hut in some
cases it is better to give quinine hypodermically, and to give only food by the
mouth. The solution of bisnlphatc of quinine has been frequently used, and in no
case has local suppuration or any other unpleasant result occurred.
One case of hrematuria was quickly cured by quinine. It appeared with each rise
of the fever and. lasted about three hours, the urine then being of the color of porter,
but perfectly clear and normal in the intervals.
Treatment.-In all cases of fever at Fort Reno full doses of quinine were given at
once, usually with calomel (grs. x) in the evening, followed by a brisk saline the
next moming; and jn the majority of cases this treatment resulted in a speedy cure.
As a rule 20 or 25 grains were given two or three hours before the expected rise of
fever, and a similar or larger dose when the sweating stage was well established.
If this proved inefficient 30 grains were given in the same way next (lay, andrepeated as indicated. Givet . thus I have found quinine more effective than by any
other method, though I do not hesitate to administer it during the febrile stage if
there is a necessity for so doing. If, however, after four or five days there is no decided improvement, it may sMely be assumed that the case is not one of simple intermittent or remitt<'nt fever, but of specific t.yphoid or of the continued form under
discussion, in which case it is well to reduce the quinine to tonic doses. Dnring the
*Malaria and Malarial Diseases, N. Y., 1882, p. 250.
t loc. cit.
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intermission between the primary and seconilary fevers, I usually snbstHuted for the
quinine Fowler's solution in 5-drop doses three to five times a day, and returned to
tonic doses of quinine during the secondary fever. Arsenic is borne remarkably
well; I have given it for «lays in the intermission, and for weeks during convalescence in the above doses with the best results, and witlwut causing the least gastriC disturbance or swelling of the eyelids. Generally the primary fever is not so
high as to call for special antipyretic treatment, but this is frequently necessary during tlw secondary rise. For this purpose antipyrin or antifebrin is superior to the wet
pack, inducing free diaphoresis and promptly reducing the temperature from 2° to 40.
While these medicines have no curative effect they sav~ the patient from the injurious
effects of the high temperature, give great relief, and by hastening the sweating stage
afford an opportunity of giving quinine much sooner than could otherwise he the
case. I can not too highly recommend the use of one or other of these drugs in these
cases; 10-grain doses of antifebrin and 15-grain doses of antipyrin act as promptly
and effidently as larger ones. The treatment in other respe<..:ts is largely sylllptomatic; the diet is limited to milk, eggs, an<l similar easily-digested food, ana much
importance is attached to this. Stimulants are generally required, sometimes freely.
In the later stages of the disease turpentine is sometimes indicated, and is given with
excellent results. When signs of heart failure are present, digitalis is indispensable.
I have seen more than one lifp, saved by its free use, by which is meant the administration of 1 to 3 drams of the tincture in 24 hours, the patient being carefully
watched that the amount given may be properly regulated.
Convalescence is slow; a temporary change of air and scene is the most effective
means of cure; when tbis 'is impracticable, a general tonic treatment assists in obtaining the desired result.
In a small proportion of the cases permanent disa!Ji lity results from malarial
cachexia, with chronic dysentery or diarrhea, which may be temporarily alleviated,
but not permanently cured, while the patient remains in the malarious locality.
One case of malarial hrematuria became chronic, returning at intervals each winter
whenever the patient was exposed to cold.

Fort Brown, Tex., continued free from malarial diseases during the
year. The following letter from the post surgeon, Capt. George H.
Torney, to the post adjutant, April 2, 1893, gives in full the views of
the medical officer on the gratifying improvemeut recently effected in
the health of this garrison:
In compliance with instructions reeeived from the Commanding Officer directing
me to submit for the consideration of the Brigadier-General Commanding the Department of Texas, now present at the post, a brief and succinct report regar1ling the
causes which b::tve led to the large reduction in the percentage of the sick lit>t of
Fort Brown since 1889, in which year it was reported by the Surgeon-General of the
Army to hav~J been the most unhealthy post in the country. I have respectfully to
state as my opinion that the improvement in the health and efficiency of this command is due in a, large measure(1) To the use by the enlisted men of the command, during the whole of the year,
of pure drinking water cooled by a liberal supply of ice to ma,ke it palatable.
(2) To the suspension of drills and severe fatigue duty during the period of excessive hot weather-that is, from the first of May to the 31st of October of each year.
(3) To the wearing during the hot season of light-weight clothiug and straw hats
suitable to this almost tropical climate.
(4) To the temperance of the men of the command, due in itself in a large measnre
to the fact that there is always in the barracks· plenty of cool water to refresh them
after returning from outt>ide duty; thus avoiding in a large degree the temptatiOn to
resort to cool alcoholic stimulants to relieve thirst and fatigue, which so quickly
follow exertion in this climate.
(5) To the correction, as far as possible, of every observed sanitary defect of the
the po~t, and
(6) To the deficiency of the annual average precipitation of rain during the last
three years.
To these beadings may be added the statement that when a soldier is admitted to
the post hospital for medical treatment, be i" kept under observation nnt il it is
believml that he is entirely well and free from the effects of the clisease, in order to
prevent the possibility of a relapse, no matter what may be the diRability, as it has
been observed that convalescence is not easily established in sick patie11ts in this
climate and extends beyond the period ordinarily consi<lered necessary to restore
perfect health in other parts of the country.
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YE:r-.TEREAL DISEASES,

,

The admission rate for these diseases was 76.73 during the year, the
prevalence being somewhat greater among the colored troops and
Indians than among the whites. This rate shows, unfortunately, no
improvement, the rate of the previous year having been 72.46, and the
average annual rate of the previous decade 77.31. The average number of men constantly sick per thousand of strength was 5.33 as
against 5.00 for the previous year. Gonorrhea and its results causetl
40.90 of the 76.73 admission rates; chancroids, 11.11; syphilis and its
results, 16.03, and other venereal diseases, 8.68. The average duration
of treatment of each case was 25.4 days; gonorrheal cases, 21.1; chancroidal, 22.7; syphilitic, 38.5, and other cases 25.1 days. Fifty-three
men disabled by these diseases were .discharged from service during
the year.
Columbus Barracks bad the highest rates; admission 292.72 and nonefficiency 18.54 per thousand of strength. The improvement noted in
last annual report has not been kept up at this recruiting depot. A
fall in the rate to 266.20 in 1891 from 380.46 in 1890, and 462.44 in 1889,
suggested hope for the future which is not sustained by the rates now
recorded. Fort Ringgold, Jackson Barracks, and Fort McPherson
follow Columbus Barracks in the relative frequency of their cases,
208.97, 198.11, and 195.48 re~pectively; but Fort J',fclntosh takes second
place in order of nonefficiency with a rate of 15.47, while Fort McPherson and Jackson Barracks follow with 13.67 and 12.16.
Medical officers at most of the posts affected with these diseases
express their inability to suggest measures to control their prevalence
where the sources are so plentiful and accessible. The post surgeon
at Fort Ringgold undertook to treat the women, but could not prevail
upon them to continue until cured. At Forts Custer and Sill recommendation was made to have the affected women removed from the
reservation. The post surgeon.at Fort McPherson reported that the
same men are repeatedly on the sick report from these diseases; that
"one man is now in hospital for the fourth time this year with some
form of the affection, and he no sooner is returned to duty than he exposes himself again." A 1pan of this character is morally unfit to be a
soldier. He is a nuisance in a company and is so regarded by the good
men who shun his contact and are suspicious of the bathroom and
other conveniences which they have in common. He should not be retained in service. Post surgeons should initiate action in such cases
as in those of confirmed inebriates.
ALCOHOl-ISM.

The admission rate for alcoholism, 37.23 per thousand of strength, is
an improvement on the past, comparing favorably with 40.01 in the previous year, 40.73 in 1890, 41.31 in 1889, and 56.68 as the average
annual rate of the previous decade. Drunkenness to an extent requiring medical care was relatively more frequent among the white troops
than among the 11egroes and Indians, the rates being respectively ·
41.19, 8.35, and 1.37. The corresponding rate in tbe home service
army of Great Britain was only 2.69: in the army of Prussia, Saxony,
and Wi1rtemberg, 1.65; of Austria-Hungary, 0.11; of Italy, 0.06.
The post having the highest rate was Fort Brady, 179.49; but Jackson Barracks bad practically the same rate, 179..23. Eight other posts
had the admission rate over 100 per thousand of strength, in the fol-
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lowing order, after the two already named: Fort Porter, Willets Point,
Hock Island Arsenal, Fort Ontario, Camp Oklahoma and Forts 1\'lcPherson, Marcy and Barrancas.
The admission rate of the Indian uompanie~ does not appear-to give
full expression to the prevalence of intoxication among them, for the
sanitary reports speak occasionally in most unfavorable terms of their
habits in this regard. Thus, from Fort Wingate Maj. Matthews reports among them in July one homicide and one death from accident,
both results of intoxication, and in December five members of the
troop suffering from wounds received in drunken quarrels; while from
Fort Bowie Capt. R. W. Johnson reports drunken brawls to be of frequent occurrence, " and if the men were only allowed to retain possession of their arms it would be but a short time before their number
would be materi~lly decreased."
RHEUMATISM.

The admission rate, 71.52, continues to show a gradual lessening of
the prevalence of rheumatic affections. The rate for the previous year
was 75.33; for 1890, 83.19, and the average annual rate of the previous
decade, 107.28. Thirty-eight men were discharged for these affections,
giving a rate of 1.41 as compared with 1.25 in the previous year, 2.06
in 1890, and 2.96 as the average of the previous decade.
The cases of acute articular rheumatism numbered 124, and constituted 5.12 of the total admission rate, 71.52. The average duration of
these cases was 39.4 days. Chronic articular rheumatism constituted
15.37 of the total rate; average duration, 25.3 days. Muscular rheumatism and myalgia formed 51.03 of the total; average duratiou, 12.2
days.
The highest admission rate, 195.12, was reported from Fort Marcy,
N. Mex.; the second, 169.81, from Fort Canby, Wash.; the third
166.18, from Fort Robinson, Nebr.; and the fourth, 162.60, from St.
Francis Barracks, Fla. Ten other posts ha;d an admission rate of over
100 per thousand of strength; three in Arizona Territory, and one each
in New Mexico, Florida, Montana, South Dakota, Minnesota, J\tfichigan, New York and Virginia. Fort Canby, Wash., bad the highest
noneffective rate, 11.93; FortBarrancas, Fla., second, 9.94; Fort Bowie,
Ariz., third, 9.76, and Forts Snelling, Minn., Bayard, N.Mex., Yates,
N.Dak., and Sully, S. Dak., followed in order.
These statistics, as has been pointed out before in the reports of the
Surgeon-General, demonstrate the dependence of these diseases on
local rather than climatic conditions. Damp and undrained sites are
productive of rheumatism in any climate, and damp clothing or bedding
are .causative independent of dryness of site or climate. The frequency
of attacks in Arizona and New Mexico is undoubtedly owing to carelessness induced by the ordinarily warm and dry climate. Commands
take the field unprepared for the rain that occasionally overtakes them
or the chilly nights which they have to J)ass when tlleir service leads
them from the plains into the mountains. Even the pleasant coolness
of the shade is dangerous in this regard after exercise in the hot sun . .
Commanding officers can do much toward preventing the development
of rheumatic troubles and internal congestious and inflammations by a
careful supervision of the equipment of the men .and..a thoughtful con·
sideration for their well-being.
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PULMONARY CONSUMPTION.

The admission rate of the Army for consumption was 4.34 per tlwusand of strength, considerably in excess of the rate of the previous
year, 2.97. The rate recorded by the white troops was 3.27, by the
colored troops 4.42, and by the Indians 35.62. The absolute number of
cases was 105, of which 70 occurred among· the white troops, with 9
deaths and 35 discharges; 9 among the colored troops, with 2 death~
and 3 discharges, and 26 among the I:pdian companies, with 7 deaths
and 13 discharges. The death rate from this cause alone among the
Indians, 8.94, was greater than the death rate, 6.44, from all causes in
the Army as a whole. Some remarks on the quarters and habits of the
Indians, submitted below (p. 103), are of interest in this connection.
PNEUMONIA AND PLEURISY.

Eighty-three cases of p11eumonia (not a complication of other diseases) were reported during the year; 72 (16 fatal) among the white
troops, 8 (1 fatal) among the colored troops, and 3 (none fatal) among
the Indians. The average duration of each case was 31.9 days. Ninetynine cases were reported in 1891, 96 in 1890, and 130 in 1889, so that
this manifestation of disease may be regarded as having touched our
military stations but lightly during the past year.
Seventy of the. cases, of which 10 ·were fatal, were reported as lobar;
10 (1 fatal) as eatarrhal, and 3 (all fatal) as undefined. The largest
number of cases at one post was 10, at Columbus Barracks; Jefferson
Barracks and 'Vhipple Barracks had each 5 eases; Forts Assinniboiue
and Buford, 4 eaeh, and Fort Leavenworth 3. Eighteen posts had
each 2 cases, and sixteen each 1 case.
Forty-four cases of pleurisy were reported: White, 37; colored, 4;
Indian, 3. Two of the cases among the white troops were fatal.
INJURIES.

The admi~sion rate for injuries, 252.7 4, or including 49 cases of hernia,
usually classed with diseases of the digestive organs, 254.76, differs but
little from those of former years. As usual also, contusions and sprains
formed about one-half of the whole number of injuries, .the average
duration of these cases being 8.8 days, as compared with 11.8 days for
injuries in general.
·
Sixty-seven cases of heat strolee were reported, 4 among the colored
troops, the others among the whites; none fatal. On the other hand,
of 66 cases of frostbite aud general freezing, ~2 cases, or 10.81 per thousand of strength, occurred among the negroes and only 43, or 2.01 per
thousand among the whites; 1 Indian also was frost-bitten. Relatively
twice as many cases of abrctsions, blisters, burns, and scalds were recorded
among the Indians as among the other troops, the average rate of the
Army for these injuries being 19.58 per thousand men. Contusions and
sprains gave an admission rate of134.3:3, and wmmds, exclusive of gunshot, 55.32; none fatal, hut permanent dbability resulted in 5 cases of
each of tlwse two elasses of injuries. Among 62 cases of dislocation
were included 4 discuarged for disability, and among 169 of fracture 4
deatbs and 12 discharges. Twenty-one men wer~ discharged on account
of hernia. Fifty-six violent or aecidental death~:; were reported, 27 by
gunshot, 6 by poison, 11 by drowning, 6 by crushing, 5 by falls, and 1
by freezing. Of the 27 gunshot wounds 16 were suicidal, 5 homicidal,
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4 accidental (1 in quarters, 1 while hunting, and 2 at target practice),
and 2 shot by sentinels (1 on failure to respond to challenge and 1
while endeavoring to esca:pe from guard). Of t.he 6 deaths by poison
all were suicidal; strychnine was used by 1, opium or morphine by the
others. Of the 11 cases of drowning all were aecidental so far as known.
Of the 6 deaths by crushing, 4 were caused by railroad trains and 2 by
loaded wagons. Injury to the brain was the cause of death in all the
cases of falling from a height.
Lieut. Alexander N. Stark, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army, reported on
the successful employment of Silvester's method of artificial respiration
in a case of drowning at Fort Monroe, Va:
On Monday, June 5, 1893, I was hastily summoned to attend a man wl10 bad been
rescued with great difficulty while in danger of drowning, and only nfter several
minntes of total snl>mersion. I found the patient pulseless, cold, and without any
evidence of respiration, so I imme<liately began his recuperation by the method advocated by Silvester, of London. First expelling aU the ingested water pos:sible by
inverting the patient and making abdominal pressure, I began artificial respiration
and continued it :tor thirty minutes without any ed<lence of success, the condition
of the patient remaining unchanged. After sev .. ral minutes more of exertion I
noticed a very feeble radial pulse and other signs of Teturning animation, and tl u,;
encouraged, I redoubled my efforts and soon succeeded in reestablishing both normal
circulation and respiration, though the patient was still iit a profound state of unconsciousness. By the use of the ice-water douch, in conjunction with artillcial resphation, consciousness soon returned, and the administration of a mixture of warm
salt water and whisky, causi.ng copious emesis, the patient was soon out of danger,
though very much exhausted.

The 22 cases of suicide that occurred during the year are equivalent
to a rate of 0.82 per thousand of strength, as compared with 0.83 during· the previous year, and 0.71 the average annual rate of the previous
ten years. 1'he last reported rates of foreign armies are: Great Britain,
0.21; Italy, 0.33; Prussia, Saxony, and vViirtemberg, 0.64; and Austria-Hungary, 1.18.
Eighteen of the 22 suicides were members of white commands. The
causes assigned were domestic troubles in 1, failure to obtain desired
promotion in 1, fear of court-martial in 2, mental despondency attributed to ill health in 2, temporary mental aberration in 4, alcohol in 1
and probably in some of the 7 reported as unknown. No case occurred
among the colored troops. Four suicides among the members of the
Indian companies give a material increase to the rate reportPd at this
time, and detract seriously from that reputation for equanir•tity, selfrestraint, and fortitude with which the American Indian has been so
liberally endowed in most of his literary portraits. The reported
causes in these cases were in 1, mental depression from syphilis; in 1,
homesickness, a pa~s to dsit his tribe having been denied him; and
in 2, jealousy and don1estie tronble:·_.
.
One of the 22 suicides was a commissioned officer, 8 belonged to the
infantry, 6 to the cavalry, 3 to the artillery, 2 to the ordnance, 1 to the
hospital corps, and 2 to other corps. Eleven were 30 to 34 years of
age; 4, 20 to 24, and as many 25 to 29; 1 between each of the ages 40
to 44, 45 to 49, and 50 to 54. S~venteen were natives of the United
States, 2 German, 1 Irish, 1 French, and 1 Seandinavian. Five were
in their first year of service, the others older soldiers. Five of the
cases occurred in September, 4 each in October and November, 2 each
in March, June, and July, and 1 each in May, August, and December.
Three cases were reported from Fort Sohuyler, 2 each from Forts
Randall and Sam Houston, and 1 from each of fifteen other posts.
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INFLUENCE OF SEASON ON THE SICK RATES.

Excluding venef'eal diseases, alcoholism, vaccina, and injuries as
uninfluenced by season~ the average monthly rate of admission was
75.31 per thousand ot strength. In January the rate was highest,
118.41, from a prevalence of influenza and bronchitic attacks. In February and March the rates dropped to 80.93 and · 78.30. During the
next four months they fell below the average, 64.63, 67.69, 67.82, and
73.20, rising to 75.97 and 77.24 in August and 'September, and again
dropping during the next three months to 66.36, 64.26, and 69.50.
The average nonefficiency was 25.70 per thousand men. For eight
months, April to November, inclusive, this rate was below the average.
It was highest in January, 34.46; in February, 28.91; in March, 26.80;
and in December, 25.91. The lowering during recent years of the rate
of malarial fevers has altered the seasonal curves of disease in the
Army very sensibly. As may be seen above, the vernal rise from intermittent fever no longer exists, and the wave of prevalence of malarial
and diarrheal diseases spreading over August and September is now
reduced to relatively small proportions.
INFLUENCE OF AGE, ARM OF SERVICE, NATIVITY, AND LENG'rH OF
SERVICE ON LIABILI'l'Y TO DISEASE.

In the report for the year ending June 30, 1891, was published a
series of tables showing for the year the relation of certain specified
diseases and classes of disease to. arm of service, lengtl). of service,
country of nativity, and age of the soldiers composing the Army. The
rates of admission, nonefficiency, discharge, and death in those tables
were necessarily of little value on account of the small number of men
nude observation in many of the headings, the aggregate of the Army
having amounted to only 26,684 officers and men. Nevertheless some
interesting points were developed. In the case of typhoid fever, men
between 20 and 24 years of age had the highest rate of admission;
young officers were more susceptible to attack than enlisted men of the
same age, and cavalry officers more than their comrades of the infantry
or artillery. From malarial fevers the cavalry suffered more than the
other arms; the officers less than the men. The rates for venereal
diseases were highest among recruits; higher in the artillery than in the
other arms of the service. The rate of alcoholism was highest among
the Irish, as was al~o that of pulmonary consumption, etc.
Appended to the present report is a similar series of tables based
upon the statistics of the calendar years 1890, 1891, and 1892. The
observatwns which furnished the data covered a period of three years,
but the ratios given are the average annual rates for the period. The
change in the personnel of our small Army takes place so rapidly on
account of the short term of service, discharge by purchase, desertion,
and other drains that the ratios may be regarded as the annual rate of
on army of 80,005 men instead of the average annual rate of one of
26,668 men for a period of three years. The tables are therefore
of greater value than those formerly published, although the absolute
figures nuder many of the headings are yet too small to be used for the
calculation of ratios. A long series of years will be required to obtain
rates that will give expression to the relative liability of the various
component parts of our Army to specified diseases. The following tabulation concerning the 80,00~ men will enable those interested to form
an idea of the value to be attached to the rates given iu the tables.
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At the. same time it has a value of its own as showing the constitution
of our Army from the several points of view:

IOfficers.) Enlisted
men.

.Arm of service.

Per
cent.

.Arm of service.

Officers. Enlist{ld
men.

i

1

Per
cent.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------1------------,-Infantry ....•••.••..... ! 2,548
Cavalry ............... ! 1, 272
Artillery ....••........ !
850

~i:~:;:::::::::::

: !li .
1

II

43.97 Recruits......................
5,421 1
6.78
24.98 1 .All others ...•........ -~1 _ _
2, ~ J _4. 26
12.61 '

l:~ '

!: ~~

Total ..........

'P"~!

1

,,;'·

os:o

Enlisted

I

Per

I

cers.~~ .

.Age.

Officers.] Enlisted
men.

J

·I

1, 185
21,504
21, 789
12,924
6,681
5, 190
3,180

1. 48
27.28
28. 52
17.34
9.55
7. 41
4.98

50 to 54 years . . . • . . . • .
55to59years .........
60 years and over.. . . .
Tot~l. ...••••...

891
501
168

Officers. Enmliesnte. d

Per
cent.

6,025
132
57
45
27
6

37,047
7,028
l, 096

53.84
8.78
1. 37

45,171
9, 453
8, 910
2, 811
1, 395
1, 500

63.99
11.98
11. 21.
3.57
1. 78
1.88

Per
cent.
2. 30
.87
. 28

1
l---------6,352j 73,653 ! 100.00

!········

- -.- - - - - - 80,005

~Officers·1I Enlisted
I cent.
Per
men.

Nativities.

U_n_i_te_d_S-ta-t-es-:---l---l·--- ---ll-8-c-ot-.-.------_--------------------l--2-1
White ............. 6,025
Colored....................
Indian...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I'

951
195
54

1

Total ........... .
Irish---······--······German ............... .
English ............... .
Canadian ...........••.
Scandinavian ......... .

'~:~'

-~-

i

19 years and under..... . • . . . . . .
20to24years ..........
331
25 to 29 years ...•••...
1, 026
30to34years .......•.. ;
945
35to39years .......•.. i
958
40 to 4! years ......... -I
735
45to49ye;.n;. ......... ,
807
Nativities.

j..

1

0 ffi

1

Age.

32,629
18,713
9,241

Swiss .................
.Austrian.............
Dane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
French . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.All Qthers . . . . . . . . . . . ..

~~~~

6
3 i
3 I
121
15

636
777 i
708 1
297 !
1, 341 I

.80
.98
. 89
• 39
1. 71

Total ........... 6,3521
73,"6531 100. 00
_ _ I_ _ _ I_ _

Length of service.
Under 1 year...........................................................
Over 1 year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • . • . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
·Total. .....•••••.•••••..•••..••.......•.•••.•••.•••.•....••..•.... _

80,005

Officers.

E~~~t.ed Per cent.

120
6, 232

14,745
58, 908

6, 3521

73, 653

80, oo5

7. 93
92. 07
i

100.00

I-___ .___ ~ ~

The admissions for all diseases and injuries among the~e 80,005 officers and men were equivalent to the annual rate of 1,339.51 per thousand. of strength. · Among officers the rate was only 855.29, a.s -compared
with 1,370.81 among the men; in the infantry 1,269.10, but considerably
higher in the cavalry, artillery, and engineers. Men between 25 and 29
years gave about the average rate; below this age the rates were higher;
above it they were correspondingly reduced. Nativity floes not appear to have had inuch influence in determining this general rate of
admission; but, classing the troops by their length of service, it is
found that those under one year had a rate of 1,914.42, while those over
one year had only 1,205.37.
The nonefficiency or number constantly sick per thousand of strength
is the best measure of the sickness affecting military bodies. The
average rate of· the army was 41.43. Officers, although occasioning
fewer admissions than enlisted men, considerably augmented the average rate by the longer dur-:ttion of their cases. Officers- of infantry
had a rate of 57.07, of cavalry 67.23, of artillery 55.50. The enlisted
men of the. cavalry, artillery, engineers ~d recruits had the ·rates
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3 or 4 units higher than the average; the other corps correspondingly lower.
,
The most interesting point developed by this inquiry is shown by the
rates for the various ages. The nonefficient rate for the period between
25 and 29 years is about the average; it is much higher below 25 years,
uut beyond 29 years it decreases, being still below the average during
the period between 45 and 49 years. Over 50 years the nonefficiency
is high-54.67 between 50 and 54; 58.04 in the next five years; and
72.4~ over 60 years.
In regard to age the rates for death and discharge follow in a general way the track of nonefficiency. The ~ver
age death rate, 7.72, runs up with advancing years to 11.4~ between
40 and 44, 13.54 between 45 and 49, and 17.9~, 28.74 and 45.05 in the
succeeding periods, the average rate of discharge, 21.22, holds good
among the men from 25 to 50 years of age; it is higher among younger
men, and over 50 becomes doubled, trebled, and quadrupled. It is thus
clearly shown that the best service is had from men between 25 and 50
years of age. This has a bearing on such propositions as that of limiting the period of service of the enlisted men to ten years, or that
of enlisting only young men for the sake of a military training.
The average admission rate for typhoid fever, 5.06 per thousand of
strength, was raised to 7.39 in the cavalry arm. It was 11.07 among
men below 20 years of age, and 8.65 in those fi'om 20 to 24; from 25 to
29 the average rate prevailed, but beyond that age the rates fell off, as
was to be expected from our knowledge of the influence of age on the
susceptibility to this disease. The rate for soldiers under one year of
service was double that of their more seasoned comrades. Canadians,
Scandinavians, Danes, and Austrians had high rates, due perhaps to
the small numbers involved in the calculation.
The young soldiers appear to have been also more susceptible to the
attack of influenza. The total number of cases, 8,950, caused an
admission rate of 149.49 among men of less than one year of service;
119.05 among the others. So also with measles and mumps, the only
other specific febrile diseases that had any notable prevalence; the
admission rate for the former among the young soldiers was 20.64, while
among the older men it was only 2.53; for the latter the rates were 8.82
and 1.97.
Pulmonary consumption was more prevalent among the engineers
than in the other arms of the service; admission rate 4.86, as compared
with the Army rate, 3.53. It was relatively more frequent among the
men under 20 years of age and in those of less than one year of service. Increased susceptibility appears on the record as affecting those
of Scandinavian, Scotch, and French nativity.
The admission rate for pneumonia, 3.88, was exceeded in·the ordnance,
the cavalry, and among the recruits; also among men under 20 and
among those over 45 years of age. The Scandinavians and native
Americans appear to ha,ve been most susceptible to attack.
Rheumatic affections were of more frequent occurrence in the engineer, ordnance, and cavalry corps than in the Army generally, the rate
of admission having been 76.74 for the Army and 91.62, 102.71, and
110.85 respectively tor those stated. Men from 30 to 34 years of age
had the average rate; younger men suffered less and older men more in
proportion to their age, the rate among men from 55 to 59 years having
been 170.82. Nonefficiency varied in a similar way from 3.66 per thousand in the Army to 18.38 per thousand among men of the age last
mentioned.
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Rheumatic fever, however, did not follow the general course. The
medical department and recruits suffered most; young men under 20
years and men over 40 suffered more than those of the intervening ages.
Swiss, Scandmavians, and Canadians appear from the statistics to have
been more susceptible than men of other nativities.
Chronic rheumatism caused relatively more admissions fi·om the ordnance and engineers than from the other corps, and the older the men
tbe greater their susceptibility to attack or recurrence. The discharge
rate of the Army on this account was 0.76, but among men from 50 to
54 years it was 4.21, and among those of the next quinquennial period
it was as high as 20.51.
Tonsillitis, according to the records, is distinctly a disease of young
men. The rate drops to the average at 30 years, and after that susceptibility diminishes rapidly as age increases.
Malarial diseases were of more frequent occurrence in the artillery
and cavalry than in the other arms of service; the admission rate of
the Army was 73.11; of the artillery, 104.06; of the cavalry, 9U.74.
Cavalry officers suffered less than their men, but more than the officers
of the other corps. Soldiers under 25 years suffered most; after that
period of life susceptibility appears to decline.
·
Diarrheal diseases were much more prevalent a~ong the enlisted
men than among officers, and more in the engineers aud artillery than
among the others. They affected men of all ages, but tlwse under 25
years of age had the largest rates.
Venereal diseases prevailed beyond the average among the recruits
and the enlisted men under 30 years of the ordnance and artillery.
Diseases of the respiratory system gave the highest admission rates
in the ordn.ance, artillery, and engineers in young men under 25 and in
old men over 50 years of age.
Diseases of the circulatory system were common to all ages. but the
. rates increased notably after 40 years.
'
Diseases of the digestive system were as common among officers as
among men, and were of more frequent occurrence among the engineers
and cavalry than in the other arms of the service. l\fen under 25 years
had the highest rates.
The average admission rate for injury was 248.43; 260.08 among the
enlisted men; 68.4 7 among officers. The cavalry had the highest rate.
356.49; the medical department the lowest, 42.28. Men from 20 to 24
years suffered most, the liability decreasing with age.
INDIAN PRISONERS.

The Apache Indian village at Mount Vernon Barracks, .Ala., consists
of frame buildings 28 by 28 by 12 feet, arranged in streets on the sides
of a central square. The village and its surrounding grounds are
thoroughly policed every day and the sweepings removed and burned.
The prisoners are well fed, well dressed, and seem contented with their
condition. Diarrhea among the children and consumption among the
adults have been exceedingly fatal, but improved sanitary conditions
are manifesting their influence in the diminished prevalence of these diseases.
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CIVILIANS.

Deaths among civilians and their causes are shown jn the following
table:
!~f~!. f!~~~~~-

Diseases.
Acute febrile amlinfectious diseases ................ ------......
Constitutional ....................... ----.--.-------.------------

3 ........ ..
4
6

~~~~~:;~~mmt::~ ~::: : : : ···: : :·: : : ~: ~ : : ·· · -~· )!

•. :. . •: : : :.·: :.: .: : •:•: :,J

t~~~~~:E~::,.- ~ ~ ~:.:: ~.: ~ -~:

Chilclren. Total.
24
16
5
21

25

:::::::!

Total from disease ...... . .......... -- .. ---.---------------- --21~---55

--95- 171
~
1~
Total from all causes ................................. ---.-·- --24~--58--101 -00

ij~t!~~:..i~!~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ------~- --------~-

MARRIAGES AND BIRTHS.

On the reports were noted 48 marriages, 8 of officers, 37 of enlisted
men, 3 of civilian attaches.
The births reported nunibered 474-male, 247; female, 227. Eightyseven were children of officers; 329 of enlisted men; 58 of civilians.
Nineteen Indian children, 9 males and 10 females, born at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., are included in the total.
List of specialt·eports received jr01n medical officers dtt1'ing the calendar year

189~.

MEDICAL REPORTS.
Name.

Rank.

Report.

Bonlrn , W. C .•........ Captain and asst. surgeon .. Bright's disea~; ~eath; antops:v.
Byrne,C.B ............ Major and surgeon .......... Hh;tory of specimens sent to Army Medical
Museum: (1) Lowereudofsternum. (2) Vermiform appendix of unusual leng-th. (3)
Kidney; double ureter. (4) Carcinoma of
stomach. (5) Stomar.h; cicatricial contraction of pylorus. (6) Indian skull.
Cleary, r. J. A ............... do ..................... Tnberculosis, left lung; death; autopsy.
Tubercular ulceration oflarge intestine; death ;
autopsy.
Clem1onin, Paul . . . . . . . Captain and asst.. surgeon . . DiRease of the eye; malinge1·ing.
Subacute inflammarion ofretina.

~~:,d;l;:jk ];:::::: :::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~be1i~ade~e~t~~~ographs.

Girard, A. U ........... Major and surgeon .......... 'l'yphoid fever; death; autopsy; thermograph.
Carcinoma of stomach; death; autopsy.
Urremia; death; autopsy.
Harve:-,P.F .............·.... do ..................... Chronicmyelitis; death.
Roff,J.Van R . .. ............ do ..................... Chronic dysentery.
Hubbaru, V.B ............... uo ..................... Chronic albuminuria; polyuria; death; thermograph.
Kean, J. R............. Captain ancl asst. surgeon . . Simple continued fever; thermograph.
Syphilis.
:Kimball, J.P .......... Mnjor and surgeon ........ -I Screw worms (maggots) in nose.
Mason, Charles F ...... 1st licut. anu asst. surgeon.. Cutaneous eruptions in influenza.
Relative to the introduction and spread of epidemic catarrhal fever at Fort Washakie, Wyo.
I Heart
disease, tricuspid insufficiency and dilatation of right ventricle and auricle; death;
autopsy.
O'Reilly, H..~ ......... 1\:lajor andsur~eo:q. .......... Typhoid fever; 4e:tth; thermograph.

I
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List of special 'rep01·ts 'received jrmn medical officers, etc.-Continued.
MEDICAL REPORTS-Continued.
Name.

Rank.

I

Report.

! - - -

I

Pilcher, James E....... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Acute catarrhal fever; 4 cases, with thermol
graphs.
, Remittent fever; 2 cases, with thermographs.
Powell, J. L ........... -~- ..... do .................... -'j Malingering.
Rafferty, Ogden........ 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon . Hepatic abscess, with thermograph.
I t;yphilis.
Reed, Walter . . . . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. I Valvular disease of heart; chronic interstitial
nephritis ; death; autopsy.
Valvular disease of heart; death; autopsy.
RolJinson, S. Q ............... do .. . • • • • . ••• • • .. • . • • .. I Influenza with eruption.
i Chronic desquamative nephritis; death; ther.
I mograph.
Symington, John ...... : Attending surgeon ....... :.1 Variola.
Taylor, B. D ........... ' Captain aml asst. surgeon .. [ Typhoid fever; death: autopsy; thermograph.
Typhoid fever; thermograph.
Tesson, L. S ............ ...... do ..................... I On the fevers at Fort Sitlney, Nebr.; 3 thermographs.
Tilton, H. R........... 1 Major and surgeon .. .. . . .. . Epidemic influenza; heart failure; death;
autopRy.
/
I Mumps; submaxillary gland alone affected.
Turrill, H. S . . . . . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. i Variola.
Wakeman, W. J ........... . . do ..................... 1 Acute pharyngitis, with destruction of soft
parts.
1
Walters, :Fred. G....... Hospital steward .......... -1 Epidemic of pertussis.
Wa~ers, vV. E .......... Major and surgeon ......... r:ulmo~ar_y hemorrhage; death; autopsy.
1
White, R. R ................. do ..................... ; TyphOid fever; thermograph.
.
1 Tyl?hoi~ tever; thermograph.
Wmne, C. K ................. do ..................... 1 Pentomt1s; thermograph.
! .Acute peritonitis; thermograph.
'I Typhlitis; thermograph.
Simple continued fever; thermograph.
Pneumonia; thermograph.
Woodhull, A. A-------~r ··---do ..................... 1 Nephritis; death .
. Worthington, J. C ..... Captain and asst. surgeon . ·1Tuberculosis; right lung.

I

1

SURGICAL REPORTS.
Birmingham, H. P . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. Irreducible umuilical hernia, omental; operation.
Gunshot fracture of tibia.
Amputation at knee joint.
Amputation of right leg above the ankle.
Severe scald of body; 2 cases, 1 death.
Alcoholism; found drowned.
Traumatic epilepsy; insanity.
Fracture of cervical vertebra.
Laparotomy; 4 cases.
Shot wound, thigh.
Lacerated wound of scalp.
Shot wound of bladder; death.
,Jarvis, N. S............ Captain and asst. surgeon .. Stab wound of back ; 2 cases.
Lauderdale,J. V ....... :rlajor and surgeon ........ . Lacerated wound, amputation of right arm.
Mans, L. M ...•.•............ do .................... . Rupture of liver; death; autopsy.
Rafferty, Ogden........ 1st lient. and asst. surgeon .. Cystic sarcoma, left testicle.
Reed, 'Valter.... .... .. Captain and asst. surgeon .. Shot wound of chest; death; autopsy.
Tilton, H. H . . .. .. .. . . . Major and surgeon ......... Tonic spasms of voluntary muscles, reflex irritation.
Contusion of right testicle.
Walters, Fred. G ...... Hospital steward ......•.•.. Fracture of femur.
Wilcox, T. E........... Major and surgeon ........ . Injury of finger, right hand.
Winne,C.K ....... - ......... do ................... .. Shot wountl, left eye.
Wood, M. 'V..... ... . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. Shot wound of pel vis.
Woodhull, .A.A ....... Major and surgeon ......... Motor paralysis of left arm; result of injury.
'Vorthington, J. C . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. Shot wound of pelvis.
Bushnell, G. E ............... do ................... ..
Cabell,J.M ................. :do .................... .
Carter, E. C .................. do .................... .
Clark, Jos. '.r ........... 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon ..
Clendeniu, Paul . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon ..
Girard, A. C . . .. .. .. . .. Major and surgeon ....... ..
Glennan, .r. D .......... 1st liettt. and asst. surgeon ..
Gorgas, ,V. C . . . . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon ..
Happersett, .r. C. G .... Major and Sltrgeon ........ .
Rarvey,P.F ................ do ................... ..

SURGICAL OPERATIONS,

During the year the Medical Department of the Army reported 197
surgical operations, 70 of which were necessitated by injuries and 127 by
disease. The number, character, and results of these are shown in the
following statement:
WAR 93-VOL I--30
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Nature of operation.

Disease or injury.

TotaL

Hen• oval oC tunJoi·s . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Enucleation ................. , Sebaceon~, 9; eneysted, 5; lipoma, 4;
fibroid, 1; epithelioma, 1; chala•
zion, 1 ; myoma, 1.
Opc1nng of abscesses .......................... .
Incision ..................... Ch:o_nic, 1; perityphllhc, 1; bursal, 1;
adenitis, 1; cellulitis, 1; caries, 1;
etc., 5.
Opei·ation!il on the eye ........................ _...

Hemarks.

22

~~~~-- ----~----

22

22 '...... Scalp, B; face, 7; neck,

4; back, 4; arm, 3;
foot, 1.
ll
11

li
5

~~~l~~~~~li~~~~: ::::::::::::::1
:::::: -_-_-_-_-_-_: :::::::::

]

1

OpeNa.tions 011 the t>.ar ------ ..................... .
1

Op:;:~i~~s- ;;.~- ii.-.; -.~~~~-:::: .~'-~l~~~ -s•._-_-::::::::::

1

Excision .... _................ Deformed septum .. .
Ope•·atiou~o~ on tJac naontb ....................... .
Removal of tonsils .. _...... _. Tonsillitis, 1; pharyngitis, 1; hy.
•
pertropiJy, L
Ope1·a lions on veins ......................... , ... .
.For Yaricocele ........................ _ ........... .
For varicose veins ........... ___ .................. .
Opca·ations on net·ves ...... ---------- ............_

l
1

3
3

a

4
1
1

Op~:-~~~~!~ 8~_-,-,; -.-~~~-~-~-,;pi~:~~- -~ ~~~~:~~~:::::::::::
1

]

2
tol'y organs.
Paracentesis................. Pleurisy . . . .. . . . . .. .
2
Opet•atiom•; on the digc!!lt• ............ ..........
19
ivc ot•gaus.
I
For fiHtula iu ano ................................. .
4
For fissure of au us _.......... ______ ....... _.. _. _. _
3
!)
For hemorrhoids . _........ -. I. ___ ....... _......... ·J
]for paracentesis .. _...... __ . l Anasarca, 1; tumors,
3

I
I

Recov-! .
ered. ID10d.

2.

Opca·ations on the lyuaphatic .v;Iands.
.
Hem oval of glands........... Venereal, 3; adenitis

11

1------

,,I

Perineum,5; neck, 2;
groin, 2; abdomen, 1;
knee, 1.

__ _

1 \······
1
1
3

1- -----1
1-----1 ......

I

4 [------ Ligature.
1
Do.

::::j

,------ !

41------

~ 1::::::

Uluar.

Incision, I; dilatation,2
Ligation, G; incision, 3.

3 ......

6

..................... .

G

3.

11

Opf't•ation!ii onthenl'inai'Y -----------------· ....
ol'gaus.
I __ .... _............. .
For stricture of urethra .. _...
Inten1al urethrotomy ___ .... Gonorrheal, 7 ... _. __ .
E:'tern~l urethrotomy ____ ... Chronic cystitis, L _.
D1latat10n .... __ .... _... _. _.. Gonorrheal, 3 ... _.. _
Opet•ations on gcnel'ative ' -----······· ..........

1--·--·

1

7
~

7

1------

1 ...... 1

"

16

o•·;;au~.

Forphymosis ................ i Syphilitic, G; gonon· heaL 3; conI
genital, 3.
Testi~les ·······------------= ! Injury, 2; disease, 2.
Opc•·anons on bones ..... _- ~- -._ ........... _.... _.
Removal of portions ........ -[ :Fracture, 6; necro.
.
.
sis, 3.

12

12

4

4

Circumcision.

1

Op~~d~~~i~~ of ddl~~:t~~~~: :.: ::::~::~:::: .·.·: :::::::::
Remo\allooseboflies --------~·-·······---- ---------1

9

2

1

Opcl'ations on lintbs ....... ·····----------- ......
Amputation for inj nry:
Shoulderjoint -----------,Shot................
.Arm ......... __ ........ __ ' Fracture_ ... _. __ ....
:Fingers ....... ·....... _._. I Shot, 10; injury, 7; !
frost-bite, 1.
Thigh ............ _.. . . . . Fracture . __ ... _.. _. .
Knee-joint .. _.. __ ._...... Fract.ure .. --.-. __ .....
Leg ....
Shot, 2; l .l l.Jlll'J', 3; I
frostbite, 1.
Toes----··········--··--- ~ Shot, 1; injury, 3...
Amputation for disease:

---------------·-·1I

2~

24

3

3

Shoulder, u·; Alhow,
4; wrist, 1; ankle, 1.
Knee-joint.

37

1
2

18

1
18

2
1
6

2

4

4

o:i~;Jf~~~>·•:. ~···~•·• · ~· : • ·:-~ - -·•: :-•. :• • •I ~

Operations ou sliin, etc .... ---------- -····-------~16
Ingrown nails---------------~---···................
10

.Aggrflgate ........•.......... _.............. _.. _.

Castration.
Cranium, l; maxilla,
1; tiuia, 1; metacarpal, 3; phalangeal, 3.

9

1
5

2
2

16 ..... .

·-m- ==~~

Primarv.
f::iecond:irv .
Primary "10- secondary, 8.'
'
Secondary.
Primary,
ary, 2.

4;

seconct·
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.A.s connected with the surgical work of the year, and of especial interest to military surgeons at this time when a radical change is in
progress iu the character of the missiles that will produce the guushot
wounds of future b~lttle-fields, I desire to invite attention to the report
of a series of experiments conducted at Fiankford Arsenal, Pa., by
Capt. L.A. LaGarde, in connection with the Ordnance Department of
the Army. The weapons used iu the experiments were the Sprh1gfield
rifle, caliber .45, and an experimental Springfield, caliber .30, the former
giYing an initial velocity of 1,301 feet to 500 grains of compressed lead
ofcylindro-conoidal form, cannelured and lubricated, the latter impressing a velocity of 2,000 feet on a bullet weighing 220 grains, and consisting of lead i11cased in a jacket of German silver. The penetration
of the latter was found to be greater than that of the old arm and
bullet at all ranges, and the amount of shock correspondingly less.
Explosive effects at short ranges differed but little for the two projectiles, but the explosive zone of the smaller bullet extended to 350 yards,
or 100 yards farther than the other. Beyond the limits of the explosive zone the destructive effects of the smaller bullet became less than
those of the larger, and this difference was especially noticeable fro-m
the 500 to the 1,500 yard ranges, and in the wounds inflicted on tlJe
joiuts and soft p~uts. The lessened severity of wounds at these ranges
is attributed in part to the small amount of flatteniug or other deformation found in the jacketed bu11et after imp<:wt, even with bone. At
longer ranges, where velocity became lessened, the small bullet again
produced extensive eomminution of bones and disorganization of soft
parts, attributed to a sideways impingement. Dr. LaGarde's experiments show that the beat imparted to a projectile by the ignition of the
powder, the resistance in the barrel, etc., has been much exaggerated.
It is certainly insufficient to render a bullet aseptic. Lesions in wounds
can not be attributed in any way to the heat imparted by the bnllet,
but they may be caused by septic infection before firing. Of the
jacketed missiles the cupro-nickeled steel bullet is certainly the best, as
its mantle does not part from its nucleus on impact with bone. As its
penetration is not Je~~enetl by deformation its military efficiency is
greater than that of other missiles; and while it is capa,ble of disabling
more men than a bullet, wlJich becomes imp<tired in fol'm, the wounds
occasioned by it are less destructive to the individual.
REPOHT OF CAPT. L. A. LAGARDE.

In accordance with a manuscript order dated Arljutaut-General's Office, Washington, D. C., July 20, 1892, which directs me to proceed to Frankford Arsenal. Pa,
for the purpose of conducting, in connection with the Orummce Department of the
Army, certain experiments touching upon the "effects of small-arm firing with new
calibers and velocities on the human frame,n I have the honor t.o report as follows:
In order to make the results more apparent we followed the plan of(1) Notillg the effects of a projectile of larger caliber and lower velocities upon
different parts of the human body at various ranges.
(2) Noting the effects of the projectile of the smaller caliber and greater velocities upon similar parts of the human body, or parts offering about the same resistance at similar ranges.
The l::trger caliber weapon selected was the Springfield rifle, caliber .45, the gnu
which has formed the armament of onr foot troops since 1874. The smaller caliber
weapon furnished, and to which our experiments were especially directed, is known
ail the Bxperimental Springfield rifle, caliber .30.
The following is a description of the more important ballistic properties of these
weapons, as kindly fnrnished by authority of the Chief of Ordnance, U. S. Army.
"The Spriugfield rifle is a .4!1 caliber gnu, the projectile of which has an initial
velocity of 1,301 foot seconds. Its projectile is made of compressed lead, cylindroconoitlal, canuelnred and lubricated, weighing 500 grains, impressed by 70 grains of
blaek rifle powder.
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"The Experimental Springfield rifle is a .30 caliber gun, the projectile of
has an initial velocity of 2,000 foot second:;. It:; projectile is made of a
silver jacket £llecl with a core of lead, and is not cannelured or lubricated."
The velocity aml energy of the projectiles of the two weapons at different ran
are as follows :
Velocities of the pt>ojectiles of the two guns.
Initial
500
velocity. yards.

Name and caliber of weapon.

Springfield, caliber .45 ... - .. -- .... --- ..... ---------------"I
Experi:lwntal S1wingfield, caliber .30 ....•....•............

f.s.
1, 301
2, 000

873

676

531

1,103

804

6:.!7

1,500
yards.

1

Energy of the projectiles.
[In foot pounds.]

Name and caliber of weapon.

Springfiel<l, cnliber .45 ...•.•.•.•.•••.•
Experimen tt~l Springfield, caliber .30 ..

Initial
velocity.

WE~igbt.l

Muzzle.

500
yards.

1,000
yards.

f. 8.

Gmin'·l

1,879
1, 954_

846
594

507
315

l, 301
2, 000

500
220

I

3131
192

2,000
yards.

204
120

It will be seen by the :first table that the initial velocity of the smaller caliber
projectile is far greater than of the larger caliber, and that the striking velocity at
all the ,ranges is greater.
The penetrations of bullets are proportional to the squares of their striking velocities, for equal velocities the penetration is proportional to the density of section.
The form of the bullet and its power to resist deformation have a powerful influence.
The penetration of the 220 grain bullet is greater at all ranges.
This quality of penetration in projectiles is always of great interest to surgeons,
and it becomes especially so in this instance, since it depends to a material extent,
as far as the human body is concerned, upon the almost indestructible hardness of
the projectile.
From the experiments which hav6" been conducted at Fr::mkfmd Arsenal, to be described in detail later on, we are warranted in statmg that the penetration of the
projectile of the Experimental Springfield rifle is equal to that possessed by the projectiles belonging to the small caliber rifles now nsecl by all the foreign powers.
Chauvel and Nimier, Traite Pratique de Chirurgle d'Armee, 1890, state as a result of
extensive experiments with the Lebel, the portable gun of the French army, that
"its projectile has velocity and penetration sufficient to make it redoubtable for
the human body at 2,775 yards."
The penetration at the different ranges was obtained as follows: A Le Boulenge
chronograph was used-the distance between :first and second target-s being 100 feet,
:mel the first target being 3 feet from the mnzzle. Thus the velocit.v recorded was
that at 53 feet from the muzzle. The remaining velocities of both bullets used (500
grains, .45 caliber, and 220 grains, .30 caliber) were comp11ted for the desired ranges by
the methods given in Ingall's Exterior Ballistics. To find the penetration at a given
range, say 1,000yards, the procedure was as follows: The remaining velocity at this
range computed as above, was found to be 676 foot seconds for the 500-grain bullet. The
charge of powder was successively reduced until a charge was found which gave at
53 feet from the muzzle a velocity of 676 foot seconds. CartriQ.ges were- made up
with this charge, ancl the cadaver to be firecl at was placed at 53 feet from the muzzle.
The striking velocity of the bullet being the same as that of a bullet :fired with
full charge and striking an object at 1,000 yards distance the penetration would also
lle the same. At the rnuges (1,500 and 2,000 yards) it was found necessary, in order
to record the low velocities obtained, to reduc-e the di~tance between targets to ;;o
feet, which caused the velocity to be determined at 28 feet from the muzzle. At
these ranges, therefore, the cadavers were placed 28 feet from the muzzle. A tackle
was pro·dded for traversing the cadavers and bTinging the portion of the body to
be fired at into proper position. Barrel-, -filled with sawdust were placed behind
the cadaver experimented with, to catch the bullets and preserve them from deforlllation other than that received in their passage through the body. J~a,ch bullet was
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marked on its base with a number or letter, for the purpose of identification, and
after firing at each range ihe bullets were collected .
.Before proceeding with the notes upon the gunshot injuries observed, I wish to
give some facts upon the subjects of impact and uxplosive effects by the projectiles
of the two weapons.
Impact.-The shock as shown by the oscillation of the limb, when a resistant bone
was hit, was always greater with the leaden bullet of .45 caliber than that of the
smaller bore gun; on the other hand, the difference was reduced to a minimum, when
the soft partH alone were hit. It often happens that the occurrence of a fracture uy
the smaller projectile was determined only after a careful examination of the wound.
This difference in shock was noted at all the ranges, uut especially so after the 500
yards rang-e.
The minimum amount of shock for the smaller projectile depends upon the snperiorpenetmtion, which, as stated alrea,dy, is due to its smaller caliber, greater velocity, and last, b.ut not least, the fact that it preserves its sha,pe unaltered. The facb
that the caliber alone of the .45 caliber Springfield was greater, would be cause
sufficient for a greater amount of shock upon impact; since, however, deformation
is the first thing that happeus, when the leaden bullet collides ·with a resistant bone,
part of the energy is consumed in the flattening, and the rest is conveyed to the part
struck in the form of shock. The difference in the amount of shock is at once snggested in table No.2, already citeu. It will be seen that the striking energy in foot
pounds for all the ranges is greater with the projectile of the .45 caliber Springfield
rifle. Delorme and Chavasse, who have experimented a great deal with the 8 m. m.
gun of the French army, while commenting upon similar experience, express the
opinion that the g-eneral as well as the local shock will be less with the new projectiles having metallic mantles.
Explosive ejJ'ects.-The explosive effects caused by the projectile of the Springfield
rifle were noticed up to 200, and in some instances to 250 yards, whilst the explosive
effectt of the projectile of the experimental Springfield rifle extended in some instances as far as the 350 yards range.
The term "explosive effects" is somewhat confusing, as it is apt to convey the
idea that the wound was caused by an explosive bullet. It is a term that doul>tless
owes its origin to the similarity in the appearance of the two wounds. When we
say that a wound shows explosive effects, we mean that it appears as though it had
been caused by an explosive bnUet. There are no special features as a rule to
describe auont the wound of entrance, except the appearance at times of l>ony sand
in the tract leading to a fractured bone. When a resistant bone has been hit, the
foyer of fracture will show gTeat loss of substance, the uone will have been very
finely comminuted, the pulverized bone will have been driven not only in the direction in which the projectile was traveling, but in all directions, and the pulpitication
of the soft parts w rll not only be limited to the track of the bullet, but the utter
destruction is noticed some distance into the tissues. The wound of exit appears
like a bursting forth of the skin; the track leading to the bone is conical in shape,
the base of the cone corresponding to t.he wound of exit in the skin and the apex
to the seat of fracture.
The degree of explosive effect'! corresponds to the velocity of the pl,'ojectile at the
moment of impact, and the resistance offered by the part hit.
The uony structures are not alone in showing explosive effects with high velocities. In a recent lecture Dr. Johann Habart, royal and imperial regimental surgeon
of the Austrian army, states that he found explosive effects with the projectile of
the new Mauser up to 500 m. iu "very vascular tissues, cavities filled with liquid or
semi-liquid or viscous masses, such as the skull, heart, liver, spleen, kidneys, stomach, intestines, and bladder1 which have been attributed by some observers to hydraulic pressure."
In order to test the influence of hydraulic preslilure in causing explosive effects,
some interesting experiments were conducted at Frankford Arsenal.
1. Empty powder cans were fired into at various ranges. The orifices of entrance
and exit were found proportional to the size of the projectiles employed. The cans
were not deformed-showed no explosive effects.
2. A half dozen or more powder cans from the same lot were filled with wet sawdust. The cans were fired into at various ranges. The orifice of entrance in each
case presented no special features. The orifice of exit, however, for both projectiles
was marked by a bursting forth of the tin and loss of the contents. The cans bad
expanded as if uy an internal force, which had been exerted in all directions. The
explosive effects were about the same for both bullets.
3. Another lot of powder cans of the same size and dimensions was filled with
water and fired into. The results were quite similar to those found with the wei
sawdust, only more extensive, and they were about equal for the two projectiles.
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l:{otes o.f gnnshot injnries on the hnrnan body, conducted at Franl~f'oNZ Arsenal, Pa., on
March 18, 18.93, with the lm·ge ancl small ClLliber projectiles, fo1' the pwpo8e of noting
the explosive e.ff'ects at 1'elatively shod mnges.

I. Gunshot injury, lefthumerns, at junction ofmit1cl1e ancllower thirds; bullet, No.
4, caliber .45; range, 17 yards. The wound of entrance is oval, 0.55 inch in its greatest
diameter. The wound of exit is marked by a chasm on the back of the arm 4 inches
in length, 2.36 inches in width, the edges of which are ragged. There is eversion of
muscle and fat. The soft parts contain minute fragments of bontl, which have been
driven some distance into the tissues. The bullet struck the humerus at the junction of the middle and lower thirds. The foyer of fracture shows a loss of substance
of the shaft 1.60 inches in length. There is extensive comminution. The fragments
(twenty-three being readily counted) are greatly displaced, and the majority of them
are free from the periosteum. The bullet is very mueh mushroomed, having lost
about one-half in weight.
II. A gunshot injury by the .30-caliber projectile, at the same range, on the opposite arm produced a wound of entrance which is round, 0.35 inch in diameter. The
wound of exit is 4.30 inches in length and 2.36 inches in width. It is marked by
pulpification of the muscles, which contain bony sand. The missile struck the
shaft of the humerus above the middle, comminuting the bone extensively, but not
to the extent observed in the preceding injury with the .45-caliber leaden projectile.
Fourteen principal fragments were readily counted. They are large, and not so
much displaced as in the injury on the left humerus. The larger fragments are retained in place by their periosteal attachment. The fissures are not so extensive in
the shaft above and below the seat of injury. The projectile was recovered, the
leaden nucleus having escaped from the harder metallic mantle. The cylindrical
part 0f the envelope is intact, the conical end having split in four pieces, one of
which is entirely detached from the shell.
III. Gunshot injury of the left tibia, middle third; bullet No. ,5, caliber .45; range,
17 yards. The wountl of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter; the wound of
exit is marked by a longitudinal tear in the calf 3.16 inches in length and 1.18 inel1es
in width. The bullet struck the shaft of. the tibia at the junction of them iudle aJHl
upper thirds, shattering the bone ext<pnsively. The seat of comminution measures
4.30 inches; the fragments, which are all detached, have been displaced backward.
Large numbers of fine spicul::e of bone have been driven into the muscle of the calf.
The soft parts are reduced to a pulp-like mass some distance beyond the walls of tho
chasm like opening. The fibula is broken at the same level. The projectile was
split into two lateral halves at the conical end, one of which was lost, whilst the
other remains attached to the cylindrical portion.
IV. A gunshot injury by the .30-caliber projectile at the same range on the opposite tibia shows a wound of entrance which is round, 0.30 inch in diameter, alHl a
wound of exit which is marked by an oblique tear extcnfling from the lower part of
the popliteal space to the lower part of the calf, measuring 6.66 inches in length and
2.36 inches in wiclth.
The bullet collitled with the tibia at its inner border 4.30 inches below the kneejoint, comminuting the shaft. Upon removing the skin the wound of entrance is
seen to be filled with bony sand, the periosteum over the crest of the shaft is partly
torn; on the outer side several large, sharp splinters of bone remain attached to the
periosteum; the posterior wall of the shaft below the poplitea,l space, 2 inches in
extent vertically, has been entirely destroyed and spicnlm of bone and medulla are
seen in the lacerated muscle of the calf. The fibula is fractured in two places just
above the level of the fracture in the tibia. The muscle of the calf has been reduced
to pulp.
The projectile was very much deformed; but one fragment of the metallic mantle
was recovered, measuring 0. 79 inch in length antl 0.39 inch in width. The leaf1en
nucleus was mushroomed and is only half the original length.
It will be seen from the foregoing that the explosive eit'ects at short range differ
but little for the two projectiles, and that they are always enormous.
Notes on the effects of the projectiles of lm·ge and srnall caliber impressed by the velocity
possessed at 100 ya'rds, on the human bocly, conducted at Ft·ankford ATsenal, Pa., January 10, 1893.
I. Gun-shot injury of the lower part of the left femur; bullet No.4, caliber .45;
soft parts frozen. The wound of entrance is marked by a V-shaped tear, each side
of the V being 2. 75 inches in length; the wound of exit is round, 1.57 inches in di·
ameter. It is funnel-shaped, the base of the funnel corresponding to the skin, awl
the apex to the point of destruction in the bone. The soft parts a,dj acent to the track
of the bullet are a pulpified mass mixed with finely pulverized bone. One and a half
inches of the external half of the shaft immediately above the articular snrfa,ce have
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been carried away. The remaining part of the shaft is separated from tl1e articular
surface by a transverse fissure, whilst an oblique :fissure exte11ds into iheshnft above,
2.75 inches in length. The npper and external quadrant of the patella was chipped.
Strange as it may seem, there is no fissuring into the joint. The bullet was mushroomed and bent to one side.
II. Gunshot injury of the right femur; bullet No.3, caliber .30. The soft pa-rts
were frozen, on account of which the explosive effects at the wounds of entrance and
exit were enormous. The projectile entered the femur just above the epiphyseal junction of the internal condyle and emerged posteriorly on a horizontal line, mnking an
orifice 0.28 inch in diameter upon entering, and 0.39 inch in diameter upon lenving the bone. The track of the bullet in the bone and between the point of leaving
the bone and the wound of exit is lined with bony sand. There is a fissure scarcely
visible to the naked eye running downwards and from before backwards through
the articular surface, separating the two condyles almost equally. There is also
subperiosteal fissure 1.57 inches long running upwards fr8m the point of emergence
in r.he bone. There are a few small splinters of bone near _the wouncl of exit still
attached to the periosteum. The projectile was not deformed.
TTl. linushot injnry of the upper third of the right femur; bullet No. 6, caliber
.45. The wound of entrance is round, 0.4-7 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is
ragged, quadrilatcrally shaped, 0.79 inch in its longest diameter. The track of the
wound from the bone posteriorly to the wound of exit is one pulpified mass, in which
are found bony sand and mauy fi·ee splinters of bone. There are a number of fissures
in the ends of the broken shaft; the longest in the upper fragment is 3.54 inches, extending to the anatomical neck. The projectile was very much set up.
IV. Gunshot injury of the left humerus at the junction of the middle and upper
thirds; bullet No.8, caliber .45. The wound of entrance is round, 0.47 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is marked by a longitudinal tear, 3.15 inches long. The
track of the wonnd between the posterior surface of the bone an<l the wonnrl of exit
contains a number of free splinters of bone. The lower fragment of the shaft shows
one longitudinal fissnre, 3.54 inches in length; the upper fragment hns two longitudinal fissures. the larger being 1.57 inches in length. The projectile it~ mushroomed.
V. n.nnRhot injury of the middle third of the right humerus; bullet No.9, caliber
.30. The wound of entrance is round, 0.28 inch in diameter; the wonnd of exit is
marked by a longitmlinal slit, 1.18 inches in length. The bone is fractnre<l by a
nnm ber of longitudinal and trausverse fissures. The fragments, which are five in
number, vary from 0.39 to 1.57 incbes in diameter, and thongh separated from the
periosteum on the shaft above and below the seat of injury they remain in situ. It
IS not possible to locate the point of impact, and the fracture appears to have been
cauFed by concussion. The bullet is not in the le&,st deformed.

a

Notes on the effects of the p1·ojectiles of laTge and small caliber imp1·essed by the velocity
possessed at 150 yards, on the hnrnun body, condtwted ut Frankford Arsenul, Pa., Jan1£m·y 10, 1893.

I. Gunshot injury of the middle third of the left tibia and fibnla; bullet No.2,
caliber .45. The wound of entrance is oval, 0.51 inch in its gre:ttest diameter; the
wound of exit forms a chasm in the calf, showing great destruction of the soft parts
and a bursting forth of the skin, 5.91 inches in the longitudinal and 3.15 inches in
the transverse diameter. The wall of the cha.sm is lined with bony sand and fonr
free splinters are found near the surface, the largest being 1.57 inclJCs in length.
The fibula was fractured on a level with the seat of injury in the tibia. The bullet
is mushroomed.
II. Gunshot injury of the middle third of the left tibia and fibula; bullet No.1,
caliber .30. The wound of entrance is round, of the same diameter as that of the
missile; the wound of exit is trinngulnr in shape, the apex of the triangle en ling in
a longitudinal tear, which extends 3.54 inches in the lower part of the calf. The
space between the posterior S'uface of bone and the wouncl of exit contains no fragments; the fragments at the seat of the fracture are Slllnll, with one exceptiol}-, and
attached to the periosteum. The exception referred to is11> splinter, 3.94 inches long,
0.79 inch wide, composed of crest of tibia. The bullet was bent upon itself, and
slightly flattened at the conical end.
III. Gunshot injury of the lower third of the right femur; bullet No. 3, caliber
.45. The wound of entrance is round, and it is similar in lliameter to the diameter of
the missile; the wound of exit is triangular, 1.18 inches in length; the projectile
carried away the inner tuberosity, striking 0. 79 inch above the articular surface
in front, guttering the bone, causing no fissuring in the joint nor in the compact
Atructure above, excepting in the popliteal space for a, distance of 0. 79 inch above
the internal condyle and extending nearly to the outer condyloid notch. The space
between the posterior surface of the femur and the wound of exit contains :finely
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pulverized bone. The bullet is slightly impressed on one side at the conical end,
otherwise it is not deformed.
IV. Gunshot injury of the lower third of the right humerus into the elbow joint;
bullet No. 9, caliber .30. The wound of eutra.nce is rounc1, 0.31 inch in diameter; the
wound of exit is 1.18inches above and internal to the tip of the olecra.n on It is marked
by a longitudinal tear, 0. 79 inch in length. The projectile shattered the lower part of
the shaft immediately above the spongy structure, fissuring the articular surfaces
extensively into the elbow joint. The splinters were all free from the periosteum
covering the shaft. The bullet was not deformed.
V. Gunshot injury of the middle of the left femur; bullet No.5, caliber .45. The
wound of ent.rance is round, 0.43 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is marked by a.
longitudinal slit at the posterior aspect of the thigh. 3.15 inches long, through which a
mass of nmscle protrudes as large as a man's fist. The track of the bullet between
the posterior surface of the femur and the w01md of exit is a pulpified mass mixed
with bony sana, and a nurrtber of free splinters, one of which is 2.36 inches in length.
The shaft above and below the seat of injury is extens.ively fissured, one of the fissures
in the upper fragment measuring 1.97 inches in length. Aside from the longitudinal
slit in the skin which marks the principal wound of exit there are two perforations
internally thereto; the first has ragged edges, 0.39 inch inlen~th, 0.31 inch in width;
internal to this, in the same horizontal plane, appears the second perforation, 0.31
inch long, 0.35 inch wide. These perfomtions appear to have been inflicted by pieces
of detached lead or fragments of bone, driven forth at the mowent of impact, each
acting the part of a projectile. The bullet was mushroomed.
VI. Gunshot injury of the lower part of the left humerus into the elbow joint; bnllet
No. 6, caliber. 45. The wouud of entrance is marked by a longitudinal slit, 0.79 inch m
length; the wound of exit measures 1.57inches in its widest parf ; it is funnel shaped,
with the base of the funnel corresponding to the skin. The humerus was fractured
just above the articular surface, comminuting the bone in the joint. ThA bullet
was very much deformed laterally, being notched as if it had wrapped round a bone
on impact.
VII. Gunshot injury of the left shoulder joint; bullet No.7, caliber .30. The
wound of entrance is oval, 0.51 inch in its greatest diameter. The wound of exit
is round and equal to the diameter of the projectile. The bullet entered at the epil)hyseal junction, separating the anatomical from the surgical neck; there is slight
comminution in the joint; the shaft shows a fissure, 1.18 inches in length; there
aTe a number of splinters adherent to the periosteum. The bullet was set up and
.slightly bent to one side. The tip of the conical end was driven in, making a concavity where it was convex before.
Notes on the effects of the projectiles of lm·ge and srnall caliber irnp-ressed by the. velocity
comrnon at the 1·ange of 250 yards, on the hurnan body, condzwfed at F1·ankfm·d A.1·senal,
Pa., January 11, 1893.
I. Gunshot injury of the lower third of the left tibia; bullet No. 1, caliber .45.
The wound of entrance is round, 0.43 inch in diameter. The wound of exit is in
the posterior and external aspect of the lower part of the calf, marke4(} by a lougitudinal slit, which is gaping, with muscle and tendon protruding. The extreme
length of the slit is .3. 74 inches, and the width is 1.57 inches. The track of the
bullet from the posterior surface of the bone to the wound of exit is lined by bony
sand. There are nine loose splinters of bone, varying from 2.18 inches to 0.24 inch
in length, and three more splinters, the largest being 1.18 inches in length, attached
to the periosteum, covering the upper fragment. Theiilmlais fractured at the same
level. The bullet was set up and bent upon its long axis.
II. Gunshot injury of the right ankle; bullet No. 1, caliber .30. The wound of
entrance is 0.28 inch in diameter, 1.57 inches above and posterior to the external
malleolus; the wound of exit is marked by a tear 0.35 inch long, 0.20 inch in
width, 0.79 inch below the internal malleolus. The bullet entered the external
aspect of the astragalus, fracturing it into four fragments. The tibia and fibula
were not injured. Projectile not deformed.
III. Gunshot injury left knee joint; bullet No. 2,caliber .45. The wound of entrance is directly over the patella, 0.45 inch in .d iameter; the wound of exit is in
the upper part of the popliteal space and as large as the thumb nail. The missile
struck the center of the patella, making a radiating fracture with pulverization of
the lower half of the bone. The missile traversed the lower end of the femur, entering midway between the condyles, 1.18 inches above the lower margin of the bone.
The foyer of fracture is filled with innumerable splinters of bone, some of which are
attached to, whilst others are free from, the periosteum. Both condyles are separated
from the shaft, the outer fragment being 3.94 inches in length. The projectile was
not recovered.
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!V. Gunshot injury of the bead of the right tibia; bullet No.3, caliber .30. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is in the
popliteal space at the bend of the knee, and slightly internal to the mesial line. It
bas a punched-out appearance, and there is a valvular piece of skin' fitting over the
opening, which scarcely exceeds t.he diameter of the projectile. The bullet entered
the bone 0.98 inch below and internal to the tuberosity of the tibia, and emerged
1.38 imhcs below the posterior margin of the articular surface. The track of the
bullet in the bone and in the soft parts from the posterior surface of the bone to the
wound of exit is lined with bony sand. The projectile perforated the bone without
causing a solution of continuity. There is a fissure 2. 76 inches in length extending
in the shaft below. The projectile was recovered unaltered.
V. Gunshot injury of the right hip joint; bullet No.4, caliber .30. The wound of
entrance is ronnel, 0.30 inch in diameter, 0.39 inch below Poupart's ligament, and
2.95 inches from the anterior superior spine of the ilium; the wound of exit is in
the upper part of the gluteal region and internal to its middle. It is slightly irregular and scarcely exceeds the diameter of the missile. The projectile penetratell
the n.cetabulvm at its deepest portion, and furrowed the head of the femur at the
at~achment of the ligamentum teres; otherwise the l>one is not injured. 'rhe point
of entry is at the l>rim of the pelvis, 0.39 inch distant from the margin of the
acetabulum. Three si1'!inters of bone belonging to the brim of the pelvis and partly
stripped of periosteum were found in the soft parts overlying the brim of the pelvis.
The bullet, which was not in the least deformed, em~rged mid way between the
ischium and sacrum in the great scia,tic notch.
VI. Gunshot injury of the radius and nina of the left side; bullet No.6, calil>er
.30. The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is
below and external to the olecranon; it is irregular, 0.43 ·inch in diameter. On removing the skin and muscle the head of the radius is found detached and split
through the articular surface into two very nearly equal halves. The projectile
struck the ulna and lesser sigmoicl cavity, splitting the bone into three fragments.
The fracture through the head of the radius is finely comminuted. No fissuring
into the elbow joint. The projectile was dented on one side at the conical end.
VII. Gunshot injury of the right ellJow joint; bullet No. 7, caliber · .30. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is distinguished by a longitudinal tear 2.76 inches in length 0.79 inch below the tip of the
olecranon. The coronoid process of the ulna. and the olecranon are comminuted into
the joint. The projectile was slightly flattened at the conical end.
VIII. Gunshot injury of the lower third of the left humerus; lmllet No.4, caliber
.45. The wound of entrance is 2.76 inches above the elbow joint; it is round, 0.43
inch in diameter; the wound of exit is marked by a longitnrlinal tear 2.36 inches
long, and the foyer of destruction is marked by a chasm 1.57 inches in its greatest
diameter. The deep fasciro are extensively lacerated. The track of the projectile is
lined with bony sand, and eleven .free splinters of bone are found in the wound. The
projectile was not recovered.
IX. Gunshot injury of the left shoulder joint; bnllet No.6, caliber .45. The wound
of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is irregular, with torn
edges, 1.18inooes in its greatest diameter. The projectile passed through t.he upper and
outer portion of the head of the humerus, separatiug entirely the heacl from the shaft
at the junction of the surgical and anatomical necks. The wonncl is full of finely
pulverized debris; one fragment, 0.30 inch in length, remains attached to the periosteum. There are two fissures on the outer surface, the longest one being 2.50 inches
down the shaft. The projectile was not recovered.
X. Gunshot injury of the right humerus at the surgical neck; l>ullet No. 8, caliber .30. The wound of entrance is 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is crescentic in shape, 0.39 inch in its greatest diameter. The projectile passed through
the surgical neck just anterior to the bicipital groove, and emerged at the lower
margin of the anatomical neck. The track of the projectile at the seat of fracture
aml from the posterior surface of the bone to the wound of exit is marked by the
presence of innumerable small splinters of bone and bony sand. The shaft of the
humerus is fractured obliquely; the lowest portion of the upper fragment is 2.95
inches below the upper margin of the greater t.uberosity. The projectile is flattened
ol>liquely at the conical end.
XI. Gunshot injury of the skull; bullet No. 7, caliber .30. The projectile entered
the left eye near the outflr canthus, perforating the eyeball; ranging l>ackwards it
made its exit through the scalp on ·a line running horizontally from the external
auditory meatus of the corresponding sidP, 3.15 inches posterior thereto. The wound
of exit is a bursting forth of the skin, irregularly quadrilateral in shape, 0.98 inch
in its greatest diameter. Near the wound of exit on the inside of the scalp a number of small particl~of lead were found, showing that the nucleus of the projectile
had parted from the metallic envelope. The track of the wound near the point of
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Pxit contains many minute fra.gments of the occipital bone. Near the wound
of entrance the outer margin of the orbit is found ~o contain three small splinters
of bone from 0.07 to 0.31 inch in length, attach eel to the periosteum; there is a
fracture of the external portion of the supra-orbital ridge; periosteum partly torn.
There is a fracture of the left parietal bone, entirely covered by periosteum, except
near the occiput. The mastoid portion of the temporal boue is depressed 0.39 inch,
the apex pointing upward. The base of the skull is extensively fissured. There is
also a fracture of the left ramus of the lower jaw. The l)fojectile was lost.
XII. Gunshot injury of the left shoulder joint; bullet marked" 0," caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter; there are eleven slight rents in
the skin radiating from the circular edge of the wound; the wound of exit is irregular, 0.59 inch in its greatest diameter. The bullet has a number of irregular impressions at the conical end, and it is slightly dented at the cylindrical portion near
the base.
XIII. Gunshot injury of the skull; bullet No.8, caliber .45. The wound of entrance is 2.17 inches above the middle of the right orbit. The explosive effects were
so great as the bullet perforated the skull from before backward that the skull cap
was literally blown to pieces. It is difficult on account of the great destructive
effects to state even approximately the point where the bullet emerged from the skull
posteriorly. The bnllet is very much deforrnecl at the conic.t end, flattened in the
cylindrical portion near the base, and bent.
Notes on the e.ffects of the proJectiles of la1·ge and small calibm· ·impressed by the velocity
common at 350 yards on the hunwn body, conducted at Frankford .A1·senal, Pennsylvania,
Jamuwy 12, 1893.
I. Gunshot injury of the left ankle; bul1et No. 2, caliber .30. The wound of entrance is 1.18 inches below the tip end of the internal malleolus; it is round. 0.30
inch in diameter; the wound of exit is at the tip end of the exterLal malleolus; it
is star-shaped, 0.39 inch in its greatest diameter. Tbe projectile entered the
astragalus at its lower margin and at its articulation with the os calcis. A portion
of the bone belonging to the astragalus at this point, 0.59 inch long by 0.39 inch
wide, is lying in the wound, attached by periosteum. The posterior portion of
the trochlear surface of the os calcis, 0.59 inch long, 0.39 inch wide, is partially
detached. The missile passed between the os calcis and the astragalus and emerged
through the upper portion of the os calcis next to the outer margin of the articula,c
tion. There are several free fragments from the latter bone in the wound of exit.
The tip of the external malleolus was crushed by the projectile. The projectile was
not deformed.
II. Gunshot injury of the left ankle joint; bullet No.3, caliber .45. The wound
of entrance is round, 3.54 inches in diameter, and torn, the tears radiating from the
edges of the wound. The wound of exit is irregularly quadrilateral in shape, 0.79
inch in its greatest diameter. The bullet entered through the internal malleolus
and made a grooved fracture of the astragalus; there is complete pulverization of
the inner half of the articular surface of the tibia. 'l'he missile then passed out,
piercing the posterior portion of the external malleolus, the anterior pot·tion remaining attached to the shaft. The projectile was mushroomed.
III. Gunshot injnry of the right foot; bullet No.4, caliber .30. The wound of entrance is 0.35 inch in diameter, 1.18 inches in front of the external malleolus. The
wound of exit is located, after several minutes of patient searching, in the sole of the
foot, 1.38 inches from the internal rrw.lleoluA. It is marked by a slit-like opening 0.28
inch in length. The edges of the slit approximate each other thoroughly, hence the
difficulty experienced in locating the wound. The projectile entered the os calcis
near its articulation with the cuboid and below the head of the astmgalus, fracturing the calcaneo-cuboid articulation, splintering the bone in three fragments, near
which a small amount of pulverized bone is found. All the bones of the tarsus are
intact except the os calcis. The projectile was recovered unaltered in shape.
IV. Gunshot injury of the left tibia, and fibula near knee joint; bullet No.5, caliber .30. The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit
is marked by a longitudinal slit, measuring 0.39 inch in length. The projectile entered the anterior portion of the bead of the tibia, 0.39 inch from the joint, in the
middle line, passing obliquely toward the outer side, emerged from the posterior surface of the head of the fibula. The orifice of entrance in the bone is equivalent to the
diameter of the missile; the orifice of exit is irregular, 0.39 inch in its greatest diameter. There is no comminution of bone. The knee joint was not perforated, but
the articular surface adjacent to the outer tuberosity shows a fissure which in the
recent state was not apparent. The projectile was lost.
V. Gunshot injury of the lower shaft of the right femur; bullet No.3, caliber .45.
The wound of entrance is 1.57 inches above the outer condyle, round, and 0.45 inch
in diameter. The wound of exit is in the upper part of the popliteal space, irregu·
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larly quadrilateral in shape, 0.79 inch in its greatest diameter. The bu1let entered
the lower shaft, 1.57 inchel:! above the margin of the articular surface, 0. 39 inch outside
t.he midr1le line. Nine large splinters are detached, measuring from 0.6 inch to 3.50
inches in length. There are a number of deep vertical fissures in the upper and lower
fragments; those in the lower do not inYade the joint. The projectile was very much
set np.
VI. Gunshot injury of the right hip joint. Bullet No.6, caliber .30. The wound of
entrance is 0.35 inch in diameter, over the femoral vessels, 1.57 incb.es below Poupart's ligament; the wound of exit is in the middle of the gluteal region of the corresponding side, oval in shape, and exceeds very little the diameter of the pTojectile.
The bullet entered the capsular ligament at its inner margin and traversed the head
of the femur, 0.79 inch below the ligamentum teres, producing a grooved fracture.
The course of the projectile was horizont.al and clear-cut; a fracture, 1.57 inches in
length, is noticed extending downwards through the ischium. The compact bone
adjacent to the track of the bu1let shows fissures not apparent in the fresh state. The
missile entered the acetabulum, 1.97 inches from the lower ma.rgin in the cotyloid
notch. Orifice of entrance corresponds nearly to the diameter of the projectile; the
orifice of exit is irregular, 1.97 inches in its two diameters. A fragment of the outer
plate of bone, 0.39 inch in length, hangs attached by periosteum. The projectile was
not in the least deformed.
VII. Gunshot injury of t.he left hip joint; bullet No.7, caliber .30. The wound
of entrance perforated the skin on the anterior aspect of the thigh, external to the
large vessels, 1.57inches belowPoupart's ligament. The wound of entrance is round,
0.30 inches in diameter; the wound of exit is also rOlmd, in the middle of the gluteal
region, and it barely exceeds the diameter of the missile. The projectile entered the
anterior convexity of the head of the femur, after passing through the capsular ligament; the acetabulum was not involved until after passing through the head of
the femur. The projectile traversed the head of the femur in a horizontal direction,
0.39 inch above a horizontal line drawn through the center of the head, and emerged
at its posterior surface, 1.28 inches external to the ligamentum teres. A fissure is
seen connecting the points of entrance and exit, and extending outwards along the
upper margin of the attachment of the capsular ligament; there are smaller fissures,
radiating from the orifice of entrance. No splinters are detached. The outer lip of
the acetabulum, however, was split, and is held in place only by the capRular ligament. The bullet at the orifice of exit penetrated the acetabulu~, 0.59 inch from
the outer margin, emerging without detaching any splinters, excepting as noted, and
left, a clean-ctlt orifice upon entering and leaving the bone. The orifices of entrance
and exit in the globular head of the femur are rouud a.nd equal to the diameter of
the projectile. The orifice of entrance in the pelvis is round, and exceeds but a
fractional part the diameter of the projectile; the orifice of exit is 0.59 by 0.39 inch
in diameter, with the margins of the orifice slightly elevated. The bullet was not
deformed.
VIII. Gunshot injury of the right elbow joint; bullet marked '' E," caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is on the external aspect of the arm opposite the bend of the
elbow, 2.36 inches from the olecranon; it is round, and equal in diameter to that of the
projectile; the wound of exit is 0.59 inch below the tip of the olecranon; it is starshaped, and 0.30 inch in its greatest diameter. The l'rojectile passed through the head
of the radius, permitting the outer and posterior aspect of the foreMm to receive the
wound; the head is split in two portions, one-half of which is finely comminuted,
the outer half, together with its portion of the neck and 0. 79 inch of the shaft, remains
in place without much damage to the periosteum. The :pulverh-;ed bone, comprising
the inner half of the hea<l, lies free in the joint. The projectile entered the ulna 0.20
inch below the joint, near the posterior margin of t.he lesser sigmoid cavity; the
olecranon is completely crushed; fissures extend through the greater sigmoid cavity,
and the posterior portion of th~ articular surface. There are seventeen small splinters detached from the periosteum about the foyer of destruction. The projectile was
slightly dented on one side in the cylindrical portion; ·otherwise it sustained no deformation.
IX. Gunshot injury of the right shoulder joint; bullet No.6, caliber .30. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; it perforated the skin well up on the
anterior aspect of the shoulder, 0.39 inch below the acromion; the wound of exit is
irre~ular in shape, 0.59 inch in its greatest diameter, on the posterior aspect of the
shoulder, 4.72 inches from the wound of entrance, measuring over the shoulder. The
projectile entered the bone in the bicipital groove between the two tuberosities and
traversed the head of the humerus, crushing the head in passing ont posteriorly. One
large splinter, 1.18 inches by0.98 inch, was carried through the orifice ofexitin the bone
a.nd found imbedded in the infra-spinatus and teres minor muscle. Four other splinters comprising the globular head of the humerus lay about the seat of fracture; the
central portion of the head is pulverized and discolored by lead. The bullet was
not recovered.
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X. Gunshot injury of the left humerus at the surgical neck; bullet marked "K,"
caliber .30. The wound of entrance IS round, 0.30 inch in diameter, on the anterior
aspect of the shoulder, 2.36 inches uelowthe acromion; the wound of exit is marketl by
a longitudinal slit, 0.39 inch in length, on the posterior aspect of the shoul<ler in the
same vertical plane as the wound of entrance, ancl1.18inchesabovethelatter. The projectile penetrated the surgical neck in the middle line, 0.20 inch external to the bicipital
groove, and 2.36 inches from the upper extremity of the bone. The margins of the
orifice are clear-cut: oval, 0.35 inch in the lateral and 0.39 inch in the vertical
diameter. The orifice of exit is in the same plane, also oval, 0.47 inch in the lateral
and 0.59 inch in the vertical diameter. There is but little comminution; one small
splinter of bone, 0.39 by 0.16 inch lies at the bottom of the wound, attached to the
periosteum. The projectile was flattened at the conical end.
XI. Gunshot injury of the face and base of skull; bullet roarked "D," caliber, .30.
The wound of entrance is on the prominence of the nose, 0.08 inch to the left of the
center, and 0.12 inch from the tip ell(l; it is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of
exit, 0.79 inch below and to the right of the external occipital protuberance, ronnel,
0.39 inch in diameter. The projectile traverserl. the nasal cavity and ranging posteriorly penetrated the cavity of the cranium in the posterior fossa, 0.39 inch to
the right of the median line at the foramen lacerum posterius; it passed through
the cerebellum and emerged throngh the occipital bone. The fracture in the latter
is radiating, the splinters are displaced from within outwa.rcls. There were five principal splinters, all detached, none of which had been carried through the occipital
mnscle. The projectile suffcretl a slight indentation at the conical encl.
XII. Gu.ushot injury left elbow joint; uu1let marke(l "K," caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is 0. 79 inch below the bend of the elbow, round, 0.43 inch in
diameter; the wound of exit is between the external condyle and the olecranon,
star-shaped, 0.59 inch in its greatest diameter. After entering the anterior aspect
of the joint the missile passed through the external condyle, fracturing the upper
end of the ulna to a point 1.57 inch below the coronoid process, grooving the bone
above the lesser sigmoid cavity. The bullet is very little set up, and there is a notch
in the cylindrical portion near the base.
·
Notes on the ejfeots of the pro.feotiles of lm·ge and snu:tll octliber imp1·essed by the velocity
oomrnon at 500 yanls on the human body, condt.wted at Frankford Arsenal, Pa., March
8, 1893. Some of the notes desaribing the lesions in the soft parts were unavoidably lost.
I. Gunshot injury left tibia; bullet No.1, caliber .45. The baH struck the shaft
of the left tibia above the middle, passing in an antero-posterior line and shattering
the bone into fOl'ty fragments, the largest being 3.15 inches in length. A great deal
of :fine bon:v sand was found in the track of the wound 11ear tl.Je wound of exit. The
fissures in the bone tend to radiate from the point of impact. The latter is slightly
blackened by lead. The fibula is uninjured. Tho bone illustrates syphilitic
periostitis and hypertrophic ostitis. The projectile was evidently broken into two
cylindrical halves; the half corresponding to the base was recovered and it is
mushroomed.
II. Gunshot injury upper third, right femur; bullet No.3, caliber .30. The projectile entered 1.18 inches below the trochanter major of the right femur and
emerged below the head of the bone. rrhe trochanter and upper four inches of the
femur were shattererl. The heau of the femur is intact. The fissures are longitudinal. The orifice .:;f entrance is well deiined. The orifice of exit is filled with detached fragments held by periosteum. The bullet was slightly flattened at the conical end.
III. Gunshot injury right femur; bullet No.2, caliber .30. The ball struck the
shaft of the right femur at its middle, shattering the bone into a number of fragmen~. The foyer of destruction is about as extensive as in the preceding fracture.
Fifteen free splinters were found. Only the leaden core of the projectile was recovered; it is split at the conical end and bent.
IV. Gunshot injury left tibia; bullet No.2, caliber .45. The ball struck the inner
side of the left tibia above the middle comminuting the bone. Four large splinters,
the largest 3 inches in length, and thirty-six smaller fragments were found in the
seat of fracture. The large splinters show longitudinal splintering. The bullet was
split in two lateral halves; one of these and part of the other were recovered.
V. Gunshot injury of the pelvis; bullet No.4, caliber .30. The bullet passed transversely through the body, entering the right ilium 3.15 inches below the right iliac
crest and 1.57 incbes•from the acetabulum. The ball made a clean-cut orifice in the
outer table of bone 0.39 inch in diameter, but produced a much greater fracture of
the inner table, measuring 1.57 inches in diameter. Passing onward the missile
struck the left ilium just below the anterior superior spine., comminuting it. The
bullet was irregularly dented at the conical end.
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VI. Gunshot injury left humerus; bullet No. 3, caliber .45. Tbe ball strnck tha
Rhaft of tbe left hurllerus in the middle line, 2.36 inches from the lower extremity.
The orifice of entrance is somewhat larger than the caliber of the bullet; the skin on
the posterior portion of the arm is ruptnrod longitudinally in three distinct places;
these rents are, respectively, 1.18, 1.18, and 2 inches in length, and were produced
by the passage of the missile and fragments of the shaft of the bone. The lines of
fracture radiate from the point at which the projectile struck. The elbow joint was
not involved. The bullet was mushroomed and bent; the surface is irregular.
VII. Gunshot injury right elbow; bullet No.7, caliber .30. The ball entered the
front of the right elbow joint in the middle line, fracturing the external and internal
condyles obliquely and carrying away the central portion of thr :~rticular surface,
which is finely comminuted. Two and thirty-six hundredths inc·bes of the ulna, in·cluding the olecranon, were comminuted. The fis~ures were longitudinal. Theradius was uninjured. The bullet was slightly set up at the conical ewl.
VIII. Gunshot injury right knee; bullet No.1, caliber, .30. The ball entered the
right knee in the middle line, producing a grooved fracture of the head of the tibia,
destroying the articular cartilage of the tibia, but not touching the femur. The
anterior portion of the head of the bone is slightly damaged, one fragment, 2 inches
long, was partially detached, embracing the seat of attachment of the tendon of
the patella and the bone upon its inner side. The fibula was n(lt injured. The bone
illustrates syphilitic periostitis and hypertrophic ostitis. The bullet was not in the
least deformed.
IX. Gunshot injury of the left knee-joint; bullet marked "A," caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.39 inch in diameter, 0.20 inch external to the
upper external uorder ·of the patella; the wound of exit is in the poplit_eal space,
irregular in shape, 0.59 inch in its greatest diameter. The projectile penetrated
the external condyle 0.79 inch from the upper margin of the articular surface, and
passed obliquely downwards and inwards, emerging through the articular surface
posterior to the internal condyle. There is very slight displacement of splinters
anteriorly, and only a small splinter displaced posteriorly; the latter is still held by
cartilage at its upper margin. There is an inter-condyloid fracture, but the line of
separation extends through the cartilage in its posterior part only. It may be seen
through the cartilage anteriorly curving upwards along the trochlear surface towards its upper margin. The patella was not injured. The bullet was slightly
dented at the conical end, also in the cylindrical part near the base.
X. Gunshot injury left tibia, upper third; bullet No. 3, caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is over the anterior surface of the tibia near the external border, round, 0.39 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is in the thick part of the
calf, marked by a longitudinal slit 1.97 inches in ler1gth and 0.79 inch in width,
with muscle protruding. The projectile strnck the tibia 0.79 inch below the articular surface of the knee. The hone is fractured ouliquely with a number of large
fragments, detached from the periosteum; a countless number of fine fragments and
bony sand lie in the foyer of fracture.
XI. Gunshot injury of the pelvis; bullet No. 4, caliber .45. The wound of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is irregularly q uadrilateral in sllape, 1.38 inches in its greatest diameter. The bullet entered the ]eft ilium
0.39 inch anteriOl' to and above the sciatic notch; ~h~ orifice of entrance is a trifle
larger than the diameter of the missile; there is very little fissuring; the projectile
crossed :md produced a ste1late fracture of tbe rigbt side of great exteut. The bullet is set up and flattened laterally at the conical end. The cylindrical part has lost
in caliber and appears to have ueen drawn toward the base.
Notes on the e.ffects of the p1·ojectiles oj lm·ge and small caliber imp1·essed by the velocity
cornrnon at 800 ya1·ds on the human body, condtwted at ]1'1·ankjord Arsenal, Pa., Ma1·ch
8, 1893.

I. Y.unshot injury of the right tibia in the middle third; bullet marked HA," caliber
.30. The wound of entrance IS rot..nd, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit
is in the middle of the ca1f, starlike in shape, 0.39 inch in its greatest diameter.
The bullet entered the shaft of the right tibia 6 inches below the knee joint. The
destruction in the bone approximates very closely in appearance that of a perforation. Examiuation immediately after the shot failed to show mobility, and it is
uelieved that the fracture oc0mTed in the subsequent bandling of the body. The
displacement of the principal fragments is ver.v sli,ght; the periosteum is not broken
on the outer side; the periosteum on the inner side of the shaft is only detached
alJOnt the orifice of entrance. The fibula is intact. The projectile was not deformed.
H. Gunshot injury right shoulder; bullet marked "J, '' caliber .45. The wound
of entrance is oval, 0.59 inch in its greatest diameter; the wound of exit is starshaved, 0.50 inch in its greatest diameter. The bu]let entered the right hume:~.·us
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below the tuberosity and anterior to the bicipital groove and emerged in the pos·
terior and lower portion of the head, crnshiug the neck and producing an oblique
fracture of the upper shaft. The projectile was not deformed.
III. Gunshot injury of the skull; bullet marked "A," caliber .45. The wound of
entrance is round, 0.47 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is star-shaped, 1.18
iuclws in its gre~ttest diameter. The vault of the cranium is fissured iuto many
fragments. Tho projectile is irregularly flattened at the conical end and slightly
flattened in the cylindrical portion near the base.
IV. Gunshot injury ofthe right ulna near the elbow joint; bullet marked "K,"
caliber .30. The bullet entered the forearm anteriorly, making a round wound of
entry 0.35 inch in diameter. The wound of exit is in the same plane anteriorly,
sliglltly irregular, 0.28 inch in diameter. The projectile entered the ulna 1.57 inches
Lelow the coronoid process, comminuting the shaft; one fissure 2.36 incl1os in length
extends down the shaft. Tho periosteum along the posterior surface of the ulna is
not detacb.ecl. The projectile was lost.
V. Gunshot injury right shoulder joint, bnllet No.5, caliber .30. The wound of
entrance il:l round, of the diameter of the bullet; the wound of exit about the size
of the thumb nail. The bullet penetrated the right shoulder, enteri1Jg the head of
the humerus on the inner side of the anatomical neck, producing a clean-cut wound
without displacement of the articular surface. The missile then eutered the glenoid
cavity of the scapula, fi·acturing iii into a large number of fragments and producing
in addition a transverse fracture of the body. This fracture extends from the inner
margin of the spine 1.18 inches below the position of the glenoid cavity. The coracoid process was also detached and the clavicle fractured through the middle. The
projectile was lost.
Notes on the desfntCtive effects of the p1·o}ectUes of la1·ge and small caliber, impt·essed by the
'cclocity common at 1, 200 yards, on the human body, conducted at F1·anlcj'o1·d Arsenal,
Pa., Mm·ch 9, 1893.

I. Gunshot injury lower third, left femur; Lullet marked" J," caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.'15 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is in the
upper part of the popliteal space, marked by a slit running obliquely 1.38 inches in
length. The missile struck the shaft of the left femur 2.36 inches above the articular
cartilage on the inner side of the median line. The bone immediately behind tb.e point
of impact covering an irregularly space 1.50 by 2 inches in diameter was carried
away ancllies finely comminuted in the track of the bullet; only a fraction of the
number of the splinters of bone could be recovered. Some fragments of lead were
fo-md with the bony sand. The projectile was very slightly flattened in the cylindrica,l portion near the base; one- third of the conical portion of the bullet was severed laterally ancllost; the remaining two-thirds are flattened laterally.
II. Gunshot injury of the head of the right tibia; bullet marked" K," caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is 0.30 inch in diameter, and 0.59 inch below the patella;
the wound of exit is in the upper part of the calf; it is quadrilateral in shape, 0.30
inch in its largest diameter. The projectile perforated the head of the tibia in the
middle line, 0.39 inch below the articular surface. The diameter of the track of
the projectile corresponds to the d~ameter of the missile; the orifice of exit is on the
posterior surface, 0.39 inch distant from the articular facet for the fibula. No
largo fragments were found in the tissues. The fibula and the articular surface of
tb.e head of the tibia are uninjured. The projectile was not deformed.
III. Gunshot injury lower end of right femur; bullet marked "D," caliber .30.
The wound of entmnce is round, 0.30 inch in diameter, 0.79 inch above patella;
the wound of exit is in the internal and upper part of the popliteal space, marked
by a quadrilateral orifice l1aving a punched-out appearance, 0.79 inch in its greatest
diameter. The projectile perforated the anterior face of the bone about its middle, immediately above the upper margin of the articular surface. A small quantity of finely pulverized bone was found in the wound of exit. There waR no fissuring, and the articular surface was uninjured. Theprojectilesustaineda slight flattening of its tip at the conical end.
IV. Gunshot injury of the left knee-joint; Lullet marked "B," caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter, a little internal to the middle
of the patella; the bullet ranged downwards, backwards, and outwards, inflicting a
wonnrl of exit in the fleshy part of the calf, which is quadrilateral in shape, 0.79
inch iu length. The bullet entered the pa.tella on the inner side of the median
line and passed through the outer condyle, emerging 0.7!l inrh from the point of
entrance, splitting the outer tuberosity. A slight outward displacement of .the fragments suO\YS a. fissure extending upwards to tile margin of the articular cartilage.
The patella is broken into a number of fragments. PasRing downward the bnllet
entered the left tibia 1 carrying away a portion of the outer c&rtilage and grazing the
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top of the fibula. The bullet was flattened laterally along its cylindrical and conical
portions on one side, and flattened. at the conical end alone on the opposite side.
V. Gunshot injury of the left tibia and tibula near the ankle joint; bullet marked
"G," caliber .45. The wound of entrance is over the ankle in front, round, 0.45
inch in diameter. The wound of exit is just above the external malleolus between
t,he tendo Achillis and the fibula. It is marked by a longitudinal slit, 1.38 inches
in length. The bullet entered the tibia 1.18 inches above the ankle joint in the
median line; the missile struck the tendon of the tibialis anticus muscle uisplacing
it to the outer side. The inner portion of the shaft and internal malleolus remain
intact. The shaft on the outer side is fissured irregularly; a zigzag line extends
between the points of entrance and exit. The fibula is fractured at the same level.
The bullet is flattened in the cylindrical portion near the base, and flattened laterally at the conical end, the flattened surface at the latter point being yery irregular.
VI. Gunshot injnry of the right tibia near the ankle; bullet marked" H," caliber
.30. The wound of entrance is over the lower part of the leg anteriorly: round, 0.30
iuch in diameter. The wound of exit lies in the same plane posteriorly; it presents a punched-out appearance, is triangular in shape, 0.30 inch in its greatest
diameter. The bullet perforated the tibia on the anterior aspect in the median line,
2.17 inches above the ankle joint. The orifice of entrance has a punched-out appearance; it is 0.30 inch in the vertical and 0.24 inch in the horizontal direction. There is
a fiss'ure 3. 75 inches long, extending upwards from the perforaiiion; it is seen through
the periosteum, the latter being intact. Posteriorly between the foyer aud the
wound of exit in the skin many fine splinters of bone are distributed; the fibula is
uninjured. The bullet is very little flattened at the conical end.
VII. Gunshot injury of the right knee; bullet No. 1, caliber .45. The wound of
entrance is 0.30 inch internal to and above the patella; it is round, 0.45 inch in
diameter; the wound of exit is in the middle of the popliteal space, star-shaped,
0.59 inch in its greatest diameter. The bullet entered the bone 1.18 inches above
the articular surface. The diameter of the perforation corresponds to the diameter
of the missile. The orifice of exit posteriorly admits the index finger and is situated
in the popliteal space above the trochlear surface on the inner side of the median
line. The bullet was recovered, very little dented at the conical encl.
VIII. Gunshot injury of the upper third of the left femur; bullet No. 2, caliber
0.45. The wound of entrance is round, 0.45 iuch in diameter; the wound of exit
is marked by a slit-like opening running longitudinally 1.18 inches in extent. The
projectile entered the anterior aspect of the femur and shattered the bone above its
middle. Nine large splinters, from 4 inches to 0.40 inch in length are found in
the foyer of fracture, and only partially held by the periosteum. The bullet was set
up and dented at one side at the conical encl.
IX. Gunshot injury of the upper third of the right femur; bullet No.1, caliber
.30. The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch iu diameter; the wound of exit is
in the fleshy portion of the thigh, quadrilateml in shape, 0.79 inch in its greatest
diameter. The bullet entered the bone 5.50 inches below the trochanter major, comminuting the shaft. The largest fragment is 4 by 1.18 inches, and is firmly adherent
to the surrounding tissues. The specimen shows an old united fracture of the upper
shaft passing obliquely and immediately below the trochanters. The bullet was
flattened at the conical end and distorted to one side; the leaden nucleus protrudes
from the mantle at the base.
X. Gunshot injury, right tibia, middle of shaft; bullet marked "T," caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is marked
by a slit in the calf, 0.35 inch in its greatest length. The hnllet struck the tmbcutaneous surface of the tibia at its middle, splintering the boue into several large fragments; the largest one, embracing the crest of the tibia, is 5 inches long. Viewed
from the inner side the fissures cross at the point of impact, so as to form au "X.''
The periosteum is intact and binds the fragments together so that, as far as the dissection would indicate, there is no reason to suppose that the fracture would not
unite readily. A large number of fine splinters of bone were found in the muscular
tract of the calf, near the seat of fracture. No grea,t laceration of soft parts observed.
The fibula was not injured. The 11rojectile was dented at the conicaJ end.
XI. Gunshot injnry, right tibia near the ankle joint; bullet marked" C," caliber
.~0. The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is
marked by a slit 0.30 inch in length. The bullet perforated the shaft 2 inches above
the internal malleolus. On removing the skin the orifice of entrance in the bone
presents sharply cut edges, and it corresponds in size to the diameter of the missile.
The bullet passed out at the posterior aspect of the hone, the orifice at this point
being irregubr in shape and a trifle larger than the orifice of entrance. A few
splinters of bone were found in the track of the bullet leading from the bone. The
projectile was not deformed.
XII. Gunshot injury, left tibia near ankle; bullet marked "Q," caliber .30. The
wodncl of entrance is round, corresponding to the diameter of the bullet; the WOllllU
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of exit is triangular in shape and 0.30 inch in its greatest diameter.
perforated the tibia 0.79 inch above the ankle joint iu the middle line. It pasAed
out in an oblique direction. emerging from the posted or surface near the fibula without injuring it. The 1)erforation is perfect without apparent fissures in the recent
state. A few splinters of bone were found in the track of the projectile near the
wound of exit. The projectile was lost.
XIII. Gunshot injury, head of left tibia; bullet marked "M," caliber .30. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is on the
outer border of the popliteal space, irregular, 0.50 inch in diameter. The missile
perforated the tibia 3 inches below the knee joint in the subcutaneous surface; the
orifice of entrance into the bone is clearly cut, round, being the diameter of the
projectile; the orifice which it inflicted upon leaving the bone posteriorly is irro~n
lar, 0.35 inch in diameter; there are several spicuLE of bone in the track of the
projectile. The fibula is uninjured. The projectile was not deformed.
XIV. Gunshot injury, left tibia, middle of shaft; bullet marked "N," caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is triangular in shape, 0.66 inch in length, and located on the outer side of the calf.
The absence of motion between the fragments led us to believe, as in a former instance, that we very likely had a perforation, but upon dissection it was found th~tt
the bullet ranged from the inner to the outer side and struck the crest of the tibia
at the middle, passing wholly in front of the medullary canal, just guttering the crest.
Nevertheless there was an oblique fracture running from the point of impact downward and backward, the periosteum still firmly surrounding the two fragments. The
track of the missile through the tibialis anticus contains finely pulverized bone.
The projectile was bent upon itself in the conical portion and dented.
XV. Gunshot injury, left radius, middle third; lmllet marked "S," caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter, and on the anterior aspect
of the forearm; the wound of exit is posterior, irregular, 0.35 inch in its greatest
diameter. The bullet struck the radius above the middle, comminuting the shaft;
the fragments are attached to the periosteum; some small splinters of bone are
found in the track of the bullet leading to the wound of exit. The projectile was
not deformed.
XVI. Gunshot injury, middle third, right ulna; bullet marked "K," caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is also
round, a trifle larger than the caliber of the projectile. The bullet entered the anterior aspect of the forearm aud passed through the ulna in the middle of the shaft,
comminuting the bone into a number of fragments; the median nerve lies uninjured ou the radial side of the wounu of entrance. The fragments are held togetherby periosteum and the interosseous membrane. The radius was not injured. The
projectile was not deformed.
Notes on the effects of the pn>jectiles of la1·ge and srnall caliber irnp1·essed by the velocity
common at 1,500 yarcls on the human body, conducted at Frankford Arsenal, Pa., Ma1·ch
9,1893.
I. Gunshot injury of the lower third of the left humerus; bullet No.3, caliber .45.
The wound of entrance is round, 0.59 inch in diameter, 1.57 inches above the bend of
the elbow; the wound of exit is on the external aspect of the forearm, marked by a
longitudinal slit, 1.18 inches in length. The bullet struck the humerus 1.18 inches
above the articular cartilage, in the middle line; the bone was shattered into a number
of large fragments, ranging from 0.50 inch to 2.50 inches in length. The bone near
the point of impact was discolored by lead. Small particles of lead are seen on the
outer side. The bullet separated in two parts longitudinally, the greater part only
having been recovered.
II. Gunshot injury ofthelower shaft of the right humerus, furrowing; bullet marked
"D," caliber 0.30. The wound of entrance is-round, 0.30 inch in diameter, 0.79 inch
above the bend of the elbow; the wound of exit is slit-like, 0.35 inch in its longest
diameter and 0.59 inch above the external condyle. The bullet struck the shaft 2.36
inchesabovethe external condyle on theouterside ofthemedianline and glanced outward, furrowing the bone. The projectile was bent to one side, and laterally flattened at the conical end; the cylindrical part of the jacket was twisted upon itself
and the leaden nucleus slightly protrudes at the base.
III. Gunshot injury, upper third, left femur; bnllet No. 7, calibre .45. The wound
of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter; ball lodged. On making an incision
exposing the seat of fractme 1 part of the bnJlet, including oue-third of the cylindrical])Ortion and the base, is seen lying against the lower end of the upper fragment
and immediately in contact with the bone. Tlle base of the bullet lies against tl::e
bone and the flattened cylindrical part points toward the wound of entrance. A
second portion of the bullet was recovered lying on the anterior portion of the neck
of the femur just below the capsular ligament1 where it had slid a distance ot (j
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inches. The femur i~:~ badly shattered into a number of large splinters, some measuring 4.33 inches long, and among them are found many small fragments of lead.
IV. Gunshot injnr,v, right femur, upper third; bullet No.8, caliber .30. The wound
of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is ma.rked by a
transverse slit, 0.35 inch in its greatest length. The missile struck the anterior
portion of the shaft 3.54 inches below the anterior superior spinous process of the
ilium causing a complete fracture; the periosteum binds the fragments together.
There is a fissure 5.20 inches in length extending in a waving line downwards and
outwanls below the middle of the shaft. The projectile emerged from the bone just
below the trochanter minor. Severa.l small fragments on the posterior face of the
bone hang by shreds of periosteum, and small spiculro are found free near the wound
of exit in the skin. The projectile wa& dented at the conical end.
V. Gunshot injury, right knee joint; bullet No. 7, caliber .30. The wound of
entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wonnd of exit is in the popliteal
space, slit-like, 0.30 inch in length. The lmllet entered the right fflmur 0.59
inch above the articular surface and 0.59 inch external to the medi::tn line, causing a clear-cut perforation without fissures above or be] ow the point of impact. The
bullet passed out of the bone at the outer margin of the popliteal space leaving a
few fine spiculre of bone at the orifice of exit and a small quantity of bony sand at
the wound of exit in the skin. The projectile was not deformed.
VI. Gunshot injury left femnr, middle third; bullet No. 6, caliber .30. The
wound of entrance is round, having the same diameter as the projectile; the wound
of exit is slit-like, 0.36 inch in length. Examination soon after the injury mlCl
before the body had been movecl, for the next shot failed to show the presence of
motion between the fragments, and for this reason the following remarks were entered on the memorandum to the anatomist: "This injury very likely presents a
perforation in the middle of the shaft, and the limb should be handled very carefully." Upon dissection the following condition was found: The bnllet struck the
shaft of the femur above the middle, producing an extremely oblique fracture and
detaching one large fragment belonging to the outer side of the bone, 4 inches in
length and two-thirds of an inch in width. There is a :fissure extending from a point
two-thirrls of an inch below the trochanter minor downwards to the point of impact
of the missile and extending downwards into the outer side in a waving line to a
point 4 inches below the point of impact. The periosteum was not detached. A
very small quantity of bone is found in the track of the bullet from the bone to the
wound of exit. It is more than likely that the immediate effects of the projectile
simulated a perforation with very fine fissures that served to complete the fracture
as stated when the body was handled by the man who carried it a distance of 10
miles in a wagon. The projectile was flattened at the conical end.
VII. Gunshot injury left humerus, junction of upper aud middle thirds; bullet
No. 0, caliber .30. The wound of Cl1trance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the
wound of exit is marked by a longitudinal slit, 0.33 inch in length. The bullet
struck the shaft a little above the middle third, causing a long oblique fractme extending from without inwards 4 inches in length; there is a slight comminution of
tl1e lower fragment at the point of impact; the periosteum was not detached. The
projectile was not recovered.
·
VIII. Gunshot injury right humerus, near surgical neck; bullt•t No.5, caliber .30.
The wound of entrance is round, having the diameter of the pTojectile, over the surgical neck in front; the wouud of exit is on the same plane posteriorly, marked by
a slit 4lines in length. The bullet stmck the surgical neck of the humerus in the
middle line comminuting the bone; the periosteum at the point of entrance into the
bone is untorn; upon leaving the bone the projectile caused a mdiating fracture;
several fragments are held by periosteum and very little displaced; a few fine spiculm
are found in the track of the bullet leading to the wound of exit. The projectile was
lost.

Notes on the effects of the p1·ojectiles of large and small caliber, impressed by the t'clocity
common at 2,000 ym·ds, on the human body, conducted at Fmnkford Arsenal, Pa., Mm·ch
16,1893.

I. Gunshot injury left tibia, middle third; bullet No.1, caliber .45. The wound of
entrance is oval in shape, 0.51 inch in its greatest diameter. The projectile remained
lodged under the skin of the calf. The bullet entered the ~ubcntaneons part of the
shaft, 5.50 inches below the knee joint, causing extensive comminution of the bone
at the foyer of fracture, including 2 inehes of the shaft. Some of the fi-agments are
free whilst others remain attached to the periosteum. The bnllet was found under
the skin of the calf; it was cleft longitudinally through the conical part, one-half of
the cone having become· detached from the cylindrieal part. The detached fragment was found embedcled in the tibialis anticus muscle.
W.A.R
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II. Gunshot injury of the right tibia at junction of midule and lower thirds ;
bullet No. 4, caliber .30. The projectile entere<l side-on, inflicting a wound of entrance which rm:s obliquely 0.98 inch long and 0.39 inch wide. The bullet lies
under the skin posteriorly in the lower part of the calf. The bullet guttered the
inner si<le of the tibia 5.12 inches above the internal malleolus. On removing the
skin several spiculm of bone are seen in the wound; the outer border and crest of'
the tibia are uninjured; the posterior surface of the bone is splintered over a Jistance of 3.15 inches in lines which radiate from the point of emergence. The periosteum is not detached, excepting in the line of tbe passage of the projectile and over
an area adjacent to tbe posterior margin of the groove, between 0.20 and 0.40 inch
in diameter. The fibula was not injured. The bullet, was embedded in the muscle
of the ca,lfwith its point resting against the skin and its base presenting in the track
through the muscle adjacent to the bone, a distance of 0.79 inch. The projectile is
slightly flattened at the conical end, otherwise it is unaltered.
Ill. Gunshot injury left knee joint; bullet No. 2, caliber .45. The womul of entrance is round, 0.45 inGh in diameter, above and internal to the patella; the
wound of exit is in the lower part of the popliteal space, oval, ancl 0.59 inch in the
greatest diameter. The bullet perforated the tibia 1.1R inches below the articular
surface. '£he orifice of entrance in the bone is sharply defined, irregular in shape,
0.59 inch in the vertical and 0.39 inch in the horizontal line; the orifice of exit is also
irregular, 0.59 inch in its greatest diameter. There is a fracture of the shaft marked
by a fissure, which runs downwards and backwards;· the compact tissue of the upper
and posterior suri'ace of the bone is broken by radiating fissures into six fragments.
The muscular tra,ck from the bone to the wound of exit contains some fine spicula:~ of
bone. The projectile was not recovered.
IV. Gunshot injury right knee joint; bullet No. 9, caliber .30. The ·wound of
entrance is ronnel, 0.30 inch in diameter and 0.39 inch from the internal border of th~
patella at its miuclle; the wound of exit is in the upper part of the popliteal space
marked by an oblique slit-lik,e opening 0.39 inch in length. The projectile entered
the bone 0.79 inch above the artieular surface, making a perforaLion of the femur;
the missile passed out in the median line in the popliteal space, perforating the
popliteal vein, leaving the artery uninjured. The wonnd is full of venous blood clots.
A few very fine spiculm of bone were found in the track of the projectile leading
to the wound of exit. There is a fissure 4.72 inches in length, which extends from
the orifice of entrance in the <lirection of the shaft, and a number of smaller radiating fissures are obse1·ved to start from the orifice of exit. The projectile was recovered from the sawdust very much deformed. The metallic jacket was ruptured
at the conical end, having a slit running along the side of the cylindrical portion at
the end of which a transverse slit occurs, which includes one-half of the cylindrical
part of the envelope; the leaden nucleus has parted entirely from the jacket; it is
flattened_ at the conical end, bent upon itself in the cylindrical portion, and scooped_
out on one side.
V. Gunshot injury left femur, upper third; bullet No.3, caliber .45. The wound
of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is on the outer mid
posterior aspect of the thigh, marked by a longitudinal slit, 0.59 inch in length.
The projectile made a glancing shot, striking the outer aspect of the shaft of the
femur 4.72 inches below the trochanter major, producing an oblique fracture of the
shaft from above downwards and inwards; the fragments are consi<lerably displaced, the lower shaft lying to the outer side; the periosteum is detached about the
point of impact, but the fragments ot bone are not loosened to any very great extent;
there is a fissure extending from the trochanter minor downwards a distance of 6
inches. Particles of lead were found in the foyer of fracture. The bullet was
seemingly split in two lateral halves nearly equal in weight; the greater half only
was recovered.
VI. Gunshot injury of the right femur, upper third; bullet No. 0, caliber .30. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.30 inch in diameter; the wound of exit is triangular in shape, 0.39 inch in its greatest length. The bullet struck the shaft of the
femur in the middle line anteriorly, 7 inches below the anterior superior spine of
the ilium, comminuting the bone into a number of fragments, which are held by
periosteum. The bullet was flattened at the conical end; otherwise it is unaltered.
VII. Gunshot injury left humerus, surgical neck; bullet No. 4, caliber .45. The
wound of entrance is round, 0.45 inch in its greatest diameter; the wound of
exit is creRcentic in shape with a flap of skin filling the concavity of the cr-escent; it is
O.G5 inch in its greatest diameter. The projectile grooved the outer side of the
surgical neck of the humerus 0.39 inch external to the bicipital groove. The
periosteum is not displaced except between the point of impact anu the anatomical
neck. The articular surface is uninjured. The bone i8 discolored by lead, and a
small fragment is seen lying against the compact tissue of the Lone. Another small
fragment of leau, 0.39 inch by 0.08 inch, was found in the track of the bullet near the
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wound of exit. The bullet was slightly set up aud partially split at the conical end
and grooved on one side in the cylindrical portion.
VIII. Gunshot injury of the surgical neck of the right humerus; bullet marked
"Kn, caliber .30: The wound of entrance is oval in shape, 0.30 inch in its greatest
diameter; the wound of exit is marked by a longitudinal tear, 0.79 inch in length.
The bullet entered the bicipital groove 2 inches below the articular surface and
emerged on the inner aspect of the shaft. The wound of exit is filled with fine
spiculm of bone. The seat of fracture shows ten fragments of bone; there is a fissure2.75 inches long, which runs in the shaft downward and outward; the periosteum over this oblique fracture is not detached. The bullet was recovereu slightly
flattened at the conical end.
OBSERVATIONS UPON THE FOREGOING RESULTS.

Soft pm·ts.-The wound of entrance corresponds in diameter as a rule to the diameter of the projectile. In the middle and rernote mngcs the entrance wound measured less at times than the diameter of the projectile, but the difference was only
apparent since the wound invariably admitted a projectile of like caliber to the one
that inflicted it. In the short ranges it was often noted that skin overlying bone
and resistant aponeuroses was apt to show a wound of entrance actually exceeding
in diameter that of the missile. The edges of the wound of entrance were at times
clear-cut, but more often they were rolled in, and often blackenecl for a distance of
a line about the circumference. The latter circumstance gave rise to the notion
formerly that the discoloration was due -to burning, but from experiments conducted
by Beck, also by myself to be cited later, this fallacy has been forever set at rest.
The wound of exit of the .30-caliber rifle was generally larger than the wound of
entrance, and beyond the zone of explosive effects especially it was generally round,
marked at times by a mere Rlit; again it was star-shaped, T-shaped, semicircular,
etc.; the edges were generally turned out. When a wound of exit exceeded in diameter that of the projectile to any extent the circumstance was generally regarded
as indicative of bone lesion.
·
Effects upon diaphyses of long bones. -Up to 350 yards the destructive effects of the
two projectiles are alike severe. Unless guided by the wound of entrance or other
circumstances it is difficult within this range to determine by the appearance of the
injury alone which of the projectjles may have caused it. After this range the destructive effects of the smaller projectile become less than those of the larger missile. The fissuring is less, the spiculm of bone are larger, and they are more apt to
be attached to the periosteum. These differences are especially notic~able from the
500 to the 1,500-yard ranges. At 2,000 yards the small bullet again shows rather extensive comminution. This fact has been noted by all observers, and it bas been
variously explained, though not in a very satisfactory manner. It has been saif1 that
the projectile has lost so much of its velocity of translation when it reaclles this part
of it& course that it is apt to lodge, and that the velocity of rotation causes such a
disturbance when it is about to engage that comminution is the result. The angle
of impact, which is rarely vertical at this range, has been brought forth as a possible
cause. Certain it is that a number of the projectiles were observed at this range by
us t.o impinge side-on at the moment of impact. Wllether this circumstance is more
apt to occur with reduced charges than we would expect to find in the natural coneli tion is a mooted question.
Delorme and Cbavasse state that the Lebel rifle bullet appeared to produce more
comminution beyond 1200 m. than the projectile of the Gras rifle. Our experience
at Frankford Arsenal does not accord with theirs in this particular, and for very
good reason. They experimented with the·projectile of the Lebel, which for all
practical purposes corresponds to the projectile of our .30 caliber experimental
Springfield rifle, and they compared its effects with that of the Gras. The latter is
their 11m. m. gun, which in caliber is a trifle less (0.433) than our .45 caliber
Springfiel<l rifle. This alone would make no great difference, but when we compare
the weight of their large caliber with ours, we find that our service bullet is 125
grains heavier. This in itself is sufficient to account for the greater de'!tructive
effects of our larger caliber projectile over theirs, hence the di:tierence in the results
referred to.
Effects upon Joints.-BefQre engaging upon tllis part of the subject I wish to preface my remarks by stating that the humane wound of the small bore. gun is especially observed in the joints and soft parts. Owing to the reduction in caliber
the wounds in the latter partal e more of the nature of subcutaneous wounds, and
experience shows that they heal very kindly under appropriate treatment.
It is not necessary in this instance to elwell especially upon the destructive effects
of the larger leaden projectile upon joints. Suffice it to say that the greater frontage,
wl1ich it naturally possesses, is made greater still by deformation, and that these
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facts with velocity sufficient to penetrate a joint serve to convert the .45 caliber
projectile into a very destructive missile.
The experiments conducted at Frankford Arsenal show in a striking manner the
difference in destructive effects by the two bullets upon the spongy enus of bones.
In order to appreciate this difference it is necessary to go beyoml the zone of explosive effects for the .30 caliber projectile, namely 350 yards. Even within the latter
range perforation with slight fissuring will at times be noticed. From the latter
range to the 1,500-yarcl range perforations and gutterings with but little fissuring
are almost invariably seen. Between 1,500 and 2,000 yards, the specimens show perforations still, but there is a tendency to :fissuring again, as noted in the shorter
ranges.;.:.
Defm--mation of projectiles.-The deformations of projectiles which accompany tlw
majority of the specimens represent nearly every form of alteration known. Those
of the leaden proj ect,il es are sufficiently familiar and require no comment. The deformation of the jacketed projectile is most common at the conical end, and consists usually
in a slight dent or flattening; partial separation of the metallic mantle from the
leaden nucleus is oceasionally seen; complete separation between the jacket and
nucleus is a very rare occurrence. It occurs principally with high velocities at close
range, when the projectile encounters resistant bone. Separation of the envelope
and nucleus was noticed very seldom in the middle and remote ranges.
THE HEAT IMPARTED TO PROJECTILES.

The heat imparted to a projectile by the ignition of the powder, the resistance in
the barrel, etc., has been very much exaggeYated. Some have gone so far as to claim
that the small jacketed bullets are rendered aseptic thereby. In a series of experiments conducted at the pathological laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University
and Hospital, also at Frankford Arsenal during the past few months, I was able to
show that this claim is false. In order to arrive at some definite conclusion in the
matter I undertook a series of experiments t calculated to answer the two following
questions:
1. Are projectiles from portable hand weapons sterilized by the act of :firinwY
2. Can a septic bullet infect a gunshot wounr1 ~
As a preliminary to the work of noting the effects of firing bullets that had been
previously contaminated it was considered proper to ascertain the condition, hacteriologically speaking, of bullets in their original packages. After a number of
observations it was found that 53 per cent of all cartridges in their original packages
were absolutely free from germs. This is to be ascribed to the cleanly methods
which are necessary in theh' manufacture.
The literature of gunshot wounds shQws that the majority of surgeons of the
past and present times believe that the act of :firing destroys any infection that
might have been accidently or otherwise placed upon the projectile.
Jn order to ascertain the facts in the matter I fired projectiles after they had been
sterilized by heat from r~volvers that had been similHly sterilized. The projectiles
were recovered from sterilized cotton and dropped into gelatin tubes. The latter
revealed no growth.
Projectiles covered with dust were then fired from sterilized revolvers into sterilized cotton. As each projectile was recovered it was dropped into a gelatin tube.
Colonies appeared in every instance.
In a series of experiments with the .22 and .38 caliber revolvers, the .45 caliber
Springfield rifle, as well as t,h e .30 caliber experimental Springfield rifle, whose ballistic qualities correspond to the Mannlicher, improved Mauser, Lebel, etc., the projectiles were in all instances infectecl with the germs of anthrax and :fired into
sterilized materials and into animals.
The tables of results show that anthrax bacilli or E!pores are seldom, if ever, destroyed by the act of firing.
Bullets infected with the streptococcus of erysipelas, with some of the same culture of tetanus mentioned below, and with the bacillus pyogenes soli of Bolton,
were :fired through the ears of rabbits with a .45 calibre Colt's revolver. The
erysipelas coccus was communicated to one animal, and the bacillus pyogenes soli
was recovered from the wound of another. Tetanus was not communicated.
A bnllet infected with a culture of the bacillus of tetanus was fired into a horse,
with the modified Springfield rifle with negative results; rabbits inoculated wit1.,
some of the same culture died promptly. At the suggestion of Prof. Meade BolJ
ton of the Johns Hopkins Hospital a bag of tetanus earth was placed against the·
hip of another horse and the projectile of the .BO caliber experimental Springfield'
rifle was :fired through the earth into the fleshy part of the ham without result.

* See Figs. 1 and 2, Pl. 4.

t (Bee New York Med. Journal, Vol.

LVI,

No. 17, October 22, 1892,p. 458.) .
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The following conclusions may be formulated from the foregoing:
1. The majority of cartridges in original packages are sterile and free from septic
germs.
2. The sterile condition of cartridges is due to tue thorough disinfection and absolute cleanliness observed in the process of manufacture.
3. The majority of gunshot wounds are aseptic because the vast majority of the
projectiles inflicting them are either sterile or free from septic germs.
4. Anthrax spores or bacilli, when applied to the projectile of a portable hand
weapon are seldom, if ever, entirely destroyed by the act of firing.
5. When a gunshot wound is inflicted upon a susceptible animal by a projectile
infected with anthrax bacilli the animal becomes infected with anthrax, and dies in
a vast majority of instances from said infection.
6. The streptococcus of erysipelas and the bacillus pyogenes soli, when placed
upon the projectile of the .45 caliber Colt's revolver, are not always at least destroyed by the act of firing, and they are liable to cause infection.
7. Projectiles from portable hand weapons are not sterilized by the act of :firing.
8. A septic bullet can infect a gunshot wound.
It is evident from these results that the act of :firing does not impart enough heat
to the projectile to destroy organisms placed upon its surface, and that there never
is sufficient heat in the projectile to cauterize the track which it makes in the tissues. Yet he who may have occasion to inquire into the literature of this subject
will be surprised to find the number of eminent surgeons who until very recently at
least were firm believers in the notion that gunshot wounds owed the discoloration
about the wound of entrance and other appearances in the wounrl to the heat of the
projectiles.
In these clays of precise work in scientific details the amount of heat imparted to
the projectile can be pretty accurately ascertained, and aside from my own experiments cited already it may not be amiss to quote the following:
"Dr. B. von Beck, medical director fourteenth army corps of the German army,
to whom we owe so much of our knowledge of the character of wounds inflicted by
the rifles of small caliber, comlucted some experiments to determine the amount of
heat imparted to the hard bullet of small caliber having a mantle of toteel or copper.
He fired into a target made of boards and thin sb.eets of iron arranged alternately
about an inch apart. He recovered the projectiles as soon as possible after firing,
never allowing more than ten seconds to intervene between the firing and the
Tecovery of the missiles. The latter were dropped into 300 grams of mercury
in a paper box 7 centimeters high and 3 centimeters wide. By means of a cork
fixed on the bulb of a thermometer he held the projectile under the mercury and
noted the rise of temperature of the metal. By this method he conducted many
experiments, and he says that the missiles were invariably handled by the :fingers,
and that they never possessed heat enough to burn the skin. After making allowance for specific heat and the conductivity of the different metals entering into the
composition of the projectiles used, he found that even when the projectiles encountered resistance from three to four times greater than that offered by the human
body the results were as follows:
0

c.

Temperature of the leaden bullet of .45 caliber when recovered ... _. __ ... __ .... 69
Temperature of the leaden bullet of .30 caliber, covered with steel, when recovered .. __ .... - ...... _........................ _............................. _. 78
Temperature of the leaden bullet of .30 caliber, covered with copper, when
recovered._ .... __ ..... _...... _......... _. _..... _..... _......... _...... _. _. . . 110
''He states that these experiments overthrow the theor,y that certain lesions in
wounds can be attributed in any way to the heat imparted by the bullet. He
believes that the periphery of the projectile is alone heated, because the act of heating is accomplished so instantaneously that the heat can not be conducted lower."
GUNSHOT INJURIES INFLICTED BY PROJECTILES OF liARD EXTERIOR.

As may be observed, the foregoing report deals principally with the comparative
tUfference in destructive effects between the .30 caliber German-silver jacketed bullet
and our .45 caliber leaden projectile. It may be appropriate here to consider the
effects of the different projectiles of hard exterior as contrasted with the effects of
the old leaden bullets of large caliber belonging, for instance, to the older Mauser
and the Gras of the Germans and French.
With the introduction of the modern rifle of small caliber in 1886 the subject of
gunshot wounds received renewed interest for the militar.v surgeon at least. The
study of the advantages to be obtained by a reduction in caliber and the use of projectiles of hard exterior dates from the publication of a pamphlet by Prof. Hebler, a German artillery scientist, in 1882. Since that time foreign governments one
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n.fter the other have adopted the smn.ll-bore weapon, n.nd these are all of the repeating pattern with the exce:Ption of the weapons adopted by Russia and Italy, these
conntries having adopted single loaders.
We are indebted to military surgeons from nearly all the goYernments whicll have
adopted the new armament for valuable experiments touching upon the effects of
the projectiles of the different weapons, both upon cadavers and dead and living
horses.
In Germany Busch and Reger were among the first to call attention to the difference in destructive effects between the old leaden bullets of large caliber and the
new bullets of small caliber with hard envelopes. Later, Pro£<s. Morosow, Tauber, and Pawlow, of Russia, produced valuable contributions. Delorme and Chavasse, Chauvel and Nimier, especially, in France pursued the effects of the Lebel
projectile on cadtwers most thoroughly, and their work will a.Iways be prized by
those who happen to explore this field of literature hencefort,h. Bruns in Germany
and Habart in Austria have made valuable experiments of late, which have served
to show in a scientific manner the precise effects of the Mauser aml Mannlicher projectiles.
A stndy of t,he hand weapons forming the armament of the different European
armies shows that, though the guns themselves may vary in their mechanism, the
weight and caliber of the projectiles are very much the same. The calibers vary from
6.5 mm. to 8 mm. The velocity and energy of the projectiles differ but little. In
fact, the guns a,nd their ammunition are so similar that the bamstic qualities of one
gun will answer very nearly for those of another; and we may add also that within
certain limits the wounds inflicted by the projectiles are the same.
A study of the effects of the projectiles on cadavers brings out prominently the
fact that the amount of destruction is guided by the same mechanical laws "\vhich
governed the study of tho effects of the older and softer leaden project.ileR.
If we look back upon the conditions which influence destructive effects in >vounds
we will find prominent among them three facto-:--s: (1) Velocity of the projectile; (2)
resistance on impact, and (3) deformation of the projectile.
It was while bearing these factors in view that the ballisticiaus predicted tlJe
effects of the modern bullet long before it was even tried, and it was a correct
appreciation of these very factors which prompted Longmore to pen the following
lines twenty-three years ago. Says Longmore: "The materials of which bullets are
composed will influence to a certain extent the nature and character of the wounds
caused by them. If bullets of steel or any similar hard and coherent metal should
ever be found capable of being economically employed in firearms many of the
ordinary features of gunshot wounds as they at present exist will bo materially
changed. In proportion to the increase of hardness and cohesive force of the metals
the greater will be the ease with which the brass plates and other accouterments,
tho strong bones of the extremities, the vault of the cranium, and any resisting
structures, will be perforated by it. Again, we shall have bullets which will not
become softened at ordinary increases of temperature, broken and dispersed in fragments, subject to loss of substance, and capable of undergoing the various alteratioJJS in form which leauen bullets are apt to assume on coming in collision with
certain external objects aiHl bard parts of the body."
·
·when we reflect that the steel mantle projectile is in use to-(la,y, and that its
penetration which bas txcited the wonder of the military world should depend upon
its well-nigh iudestructible hardness for the numan body, we must read with more
admiration than ever the prophetic words of the great surgeon.
If the velocity, the resistance on impact., and the hardness of projectiles were constant, we would find no hesitancy in stating, cceteris paribus, that the destructive
effects of projectiles would remain the same.
I believe we can take for granted that the velocity of the different mantle projectiles
is about the same. As to the resistance on impact that also may be considered the
same; that is, a<lult bodies will offer about the same resistance in their different
anatomical parts. Por instance, the femur of one individual will offer about the
same degree of resistance encountered in the femur of another, and we may take for
granted that the calvaria and tibire of different subjects will each offer about the
resistance found in corresponding pa1·ts of the same or other subjects.
Having determined that the velocity and resistance on impact are pretty constant,
what can we say of the third factor concerned in determining the amount of
destructive effects, namely, the hardness of the different projectiles~ We must
assume in studying the effects of modern projectiles that penetration with them is
determined as formerly by the hardness and coherence of the metals entering into
their composition.
If all the man,tle projectiles were composed of the same metal, or metals having
equal coherence, we might expect the deformation to be always the same. Yet
there are great differences found as regards the materials composing the projectilee
and their mantles.
·

•
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The Austrian, French, and Russian projectiles are made of hard lead (lead alloyed
with antimony), the Belgian n,nd German ones of soft lead. The mant.lc of the
Russian and French projectiles consists of Melchior metal, whilst the mantle of the
Austrian projectile is made of nickel steel. The GeTmans, Belgians, and TnTks use
nickel-copper bronze. The nuclei and mantles are all cylindro-conoidal in shape,
the former fitting inside th~ latter.
Copper, German silver, and cupro-nickeled steel compose the jn,ckets of the mantled projectiles with which we are most familiar in this country. In some Tecent
experiments at Frankford Arsenal the maximum penetration in solid blocks of oak
not thoroughly seasoned, fired across the gmin at 3 feet from the muzzle, with a
striking velocity of 2,000 foot seconds, the results were found to be as follows:
Inches.

230 grain copper-covered bullet penetrated. ______ .•••••.•••••............•... 4
220 grain German-silver-covered bullet penetrated ........................... - 5. 3
220 grain cupro-nickeled steel-covered bullet penetrated ... - ...·............... 19. 5
The copper and German-silver-covered projectiles were very much deformed when
recovered, whilst the cupro-nickeled steel retained its shape unaltered.
Since the velocity of the projectiles and hardness of the blocks were constant,
we must attribute the difference in penetration to deformation.
·
The coppm·-cove1·ed projectile.-The use of the copper mantle has never met with
much favor, and I believe Portugal a,nd Italy are the only powers that have adopted
it with the new armament. Owing to the ease with which it deforms its penetration as shown in oak is very limited. The yielding nature of the metal renders it
necessary to cannelure and lubricate the mantle to prevent deposition of the copper
• in the steel barrel. The poisonous effects of copper on the tissues is another objection which has been aclYanced, and some of the writers on the subject have even
gone so far as to cbim that the use of copper bullets is contrary to the principles
of the St. Petersburg convention of 1R88, "that prohibits the use of arms which
would uselessly aggravate the wounds of men placed hors de combat or tha,t would
render their deaths inevitable."
Ge1·man-silvw-covered projectiles.-On comparing the results obtained at Frankford
Arsenal with the German-silver-covered projectile upon cadavers with those obtained
by Bruns with the nickel steel of the Austrians I am led to believe that the pf;netration of the two projectiles is with possible preference for the nickel steel about the
same. The nickel-steel mantle of the Austrians is the most yielding of the small
caliber projectiles used by the foreign armies.
In our experiments at Frankford Arsenal with the German-silver projectiles upon
ten cadavers 10 per cent of the mantles parted entirely from the nucleus upon colliding with resistant bone between the 100 and 200 yards ranges, whilst 50 per cent
of the projectiles were more or less flattened at the conical end.
From experiments at relatively short ranges-between 17 to 25 yards-there is reason to believe that separation would take place in every instance of impact against
resistant bone. The separation at these relatively short ranges showed destruction
of the envelope into many small sharp fragments, stripping of the lead, and complete mushrooming of the nucleus, all of which add vastly to the explosive effects
at short range.
,
Cupro-nickeled steel-covered projectiles.-As seen by the penetration in oak cupronickeled steel offers more resistance than probably any mantle ever tried so far.
Although I can uot quote from experiments on cadavers, it is doubtful if this mantle
will ever part from its nucleus upon impact against any tissue of the human body,
however resistant. If this be true, the addition of the cupro-nickeled steel maJJtle
to the projectile of small caliber will make this the ideal bullet. As long as it possesses momentum its penetration will not be impaired by deformation at least.
The flattening which the conical end of the German-silver mantle so often sustains upon colliding with resistant bone impairs its future penetration n,nd, it may
be said, its integrity, for the chances are that upon striking another bone in a second individual as resistant as that traversed in the first the impaired mantle would
rupture, a circumstance which would about arrest its work of destruction in men
beyond the second individual hit. We may assume, then, that the fabulous stories
told of the penetration of the small-bore projectiles, which enables them to traverse
four men at 100 yards, can only be true of a projectile like that covered by cupronickeled steel, whose penetration and integrity arP. never impaired by alteration of
form. It is evident, then, that any explosive effellts to be Doticed from the latter
will in no way be due to deformation, and that its destructive effects within the explosive zone will be correspondingly less. In a military sense the effectiveness of
the cupro-nickeled s teel-j acketecl projectile will be greater since it will have pen etration sufficient to wound more men. In a surgical sense the projectiles of softer exterior, like those covered by German silver, will be more destructive, since upon colliding with the first or second resistant bone they will be destroyed on impact, and
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the numt•rous fragments of the leaden uuclens and shell, each acting as a secondary
projectile, will :Hlil to the work of destruction in the part bit. For this reason the
stopping power of the German-silver-jacketed projectile will be greater on horses in
a charge of cavalry upon foot troops. This statement is not ma,de to dispa,rage the
effectiveness of the cu pro-nickeled steel-jacketed projectile in tb is particular, because
it is difiicult to conceive bow such a charge could be successfully made against any
armament using the small projectiles of bard exterior, whether deformation is expected or not; but the statement is made to emphasize the fact that those projectiles
which are apt to become destroyell on impact increase the explosive effects at clo~;e
range, hence their superiority in stopping power. Because the stopping power in
the cupro-nickeled steei is slightly less, some of the experimenters have been led to
remove a small bit of the conical end of the casing sufficient t,o expose the lead in
order to invite deformation on impact. This is an expedient which will doubtless
be practiced in repelling cavalry, and also by the sportsman in hunting large game.
The progress of civilization, so manifest in the use of the new armament, will haruly
allow the employment of a projectile more deadly, if anything. than the murderous
]eaden bullet which we have just discarded, and it is to be hoped that the comity of
nations will frown down any attempt to increase the destructive effects of the cupronickeled steel bullet in war.
As stated already, of the three factors which determine the amount of destruction
in gunshot woundt ·, namely, velocity, resistance on impact, and deformation of the
projectile, the first and second are pretty constant. If, uow, we employ a mantle of
indestructible hardness for the human body, like cupro-nickeled steel, for instance,
the third factor will have been made constant, gunshot wonnds will be more humane,
and the results of observers henceforth will be more uniform.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON THE SUBJECT OF GUNSHOT INJURIES BY THE PROJEC
TILES 011' HARD EXTERIOR IN TIMES OF WAR.

1. The differences between the effects of the bullets of hard exterior and the
leaden projectiles lie in the greater penetration of the first, and this in turn is due
to grea.ter velocity, diminished frontage, and the hard envelope which diminishes
the chances of deformation.
2. For the two bullet!:!, especially when a resistant bone is struck, the amount of
lesions is in proportion to the velocity.
3. 'fhe shock . impressed upon a member increases with the velocity, whether a
bone is traversed or not. It is: however, always greater with the leaden projectiles.
4. The explosive effects at very short range are about the same for the two projectiles. They continue, however, up to 350 yards with the smaller projectiles and
cease at about 200 yards with the leaden projectiles.
5. The smaller frontage of the hard mantle projectiles causes them to inflict something after the manner of a subcutaneous wound, when the soft parts alone are
traversed, and the small wounds of entrance and exit and the narrow track of the
missiles are favorable circumstances to a rapid healing.
6. Although we made no notes of injury to blood vessels, Johann Habart, royal
an<l imperial surgeon, A nstrian army, who mentions some observations in this line
with the nickeled steel-covered projectile, states that "the bloou vessels are seldom
torn, an!l that they are not closed so easily by coagulation as those severed by leaden
projectiles. The latter are more apt to bruise and lacerate the blood vessels, facilitating thereby the formation of thrombi. On account of the smaller aperture in the
skin and soft parts the wounds bleed generally less than those made by the soft
leaden bullets. 'l'he hemorrhage is easily stopped by coagulation."
7. A wound of exit, the diameter of a finger or thumb in area, inclicates for
either bullet fracture of bone with splintering, and in accordance with the observatiOns of Delorme and Nimier, who experimented with the projectile of the Gras as
compared with the effects of the Lebel projectile, tears of similar extent in the
clothing are alike indicative.
8. Injnries inflicted outside the zone of explosive effects upon the diaphyses of
long bones always show less comminution with the small bullets of hard exterior.
The fissures are often subperiosteal and the fragments are larger.
9. Beyond the zone of explosive effects the projectiles of hard exterior almost
invariably perforate or gutter the joint ends of bones, anll ·..,b.e lesions of the articulations are never so grave.
10. The projectiles of hard exterior lodge more rarely in the tissues than the
leaden bullets. The latter more often leave fragments of lead in the foyer of fracture.
11. Delorme and Nimier have noticed that the large leaden projectile and the
smaller projectile of harll exterior detach pieces of clothing (cloth, linen, leather),
which are irregularly round, varying in size with the frontage of the projectile.
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The track of the wonnd in the soft parts is generally paved by fine filaments, whilst
shreds are often fonnd. arrested at the seat of fracture.
12. The projectiles of hard exterior are more hnrnane than the olcl. Resections
and amputations will not be so often required hereafter. Soldiers will be more often
restored to the State useful members of the community instead of eripples and pensioners, and in point of economy the new projectiles confer a great advantage.
13. As the projectiles of smaller caliber with hard mantles are less apt to lodge or
to carry foreign substances into the wounds, we will expect to find fewer cases of
suffering due to the remote effects of unextracted foreign bodies. This, we should
bear iuruiud, is one of the most frequent sources of protracted rtuffering after gunshot wounds.
14. The frontage of the new armament bullets being much less, and the fact that
the bullets ssldom lodge, will contribute to increase the percentage of recoveries in
gunshot wounds of the lungs, and this will be especially true in the wounds of this
class which may be inflicted beyond the zone of explosive effects.
15. When the new bullets do become lodged they will be less apt to cause irritation for two reasons-they are lighter in weight and seldom deform.
16. Wounds of the face from the new projectiles will cause less disfigurement.
17. Fatal primary hemorrhage in the field. There are no statistics bearing on the
percentage of cases of fatal primary hemorrhage in battle, because, as a rule, the
surgeons are so busy in caring for the wounded that there is no time to devote to
the dead, but it is generally admitted that the number of cases of fatal primary
hemorrhage is large. When the leaden projectile encounters resistant bone pieces
of lead are nearly always detached at the moment of impact. If the momentum of
the projectile is still sufficient the pieces of lead and splinters of bone act as secondary projectiles, and the danger of wounding neighboring vessels is consequently increased. Since the new projectile~, outside the zone ofexplosive effects especially,
cause less shattering, aml, as they seldom deform, the amount of danger to blood
vessels will not be so great, hence the cases of fatal primary hemorrhage in future
battles will be less.
18. All things considered it is doubtful if there is just ground for the pessimistic
view held by some that the wars of the future will be much more deadly thau ever
before. The change from the smooth-bore gun and spherical bullet to the rifle and
cylindro-conoidal bullet increased the number of wounded vas~ly and added to the
severity of wound. Owing to the employment of smokeless powder, a ilatter trajectory, and greater penetration, the change to the smaller jacketed projectiles will
increase the mortality anfl number of woumled still. but the wounds as a whole will
be less grave-more humane. If we consider the latter with the improved sanitation
which will surround the soldier of the future, as well as the surgeon's ability in the
application of his primary ·d.ressins-s to prevent infection, I believe we may confidently assert that the horrors of war as depicted by the older writers will never
again he seen.
Having been designated by the Secretary of War, about two years a.go, to preside
over the medi~al section of the War Department exhibit at the World's Columbian
Exposition, I conceived the idea at the onset of the work at Frankford Arsenal ot
presorving the specimens of bone lesions aucl the missiles producing them as a collection to be exhibited among the articles to be displayetl from the Army Meclical
Museum. I am happy to state that sixty-seven specimens and their corresponding
projectiles are now on exhibition, and that they are eliciting great interest. I am
indebted to Dr. Guy Hinsdale, of Philadelphia, for their preservation and for mnch
assistance in securing accurate information concerning the destructive effects of the
missiles, in the bony structures especially. The photographic plates were prepared
by Hospital Steward John Moser, U.S. Army.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OP THE ARMY.

The sanitary reports furnished monthlybypost surgeons in accordance
with the requirements of Army Regulations (Par.1642) are of the utmost
practical value in leading to the accomplishment of sanitary improvements. No form for this report has been issued from this office, so that
medical officers are generally free to follow their own views as to the
best method of presenting their opinions and sugg_estiom~, but in some
of the military departments medical directors have issued a form which
presents certain prominent sanitary headings to insure that no material point will be overlooked.
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There is an inherent tendency to routinism in the rendition of all
papers that have to be fnrni8hed regularly and at short periods, bu
this tendency is never so great in the case of these reports as to prevent due notice being taken of any serious sanitary evil. Once embodied in thl) report the evil is certain to receive full_consideration, and in
fact in the majority of cases it may be considered as already remedied,
for the reg·ulation cited provides for an almost automatic action against
it. The recommendation is submitted first to the post commander, who
indorses his action on the report, and before forwarding it to higher
authority sends it back to the medical officer for his information and
for entry in the Medical History of the post. Should the commanding
officer concur in the recommendation of thA medical officer and have
at his command facHities for carrying it into effect, he issues the nece&sa.ry orders in the case. If while concurring he should lack either the
authority or facilities for effecting the change the recommendation is
forwarded for the consideration of higher authority. On the othe:~;
hand, if the commanding officer disapprove of the suggested change he
is required to state the reasons which have influenced him that the
department commander or the War Department may have a full knowledge of the facts and arguments concerned.
The question whether a post surgeon should report a second time
against insanitary conditions and repeat recommendations that have
already been unfavorably regarded by his commanding officer was
raised during the past year. The l\iajor-General Commanding, after a
careful examination of the case, decided that the post commander" fell
into a manifest error in condemning the action of the post surgeon in
c3->lling his attention for a second time to what the surgeon considered
msanitary conditions of the post. It was not necessa,r y that the commandillg officer should make an elaborate explanation why he could
not conform to those conditions unless for the information of higher
authority. It might well be assumed that the post commander would
do the best he could under the circumstances, but he ought not to complain because the surgeon, in the commendable desire to do all that was
possible for the health of the command, ventured to call his attention
to the subject a second time."
These sanitary reports filed in the office of the Surgeon.. General constitute a sanitary record of each of the posts. From the reports of the
past year the following remarks on present sanitary conditions have
been compiled:
QU.ARTBRS.

Great improvements have been made during the past few years in the
character of the quarters provided for the Army, and the officers of the
Quartermaster's Department are entitled to great credit for their earnest
and intelligent efforts to have all work of this nature carried out in
accordance with advanced sanitary views. Nevertheless it appears to
me that when any important work of construction, alteration, or repair
is under consideration it would be well to have on record the views of
an officer of the MedicalD~partment on any sanitary questions _involved.
In many instances the medieal officer has a special knowledge of the
loeality in its sanitary bearings tllat is too valuable to be overlooked.
I desire, therefore, to urge the recommendation made on several previous
occasions by my predecessors in office, that the plans of all buildings
hereafter to be construc·ted, of alterations to be made, or of sanitary
improvements to be instituted at our military posts be submitted to a
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board of officerR, one member of wltich shaH be a medical officer. The
construction and improvement of our military posts are matters of so
much importance as to merit consideration by boards of officers before
commencing work on plans drawn up by an individual. Moreover, on
account of sanitary cm1siderations connected with selection of site, construction or barracks and other post buildings, with their heating, lighting, and ventilation, drainage, sewerage, and water supply, the Medical
Department should be represented on such boards. It is better to build
well from the first than to have to make alterations in a completecf
structure, for these are always expensive and seldom satisfactory.
Indeed the defects are sometimes so radical that no remedial measure
other than reconstruction is possible. Col. J. C. Baily, assistant surgeon general, commenting recently on the sanitary conditions of Fort
Sam Houston, Tex., makes tbe remark: "It would not be possible to
select in the vicinity of San Antonio a worse site for a post than that
on which Fort Sam Houston is built; and the worst spot on the reservation was selected for the barracks. So far as I can learn the usual
custom of not consulting any sanitary officer was adhered to in locating
and planniug the barraeks." The approval of a board before final
action is taken would tend to eliminate mistakes and lessen the need
for future changes.
The sites of some of our military posts are open to criticism on account of their environment. Thus, Jackson Barracks, La., irrespectiv'e
of its high-grouud water level, is objectionable on account of the slaughterhouses and rendering establishments in its neighborhood. The location of the recruiting depot, Columbus Barracks, in one of the wards of
the city of Columbus, is the cause of the high rate of sickness and nonefficiency from venereal diseases among the newly-enlisted men.
Overcrowding of the men in quarters was reported from a few posts,
such as Forts Columbus, Sully, and Grant, and Columbus Barracks.
At the first-mentioned post Maj. Hoff attributed a sickness somewhat
oeyond the normal to overcrowding and deficient ventilation, and instituted temporary relief by boards 6 inches wide, to raise the lower
window sashes. He recommended that plans be formulated for adequate ventilation of the squad rooms. At Fort Grant, Capt. Birmingham attributed the prevalence of sore throat and malaise among
the men to overcrowdiug and defective ventilation of the dormitories.
He found only 500 cubic feet available per man, and reported the odor
at night as intolerable. Measures were immediately taken to improve
the conditions at this post. At Fort Sully, also, at one period, two of
the barrack buildings were overcrowded. Generally this overcrowding
of dormitories is merely temporary, due to an accidental increase in the
garrison. This is especially true of the recruiting depot, at Columbus
Barracks, where tb~ seasonal variation in the number of recruits received is very marked. Recruiting is more active in the severe weather
of winter than during the summer. The average monthly number
joining the garrison in December and January was 180; during the
summer only 115.
The buildings at a few of the posts are old, dilapidated, and -leaky.
The makeshift sanitary arrangements at Fort Keogh should not be
permitted to continue unless the post is likely to be abandoned in the
early future. Among its many needs are roomy and well-ventilated
quarters for the troops. The best of the officers' quarters at Eagle Pass,
that oecupied by the commanding officer, is not so good as the quarters
ordinarily provided for a noncommissioned officer at any other post.
The quarters of the men have ample sp3.ce and good ventilation, but
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the roofs leak and the walls have to be propped to prevent them
falling outwards. All the occupied buildings at Fort Ouster are
with the exception of one set of quarters and the guardhouse.
barracks, particularly, are mueh dilapidated; they can not be
comfortable in winter. As the abandonment of Fort Whipple has
in contemplation for some time few repairs have been made to
buildings, and the post presents a worn and dilapidated
The buildi,ugs are wooden, decidedly overcrowded, and ven
on
by the doors and windows. With few exceptions, all the buildings
Fort Yates are old and poorly adapted for the purposes for which
are used; but they are in as good sanitary condition as it is possible
have them, in view of the uncertainty as to the continuance of the p
The barracks are loose-jointed and cold in winter, permitting the
trance of cold winds and snow. Storm doors and double window
were provided on the recommendation of the post medical officer.
Perhaps the rudest and poorest accommodation for officers and m
to be found in the Army are met with on the Indian reservation at
Carlos. The officers' quarters consist of small, two or three
adobe huts, with a rough frame structure behind for kitchen and
room. On the opposite side of the parade ground are eighteen
board shells 32 by 16 by 18 feet, shingled, but without lining or .._u.au~~""'
These have no windows, but a strip of canvas 4 feet wide takes
place of the boards in the upper part of each side wall. The ligh
admitted is not sufficient to enable the men to read with comfort. The
orderly rooms, kitchens, and dining rooms are of canvas. Three sets
of officers' quarters are occupied by the noncommissioned staff aud
their families; but most of the married soldierE' live in such quarters
as they can construct for themselves, usually of brushwood and old
canvas. These quarters afford protection against neither the excessive
heat of the long summer of Arizona nor against the cold nights of its
winter months, when the temperature drops as low as 11° F. It is understood that the consent of the Interior Department to the withdrawal
of the troops from the agency has been requested.
SAN CARLos, Amz.-Lient. P. Shilloclc: The officers' quarters are small but in good
repair and satisf::tctory. The enlisted men's quarters are very poor. They afford
only a slight protection from the weather. During the summer they are exceedingly bot. Upon trial I found the temperature 110 degrees insiue of one of these
qmLrLers, and in general it is only 2 degrees lower than that of the thermometer
in the latticed box in the hospital grounds. In connection with this I would
respectfully call attention to the extremely high temperature at the post during the
summer as shown by our meteorological report. For the four months, June, July,
August, and September of last year tho mean daily maximum was above 100° F. One
mouth it avera~ed above 110° F. The records of the preceding year show even higher
temperatures, tlle highest being 117 degrees in the shade. Shortly after sunrise the
thermometer runs up nearly to the maximum, and only drops to any appreciable extent
about sunset. 'l'his high temperature every day for four months at a stretch is very
hard to endure, as the quarters the men occupy afford only the slightest protection
from the heat. On the other hand, the adobe quarters of the officers afford a most
appreciable and gratifying protection, lowering the temperature as much as 20 degrees. In stepping from the adobe portion of an officer's quarters into the wooden
portion behind a very decided difference in the heat is at once apparent.
In the winter the men's quarters are again a poor protection against the cold.
Although San Carlos is scorching hot during the summer days it is bitter cold during the winter nights. Our minimum temperature shows the average daily minimum for three months to be below freezing, the lowest recorded being 11° F.
On account of the poor material used in building the men's quarters large cracks
and holes exist in all the buildings, making them very drafty. Their equal beating is impossible. A hot fire in the center will warm the immetliate vicinity, leaving
the remainder cold and drafty. A much larger amount of fuel is required to heat
these quarters than would be required to heat better-built quarters.
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San Carlos is aftlicted with many severe dust storms, each usually lasting about
tluee rlays. During one of ·these the men in their quarters, with canvas sides and
numerous cracks and holes in the walls, are literally covered with <lust and remain
so during the whole storm.
If it is contemplated to pro·dde suitable barracks for the men stationed here I
would recommend thick-walled one-story adobes with low, wide verandas and
double roofs, so that the air may circulate between the roofs and keep the buildings
cool. In this connection I would also rail attention to the great desirability, when
making }Jlans for these buildings ancl putting them up, to provide for good ventilation by a sufficient number of inlet shafts under the tloors, opening under the stoves,
and ridge outlets.
At present, for want of other quarters, t,hree of the twelve sets of officers' quarters
a e occupied in part a,t least by noncommissioned officers. The laundresses arc put
in the poorest kind of quarters, tents made out of condemned canvas. Suitable
ado"Le buildings, either in double sets or all under one roof, are greatly needed for
the noncommissioned officers and married enlisted men.

The extract given above from Lieut. Shillock's report on the condition at San Carlos brings to view th~ oppression and strain ou the vital
energies caused by prolonged hot weather at some of our posts in
Arizona, New Mexico, and southern Texas. Capt. Pilcher wrote of
similar conditions at Fort Ringgold as follows:
This post has loug been notorious as the most undesiral)le station in the Department of Texas, if not in the entire Army, because of the long-continued heat and
drought to which it is subject. In the heated season, which extend~'> from March to
NoYemb er, life is hardly endurable to the Caucasian except in rooms of sufficient
height to contain air enough to afford free respiration and to admit of a sufficient mass
of air between the body and the roof upon which the rays of the sun strik~. The
second story rooms of the officers' quarters have long he<'n the source of excessive
discomfort, unquestionable suffering, and considerable illness. Only 9 feet high at
their loftiest altitude, they run down to 4 feet at the sides. '!'he windows are
perched in the roof or high in the gable, so that even the breath of air which their
small size might permit to pass ca;n hardl~T reach the unfortunate inhabitant. The
process of slow roasting is sufficiently uncomfortable in itself, but when suffocation
is added the strain upon human endurance is rather severe. I don't think I am
exaggerating when I say that these low-ceiled rooms have been productive of moro
suft'ering, discomfort, discontent, and profanity than any other single feature of the
post. The expense of raising the roofs of the officers' quarters to two full stories
will be slight compa,red with the great advantage that will accrue to the occupants.
Upon hygienic and climatic grounds I warmly urge that this be done.

The above extracts represent the discomforts sometimes attaching
to military service in the West. The insanitary equivalent of the pineboard barracks of San Carlos is in the East the casemates of our harbor
fortifications. Many of these are still in use, as at Forts Warren,
Wadsworth, and Adams, althoughevery medical officer stationed at
these forts has reported against the occupation of their casemates as
quarters. They are damp and cold~ and would cause much sickness if
fires were not kept in them constantly. ~1\rms rust in them, leather
becomes moldy, and clothing and equipments decay. In summer
when there are no fires moisture bedews the interior of the walls and
trickles to the floor. Gen. Warren, in 1874, gave a satisfactory explanation of this excessive dampness. The casemates are arched with
brick, the arches covered with sheet lead, and tho valleys between them
filled in with earth. A thin layer of concrete with a brick pavement over
all eomp1etes the roofing. The weight of the covering above the lead
presses the hard parts through the sheet metal, and thus permits water
to reach the arches and ~oak from the valleys into the interior of the casemates. Moreover, in wiuter the casemates become chilled throughout
and retain a low temperature far into the summer, as has been shown
by the presence of ice in the valleys when uncovered for repairs. The
moisture of the warm air of summer entering the casemates is immedi-
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ately condensed on the cold walls. Nothing other than Gen. W
description is needful for their condemnation as living and
rooms.
The guardhouses of the Army have participated in the
progress of improvement so that complaints from medical
merly so frequent, of their insanitary condition are now excel)tHma,l.'
During the past year such complaints have come only from Angel
Davids Island, and Madison Barracks. At the first mentioned
the room for the guard is reported as so small, uncomfortable,
fested with bugs as to make a tour of guard duty almost a puni
At the second the guardhouse is represented as destitute of all
features essential to the health, cleanliness, and comfort of the inma
and insusceptible of satisfactory alteration or repair. Estimates ha
in this instance been prepared for a new building. At the third the
prison room is 20 by 18 feet, with but one window and an average occupancy of 6.6 men; cells cold, dark, and damp, with the only aperture
for light 12 by 3 inches. In this instance, also, favorable action was
taken by the department commander in directing that the subject of a
new guardhouse be embraced in the annual report of inspection of
public buildings.
The quarters occupied by marrie'd enlisted men at some of our posts
are wholly unfit for occupancy. Reference has already been made incidentally to those of San Carlos. Those at Fort Yates are described
as wretched. Casemates are occupied at Fort Warren where from the
chill, dampness, and bad air the children are an::emic and show signs
of rachitis. At Fort Grant these quarters are in bad repair and
crowded to the point of indecency. At Fort Vancouver they are reported as scarcely habitable, built on ground honeycombed with disused privy pits and cesspools. At Fort Missoula the old log huts
thus occupied should be destroyed, as also some shanties owned by a
civilian and rented to married soldiers. The best of these, constructed
by the soldiers for themselves and families, at Fort Du Chesne, are of
logs, but most of them are of scrap lumber eked out with condemned
canvas and old coal-oil cans, the rooms without flooring, small, damp,
and dark. Sanitary improvements can not be instituted at the expense
of the occupants, and at present there are no means for effecting them
in any other way. Quarters like those at the posts mentioned are
breeding places for disease; and as garrisons become larger the problem of quarters for the married soldiers is likely to become more complex. I recommend a retu.rn so far to former methods as to provide
public quarters for a limited number of married men in each organization, all others being strictly prohibited from having· their families at
the post. A provision of this kind would be regarded as a privilege
awarded to deserving soldiers, and would permit the whole of these
huts .and shanties to be destroyed.
V.LLl.VV.._..,,

FoRT WARREN, MAss.-Capt. P. R. Egan: Twelve months ago last March the
quarters of the married men situated outside the fort were pulled down and the
famiHes sent to live in basement casemates. This fact has added a grave sanitary defect to this post. In my report for September, 1891, I thus alluded to
their condition: "They are situated in basements into which the rays of the sun
scarcely ever gain admittance. * * * Add to this the inevitable dampnes1; of
basement casemates, the bad hygienic conditions arising from cooking, washing, and
living in a couple of rooms, and no one will wonder that the young children ars
ameruic and beginning to show evidences of rachitis. * * * I repeat, that they
are not fit to live in, and that so long as people live in them, as they do now, this
post can not be put in a good sanitary condition, and would be little better thnn a
pest house in case of an attack of cholera. The cllginecrs' boarding house, to which
attention was called iu a recent special report, is dirty, overcrowded, and uusaui-
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tary. They are both erpwlly a standing menace to the safety of this garrison in
case of an attack from cholera."

On the other hand, from certain northern posts came reports of intense and continued cold, against which the clothing issued by the
Government was iHefficient as a protection to the person and the
allowance of fuel inadequate to properly warm the. barrack rooms. When
tlw thermometer was at -54° F. at Camp Poplar River, in February,
the barracks, built of logs placed upright in the earth, were so poorly
heated that the men wore their overeoats in bed, and in many cases
left their beds during the night to sit by the stoves; the hospital cook
performed. his duties in his furs; the wards at night were often below
zero, and a servant in the kitchen of one of the otlicers- had one of her
feet frozen while at her work.
To illustrate similar conditions at Fort Assiniboine, the post surgeon
reported that ice formed. in a sleeping room within 4 feet of a coal stove
which was kept heated with burning coal during the night. The medical officer at this post took exception to the fuel in use, and particularly
to its use in hospital. He reported it as of an inferior quality of lignite, crumbling on exposure, and in burning leaving a large residue of
ash, slate-like masses, and slag. Its fires required. constant attention
and gave origin to clouds of fine dust, which floated. in the atmosphere
of the rooms and settled on everything, doing much harm in diseases of
the respiratory organs, whieh are the usual cases in hospital in severe
weather. A return to the use of hard coal was r~commended and
effected. Capt. Clendenin, at Fort Brady, also reported on the inadeq nacy of the allowance of fuel, and referred to the injustice of the present
laws governing the sale of fuel to officers. An officer exposed to all
the rigors of a severe winter by his assignment to duty at such a post
as Fort Brady has to expend from $12 to $18 per month for fuel to
keep his quarters comfortably warm, w bile his more fortunate comrade,
stationed in an equable climate, is exposed to neither the inclemencies
of the season nor the expense of endeavoring to protect himself and
family against them. I commend this subject to the consideration of
hjgher authority, giving herewith an extract from Capt. Clendenin's
report:
I gave my personal attention to the economical use of fuel both in my own house
and at the hospital, and I was astonished at the amount of fuel necessary to warm
the buildings. In my opinion the quarters oceupied by officers should be properly
heated at the Government expense. At present there is too great a discrimination
between officers serving North and _those serving South in the way of necessary
expenses. To make my meaning plain, permit me to allude to my own experiences:
While serving in the Department of Texas my fuel expense amounted to about 75
cents per month for the trifle of wood consumed in cooking and an occasional heating fire; since serving in this department it has been with the dosest economy that
my total allowance has sufficed. It seems to me to be unju&t that while an officer
serving in Texas can pass the winter in comfort on an expense of 75 cents or $1 per
month, one serving at this post should be compelled to spend $12 or more to keep
warm. Dnring the past month there was lmrned in my quarters over 10,000 pounds
of anthracite coal, and none was "\-Yasted, for I appreciated the difficulty of warming
the men's quarters and kept an eye on the consumption of coal. So that I burned
in my quarters last month $18 worth of coal as against 75 cents or $1 in Texas. Had
I not had a supply of coal purchased in former months, in anticipation of this
increased consumption in the new quarters, and had I paid for the coal useu in
excess of my allowance at current market prices, my coal bill would have been $22.
Yon will pardon the personality of this in referring to my own affairs, but I can
speak with greater exactness. Every officer at this post has exceeded his allowance
in the amount of fuel the past month, and it seems to me a hardship that it should
be so. If it is not deemed expef1ient to mnke such issue of fuel to officers as I have
suggested, it seems to me no more than fair that officers should be allowed to purchase at present rates all the fuel necessary for use in their quarters upon their certificate that it is for their own usc, in precisely the same manner tha,t commissary
stores ·are purchased and with no more limitation.
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Some medical officers in their reports call attention to tl1e practice of
flushing the floors of quarters, dormitories, dining halls, and other
occupied rooms. At many posts this method of cleaning up is regarded
as an indiSl)ensable preliminary to inspection of quarters. It has long
since been given up in the Navy on the sanitary principle that a damp
ship is an unhealthy one. The same principle applies to barrack rooms.
It is important that the soil beneath the flooring should be kept as
dry as possible, and this can not be effected if water is flushed on the
floors and permitted to run through open seams or broomed into knot
holes or auger boles specia1ly bored to permit of this method of <lisposing of the wash water. One medical officer, in view of such practices, felt called upon to report to his commandh1g officer thatThe barracks havin~ been for the most part newly floored during the month, I
recommend that positive orders be given that no auger holes be bored through these
floors for the purpose of allowing water that has been used for cleansing purposes to
escape beneath them.

Another medical officer states that he has served at posts where the
men had the alternative of staying in quarters with a thoroughly wet
floor or going out of doors with two feet of snow on the ground and the
thermometer at zero. As catarrhal and rheumatic affections are prono
to be developed by flushing, commanding officers should prohibit the
practice. Floors when lightly stained and waxed can easily be kept
clean, dry, and wholesome.
The mosquito was reported at one post-Key West Barracks-as a
pest, against which the protection of wire screens was recommended.
The post commander indorsed the recommendation of the post surgeon
in these terms:
If the men can neither sleep in peace nor eat 'in even comparative comfort their
poor ration they are apt to grow reckless and seek relief, or rather oblivion, in drink,
regardless of the consequences that may ensue as to health. The mosquito is always
here from New Year's Day to St. Sylvester's. He is always active, always an annoyance; but if he continues during tbe corning four months as during the past one,
especially the past week, we will scarcely care to guard against yellow fever; there
is some credit in having to deal with that.

The house fly at certain western posts is almost as much of a pest as
the mosquito appears to be at Key West. Wire screens were recommended as a protection at Yellowstone. Tue following is from the
report of the post surgeon for the month of March:
I nm informed that among the many improvements embodied in his annual estimate by the post quartermaster is an item for door and window screens for barracks
and qunrters. I would heartily recommend the approYal of this item, not as a luxury but from a sanitary point of view. Never have I seen flies in greater number
than at this post during my one summer here. In my own kitchen meat has more
than once been fly-Llown after having been taken from the ice box and before it
could be prepared for cooking. It has long been known that the bite of a fly was
capable of innoculating with the virus of malignant pustule, and recent experiments tend to prove what has long been suspected, that the insect in question is
capable of conveying the germs of cholera and other diseases.

The quart~rs provided for the Indian companies were in some instances only makeshift accommodations. At ]Tort Sidney their barrack room was so crowded as to call for the recommendation of tents
to relieve the dormitories. At Fort Omaha the tents in use were represented as old, torn, worthless, all dirty, and some filthy. At Fort
Snelling an ohl, unventilated, and disused prison was fitted up for
their occupancy. The crowding in barracks no doubt increased the
consumptive tendency to which the Indians are so prone when they
give up their wild life for a semicivilized mode of living. All there-
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ports refer to the difficulty of keeping them clean and to their bauits of
intoxication. The occurrence of injuries and death8 in drunken quarrels at Forts vVingate and Bowie has already been mentioned. The
following extracts give an idea of the quarters aud habits of these men:
FORT SmNgY, NEBR.-Capt. L. S. Tesson-.Jannary: I invite attentiOn to the
crowded condition of I Company quarters and recommend that the numiJer of beds
in the main dorrnitory be reduced to 20. ·with the present muuber of occupants 110
man has sufficient iloor space for comfort and less cubic air space than is acco'nled
in any well-regulated lodg-ing. The Imlians occupying these quarter:;; IJeing accustomed to an out-of-door life, and to sleeping either under tentage or in the open
air require more air space than their moro civilized brethren, and must necessarily
be much incommo1led as far as their health is concerned by this cramped condition.
Moreover, the race being much afflicted with diseases of the lnugs, a given IJnantity
of air would much sooner become contaminu,tecl through them than if breathe1l and
exhaled hymen of different constitutions.
As the ventilation of the room can not be improved upon for the present it would
he the part of wisdom and economy to so increase the amo11nt of air space per man
as to diminish as far as possible the contamination due to exhalation from the bodies
of the occupants, and I therefore recommend tllat, if no other bnilding is available
in which a portion of the company can be qnartered, ol!e, or, if necessary, two hospital tents he pitched in close proximity to the saill quarters, framecl and floored,
and snch numlJer of men as will reduce the occupancy of the main dormitory to 20
he ordered to quarters in the tents.
The small dormitory in its dimensions allows of a fair amount of air space per
man, but as there is no ventilation except tlnouglJ two windows it would be well
if the occupancy of this room were reducetl to 4.
The little room off the kitchen now accommodates 2 men with sleeping quarters. One of these men should be removed, as the room lacks ventilation except
through one window.
February: The recent death of one of the Inclians fi.·om consumption and the indisposition of a number of others with chest troubles wonlcl seem to emphasize the
necessity of the changes advocated in report of January last, and as I am informed by
the post quartermaster that the material for completing the changes resolveu npon
bas not yet all arrived, I would recommend that such representations be made to
headquarters as will expedite the shipment of the material still neeLleu to render
that company comfortable from a sanitary poiut of view.
FORT OMAHA, NEBR.-Maj. A. Hartsuff: I found several families of Indiansollliers
who are permitted to liYe at this post in a deplorable condition. Their habitations
are old worn out tents, so full of boles that they do not protect from the storms.
There is no :flooring to their tents and no boards inside nor about them. Each f~Lmily
of man, wife, and children is supposed to have one tent, snch as it is, bnt in one case
the tent is so old, torn, and worthless that t,he family to which it was assignetl is
generously taken in by another family. Their water-eloset is <t 1)it covered by an
old "A" tent, and is so nearly full that a new pit shoulu be dng at once. All of the
tents are dirty and some are filthy. I refer to the tents as hahitations, and as the
married Indian soldiers are permitted to live with their families the teHts are their
authorized quarters. As several of the occupants of the tents are now being treated,
and as all must be cared for if sick, I respectfully recommend that if they are allowed
to remain at this post suitable quarters and accommoLlatious be provicle<l for them,
after which they should lJe required to keep themselves and their surroundings clean
and in good hygienic condition.
Lieut. Col. Dallas Bache, rnedical di1·ect01·: Respectfully returned to the AdjutantGeneral of the department, calling special attention to the condition of the Indian
families as reported by the post surgeon. The houses and. gron111ls at Fort Omaha
should be put into as good a sanitary condition as possible dnring the present and
ensuing month, and if it is necessary there shoul1l be nn allowance of funds for that
purpose. Whether Asiatic cholera will lJe introdnceu into this country this Rnmmer
we do not know, but the relat,iou of this post to this city is so intimate that every
effort should be made to secure an unproductive soil at this post.
FORT SNELLING, MINN.-Maj. C. K. Winne: Attention iR respectfully invited to the
barrack accommodation of the Indian company. The police of the men and of the
building is excellent, bnt the comli tions un<ler which this corupn.ny lives are in every
way as inconvenient and bad. as I have ever seen. When the old prison now occupied by this company was abandonefl it was considrred that, one source of disease
was done away with. 'l'he lmilding is not atlapted to its present nse; the rooms are
badly lighted; uo ventilation except through windows, and no provision for the
escape of fonl air, while the number of men in each squad room results in overcrowd-
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ing. The ventilation would be improved by iutrodnC'ing ventilatorA in the ceiling,
but these shoul<l connect with shafts rnuuing above the roof and not into a common
roof space, because, besides "producing down drafts, openings of this kind, communicating with one reservoir of stagnant air common to a number of rooms, may, by
the irregular action of the :fires, supply the rooms with each other's foul air." Boxes
were fitted up in an old wooden building as temporary e:nth closets, but seepage
has commenced and. the arrangement is only of the most ma,k eshift kind. The facilities for bathing are very crude. Water heated on a stove has to ue carried to the temporary bath tub, which is again emptied into pails, carried away, and thrown on the
ground near by. No sinks can be dug here now, and none shonlcl be, as the old ones,
which were in use when the former garrison suffered from typhoid fever, have been
done away with, and there is no sewer system in this part of the garrison for water
carriage. Unless proper quarters can be furnished for this company I earnestly
recommend that it be transferred to some other post where it can be placed in better
sanitary condition, or if that can not be done, the men had better be put into permanent camp in the upper garrison, with the use of the bathroom, and especially the
use of the water-closets of one of the white companies.
Assistant St11'g. Gen. C. H. Alden, 1nedical di1·ector: It is rdcommended that unless
some other disposition is made of this company estimates be prepared for such
alterations in the barracks as will secure freedom from overcrowding, ample light
and ventilation, and for proper bathing facilities and good water or earth closets.
FORT NIOBHARA, NEBR.-Capt. Benj. Munday: On the 18th of April a case of facial
erysipelas occurred in the barracks occupiecl by Troop L, Sixth Cavalry (Indians).
This was followed by three other cases. The :first, second, and fourth cases were
superJicial ancl easily yielded to treatment, the average duration being eighteen days.
Case third assumed a phlegmonous form from the beginning, and extended over
the entire trunk, with cedema of the glottis, causing great difficulty in breathing
and swallowing. It progressecl favorably till May 17, when pneumonia supervened,
involving the whole of the left lung and upper loue of the right lung. Death
occun·etl on May 20. After a thorough investigation it was supposed that the outbreak was due solely to the naturally :filthy condition of the Indian for no case
occurred amongst the white solcliers, although they occupied barracks in every
way similar to those used by the Indians. The troop was put in tents and the entire
barrack disinfected and whitewashed. Since that there has been no other case.
FORT Bowm, Amz.-Capt. R. TV. Johnson : The habits of the men belonging to the
Indian company at this post are not satisfactory. There has been entirely too much
drinking the past two months; bnt this is not surprising, as liquor in unlimited
quantities can readily be obtained from a. few neighboring ranches. As a consequence intoxication is common. Brawls are frequent, and if they were only allowed
to retain possession of their arms it would be but a short while before their number
would be materially decreased. · The presence at this post of nineteen squaws, who are
:filthy beyoncl description, seriously militates against any progress towards civilization that might otherwise be made by the members of tho company. It would certainly be no detriment to the service or to these men if their squaws and families
were sent back to the reservation at San Carlos.
Another feature which calls for earne:.;t criticism is their lack of cleanliness. Proximity even to these men makes this fact very apparent. The o1lor emanating from
them is sickening, and arises from a neglect of personal acquaintance with frequent
bathing. Strict orders were issued by their company comman1ler that each man
should bathe at least twice :1 week; hut this order is evidently 1lisregarded. Previous to enlistment it was not customary for these Indians to l1athe during the win·
ter season, and it is not surprising that difficnlty is experienced in endeavoring to
make such a rallical cha.nge in their habits. In making an inspection yesterday of
the bathroom of this compnny a large hole was seen in the bottom of one of the tubs,
which appeared as though made by the sharp edge of a hatchet. From the wellknown dislike to water manifested by these Indians it is fair to presume that this
injury was not the rC'sult of accident.
Maj. D. L. Huntington, medical di1·ecto·r: Great difficulty has been experienced in
keeping the Indian sol<liers clean and free from vermin. Their habits are not good,
and they are hard to control.
FORT WINGATE, N. MEx.-M~f. W. Matthews-July: The habits of tbe men, particularly the members of the Indian organizations, have not been good. One homicide and one death from ncci<lent, both results of intoxication, have occurred among
t.he Indians during the month.
December: The habits of the men have not been good. Fi\'e members of thein<lian
troop suffer from wounds received during the mouth resulting from <ln.:tulwn.pe~;s,
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DRAI.NAGE, SEWERAGE, DISPOSAL OF GARBAGE, ETO.

Drainage.-Few of the ~anitary reports from our military posts enter
into details of the drainage; and as a matter of fact there is at many
of them little to be said on the subject, as the inclination of the surface
in some direction suffices to carry off the rainfall, or the superficial beds
of sand and gravel are so deep that surface water does not lie and the
level of the subsoil water is too low to be regarded as an insanitary
factor. At some posts the natural drainage is aided by shallow ditches,
covered or uncovered, leading into neighboring ravines. Wllere such
ditches exist· kitchen sinks, bathrooms, and urinals are generally conneeted with them in the absence of a systematic sewerage system for
the proper disposal of these liquid wastes. At many of the Northern
posts the frosts of wiuter seal the ground and put a stop to all surface
and subsoil drainage. Heavy snowfalls cover up garbage and other
refuse that may be thrown out and prevent any systematic policing of
the surface for four or five months. When the snows melt in the mild
weather of returning spring the accumulated foulness is brought to
view and the post, if inspected at this particular time, would not show
to advantage. The usual remedy in this case is to turn out the whole
strength of the garrison for thorough general police from day to day
until this spring cleaning has been effected.
The following report by Capt. Paul Clendenin, Fort Brady, ~Iich.,
gives a view of a Northern military post during the period of spring
thaws:
The rlrainage is by means of underground sewers and is efficient. At present the
rapidly melting snow is causing the collection in places of a great deal of surface
water, but this is being remedied as far as possible by trenches cut through the
~mow banks by the police parties to carry the water off. Many of the collections of
water are due to depres ~ ions in the surface as well as by being shut in by the
unmelted snow. A oTeat deal of the ground has been graded artificially, and this
new earth has settled unequally. This can easily be corrected when the snow disappears. The snow banks along the sidewalks are still shoulder high in places, and
occasionally these banks act as dams, though for the most pnrt the water is passing
off under the snow. In a few of the cellars a little water bas a,ppeared, coming in
through the walls. The ash pits of the barracks and the hospital, being lower than
the tile drains around the foundation walls, require bailing several times dail;v whenever there is thawing weather. The strong winds for the paRt few days have <lone
mneh to rot the snow, as it is termed in this country. Dry winds, with a temperature a trifle above freezing, honeycomb the snow banks and cause them to sink very
rapi(Uy. :!,he consequent saturation of the atmosphere with moisture reuders this a
most fertile season of the year for colds, neuralgia, and rheumatism. The colds
resemble those seen in a malarial district and yield, if taken m time, to moderate
doses of quinine. There is the general lassitude, soreness all over, injected eyes aml
stuffiness of tlw head, that the laity are so fond of calling "grippe," accompanied
usually with some febrile reaction. In my opinion this condition of the system is
due to breathing air saturated with moisture that has carried off mechanically
decomposh1g organic matber. During the winter in this country there is no drainage save the house drainage into sewerR buried deeply in the ground. Everything
on or near the surface remains frozen up for at least five months of the year. All
filth thrown out of the houses and the droppings of animals in the streets and all
the impurities washed out of the atmosphere by the almost daily fall of snow are
lmriedl>y the snow more or less mingled with it. In this condition the impurities
are practically harmless during the winter months, but in spring this accumulation
js exposed as the snow melts; some of it runs off in solution with the surface water
and some is carried off mechanically with the evaporating moisture, but the greater
part of the remainder putrifies as the weather becomes warmer, unless removed by
scavengers. The drainage of the new post is so excellent and the police has been
~o efficient that there will be but a small residne to be 1·emoved when the snow has
(1iRappeared. At the old post it will be necessary to rembve the Hnow and ice near
the buildings by shovels and carts. It is all impregnated with refuse matter, and
the buildings shade the snow iu th~ir iuunedi&t\} vicinity so effectually that1 except on
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the south side, it is late in melting. This is especially true where it has drifted
against the lmildings in the narrow spaces between the barracks and mess rooms
awl lmthrooms and in rea,r of the old hospital and the officers' quarters.

During the past year special notes were made of the drainage of only
four posts. At Fort Assillniboine exception was taken to the drainage
in the immediate vicinity of the barra~ks and underdraining into a
cesspool was recommended, but this was ov~rruled by the mediea l
director, who considered tllat the object could be better accomplishe(l
by grading and surface drains. At Fort DuChesne the drainage from
the surface is upheld in the subsoil by an impervious stratum at the
depth of 10 or 15 feet, so that the site of the post is practically a huge
cesspool, which receives the leachiugs from a vast number of privy
pits disused and in use. This cesspool is said to have only two outflows, one on the bank of the river near the hospital and the other
in the cellar of the subsistence storehouse. Capt. S. Q. Hobinsou'~
report of this singular condition of subsoil drainage is worded as follows:
,
In a previous report attention was invited to the fact that the post is underlaid to
a uepth of 10 or 15 feet by a stratum impervious to water, and that the evil~:; of soil
occupancy ·w ould sooner or later be felt. The increased vigilance renuered necessary by the possibility of cholera leads me to recur to this subject. Tons and. tons
of stable manure have been carted on to the parade and the road surrounding. Outside of the buildings which inclose this area is a cordon of privy vaults, 33 in number. Liquids drain rapi(lly away from these. The stable manure is leached to some
extent by the infrequent rains, and very thoroughly by the free supply of water
from the numerous irrigating ditches, the passage downward of the resnlting solution being arrested at the depth above stated. This gigantic cesspool at present has
two outlets, one on the bluff bank of the river near the hospital, the other in the
commissary cellar. At this season, when the ditches are frozen up, the cellar uoes
not have to be pumped ont very often, but in the irrigating sea,son, i. e., when water
will run, the floor is frequently covered to a depth of 3 or 4 inches. Without irrigation and manuring the post would become the desert that it was originally. Regarding these as necessary evils, the problem is to limit their power for harm. I respectfully recommend that, if the cellar can not be kept water-free by cementing the floor
and. walls, its use be discontinued. AnincoiJ.venient, although otherwise unobjectionable, site can be found near the vegetable cellar. A year or more ago, when the
spring near the hospital was first noticed, it was thought that its source was in the
privy vault. This was thoroughly disinfected and closed, an earth closet being substituted therefor without affecting the flow. When the ditches are nmning full t,he
leachings have other points of escape. They then bubble up under the little footbridge at the head of the branch that runs b e tween the bench on which the post
proper is located and the "interval" where the married en1isted men have put up
their habitations. They appear also in an abandoned cellar 50 yards above the hospital, and probably at numerous undiscovered points in the channel of the branch,
which closely follows the line where the bench breaks off. The lower three-fourths
of this branch is slack water, except in floods. Last fall it became so offensive that
it had to be flushed. Neither stagnancy nor surface drainage sufficiently accounts
for its condition, leavh1g the inference that it is fouled through subterranean channel:::;. It will require attention in June at the latest. The construction of a wing
dam to divert part of the water of the larger branch at its head through it is respectfully suggested as a remedy. Sergeant Johnson's quarters are the nearest to
this branch. The front door is 10 or 15 feet distant from the edge. He uses the
water only for gardening. In this house a boy of 12 is now convalescing after
being six weeks ill with continued fever. These quarters are the Lest of their kind,
and are neatly kept, although they have been banked up with stable manure for
warmth. The circumstances certainly do not justify a positivs statement that this •
was a case of typhoi<l caused by foul water, but the facts may be properly presented
without cliscussing their relations to each other.

At Fort Barrancas a marsh 600 by 200 yards, situated between the
hospital and the water line, is regarded by the post surgeon as the
cause of malarial diseases, which affect particularly the inmates of the
hospital. His recommendation to tile-drain this piece of ground into
a wen in its lower part and pump the water by windmill into the main
sewer was not approved, as the insalubrity of the marsh was not clearly
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defined in the medical history of the post, and the practicability of
draining it was doubted, liable as it is to tidal' inflow. .At Fort Ontario
certain low grounrls about 300 yards east of the hospital became c0nverted in .April into a pond 200 feet in area and 2 to 3 feet deep, in
which the drainage of Schuyler street, from Fourth to Ninth streets,
accumulated, and which became a depository for dead animals and
other organic refuse. Provision had been made to prevent accumulation of water at this point by a cui vert, but this had become obstructed.
The attention of the local board of health was called to this unsanitary
state of affairs and prompt remedial measures were instituted.
Sewerage.-As regards the disposal of excreta and liquid wastes our
posts may be divided into classes somewhat as follows: A few
still in the primitive sanitary·condition of privy pit conservancy, with
no provision for liquids but the absor"bing soil of their sites; a few in
which earth closets have been substituted for the pit; a few in which,
with either the pit or eloset, "Some effort is made to carry off liquid
wastes; a few in which the drains for these liquid wastes form the rudiment of a sewerage system by having connected with them the outflows from certain lately introduced water-closets; and, lastly, the
ma:jority now provided with thoughtfully planned, carefully built, and
thoroughly efficient systems of smverage.
·
Privy pits continued in existence during the year at Forts DuChesne,
Keogh, Meade, and Sidney, Camp Pilot Butte, and Benicia Barracks.
Reference is made above (page 106) to the pits at Fort Du Ohesne. The
medical director in his last report on the condition of Fort Keogh
included a system of sewerage, with water-closets and baths, as one of
the sanitary requirements of this post if its continuance is intended.
Privy pits are still in use at the large and important post of Fort
Meade. .A recommendation to substitute the pail system for the pits
at Fort Sidney was disapproved on account ot the probable speedy
abandonment of that station. The following from a report by Capt.
George McCreary gives a view of the conditions of Fort Sidney:
I have the honor to report that the sanitary condition of the post iti good with the
exception of the method of disposal of the night soil. For this purpose pits are used,
and behind each set of barracks there are three or more rows of depressions in the
soil marking ancient sites of privy vaults. When the vault becomes filled with fecal
matter the buihling is moved over a new pit and the old one covered with earth.
This custom has exi1:lted so long that the available space for the pits has become
exhanstecl, and ground that has been appropriated for other purposes bas been encroached upon. The houses at present in use are old and reeking with the emanations of countless pits. The best-directed efforts of the troops can only Jzeep them
surface-clean. The absence of any system of sewerage makes the water disposal of
the night soil impossible, but the earth-closet system is available. I earnestly recommend that this system be at once inaugurated, and that the old houses be destro~retl
and replaced by brick houses with concrete floors. .At the same time the old pits
should be reopened and their contents removed. The excavations _should then be
thoroughly limed and filled with clean earth. This shouhl be done at once, before
the hot weather sets in.

The pits at Camp Pilot Butte, with a dry ravine for garbage, the
parade ground covered with cinders, the surrounding country barren,
and the only green spots in sight small patches of garden in front ot
the officers' quarters, carefully nursed on soil imported from a distanee,
suggest a survival in Wyoming of the conditions of some of the .Arizona posts of twenty-five years ago, only that Pilot Butte enjoys a
plentiful supply of water and ice, which those sun-dried desert stations
<lid not possess. The privy pits at Benicia Banacks are associated
with some more modern improverne11ts. Kitchen and other waste
waters are led from each building :lnto tw.o 4-inch mains which open
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outside the reservation on lower ground, one on the surface, the other
into a cesspool. These carry also the excreta from the officers' quarters.
Estimates for sewers for this post have been considered on several occasions, but favorable action has been delayed on the ground, so it is
understood, that it would be best to have one general system, especially
as to outfall, for the arsenal and post, and that it would be wen to wait
for a decision as to the location of the gun foundry for the Pacific coaRt
which, if in favor of Benicia, would cause some modification of tbe
sewerage plan.
Dry-earth closets were substituted for privy pits during the year at
Fort Buford and Boise Barracks.
Besides those already mentioned the following posts are yet without
systematic sewerage: Camp at Eagle Pass, Key West, Omaha, and
Mount Vernon Barracks, and Forts Assinniboine, Bayard, Clark,
Ouster, Haneock, Marcy, 1\fclntosh, l\1:cKinney, Missoula, Pembina,
Ringgold, Sherman, Sill, Stanton, Suny, Walla Walla, Washakie, and
Yates. At a number of these some provision is made, as at Fort Sully,
to carry off bath and barrack room waste water through covered
drains into cesspools or ravines. At others, as at Fort Yates, tbe
waste water runs into the snbsoil or collects in frozen pools on the surface. At Omaha Barracks drains from officers' quarters open on the
surface of the parade ground 40 to GO paces in front of the qua,r ters.
Remedial measures for this condition were suggested, but no action
was taken on the recommendation, in view of tbe speedy abandonment
of the barracks as a military station. At Fort Bayard waste water is
removed from the officers' quarters and the hospital by a 6-inch tile
Rewer, with 4-inch connections, all at right angles, with running
traps. The rain leaders were originally connected with this drain, and
were arranged as ventilators for it, but a prevalence of throat troubles
in 1891 led to their disconnection. Waste water from the barracks is
piped about 30 feet into an open ditch, which receives the output of
the 6-inch drain and spreads the whole upon t,h e post garden.
The dry-earth system is used at most of these posts for the disposal
of excreta. This method, which answers excellently for small civil
communities, is open to several objections as carried out in practice at
our military posts. For its efficient accomplishment there should be
stored for use a sufficiency of dry pulverized earth, which should be
properly distributed over the excreta; the troughs should not be permitted to become so full as to be unwieldy, and each post should be pro·
vided with two sets, one to undergo cleaning and deodorizing while the
other is in use. If the troughs were mouuted on low trucks much of
the heavy handling would be avoided. The practical objections to the
system are to be found in the want of dry earth, its negligent use, and
the labor of handling the troughs. At some posts, as at Walla Walla,
where the work of scavengering is done by civilians under contract,
the system answers well. The following by Capt. James E. Pilcher,
shows the methods in use at Fort Ringgold.
1'/w sewerage system.-The term "sewerage system," for the purpose of this report,
is assumed to include all appliances for the removal of so1ic1 a.nd liquicl waste from
the post. Tile rainfa,ll is so small that the rain is quickly absorbed to a large
degree. What is not taken up by the soil and its products is carried off all too
quickly by natural surface dmina.ge. In considering the question of sewerage in
this locality, then, the disposal of adventitious superficial fluid waste is a silent factor not to be considered. But few of the roofs are provided with gutters, and there
are, consequently. but few rain leaders; these empty upon the surface.
There remain, then, for disposal the solid waste-excrement and solid refuse-and
the liquid waste from the urinals, kitchens, bath rooms, ancllanndries. The burial
system is in use for the fonaer, an(l a system of water carriage for the latter.
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Tlw e:utJ1 closet method is employed for the disposal of night soil. Each set of
qnarters is provided with one or two earth closets; tbe hospita1 bas two, and the
large sink for enlisted men contains twelve. Under each seat stands a galvanized
iron pan 18 by 24 by 16 inches, into wllich the dejections fall. Boxes of dry earth,
with scoops, are provided in the closets and the excrement is kept ctwerecl and practically inodoron ..;. No urine separator is employed, sufficient earth beiug used to
take up tho fluid. Observing that the urinary excretion of the men was thrown forward against the front of the seat instead of into the pan, the 11ost surgeon in Feu.ruary, 1893, secured the introduction under each aperture of tin urinary deflectors to tnrn
the urine back into the pans. The pans are washed, deodorized, and disil1fectecl at
fi:equent intervals as required. A civilian scaveuger removes their contents nightly
and carts them to a pit about a mile from the 11ost, where he clumps them. ·when
one pit is filled a new one is prcparecl.
Solill refuse from the kitchen is removed with the ashes by the labor of prisoners
to a point near the clump for night soil.
Stable refuse is carried to a convenient point half a mile from the post. The
piles of manure are allowed to dry here until they are readily inflammable, when they
are ignited and rednced to ashes.
Liquid refuse is carried off by a system of pipes opening into the Rio Grande
River at a point just above low-water mark, and 200 yards below the post. The
sewers thus formed are composed of cylindrical salt-glazed vitrified earthenware
tiles, with socket and spigot ends. All connections are made by angular junctions
to facilitate the passage of the sewage. Tbe joints are tightly calked with oakum
and sealed with .Portland cement.
The system consists of a main sewer composed of 6-inch tiles, and two principal
and several minor branches composed of 4-inch tiles. The longer bmnch begins
at the bospitaJ and passes infrl)nt of the barracks which front on the parado ground,
receiving branches from the other barracks and fi.·om the enlistecl men's sink, and
ends at a manhole in the rear of the guardbouse, where it is joined by a, branch from
the married soldiers' quarters. The secontl principal branch begins at a urinal in
the rear of the qu::u::termaster's storehouse, whence it goes to join the pipe running in
the rear of the officers' quarters and emptying into the main sewer at a manhole situated on a line with the rear of the officers' quarters. A third branch begins at the
quarters of the quartermaster-sergeant, and runs thence pnrnllel with the preceding
branch, connecting with the other non commiAsionccl officers' fjlUlrt.crs and the commissary storehouse. These branches contain 6,197 feet of 4-inch pipe.
The mam sewer runs at an angle of 20° to the officers' quarters, from the manhole
in the rear of the guardhouse to a manhole near the rear of the hay corral, whence it
passes into the river in a direct line. The main sewer consists of 1:594 feet of 6-inch
pipe.
'.l'he fall of the sewer is 6 inches to each 50 feet.
There are five ma,nholes in the sy::;tem, each 3 by 4 feet, and of a depth ranging
according to the depth of tl1e sewer at that point. They are located (1) at a point
halfway between the hospital and the barracks, (2) at tho southeast end of the
barracks; (3) iu the rear of the guardhouse; (4) 50 yards beyond the southeast
end of the officers' line, and (5) near the eastern corner of the hay corral. 'l'bey are
simply rectangular pits with brick walls faced with Portland cement, with which
they are al:;o floored. The sewer pipes open into them at the level of the floor.
They are covered with heavy iron gratings, which permit them to act as ventilators,
excepting the second one, which is covered with a plank platform.
The entire system of pipes is flushed weekly by plugging the ingress pipes in each
manhole in ., .. ::: ~ession, and playing into the manhole with a 2-inch hose. The
flushing thus obtained is very inefficient and the post surgeon has recommended the
introduction into each manhole of a tumblCl'-flnshing tank with automatic action.
The arrangement is simple and inexpensive. The tank is so halanced that, when
filled, it will automatically empty itself into the sewer, returning to its original
position to be filled again. By varying the amount of the flow from the water pipe,
the time required for filling the tank can be regulated to occur at auy interval desired, each discharge throwing thirty gallons of water into the man hole, completely
filling and scouring out the pipe emerging from it.
At the hospital, besides the kitchen sinks and the bathrooms, one urinal empties
into the sewer. At each set of barracks it receives the waste from the kitchen
sinks and bathrooms. At the soldiers' water-closet it receives the contents of six
urinals. At the guardhouse it receives the waste from t.be bathroom, anu later, the
guardhouse urinal. Each set of officers' quarters discharges iuto the sewer three
pipes, one from the bathroom, one from the kitchen sink, a.IlCl one from a urinal in
the extreme rear. At the noncommissioned statf officers' qna.rteq the sewer receives
the waste from the kitchen sinks and bathrooms.
The urinals in the closets of the offi cers, enlisted men, and the hospit~tl are the
Demarest patent, porcelain flat uack, lippecl urinals with non automatic flushers.
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In a few plnces there remain the olcl Mott flat back, lipped, enameled iron urin
All couuections with the sewer are h1ade by means of lt-inch pipes intercepted
simpleS traps. There are no grease traps.
The waste of the engine house is discharged, not into the general sewerage system,
but throngh its own pipes into the river.
The cost of the material and labor required for the construction of the system of
fiuid sewerage was approximately $3,275.
By tho combined methods described all the waste })rouncts of the post are promptly,
inoffensively, and hygienically remoYed. The system works smoothly aud satit>factorily, and may be said to be an unquestionable snccess.

The subject of sewerage at Forts Clark and Washakie is under
consideration. A contour map of the former post haR been made by
the engineer officer of the department, and the Quartt>rmaster's Department is engaged in planning a system of sewers. Meanwhile the open
drains are kept in good condition by flushing and the occasional usc of
sulphate of iron. At Fort Washalde an adequate provision for the
disposal of sewage has been urged with more or less earnestness for
many years. At the present time this is regarded as the greatest
sanitary need of the garrison. The Major-General Commanding is of
the opiuion that the troops can not be withdrawn from this place for
many years to come, and that the post should be put into condition for
indefinite occupation. It is hoped, therefore, that favorable action
will be taken in this case. In March the post surgeon of Fort Mcintosh urged the introduction of a system of sewerage to be disposed of
by intermittent :filtration to purify it in part before turning it into the
river. In the future, when Laredo bas a sewerage system, it woul<l be
well to sewer this post connecting with the city outfall, but it is unlikely that the sewage could be run into the river now above the intake
of the city's water supply. Estimates are understood to have been
forwarded by the post quartermaster. Capt. B. D. Taylor has made
several efforts to have favorable consideration given to the need for
sewerage at Fort Sill. This post is built in the form of a hollow
square on a square plateau 50 to 80 feet high, with Medicine Blufi
Creek at its base on the north. The officers' quarters on this side and
two sets on the east have a smver which enters the creek below the
post. The other buildings on the east, those on the south, and the barracks and hospital on the west, have sewers which run into a main at
the southwest angle, having its outfall in a cesspool in a swampy hollow. The main in the last 200 yards of its course is an open drain.
There are besides from certain houses four other drains which issue on
the surface. All this system is for waste water; but the 4-inch
drain tiles are too small; they are badly cemented and have no traps
nor manholes. Moreover, the fall is insufficient, only 4 inches in 100
feet. As a refmlt of attempts to flush the water backs out into some
one's yard or "the pipes burst and there is a constant necessity for dig·
giug up and repairing. Capt. Taylor's recommendation for a new
sewer system was approved last year by the Surgeon-General. On
inquiry at the present time it is found that the subject is under consideration in the office of the Quartermaster-General awaiting a decision of certain points which will settle the question of improvements
as between Fort Sill and Fort l{eno.
Attention was called to defects or insufficiency of the sewerage system by the medical officers of a few posts. Among the faults noted· by
:Maj. T. E. Wilcox in the new system at Fort Huachuca were imperfect
cementing of joints, sections not strictly on grade, and small pipe
inserted between joints of larger size. Extensive repairs were made to
this system, the grades correeted, and new pipes laid. As the reports
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from Fort Wingate characterized tbe sewers as defective, a letter was
sent to the post surgeon calling for ·a report in full on the subject, with
specific recommendations for improvement where such in his opinion
were called for. Meanwhile it appears that instructions had been sent
from the office of the Quartermaster-General to have plans and estimates prepared, giviug careful consideration to the latest information
relfttiug to the condition of the sewerage system. These were forwarded, and having been approved the funds necessary to effeGt the
improvements were allotted. At Angel Island a line of earthenware
sewer pipe runs along each side of the parade ground and, uniting
. at tlte foot of the slope, is continued by an iron pipe into the bay
below low-water mark. These carry off rain and all wastes, including discharges from the water-closets of the post. Ventilation is by
the rain leaders, which are untrapped at their junction with the sewers.
The men's privy is a deep vault or cesspool, which can not be kept free
from odor by flushing. The department commander directed tbe commanding officer of the post to present an estimate for what would
be necessary to remedy the defects of the system. 1 The following is
fi.·om the report of Capt. W. R. Hall from this post:
The drainage r1uring the ramy season IS somewhat defective. There are some open
cement drains, but not nearly enough, and more attention should be paid to running
off the water from numerous spring8 situated near the stable and between the hospital anf1 officers' q11arters. A ditch should be constructed to drain the two upper
sets of barracks. The sewerage system, a most faulty one, may be described as follows: There is a double line of earthenware pipes, one beginning back of the bakehouse and theotherin the neighborhoodofthestable, both of these points being toward
the summit of the ascent upon which the post is situated. The sewers, one running
on each side of the parade ground, unite at the foot of the hill to empty, by means
of an iron pipe, into the bay below low-water line. They carry off all se\vage from
water-closets aild kitchen sinks, also waste water of every descript-ion, including the
rain wttter from the roofs. The only ventilation of these sewer pipes, as far as I
have been able to discover, is through the rain-water pipes, which empty directly
into the main sewer without any trapping, anc.l of course any accumula.tion of gases
escapes from the open ends of these pipes, or, in other words, the sewe1·s are directly
ventilated onto the roots of the dwellings. Undesirable as this may seem it has iu
reality proved a safeguard, for without these outlets any unusual pressure in the
sewers would force gas through the badly trapped or untrapped house drains into
the various buildings. ·In this connection attention is invited to .the men's privy.
This is practically a large cesspool. There is a deep vault into which sewerage
pipes empty, and out of which runs a drainpipe into the main sewer. Into this
vault, more or less filled with water, are discharged the excrement and urine of
nearly 300 soldiers. The air in the building is always contaminated by the foul gases
emanating from this unventilated cesspool, and ar. times the odor of it is perceptible
from the road. Attempts are made to clean this vault by flushing it with water
several times a day. The accuracy of the foregoing statements may seem incompatible with the acknowledged good health of the command, but this apparent inconsistency is readily explained by the superb climate of Angel Island, which encourages a life out of uoors and tends to keep open both doors and windows, so that the
fresh air blows freely through the dwellings.

A new sewerage system was provided for Fort Barrancas during the
year. The details of the system are thus reported qy I.~ieut. R. S. Woodson, assistant surgeon on duty at that post:
The sewer system is composed of 6 and 8 inch cylim1rical vitrified glazed earthenware pipes, with hub and spigot joints closed with mortar cement. The pipes are
laid, hubs up, in straight trenches 3 feet deep in true alignment. All changes in
direction are etl'ected by means of large manholes built of brick, with. tight-fitting
ventilated iron covers. Three manholes are placed near th.e tilree single hydrant
noz11les mentioned above for flushing purposes, one in rear of hospital, one in rear
of noncommissioned staff quarters, and one in rear of officers' quarters No. 13. The
flushing is accomplished by means of a 4-inch rnbber hose connected with the fire
hydrants. Besides these three are numerous manholes placed at suitable intervals for
purposes of inspection. The lines are so run as to produce the greatest possible fall.
The three 6-inch sewer mains converge to a common manhole (6 feet deep) situated
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at the lowest level obtainable on the plateau upon which the post is built.
gradient of these mains is abont 1-100. From this point commences the 8main, which for the first 100 yards has a gradient 0f 1-20, and from there on to
outlet below the water line, a distance of 1,300 feet, it has a gradient of only 1
This deficiency in grade is overcome by the excellent arrangements for flushing
the carefulness with wllich the pipes were la.id. The outlet of t.he main from the
manhole is composed of 8-inch iron pipe, and extends out into the water, supported
upon iron cylindrical piles a distance of 30 fe~t.
The plumbing and :fixtures in officers' quarters No.7 to 17, inclusive, are as follows:
Each bathroom conta.ins water-closet, wash b:tsin, and bath tub. These rooms are
built as an addition to the main builfling with three exceptions, and are consequently
welllightecl and ventilated and to some extent isola.ted .. The ·water-closet is a washout hopper, constructerl of stoneware, with a basin so shaped that a small quantity
of water remains in it to receive the excreta, which are flushed out over the edge of
the basin into a siphon trap below by means of a strong, straight current as well as
a rim flush. The closet is provided with a siphon action, water-waste-preventing
cistern, which discharges several gallons of water into the hopper by means of a Itinch lead service pipe. The siphon trap empt.ies into a 4-inch soil pipe of drawn
lead, flanged over the floor entrance. The siphon trap is ventilated from its sewer end
by connection into the 2-inch ventilating pipe. The lead soil pipe (3 feet long) is
soldered to a small section of iron pipe, which in turn empties into the 4-inch iron
soil pipe by means of a V joint calked with hemp an<l lead. This 4-inch iron pipe
continues down and connects with a 6-inch bouse drain of vitrified glazed pipe
without a disconnecting trap and fresh-air inlet. The 4-inch pipe continues t he
same size throngh tbe roof and above to the height of 4 feet. On the way up it receives the 2-inch ventilation pipe by means of a V joint. The bath tubs are of
wood lined with tin; they are supplied with hot and cold water by !-inch Lead
supply pipes. The waste pipe is 1t-inch lead, with a siphon trap ventilated by a
connection with the ventila.tion pipe ancl with a screw-cap opening for cleaning.
An overflow pipe mupties into the waste pipe below the trap. The wash basins are
plumbed in a similar manner. The ohl dry-earth closets in rear ofthe officers' quarters
have been converted into servants' closets. They are suppliecl with a straight backed
short hopper with rim flnsh and siphon traps. The hopper is flushed by a waterwaste-preventing siphon-a.cting cistern. The plumbing of this closet is similar to
that oft he officers' closets, except that the siphon traps are not ventilated, nor is this
necessary, for the closet is isolated from tlle main building.
The kitchens of the officers' quarters are each fn.rnished with a sink of galvanized
iron and supplied with hot and cold water by !j-inch leafl supply pipes. The waste
pipe, 1:!-inch lead, of this sink contains a siphon trap with a screw-cap opening beneath for cleansing; it empties into a 2-inch cast-iron soil pipe by means of a
V joint, which in turn empties into the 6-inch house drain by means of a T joint.
This 2-inch soil pipe continnes up 3 feet a.hove th6 roof. The hot water is obtained
by rnnning the water through a range and then into a boiler, from which it is snppliecl to the house by ~-inch lead service pipe. A drip cock is placed at the lowest
l evel under each house to let the water ont of the lead pipes after it has been turned
oft" to prevent freezing.
The kitchen sinks, hath tubs and wash basins of the barracks are plumbed in exactly the same manner as those in the officers' quarters. There a.re two sinks in each
kitchen, six wash basins in each of the three bathrooms, and three bath tubs in each
of two bathrooms. Each fixture bas its own siphon trap, which is ventilated, and
an overflow pipe. They are supplied with bot and cold water. The lavatories are
composed of colored marble with stonesvare basins. The bath tubs -are of iron.
The guardhouse has a bathroom with bath tub, wash basin, and washout hopper
closet. It is plumbed in a similar manner to that described in connection with the
officers' quarters.
The olcl dry-earth closet has been moved forward to a position just in rear of the
barrack kitchens. It has been enlarge(l to such a capacity as to contain twenty
partitioned closets, each supplied with a short hopper. It has eight slate stalled
u rinals. The bowls of the hoppers are in separated pieces from the siphon trap, t o
which they are connected by a flange joint; the bowl is cone-shaped. The water seal
does not rise to any extent in the bowl. It is snppliecl ·with a rim flush connected
by a 1t-inch lead pipe with a wa~te~preventing siphon-acting cistern above operated
by a cord attached to a lever. Each hopper is covered by a rough plank with a hole
cut in it to fit over the bowl.
The urinals are of stoneware set in slate stalls anrl floors~ eight in number; they
are flushed bv means of four automatic flush tanks' of the same size as the cisterns over the hoppers. The cisterns and tanks are supplied by ail;-inch iron gas pipe
connected with the water main and giving off lead branch pipes to each cistern.
Underneath the floor on eaf'h side of the buihling runs a 4-inch cast-iron soil pipe
i nto which empties the 4-inch drawn-lead soil pipe of the hoppers by means of a.
wiped and gasket joint; also the soil pipe from the urinals.
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At each corner of the building is placed an upright 4-inch cast-iron soil pipe running up throngh the roof. These are connected with the two horizontal soil pipes
under the floor. The two horizontal pipes are connected across the building, and
from the point of intersection a 4-inch cast-iron pipe leads off to the 6-inch sewer in
front. The urinals are emptied by li-inch lead pipe into a common soil pipe 4-inch
cast iron situated behind the fourth and fifth stall, each font being supplied with
a ventilating siphon trap on either side of the upright s.oil pipe. Each water-closet
trap is ventilated into a 2-inch cast-iron ventilating pipe, running aronnd the walls
of the building just above the hoppers, connection being made with T joints.
The noncommissioned officers' quarters have their bathrooms built on the rear
-porch. They are furnished with a straight back, short hopper, with rim flush, similar to servants' closets. They are not supplied with hot water; with these exceptions the plumbing is exactly similar to that of the officers' quarters.
The hospital and stewarcl's quarters have not been plum bed, in view of the fact that
a new hospital is expected to be built later on.
The whole system above ground was carefully tested by the post surgeon with oil
ofpeppermint and hot water, and all joints were found air-tight.
The water from the pipes is loaded with iron rust, which becomes thickly deposited on all uasins, bath tubs, hoppers and urinals. This would indica,te a careless
coating of coal-tar composition. The water has an odor of tar, and is slightly contaminated with grease from the packing. This, it is thought, will disappear in
course of time. Titere seems to be a multiplica,tion of pipes and fixtures beneath the
barrack lavatories, but if an error it is on the side of safety.
All plumbing has been done in a scientific and workmanlike manner by competent
plumbers from Cincinnati, Ohio.
The carpenter work, done by a local workman, is bad. Large, irregular holes ha,ve
been left in the floors and ceilings of houses; the bath tubs have been boxed in
with pieces of dry-goous boxes, etc.
.
·
Tl1e men's closet is the only bad pattern of the whole work, the hoppers (twenty in
number) being cone-shaped with a, rim flush, the water seal extending no fnrther
than the apex of the cone; it has, ~hough short, an the fault of the old-fashioned
long hopper. Excreta deposited on the sides are not swept away by the weak rim
flush. When it is remembered that 180 men have to use this closet it will easily
lJe seen that without due care it will develop into a nuisance. It has ueen inspected four times, aud each time all the hopper!' were fonncl in a filthy condition,
not due to carelessness in flushmg. A long trough closet, with separate compartments a1Jd an automatic flush tank, would have been much more suitable. With
this exception the work is considered excellent in every detail, and will greatly increase the healthfulness of the post.

Improvements to the sewerage system were planned at Fort Grant
and Madison Barracks. According to the medical officer on duty at
the former post changes are now in progress which, when completed
in accordance with the plans, will be serviceable and effective. At the
latter station a new sewer was laid in rear of the officers' quarters; bath
tubs and water-closets properly trapped and vented were put into the
houses, and means provided for :flushing thoroughly the water-closets
and urinals of the barracks. During the year the sewers of Fort Niagara were extended to an outfall below the source of the water supply.
A new sewerage system at Fort Niobrara was completed in November,
but a lack of water available to :flush it prevented any benefit from its
use. The springs are amply sufficient and the pumps fully adequate for
the work, but the storage tanks and mains are too small, the latter consisting of It and 3-inch pipes indiscriminately continuous. These defects of the water system are under consideration by the Quartermaster's Department.
Faulty plumbing was reported from Jefferson Barracks and Alcatraz. In some of the buildings at the recruiting depot, particularly the
mess hall, there are defects in plan, materials, construction and repair.
The ventilation of this system is into the kitchen, and the rain leaders
open directly into the sewers. Au allotment was made by the Quartermaster-General to remedy these defects. Clogging, leaks, s1phonage,
and want of traps and vents are noted in the report of the inspection
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of the sewerage of .Alcatraz Island by Lieut. Ogden Rafferty, assis
surgeon, U.S. Army: .
The island has three sewers. AU a,re of tho combined system taking in a
of the drainage; in the ditch at the northeastern end of the "citadel" are
flushing barrels placed over the ends of two 8-inch pipes; these pipes run down
center of the ditch below ground. One p:.tsses under the eastern tower, then
the center of the tlitch to near the south corner of the ditch, and then passes
a Y-sh:.tped branch of the brick sewer which runs nearly south to the sea
pipe from the other barrel, after running around the northwgstern face of the
ing, passes under the west tower and crosses the rlitch three times on itself
angles, and joins the head of the brick sewer at the southwestern end of the
ing (near the drawbriugo to the old main hallway). This sewer, of oval
about 3 feet by 2 feet, runs along the southwestern wall of the ditch an(lueyond,
is joined by the branch from the other pipe; then it runs rapidly down the hill
southern direction under the roatl, out on the other side, and again disappears m1
the road at the corner of the ordnance storehouse. Here it llisappears, ruun
under the earthworks and coming out at the water's edge, some 60 yards bcjr
where, at the edge of the rock, it drops 60 feet in a mason-work column to
water's edge.
The hospital steward's quarters and the noncommissioned ~taft' quarters
bakery are connected with a combined sewer that begins at a water-closet
few feet from the bakery, runs 15 yards northeast to the road bank, drops down
feet, and crosses the road to the corner of the noncommissioned staff row,
runs directly back of this line in a direction northwest for itt~ entire length,
around the far corner, crosses the road, and, before emerging through the stone
to dip under the hospital, is joined lly a surface drain (that urains the front anll
of the noncommissioned staff row of quarters); increasing in size at this point from
a 4-inch stone to a 6-ineh stone pipe, it eontinues in a northeasterly <lirection under
the hospital. The 4-inch stone pipe from the hospital steward's quarters, after passiug diagonally under the whole length of the hospital, and receiving the various
branch pipes from it, connects with tile sewer in a mason-work box, from the lowir
end of which emerges a 6-ineh stone pipe that runs 50 feet down the steep hill and
empties into an open mason's trap; this trap also receives the drainage of the hill
and slope near the prison, and the recently laid 2-inch iron soil pipe from the blacksmith shop and plumbers' quarters; from this point a brick sewer l1as been built
diagonally across the road and underneath the prison dining room, emptying into the
bay, 15 feet above the water, through a drilled hole in the rock.
At the adjutant's office begms a sewer which also receives the roof water of the
building as it passes; it runs back of and near the fonndation walls of the officers'
row of quarters to the northwest corner of tile commanding officer's quarters; at this
point it is joinerl by an elbow with the dra.in pipe from the third set of quarters on
that line; from this point it drops nearly vertically for 32 feet to the roadway
beneath, passes beneath this and continues under ground till it emerges on thf:l wn,ter
brink at a point near high-water mark. At the point where the sewer begins its
vertical descent, a small break recently occurred at its junction with the drain froin
the third set of quarters. This was due to a small landslide, caused by the rains;
at the present time it is undergoing repairs. This sewer, with all its connections in
the houses contributing, is of modern structure and has given satisfaction, with the
exception of the water-closet beneath the adjutant's office, which has a ventilating
pipe stopping at the ground level, and the exception mentioned in describing the
buildings.
·
The light-house sewer or drain llegins, without ~ ventilating pipe, at a closet in
the yard, receives the water from the kitchen sink, which, by the way, passes through
the top of the cistern connected with the light-house. joins the above-mentioned
drain, and curves down and around t.he bill in a southern direction and joins the
large sewer from the "citadel" near the ordnance storehouse, by a connection in
the top, so that the sewerage drops vertic~lly into tho large sewer.
The ''citadel" connections with the sewer m:e in the main good, but are faulty in
arrangement; the fixtures are all of modern design, with the exception of the })ancloset in the ditch at the rear of the middle set of quarters; in all the bathrooms the
bath tubs and stationary basins join directly with their small-( alil>er lead pipes to
the larger iron water-closet soil pipe. Frequently when these bowls are freely!lushed,
they siphon off tl1e seal from the stationary washbowl and washtub, leaving uy this
means an outlet for sewer air into the bathrooms. Recommendation has been made,
and concurred in by the commanding officer, to have these stationary bowls and
bath tu.bs disconnected from their direct connection with lihe sewer and to connect
with it through means of the open hoppers that have already been placed outside
each set of quarters, alJ(l whicL at present are only used, with one exception, to carry
off the water from the kitchen sinks. The soil pipes, with the exception of those
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for the bathrooms, built oYer the ditch, all end at the ]evel of the upper windows,
making it possible for sewer air to drift into the second-story windows when the
upper sash is lowered. These should be carried above the roof~ as recommended in
July, 1892.
The sewer starting at the bakery has a pan closet at its beginning which does not
maintain its seal. At the point where the sewer bends over the rock to reach the
rear of the noncommissioned staff row, its construction is very bad; it frequently
clogs and craeks at the joints, leakjng down the side of the rock and emitting foul
odors. At the noncommissioueu staff row the closets are of the long, straight, hopper
style, and are placed in small houses on the porches between aml at the ends of the
bniluings. Some of these closets are used as storerooms. The kitchen pipes empty
straight into the sewer by small pipes, as do also the pipes from the bath tub::;; some
of these fixtures are occasionally syphoned. In Septem bcr, 1892, the "peppermint
te&t" was applied to this row of quarters; every fixture was place(l in its most
favorable condition. It was then found tbat every fixture in the central house was
defective, and that the ventilating pipes were carried but a short distance from
the ground instead of above the roof in all the houses. This section of the sewer
for the past seven months has frequently clogged, ancl tlle sewer water coming to
the surf~1ce has followed the surface drain around the end of the row, occasionally
overflowing and soaking thrcrugh the roadway, to come out through the stone wall
at the ground floor of the hospital, which is 15 feet below the level of the roadlled.
Recommendation for taking up of this section of the sewer and ov~rhauling every
one of its connections has been made and approved of, but as yet no money has been
made available for its accomplishment. The stone pipe drain from the hospital
steward's quarters, after passing diagonally nuder the full length of the lwspital,
and receiving each of its connections, empties into the ma,son's box under the floor
of the new portion of the hospital. This is not a clesirahle arrangement, but could
hardly be averteLl without considerable expense. From the free ventilation beneath
the building, which is high enough to admit of inspection, no evil results have been
mac1e apparent.
The water-closet at the men's barracks is a house situated at the edge of the wall
near the kitchen and above the commissary building. It containf'l two urinals and a
trough of automatic flushing design, over which are accommodating holes for six.
The 6-iuch soil pipe, within a yard of its origin, tnrns twice at right angles to get
over the wall. It then turns down the wall and runs by a steep decline to the wharf,
beneath which it empties. This pipe has been frequently clogged, and at the present time has been closed for two months. A recommendation was made to move this
building back over the wall far enongh to admit of the pipe running directly to the
wbarf without any sharp bends. Th1s was not, however,. concurred in by the commanding officer, and a scheme is now under consideration to erect a privy over the
water to take the place of the olu one of similar type under the carpenter's shop,
which is now all the men haYe.

Sewage at a fewposts,as Forts Bayard, Bidwell, Stanton, and Logan,
is utilized for purposes of irrigation. The system at Fort Stanton,
which cardes off waste water only, consists of earthenware pipes. The
main, 12 inches in diameter, discharges into two settling tanks 9 feet in
diameter and 10 feet deep, 600 yards below the post. From these the
liquid is siphoned off and in part used to irrigate the company gardens.
The pipes are unevenly laid, and hence liable to chokh1g and foul odors.
Rectangular instead of Y branches are used, and flushing is imperfect,
from defective arrangements and ·want of water.
The surface drainage at this post is very good and is accomplished by narrow
ditches (acequias) of a depth from 1 to 2 feet, through which, at all seasons of the
year when possible (winter and the dry season excepted), water from the Rio Bonito
is conducted. The fall being considerable, 1 foot to 100 yards, no stagnation occurs.
The sewerage system as at present constructed is incomplete, faulty and insufficient.
It is of the ''water carriage" variety, and aims to remove only the liquid sewage and
waste water from kitchens, bathrooms, and laundries. The pipes, which are round,
are of vitrified earthenware, with cemented Joints, and are in size from 3 to 12 inches
in diameter. The main sewer, of 12-inch pipe, begins at a point about 50 yards
beyond the hospital, and is continued parallel with the front of that building for
500 feet. It then makes a half turn to the left, crossing tl1e parade ground diagonally. From the northeast corner of the parade gronnd it is carried, with several
changes of direction, to a point 600 yards below, where the sewage is emptied into
two settling tanks, each 8-t feet in diameter and about 10 feet deep. Dy means of
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automatic siphons these are constantly emptied of their flnids, which are allowed
flow over a considerable area of porous soil and in part irrigate a company
The solids are removed once in 12 months, or oftener if necessary.
The main sewer in its passage throngh the post receives the flow from the
drains, into which in turn the waste pipes empty. The sewers are flushed in
ways: (1) The main sewer at its origin above the hospital has an open mouth, into
whiCh the water from an acequia is claily turned at seasons when tlle acequia con.
tains water; (2) three flush tanks have recently been placed at various points on
the medium-sizecl sewers. These are supposed to be automatic and to flush·
mittently, but they are worthless unless worked by hand. At present they are
untrapped and emit foul odors. As is evident, both these methods fail in the dry
season for lack of water, and, as a result, sewer gases are freely generated, which,
escaping, pollute uhe atgwsphere and constitute a menace to health.
'Vhcn the system was first inaugurated ventilators were placed at intervals along
the larger sewers, but probably owing to insufficient flushing they speedily bccaiUe
such a nuisance as to render their closure necessary. At the present time there are
no vent1lators along the main sewers. The kitchen waste pipes, as they leave the
buildings, are ventilated by grease traps (very recently placed) having a 4-inch iron
pipe nm several feet above the roof. Into these traps empty also, whenever practic<thle, the waste pipes from bathrooms.
The fall is ample, being over 3 feet in 100 yards on the parade. The defects of the
system are several: The sewers and drains are too small for the amount of liquids
they are at times required to convey. Many of the smaller pipes turn at a right
angle or are entered by T -branches instead of Y-branches or curves. The pipes,
instead of having an even and steady fall, are laid according to the uneven conformation of the ground, thus facilitating: breaking of jbints and permitting settling
of solids, which results in choking of pipes and excessive generation of gases. These
gases at times break the seals of drain traps and enter the houses. There is no provision for the removal of solid sewage, notably human excreta.
A difficulty with which we have to contend is the formation of an extremely hard
cement resulting from the mixture of grease in the sewage and the hard wa.ter.
This tllickly coats the interior of the pipes, sometimes nearly occluding them.
Human excreta are disposed of by the dry-earth system. Wooden draw boxes are
placed beneath the privy seats and their contents are removed every morning by the
scavenger, a civilian in the employ of the Quartermaster's Department. 'While the
system is perhaps the best possible in the absence of water carriage, it, of course,
offers many objections which could not be urged against the latter. The draw boxes
are unlined, permitting saturation of the boards and ground beneath with urine.
Garbage is placed in covered zinc barrels and is removed each morning by the
scavenger.
Contents of privy draw boxes, garbage, and ashes are deposited a half mile or
more below the post in the direction opposite to that from which the prevailing
winds come.

As reported last year, the disposal of the sewage of Fort Logan, by
irrigation on a neighboring ranch, has so far given satisfaction to all
concerned; but the ranch, in the progress of improvements, is open for
sale for building purposes, and some other method of sewage disposal
must soon be considered. The difficulties that may hereafter attend the
disposal of sewage at this post show the necessity for a thorough consideration of this point in the selection of sites for military posts. The
present method at Fort Logan is liable to be abruptly terminated by
causes beyond the control of the military power, and it is safe to say
that the 50,000or60,000 gallons of liquid waste daily thrown out from this
post will not be permitted to flow into either of the streams in the
vicinity.
Early in the year the post surgeon at Fort Schuyler invited attention to the open frame structure projecting over tide water and used as
a water-closet by the men, characterizing it as a disgrace to any garrison in the Army. As a result of this the Quartermaster's Department
approved a contract for a suitable building and fixtures for water-closets, wash rooms and bathrooms between the beach and barracks, and
for a sewer from the noncommissioned officers' quarters to the beach.
Similar reeommendations were made by the medical officers stationed
at Fort McHenry, and with similarly favorable results as regards the
construction of water-closets and better bathing facilities for the men.
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Several years ago the necessity for a sewerage system for the important post of ]~ort .l\Ionroe and the rapidly growing civil community at
Old Point Comfort, Va., was strongly urged. A plan submitted by
Ool. Haines, U. S. Engineers, of pumping the sewage into the outgoing
tide was approved by the Surgeon-General as likely to prove true economy in the end, notwithstanding its first cost. As a result of the efforts
of that time the sum of $25,000 was appropriated by Congress March
2, 1890. In his subsequent reports the pm;;t surgeon continued to refer
to the int;anitary condition of the post and its surroundings, and in May,
1891, be cited, as special nuisances, the methods of sewage disposal at
the hotels on the Point, the Hygeia throwing out the excreta of 1,000
persons on the beach above low-water mark, and the hotel near the
main gate of the post accummulating the excreta of 100 people in a foul
cesspool. From the papers on file it appears that the work of the Engineer Department, under the appropriation for sewerage, was delayed
with a view to make an efficient system for the whole of the Point by
getting the civilian community to construct their sewerR in accordance
with the Governmental plans. Col. vVaring, of Rhode Island, devised a system on ·behalf of the property owners to be used by them
conjointly with the Government. This plan was considered unobjectionable in its general features by the Secretary of War, but before
giving it his a,pproval certain alterations of detail were insisted upon,
as, for instance, that the capacity of the reservoir be increased from
130,000 to 180,000 gallons; that provision should be made for maintenance; that the property owners should keep on hand an effieient
outfit of machinery, in duplicate, and that the outlet of the force
main should extend into the bay not less than 600 feet beyond lowwater mark, etc. However, no progress was made, and in May, 18D2,
in view of the danger of cholera :trom Europe, the post surgeon called
attention to the insanitary conditions of the post and its surroundings,
urging that the hotels be required to begin their sewerage system, and
that work on the Governmental system be no longer delayed. Col.
Frank, the post commander, recommended that the hotels be required
to construct their system within a limited time or close their houses.
The Surgeon-General forwarded this paper to the Secretary of War,
inviting his attention to what he eharacterized as the gravest sanitary
error of the day. "The Medical Department," he said " has unceasingly endeavored to have it rectified, but so far without success. Great
as is the necessity for this work in the fort it is as nothing compared
with that for the hotels, whose population, drawn from all parts of the
country, tbe bearers of all varieties of dh.:;ease germs, and under no sanitary control, is an ever-present menace to its own health as well as to
that of the garrison that is compelled to be its neighbor. The lodgment of disease germs under conditions so favorable to their cultivation will result in disaster from whieh there can be no relief, and I join
in earnest concurrence with the recommendations of the post surgeon
and post commander that the hotel 11eople be compelled to construct
the needed sewerage at once or that their bouses be closed." In June,
it appears from the reports, that the proprietor of the Hygeia Hotel took
steps to extend the sewer pipes of his establishment, concerning which
Co 1. Frank reported:
This will, however, only mitigate to a limited extent the evil complained of, as
the sewage will continue to be thrown on the beach. \Vhat is needed is ft complete
system which will meet the wants of all the hotels and will correct other and equally
serious faults.

On July 30 the Surgeon-General agaiu urged that the hotels be closed

unless t4e :parties interested commenced their sewerage system and
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had it completed within a. specified time. Again, on September 5 he
addressed the Secretary of vVa.r on the subject, asking that the evils
be remedied at once. The :files of the Surgeon-General's office show
that the last-mentioned communication wa.s referred by the Secretary
to the Chief of Engineers with the remarksIt is understood that the Chief of Engineers has abandoned the idea of having a.
common system for the Government and private parties, and bas determined that tltere
shonld he one system for the Government anu another for private parties. If such is the
plan to "Le carried out it wouhl seem that there ought to be no delay in carrving it
ont and in constructing and putting in operaLion the Government system at least
to the full extent of the appropriation.

The Chief of Engineers explained that work had not been commenced,
as the act appropriating $25,000 stipulated for a complete system, which
could not be constructed for less thau $45,000. At the close of the
:fiscal year the status is lmderstood to be that an estimate will be submitted by the Chief of Engineers for funds necessary for the construe. tion of a sewerage system for all the buildings at the post.
:Meanwhile, as shown by the following extract from the sanitary report
for the last month of the :fiscal year, the conditions continue to call for
immediate remedial measures:
The "Lnildings and grounds of the post have been kept as clean as possible during
the month. Some heavy falls of rain, aided l>y high tides and easterly winds, backing up the sea water outside and retardiug the flow from the drains, have flooded
the parade ground and kept it flooded for several days at a time. These shallow
ponds of water evaporating slowly cause foul smells from decaying vegetation, and
would be f!ure, if this condition of things was repeated during the summer, to bring
on mnch malarial disease. The level surface of the parade and its slight elevation
of only a few feet al>ovo the water outside makes it very difficult to drain it properly, but something should l>e done either by cleaning out the present drains or
cutting some open ones for temporary use, or by any means that woulU l>e found
advisalJle to have this flood water carried off more promptly.
The sewerage of the fort and of the l>uildings outsitle on the reservation remains
in the same defective and dangerous sanitary condition as stated in the sanitary
report for April and former months.

The addition of grease traps to kitchen sinks or house drains was
recommended by two or three medical" officers during the yea,r. These
traps, when suitauly arranged ami carefully attended to, are theoretically of use in connection with the waste-water pipes of large messes,
particularly where there is an insufficient fall. PracticaUy they are so
liable to become a nuisance when the necessary care is intermitted that
it is questionable whether their use in any case can be recommended.
They are certainly needless in the kitchens of officers' quarters, as care
on the part of the cook and an occasional flushing with lye will keep
the pipes clean. The following is from the report for June last of the
post surgeon, Fort Thomas, Ky:
In view of the remarks of the post quartermaster In' an indorsement dated May
12, 1893, and the opinions stated in a letter dated Surgeon-General's Office, Washington, May 26, 1893, and my personal observations during the summer of 1892 and
the past month, I am now of the opinion that the grease traps provided on the
kitchen urains of the general mess and of a number of officers' quarters at this post,
are little better than ces:,;pools, and are of no use and are a menace to the health of
the command. They require constant attention and a considerable expense in the
way of disinfectants and water for flushing, and yet it is impnwticable to keep them
as pure a~:> they should l>e to prevent bad odors arising from them. No obstruction
of any drain at this post ever appears to have resulted from the absence of grease
traps from the drains of the hospital or the nine sets of officers' quarters mentioned
in the indorsement of the post quartermaster above mentioned. As they can serve
no other useful purpose than to prevent such obstruction anu are unnecessary for
that purpose and are otherwise objec.tional>le, it is respectfully recomme])(led that
all kitchen drains be connected directly with th1:1 sewer or special drain into which
they now discharge auu that the g1·ease-trap tanks be fllled up.
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.D'isposal of garbage, etc.-The usual method is to collect in closed
barrels or galvanized iron pails and transport to a dumping ground in
the vicinity of the post. For convenience, ground near the inhabited
area is selected, and the accumulations ofyears become so extensive as
to be a nuisance and a reproach. Ashes and cinders may be utilized
on roads or in filling, and . if not required for such purposes their
deposit is not injuriou:::;. Stable manure also can generally be used
upon gardens; but there is at every post much unavoidable solid
waste that should be destroyed, and a crematory of moderate size should
be built at all the modern an<l permanent posts. Where the reservation is small and surrounded by civil communities it is imperative to
dispose of the wastes in this way. A crematory was built at Fort
Columbus in 1885, and rebuilt on a larger scale two years ago on plans
of Lieut. H. J. Reilly, Fifth Artillery. It consists of a fire-brick chamber divided into three spaces by iron gratings "\-Vhich support the garbage. A tall chimney gives a powerthl draft and the combustion is
almost perfect. There is no offensive odor and the smoke is ordinarily
scarcely perceptible. No special provision is made for consuming the
products of combustion, but those living on the island have experienced
no inconvenience from them. A furnace was built at the dumping
ground at Uolumbus Barracks several years ago, but it. proved inefficient and was disused. Now, however, there need be no uncertainty
as to the efficiency of a garbage .crematory. They have proved successful in many instances. It is understood that one will be built soon
at Davids Island and another at Madison Barracks. One, having a
capacity of 35 cubic yards, has been erected at Fort Sam Houston and
one, of 8 cubic yards' capacity, at Fort Sheridan; Fort McPherson
also has a crematory.
1

WATER SUPPLIES.

The subject of water supply bas been agitated earnestly during the
past year at many of the posts, with the result in most instances of carrying out or instituting improvements. The water wagon is now practically a thing of the past. It exists only at Fort Du Ohesne and Eagle
Pass. At the former it brings water from the Uintah River; at the
latter from the hydrants of the neighboring town. In the east the
analogue of the water wagon is found at only one post, Fort Wood,
where, when the cistern supply of rain water becomes exhausted, purchases are made from the Croton Water vVorks Company and transported to the island in boats; similar conditions are found at Alcatraz
Island in San Francisco Harbor.
At many of the.posts no recommendations were made during the year,
the water supply being understood to be satist'a.ctory both as to quantity
and quality. Among these were posts supplied from various sources,
as rain-water cisterns, springs, ponds, running streams, wells, artesian
wens, and city supplies, as follows:
From ci8terns.-J ackson Barracks, Key West Barracks, and Fort
Wood, just mentioned. Jackson Barracks has also a supply for police,
fire, and other general purposes from the Mississippi !liver.
From springs.-Angel Island, Forts Huachuca and Mackinac, Mount
Vernon Barracks and Forts Niobrara, Robinson, Sherman, Snelling,
Supply, Townsend, and Walla Walla.
From ponds.-WestPoint.
From running st1·eams.-Forts Assinniboine, Bidwell, Brown, Buford,
Canby, D. A. Russell, McKinney, Missoula, Peud..>iua.1 Ringgol4 1 SiU? 1
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-
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and Spokane. At the first-mentioned post an effort is in progress to
find artesian water. At Forts Brown and Ringgold the drinking water
used is obtained from a condensing coil attached to the ice machine of
the medical department. The remarkable change in the malarial sick
rates of the former post since the condensed water was substituted for
the impure water ·of the Rio Grande has already been pointed out.*
The post surgeon at Fort Ringgold is of opinion that all the malarial
fevers that occur in his command are contracted while the troops are
on service away from the post. The value, he says, of the use of distilled water as a prophylactic against malarial and typhoid affections
was first observed iii connection with t.h e employment of the condensed
water produced in the process of manufacturing ice. When this fact
was recognized a large condenser, yielding 2,000 gallons per day, was
procured. The water is hauled to the quarters in a tank cart and kept
for use in 24-gallon galvanized-iron cans.
From wells, mostly in river bottoms.-Forts Bayard, Hancock, Keogh,Mcintosh, Riley, Sidney, Sully, Vancouver, Yates, and Whipple Barracks. Condeused water fi·om the ice machine is used also at I•'ort McIntosh.
lhonL artesian wells.-Forts Logan, ~IcPherson, and St. Frau cis Barracks. The first-mcntioued has also a connection with the mains of
the city of Denver.
From city supplies.-Boise· Barracks, Fort Brady, Columbus Barracks
and Fort Columbus, Davids Island, and Forts McHenry, Marcy, Mason,
Niagara, Ontario, Plattsburg, Pilot Butte, Porter, Preble, Schuyler,
Thomas, Trumbull, Wayne, and Willets Point.
The following extracts from the reports of Lieut. William F. Lippitt,
at Eagle Pass, and Capt. J ameR E. Pilcher, at Fort Ringgold, show the
advance made in the past few years by the substitution of a piped supply for the water wagon and its barrels, usually old vinegar barrels
obtained by courtesy from the Subsistence Department:
Carnp at Eagle Pass.-The sanitary condition of the buildings fLt the camp is as good
as possible in their present dilapidated conuition. The drainage is surface, ·and efficient in this dry weather. The dry-earth system for the removal of excreta is well
kept up and is efficient. During the past month the quality of the water has been
bad, the water being very much discolored and at times showing traces of organic
matter due to deficient filtration of the river water. The water company from which
the water is oLtained has promised to remedy this. The present system of water
supply is a very bad one, especially for this place. It is impossible to prevent the
dust from the town of Eagle Pass being blown into the barrels, and no matter what
care is taken the water becomes offensive both as to taste and smell. Eagle Pass is
a very dirty town, the authorities of which do not make the least attempt at keeping it in sanitary condition. 'l'he strong north winds, so prevalent here during the
winter months, blow directly from the town, and carry with them large quantities of this dirt, which find their way into the water barrels and houses, and can not
but be injurious. There have recently been several cases of malarial fevers here,
which I can ascribe to no other cause. The post itself is kept in good sanitary condition, but beyond this no attention whatever is paid to such matters. The water
has been sufficient in quantity, but the summer is approaching, when it is very difficult to keep a sufficient supply by the present system. I would, therefore, recommend that the water be brought by pipes connected with the town system.
Fort Ringgold.-The water supply is derived frorr~ the Rio Grande River. The
pumping apparatus consists of two boilers, one of 35 and one of 50-horse power, two
engines, two settling tanks and four storage tanks, together with their connecting
pipes and water mains.
.
The engine house is situatetl upon the banks of the river. The engine drawing
the water from the river is a Dean pump with double plunger, of 15-horse power
and a capacity of 18,000 gallons an hour. It is located in a well 16 feet deep and 11
by 16 feet at the bottom, which is 13 feet above the level of low water. In·
this well is located also a Blake pump. of 12-horse power as a reserve in case of
breakage.

*See supm, p. 61; also Report Surgeon-General, 1892, p. 74,
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The turbidity of the river water, dne to the suspension of a large amount of inorganic matter, is extreme, and it can hanlly be used with ad vantage in its natural
condition. In order to permit the subsidence of the Rnspen<ted matter, two settling
tanks have been provided. These are situa,ted upon the side of a small hill, respectively 18 and 27 feet above the level of the Dean pump, and 410 and 348 feet, respectively, from it. The settling t::mks are 35 feet square aml 9 feet deep and have a
capacity of 83,560 gallons each. The water from the river is pumped directly into
the upp()r settling tank through a 2-inch pipe. After the suspended matter has subRi<led, a process requiriug from half an hour to eight hours, the clarified water is
decanted through two 4-inch pipes into the lower settling tank. There it remains
until it is needed for the storage tank, such silt as may still be present being meanwhile precipitated.
The distril1uting machinery consists of a Worthington duplex pump of 24-horse
power, with a capacity of 20,000 gallons an hour, and four storage tanks, at a sufficient bright to dii:ltribute the water by gravity. The clariii.ecl water flo ·ws by gravity
through a 4-inch pipe to the \rorthington pump, which stands on the floor of the
engine house, and is forced through a 3-inch pipe into the storage tanks. These
tanks are tub-shaped, with staves of Louisiana cypress, strongly banded by wroughtiron hoops, and each mounted upon a pier of solid masonry; they are 16 f~et in
diameter, 12 feet high, and have a capacity of 16,000 gallons each. A circulation
throughout the four tanks is obtained by connecting pipes of 2 or 6 inch caliber,
rendering them equivalent then to a single tan"Kof 64.000 gallons capacity.
The hill upon the summit of which the storage tanks are located is 25 feet above
the level of the parade ground, and they are further elevated by masonry piers to [t
height of 35 feet above the mean level of the garri~::~on. At this mean level the pressure obtained is 4G pounds per square inch.
The water is carried from the storage tanks by one 6-incl1 and two 2-inch iron
mains. The 6-inch main passes from the northeast side of the tanks down the hill
250 feet, on a line perpendicular to that of t1Je otl:icers' quarters, to a point 30 feet iu
the rear of the <]uarters, where it meets a line of 6-inch pipe 1,000 feet long, running parallel to the officers' line. Upon this main are situated five fire plngs, from
which any of the officers' quarters, the hospital, and the quartermaster and commissary storehouses may be reached by a moderate length of hose. From this main
pass off two 2 inch iron pipes, from which l-inch pipes pass to small hydrants between
the officers' quarters for watering the grass and trees, and to each set of ofli~'ers'
quarters supplying faucets in the kitchen and urinals on the first floor, and the
bathroom on the second floor. These 2-inch pi,pes conneet with another set of the
same caliber, which completely encircle the p[trade ground, and send off a branch
to the hospital. Upon this circle arc situated four fire plugs for the tire protection
of the barracks, guardhouse, and bakery, and the officers' quarters. The circle gives
off in l-inch iron pipes the water supply of the hospital, tho barracks, and company
bathhouses, the enlisted men's water-closet, the bakery, and guardhouse, the married soldiers' quarters, and contributes two hydrants to the post garden.
A 2 inch main, passing from the southeast si(1e of the storage tanks, goes to the
hay corral and to the commissary storehouse, snpplying a fire ping to each, and to
the engine house, supplying the boilers aU<l the apparatus for the diHtillation of
water. It gives off a l-inch pipe for the supply of the noncommissioned staJf officers' qnarters.
A 2-inch main passing off from the northeast side of the storage tanks goes to
the quartermaster and troop stables, supplying a fire plug there and at the quartermaster's storehouse. By l-inch llipes it supplies the blacksmith shops and the water
troughs of the stables.
Connected with the kitcl1en range of the hospital, .barracks, and officers' quarters are water backs, with boilers of a capacity ranging from GO to 30 gallons, 11y
which hot water is supplied in kitchens for cooking purposes, and in bathrooms
fo1· bathing.
The hospital is fitted with an exceptionally satisfactory bathroom, containing
two porcel;dn-lined. tubs, with hot and cold water, and a shower bath, which will
leave notbing to be desired when the repairs, for which estimate has just been made,
are completed.
Each company occupies a small building in the rear of its barracks as a bath
house. They are rather rudely :fitted, each with two zinc-linerl tubs, a shower bath,
and a trough 'for washing the hands and face. Hot water is obtained in small quantities from the kitchen boiler, connections with which have been made during the
past year; but the amount is altogether insufficient for the large number of men
who should use it. A larger hath house, with ample boilers and efficient fixtures,
at a point central to all the barracks, is proposed, but the plans have not been submitted to the medical department as yet.
The guardhouse has during the present year been supplied with a bathroom,
containing a washing trough and a bath tub. It is hoped that a shower bnth will

ioou. 1>o added as being altogether the moet BuitablC? apparatus for the loc~lity,
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Each Aet of offieers' quarters has at the rear end of the second story hall a bath
room supp1ie<l with a zinc-lined bath tub, with hot and cold water nonneetim1s.
The garrison, with the exception of one set of officers' quarters, stilll:lcks stationary waRhtubs, which are recommended to be introduced at an eaTly dnte.
Th~re is at the post a Hyatt patent water filter, wit.h a capacity of about 15,COO
ga1lons per clay. This apparatus, however, has never been set up, thesettlitlg tanks
Hnppl,ving the clear water demanded for the ordinary 11eeds of the garrison. But in
the snmmer, when a larger amount is required, it is impossible always to supply
clear water from the settling tanks. It is recommendetl that, to meet this emergency, the filter in question be put up.
All of the pipes used in distributing water are of iron, some of them plain and,
others galvanized, the character varying apparently according to the fancy of the
purchasing officer.
The water obtained by the foregoingsystemisampleinamountforallpurposes, but
experience has shown that it contains a greater or less q nantity of septic organic matter, rendering it unsuitable for drinking purposes except when boiled. The presence
of a small percentage of alkali and other inorganic matter contribut.es toTenderitstill
less potable. This post was for many years !L nidus for affections of a malarial and
typhoid type, which were propeTly attrlbnted to the drinking water. Distilled
water is now supplied in ample quantities for drinking purposes, as a result of which
these affections are eliminated from our recOTds except as they are brought here from
other localities. The value of the use of distilled water as a prophylactic against
malarial and typhoid affections was first observed in connection with the employment of the condensed water produced in the process of manufactnring ice at the
post. W'hen this fact was recognized a large condenser was obtained, by the use of
which 2,000 gallons of distilled water per day are obtained. This water is hauled
to the quarters in a tank cart and kept for use in 24-gallon galvanized iron cans.
The heat was formerly a fruitful source of disease, bnt this is now very largely
neutralized by the product of the ice machine, one of the most important features
of the water system of the post. The machine is a Schuehle engine of 8 horse
power, operating two freezing tanks, producing 42 bars of ice each, with a capacity
of 2,940 pounds of ice per clay, or over 1,000,000 pounds per year.
There are still at the post six cisterns, of a capacity varying from 30,000 to 100,000
gallons each. These were used for the accommodation of rain water at a period
prior to the introduction of the settling tanks, and when the turbid riverwaterwas
the only other resource for drinking water. These cisterns are useless now, and the
post surgeon, Tecognizing a source of infection in their stagnant contents, has recommended that they be emptied and kept clean until they are needed again. They are
located one at each side of the space between the two lJarracks fronting on the parade ground and at each end of the hospital, one in the rear of quarters No. 5, and
one at the end of quartermaster's storehonse No. 34.
The cost of the pipes . and fittings contained in the water system was approximately $2,780. The expense of maintaining the water system; including the ice
machine, is about $215 per montb.

The water supply of so many posts formed the subject of so much
consideration, discussion, and recommendation during the year that it
seems impossible to invite attention in a general way to the various
points involved. The simplest method of dealing with the matter will
be to refer briefly to the defects reported, the recommendations made,
and the improvements accomplished or in progreRs at each of the posts,
under their respective names, arranged alphabetically for convenience
of reference.
Fort Adams, R. I.-The subject of water supply at this post is one
of considerable difficulty. In 1888 well water was used, but this having been found to be of bad quality the water of the Newport Water
Company was introduced. This water, however, speedily failed to give
satisfaction. It is a surface or pond water, largely charged with vegetable impurity, and bas been reported upon unfavorably by many public analysts and sanitary chemists. During the year the post surgeon
invited attention to the matter and the well water and city water were
again examined, the result in both instances being unsatisfactory.
Suggestion was made of arteRian borings, but the U. S. Geological
Survey entirely disapproved of any effort in this direetion. Thereupon
the medieal department recommended the use of a condenser capable
of providing 2~000 gaUons of drinking water daily. An estim~te of
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$1,850 for this purpose is understood to have been forwarded for con ..
siderat.ion.
Alcatraz Island, Gal., is supplied with fresh water for drinkii1g~
cooking, etc., and salt water for baths, flushing of sewers, and use iu
ease of fire. The latter is pumped from near the wharf to distributing
tanks on top of the citadel. The former is brought by steamer from
the pipes of the Spring Valley Water Company and forced by the
pumps of the vessel into a series of twenty-one cisterns under the
flower gardens of the citadel and also into tanks on its summit, to
which it is raised by means of a windmill. The tanks supply tbe citadel, light-house, adjutant's office, hospital, etc., on tbe high ground,
and the cisterns distribute to the buildings on the lower levels. The
cisterns contain over 230,000 gallons, and are connected with each other
at top and bottom so as to form but one reservoir. Eaeh, however, if
necessary, may be disconnected from the others. Question was raised
during the year as to the purity of the water furnished by the Spring
Valley Water Company. (See below, page 128.)
Fort Apache, Ar,i z.-The water supply of this post was taken fi_·om
the East Fork of White River, about 3 miles aboye the post, and was
led along the high ground bordering the river bottom in an aceqnia,
·which was often broken by cattle and in winter by frost. At the establishment of this military station the water thus obtained was pure, but
in the progress of years it became more and more fouled by Iudimt settlements and the irrigation of farms in the river hottom above the
intake. During the year there was dug in the bottom lanu a well 22
feet deep, which yields an abundant supply of cool, clear, and pure
water. The ditch, however, is still kept open for general purposes aud
in case of need. The details of the water system from the aceqnia iH
given in Capt. N. S. Jarvis's report on tb·e high sick rates prevailiug at
his post. See page 32.
Fort Barrancas, Fla.- The cistern supplies of rain water at this post
will hereafter be disused in favor of water from two deep wells,'A< 'vhich
are thus described by the post surgeon:
'l'he wa.ter is supplied from two wells a few feet apart in front of the engine house.
They are respectively 200 and 300 feet deep, both fumishing an abundant supply of
potable wat.er of good quality. The geological formation, as given from the borings,
are, first, 56 feet of clean white sand; second, a stratum of blue clay or marl, 12 feet
thick. At a depth of 260 feet another stratum of the same description is penetrated.
Between these two are a number of small strata (2 feet) ofyellowsandand clay, with
layers of fine sand varying in color from white to a dirty gray.
The water is laden with iron rust from the pipes, due to an insufficient coating of coaltar compound; it is also impregnated with grease from the packing of the joints.
This, however, is a temporary disadvantage, which will di~appear in the course of
time. The water from the cisterns is still used for drinking purposes. * * *
The boiler is spoken of in the specifications as ''the economic return tubular portable." It is of 50-horse power capacity, 44 inches diameter, 13 feet length, ::md
made of 1'\-inch steel, of 60,000 pounds tensile strength for square inch of
section. The furnace beneath is 44 inches w1de by 50 incbes long. The whole structure stands 9t feet high, 13 feet long, and 4 feet wide. 'l'he boiler has been tested
under high pressure, and is considered perfectly t~afe under 80 pounds. It is usuall,v
operated under a pressure of 60 pounds steam. In the boiler room, and connecte(l
with the boiler by a 2-inch steam supply pipe, is a duplex water-supply pump with
10-inch steam and 6-inch water cylinders, 10-inch stroke. The pump is connected
with t.he two wells by a 4t-inch suction pipe, and to the 4-inch cast-iron water-supply pipe by a wrought-iron discharge pipe of the same size. To utilize excess of
power an engine has been constructed to run a croRs-cut saw for sawing fire wood.
Connected with the discharge pipe, as mentioned above, is a system oft-il1eh cal'3t1ron smooth-bore water-supply pipes, hub and spigot joints, well ea1l{ed with
hemp yarn aud lead; the pipes are laid 2 and 3 feet under surface; each pipe is 1!
"See anaJysis of -water, p. 528.
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inches (\inmeter, one-l1alf inch thiclmess, 12 feet length, 3! inches <lepth of socl\:f\t,
26J. pomuls weight. The pipes were cleaned and coated with coal-tar composition
before laying, and were found free from sand lw]es and other defects. Thirteen
double-nozzle fire hydrants and three single-nozzle, all with gate valves, valve hoxcs,
and covers, are connected by 4-inch T uranches, with the water main at nppro1wiate
places. Three of the single-nozzle hyur::mts, from their proximity to manholes of
the sewer system, are used for flushing the sewer. In atldition to the above there
are three yard hydrants, and opposite each house the water main is tapped by a
brass stop-cock ferrule with box aiHl cover.
The standpipe in rear of quarters No. 13 consiRts of ar coveretl steel tank 20 feet
in diameter, 15 feet high, supported on a truss 40 feet high. The plates nsed in the
tank are onecfourth and three-sixteenths of an inch thick, vi'ell riveted, aml joints
well ealked, so that it is perfectly water-tight. · The t.n1ss is of wrought iron and
perfectly snbstnntial; it rests upon foundation piers of brick and stone anchored to
the same with iron rolls. A. wrought-iron ladder is in place; lower half removable.
The roof of the tank is constructed of iron rafters covered with corrngatefl iron.
The 4-inch cast-iron snpply pipe is connected with the water main by ~L gaJc valve
at a point south of the standpipe. The 6-inch wronght-iron overflow pipe rm1s
from a point in the tank near the top down through the bottom of the tank into the
ground, where it connects with a 6-inch sewer pipe len.<ling off abont 60 feet. The
tank hn.s a capacity of about 15,000 gallons. When full its subjects the pipes to a
strain of 40 pounds pressure, which is well borne.

Benic-ia Barracks, Oal.-The chief dependence of this post for drinking and kitchen supplies is on rain water, collected in eight large cisterns under the principal buildings. It has also two wells, from which
water is pumped by windmills into tanks, and distributed by pipes to
the houses. This water contains alkaline earthy salts, and although
used chiefly for washing and baths, is not objectiollable as drinking
water. The quantity, however, of both of these supplies is liable to be
deficient in summer, when recourse is had to the city supply, with whicll
there is a connection; but this consists of surface drai11age charged with
alkaline and earthy salts and more or less of organic matter.
Fort Bliss, Tex.-Two deep wells have been driilecl at the new post,
the first 236 feet deep, the second 309 feet. The water is somewhat
hard, and presents the anomaly sometimes exhibited by deep- well water~
of containing nitrites with no concomitant indications of the presence
of organic matter. Its temperature is about 70° F. Tlle supply is
limited only by the capacity of the pumps, and is believed to l>e practically inexhaustable.
Fort Bowie, Ariz.-The water supply is from Bear Spring, 1 mile
east of the post. The water flows by gravity throngh pipes to a storage reservoir, whence it is pumped into distributing tanks. Formerly this supply was amply sufficent. for the wants of the post; but during the past two years, which have been unusually dr,y, jt haR bren
needful to supplement it by hauling from another spriug on a lower
level. The post surgeon recommended a pump f(n· this lower spring,
but the post commander objected that this would necessitate a JlCW
water plant or the moving of the engine house and macl1iuery and the
building of new reservoirs at great expense in either case. Recently
the unusual and continued dryness has caused Bear Spring to dry up,
and the lower spring, which formerly yielded fourteen wngon loads ver
day, yield~ only six loads or 3,800 gallons. There is a third spring in
the vicinity, but it is in a gulch into which enters all the drainage from
the earth pits and sewers of the post. It is hoped that the summer
rains will speedily replenish the water supply, otherwiRe the post will
have to be abandoned.
Fort Clark, Tex.-'.rhe water supply of this post is from Las Moras
Spring, which rises in the center of a pool one-eighth of an acre in
superficies and 2 to 15 feet deep. This pool is filled with vegetation
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and is subject to inflow of surface washings during rains. Malarial
fevers have been attributed to its use.* Tile medical director was of
opinion that tllis spring is connected by underground channels with the
drainage of the town of Brackettville, but an analysis of the water did
not sustain this theory of its origin. Chemical investigation showed
that the water issuing from the spring was of a much purer character
than that taken from the surrounding pool. It was tllerefore suggested
by the post quartermaster to protect• the spring water by confining it
within an iron cylinder, 15 feet in diameter and 18 feet high, embedded
in a base of cement on the surface of the rock. The latest reports from
this post-represent the project of sinking a cylinder oil the plans drawn
by the quartermaster as at a standstill, and the spring flooded with
storm water. The sprmg water is used for general purposes, but is
boiled before use in the barrack rooms. Condensed water has been
issued, but is disliked by the men on account of a taint of iron rnst
and machine grease. An estimate has been forwarded for material and
labor to perfect the condenser.
Fort Ouster, Mont.-The water at tllis post is pumped from the Little
Horn River into distributing tanks. Offal from the slaughter-bouse
of the Crow Agency, some miles above the post, is thrown into the river
and is seen floating past the inta.k e of the supply. Efforts are being
made to prevent this contamination.
Fort Douglas, Utah.- The water of this post, from the creek in Red
Butte Canyon, was examinerl at the instance of the post surgeon and
found to be of excellent quality.t
Fort Grant, Ar,i z.-This po~t has suffered from a scarcity of water
for several years back. Last year the pi1)ing was extended 13,500 feet
farther up the canyon under the impression that a permanent supply
would thus be procured. ~rhe expectation, however, was not realized,
for recently the water supply again gavB out, and it is now understood
that plans and estimates for a well are under cm1sideration.
Jefferson Barracks, Jlfo.-In view of a somewhat notable prevalence
of typlwid fever in the city of St. Louis the depot surgeon recommended that the water supply be boiled and filtered. This supply is
deri vecl from the city mains, but before its distribution it is passed
through two filters-cast iron tanks filled with broken stone, gravel,
and saud-in the water tower. One of these became unserviceable
and an estimate for a new one was disapproved on the ground that the
object could be. accomplished by the repair of the old one. Prior to
1888 the river water was pumped directly into the post, and much sickness was attributed to its use; but in reporting the changes effected
during tba,t year the depot surgeon stated thatThe connection with the St. Louis mains has been a crowning success, for from the
delivery of that water snpply dates the great change in the sick repol't of the depot.

The admissim1s per thousand of strength in1885 were 3,115; in1886,
3,008; and in 1887, 2,133. The continuance of these high rates called
impenttively for actim1, and the connection with the St. Louis mains
was effected, with the result that in 1888, the year in which the cha11gc
was made, the rate began to decline, aud in 1889 it fell to 966, and in
1890, 1891, and 1892 it was, respectively, 1,000, 1,008, and 875. The
water of the Mississippi River is decidedly unfit for the supply of a
great city like St. Louis or for that of an important military post, as it
is always liable to c·o nvey the infection of typhoid fever from the sewage of settlements higher up; nevertheless it is at present the best
* See p. 449.

t See analysis p. 528.
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available both for the city and the recruiting depot. It is at times
muddy, as are most of the supplies taken from large rivers. Sedimenting the water or filtering it improves its appearance and tends to remove any malarial element that may be present; and to the se<timentation in the St. Louis basins, and the filtration in the water tower of
the depot, must be attributed the gre::-1t diminution of malarial diseases
that lowered the admission rates as above stated. · Neither of these
processes, however, can be depended upon to remove typhoid infection.
This can be readily understood when it is remembered how often typhoid fever has been propagated by well waters that have undergone a
thorough natural filtration.
Lea?Hmworth Prison.-The river supply at Fort Leavenworth and the
Military Prison has repeatedly been pronounced unsafe by sa.nitary
authorities, and suggestion has been made of experiment to determine
the possibility of obtaining a supply by well-driving. The occurrence
of four cases of typhoid fever last autumn led the prison snrgeou to
renew this suggestion, indicating a valley northwest of the prison as a
proper site for the experiment. This was authorized by the majorgeneral commanding, and borings are now in progress to determine the
practicability of such a system.
ll!J.adison Barracks, N. Y.-'rhe water supply of lVIadison Barracks is
obtained from Black River Bay in front of the post and a short distance
below the outfall of the sewers. The· water on analysis gave no indication of the presence of sewage from the local sewers nor from the settlements on the river above tl;le post. Nevertheless, 2.,s the direction
of the currents showed the possibility of sewage being carried to the
intake, it was decided to extend the inflow pipe 450 feet into the bay.
While this was in progress typhoid fever, introduced from Binghamton, N.Y., gave rise to twenty-seven cases with two deaths.* Samples of water from the existing intake and from the proposed position
were found to give no indications ·of the presence of sewage; but the
spread of the fever among the troops brought fully to mind the dangers
attending a polluted supply, and led to the condemnation of the proposed intake as being not sufficiently out of the line of sewage contamination. Henderson's Bay, on the south side of Horse Island, furnishes lake water without admixture of the dark colored water of the
river. This water has been analyzed with satisfactory results and has
been recommended for the supply of the post.
Fort 111eade, S. Dak., is on the south bank of Bear Butte Creek, about
a mile below, or to the eastward, of the town of Sturgis. For seveml
miles above Sturgis the creek is dry; but at the east end of the town,
where the creek bed is confined by a rocky canyon, the water comes to
the surface and flows past the post to the Belle Fourche and Cheyenue
rivers, 20 miles below, sinking and reappearing several times on its
way. On the north side of the bed of the creek, a short distance
above its entrance into the eanyon, are three springs purchased in 1888
for $3,000 for the supply of the post. A 2-inch wrought-iron pipe connects two of the springs; a 4-inch pipe unites the conjoined spl'ings to
the third one, and a 6-inch main leads the water to the suction valve
of a pump at a level 27 feet below that of the springs. The pum11
forces the water through a 4-iuch pipe into a reservoir, from which it
uescends for the supply of the post.
There appears to be no doubt as to the sufficiency of the supply 110r
as to its present quality. It is organically pure; but its hardness de- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - · - - -- - - - - -*See :page 439.
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tracts from its value fi·om an economic point of view. In November
last the department commander instituted an inquiry iuto the character of this supply on account of the suggested likelihood of its becomiug contaminated by the sewage of Sturgis, as that town was introducing a water supply from VVarren's Creek in the mountains, 3~ miles
south of the town site, and its waste water would find its way into
Bear Butte Creek about 800 yards above the springs. A board of
officers failed to agree on the subject, the point at is~ue being
whether the springs are independent springs or merely the bedrock flow of the creek brought to the surface by the shallowness of its
overlying gravel. In the l1ttter case there would be every likelihood of
future contamination. If on the other hand, the springs are independent of the creek water, the question of contamination might be dismissed. A full consideration of the evidence indicates that the water
comes from the limestone strata of the adjacent hills rather than from
the creek. Floods atl:'ecting the creek do not correspondingly alter the
flow of the springs. In any event, the protection of the springs from
contamination by cattle, camps, orsurfaceinflow, with the occasional
testing of the water for organic impurity, is all that is at present deeme(l
needful. A softer water for the post is desiraole and could be had
from the Sturgis supply, but the price asked, $27,500 for five years, is
considered exorbitant. It is understood that the water comJ)auy has recently submitted another proposition for thecon~iderationofthe authorities. After the new sewer system of Sturgis was put in operation samples of water from the creek, the springs, and the supply pipes of the
post were examined, the result* showing that the sewage iu no way
affected the water supply of the garrison.
Fort Jlfyer, Va.-The water supply of l!-,ort Myer, Va., is derived from
three wells, each about 25 feet deep, 10 feet iu diameter, brick-lined)
and suitably covered. It is pumped from these into three elevated
tanks having a combined capacity of 40,000 gallo11S. This quantity
constitutes a full daily supply for the present garrison, but during the
past summer and autumn, which were unusua1ly dry, the wells were
not so productive, yielding at one time only about 5)000 gallons a day.
Coincident with this deficiency in the supply was the development of
remittent fevers,t and there is no doubt that the one \vas causally related to the other. At the site of the wells tlwre was originally a
spring, but the spring water is now lost in the preponderance of subsoil water, which drains into the wells from the elevated })Jateau on
which the post is built. The water is essentially a rain water which has
flowed over a soil rich in decaying vegetation, and which, in passi11g·
through the loose sand In which the wens are sunk, has not nndergoue
a Hatnral filtration suffieient to purify it. Its organic matter is in excess, and although the presence of nitrates shows that the filtration has
been partially useful as a purifying memnue, the associated presence of
nitrites indicates that the source of the impurity is so near to the wells
that the process of change is still in progress when the water is distributed for use. Such wells are especially prone to disseminate remittent fevers, and to become infected with typhoid, particularly when
their waters are low. As a remedy for this condition the supply of the
post by connection with the mains of Washington, D. C., was snggested.
During the dangerous season of low water iu the wells, boiling the water
to be used as a drinking supply was recommended. Freedom from disease caused by the use of the well water could also be assured by dis*See pago G28.

t See pa.go 450.
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tilling it. It is as yet not at all certain that filtration effected
artificial means can be relied upon to free a water from the causes
remitteut fever, although no fact in sanitary science has teen so fn
demonstrated as the purifying influence in this respect of the na
filtration into deep wells. Congress, ~owever, failed to autlwrize connection with the mains of Washington, D. C., whereupon, to preve11t
a water famine such as existed last summer the Quartermaster's Department made arrangements for pumping from the Potomac River
. uear the Aqueduct Bridge into newly-constructed tanks for police, stable, and fire uses. To provide a supply of wholesome drinkillg water
an artesian well will he bored.
Presidio of San Francisco, OaZ.-Tbe water sup})ly of the Presi(lio is
from the flume ot the Spring· Valley \Vater Company, which takrs its
water from Lobos Creek, in the southwest part of the reservation. It
furnishes over 2,000,000 gaHons daily to the city, 140,000 to the post,
and 25,000 to Fort Point. The post supply costs nothing to the United
States. Analysis, October, 1892, showed the water to be of excellent
quality.
It is claimed by some that the extension of the city along the Presidio
Heights to the south of the post will contaminate this supply at an early
day, and that in consequence provision should be made for an independent supply for the post. Tile post commander therefore recommended
that wells he sunk west of the post and near the road to Fort Point to
procure a supply frmi1 the watershed of 125 acres west and south of tho
road referred to. The area is bare and easily protected from trespasR.
The rainfall of 20~ inches would amount to 70,000,000 gallons, from
which the proposed wells would draw about 50,000,000. The water iR
or would be merely surface water. It has been tapped at 55 feet depth
at theN atioua,l Cemetery, near by. This well is worked by a wmdmill
and gives 3 to 5 gallons a minute.* This recommendation having beeu
refened by the JYiajor-General Commanding to the Surgeon-General,
tile latter remarked as follows:
It is probable, as represente(l in these papers, that a plentiful supply of good water
can be obtained by sinking the wells on the reservation. ~ At this time, hov;ever, the
water of Lobos Creek seems to be exceptionally good. Precautions, however, should
be taken to keep the flnrue in good order and free from dirt and impurities. I am
informed it is now consitlerahly out of repair. The proposed sewer runs across the
southeast corner of the reservation and will not affect the water supply. In regard
to the future disposal of the sewage of Pacific, Jackson, and Washington avenues, as
they in the futnre will become occupied by dwellings, I am informed that it can
he safely carried off, without infecting Lobos Creek, by sewers constructed of vitrified pipe and emptying either into the bay or the oce[m. Aside fi·out these sewers,
<langur of contamination of Lobos Creek exists from the watershed on the sonth side
of the reservation. It is believed that it c_a n be made little or none by properly constructed drainage, depending, of conrse, on the depth, now unknown, at which the
subsoil water flows to the creek after soaking into the soil. Taking into view a possible contamination of the Lobos Creek water, it is recommended that a well be dug
as a matter of experiment.

During the past year the post commander communicated with the
surgeon in charge of the marine hospital on the reservation to effect a
discontinuance of the cultivation of vegetable gardens at the hospitaL
These gardens, covering 40 acres, are heavily manured and irrigated,
the drainage being into Mountain Lake. They are cultivated by persons uncmmected with the hospital, who supply the small amount
required by it for the privilege of selling the surplus for their own
profit. By the terms of the consent given by the 'Var Department to
tlle Treasury Department to occupy a part of the Presidio Heservation
* See analysis, p. 528.
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for a marine hospital, the control of both Mountain Lake and Lobos
Creek was expreiSsly reserved by the War Department, the evident
object being to insure control of the water supply of the post. The
water supply of the Presidio has been much diseussed during the past
twenty years. The following extraet from a report by Col. Joseph R.
Smith shows the character of the critici~ms:
January 18, 1878, Snrg. J. C. Baily reported that the drainage from truck gan1<'ns
on norlih side of grouml from which Spring Valley flume received its snpply "is
almost entirely into water sources. * * * A la.rge garden south of Marine Hospital, as well as hospital stable, drains indirectly into the spring. A small garden at
north end of lake and one on west side also drains into it. * " * The drainage of
the Marine HospitiLl is almost entirely into the lake."
October 26, 1882, a board was ordered to examine and report the facts as to
the drainage from gardens on Lobos Creek into the spring supplying Presidio,
etc., with drinkillg water, and to what extent the wholesomeness of the water will
be affected thereby, and to recommend the necessary action. The board consisteLl of the present Surgeon~ General Sntht>rland, of Snrg. J. C. Baily, and Maj.
Randol, First Artillery. It exammed the ground and reported that "One of these
gardens is situated on the Marine Hospital reservation and the other on t,he
Presidio reservation. Both of them border on Lobos Creek and the springs that feed
it. The one on the Marine Hospital reservation is the most objectionable, as the
entire ground drains into the creek, while a small portion of tl!e garden on the
Presidio reservation is on higher laiHl and slopes slightly fi:om the creek. Both of
these gardens are covered with hundreds of tons of manure from wllicl! an infusion
drains into the water of the creek, wl!ich must ev.en now affect its wholesomeness,
and <.luring the rainy season will make it very impure and unfit for use. The board
t!Jerefore recommen<.ls that both of these gaTdens be vacated as soon as practicable;
that from this elate no manure be pnt on the ground, all cultivation of the gardens
·cease, and that when vacated the sites be sown with grass seeds," and that "the
houses used. by the gardeners as a c1 wel1ing, stable, cow sheds, etc., be removed when
the gardens are vacated."
Action as recommended was opposed by the authorities of the Marine Hospital
and not carried out .
.January 29, 1883, the board made a further report that "it adheres to the opinion
expressed in its report for OctolJer 26, 1882, that the infusion from hundreds of tons
of manure which drains into the creek must even now affect its wholesomeness, and
during the rainy season make it very impure and unfit wr nse; and it respectfully
renews the recommendation made in that report."
March 18, 1883, Maj. W. A. Jones, U. S. Engineers, addressed a Jetter to the
adjutant-general of the department which so well covers some facts and consi(leratious that I can not do better than quote a portion: "I have made a minute
examination of the catchwa.ter basin that drains into the sea through Lobos
Creek, an<.l find it to be substantially as shown on the map herewith, which also
sl!ows the gardens along said Cicek. The area of this basin is a1JOnt 3.35 squa,re
miles. The escape of water from it bas been largely modified by drifting sand,
which now covers nearly the whole of it. This sand l!olds the water in a subterranean basin which has its outlet in the springs along Lobos Creek. On t!Je borden'~ of this basin are the Chinese, and portion~:> of the Odd Fellows, Calvary, and
Laurel Hill cemeteries. On the flats are extensiYe vegetable gardens andafewmilk
aud hog ranches. The Marine Hospital and its gardens along the creek on the Presidio reservation are entirely on this watershed. Purthermore, the city is rapidly
spreading toward it, and the day is not far (listant when it will he extensi. vely built
upon. "There are now considerable settlements upon it. The discharge from Mountain Lake is through Lobos Creek, the water fl.owing snbterraueonsly through the
sand, first to tl!e sonthward, and thence bendillg around io the northward into tl!e
creek. The clefl.ection is caused by a sandstone ridge which runs along the western
bon1er of the lake. This ri(lge has been tunileletl by the water company with a view
of using the water from the lake in case the creek snpply falls short. Water is now
drawn through tl!is tunnel to supply the fl.ume fi·om wllich the gardens on the Presidio reserYation are irrigated.
"To what extent or distance the propagating poison of zymotic diseases can he
transportecl by water after it gets into the ground can not, in my judgment, ue estimated. In the present instance it is probable tl!at t,lw subterranean reservoir is so
large tl!at any organic pollution it may receive is either oxidized or clilnted to such
:m extent as to he harmless by the time the water emerges at Lobos Creek. This
can not be said, however, of the drainage water from the Marine Hospital and PreRi(lio gardens along Lohos Creek. Here the cout1tmination is immediate, ancl in
times of considerable rainfall quite apparent to sight, taste, and smell. There are
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at present enormous quantities of manure spread over these gardens, and shoul
short season of considerable rainfall occur the water would certaiulv be
offensive from it. The supposition that a stream of water flowing 2,0.00,000
a day through a small flume of redwood boards may, once in a while, be turn
a coffee-brown color from the coloring matter in the redwood is at variance
with common sense, but with sound chemical judgment. It should be remem
that in ordinary circumstances the Lobos Creek water has, to all appearances,
of a superior quality It has been used by three military posts and a portion of the
city with considerable satisfaction, and in times when it has not been satisfactory
the trouble has been directly and reasonably traced to the manure on these gardens.
'J'he position taken by the Marine Hospital authorities is therefore substantially
that because this water supply may possibly be contmninated from outside sources
they may certainly contaminate it for the sake of getting some vegetables for nothing. I am satisfied that when it shall reasonably appear that for a paltry saving of
$150 per month to a Government hospital the lives and health of a great many people
are imperiled, or even by any remote possibility imperiled, the honorable Secretary of
the Treasury will concur in the views of the military authorities, which are that all
gardens draining immediately into Lobos Creek should be abolished. The policy of
the military authorities should be undoubtedly to peremptorily stop all pollution
of this water supply that is immediate and apparent, and whenever it shall reasonably appear that the water is polluted from sources be~rond their reach the use of
it for drinking ancl cooking purposes should be stopped and the supply for this purpose drawn from the immediate watershed. of Mountain Lake, an area that is entirely within their control, am1 whose systt•.m can be kept clean and wholesome.
"This brings me to some general considerations that deservo attention. The da,y
is rapiuly approaching when the expensive system of keeping up a great many small
military posts can be changed, and the cost of the military establishment very much
reduced by concentrating the Army at a few important points; not only the economical administration but the discipline, efficiency, and general good of the Army
would be very much improved by such a change in this direction. In such event
the city of San Francisco would unquestionably be a point, where a consideralJle
number of troops could be effectively stationed, and they could be most economically
kept here by concentrating· the whole garrison at one pobt. (Of course the military
prison at Alcatra7- Island would require separate treatment.) The obvious place for
such a post would be the Presidio reservation. As the future transcontinental railroads will have to go either through or alongside this reservation, supplies could be
landerl here in bulk from both ship and car, ami a great saving in transportation
effected. The site is not only advantageous for quarters but roomy for military
m::meu vers of all kinds. Troops of all arms can be instructed here with very great
adYanta.ge to both officers and men, and in time of need can be easily distributed
among the harbor forts or rapiclly sent to any points in the Pacific coast region, In
time of peace to dilute the small garrison of a city among a number of small posts
makes the establishment unnecessarily expensive, am1 at the same time cripples the
possibilities in the way of instruction, discipline, and general efficiency.
"It thns becomes apparent that it will not be long before the whole of the water
in Mountain Lake will be required for the use of the Presidio garrison, rmd as it
will then be necessary to keep the watershed that supplies it clean, the presence
upon it of such an establishment as a marine hospital, wherein are collected and
treated the diseases of all creation, will not be compatible with the best interests of
the Government."
What action, if any, was taken in consequence of the foregoing I do not know, but
whatever was done, the nuisance was not abated, and December 28, 1889, the commancling officer, Fort Mason, reported that "the manifest comlition of the water
supply at this post, derived from stream on the Presidio reservation at a point within
the marine hospital grounds, and the frequent reports of the post surgeon as to its
poor quality for domestic uses, led to recommendations for the improvement by filtration." He also calls attention "to a certain and prolific source of contamination
by the Chinese gardeners and others in the marine hospital gardens which surround
the source of water supply of the Presidio, Fort Mason, and a considerable portion
of the inhabitants of the city of San Francisco."
I am con;:;trained to add that examination of official reports in the office of the
medical director shows no disease to have occurred since then at the Presidio which
was due to the use of the drinking water in question.
The constantly increasing population of the watershed fumishing the drinking
water mnst he accompanied with a proportionate increase of contamination.
The probable approach of cholera demands prompt attention to the water supply,
the water being a frequent means of spreading the disease, and therefore a prurlent
foresight demands that the recommendations made by tl1e boaTel aiHl eugineer officelJerci ofore quoted, be carried into effect or that a new sonrce of supply of water be
fonud for the Pre~:Jidio,
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Fort Reno, Okla.-The water supply of this post has been a cause of
much anxiety to medical officers for many years back. The main
source, North Fork of the Canadian, was supplemented at first by wells
and water wagoned from Caddo Springs, 4 miles distant. For three or
four years back only one well bas been used; the others were closed on
the recommendation of various medical officers. Some of the disused
wells hav·e been converted into cesspools. The river water has beeu
condemned by repeated analyses and the well regarded doubtfully.
Caddo Spring water was used at first only by officers. The prevalence
of sickness among the men, as compared with the good health of the
officers and their families, has frequently been a subject of obRervation
in connection with the fact that the latter do not use the river water,
but have their supplies wagoned in kegs from Caddo Springs. The
number of cases of sickness among the men at one period led Capt. J.
Van R. Hoff, then post surgeon, to urge the introduction of the spring
water for general use. Nevertheless an allotment was made to sink an
artesian well to the water shed which has its outlet at the springs.
The well was bored to a depth of 400 feet, when an accident put a stop
to further work at that point. The medical officer then on duty urged
the piping of the water from the springs as being feasible and not
expensive, and the construction of cisterns to utilize the rainfall, in
both of which recommendations he was sustained by the medical director, but the contractors meanwhile recommenced drilling at another
point. l\'leanwhile also, on account of sickness at the post, attributed to
the well water, a communication was sent by the Surgeon-General to
the Secretary of War recommending that steps be taken to secure a
continuous supply from Caddo Springs. The post commander directed
the closure of the well. This officer, it may be stated, agrees with the
post surgeon and medical director that a good supply of pure water
can be had from Caddo Springs.
In February of this year it was learned that the artesian boring had
reached a depth of 1,220 feet, and that, as the director of the Geological
Survey had officially stated there was a possibility of getting water at
this point, the necessary expenditure for sinking 500 feet deeper was
authorized. This boring appears to have been a great mistake. It
would have been much better to have piped from Caddo Springs, or
even to have dug a well in the river bottom above the post.
San Carlos, Ariz.-The supply is from a well 8 by 8 by 34 feet in the
river bottom. It gives a dally :flow of 144,000 gallons in winter and
45,000 gallons in summer. It is pumped into a 19,000-gallon tank and
distributed by gravity. The quantity used daily equals the summer
capacity of the well, so that every day in that season it is pumped dry.
The wooden tank is rotting and warping below, and so shrunken above
that it can not be filled; the water runs out through the seams. The
analysis of this ·water is given on page 134.
Fort Sheridan, lll.-Some trouble was experienced during the winter
by the blocking of the intake by ice. The post surgeon urged this as
another argument in favor of carrying the intake further into the lake.
Water drawn in l\farch fi·om one of the faucets in the hospital was
decidedly impure.*
Fort Stanton, N. lJ-Iex.-The water is derived from a well23 feet deep
and 3 feet in diameter, situated only 20 yards from the Rio Bonito, a
small stream subject to floods in certain seasons, but dry during late
summer and autumn. It is pumped into a distributing reservoir at the
*See a,nal.rsis,
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rate of 4,000 gallons an hour at one time without making any change
in the water level, while at another the supply becomes inadequate for
the needs of the post. The water is hard, arid has on several occasions
been accused of oceasioning dysenteric. troubles. Two years ago a,
well was sunk to the depth of 93 feet, when the attempt was g-iven up,
as the supply obtained was not worth pumping. Subsequently, in 1892,
it was proposed to dig another well of larger diameter, and money was
allotted for this purpose; but in the mean time a proposition by a citizen of the neighborhood to drill a well not less than 150 feet deep,
whieh would give 15,000 gallons every twelve hours, was accepted.
Work is now in progress on this well.
Fm·tWarren, Mass.-The deficiencyofwater at this post will soon be
remedied by connection with the system of Boston by an extension of
the 6-inch main which now supplies Gallope's Island.
Fort lVashakie, W.'lfo.-Complaint was made of the quality of the
water supply from the South Fork of Little Wind River; but on examination the water was found to be that of a pure mountain stream.*
Fort Wingate, N. Me.r.-The water of the Ojo del Oso at this post
was examined during the year.* :1\iaj. W. Mattllews reports as follows
concerning it:
This spring has long been a noted locality in New Mexico, a1Jd before the establishment of a garrison here the beautiful grove that surronncled it was a fasorito
camping ground for freighters and travelers. Its existence determined the location
of this important garrison.
The spring gnshes from the foot of the Zuni Mountains, 140 yards behind and south
of the rear of the line of officers' quarters at Fort Wingate; it is shaded by oak,
cedar, and willow trees of unusual size and undoubtedly of great age. · Its altitude
ahove the sea is almost exactly 7,000 feet. It discharges water at the rate of about
170 gallons per minute. This supply is not only ample for all the domestic and
hygienic needs of the post with its system of pipe supply and sewerage, but it keeps
green many lawns in front of the hospital and officers' quarters and serves to irrigate the post garden of about 20 acres. No doubt if it ·were necessary to cultivate a
larger garden here the water could be made to cover more ground. The vegetables
rah;ed in this garden by means of the abundant water draw first prizes every year
at the Territorial agricultural fair.
This spring is but one of several springs of similar character which surround the
Zuni Mountains and make agricultural settlements possible at different places
around their base. It probably draws its supply originally from the rains and
snows of tlwse mountains, which rise to heights of 8,000 and 9,000 feet,, are covere(l
with heavy pine forests, and receive abundant precipitation both in summer and
winter. But it is reasonable to suppose that the spring finds its more immediate
source in very deep strata of those mountains, for the volume of its water is ~nvaria
ble from month to month and from year to year-the wettest seasons do not mcrease
and the dryest seasons do not diminish it.
There is a core of granite in the center of the Znf1i Mountains, but the onter slopes
consist largely of limestone anll calcareous sandstone, the latter often highly colOTed
and showing evidences of the plentifnl presence of iron. These stra1jifiell rocks no
doubt part with much of their substance to the water and load it with its notably
abundant earthy constituents.
It is very hard. water. It deposits in a short time cleep incrustations on the inside
of all vessels in which it is boiled. It is unfavorable to the uses of the laundry and
tends to roughen the skin of those who wash in it.
For most persons I believe it to be a healthy water to drink; but I have had some
cases of lithiasis and irritable bladder which seemed to be aggravated by it and
were ameliorated by the use of distilled water or of Bethesda water or other waters
imported from the East.
There is no reason to suppose that in its underground course this water can be
subject to any important organic contamination, and the portion used here for drinking purposes is well protected after it-issues from the ground. The natural outlet is
covered by a house, which is locked. From this the water passes through an iron
pipe to a small stone reservoir, which is also housed and kept under lock and key.
Close to the reservoir is the steam pump which forces the water up to the top of a

* See page 528,
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neighboring l1ill high above all the buildings in the garrison. Here the water is
stored in a large stone reservoir, which is thoroughly protected with a substantial
and well-ventilated house. The pipes of the post are supplied fron1 this large reser ·
voir. The overflow from the smaller reservoir near the spring passes into the irrigating ditches to water lawns and gardens.
'rhere is only one house-a set of officers' qnarters-at the post Luilt at a higher
level than the spring; but this house is about 125 yards ti·om the spring, and is separated from it by a prairie.

Fort Yellowstone, Yf:o/o.-Oapt. C. M. Gandy reports, concerning the
Jlew supply at this post, as follows:
The "new post" is supplied with water from Clematis Creek, a mountain stream,
a reservoir being formed by a dam thrown across it shortly Lefore its emergence
from the ravine down which it flows. Extenuing from this reservoir to the northwest corner of the post is a cast-iron 4-inch main, boxed and laid 6 feet below the
surface. This main has a fall of 128 feet between the points nameu. At the corner
of the post the main branches, each branch retaining the original diameter of the
main. The branch in front of the quarters and storehouses is for fire purposes, having no connection with any buildings, but having on it six 3-inch fire hydrants, ii·om
one of which the sewer is flushed through the medium of a 3-inch hose and the first
manhole. On a line with the rear of the officers' quarters the northern branch is
tapped by a 3-inch ir011 galvanized service pipe from which indivi<lunl set of qna.rters receives a branch, each house pipe being provided with a "sto11 and waste cock."
In the same manner the barracks washroom and men's closets are supplied and the
like pipe ta,ps the main to supply a trough in rear of the cavalry stables. There is
no water in either of the barracks kitchens or noncommissioned staff quarters, the
former dmwing its supply from the cock in the washroom and the latter from an outdoor hydrant near the dead end of the main. On this branch are three fire hydrants
in apposition, respectively, to the barracks, the stables, and the noncommissioned
staff quarters. There is uo record of any analysis of the water, and while possessing considerable hardness, both temporary and permanent, it is believed to be of
good quality. It probably produces mild intestinal disorders in persons unaccustomed to its use. The reservoir being unprotected by a fence, it is possible that its
11se as a drinking place by animals, both wild and domestic, may become a source of
contamination; it is not believed that this has occur:recl to any great extent thus far.
Both the amount of supply and storage capacity are ample.

Oarnp Lctmont, Jackson Park, Ohicago.-The medical officer at this
camp invited attention to the impure water supply derived fron:i Lake
Michigan, the sewage contamination of which is notorious. The representation was made that a large sewer emptied into the lake at each
end of the fair grounds, and the sewage of the park itself was returned
to the lake after only .60 per ceut of its organic matter had been removed. The intake was 1 mile from the shore, but sewage had been
traced as far as the crib. The water as supplied contained 500 to
1,200 bacterial colonies to the cubic centimeter. As the rules of the
World's Fair authorities agaiust fire did not permit of sterilization
by boiling, and as the methods of filtration in use on the grounds
could not be trusted to remove infection from the water, another
source of water supply was imperative, particularly as it was understood that the military cadets were to form part of the garrison.
Typhoid fever would have been as prone to occur among them under
the conditions of their encampment on the fair grounds as among
a regiment of raw troops during time of war. Outbreaks of this
fever were of too frequent occurrence during the war of the rebellion;
but enough is now :Known concerning· their caugation to enable us in
many instances to prevent them. The proposition of the commanding
officer to introduce a supply of Hygeia water was therefore earnestly
indorsed by this office.

1'abnlation of analytical notes.
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1..........

Fort .Adams, R. I. :
Eastwell ..........................
West well ................................ --·i
Newport supply ............................. '
Fort Barrancas, Fla.:
I
Spring............. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
10. 0
.Artesian well......................
J. 0
::Fort Bliss, Tex. :
East well..........................
34. 4
West well . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . ..
44. 4
Fort Clark, Tex.:
I
Dbtributing pipes .......................... .

2.24j
2. 2 I
2. 7

.O<l!
• 00;>
. 003

.017_
. 007;>
. 020

. 32-i
. 104
. 500

1.0
1.4

. 006
. 016

. 003
• 002

None.
None.

2.4
3. 3

. 002

. 002

. 002

::~:

Prrsent .
Present.

Nitrites. I Nitrates.

I

Present.
Traces .
None .

nemarks.

Present. l'?.u
t
h .
Present. ,5 se no aut onzel1.
Trace.
I
~~~:: }coloration on ignition slight and eYanescent.

I

I

.0281
. 024
• 048
• 064
. C84
• 072

Trace.
Trace.
Trace.
Trace .

. 002
• 0025

. 018
.016

None.
None.

. 74•
. 70

None.
None.

.018
. 019
• 034
. 007
. 007

.4
.4

. 0145
. 015
. 0095

.005
. 012

2.4
6. 7

. 002
. 004

N2~~-

17.2
17.2
.4

. 003

Trace.
. 0055

.0025 j..........
. 0045 . . . . . . . . . .
. 0035 1
. 340 ,

1.1
1. 3
1.3

. 003
. 0055
. 007

. 0055
. 0105
. 017

.128
.132
.132

None.
None.
None.

1.0

. 002

. 005

• 076

None.

. 001
. 009
. 010

60.0

None.

38. 0
4.2. 0

1.7
1.7

None.
None.

Barrack tap ..................... { ::::::::::
Intake well ................................. .
Proposed intake .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
12. 2
Henderson Bay .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
13. 0
.Fort M~ade, S. Dak:
1
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FOOD.

The food supply has been reported ample in quantity and of excellent
quality. The few exceptional cases in which some article of the supply
is made the subject of unfavorable criticism serve merely to emphasize the excellence of this provision for the well being of the soldier.
Moreover, it will be seen that most of the references to inferior quality
have their origin in the naturally poor condition of western beef cattle
at certain seasons. Fort Grant, Ariz., is the only post from which any
general complaint was received. Three medical officers were successively in charge during the year, and each felt called upon to invite
attention to faults in the food supply. One in July and another in
August took exception in strong terms to the butter on hand for sale.
Some accidental contamination in storage appears to have been the
occasion of these complaints, as the butter is said to have been so
strongly flavored with kerosene oil as to be unfit for use. The post
commissary of subsistence made suitable recommendation in the case,
and as no further unfavorable mention was made it is assumed that
the evil was. remedied. T.he quality of tile flour was challenged in
August, and it was stated that there was a general outcry against the
bread. To this the officer on duty as post treasurer replied that a different grade of flour would be received soon, and that the bread had
been spoiled in only one instance, and this from careless handling after
issue and not from any fault of the baker or defect in the flour. In
February the potatoes were· represented as so fungus spotted as to involve great waste and consequent shortage in preparing them for the
table; in April they were reported as sprouting, and in May as small,
shriveled, and of inferior quality. The onions issued in May shared
in this adverse criticism.
The chief complaint, however, at this post was against the beef,
wbich was repeatedly reported tough, lean, and with an undue proportion of bone. Similar reports came from other posts in the West, as
Whipple Barracks and Forts Bowie, Buford, Clark, and Niobrara, Camp
Poplar River, and Forts Ringgold, Stanton, and Supply. The sterile
ranges in the vicinity of these posts fail, particularly at certain seasons, to afford the grazing needful to the production of good beef.
While characterized as lean, tough arid stringy, the meat is usually
acknowledged to be as good as is afforded by the neighboring ranges.
Beef cattle killed by contractors have ordinarily not dressed more
than 350 pounds, and cattle of that size necessarily have a larger proportion of bone than animals in good condition. Contracts provide
specifically for good beef, and for procuring it in the open market if
the contractor fails to furnish what the contract requires; but the open
market usually offers only the same range-fed beef. A.t Forts Supply
and Clark recommendation was made that the contract should provide
for stall-fed cattle, at least during certain months of the year, but it is
understood that this did not meet with the approval of the Commissaryf+eneral of Subsistence. At Whipple Barracks and Fort Niobrara
purchases of beef had to be made by the companies to supplement their
ration.
The flour issued at Whipple Barracks was reported in April as dark
h1 color and apparently deficient in gluteil. At Fort Myer, in the same
month, the bread was bad on account of inferior flour. Three samples
t•xamined by tb.e post surgeon contained only from 5i to 7 per cent of
gluten; a fourth sample yielded 12i per cent. The flour in the barrels
from whieh the poor samples were taken had a musty odor and sour
W .A.R 93- VOL I--34:
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taste. Bread made during the following month was of better quality,
as the use of the defective flour was avoided. Bread of inferior quality
at Fort Bayard in September, Fort Thomas in January, and Fort Ring.
gold in February, was apparently due to faults in baking.
The potatoes issued in September at Fort Clark, and in December
and January at .Alcatraz Island, were of inferior quality, watery, and
decaying. At forts Stanton and Supply they were soft and shrunken,
evidently as a result of frost. The intention of the commanding officer
at Fort Columbus, as expressed in the sanitary report for May, to place
the potatoes furnished for issue before a board of survey unless there
was an immediate improvement in the quality of those furnished by
the contractor, appears to have sufficed to secure potatoes, " good and
wholesome in quality and condition," in conformity with the terms of
the contract.
The post. surgeon of St. Francis Barracks represented that in the
warm season a ration consisting of 80 per cent Irish potatoes was unsatisfactory and wasteful, as these tubers became waxy or decayed.
At the same time an abundance of cheap and wholesome vegetables of
local growth was to be found in the markets. In view of these representations, authority · was given for the issue at this post, during tl1e
period from March 1 to .August 31, of 40 per cent of common potatoe~,
30 of sweet potatoes, and 30 of other vegetables of wholesome quality
procurable in the neighborhood, such as onions, carrots, beets, turnips,
cabbages, squashes, and string beaus.
The following suggestions by Capt. P. Clendenin, Fort Brady, Mich.,
are of interest:
There is a point a·oont the consolidated mess that is very unsatisfactory, autl
which, it seems to me, Hhould be remedied, and that is the serving of the food. In
many instances it is cold before being placed before the men; the distance it is carried is considerable, and by the time the meat, for instance, is carved and distributed,
jt is cold. This difficulty could be obviated by using a. hot carving table such as is
frequently seen in city restaurants and hotels. If it is not thonght feasible to purchase one, it seems to me one could be made at the post. A ta,ble could be made
with a top of steam pipes, connected with the steam-heating plant; this would be
simply a sort of horizontal radiator. The objection to this wonld be that it would
only he serviceable during the winter months, when steam was on in tbe building,
still:::;toam will no doubt he used during eight montbs of the year; but, on the other
hand, the appn,ratus should he in working order the year aronnd. I had thought to
recommend this scheme, to be supplemented by an arrangement for heating the table
by oil or other burning fluid, but all t.hese make odors or are unsafe.
A most praeticable scheme has seemed to me to be tbe use of hot water from the
separate heater in the kitchen; tbe circulation can be kept 1Lp by return pipes
placed in the same manner that the circulating pipes are arranged between the
reservoirs and the bath rooms in the officers' quarters here. If this is not desirable,
a table could be constructed with a top which is a closed reservoir of 6 inches depth
and the requisite length and width, like an immense oyster can, and let this be filled
with water at near the boiling point; t.his could be filled simply by turning a faucet
if the water were piperl from the heater. aud the water could afterwards be used
for diRh washing or scrubbing if desired. Whatever scheme is thought best should
be arranged before any more men are messed here. Tbere is another suggestion I
have to make in this connection, and that is, that rubber-tired wheel carts to carry
tbe food in from tbe kitchen would he a very great c01wenience, as with them it
would. be possible to serve tbe food mucb more qnickly and in better condition than
at prese11t. These carts might _be large trays with a tin cover, or might be something Rimilar to . the ovt>ns nse<l by caten·rs in· cities; they would not rPqnire any
means uf heating, however, if they were beated before the food was introduced.
CLOTHING.

Merlicnl officers generally appear to be satisfied wit-h tl1e clothing of
the men, a.s unfavorable criticism has been exceedingly rare. Those
stationed at Camp Eagle Pass and Key West Barrack~ desire a lighter
quality of woolen underwear for the men. J. Y. Porter, 1\f. n., attend-
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mg physician at the latter station, holds that his long professional
experience in that climate has demonstrated the necessity for wool as a
texture for underwear; but the articles should be of light weight, otherwise they will be uncomfortable and irritating. He considers that
"feather-weight" all-wool undershirts and drawers would not be any
more expensive of purchase than those now furnished, and would more
decidedly conduce to the health and comfort of the men. He thinks it
likely that if light woolen articles are not provided the men will purchase for themselves the cheap gauze stuff which does not possess the
vroperty of preventing rapid evaporation from the body when bathed
with perspiration, and which, consequently, tends to the production of
those diseases that arise from chilling of the surface.
On the other hand, the post surgeons at Forts 1\'lcPherson and Brady
take exception to the drawers issued as lacking in the necessary warmth
for winter wear. Col. B. J.D. Irwin, .Assistant Surgeon-General, characterizes the issue at Fort Brady as unsuitable, inasmuch as it is too
light for winter and too rough for summer wear, the drawers and undershirts especially so; and 0{tpt. P. Clendenin protests against the use
of cotton drawers at this post. "The underclothing sho11ld be of wool
and of good quality to protect a man on guard duty when the temperature falls at night to-30° Fabr." It is understood that thick woolen
drawers are noVf supplied to the troops in northern Dakota.
One medical officer compared the weight of the officers' helmet with
trimmings (11! ounces), with that of the enlisted men (5 ounces), and
suggested the use of the latter by everyone as a sanitary measure in
hot climates .
.A few medical officers have reported that the cloth of the dark blue
trousers furnished to the men of the Hospital Corps loses its color, wears
white, and soon looks shabby; and one officer criticises in like manner
the coats of the men of the companies, stating that they fade on the
right breast where the rifle bears in the position of right shoulder
arms.
I have already recommended the use of white linen or cotton duck
for men of the Hospital Corps on ward, dispensary, and other indoor
duties.*
HABI'rS, CLEANLINESS, ATHLETIC EXERCISES, E'l'C.

The habits of the men arc generally reportfld good. At some posts,
as Fort Grant, reference is made to the evil influence of low resorts
bordering on the reservation, where drunkenness and prostitution impair the morals of the men. Similar resorts in cities near military
stations do equal harm to the troops. The remarks submitted in presenting the data relating to the prevalence of venereal diseases and
alcoholism give a statistical expression to the habits of the men in this
view of the question. The bad habits of the Indian companies have
already been reported, pages 63 and 103.
With these exceptions the habits of the men must be regarded as
good. TlH'Y are clean in person and clothing and soldierly in bearing.
At a few po&ts the facilities for bathing continue to be somewhat defective, but much ltas been efte(·ted of late in bettering them. The poorest arragl·me11ts are prol>ably to be found at Uamp Eagle Pass, where
the batu IJonse, a ho1-4pital tent rJitcbed in an arroya, is furnished with
ouly oue tub. Suwe barrels are arranged to give a shower, and tllis is
* See page 413,
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preferred by the men to the tub. In summer scarcity of water, and in
winter the coldness of the weather, prevent regular bathing at this
post. Some of t)le men are therefore wanting in respect to cleanliness
of person, and skin diseases are said to have resulted.
The laundry work of the men is usually carried on by the wives of
married soldiers living in or near the garrison, or by laundrymen in the
neighboring civil communities. At Fort Logan some Chinamen occupy
an old wooden building and do the greater part of the washing for tbe
companies. They have a boiler of 40 gallons capacity, a stove, and a
few tubs; but the water has to be hauled in barrels and there is no
sewer connection, waste water flowing along an open ditch into a neighboring ravine. At Jefferson Barracks laundry work is done by a force
of 5 men and 8 women at a steam laundry having an engine of 36-horse
p-ower, with tubs, mangles, wringers, etc. This laundry is managed
by the de.pot quartermaster, and its charges fixed by the council of
administration of the station. This method of doing the work deserves
attention, particularly iu view of danger from cholera or specific febrile.
diseases. Maj. J. Van R. Hoff urged the establishment of a post laundry at Fort Riley to render the post independent of the civilian community of Junction City. He reported in S~ptember:
A most intimate connection with the neighboring town and great source of danger
arises from the necessity this command labors under of having its laundry work
done there. Referring to this in its relation to cases of scarlet fever occurring here,
I had the honor to state in my sanitary report for April, 1892, as follows: "These
germs (_scarlatina) are invited into the garrison chiefly through the instrumentality
of the clothing of the command, which is sent to Junction Cityto be laundered. So
long as the necessity for this remains, and it is now a necessity, so long will a gate
continue wide open for the entrance of any infectious diseases which may manifest
themselves in the neighborhood. There is hut one remedy for this condition, the
establishment of a laundry at the post.'' This recommendation gains importance in
connection with the approach of cholera, and no steps should be left untaken to
carry it out.

Little has been said on the subject of _the post exchange during the_
year, but all the reports concerning it indicate a change of views.
:Medical opinion, at first generaHy in favor of the institution as tending
to lessen the frequency of intoxication, appears· of late to doubt the
soundness of its earlier conclusions. Many medical officers now consider that the comparative infr~quency of absolute intoxication is offset
by the facilities afforded to young men to indulge in beer drinking.
They are of opinion that old men habituated to the use of distilled
liquors will not be satisfied with beer, but will get whisky at other
places than the post exchange, while young men who would not leave
their barracks for intoxicants of any kinrl are led into bad habits by
the ease with which beer may be obtained and the official sanction
given to its use. In the following paragraphi' Maj. C. K. Winne gives
excellent expression to this view of the influence of the· post exchange
as now conducted:
The originaUdea of the canteen, based upon analogous institutions in some European armies, was an excellent one; that is, to open to men off duty a pleasant, warm,
lighted room away from tlle barracks where they could read, smoke, play cards, or
purchase little necessaries or light refreshments, though the latter is not such an
essential in this service as it is abroad. There the men have small pay and as a rule
an insufficient ration which they arc obliged to supplement by purchase. Here, on
the contrary, the pay is comparatively large, the ration is ample, and the Subsistence Department now has for sale various extra toilet and other articles, which at
one time could only be purchased at the post trader's, while the environmeut and
conditions of the American soldier are in every respect far better than that of any
class of men who rely upon manual l-abor for their subsistence.
But the canteen as originally proposecl, and which had mnch to commend it, l1as
gradually been modified so that it is for all intents and :purl1oses simply a.n authol'•
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ized beer saloon kept open under the auspices and with the approval of the Government.
'fhe old iniquities of the post-trader's system, with its extortion and intoxication
kept under control, have happily passed away, and the question is: Is it desirable
to take a retrograde step and continue the intoxication under control in another
way Y 'fo substitute the quiet narcotism of beer for the active delirium of alcohol-is
merely to change the action of one poison for another; t.he use of either ~one or the
other is followed by certain pathological sequences, more rapid and marked in the
one case than in the other, but inevitable in both. It is a well-known surgical fact
that those men whose bodies to a greater or less extent have undergone the physical
degeneration induced by these agents are the most um;atisfactory and uncertain
patients; they take anresthetics badly, re(·over less rapidly from shock, respond less
readily to stimulants when required, while the percentage of those who recover
after operations or compound fractures is much less in this class of patients than it
is among abstainers.
It seems an anomaly that while on the one hand soldiers are retained in the condition of trained athletes, and their equipments and arms are those which least unfit
them from being professional pedestrians, yet on the other hand they are furnished
within the post limits with the most fruitful cause of bodily decay, the one thing
that will unstring the muscles and befog their brains the soonest and most irretrieYably.
Whire it may not be possible to ascertain accurately whether or not offenses a.g~Linst
discipline and courts martial have increased or decreased since the canteen system
was established, and on this point there is a wide difl'erence of opinion, yet there
can be no doubt as to the fact that the present system, like the old, does encourage,
foster, and often initi!.\lte~ the habit of frequent tippling. There is no doubt that
many men, partic~llarly the young men, who would either abstain or drink very seldom if to do so they had to leave the post, form the habit of early driuking, and
steady aU-day drinking, when the opportunities are so freely offered them in immediate proximity to their barracks, with the added association of their comrades.
From the canteen the transition is easy to other places ontside the limits of the garrison, where stronger drink and other temptations are offered.
Many company commanders will dissent emphatically from the above statement,
not only because the canteen profits swell the company funds and are expended in
providing the company messes, but also because they consider it better for discipline to control their alcoholics by yielding somewhat to their tastes within the
limits of the post; this reasoning, however, it may be submitted, is most fallacious.
The Army ration is considered ample, and with the extra. vegetables furnishec:l by
the Subsistence Department should supply all the needs of healthy men with good
appetites; but if it is insufficient, then the lacking constituents of a good dietary
should be supplied by the Government, and not be taken from the pockets of onehalf the command in beer_money to fill the stomachs of the other half. As these
intoxicants are not needed as accessory foods it is neither good morals nor goocl
physiology to permit or encourage their use. If it is desirable to permit the indulgence of or to supervise one vice to a certain extent, then it naturally follows that
other vices should be placed in the same category; and there is no logical reason
why every post should not be provided with a detachment similar in kind to that
famous corps which Brantome describes as accompanying the picked column of the
Duke of Alva in his celebrated march to invade the Netherlands: "De plus il y avoit
quatre cens courtezanes a cheval, belles et braves comme princesses, et huit cens a
piecl bien a point aussi."

An idea may be formed of the influence of the post exchange on the
messing of the men from the statement that at Columbus Barracks,
during the period June 1, 1892, to March 31, 1893, the exchange contributed the sum of $3,005.65 to the mess fund. This was expended
chiefly for potatoes, meats, sausages, and dried fruits. The average
number of men in the mess was 500.
The following remarks of Dr. J. Y. Porter, on the• influence of individual habits on health, although written for the benefit of the garrison
of Key West Barracks, are equally applicable to troops at any station:
Having no special comments to make on the sanitary condition of the post and
the health of the command (which has been good) for the past month, the thought
suggests itself that some recommendations indicating how to keep well, particularly during the hot months, might prove serviceable. Excluding the causes which
produce the contagious epidemic diseases, and from which there seems no occasion
to fear, owing to the stringent regulations of the State health authorities, the maintenance of health depends mainly upon the ability and inclination of the individual,
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and particularly at a military post where the hygiene and sanitary environments are
kept as nearly as possible to a required standard. Without that coiiperation of the
individual the authorities are powerless to prevent the evilswhichinvariablyfollow
the violation of natural laws.
No one can indulge in excesses of any kind-eating, drinking. and abuse of the person-without lowering the vital force, and by vital force is meant that indispensable
agency through which life is maintained, and which is begotten through the medium
of the stomach and brain. The human animal requires a certain amount of food,
drink, and nervous activity to keep him in a normal condition of health; vary that
above or below the standard and disease ensues. It therefore seems apparent that
individual habits play an important factor in maintaining a healthy life. Thtmghtlessness and indifference to the laws of hygiene beget many ailments, which. trivial
at the beginning, lay the foundation for graver troubles and chronic diseases. The
enlisted man, accustomed to the paternal care of thoughtful authorities in matters
of food, clothing, and exercise, is apt to fall into indifferent habits of personn,l
hygiene and to be neglectful in observance of the ordinary means of keeping well.
Relieved from the restraint of the garrison, permission to leave the post is too
frequently construed into license to indulge freely in alcoholic drinks and in the
gratification of the animal passions. While overindulgence in the pleasures of the
table is usually followed by indigestion and gastric disturbances, the abuse of alcohol and of the person invariably result in a profound derangement of the nervous
centers, making the ofi'ender particularly inviting to the inroads of fever and neurotic troubles. Enough has been said 1t is thought to showthateach memberofthe
military family of Key West Barracks is in a great measure responsible to his own
personal habits for his health or sickness. The post itself has no inherent cn,uses
productive of disease. Fresh air, pure water, and health.y fqod are supplied, and it
is believed in ample quantity to maintain normal health, and it is confidently
expected, if each mem~er of the command will give that thoughtful attention to his
personal habits by avoiding excesses of eating, drinking, and exposure to the direct
rays of the sun and the night air, and by paying due care to the digestive organs,
the cessation of the bot season will find the garrison enjoying, as now, good health.

A very general call has been made by medical officers during the
year for the fitting up of a room for gymnastic exercises at their posts.
The small size of the reservation at some posts and the absence of an
open space in the vicinity prevent the men from indulging in base ball
or other athletic sports. At St. Francis Barracks, for instance, swimming in the bay is the only exercise available for athletic development
other than the usual setting up drill of the soldier. The long-continued
rainy season at some statioJls, as at Fort Canby, interferes with outdoor exercise, and at most of our northern posts the winter is a season
of little healthful exercise. The post surgeon of Fort Buford reports of
the men that "in winter police duty, shoveling snow, and delivering
fuel constitute their principal opportunities for exercise."
The academic gymnasium at West Point is a handsome building completed last year and fitted up with every desirable appliance for gymnastic exercise or physical training, containing also a large and welllighted natatorium, four bowling alleys, an improved running track, a
shooting pit, and a fence hall. Fourth class men only are obliged to
attend, but members of the upper classes receive every encouragement
to make use of the building, and many do so. The fourth cla~s receives
instruction three times a week, from October to June, each lesson forty
minutes in duration. On alternate days fencing with foils, sabers, and
bayonets is taught, and duringsummerinstruction in swimming is added.
Measurements of the cadets are made at the beginning of the course,
and from time to time during its -progr~ss, to discover the existence of
deficiencies, that exercises may be adopted for their correction. The
training is based on the German system, with such modifications and
additions from other systems as seem advisable, the aim being to develop activity, agility, and grace rather than to turn out expert gymnasts. The results, under the supervision of Mr. H. J. Koender, the
master of the sword, have been highly satisfactory.
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Plans and estimates, $10,000, for a building at Fort Columbus to be
used as a gymnasium, drill room, and lecture hall, 75 by 30 feet, with
an 8-foot piazza along its front, hat and wash room, etc., on the first
floor, platform and dressing rooms on the second, and furnace for hot
air in basement, were forwarded in connection with the sanitary report
for March. The department commander considered that such a building would be of great advantage in every way. ''The post is so near
the city and so limited in area that some attractions are needed, particularly in winter, to keep the men at home and away from evil resorts,
as well as to promote physical development and encourage manly exercises." As the Quartermaster's Department bad no funds for the construction of gymnasiums the application was disapproved..
At Jefferson Barracks the post surgeon repre~ented the necessity
for a riding ball, gymnasium, and general bath house, that athletic exercises might be practiced with system throughout the year. Three and
a half hours daily for five days of the week are devoted to these exercises when the weather permits, but the training for cavalry service is
often interrupted by meteorological conditions. The present gymnasium is a room on the second floor of the guardhouse, 48 by 28 by 12
feet, furnished with 1 trapeze, 2 horizontal bars, 1 pair of flying rings,
1 ladder, 4 parallel bars, 4 vaulting bucks, 4 chest machines, 24 pairs
of clubs, and 36 of dumb bells. Climbing, running, and jumping in the
open air are also practiced. A comparison of the physical measurements
of men on arrival and at departure is made, but the data gathered are
considered insufficient to satisfactorily define the effects.
The gymnasium at the recruiting depot at Columbus Barracks is
fully equipped. Each company is drilled one hour daily, except on
Saturdays and Sundays. An old barrack building has been converted
to use as a gymnasium at the Davids Island Depot; and at several posts,
as Forts Bayard, DuChesne, Hancock, Marcy, Mackinac, Camp Pilot
Butte, and Vancouver Barracks, vacant squad rooms, mess halls,
sheds, etc., have been converted similarly. That at the fir-st-named
post is said to be but little used. At Camp Pilot Butte, on the other
band, the men are said to enjoy the exerch;es; "there are few of the
men that are not above the average in strength and activity, and some
of them are first class athletes."
Alcatraz I~land, Fort Bidwell, Boise Barracks, and Forts Leavenworth, Trumbull, and Washakie are each provided with a gymnasium .
...~t Fort Trumbull a casemate is fitted up; at Washakie a room in the
amusement ball building, and at Alcatraz and Boise a hall attached
to the post exchange.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

~

In conclusion I desire to invite attention to the recommendations
made in this report, as follows:
The introduction of electric light into the Army and Navy General
Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., and an increase of the accommodations
for officers at the hospital. (See page 13.)
White linen or cotton duck as the most suitable wear for men occupied in ward or dispensary duties. (Page 19.)
The reference of all plans for the construction or alteration of buildings or for sanitary improvements at military posts to a board of officers,
in which the :Medical Department shall be represented. (Page 96.)
The disuse of casemates as living and sleeping rooms. (Page 99.)
A return so far to former methods as to provide public quarters for
a limited number of married enlisted men. (Page 100.)
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A consideration of the want of equity in the present method of heating the quarters of officers. (Page 101.)
A prohibition of the practice of flushing barrack floors with water
for the purpose of cleaning them. (Page 102.)
The construction of crematories for garbage at all permanent posts,
particularly when the reservation is small and surrounded by civil communities. (Page 119.)
The establishment of post laundries at large posts to obviate the
necessity of sending clothes to various localities in neighboring cities
or other civil settlements. (Page 138.)
APPENDE:[) PAPERS.

Appended are certain statistical tables which give in detail the data
on which the statements of this report are based. They are:
I. A numerical view of the effects of disease and injury on the .Army
during the calendar year 1892 as compared with the correspondiug
data of the year 1891 and of the decade ending December 31, 1890.
II. The relative sickness of the troops (white, colored, and Indian)
in the various military departments.
III. The military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged,
with mean strength, admissions for disease and injury; also deaths and
discharges, with ratios per thousand of strength for admissions and
noneffectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and the meteorological
data for the year 1892.
IV. A general view of the results of disease atld injury at each of
the various military stations, arranged in the order of their mean
strength.
V. Twenty posts having the highest rates of admission for the year;
the said rates compared with those of 1887-'91, inclusive.
VI. Twenty posts having the highest rates of noneffectiveness during
the year; the said rates compared with those of 1887-'91, inclusive.
VII. Twenty posts having the highest admission rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with
their ratios for deaths, discharges, and constant noneffectiveness; also
the corresponding· average rates of the Army.
·
Vlii. Twenty posts having the highest noneffective rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with the
average number sick daily, and average dilratio.n of each case; also
the corresponding average rates of the Army.
IX. The military posts in each dep~rtment, showing the rates of
admission, death, discharge and noneffectiveness for disease, not including venereal diseases, vaccina, nor alcoholism.
X. The monthly prevalence of disease among the white, colored and
Indian troops of the Army.
XI. The rates per thousand of strength of admission, death, discharge and non effectiveness of the .Army and of the troops in the several departments for the year, as compared with those of the decade
1881-'90, and of certain foreign armies.
XII. Admission rates for specific febrile diseases in various armies.
XIII. Distribution of specific febrile diseases at United States military posts during the year.
XIV. The distribution of pneumonia at United States military posts
during the year.
·
XV. Twenty posts giving the largest admission rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, dhtrrheal and venereal diseases, respectively.
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XVI. Twenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively.
XVII. The prevalence of alcoholism at the various posts and its
influence on the effective force of the garrison.
XVIII. Tbe relation of certain classes of disease to arms of service
and ages of individuals.
XIX. The relation of certain classes of disease to nativities and
lengths of service.
XX. The relation of certain specified diseases to arms of service and
ages of individuals.
XXI. The relation of certain !ipecitied diseases to nativities and
lengths of service.
XXII. N urn ber of applicants for enlistment examined during the
year, with the number accepted, rejected on primary examination, and
declined; also ratios per thousand examined.
XXIII. Causes of rejection among 25,012 recruits examined, with
corresponding rates per thousand of each race examined.
XXIV. Nativity of accepted recruits.
XXV. Average height, weight, and chest measurements of accepted
recruits.
XXVI. Occupations of accepted recruits.
Hespectfully submitted.
GEO.

Hon.

S. L.A.MON'l',
Secretary of War.

DANIEL

M. STERNBERG,
Surgeon- General.
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I.-A numm·ical view of the effecf8 of disease and injt~1·y on the A1"ntY during the
calendm· yem·1892, as compared wUh the C01'1'esponding data for 1891 and f01' the decade
1881-'90.

TABLE

United St:J.tes Army.

Colored.

White.

Indians.

Total.

Average strength as shown by returns of the AdjutantGeneral ........................... . *23, 877
*2, 201
*783
as shown by reports of the Medical
Department ...............•....... t21, 437
t730
t2, 036
2, 561
888
All admissiontJ to sick report during: the year .•••.••..• 27,299
348
·
treateu in hospital. .•..... 13,664
1, 403
525
treated in quarters ...... . 12,938
982
176
15
treated in field .......... .
697
1, 257.86
1, 216.44
Ratios ofall a<imissions per 1,000 of mean strength ..••.
1, 273.45
1, 577. 03 . 1, 797.30
for the previous year ......... .
1, 337.70
for the preceding decade ...... .
1, 625.16 ··--· · ----1, 442.02
1, 967
653
Admissions for disease ................................ . 22,011
1, 026.78.
894. 52
ratiosper1,000 of mean strength.
966.11
·
for ~.!:It:, previous
1, 266.47
year ... . ...... .
1_, 452.70
1,-096.23
for the preceding
decade ........ .
1, 333. 36 .. -- .. - - .. 1, 201. 83
Admissionsforinjury ....... .. ..........................
5,288
594
235
ratiosper1,000ofmeanstrength.
246.68
291.75
321.92
for the previous
344.59
year ........... .
24.]. 47
310.56
for the preceding
decade ........ .
291.80
240.19
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength of cases treated in
bospita.l ........ .
476.70
689.10
637.41
of cases treated in
719.18
quarters ........ .
482.32
603.54
of cases treated in
20.55
field ............ .
86.45
32.51
Number constantly noneffective dm:ing the year ... ... . .
29.17
78.49
850.84
ratios per 1, 000 of_mean
strength ... . ....... .
39.97
38.55
39.69
ratios for the previous
year ................ .
44.12
52.36
41.65
ratios for the prececling decade ......... .
44.35
43.31
Number of days lost on account of sickness during the
year ........................... . 311,409
10,678
28,728
average for e;ach man of the Army.
14.6
14.1
14.5
for the prevwus year ....•....•.•.
19.1
16.1
15.2
for the preceding decade ......••..
16.2
15.8
11.4·
.A Yerage number of days each case was treated ......•.
12.0
11.2
for the previons year ....
10.2
10.6
11.4
for the lJreceding decarle.
10.0
11.0
A Yerage days treatment for pat.ien ts discharged for disability ......... .
90.8
64.6
87.9
who died ......... .
33.6
44.8
Bl.8
N ttru ber of discllarges for_disability ................... .
25
32
436
ratios per 1, 000 of mean strength.
14.54 I
31.93
18.26
for the previous
year ........ . .. .
19.10
3.19
17.24 I
for the preceding
decade ..... ___ _
31.37
30.62
Number of discharges f<'r disease ..................... ..
30
22
383
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
13.63
28.09
16.04
for the previous
year .......... .
14.23
for the preceding
decade ........ .
27.23
I - -- .. li' urn ber of discharges for injury ...................... ..
2
3
53
ratios per 1,000 of mean strengtl1.
• 91·
3. 83
2.22
for the previous
year .......... .
. 44
3. 01
for the preceding
4. 50 .......... .
decade ........ .
3. 39
Number of deaths from all causes ..................... .
11
16
14.6
mtios per 1,000 of mean strength ... .
6.11
~: ~? e 2~:g 1
· for the previous year .
o.I6
for the preceding decade ............... -I
8. 57
10. 42 ........... [
*Used in computing the ratios of deaths and discharges for the whole Arm~y.
t Used in comvuting all ratios for the Army excevt those of deaths aml discharges

~:: :~

.

.

*26,861
t2i, 203
30,748
15,415
14,445
888
1, 270.42
1, 364.78
1, 459.65
24, 631
1, 017.68
1, 115.86
1, 214. 49
6,117
252.74
248.91
245.16
636.86
596.83
36.69
958.51
39.60
42.01
43.41
350,815
14.5
15.3
15.9
11.4
11.2
10.9

~-~ ~~-

{541.

86.8
32.9
493
18.35
17.23
30.70
435
16.20
14. 4'i
27.20
58
2.16
2. 76

3. 50
17:l

6. 4~
8. 05

8. 75

[)42
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I.-A numtm·ical view of the e.ffects of disease and injnry on the Army during
.calenda1· year 1892, etc.-Continued.
United States Army.

I

White.

----I

N UlD ber of deaths from disease - - - - . --- - - - - - -- - ---- ratios per 1,000 of mean strength .....
for the previous year. \
for the preceding dec- j
ade ................. :
Number of deaths from injury ................. ------. -- l
ratios perl,OOOofmean strength --.--i
for the previous year. !

101
4. 23
4. 98

Total.

I

117
4.31i
5.03

11.49
3.19

4

7

1. 82 :
1. 33 I

8. ~.t
3.19

5.81
56
2. 08
3. 0~

3.16 ;----------

2. 93

7.26 -----------

2. 91

H.-The relative sickness among the t1·oops, white, colored and Indian, in the
va1·ious milita1·y depaTtmcnts dw·ing the yem· 1892.
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II.-The 1·elative sicknes8 among the t1·oops, 1cl!ite, colored and Inclian, in the
1'a1·ious rnilitar.tJ depm·tnwnts clul'ing the year 1892-Continued.
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III.-Milita1·y posts in each departrnent, alphabetically an·anged, with mean
strength, ad·rnissions for disease and inju1·y, also deaths and discllargM, with l'atios per
thou.sa11d of strength for admissions, and noneffectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and meteorological data for 1392.
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3291,817.68
3!;2 1, 618. 64
72 1, 200. 00
126 670.21
59 967. 21

49 . 8 1
6
6
4 0 55
33. 70 --..
29.37
3
33. 33
2

13
19

73 1, 196. 72
119 1, 133. 33

~~

9.02
9. 57
2. 02
5. 52
2. 03 .
1. 56 1
3. 77

2I~ iJ~~: ~~ ~: ~~

87
95

11
28

98 1, 884. 62
. 99
1231, 255.10! 3. 30

F~t~l;~~~~,':iiY.:: ~:::: 2~~ 24~

5~

3~i 1, ~~~: ~~

52[
98
1

200 43.7 93-13 33.53
4 262.-- .... · [-31/4o. n
1
36 54. 1 99 12 45. 05
3 1, 078 59. 6 94 13 49. 87
1
8 58.4 991 19 49.24

9
8
7
7

1

20 0 5

1 5 5 [ ~.'i

8
3
1
1
1

I
-- - - --- -,- -_- - -

25. 62 .. -. . . .
35. 91
1 . _.

97
4 46 10
588 53. 3 98 1 2 31. 95
271 48.4 94
21.... .
282 ........ I........ .
1
186 42. 7 98 -14 40. 16
600 146. 3 88- 2 45. 87

!~: ~5 ~ .. i

~~ ~~- ~ ~~~-2~~~ *~· ~~

19. 13
33.68

1

-

1

1 .. .
l 3

.. ·.. ....
25 ... -1...... --1-- ...
....

•. . •. . .

1

2

n: ~~ !g:
~g --·9 _~: .. ~~~~~~--~ .. ~~ ~. i~~--~~
65 1, 048. 39l 2. 30
36. 93
1 ...
25 48. 8 92- 2.34. 75

Fort Trumbull, C01m .. .
62
56
9
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y.. 175 152
4.2
194 1, 108. 57 3. 59
20. 50 . .. . 1 140 .. - .. . ......... ..
Fort Warren, Mass..... 115
56
14
70 608.70 2. 55
22.14' 2...
38[49. 4 96
0.37. 02
\Vashington Barracks,
!
D. C _____ .... ___ ...... 332 595
63
658 1, 981. 93 14. 35
43. 22
4 1 106,54. 0 99/ 4 42. 34
Watertown
Arsenal,
,
I
l
Mass.................
31
28.... .
28 903.23
.52
16.75 ....... 100 .. .. .... ~ ---- · ----Watervhet.An;enal,N.Yi 55
70
11
811,472.73 3.35
60.96
1.. .
50~ ---- ........ ' .....
WestPoint,N.Y
375 415 119
5fl41 , 424.00 9.60
25. 59
4 2 167 .... 1 99 - 2 42.21
Willets Point, N.Y._ ... 376 353
84
4371, 162. 2'l 11.78
31.33
3 2
80 51.21 98
5 3!l. 65
FortvVood.N.Y ........
5±
28
9
37 685.19
.25
4. 55 .... l.---- ~- - - - ~ -- - - ~ ---- 1 ----·
:Field .. . .......... ___ ... _4~~--=~ -~ 1, 000. 00~~~--9.15 .:...:..:.:_ -=-:_.:_.:..:..:...:..: :...:..:..:_ .:...:..:.:_ .:..:_:_:1.:_:_:_:_:
Total. ............ 1,6,613 8, 429I1:_593 10,022 1_J..1h5.50I281.44: 4~- ~6 121 54 .. ... ,. ............... .

-------1

1

1

1

1

1

DEP.ARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
1

Fort Brad>, Mich ... _.. -~117 1
Chicago, Ill.. __ .. ____ .. .
b2
Indianapolis .Arsenal,

87
9

21]
11

<l

.re.r:e~~~~; B~~~~k~~ -M~: 1 5~~1 369

Fort Leavenworth, Kansl
Leavenworth Prison,
Kans.. .. ....... . .. . ..
FortMackinac,Mich . ..
Camp0klahoma,Okla . . l
Fort Reno, Okla _. _.....
Fort Riley, Kans... . .. .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill
}'ort Sheridan, IlL. .. ___
J<'ort Sill, Okla .. .. . .. .. .
l!'ortSnpply, In<l.'l' .....
Fort. Wayne, Mich......
}<'iel:l.................. .

7~ 4!~1 ' ~~g: ~~

1

7

7161 549. 192
1

1

115
114
39.
316i
686.
651
5271
il46
267
23:J
54

1081 923.08
10 192.31

3. 351
. 4.5

I

34.07

7i 2. 844152.5 1 98;-2o 40.02
1
I
26. 11
2! 2• 844!52. 5! 98[-20 40.09
15.48·- --- l--- 1 728!40.61 94!-1027.27
~3.22 j ---- ! -- J ---- I58.0 98!-11 142.2_8
67. 57, 9· o,3. 2001.... ... . !... .,.... .
27. 95 J_
2 .• 1, 300~ 53. 3 104·,' - 25 3.3. o;
21.48 . ... ... , 528 48.0 94-12 44.1o
34. 32 '!
9 5'.. .. . .. .. 941- 8'33. 68
1
37.26 10 5), 200,5!). 2 104'~-- 6134.32
47.01 1 7
12,:!0055.9 104-1321.9;;
50.781 6 2j 580 47.6 96 - 3:17. Ll
10.73! ···- : ·-- i ·---- ~ ---- ---- 1---- ' . . . . .
'

97 843.47 3 00
84 736.84 1:771
641,641.02 1.6~ [
6061,917.72 21. 3.>
7951, 158. 89 19.17
84,l, 292.31 1. 40
74311,409. 87 18.09
5721,653.18 1 12.89
4811,801 . 50[ 12.55
3091, 326.181 11.83
48; 888.89; .58!

Total ..... _.••.•.. 4, 178 4, 209 1, OlSi 5, 227i1, 251. 08J149. 73 3
1
1

1

~~~ ~~:~I·~ · .. 2:::: I ~~~~ ~;:~I ~~~ = ~ ~t ~~

16:
7411,034.92 24.40

I

91'
6,
n ! 13!
54. 101
505: 101
577 218\
74
10
596 1471
482
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407
74 ,
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38'
30
u;;

1

28. 60 [ 31 1! 600 39.1 [ 90[--22 30. 90
8. 721...... -i 66146. 6j' 94!-10,36. 56
'j
/
,
1

1
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1
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
TABLE

III.-MiUictry posts in each· departrnent, alphabetically armnged, with mean strength,
·
admissions for disease and injw·y, etc.-Continued.
. DEP.ARTMENT OF DA.KOT.A.
~~=~

Cases.

P,<i!
q;>V

~b()

~s

....

v~

Names of stations.

~

~
ce

1=1

459

Fort Keogh, Mout _.....
FortMeade,S.Dak ....•.

386
H3

Camp Poplar River, Mont
Fort Snelling, Minn . . . .
Fort Sully, S. Dak . _....
Fort Yates, N.Dak......
FortYellowstone,Wyo.
Field . ___ ...... _.. . . . . . .

97
412
176
259
76
119

~0

;...

~
.,...,
""

~

q)

Fort .Assinniboine, Mont

p:;

v

""

~

~
~
00-P
";;;j
OlJ

E-4

H

<110 ~
<D

·~o

So><

co.....r~
~

~g~

432

86

380
442

~~~~ Wi!'f:i~:.·N.on!k- ~: l~

i~

1
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201
2

i

90 • 26
437 120
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57
315
91
57
27
49
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~

f.<

q)

~"'
!=leo

:>, P<oo

sa

~

~
;a

"'"'~

;...<11

§~'S

v;-

0

'+-;

44.91

5
17

~

~

~v

-

11

2g: g~ ;t
~~
37.46
~~

<1l
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00

~

40.64

E

~

~

A

'2.

·s<1l

s

~

0

,.Q

A

d

.s

~

~h
Q.)·~

--- -

488 1, 264. 2fi 14. 46
6431,556.90 18.55
1
3
:
116 1, 195. 88 2. 58
5571,351.94 17.95
249 1, 414. 77 7. 04
406 1, 567. 57 16.83
841.105.261.80
70 588. 24 1. 73

Temperature.

0

:;:3

f.<

~~~
~~
.:i3-,...;,..,

v~

i:ll.o

<i!·.-<

~

~

~~~

5181, 128. 54 18. 65

~~ ~~~: ~b

- b()

o.-<

-- -- -- --- --

~~~~ ~~!~~~.· ~~~:~-:::: ~~~ !~~ 1~~ ~g ~; ;~~: ~~

Total ........••.•.

.....0
,.a·
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~

§ -~s .§
"' ~
~ ;a

A

3

Q)

-- !Feet.

2 2, 720 41. 0

0

E-4

-

-

-In.

98-3112.40

i52,~: 536
g~~ ~:-. ~ -~~~ ~~~ ~~-- ~~
43. 2 108-28 12.64
1

13,624 45.0 102-29 24.09
1
3
'
3 .... 2, 030 39. 0 104 -42113. 30
4
4 840 42.8 90-25 32.55
2 .... 1, 678 45. 1 106 -30 18. 81
8
31,670 42.1 102-31121.20
.....•....... 38.3 91-22:19.07
.••...........·- .........

i~: ~~' -. _
~ ~ ~ ~: ~bg ~~~ ~ .~~~ ~~~~~~-- ~~

26. 62
43.56
39. 99
64.98
23.f2
14. 51

3.23sj3,184 944 4,1281,276.83 l:Jo:27 40,29 651s

1

=
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~ ~ ~:r=

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo.
Fort Douglas, Utah . . . .
Fort DuChesne, lJtah..
Fort Loga?, Colo . . ... ..
Fort McKmney, Wyo...
Fort Niobrara, Nebr....
Fort Omaha, Nebr .... . .
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo .
Fort Randall, S. Dak. . . .
FortR;obinso~,N;br ....
Fort Sidney, Nebr . . .. . .
Fort Washakie, Wyo...
Field . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .

429
485
139
332
270
336
483
48
97
349
134
155
314

2421
421
105
267
272
293
490
34
76
318
104
72
281

Total ........•.... 13, 571 2, 975

87
71
61
69
84
97
101
6
36
126
32
3i!
76

329\ 766. 90
4921, 014. 43
1661.194.24
3361,012.05
3561,318. 52
3901, 160. 72
591 ,1, 223.60
40! 833.33
112 1, 154. 64
4441 ,272.21
1361,014. 93
1051 677.42
357 1,136.94
1

13. 55
16. 19
4. 47
11.49
12.25
13. '27
16.17
1. 50
· 2. 09
9.77
3. 62
3.14
5. 80

1

31.59
6
s,6, 021 ,44. 51 931-2913. 50
33. 39
6
1 4, 904 51. 2 100 ~ - 114. OS
32.14
1 ..........•.. 100-17 5. 46
34.60
3
2 ..... 148. 9 98.-1715.02
45.36
3
15, 175145. 3' 99 -2412.35
39. 50 'l
4
2'2, 750 145.9 104 1~ -24 27.92
33.49 18
3 960 49.2 100 -26 29.44
31.25 ............. 41. 5 95 ~-27
21. 57 . . . .
3 1, 245IJ6. 2 102 -22 20. 98
27.99
2
33,~7~ ....
98-~832.34
26.99
1 .... 4, 32UI46. 6 103 - 2919.89
1
20.27 . . . .
215,462 43. 0 94 ~- 30 12. 23
18.48....
2 ................ .
1

1

879 3, 854~1, 079. 25 ,113. 33,-31.74 44 2z =~~ =~~

DEPARTMENT OF TEXA.S.
:Fort Bliss, Tex ......•.
Fort Brown, Tex ........
Fort Clark, Tex ..... .. ..
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex.
Fort Hancock, Tex ......
Fort Mcintosh, Tex .... .
Camp Pena Colorado, Tcx
Fort Ring~ld, Tex .....
Fort Sam ouston, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex .......
Field ........•.....•.•..

107
59
321
53
50
149
49
134
427
34
98

Total .......•..... 1, 481

76
27
411
97
52
184
41
175
582
10
87

12
7
83
15
41
31
10
55
137
1
29

88 822.43 2. 70
34 576.27 2.18
494 1, 538.94 19.51
112 2, 113.21 4. 04
931,860.00 2. 23
215 1, 442.95 10.27
511,040.82 2. 61
230 1, 716.42 9.40
719 1, 683.84 25.16
11 323.52
116 1, 183.67 ~

25.25
36.91
60.77
76.30
44.65
68.91
53.19
70.14
58.93

.661 19.
<4
16.25

l,74f42i 2,163 1,460. 51

80.35

54.25

I

I

-~~~~--~~~-~--~
10311H3

1
2 3, 600 163. 2
4
2
50 ....
8
3 1, 000,68.4
3.... 800 70.2
1 .... 3, 000159. 9
2
2 380,72.0
1
13, 800'61.1
5
1 521 73.7
16
5 781 69.3
....
1 781 69.3

99
107 1122.97
111 -11 6. 9 6
105 21121. 05
101
1.12. 03
109 16 ,19. 25
!.18 19 25.8 1
98
1

. .l . .

-·r~,
-···

-41

17

.....

DEPARTMENT OF .ARIZONA.

F ort .Apache, .Ariz ......
F ort Bayard, N.Mex._ ..
F ort Bowie, Ariz ....•..
F ort Grant, Ariz ........
F ort Huachuca, Ariz ....
Fort Marcy, N. Mex ....
San Carlos, .Ariz ........
San Diego, CaL. ........
F ort Stanton, N. Mex ...
F ort Thomas, .Ari:.~ ......
Whipple Barracks, .Ariz.
F ort Wingate, N. Mex ..
] ~ield ...................

197
298
136
286
318
123
167
69
112
20
192
3581
154

220
45
64
338
116
53
302 105
220
66
194
38
186
42
55
113
27
8
4
173
45
3701 130
76, 41 1

101

265 1, 345. 18 773
402 1, 348. 99 17.65
169 1, 242. 65 6.11
407 1, 423. OS 13.61
286 899. 37 7. 80
232 1, 886.18 6. 951
228 1, 365. 'n 7. 22
65 942.03 5.44
14011, 250. 00 4. 851
12 600.00
.88
218 1, 135. 42 1 7. 98
50011, 396. 65 12. 931
117. 759.74 1.81

39.22
2
59.22
6
44.91 ....
47.61 14
24.54
2

1

2 5,050 !53. 31 103
316,040 55. 2 102
24,826 161. 5 104
4 4, 856 l!i2. 2 105
s15, 173 60. 2 100
.... 16, 846 49. 11 90
.... 12, 156 '64. 3 112
78. S8
7 . . . . 150 ;ao. 2 87
.... 7, 500
1
.... ,2, 710
1
41.54
2 5, 340
8
36.12
2
11.74 ....
1
,·

~~:~~I ~

1

!!: i~ i

5112. 70
8 8. 80
18 13. 17
19 7. 90
9111. 50
1 11. 62
16 12. 05
361 9. 09

...

~ ~~:-:I- i~; :, ~~:-~:

~~~·-~~~ :~~--~I -.~~, -~~I -~--:~

------------------
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TABLE

III.-Milita1·y posts in each department, alphabetically a1Tanged, with mean strength,
admissions for disease and injury, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
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~

~
::s

.,....,
I=<

H

.~o~

3

117
276
53
132

94
219
23
89

26
46
11
20

Fort Mason, Cal . . . . . . . .
Presidio of San Fran·
cisco, Cal . . . . . . . • .. .. .
Field . . . . .. . . . . • • • •• • • . •

58

26

14

465
110

345
47

136
32

~~

~!

2~

~

~r-1U2

<tj

<tj
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689. 66

E
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~

~

~
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-
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~

Q)

~

A

.s
-
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-
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~

E-l

-In.

40.35
2.... 136 .....••..........
36.63 13 .... . .................... .
16. 13 . . . .
1
64 58. 1 94 3~ 24.41
21. 24
1
3
64 [: ............. . . .

i~: ~L ._
~ :::: 4, g~~~ ~~--~ .. ~~ ...: ~~--~~

1: ~~
1. 26

21. 72l

481 1. 034. 41 16. 50
79 718.18 1. 52

Total ............. 1, 300 9191i2Q 1, 239

-
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~Q)

-
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~~ 1, ~~~: ~~
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A

s s

Q)
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..Q

0

1201,025.64 4. 72
265 960.14 10. 11
34 641. 51
. 86
109 825. 76 2. 80
40

!:.£~

§~'S

Q)

~

'+<
0

~~

~~s

e~j•l""""

"'r/)

so""
-~

0
~

p.,~Ol

'+3 ~ §
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•r-(o QJ
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Alcatraz Island, Cal....
Angel Island, Cal.......
Benicia Arsenal, Cal....
Benicia Barracks, Cal...

~~~1 ~i!';;~· 8~~ :::::::

.-o:s

l=l.-c

f:l'+<,ci

Temperaiure .

;:l

.;::

gf
;:lfij~ .S;;:,
""

cr-i

§B

~s

..
~
..

Q)

i1

~8;"1 ;a~

""
..c·
Q)

Q)Cll

~b~
Names of stations.

'H
0

~;:l

Cases.

1 . •. .

113 ................ .

== =

35. 48
2 ....
60 55. 8 92 38 22. 08
13. 84....
1. ................... . .

~

953. 07 40. 23-32. 1f2l-51=
1

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Boise Barracks, Idaho ..
Fort Canby, Wash ......
Fort Sherman, Idaho ....
Fort Spokane, Wash ....
Fort Townsend, \\'ash ..
Vancouver Barracks
Wash ............... :.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
Field ...................

98
106
232
135
64

51
114
103
46
30

407
204
118

222
178
38

Total ............. 1, 364

782

'l'ABLE

17
23
45
24
11

68 693. 88
137 1, 292.45
148 637.93
70 518. 52
41 640.62

22.64
54.85
25.73
2i'. 26
13.66

2. 22
5. 81
5. 97
3. 41
. 87

t·

1111.75
2, 830 49.3 109
7 .... 179 50.6 78 29 62.92
-1627.01
2
1 198
2
1 1, 600 47.9 104 -617.72
1 .... 135 49.0 85 18 23.50

94
10 101
11 1,01850 52.9
1
53.8 105
1
"'I 491. ~· .04
272 1, 054 772. 73 · 38. oaj27:88 2sj5
74
58
20

296 727.27 11. 44
236 1, 156. 86 7. 66

28.
37. 54

'-"l···

20133. 58
2116.94
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IV.-.A. general view of the results of disease and injury at each of the military
stations, armnged in the ordm· of their mean stt·ength.
GROUP I.-Fifteen stations, garrisoned by 400 to 700 men each. Average, 504.
Cllf:l

~o;

Constant~y

noneffect1ve.

(\!Ql

,..S
.Military stations ...

~bJ)

::s~

.;:;g.ci

;:l

Q)

ooo+"

.!:i

a)
- bJ)
•1""1_. ~

"'

S"'~

~

'd

Q)

~

<tj

~~

Deaths ..

Discharges.

Ratios per

Daily
average in
hospital.

1, 000 of mean

strength ofCases All
in hos- cases.
pi tal.

Ratio
Ratio
1,000
per 1,000
No · per
ofrnean No. of mean
strength
strength

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--- ---- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...•.......
Fort Riley, Kans ...................
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ..........
Davids Island, N.Y ................
Fort Sheridan, Ill ..................
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .............
Fort Douglas, Utah ................
Fort Ornalla, Nebr ..................
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. .....
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ...........
:Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo ............
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............
Fort Meade, S.Dak .................
Fort Snelling, Minn ................
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ..•..•..

716
686
591
555
527
506
485
483
465
459
429
427
413
412
407

Summary .................... 7, 561

1,

034. 92
1, 158.89
2, 059.23
2, 115.32
1, 409.87
875.49
1, 014.43
1, 223.60
1, 034.41
1, 128.54
766.90
1, 683.84
1. 556.90
1, 351. 94
727.27

16.72
8.41
37.07
13.83
13.02
Hi.16
11.42
11.25
13.19
13.83
11.12
19.62
13.03
8. 99
7. 75

23.4
12.3
62.6
24.9
24.7
31.9
23.5
23.3
28.4
30.1
25.9
45.9
31.5
21.8
19.0

T28.5

,1.288.06 215. 45

34.07
27.95
71. 9~
46.31
34.32
32.34
33.39
33.49
35.48
40.64
31.59
58. 93
44.91
43.56
28.10
39. 73

2
2
7
2
5

2. 79
2. 92
11.84
3. 60
9.49
2.06
6. 21

2
3
5
1
4
1

4.36
6. 99
11.71
2.42
9. 71
2.46

7
10
8
6
9
2
6
18
2
11
6
16
17
4
10

-- - - - 38

5. 03 132

9. 78
14.58
13.54
10.81
17.08
3. 05
12.37
37.27
4. 30
23.97
13.99
37.47
41.16
!1. 71
24.57

--17.40
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TABLJ<:

IV.-.A general view of the 1·esu.Us of d·isease and injn1'y_at each of the military
stat·ions, a.rrangcd in the onler of thei·r mean strength-Continued.
GROUP 2.-Six.teen stations, garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each. Average, 353.
Constantly noneffective.

Deaths.

- - - - - - - - -~~

oo

Military stations.

Ratios per
Daily J, 000 of mean
:wm:. streno-tb ofagein
"' '

.

·;g~

.,,...rcJJ
.,...

~

l=l

S fij ~

-,

Ratios
Ratios
per 1,000' No per 1,000
No. ofmeanl
· ofmean
strength
strength

,

hospi. 9a>Ses
.All
tal. m_ltos - cases.
p1tal.

'd p.."'

-<lj

Fort McPherson, Ga................
399 1, 634. 09
Fort Custer, Mont..................
395 1, 53-!. 18
Fort Keogh, Mont..................
386 1, 264.25
Willets Poillt, N.Y.................
376 1, 162. 23 1
]<'ort Monroe, Va...................
375 1, 797.33
West Point (soltliers), N. Y . . . . . . . .
375 1, 424.00
ForL Wingate, N.Mex...............
358 ,1, 396. 65
349 1,272.21
l•'ort }tobinson, Nebr...............
Fort Sill, Okl:1.......... .... .. .. . . . .
~4~ 11, 6~3. ~8
Fort Niobrara, Nebr....... .........
.)36 '1, luO. 12
Madison Barracks, N.Y............
333 1, 108.10
Fort Logan, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
332 1, 012. 05
Washington Barracks, D.C........
332 1, 981.93
l<'ort Clark, Tex....................
321 1, 538. 94
FortHuachuca,.Ariz...............
318
899.37
Fort Reno, Okla .................... ~- 1 1, 91~:2:_

12.10 13D.ll58. 04
~~~-7- ~
8. 63
21.8 51.14
1
2. 53
6
15.19
8. 08
20.9 37.46
5
12. &5
5
12.95
7. !Jl
21. 0 31. 33
2
5. 32
3
7. 98
11. 11
29.6 45.38
1
2. 67
7
18.67
3. 90
10.4 25.59
2
5. 331 4
10. 67
6. 22
17.4 36.12
3
8. 38
2
5. 59
ti. 77
19.4 27.99
3
8. 60
2
5. 73
6. 04
17.5 37.26
5
14. 45 10
28.90
10.15
30.2 39.50
2 1
5. 95
41
11.90
6. 46
19.4 34. 40
4
12. 01
9
27. 03
8. 83
26. 6 34. 60
2
6. 02
3
9. 04
ll. 58
34.9 43. 22
1
3. 01
4
12.05
14.61
45. 5 60. 77
3
9. 35
8
24.92
5.10
16.0 24.54
31
9.43
21
6.29
16. 58_ 52. 5_ 67. 57 _5___1~~ _9 _:8. 48

3

Summary .................... 5. 647 [1, 424. 83 144.08 I 25.5 I 40.91

Ill.

1

298
286
276
270
268

262

2 ~7

259
248
244
2:36
233
232
213
204

1, 348.90
1, e'l. OS
960. 14
1, 318. 52
1, 123. 13
1, l\01. 50
2, 35!. 96
1, 567.57
1, 129. 03
815.57
1, 618. 64
1, 326. 18
637.93
1, 220.66
1, 156.86

52
7. 47
8. 62
9. 13
9. 46
8.18
3. 15
10.74
5. 13
8. 29
8. 17
5. 80
4. 12
5. 05
5. 73

Summary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 796 1, 330. 0s1110. 55

38.7
26.1
31. 2
33. 7
35. 3
30. 6
12. 0
41.5
20. 7
34. 0
34. 6
24. 9
17. 8
23. 7
28.1

l

45

GROUP 3.-Fifteen stations, garrisoned by 200 to 300 men each.
Fort Bayard, N: Mex................
Fort Grant, .Anz............. .. . . . .
Angelisland, Cal . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .
Fort McKinney, Wyo..............
Fort Thomas, Ky...................
Fort Supply, Ind. T . .... .. .. .. . . . ..
Fort Hamilton, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
]'ort Yates, N.Dak.................
'Fort A.dams, R. L..................
:Fort Columbus, N.Y...............
J<'ort Myer, Va .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
Fort. Wayne, Mwh . _.............. .
]'ort Sherman. Idaho...............
Fort Bnford, N.Dak................
Fort Walla Walla, Wash...........

197
192
189
188
181
176
175
167
160
155
149
139
136
135
13-!
134
132
123
123
]17
117
115
115
114
112
107
106
106
105

1, 345.18
l,1B5.42
603. 17
670.21
1, 817.68
1, 414.77
1,108. 57
1, 365.27
1, 306. 25
677.42
1, 442.95
1, 194.24
1, 242. 65
518.52
1, 716.42
1, 014.93
l\25. 76
1, 886.18
1, 967.48
1, 02ri. 64
923.08
843.47
608.70
736.84
1, 250.00
822.43
1, 292.45
1, 650.94
1, 133.33

---- - -

6.19
6. 25
3.48
4.11
4. 83
2. 96
2.48
5.12
7. 04
2. 58
7. 4!)
2.46
4.44
2. 83
8. 43
2. 26
2. 32
4.43
3. 91
3. 75
2. 91
2. 21
2. 32
1. 22
2.12
2.56
4.36
5. 07
3. 24

Summary .................... 4, 099 1, 157.36 113. 3G

127.7

15.05

59.221 3
10. 07
6
47. 61
4
13. 99 14
36. 63 . . . . . .. . .. . . . 1 3
3
45. 36 1 1
3. 70
42. 19 . . . . .. .. . • . . . 9
47.01 !·... . . . . . . . . . 7
48. 01
1
3. 82
5
64. 9~
3
11. 58
8
32. 62
3
12. 10
2
38. 31 I 1
4. 10
3
40. 55
3
12. 71
0
50. 781 2
8. 58
6
25. 73
1
4. 31
2
28. 55
2
9. 39
37.54
1
4. 90

20.13
48.95
47.10
11.11
33. 58
26. 22
19. 08
30.89
8. 06
12. 29
25. 42
25. 75
8. 62
14. 08
4. 90

I
1

29. 1 -~ 43.

31.4
32.6
1S. 4
21.9
26.7
16.8
14.2
30.7
44.0
16.7
50.3
17.7
32.6
21.0
ti2. 9
16.9
17.6
36.0
31.8
32.1
24.9
19.2
20.2
10.7
18.9
23.9
41.1
47.8
30.9

7. 97 J85

Average, 253.

58-~- 25 ~-6. 59

GROUP 4.-Twenty-nine stations, garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each.
Fort Apache, Ariz . . . . . . . .........
Whipple Barracks, Ariz ............
Fort Missoula, Mont ...............
Fort Niagara, N.Y .................
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala .......
l<'ort Sal~, S.Dak ..................
Fort Wa sworth, N.Y .............
San Carlos, .Ariz ...................
Fort McHenry, Md .................
Fort Washakie, Wyo ...............
Fort Mcintosl1, Tex ......... .......
Fort Dn Cbesne, lttah ..............
Fort Bowie. Ariz . ...... ...... ... ...
.Fort Spokane, Wash ...............
Fort Ringgold, Tex ................
Fort Sidney, Nebr. .................
Benicia Barracks, Cal ..............
Fort Marcy, N.Mex ..... ..........
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ...•. ~ ....
Alcat.raz Island, CaL ..............
Fort Brady, Mich ....... ...........
Fort Leavenworth Prison, Kans ...
Fort \Varren, Mass ................
Fort Mackinac, Mich ..............
Fort Stanton. N.Mex ....... ...... .
l!'ort Bliss, Tex ..................•..
Fort Canby, Wash .................
Jackson Barracks, La ...•••........
]'ort Porter, N. Y ..................

D isclutrges.

~-----1 ·---~~

39.22
41.54
20.64
29.37
49.81
39.99
20.50
43.21
50.33
20.27
68.91
32.14
44.91
25.26
70.14
26.99
21.24
56.53
45.60
40.35
28.60
26.11
22.14
15.48
43.28
25. 2ii
54.85
57.51
35.91

2
2
.....
1
8

10.15
10.42

------- --

5. 32
44.19
..............
---1
5. 71
....... .................
1
6. 25
2
12.90
13.42
2
..... --··----·
2
14. 7Q
1
7. 41
1
7. 46
........ ..............
3
22.73

---·
--------·
1
8.13
---· --------1
2

188 -23.18

Average, 141.

8. 55
17.39

.

2

I

G
2

10.15
41.67
31.75
15.96
33.15
11.36

5
8

29.94
50.00

2
1

13.42
7.19

~I
3

. "2'/····i4."8i
5
1
1
4
8
2
3
2
2

37.31
7. 46
7. 58
32.52
G5. 04
17.09
25.64
]7. 39
17.39
........ .......
17.86
9. 34
66.04
75.47
9. 52

92

22.45

---- ................
·--·
------- .................. 2
2
18.69
1
---- .................. 7
1
9. 43
8
---- ................ 1
--- - - - -- - - - 37.68

33

8. 05
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TABLE

IV.-.A geneml view of the results of disease and injury at each of the
stations, a1·ranged in the ordm· of thei1· mean strength-Continued.
GROUP 5.-Tbirty-nine stations, garrisoned by 1 to 100men each.
Constantly noneffective.

Military stations.

~
~
.t<l:>
rn
~

~

~

~ "-'0

o

·;;;

g~

rn o~ bJJ
.,...,..... >:1

a -.. ·e

..,;;: 8, ~
.,q

Daily
averagein
hospital.

Average, 53.
Deaths.

I R t'

Ratios per
1,000 of mean
strength, of-

a ws
per 1,0(J0
No I ofmean No. ufmean
Cases
All
. strength
strenuth
in bos- cases
"'
pital.
·
.

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

•

Boise Barracks, Idaho ............. .
Fort Schnyler, N.Y ............... .
Camp l'oplar River, Mont ......... .
Fort Randall, S. Dak .............. .
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ... . ....... .
Fort Barrancas, Fla ............... .
San Diego Barracks, CaL .......... .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill .......... .
Fort Townsend, Wash ............ .
Fort Trumbull, Conn ............. .
FortOntario,N. Y ............... . .
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ........ .
Newport Barracks, Ky ........... .
Fort Brown, Tex .. . ............... .
Fort Mason, Cal .................. .
Fort Bidwell, Cal ................. .
Fort Preble, Me ................... .
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y ......... .
Fort Wood, N.J' ................... .
Benicia Arsenal, Cal ...... .. ...... .
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex .......... .
Chicago, headquarters department
of the Missouri, Ill ............. ..
Sandy Hook, proving ground, N.J.
:Fort Hancock, Tex .. .' ............ .
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex . ........ .
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ........... .
Frankford Arsenal , Pa ............ .
Camp Oklahoma, Okla ............. .
Fort Pembina,, N.Dak ............. .
San Antonio, headquarters department of Texas, 'l'ex . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa.............
:Fort Gaston, Cal ............... _...
WatertownArsenal,Mass .........
AugustaArsenal,Ga ..............
IndianapolisArsenal., Ind......... .
SprinldieldArmory,Mass..........
Fort Thoma~:~, Ariz.................
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn .. . . . . . . . . .
Kennebec Arsenal, Me . . . .. .. . . . . . .

98
08
97
97
76
75
69
65
64
62
61
61
60
59
58
57
57
55
54
53
53

693.88
1, 255.10
1, 195.88
1, 154.64
1, 105.26
1, 986.67
942.03
1, 292.31
640. 62
1, Q48. 39
I 967.21
l.l96. 72
11, 200. 00
576.27
689.66
1, 403. 51
J1, 228. 07
1, 472.73
685.19
641. 51
2, 113.21

1. 38
2.03
1:61
. 92
. 93
5. 03
4. 66
. 52
. 50
2.15
1. 46
1. 07
1. 28
1. 97
1. 05
.98
1. 85
1. 03
. 03
.18
1. 84

14.1 22.64 --- . . --.----.
20.41
30. 61
10.20
20.7 33.68
16.6 26.62 . - - . - - - .. - - - . 3
30. 93
9. 5 21. 57
12.2 23.62
67.1 70.64
67.5 78.88
8. 0 21.48
7. 8 13. 66 . - - . . - - .. - . . . 1
15. 62
34.7 36.93 . - .. ---- - .. -. 1
16.13
23.9 33.33
1
16. 3!)
2
32. 79
17. 5 25. 62
.
-i.
-.
i6:
67
21. 3 1 33. 70
33.4 36.91
18. 1 21.72
17.2 33.41 - - - - . - - . - - - - . 2
35. 09
31.9 49.94 - - - - . - - . - . - - . 3
52. 63
18. 18
18.7 60.96 _. __ _. _. _. __ . 1
.6
4. 55
1
18.52 . -.. . ...... .
3.4 16.13
1
18. 87 - -- .. -- ..... .
34.7 76.30 - - - . . . - .. - - - . 3
56. 60

52
52
50
49
48
40
39
39

192.31
1, 884.62
1, 860.00
1, 040.82
833.33
700.00
1, 641.02
435.90

. 01
1. 61
1.41
1.13
.10
. 91
. 05

32.2
28.2
23.5
2. 5
23.3
1.3

34
32
32
31
27
25
24
20
19
15

323. 52
. 02
. 6 19. 44
29. 41 .. _......... .
1, 343. 75
. 39
12. 2 56. 01
31. 25
1
31.25
968. 75
. 99
30. 9 17. 50 ........................ ..
903.23
.16
5.2 16.75 ........................ ..
370.37
.09
3.3 17.20
37.04 ............ .
1,680.00
.36
14.4 34.97 ···· -········ ···- ~ ·-· .. ····
500.00 .............. 16.05 ........................ ..
600.00
1.26
63.0 44.12 ............. 1
50.00
2, 631. 58 . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 85. 42
1
52. 63 .......... _..
1, 533. 33 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21. 13 ................ T ...... ..

Summary ............... . .... , 2, 057 1, 099.66

::'.: ::".::.: :;t::ll:·~

·1:::: :::::: :::

.-~- ... ~~: ~~ -~ t

~~: ~~

I

.2

8. 72
19.13
44.65
53.19
31.25
32.51
43.22
13.03

39.43- -19~ 33. 52

•:•:2

: :~· i· !i········
•.

50.00 .. - ......... .

-wj-9:24 3sjl8.47

GROUP 6.-Field.

~:~:~:~::~~~r.i~~i;d:!t_e_:::::~~::: ~~! 1 '~~g:~! :::::::::::::: ~ti!
i ~::~ ::::1:::::::::
~:~~:~::~~~~R;~kc~'i~~~;bi.~::::::: ii~ ~~t~ ::::::: ::::::· 1 ~:~~ i ..... s.'47 ::::1:::::::::

Department of California .. . . . .. . . .
Department of Texas..............
DopartmentoftheMissouri........
DepartmentoftheEast............

..
110
718. 18 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 13. 84
1
9. 09 ............ .
98 1,183.67 .............. 16.25 .... ·--~ .............. ... .
54
888.89 .............. 10.73 .................
43 1,100.00 .............. 9.15 j................. . . . . . . . . .
........ .

1

1

Summary .................... 1,010- _ 87~.21 1 ·----·~~------ ~ 13.93] 5~=~-91 .... ' ........ .
Hot Spring~ (Army and NaYy Gen- - - - ·----~ --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -eralHospital),Ark...............
33
606.06 24.17 .............. 1 ......... 23 ....... ..

Atl"'!:;~·;~,:;~~~;~~·:::::::::}f.~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
'l'AULE

V.-11.cenly yosts ha·tJ'i ll[flhe· hir1ltest ailrnission rates for lhe .tJCU1' 18[12, also llteir
admission 1·ates jo1· the years 188'7 to 1891, -inclusit·e.

- - - --------,,-----·-------------------------------------------Ratios per 1,000 of mean
Aclmission rates per 1,000 of lUCan

Names of stations.

,f · · 1l··:·r;·li~

I

§

'§

I~

~

"'0

I

I~

l'"·gth.

I

I~ ~ ~

1891.

I

1890. , 1889.

1888.

1887.

~-- r

-------------j Y---~---'~__::___1~--1-------C)

For~

·.....t

, 0

~2~ 19.

Hamilton, N.Y . ...... , 26:.1:2, 35-t 961 3.
08 . 48. 04,2. 329. 3;11, 626.2611,552.631, 107.141,102. Sfi
I!av1ds Islancl, N. Y . . - : ... 1 555 2, 1!5. 321 3. 60 10.81 ~6. 311,884. 8:..p, 642.86 ~· 259.0711, 533.121,437.28
Columbus Barracks, Oh10 .. [ 59~ 2, 0:>9. 23 11. 841 13. 54 11. 98 2, 2?9. ~9 1 1, 876. 49~ ~, 318. 86 12, 075. 66,1, 942. 36
Fort ~arrancas , Fla . ...... ·,I
7? 11, 986.67.; .. . 26.67 1 7~. 6412,629.631, 674.421, 360.66 1, 109.091, 03~. 04
Washmgton Barracks, D. Ci 3321,981.
93l il. 01 1 12. 05l 4<>. 221, 774.191,329.4111, 139.4411,723.481,761.79
1
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ..
123[1, 967.48 8.13 ' 65. 04 45.60 3, 121.50 2, 015.38 1, 568. 97 1, 378. 791,718. 75
Fort Reno, Okla .. .... - .... j 316 1,917. 7215. 82 28.48 67. 57 2, 111. 92;1, 922. 30,1, 474. 511, 378. 551, 607.97
Fort Marcy, N. Mex .. _. . ..
123 1, 836. 18 . . . . . 32. 52 56. 53 1, 500. 00 1, 209. 09 1, 606. 6711, 494. 12 1, 287. 50
1
Monnt Vernon Barracks .• i
I
I
Ala ... . .. ... .... . . .. . ... ·1 181,1, 817.68 44.19 33.15 49. 811,291.931,522. fi21, 344.8311,368.421,071.43
.F ort Snpply, Ind. T ..... . . , 267,1, 801.50 ..... 26.22 47.011,192.661,334.931, ~12. 68 l, ~04. 561,049.06
Fort Monro_e, Va .......... ·I 37511, 797.33 2. 67 18. 67 45. 38 1, 379.861, 395. 161,667. 57 1, 0116. 011,400. 87
Fort Ringgolcl, T ex ... ... .. ' 1341,716.42 7. 46 37.31 70.141, 366.07 865.55 562.50 818.841,037.59
Fort Sam Houston , Tex . . . i 427 1, 683. 84 11. 71 37. 47 58. 93 L 985. 97 2, 430. 691, 262. 61 943. 60 1, 570. 67
Fort Sill, Okla ...... _... ... 1 346 111, 653. 1814.45 28.90 37. 261, 947.37 2, 551. 521,797.10 1, 592. 06 1, 744. 68
.Jackson Barracks, La ..... I 106.1, 650.94 9. 43 75.47 57.511,771.43 2, 163.041,875.00 910.45 884.61
Fort Mcrherson, Ga . .....
39911, 634. 09 7. 52 17. 54 58. 04 2, 394.9812,489. 36 3, 416.67 ..... . . .
~ort Myer, Va ... ·: .. ...... !
23611, 618. 64 12. 71 25. 42 40. 55 1, ?63. 5811, 350. 36 1, 186. 05 1, 391. 30 2, 093. 75
I~ ort, Yates, N. Da k ....... ·1 25? 1, 567. 57 11. 58 30. 89 64. 981, 213. 04 1, 557. 49
840. 911, 161. 6? I, 1?~· 83
.Fort Meade, S. Dak .. . . . . . .
41.3 1, 556. 90 2. 42 41. 16 44. 911, 861. 11 853. 90 1, 312. 14 1, 121. 73' 1, 93.., OG
1
Fort Clark, 'rex ....... . ... ~ ~~1, 538.94 _9. 35 24.921 60. 77 11, 256. 7y, 669.44 1, 355.30 1, 433. 87 1, 400. 00
1

1

1

1

1

1

,

1

·l

1 ••••••••

1

The Army . . ......... 124, 203 1, 270. 42 6. 44 18. 35 39. 60 1, 364. 78jl, 384. 25/1, 315. 02 1, 270. 73 1, 246. 88

I

TABLE

.L

:

VI.-Twenty posts having the highest noneffect·ive mtes jot· the yea1· 1892j also,
thei1· noneffective Tates jo1· the yea1·s 1887 to 1891, inclusive.

§~ §

~As.
~'"' ..... ~

~

~~

'"'h

~I!:
'5 ~ .

~§~~~
a:;g §

~'0
~--

~ ~~

0

<lj

w.

~~ot'n ~

Names of stations.

- - - - --- - - Columbus Barracks, Ohio.. .. ....
591
Fort Batrancas, Fla . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
l<'ort Rin__ggold Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
134
Fort i\IcJ.ntosh, Tex......... . .. ..
149
Fort Reno , Okla................. .
316
Fort Yates, N.Dak...............
259
Fort Clark, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
321
Fort:Bayard,N.Mex .............
298
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ....... . . ·I
427
Fort McPherson, Ga.......... . ...
399
Jackson Barracks, La .... . .. ... . . I
106
Fort Marcy, N. Mex . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
123
}fort Canby, Wasl1....... . ........
106
Fort Custer, Mont . ... . ...........
395
Fort Wayne, Mich................
233
Fort McHenry, Mfl.......... .. ...
160
::\ionnt Vernon Barracks, Aia .... . ,
181
Fort Hamilton, N.Y . . ..... ... .. .. ,
262
:Fort Grant, Ariz . . ...... . ....... · 1'
286
·F ort Supply, Incl. T ...... ~ . ...... _267
1

~"'as
~..gl

<lj

1891.

1890.

1
I

1
1

.
1
II

i
1

Ill.
1

958. 51

1889.

- --

I

41 ( 42. 01

8
18 8.

I
1887.

- !-

77.55 92. 74 81.87 i 74. G1
58. 4.9 48. 42 1 33. 98 i 34. Ou
26. 61 23. 34 35. 44 ' 50. 38
25.31 53. 75 6;!. 23 - 58.38
56. 53 61. 55 46. 85 1 46. 81
51.14 42.43 I 41.05 · 37.81
65. 25 60. 05 , 51. 71 1 36. 45
51.89 47.8:.1 39.60 1 27.32
63.25 50.64 I 38.41 51.59
61. 16 1 72. 80 r· ..... · I · . . . • .
70.64 35.75 17.78 [19. 07
24. 96 1 44. 47 I 47. 32 ' 28. 12
25.22 34. 05
20.46
57. 91 49. 72 , 49. 5R 1 41. 81
37. 84 1 42.02 i 39. 35 1 36.13
63.73 53 . 71 I 62.99 1 59. (i7
68.57 54.86 I 37. 82 'I 36.71
41. 91 41. 40 29. 11 32. ill
32.09 I 47. 45 , 50. 7G 80.15
36. 32_ I 30. 10-, 42. 71 : 36. 46

1

1

I

I!

71.98
42.54 12.79 77.13
70. 64
5. 30 13. 01 103. 33
70 14 1 9. 40 14. 96 52. 05
68:91
10.27 17.48 1 54.97
67. 57
21. 35 12. 90 1 59. 47
64.98
16.83 15.17 1 53.03
60. 77
19. 51 14. 45 39. 61
59.22
17.65 16.07 50: 56
58.93
25.16 12. 81 56.59
58. 04
23. 16 12. 99 61. 12
57.51
6.10 12.75 68.70
5ti. 53
6. 95 10. 97 38. 87
54.85
5. 81 15.53 47.15
51.14
20. 20 i 12. 20 59.43
50. 78
11. 83 14. 01 44. 52
50. 33
8. 05 14.10 1 60.34
49.81
9. 02 10.03 • 56.59
48. 04
12. 57
7. 46 52. 50
47.61
13.61 12.24 34.91
47. 01 ~ ~ 31. 39

The Army .................. 24, 203 1 39. 60
1

Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strength.

I

i-...... ;
1

'I

I42. 71 [«. 12 141. 91 I42. 38
1
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TABLE VII.~ Twenty posts

hewing the highest admission 1·ates jo1· diseasr, excluding ve~w·eat
diseases, t·accina and alcoholism, tvgether with their 1·atios for deaths, discharges, and
constant none.O'ectiveness; also, the co1'1'esponding average 1·ates fM' the Anny, yem·189.'2.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Names of stations.

Mean ---·----------~--Constrength. A?mis- D ath 8 .
Disstantl,r
swns.
e
charges. , non-

------------------:----------------------\eftective.

!

Fort Hamilton, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
262
Washington B:nracks, D. () . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
332
St.:Francis Barracks, Fla..........................
12~
Fort Reno, Olda.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
316
Fort Supply, Ind. T .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .
267
Fort Barrancas, Fla...............................
75
Fort Monroe, Va......................... .. . .. . . ..
B75
Col urn bus Barracks, Ohio .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .
591
:b'ort Sill, Okla .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
346
Fort Marcy,. N.Mex...............................
123
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala.....................
181
.Fort Sam Houston, Tex:...........................
427
Fort Clark, Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
321
Fort Custer, Mont .... .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
395
Davids Island, N.Y...............................
555
Fort Yates,N.Dak................................
25~
Fort Myer, Va .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .
236
Fort Mcintosh, Tex: .................. .'...........
149
Fort Bayard, N.Mex..............................
298
West Point, N.Y ................................. ·.--37-5

1, 862. 60
3. 82
15. 26 I
31. 08
1, 563. 27 .. . . . . . . . .
3. 01
27. 6!
1, 512.19 1
8.13
56.91 1
34.50
1, 481. 02 I
12. 66
22.15
49. 8!J
1, 411. 99 ..........
7. 49
31 00
1, 40. 0. . 00 1.......... j
13. 3:l
51.01
1, ~81. 33
2. 67
8. 00 i
29.60
1, :133. 34
10. 15
8. 47 !
39. GU
1, 312.14 ,
11.56
28.90 I
2!J. 5l
1, 300. 82 I' . . . . . ~....
24. 39 I
35.67
1, 281. 78
33.15
27.63 1
:l6. 3~
, 1, 210. 781
7. 03
30.44 i
il8. 99
1, 149. 52
9. 35
12. 45 i'
4:l. 45
1 1, 129.12
2. 53
12.66
24.77
I 1,115. 321
1. 80 I
5. 41 I
20. OG
~ 1, 11_1.98
3.86 1
27.0. 3 1
46.0.5
1 1, OG7. 79
4. 24
20.18
23.83
1, 067.12
6. 71
6. 71
38. 2ti
1, 053.68
6. 71
3. 36
41. 3-l
i 1, 053~1 .:..:.:..:.~ _ _5~~

___
T_h_e _.Army .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..

i

I

i

1

1

I

24, 203

857. 741

4. 25

1~~

VIII.-Twenty posts ha11ing the highest none_f!'ective mies for disease, exclud,ing
t·enereal diseases, vaccina ancl alcoholism, togethe1· with the average number sick dnily
and average duTation of each case; also, the C01'1'esponding average 1·ates of the A1·my,
yem·1892.

TABLE

RatiolJer
1,000 of
.A vern~
mean
.Average number
Mean 1 strength number of days
strength.
conof sick each case
stantly
daily. I was
noneffec·
treated.

I

Names of stations.

-----------------------------------------1-- - - ~
Fort Barranr.as, Fla .........................................

1

75

51. 01

321
298
591
106
427

43. 45
41. 34
39. 66
39.14
38. 99
38. 26
79
36. 33
35.67
34. 50
33~ 10
31. 08
31.07
31. 00
30. 63
29. 76

~~~i $~~~~~~lf~: :::: ::::::: ::~ ~: :::::::: :·::::::::::::::::I ~~~ !~Ji

Fort Clark. Tex .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Fort Bayard, N. Mex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Canby, Wash...........................................
Fort Sam Houston, Tex...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Mcintosh, Tex: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Stanton, N. M_~x.......... ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
Mount Vern on Bau ac k s, Ala.. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . ..
Fort Marcy, N.Mex.........................................
St. Francis Barracks, Fla . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
.Tackson Barracks, La .... .. . . . .. ...... .. .. . .. . .... .. . .. .. . ..
Fort Hamilton, N.Y.........................................
Fort Wayne, Mich...........................................
:Fort Supply, Ind. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort McPherson, Ga ........................................
Fort Bowie, .Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

149
112
181

123
106\

262

·I

The .Army .............................................

I

123 I1

233!
267
399 1
136 1

?6.

---+-----3. 8

;~:!

13. 9
12. 3
23. 4
4.1
16. 6

5. 7
4.1
6. 6
4. 4
4. 2
3. 5
8. 1
7. 2
8. 3
12. 2
4. 0

13. 3

1H

13. 8
14. 3
10. 9

15.2
11. 8
13.1
14.2
10. 4
]0. 0

8. 2
12.2
6. 1
11.7
8. 0
10. 9

14. 7

,24."203f24.42[-wO.S-w.4
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

IX.- The 1wilitary posts in each depm·trnent, showing tlw 1·ates of admission, death,
discharge, and constant norwjfectiveness for disease, not including venm·eal diseases,
vaccina nor alcoholisrn, year 1892.

TABLE

DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina. alcoboliem and injuries.]
Ratio per 1,000 ofme:m strength.
Names of stations.

Mean
strength.

A_dmissiOns.

19
262
52
332
123
75
375
591
181
55
15
32
555
236
375
399
106
60
57
61
31
160
62
98
268
333
175
376
40
248
244
105

2, 210. 5::1
1, 862. 60
1, 653.85
1, 563. 27
1, 512. 19
1, 400. 00
1, 3Rl. 33
1, 333. 3<1
1' 281. 78
1, 272. 73
1,200.00
1' 125. 00
1, 115. 32
1, 067.79
1, 053.32
1, 030. 09
990. 59
916. 66
912. 29
868. 76
838. 71
818. 75
806. 45
775. 51
764. 92
759. 76
720. 00
715. 42
675. 00
661. 30
586. 06
580.97

j~~~ w~;r,r~.~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1!!

l~j!

~}~~~!~~~~;~~: ~::::::: ~: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::

1!~

27

370.37

Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ------ -·---- -----------:Fort
Y --------------------------. ___________________ ... ____ __
SandyHamilton,N.
Hook, N . .J ___
Washington Bn,rracks, D. C __ ...... _______ ... _..
St. Frail CIS Barracks, Fla. __ .. __ ----. __ ._ .. ___ .. .
Fort Barrancas, .l!'la _.. _.. _________ .. - _. - - __ ... - _
Fort Monroe, Va. __ .. ____ . _.. ______ .. __ ... _____ .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ___ .. ______ ..... -- .. _..
Mount Vernon Barrack!:!, Ala .... -- .. - ... - ..... -.
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y ------- --·--- ----·-- ...
Kennebec Arsenal, Me-------- ...... ···------_-.

~;~fu~e¥l!~d~PN~~l_~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: _-_-:::: ~::: ~:::::

~~~t~~~~t~. y::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ~:

Fort McPherson, Ga __ ... _..... ····--- ·--- _____ .
.Jackson Barracks, La-----_-----------_----. __ ..

~~~W:~b~:,r:M~~-s_, -~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y __ ... ---· ···--·----- ..
Watertown Arsenal, Mass .. ______ ....... --·-----

j~~~ ¥~t~b~~: ~!~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!~l~!o¥ir!~~~
~: i ~::: ~::: ~::::::::::::::::
Fort Wads worth, N. Y . _. _. _. __ . ____ ........... .
WilletsPoint,N. Y ............................. .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa. _. __ . ___ . _....... _... _. _.
Fort Adams, R.I ...... _·-·-·- __ ........ ·····---~
Fort Columbns, N. Y __ . _... _. __ . _... _•. _____ .. __
Fort Porter, N. y ______ ...... -----· ...... _...... _
Fort Ontario, N. Y __ .. __ . _...... __ ........ __ ... _
Springfield Armor~, Mass_ ........ _............ .

I Deaths

·

:

DisC?~~t~:.tcharges. , e:ti-'ective.

17. 55
.. --- ..... -- ... -.-..
.. ----.- ... -.---....
6. 25
37.50
-- .•...... ---. - - - - ..
10. 20
29. 85
6. 01
21. 02
5. 71
5. 32
5. 32
50. 00
8. 07
8. 06
4. 10
8. 19
9.52

62. 69
31. 08
15.71
27. 6<1
34. 50
51. 01
29. 60
39. 66
3tS. 33
55. 79
15.12
46. 36
20. 06
23. 83
17.72
30. 63
33.10
24. 46
32. 98
17. 65
16. 43
25.41
30. 72
18. 92
24. 90
24. 57
13. 14
23. 69
24. 38
12. 97
26. 04
17.81

37.04 ··-··--·--

17.20

3. 82
8. 13
2. 67
10.15
38. 67
·--------31. 25
1. 80
4. 24
7. 52
9. 43
16. 67

____ .• ____ .
15. 26
19.23
3. 01 1
56. 91
13. 33
8. 00
8. 47
27. 63
18. 18
---------31. 25
5. 41
20. 18
5. 33
15. 0<1
37. 74

--·-· · ·- ::::~1~~~:1 i!j!

~~~:~~ -··---··-- -·· ~:~~~-!

1~:~~

TotaL ..•.......................•...•....•. -6,613 ~27.39- 5.45 .12.86,~

DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]

Fort Reno, Olda. -··-· ·-····----- ... --· ......... .
Fort Supply, lnd. T .... __ . -·-. ___ .... ---- ..... -Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.- .. - .... -.--- ... -.. --.
Fort Sill, Okla. __ ._. ______ .. __ ...... _... _.. __ ... -

~~~~ ~h:~h~n~{~f :: ~ ~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Camp Oklahoma, Okla ..... __ ...... _--·---···-··
Rock Island Arsenal, Til ..... __ ..... _. _... _..•..
Fort Riley, Kans. __ ... ___ . _____ ... _....... - •... -Leavenworth Prison, Kans ...... _.............. .
]'ort Leavenworth, Kans .. _....... _____ ._--._ .. .
.Jefferson Barracl>s, Mo.-------··_ .... __ .. __ --_ ..
Fort Mackinac, Mich. __ ---··-- ______ . _____ -----·

~~~i~~~:~r!_ ~~~~:~ ~::: ~ ~: ~: ~~ ~ :~::: :: :~ :::::::::

316
207
25
346
233
527
39
65
686
115
716
506
114
117
52
54

1, 481. 02
1, 411.99
1, 400. 00
1, 312.14
974.25
969. 56
948.73
907.69
702.62
678.26
663.41
503.95
473.70
418.80
173.08
462.96

22.15
7. 49
11.56
4. 29
5. 69

28.90
25.75
15. 18

8.70
1. 4.0

11.66
17.39
4.19
1. 98
8. 55

•.rotal .. ___ ... _...... __ ..... __ ..... __ .. _... ~- --860:71--s:-3511:1:49

49.89
31.00
26.23
29.51
31.07
20.54
18.92
11.68
Hi. 92
14.09
17.12
15.23
(), 74
9. 78
7. 99
5.46

--21.70
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TABLE

IX.-The rniliim·y posts in each depa1·trnent, showing tlw mtes of admission, clcath,
clisoha1·ge, and constant nonejfectiveness for d·isease, etc-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]
Ratios per 1, 000 of mean strength.

~ea:

Names of ~;<tations.

-----fco~
cb~;!~ . l.y n?n·

--1

stren,th . .Admissions. Deaths.

1

"" s eftectn·o.

Fort Custer, Mont . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
l<'ort Yates, N.Dak.............................
Fort Meatle, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

395
259
413

Fort Snelling, Minn.............................
Fort Buford, N. Dak............................
Fort Assinniboine, Mont........................
~a~I>{![clar tRiverWMont .................... _.

~~~

~~g: ~~

412
213
459
~~

844.67
826. 30
825.72
~t~· t~

~~~~ ~~~~b,sifo~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

;~~t Miss~;-la~~hnt ~~~ ~ :: :~:: :::::: ~:: ~:: :::::

1, 120. 12
1, 111.98
987. 89

2. 53
3. 86
2. 42

12. 66
27.03
31. 48

4. 69
4. 36

14. 08 1
21.79
30. 93

·····5:9. 71is· -- ·- i2:9. 9571 ·

444:45 :::::::::: ... -2i:i7'1

189

~r:l~~~~~-i~-~·-~: ~~~: ::: ::·::: ::::::::::::::::: --3-,123~~3
3

1

1

~887::_ ;9~8 :::: :3:.~7:1: :. : :~~1:6:._·7:1:: ~ --2
•. 69

TotaL.....................................

u

~

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcol10lism and injuries.]

Fort McKinney, ·wyo ...........................
Fort l{obinson, Nebr .................... :.......
l<'ort Omaha, N ebr _.. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .

l

~~~~ ~A~b~~~! ~!t~:::::: ::::: ::: ~ ~ ~: :::: ::::: ::I

Fort Doutas, Utah.............................

~~~~E~ga!,ec~f~~~~~-:::·.~::::::::::::::::::::: 1

Camp Pilot Butte, vYyo ......................... I
Fort Randall, S. Da k ............................ I
FortD . .A.Russell,Wyo .........................
Fort Washakie, Wyo............................
Field........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l

270
349
483

851.86 1.......... ,
828.07
8. 60
770. 17
6. 21

~~~

+~~: ~~

485

731.96

~~~

2. 06
6.o2
..... .. . ..
..........
4.66
.. .. .. .. ..
..........

645.84
639. 18
489.50
406.46
850. 32

TotaL .................................... - ~--3-, 571 --713. 82

I

24.98
17.08
18. 64

I•... -2:98. .....8:92.; g: ~~

~~t~t

48
97
429
155
314

7.41
2. 87
18. 99
8. 25

~:~~

..... .. .. .
..........
9.32
. .. . .. .. ..
.. .. . . . . ..

20.21

~ni

27. 7'2
10. 76
17.62
8. 23
12. 49

~--3~ --8:96--18.73

DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism aud injuries.]

Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ........................ ,
Fort Sam Houston, 'l'ex.........................
Fort Clark, Tex.................................
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ........................... - ~

~~~~ i}~~~~~~· T~~~::: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~::: :: :~: :

Camp Pena Colorado, ·rex.......................
Fort BBliss, Tex........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort rown, Tex................................

149
1

~6

6~

1"
u

7. 03
9. 35
6. 71

~: ~5~: ~g

1
1

9

~~~d~~~~~-i~:.:~~.:::::: :~ ::~:::: :::: :~:~~: :::::: -- g~
Total.. .................................... !

1, 622. 64
1, 210. 78
1, 149.52
1, 067. 12

53
427
321

1

1, 481 \

56. 60
30.44
12.45

6. 71

~~: ~~

693. 86
20.41 ... -.- ... - ~
514. 02
18. 69
9. 34
389. 83 . .. .. .. . ..
50.85

55.13
38.99
4:l.45
38.26

~~: i~

28.60
12. 7i
14.04

~~~: ~~ ;-.. -~~:~: ::::::::: --1~: ~~
1, 023. 64

I

7. 43

20. 92 1

34. 87
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TABLE

IX.-The rnilila1'.1J posts in each department, showing the 1·ates of admissiou, £7catlt,
discharge, and constant noneffecNveness for disease, etc.-Continued.
DEP .A.RTMENT OF .A.'RIZON .A..
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
·Names of stations.

Mean
strength. Admissions. Deaths.

------------------------------------1--------l---------·l---------------------

j~~~ ~'l~;ld,~-~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~

San Carlos, Ariz...................... .. .. .... ...
Fort Grant, Ariz ........... : .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. ..
Fort Stanton, N.Mex....................... .. ...

167
286
112

Fort Bowie, Ariz .... _...........................
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.........................
San Diego Barracks, Cal.........................
Fort Huachuca, .Ariz............................

136
192
69
318

Total. .................................... -

2, 430

~~~~ r~~g::~.A.~iz~~~:: ::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::

i; 964.07
~~~: ~~

6. 71

954.54
946.42

13. 99

742. 65
72!l.16
681. 16
547.17

14. 70 . .. .. .. .. .
10.42
41.67
71. 47
6. 29
3. 14

~g~

i: ~~

!t
~~
29. 61

2

~~~: ~~

;: b~

I

17.96
38.46
17.86

27. 42
36.79

1~: {~

~~: ~~

29.76
25.91
60. 31
14.97

jj:l~~~-~~~~·-~~i_z_:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ___1~~ _Jg~: ~~ 1:::::::::: =~~--~~848.571

5.

76 1

3~: g~

15.64

26.80

DEP .A.RTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
[Excluding venereal diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.)

Fort Bidwell, Cal ............................... /
.A.lcatraz Island, Cal................... .. . .. • .. ..
.A.ngelisland, Cal .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . • .. . .. .. . .. .. .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
Fort Gaston, Cal ............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Beniflia Barracks, Cal .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . ..

~?R~~~~~~~;~·: ~:~1: ~::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

877.19 ~ ----

1

57
117
276
465
32
132

...... I
35.09
641. 02 .......... I
8. 54 1
608. 68 .. .. . .. .. .
39. 86 1
fi91. 40 . . . . . . . . . .
2. 15
562. 50 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
507. 57 I
15. 15 I
7. 58 1

1~~

~H: ~~ I::: :::::::I:::::::: ::I i~: ~~

21.42
18. 93
22. 27
18 _. 21
7 4.,
10. 21

TotaL ..................................... ---1-,3oo ,---563. os ~--J~4f1io71--17. 23

DEPARTMENT OF THE

COLU~1BI.A..

[Excluding venere:;:J diseases, vaccina, alcoholism and injuries.]

······························I

Fort Canby, Wash
106
FoytWallaWalla,Wash........................
204 1
Bmse Barracks, Idaho...........................
98
Vancouver BaJ:racirs, Wash ..................... I
407
Fort Sherman, Idaho ........................... -~
232
Fort Townsend, Wash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64
:Fort Spokane, Wash .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
135
Field ............................................ -~-

~tal.. .................................... ,

1,36'!

._._ 1

943.40
47.171
39.14
735.30 .__.._·_·_ 4.__._ 9.. 0
4.90
25.34
500.01
20.41
19. 15
452.07
2. 46
24.57 1
19.92
400.86
4. 31
14.82
296. 89
15. 62
6. 18
259. 25
7. 41
7. 41
10.07
279.68 -~~~~=--2.49
486.08 1

2.941

15.40

I

18.19
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X.-1'he monthly prevalence of disease among the 1l'hite, colm·cd
troops of the .At·rny dn1'ing the year 189/3.

'fABLE

Admitted to sick report.

Constantly noneffective.

Hatios per 1,000 of
meau strength.

Number.

Ratios per 1,000 of
mean strength.

Days.

Months.

- - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

c. .
Jw.

21, 4~8
2, 022
610
l T . 24, 070
21, 858

au··· ) I . .

w.

Feb... {

f::

2,

~~~

T . 24,567

w.

Mar

21,878
C
2 032
'723
T . 24, 63~
w. 21, 62<)

··}I::
J

~:: 2, ~;i
w. 21,598
1
May·· {f:: ' ~~~
T . 24, 337
l w. 21, 258
Apr . .

l T . 24,403

J

une . ·

t

c..

2, 007

I ..
771
T .. 24, 036

w. 21,568

July ..

Aug ..

2
if::
' ~!~
T . 24, 357

w. 21, 210
, f:: 1, ~~:
T . 23, 982
w. 21, 055

f

Sept . . {

f:: 1' ~i~

T . 23, 745

(W. 20,868

)

c..

Oct ... l I..
lT .

(W.

Nov ..

C ..
I..
T .

lw.
f::

2, 134
747
33, 749
21, 324
2, 166
725
24,215
21, 562

639 2, 523 s, 162
69
248
317
20
79
99
728 3, 850 3, 578
564 1, 717 2, 281

~~

2~~

29.81117.69
34. 12 122. 65
32. 7!> 129. 51
30. 25 118. 41
25. 80 78. 55

147. 5o
156. 77
162. 30
148. 65
104. 35

662
6<!6
62
24
732
599

1, 988
1, 711
160
58
1, 929
1, 413

26.,1)5
29. 53
30. 51
33.19
29. 72
27.70

80.93
78. 21
78. 74
80.22
78. 30
65. 34

107.87
107. 73
109. 25
113.41
108. 03
93. 04

~~

1;~

1~~ ~i: ~g, ~~: ~~

~~: ~~

2~~ ~~: ~~ 1~~: ~~ g~: i5

2, 650
2, 357
222
!:12
2, 661
2, 012

681 1, 577 2, 258 27.90 64.63
665 1,451 2,n6 30.79 67.19
1
2

1

765
732
69
19
820
747

67. 69
72. 25
59.66
67. 82
72.66

98. 66
102. 13
106. 63
84. 30
101. 94
107.29

854 1, 783 2, 637 35. 06 '13. 20
682 1, 642 2, 324 32. 15 77. 42

108. 26
109. 57

777 1, 822 2, 599 32. 40 75. 97
657 1, 6<!5 2, 302 31.20 78.13

108. 37
109.33

~~

~~
~g

~~
744
655
58
26
739
589
55
27
671
615

!~

1, 636
1, 439
145
46
1, 630
1,567
1

~~

1!~

1!~

ii ~~:
N~~:I~
31.44 67.23

2, 401
2, 171
214
65
2, 450
2,314
2

34. 44
34. 38
24.64
34. 12
34.64

92. 53
97.98

~~: ~~

~~ ~t ~~ ~X:~~ ~M: ~6

2~~ ~~: ~~ ~~: ~~ 1~~: ~~

2~i ~~: ~~ X~:~~ ~~~: ~!

1, 834 2, 578
1, 440 2, 095
104 . 162
32
58
1, 576 2, 315
1, 425 2, 014
99
15432
59
1, 556 2, 227
1, 536 2, 151

31.33
31. 39
27.18
34. 80
31.12
27. 62
25. 39
37.24
27. 71
28. 52

1!f

77. 24
69. 01
48. 73
42. 84
66. 36
66. 82
45.71
44.14
64.26
71. 24

108. 57
100.40
75. 91
77. 64
97.48
94. 44
71.10
81. 38
91. 97
99. 76

2, ~g~
~~
1~i ~~: ~~ ~~: ~~ ~:: ;~
T . 24, 346 702 1, 692 2, 394 28. 84 69.50
98.34
w. 21,437 7, 79019,509 27, 299 363.39 9to. o6 1, 273.45
Yea
C .. 2, 036 788 1, 773 2, 5613!<7. 03 870.831,257.86
r · · { I..
730 297
591
888 406. 85 809. 39 1, 216. 44
T . 24,203 8, 875 21,873 30,748 366.69 90?. 73 1, 270.42

Dec... {

1

9, 706
1, 265
282
11,253
7, 754
1, 037
318
9,109
8,409
845
258
9, 512
8, 303
760
222
9 285
8:950
935
339
10, 22~
!), 560
830
35-!
10, 744
9, 570
947
565
11, 082
9,129
726
475
10, 330
8, 401
884
522
9, 807
9, 271
991
415
10,6771
8, 834
991
339
10, 164
9 729
'981
256
10, !)66
107, 616
11,192
4, 345
123, 153

22,838 32, 544 14. 60 34. 37 48. 97
2, 254
3, 519 20. 18 35. 96 56.14
622
!l04 14. 91 32. 89 1 47. 81
25,714 36, 967 15. 08 34. 46 49. 54
18,033 25, 787 , 12. 23 j 28. 451 40, 68
2, 070
3, 107 17. 78 35. 50i 53. 28
498
816 ] 5. 71 24. 60 ' 40. 31
20,601 29, 7101 12. 78 28. 91 ! 41. 69
17, 937 26, 346 12. 40 26. 44138. 88
1, 949
2, 794 13. 41 30. 94 44. 35
582
840 11. 51 25. 97 37. 48
20,468 29, 980 12. 46 26. 80, 39. 27
16, 081 24, 384 12. 80 24.79 37.59
1, 524
2, 284 12. 50 25. 06 37. fi6
446
668 9. 85 19. 79 , 29. 65
18,051 27,336 12.68 24.66 37.34
16,237 25,] 87 13. 371 24. 25 1 37. 62
1, 559
2. 494 15. 25, 25.43 : 40.68
401
740 14. 37i 17. OO I 31.37
18,197 28, 421 13. 56 24. 121 37. 67
15,08.1 24, 644 14. 99 23. 65; 38. 64
1, 320
2, 150 13. 79 21. 92 35. 71
498
852 ] 5. 311 21. 53, 36. 84
16,902 27, 646 14. 90 23. 44 ' 38.34
15, 3]2 24, 882 14. 311 22.90 37. 21
1,308
2, 255 14.97 20. 67 : 35. 64
585
1, 150 24.37 25. 23 , 49.60
17,205 28, 287 14. 68 22. 78 37. 46
15 375 24, 504 13. 881 23. 40 1 37. 27
1:216
1, 942 11. 84 19. 831 31. 67
488
963 19. 301 19. 83 39.12
17,079 27, 409 13. 89 22. 971' 36, 86
15,956 24, 357 13. 30 25. 26 38. 56
1, 045
1, 929 14.91 17.63 32.54
560
1, 082 24. 37 26. 14 50. 52
17,561 27, 368 13. 77 24. 65 38. 42
16, 113 25, 384 14. 331 24. 90 39. 24
1,114
654
17,881 28 558 14. 501 24. 29 38. 79
16,810 2?, 644 13. 81 26. 28[' 40. 09
1, 081
2, 072 15. 25 16. 64 31. 89
557
896 15. 59 25. 61 41. 20
18, 4<18 28, 612 13. 99 25. 39 39. 38
18, 017 27,746 14.55 26.95 41.50
1, 090
2, 077 15.35 17.14 32.49
442
698 11. 44 19. 75 31.18
19,555 30, 521 14. 53 25. 91 40.44
203, 793 311, 409 13. 72 25. 97 39.69
17, 5il6 28, 728 15. 02 23. 53 38. 55
6, 333 10, 678 16. 26 23. 'il 39. 97
227,602 350, 815 13. 90 25. 70i 39. 60
1

1

i: ~~~
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SUHGEON-GENERAL.

XI.-The 1"(ttes per 1,000 of strength of adrnission, death, discharge and none.tli'cliveness of the U. S . .ih·rny and of the troops in the several departments fo1· the yea1·
1892, as cornpa'l'ecl 'With those of the decade 1881-'90, and of ce1·tain fo1'eign ar1nies.

TABLJ<j

Names of armies or departments.

U. S. Army, 1892.

?rfean strength (corrected for time).

24,203.
<ti

Causes of admission to sick report.

·§.._;

21,437.

p,.:,

<ti
0)

~

-~

~~
C<:o:>

<:>

.;,

·~

0)

rD

·s

i§~
0 ~ .....

..cl

<ti

!'::

-C)

...
ce

bl)

00
~

U.S . .Army, white, 1892.

..cl

~
0)

...bJ)
ce

..cl

P...,.!,

.--<0

~~
<eO)

i§t

;ii
0 .:: .....
A
Q
~ Q
<1
A
i:i
------------1 - -------------------------. !)0
.48
6. 62
Enteric fever .................... ..
5. 95
. 50
. 99
Other specific contagious and infectious diseases, including ery. 30
2. 51
93.21
sipelas .......................... .
93.71
• 30
2. 56
Malarial fevers and resulting con1. 76
68.43
.04
63.75
ditions .......................... .04
1. 90
. 05
.04 ........
T_1pho-malarial fever ............. .
. 29
. 33
.04 ........
. 06
1. 01
113.17
Diarrhea, including cholera morbus.
108. 03
1. 06
.12
Dysentery ........................ .
.04
2. 57
2. 81
. 04
.10
.04 ....... - . . 001
Other miasmatic diseases· ......... .
.04
. 05
.04 ........
• 001
2. 36
. 37
40.90
41.42
Gonorrhea and results .......... ..
. 38
2. 39
1. 68
L 56
15.11
16.03
Syphilis and results .............. ..
1. 47
1. 60
. 04
1. 28
18.98
Other venereal diseases .....••.....
19.79
.04
1. 25
1. 26
47.07
Vaccina ........................... .
45.45
1. 32
. 07
1. 77
Other enthetic diseases ........... .
1. 74
. 06
. 45
41.19
.11 ....... 37.23
Alcoholilim ...................... ..
.13 ....... .
.50
. 61
. 03
. 04
Other dietic diseases .............. .
. 58
. 04
. 03
3. 32
Rheumatism (incluiling muscular).
71.52
67.31
. 04
1.42
3. 22
. 37
Other constitutional diseases ..... .
3. 93
3. 78
.13
. 25
.35
. 06
.61
DevelOl)OHmtal diseases ........... .
. 62
. 67
.07
. 07
Parasitic diseases ................ ..
2. 85
2. 56
.08
. 66
Headache and neuralgia .......... .
.07
40.03
40.37 ......
.08
. 66
Other diseases of the nervous sys.56
. 85
tem ............................. .
2. 23
9.52
8. 92
.59
2. 43
. 91
. 64
Diseases of the eye ............... .
1. 01
16.42
17.93
1. 01
.61
. 33
.52
7.09
Diseases of the ear ................ .
6. 98
. 59
. 36
. 30
Catarrhs and common colds ....... .
30.78
32.37
.33
. 04
1. 48
78.83
.19
Bronchitis ........................ .
78.63
.
21
1. 50
.04
. 63
. 30
3. 43
. 04
3. 36
Pneun1onia ....................... .
.67
. 04
.31
.71
. 90
Pulmonary phthisis ............... .
1. 97
3. 27
4. 34
.42
1.47
• 76
Pleuritis .......................... .
. 07
.10
1. 82
.07
1. 73
. 08
. 07
Other diseases of the respil:atory
.04
. 22
. 23
system .......................... .
5. 45
5.18
. 04
. 21
• 22
.48
.46
Diseases of the heart and valves .. .
5. 21
1. 34
5. 50
. 50
.49
1. 34
Other diseases of the circulatory
. 04
.14
system ......................... ..
1. 24
.30
1. 40
.34
.15
.04
Tonsillitis ........................ .
. 63
41.90
42.26
.63
62.19
. 76
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation.
.11
59.43
. 08
. 75
Other diseases of the digestive system ............................. .
. 26
1. 79
69.66
.97
69.89
.96
1. 81
.25
.30
.15
1. 57
Diseases of the kidneys ........... .
.19
1. 68
. 34
. 21
.16
Other diseases of the genito-urinary
system (non venereal) ........... .
. 56
. 80
13.11
13.63
.63
. 75
Diseases of the locomotor system
(excluding muscular rheumatism)
5. 78
1. 34
.51
5.83
1. 38
.52
Diseases of the integumentar,y sys·
tern ............................. .
. 34
2.17
79.99
82.05
.34
2.22
22. !)3
.07
.All other diseases ................. .
. 34
. 95
22.76
. 38
.04
.95
Heat !'troke ....................... .
2. 77
.04
2. 94
. 04
. 04
Frostbite and general freezing .... .
2. 73
.13
2. 01
.04
.08
Contusions and sprains ........... .
134.32
3. 24
.19
131.27
. 21
3.19
Dislocations ...................... .
2. 56
.15
.19
2.43
. l3
.19
.15
Fractures (not gunshot) .......... .
6.98
.45
1. 36
00
1.37
.46
.13
Incised, lacerated, contused, and
punctured wounds...............
55.32
.19
1. 55
53.09
. 21
1. 51
Shot wounds.......................
3. 22 1. 01
. 60
. 50
2. 80
. 80
. 59
• 46
.All other injuries..................
44. 83
. 93
. 56
1.12
45.16 1. 01
. 59
1.15
Totalfor disease ............. T,O:l7~68 4. 36 16.19 31.48 1, 026.78 4. 23 1:6.04- 31.71
Total for injuries............
252. 74 2. 08
2.16
8.12
246. 68 1. 93
2. 22
7. 98
Total for all causes .......... · 1, 270. 42 6. 44
18. 35 39-:-60
1, 273. 45 6. 15
26 39. 69
Enteric fever (including typho·
malarial feyer) .................. .
6. 24
.52
• 95
6. 95
1. 05
. 54
Other specific contagious all(} infectious diseaseR (including ery·
sipelas and tonsillitis) .. .. .. .. .. .
135. 61
. 34 . • • .. • .. 3. 14
135. 47
3.19
• 34.
Other diseases of the digestive sys·
tern (excluding hernia) . . . . . . . . . .
67. 64
. 26
. 1!l
l. 57
67. 88
. 25
. 21
1. 60
2. 01
. 75
. 21
Hernia ............................. ~2- ···~- ~ _._22
Total for disease (excluding -- --- ~ ·-- --- ~ hernia) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 015. 66 4. 36
Hi. 41 31. 26
024..
23
15.29
Total ~or injuries (including
herma). ••• • • • •• • • • . .. .. .. ..
254. 76 2. 08
2. 94
8. 34
248. 69 1. 88
2. 97 . 8. 19
0:
0)

<1

.._;

..

::~~~:I :J!.

7.

=:I8.

I

1

~,

771 ~'

~~-
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TABLE

XI.-1'he 1·ales per 1,000 of strength, of admission, death 1 discharge and none.ffectivcncss of the U.S. _.A1·my, etc.-Continued.

· - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - --- - - ------------------------------U. S. Army, Indian, 1892.
U.S. Army, colored, 1892.
Names of armies or departments.
-------------------------..
----------------- ------730.
2,036.
Mean strength (corrected for time).

-~~~
-~
s
~

Causes of admission to sick re·
port.

ri

-.s
<:<1

~

~

.b ~
~ :.3
~~

~
,.<:I

00

?2

~
s
~

-~
-~

a:>

8~

A

~

~-~

..<::<

,.<:I

-<;;;

~

A

8~

~

ri

d

§ 13

?2

Cl

. 45

108.05

2. 52

~

-=--

~~~:~i~::ci~l~-~~;;t~gi~~~-~~d·i~: - ---.9-8- ~~ ~~ ---~ --~-~- ~
fectious diseases, inch1ding erysipelas ...... _.. . .................
Malarial fevers and resulting con-

~

1. 09

68.49 .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
1

T:~~;~~ai~~i~i f~;~;:::: :::::::::: .... ~~-- ~~
Diarrhea,incluclingcholeramorbus

::::::::I.. ·.::
. 47.95
~~-- ~~- 1 :: : ::: :::::::: ..... ·-~~
.68 l
1.... .. . .......
.38
1

::::::

....

75.64 ...... ........

Rl:::~ffs~~ii~ ·a:i·s·e·a:;~; : :: : ::: : : : ..... ~-- ~~ - ~ :: :::: : : : :: : : : .... : ~~ . ..... ~: ~~ . :::: : : : : ::: :: : ..... ·_ ~~
1

Gonorrhea and results............ .
Syphilis and results .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
Other venereal diseases............
Vaccina...................... ..... .
Other en the tic diseases........... .
Alcoholism .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
Other die~ic di_sea ses_. .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
Rheumatisn;t (u~cludmg muscular).
Other constitutiOnal diseases......
Developmental diBeases . . . . . . . . . . .
Parasitic diseases.. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. ..
Headache and neuralgia...........
0

8

32. 91
25. 54
28.49
27.51
1. !l6
8. 35
. 49
11?- 41
2. 46
. 49
. 49
45. 68

1

\~: -(~~ -~~~~~ -~~ ~~-~ ~-~ ~~~~~-~:~~.

.. .. . .
. 45
.. .. ..
3.18 1
.... .. .. .... ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

I_ .... . .. .. .. . .

. . .. .. . .. . .. ..
J--..
.. .. ....91.. .
• • ...•

1

•

.. .. ..
. 45
...... ........
. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. . .. . .. . .

Diseases of the eye. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

4. 42 1.. . ...
19. 65 .. .. ..

Bronchitis............ . ........ .. ..
Pneumonia........................
Pulmonary phthisis .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pleuritis...........................
Other diseases of the respiratory

81.54 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
3. 93
. 45 . .. .. .. .
4. 42
. 91
2. 27
1. 96 . .. .. . .. .. .. ..

E!~:::~:~~ib:o:!~;~-~~id~::::::: :

1~:i~

Df!e~~e~~'i th~-li~~~-t- ~~-(i ;;~i~e~:::

1. 85
47.95 .. .. .. .. . . . .. .
2. 78
2. 53 I
16. 44 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
1. 93
1. 79
19.18 .... .. . .. .. ...
1. OJ
. 69
47. 95 . .. .. . . .. ... ..
UH
. 14 .. .. ..... . .. .. .......... . ..... ..
. 07
1. 37 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
. 02
02 .............. .. .... . ......... ..
4. 92
69. 87
2. 55
l. 83
. 26
12. 33 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
1. 27
. 02
1. 37 . . . . . .
1. 28
. 06
. 0 l ... ..................... _...... .
. 7!l
35. 62 -..... . .. . .. ..
. 43

. 45
. 91

:i~

1:::::: :::::·::

~: ~~

4. 11
57. 53

. 41
. 78

.. :45 · .. ·i:S2 ·

1~:~~

l.

2~

1. 28
1. 28

. 31
1. :l8

...... ... .....

:j~

1. 40
. t7
. 98
. 14

64. ilS .... .. . .. .. .. .
4.11 .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
35. 62 8. 94
16. 60
4.11
2 55 1

5. 00

: ~~

i: ~~ :::::: ... ~~ ~~ .

:~~

·

. 98
. 27
. 76

Other diseases of the circulatory
system ..................................................... . ... . ............................... .
Tonsillitis.........................
40.28 .... .. .. .. .. . .
. 65
35.62 .... .. . .. .....
. 55
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation.
85. 47
. 45
. 83
78. 08 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. 86
Other diseases of the digestive
system ........... . ... . ......... .
1. 36
74.66
.45
1. 72
49.32
1. 24
Diseases of the kidneys ........... .
. 98
.11
Other diseases of the genito-urinary system (non venereal) .. . .. .
1. 38
18.66
15.07
. 5!
Diseases of the locomotor system
(excludingmuscularrhcnmatism)
5. 89
. 91
.47
4.11
1. 28
. 37
Diseases of the integumentary
system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58. 94
. 45
1. 54
78.08
2. 39
All other diseases .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .
26. 03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 91
19.18 1. 28 ...... • .
1. 02
Heat stroke. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
1. 96 ..... . ....... .
. 01
Frostbite and general freezing.... .
10.80 1 .. .. ......... .
. 63
]. 37 ......... . ... .
. 22
Contusions and sprains . .. .. . . . . .. .
167. 49 ...... . ...... .
131.51 ............. 4.05
2. 65
Dislocations . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
2. 46
45
. 08
6.85 ............. .
. 35
Fractures (not gunshot) . .. . .. .. .. .
4. 42
45
13.70 1. 28 ...... ..
. 98
2. 23
Incised, lacerated, contused, and
punctured wounds .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
59. 92 ' .... .. .. .. . .. .
1. 57
108. 23 .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
2. 55
Shot wou~d~ .. :....................
5. 89 I 1. 36
. 54
8. 22 j 6. 39
2. 55
1. 62
All other mJunes . .... . ..•..•...... _38. so ~ ~ _ _ _ · 92__ ~~ 1. 28 _2~ _ . 92
.... ..

.

......

•

1

1

1

Total for disease.............
Total for injuries............

966.11
291.75

j

I

3.18
1. 82

Total for all causes . . . . . . . . . . 1, 257:86 : 5. 00

E::r!~iaiet~~~r ~~~~~l~~~-~-:!.~~~~ - =: ga

Other specific contagious and infectious diseases, including erysipelas and tonsillitis........... .
Other disease~ of the d~gestive system (excludmg herma) . .. .. . .. ..
Hernia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

148.33

13.63
. 91

29.76
8. 79

. 45 ........

71. 71
. 45 . .. .. .. .
2. 95 . . . . . .
1. 36

.......... -......

3.17

29.44
10.52
39. 97

1.7..... ----~~.
I

104.11 . .. . . . . .. . .. ..

1. 64

\

1. 35
4.9. 32 .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
1. 24
. 37 ......... . ............. .. ... . .. .

==---=-1=1====

1

28. 09
3. 83

1, 216~ 20. 43 T31~

u:-54 3s:55

l .45 ~ ---~~=.24

Total for disease (excluding
hernia) ..... - ...............
963. 16 1 3. 18
Total f_'or injuries (including
[
Jlern1a) .................. ~~~_!:

8!l4. 52 11.49
321.92 a. 94

1

12. 27 1 29. 39
2. 27 j

9. 16

===

894. 1'2 111. 49

I

321. 92

8. 94

==1==
28. 09
29. 44
3. 83

I

10. 52

·
1
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TABLE

XI.-=.The mtes J.?el' 1,000 of strength, of admission, dectth, discharge ancl noneffectweness of the U. S. Army, etc.-Continued.

Army, white. U.S. Army, colored,
Names of armies or departments. \ U.S.Army, 1881-1890. U.S.1881-1890.
1881- 1890.
Mean strength (corrected for time).

23,945.

Causes of admission to sick report.

21,640.
;,

~

-~

"'
.;l

'§

~
Q;)

~

H

.;!

~

.;l

oJJ
~

-~

~

"0

~

A

H

Q;)

;..,

'§

"'
.;l

,.c::l

H

A

34.15

.17

.02

32.30

.17

.03

142.72
1. 86
150.74
11.56
. 04
34.34
34.72

. 24
. 23
.06
.16
. 04

.16

142. 57
1. 90
150.93
10.90
. 03
34.26
33.15

. 23
. 20
.07
.15
. 03

17
·
.27
.20

. 02

. 30
3. 3:>

~

Alcoholism.........................
Other die tic di~ flases .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .
Rheumatism (includin~ muscular)..
Other const1tutwnal diseases.......

52. 21
. 57
102. 00
9. 30

. 02

.26
.20
. 28
3. 47

51.58

.16

1

oi·
. 20
. 01
. 07
2. 84
. 04
. 21
. 68

:_:

. 60
98. 22
9. 13

. 01
. 04
. 20

J

. 08
2. 79
63
.

1

1
:9

·_· _: _: -_-_:·_· ,I :

. 35 1......
137.48
. 04
10. 93 , . 36

~:;:!?R~ar:~as~~s~~~~~-: ::::::::::: ....s: 32 .. --- ... : o3·45-- ~ - .. 7.36-·.·8522 .._- -._ :_ -_- ._· ._- . :o_-3ot· ~· · 1·1-oi _-46.87-- ,-_· ·__ ·_ ·__ ·_ _:
1

o_·

T~K:A!ft\~~:::~~~~~~:~::~~~~:::::~~:

Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation .
0

\~:: ~i-s~-~~~s- ~:-~l~~ ~i-~~~t-i~~ ~~~--

Diseases of the kidneys............
Other diseases of the genito-urinary
system (non venereal).............
Diseases of the locomotor system
(excludingmuscularrheumatism).

Dl~~~s~~-~~ ~~1-~ ~~~~-~t~~~~~~~:'. ~!_s:.

All other diseases .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Heatstroke ........................
Frostbite and general freezing . . . . .
Contusions and sprains . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dislocations........................
J<'ractures (not gunshot)............
Incised, lacerateu, contused, and
pu,nctured wounds . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Shot woumls .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
All other injuries .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .

80.08

11.61
22. 26
8. 46
74. 30
70. 06
4. 65
3. 47
3. 24

... .
_ ..
1

143 99 · 36 •
12
. 1: 43
:51 ... : ..
148.98 .. .. . . . 24
17.70
.28
.24
. 09
. 08 ......
35.19 .. .. ..
. 08
49.50
. 04 1 4. 85

~~~E~::~~~~-:~~~:~~~- ::::::::::::I! 1~: ~! - : - .:3~1~- ~ 15!7.: ~3~5-11 : 02:2~:1...:~3-4~- ~ 3~.: 7o~

Headache and neuralgia............
Other lliseases of the nervous systeJn...............................
Diseases of the eye .. .. . .. . • . .. . .. ..
Diseases of the ear .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .
Catarrhs and common colds . . . .. . . .
Bronchitis.............. . ...........
Pneumonia.........................
Pulmonary phthisis... .. ...........
Pleuritis .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Other diseases of the respiratory
system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the heart and valves . . .
Other di::,eases of the circulatory

C':l

~

~
Q;)

~~~~~~---_-;-)~

Entcricfever.......................
Other specific contagions and infectious diseases , including erysipelas........ .. .................
Malarial fevers and resulting conditions .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .
Typho-malarial fever...............
Diarrhea,incluclingcholeramorons.
Dysentery ..................... . ....
Other miasmatic diseases . . . . . . . . . .
Gonorrhea and results . . ... .. .... ..
Syphilis and results................

5.42

"'b.O

~

,.c::l

~
Q;)

"0

A

00

;..,

00

·§

,.c::l

00

Q;)

·~

b.O

;..,

"0

2,305.

~

Q;)

::_~o~~

"'
. 04
3. 27
1. 18

: ::_:3:9:

v

.54

• 08
. 79
. 57
. 03

3.70 1
1. 33
. 84
. 03
. 52
.13
1. 99
. 12

8. 52
3. 03

. 10
. 28

. 48
1. 46

5g:~~

.36

1:~~

57.99
1. 4!l

. 01
1

11.86
21. 71
8. 97
72.78
69. 09
4. 32
3. 39
2. 85

.55

I

. 09
. 68
. 54
. 03

3.77
1. 32
. 89
. 03
. 54
.12
1. 98
. 11

8. 10
3. 04

. 09
. 29

. 50
1. 49

L26
2. 95

1:~~

6~:~~

. 01

9.28 \ .47
27. 37 .. .. ..
3. 64
88. 63
79. 22
7. 81 1. 85
4. 2!l
. 87
6. 90 I . 08
. 20
. 20

4~:~~

.35

. 25

71.06

. 54
. 24

2. 06
. 27

57. 28
1. 47

. 56
. 24

2.11
. 25

64.60
1. 65

17.25

. 05

1. 42

16.83

. 06

1. 38

21.17 . • .. ..

5. 97

. 01

1. 33

5. 93

. 004

1. 30

91. 06
11. 41
1.86
6. 22
143. 96
2. 48
6. 75

. 01
. 05
.02
. 07
. 02
. 01
. 11

. 40
. 99
.03
. 10
. 54
. 16
. 74

93. 32
11. 27
2.00
4. 41
142. 63
2. 51
6. 93

. 01
. 05
.03
. 08
. 01
. 01
.10

. 40
l. 03
.03
. 08
. 52
. 17
. 77

43. 36
4. 85
35. 68

. 12
1. 26
1. 32

. 28
. 98
. 66

41. 50
4. 31
35. 92

. 13
1. 20
1. 36

. 26
. 91
. 65

73. 60

. 26

. 28
1.18

:~~------~~

..
9i. 44 . . . . . .

.16

I . 36
. 24
I

1. 66
. 39

. 01

1. 58

6. 29

69. 85 I_ .....
1. 29
. 08
.56
23. 21
. 04
156. 48
. 08
2. 21
5. 08
.16
60. 87
. 9. 9~
33. 4..,

3.00
1. 50
. 36
. 04
. 32
. 24
2. 13
. 16

I . 08

ll.. 8299

l. 82

.39
. 59
. 04
.36
. 75
.12
. 47
. 43
1. 58
. 75

Total for ~H~ea~e ............. 1, 214:4"9 5.8127. 20 1, 201:83'1 5. 66 27. 23 1, 333:3"6 7. 26 1 26. 87
Totalfor mJunes....... .... .. 245. 16 2. 93 3. 50
240.19 2. 91 3. 39
291.80 I 3.16
4. 50

II,

,
:otal for al_l caus~s- · · · · · · · · · · 1, 459. 65 s. 75 30. 70
442.02-~ 8. 57 3_9.:. 62 1, 62S. 1~ 10. 42 I 31. 3~
Entenc fever, mcludmg typho- - - - --- - - [ - - - - - - - - = c - - - - · - - - - malarial fever....................
7. 28
. 97
. 04 1
7. 58
. 96
. 04
4. 34 1 1.10 1......
Other specific contagious and in· I
fectious diseases, including ery·
,
85. 06
. 17
. 03
81. 22
. 17
. 04
121. 17 1 . 16
sipelas and tonsillitis .............
Other diseases of the digestive
. 70
sys~em (excluding hernia)........
55. 02
. 53
. 68 1 54. 30
. 55
61. 74 1 • 36 · . 56
llerma ........ -- .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. 1
2. 97
. 01 1. 38
_2. 98
. 01 1. 41 . 2. 86 1--.. .. 1. 10
1
Total for disease (excluding 1-== ==-= ~
-== - - . =
hernia) .................... -[1, 211.52 5. 80 25.82 11, 198. 85 . 5. 65 125.82 11, 330.50 7. 26 25.77
Total for injuries (including 1
I
hernia) ...................
248. 13 ~- 94 4. 88
213. 17 2. 92 4. 80
291. 66 3. 16
5. 60

j" ... .

==

1

--I

1

1

1

1
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TABLE

XI.-1'he rates pc1· 1,000 of st1·ength, of admission, death, clisofudgc
effectiveness of the U. S. Army, eto.-Cont,iuued.
Austria-Hungary, 1891.

Kames of armies or departments.
Mean strength (conected for
time).

Great Britain,

100,120.

284,743.
rti

~

·~

Causes of admission to sick report.

'§
~

"'-1

---

rti

rti

b.O

-~

,;,

"§

"'~"

~

<l.J

"' ~'"
~
A A
<:l

.Q
<l.J

Italy, 1891.

1890.

~

<ti
b.O

~

<l.J

·@

,;,

,;,

;:I

<l.J

<t1
A
-- --- -

418,913.

220,714.

,;,

ai<!)

::I

<l.J

-~

b.O

;,

bn

,;,

'" -~p :S ,.<::;'" ·§
"'"'
~ ~
iE
-8
A "'-1 A A "'-1 ~ Q
- - --- -- - - --<:l

"'iE"

C:l

ell

rtJ.

~

<l.J

-

--

Enteric fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
4. 32 . 79 . 06
1. 26 . 29 . . . . .
5. 63 1. 41 . . . . .
4. 37 . 23 .....
Other specific contagious and infectious diseases, including
erysipelas---------·----------· 14.13 .08 .01 75.00 .16 --·- - 17.04 .75 ..... 112.81 .15 .....
Malarial fev~rs and resulting
conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 63 . 01 . 11
6. 97 . 01 . 02 20. 54 . 14 . 14
2. 20 ___ . _... .
Typho-Iualarial fever ........................................................ _... . ....... ___ ..... .
Diarrhea, including c h o 1 era
morbus ........................ 37.55.01 .02
5.84 .01. ---·6.33 . . . . . 02 17.84~ ------···
Dysentery.......................
1.37 .07 .01
.73 .02 .OJ
.19 .01 ..... [
.29 .01 .....
8

g~~~~-~~~~ ~n>tJ~e~~~1~s-~s_-.-::::::

34: ~~ -·_ ~~ .
89: ~~ -·_ ~~
18. 50 . . . . . 07 106. 44 . 03

-:oil

Syphilis and results . _.. . . . . . . . . .

: ~~
. 80

22: ~~ . ·_ ~~ :::: :
30. 51 . - - . . 01

15: ~~ -·_ ~~:::::
5. 4:11_.. - --.-.

.06 . . . . . . . . .
. 33 . o:t. • ••• .-'

1.65 .01 .... .
• 12 __ . _ .... .

x~~~1:n:~~z~~;: ;i~:::z:::::::::: - ~~: ~: :_:&i: :':~~ ::~~: ~~::::: ~:::1! ::~~-:~~ :_:6i::: :: :::~:~~ :::: :::::
Alcoholism......................
Other die tic diseases.............
Rheumatism (including museular)---------------------------Other constitutional diseases . . . .
Devel?J~)llle~tal diseases..........
Parasi~ICdiseases.-,---.----- .. ····
Headal-he and neuralgia ....... (

.11 .02
1. 63 . 01

:13.10
8. 67
1. 55
5.75

o~~es~e~~~~~~~- ~~- :~.~ -~~~~~~~ 5

Diseases of the eye..............
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Bronchitis ....•....•.............
Pneumonia ..................... .
Pulmonary phthisis . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Pleuritis .........................
Other diseases of the respiratory
system (including catarrhs and
!JOll1lllOn~olds) ....•.............
Disease~ of the hel!'rt and yal Yes (

0\~~; ~;,~1~:~. -~f- -~~~ __c_~-~~~1~~

.02
. 01

2.69 .04.....
. 07 . . . . . . . . .

.01 .37
. 24 1. 63
____ 13.45
.01 .....

37.56
4. 99
, 8. 0~
24.43

,

1

I

7. 22 . 27
49. 88 __ ..
16. 97 . . . .
100.59 .01
7.60.50
3. 911. 00
4.67 .13

2. 31
6. 81
5. 97
1.62
.07
3. 11
.51

9. 33 . 35 1. 891 5. 38 . 53 1. 25
11. 77 __ .. . 68 11. 90 . . . . . 90
7. 58 . 02 . 76
6. 211 . 01 . 32
55.93 .131
!' 147.45 . . 4.9 .78
8.751.28
9.491.69 .43
3. 97 1. 16
1. 10 1. 32 1. 09
3.30 .05 3.08 13.35 .53 1.72
I1
I

1

.541

Js

19.11 .18 5. 44 (

4.83 .09!
I
_·
7. 32 . 33 (
1 39 . 011 3. 2:>
1

1.10.09

31:~~ :i~}

. 13

66. 26 . 01

. 28

{.20:~~ :5~}2.651{ 51:~~ :~~}3.88

Other diseases of the genito15. 82 • 12 1. 60
. 51
urinary system (nonvenereali
i 15. 28 . . . .
3. 92 . 01
Diseases of the locomotor system
(excluding muscular rheuma1
tism) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22. 541 . 101 4. 95
7. 78 . 03 1. 17
4. 01 . 041
Diseases of the integumentary
I
I
system ......................... 190.94.01 1.38l 68.47.01 .27 19.55.03
Aliotherdiseases .............. . . 17.381 .01 ..... 22.35 .01 .05 67.89 .. . .
Heats~roke-----------------.·--·.2~ .02.. .. .
~---·-- .02'
Frostbite and general freezmg..
5. 86 01 . 07
...... ....
Contnsiom;andsprains ..................... . 15
9.58... .
Dislocations _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 67 . . . . . 27
. 36 .. . .
Fractures (not gunshot) .... _... .
2. 06 .... 1.1"'.' 100.53 .79 . 84
1.29 . - - .
Incised, lacerated, contused, and
I
punctured woundl:l ......... _.. _ . . . . . . . . 01 . 63
3. 84 . 03
1
Shotwounds------------·----·-·1.69.96 .25
I
.30 1 .'J7
Allotherinjuries ................ 107.59 .53 .73:
3.471 .58

1

1

I

I

I

84.04 .20 8.27){

I

.02 20.10.04
. 5 2. 12 . 101(
1. 31 .12 1. 33 ( 1. 52 ! _ __ . 51.76

Tonsillitis and other diseases of j
\
mouth and throat.............. 48. 00 .. __ . 24 j 70. 21 .. __}
~ H.19 . . . .
Other diseases of the digestive
. 94

Dfle~~e~~ith~kid~;~j~::::::::·~-

5. 55 . . 18 1. 00
27. 86 . _.. . 45
12. 89 . 02 . 35
52.92 .011
9.38.44
2. 47 . 52
4.47 .16[4.63

1

19.04.07

5

I

.06 .79 17.85 1 .04 .13 31.171 .01 .25
. 20 . 57
2. 691 . 32 . 52
3. 17 . 05 . 29
. . . . 1. 01. ..... _ . 01 . 90 ........ __ . . 46
·--- .01
6.30~ ---- ....
7.89 ~ ---- .....

. 28,

. 31

5. 92 . 01
. 63

31. 14 . 03 2. 63

.40 206.60.01 .15
.22 18.77 .01 .07
.25.011
5. 67 . 01
103.30 .02
1. 08 . - - . 40
3.10 . 03. r . 02
I

25. 07 . 01
.68 .33' )
1 30.02 .591

--- . -- - -- ~ -- - ------- --- ~ - - -

Total for disease........... 810. 541
3. 94 58. 601 710. 08 4. 7415.88 376.88 8. 06 13. 871, 728.03 2. 32 16.51
Total for injuries ....... ___ 118. 11 1. 53 3. 27 100. 53 . 79 . 84 18. 84j . 90 . 40 1 169.1711. oo . 92

- - -11

-

Total for all causes ..•....... 928. 65!5. 47 61.
1

1

·- - - - - - - s:j- -. 810.- -6~~~-- 53!16.
7!,~95. 7:js. 96 14. 2~~ 897. 2~ 3. 32~!~4~
1
1

1

---- ~ - -- -
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TABLE

XI.-The 1·ates per 1,000 of st1·ength, of admission, death, discharge and noneffectiveness of the U. S . .Anny, etc.-Continued.
Austria-linngary, 1891.

Names of armies or departments.
Mean strength (corrected for
time).

Great Britain,

284,743.
00

gl

~

0

bll

·~

Causes of admission to sick report.

~

00

~

'§

~

~
Q;)

'0

<lj
-

E~:f!~i!fiee~~l~~~~~~~~~~- ~!.~~~-- _

190,120.

A

~

~

00
~

I

:~s

~

~
Q;)

*<lj

A

-- ---

4. 32 . 79

-

~

;;;"

'§

~

~

--

'0

<lj

--- -

. o6 ..•. _. _ ..•.•••. _

00

00
Q;)

~

·~

bJ:l

'0

418,913.

220,714.
00

00
Q;)
00

Prussia. Saxony
and Wii.rtemberg, 1880-1890.

Italy, 1891.

1890.

~

<U

A

00
Q;)

~

bJJ

00

~

=

~

~

·~

bll

a

]

'§

~
Q;)

'0

~

iij

~
~
A
-- --- -- -<lj

5. 63 1. 41 . _. .. _

4. 37 . 23: _....

Other specific contagious and
infectious diseases, including
erysipelas and tonsillitis. . . . . . . 56. 95 . 08 • 01. .... ·- .... - .. -- 29. 4.8 · 75 .... - 162. 72 ·. 1 5 ~ - ·.· · ·
Other disea>es of the digestive
system, excluding hernia . . . . . . 84. 93 . 20 . 43 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 22. 33 . 42 . 43 65. 84
31
Hernia ...........................
4.29 .... 7.8± . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 .... 2.52
1.51.013.85
Total for disease, exc!u<l- = = ·= ==.= = = == = = = == = =
in~ hernia ... - . . . . . . . . . . . 806. 25 3. 94 50. 76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 376. 51 8. 06 11. 35 726. 52 2. 31 12. 66
Total for injuries, includI I
inghernia ............... 122.40 .... 11.11 ................ 19.21 .90 2.92 170.681.01 4.77

21

= 1=

NoTE.-The Austrian table of admissions comprises all men treated during the year, and therefore
includes those remaining at the end of 1890, while the Italian admissions are limited to those treated
in hospitals awl principal infirmaries.
Names of armies or departments.

Department of the
East.

Department of the
Missouri.

Department of
Dakota.

Mean strength (corrected for
time).

6,613.

4,178.

3,233.

Causes of admission to sick
report.

- - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 6. 50 . 30 . . .. . l. 08
10. 77 I. 20 . .. .. I. 45
Enteric fever ................. .
3.40 .31..... .54
Other specific contagious and
infectious diseases, including
erysipelas .................. . 110.84 .15 ..... 3. 61 102.68 .48- .... 2.10 134. 85 . 62 ..... 2. 96
Malarial fevers and resulting
conditions .................. .
89. s:r-.. . 15 I. 77 119. 67 --.. . . . .. 2. 92
13. 30 ........ - . 39
Typho-malarial fever ......... .
. 911 . 15 ... --1 . Hi ........................................... .
Diarrhea, including cholera
morbus .................. - .. . 148.181---- ..... , 1.38
94.06 . . . . . . . . . . 83 109.50 ......... 1.05
Dysentery .................... .
3. 631...... -.. . 10
I. 20 .. .. . 24 . 07
3. 40 ........ - . 27
OU1er miasmatic diseases ..... .
55:~~~ :::: -- .'45 3~~~ .. ·39.' oi :::: --.-24 ·2: i 7 · · ·2~.- o7 :::: --.-si ·i: 89
Gonorrhrea and results ....... .
21. 47 .. .. 2. 72 2. 19
G. 75 .. .. 1. 44 I. 39
12. 68 .. .. . 31 I. 56
Syphilis and re~ults .......... .
Other veneral diseases ........ .
1
Vaccina ....................•..
~~: ~~~ : ::: : : : : : ~: ~~ ~~: ~~ : ::: ::: :: : ~~ ~~: ~L
~~ ~~
Other enthe tic diseases ....... .
1. 06 . - .. - . - . - . 04
2. 15 . - .... -. . ; 11
. 31 - - - ..... - . 01
Alcoholism ................... .
51.8!1 .4.5 .... ; .58
29.681---· . . . . . . 341 29.381 . . . . . . . . . . 47
Other die tic diseases ......... .
.4v ~ ---.lv .041
.4.8 . . . . . . . . . . 02 .................... ..
Rheumatism (including muscular) ................. --·-·--·75.911 .15 1.21 2.981 52.18 1. . . . . 481 1.60
86.301--·· 2.17 4.15
Other constitutional diseases ..
5. 59 . 15 .... - . 351
2. 631 . 24 . 24 . 19
4. 95 ...... -.. . 58
Developmental diseases ....... .
9
s:~~
·. ~1 :~~
----~~ :~~ 1:~~ :::: ----~~ :~g
Parasitic diseases ............•.
Headache and neuralgia ...... .
58. 821.... . .. .. . 77
30. 88,........ - . 361 4(). 21-... .. • .. . 75
Other diseases of the nervous
system ...................... .
10. 581 . 761 ]. 51 . 92
8. 86 . 24 . 72 . 481
7. 11 . 62 I. 55 . 82
Diseases of the eye .......... ..
16.28.... . !l6 . ?O i 23. 20 . . --I I. 86 . ss
14. ~1.... . 6£ . 6!
Diseases of the ear ........... .
8. 62 _... .1v . 3v
6. 701.... . 061 . 30
5. 26 .... II. 55 . 53
Catarrhs and common colds .. .
61. 24 ... -\-- ... . 59
15. 08 ........ -I .16
15. 77 . . .. . . .. . . 10
SL.Sl: .15J ..... 1 1. 61
Bronchitis .................... .
81.14 .... . 24 1 23 1 98.36 1......... 1. 87

::: .. ·_ :

:::: ..

s:;6::::

,
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TABLE

XI.-The 1·ates pet• 1,000 of st?·ength, of admission, death, dischal'gc ancl uoneffeclirenoss of the U. S. A1·my, etc.-Continued.

Names of armies or depal'tments.

Department of the
East.

Department of the
Missouri.

Department of
Dakota.

-----------------------l----------------1-----------------· ----------Mean strength (corrected for
time).

6,613.

. I)::>;;~-aS

,;,
Causes of admission to sick
report.

4,178.

gs

1:::1

-~

~t

~JJ

•

,;,

3,233.

~

•

1:::1

~

.

·~

a5

,;,

~~

~-~

•

~

1:::1

~ :g

~

,..,,..

. ~J) ~ ~
·§ I ~ ~ ~~
~ IA ~ 8
·~

~ ~ I i ~ ·§ ~ ~ ~ ~
A I A ;8
~ AI ~ 8
1
Pneumonia ......... .......... . ~~=~ ~--;,;~'= ~-;r-~,
·§

0

~

Pnlmonary phthisis . . . .... . .. . .
Pleuritis.......................
Other diseases of the respi.ra~ory sys~em..... .. .. . .. . .. . ..
Diseases of the heart and. val Yes.
Other diseases of the circulatory system..................
Tonsillitis .....................
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation..........................

o~;e~~:~~-s_e_s_ ~~-~~~ _di-~~~~~~~.

I

. 60
. 04

3. 93 1. 06 1. 66
1. 81 .. .. .. .. .

_

·

I
• 15

4. 54 . lo . 30
6. 05 . 91 1. 81 1 . 50
1

2. 39 1 . 481 1. 20i . 261
2. 87 .. . . . 48 . 26
1

8. ~8 .... . . . . .
3. o9 . . . . 1 1. 20

I
•.

I

I

t6
"5

I
1

.02=
:3. 57 . 62 3. 40
. 62 .. .. . . . .
I

. ~f
. 62

3. 40 .. ..
4. 95 . 31

.37

. 71

. 07

.13
. 49

1

1. 81 .. .. . 45 . 13
47.03 .......... 74
1
68. 81,.. .. . 30 . 80

. 24 .. .. . 72 . 05
39.25 1.... . . . . . . 54

.1!3 .. .. .. .. . . 03
43.30 1. . . . . . . . . . 57

60. 80 .. .. 1. . . ..

71. 45 .. .. .. .. .

75. 15 . 30 1. 06! 1. 65
2. 27 . 45 .15 .13

64. 86 .. _. I .
1. u
2.15 . 48 . 481 . 091

I

1

1

. 65

24:

. 99

94. 03 . 31 1. 24 2. oo
. 93 . :n . 31 . 07

Diseases of the kidneys........
Other diseases of the genito1
urinary system (nonvenereal)
12. 70 . . . . . 30J . 61
13. 40 . . . .
96
89
15. 15 . . . . . 31 1. 23
Diseases of the locomotor sysI
·
·
I
tem (excluding muscular
rheumatism).................
4. 23 .... 1. 51 . 37
6. 94 .. .. 1. 44 . 50
4. 64 .. .. 1. 55
45
Diseases of the iptegumentary
system.......................
91. 18 . . . . . 45 2.16
87. 84 . .. . . 24 2. 54
61. 24 . . . . . 31 1. 57
.A.ll other diseases . .. . .. .. . .• . .
22.68.. .. . 30 . 84 . 16.99.... . .. .. . 66J 17. 01 .. .. . 62 J. O!l
Heat stroke....................
4. 23 .. .. . . . . . . 04
3. 11 .. . . .. . .. .-o5
1. 86 .. .. .. .. . . 02
Frostbite and general freezing.
. 76 1 .. .. .. .. . 1 . Oi 1
2.15 ........ _ . o:l 1
8. 35 .. . .. .. .. . 34
C?ntusi!:!ns ana sprains........ 134. 131-... . 451 2. 8~ , 135. 24 ...
24 3. 121 152. 18 ....
4. 27
DislocatiOns...................
1. 81 .... .15 .lo
2. 63 1. . . . • 24 . 24
1. 86.... . .. .. .13
Fractures {not gunshot) .... _..
5. 75 1. . . . . 15 . 92
7. 42 48 . 72 1. 46
7. 42 . . . . . 62 1. 46
Incised, lacerated, contnsetl, 1
1
I
I I 66.50 ........ 1.85
and punctured wounds···--- ~ 51.87 . . . . . 45 1.45
46.43 ......... 1.15
Shot woumls...................
2. 42 1 . 91 . 45 . 39
2. 15 . 72 . 96 . 41
4. 331. 24 . !l3 1 . 54
All other injuries..............
31l. 9211. 36 . 45 ·. 78
44.52 1.20 . 24 1. 251 49. 491 . 62 . !l311. 46
1
1
Total for ~i~ea?e ......... 1, 274. 61!5. 9016.1S 35.971,007.42 3. 3513.16 128. 9s4. 8413.7117.63130.21
Total for IDJunes ....... ·1 240. 89 12. 27 2.12 6. 59 243. 65 2. 39 2. 39 7. 12 291.991.86 2. 4710.08
0

j

1

0

I

0

0....

.

1

!2

1
Total for all causes ...... 1, 515. 50 8; 1718. 30 42. 56 l, 251. 08 5. 74 15. 56 35. 84 1, 276. 83 5. 57 20.1140. 29
1
1

-- ~ --------------------·
1

=1=

Enteric _fev~r, including typho- ==1
=== = == = = ==1==
=:o
malanal fever -- __ ...........
7. 41 . 45..... 1. 24
10. 77 1. 20 . . . .. 1. 451
3. 40 . 31 . . .. . • 54
1
Other specific contagious and
infectious diseases, including
I
erysipelas and tonsillitis .... 157.87!' .15 ..... 4.35 l· 141.93 .48 . . . . . 2.64, 178.15 .6.2 ..... 3.53
Other diseases of the digestive
j
system, excluding hernia....
72. 73 . 30 . 15 1. 43 · 64.14 . . .. . . .. . 1. 49
93. 411 . 31 . 62 l.!J:J
Hemia ........................ ~~ ~.:..:_:_:_~ ___:__~_: ____· ~~ .:..:_:_:_ 1~~~~---· ~ -~ 1 __:_6=~~
Total for disease, ex- -----~ ----- --~ ---- - ~ --- --~ ----~ -- ~--~eluding hernia ........ - ~ 1, 272.19 5. 90:5.27 35.7511,006.70 3. 35 12.92. 27. 87, 984.. 22 3. 71 1.17.01 130. 14
Totalforinjuries, includI
I
ing bemia........ ... .. 343.31 2.27 3. 03 6. 81 244. 37!2. 39 2. 63 7. 971 292.6111. 86j 3. oo 1o.1~
1

J

1

1

'

1
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TAnLE

XL- The rates per 1,000 of st1·ength, of. admission, death, disclla?'{}e and noneffectiveness of the U. S. At·1ny, etc.-Continued.

Names of armies or departmentA.

Depar~:~~-of the

Department of Texas.

Department of Ari·
zona.

Mean strength (corrected for
time).

3,571.

1,481.

2,430.

Causes of admission to sick
report.

Enteric fever ................. .
Othnr specific contagious and
infectious d~seases, including erysipelas ............... .
Malarial fevers and resulting
ing conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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.56=~~1.35=~;~~.,1~

69. 45 . . . . . . . . . 1. 63

] 21. 53 . 68 . . . . . 4. 44

46. 91 .... ' . . . . 1. 35

25. 20

117.48 .. . . .. .. . 5. 90

31. 27 .. .. .. .. . 1. 15
· 41.-- · -- .. · · 11

.... .. . . .

.

62

~f!~~:~ 1 i~gfu~1;~r --~h~i~~~ · ................ ·

· ...... · .... · ........ · -- .. ·
D;~~~~;y::::::::::: :: ::::: :: : 7~: ~~' : :::I::::: :g~ 15!: g~ :::: :: :: : 1: g~ 10~: ig ::::I::::: 1: g~
g~~~~:h~as~:Ji~e~~~~:~~~:::::: ···33.'88 ---~~~ ::::: 'i.'66 ... 38.'49 :::: 'i.'3{3.'i4('36.'2i :::: .. .'4i -i.'82
1

Syphilis and results...........
Other venereal diseases........
Vaccina ......................
Other enthetic diseases. . . . . . . .
Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other clietic diseases.. .. .. . .. ..
Rheumatism (includii1g muscular)........................
Other constitutional diseases. .
Developmental diseases........
Parasitic diseases .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Headache and neuralgia . .. . .. .
Other diseases of the nervous
system .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
D!seases of the eye.. . .. .. .. .. .
Diseases of the ear .. .. .. .. .. ..
Catarrhs and common colds....
Bronchitis.....................
Pneumonia....................
Pulmonary phthisis............

.

6i.~~~~rs-~~;~~ ~t:. th~- ~~~p·i~a~.

tory system ......... : .. . .. . ..
Diseases of the heart and valves
Other diseases of the circulatory system...... . . .. .. .. .. ..
Tonsillitis .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
Dyspepsia, colic, ancl consti-

ofh~~~h~~~~~; -~i i:h~- ciig~~ti~~-

9. 24 . . ..
14. 84 .. ..
17.36 ....
. 28 . . . .
4.3. 40 . . . .
. 84 .. ..

. 84
.. .. .
.....
.....
.....
.. .. .

. 99
26. 331.... 2. 03 2. 82
. 88
41. 19 .. . . .. .. . 2. 05
.30
18.23 . . . . . . . . . . 39
. 01
8. 78 . . . . . . • . . . 21
. 59
28. 36 .. .. .. . .. . 32
. 02 .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . ..

16. 87
13. 17
30.04
2. 06
30. 04
. 82

.. .. 3. 29 1. 40
.. . . .. . .. 1. 16
.......... 67
. . . . . . . . . . 13
.. .. .. . .. . 32
.. .. .. . .. . 03
1

76. 73 .. .. . 28 2. 76
3. 08 . 28 • 84 . 52
. 28.... . 56 . 04
. 8± .. .. . .. .. . 01
29. 68 . . .. . .. . . . 47

54. 70 . . .. 1. 35 2. 99
2. 70 1. . . . . 68 . 50
. 681.... 1. 35 . 04
3. 38 . .. . .. . .. . 13
36. 4.6 .. .. . 68 . 61

5. 04- • 28 . 28 . 27
18. 20 .. .. . 84 . 50
6~ 16 .. ..
. 56 . 33
36.68.... .. .. . . 44
60. 77 . . . . . . . . . 1. 03
3. 08 . 28..... . 24
5. 88 . 56 2. 80 l. 00
1
561.. -- -- . -- . 04
4. 4.8 .. .. .. . .. . 22
4. 48 1.12 . 84 . 331

13. 50 1. 35 . 68 1. 59
20. 26 . . .. 1. 35 . 78
8. 10 .. .. . 68 . 42
1
12.15....
..... . 09
60. 771.... .. . .. 1. 04
2. 70 . 68..... . 20
4. 731.35 2. 03 1. 58
1. 35,.. .. .. .. . . 06
4. 73 .. .. . 68 . 11
· 3. 38 .. .. 1. 35 . 44

9. 88 . 82 . 82 . 97
22.22 .... 1. 23 . 66
6.58 ... . ... .. .1:!
20.16 ....... ·.. . 23
84.77 .... 1. 23 1. 86
5. 351.65 ..... .40
'4. 941.23 2. 06 2. 80
4.11 . 82 ..... .17
7.41 ....... ..
6.17 .... 1.65

.10
'57

1. 40, . 28 . . . . .
58. 81 .. .. .. .. .

2. 70 . . . . 1. 35
19. 58 .. .. .. . ..

. 22
. 32

l. 65 . . . . . . . . .
46. 50 .. .. . .. ..

. 02
. 68

. 68 1. 13

81. 89 ... _ . . . . .

. 85

100. 82 . . .. 1. 23 3. 92
3. 70 . . . . . 41 . 'J7
1. 23.... . 41 . Hi
2. 88 .. .. .. .. . . 08
46. 09 . .. . . .. .. . 67

f

.

1

39. 4.8

....

.

.

.

.

.

. 31
. 89
.

45

I

70. 22 . . . .

1

system .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Diseases of the kidneys .. .. .. .
Other disease!! ·of the genito-

·l

63. 29].... . 84 1. 611
. 56 .. .. . • .. . . 20

72. 251. 3513. 38 3. 53
. 68 1. . . . . . . . . . 01

~~~l)a:~~ ~!_s_t_e_u:-_. ~~~~-~~~-e.-

72. 02 . 41 1. 23 1. 94
1. 65 . . . . . 41 . 11

..
12. 60 . . . . . 56 . 54
16. 20 1. . . . • 68 . 66
16. 05 . . . . . 41
Diseases of the _locomotor system (excludmg muscular
8.40 .... .28 . 66
5.40 .... 2.03 . 43
6. 58 .... 3. 29
rheumatism) ................ .
Diseases of the integumentary
69.96 .... 1. 23
system....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
68. 04 .. .. . 28 1. 79 133. 03 .. .. .. . .. 2. 87
25.10 . 41 .... .
All other diseases .. .. .. .. .. .. .
25. 76 .. .. • .. .. . 87
56. 72 . 68 2. 03 2. 00
Heat stroke....................
1. 96......... . 02
2. 70 . . . . . . . . . . 03
1.23 ....... ..
. 41 ........ .
Frostbite and general freezing.
6. 72 .. .. . 28 . 33 ..................... .
Contusions and sprains........ 128. 53 .. .. • .. .. 2. 99 133.03 .. .. .. . .. 4. 00 139.50 ........ .
2. 47 .... . 41
Dislocations .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
3 ._36 ._ ._ ._ ._ •• 28 . 12
4. 7311.... -.... · 25
3. 70 .41 .....
Fractures (not gunshot) . . . . . . .
10. 80 . 68 . 68 2. 64
9 24 1
56 1. 67
Incised, lacerated, contused,
I
and punctured wounds .. . .. .
50. 69 .. .. . 28 1. 63
64. 82 .. .. . 68 1. 85
69. 55 .. . . .. .. .
Shot wounds.............. . . • . .
5. 60 1. 96 . 56 . 80
4. 7312. 70 . 68 . 53
4. 11 . 82 1. 23
fo-lloth,erinjurie~ .............. ~I .56~~~
6:3.47 ~ 1.35 ~~1.23 ~

I

;r,otal for (!J~ea~e-........
Iotal for lDJmies........

833.10 3. 64 9. 80 23.17 1, 176.24 7.43 24.3143. 591
246.15 2. 52 2. 52 8. 57 284.27 4. 05 3. 3810.66

l. 02

. 68
2. 52
. 92
.02
.30
3. 59
. 25

• 71?
1. 8±
. !.lq
1-6~

~7~. 7215. 761?- 34 32.20
27o. 72 2. 47 2. 4719.35

Total for all causes ..... ·[1, 079. 2~ 6.16 :-~ 31. 7S1, 460. 50jll.48[27. 6~ S4. 251, 25~~ 8. 23 21. 8l41. 5
1
1
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TABLE

XI.-The mtes per 1,000 of •sttength, of cul·mission, death, clischctl'ge
effectiveness of the U. $. Anny, etc.-Continued.

Names of armies or departments.

Department of the
Platte.

Department of Texas.

Department of Arizona.

Mean strength (corrected for
time).

3,571.

1,481.

2,430.

~

Causes of admission to sick
report.

,;,

~

r=t"'
----------- ~--- -

Enteric fever, including typhamalarial fever._ ...... __ .. _..
Other specific contagious and
infectious diseases, including erysipelas and tonsillitis.
Other diseases of the digestive
sys~em, excluding hernia .. _.
Herma ..• _••• _____ • __ .•••. _.. . .
Total for disease, exeluding hernia ...... _..
Total for injuries, ineluding hernia .. _......

"'...

t<o
c;s

,.q
~

~

~
l=i

0

0

,;,

l=i

,;,

h'

rD

~

~g;
!=i· ....
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§~

~~
~- ....
c;s..,

..,o

""'~ ""' §~
r=t"' ~ Q
Q

"d

<1

Q

"'t<o
1;;

h'

~

·~

'§
"d

<1

ri;
tn

d)

ri;

~
d)

~

...ct

,.q
~

iS

-- -------------- -

2. 52 . 56 .. _..

• 37

6. 75 1. 35 . --.-

• 89

7. .41 . 41 .... .

128. 261 . 28 _--. _ 2. 52

141. 11 . 68 .. _.. 4. 76

93. 41 .... _... -~2. 03

59. 37 ...... _. _ 1. 27
3. 92 _. . . . 84 . 34

69. 55 1. 35 . 68 3. ~2
2. 70 . - -. 2. 70 . <>1

69. 96 . 41 .... ; . 1. 71
2. 06 . . . . l. 231 . 23

======== = = =-= = = = =:=·=
1

829.18 3. 64 8. 96 22. 83,1, 173. 54 7.43121.614.3.08

I
250. 07 2. 52! 3. 36 8. 91

I 286.97 4.05 6. 0811.17
I
1

1

973. 6615.7618. . 11'31. 97

I

277.78 2. 47 3. 7o 9. 58
1
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TABLE

XI.-The rates per 1,000 of st?·ength, of admission, death, discha1·ge and ·1iOtlejfectiveness of the U. S. Army, etc.-Continued.

Names of armies or departments.

Department of California.

Department of the Columbia.

Mean strength (corrected for time).

1,300.

1,364.

Causes of admission to sick report.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -Enteric fever .......... _.......................................... .
Other specific contagious and inI

!~~!i~~~. ~~~~~~~~: _i~_c_l_t~f~~~~-~~~: .

50. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

1. 18

- - - - - -- -

6. 60

1. 28

45.45

. 97

Malarial fevers and resulting con-

T.~~t~~!~~~i~i f~:;~;:::::::::::::: .... ~~·-~~_ I :::::: I:::::::: .... ·_~~. I .... ~~--~~. :::::: :: :-::::: .... ~·-~~

~g;:::~r:~;:It~:~~:-:

55. 38
10. 00
26. 15 . . . . . .

. 77 I
1. 54
. . ..

::t ::::~: :~J:::::

53.07
1. 54
4. 62
. 77
. 77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 31 . .. .. . .. .. . . ..
28. 46 . . . . . . .. .. . • • .

:: :

-:~

3. 95
1. 18
1. 18

20. 53 , .. .. .. . . . . . . ..
4. 40 ..... - . . . . . . . .
10. 26 ..... - . . . . . . . .

2. 06
. 19
. 03
. 07
. 53

30. 06 . . .. .. . ..... 33
. 73 . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
. 10
45.45
1. 47
2. 10
. 73 ....... --... ..
. 11
................ _.... .
1. 47 ...... --......
. 03
13. 93 ........ - .. - ..
. 39

2
::::::::::::::1 :~~
I 21.~:~~
54 ............ _.
. 22
2. 31
. 09

i;t~~~ne~th~ti~di-s~-~s-~~:::::::::::: 1

Alcoholism ........................
Other die tic diseases . . .. .. .. .. . . . .
Rheumatism (in.cluding muscular).
Other constitutional diseases .. . .. .
Developmental diseases.... . . . . . . . .
Parasitic diseases..................
Headache and nem·algia . . . . . . . . . ..
Other diseases of the nervous sys-

_"::; :: : /:: :

1.

G-onorrhea and results. .... _........
Syphilis and results .... _.. . . . . . . . .
Other venereal diseases...... . . . . . . 1

!~1iHH~:.~L;;;L~: ~~- !f~~ ·: : · :)! ':~

2

~:~~

. 88
. 66
. 48

·I .:~~

::::::::!

::::::

I

J!!! 2:1::~:; :

)~

Bronchitis ......... ~------------···
75.38 ..............
1.86
68.!)~
.73 1
1.37
P11eumonia........................
.77 ...... ........
.14
5.13 1.47
.73
.61
Pulmonary phthisis .. . . . . .. .. .. . ..
4. 62
. 77
3. 08
. 76
2. 93
1. 47
. 54
Pleuritis ... - .......... -.. . . . . . . . . . .
1. 54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 09
. 73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 03
Other diseases of the respiratory
syste1n ............... _.......... .
4. 62
. 77
6. 60
.14
. 38
3. 67
Diseases of the heart aml valves .. .
5. 38
. 77
6. 60
. 78
. 77
.14
Other diseases of the citculatory
system ............ _. __ .... _... _..
. 44
. 77
. 73
. 09
Tonsillitis , ....... -............... _
13.08
. 21
21.99
.41
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation .
39.23
. 38
50.59
. 44
Other diseases of the digestive
system ......................... .
37.39
2. 20
1. 42
. 63
40.77 ------ -·······
Diseases of the kidneys._ ......... .
1. 54
.47
.01
.73 1 .73 ....... .
Other diseases of the genito-urinary I
13. 08 : : : : :
11.73 I______ ........ \
system (nonvenereal) . . ........ .
. 62
. 68
Diseases of the locomotor system
(excluding muscular rheumatism)
3. 85 ... _..
. 77
. 41
6. 60 ... _. · ] 1. 47
. 80
Diseases of the integumentary
system ......... -.......... -... . .
69. 23 1. .. . . . . . . . .. ..
1. 98
49. 12 . . .. . . .. . . .. ..
1. 33
.A.ll other diseases ...... -...... -- - . .
17. 69 ... _..
1. 54
1. 05
13. 93 .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
1. 13
Heatstroke........................................................
4.40 ..............
.09
Frostbite and general freezing .. _......... _... _.... _.... _........ _........ _........ __ ............. .
140. 00 . _.... . . . .. . . .
3. 39
95. 31 .. . .. .
. 73
2. 34
Contusions and sprains.... .. .. . . ..
Dislocations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. 38 . _..... _... __ .
. 35
. 73 . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
. 20
'Fractures (not gunshot)...........
6. 15 .. __ ... _......
1. 27
7. 33
1. 47
1. 92
Incised, lacerated, contused, and
puncturecl wounds ....... --. _...
50.00 ... _.. . . . .. • ..
1. 63
55.72 .......... _...
1. 50
Shotwounds------·····--·--·--····
.77
.77 ........
.05
.73 ...... ........
.004
Allotherinjuries ........•.........
43.85 1.54
.77
1.01
35.19
.73
.73
.68

J --~: ~~ -,

Total for ~i~e~~e- .. _... _. __ ..
Total for IDJunes .. -.........

~~1.54 .-· 15. 38

Total for all causes...........

246. 15

2. 31

95~. 08

1 3.85 .

. 77

16.15

24. 46 1573:31': 2. 93~-15~ ~1.14
7. 70
199. 41
. 73
2. !)3
6. 74
32.16/

772-:73' 3. 67 _

18. 33'

27.88
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X I.- The 1·ates pe1· 1,000 of strength, of admission, death, discharge ancl none:ffectiveness of the U. S. Anny, etc.-Continued.

Names of armies or departments.

J

Departmen_t_o_f_C_a_l_i~_o_rn_I_·a_.__ __D_e_p_a_r_tt_n_e_n_t _o_f·_t_l_Je_C_ol_u_m_b_ia.
1

Mean strength (corrected for time).

1,300.

1,364.

§

§

~

Causes of admission to sick report.
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0the~l~~~i~~v~~~t-a:gi~~~ · ~~d · i_;~ · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · • •· · · · · · · · · · · · ·

6 60
'
· · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·

1

1.

28

fectious diseases, including erysipelas and tonsillitis . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. os ,l ........•..... , 1. 39
67.44 1........... ·.·.
1.:18
Other diseases of the digestive sys39. 23 . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
. 62
33. 19 . . . . . .
. 73
1. 34
tem, excluding hernia . . . . . . . . . . .
Hernia ............................. _ _ ~~~ ~~:_:_:_:_~~~~~-~
Total for disea.se, excluding -----~---· - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - hernia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705. 3s 1. 54
15.. 38 -"24. 45
57 1. 11 2. ~ 3
13 . 93
'l'otal for injuries, including
,
247 69 2 31
201 61
hernia .................... .
77
7 71
4 40

13

TABLE

XII.-Compa1·ison of the p1·evalence of specific .febrile ancl acute diseases in vario us
a1'1nies.
United States.
Diseases.

A.nstria-

Great

H~~~~?' I BrfJ:~~~

I

Haly,
1891.

I ]>russia,
Saxon,r,

Wiir!Pm·

~l lss1-1s9o. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 18~:~fs90 _

- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - --l--1-s-92_. I

Cerebro-spinal fever . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
. 08
. 09 1
. 09 . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Chicken pox . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .
. 54
. 69
. 10 .. • .. .. . . .
. 04
Cholera ..............-........................................................... .
Diphtheria.........................
. 45
. 21
. 37
. 13
. 06
Enteric fever.......................
5. 95
3. 95
5. 42
4.32
1. 26
Influenza................ .. .. . .. .. . . 74. 08 132. 67
20. 68
3. 81
65. 76
Measles .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. ..
7. 73
7. 74
B. 39
1. 71
1. O!l
Mumps ............ _...............
6. 16
2. 58
3. 93
1. 24
. 81
Scarlet fever. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . ..
. 37
. 13
. 19
. 29
2. 43

~~:i~fo1a::::::::::::~~:::::::::::~: ----~~~-

--~~

Typhus fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

ifet'ooJ'iili%~~~~-~~ : ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~:::: ~:

....

~ ~~ . . . . . ·_ ~~.

Tonsillitis ........................ _ 41. 90

41. 73

. 09
. 11

.11
5. 63
.14
8. 23
3. !!4
. 74
41
{ .......
. 02
. 01

:~~ ------~~~-: ----·2:62. J ·

. 07
:

}~

. 04 . . . . . . . . . .

:::::::::: ::::::

50. 91

*Not enumerated separately.

42. 82

r

: ~~

~::: :::::::: :::::::: : :

(*)

12. 44

4!l. 91
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TABLE

XIII.-DistribttUon of specificfebrile diseases, etc.,
posts d1wing the yea1· 1892.

(~t

n~ilita1·y

United States

Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases, excluding influenza, erysipelas, and tonsillitis .
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1
52
43 ...... • • • • • •
~

CD

0
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I

Columbus Barracks, Ohio ........... ' ...... I ........... - , __ . . - - . .

~m~~!;~~~~~~::::~::::::::::::l::::::l::::~:
:::~;: ::::::::
-j- .....
1

Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............
21 1-- ... -..
Fort Reno, Okla..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort.Logan,Colo ...................
.

.. .

.

.

-1' ................. -------

ltJI!~;.lili~~:::i ~ i lil~
1

:F,:ort Riley,Km~s .................... ~------1
] ort Grant, Anr. .................... . . . . . . .

1

1:1:::: !!!!!u:::
2

. . . . .

1 .......

. . . . . .

J§!~f~~~LY~))//~ :y} ,! /
1

-

....

..

6

~

..... ~f -----~~- :::::: ::::::

1
2 ................... .
23 ........................... .
1
8 1 10
2 .... ..

:r~~ I~i li i il!i!i
:1 : ::

~

6 ........
1 .... ..
2 .........•..................

:;y ) :J:::d :2 )·)

~~~rii~::~~!~r-~:::: ~:::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::: t:::::,: :::::::1 ::::::2~: I~- ---- -2~- :. :- ........
~ : :~: ::::::
::::::
---- .... --

Fort Douglas, Utah ............................. I... -..
FortNiobrara,Ncbr ............................ !......

1 ........

3

1 .......... ..

--······ -··--· ···-··

-I-·-··-- ·j-- -... -· ·................. ·-

Plattsburg Barracks, N. _Y.- ... ----- I-... -- 1· ----. I... ·-- !- --·-··
Fort Walla Walln,Wasn ............................. !........
2 .......................... ..
Field, Department of California ...... 1. . . . -- 1 1 ..... -1-....... 1 . . . . . . . - '· . . . . . . .
1 ........... -

>'orlRand•ll.S.Dak ..••.•..••••..

..!. ........... !...... !........ ........

1!. ••••••• 1...... 1••••••

,
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TABLE

XIII.-Di.st1·ib1£tion of specific febrile diseases, etc., at United
posts dm·ing the yecw 1892-Continued.
Specific fehrile and acute infectious diseases, (excluding influenza, erysipelas, and tonsillitis) .
......

~6....:.

ei!

-~P,.

Posts.

~-&~

p.;

r:Ll~

0

~.;;

;::i

0~

a5

o;l

~
.s

Q

Q

~
<l)

p.->"~

-~

P<

~

~

<l)»-•<ll

~
b.()

.:1

~

o;l

A

/.>
~

<l)
-<
"+'< o.Oei!

~

~- .....

<l)

~
~

.eA

riJ

·C~~
o;>r:lo:l

~o:l

P<

~

~

~

~~s

0

>l<

<l)

s

~

~

~

o;l

~

...,

riJ

s

w."'
Q

00

1 -------· -------- ----·- ......

lfl~!~]L!![!!!!!j ! ! [!

1:::::

~
·
;
:
~
~
:
:
l
~
!
!
!
i
j
:
!
i
!
[
l
•
·
:
~
:
·I" . ..I.. . .............

!!!!t::·::

IndiaMpoli• Ar•onal, Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

I

I .. ·I

~Wi~f.~~~t~h•::::::::• :::~ii{ii1:
:..... : :•:•:~1 : . : .: +. :~......
: : : t~ :.......
:·:::::~:"·)•••••
t.........................
·l. .

Fort Bowie, Ari' ................... • .....

Total. ......................... ,

1....

2113

=1= =

Admissio;n rates per 1,000 of mean
strengtl1 .......................... .08
------ I

64

11 1

151 !

187 1

1491

91

1

==--=,,==i==j
==1=i=-c=
.5-I J 2.G4
.45
6.24 ! 7.73
6.16
.371. . 04

1

I

I

1

I

I

-
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TABLE

XIII.-Disl1·ibution of specific jebrill( diseases, etc., at United States ntiUta1·y posts
during the yem· 1892.-Continued.

I

Specific febrile and acute
infectious rliseases, excluding inflncnzn, erysipelas, and tonsillitis.

I

Posts.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Colum bt'u; Barracks, Ohio ........... -- . -- - ..... .
Fort MciJJtosh, 'I'e:s:: ............... - - --- - - - - -- - - Fort Yates, N.Dak..................
.. ---Fort Monroe, Va .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .
1
Fort Sam Houston, 'l'ex .................. .
Fort neno, okl::t. __ ................. · [· .... .
Fort Logan, Colo ........................ ..
Madison Barracks, N.Y .............. -- .. .
Fort 'l'homas, Ky ....................
.... ..

~~J!r~~~v~~~~~~~~-~~-~:::::::::::: ::::::

2

l<'ort McPuerson, Ga ..... -- .. -- ...... ------

~¥:~7/Y/Y I \\<
1

-----·I·-----

Fort. Grant, Ariz .......... -- ..
1
:Fort Sheridan, Til ....................... ..
Fort Columbus, N.Y .................. ---- ..... .
Fort Myer, Va......................
.. ... .
Fort Sill, Okla.......................
.. ... .
Fort Bliss, Tex ................................ ..
Jackson Barracks, La .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ............ .
Fort. W a:vne, nfich ................. .
Fort Wingate,N.Mex ............. .
Fort Douglas, Utah ................ .
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ..•.......... . ...
Fort Omaha, Nebr .............................. .
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL ................. .
Fort Sherman, Idaho........ .. ......
. .... .
Angel Island, Cal . . • . • . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
1 .... ..
FortClark,'l'ex ... :.................
.. .. ..
Fort Custer, Mont....... .. .. .. .. .. ..
4 .... ..
Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo ....................... -Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala........
.. ... .
Benicia Barracks, CaL .......................... .

j~~~ ~:b~~!: ~!br-:::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
j~~~ ~~1:~~ ~~~.:::::::::::::::::

.

:::::: ::::::

Fort Apache, Ariz .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
.. ....
Fort .A.rl.ams, R. I .......................•........
Fort Assiniboine, Mont ........................ .
Chicago, TIL .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. ... .
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ..................... ..
FortHami.lton,N. Y ................ .. : ... ..... .
Fort McHenry, Md ............................ ..
Plattsburg Barracks. N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ....................... .
Field, Department of California ................ .
Field, Department of the East ................. .
Field, Department of the Missouri ............. .
Fort Bayard, N.Mex ........................... .
Boise Barracks, Idaho ............ - - . 1 . . - - . -~---- -Fort Buford, N.Dak ................
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ............ . . . . . . . . . . . .
A. &N. G.H.Hot Springs, Ark ...... 1 ------ ......
Leavenworth Prison, Kans .......... ; . .. .. . ..... ..
Fort Meade,&- Dak ......................... :-.. ..
Fort Missoula, Mont ........................... .
NewJNort Barrauks, Ky .......................... 1

·1------ .... ..

g~~p ~t:r~~~~!~.1;ki~::: ::::::::::: :·:::: :: ::::::

l<~ort

Randall, S.Dak ................ !....•.

1 ••••••

1

96 162.44
45
47 315.44
33 127.41
30
80. 00
44
24
56.21
43
23
72.78
58
21
63.25
2
19
57. OG
17
63.43
4
22.35
20
16
14
27. 67 ·-----14
35.09
82
34
11
40.74
11 I 65.87
52
11 I 29.33
10
18.02
3
10
25.91
32
10
14. 58 ------9
31.-47
23
9
17. OR
78
8
:32.79
5
8
33.90
12
7 .. 20.23
8
6
56.07
3
6
50.01
2
1
6 125.00
25.75
38
6
0
16.76
5
10.31
17
5
14.88
39
12
5
10.35
5
10.75
31
5
21.55
6
4
14.49
5
4
12.46
12
141
4
10.13
4
9. 32 ------46
4
22.10
3
22.73
3
24.39
1
3
8. 00
4~
3
7. 28
2
3
26.09
1
3
15.23
34
2
8. 06
101
2
4. 30
2
38.46
2
37.74
21
24
2
7. 63
2
12.50
11
2
32.79
5
2
9. so
15
2
18. 18
46.51
2
2
37.04
1
3. 36
58
4
1
10.20
1
4. 69
51
1
52.63
4
1
30.30
1
8. 70
1
2. 42
1
5. 2()
1
JO. 67
3
1
5. 32
8
25.64
I
3
1
10.31
15

52

-----1
2

1
1
1
------

1
1
......

2

2

1
1
......

I.----..... .
..... .
..... .
..... .
1
---- ..

8
19
10
6
31
5
13
42
21
24
25
5
19
25
9
34
7
7
7
7
17
4
4
4
15
22
35
11
13
6
7
3
8
13
30
8
3
13
9
30
1
10
24
8

1
38

5
1
13

......
41
........... ..
......
5
......
1
4
......

3
41
4
4

5
1

104
47
42
94
77
88
56
24
34
79
36
120
71
16
82
38
52
45
39
95
20
27
32
15
12

11
59
28
59
55
30
43
18
13
24
158
35
58
6
17
57
37
6
14
60
112
2
24
64
18

8
30
2
2
2
100
5
57
6
1
4
46
5
8
14
5
16

328.26
315.44
162.16
250.67
180.33
278.48
168.67
72.07
126.87
110.34
71.15
300.75
262.90
95.81
218.67
68.47
134.71
65.60
136.36
180.27
81.97
114.41
92.49
140.19
113.21
220.17
253.22
78.21
121. 65
163.69
62.11
92.47
77.58
47.10
74.77
400.00
81.59
320.44
45.46
138.21
163. 32
89.81
52.14.
241.97
71.01
244.07
38.46
452.83
244,27
112.50
131.15
147.06
18.18
46.51
37.04
335.57
51.02
267.61
315.79
30.30
34.78
111.38
26.46
13:1. 3:'
74.4
128.2
164.95
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XIII.-Distl"ibufion of specific febrile di.scases, etc., at United States 1nllila1',11
posts dnrin[f the yem· J8.92-Continueu.
Specific febrile a.nrl acute ·
infectious tliseases (excluding influenza, erysipelas,
and tonsilht.i~).
Posts.

.s
0

E-1

{P,~~~~:f:~~~J:~c.;: ::::

::1::: l 'i* '; I:: l '! ~~~~

FortTrumbull,Conn .... ------------ ------1-----Fort Washakie, Wyo ................ ------------~
Watervliet.Arsenal,N.Y ----------------------lfort\-Vood,N.Y -------------------------------FortYellowstone,Wyo _____________ -----------Fiel<l,Departrnentofthe Columbia .. -----------:Field,Departrnentof'Dakot.a ........ ------ -----l<'ield, Department of the Platte .... - ------ . --.-Field,DepartrnentofTexas --------------------WaslliugtonBarracks,D.C --------- ------ ------

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

16.13
6.45
18.18
18.52
13.16
8.47
8.40
3. J 8
10.20
3.01

12 -------------

11

~~~~c~~~r~-:~£~~:~~~~~~:~~:::::::
:::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: 1~~
WilletsPoint,N.Y .................. --------------------------St.l<'rancisBanacks,Fla ............ -------------------- ........
Fort Barrancas, Fla .... - ....................... ------- ..... -.--

26
21
18

::::::
:::::: ::::::: ::::::::
............ --- - - - - - . . . . . . .

16

R~Jifsff~drfris"e~~~TI~~:::::::::::

Fort Preble, Me ....... -- - - - - . - ... - - FortDuChesne,Utah--------------I!'ortBidwell,CaL ...................
FortMackinac,Mich ................
FortWadsworth,N. Y -------------WbippleBarracks,Ariz _____________

--------------------------______ I ______ -------------------- ------ ------· ------------- ------ ------- ------------- ------ ------· -------·

1i1e~h!~x~~~~i,'i>~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::1::::::::

fJRa~~~~rt~~~~~1~i~~::::::::::~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::
t:!.::1~J£'!it~~~il~;;; :::::::::::::::: J : : ::: ::

~~~~~:~rJ~~~~~f,\;~:::::::::::::: 1 :::::: ::::::1:::::::::::::::
~~~t~~~r~.oi~f:_:::::::::::::::::::

::::::1::::::,::::::: ::::::::

Camp PenaColorado, Tex ........... _____ -I------1---- ... _____ ___
FortTownsend,Wash-----------------------------------------

. 1

~

4
12
4
11 ______ ------8

6
J

8
8

4

~

i

:::::: :::::::

33
22
19

87.77
178.86
253. <13

i~ ~~~:~~

20
Hi

11
14
9
12

350. 88
115.11

1!12.98
122.80
51.43

62.50

~ m:~~

~ 2!U~

t ·:::~: :::: :I i l!! r.
~ ______ ------i1 ------ ---- ·4·3

4

1

2

~~~
~fcig;y~~:r::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::.- :::::::: ::::::: ----~Fort Porter, N.Y .............. ___ . ________ . ___________ . ____ . _... _.. ___ ______
FortOntario,N.Y ------------------ ____________ ------· --------------- ______
l<'ortHuachuca,Ariz .. ____________________ --------------------------- - ______
Fort Hancock, Tex .......... ___ . __ . ____ . ______________ . _______________ .. ____

i~~~~:l\~~?,at_:~~~:::::::::::::::'::::::

1~ 1~~ ~~u~
7
1
1

}~

~

13
20!1.68
20
12!1.03
13
236.:!6
4
7-1.07
3
39.47
1
8.47
8, 67.23
8
25. 48
1
10.20
25
75.30
I'

5
------------------------------- ------ -----., -----4
_______ ______
7
------- ....... ------18
5

:::::: ::::::: ::::::::1::::::: ::::::

~ici~~:b~~~~~~!~s~f i~i~~~~:: ::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::- ::::::::1::::::- ::::::

1

3~

~ I ;~:~5
~

3:

11

11

4

4

3
2

~!: ~~

81.63
31.25

2~~:~~

104. 76
65.57
9.43

40. 00

t ~U!

i

~:!~

Total.. ...... -.----------------6
5 1 598 -------- 17.9328 ~~014_ 3,433_ 141.84
.Admis>~ion rates per 1,000 of mean - - ·--~--- - - - ___.. ---~·---- - - - - - strength- - .. -.... - -- - - - -. . . . . . .. .. . . 25
, 21 I 24. 71 . . . .. . . . 78. G8 1, 16 41. 90 ............. ..
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TABLE

XIV .-Distribution of pneumonia at United States military posts dndng the year
1892.
[Cases of pneumonia, complications of other diseases not included.)
Admissions.

~ j ~ ~ -~ ~ :9
~ ~ ~ roe
II

$ ·;

~ ~

_

I pneumoma.
Catanh~

Lobar pneumonia.

. .~ ~ ~ ~ ~

II~

Names of posts.

Disposi- t.ions.

~ -~

w

_;

~ .~ ~ ~ .S

Undefined
type.

~ I ~ ~ ~ !I ~
~ ~ ·w ;
~

oJJ

~

-+=-

~ ~
.S ~

1

3

~

~

rn

~

~

~ ~ ':_ !~ ~~A~_::_~_ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~
ColumbusBarracl;:s.Ohio .. 10
,Jefrerson Barracks, :Mo . . . . 5

f1o
1

4 ... ... , 5 411'1? 141.?.. ..

6
5

5

2

2

~

2

1 ..

.............. .

!ffii~~!i~:t-: i l ~_,_::: 1-l _ :,'J: r : ~ i; J·1.. ..:::::<:»:::
. ... ... .... .. ......
li~Ji~i{~~u;~~~::: l !11: : ·.: ~
T l :': · ~ ~:~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
Fort Bayard, N. Mex . . . . . . 2 . . . 2 . . . 1

1 .. . .. . .. . 2
1
·:

:

Fort Keogh, Mont . . . . . . . . . 2 1
2
2
Fort McHenry, Md........ 2 , 2 . . . . . . 1
1 .. . 1
Fort McKinney, Wyo.... . . 2 1 2 . . . . . . 2 ..... . ...
2

2 . ...... . .....
1 . . . . . . . . . 1 1 .............. .
2 ... . . . ......

00

00

•

•

00

00

00.

~~~nN::b~~~:a-;~~1;1:::::::: ~ ~ -~- ::: ·2·
FortOmaha,Nebr ......... 2 \ 1 \-·· l

00

.

00

.

00

••

00 . . . . . . . . . .

00

........ .

i1 :::1 ....
·i· ::: ·i· ~ ::: ~ :::1:::1::::::::: ... ·---~- ::::::
. .. oo ... 2 1 2 1 1-·· 1--- ....... oo ........... .

illlif!I-:~~~ !I .]_~ ._; ·-~ i·: ·: -~ _._
;:_ •1t._:._~ : :! {!'! 1 [J t!!: ·~·~·:
1

1

•

Fort Grant, Ariz .......... . 1
Fort Logan, Colo ...... ".. . 1
]'ort Marcy, N. Mex . . . . . . . 1

:
1

1

;

1

...... . ..... . ................ .
1 . . . . . . 1 .. . . .. . . . . . . 1 .. . 1 .............
J .
1 .
1 .
1 ....
1
00

:~~!~f~f~t:-: !;_;

00

•

•

•

1

:_,
00

1

..

•

..

•

00

•

.

•

00

...

_

00

..

1
::,

1

1

:

............. ..

.

...

i::::: . : :

1
::

00 00 . . . . . . . .

'

~~~~,;:_:~~~~ !I!-• ·:: , :;: : 'I r:; , ~~~~ ~~: :;:1:::11:::.~ ...........
:::::r::::.

Fort Wads worth, N. Y . . . . 1
WilletsPoint,N.Y ........ 1
Fieldandatlarge ......... 2
Total ................

1 . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . I .. · I· . . . . . 1 . . . . . . 1
1
1
-····· ! ··- ~ -1 : .. 1 ......... l .... ..
1 1 ... 1 !2 ..... 1 ... 1 2 1 ............
......
*1

.oo ...

·oo·oo··

·;;-1;;--j; ~T~T~- ~~~~~--\"~11
.00

;-I;-~--; ~ ~- ~-~ ~ ~

*Not on sick report.

•oo j···

t Includh1~ 1 not on sick report.

1

1

1
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TABLE

XV.-Twenty posts giving the highest adrnission 1·ates for rnalarial clisease8, rheu·
matism, clia1·rheal and venereal diseases, 1·espeotively, d-uring 1892.
I.-MALARIAL DISEASES.
Uatios per 1,000 of mean strength.

- - - - --

ConDis ·
charges stantly.
for disa- nonefbility.
fective.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - Mean
I
strength. A~mis- ~ Deaths.
s1ons.

Names of stations.

WashingtonBan-acks, D. C -··--····----·--------FortSill,Okla.....................................
Fort Myer, Va.... .. . . ............ .. .. . . . ... . ... . . .
Mount Vernon BarrackA, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Reno, Okla ....................... ' ...........
Fort Hamilton, N. Y . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Clark, Tex...................................
.Jefferson Barracks, Mo....................... . ....
FortWadsworth,N.Y............................
Fort Barrancas, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Jackson Barracks, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
FortOmaha,Nebr.............. . ..................

j~~~ iii~~Ky~;~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~: -_ ~ ·_:::::: ·_ ~ ~:::::::::
j~~~ :::~~a;~·a~~-~-: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~--

FortMcintosh,Tex...............................
St. Francis Barracks, Fla..........................
Fort Supply, Ind. T....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

332
346
236
181
316
262
321
506
175
75
106
427
483

~~~
~~~

149
123
267

563.25
474.00
4()6.11
270. 70
265. 82
221. 38
205.61
19a. 69
171.43
1.16. 67
141. 50
!l8. 36
95.24

~t ~g
~+:5~

---------· ..........
....................
.......... ... . . . . . ..
5. 52
.... . . . . . . .. . ..... . .
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
.. . .... . . . . . .. .... ..
. . . ..... . . .. . .... . ..
.......... . .........
.......... ..........
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
··· · ·-··············

:: ~ ~:::::: :: ~ ~::::::

::::::::::
:::~::::::
....................

73.82
73.17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
71. 16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7.32

887
6.46

4. 77
8. 23
2. 86
15.00
5.16
1.72
8. 45
3. 51
3. 38
2.96

~: ~~
u~

2.16
2. 07
1. 30

1.'he Army .................................. -24, 203~-63. 75 ~~ -~~--1. 76

H.-RHEUMATISM.
[Muscular and articular.]
Fort Marcy, N.Mex ............... .. ............. .
Fort Canby, Wash .............................. ..
Fort Robinson, N ebr ............................. .
S t. Francis Barrack!', Fla ......................... .
Fort Bowie, Ariz ................................. .
Fort Snelling, Minn .............................. .
San Carlos, Ariz .................................. .
Fort Barrancas, Fla .............................. .

~~~~ ~~~~~~: ~~~~~:~ ~ ::::~~:::::::: :::::::::::::

West Point, N.Y ................................. .
Fort Custer, Mont ............................... .
Fort Mackinac, Mich .. _, ......................... .
Fort Apache, Ariz ................................ .
Fort Monroe, Va ................................. .
Fort McKinney, Wyo ............................ .
Fort DuChesne, Utah ........................... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ........................ .

~~~~ ~~~~;~kl~·-:.:::::::::: ::::: ::: :::: :~:::::::

123
106
349
123
136
412
167
75
176
298
375
395
114
197
375
270
139
591
98
316

195.12
169.81
166.18
162.60
154.41
14:1.20
125. 75
120.00
113.64
110.74
109.33
106.33
105.27
101. 52
101. 33
· 96. 30
93.53
93.06
91.84
91.77

1. 78

n. 9o
2. 43

5. 06

3. 98
3. 02
9. 7G
9.10
3.1'7
9. 94
5. 45
R. 79
2. 93
3. 80
2. 40
4.52
3. 93
4.16
3. 52
4-.94
1. 81
3. 09

1.4i----3. 32

The Army. ___ ......... _........... _.. ___ ... ~3 ----n:-52 -~o4f....

III.-DIA.RRHEA.L DISEASES.
Fort Monroe, Va ------------ ...................... !,
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ............................ ..
Davids Island, N.Y .............................. .
Fort Ban::ancas, Fla ............ - ........ --- .. --- . - r
St. Franms Barracks, Fla ......................... .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............... . ..... -----Fort Clark, Tex .................................. .
San Carlos, Ariz ............. . .................... .
]'ort Schuyler,N. Y ............................. .
Fort Supply, Ind. T ............................... .
Fort Yates, N.Dak .... ---- ....................... .
Madison Barracks, N.Y ......................... ..
Willets Point, N, Y ............................... .
Fort Stanton, N.Mex ..•..••...•.•.•...............

375
262
555
75
123
427
321
167

98
267
259
333
ll76

112

389. 33 ,. - -- - • - - .. 1. . . . . - -- . .
381. 68 -- - - - - -- .. 1. -- •••. - •.

m~ :.~ u -~:
218. 08
215. 57
214.28
202. 25
200.76

.......... I ....•..••.
. --- . - .... i .. -.---- ..
................... .
.. --- .... .. -..... " ..
.····----·· ......... .

i~~: ~~ ::::::::::I::::::::::

169.64 .......... j ••••••••••

3. 24
3. 28
1. 95
9.14
1. 89
2. 93
2.25
3. 45
1. 31
1. 69
2. 90
1. 63
1. 66
1. 34
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XV.-Twenty posts git·ing the highest ad1niss·ion 1'ates for mala1·ial d'iseases, rheu.
1natisrn, dian·heal, a11d ~:ene1·ectl diseases, 1·espectively, during 1892-Continued.

TABLE

III.-DIARRHEAL "DISEASES.
Ratior per 1,000 of mean Rtrength.
Mean
strength.

DisConstantly
charges
for disa- nonefbility. fective.
--------------1--------------Names of stations.

Fort Marcy, N. Mex: ......................... ······\
Fort Snelllng, Minn........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Wingate, N. Mex . . . . .... __ - . --..... -....... - ~
Fort McPherson, Ga . _............... -- ........ --:

~~;~ f~~~h~~l~i~ ~ -_ -_ -. ~ ~ ~:: :~ ~ ~:::::: ~::::::: ~: ~::: ;
The Army

Admissions.

123
412
358
399

162.60
160. 19
159. 21
142. 85

~~~

i!~: i~

Deaths.

. ....•.... ..... .••••
....••...... -.-.....
.. -- -- - - - .... --- . - -- ...... --- -- .. - .. -.-

2.53
. 97
1. 06
1. 97

::: ::::::: ~: :::::: ::

i: ~~

····------·-----·-----·------··---/24:"2o3f110:84j~I--:Q41---;,n
IV.-VENEREAL DISEASES.

Columbus Barracks,Obio.........................

591

292.72

1.69

18.54

j~~~~~ Y~~-~~·c~:\~::::::: ~ ~::: ::::: ::~~::::::::

i~~

i~~: ii

FortMcPherson,Ga ----···----------·-··---······
·FortPorter,N.Y ------·-········----·------·----FortMcHenry,Md................................
FortMciutosh,Tex:_______________________________

399
105
160
149

195.48
171.42
168.75
167.78

Washington
Barracks,
D. C __ .....
__ ...
- ......
-...
San Carlos, Ariz
.... _........
_... _..
_....
__ -......
Fort Omaha, Nebr ................ _... ___ .........
Fort Bliss, Tex ... _.......... __ ..... _. ___ . . . . . . . . . .
FortWayne,Mich................................
.Te:tf"ersonBarracks,Mo............................

332
167
483
107
233
506

156.61
149. 70 ._:·:·:--:-_:·: -·: ._: ._: .:_J_-.- -9~r_:·_~0.4~- 140.79
140. 19
137.34 ...•...... ,........ ..
136.~7 ..........
1.98

Alcatrazisland,Cal..............................
FortThomas,Ky.................................
Fort Adams, R. I __ .... __ ... _. _............ _.. _....
FortClark,Tex................................... 1

117
268
248
321 !

8.55 1
119.41
3.73
116. 93 .. _...... -~- ..... _. ..
115.27 --··-----·
9.35

1

~friel~~l~~?~~:: ::::::~::::::::~::::::::::::::

···-···--... -"is~s7·
--········ ..........
.......... ---------I 12 50
:::::::::: ...... :...

i~~ t~~Ji
::::::::::,:::::~~~~:
128.21 ~ ---------····------!

1~: ~~
13.67
10.27
11.84
15.47
1

9.
G9
7. 61
7. 52
9. 64
11.71
~:t~

~: ii

10.21
8.89
10. 97
8.25

TheArmy .......... ________________________ 1r-----,----~24,2031
76.72 ····-·---1.97
5.32

TABLE

XVJ.-1lwenty posts gwtng the high~st noneffective 1Yttes jo1' nwla1·ial diseases,
rheumati8m, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respeci'ively, dw·ing 1892.
I.-M..AL.ARIAI, DISEASES.
Mean
Names of stations.

strength.

~~:CsJ~~:f~e
per 1, 000 of
mean
strength.

Fort Clark, Tex -- .. -. -.. - -- .. -. -....... _.- ............ _
FortSill,Okla ..........................................

321
346

15. 00
8.87

FortMyer,Va ..........................................
Jefferson Barracks,~fo ................. :...............
MountVernonBarracks,.Ala .................... .... ...
JacksonBarracks,La ·----··-------····----·---·------·
Fort Sam Houston, Tex: _..... _........... _... _....... _.
Fort Riley, Kans ..... _.... _. _. _... ___ ..... _.. ___ . _.. _..
VancouverBarrar:ks,\Vash ............................

~t
~~~

236
506
181
106
427
686
407

~: ~~
~:~~

Boise Barracks, Idaho ... _. _....... __ .. _.. _....... _.....

262
98

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~';b; :: :::: ::::: :::: ::: ::: :::::::: ::::: ::I
~~~~~~~~~~!r~~-~k~.-:D:c·::::::::~::~:~~~:::::::::::: '

::::::::::::

i~~!
~!t~~~*:~~~~~ :~~::::
j
Fort Hamilton, N.Y ..... __ .. _... _. _.. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .

1

!~~

§~J~\;~l?l~~:A~1·z:~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l__ i~~
The Army . .... ........ ........................... ,

24,203

Averarre n!~'£:rg:f
numb:i'r days each
dsi~l.k
case was
::u Y·
treated.
4. 81
3.07
1
:

26. 70
6.85

6.46
5.16
4.77
3.51
3. 38
3. 15
3.11

1.52
2.61
.86
.:17
1. 44
2. 16
1.27

5.16
9.76
6.45
9.07
12. 57
12. 15
27.29

2. 86
2. 31

. 75
. 23

4. 72
20. 75

42.65 :

10._12

~J~

~~
~:~~

1:!~

~}: g~
1
!:~~

t~j~

___ ~- i~ __:~~ ___i_~:_i_~
1.76
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XVI.-T'lventy posts giving the highest noneffectit·e 1·ates jo1· malarial diseases,
1'7teumatism, dimTheal and venm·eal diseases, ?'espectively, du1·ing 1892-Continued.

TABLE

H.-RHEUMATISM.
Constantly A veragc Average
Mean noneffective number number of
stre o-th per 1,000 of
sick
days each
n, ·
mean
daily.
~~~~t';~
strength.

Names of stntions.

I

Fort Canby, Wash ....... ··----------- ................. .
Fort Barrancas, Fla ........... _....... --. - -....... -... .

106
75
136
412
298
259
176
333
591
197
286
270
268
134
349
375
427
395
459
332

11.93
9. 94
9. 76
9.10
8. 79
6. 60
5. 45
5.18
4. 94
4. 52
4. 35
4.16
4.15
4.00
3. 98
3. 93
3.83
3. 80
3. 70
3.52

24,203

3. 32

!~;~~i~~;:r•~~::~::::•:•!•••••~•••••·•••••l

~~~~~P~~::.rl~~:~'>~ .~:l!~- ~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::I

:E'ort Grant, Ariz ......... _.......... __ ... _... -........ .

:g~~ ~~~~;t~r~~::: ~:::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::

Fort Robinson, N ebr ........... _..... __ ....... -- .. - .. -.
Fort Monroe, Va ..... _... __ ... _.. _.................... .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .. _.. _......... _................ .
Fort Custer, Mont ..... _..... ___ ... __ .. _........ _...... .
Fort Assinniboine, Mont . _... __ ... _. _... _. _. _.... _.. _..
Fort Logm1, Colo ....... _.. _....... ____ .. ___ ... __ .. __ ._.

1. 26
. 75
1. 33
3. 75
2. 62
1.71
. 96
1. 72
2. 92
. 89
1. 24
1.12
1.11
.54
1. 3!)
1. 48
1. 50
1. 70
1.17

25.72
30.33
23.14
23.25
29.06
32.95
17.55
37.12
19.42
16.30
17.50
15.81
18.50
32.67
8. 76
14.21
23.00
13.07
18.82
2G. 75

80.39

17.00

1.63

- - - - -----·· ----- - - - -

The A.rmy ............................... ~.- . -- -- .

III.-DIARRHE.A.L DISEASES.
-------------------------------~---.-----~---~-----

Fort Barrancas. Fla ............................... - .... San Carlos, Ariz ... _.................. - . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .
Fort Hamilton, N.Y ... _............. __ ..... -----.......
Fort Monroe, Va ..... __ ....... _... _.... _.... __ . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sam Housto11, Tex .......... __ ... _...... _..........
Fort Yates, N. Dak _______ ... ---- ... __ ......... __ . -----.

~~~~ ~~~v.·re'x~~~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~::::::: ~: ~:::::::::::::::

75
167
262
375
427
259

~~r

1

Fort McPherson, Ga. __ .. _________ . __________ .. __ . ____ ..
Davids Island, N. Y . _. ___ . ___ .. ____ . _......... ___ ..... _
St. Francis Barracks, Fla. __ ...... ----- ...••. __ ... ----..

3!)9
555
123

Fort Assinniboine, Mont __ ... _... __ ..... _._----------..

459

~~~ tili~~tra~~~~: :: :: :::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::
0
~~~~ ~:~z~~s~ ~:1~~~::::::: ::::::::::::::: ~:·::: :~:::

~~~
4i~

~ilte~~lFJ!r:£;~: i: ~::::: ~ ~::::::: ~:: _- _·:::::: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ::

~n

Fort McHenr.v,Md -------------------- ..... __ . ------- __ .
Madison Barracks, N. Y ------ _-------.. ...... .... .. . . . .
The Army .............•.......... -....... -... - .

160
333

-I

24,

. 69
. 58
. 86
]. 22
1. 25
. 75
. 31
• 72
. 7!)
1. 08
. 23
. 27
. 60
.13
.70
. 78
. 45
. 62
. 26
. 54

9.14
3.45
3. 28
3. 24
2.93
2. 90
2. 53
2. 25
1. 97
1. 95
1. 89
1. 87
1.74
1.73
1.71
1. 70
1. 69
1. 66
1. 64
]. 63

13.21
5. 86
3.15
3.0:'1

4.32
5. 29
5. 70
3. 77
5. 05
2. 78
2. 74
4.82
5. 52
4. 80
4. 96
7. 33

B. Ou
3. 45
5. 65
3. 32

io3

IV.-VENEHEAL DISEASES.
- - - - - - - - - - - - · -- - - - - Columlms Barracks, Ohio. _____ ....... _........ _. __ ..... !
591
Fort Mcintosh, Tex _.... ------ .. _____ ........ __ . __ ..... I
149
Fort McPherson, Ga ...... ____ .. ___ .......... __ ... ---- .. ,
399
Jackson Barracks, La ..... _.... ___ .. ___ .......... ____ ...
106
Fort McHenry, Md. __ .... _......... _.. _____ .. ___ ..... __ ,
160

-- ~ - --------,------,-----

j:~~~ ~~1~:: :~~}~:

:::: :~:: ~ ::::: :~ ::: _- _· ~ ~ ~: :: ::::::::::

!

Fort Adams, R. I ........... _. __ .. ________ . _. __ . _... _... :

~g~~~i!l,~~~O,D:-c_~~:-.

~~~

248

: : . :•.. :J il

J;ff!r~~~~~!~~;;:M~ :·: ~ ~:: ~~: :::::: ~ :: :~::: ::::::::::1

~~~

Leavenworth Prison, Kans ... ------- _______ ------ ...... i

115

Fort Monroe, Va .. ------------ ______ ------------------ .. 1
:Fort Clark, Tex:.--- .. -------.- ---.---.-- ·-------------- -~
Fort Bayard, N. Mex: ..•. _......... __ .... __ ------------..

375
321
298

~;J~~~~~.~rc.-_·_

:::::::::::::::::::: :~ :~ ::::::::::::

The A.nny ...................................... _.

~~~

24, 203

18.54
15.47
13.67
12.16
11.84
11.71
11.05
10.97
10.27
10.21
9.69
9. 64
9.63
9.49
9.48
8.89
8. 75
8.51
8. 25
7.84

"-"I
1291
I

5. 321

2. 31
5.46

23.17
33.76
25.60

1. 89
2. 73
4. 37
2. 72
1. 08
1.19
3. 22
1. 03
1. 29
4.80
1. 09
2. 38
2.42
3.19
2. 65
2.34

25.67
31.22
38.96
34.35
21.94
29.13
22.65
25.20
16.86
25.46
66.f>O
27.25
24.56
32.44
26.19
42.75

J28. 96

25.42

22.48
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TABLE

XVII.-P1'e'valence of alcoholisn~ at the va1'ions posts and its influence on the effective jo1·ce of the gmTisons fm· .,.he yea1· 1892.
-

I

Ratio per
1, 000 of mean

~Ql)
~

Names of stations.

~

.tl
r1l

o5

';:!.~

.,.o....

·~

~
ce

·§

~

~

p.,oV

~

<lj

oo~

J ackson Barracks, La ........

F•ort Porter, N.Y ............

':Villets Point, N.Y ..........

n.ock Islaml Arsenal, IlL ....

F ort Ontario, N.Y ...........

camp Oklahoma, Okla .......

F• ort McPherson, Ga .........
] ~ortMarcy,N.Mex .... ......

F ort Barrancas, Fla ....... - ..
F ort Niobrara, Nebr .........

s't. Francis

Barracks, Fla ....

F<ortKeogh,Mont ...........
F ort Logan, Colo ............
F ort Mason, Cal .............
F<ortOmaha,Nebr ...........
F ol't Ringgold, Tex ..........
p lattsburg Barracks, N.Y ...
:;\ fadison

Barracks, N. Y .... .
IVhipple Barracks, Ariz .. ...
F• ort Townsend, Wash .......
1'~ort Mackinac, Mich ........
F ort Warren, Mass ..........
I ,eavenworth Prison, Kans ..
w ashington Barracks, D. C ..
F ort Bowie, Ariz. __ ..... __ ..
B enicia .Arsenal, Cal .........
F ortCanby, Wash ...........
M ount Vernon Barracks, Ala.
F ort McKinney, Wyo ........
F ort Sam Houston, Tex ......
F ort Wads worth, N. Y .......
F ort Schuyler, N. Y _.........
F<ort Trumbull, Conn ........
F ortNiagara,N. Y ..........
F ort Wayne, Mich .......... _
F1 ort Douglas, Utah ..........
I r ancouver Barracks, Wash .
I <'ort :McHenry, Md .. _... __ . _
F ort Hamilton, N.Y .. _......
camp Pena Colorado, 'l'ex ...
] ~ort Wingate, N.Mex .......
F<ort Snelling, Minn .........
F ort Yates, N.Dak ..........
F ort Myer, Va ..-........ .....
D avids 'Island, N. Y .........
camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ....
F ort Huachuca, Ariz ........
] 'ort Walla Walla, Wash ....

'

117
106
105
376
65
61
39
39()
123
75
336
123
386
332
58
483
134
61
333
192
64
114
115
115
332
136
53
106
181
270
427
175
98
62
188
2il3
485
407
160
262
49
358
412
259
2fl6
555
53
318
204

179.49
179.23
171.42
159.57
153.85
131. 15
128.20
127.82
113.82
106. 67
95.24
73.17
69.95
69.27
68.97

2. 08
2.99
1. 87
2.03
3. 28
1.12
. 63
1. 61
. 98
. 87
1. 09
• 62
. 79
1. 75
.33
.89
.84
. 40
. 65
.68
.60
.60
.47
. 47
. 79
. 38
.52
. 28
. 39
. 67
. 67
. 50
1. 06
. 35
. 39
. 46
.41
.54
. 39
. 38
. 33
. 64
.68
.45
. 36
. 26
. 15
.47
.32

~~:~~ I

65.57
63.06
62.50
62.50
61.40
60.81
60.87
60.24
I 58.83
5(i. 60
56.60
55.25
51.85
51.52
51.43
51.02
48.39
47,87
47.21
45.36
44.23
43.75
41.98
40.82
:19.11
38.84
38.61
38.14
37.84
37.74
34.59
34.31

I

/

•

---~--

o5

....'""

-~

<I$

"'

~

Fort Sheridan, Ill ..........
Fort Sully, S. Dak ..........
.Fort Meade, S. Dak ... _.....
Benicia Barracks, Cal. ......
Fort Sup~ly, Ind. T .........
Fort Du hesne, Utah ......
Fort Robinson, Nebr ........
Fort Stanton, N. :Mex .......
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...
Fort Yellowstone, 'i,loo- ....
For€ Assinniboine, ont ...
.A.lcatraz Island, Cal ........
Fort Columbus, N. Y _......
Angel Island, CaL ..........
Fort Monroe, Va ............
Fort Missoula, Mont ...... _.
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo .....
Fort Randall, S.Dak ...... . .
Fort Adams, R. I ...... .....
Fort Hancock, Tex ....... ..
Fort Riley, Kans ..... : ......
Fort Preble, Me .............
Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal ....... --·····--- ......
I Fort Brown, Tex ...........
I Columbus Barracks, Ohio .. -I
Newport Barracks, Ky .....
Fort ()lark, Tex .............
Fort Apache, Ariz ..........
Fort Sidney, N ebr ..........
Fort D. A. Russel, Wyo .....
Fort Grant, Ariz .........•..
Fort Bayard, N. Mex .. _....
Fort Sherman, Idaho .......
Camp Poplar River, Mont ..
Boise Barracks, Idaho ......
Fort Reno, Okla ............
Fort! Custer, Mont .......•..
Fort Thomas, Ky ......... _.
Fort Spokane, W asl1 .. _.....
Fort Washakie, v:Vyo .. .....
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ... _.
West Point,N. Y ...........
Field, Department of the
Platte ....................
Field, Department of the Columbia ....................

strength.

~

~

"'d

-;;~
§~

I

F<ort Bra<ly, Mich ............ i

~Ql)
Names of stations.

~

'1:1

Ratio per

1, 000 of mean

st,rength.
------

527
176
413
132
267
139
349
112
716
76
459
117
244
276
375
189
48
97
248
50
686
57

d

p.,oV

~-~
1=1 ....

.,.<:,)

·s

-;;~

<lj

C,)O

r1l

"d

~"'
oc
d

--- -34.15
34.09
33.90
30.30
29.96
28.78
28.65
26.79
26.54
26.31
26.14
25.64
24.59
21.74
21.33
21.16
20.83
20.62
20.16
20.00
18.95
17.54

. 28
.17
.92
.37
. 32
.12
. 23
.17
. 33
. 32
. 29
. 40
. 31
. 25
. 22
. 29

.46
. 08
. 22
.05
. 32
. 67

465 17.20
59 16.951
591 \16.92 '
60 16.67 I
321 15.58
197 15.23
134 14.93
429 13.99
286 13.99
298 13.42
232" 12.93
97 10.31
98 10.20
316
9.49
395
7. 59
268
7.46
135
7.41
155
6.45
506
3. 95
375
2. G7

.15
. 09
.15
.1 8
.UJ
. 08
. 51
. 22
.12
.1
. 33
. 08
.0 6
.10
. 50
.04
. 0'2
. 21
.02
. 03
.10

314

15.92

118

8. 47

.0

The Army ............ 24,203

37.23

.4

------
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XVIII.-The ?'elation of cel'ta·in classes of disease to the sererctl arms of the
[Annual rates for the period of three
Arms of service.

Orders of diseases.

Total.

Infan0 ava1ry.
try.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Eno·io
neers.

Medical
Depart1 ment.

Recruits.

I

All
other.

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - -- - - - -

Total specific jebl'ile
andac1tteinjectious
diseases, including
erysipela-s.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlif;ted men ... .
Tot.al ........... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....
Mala1·ial d·i3eases.
Admissions :
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ......... .
l~nlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted rnen ••..
Total ........... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....
Typha-malarial fever.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffecti veness:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
Diarrheal diseases.
Al1missions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffecU \·eness:
Officer,; .......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total .....•......
Deaths:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlistecl men .•..
!$eptic diseases (ex eluding erysipelas).
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men .•..
Total .....•.•.•..
Deaths:
Enlisted men.
Total .•••.••••••.

···j

162.19
142.42
143.59

179.84
138.14
140.44

182.34
163.89
164. 79

256.05
159.29
165.41

67.23
198.96
186.81

6.49
3.47
3. 65

6.50
3.48
3. 64

8.25
3.69
3.91

11.96
3. 50
4. 04

]. 96
6.10
5. 72

.94
1. 05
1.04

1.18
1. 32
1. 31

1. 57
1. 02
1. 05

. 03

. 03

.J-5. 26
74.91
73.11

49.25
59.55
58.98

2. 09
2. 05
2. 05

1. 58
1. 87
1. 85

----- .---97
0

89

r··------ . ........
I

---·-····
. 78
. 69

25.32 134.92
204.31 109. 33
174. 87 113.30
1. 00
3.49
3. 08

4. 27
2. 60
2. 86

3. 49
3.49·

•::::::: r :ir~·:···:::

. 78 .........

73.40 1 54.99
107.46
101. 07
104. Oti
99.74

8. 46
69.17
63.57

4. 22
58.97
49.97

2. 06
2. 56
2. 53

.12
1. 22
1.12

.09
. 91
. 78

2. 85
2. 54
2.57

98.24
98.24

45.35
49.61
49.01
1. 62
1.19
1. 25
1. 63
1. 07
1.17

,....... ,......... ..........
34. 39 1-- ···· ...
37. 42
66.37 28.52
36. 95
66.37 24.50
6. 95
. 95
1. 88

............. ------2.10
2.10

. 81
69
0

. 09

.15
. 14

79 --------- ............ ............. . ................................. ... .............
. 05 ................................... . -···----- . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . .. ...........
.10 . .. ............. ............... - --·----- • • • • • • • 1. . . . . . . . . ...........

.12

.12

. 05

.11 ...................

. 31
. 29

. 34
. 32

. 23
. 22

36
. 33

................ ..................
............... ...............

49
. 41

.40
40

39
. 34

.05
05

. 04
. 04

. 06
05

.06
06

................ ..................
................ ................

. 07
. 06

. 08
.08

. 08
. 07

.04
.04

. 06
• 06

. 05
• 05

55.82
118.33
114.54

62.43
111.20
108.49

72.25
131.20
128.14

·1.17
1. 33
1. 32

1. 32
1.17
1.18

.16
• 01
.02

.03

.12

.09

.16
. 08

0

.................

0

44

I

. 37
1,--

0

0

1.13 '
1. 62
l. 59

0

0

.....--:.

84.19
172.67
166. 95

42.02
146.03
136.43

29.54
218.43
187. 37

23.81
35.47
33.66

2. 51
1. 96
2. 00

.39
2.56
2.36

. 81
1. 73
1. 57

. 25
. 35
33

0

0

..

69.19
ti9. 19

2. 39
39.45
34.24

75
75

. 02
.41
• 35

0

0

................. ................. ............. . ............... .............
................ ................... .............. .. ................. ..............
.................. ................... ··----- .. ............... ............

.11

II

. 23 ......... I . • • . • • • • .

0

0

...... ................. ...............
................. .. ............
:::::::::1::::::::: ................ ............

.i!9 .................. ...................
. 05 ................
05 ...................
. 21

0

. • • ••• • • . . • • .• • • • . . • • •• • • • .

: 44 ............... .

2. 65 . . . . . . . . . . ..... .

:;, .... ·. ::;t:::::.::: .. ::·:: .: ... ·:: ··.: ::::.::: ·.:::: :.::::::: ...;::.
:::3 .....·. ~~~,-- ....·~~. ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ... ~ ~~. ::::::::: ... ~ ~~.
.01 ••••·••••

.05 ••••.•••..••.••••• ••••··••• •••••·· .•••••••••••••••
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
service and ages of in(lividuals, e:x;presaed in 1'at'ios per 1,000 of thei1' mean strengths.
years ending D ecember 31, 1892.]

I

Ag"-Y"""·

I

.19 and
under.

20 to 24.

--,----------c-----;------:-~-.---,...--6-0-ai-lcl-

25 to -29.

30 to 34.

_ _ I_

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

1

55 to 59.

__ ___

over.

_

189.20
141.48
143.12

172. 84
122.25
124.88

179.88
122.75
128. 28

150.79
128. 74
130. 84

182. 63
107. 63
119.61

142. 39
97.70
116.13

93.29
106.73
97.89

95.65
265.31
146.34

8. 64
3.29
3.48

6.41
2. 71
2. 90

6. 50
2. 60
2. 98

5. 34
3. 03
3. 25

5. 58
2. 96
3. 38

6. 56
2. 55
4. 20

4. 77
3.80
4.44

7. !)7
11.84
9.1:3

. 97
1.19
1.18

1. 06
1. 08
1. 08

1. 04

1. 36
1. 35
1. 35

.................
1. 05
. 54

2. 00
5.13
2. 87

5. 95

............. ...............

.05

.08

31.82
100. 79
100. 03

78.23
78.64
78.64

49.38
55.84
55.50

36.58
54.01
52.32

25.79
50.36
48.00

45.21
50. 2(1
49.41

34.37
33.33
33.76

55.39
22.47
44.15

····nrr ::!

3. 05
2.14
2.17

2. 79
1.47
1. 55

2. 69
1. 38
1. 51

2.37
1. 07
1.19

1. 49
1. 03
1.10

1.15
1.10
1.12

1. 55
1. 95
1. 69

163.64
170. 9±
170.84

161.43
161.43
•.

_

6. 53
4. 49 1
4. 51

4.80
4. 80

................ .................
1. 69
1. 69

1. 02
1. 01

82. 01 \
82. 01

........ ..;- --- .. -- --

::::::::::/
.84 !
:

~~

. 09
. 09

:

\1

:f!
.19 1
:

!~

I

. 09
. 09

• (),j

1_::::.:::

~~

I

. 04 1
. 0~

:

~~

. 04
. 03

1. 26
1. 00

4. 50

............... ................... ................. .. ................. ............... ...............
8. 70
6.10
. 29
. 20

.15 ------- . . - . -- ------ . . . -.-----. ---- ...... -- .. ----.13 . -- ........ - · . ... ... .. ....... - .... ··-··- ......••.

·"!·················
:

---------·

:

i~·l

. 03
. 03

.19

1
........ ..

1. 05 .....•......... - ...

:1~ :::::: :::: :: :::: :::::::::: ::: : :::: :: :::

t ... -......... -.. .

. 05 ...... - ............. - ..... - .. - ........ • 04 - ..................

,.::~ I 69::: I ::::,:~: ::::41:16: ::::::::::1::::::::: :: :::: : :::73: ::::.::39

-...::;:;g. :::: : I
.95

. 97
. 09
. 13 ' ----------

.13

1.45
1. 44 I

:;:·:
1.19 1
1. 25 I

:: ::
1.26
1. 23

·~;: :: !!. !! I !! :! ·li !! ·~:: :: ·~: ::
1.42
1. 32

1.~8

1. 28

1.29
1. 16

2.39
1. 72

3.00
2. 82

8.16
2. 97

: : :_:~: ... ::r:::::;; \:: :;~: ::::·:·: -:~::::: : .: : : ' : : :~.:~ ::::::::

2. 92 . .. ...... .
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TABLE

Orders of diseases.

Total.

XVIII.-ThHelation of certain classes of disease to

Infantry.

avalry.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

I

Medi- I
cal
ReDepart- cruits.
ment.

Venereal~disea8es.

Admissions :
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
'l'otaL .......... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men
Total ........... .
Deatl!s:
Otlicers ..•.......
Total ........... .
Discharp;es :
Enlisted men ....
Zooge~ns

5. 05
79.34
74.83

5.15
72. !)3
69.17

8. 03
74.67
71.44

8. 59
112.42
105.73

16.22
14.73

60.63
50.66

2. 65
16.04
13.96

.50
5. 36
5. 07

. 25
4. 91
4. 66

1.19
5.13
4. 94

. 15
7. 93
7. 43

1. 07
. 97

4. 92

4.11

1. 59
. 86
. 98

1. 81
. 36

. 16

.01
2. 31

1. 93

1.71

1. 61
51.27
48.25

2. 29
34.02
32.26

1.15
25.42
24.24

1. 72
41.54
38.97

. 02
1. 59
1. 51

. 04
. 99
. 94

. 01
. 56
. 53

1. 63

1. 52

1. 78

5. 98
5. 43

67.28
56.21

2. 65
5.34
4. 93

. 07
. 06

1. 45
1. 21

. 07
. 09
. 09

3. 03 .....• ---

7. 38

diseases.

Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers-------· ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

.11

. 01
. 01
. 03

. 01
1. 53

.10
.03 ....... ..

.11

Dietic diseases.
Admissions :
Officers ........ _.
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffect.i veness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......••...
Deatl1s:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

5~:~~

7.12
42.13
40. Ol

8.02
54.33
51.76

18.35
22.61
22.40

52. 81

3i.72
33. 33

H7.01
122. 83

.12
. 51
. 48

. 15
. 63
. 60

. 27
. 30
. 30

. 03
. 70
. 65

.50
• 46

1.84
1. 54

. 16
.18
.17

. 28
. 26

.11
.15

. 22
. 20

.19

. 21

. 21

. 22

78.79
81.20
81. 05

lOG. 53
80.70
82.12

72. 25
96.88
95.68

106.52
82.49
84.03

25.21
·121. 26
112.40

4. 22
124. 58
104. 79

37.04
57.84
54. 19

41.56
41.56

7. 31
3. 95
4.15

10.41
4. 05
4. 40

8. 26
4. 57
4. 75

6. 65
4.17
4. 33

2. 23
4. 36

. 02
3. 55

1. 40
3. 28

2. 32

. 31
. 18
.19

.15
.14

.11
.10

1.18
.22
. 30

2.08

2.11

2. 30

2. 60

.46
. 52
. 52

. 57
. 54
. 54

.47

1. 72
1. 07
1.11

.44
. 05
. 07

. 36
. 04
. 06

21.87 ..... 5."s5l23:44
18. 47
5. 85 20.14
. 24
. 21

.07
. 07

.7~

.44 ............... .

Oonstittttional d i 8 e a 8 e s (including
muscular rheumatism).
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
vfficers .. - -- .... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

Developmental dis.
ea.se8.
Admissions :
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges:
:Enliste<l men ....

.so

. 86

.44

... -~·-~~ .....~~ ~~. --~~ ~~ J. -~- ~~. 78 --------.69 .........

,'" I

1. 52

. 44
.36

1. 78

. 92

......... !.............................. ..
. . . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . . . !I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.40
.40 .......

2:H ~: ::::::::1::::::::: ::::::: :~! :::::::
i......... l................ !......... 1.43

1.8-1
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sacral arms of the service and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued .
.Ages-years.

HI and

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

121.77
121.77

36.36
135.77
134.67

9. 96
87.28
84.65

7. 72
47.38
45.32

6. 93
6. 93

3. 66
8. 72
8. 66

. 81
5. 95
5. 78

. 20
3.53
3. 36

under.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59 .

~v:~~-d

6

1. 52 ............... . ..................
13.27
8. 25
25.04
12.00
6. 93
22.76

1. 64 .. ...............
3. 45 ................ .
2. 70 ..................

................
...............
...............

-------·-- - ---- - --···
. 83

. 09 ..................
.16 .. ..................
.13 .................. .

.................
.................
...............

. 92
2. 24
2.12

1.19
1. 08

. 69

1. 04
.13
20.25

3. 58

2. 20

. 77

1. 20

. 39

166. 04
166.04

4.55
111. 36
110.18

7.11
39.05
37.96

I. 54
16.50
15.72

10.15
9.16

4. 95

4.13
3.47

9. 20
5.40

5. 62
1. 92

20.41
6.10

4. 07
4.07

.12
3. 53
3.48

. 08
1. 22
1.18

. 03
. 45
.43

. 38
. 34

.13
.12

.12
.11

.15
. 09

. 22

. 07

. 56
.17

5.48

. 31 /· .......•....•............•..

.05 •..•..........................................................•..•••.
. 04
.05

.05 .......... ·········· ................................................ .

2. 77
2. 77

4. 55
10.93
10.86

2. 84
25.45
24.68

7. 72
46.95
44.91

19.82
76.60
71.09

7. 94
121. 78
110.85

9. 04
114.16
97.37

.05
.05

.05
.13
.13

. 01
.26
. 25

.09
.49
.47

.34
.82
. 77

. 27
1. 65
1. 52

1. 81
1. 54

\

....

~~~~~2.35
2. 35

.11

·-·· ·2:26"1
1. 33

. 04
2.40
.85

3. 80
1.14

l. 25

.14

.15

.15

.19

.31

.................... ................... .............

50.00
69.52
69.30

35.56
69.66
68.51

66.35
73.86
73.47

36.59
99.02
92.96

107.14
119.47
118.29

110.30
131.35
128.00

4.80
3.16
3.18

3. 60
3.37
3.38

3. 58
3. 72
3. 71

2. 74
4. 53
4.36

10.00
6. 29
6. 65

10.37
6. 61
7. 21

..

1. 26

1

129.30
201.15
171. 51

102.03
320.221
176.58

95.65
142.85
109:75

14.34
10.84
12.28

9. 23
18.96
12.56

12.19
5.42
10.16

. 05
.05

.05
.O!l

. 08
.07

.45
.39

• 77
.68

. 63
. 50

,il..12
]. 05
1. 09

1.30

1. 70

2.09

1.80

3. 85

4.40

8.4]

5. 95

---------- ...............
4.50

1:::::~:~:. :::::::~. :::::::to: :::::::::·-::== =:: =:"I :.:.. :::::. ::: .. ::::: ·····f ;~ I
I

183.67
54.88

• 28

1. 24

................... ................... .................... ................... ................. ---------· ...................
.84

2. 92
168.53
59.50

................ .................... .. ...........
2.10
5.13 .. .............
1. 44 . ..............
1.09

................... ................ .................... . ................ .............. . ..................
.58
................... ..............
.09
.08
................. ..............
.07
. 51
.09

,.... 44:28'

162.05
95.21

46
• 46

. 03
. o3

• 03 ....... . ..........
o3 ....................

4.22

.84

.32

W.A.R 93-VOL

.23 •••••••••• 1

I--37

. o4

04

• 0'2 ;
• o2 1

. 56
. 55

I

.96

1.89 \

11.57

I

25.64

18.52

2. 92
11.24
5. 76

8. 70
20.41
12.20

2. 79
2. 29
2.62

5.43
10. 2:?..
6.86

1

20.51

.........,
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TABLE XVIII.- The relation of certain classes of disease to th'
Arms of service.

Orders of diseases.

Medical
Re.All
Depart- cruits. other
.
..,...,___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -mont
-- --Total.

Infan- Cavalry.
try.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

--

Parasitic disea1es.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men .••.
Total ............
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men •.•.
Total ............

1.15
3. 06
2.94

·2. 29
1. 98
1. 99

3.45
3.28

1. 72
3.55
3. 43

.05
.08
.08

.12
.06
.06

. 08
.08

. 01
. 08
.08

64.56
54.22
54.83

86.49
51-34
53.28

57.34
60.18
60.04

6. 00
1. 52
1. 79

'7. 24
1. 68
1. 92

2.52
.41
.57

~

-............ .............
1.71
1. 55

2.49
2.08

.............
·········
. 02
.07

........... ................
. 97
10.09
.82
10.09

-······
. 39
. 34

............ ................ . ......... .
• 01
. 25
. 01
.01
.25
.01

.01

.06

60.H
68.76
68.20

33.61
58.92
56.59

4. 22
72.26
61.07

87.30
31.10
39.82

46.20
46.20

16.70
23.44
22.49

4. 651. 44
1. 60

4. 97
1. 67
1. 89

.71
1. 39
1. 32

.15
1. 52
1. 29

14.39
1. 27
3.31

1. 36
1. 36

2. 30
1.11
1. 28

3.92
.40
. 65

. 27
• 25

2. 35
.43
. 59

11.56
1. 56
2. 75

2. 89
. 76
1. 20

1. 81 ................
.44
.18
.71
.18

-2.86

3.13

2. 57

3. 25

3.12

2. 28

4.00

15.85
20.16
19.90

18.33
19.94
19.85

18.35
28.92
28.41

15.46
17.04
16.94

16.81
17.93
17.83

4. 22
37.37
31.92

13.23
3.89
5. 34

1. 89
. 67
.75

1. 34
. 76
. 79

1. 05
. 76
. 77

3.41
. 57
. 75

6.90
. 43
1. 03

. 43
1.16
1. 04

1. 93
. 32
. 57

. 27
. 27

3. 25
. 33
. 74

1. 21

1.52

1. 23

.76

. 78

.89

.18

1. 79

3. 68
' 8.42
8.13

3.44
8. 91
8. 61

2. 29
8.18
7. 89

8.59
9. 70
9. 63

8.40
7. 69
7. 75

9. 97
8. 33

.17
.37
.S5

.11
.47
.45

. 01
. 26
.25

.32
. 25
.25

2.81
.32
.55

. 50
.42

.60

.83

.53

.43

3.45
1. 94
2. 04

5.15
2. 31
2.47

5. 73
1. 64
1. 83

1. 72
1. 78
1. 77

. 74
.10
.14

. 66
.12
.15

2.36
.09
. 20

. 02
.06
. 06

............ ········· ·-····· ............... ...........

.18

.18

.21

. 22

............ ........... ........ . ..........

130.03
124. 17

158.07
117.24

149.08
134. 2';'

1!J9. 30
156. O!J

l24.{i3

ll9.48

l34,1lS

Diseases of the nervous
system.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ............
N oneffecti veness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total .....•...••.
Deaths:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men .••.

1. 66

...........
1. 07
. 88
2.14

Diseases of the eye.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Noneffectivoness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

9.55
7. 6i . 4.69
7. 67
5. :.17

Diseases of the ear.
Admissions :
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
N oneffecti veness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ............
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

............ ...........

5. 29 ............... ............
7.87
6. 80
1. 95
7. 87
6. 57
1. 68
. 03
. 32
. 28
. 89

............... ............
.47
.47

• 03

. 03

.18

Diseases of the nose.
Admissions :
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
N onefl:'ectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
D ischarges:
En~isted men ....

..............
1.71
1. 55
.12

.11

............... ............. . ............. . .......
9.H
. 97
.40
. 78
7. 63
.82
.40
.67
.50
.42

.03
.02

.01
.01

. 07
.06

.36

Diseases of the res:piratory hystem.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....

'.rPtal- ... .,, .. p ,

ll;i8,87

67.23
198.97

12.66
171.92

18().81

H~,

72

50.27
38.87

ao,G*

121.24

33.41
50.00

J.2l.~i

i7.67
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sevtral a1·ms of the service and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued •
.Ages-years.

19 and
under.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

................

1.42
3. 26
3.2(}

2. 28
2.17

1.52
1. 47
1.48

5. 95 .. ..................
1. 26
1. 72
1. 71
1.44

.................... .................... ...............
.................. .................... ..............
..................... .................. ...............

................ .................

.17 .. .................
.01
.05
.03
.05

................... ..................... ..................
.................. ................... ................

4.48
4.43

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

60and
over.

25 to 29.

5.53
5.53

20 to 24.

.19
.19

.14
.13

. 01
.06
• 06

.06
.06

. 18
. 05
. 06

51.66
51.66

40.91
61.03
60.80

52.63
53.45
53.43

81.79
46.87
48.68

60.97
52.37
53.21

79.36
50.57
53.33

56.06
48.14
49.41

76.92
67.82
71.57

40.82
78.65
53.74

86.96
81.64
85.37

.83
.83

2.80
1.13
1.15

2. 24
1. 45
1. 47

6.48
1. 67
1. 92

4.62
1. 94
2. 20

8. 62
1. 78
2.43

7. 35
2. 59
3.35

7. 36
2.11
4.28

9.52
4. 60
7. 84

4. 52
4. 08
4.39

2.09
. 30
.52

1. 36
.96
1.01

3. 72
1. 26
1. 76

6. 73
2.10
4.34

5. 75

18.52
4.50

...................

.................... .................. ...................
.19
.23
.54
. 22
.18
.50

................... ................... ..................

7.98

1. 69

2. 88

2. 75

2. 79

2.84

3.47

2.83

4. 21

5.13

...............

12.91
12.91

36.36
23.09
23.23

19.91
21.68
21. 62

23.15
17.94
18.21

16.77
16. OJ
16.11

17.86
14.96
15.24

5.42
15.82
14.16

6.55
24.14
16.88

11.66
33.71
19.19

8. 70
81.63
30.49

.20
. 20

1. 53
. 60
.61

1. 20
. 69
.71

3. 77
. 72
.88

1. 77
.46
.59

1. 57
.49
. 59

. 26
1.14
1.00

1.60
1. 99
. 1.83

3. 27
2.00
2.84

3. 62
6.03
4.34

. 79

1. 24

1.39

.90

1.16

2.52

6.31

5.13

2.84
8.03
7.85

6.17
6. 35
6. 34

6.10
7.53
7. 39

1. 98 .
6. 74 '
6. 29

g: ~~
4.91

3.27
<t.60
4.05

2. 92
16.85
7. 6 8

.07

.04
.05
.05

.05
. 60

.................. ...................
10.15
10.15

11.19
11.06

.................... ...................
.33
.33

.53
.53

.:n
.30

.30
.30
.30

.66
.38
.40

.01
. 23
.21

.02
.15
.13

.60

.50

• 70

.75

.58

.31

4. 27
2.01
2.08

3. 09
1. 69
1. 76

3.05
.49
. 74

7.94
2.11
2.67

3.62
.34
.87

.13
.13

.44
.10
.11

2.33
.08
.20

1.44
.14
.26

. 50
.07
.14

.28

.09

.31

122.72
140. Gl

100.99
118.29
117,72

108.03
114.37
l.14.04

........... ...... ..................
3.69
3. 69

2.49
2.46

................. ..................
.04
.04

14G. 67
H6.fl7

HO.~O

.09
.004
.01

.19

112.81
112.27

112.sa

142.85
116.31
118.85

t~

~

'"20. 41
6.10

.24

2. 74
.82

5.13

18.52

2. 92
5. 62
3. 84

8. 70

3.45
2. 03

1. 62

.19
.11

.47
. 02
.32

6.10

1.13

............ .............. ............. ·······-·

179.03
114.52
124.82

165.29
137.93
.U9.22

119.53
191.01
143. 9()

95.6fi
122.44
103.66
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TABLl<J

XVIII.- The Telation of certain classes of d·isease to th6
Arms of service.

Orders of diseases.

Total.

Infan- Cavalry.
try.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

Medical
Depart
ment.

ReAll
cruits. other.

- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Diseases of the respiratory system-Cot'd.
K oneffectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Officers .......•..
Enlisted men ••..
Total .......••...
Discharges:
En lis ted men ....

5.54
3.99
4.09

6.67
5.49
5.60

5.47
S.31
3.44

5.00
3. 24
3. 33

8.26
3. 49
3. 72

1. 42
1.41
1. 41

]. 96
1. 38
1. 42

3.14 .............. ..................
2. 34
1. 34
.87
2.06
1.45
.79

2.36

2.42

2.51

3.03

5. 97
6.81
6. 76

8.59
7.64
7.69

6.88
6. 25
6. 28

5.15 ... . ......
8.54
8.05
7.86
7. 75

1. 91
.57
.65

2. 72
. 66
. 77

3.20
.48
.62

1. 00
. 66
.68

. 94
.41
.45

. 78
. 43
.45

.37
. 35

1. 78

2.02

1.28

3.03

3.12

173.53
168.31
168.59

169.73
204.63
202.94

183.84
186.03
186.22

7. 76
2.86
3.14

10.06
3. 45
3. 77

1. 96
. 31
.43

.32
.30

.10

1.56

1.66

2.49

.92
5. 79
5.49

1. 72
5.06
4.88

7. 30
6. 95

1.72
7. 81
7.42

.03
.50
.47

.03
.41
.39

. 62
. 59

.12
. 67
.63

.01

.. 01

.03
.03

.10

.09

.11

.22

16.54
15.85
15.90

17.75
15.38
15.51

26.38
17.53
17.96

25.77
17.51
18.05

8.40
18.79
17.83

2. 09

1.31
.94
.96

5. 23
1.19
1.38

3.45
.97

.58
.60

2.34

. 27
4. 92
4.15

5.97
1. 01
1. 78

2.96
2.96

3. 70
1.44
1. 75

.............. . ........... ............... .............
3.79

2. 22
1. 78

2.03
2.03

2.50
2. 05

1. 78

.92

1.07

Diseases of the ci1·culatory system.
Admissions:
Officers ....•.•...
Enlisted men ....
Total ........•••.
Non effectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men •••.
Total ......••••••
Deaths:
Officers ......•••.
Enlisted men ....
Total ...•...•••••
Discharges:
Enlisted men ..•.

.................. .............. ................ 4. 77
3. 4.0
2.87

2.82
2.82

4. 69
4. 70

.................
1. 73
1.45

. 38
.18
. 21

.19
.19

. 12
. 30
. 28

1.18 .................. ····----. 76
.22
. 78
. 60
.30
. 69

1. 81
.36

.18
.18

3. 27
1. 43
1. 76

1.52

.44

.55

1.07

67.23
175.91
165.87

29.54
253.31
216.51

84.66
71.92
73.89

158.37
158.37

40.57
67.58
63.78

4.46
3. 38
3.45

. 48
2. 72
2. 60

. 50
3. 79
3. 25

10.51
1. 54
2.93

2.80

1.18

5. 78
2. 34
2. 75

2. 89
. 76
1. 20

]. 81

1.52

1. 78

---- -- --. 78
.71

10.80
9.02

Diseases of the digestive system.
AdmiRsions :
Officers .......••. 142.89
Enlisted men .... 173.94
Total ............ 172.06
N one:ffectiveness:
7. 20
Officers ..........
Enlisted men .... 1
2. 98
Total •••••.••••..
3.24
Deaths:
Officers .......•..
1. 89
Enlisted men ....
. 33
Total ............
.45
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....
1.64

. 36

. . ·~;;I

5. 51
1.17
1. 78

.18

4. 90
1. 07
1. 76

1.48

.71

Diseases of the lymphatic system.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ............
N onefl'ectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ••••
Total •..••..•.•••
Deaths:
Enlisted men .••.
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men ..••
Diseases of the genitottrina1·y system.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ... _........
Nonefl'ectiveness:
Officers ........••
Enlisted men •••.
Total ..•• ••••••••

1:09~~

................. .................. ............ ..................
I. 71
1.55

1. 66
1. 39

2.43
2. 05

6.86
6.86

......
.I
1. 95
1. 68

................. ................. .......... --------- . .........
.55
.50

.20
.17

.10
.08

.62
. 62

.24

.21

............... ............. ................. ............... ............. ................ ..........
............ ............... ............. ........... .. ........... .............. ...........

............. ............. . ............ ................ .............

1.14
. 60
-- ----..,.,..- .-

14.95
12.49

2. 65
10.69
9.44

17.15
17.15

2. 39
5.47
5. 03

. 80
.66

. 09
. 34
.30

. 80
.80

. 24
. 28
.28

--.,_----..--~~~--
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set·m·al arms of the serv·ice and a.ges of individ1tal8, etc.-Continued.
Ages-years.

19

un dand
er.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to

44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

~ 55

to 59.

° ae·ndr.

6

0v

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

]. 65
3. 21
3.19

3.90.
3.12
3.14

2. 94
3.14
3.13

2. 72
3. 93
3. 82

7. 47
3. 86
4. 20

7.33
3.41
4.04

12.16
3.10
6. 83

3.46
7. 75
4. 93

5.17
5. 53
5. 27

.84
.84

1. 07
1. 05

1.15
1.10

1. 06
1. 24
1. 23

1. 50
1. 31

5.4.4
2. 50
2.87

1.24
3.14
2. 76

1.12
3. 15
2.17

3. 99
10.26
5. 75

18.52
4.50

2.53

2.19

2.48

2.24

3.14

2. 70

.94

2.10

5.13

3. 09
5.16
5.05

4.57
5.07
5. 03

3. 97
10. 5:!
9. 90

9.04
12.72
12.13

13.09
16.09
14.85

11.66
11.24
11.52

17.39

.05
.46
.44

. 95
. 33
.39

1.14
1.00
1.01

2. 65
1. 77
1. 91

5. 94
1. 39
3.27

4. 77
1. 69
3. 72

3. 00

1. 24
2. 83
2. 51

3. 37
2.10
2. 71

2. 00
5. 95
.. .................. .................
1.
4. 50
10.26 --·······

3. 50
3. 50

...................

................. .................... .....................
3. 69
3. 69

6.97
6.89

6.17
5. 96

................ ................... ....................
.22
.22

.53
.53

.45
.43

................ .................... ................... .................... .. .....................................
.................. ...................
.09
. 75
1. 73
.23
................... ...................
.65
.09
1. 52
. 22

12.20

2.10

441

1. 77

1. 33

1.47

L35

3,28

3.14

7.36

257.39
257.39

100.00
226.05
224.65

156.47
172.75
172.21

152.77
141.79
142.35

131.10
130.61
130.65

123.01
129.58
128.95

159.12
114.16
121.35

155.48
119.53
134.37

128.28
134.83
130.52

139.13
20.41
103.65

3. 56
3. 56

2. 58
3.47
3.46

4. 21
2. 64
2. 69

8. 34
2. 62
2.92

4.68
2. 92
3.09

9.28
3.09
3.68

8.85
3.06
3. 99

9. 80
3. 70
6.22

5. 00
2.63
4.19

18.11
.17
12.75

............ .... . . ...................
.09
.84
.09
.84

.97
. 28
.31

.................... ..................... ...................
.45
.39

.58
. 51

2.48
• 31
.75

3.37
3.15
3.26

3.99

.31
. 29

2.87

23.81
18.52
22. 5~

l.«i

2.12

1.57

3.15

5.13

. ................

.84

1.49

1.47

1.93

7. 38
7. 38 l

7. 58
7.49

6. 78
- 6.54

5. 21

I

--.. · ·:59- ~· --· -- ·: 69 · .. -- · ·:57·
. ti9
.. .. .. . . .. '

. 68

. 55

~: ~~ · · · ··2~ 78 · · · · · ·3:37 · · · · · · ·: 69 · · ·· · ·2: 3o · :::::::::: : ::::: :::

: !~
• 41

2. 51

3. 05

. 59

1. 35 ••••• " .... - ....... .

--····:i9 · -- -- · ·:34- -- -- --: o9 · --- ·--: o7- :::::::::: : : ::::: ::
• 17

. 30

. 08

. 04 • • • • • • . • • . -- ...... .

. 05 - ................................................ - -- ................. - -- •...••.

:: r· . .·:;;.......:; · :::::::::: ------:;;.:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::

--·lnrl

13.63
20.60
20.52

.... Hil

1. 39
1.11
1.11

17.07
15.71
15.76
2.361
1. 03
1. 07

20.06
13.28
13.63

13.72
12.60

2.17
.66
• 73

.87
1.09

':::I

7.94
8. 64
8. 57

12.66
10.66
10.98

,. "I

14.58
33.71
21.11

34.78
20.41
30.49

.53
.65

1. 34
.56
.68

2.241
1. 20
1.63

1. 31
2. 01
1.55

6.88
3.41
5.84

.64

18.39
20.93
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TABLE

XVIII.- The relation of cm·tain class~s of disease to the
Arms of service.

Orders of diseases.

Total.

Infan·
try.

Ord·
nance.

Cavalry. Artillery.

Engineers.

Medical
Department.

ReAll
cruits. other.

--------1------------------ ------Diseases of the genitourinary system-Con.
Deaths:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ......••••..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ..•.

............. ............. .. .............. -······
.18
. 44
1.07

1. 26
. 26
. 34

. 78
. 31
.34

3.14
.16
.35

1.18

.92

.80

1. 28

1.19

3.68
4.83
4. 76

4.01
4. 79
4. 75

3.44
6.43
6.28

4 27
3.88

4.22
1. 66
2.08

7. 94
2. 92
3. 69

................ .............

!: ~~ I

. 50
.45
.45

.50
. 42
.43

.32
.69
. 68

. 38
. 33
. 33

3.03
. 02
.52

. 30
. 17
.19

............... . ........

1.42
1.29

.01

.01

.03
.03

.98

.86

1. 76

.97

29.18
82.19
78.97

36.08
73.53
71.46

36.70
105.35
102.02

36.08
103.67
99.31

53.80
48.84

12.66
88.04
75. 65

15.87
17.98
17.65

81.10
81.10

1. 33
2.17
2.12

1. 49
2.16
2.12

2. 29
2.54
2. 53

.83
2.57
2.45

1. 24
1.13

. 91
2.18
1. 98

1.14
. 59
.68

2.06
2. 06

5. 78
. 78
1. 37

.10 '

• 78

. 36

.18

.......... -······

.88

1.11

Diseases of the locomotor system, exeluding muscular
rheumatism.
Admissions :
Officers .....••...
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
N onefiectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Enlisted men ....
Total ...... . .....
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

3.44

2.62
2.62
.13
.13

1. 56
1. 34
. 05
. 04

................ ............................... ............... ............ .. .............. . ..........
................ ................ ................ ............... ............. .. ........... . . .........

............ .............. ..............

. 37 . .......

Diseases of the integ·
umentary system.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Non effectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Officers ..........
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

.16
.01

. 79
.05

4.77
21.48
19.13

.11
. 51
.45

......................... ................ ........... . .............. . .......
......................... ............. . .......... .. ............. ·······

.23

.25

.27

.22

12.40
18.80
18.41

23.48
20.27
20.45

5. 73
19.17
18.51

10.31
15.74
15.39

.50
.41
.42

1. 05
.45
.48

. 24
.3-!
.34

. 03
.02

.03
.03

.05
.05

.07

. 06

............

.18 .. ........

. 76 . ...........

Unclassified.
Admissions :
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

................. ................
7.69
6.98

12.46
10.41

•. 18 ................ ................
. 38
.13
. 31
. 36
.12
.26

5. 29 ···· -···- .. ............
13.60
27.03
5.47
12.31
27.03
4. 70
. 05
.4-8
.41

..

...... . .......
. 72
. 72

...........
. 08
. 07

................................ .............. ............. .. ........... ...........
.............................. .............. ............. .. ............ .. ..........
.32

.................

.......... .............. .. ............ . ...........

Total for diseases.
Admissions:
Officers .......... 786.82
953.03
909. 40 ,1, 068. 73
344.52
130.81 510.60 .............. 193.33
Enlisted men .... 1, 110.73 1, 046.56 1, 219. 5911, 234. 67 1, 152.00 1, 567.28 489.79 1, 236. 02 391. 41
Total ............ 1, 091.07 1, 043.28 1, 204.54 1, 317. 54 1, 077.52 1, 331.02 493.02 1, 236. 02 1363. 53
N oneffectiveness:
Officers ..........
49.91
59.62
46.04
7.21 49.61
21.08
50.32 I 22.84
Enlisted men ....
32.42
31.32
33.94
38.22
31.10
35.60 14.80
41.25 12.03
Total •...........
33.25
32.35
35.19
30.33
30.93 20.20
41.25 13.30
39.00
Deaths:
Officers ..........
10.08
10.99
10.22
7. 26
7.06
23.12
5. 78
11.44
Enlisted men ....
4.43
4.87
3. 95
3. 03
9. 36
2. 28
4.44
2. 77
8. 93
Total ............
4.87
5.32
4.35
3. 37
11.00
3.00
4. 99
2. 77
9. 38
Discharges:
Enlisted men •.•.
18.60
19.12
18.4424.13
14.82
12.90 14.66
15.31
9.29
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
8e1Jeral arms of the service and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued.
Ages-years.

19 and
under.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

............... .................. .. ..................

30 to 34.

3_5 to 39.

40 to 44.

----·-jrl

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

1. 24
. 63
• 75

3. 37

3. 99
10.26
5. 75

60 and

over.

.14
.14

. 23
. 22

1. 06
.15
.22

1. 04
.45
.52

3. 38

1. 53

.92

.39

.30

.39

.31

. 4.55
5.64
5.63

8.53

1. 84
1. 84

4. 72
4. 85

3.09
5.16
5. 05

4.57
2. 95
3.10

4.42
4.00

3.62
3. 78
3. 76

1. 64
2. 92 --·······
8. 05 - ····----. --·····-·
1. 92 -- ... - ••.
5.40 '

1. 34
.54

. 15
.50

. 22
.23

• 40

.23

. 03
.
.54 ·--------- --·······

I

3. 26

········--1
.os I

.49
. 52

. 031

.................... ..................

.25

18.52

091- ---.....

::: .... -.~ ~~- ----.. ~ ~~- --.---~ ~~- --... -~ ~~. .-.. --~ ~~- --.--.~~~.I :::::::~ :

::::::::: l:: :::::::

-·······--1

1. 63

.04 ..•.••••.. ·---·····- ------···· ········--- ---------- -·····---- ------···

1.12

1.19

.93

.45

.58

.63

54.55
115.34
114.65

32.72
82.36
80.67

35.49
57.87
56.70

19.82
56.47
52.91

33.73
56.89
54.67

37.97
46. 42
45. 07

14.73
48. 28 i
. 34. 44 !

~~

~: ~!

2. 27
1. 72

. 33
2. 18

2. 22
1. 78 ,

2. 52
1. ..

. . 34
,_

9.26
14.64
14.36

9.15
13.09
12.71

21. 82 f
10. 96 I
12. oo

10. 85
11.03
10. 98

6. 55
6. 90
6. 75

2.10 - •····•••· .••••••••

I

127.30
127.30

I

"I

I

. -- .. 22·_:6666'1

2:
2. 78

I
··········j·········· ......... .
..........
,................... .

··········j
24.91
24.91

I

······----1
.451
.45

~

.18

27.27
28.02
28.01

17.07
17.11
17.11

1.41
.64
.65

.82
.35
.37
.09
.09

·······---'········-·········-!··········

1, 382.84
1, 382. 84

......... ·I
35. 93 I
35. 931

.05

.09

745.45
1, 397.68
1, 390. 49

806. 54
1, 075. 44
1, 066. 27

31. 40
40. 031
39. 94

·······---~----------1
4. 22 I
2. 79 i
4.22!
34. 6o

i

I

. 99
1. .,

. 19
1.40

I
I

i
!

8. 75
16.85
11. 52

i

20.41
6.10

::::::;!lJ : : : :~: ::: : :_: :1: : : -~: :::::}!::: :::}!1: : : 2: ~:
..........!.......... ..........
~~~: ~~

!

s89. 2s 1

~~~: ~~ I g~t ~

8ss. 53

939. o5

i
~~:~~I

42. 77
26.36 '

33. 54
27.19

52. 79
28. 61

2~n

2~~

3~~

5.22

8.16
9.06
8. 95

36.92

8. 70
81.63
30.49

:: ~~ :::::~~:: .:: : ;:~ :I: : : : : :::::1:92:1.::::1:~ 1:::::::~

1. 91

. 28

i

23.32 1
50.56 1
32.63 I

i

I

2. 92
3.67
3.64

4. 23
3. 71

2. 75
19. 44

I

16.94

15.93

3. 75

4. 041
4.19
15.57

20.23

.31 .......... ..........

18.52

873.42
886.86
884.71

842.88
1, osn. 66
987.85

670.55
1, 331.46
896.35

626.09
1, 244.90
810.97

49.51
29.61
32.79

63.05
37.58
48.09

50.47
55.21
52.09

69.74
65.97
68.61

11.15 1
11.s2 I
11.291

14.72
19
OS
16.83

25.95
30.77
27.30

41.67
55.56
45.05

19.81

46.27

82.05

74.071

I
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TABJ,E

XVIII.-1'he 1·elation of certain classes of disease to the

'

Orders of diseases.

Arms of service.
Total.

Medical
ReAll
Depart- cruits. other.
ment.
--- --- - - - --- - - - ---Infan- Cavalry.
try.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

---

Total for

injurie.~.

Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .......••.
Enlisted men ....
Total ......••••..
Deaths:
Officers .....•.••.
Enlisted men .•..
Total ....•....•..
Discharges:
Enlisted men .••.

68.47
260.08
248.43

80.76
234.34
225.83

104.36
369.34
356.49

56.70
290.77
275.68

25.21
193. 00
177.52

33.76
351.31
299.09

37.04
43.25
42 . .28

·-------·
174.29

5. 56
8. 36
8.19

7.16
7.40
7.38

7.61
12.77
12.52

5.18
8.78
8. 55

.71
5.51
5.07

1. 44

3. 76
]. 27
1. 66

---------

1.42
2.97
2. 85

1.96
2.42
2.39

1. 57
4.97
4.75

1.18 .................
2. 71
4. 68
2.58
4.12

1. 81
1. 78
1. 78

............... ...........

1. 20

2. 62

2.39

3.79

2.81

.76

.44

.78

8. 71
7.51

------·-1. 52

174.29
4. 78
4.78

19.09
56.64
51.36
.50
2.41
2.14

.92
. 92

1. 79
1. 47

2.21

1. 07

Total disea1ws and
injw·ies.
Admissions:
164.55
Officers ...•••.•.. 855.29 1, 033.79 1, 013.76 1, 125.43
369.73
Enlisted men ... . 1, 370.81 1, 282.90 1, 588.93 1, 625.44 1, 345.00 1, 918.60 533. 04Total ..... ....... 1, 339.51 1, 26:J.l0 1, 561.05 1, 593.22 1, 255.04 1, 630.12 535.30
Noneffectiveness:
67.23
8. 65 53.37
51.60
57.07
55.50
23.55
Officers ..........
46.71
47.00
36.61
44.30 16.07
Enlisted men .••.
40.77
38.72
47.70
38.44 21.86
Total ......••••••
39.74
47.55
35.40
41.43
Deaths:
12.i:l5
11.79
8. 24
23.12
5. 78
9. 07
Officers .......•..
11.49
8. 92
14.04
3. 79
5. 74
7.40
7.29
6. 22
Enlisted men .•..
9.11
Total .........•••
7. 70
5. 94
15.12
4. 21
6. 78
7.72
Discharges:
13.66 15.10
21.51
22.23
26.95
15.60
Enlisted men .•••
21.22

212. 42
547.6211,.........
410. 33 448.06
1, 410.33 414.90

.............. 21.58
46.04
46.04

14.43
15.44

............... 11.44
3.ti9
3. 69

JO. 72
10.85

17.52

10.36
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
several arms of the sm·dce and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued.
Ages-years.

19 and
under.

20 to24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

60 and
oYer.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - 72.54
220.89
213.19

57.92
206.56
192.13

73.41
187.10
176.18

65.10
160.25
145.04

65.47
190. so
139. OS

61.22
170.77
101.73

34.78
183.68
79.27

5
9. 23
9.10

6. 02
7.12
7. 06

5. 06
7. 26
7. 05

7.05
7. 33
7. 30

6. 61
7. 73
7.55

4. 39
8.11
6. 58

5.48
6. 84
5. 05

. 76
10.95
3. 81

2.42
2.38

4. 87
3.12
3. 20

1. 06
3. 87
3. 68

1. 04
3.14
2. 88

2. 72 . ............. ................. . ................ ................
2.10
2. 50
2.83
5.13 ..................
1. 09
2.26
2. 53
1. 44 ...............

3. 58

2. 71

1.93

1.80

1. 73

2. 20

818.18
1, 704.59
1, 694.78

890.47
1, 363.73
1, 347.60

878.00
1, 112.60
1, 100.42

757.62
1, 100.82
l, 075.67

892.85
1, 138. 85
1, 115.24

938. 5'2
1, 047.11
1, 029.76

908.35
1, 280.46
1, 126.94.

731. 78
1, 511. 24
998. OS

660. 87
1, 428. 57
890. 24

36.59
4!l. 01
48.87

42.58
39.95
40.03

48.79
33.48
34.27

38.60
34.45
34.85

59.85
35.94
38.23

56.13
37.34
40.34

67.44
45.70
54.67

55.96
62.05
58.04

70.50
76.92
72.42

................... ...................
5. 21
6. 75
5.13
6. 75

7. so
6. 79
6.84

5. 29

6. 26
7.18
7. 07

10.88
11.56
11.48

11.15
14.15
13.54

19. OS
16.82
17.92

23.95
35.90
28.74

41.67
55.56
45.05

23.02

19.64

17.87

17.36

21.97

22.01

47.32

82.05

74.07

................
280.43
280.43

72.73
306. 92
304. 31

83.92
288.29
281.33

.................
7. 22
7. 22

5.19
8. 98
8.94

................
2.53
2. 53
2.53

..................
1, 663.28
1, 663.28

...................
43.16
43.16

37.13

...............

661

7.58
7.43

I

1. 05 ....................

..............
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TABLE

XIX.-The 1·elation of cm·tain classes of d-isease to nati1:ities and

Nativities.
Orders of diseases.

Total.

American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

Englis!J.,

Totla specific febrile and acute
injectiou1 diseaseB, including erysipelaB.
Admissions:
Officers ....••••••••••••...
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL .........•..........
Non effectiveness :
Officers ........•.••.......
Enlisted men ..•••••.....•
TotaL .......•••••..••••..
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL .....•..............
Discharges:
Enlisted men .......•••...

162.19
142.42
143.59

161.25
152.20
153.03

88.89
136.40
135.91

282. o:
120.63
121.42

193.54
135.41
136.10

6.49
3.47
3.65

6.56
3. 61
3.88

4. 26
3. 50
3. 51

5. 47
3.01
3. 02

5. 6G
3.49
3. 51

. 94
1. 05
1. 04

1.00
1.02
1.02

..................... ........................ . ...................... ....................

.03

.04

....................... ...................... .. --- ................ ...................

45.26
74.91
73.11

43.10
77.27
74.17

66.67
74.16
74.08

2. 09
2. 05
2. 05

2.14
2. 09
2.11

.82
1. 83
1. 82

.16
.08
. 09

.17
.09
.10

.12

.09

.11

.34

.31
. 29

.29
.26

.35
.34

.12 .......................
.12 ........................

.77

. 05
.05

.05
.05

.05
.05

.01 ······-----.01 ........................

. 21
.20

. 04
.04

.02
.02

.11

.11

55.82
118.33
114.54

53.03
121.57
115.35

77.78
130.50
129.95

102.56
96.59
9G. 62

193. 55
1113.07
133.80

52.63
129.31
128.18

1.17
1. 33
1. 32

1.12
1. 27
1. 26

1.13
1. 51
1. 51

3. 65
1.46
1.47

1. 85
1. 58
1. 59

.72
1. 65
1. 64

2. 01
1. 98

. 79
. 78

.71 .......................
. 70 ......................

Malarial diBeases.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ..........••.
Total. ................... Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........•••..

76.93
72.29
72.31

....................... .....................
73.15
72.28

1.40 .......................
2. 04
2. 03
2.04
2. 01

82.29
81.08

.....................
2. 72
2. GS

......................... ....................... .. .................... .......................
.11 ........................ ....................... .......................
.10 ....................... ........................ .. ......................

....................... ......................

Typho-malarial fe-r:er.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .............•..•.•.
Non effectiveness:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ....•••..•...
Total. ................... .

.10

• 78

........................ ......................

.11 ......................

.................

Diarrheal diBeases.
Admissions :
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. . . ................. .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .......•••••...... .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .......•••••••••....
Discharges:
Enlisted men .•••••.......
Septic diseases (excluding
erysipelaB).
Admissions:
Officers .........•..••.....
Enlisted men ............ .
Total ...........•••.•.....
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men .•••••••••...
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .•••••••••••••••••••.

.16
. 01
.02

.17 ........................
.02 ----------·.04 .......................

.12

.15

• 23
. 09
.10
.03
.001
. 003
.01
.01

.11

....................... ........................ .. ...................
........................ ......................
........................ -----------· --·------···
.. ......................

............ ,............ ......... ··-···
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
lengths of sm·vice, expressed in ratios per 1,000 of their mean 8trengtks.
years ending December 31, 1892.]

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.
Scl!,ndinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

Under 1.

1 and
over.

750. oo,
lill. 93
133.73

214.28
102.00
104.58

250.00
113.60
114.53

500.00
109.86
110.96

333.33
142.18
143.07

125.00
139.71
139.27

222.22
105.23
106.06

60.98
194.08
193.28

164.13
129.46
132.01

36.95
3.24
3.34

8.80
2. 54
2.68

9.58
3.51
3.55

9.58
2.15
2. :i7

1.82
4. 23
4. 22

.68
2. 72
2. 66

2.13
2.59
2.59

3.44
5.29
5.28

6. 55
3.01
3. 27

--·· · · ··: 67- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ------i: 4i· :::::::::: ··----: 75 · ---- -i: 9o ·
• 66 ··---- •••• -. ----·· ------ ···--- ---.--

...................
64.87
64.68

......................
2.03
2.02

1. 41 -----·. ---

142.85
65.22
66.99

...................... ...................... .. ..................

4.10
1.18
1.24

........................ -----------· .. ....................

77.46
76.93

2.69
2.68

42.25
42.13
l. 25
1. 25

69.55
69.23
2.59
2.58

. 74

1. 88

.96
.83
.84

.07

.02

125.00
51.47
53.57

777. '/8
56.28
61.54

12.20
102.44
101.80

45.89
68.05
66.43

2.40
1. 54
1. 56

7. 60
1. 89
1. 93

5.17
3.13
3.15

2.03
1. 77
1.80

...................................................................................................................................................................................
3.37 ---------- .......•..
3.24 ·······--· ···•·•····

.73
.73

1.67
1. 63

.11

. 37
• 36

.11

.....................
......................
....................
...................

.16
.10

.11

1. 29 - ----------. ········· --········

.27

.08

...............

.37
.37

.30

..................

.05
.05

.05
.05

1.41
1.40

1. 55 .. .................
1. 54 .. .................

.04
.04

.12 .. ........... .... .....
.12 .. ...................

.................

.................

.05
.05

..... ii6:62"
116.28

---··--i: i7"
1.17

214.29
115.38
117.65

250.00
89.50
90.60

------------ ......................

125.00
128.68
128.57

111.11
72.59
72.87

153.07
152.14

56.90
109.63
105.76

8. 21
1.18
1.34

2. 74
.80
. 81

..................... ....................

2.05
1. 58
1.59

. 30
. 55
.55

1. 60
1.59

1.19
1. 26
1.26

88.73
88.48
1. 03
1. 03

89.64
89.23
2.16
2.15

.16
.02
.03
.67 ········-···. ····---- ·-· .••..•...•.. ·••·••·•••· . ······--- . ······---

.14

.12

• 23
.11

.n

.03
.002
. 004

:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

.02

.02
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TABLE

XIX.-T/w 1·clation of certain classes of
Nativities.

Orders of diseases.

Total.

American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Vene1·eal diseases.
Admif!sions :
Otticers .................. .
Enlistecl men ........... ..
Total. ................... .
Noneffectiveness:
,
Officers .................. · [
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Total. ................... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

5.05
7!-1. 34
74.83

5.08 ... . .................
93.32
54.49
85.30
53.93

25.64
53.88
53.74

61.09
60.36

. 28 ......................
3. 76
3. 84
3. 71
3. 82

. 50
5. 36
1'. 07

. 52
6. 33
5. 80

.16
.01

.17
.02

2. 31

2.92

1. 38

.90

1.07

. 02
2.16
1. 98

. 81
. 80

. 31
.31

.60
.59

·--·-------3. 71
3.67

Zoogenous diseases.
Admissions:
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
N oneffecti veness:
Officers . ................ ..
Enlisted men ........... ..
TotaL . . ................. .
Deaths:
Enli~;;ted men ........... ..
Total ...............•.....
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... ..

J. 61
51.27
48.25
. 02
1. ')9
1. 51

.11 •.................................. ..
.10 .................................... ..

. 01
. 01
. 03

.02 ........... .

.11 ....................... .

Dietic diseaseSJ.
Admissions:
Oflicer~:~ ................. ..
Enlisteu men ............. .

N on;ff!~ii~,~~-~;;
Ol:licers . ................ ..
Enlisted men ........... ..
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................... 1
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .
Constitutional diseases (in- 1
eluding 1111tscular '>'heuma-

:. ············/

l

7.12
42.13
40.01

6. 78
34.23
31.74

22.22
97.41
96.64

2'5.64
30.68
30.66

...................... .....................

.12
. 51
.48

.09
.43
.40

1. 28
1.12
1.12

.35
.38
.38

........................ .....................

.16
.18
.17

.17

.19

.27

78.79
81.20
81.05

.11

54.47
53.83
.64
.63

........................ ........................ ...................... .....................

........................ .......................
......................... ........................
.36 ....................
.11 .....................

.42
.42

.22
.22

75.79
83.06
82.42

188.89
84.11
85.1!)

51.28
80.51
80.37

96.78
66.15
66.51

7. 31
3. 95
4.15

6. 65
4.06
4.29

18.04
4. 27
4.41

1. 33

26.75

.31
.18
.19

.17
.12

7.58
.11
.21

2.08

1. 93

2.33

.12

tism).

Admissions:
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. ................... .
NoneffectiYeness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total ...............•.....
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... ..
Developmental d:iseases.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Noneifectiveness:
Officers ....... .- ........ ..
Enlisted men ........... ..
'l'otal. ................... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ............ .

.11

,~I
3.
91

,~
2.
86

..................... ..................... .....................
.34
• 331
2.81

.36
.35
1.07

..................... ........................ ..................

.46
. 52
.52

.48 .......................
.46
.56
. 55
.46

.44
• 05
.07

.46 ........................ ........................ ......................
.04
.03
.12
.10
.08
. 03
.11
.10

.so

. 62

1. 06

.49
.49

1. 01

1.17
1.15

1.42

.......................
......................
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
to nativities and lengthR of set·vice, etc.-Continued.
Nativities.

I

Length of serviceyears.

------~------,--------;---- --- --,---------- ------;----------:----

Scandina.A.ll
Under i.
1 and
Swiss.
Austrian. Danish. French.
Scotch.
other.
over.
vian.
l - - - - l - - - - - ! - - - --1--------l-- - -l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l - - - - - - I'

·····inr ····::~!" ·~:~· ··· H:~ ~~:::
1
:::: .. _!: ii: 1: ••.... ~ ii:l:. ::: .. ~- ::: ...... -~-~:1: .•. • ~: :: 1: ....::::.•.•.• ~. ::1, .... _:. !t
............ ············!············ ............ ,....................................... ..
······~::r ·· iHir····~:~r

1. 29 .. . • . • . • • .. . . • . . .. . . .

2. 67 . . . • . • .. . . . . . .. . .. • • • .. .

iilfl.

······~:~

~:~

....

·!r~

1. 49

4. 68
63.20
58. ~1
.48
4.45
4.16
.16
.02

5. 15

1. 60

··!Elf ....in: ·· ~:1i ;li:!!

1.1"
10.56
9. 87

1

••••:• .:.~: ,:.: .: .;: :~r· · •·~~r::.:: . ::r. : ·.~; -~: ·.;. _;~_ ;;. ~:. : : :~;;:
I

I

20. 35

1

52. 29

13. 68

1

2s. o9

!

. 27

. 02
.02

··········1 ·"

············!············ ···········r·········· ··········· ··········
..... ·2o: 4i ·r·-- ···53: 5i · · ·-- · ·i3:77l ... · ·28: i7. ·-- ··i5:45

.01
. 28
. 26

.02

TI ···53:s2· · · · ·26: 92· I•1·· · ·i7: s7·

15. as ,

57.15

26. 12

11. 77

--I·......................
~ -- ...... --1- ........ ·I·........ .
. 20 '_·
. 27
16
59
27
24

............ !............ I ..........
. 24
. 24 l
I.

79 1
. 77

,

. 20

i

•

. 16

I

I

•

. 58

•

.

!

• 27!

•

. 24

:::::::::: ::1··· ....E~~. ~---· ...E~r[:::: ::::::::,::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: !::::: ~::: :,
1

···········-j"-········..1. ...........,.........•..~........... .....•.... ..........
.. . . . .. • .. ..
74.35
74.13

142. 85
51.84
53. 92

250. 00 .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ..
92. 94
80. 28
72. 64
94.01
80.06
72.31

....... 4:ao·

tZ~

~:~~ ....... 5:o5·~----··2:47·j

250. 00 .. . . . .. . ..
51. 47 I
68. 52
57.151
68.01

206

:~~

--·--i:97.

2. 00

~: ~~

24. 39
72. 31 I
72. 03 I

79.84
83.41
83.16

a:~~ i

1.57

1

::::::::::: :
5.15

~: !i I : :: : : : : : : :I::: ::: :::: ::::::::::

2.82 ..........

1.49

.73 ............ ............ ............ ........... .......... ..........
.73 ......................................................... ,..........

.16
. 22
.21
.14

.......·: ~........::~: ....... ·:83........~:~......~··.I· ....': ~'.1.. ...:::~.....~:83./
:~~ ::: :::::::: :

.12
. 57
. 54

I

.41

I

7. 26
48.20
45.20 -

7. 44
4.02
4. 27

.32
. 22
.23

1.97

2.10

1.19
1.18

.47
.35
. 30

... .·,: :. : : : :~; : : : : :~; : : : : : : :. : ::::~~: : : : : :t:: : : : . . : :.

.45
.04
.07

.00
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TABLE

XIX.-1'he 1·elation of certain classes of diseas6
Nativities.

Order_s of <liseases.

Total.
.American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

Parasitic diseases.
Admi&sions:
Officers . . ....•..•.••..•.•.
Enlisted men .......•..•..
TotaL .. . ..........••.•...
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .........•.•••••...
Enlisted men ...•..••.•...
TotaL .......•••••••••... .

1.15
3.06
2. 94

1.21
3.34
3.15

..................................................................

. 05
.08
.08

.05
.09
,09

............................................................................

64.56
54.22
54.83

1. 62
1. 60

4. 05

4. 03

1. 95
1. 92

• 78
• 77

• 06
• 06

. 09
• 09

• 05
. 05

. 01
• 01

62.23
56.96
57.44

77.78
52.41
52.67

230.76
47.74
48.61

32.26
50.97
50.75

44.67
44.01

6.00
1.52
1. 79

5.64
1.43
1.81

10. 16
1. 68

I.TI

32. 29
~- 57
1.n

1. o6
1. 28

1. 87
1. 21

2.52
. 41
.57

2. 66

2.86

2.35

3. 91

3. 14

3. 91

6. 45

15.85
20.16
19.90

15.74
21.84
21.28

11.11
17.12
17.06

51.28
15.83
16.00

16.34
16.15

16.46
16.22

1. 89
. 67
. 75

I. 88
.67
• 78

.67
.69
.69

9. 97
.61
.65

.45
.44

.56
.55

l.21

1.02

1.38

1.57

2.13

2.87

3.68
8.42
8.13

3.15
7. 70
7.28

.17
. 37
.35

.17
.36
.3!

. 25
.25

. 28
.28

.74
.73

. 26
.25

.60

.69

.21

.22

1.07

3.45
1.94
2.04

3.15
1. 99
2.09

11.11
1. 39
1. 49

25.64
2.09
2.20

1. 56
1. 54

3.13
3. 09

. 74
.10
.14

.74
.09
.15

1.79
.13
• 15

.42
.07
.07

.15
.15

.08
.08

.18

.20

.21

.22

130.03
124.17

126.63
132.63
132.09

211.11
120.32
121.37

282.051
95.61
96.50

129.03
135.02
134.95

105.26
126.96
126.63

4. 93
3.54

21.32
3.44

34.32
2.53

.97
2.60

~.68

~98

1. 44
3. 07

3.63

Diseases: of the nm·vous system.
Admissions:
Officers ..••••..••••••.•••.
Enlisted men ..••.•••.....
TotaL .........•••.••.....
N oneffect.i veness:
Officers . ......••••••••.•. .
Enlisted men ....•...••...
TotaL .....••••••.•••.....
Deaths:
Officers .......••••••......
Enlisted men .......•.••..
TotaL ..•..••..••.........
Discl1arges :
Enlisted men ..••..••.••••

.31
.59

1.~

-----·--:~- ········:n ···-···nr ······ n:-1

Diseases of the eye.
Admissions :
Officers ......•............
Enlisted men . .......•....
TotaL ....... . .....••.....
N oneffectiveness:
Officers ......•..••..••....
Enlisted men ..••.•••.••..
Total. .......•..••..•••...
Discharges :
Enlisted men ..••...•••...

Diseases of the ear.
Admissions :
Officers ... . .....•..•......
Enlisted men •••..••......
TotaL .........•••.•......
Non effectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men: •...........
Total. ................... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ••..••..••..

.1~

.Diseases of the nose.
Admissions:
Officers ......••••..••.....
Enlisted men ....••.•.....
Total .............••......
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............•
TotaL ......•....•••.•••.•
Discharges:
Enlisted men ... . ••••.••••

Diseases of the respiratory
system.
.Admissions:
Officers . ......•.••••••••••
Enlisted men ........... .
Total. .............••••.•.
N onetfectiveness:
Officers ......•..••••••••••
Enlisted men .•••••••••..

Total .. ,.,.,., •...•.•• , ••

124.531
5.47
3. 31

3.44

3.6{)

1

1.~!

a.oo

i
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
to nativitil3s and lengths of sm·vice, etc.-Continued.

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.

Scandinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

1nnd
over.

Under J.

...... ·i: 45· ....... 8:36 ........i: 72 ........ 2: R2 ....... 4." 64 ...... 3." 68 ...... ·: 82 .•.... 7." i9.
1.45

8.17

1.71

2.81

4.62

3.57

.81

1.17
2. 02
1. 96

7.15

.................................... ············ ··········· ·········· ··········'··········
. 19
. 19

. 05
. 05
. 05

250.00
80.88
85.71

33't33 (""""""'"""
5!!. 651
64. 89
56.68
64.51

65.79
51.55
52.60

50.98
3. 20
4. 57

18.25 ..........
2. 60
1. 60
2. 72
1. 59

6.11
1. 50
1. 84

::::: :::: :: ~ ::: :::::: ::: ....... i: 57. ....... i: 29. ::: ::::: ::: :::: :::::: ::: :::: :: : ........ 34.
. 34

2.57
.42
.63

4.47

3.53

2. 70

111.11
22.02
22.67

21.73
21.60

16.15
19.77
19.51

2.13
1. 38
1. 39

. 61
.61

1. 93
. 69
. 78

2. 24

1. 09

1. 24

• 01
• 01

....................
51.03
50.87

.......................
1. 89
1. 88

. 12
. 12

. 01
. 01

71.43
30.10
31.05

250.00
43.03
44.44

.39
3.18
3.12

.. . .. • . • . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .
3. 33

......................
24.78
24.71

1. 53

. 04
• 04

. 05
. 05

........................ .. ....................
46.48
46.35

52.55
52.31

4.11 ....................... .....................
1. 24
.87
2.01
.87
1. 26
2. 00

. 03
• 03

1. 56

1. 28 . • . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . • . . . . .. . .. .. .

1. 57

3.86

4.24

3.37

........................ ........................ ...................... ................. ..................
25.08
24.51

15.49
15.38

9.86
9.83

23.18
23.08

33.09
32.14

........................ ...................... ...................... ....................... .. .................. .................
.68
.68

1. 33

250.00
13.85
14.53
4.11
.42
.43

1. 04
1. 02

-.......... -·· ...

.49
.48

1. 57

.24
.23

. ...................

.81
• 81

...... -~~~~-~-----. ~~--~~-1-- ..... ~~ ~~- ..... ~~~ ~~.
. 34
.34

. 28
.28

1. 52
1.48

----·-····· ..................

.. .....s: 36-1--· ...;;:••........;: ........;;:00.
. 27
.26

. 01
• 01

. 26
.261 .

125.00
18.38
21.43

····~f gf 1· ··-~r ~~ ·,

1. 37
2.56
2.52

·····i:oo· ······:64·1

3.37

.99

.6!!

.17
.30
.29

3. 73

. 95

.51

.......4."37' ....... 6:69' :::::::::::: :::::::::::: "'"'"i."55' '"""3."68" :::::::::: ·····2:i5"
4. 36

6. 54 .. .. • • .. • . .. .. .. . .. .. • ..

1. 54

3. 57 .. .. .. • • ..

2. 14

I

. . :. ::~I::::.:::~- : : : : : : : .: : : :.: :. :.: :~~: . .:.::~~- : : : : : ---.-: : I
....................
11<1.72
113.37

......................

142.85 .. ....................
128.76
91.23
90.60
129. 09

4.19

3. 52
5.12

'-17

~.oa

................... . .................
83.10
82.86

94.28
93.84

··········-· ·--···-·····!··········

3. 75
7.18
6. 93

3. 51
1. 89
2. 01
. 76
.10
.15
.19

250.00
128.681
132.14

333.33
93.80
95.55

85.36
153.88
153.47

130.88
116.74
117.77

5.17
1.77

. 90
3. 92

5. 56
3.15

3.12

1. 75

1. 53

3.lQ

1. H

5.821
4.49

1. 62

4:.53

t.7a

3.90

a.aa
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TABLE

XlX.-1'he ·relation of cm·tain classes of
Nativities.

Orders of diseases.

Total.

American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Diseases of the respirato1·y
system-Continued.
Deaths:
Officers .......•...........
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL---- ...••...•.......
Discharges:
Eulisted men ...•.........

1. 42
1. 41
1. 41

1.49 .. ....................
1. 44
1.48
1. 45
1.46

2. 36

2.57

5.97
6. 81
6. 76

5.57 .. ...................
6. 08
8. 33
6. 03
8. 24

........................

1. !l1
. 57
. 65

1. 74 .. .....................
. 47
. 72
. 58
.71

.......................

1. 90

.................... ....................... . ..............
1. 01
1. 00

2.13
2.10

2.02

1.07

Diseases of the ci1·culatory
system..
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ...... ------ ....... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Officers ........•..........
:F~nlisteu men ............ .
TotaL .........•..........
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

.94
.41
.45

1. 00
. 38
.45

1. 78

9.08
9. 04
. 89
. 89

32.26
7. 39
7.69
9.01
. 63
. 73

..................... ..................... ...................... . ...................
. 74

.73

. 34
.33

.36
. 35

1.57

2.33

2.13

2.13

142.89
173.94
172.06

144.79
186.04
182.30

111.11
152.13
•151. 71

128.22
149.23
149.13

96.78
166.14
165. ill

7. 20
2. 98
3. 24

7. 42
3. 01:$
3. 48

4. 08
2. 70
2. 71

3. 37
3.13
3.1il

. 97
2. 77
2. 75

1. 89
. 33
.45

1. 8'l
. 22
.41

7. 58 ...................... ........................ ....................
.42
.67
. 36
. 52
. 35
. 67

1. 64

1. 55

1.59

1. 80

1. 42

.92
5. 79
5.49

.97
6. 22
5. 74

5.32
5. 27

5. 65
5.02

4. 28

5. 49

4. 23

5.41

.03
. 50
.47

.03
.52
.47

. 63
.62

. 35
. 35

. 37
. 37

.48
.47

.01
. 01

. 02
.02

. 10

• 07

10.54
15.85
15.90

15.98
17.77
17.61

22.22
10.87
10.99

51.28
14.97
15.15

32.26
10.12
10.38

52.63
17.24
17.76

2. 09
. 94
1. 01

2. 07
1. 00
1.10

3. 07
.68
. 70

5. 41
.84
.80

.53
. 85
.85

2. 02
2. 00
2. 00

.26
1261
.34

1.16 ................. ...................
. 32
. 22
. 27
. 31
.37

Diseases of the digestive system.
Admissions:
Otfice.rs ..........•........
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Nonetlectiveness:
Officers ....... ----- .....•.
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Discl1arges:
Enlisted men ............ .

Diseases of the lymphatic system. .
.Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ...............•....
N onetrectiveness:
Officers ...... --·-··------·
Enlisted men . . .......... ,
TotaL ..................•.
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ............... __ .. .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....•........

.21 .......•••••

.36 ..•..•.....

Diseases of the genito-urinary
syste·m .
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enliste(1 men ........... .
Total ...... ·------·-·····
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ........... .
Total. ........••..........
Deaths:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .............•......
Discharges :
Enlistedmen ...••.•.••••.

I

.92

.95

.53

..........................

:~: r::::::~~ ~~:

37.04
. 72
1. 41

.72
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
to natit•ities and lengths of sen•ice, etc.-Continued.

Length of Rerviceyears.

Nativities.
Scantlina·
vi an".

Scotch.

Swiss.

.Austrian.

Danish.

.......................
4. 37
4.36

.....................
. 65
. 65

7.65

71.43
10.02
11.44
.39
1.15
1.13

All
other.

Under 1.

1. 76
1. 75

1.44
1. 32
1. 34

1. 57 ...•••.•....••••••..••........••..•••......

3.05

2.19

............... .......................
5.16
8.45
5.13
8.43

......................

. .................. ..................
11.03
10.71

111.11
4.08
4.86

7.56
7. 52

6.09
6. 63
6. 59

. 63
. 62

93.98
.48
1.16

. 50
. 50

1. 95
. 59
. 69

.14
.13

. 96
. 48
. 52

1. 70

1. 80

.. -.. ~~t ~r~ ·- ~~f ~f ~~[J~ Ht H ~~~ji

144.69
159.04
158.03

6.18
6.15

•••••••••••• ! •••••••••••

. 31
. 31

.88
. 88

. 77
. 76
1.41
1. 41

1. 34

3.06

land
over.

1. 41 ...•....•.••....•••.
1. 41 ...••.....•...•.•••.

4. 00
3. 98

4.67

French.

1. 57

.. -.-~~f ~r ·--.~:t: ~f

Hz: !g

---·--t~~ ------t~r

tt~

1. 41

3.86

2. 24

·-

I

...... Tgf 1 ··---T~f l tH

f~~ I

~:~r

7. 33
2.80
3.13

········:67. :::::::::::: :::::::::~:: :::~:::::::: , --·-··i:4/::-:::::::: ...... :75t ----·:2o·
1: :: .-.. -..~~ ~~- --- .. -.~~ ~~. ::::::::::::

~: :~ ... -. ~: ~~.

3: :; I

]. 93

. 36
. 51

2: ~~

1. 51

. 94
5. 27
4. 95

. 51
. 51

.14
.13

. 34
. 34

.39
.39

. 33
. 32

.54
. 53

.53
.53

.03
. 4!l
.42

. 67
. 67

. 02
. 02 •
. 75

--- ··inr -----·i::~- ----- ¥.:ir ····-··nr · ·irtsr

16.86
13.90
14.12

I

r:::: ;_ ,: ·:::::--·:::I::•·:.-57 1::_· •••::~: ------!.:!1~ _ ::.: :.1·•:: ••. ~ 1·----.: ::
WAR 93-VOL I--38

. 07

if.~-· -I~f ~:ri

....... jf ...... :-~~ l --· -- ::f ..... jg l ---T~~
I

·-----T~r ········:~r ------T~f

.20

•

2.13
. 83
. 93
1. 28
. 23
. 38

.61
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TABLE

XIX.- l'he 1·elation of cm·tain classes of disease
Nativities.

Orders of diseases.

Total.
American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

Diseases of the locomoto1· system (e.xcluding mttscu lar
rheumatiMm).
Admissions:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
TotaL ................... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .............•......
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

3.68
4. 83
4. 76

g: ~~ -.... -.a: 35: . -.-- .. 5~ 28- -- ..... 5~ 45- .--.- .. i~ 57.
4. 97

3. 32

5. 25

5. 38

1. 54

..........................................................................

.50
. 45
.45

.53
.48
.49

.01
.01

.02
.02

.98

.95

29.18
82.19
78.97

29.54
88.60
83.24

1. 33
2.17
2.12

1. 29
2. 28
2.19

.16
. 01

.17
.02

.23

.27

12.40
18.80
18.41

12.83
21.25
20.49

.50
.41
.42

.52
.45
.46

.03
• 02

.04 , ............
.04 ............

.07

.04

• 33
. 33

• 49
• 49

. 29
. 29

• 20
. 19

1.27

.79

1. 42

. 72

Di1eases of the integumentary
By stem.
Admissions:
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total .................... .
Non effectiveness :
Olticers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
TotaL .......•.........•..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

33.33 . .....................
68.14
76.58
67.78
76.21
2.43
2. 20
2. 20

...................... ....................

..................... ................ - ...
2. 01
2.00

76.80
75.67

73.93
73.05
]. 62
1. 61

.................
1.74
1.71

.................... ..................... . ................... ...................
....................... .................. .. ................. .. ...... --............
~

.11

.22

.36

...............

Unclassified.
Admissions:
Officers . ................ ..
Enlisted men ..........•..
TotaL ................. __ .
Noneftectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... ..

11.11 ................... ...................... .. .................
14.69
14.66
.21
.34
. 34

14.24
14.17

13.23
13.07

17.24
16.99

.................. ...................... .....................
~

.32
.32

.16
.16

. 26
. 25

................... ........................ ..................

............... ...................... .. .....................
.22 ............... ................
.11
~

Totalfor diseases.
Admissions:
()fficers ..........•••..•..
786.82
Enlisted men ........... . 1, 110.73
TotaL ................... . 1, 09L 07
No11effectiveness:
Officers ................. ..
46.04
Enlisted men .......... ..
32.42
TotaL ................... .
33.25
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
10.08
Enlisted men ............ .
4.43
TotaL ................... .
4.87
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .
18.60

773.12
1, 183.64
1, 146. 33

944.44
1, 075.20
1, 073.85

1, 333.33
919.00
920.97

806.45
1, 049.42
1, 046.52

578.95
1, 075.24
1, 067.95

44.59
34.49
35.41

69.43
30.68
31.07

98.26
28.27
28.60

46.80
26.73
26.97

23.77
32.16
32.04

10.12
4.10
4.81

15.15
6. 66
6. 78

18.26

68.47
260.08
24/.l. 43
5.56
8. 36
8.19

...................... ......................
3.82
3.79

4.98
4.90

37.04
5.02
5.63

18.83

18.29

18.85

25.81

67.07
269.16
250.78

88.89
275.80
273.89

51.28
223.37
222.52

193.53
243.98
243.39

..................

5.49
8. 33
8. 07

6.05
9. 71
9. 70

7.86
7.81
7. 81

9.45
7. 85
7.87

...................

Total for injuries.
Admissions:
Officers ... _.............. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .................... .

Non effectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

264.11
260.25

7. 23
7.12
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
to nativit-ies and lengths of service, etc.-Continued.

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.
Scandinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

Under 1.

1 and
over.

5.83
5.81

5. 02

4. 90

1.72
1. 71

7.04
7.02

4. 64
4. 62

3.68
3.57

4. 89
4.86

6. 60
6. 56

3. 75
4. 38
4. 33

. 94
.94

.38
.37

.05
.05

.15
.15

• 21
.21

.09
.09

.35
. 35

-61
• 60

. 51
• 41
.41
.02
.02

2. 00 .....•...•......•••.••..

..................... .......................
64.15
63.96

71.90
70.26

........................ .....................
1.46
1. 4.6

2.33
2.28

250.00
75.73
76.93
13.00
1. 96
2. 03

2.57 ··••••••••• .......••. ··•··•·•••

....................... ...................
71.83
71.63

·······--·-1. 76
1. 75

77.28
76.93

.....................
1. 61
1. 60

1.36

.88

125.00
58.82
60.71

67.70
67.21

12.20
122.52
121. 85

29.50
72.09
68:97

24.29
1. 94
2.58

2.51
2.50

. 20
3. 02
3. 00

1. 35
1. 96
1.92
.16
.02

1. 41 .••••••••.•·••••••••.

.47

.17

---···is: 95 · · · .... ia:s9 · ..... ·i7: 22· · .....i6: 9o · .... ·12:36· .... ii: o3· -··-i5jo-

36.58
33.37
33.39

11.94
15.15
14.91

1. 07
. 76
• 76

.49
. 32
.34

.07
.07

.02
.02

.14

.05

18. 89

17.97

17.09

16.85

12.31

10.71

15.38

..............................................................................................................................................
. 53
.53

.51
.50

.30
.30

.74
.74

.29
.28

1.25
1.21

.38
.37

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: r::::::: ::::::::::
1, 000.00
1, 032.07
1, 031.97

1, 000.00
943.15
944.44

1, 750.00
908.78
914.53

500.00
880.28
879.21

333.33
978.36
975.38

1, 625.00
1, 055.15
1, 071.43

2,111.11
825.45
834.81

329.28
1, 597.09
1, 589.41

795.60
988.99
974.78

41.06
32.47
32.50

29.13
29.38
29.38

36.27
29.57
29.61

9.58
23.83
23.79

1.82
27.87
27.74

295.62
30.05
37.64

129.87
25.22
25.98

14.55
47.59
47.30

46.65
28.62
29.95

................. .................... ....................... .................... . ................ . ................. .................... ....................
6.00
5.98

1.53
1.48

4. 72
4.67

22.00

15.29

15.72

...................
258.77
257.99

········----9. 30
9.27

214.28
264.21
263.06
21.70
12.01
12.23

1.29 .
1.28

19.31

8.47
8.44

3. 37
3.24

1. 49
1. 47

4. 54
4. 51

10.27
4.40
4.96

19.77

10.10

22.37

26.38

16.65

261.03
253.58

111.11
191. 69
191.10

12.20
326.91
325.01

69.54
243.35
230.58

3.04
6. 20
6.17

.40

5. 66

5. 63
5.46

9. 62
9. {)6

7.87

250.00 .. .........................................
203.10
236.61
194.74
203.42
235.95
193.84
8.90
6. 04
6.06

- . -. .... . -.
--------····
6. 90
6. 57
~

6.88

..................

•-

6. 54

8.0~
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TABLE

XIX.-The ?·elation of certain classes of
Nativities.

Orders of diseases.

Total.

_.A_m_e_r-ic_a_n--:------,------,---------:-----1.
u.s.
Irish.
German.
English.

I

Totaljo1· injuries-Continued.
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL .... __ ............. .
Discharges :
Enlisted men .... _....... _

1.42
2. 97
2. 85

1. 33
2. 94
2. 75

2. 86
2.82

3.03
3.01

2.13
2.10

2.62

2. 55

3.39

2.47

2.13

1,384. 62
1, 142.36
1, 143.50

1, 000.00
1, 293. 39
1, 289.89

106.12
36.08
36.41

56.25
34.58
34.84

6.85
6.80

7.11
7. 00

20.76

20.99

Total diseases and injuries .
.Admissions:
Officers ... __ ............. _ 855.29
840.20
1, 033.33
1,452. 79
1, 350.99
Enlisted men ............ . 1, 370.81
TotaL ................... . 1, 339.51
1, 397.11
1, 347.72
N onetrecti ven ess :
Officers .................. _
51.60
50.08
75.49
Enlisted men ............ .
40.77
42.81
40.42
40.78
TotaL ................... .
41.43
43.48
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
11.45
15.15
11.49
Enlisted men ............ .
7.40
7. 04
9.52
TotaL .................. ..
. 7. 72
7. 56
9. 60
Discharges:
22.22
__ -~nlist_e_
d _m_e_n_.._._--_-_.._._.._·_·:...__2_1. ~-~11

•
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to nativities and lengths of service, etc.-Continued.

Length of serviceyears

Nativities.
Scan dinavi an.

Scotch.

Swiss.

I

Danish.

-

166.67 . .. .... .. .............. ......................
4. 00
6.12
1. 57
4.65
5. 93
1. 56
3.33

Austrian.

IFrenoh.

.All
other.

Under 1.

------

........... . ........ . ................... ...... . .......... ................ .................
6.44
6.41

1. 41
1.41

3. 37
3. 23

..................

1 and
over.

- --

2. 98
2. 95

2.58
2.56

1. 44
3. 07
2. 92

2. 24

3.59

2. 38

3.06

1. 57

1. 29

2.82

1, 000.00
1, 290. 82

1, 214.29
1, 207.36
1, 207. 52

2, 000. 00
1, 111.88
1, 117.95

500.00
1, 116. 90
1, 115. 17

333.33
1, 173. 11
1, 169.23

1, 625.00
1, 316. ]8
1, 325.00

2, 222.22
1, 017.13
1, 025. 91

341.48
1, 923.99
1, 914.42

865.14
1, 232.34
1, 205.37

41.06
41.77
41.77

50.83
41.39
41.60

45.16
35.61
35.67

9. 58
30.73
30.67

1. 82
34.44
34.29

295.62
35.67
43.10

132.91
31.42
32.16

14.95
57.20
56.95

52.31
36.66
37.81

'·,. ."I
166. 67
10.00
10.62
25.33

............. . ...... . .... . ............ . ............. . ... . ................. .. .. .......... . ..... ...... .. ........ .. .. ---------7. 65
7.41

6. 29

7. 72
7.69

9.89
9.85

6. 73
6.47

4.47
4.42

7.12
7. 06

11.71
7.47
7.88

18.35

17.30

20.59

22.60

10.10

24.61

29.98

19. 03

·~I
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TABLE

XX.-The relation of certain specified diseases to the seve1·al arms of

Arms of service.
Names of diseases.

Total.

Infantry. Cavalry.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

Medi·
cal
Department.

Re-

.All

cruits. other.

--------"'-1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Oere"OO-o-spinal fever.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ..........•.
N oneffectiveness:
Offieers .......•..
Enlisted men ..•.
Total .....•...••.
Deaths:
Officers ......••••
Enlisted men .••.
Total .......•••••

. 23
.06
.07

.57
.10
.13

. 001
. 004
. 004

. 003 .................. ·----···· ............................... .
.01 ·-------· ......... ......... ......... ....... .........
.01
. 01 ·-··-- -·. ·-·...... . ... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .•.•... . .. .. . .. .
. 01

.16
.03
.04

.39
.03
.06

.43
.40

.40
.38

.29
.28

.36 ................ . .... .......... ..............
.33 .................. .. ............... ..............

.01
.01

.01
.01

.01
.01

.01
.01

. 46
1. 04
1. 00

. 67
.63

1.15 ......... .........
4.22 ..................... ..
2.45
. 12 . - •• -- . - . . - .. . . . .. 2. 92
. 39
2.39
. 11 --... • .. .
• 69
2. 46 ... --....
. 34

.01
.02
.02

.01
.01

.07 ...................... .
. 04 ......... .........
.05
. 07
. 002
. 001 . - ... - . . . .. - - .. .. .
.05
. 001 . • • . . . .. .
• 01
. 06 .. - - • - • • •
• 002

.46
.28
. 29

.23
.22

.01
.01
.01

.01
.01

• 39
. 34

. 36
.29

Chicken pox.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ........••..
N oneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ..... -- .•••.

~

................. . ................
................. . ...............

.03
.02

1. 82
1. 82
. 05
.05

Dengue.
Admissions:
Officers .......••.
Enlisted men .•..
Total ..........•.
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ...•..•••.
Enlisted men ..•.
• Total .....•..••••

Diphtheria.
Admissions:
Officers ...•...••.
EnliRted men ....
Total .....•...•..
N oneftect.iveness:
Officers ...•......
Enlisted men .••.
Total .........•••
Deaths:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total .........•••

1.15
.47
.50

.................. .................. .. ................
.12
.11

.06 ..................
• 01
.01
. 02
. 01

.01
.01

.85
• 78 .................

.................. .................
.01
.01

......

2.65 .. ............... ..
.49
.20 ..........
. 82
.20 ...........
. 02
.01
.01

. ............... . .......
.01
.01

............

2.43
2. 05

1.82
1.82

1.95
1. 68

.40
.34

. 33
.33

.16
.14

. 78
.69

Enteric fever.
Admissions:
Officers ....••••••
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ........... .
N oneffect.iveness:
Officers .......•..
Enlisted men .••.
Total. ....••.••••
Deaths:
Officers .....•••••
Enlisted men .••.
Total .......•••••
Discharges :
Enlisted men ..•.

3.91
5.14
5.06

4.01
5.66
5.54

6.88
7.42
7.39

5.15
3.08
3.21

4. 27
3.88

1.14
.76
.78

1.01
.79
.80

]. 98
1.12
1.16

2.34
.48
.60

1. 29
1.17

.31
.49
.47

.78
.46
. 48

......................................................................................................

.03

.03

.78 ......... ······- ............... .

152.32
123.03
124.81

168.38
120.95
123.57

4.92
2.16
2.33

4.93
2.24
2.39

.80
.75

4.22
. 69
.46
.08

.43 ......... ......... ....... .........
.40 ......... ......... ....... .........

.71
.59

Influenza.
Admissions:
Officers .....•.•..
EnliRted men .••.
Total ........... .
N oneffecti veness:
Officers ......••••
Enlisted men .••.
Total ••••••••••••

167.43
146.24
147.27
5.461
2.19
2.33

245.70
143.32
149.90

67.23
189.58
178.28

9.43
2.47
2.92

1. 96
4.62
4.38

16.88 132.27
191.85 97.67
163.08 103.03
.47
3.03
2.61

4.25
1.91
2. 27

39.34
39.34
1.04

1.04:

42.96
44.92
44.64
1.44
,92

1.00
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
sm·vice and ages of indiuillttals, expressed in 1·at-ios per 1,000 of thei1· mean stnmgths.
years ending December 31, 1892,]
Ages-years .

...
19and
under.

20

to 24.

25

to 29.

30 to 34..

35

to 39.

40

to 44.

45 to 49.

50

to 54.

55

to 59.

6

2v~~~

.......... .......... .......... .•••......
1.52 ................................................ .
• 21 ...................... - ............... .
. 05
. 05
. 08 . .. .. . . . . .
. 05
. 05
. 08
. 15
. 19 • • • • • • • • . . .. . • . . . . . . .. . • . . . • • . . ••.••••.
.......... .......... .......... ..........
.01 .................................'.L ....... . .... .
. 01 ...................................... .
. 01
. 001
. 001 . . . .. .. . . .
. 01
. 001
. 001
. 001
. 01 ..•.•.................••••..•......••••
.......... .......... .......... ..........
1.04 ................................................ .
.......... ..........
.05 .......... ..........
.19 ...................................... .
.......... ..........
.04 ..........
.13
.17 ...................................... .

86
.85

40
.39

. 25
24

.03
.03

.01
.01

. 01
. 01

1. 47

.92
.92

1. 46

1. 00
• 97

. 02
.02

. 04
.04

. 02
.02

• 92
.92

.46
.45

2.84
. 30
.39

. 04
. 04

.02
.02

.01

.............. ..........

................ ............. . .. ..............
. .................. .............. .. . .............

............ .................

.34
.29

.................. ...................

. 01 .. ................. ...................

............... ................

.01

................

.................. ..................... .............

3.09 ·•········ .•••••.••. ·•••••···· .................. ~ ··••••···
. 93
. 82 . • • • . • . • • •
1. 03
1. 15 . . . . . . . . . . . ...•....
1. 04
. 74 . .• • • • . • • .
. 87
• 68 .................. .
. 08
.02
.02

.02
.01 ·•·••••••·

.02
.01

.01

.01

/

.17 ·•••••·••·
. 16 ......... .

.21 ...................................... .
.19 ..••...... ..........
.. ..... ........ .

. 01 ......••..
.004 ........ ..

.004 ...................................... .
.003 ...................................... .

. 09
. 01

. 19
.17

11.07
11.07

9.09
8. 64
8.65

8. 53
5. 27
5.38

7. 72
2. 96
3. 21

3. 05
2. 29
2.36

1.98
1. 69
1. 71

1. 81
. 34
.58

.................. .................. ...................
5. 62 .................
1. 92 .................

1.41
1. 23
1.23

2.88
. 79
.86

2.42
. 53
.63

. 70

1.12
1.12

.44

. 79
. 24
.29

. 35
. 03
.08

................... ................... .. ................
. 15 .................
.05 ..................

. 97
.55
. 57

1.06
.23
. 29

.05

. 08

170.70
125. b7
127.22

155.85
112.18
114.45

173.77
114.07
119.86

142.85
121. 78
123. 80

179.02
101. 78
114.13

135.84
93.11
110.73

93.39
101.13
95.97

86.95
2G5. :n
140.24

3.19
1. 90
1.97

5. 62
1. 93
2.28

4.15
2. 59
2. 74

5.09
2. 69
3.07

6. 22
2.46
4.01

4. 77
3.64
4.39

6. 66
11.84
8. 21

............... ...................
1. 69
1.69

. 79
. 78

.............. . ................

113.47
113.47

145.45
134.82
134.92

2.10
2.10

4.86
2. 22
2.25

4.931
2.11
2. 20

.46

....................

................... .. ................. . ................ ...................
.19 ................... ...................
5.13
1. 44
.17 .................... ----··---·

................. ........... . ............... ...............

................
................
...............

·-·····--· . ..........
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TABLE

I
Names of diseases.

1

XX.-The 1·elation'oj certain specified d·iseases to the several

I
Total.

InfanCavalry.
try.

1

.Artil1ery.

Ordnance.

I

I Medi-

Arms of service.
Engineers.

cal
Depart-

ReAll
.
crmts. I other.

~ent. _ _ _ ,_ _

l

- - - - - - - - - · - - - - - ____________________

!

I

D::;:=~o~::~:.ll
.....
Enlistedmen ....

A~::::~~--

.I

.31
.43
...

.74
...

1.57 . ·
.11
,,

1

~r~ii=·~·~:J

J.

· ·• .•..••..••.••......•..• ······
.54 ......... .........
.44 ---------\-----··

.50 ......... ......... .36 .......

1
~:~ ::::::::: ··n:tr:r ·iHr

:::::::

Non~~g!!~~~~~~-:- ... 1

.11 .................
• 31
.........
. 29
. 29
. 24

Enlisted men .... 1
Total ............ I

-1··· .11
.............
,...... .
1. 55 :..... ..
1

I

. 09

I

Mumps.

Admissions :

1

1. 55 ;..... ..

I
I

l

I

1

!:!! ·· ::r ····n(·-::r ·iHC ·:~
·.I. ·. ··. ·I·····..

Nj'r~S::t~::::l
Office>'' . . . . . . . . . .
Enlisted men . . • .
Total . . . . . . . . • . . .

• 03
._1 2
12

•........••..•. ..'. · · ·
. 03
. 16
. 01
. 03
. 13
. 01

. 43
. 43

1

•

1

•

04
04

I

Scarlet fever.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N one:ffectiveness:
Offi?ers .......... ,
Enlisted men .... ;
Total ............ j

• 46
. 24
. 25

.57
. 23
. 25

. 03
.02
.02

.01
. 02
. 02

1.15 ................................................. .
. 12 ................ --~--- - -- - - ....•.. . 39
. 41

:::
g~

I

Smallpox.

Admissions:

~~nlisteclmen .. --1
'Iotal ............ :
Noneffe?tiveness:
II
Enhsted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
EnliRted men ..
Total ........... .

··1

.10
.10
. 01
.01

.02 '
. 021

Varioloid.

Whooping cough.

:g~ ::::::::: :::::: :::I :::::::::::: :::: gi
I

:

I

~

.!....... .

20

!...... .

01
.01

:i;; :~~::::: ::;:::;:; ;;;;;~;;; ;:~~;; ;;; 1·:~·

.03
.03

:g~ 1::::::::: :::::::::1::::::::: ::::::: :::::::::1:::::::

.

~. . . . .

I

II

Admissions:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ............

Admissions:
Enli!lted men .••.
Total .......... ..
Noneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..

·

~~- :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ---~~~-

.061 .................. !........

.17
.16
1

..... ·.

.00
.••.•••.. •••.•••..
. 06 . . ...•... .. ... .... . ••... ...

.03 , ....... ..
.03 ........ .
. 001
. 001

.004 ......... ......... .........
.003 ......... ......... .........

• .........
. 41 .......

..!.
.... ..
•·!·······

.02 .............. ..
.02 ............... .

1

I

. 19
.18

.23 1
. 22

. 01
.01

.o1 I
.01

.18
. 17

.24
. 22

.85 .............................. ..
.78 ......................... 1. . . . . . .

.01

.02
.02

.05 ................ !' ........ ,...... .
.05 ............................... .

1. 93
1.83

1. 30
1. 22

.o1 I

Erysipela1.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .

1. 61
1. 89
1.87

3.44
2.28
2.34

2. 56 ....... " '
2.33 •••••••••

1. 46
1.23

1.41
1.43

2. 39
.78
1.01
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arms of the service and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued. .
.Ages-years.

~~d~r~

25 to 29.

120 to 24.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.11.,

6~v~~d

to 49.150 to 54.155 to 59.

-1------l---1: :::::::: J. . . :
i.. . ... ·: .i- -.. -.. : ... ::::::::::
r.........
.18

• ..

· · · ~2o~ so· · · · ·i4~ o9 ·
20. 30

13. 93

···--Jr ......Jr

I

1015
10
,;;

':

• 79 . . . . . . . . . .

~

..• --i ..

• .,

,J - -

1. "'

i . ., .....•. oo
. ,.

1...

L::: ::::
.. _. _....

1

i: ~~

~: ~~

i: ~i ······~ 2i · ··· · · ·: 34 · ::::::::: : ::::::: : ::I: ::: ~::::

4. 27

2. 33

1. 33

J~ ~

}~;I· ~~:

. 19

·····.-in · jr::::::::

:~

J& I

. 29 ..................

I
····i:iO' ··········

'·

97

--1-- ...... .

!

(:::::: : .-: : :

!

I

'

1······ . ! ....... L ...

1....... ..

':~II ':i .' i;~~ L~ I -~ b~::.> : : .;. .: . ~: :
1

:;;

•

~ :~ I~:~ ~ : : .·:.:';~.I: ~:~: ~: I:~ :~ ~ ~ l::::~: :
I

I

'

I

:. . .:· . :• .:. ::; I ·; •:·. ;
1.84
1.84
.26
.26

I

.

1: :::::::.-1

::: 1

.:::

;;;

-~~I ;:;: :; ;:: : :

~:

1

. ::::::::: :::::::::
.002

......:tr

:i:::::;;::

~

::::::::::::::::::::1

::: ::::::::: ~--:::::::
0
;

.01

• 15
.15

• 08
.08

. 16
.15

. 01
. 01

.01
.01

.01
.01 '

.01
.01

E

I

E

i :::;:;: J:::;:; ;:: :;;: ::: '!-::;:::::

:::::;::

i""'"" """"l"""""i """"f"'""
!

j

42 .......... !
.38 .......... !'

.

.02 .....•.•..
.02 ..........

1.54 .......... ..........

i:~~

:r::: ::}:::::::: ,_ : : : :

::: :::::::::: ::::::: ::i ::: -::-I:::::: .:::::::::::

. 25
. 25

1· -.. - ~~ ·1· .... ~g.

I

I

~:~~ l

~:~~

1.81'

~:~

+...... ..

1. 151 .........
:6~ 1.......... 1........ .

.03 ................. ..
.01 .................. .

6.55 ........

!:~~

..!

8.70

::::::::::1----·iJ:io
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TABLE

XX.- The relation of certain specified diseases to the several

•

Arms of service.
Names of diseases.

Erysipelas-Cont'd.
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .......•..
Enlisted men ....
Total ........•••.
Deaths:
Officers .......••.
Enlisted men .•..
Total ...•••....•.

Total.

Infan- Cavalry.
try.

.A.rtillery.

Medical
ReDepart- cruits.
ment.

.20
.09
.09

.46
.10
.12

.10
.10

.16
.04
.05

. 06
.06

.05
.05

.10
.10

.10
. 09

.18 ••••••••· .••.•.•.. ······--·
.17 ......... ·••••···· ........ .

. 49
.41

.003
.002

. 003
. 003

.003 .•••.•••• -----···· ..•.•••.•
.003 ..•••••. ····•···· ....•..•.

• 01
• 01

.................. ,.................. ········-

. 44
.36

.07
.06

.09
.08 ·----····

. 04
.03

All
other.

.18
.01
.04

• 07
.07

1. 63
.29

Quinsy.
Admissions:
Enlisted men .••.
Total ........••••
Non effectiveness:
Enlisted men .••.
Total .....••...••
Deaths:
Enlisted men ....
Total .........•..

Engineers.

Ordnance.

.01
.01

I

:::::::::1:::::::

Tonsillitis.
Admissions:
Officers ...•.••••.
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ......••..
Enlisted :rren .•..
Total ........•. ..

18.84
40.34
39.03

25.20
40.49
39.64

22.94
45.40
44.31

18.90 . ......•. ······--· 15.87
30. 74
50. 66 15. 06
42.49
27. 91
42. 33 15. 09
40.96

43.98
43.98

2.39
10.55
9.40

.41
.59
.58

.51
.59
.59

.50
.64
.63

.44
.59
.58

. 53
.21
.26

.82
.82

.06
.18
.16

.46
. 25
.26

. 37
.35

1.15
.06

1. 72
.5!1
.66

.38
.35

. 74
.62

Other .~pecific febrile
and acute infectious diseases.
Admissions:
Officers ......••..
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ...•....•...
N oneffectiveness :
Officers .....•••••
Enlisted men •••.
Total .....••.•...

.11

.01
.004
,004

.02
.001
.001

• 01
.01

J! :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: 1::::::

Bronchitil.
Admissions:
Officers ........••
Enlisted men ....
Total ..........•.
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ....•.••••
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ........••••
Deaths:
Enlisted men •..•
Total ........... .
Disch~es:

Enlisted men ....
Pulmonary phthisis.
Admissions:
Officers ..•.•.•••.
Enlisted men .•..
Total ............ •
Non effectiveness:
Officers .....•••••
Enlisted men .••.
Total ..••••..••.•
Deaths:
Officers .•......•.
Enlisted men ....
Total .......•.•••
Discharges:
·
::Enlisted men .•••

~~: ~~

i~~: ~~

1~~: ~~ 13*J~ ~t ~g

82.25
83.47
83.39

104.81
79.06
80.48

93. 78

104.84

122.47

115. 89

25.45

3.07
1.45
1. 55

2. 79
1.45
1.53

5. 00
] . 43
1.60

1. 72

2. 67

6. 42
2. 36
2.74

. 13
2. 16
1.82

3. 75
. 66
1.14

.03
.02

.06
. 06

.18

.28

2.07
3. 62
3. 53

1. 72
4.12
3. 9!J

1.01
.86
.87

. 73
.82
. 82

1

. 63
. 62
. 62

.65

. 78

1.86

1.90

.64

1.7ii

............................................................

3. 84
2

I

:Z~

I

1. 56
1.56

3. 88

4. 86

1:~~ ·····:59·····ii5·

.

:::::::::j:::::::

:::: ----.:m- ----.: s;- -·;:••-----i:.i -I
3. 32

92
. 44
.51

----·-- -------·· :····---

-----~~~- -------~~- :~~~~~~:: ::::::~:: ---~~~-

~::: I

...67.78
67 ."78 .'1 ~~: ~g
27.86

1. 23

:it

1. 41

1

i: ::
2. 01

I

-----:32·! 2:~i

1:. 53:~ 1- .. -~~. ~~.
. .... ~ ~~. . --. ~~ ~~. . . -~ ~~ -~- .... ~ ~~. .. . : ~~ .
65
1. 56 -- ... -.- 'j .44
. 37
1. 43
. 60

I .59

l. 92

2. 49

1. 37 _...... _•

• 36

• 37

1. 17

2. 34

. 89

• 92

1. 07

2. 28
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arms of the service and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued.
Ages-years.

I

19 and
under.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

40 to 44.

45 to 49. \ 50 to 54.

I

!

.08

. o8

.07
• 01

.09
• 12

6

~v~~-d

55 to 59.

I

=r=--=----5-.
.04
. o4

35 to 39.

~=----13----_-3-.,=-=
.08
. o8

.13
• 12

I

.05 i ..•••••••.••••••.••
. 92
• 11 . . . . . . . . . .

.19
. 1s

1

::::::::::j:::::::::: ······:gr :::::::::: :::::::::: ·····:i~t: ::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: --~:::
.10
.10

.05
.05

.17

.002
.002

.001
. 001

. 01
.004

• ]6

.33
.30

.05 .......•...•••.•••••....•............... . .......... ·•······· ...•..•..
• 04 ·····----· ••••••••.. ···•······ ................... . ........... ········

71.03
71.03

18.18
61.54
61.06

34.14
41.61
41.35

26.24
29.70
29.52

24.39
22.09
22.32

11.90
16.43
16.00

9.04
9. 97
9.82

13.09
6. 90
9.45

5. 83J ......•••
11. 24 1.. ·······
7. 68 .. ·······

1.11
1.11

.20
. 91
• 90

. 59
. 57
.57

.52
.42
.42

.43
.39
.39

.13
.29
.27

.48
.14
.19

. 55
. 09
.28

:.]6t~ 1:.......•.
:::::::::

1.84
1.84

4.55
.56
.60

.15
.15

.01
.01

.14
.01
.01

.004
.004

98.71
98.71

86.37
94.49
94.39

54.05
80.60
79.70

77.16
76.82
76.83

68.60
73.00
72.57

95.23
76.07
77.91

112.13
76.34
82.06

103.11
95.40
98.58

2.00
2.00

1.41
1. 51
1. 51

. 73
1.32
1.30

1. 50
1. 21
1. 22

1. 69
1. 59
1.60

3. 70
1. 68
1. 87

3. 49
1. 65
1. 94

9. 24
2. 18
5. 10

1J! :::::::::.~ :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::t::::::::
:~~1 :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::!:::::::::
··········j·········

.002 . ...••••.....•............•........•••..

I

............. ..................... ............
.............. .................... ..................
.05

..................
·······--·
4.61
3. 71
4.61

3.67

.................. . ...................
.59
.59

. 77
.76

1

i

!

1. 80
4. 83 1
2. 83 ' -

!

69. 57
122. 45
85. 37
3. 67
4. 47
3. 91

. 31 ............•....... ; ........ .
.25 ... .. ............... j •••••••••

• 09

.................

.75

.58

2.84
3. 71
3.68

3.09
3.98
3.93

1.52
3.93
3. 69

3. 97

1.55
.88
• 90

1.00
.94
.95

.004
1.11
1. 00

2. 93
1.04 '
1. 22

............ ............... ..................
2.63

.08
. 07

!

72. 89
140. 44
95. 97

t........ .

.31

1.05 .....•••..

I
I

j
2.
2. 321
48

1. 81
1. 64 .•... -.- •• 1- • - ••••••
2. 75 . . . . . . . . . .
11. 24 1-- ••.• -••
2.60
.68
3.84, ......••.
.55
1.47 .................. .
1. 89 i........ ~
. 43 . - ..... - . .
45
. 61
. 65 I • • • • • • • • •

o

I

.47
.46

.64
• 61

1.06
.54
.58

1.861

2.11

1. 70

·····i:·l

4.08
. 96
1. 35
1.73

i

····T~g·j:::::::::: --·-THt::::::::
.63 ••••••••••

5.131 •••••••••
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TABLE

XX.- The relation of cel'iain specified diseases to

I
Names of uiseases.

II

I

Arms of service.
Total.

- - - - - - - - - - --

Infan- C 1
try.
a vary.

.
Art1l·
lery.

Ordnance.

~~~~iDe-

.
Eng1neers.

Repart- cruits.
ment.

All
other.

II

- - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - - -- - - -

Pneumonia and ?'e·
Sttlts.

Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
TotaL .......... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officer& ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ......... - ..
Deaths:
Officers ......... .
l~nlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

2. 29
3. 75
3. 67

3.44
4. 79
4. 73

~: ~6
2. 6G

7. 75

. 69

.19
. 38
• il7

.15
.35
. 34

.28

. 53
. 30
.32

1. 73
1. 57

.12
.10

. 79
. 62
.64

1.18
.61
. 65

1. 57 . - ... -- ................. -- ...................... . .
. 48
. 11
. 78
1. 78
1.48 1 1. 07
. 55
. 10
. 69 . . . . . . . . . 1. 43
1. 48
. 88

.01

.03

····-·-···-······· ......... ··-···--· ....... -·-·-····1·······

2.07
2. 29
2.15

1.15
2.11
2.06

3.44
2. 80
2. 84

. 29
.13
.13

. 22

.14
.15

.13
.15
.15

.05
.05

.03
. 03

.16
.15

. 07

.03

.16

4. 59
5. 33
5.28

4. 58
5. 40
5. 35

4. 59
4. 91
4. 89

. 65
.57
.57

. 60
. 57
. 57

.99
. 54
. 57

Pleuritis and reBUlts.
Admissions :
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ...... .. ... .
N oneffectiven.ess:
Officers ......... .
Enlhlted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

.... s: 54 .. -.. -: 83 .

2. 07
3. 99
3. 88

.43
.42

2. 43 . - .. 6."86 ....... .
2. 05
6. 86
.14
.12

I

I

.07
. 06

. 53
. 53

,

1. 72 .................. ! 5.29 ....,..... [ 2.39
1. 89
5. 98
. 83
. 97 I
. 81 1. 56
1. 88
5. 43
. 69
1. 64
. 81
1. 68
. 85
. 08
.13

. 25
. 23

: ~~ 1·· ·

• . 24
. 20

, 07

I

··:oa·
• 03

. 26
. 07
. 09

. 76 --····- ....•...........

Rheumatic fever.
Admissions :
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ...•........
Deaths:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....
Myalgia and muscular
rheumatism.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N onefl"ectiveness
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discba~es:

Enlisted men ....
Other 1·heumatisms.
AdmiAsions:
Officers ......•...
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men .•. -~
Total .......••...
Discharges:
Enlisted men .••.

. 03
. 02

6. 87
4. 97
5, 09

4. 27
3. 88

5. 81
4. 86

5. Z9
8. 75
8. 21

7. 26
7.26

4. 77
2.34
2.69

--·-··--- ................ .

. 07

. 06

.11

47.32
52.57
52.25

64.15
51.48
52.17

49.31
65.15
64.38

61.86
54.21
54.69

16.81
92.22
85.27

4. 22
, 99. 67
83. 97

I 29. 15
27. 09

17.35
17.35

14.32
22.66
21.48

2. 55
1. 73
1. 78

3.59
1. 75
1. 87

2. 92
1. 97
2.01

2.12
2. 34
2.32

1. 75
2.54
2.47

. 02
2. 09
1. 85

. 49
1. 36
1. 23

.30
.30

1. 57
.44
. 60

. 76

. 70

.69

1. 41

1. 56

. 44

. 37

. 36

20.22
19.14
19.20

29.21
19.64
20.17

14.91
22.73
22.35

24.06 .................. .!.5. 8';
17.63
23. 91
16. 61 16. 03
18.05
21. 70
13. 88 16. 01

13.31
13.31

9. 55
7. 03
7. 38

2.171
1.
37
l. 41

3. 08
1. 45
1. 54

2. 99
1. 69
1. 75

I .95

.45
.64
• 61

.88

1.10

.75

721 ........
.
1. 34

1.
"!.. og
1. 13

• 76 .

. 76 1

1. 21

. 84
. 70

2. 34

• 76

Hi. 87

. 77
. 80

::: ····-~~~-

.71
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m·rns of the service and ages of individuals,

etc.~Continued.

Ages-years.

19and
under.

4.61
4. 61

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

I 45.to 49.

3. 97
3. 92

3. 96

1. 54
3. 72
3. 61

1.52
4.09
3. 84

1. 98
2. 95
2.86

3. 62
5. 50
5. 20

.09
. 36
. 34

.14
. 55
. 51

.10
. 29
. 27

. 34
. 51
. 48

1. 36
1.16
1.18

1. 24

3. 83

"''"jf!""'"'j f ...... :-~{ """j~- ......:.gf
.......... ..........

. 92
. !J2

I

6. 46

6. 46
. 52
.52

~

1. 26

1. 25

55 to 59.w 60 aDd
over.

3.27
6. 90
5. 40

5. 83
11.24
7.6!)

• ::13
• 33

. 33

.65
. 74
. 68

1. 06
.32

1.12
2.10
1. 63

3. 99
5.13
4.31

18.52
4.50

.15 ... . ...... . ................... , .................. .

1. 88
1. 86

1. 66
1. 60

4. 63
2.45
2.57

1. 52
3.11
2. 96

2.32
2. 10

.13
.13

. 67
.10
.12

. 04
.17
.17

.15
. 13
. 13

. 09
. 08

. 05
. 05

.05
. 04

.08
. 07

.14

. 09

5. 85
4. 63

4. 27
4. 62
4. 61

4. 63
4.48
4. 49

1.52
4. 91
4. 58

5. 95
6. 53
6. 48

. 65
. 64

.39
.47
.47

.42
.54
. 53

. 88
. 45
.49

. 68
. 75
. 75

I
. 03
. 03

50 to 54.

7. 23 1
4.47
4. 91
1. 17
. 20
. 35

1. 64 ......... -2.30 ........ ..
2. 03 ...... - .. . 01 --.- ...•.. --.- ...•.
. 04 - .. - .............. .
. 03 - ..... . - ... - .....•.

. 31
. 25

I

5. 42
6. 88
- 6. 65

4. 91
10.34
8.10

5. 83
11.24
7.68

.86
.62
. 66

.45
1. 09
• 83

1. 61
.40
1. 20

.05
.04

17.39
12.20
. 60
.42
18.52
4. fiO

.09

• 05

21.22
21.22

36.36
41.14
41.09

21.34
45.37
44.55

40.12
54.31
53.57

27.44
62.03
58.67

67.46
80.70
7!J. 42

68.71
85.63
82.92

63.83
133.33
104.65

64.14
185.39
105.56

52.17
61.23
54.88

1. 23
1.12
1.13

. 64
1. 41
1. 38

. 82
1. 68
1. 64

1. 56
2. 21
2.14

5. 32
2.10
3. 31

2. 73
3. 51
3. 39

4. 51

.86
.86

5. 32

2. 70
9. 66
5. 08

8. 31
2. 51
6. 58

.84

. 23

.41

.4.6

1. 05

1. 93

2.83

4. 21

20.51

18.52

14.76
14.76

13.64
14.75
14.73

7.11
16. 21.
15.90

18.52
19.20
19.17

6.10
22.26
20.69

29.76
27.60
27.81

32.55
33.70
33.52

29.46
51.72
42.54

29.15
112.35
57.58

26.09'
61.23 '
35.59 '

······:~fl

. 72
1.10
1.10

1. 65
1. 23

2. 23
1. 22
1. 27

. 24
1. 62
1. 48

3. 63

2.84
2.11
2.22

2. 87
2. 64
2.

3. 03

2. 23
2.36

8. 32'"
4. 84

3. 28 '
1. 73 :
2.82 i

...........

.65

1. 01

.45

1.35

1. 26

4.21

5.13

251

1.
.87

.15

.19 ...................................... .

5.89

741
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TABLE

XX.-1'he 1·elation of certa·i n specified diseases to the severaZ
Arms of service.

Names of diseases.

Total.

Infan- Cavalry. Artiltry.
lery.

0 d

na~c~.

Engineers.

MediDal
Repa:t. cruits.
ment.

All
other.

- - - - - - - - · 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ ,_ _ _ _ - - - - - - Total rheumatism.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men .•..
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

76.
76.74

72.~

97.94
76.51
77.69

68.81
92.79
91.62

92.78
76.81
77.83

16.81
120.42
110.85

4. 22
122.08
102.71

37.04
53.94
51.32

37.93
37.93

28.64
32.03
31.55

5.38
3.66
3.77

7. 26
3. 77
3. 97

6.89
4.21
4.34

4.90
3.96
4.02

1. 75
4. 28
4.03

. 02
3.53
2. 95

1. 38
2.85
2. 62

1. 98
1. 98

2. 66
1. 41
1. 58

.03
.02

................. ...............
................. ................
~

. 22 . ............. ................
.20 .. ............... ..............
2. 27

1.71

1. 87

1. 55

.69
2.30
2. 20

.57
2.65
2. 53

2. 29
2.16
2.17

.38
.20
.21

.13
.18
.18

1. 63
.23
.30

. 35
.32

1.03

1.16

.96

1. 51

3.90

1. 52

------- .................
................
. ........ .
1. 33

.37

............
.. ...........
1. 07

Hernia.
Admissions:
Officers .......•..
Enlisted men .•..
Total .........••.
N oneft'ectiveness:
Officers .......•••
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men .••.

................. ................ ............ . . .............. ................... ...........
2.96

2 ... ~

2.56
2.33

2.49
2.08

.49
.41

1.41 ............
1. 41 ..............

..............
---··:24'1"""'"."25' ................................
.001
.12

..... :~'-1---·::.

.001

.12

.44

.92
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arms of tlllf! service, and ages of individuals, etc.-Continued.
Ages-years.

!~d~r~

r

20

to 24.

25

to 29.

30

to 34. 35 to 39. 40 to 44.

45

to 49.

50 to 54.

55

to 59.

62v:~.([

42.44
42.44

50.00
61.74
61.61

32.72
66.20
65.06

63.27
78.01
77.24

35.06
89.20
83.95

103.17
114.83
113.71

106.68
126.21
123.08

98.20
195.41
155.29

99. !3
30H. !18
170.82

95.65
122.44
103.65

2.16
2 16

1. 95
2. 88
2.87

2.68
3.11
3.09

3.46
3.44
3.44

2. 68
4. 27
4.12

9. 57
6. 09
6.42

6.4R
6. 24

7. 83
9. 62
8. 88

7. 34
Ill. 38
11.11

1.2.19
4. 25
9.81

............ ............
................ .................

. 05 ................
.04 ..................

6.~7

................. . ................ .................. .................. . ................
................... .. .............. .................. ................... .. ..................

.84

.98

1. 33

1.47

1. 65

3.47

2.19
2.16

2.46
2.38

1. 54
2.37
2.33

1.52
l. 64
1.63

1.98

2. 77
2. 77

1. 97
.21
.30

. 33
.13
.15

1.32

• 75

18.52
4.50

4.09

8.41

25.64

18.52

2. 32

2. 41

2. 29

2.

()~

1.15
. 68

16.85 ··•••••••
5.76 ........ .

. 29
. 12
. 13

. 21
.18

.04
. 02

. 71 ...•.•••.
.24 ........ .

• 77

l. 26

l. 05
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TABLE

XXI.-Showing the relation of certain specified diseases to
[Annual rates for the period of three
Nativities.

Names of diseases.

Total.

.American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

Cerebro-spinal fever.

Adngffis~~~: :_-------- -· •...... I
Enlisted men .....•...... ,.

N on~~!~~i~r~~~s·s· :... · ·- ...... -

Officers .... -- ............
Enlisted men ........... .
Dea£-~ost~L . -- - - - . -- ... · .. · · · · ·
1
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ........... .
Total. .................. ..

.23
. 06
. 07

. 24 ...............................................................................
. 07 ---·······-- ............
.39 ........... .
! 38 .......... ..
.09 ............ ............

. 001
.004
. 004

. 001 .... -- .• . . -.. - .....••••..•..• -.---- ........... -.

. 16
. 03
• 04

.17 ........................ ------------ .......... ..
.04 ------------ ............ ········---- .......... ..
.06 .............................................. ..

.43
.40

.58
. 53

.12 ........... .
.11 ........... .

1. 57
1. 54

. 01
. 01

.02
.02

. 003 .......... ..
.003 .......... ..

.02
. 02

.46
1. 04
1. 00

1. 21

.

:~~1 :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

i

:~~ ::::::::::::[

Chicken pox.
Admissions:
Enlisted men .......... ..
Total. .... -- ............ ..
N oneffectiveness:
Enlisted men .......... ..
Total. ................... .
Deng~te.

Admissions:
Officers ................. .
En lis ted men .......... ..
TotaL ................... .
N one:ffectiveness:
Officers .... -- .... -- .... ..
Enlisted men .......... ..
Total. ................... .

.94
. 90

.58
.57

1. 23

1. 22

2. 72
2. 69

2. 35
2.32

. 01
. 02
.02

:~~ ··· · ·· ··: oi · ··· · · · · ·: o3 · ·· ·· · · ··: o7 · · -·-· · ~: o7-

.46
. 28
. 29

:ig ...... ··: 23" .... -···:25' :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
. 31

. 23

. 24 ....................... -

. 01
.01
. 01

. 01
. 01
.01

. 01
. 01

. 002 .. ---.-- ... - ........ -.. . 002 ......... -- - ----- ..... ..

• 02

• 01

• 03

. 06 .

. 07

Diphtheria.
Admissions:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ........... .
Total. ................... .
N oneffect.iveness:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ........ __ ..
Total. ..................•.
Deaths:
Enlisted men ... .. ..... ..
TotaL .................. ..

.11

.01
. • 01

.10

Enteric fever.
Admissions:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men .......... __
Total .................... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ................ ..
Enlisted men ........... .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men .......... __
TotaL ................... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ........... .

3. 91
5.11
5.06

4.12
. 4.84
4. 78

1.14
. 76
• 78

1. 20

.31
. 49
.47
.03

. 70
. 74

5. 21
5.15

5. 52
5.50

4.67
4.61

8. 62
8.49

. 80
. 79

. 89
. 89

. 68
.67

1. 35
1. 33

. 33~------.---- . . ----------- ---- ................. --. 49
. 85
. 45 ... - -- .... - . .. ....... - ..

::: --------~~~- --···---~~~- :~~~~~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~::::

Influenza.
Admissions:
Officers ... ·............... .
Enlisted men .... __ .... ..
Total .................... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ..........•..
Total. •••••••.••••••••••••

152.32
1:J3. 03
124.81

150.84
128.79
130.80

88.89
124.48
124.12

282.05
108.74
109.56

193.54
122.95
123.80

4. 92
2.16
2.33

4.89
2.19
2.44

4. 26
2.45
2.47

5.47
1. 89
1. 90

5. 65
2. 38
2.42

. 31
.43
.42

. 33 ........................
.40
. 95
.94
.39

•

157.88
94.83
95.75
3.46
1. 84
1, 87

................... ...................... .......................
. 34
.71 ....................
.33

. 70

.................
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
nativities ancl lengths of service in ratios per 1,000 of their mean st?·cngth.
years ending December 31, 18!l2.]

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.
Scandinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French. Allother. Under 1.

1 and
over .

• 23
. 04
.05
. 001
. 001
. 001
.16
.02
.03

. 73
. 73

1. 67

1. 72

1.41

1. 63

1. 55

1.71

1.40

1.54

. 02
.02

. 05
. 04

.12
.12

.01
. 01

-: o5

-05

1. 63
1. 62

1.19
1.18

. 24
. 22

. 04
. 04

.04
. 04

.01
.01

3. 68 . --------3.57 ----------

1.12

1.11

.47
1.02
. 98

. 04
.04 - - - - ------

. 03
.03

. 01
.02
.02

-

1.72 ------ ·----1. 71 ------------

3.09 ---------- ---------3.08 ---- .. ---- ---- •. - ...

.44
.44

.47
. 24
. 26

. 10 ----- ...... .
.10 .........•..

.08 ... .. ....... . .••. . ..
.08 .......... ···••····.

. 01
. 01

.01

. 01

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

. 01
.02
.02

8. 75
8. 72

3.34
3.27

5.16
5.13

4.23
4. 21

10.82
10.77

7.35
7.14

3. 26
3.24

12.20
8. 23
8.26

3. 75
4. 36
4.32

1.10
1. 09

.58
.56

. 78
. 78

. 51
. 50

1. 54

. 99
.96

2. 20
.48
.4.7

1.19

1.12
. 65
. 68

1. 53

1. 20

. 32
. 25
. 26
.02

750.00
111. 52
113.37

214.28
93.64
!l6.41

250.00
99.83
100.85

50(). 00
100.00
lOl. 13

333.33
120.55
121.54

125.00
12l. 33
121.42

222.22
97.07
97.97

48.78
150.10
149.49

154.30
116.26
119.05

36.95
1. 76
1. 86

8. so
l. 68
1~ R4

9. 58
2. 27
2. 32

9. 59
1. 44
1. 46

1. 82
2; 26
2. 26

. 68
1. 54
1. 52

2. 13
2. 00
2. 00

1. 24

4. 99
2. 02
2. 24

2. 71
2. 70

::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::t::::::::::1:::::::::J: : : : : - - - -:~W.A.R

93-VOL I--39

.32
.46

.45

I
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TABLE

XXI.-The 1·elation of ce1'tain specified diBeasetNatiYitit>s.

Names of diseases.

Total.
American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

MeaoleM .

.Admissions :
Officers ...........•....•..
Enlisted. men ............ .
Total. .................•..
N oneffectivimess:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

1.15
6. 27
5.95

~: i~
8. 45

·······i: o4 · · ·· · · · ·i: 6o · · ·· · · · ·i: 95· ·······2:35·
1. 03

1. 59

L 92

2. 32

.03
.03

.06
. 06

.14
.14

• 05
• 05

.13
.26

.14

. 25

• 36

1.15
3. 34

1. 21

3. 21

4.38

. 93
• 92

. 86
• 85

.11
.11

. 04

.04
.15
.14

. 03
.03

.46
. 24

.48
.17

. 25

• 20

. 23
. 23

.03
. 02
. 02

.04
.01
.01

. 02
.02

. 03
.03

.03 ........... .
. 03 . ···········

.10
.10

.15
.13

.01
. 01

. 01
.01

.02
. 02

.02
• 02

. 38

Mtt1nps •

.Admissions :
Officers .......••..... , ... .
Enlisted men ............ .
'l'otal. ................... .
Non effectiveness :
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .............. : .... .

4. 70

.......................................................
. 77

. 78

4. 70
4. 63

. v3

.03

.01
. 01

.16
.16

. 25

. 39

. 24

. 38

Scarlet fever.

Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL .............••••...
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .........•..•......
Enlisted men ........... ~
Total. .......... _......... .
Smallpox •

.Admissions :
Enlisted men ........••...
Total. ..................•.
Noneffectiveness;
Enlisted men ..... -~ ..... .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total ................•••..

: :. ;.•.:: :. j.:~;~ ·~:: .•

-~;;~~~~~~~:I ~ ~;:: ~. ~

VaTioloid.

Admissions :
Enlisted men .......•••••.
Total. ................... .
N oneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ..............•...•.

. 03
. 03

.251···· .. ······ ........... .

. 001
. 001

.01 .....·....... !.......... ..
.01 ....................... .

.24 ...................... ..

Whooping cough.

Admissions:
Enlisted men ..•...•...•..
Total. ...........••••...•.
Noneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ... , ........ .
Total .................... .

.19
.18

. 22
. 20

. 23

. 23

• 01
. 01

• 01
.01

• 01
.01

1. 61
1. 89
1.87

1. 79

:~~ ::::::::::::r::::::::::::
:g; ::::::::::::I::::::::::::

Jf1·ysipelas.

Admissions:
Officers .........••••••....
Enlisted men ..........•..
Total. ...........••.......
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ........ _... .
Deafh0st~l. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·J
Officers ...................
Enlisted men ..........••.
Total ..........•..•...••.. 1

. 20
. 09

.09
.16
. 04

.05

1. 6!)
1. 78

:~~

3. 01
2. 98

1. 72
1.71

1.17
1.15

2. 35
2. 32

........:~r ········:-~f ········:zn·······jr
I

.17 ···•••···••• .................................. ..

1

······1············1'
.08 I............................................... .
. 07 ..••••••••••..••••••••.. ·····•
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
to 11 ativitic8 ancl lengths of se1-rice, etc.-Continued.

I Lengthyears
of service-.

Nativities.

. . ,---------------,-------Sca~dlllit·
l Scotcl1.
Swiss.
Aust1·ian.
VI::tn.

~---- - ----- -

Danish.

I

All
others.

:French.

--- -

Under

1. 1 1over.
:mel

--- -

~-

······ ..... - --.- ....... - ---.- .................. - ...... -- '- - -.. . ----- .. -.----- ....... ----- I
3. 64
3. 44
1. 41
3. on
a. 68 1 1. 63
20. 76 I
. __ . . . . . . . . .

3. 63 . . .. .. .. . .. .

3. 42

}. 40

3. 08

3. fo7

1. 62

20. 6-1,

I

-- -1.17
:!.

I

1

_

I

........ :o9 ·1:::::: :::: :: ...... -.:i6- -.... ---: o7- ...... -: i5 ..... . -: o7 ....... :oi- ..... -: 8,3. !
. 09 ---.........

. 16

. 07

·.... ·T~r ::::: ::::::: :::::: :::::: ~ :

1

. 15

. 07

. 04

. 8±

E~~ - ~ :::::::::: ,.·····:· ~~ -,-····f ~~ -,
I

:

n

. 11

I

::::::::::: · · · · · ·

6!

2. 53

1

I

1. 17
1. 97

l.!H
. 04
. 07

.07

. 47

. 20
. 22
. 03
.01
. 01

. 07
.07
. 01
.00±
. 03
. 03

.04
.03
. 002
.002

.15
.15

• 20
.19

. 01
. 01

.01
.01

1. 64
1. 87
1. 86
. 21
. 08
• 0!)
.lG
. 03

.05
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TABLE

XXI.- The 1·elation of certain speC'ijied disease11
Nativities.

Names of diseases.

Total.

American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Quinsy.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ....•.•...•..
Total .................... .
N oneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .

I Canadian.

I
.10
. 10

.10
. 09

. 23 ··-· ...•.. ·. 23 ...... •••...

. 39 1..... - ····-. 38 .......•....

. 003
. 002

. 003
. 003

. 006 - ..•.. - .. --.005 ---·-·······

. . 003 ,.---.--.-.-.003( .. ·-------

. 01 . -· ........ .
.01 -·--········

.11 ---··· ···----.- ....... -- ············
.10 .....•.................. 1• • • • • • • • • • • •

Tonsillitis.
Admissions :
Officers ........•..........
Enlistbd men ............ .
Total .................... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .

18.84
40.34
39.03

.41

19.13
42.97
40.80

22.22
31.24
31.14

25.64
35.96
35.91

• 39
• 61
• 59

1. 76
. 53
.55

.54
.54

1

. 59
. 58

..................... .......................
42.80
42.29

45.45
44.79

. 56 .................. ......................
.63
. 79
•78
. 63

Othe1· specific febrile and acute
infectio1ts diseases.
Admissions:
Officers .... .. ........... : ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

.46

.48

:~~ I

. su

.40

.12 ·-·--- ···--- ....... ---.- - .......... .
.11 .................................. ..

.01
. 004
. 0041

. 01
. 01
.01

. 001 .......... -- ...... ··--- ............ .
. 001 . -- ... - .. - .. - .................••..•.

82.25 1
83.47 .
83.39 1

78.93
89.23
88.30

177. 78
83.99
84.96

205.13
6~. 59
lla.'L7

64.52
87.16
86.89

52.63
78.37
78.76

3. 07
1. 45
1. 55

I

2. 55
]. 52
1. 61

17.15
].54
1. 70

29.G9
. 99
1.12

. 71
1. 53
1. 52

. 72
1. 36
1. 35

.03 I
. 02 '

.02
.02

I

BTonchitis.
Admissions :
Officers ..•................
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers .................. ·J
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ......... .

.18

Pulmonary phthisis.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
'l'otal. ................... .
Noneftectiveuess:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ...........•.•......
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

.11 ....................... ..................... .. ...................
.10

...................... ........................ ...................

I
1

• 22

.18

• 71 .•.•..••••••

I
2.07 1
3. 62
3. 53

2.1R
4. 04
3. 87

3. 35
3. 32

2. 09
2.08

2. 33
2. 31

4. 70
4. 63

1. 01
. 86
.87

1. 07
. 91
. 92

1. 04
1. 03

. 57
. 57

. 42
.41

. 77
.76

.63
. 62
. 62

.71
. 70

. 53
. 52

. 34
.33

1. 07
1. 05

. 72
. 70

1. 86

2. 01

1. 90

1. 23

• 36

3.58

2.07
3. 99
3.88

2.18 ........................
4. 62
2. 55
3. 68
4. 40
2. 52
3. ti6

. 66

Pneumonia and 1:esults.
Admissions :
Officers .............•.....
Enlisted men ............ .

Non~~-;~k~~~-~;;; ...•.... · · · -~
Officers ............••..••.
EI1liste<l men .....•.•..••.
Total ..........••••••..••.

.19
.38
.37

!......................
..
2. 72
2. 35
2. 69

2. 32

:~ 1-- - :~- ------ jf --- '''jj ----· ···::i·
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
to nativities and lengths of service, etc.-Continued.

Length of sen-iceyears.

Nativities.

Scandinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danh;h.

All
others.

French.

1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - -- - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - --

-

Under 1.

.07
. 07

: : : : : :·: : : : : : : : : :·: :·: : : : : ·: : : : :r::::::::1::::: ··,:::::::~:1
•••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• .•.... . .• . . . • .. •. . ..•••• .• • . . . . . . .••••• .•••••.••.

• COl

I
I
I
I
·-----55: 39 · ---- -- 3o~ iii· ··- ·-- 4i o3- · -----32:39- · -- --43.' 28 ·r·--·36:11-1--- -25.-29- · ---6i: o4 -1
55. 24
29.41
42.74
32. 30
43. OS l
35.72
25.10
GO. 67
1

· · · ·· · · ·: 87 · · · · ·· · · ·: 34 · · · · ·· -· ·:55· · · · ·· · · ·: 4o - ~ - · ·- · · ·:55-~- · · · · ·: 46- · · · · · ·: 35 · · · · ·· ·: !>4 ·
• 34

. 55

• 46

• 5J

. 4.5

. 35

. 93

:·::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::1: ::·:::::: :·::::::: :: ... ···:;;. 52
• Ol
. 01

.. .. .. .. • .. .
74. 35
74. 13

142. 85 ......................... --.- .. .. ..
90. 30
58. 52
46. 48
63. 37
91. 50
58. 12
46. 35
63. 07

] 25. 00
95. G9
96. 43

. . . .. . . .. . . .

3. 52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. 79

. 81

2. 79

4. 94

. 02

.. .~:·': : : :;:;;:: : : :~;;f::::: : . :. : : : .·;:: .: : : ::::::::.......
I
I

. 88

2. ::·

3. 27

3. 42

1. 40

3. 08

1--...... ..

. 01
. 003
.004

• 03
. 03
.20

2.11
3. 29
3.20
1. 03
. 85
. 86
.64
.59
.62

1. 70

.

....... 4.'37' ...... "3.'34" ...... '3.'44" """"""i.:4i" .... '"3:()9"1:: :::::::: .... '2:45' .. ""5.'64"
4. 36

.47
.16
. 21

2.12
1. 38
1. 51

7.14

1. 52 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .

.42
. 50
. 50

. 67

...... ·i:ilo· ..... ·--.-5o· .... ·--i:53. ::::::::::::\:::::::::.:: -- · ··2:37· · · ----:oz· .. ----:89.
. 55

19.20
35.15
33.99

3. 65

. ··• ... 6.' 56 ........ 6: 69"!" ...... 5:i6" :::::::::::: J::::: ::::::I"... ·1: 3s·j·. "'"'j2" ... ""4.' 97"

1. 89

. 02
. 02

82.89
79.12
79.41

::~::::::;;.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::' : : : : : . . ·:~.I
5. 13 . .. .. • .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .

. 003
. 003

48. 78
100. 77
100. 46

::: .......; 1: . ..J: :: .....::~. .... i: :: ... :~J. ...~: ;;_ ...:: ;~.1

6. 5:1,

.10

222. 22
69. 33
70. 44

1

6. 54

.11

I
I

I

• 87

1 and
over.

------1- - - -

········:~· ····· -::rl·······jr ········:~· ······:ii :::::::::: ··

2. 43

5. 60

Jrl···· :~I

2.11
3. 58
3. 47

.19
.34

.33
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X XI.-Thc relation o.f certain spccUicd diseases

------~-Names of disease~;.

1

Total.

-

Nativities.

-·----,--- - - - , - - American
Irish.
German. I English. Canadian.
1

j_ _ 1
,

u.s.

Pneumt-nia and results-Cont.
Deatl1s:
Officers . ................. .
Enlisted men .... . ....... .
Total. ..... ... ... . ..... . . .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... ..

I

. 7!)
. 62
. 64

•

. 83 ....... . .............................••.........
.55
.74
.67
1.07
.72

::: 1········:73 ......:'" .....':"' .......:'".

. 01

Pleu1·itis and results.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ....•........
TotaL .. . .... . ........... .
N on~~!~~~~-e_s_s_
I
Enlisted men ............. I
Total. .................... !
Deaths:
I
Enlisted men ............. I
TotaL .................... !
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .
=. • . . • . . • • • . . .

I

2. ::l9

1. !)4
2. 32 I

2.15

2. 29

. 29
.13
.13

. 27
.14
.15

. 05
.05

.07
.06

.07

.07

4. 59
5. 33
5. 28

4. 36
5. 54
5. 44

11.11
4. 40
4.47

5. 28
5. 25

3. 50
3. 46

52.63 1
5.49
6.18

.65
.57
.57

. 66
.60
.60

. 61
. 49
.49

. 62
.62

. 37
.37

4. 03
. 56
. 61

.11

.11
.11

2. 07

11.11 ....... . .......................... ..
3. 12
]. 23
2. 33
. 78
3. 21
1. 22
2. 31
. 77
1

: i~
. 12

[·-······: io- ········:os - ~ - ·······: 23·
. 10

. o8

1

. 2s 1

.11
.10
.11 .......... ..

• 72

Rheumatic fever.
Admissions:
Officers . .. . .... . ......... .
Enlisted men _........... .
TotaL ................... .
Non effectiveness :
Officers ...... . ........... .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. ......... . ... - ~---·· ·
Deaths:
I
Enlisted men ........... ..
'l'otal. .................. . .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

• 03
.02

/

.10

.11

. 07

.07

47.32
52.57
52.25

45.52
53.69
52.95

111.11
54.26
54.85

25.64
52.04
51.91

64.52
45.53
45.75

52.63
53.29
53.28

2. 55
1.73
1. 78

2.40
1, 75
1. 81

6. 08
2.01
2.05

. 98
1. 67
1. 66

16.51
1. 23
1. 41

1. 61
1. 59

.76

.64

.95

1.23

................

20.22
19.14
19.20

19.61
19.78
19.76

66.67
21.52
21.98

..............

32.26
12.84
13.07

"""ii32'1

2.17
1. 37
1. 41

1. 97
1.45
1. 50

'Ut
1·· ....1.;:so·
1. 61
29

10.24

.............

Myalgia and muscula1· rheumatism.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. .................. ..
Discharges :
Enlisted men .......•..•..

Other rheumatisms.
Admissions:
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ...... . ........... .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .................... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ............ .

.48

2.15

'

.88 j

1!), 27
19.18

. 73
. 85

. 86

1.06

.90

1. 07

69.49
79. Ol

188.89
80.17
~1. 2~

25.64
70.58
76-34

96.78
61.87
~2. 29

18.04
4.00
4.15

. 98
3. 5!)
3. 58

13.13
. 76
. 75

..............

Total1·heumatism.
Admissions:
·· ' Officers .................. .
Enlisted men .......... : .. I
TotaL .............. : : .:: .I
N oneffective:pe§~;
!
Officers ................... '
~nli!lt~flmep ....... ::: ~;!

q:Qtal .. ~- ..•..............

72.14
76.97
76.74

g: ~~

S. 77

7~.15

I
1

~-

02

3. 80
3. 91

~().

75
2.34
2. 63

105.26
72.10
72.59
4.4~

2.9'
2.95
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SURGEON -GENERAl,.
to nativities aud len[Jfh.s of scruice, ctc.-Contiuncd.

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.

Sca~dina~
v1an.

Scotcl1

'

Swiss.

.Austrian.

Danish.

.All

IFrench. I other.

1 and

Under 1.

over.

I
····•······· ........................................ .. ............... !................... .
2. 00 .. --- ...... . -.... - ....... --.-.......

1. 41 . - •...... - ' - --- .... --

. 80
. 58
.60

. 81

. 02

2.11
2.25
2. 24

::::::~::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::i::::::::::::l~~~--~--~~~~-_1:::::::::: ::::.:::::1
9.48
9.45

3.34
3. 27

10.33
10.26

2. 82
2.81

................................................... .

. 89
. 88

. 30
. 29

. 42
. 42 .

. 09
. 09

6.18
6.15

3.68
3.57

..................

. 50
. 49

. 11
.11

4.08
4.05
.

........ 1

. 33 i
. 33

. 29
.12
.13
.14
.13

.03
.03

.20

.03

12.20
7. 79
7.81

4. 45
4. 71
4. 70

. 27
. 87
. 81

. 66
.49
. 50
.03
.03

.67 ............ ·••••••••••· .......................................... .

...................

142.85
36.79
39.22

250.00
53.36
54.70

. ................... ...................

....................

3. 72
.83
.89

2. 74
2.79
2. 79

................. . ... .. ..................

39.36
39.25
1. 89
1. 88
.67

49.29
49.16
1. 37
1.37

............... .............. .................

44.82
44.61
1.19
1.19

125. 00
36.77
39.29
3:

52.20
51.82

~g ..... i:is·I

·"[
2.82 ••••••••••

1.17
.75 1

. 20

.03

12.20
41,53
41.35

48.00
55.33
54.80

. 37
1.14
1.14
.34

I

2. 59
1. 88
1. 93
.87

I

.............................................................................................................................................................
16.04
15.99

8. 36
8. 17

22.37
22.22

23.94
23.87

15. 56
15. 38

7. 35
7.14

8.16
8.10

16.17
16.07

............................................................................................................................................................................
1. 01

•"

1:: .......:~~-

2. ,.

::::

2. 53

. 53 1

• 06

:::. 1·------:~~r-···:06 ...... :~:.

···---~:~ 1l!~ '~:H ·--·-·inr ····-i.nrl 1~~
······1~~-

t~g

t~~

. "'

:i:M

1. 15

1:::

!!:~

...... I~f ..... 1~rl 3:~~ t~~ ~:n
•

20.60
19.88
19.94
2.22
1. 42
1. 48
. 90

73.05
79.92
79.43
5.47
3. 78
3 91
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'l'ADLE

XXl.-The 1·elation of certain SJJecijied diseases

-----·--------,.--------------------------------Natidties.
Names of diseases.

1----.---------,-·-----·---·

1

- - - - - - -- - I

Total.

.A.mu~is~n I

Irish.

_I

I

German.

I

English.

Canadian.

1 _ _ _ _ 1

I

Totalrheumatism- Continucd.

I

Deaths:
Enlisted men ........ - ... .
Total. ................... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... ..

. 03
, 02

eM·--·----··

.................

. 11
.10
2.01

. 11 I ...................... ..

2: :: 1-- --- -- ~~ ~~ · ·--- -- -~~ ~~ ·

1.71

1. 57

,69 I
2. 30 I
2. 20

• 73
2. 52
2. 35

··· ·nr ······1~-~i ····r:if ···till

.38
.20
. 21

. 40
. 21
. 23

........:::.,........:::........::: i..... ·,::

1. 03

1.041

I

Hernia .
.Admissions~

Officers ...................
Enlisted men ............ .

Non~~!~li~~~~~~;-·· ···· ··- · · '

1

Officers ................. .. 1
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ........•........•..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

•
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

to nativities and lengths of sel'vice, etc.-Continued.

.
L!3ngth of serviceyears.

Nativities.
Scandinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

Under.1

1 and

over.

1-----1----- -----1-----1----· - - - - - - - - -----(----

- - ·;:; : : : : : :r--- - --- -;:; · - - - ;:; : : : :J-----:;;------;:;;·

............ ···········- i·-·········· ....................... ·········· ................... .

;:~;-

I

1

·······r!rl:::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::

::::::::::::

·····Tgf :::::::::: ---·-r~r ----t~r

······-jr :::::::::::: ,.----··-:gr
~
::::::::::::- ··· :if:::::::::
• 67 ...••..• -...

1

.

1. 57 . . . • • • . . • • . .

2. 82

•

3. 37

··jrr····-::!
I

2. 24

i

1. 49

.03
.03

1.80

. 70
2.25
2.13

. 38
.19
. 21
.92
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XXII.-NnmbeT of applicants .for enlistment e.ramincd dnl'inr; the year 1892, with
the 1wmbo?' accepfcr1, l'ejcctcd on primary examination, ancl dculinul, ancl 1·atios 11CI'
thousand.

TABLE

White.

Indians.•·

Colored.

R t'
Num- pera 1:~~0 Number. ·white ex- ber.
1 amined.

I

Ra1.ios

Pc~;1:~~0
examined.

Total.

Ratios

Number.

~~d.t~~oso

Ratios
per 1,000
ex:amined.

Number.

examined.

- - - - - - - - ---1---,---- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Examined . . ....•.......... 22, 692
Aeoopt•d ..••••••••••...••
8, 555
Rejected . .................. 13,366
Declined .. .................
771

·1

1, 000
377
581)
34

2,107
833
1, 201
73

1, 000
395
570
35

213
197
15
1

1, 000
925
70
5

25, 012
9, 585
14, 582
845

1, 000
383
583
34

*Including only applicants for enlistment as soldiers for the regular term of five years. In addition
to these, 179 Indian ::tpplicants for enlistment as scouts were examined , of whom 177 were accepted
and 2 were rejected.
TABLE

XXIII.-Causes of ?'ejection a·rnong 25,012 ?'ecruits examined during the yem· 1892,
with coJTesponding mtios pe1· 1,000 of each 1·ace examined.
·white, 22,692.

Number examined .....•.••.••..••.

Colored, 2,107.

Causes of rej ection.

- - - - - -- - -- -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Malarial diseases ................. .
4
.18
4
Enthetic diselj,Ses .... . ............ .
335
14.76
13
322
101
2
103
48.88
Dietic diseases ......... . .......... .
15.33
348
7
348
7
3. 32
Constitutional diseases ........... .
23
1. 01
22
5
5
:!. 37
Developmental diseases ........... .
1, 009
44.46
994
96
2
98
40.51
Pa~asitic diseases ................. .
17
.75
17
4
4
1. 90
Diseases of the nervous system .. .
70
3. 08
56
14
16
7.59
Diseases of the eye ............... . 1, 985
2, 003
88.27
136
136
64.54
Diseases of the ear ............... .
214
9. 43
4
1. 90
203
3
3
.13
3
Diseases of the nose .............. - ~
Diseases of the respiratory system.
50
2. 20
3
3
47
1. 42
3 -------Diseases of the circulatory system.
552
24.33
33
519
48
48
22.78
Diseases of the digestive system ..
770
25
33.93
63
4
745
31.80
67
Diseases of the lymphatic system.
8
8
. 35
2
. 95
2

-----~rl

iii

D~~:~~~ ~-f-~~~-~~~~~~--~~~~~~- ~:~.- _
Diseases of the locomotor system .. 1

D~~:~~~ ~~-~~~-i~~~~~~~~t-~1:~ ~~~·. 1
Results of injuries .... - ........ ..

t!Y!l~~:HHH~/.::.:

Over weight and obesity .......... .

:g~~:~ ':i~~~~~~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~:·:::: ::::::::

905
409 1

40.94
18.33

59 ...•.• -63

59
63

28.00
29.90

5. 68
0. 21
22.74
4.32
34. 90
.88
7. 23
4.41
33.36
20.76
. 79
23.40

1
7
17 ...... ..
38
23
46
10
20
9
18
48
3
10

8

i-

129
141
!H6
98
792
20
164
100
757
471
18
531

17
38
23
47
10
20
lJ
18
48
3
10

3. 80
8. 07
18.03
10.92
22.31
4. 75
9.49
4. 27
8. 54
22.78
1. 42
4. 75

- 12

231

10.18

45

48

22.78

7

5
9
--- .... .
--- .. - -.
-43
...... ..
...... ------- ..
1

124
132
516
98
749
20
164
100
756
4(j9

Illiteracy ........................ ..
5~~
Imperfect knowledge of English ..
Married, or having dependent relatives ..................... . ..... .
219
Discharged for disability or by order....... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
15
Det!!erters and ex-convicts..........
27
Moral depravity . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .
150
Cbaracterbadanddoubtful. .......
235
General unfitness and unelassified. ~457

929
416

24 -

2
-- -- --

1

24
39
1. 72 . .. .. . ..
4
4
1. 90
21
48
2.12
2
3
5
2. 37
1
151
6. 65
8 .. .. .. ..
8
3. 80
9
244
10.75
16
1
17
8.07
4_ 2~ ~- 45 _ ~~ __ __:_ _279 . 132. 42

_ _

I
1

4-ggregate . .' ........ ~...... .. 13, 366

?96

J

~3, 662

i

002, 06 1 1, 201

26

l, ?27

I 582, 34

•
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XXITT.-Ca.u8CR n.f u;jcclion amoll!/ :'Yi, OU recruits c.xaminNl d11ring the .'fNII' L'J'[U,
11•itlt corrtJspondiug ral·ios per 1,000 of each rar·c c.ramiucd--ContinnPd.

TABLE

0

<t>l'l

....

s

p..

~---

~.-S

't:l't:l~

~;~

of rejection.

...al

~ h::i

1'1'
0
....

Cau~es

- - - - --'l'ot.al, 23,012.
- - - - -1'1 h ..
§~::i 0 H.S

lllllian, 213.

Number examined ................ .

0

... ;s

~-§-~

"a?~<i

a$<:>"'
·,-,<:;) io'i

.;g

~

8

<J;>rnc;,

~

rg~~

roo
oo

Q;).-'1"""1

~rl
~

p..

wg

.-o't:ll'l
<l.l;::l"'"'

oo

t>g~
~-B·s .:¥,ali-~

]

~

E-!

-~~ell

cO

0

...al

~1;!

~.-S

<t>rnc;>

:;: ,...r
~

0

~

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Malarial diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
4
4
Entheticdiseases .•................ 1······4·
4 1j 18.78
427
15
442
Dietic diseases ..................... I _ • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . . .
:155
355
Constitutional diseases . . . . . . . . . . . .
I
. . 1• • • I
2;
1
28
Devel~J:lme_ntaldiseases .......... . ·······i· :::::::::···· i' i 4."60. 1.t!lt
17
1,108
Parasitic diseases ................... . .............. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21
21
16
D~seases of the nervous system ...
1 . . . . . . . . !.......
70
86
18
2,140
D~seasesoft.he eye................
1 ········ [
1 : 4.69
2,122
DH1eases of the ear ................ 1• • • • • . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • I . . . . . . . .
206
12
218

'~
---

.16
17.67
14.19
1.12
44.30
. 84

::::::::.

·

·j·.......

1

·I·.......

1

~~~::::: ~~ !~: ~~~~i~~~~y: ~y~t~;l~:~ -- .... 3. ::::::: :j·-.--- 3·i·. i4." 68.

Diseases of the circulatory system.
Diseases of the digestive system . .
Diseases of t-he lymphatic system .
Diseases of the genito-urinary sys-

·r

1 .....••
1 ... . . . ..

_

1 1 1

.......................

1

3
33 1

--~~.

3
56
601
838
10

!l6c!
473

24
7

988
480

39.50
19.19

131
150
55-l
121
795
30
184
109
774
517
21
540

6

137
159
554
121
839
30
184
109
775
519
21
541

5.48
6. 36
22.15
4. 81

3
53
568

4. 69
4. 60

8~~

1• . . . . • . .

3.44
85.55
8. 72
.12
2.24
24.03
33.50
.40

.• -

I

nf:~~~; ~f-th"a" i~~~~;~t~~-~;-~ie;~:: . -- ... i. :::::::: . -... -i ... "4." 69'

Diseases of the in·~egumcntary system ............................................................ ..
Resultsofinjuries.................
1 ........
1 I 4.69
Over age ......•.......•.......................... _...... _..
t ••••••••

~m~it~~·:·b~ity~ ~ ~ :\:\:~:•:•: : 1:\:;:\\•:•••:: ·~

:1:••: ••

9

44

1
2

33.54

1. 20
7. 36
4. 36
30.98
20.75
. 84
21.63

Imperfect knowledge of English .................................. .
Married, or having dependent relatives ..................................... _____ . . . .............. .
15
279
264
11.15
Discharged for disability or by order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 [
28
43
1. 72
Deserters and ex-convicts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29
24
53
2. 12
Moralclepravity ...................................
158
1
159
6.31i
Character bad and doubtful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251
10
261
10. 43
General unfitness and unclassified.
2 ...... ..
2
9. 39
2, 736
6
2, 742
109.63
_..
Aggregate ................... - - 15-15- ~ - i4,582_1 _ _
322l4,904 595.87
........

........

==

1

1

TABLE

XXIV.-Nativity of recru·its awepted du1··ing the yea1· 1892, with mtios per thousand cwcepted.

..
Nativity.

White.

Indian.

Colored .

~

~

<l)
Ratios
Ratios
.:;)
per 1,000
per 1,000
~ accepted.
accepted.
- -- - - - - - - <l)

.0

s~

z

z

~

Ratios
per 1,000
accepted.

al

.:;)

s
z
~

Total.

...:
Q)

Ratios
per 1,000
accepted.

'S:::!
z

~=~~:~~~~~~~~~~:~:~~:~~~:~
5,~~
5~~:!~
·---~~~- ----~~:~~- ----~~~-1----~~:~~- 6,:~~53
Scotland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53
5. 54 . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wales. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland .......... -. ---- . - . .
Canada....................
Other British possessions..
}?ranee....................

9
897
215
8
21

Denmark..................
Norway and Iceland . . . . . .
Sweden....................
Germany..................
Switzerland...............

96
67
153
880
72

~~w!~d::~~:~::::~::::~:::

1~

f~!lET~~::::;:~~: ~

. 94
93. 58
22.43
. 83
2.19

1:~~

10.02
6. 99
15. 96
91.81
7.51

71

Total................

8, 555

. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .
........
. . . .. . . .
........

.. .. . . . . . .
... . . . . . . .
..........
... •. . . . . .
..........

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. . . .. •. . .......... . . . . . . . . ..........
..•. , . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..•.....................•. I..........
..•............... ·······- ~ ·-········
........... .. ............. ········:·

9
897
218
8
21

1~

7.<1 .•...

892. 54

--~ ···7· ~--~73· :::::::: :~~~::::~
833

J

86. 91

197 \

20. 55

6:~::~
5. 54
. 94
93. 58
22.74
. 83
2.19

1:n

96
67
153
880
72

10.02
6. 99
15. 96
91.81
7.51

71

7.41

9, 5ll5

1, ooo. oo

!i! : : :·+·········
: : ·: :~········!··········
::: ·:.: : : i! I

I
~\~!r·~~~~t~i~~::::~::~:::: __[ _j_J~

Russia.....................

. . . .. . . . ... . .. . . . .
........ ..........
.31
. . •.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........ ..........

~~-

i:~

~::~
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TABLE

XXV.-.ilverage height, weight and chest measu?'e of 9,585

Age.

16 --------··· ................•...••.....
17 .•.•...•••.....•... - .......... . - . ... •.
18 ..•.•. ------ ............... -- .. -- .. - ..
19 ••••...•..••.... ··········•···········
Under 20 (average 18.2) ..•.......
20 .......••......................••..... 1==:==1===1===:===1====:====1==1
21. ········· ...••............•...•....•.
22 ····•••··••··•········ .....•.........
23 ............... ···············•·······
24 ..•..........•..•••...................
20 to 24 (average 21.9) ..........•.
25 ··•··•···•···•••···· ......••........•.
26 ·······················-~·-··········
27 ..•..........•........................
~8

1==1===1===1==='====1====<====1===1

••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•••••••••••.

29 ......... ····•······· ..............•..
25 to 29 (average 26.7) .......•••..

1=====1===1====1====1=====1=====1=====1====1

30 ······•··••··•··•·········•······•·•··
31 ..................................... .
32 ..................................... .
33 -------·-···················---------34 ....... ·.............................. .
30 to 34 (average 31.8) ........... ,
35
36
37
38
39

..................................... .
.............................. -....... .
..................................... .
.....•..•..•....•..•...•..........•...
·•····•·•····••··············•··••····

l------l----:-----l-----l------1-------·l-----r-----!
1====1===1====1===1====1====1==~==1===1

35 to 39 (average 36.8) .....••..•.. l===l===l===l===l===::=====l===:===l
40 to 49 (average 43 1) ...•••••••..
50 and over (average 51 1i ...... .

1====1====1====1====1=====1·======1======1====1
67.26
68.30
833
197 9,585
67.42

Average25.39 .................... 8,555
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accepted rlttl'ing the yem·1892 (white, 8,555 j colo1·ed, 833 j Indian, 197).

- --

Average weight (in pounds).

Average chest measure (in inches).
I

White.
White. Colored. Indian. Total.

131. 00
132. 50
139. 36
137. 92

134. 33
138. 75
136. 25
139.19

·- -·- - -

129.25
131.46
135.89
139.05

Colored.

Indian.

31. "
31. 96
32. 79
33. 40

... 71
3!. 68
35. 65
30. 29

I

30. "'
33. 50
32. 98
33. 13

,_ ,,
36. 50
35. 48
35. 77

I

30.,.
31. 81
32. 06
32. 42

I=

137.82

136.54

32.95

35.81

33.00

35.58

138. 31
1H.90
146.02
148.26
149.10

139. 00
143. 05
144.59
150. 36
152.80

138. 95
14~. 33
145.29
146.26
146.58

33.29
33.78
34.21
34.31
34.30

36.13
36.64
37.07
37.19
37.21

33.65
33.94
34.06
34.36
34.49

35.90
36.50
36.53
36.90
37.13

143.86

146.06

145.28

144.06

34.01

36.88

"34:101

146.38
146.18
146. 70
146.32
146.44

146.96
150.85
153.24
145.97
146.43

145.10
156. 29
149.14
156.73
]51. 86

146.40
140.85
147. 32
146.68
146. 55

34.31
34.43
34.46
34.41
34.50

37.26
37.29
37.40
37.32
37.40

33.93
34.30
34.42
34.04
33.70

36. i9
36.91
36.93
R6. 60
36.88

~~: ~~~

149.36

152. 24

i 146:77

34.42

37.32

34.15

36.78

34.40

150.24
1!50. 85
145.96
150.98
t47. 85

155.27
148.97
144.67
160.77
155.60

146.43
140.00
152.00
161. 50

150.57
150.54
145. 89
151.91
149.02

34.60
34.60
34.49
34.88
34.49

37.62
37.59
37.72
37.73
37.41

33.97
34.24
33.69
34.79
34.62

36.78
36.81
36.71
37.44
37.07

34.07
34.50
35.50
36.75

...........

149.38

151.90

34.62

37.63

34.23

36.92

34.79

138.99
142.09
145.24
145.99
146.28

- - - - - - - - - - - - ========= =======:::;:

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - ========::c.

146.39

---

------

----·--·

14~. 33 1 149. 68

,._ 00
34. 56
35. 52
35. 31

31.77
32.01
32.76
33.31

34.45
34.75
35.64
36.19

-----------------

137.85

136.37
---

Total.

Expi-~ In•pi-~ Expi-~ ln•pi- Expi-~ In•pl- Expi-~ In•pi·
ration. ration. ration. ration .• ration. ration. ration. ration.

-----128.54
129.22
135.71
139.11

I

32.04

35.04

32.01
33.51
33.80
34.43
U3. 60

36.41
36.78
36.93
37.64
36.03

36. 64 133~
=====-==== -=::::::::::::==:::::::= ====.::::::=:=::
34.82
34.05
34.32

- - - - -·-- -- -

32.89

35.74

---- 33.30
33.79
34.19
34.31
34.30

36.13
36.63
37.02
37.18
37.20

- -- -- -

,

36.03

34.01

36.86

36.80
38.04
37.71
38.05
38.00

34.26
34.42·
34.46
34.39
34.45
__:_

37.19
37.26
37.36
37.28
37.38

34. 39

37.28

___,_
37.72

====~-=====

------ - - -·----

36.75
37.00
38.00
39.50
.........

34.51
34.55
34.41
34.90
34.51

37.44 134~

37.49
37.48
37.61
37.73
37.36

--

37.54

~=========

144.21
151.01
152.38
151.96
151.71

147.55 154. 00
149.90 -------·
147.67 147. 00
147. 75 165. 00
147.50 ...........

140.94

148.17

150.19
152.95
145.07

------

144.98
150.87
151.70
151.63
151. 38

so .

34.17
34.82
34.71
34.88
34.96

37.03
37.74
37.60
37.70
37.77

""--1"-"

154.93 167. 00 150.83
152.80 ...... . . 1 152.

34.
34.92
35.16

148.08

34.17

]46. 04 1 145.35

i:l5. 68
i:l5.00
37.83
36.50 ......... ...........
35.89
37.50
35.50
36.34
i:l5. 75
3'7. 75
ao. 38 ·····--· ..........

34.09
34.71
34.56
34.75
34.88

36.89
37.58
37.38
37.53
37.66

------- 37.75

34 56

37.37

38.00

37."

===I=
oo
5~

34.91
35.15

37.73
37.62

37.06

34. 121 36. 70 1 33. 64

36.80

34.16

37.02

"I
==·====I=
15<. 80 ] 149.

33.30
33.98
33.44
33.72
33.88

37. 78

33. 63J3o:UJ 35.25

34. 83
_ 35.

1

37. 36
35. 00
37.
______ .:...:.
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TABLE

XXVI.-Occ11pations of 9,585 1'CC1'Uits accepted during tlle yem· 1892.
Occupation.
-· - - - - - - - - - - -

Professional and commercial:

~}~~~;f~fsn:::::: :::::: :: :: :: :::::: :: ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::: :::::::: :::

~

::::::::: : ::::::::::

Auctioneer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N ews]Japer men . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Civil engineers and smTcyors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assayer. ..... ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .
Actors.....................................................
Property man.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Artists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Draftsinen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stenographers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Typewriters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bookkeepers.......................................... . ....
Hotel clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shipping clerk...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
6
8
1
2
1
2
4
7
2
52
3
1
373

................... .
. .................. .
................... .
................... .
................... .
................... .
................... .
................... .
................... .
................... .
......... . ......... .
................... .
................... .
3
1

[;~~i~~~;,;.li~ •i:: •: ~ ••-•••-:i:•:: : :•::-- ii-:::::• '! I:••:•: ••• : : : :

M~~~:~1s~~:~~::::: ::: :_: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20~36 1!::::::: ~~:3 :::::::
:~ :i
·--- ·· ·
---~

Salesmen and commercial drummers.......................

~~~f1~hoolh~'''i :~; :;: : : : : i\i•:·:::::l: ::::{:::::::: : : : :~:~

non;~::.,~~~.:v·:ko" in foo<l1 cmlu_''' '

.

.

.

I

103

I

1

•...••.

I

4
3
7
19

1
30
14
4

1
1
1
1
3
86
1
3
1
9

Workers in leather:

i

l

1
3
3

74
2
15
JG
1
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'fABLE

XXVI.-Occupations of 9,585 1'eCI'Uits accepted dm·ing tlw yeal' 189/J.-- Continued.

·------------1~'-~_h_i_te~·- l_c_o_I_or_e_d_. _r_n_d_i_an__. _T_'o_t_ai_.

____________________o_c_c_u _p _at_i_o_n_.________
Building trades-Continued.

~~~T::;::::•. :.·.•..•..:.;•.;••••.•·• •;::: ·:::: •I

Plasterers ................................................ .

l:!;~l\~~~ -:-: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::_ :_:_ ~ ~ ::~ ::::: ::: ::::::::::::::!

fJ!€~r··•••:::·•••·•···•·•••••·······•···•·•.·•·•••l

Gas-fitters ............................. ........ ........... - I
Pipe-fitters ............................................... .
Steam-fitters ............................................. .
Furnaceman .......•.......................................
Tiler ............. - - - - - . - ... - ... - - - - - . - - · · - - · · - - - · · - - · - - - ·
Fencemaker ...... ... ..................................... .

15 ................. ..
8 .................. ..
194
6
4
5
1 ........ ..
•7
1 ........ ..
2 .................. ..
182
4 ........ ..

15
8
204
6
8
2
186
1
8
3
1
35
8

~ ::::::::::~::::::::::

~ 1:::::::::: ::::::::::

35 ' · ........ - ......... .

j 1' ::::::::~: ::::::::::
1
1
1
1

2

.................. ..
.................. ..
................... .
.................. ..

~~:~f~f:,1on;~;;( .; ;-;.; (;.;~.;: : :;:·: :; :; !: ···~~~~~}~~~~~::: i
~ !::::::: ::: ::::::::::

;1

Spar maker ........... .................................... l

, , ...•••..•. 1••. : .• •...

~~!~~~~~ :~cbi;;i~t- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!
'Ef~~~:g~~~~ :::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::i

·!I: ~: : :I~: : : I

Elec~:lg/f; ~~~i~~-~~~P~~t~ti~~-:----- .. -...................... --1
1

Motormen ................................................. !

g~~Pd;~~e~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :: ::::::::::::::::!

Conductors ................................................ J
Engineers (including stationary engineers) ............... i
Firemen ................................................... i

~Err::::~;;~;~~-~-~~::::::::::::-:-:::::::::::::::~::::::::

1

1

!i !;;;;;; II :~: : il

~~~!!~f.:~;~!k/!!!Ci CHH!/i '! I.:,::.Ij:.l.lY
S~~:.· :L::•:•; ;:·•••· :•: •••:••••••:; ;·:••••; •I
Jew~l;;~::: .;:;.: : :; .• ;.;: . :.;.;.: ;.: • :.;.: • • ;;I
Printing trades:
Printers and compos.itors ................................

1

--I

~~~~~~fr~!;~r:~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I
~W!:ti!~f:h~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: _:::::::::::::_::::::I

Mine~,

metals, and machinery:

r!ii~~~~:::::::::::::::: :·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

91 '

3 I

1

I

I

11
1
1
1
1
1
7
2

3
2

1
1
5
~

1
30
6
2

1
4

8
75
58
61
1

5
1
1
37
1
2
1
2
95
3
1
6
5
11
5

8
1
1
1
1
2
1

f

3
77
1

Molders ...•................................................ i

go~~ =~k~~~s- ~:::::: :::: :~:: :::::::: ::::: ·_ ·.::: ~:::::::::::: i
~~!~~ ft~i~t:~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::!

Founclryman ............................................... ;
Steel l.Jlower ............................................... :

~~~r!r~~~1~~;~~~s:::::: ::::: :::::::: ::: :.::::: ::::: ::: ::: :::: :::i

iii~r:~~~~-~;~: ~: -·-:-:~ ~: ~: :::::: ~ ~ ~:: :-:::~ :::: ~:::: ::::::::1

26
39
25
2
2

7
1
1
2
11
1
1

2
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Occupations.

White.

Colored. Indian.

---------------------------------------------l------------1~------l-----

,Mines, metals, and machinery-Continued.
Tulle worker .............................................. .
Nail maker ............................................... .
Screw maker .............................................. .
Chain maker ........................ ~- .................... .
Wire drawers and workers ............................... .
Nickel plater ............................................. .
Nickel polisher ........................................... .
Drillers ................................................... .
Machinists ................................................ .
Ax maker ................................................. .
Cutler ........................... ___ ...................... .
Tool grinders .......................... -- ...•..............
File cutters ............................................... .
FilE.'Il'S .................................................... ..
Tinners ................................................... .
Tinsmiths ................................................ .
Locksmiths .............................................. ..
Keymaker ................................................ .
Bell makers ............................................... .
Gunsmiths ............................................... .
Housesmith .............................................. .
Blacksmiths (see also Farriers) .......................... ..
Workers with horses:
Veterinary surgeon........................................
Farriers (see Blacksmiths)..................................
Horse trainers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Liverymen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~llr~- ~;;d ·g;~~~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
1

1
1
6
1
1

2
105

1 ........ ..

!::::::--H::::::I

i~ ::::::::::1::::::::::

:::j::::::::::

11 :::::::
1 '""""'" i "'"'"""

~

1
86

::::::::::1::::::::::
I

""""7'i""'"'"3"1

1 ................... .
15
1 ........ ..
2
1 .. : . ..... .
2 ................... .

7; ...... '17. ::::::::::

Teamsters, dnvers, and coachmen.. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . ..
342
34 ......... .
Horsemen..................................................
2 ................... .
Riding teacher................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ................... .
Horse raiser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
Agriculture and stock raising:
Farmers . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 058
63
67
Gardeners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
22 ................... .
FJorists....... ... .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . ... .. . .. . . .
11
1 ......... .
Ranch men .................................... :. .. . .. . .. . ..
3 .................. ..
Cowboys...................................................
3 .... .. . ...
2
Herders .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .
1
Stocklnen.................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Personal service and attendance:
Barbers .................. ."................................ .
66
10 .•........
Waiters .................................................. .
20 ......... .
43
Stewards ................................................. .
3 .................. ..
Butlers ................................................... .
2
Valet ............................................... ·······
1
Servant ................................................... .
1

ii::i~~~!~i~~::: .·:: ~: :::::::::::: :~:: ::::: :::: ~ ~ ~: ~:::::

Unskilled laborers:
Laborers ................................................. .
Porters ................................................... .
Longshoreman ............................................ .
Makers of furniture and other workers in wood :
Cabinet-makers ...... _..................................... .
Chair maker .............................................. .
Chair caner ............................................... .
Upholsterers ......................................... : ... .
Broom makers ............................................ .
Brush makers ............................................. .
Basket makers ..................... ."...................... .
Mattress maker .......................................... .
Frame makers ............................................ .
Oilcloth printer .......................................... .
Carpet-layer .............................................. .
Sawyers .................................................. .
'l'urners .................................................. .

Rsr~:~:~''"'~~ ~ ~: ~ ~ :~:: ~::: : ~: ~::::: ~::::-::: :1
Wood carver ............................................. .
Woodworkers ............................................ ..
Wood moulder ............................................ .
Coopers .................................................. ..

~~~~~ine: :~:i~~~~-~~~:::::: ::::::::::: ~: ~:::::::::::::::

Lumber inspectors ........................................ .

1
1

] ' 953

27 ~ ....... ~~.I

:~ :::::::::_ ::::::::::1
i :::::::::: :~::::::::1

10
1 ......... .
5 .................. ..
2 .................. ..

2 .................. ..
1
3
1
1
5
4
6
4
............. .
1 .................................
1 .....................................
1 .................................
6
1
15
11
1
2

..........
---------- !........ ..
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TABLE

XXVI.-OccupaUons of 9,585 1·em·uits accepted du1·ing the yem· 1892-Continued.
Occupations.

White.

Colored.[ Indian.

Sold~:r~~~e~a~~~~~
~ .. _............ _......... _. _.. ___ .. _... _. _. - - -1- =~=
5
Sailors .................................... ·.................
64
1, 770

I..........
Soldiers....................................................
282 . . . . . . . . . .
Scouts..................................................... . . . ....... . ... . . . . . .
6
Unc~~Yft~E?lice .............................................. .......... ..........
2

1

69
2, 052
6
2

Glass-blowers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Glass-beveler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Undertakers...............................................
Coffin maker.............................. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .
Box makers . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .
Box cutter.................................................

2 .......... ..........

2

1 .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .
5 . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
1 . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. ..

1
5
1

~~i~~k;~~k~l:; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _. ~::: ~: ~ _. ~:: _. _. ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::::::
~Ee ~!~!~~: ::::: :::::::~ :::::::::::::~ _. :::::~: ~ ::::::::::

~ :::::::::: ::::::::::
~ :::::::::: :::: ::::::

~
~

Powder maker ........................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pencil polisher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Polishers . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Finishers . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .
Packers ........ ~..........................................
Watchman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~!~~;~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~lf~;:d';a_s_~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Paver.....................................................
Sand buffers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
House mover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

No

--Total.

3 . . . . ••. •. . . . •. . . . . . .
1 ...... . ... .... .... ..

1 .......... ..........

3
1

1

1 . . . .. ... . . . . . .... . . .

1

7 . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . .

7

2 • • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • .. .

2

5 .......... ..........
1 .. .. . . . . . . ... . . . .. . .

5
1

t :::::::::: ::::::::::

t

:::::::::: ::::::::::
1 .......... ..........
3 ..... ... .. ......... .
1

r
J

~

I"..... ... . .. .. .. .

~~~~t,t2 ~-.: . ~ ~) :) ~): ): ~:.: .: :.: • • : • .• :. ~ I :.:::::: i::: .:.:,.:

~,

1'
3'

Total ....................................... :············l--8-,555 1-833-~--197~-9,585
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REPORT
OF

THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMEN1',

P AYMASTER-GENER.AL'S OFFICE,
WcJJshington, D. 0., October 9, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as tbe annual report
from this office for the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1893:
On July 1, 1892, public funds charged to officers of the pay department aggregated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... . $1, 068, 732. 12
They received during the fiscal year 1893:
From the United States Treasury_ ................................. . 14,071,415.61
From soldiers' deposits ......... _.............. _................... .
282,248.04
From Army paymasters' collections ...•.............................
317,055.98
Total receipts during the year ... __ ......................... ..

15, 739, 451. 75

This sum is accounted for as follows:
Expended on account of pay of Army ............................. . $13, 058, 021. 08
207,132.46
Expended on account of pay of Military Academy ............ _..•••
469.84
Expended on account of Signal Corps (Trea!:mry certificates) ....... .
905,027.45
Expended on account of pay of volunteers (Treasury certificates) ..
329,473.68
Surplus funds deposited to credit United States Treasurer ......... .
317,055.98
Paymasters' collections deposited to credit United States Treasurer.
922,271.26
Balances charged pay department officers June 30, 1893 ...••.•..•••.
Total accounted for...... • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

15, 739, 451. 75

DEPOSITS.

This report shows that the amount received from soldiers' deposits
is still receding, being over $50,000 less than receipts from the same
source during the preceding year. This is true notwithstanding the
fact, that, in no inconsiderable number of cases, soldiers who desire to
purchase their discharge have been required to make deposits solely
with a view to bring themselves within the rule prescribed recently by
the War Department for accomplishing such purchase. The deposit
system is of no advantage to the Government unless it is the means of
securing more faithful service. To the prudent soldier it affords an
eminently safe and accessible means of utilizing his savings, which
upon his discharge are restored to him with 4 per cent interest.
In this connection I venture to ~mggest the wisdom of opening to
commissioned officers the deposit system, which is now confined to the
enlisted men of the Army. It would tend to encourage economy by
placing within easy reach an indisputably secure form of investment.
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Such a privilege, it would seem, woulcl be valuable, cspeeinl1;v to offieer8
at remote stations, whil others at more accessible points might be led
not to yield to the seductive a11d pol-\silJly disappointing promises of
more tempting offers.
While yet serving as a paymaster myself convcrsatio11s are recalled
in which officers expressed themselves as wishing a deposit system
could be instituted for them. 'rlle existing :financial disturbances and
uncertainties seem to make this an opportune time for considering this
question.
·
PAY OF THE ARMY.

The amount expended as pay of the Army during the past :fiscal year
is $188,586.25 less than was expended on the same account the preceding year. A marked decrease is shown in the items of expenditure to
soldiers when discharged. The mnouut r~quired to repay deposits is
visibly shrinking·. During the past year there was an unusual number
of soldiers discharged lJy purchase. In these cases the retained pay is
lar-gely diminished, no travel allowances are paid, and the credits for
elotbing balances are redaced.
It is also observed that the number of enlisted men who receive
illCreased pay for length of service is decreasing; reenlistments are less
frequent. Is not the soldier by profession disappearing~
With a larger list of retired edisted men the disburseme11ts to them
are correspon~ingly increased. On July 1, 1892, the number of retired
eulisted men was 102 greater than on J u1y 1, 1~91, and during the past
ftscal year the number of retired enlisted men was increased 104.
There has also been a slight increase in the number of retired officers.
To the enlisted men of the Army on the muster rolls there was paid
last year about $125,000 more than during the preceding year. This is
due to the fact that the enlisted force of the Army was held during the
past year more nearly up to the maximum of 25,000 men.
MILEAGE.

The amount disbursed last year on account of mileage was about
$30,000 less than was consumed for the same purpose the preceding

year. At the close of the last fiscal year there lmd been expended
on mileage accounts chargeable to the appropriation for that year
$17 4,225.32, leaving of the mileage fund at the close of the year an unexpended balance of $5,774.68. This balance was wholly consumed in
July of the current :fiscal year, and there are now on file in the office of
the post paymaster in this city unsettled mileage accounts involving
last year's appropriation aggregating something more than $2,000. An
estimate has been submitted to the Secretary of War which it is hoped
will result in authority to use a sufficient sum from the general fund,
pay of the Army, to adjust these unsettled accounts.
Attention is invited to the usual analysis of mileage payments for
the past :fiscal year.
Milca-r;e

di~;bursemcnts

1893, app1·op·1'ialion from. July 1, 1892, to Ju.uc 30, 1893.

Change of stations .................................................•.. $42,844.71
European travel ..................................................... .
1,255.4-6
Recruiting duty ............ .......................................... .
19,683.60
Boards of Examination to examine oftiecrs ................... ~ ........ .
9,965.82
Board of Ordnance and Fortifications ................................. .
1, 785.59
Ordnance Department: Gun construction; fonudry, steel, powder, and
proving-ground inspection .... : ...•...........•...................•.
3,351.43
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InSJ)Oction by officers of the :Wspector-General's Department .... ••......
Inspection by other than oflicers of the Jm;pector-General'H Department
Medical boards and inspection by medical officers ..................... .
Military prison commission aittl inspection of military prison ......... .
Instruction and inspection of uational gnarll ......................... .
Retiring boards and officers retired and ordered home ................ .
Payment of troops...... . . . . . . . . . . ............................•.....
Treasurer and professors Military Academy: Military Academy duty ..
Conrts-martial(to and fi·om) ......................................... .
Returning from conducting prisoners and insane men ................. .
Boards of survey ..................................................... .
Commanding generals and aides ...................................... .
Rifle teams .......................................................... .
Instructions of Secretary of War-duty not defined by orders ......... .
On public business-duty not defined by orders ....................... .
Duty at World's Columbian Exposition ............................•..
Attending funerals of officers and other deceased officials ............. .

$9,135.04
8,859.7!)
4-, 287.18
823.85
2,820.17
3,026.16
17,512.83
724.70
12,058.59
1,123.48
602.83
7,875.95
13,522.08
4, 691.08
2, 921.60
4,589.70
763.38

Total .........•...•....•........••........•••••............••••.

174-,225.32

MILITARY ACADEMY.

The superintendent of the Military .Academy is entitled to the salary
of a colonel. The acts of Congress providing for the support of the
.Academy appropriate for the superintendent, who is also an officer of
the .Army, such a sum as will, with his .Army salary, give him the salary of a colonel.
For the current year and for several years past the additional sum
appropriated for this purpose has been $500 annually, this being the
difference between the salary of a lieutenant-colonel and a colonel.
On the 1st of .April, 1893, Lieut. Col. Wilson was relieved from duty as
superintendent and ·was succeeded by Maj. Ernst. The sum required
from the .Academy fund to pay the present superintendent the salary
of a colonel is $1,000 a year. Owing to this change in superinten~ents
there resulted in the Academy fund for the past fiscal year a deficiency
of $125, and in the same fund, from the same cause, there will be a
deficiency of $500 in the current year. It is recommended that Congress be asked to provide for these deficiencies.
CHANGES.

During the past fiscal year the personnel of the Pay Department
underwent many changes; five of its members were retired, and Col.
William A. Rucker, .Assistant Paymaster-General, died. These casualties made places for two new appointments, which have been filled.
It is also suggestive of change to recaU that, during the period covered
by this report, by the death of those venerable officers of the retired list
so long and honorably associated with the Pay Department, Brig. Gens.
Brice and Brown and Lieut. Col. Henry Prince, there is left in the .Army
Register the name of one officer only who served as a paymaster earlier than the year 1861.
PAYMEN1'S 1'0 THE ARMY.

The payments at the military posts have been acceptably effected.
No public funds have been lost. There have been no material changes
in the number of posts at which troops are paid nor in the method of
effecting the payments. For over thirty years past the Pay Department has at no time bad fewer paymasters than during the past fiscal
year . .And I again call attention to the needs of the department in the
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way of clerical services. At points at which the largest disbursements
are made such services are much needed, and it is recommended that
Congress be asked to authorize the employment of such number of paymasters' clerks, not exceeding forty, as the Secretary of War may con:sider necessary. The laws now authorize the employment of thirtyfive clerks, five more than one for each disbursing officer of the department. Tlnee of these five are employed in the local offices in this city:
one, each, in the office of the Chief Paymaster in New York and Chicago. Pay offices in Boston, Cincinnati, and Detroit have been discontinued. •
·
RETIRED MEN.

I desire to call the atte11tion to the complicated character of the
accounts of that deserving class of enlisted men who have ·been retired.
These men receive three-fourths of the" pay and allowances" to which
they were entitled at date of retirement. They are paid monthly, and
the three items of pay, rations, and clothing enter into every account.
Their pay depends upon the rank held at date of retirement, arm of
service when retired, and length of continuous service. Their rations
are commuted invariably at 22~ cents per day. The allowance for
clothing depends upon their rank, and arm of service when retired.
The clothing allowance for all grades changes every year and not unfrequently twice a year. The complicated character of these accounts
opens the door to error; it consumes time to state and follow them through to a final settlement in the Treasury Department. There
would seem to be no valid reason why a soldier retired from the infantry should receive 20 cents less per month for clothing than his comrade of equal length of service retired from a cavalry organization. It
would not be difficult to determine upon a fixed rate of pay for retired
men that would be equitable, depending alone upon tlw rate of pay at
date of retirement. It is recommended that an appeal be made to Congress to fix upon a rate of pay for these men, involving fewer items
and less subject to change.
DETAINED P A. Y.

War Department General Orders, No. 63, of 1889, authorized courts- ·
martial to sentence a soldier to have hJ_s monthly pay in whole or in
part withheld, sums so withheld to be restored to the soldier upon his
discharge from the service. Sums thus withheld are known as" detained
pay." The terms of this order have been complied with, until r~cently
a ruling of the Second Comptroller of the Treasury Department has
been received, in which it is held that items of detained pay when repaid
become properly a charge against the appropriation of the year in which
the retention was made. As the officers of the pay department have in
their charge funds but for three fiscal years, it will be impossible for
them to restore items of detained pay which were withheld during years
covered by lapsed appropriations. In such cases discharged soldiers
can recover credits of detained pay only by applying to the Second
Auditor of the Treasury Department. Payments will be delayed, and
discharged men will have just cause to complain of bad faith as well as
the delay and attendant expenses they are obliged to incur to recover
items of pay withheld three years or more before their discharge. It is
therefore recommenQ.ed that CongTess be asked to authorize the payment of credit of detifned pay due discharged soldiers from the. appropriation of the year in which the soldier is granted his discharge, as is
now done in case of deposits and retained pay.
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STOPPAGES.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, there were 316 stoppages
made against officers, as follows:
By request of theQuartermaster-General.......... . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . $1, 681). 28
Commissary-General . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32. 39
Chief of Ordnance ....•.................................... _........
627. 39
Chief Signal Officer .........•............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 36
Second Comptroller....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
267. 67
By order of the Secretary of War . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
109. 85
By disallowances in the Paymaster-General's office....................... 2, 661.02
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 385. 96
Of this amount there wasCollected . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 649. 64
Withdrawn . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 385. 14

- - - 5,034.78
Balance to be collected ........................•••..••••.•.••••••••

351.18

CLERICAL FORCE.

It is gratifying to be able to repeat what has been offered in earlier
reports in commendation of the clerks employed in this office.
I earnestly renew the representations that have been made as to the
necessity for two additional clerks. It is very important that the settlements of the accounts of the ·pay-department officers should be most
carefully made, and the results should be most promptly communicated
to the respective officers. Overpayments left to be discovered in the
Treasury Department examinations are apt to be less easily and satisfactorily adjusted than if pointed out in this office. It is desired to
accomplish this work in this office only as completely and conclusively
as it is felt it should be done.
Attention is invited to the statements appended exhibiting the condition of the appropriations and the expenditures of the individual·
officers of the pay department.
Very respectfully,
WM. Sl\Hi'H,

Paymaster-General, U. S. Arrny.
The

SECRE'l'.A.RY oF

W .A.R.
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tSlatoJJwllf of lilt rtiJGolutt of the fUIJJ dcpal'fmcnt, U~ S. Army, with
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Jn aceounL wiLh tl1e 'l'rensury.

~~~~mee in ~--::~nnt. ~~-lJ-·- -..

Appropriations.

the Treasury.J11ly 1,

1802.

aJ!PJ'OJH'I:t·

tl1e appru

---.--. -~

R::-

·' [ Jlaymaf!.

I01 uCXJlCllu· , terA 1collcc-

in
flctlltotneut
HH'Jlts

-~lOllS ~n,<_L. · \L:.tl:~nces l iious dn·

I '"';~~;'~·"' · ~ tlcpo"~~ 1--'""""".

of'""'"'''

Pay, etc., of the Army, 1893 ....................... $13,299. 149.82 $74,298.991 $171,337. !JO
$3.00
Pay of Military Academy, 1893 .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . ..
2:Ju, 8!JO. 08 ........._......................... ..
Pay, e~e., ?!'the Army, 1892 ........... $31?, ~44. 84 ............. - ~ 2:l~, ~5~. 44
46, !J9.3. 35
91J- 29'
Pay of Military Academy, 1892 ..... ..
23, !!41. 89........ ... .. .
6, 646.73 .... .. ... . . .
b. 98
Pay, etc., of tl1e .Army, 18:11 . . . . . • . . . . . 175, 712. 61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 415. 42
3, 835.59
4. GO
Pay of Military .Academy, 1891 .. .. .. .
22, 948. 76 . .. .. .. .. .. . ..
421. 67 ....................... .
Signal Service, pay. etc., 1801 ..................... I
4. 00 .................................. ..
1 1
1
............
5, G57. 41
357. 23•
4. 39

P;~~~~c:~ ~~--~~~-~ :~ -~·-~~~~ -~~~ -~~~~~~
J ............ ·I .
p~~df~;i~~~!fr.:a~~'. ~~-l~~~~:~·~·-~~:: _ ............

1. . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

Bounty to volunteers, their widows
!
I
and legal heirs, 1871 and prior years ... _......... . .... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .

nc~~~r; v ~~~~ t!~:;. ~~~~-. ~~~~~ ~~~~. ............
0

575. o7 .......................

Extra pa~r to o~cers and men who
3

Fs~~~~~~~~~~~~;.~~~~~ :~~:~~~~: ~~:: :::::::::::
8

:;::::;~~. ~..

1, 304.12,
!

484. !12

·I--..........II

:::::: ::~~:: :::: ~: :: ~::: :::: ~ J:::: :::::::~

J . . . . . ······--·!.1...···--······....···..·

,1

Pay, stc.
•• • • • • • •
590.
53, 533
Signal Service, pay .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .I
481. 84J .................................. ..
]>ay of2 and 3 years' volunteers.......
5, 813.171---- .......... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l'ay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 18!i0.
400. 00 . . .. .. .. . .. .. .
63.14 ...................... ..
l'ay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1891.
573. 77
349.93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 9J. 86
l'ay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1892. . . .. . .. . . .. .
8J, 893. 47[............ .. . .. . .. . .. .
106. 5:!
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volnnte&rs, 1893 ..... , .. .. . ..
650, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .
21. 79

B~~-~~:Neg~ h~f~s~~~·:~~·--t-~~i-~ :V:~~~~~~.

·I

19, 722. 181.................................................
Bonnty to vo~uuteers, t.heir widows
I
and legal herrs, 1890.................
2, 000. 00
5. 00 .. . .. .. . . . ..
10. 64
Bounty to volunteers, their widows
amllegal heirs, 1891.................
33, 777. 13 .. .. . • . • • . .. .. . . . • .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .
119. 10 1
Bounty to vo~unteers, their widows
·
·
I
a!lcliegal heirs, 1892 .............................
55, 000. 00 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .
10. 56'
..............

1

1

n~~:a_tre;~l ~~i~~~\~~~~·-~~~~~- ~~~ ~~~. . . . . . . . ... . . 1

·I

375, ooo. oo ........................ .............
Bounty under act of .July 28, 1866.....
2, 414. 91 ............. - ~
182. 54 ....... -. ·- . 1... • • • • • • • ·Do11nty underact of July28, 1866,1890.
220. 04 j..·......... · .. · · .......... · · ...... · --- ~ -- ........ ..
Donnty under act of .July 28, 1866,1891.
7, 648. 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.001
Jlmmty under act of .July28, 1866,1892 ...........
4, 557.51 ....................... ·[
Bom1tyunderactof .July 28,1866,1893. ..... .......
50, 000.00 ........................ I .......... ..
Pay of volunte.nrs, Mexican war .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .
114. 83 .......... --~-- .... · .. · .. · ........... I
Extra pay to officers and men composI

--I·.............

~a~·.i~o~~~i~~f~~~~ -~~~~~~~-~-~~~~. . . .. . .. .. .. .

rrc~-:~i~f~~~~~~~~. ~~. ~~~. ~~~~-i~-~~. .. . .. .. .. .. .

Traveling expenses of California and
N evacla Volunteers ......... _.................. .
Rogue River InfBan war ......................... .
Preventiug and sup}Jressing . Indian

p::.·:::;:::.::.:::~.-p~i:~·

........ ...

years...........................................
Pay of2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1871

n~~~~\~rror ~~f~~t~ti;,· the'i~-- ~.;ia.~;~. . . . . . . ......

pno~years. , ......

and legal he1rs, l81l and
.. . . . .
Bounty nuder act of .July 28, 18ti6 ..... ,.. .... .... ..

135. 33 .................................. ..
441. 28 .................................... I
53J. 25 ••••••···· .................... ······
8.53 ................................... .
S7. 6! ............

I............ I........... .

1,006.72 ............ :............ ' ........... .
I

i

5, 427.461...........

I

·1·.......... ·1

-~-

n. ool

100. 00 ........... ........... :...... · ......._.
50.00 .................................. ..

Total ........................... j 611,808.60 14,809,000.69

329,557. 85~ 222,524. 07--3-,267. 6~
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priaJious subject. to

il11

control durin!! the jisual year

etlili?lfJ June

30, 1898.

In account with the Trea:mry.
Amount drawn by requisition.
Amount
coYered
On pay de- On Treas- into _8urpartment re- tu,y settle- plus fund.
quest.
ments.

1- - - - - . , - - - - - 1

Total.

Total.

Balance in
the hands '.rotal halBalance in of paymas· ances .June
the '.rreas- ters June
30, 1893.
urv .Jnne
30, 1893.
30,1893.

$13,544.789. 7l j$12, 783,000.00 $68,947. 26,
$12, 851, 947. 26 $692,842.45 $800, 141.49$1,492, 983.94
250, 890. 08
207, 036. 79
51. 71 . • • . . • • . . .
207, 088. 50
23, 801. 58
27, 045. 14
50, 846. 72
596, 014.02
65,000.00 23,700. 76!..........
88,700.76 507, 314. 16
10, 559. 861 517, 874. 02
3
· .... · 2.·
463." 341 5o4>78 · ---is4,· 968j2 _..
-.. -i; ia4: 59
1

••••••••••

1

1~~: ~~~: ~~

ooo~ oo .. ·2:

~~·-~~~--~~

iso:

23,37~:~ 3 ..........4:oo ~:::::::::: .:~·-~~~~~~

23,37~:~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::

1

~: ~~!: ~g

1 :::::::::::::

~~.~ .: :::::L07 :.:::_::·:...: _~ :~ :: ~: ~::: :::::::: I::::::::::::[:::::::::::::

::
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696. 71

696. 71 . • . . . . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • .

696. 71 ......•.... __ .. __ .. _____ I _ . . __ . . . . . . . .

521.701

521.70 ........... ..........

521.70, ........................

!~t ~~I

48, 700. 00
5, 294. 02 ........ ..
465. 84
16. 00 ........ -89.91 ................... ..
108.18 ....... •••.
354.96
1,014.56 ................... ..
85, 000. 00 .......... - ......... .
474, 000. 00
655. 49 ........ ..

5, 813. 171
463.14
1, 014. 56
85, oou. oo;
050,021. 79!

899.99 .................... .

19, 722.18 '

192. 41 .. • • • • • • • ..

2, 015.64

1, 823. 23

789. 59 . . . . . • • • • • . 33, 106. 64

33,896.23
55,010. 56

55,000.00

375, 000. 00

10.56 ......... .

295, 000. 00 . • • • • • • • • • • .. .. .. .. ..

53, 994. 02
481. 84
89. 91
463.14
1, 014. 56
85, 000. 00
474,655.49

.

899.99

!............ .

129. 96
1, 516. 38
1, 646. 34
... - - ..........•....• - ....... - . -.. - - 5, 723. 26 .. - .. .. .. • • .
5, 723. 26
............ ············ -···-······-·
. -.- ...... - .... - ... - ....... - ...... - - .... -.......
10, 351. 36
10, 351. 36
46, 626.75
221,993. 05
175,366. 30
18, 822.19. -· ...... ·••.

18,822.19

2,015. 64 .................................... .
33,896.23 ............. - ....... -· ............. .
5, 988.38

5, 988.38

80, 000. 00

3, 813. 77

83, 813. 77

50, ooo. oo ,............
114. 83 .. .. .. .. .. ..

12. 529. 13
38. 32

12, 529. 1a
38. 32

55, 010. 56 ..... - ...•..

295, 000. 00

~J~~Jt.l, :: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: . 4,;,- 557.
~~f~~-... ·;j~f~~:
:: :~: ~~~:~~: :::::::::::
::::: 2,~·: 526.09
?~~~~
51
4, 557. 511...... -.....
2, 526.09

4, 557. 51 .. -........... .. .. .......

5\l, ooo. oo
114. 83

50, ooo. oo .. .. .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. ..
114. 83 ........ -.. .. .. .. .. ..

135.33

135.33 .................... .

441. 2s

441.28 ................... ..

441.28 ................................... ..

533.25
8.53

533.25 ......•.... ····-· ..•.
8.53 ····•·•••·· ·•·•••· ...

533.25 .................................... .
8. 53,.••• . •...... ······-·· ... ······••·•·•·

87.64

87.64 .•.•••.•... ·•••••····

87.64 ................................... ..

I ..

:::::: ::::::::::::~ ::::: ::. ::::::::
1

-I

135. 33 ..-. - . . . . . . . . . ••..... - .. - ..•....•.• - . -

::::: ::1 : ::: :::r: :::::::

::::::::::::

100. oo
100. ool ... _..... _
100. oo . _..... . ... _/_... _.........•.•••.••• _.
_ _ 50. oo;:....:...:.:._:_:_:_:_.:.:= ___ 5o. o~ .-...:...:...:....:....:..:..:. -~o- oo;.:....:..:..:.__:_:_:_:_l......... _... _. _.. _.. _.. .
.

_.

_ .........

1

15, 976, 158.851 14, 071,415.61, 107, 797. 28i259, 744. 01 14, 438,956. 90;1, 537, 201.951 922, 271. 26[ 2, 459,473.21

Btate·ment by appropr·iations of app1·oved and suspended disbursements in paymastm·s' acconnts dtwinq the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1893, showing also
balance of snspensions 1·emaining June 30, U92, removed dttl"ing the fiscal yem·, and the balance remaining June 30, 1893.

Total.

Approved.

~

Suspensious.

Disbursements.
Title of appropriations.

~

<:;!!

Amount of
Amount ot
.Amount of
suspensions re- suspensions
suspensions on
Total
moved during remaining on
Suspended.
fiscal year
books June suspensions.
books June
30, 1892.
ending June
30,1893.
30,1893.

3~~: ~~

$3,
3, 755. 87

J. . . . . .

!~~~~~~~~2, 828. 53

$1,149.95
92.66
927.34

~
t;j

'"d
0
~

1-3

0

l'!!j

1-3
~

t;j

786. 64
881. 50
859.39
47,183.62
465.84
197. 62
76.26
1, 060.45
79, 224.12
427,373.25
644.47
300.64
789.59
55, 460.40
291,186.23
50.00
7,483. 48
37,470.87
76.51
441.28
533.25
87.64
8. 53
135.33

1

----- :oo ::::::

:::::: ::; ;; ; :

;li;i iii i::::::;;

r;- ~- ; oo<.

00
~

a

~

t:r:1
~

>-

~

...::

0

l'!!j

~

~

Statmnent show-ing the balance in the hands of each disbm·sing ojfice1· of the Pay Depm·t1nent, U. S. Army, on the 1st of July, 1892, the amount 1·ernitted
to each from the United States T1·easu1·y, 01' turned over by othm· agents during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893; the ammmts accounted for by
accounts and vouchei'S of expendituTes, or by t?·ansfer or 1·eplacement in the T1·easury, and the balance 1·emaining in the hands of paymastm·s to be
account( d for in the next fiscal yea1·.
PaymasBalance in Remitted
Surplus
ters'
colhands of
from the
Received
Received Total refunds
lections
each pay- Treasury in from other Receive. d lfrom
ceived and deposited deposited
from
masters'
to be acin the
in the
master on the year end- paymasters.
June 30, ing June 30,
soldie;rs'
collec- counted for. 1Treasury. Treasury.
depos1ts.
tions.

I

Rank and name.

Smith, Rodney 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Rucker, William A..2.........
Terrell, C. M.................
Stanton, T. H __ • .. . . .. . . .. . ..

Expenditures.

Balance in
hands of
Transferred each
payto other
master
on
paymasters. June 30,

1893.

1892.

Oolonels and assistant paymaste1·s-general.

pay-~

~·

I

$84,721. 08$1, 182, 000. 00
25, 426. 32
472,000.00
27,053.13
628, 000. 00
58, 604.29 1, 257, 500. 00

·

I

1893.

I

$83, 212.57 $2,685.00 $5, 288.47$1, 357,907.12$30, 000. OO i
43,577. 61
751. 00 2, 632. 21
544, 387.14 75,368.86
33,479. 97 14, 581. 65 9, 975.44
713 090.19 13, 205. 21 1
44,979.03 14, 253. 94 22,490. 04 1, 397; 827.30 7, 097. 70

$5,288.47
2, 632. 21
9, 975.44
22,490. 04

$433, 689.131
242, 643. 96
448, 572. 35
658, 972. 74

83, 005. 40 ........
1, 005. 40
965, 973. 77~--........ 3, 588. 13
313, 709. 05 34, 728. 81 2, 231. 76
999, 106. 01
75. 00[ 15, 187. 55

19,357.59
298,121.99
220,990.34
668,810.29

1

$888, 929. 52.----.-- •• -- .1$1, 357, 907. 12
223. 742. 11 ____________
544. 387. 14
202, 318. 36 $39, 018. 83
713, 090. 19
618, 807. 85
90,458.971 1, 397, 827.30

I

Lieutenant-colonels and deputy paymasters-general.
.Gibson, William R.3 .. ____ ... ,... __ .... __ .
Glenn, George E.............
32, 73~. 89
Can by, J. P ..... __ ... __ .. __ ..
36, 20o. 31
Candee, George W...........
10, 054. 69

Total
accounted
for.

70, 000. 00
780, 000. 00
238, 000. 00
718, ooo. oo

12, 000. 00 ........ -- .
146, 500. 00 3, 148. 751
36, 000. 00 1, 271. 98
245, 924. 521 9, 939. 25

1, 005. 40
3, 588. 13
2, 231. 76
5, 187. 55[

--I

~
>
lfl
~

f-:3

62, 642. 411 .... -- .. ---612, 636. 23
51, 627. 42
36, 797.22
18, 960.92
292,289. 39[ 22, 743.78

83,005.40
965,973.77
313,709.05
999,106.01

Majors and paymasters.
Carey, A. B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36, 119. 25 1, 534, 000. 00 183, 329. 76 11, 063. 40 10, 436. 41 1, 774,948. 82 6, 740.14 10,436.41
Coxe, F. M .. __ .. __ ......... __
22, 397. 44
214, 000. 00
36, 505. 33 2, 809. 00 3, 303. 95
279, 015. 72 11, 387.47 3, 303.95
Bates, A. E .•....•..... _. ____ 33, 279. 02
480, 000. 00 648, 946. 00 9, 329. 50 8, 846. 73 1, 180, 401. 25 1, 334. 90 8, 846.73
707, 241. 72 6, 966. 46 10, 464.33
Wilson, C. I .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .
36, 132. 39
655, ('100. 00 .. .. • .. .. .. . 5, 645. 00 10,464.33
Eckels, W. H ........ __ ... __ .
41, 102. 69
229, 000. 00 188, 000. 00 7, 827. 61 12, 623. 72
478,554.02 ·--------- 12,623.72
Roche, J. R .......... ________ 35, 773. 32
445, 000.00
37,296. 94 7, 763.35 12,470. 87
538, 304. 48 .... -- - - .. 12,470.87
346, 830. 60 4, 100. 00 10,634.61
Towar, A. S..................
56, 557. 21
231, 000.00
35,463. 56 13, 175. 22 10, 634.61
Maynadier, William M ___ . __
9, 806. 38
18, 000.00 245,000. 00 6, 849. 00 5, 492.40
285, 147. 78 2, 745.37 5, 492.40
875, 439. 61 35, 126. 82 19,489.75
Arthur, William.............
20, 263. 47
415, 000. 0(1 404,335. 64 16, 350. 75 19,489. 75
Keefer, J. B __ ...... ______ . __ .
28, 869. 28 .•• --.. • . • • . . 431, 453. 57 8, 684. 06 8, 655. 75
477, 662. 66 .... ---- .. 8, 655.75
173,840. 21 13,957. 93 2, 885.75
Wham, .T. W ... :...... . • .. • ..
24, 782. 95
145, 000. 00
190. 51
981. 00 2, 885. 75
Sniffin, C. C ......... __ .. _____
12, 124. 85
57, 000. 00 184, 187. 37 7, 860.00 9, 272. 85 4 270, 445. 07 2, 598. 50 9, 272.85
Baird, George W . . . . . . . . . . • .
22, 612. 57
102, 000. 00 429, 003. 43 10, 988. 35 11, 411. 48
576, 015. 83 -- .. -- .. -- 11,411.48
311, i25. 56 3, 507. 22 8, 443.34
Robinson, George F . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255, 000. 00
34, 497. 22 13, 485. 00 8, 443. 34
34, 076. 52 .. -- .. -- .. 1, 884.01
Creary, William E. 5 ••••••••• , 10, 763. 371---- -- .. .. .. .
20, 010. 14 1, 419. 00 1, 884. 01
308, 519. 49 3, 791. 79 9, 727.50
Dodge, F. S..................
24, 456. 99
255, 000. 00
12, 500. 00 6, 835. 00. 9, 727. 50
3 Retired as colonel January 61 1893.
1 Retired January 3, 1893.
4 Stolen funds recovered and allowed by Court of Claims.
2 Died January 22, 1893.

"'t::

tr_j
~

6tr_j
ztr_j

~

877, 655. 35
52, 931.10 1, 774,948.82
827, 185. 821
279,015.72
24, 920. 87
226, 812. 92
12, 590. 51
662, 567. 01
485, 118.46
22,534.15 1, 180, 401. 25
428, 360. 99
245, 000. 00
16, 449. 94
707,241.72
478,554.02
404, 185. 86
23, 269. 33
38, 475.11
538,304.48
429, 473.16
96, 360. 45 -- •••• --.--.
346,830.60
276, 087. 88
56, 008.11 ----.------285,147.78
262. 934. 77 ------ ----.-13, 975. 24
875,439.61
497,517.00
309, 500.00
13,806.04
477,662.66
448, 020. 01
11, 652. 27
9, 334. 63
173,840.21
120, 491. 20
36, 505. 33 ------ -----231, 020. 26
25, 979. 97
1, 573. 49
270,445.07
400,054.30
109,317. 63
55,232.42
576, 015 . 83
234, 967. 95
16, 000. 00
48, 507. 05
311,425.56
34,076.52
30, 313. 36
1, 879. 151 .. ---- -----308,519.49
277,648.71 ----- .. ------'
17, 351.49
5

Retired December 22, 1892.

>

~

O':l
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Statement showing the balance in the hands of each disbursing ojfice1· of the Pay Department, U. S. Army, on the 1st of July, 189,"3, eto.-Continned.
PaymasBalance in Remitted
Received
Surplus ters' colhands of'
from the
Received Received from pa;y;- Total refunds
lections
each pay- Treasury in from other
from
masters
and deposited deposited
master on the year end- paymas- soldie_rs' collec- ceived
to be acin the
in the
June 30, ing June 30,
ters.
deposlts.
tions. counted for. Treasury. Treasury.

I

Rank an<l name.

1892.

II

I

Expenditures.

Balance in I
hands of 1
Total
Transferred each
pay- I aceounted
to other
on
for.
paymasters. master
June 30,

C)

~

00

I

1893.

1893.

----~

Majors and paymasters-Continued.
:McCluTe, Charles............ $50,114.15
Witcher,J. S .• ________ ... ...
22,609.36
Whipple, C. H .••... --·-----37,341.77
Comegys, W. H..............
37, 747. 44
Tucker, W. F------ •.. ------78,039.45
Muhlenberg, J. C . • • . . • • . . • • .
36, 150. 61
Poole, D. C. 1 __ • __ . . . . . . . . . . --~-- . . . . . . ___ .
Smith, George R.............
53, 585. 56
Baker, .J. P .. .... • .. .. .. .. • ..
63,300.89
Halford, E. W. 2_ . . . . . . . . . . . . _ • __ •• _____ __
Hamner, \V. H. 2 . . . __ . . . . . __ •
. '1, 068,
Total

---- ..•••.•.. - · "'· 07 '"· 391." $19, 926."' $507, 889. .,
$172,500.00
27,511.15 4, 974. 00 5, 424.04
233,018. 55
818, 250. 00
...... ------. 756,506. 75 12,444.90 11,956. 58
750, 285. 33
110,000.00 560, 773. 83 18, 488. 14 23, 275. 92
62, 673. 61 13,219.54 15, 105. 33 1, 5~4. 037. 53
1, 425,000.00
17,490.93
22.06
335.40 1, 118,414.61
1, 064, 415. 61
20,000.00
977. 10
35, 158. 99
400. 00
13, 781. 89
619, 000. 00
67, 016. 14 20, 918. 00 19, 810. 311 780, 330. 01
57, 008. 11 16, 692. 75 11, 802. 48
428, 804. 23
280,000.00

11, '"_,il$19, 926. 37 $441, 478. 04
---------- 5, 424. 04 1 190,422.35
347. 50t 11, 956. 581 759,405. 03
3, 000. 00 23, 275. 92
669, 614. 55
60,000. 00 15, 105. 33 1, 417,045.11
6, 405.27
335.40 1, 011, 268.78
---.-----.
977. 10
25, 362. 92
-------- - . 19, 810. 31
615, 359. 06
5, 682. 73 11, 802. 48
291, 895. 40

732.121;;: ~;, :;;::;[;~~ :;~ ~ ;;;~ ~: ~ ;;;~ :;;:;;i :;~ ~:. ~:: ~~;~~:~:~I ;;;::~:;; ;:~

$30. 935.16 $14, 243. 86
10, 553. 50
26, 618.66
22,759.11
23, 781.78
51, 035. 14
3, 359. 72
44,990.93
56, 896. 56
6, 231.20
94, 173.96
8, 818. 97 -----------45, 125. 43 100, 035. 21
54, 163. 56
65, 260. 06

$507, 889.43
233,018.55
818,250.00
750,285.33
1, 594, 037. 93
1, 118, 414. 61
35,158.99
780,330.01
428,804.23

:;:, ;~: ~: ::~; ;, :::~:; : :::~~:~~I;;:;;;:;;;:;;

t."'.l
1-d
0
~

1-3

0

"'j

1-3

P:i
t?j

7Xi
t::;
0
~

1

Retired September 28, 1892.

2Not on duty as paymaster.

t='J
1--3

>
~
~

0

"'j

::;:::

~
~

Stotcment showing the numbe1· of pay trips ?nade, numbm· of days consmned ·i n t1·avel, posts paid, and anwttnt of jiel£l and offi.oe disbt£/"liemenls ntadl' by
each disbn?·sing officm· of the Pay Depa1·tment, U. S. Anny, during the fiscal yea1· ending June 80, 1893.
N o. of D ays N o. of
Rank and name.
P:;t-Y
con- I po~ts
- - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - I tnps. sumed. l pa1d.

Payments.

Miles traveled.

. ~I .
I
IOthercon·j
Stage. Railroad. ~ veyance. ' Total.

Arubu- ~
lance.

I

In :field.

I

·
In office.

''
Iotal.

$433, 68U, ~ 3
242,643. !i6
19, 357. 59
448,572.35
658,972.74

I

[Assistant pay-mastet·s-general.
Sm'ith, Rodney! .......................... ·.
2

~fb~~·:lNl::-t.-3 .~~~~~:~~~::

:::::::

~~:.

4

_ •••

~~

23
••••••

Terrell, Cha!les M. 4 .. -- . . . . . - -- . . . . . . - .. •
~tan ton, Thaddeus H. 5 .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

31
15

54
76

Glenn, George E.
Canby, .James P. 7 • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Candee, George W. s ......

2
11
15

15
22
123

Carey. Asa B ............................ .
Coxe, Frank M ...... .
Bates, Alfrecl E ......................... ..
·wnson, C. Irving ..•••........
Eckles, William R ........... - ...... --·--Roche,.James R ................... - ---- ...
To war, Albert S .............. .

w

6Q
66
122
29
73
70
82
74
119
45
26
134
51
49
108
119
66
49
116
38

~:£ht~~:WiJia~i~~-~:::::~ ::::::: ~: ::: ~: 1

Keefer, John B .. _...................... ..
·wham . .Joseph W ................... --···
Sniffen, Culver C ........................ .
Baird, George W .............. '... ···-----R" bin son, George F ..........1. . . . . . . . . . . .
Do~e, Francis S ......................... ,
Mcvlure, Charles ........................ .
W'itcher, .JohnS ........................ "
\:rhipplc, Ch:=tries H ......................
Comeg-ys, W1llialli H .................... .. 1
Tucker, ·william F .............. _....••••• 1
Retired .January 3, 1893.
2 Died .January 22, 1893.
a Retired January 6,1893.
I

~

12
~

w
TI
w
H

14
~

N
12

H

5
35
15
TI

H
H
H

I

~:.. ,

r

!

30

•••.•

-~-

. 84 .. _.....
:::::::::

53
46

5, 508

:: • • _

436 - -- .. - ..
168 . .. .. .. .

-~~-~~~

4

••••••

1..........

5, 596 1

$100, 188. 82

I

136, 078. 96
263, 688. 01

$333 , 500. 31
215, 618.47
19,357.59
312.493.39
395; 284.73

--~~-! : ::::~: :~: ----~·-~~~- ____ --~:~-~~~--~~.

9, 396 - - ........ - ...... - ..
15, 738 .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • • .. ..

9, 832
15, 906

~~ .... i 46. : : ~ :: : ~ :

3, 375
2, 838
14,530

3,447
2, 838
15,496

32,305.83
12,566.52
226,705.99

265,816.16
208,423.82
442,104.30

298,121.99
220,990.34
668,810.29

142 . . . . . . . . 1
95
54 ...... . ........
29
73 .............
74
82
80
43
20 ....... . .....
36
466
294
43
1, 645 ...............
29
406
1,576
41
1, 218 ................
54
58
42
'13 ............... ..............
1, 289 ...............
81
312
36
294
22
1, 070 ..............
49
324 ...............
58
1, 321 ...............
21
758
882
62
82 1........
56
565
85
216 ........
48

5, 963
2, 670
6,583
912
9,625
10,636
6,411
4, 854
18,954
7,199
525
9, 979
6, 959
5, 351
13,481
16,904
4,482
5, 553
18.681
1, 756

6,512
6, 046
6, 968
1, 300
10,857
11,396
8,123
6, 926
20,172
7, 509
996
12,998
7, 938
6, 421
13,997
18,323
6,122
5, 931
19, 331
5, 732

134,587.80
84,622.33
313,436.23
129,710.85
160,531.08
205,875.01
173,175.58
114,679.53
276, 445.65
216,356.83
47, 227. 80
166,842.98
159,140. OJ
140,264.97
186, 241.17
281,313.78
113,144.76
180,370.97
316,863.33
196,896.90

692,598.02
142,190.59
1349,130.78
298, 650.14
243, 654.78
223,598.15
102,912.130
148,255. 24

827,185. 82
226,812.92
662. 567. 01
428, 360. 90
404.185.86
429 473 16
276: 087: 88
262, 934.77
497, 517.00
448,020.01
120,491.20
'!31 020 ?6
ioo: 05-t: 3o
234,967.95
277,648.71
441, 478.04
190.422.35
759,405.03
669,614.55
1, 417,045.11

6 1

I

~~:: ~

72 1........

........

770 I

407
3, 322
312
154
1,136

50

I

72
76
67
68

22 I

~~~

I: : :

1, 730
359 1

~ ~ ~ : : ::

1 .... -

..

-

..

14

. -.- .. i92. i:: ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~:
98
296 ......... ..
3,760 .......... .

~Promoted from lieutenant-colonel January 6, .1893.
5 Promoted from lieutenant-colonel January 22,1893.
6 Promoted from major January 3,1893.

1
8

1-d

~~i: ~~~: i~ I

73,2613.40
64, 177.28
240,914.29
94, 702. 98
91,407. 54
160,164.26
77,277.59
579, 034. 06
352,751.22
1, 220, 148. 21

>~
~

>m
8

Promoted from major .Ja,nuary 6, 1893.
Promoted from major .January 32,1893.

trj
~
I

Q
trj
~
trj
~

>-

rc

C)

C,.\:1
~

~

State-ment showing the number of pay trips rnade, numbel' of days consumed in tt·avel,posts paid, etc.-Continued.

~

0
Payments.

Miles traveled.

No. of Days
pay
conNo. of
\
jOtherconIn office.
Infield.
Total.
trips. sumed. po~ts
pmd. j Amlm-j
lance. Stage. \ Railroad. Steamer. veyance. Total.
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - l -- l - - l - - l -- l -- -l -- - l - - - l - - - l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Rank and name.

Paymaste1·B-Continued.

M~lenberg, John C ...................................... _.............. .. ................. 1.......... .......... .......... ................
8m1th, George R.... .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Baker, John P............................
Creary, William E........................

19
11
12

54
96
15

25
31
9

225 . .. .. .. .
1, 600 .. .. .. ..
231 .. .. .. ..

5, R-W • • .. • • .. • . • .. .. .. .. •
6, 870 1 .. .. .. .. ..
UO
2, <!3~ 1.. ........ ...... .. ..

6, 065
8, 580
2, 563

$250, 541. 82
224, 915. 08
22,984.28

$1,011,268.78
364, 817. 24
66, 980. 32
7, 329.08

$1,011,268.78
615, 359.06
291, 895. 40
30,313.36

~~i~:~~~~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::: =i.:~~;~+,;~Hs;~ ~;. ~~4,;;;.:~;;,;
I

Appointed with rank from January 10,1893. No payments.

~
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~
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REPORT
OF THE

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER.
WAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,

Washington, October 9, 1893.
I have the honor to submit the following report on the Signal
Corps of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 18!>3:
Sn~:

l\ULITARY TELEGRAPH LINES.

There are now thirty-three military posts and stations whose telegTaphic connections with the great commercial systems of the country
are over permanent lines, constructeu or operated, either entirely or In
part, by the Signal Corps of the Army . . There is at present hardly a
military post which has not a telegraph station either within its limits
or at some convenient point speedy of access.
The military telegr aph lines of the Signal Corps, whose operation
devolves by law on the Chief Signal Officer, include, first, permanent
lines for the purpose of maintaining communication with important
military posts; second, flying telegraph lines which are organized and
maintained with a view to their easy transportation and speedy utilization in connection with field operations. These lines during peace are
usually operated for drill purposes, but on special occasions, as during
this year in the Rio Granile Valley, they are established and temporarily worked in connection with important military operations; third,
practice lines, primarily erected at military pm;ts in order to promote
instruction in telegraphy and signaling, but also serving in some
instances to facilitate administration at posts covering extended areas.
The permanent telegraph lines operated by the Signal Corps, now aggregating about 700 miles in length, have been under the general management of Capt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, whoRe report
forms Appendix A. The successful administration of Capt. Kilbourne
appears in the extremely efficient condition of these lines as demonstrated by the unprecedentedly brief periods of interrupted communication during the past year.
Nearly 400 miles of telegraph line are under the immediate supervision of First Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, chief sig·nal officer
Department of Arizona, who has charge of all telegraph lines within
the limits of that department in addition t.o his specific duties as a
member of the departmental staff. The lines of this department are of
unusual military importance, keeping as they do the great Indian reservations of Arizona and New Mexico under the eye of the department
643
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commander. The section centering at San Carlos, Ariz., is not only
indispensable to efficient and economical military operations in connection with that important agency, but also renders practically impossible
any extended Indian outbreak.
The efficient administration of First Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps,
most cordially supported by Gen. Alexander McDowell McCook, department commander, bas brought these lines into unprecedentedly serviceable condition. The double telegraphic outlet to cominercialliites,
north and south, from San Carlos has demonstrated its great utility
by insuring almost uninterrupted communication through a wild and
difficult region. The total interruption of telegraphic communication
at stations on this division has averaged for each station less than
thirty-four hours during the last fiscal year.
The system ofmilitary telegraph lines under First Lieut. Frederick
R. Day, Twentieth Infantry, acting signal officer, with headquarters
at Bismarck, N. Dak., have been efficiently managed during the year.
This system comprises scattered liues inN orth Dakota, Montana, Oklahonm, Utah, Wyoming, and Texas.
The extension of the Burlington and :Missouri River Railroad to
Clearmont, Wyo., enabled this bureau to effect such a reconstruction
of the military telegraph line to Fort McKinney, Wyo., as insures
uninterrupted commnnication with that important military post.
After consultation with Gen. John R. Brooke, commanding the Department of the Platte, whose euergetic support bas been at all times
freely accorded, the line from Clearmont to Fort McKinney, 31 miles in
length, was built May 5, 1893, under the supervision of First Lieut.
Frederick R. Day, Twentieth Infantry, who for this purpose reported
to the commanding general, Department of the Platte. • This line was
constructed largely of material recovered from the abandoned line
between Powder River and Fort McKinney, some 50 miles in lengtb.
The present line from Clearmont to Fort McKinney, through its short
length and other favorable conditions, promises uninterrupted communication. In accordance with the policy adopted by the Chief Signal
Officer in the direction of local control, this line has been turned over
to the commanding officer of J1..,ort 1\icKimtey, who has full charge of its
operation. Whenever the line is not required for strictly military purposes, commercial messages are transmitted over it under such restrictions as the commander officer of Fort :McKinney may make, no tolls,
however, beiug levied for such transmission.
Lieut. Day's remoteness fi.·om the several sections of the lines under
his control has enhanced the difficulties of his administration, which,
however, has been marked with energy and skill.
One of his lines, that extendiug from Fort Brown to Fort Ringgold,
Tex., proved to be of great military importance during the late
border troubles, when complications of an international character
appeared possible on the lower Rio Grande. During the border
troubles, however, this line-a single wire, having no outlet except
at Brownsville-was frequently inoperative, sometimes by natural
causes, but more frequently, as is probable, by malicious interruption through lawless persons who were interested in promoting
disorder. Sueh interruptions, made in a few moments, necessitate
hours, possibly days, of dangerous travel and arduous labor before the
line is ag·ain in operation.
·
In order to insure telegraphic communication with a degree of reliatlility commensurate with the importance of this line, the Chief Signal
Officer submitted with his last annual report a special estimate for
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the construction of a second outlet, wllich plan, however, failed to com·
menu itself to Congress. Later, the very tbreateuing attitude of afi'airs
obliged Gen. Frank Wheaton, commanding the Department of Texas,
to telegraphically urge upon the Commanding General of the ..Army and
the War Department the absolute military necessity of more extended
telegraphic facilities, to be given by a second outlet in the construction of a telegraph line from Fort RiTiggold to Fort :Mcintosh, Tex.
These threatening conditions impressed Congress to a greater extent
than the prior recommendations of the Chief Signal Ofiicer, and as a
result Congress appropriated $17,000 ;for the construction of the desired
line, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
The not infrequent result of failure to act on the recommendations of
the officer charged by law with special duties followed, for there was
such delay in making the appropriation tl1at the permanent line could
not possibly be completed until a year after its pressing necessity was
·fully recognized.
.
The serious emergency, however, was provided for, at the suggestion
of the Ohief Signal Officer, by the costly expedient of conceutrating
and erecting all the flying telegraph line of the Army, some seventy
miles in the aggregate. Although an expensive operatiOn, yet it tided
over the season of military operations, as is pointed out in that portion
of this report referring to flying telegi·aph lines.
_While the permanent telegraph lines under the control of the Chief
Signal Officer of the Army are constructed primarily for military purposes, yet they secondly subserve commercial interests by affording
speedy communication with business centers. The tariff charges for
commercial telegrams over military lines are extremely low, ranging
from 10 to 25 cents for ten words, so that the revenue from commercial
messages is neceRsarily limited. Nevertheless, the volume of such business is so great that the income assumes respectable proportions.
There has been collected and turned into the United States Treasury
during the fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1893, telegraph tolls of the sum
of $1,964.69, while for the same period the additional sum of $4,262.73
was collected for tolls on account of the commerciltl telegraph companies and turned over to the proper officials. The total number of free
messages transmitted over Government wires, consisting of Government, State, and other business, bas been tabulated on lines under the
supervision of the Chief Signal Officer and aggregate 36,530 with a
tariff value of $3,885.67. The same proportion for other lines, under
postcommanders, would make the aggregate tariff value of free messages about $5,000, so that during the year the volume of business
handled over military telegraph lines and calculated on its very low
tariff aggregates not far from $15,000.
FLYING TELEGRAPH LINES.

The important part which electrical communications play in modern
warfare emphasizes the necessity of developing efficient and supplementary methods for armies operating on a base away from the general
telegraph system of the country. Special attention is now being given
by the Signal Corps to the suitable equipment of its flying telegraph
· trains in all phases, from the connection, by means of such lines, of
army headquarters with the permanent lines of the country to the
provhdon for temporary telegraphic or telephonic communication
between army, division, or even brigade headquarters, witll all
essential points, whether in camp or on battle line.
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vVith this end in view, and with the approval of the 1\fajor-General
Commanding the Army and the Secretary of War, flying telegraph
trains equipped with the most modern appliances are in course of
organization, each separate train having material for 15 miles of line.
TlJese trains, available for drill purposes, will be located at Fort Riley,
Kans.; Fort Grant, Ariz_; Fort Sam Houston, Tex.; Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and at the Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
Careful and detailed experimental tests are continued with a view
of obtaining, in each flying telegraph train, maxima of efficiency and
line material with minima of transportation and labor. Among other
problems under consideration and experiment are those pertaining to
various kinds of insulators, wire, batteries, and the most important
one, of naked-wire telephony. Experiments have determined the inferiority of the bamboo lance as compared with those made of American
cypress or similar woods.
The flying cable cart, devised by and constructed under the supervision of Oapt. Charles E. Kilbourne, Signal Coqls, has attracted
much atte11tion, as part of the Signal Corps exhibit at the World's
Columbian Exposition; its lightness, ease of traction, strength, and
other desirable quaJifications ha,' e impressed all interested observers
with its value. While the ordinary form of the cart is such that a
single man can tram;;port 2 miles of insulated double-conductor cable
with the sarue rapidity and over the same ground that an infantry
column can move, yet it has been deemed advisable to provide the
cable cart with folding shafts so t.b at it can be moved by a mounted
man, thus increasing both the extent of the material carried and also
its rapidity of transportation so that it can keep pace with a cavalry
column.
The field telephone kit, wherewith a moving line can be kept ih communication with its regimental, brigade, or division commander, though s_usceptible of improvement, is in quite satisfactory condition.
In order to obviate interruptions of telegraphic communication,
which might result from the impracticability of making long spans
with the light wire (No. 14) of the flying trains, light telegraph cable
has been purchased for each train. This will be available either for
use in streams of cousiderable width, or under conditions which render
the ordinary aerial methods inauvisable.
PRACTICAL TELEGRAPH OPERATIONS.

The field or flying telegraph differs materially from a permanent
line; the material, while being sufficiently strong to iusnre uninterrupted communication a11d withstand the vicissitudes of weather, must
also be light enough to render easy its transportation with moving
troops-say, material for 12 miles by a four-mule team. The wire
supports must be such that they can be rapidly erected and dismounted, while the wire and insulators can be easily attaehed and
detaehed from the lances without injury or deterioration. Moreover,
the appliances for construction must be such that the line can be
quickly put up over any kind of country. With such conditions to
fulfill, theory mm;;t be suvplemented by praetice, since the erection of a
flying line for drill purpot:les over chosen ground tests ouly in part the.
materials, methods, and appliances. Fortunately the past year has
been marked by an extended practical application of the flying telegraph train of the Sig-nal Corps that bas not only tested its worth and
fituess for field work, but also demonstrated its great practical utility
to the Army.
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On accoun,t of border troubles in the valley of the Rio Grande, which
rendered prompt and speedy communication essential for successful
military movements, Gen. .Frank Wheaton, commanding Department of Texas, telegraphed the War Department in December, 1892,
urging the importance of immediately extending the military telegraph
line connecthJg Fort Brown and Fort Ringgold to Fort Mcintr,sh, a
distance of about 110 miles. Although this request was strongly and
urgently supported by the Ma;jor-General Commanding the Army and
approved by the Secretary of War, yet under the present system of
appropriations it was impossible to secure money so as to build the
line, except with a delay of twelve months. In this emergency the
valnf\ and importance of the Signal Corps was obvious, since it was
able to tide over this military necessity through its flying telegraph
lines. The Chief Signal Officer immediately informed Gen. vVheaton
that by drawing on other military departments he could construct for
temporary use three sections of field telegraph line, some 60 miles in
an. Gen. Wheaton telegraphed that the construction of such a flying line was important and desirable from a military standpoint.
Steps were immediately taken by the Chief Signal Officer to assemble
the material at Fort Mcintosh, Tex., and for this purpose it was
necessary to draw supplies from Fort Grant, Ariz.; Fort Riley, Kans.;
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; and New York City. Such expedition was
used that within six days from the date of Gen. Wheaton's telegram
Lieut. J. E. Maxfield, Signal Corps, left Fort Riley with twelve sergeants
of the corps, and with this force, supplemented by details trom troops
in the Department of Texas, the work of erecting the flying line began
on .J anuar~y 14, 1893, and within a few weeks telegraphic communication
was established between Fort J\'Icintosh and Carrizo, Tex., some 50 miles
distant.
The slowness of construction arose entirely from delays in transportation. Eventually such scattered material, albeit of a heterogeneous
character, was collected and used in extending the flying line from
Fort Mcintosh to Lopena, a distance of about 74 miles. Four flying offices, operated by sergeants of the Signal Corps, were established on this line, thus enabling t1le commanding general of the
Department of Texas to communicate in a few hours with any of his
moving columns in that region. When the material on hand justified
work, the average rate of construction was 5 miles per working day,
which day was quite short both on account of the scarcity of water
and also the enforced location of camps, which necessitated long marches
to and from work of construction. The country built over, almost
unpopulated, was covered with dense chaparral, largely of cacti, making
the work of construction extremely difficult whenever the party quitted
the winding and beaten roads. The work was eventually completed to
the satisfa,ction of Gen. Wheaton, who complimented Lieut. Maxfield
highly for the energy and efficiency displayed in the construction of
the line. It may be added that although intended for temporary use
this line continued in operation nearly eight months, thus subjecting
it to extraordinary tests as to the character of materials used and the
suitability of methods followed.
The construction of this line, expensive in its destruction of fine
material and in the cost of accumulation and dispersion, afforded valuable practice for the Signal Corps, being actual fiel<lwork under conditions closely approaching war. It was asked for at short notice, the
work was done in a section of the country remote from commercial
centers, the deficiency or defects of implements or materials could not
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be remedied; in short, the conditions, time, and place under which the
line was erected were such as to fully test its fitness for active field service in time of war. The success of Lieut. :Maxfield's work is a guar·
anty for future service of like character.
MILITARY BALLOONS.

The introduction of balloons in connection with field telegraph trains'
for the purpose of collecting and transmitting military infG.rmation,
brings into special importance the question of aerial navigation. The
utility and importance of balloons for obtaining military information
during field operations were amply demon~trated. in the last civil war,
but like many other American ideas had to await recognition and
development by military authorities of other nations. The United
States, first to use balloons in war, as it was first to use the electric
telegraph and signal appliances on the field of battle, bas consequently
seen these ideas adopted and improved by all other important military
powers.
Improved methods of equipment, manipulation, and transportation
have come with improved industrial and inventive methods, but as yet
there have been no experiments sufficiently satisfactory to prove the
advisability of replacing the captive balloon by free balloons, either for
extended reconnoissance or as an instrument of offensive warfare.
The construction of a dirigible balloon, so as to have its movements
under satisfactory control, may still be conHideredinconclusive,although
the French war department bas balloon apparata whieh have been propelled in any desired direction with considerable speed. Experiments
have brought the use of a captive balloon, however, to such a degree
of excellence that its utility in extended warfare is beyond question.
During the past fiscal year the project of adding military balloons to
the flying telegraph train has been proceeded witll under the plan made
by the Chief Signal Officer, which was approved by the Commanding
General of the Army and by the Secretary of War. An experimental
captive balloon train is being organized, which, as a, supplement to and
in connection with the flying telegraph trains, will be operated with
modern equipmen ts, so that military information as to topography, tlle
disposition and moveme11t of troops, etc., may be collected photograph·
ically or visually. The drag rope, or captive cable of the balloon is an
aerial double-conductor cable by which information can be transmitted
by or seut to the occupants of the balloon.
With appropriations ill sufficient for extended exp_eriments, the Chief
Sig\lal Officer was obliged to most carefully consider the different systmus of ballooning now in operation, and has adopted, for the preseut,
the English system of a captive skin balloon, provided ,:vith a double
conductor, insulated captive cable, and inflated from portable cylinders
containing hydrogen gas compressed under 120 atmospheres. A(ter
experimental drills the trained officers and men of the Signal Corps
should be able to fill the balloon and make an ascent of half a mile in
half an hour. From this coign of vantage the signal officer can communicate by telephone either with the train base or over the flying
telegraph line with the commanding general. The balloon purchased
for this purpose was constructed in Paris, under the supervision of
First Lieut. William A. Glassford, Signal Corps, to whom was intrusted
the entire details. In this work Lieut. Glassford displayed discrimi·
nating judgment and unremitting zeal.
It is hoped that the Signal Corps will be able to give a practical
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exhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition of its captive balloon,
aerial teleplwue cable, and connecting flying telegraph, nuder the supervision of Capt. Richard E. Thompson, Signal Corps, whose unremitting attention and zealous applicatiOn to experimental balloon work~
largely done by Capt. Thompson in extra hours, is deserving of notice.
LINES AND CABLES OF SAN FRANCISCO.

The telegraph lines and cables connecting the fortifications of San
Francisco Harbor with headquarters Department of California have
been interrupted since February last. Lieutenant C. H. Bonesteel,
21st Infantry, the acting chief signal officer of the Department of California represented the importance of this system of ,lines to public business,and recommended the entire military telegraph system of San Francisco Harbor be renewed with heavily armored cables, which could not
be done with the present restricted appropriations of the Signal Corps;
special estimates for this purpose are mentioned elsewhere. The most
the Signal Corps can do with its present means is to spend a few hundred dollars annually, an expensive makeshift from which satisfactory
results can not be expected.
POS'I' TELEGRAPH LINES.

The Chief Signal Officer has fostered the construction and operation
of practice telegraph lines within the limits of the larger military posts,
and there are now in operation 76 of such lines. Interest in military
signaling has thus increased, especially as the Morse, or American,
telegraph' code is the signal code of the Army. Many devote their
leisure hours to acquiring a knowledge of telegraphy, which may
enhance the value of their services while in the Army and be of benefit
in civil life.
MILITARY SIGNALING •

!·

. The comprehensive report of Capt. Cl1arles E. Kilbourne, Signal
Corps, Appendix B, includes such details concerning military signaling
as are of general interest.
•
The provisions of the Army Regulations which charge department
commanders with responsibility for the efficiency of their commands
in military signaling, with discretionary power to restrict post instruction therein to such partieular months as are most suitable and convenient, have benefidally affected instruction in the line of the Army.
~rwo humlred and eighty-eight officers and 1,:388 men are reported
proficient under paragraph 1761, Army Regulations; only one in six in
this number, however, can receive telegraphic messages at a low rate of
speed. ·
The efforts of the Chief Signal Officer to stimulate an interest iri
signaling by furnishing ample snpplies for intercommunication on target ranges and in connection with summer encampments and marches,
together with the establishment of well-equipped tele-graph liues in the
more important military posts, have contrilJuted to increase praetice
and knowledge. The reRults, ltOwever, render it more tlJan evident
that the line of the Army has neither the time nor the inelinatiou to
acquire anything more than the rudiments of signaling. The average
time given to sig11aling by each man in the line of the Army during the
past year is about two hours, or about one-fourth of a working day.

'
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In two military departments (Oolumbiu, and Dakota) the ins
during the whole year has averaged less than an hour for each
and in only one department (California) has it even approximated
a half day, with an average of 5.2 hours.
While the present method of instruction occasionally results in
few acquiring sufficient knowledge of telegraphy to enable them
transmit or read messages sent over commercial telegraph lines at
ordinary rate of speed, yet it IS very much to be doubted whether
case of a military exigency there could be drawn from more than
or two regiments of the line, officers and men competent to
military supervision over telegraphic communications within their
hearing.
It is evident, therefore, that expert signaling or telegraphy must
devolve on the Signal Corps, whose restricted numbers and widely
separated stations would render extended work impracticable in auy
sudden emergency. As a matter of professional caution, the chief
signal officer has ascertained the names and recorded the degree of
proficiency in teleg-raphy of such ofii('ers and men of the line as exhibit
a marked degree of aptitude. In this manner the services of such can
be promptly made availaule for commands needing experts for immediate service. Information of similar tenor has been obtained from
the inspector-general's department, who have· inspected rnetl10ds and
extent ofinstnwtion in military signaling in the line of the Army to the
ad vantage of this corps.
SIGNAL EQUIPMENTS.

For the :first time in its history the Army is equipped with sufficient
instruments for ordinary practice aud instruction.
The great importance of replacing the oujectionable torch by a signallaHtern, :fit for reliable -communication at distances up to 20 miles,
is fully recognized, and recent experiments indicate an early and satisfactory solution of the problem.
The equipment of field glasses, which for years was sadly deficient
in quantity, has been gradually increased, so that there is now about
one field glass to every tour line officers, instead of one to every fifteen, as in 1887. The inability of the Signal Corps to equip our scouting officers with field glasses, through lack of appropriation in past
years, worked pecuniary hardship upon officers of the line who have
been compelled to purchase private glasses at a high price for official
use without even being permitted to procure them from the Signal
Corps at co~St. It appears indisputable that the Signal Corps ~hould
be able to furnish two field glasses to every company of cavalry and
to such companies of infantry as are liable to be called upon for field
service.
The field glass for ordinary issue is a six-lens,. low-power glass,
selected by a board of experts from about one hundred and fifty difl:erent patterns. It is as good a glass as can now be obtained for general
use, but it is necessarily a compromise, since it is impracticable to
obtain sharp definition, high power, good light, and extended :field in
any single glass; consequently these qualities have been combined with
a regard to their importance in the · order given above. There have
also been purchased for special use some glasses of sharp definition
and high power, 7 ( i. e., seven times the capacity of the uuassisted
eye); and efforts are being made to procure a free-hand field glass of
extended :field, moderate power, and good definition,
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The material reduction in the price of aluminium has made it possible for the Signal Corps to purchase field glasses in fi.'ames of this
metal. Their lightness (the weight being only half that of the ordinary metals) enables the observer to use the glass, free band, for a
considerable time without fatigue, and if these frames prove durable
they will ultimately replace the brass.
SIGNAL SCHOOLS OF

i.,

INSTRUC~riON.

First Lieut. J. E. Maxfield, Signal Corps, has remained in charge of
the instruction of enlisted men of the Signal Corps at Fort Riley,
Kans., during the year. There has been no change in the course of
instruction, which is divided iuto two parts, theoretical and practical,
the former occupying four months and the latter two months. The
course embraces electricity and telegraphy, the use, construction, and
repair of telephones, military signaling and field surveying, includi11g
map-making, and is designed to make each enlisted man an expert signalist, a good telegraph operator, and to enable him to make rough
field sketches of country about which information is desired.
The work of the sehool bas been disarranged by the diversion of its
instructor and students to more important duties of a practical character. In October, 1892, the entire detachment under Lieut. Maxfield
was engaged in signal work in connection with the dedication exercises
of the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. Later, the school
detachment under Lieut. Maxfield were engaged in erecting and operating the flying field telegraph line in the JUo Grande Valley, as else- .
where set forth. Lieut. Maxfield has supplemented his work of instruction by conducting tests and experiments bearing on the equipment of
the Signal Corps, and bas performed his various duties in a most satisfactory manner. The field telegraph train at Fort Riley is insufficiently
protected from the weather, but it is hoped that his recommendation
for a suitable shed for the protection of the train and for the storage
of re~erved signal stores may be carried out.
Beneficial results have followed the intelligent and well-directed·
efforts of the instructor of military signaling at the school at Fort
Leaven worth.
EXPERIMENTAL CITY LINES.

In connection with the dedication exerch;es of the World's Columbian
Expcsition, Capt. James Allen, Signal Corps, chief signal officer,
Dep:utment of the Missouri, availed himself of the presence of Lieut.
Maxfeld ancl the Signal Corps detatchment fi'om Fort Riley to plan
ando1 eratea line of military intercommunication comprising the greater
part oi the limits of Chicago. Under his orders a telegraph office was
esta.bli~- hed near the headquarters of the commanding officer in the
Miues Luilling, and direct connection made with the Western Union
telegraph office. This office was maintained during the entire time the
troops were in Chicago and transacted a considerable amount of official business in connection with the movement of troops, furnishing
supplies, etc. From the same office a military telegraph line was constructed to Wa.shington Park and officers established at the saluting
battery at a point midway down the line of formation of the troops and
at the northwest corner of Washington ParlL
This system of connecting the headquarters of different commands
with the established line of commercial telegraph, together with con-

..
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11ecting outpost cable system (telephone) with the teleplwne
of the city, will be important in connection with tl.Ie CllllJ'"':•n ... nr•
troops in the suppression of disorder in cities, as fnrniHhing a
and speedy means of obtaining accurate reports at headquarters as
the condition of affairs from all sections.
This system was established on the date referred to through
courtesy and hearty cooperation of 1\Ir. R. C. Clowry, vice-preside!
the Western Union Telegraph Company, and other officials of
Ct•mpany.
In establishing the telegraphic means of communication in
tion with the opening ceremonies of the World's Columbian
tion, the necessity of trained men and permanent means of tran
tion was again made evident. \Y agons could not be obtained qui('
when needed, and there was no time to instruct 111en detailed from
companies to assist in the construction.
The Chief Signal Officer urgently recommends that a field
fully equi11ped and furnished with a full complement of officers, men,
and horses be stationed at some post in the Department of Missouri.
The present Signal Corps is necessarily a skeleton peace organi
tion, but from time to time a company of cavalry or a detachmen
unassigned recruits should be detailed. for signal duty for the
of a year or more, so as to both insure familiarity with field co11
tions, and also afford opportunities to work out military problem
involving speedy intercommunication under varying and difficult
ditions. It is only by practice and experiment under conditions simu.
lating actual bostilitjes, -that any special corps of the Army can make
itself fitted for its primary and destjned occupation, that of making
war. The Signal Corps is the only branch of the Army that has not
now such opportunity, itH small force of sergeants being eagerly and
persistently sought for by the commanding o:fticers of th~ more important posts of the Army.
EXTENDED HELIOGRAPH PRACTICE.

His important duties in charge of the systems of military tclegTaph
lines in his depnrtment, have not prevented First Lieut. Frank Greene,
Signal Corps, Chief Signal Officer, Department of Arizona, from displaying his activity and zeal in connection with the signal practice of
the line, in camp and in field. Acting under the direction of his department commander, Gen. Alexander 1\'IcDowell McCook, steps wer@
taken to test the proficiency of the signal deta<'hments at posts along
the.. southern border of the department. U uder Lieut. Greene's instructions a series of heliograph stations were simultaneously occupied from
:Mount Graham, nea.r Fort Grant, westward to Table .Mountain, thence
soutbwmd to Fort Huachuca and thence eastward to Fort Bayard, an
aggregate distance of 406 miles. Nine heliograph stations were occupied with a notice of a few days only and 'vithout preliminary reconnoissance. The orders were unannounced and unexpected. l\Iany of
the officers and men were unfamiliar with the poi11tR occupied, yet by
means of the excellent heliograph map of the dt'partment and the accurate compass bearings furBished, eommnnication was promptly opened
at tl.Ie exact time specified. Capt. F. K. Wanl, First Uavalry, charged
with the working superintendence of these lines is entitled to much
credit for his suecessful supervision of tl1is work, dtuilJg which,
ranges from 26 to 66 miles were regularly worked over. The following
officers are also deserving of credit in connection with this work: Lieuts.
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Furlong and Bartman, First Cavalry; Lieuts. Byran, Hornbrook, and
Winn, Second Cavalry; Lieuts. Bam, Keene, Jenks, and Leitch, Twenty-fourth Infantry.
The value and importance of Lieut. Greene's plan is obvious when it
is considered that far the greater part of the Department of Arizona
is covered by carefully determined and \Yell selected points from which
can be observed the movements of any command, Indian or white,
whereby the department commander can be kept advised of any hostile
movements, and thus act intellige11tly in operating against an enemy.
It is pertinent to recall that the judicious distribution of heliograph
stations in this region by MaJ. Geu. Nelson A . .Miles contributed materially to the successful and speedy issue of the Geronimo campaign.
TARGET RANGES.

All the target ranges of importance, are equipped with telephones or
other preferred methods. The transmitters and receivers owned by the
United States of earlier pattern, and in some instances difficult of
manipulation, have been thoroughly overhauled during the year. Telephones and transmitters of the latest patterns are in use at the most
important ranges.
As reg·ards meteorological instruments, modifications have been
macle in forms of equipment, and such devices inaugurated as greatly
facilitate the necessary observations. The adoption of the sling psychrometer and the compensated aneroid materially reduce and facilitate the
work of the marksman, particularly on artillery ranges. The automatic
register for the anemometer renders it possible to determine the velocity of the wind almost instantaneously; in from ten to thirty seconds,
depeuding upon tbe velocity. While the register is expensive, yet it is
now being supplied to all the larger artillery posts.
Atthereqnestofthe Commanding General of the Army, a meteorological text-book for gunners of artillery has been prepared by Capt. Charles
E. Kilbourne, Signal Corps, whose varied and efficieut services, both
~san artillery officer and also as a meteorologist, peculiarly qualified
him for this technical work. These carefully prepared instructions met
the approval of the J\L~ior-General Commanding the Army, and have
been published during the year.
CABLES FOR HARBOR DEFENSES.

The obvious necessity of concerted action to auccessful harbor defense
renders it an imperative duty to establish means of reliable and instant
communication between all the important forts and harbor defenses of
our great cities. The subject is one rather within the jurisdiction of
the Board on Permanent Fortifications, but the Chief Signal Officer has
thought it his duty to advance this matter by a special estimate for
$20,000 to initiate such a system of military eables and connecting land
lines·in New York, Boston, and San ·Francisco as in the judgment of
the board should be necessary.
WORLD'S COLUl\'IBIAN EXPOSITION.

As full an exhibit of the working devices of the Signal Corps of the
Army as was practicable, and of works of interest connected with the
history of the Corps, has been made at the \Vorld's Co hun bian Bxposition under the supervision of Capt. R. E. Thompson, Sigual Corps.
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The exhibit has elicited favorable comments from military experts
other interested visitors. The subject will be more freely
the next Annual Report, when Capt. Thompson shall have rendered
final detailed report after the clo&e of the Exposition.
MILITARY COLLEGES.

Very great interest in signaling has sprung up among students
colleges having military instruc!ors from the Army. Twenty-two
institutions have been as liberally supplied with signal appliances
material as a due regard for the interests of the Army would
Most of the supplies issued are of obsolete pattern, but even of
the demand far exceeds t.he supply.
THE NA1'IONAL MILITIA.

The Chief Signal Officer has lost no occasion to cultivate the most
cordial relations with the militia and National Guard of the various
States. This has beeu officially possible as the interest in signaling,
which suddenly developed several year.s ago in the National Guard of
several States, has proved to be permanent. RequeRts for signal
equipments and for instructions as to methods of operation and management are frequent, despite the discouraging answers necessarily
made. Information is promptly and fully given, but unfortunately the
Signal Corps is not authorized under existing law to issue equipments
for the use of the militia. Over half the States have asked for signal
equipments and stores with the exJJectation and desire that the cost
there.of should be charged against their allotment of the permanent
appropriations made by Congress for the militia of the country.
Despite the inability of the militia to procure signal equipments under
the same regulations as govern the issue of other military stores signal corps have been organized in several States, 'a lthough necessarily
equipped at private expense.
EXAMINER'S DIVISION.

The report of the examiner'~ divisio~, Appendix D, exhibits the
very satisfactory condition of the division. It is very pleasa11t to
report that the returns of the property accountability and money
accounts are rendered with great regularity and a commendable degree
of accuracy.
DISBURSING DIVISION.

The report of Capt. Robert Craig, Signal Corps, as disbursing
officer, forms Appendix C, and contains such information regarding
contracts and disbursements as is required by law and regulations. In.
addition to his duty as disbursing officer Capt. Craig has bad charge
of the general supply depot of the Signal Corps.
The labors of Capt. Craig have been exacting, as a large amount
of clerical work has devolved on him. · His own clerical labors have been
supplemented by those of his storekeeper and assistant storekeeper, who
have been diverted from their special duties to an extent prejudicial to
the interests of t.h e public service. A clerk for the disbursing officer is
greatly needed, as Congress on the reorganization of the Signal Corps
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provided only one-half the clerical force estimated for and needed. An
estimate for an additional second-class clerk for duty with the disbursing officer has been submitted, and it is hoped that Uongress will give
the much-needed relief.
In this office fidelity, zeal, and application have characterized the
clerical force, who are inadequate in numbers only. The two clerks of
class one do work that, from its amoant and importance, shonlrl insure
increased pay, especially as under present conditions promotion is practically impossible for these clerks.
RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION.

While the act approved October 1, 1890, placed the Signal Corps of
the Army on a permanent basis, yet the future of its officers is not
encouraging. The great difference in rank between the Uhief Signal
Officer of the Army and that of the next officer of the corps, its major,
renders it probable that in case of a vacancy the office of Chief Signal
Officer would devolve upon some selected officer of the line. Denied
promotion tends to the deterioration or prevents the complete military
development of officers thus affected. Unless there is contemplated a
general reorganization of the entire staff, without, of course, affecting
the vested right for further promotion of any staff officer under the
present system, the Chief Signal Officer, in justice to the junior officers of his corps, recommends independent legislation. It is apparent
that no reorganization would be practicable which did not reduce the
number of officers and decrease expense.
It is recommended that whenever the position of Chief Signal Officer
becomes vacant the chief of the corps be thereafter a colonel, with two
assistant chiefs, one with the grade of colonel and the other of major,
to be promoted from the lower grades, a1ld that the two inferior offices
thus vacated should be discontinued. This would decrease the number of officers by one, and reduce the expenses of the corps by several
thousa11d dollars annually, while affording that promotion which is one
of the incelltives to zealous and efficient service.
ESTIMATES.

After careful consideration the estimates for the regular expenses
of the Signal Corps during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1885, were
reduced below the current a.p propriation, the sum asked for being $21,500
against $22,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894. The new military telegraph line, about 113 miles in length, between Forts Hinggold
and Mcintosh, Tex., is being constructed under such favorable terms
as leaves, from the permanent specific appropriation therefor, unexpended moneys sufficient for the maintenance of the line during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1894.
A. W. GREELY,
Ohief Signal Officer.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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APPENDIX A.
REPORT OF THE OFFICER IN CHARGE OF ltiiLITARY TELEGRAPH LINES.
WAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 5, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report relative to the maintenance
and operation of the United States military telegraph lines during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1893 :
·
The force employecl in the operation of the Government lines consists of commissioned· officers, sergeants of the Signal Corps, and civilian operators.
The following officers have continued in charge of their respective divisions during
the year:
Pirst Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, in charge Arizona division United States
military telegraph lines, with statiou at Los Angeles, CaJ., and First Lieut. Frederick
R. Day, Twentieth Infantry, Acting Signal Officer, iu charge northern division United
States military telegraph lines, with station at Bismarck, N. D~1k. These officers
have ably and efficiently supervised the operations of the military lines under their
control.
The following table shows the location and length of the military lines under the
direct control of the Chief Signal Officer of the Army:
Miles.

Bismarck to Fort Yates, N. Dale ............. -- ..... -- ............ --.......... 65
Fort Custer to Custer Station, Mont ................................... ., . . .. .. 30
Fort Dn Chesne to Price, Utah ............ --.. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 87
Fort Brown to Fort Ringgold, Tex ............................................. 100
Holbrock to Fort Bowie, Ariz .................................................. 291
The following military telegraph lines connecting military posts with the commercial lines of the eountry, the materia.} for the maintenance and operation of which is
supplied by the Signal Corps, although the control ancl auministration of the lines
are vested in the post officials:
Miles.

Fort McKinney to Clearmont, Wyo ............................................
Fort Supply to Woodward, Ind. T .............................................
Fort Bayard to Silver City, N.Mex ............................................
Fort Clark to Spofford Junction, Tex.* ........................................
San Antonio (department headquarters), Texas................................
Fort Wingate to \Vingate Station, N.Mex.....................................
Fort Reno to Elreno, Okla.... .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Fort Sill, Okla., to Rush Springs, Ind. T ........................ _..............
San Francisco cable system .......................... _ ........................
San Francisco land system ... .. ...................................... _.. . .. .. ..

31
15
10
10

1t
3

5t

28
12!

2t

Sergeants of the Signal Corps have been detailed as operators, in atldi tiou to other
military duties, at the following-named posts: Fort Snelling, Minn., Fort Sully, S.
Dak.; Fort Wingate, N. Mex.; Fort Mason and Angel Isla.nd, Cal.; Headquarters
Department of the East, Governors Island, N.Y.; Headquarters Department of the
Columbia, Vancouver, Wash. ; Headquarters Department of California, San Francisco,
Cal.; Headquarters Department of Texas, San Antonio, and Headquarters Department of Arizona, Los Angeles, Cal.
Stations on the military lines where commercial business is transacted are, as a
rule, in charge of sergeants of the Signal Corps; the great demand for signal sergeants, however, and the limited number available, makes it necessary to employ
civilian operators at some points, usually transfer stations. The points at which
such persons are employed are: Custer Station, Mont.; Elreno, Okla.; Edinburg
and Santa Maria, Tex.; L::mcler, Wyoming; Price, Utah; Tiburon, Cal.; Valentine,
Nebr.; Woodward, Ind. T.; Rush Springs, Ind. T., Clearmont, \Vyo., and Bismarck,
N.Dak.

* Telephope line~.
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EXTRACTS FROM ANNUAL RRPORTS OF OFFICERS IN CHARGE UNITED STATES MILITARY
TELEGRAPH LINES,

Bismarck section. General repairs on this section were completed July 3, 1892,
since which time the line has worked well. Its condition to-day is good and none
but ordinary repairs will be necessary for another year.
Fort Custer section. This section has with ordinary repairs been maintained in
good condition throughout the year.
Fort McKinney section. As stated in my last annual report, owing to the great
difficulty of keeping the line connecting the post with Powder River in repairs, it was
finally decided to abandon the line and with material recovered therefrom bnild a
new line to Clearmont, Wyo., a station on the Burlington and Missouri River Railroad. With the assistance of troops from the post, the line, 31 miles in length, was
completed May 5, 1893, under the supervision of First Lieut. F. R. Day, Twentieth
Infantry, acting signal officer. (Tbe commanding officer of Fort McKinney has
control of the line and no tolls are charge(l for the transmission of messages.)
The arrangement with the officials of the Inland Telephone and Telegraph Company
of Washington whereby official telegrams between the post of Fort Spokane and
Davenport, Wash., were transmitted free of charge, in return for which the line was
kept in repairs by the Government, was terminated in April, 1893, the labor involved
in the ;.trrangement and the urgent necessity of general repairs of the line not warranting its continuance.
Fort Washakie section: No changes have occurred on this section during the year.
No tolls are collected and tl1e post authorities are responsible for the condition of
the line. Its condition is very bad and its rebuilding on iron poles a necessity. No
action, however, will be taken in this direction until the ownership of the line is
determined, this office being in correspondence with the Western Union Telegraph
Company on the subject..
Fort Duchesne section: The condition of this line is only fair, but all repair work
is well clone, hence the Hue does not deteriorate rapidly. A large quantity of
material was assembled on this line for repair purposes, but owing to the proposed
abandonment of the post, the material was shipped to Clearmont, Wyo., and used
in building the Fort McKinney line. If the post is abandoned at an early clay, extensiYe repairs will not be required, while on the other hand, it will be difficult to maintain the line another winter without general repairs.
Ren,-Sill section. This section extended from Fort Sill, via Anadarko and Fort
Reno, Okla., to the line of the commercial telegraph at El Reno. The extension of
the railroad to within 30 miles of Fort Sill rencle:Ped it advisable to build a line
to the point nearest on the railroad; accor1lingly the portion of the line between
Fort Reno and Anadarko was taken down and the material recovered used in constructing a new line connecting Fort Sill and Rnsh Springs, 28 miles in length.
During the time occupied in building the new line, viz, from October 3 to 26, J892,
Fort Sill was without telegraphic communication. The short line between Fort
Reno and El Reno is, and has been, in excellent condition. The portion of the old
line between Fort Sill and Anadarko was . maintained until April 14, 1893, when it
was transferred to the Interior Department for the use of the Indian Bureau.
Fort Brown section. This section has continued to give efficient service during
the year and is in fair repair. The extension of the line to Fort Mcintosh, Tex.,
via Laredo, will add much to its value and unquestionably prove a factor in the
settlement of the troubles along the Rio Grande.
Arizona division: The telegraph lines of Arizona and New Mexico have been
maintained in a high state of efficiency, the aggregate total interruptions at all
stations was but sixty-six days as compared with seventy-seven days in 1892, while
the total number of days on which each stat.iou was cut off from department headquarters by the line being down on both sides of the station was twenty days eight
hours to nineteen days twenty-one hours last year. This excellent record is the
result of the hearty cooperation of the dep~trtment commander, by whom details of
troops have lJeen made from time to time, when needed, for general repairs and the
thorough patrolling of the various sections of the lines, which were performed, as a
rule, under the supervision of Signal Corps sergeants.
.
Fort Stanton section: This section was carefully gone over in July, 1892, and all
needed repairs made. Information has been received at this office that the coal
plant at Carthage, N. Mex. (the transfer office for Fort Stanton), is about to be
removed and the town abandoned by the railroad company. In case thh; action is
taken it will be necessary to provide for a transfer office at some other point, possibly
San Antonio, N. Mex., provided satisfactory arrangements can be made with the
Western Union Telegraph Company.
Fort Apache section: A detail of troops from the post, under the supPrvision of ~
signal sergeant, made general repairs between Fort Apache and Summit, a distance
of35 miles; a number of bent poles were &traightened anu reset, poles were tamped
W .A.R 93-VOL l--4:2
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where necessary: and all branches and limbsoftrees in contact with the wire trimmed;
a number of trees liable to interfere with the line were cut down and removed. Particular attention was given to the crossing of Black Hiver, where additional poles
were 1mt in to strengthen the line supports on the bank of the river. Twenty-four
bad splices were cut out of the line. This portion is now in good condition.
San Carlos section: A sergeant of the Signal Corps, with a detail of troops, made
general repairs of this section during Jnly and Augnst, 1892. A 40-foot mast was
placed in position at the crossing of the San Carlos River. There is now a span at
that place of 250 yarc1R long, the lowest point in the curve of the wire being at least
30 feet above the water level. An intermediate support which had been used on
this span, consisting of a tripod of iron poles and placed on a sand bar in t.he middle
of the stream, was removed a.s en(langcring the span from driftwood during freshets.
The support on the opposite bank of the riYer co:1sists of a mast 40 feet high. made
of iron poles, six poles at the butt alHl tapering to one pole at the top, the' whole
being firmly bountl together by iron bands. This repair party also built a new loop
at San Carlos.
·
Holbrook section. A detachment under the command of Lieut. H. 0. Williams,
Eleventh Infantry, with two Signal Corps sergeants and twenty enlisted men from the
post of Fort Apache, well equipped with everything necessary to carry on the work,
left Fort Apache October 17, 1~92, for the purpose ofrewiring t.he line between Port
Apache and Holbrook, which work was successfully accomplished as far as Mitchel's
Ranch, 30 miles from Port Apache, when the officer in command and the greater
part of the detachment were ordered to return to the post to join their companies
which had been ordered to change station. This action necessitated postponing
the work until November 17, when a detail of men under the charge of Sergt. H. W.
Chadwick, of the Signal Corps, resumed the work of rewiring the line. The loop
constructed on wooden poles connecting the town of Snowflake, Ariz., with the
p1ilitary line was taken down and a new loop built on iron poles. The party
reached Holbrook November 30. '£he old wire which was recovered was carefully
coiled and stored at Cooley's (a repair station on the milit.ary line) and at other
convenient points.
A two-conductor underground cable was laid in a wooden conduit across the target range at San Carlos on March 13 and 14 and placed in circuit with the main
line, the overhead wire Leing removed. This action was necesl'lary to avoid interruption by the breaking of the wire during target practice. This cable is 1,250 feet
long.
vVooden poles are still in use on the line between San Carlos and Fort Grant. The
line rnns near the wa.gon road and much -trouble is caused by the wagons striking
the poles, which would knock off the brackets. These wooden poles have been in
use a long time and are more or less decayed. There being a number of iron poles
available for use stored at Fort Grant, together with other telegraphic material, it
was proposed to replace the wooden poles during March, 1893, but, owing to other
important matters, it has been impracticable to have the work performed, and it will
now be postponed until some time this coming fall.
·
The following table shows the amount of cash receipts at each station on the
United States military telegr:.tph lines during the year:
Arizona division:
Carthage. N.Mex .............. - .................. --· .... .
$57.21
58.42
Holbrook, Ariz ...... ··········--··········--·········---·
Fort Apache, Ariz .............. _.. ____ ..... _.. ___ . _... _. __
56.77
Fort Bowie, Ariz. ___ .......... ___ . __ .. __ . __ ... __ ... _.. ___ _
13.48
Fort Grant, Ariz ... _........ _.... ___ ..... _........ ___ ... __
63,59
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ...... - .... - ............. _.......... .
60.35
Fort Thomas,· Ariz. (to November 19, 1892) .. _. _.... __ .... .
17.55
San Carlos, Ariz ... _.... _....... _........ _. _............ __
118.82
Willcox, Ariz .. _............•.... _...........•........... _
210.35
Total ... - ........ - - .... - ...•.................. - ......... _. _.
Northern division:
Bismarck, N.Dak .. ·----···--···--····-·············--....
Fort Yates, N.Dak .... ---· ....... - ......... -·.............
Fort Custer, Mont ....... -- ........... •.......... _... . . . . . .
Custer Station. Mont.- .................. ___ ... ___ . _. . . . . . .
Fort McKinney, Wyo .... ·- ...... -"-......................
Clearmont, 'Wyo ................. --- .... --· ..... ----......
Eort DuChesne, Utah ....... _. __ ................... ___ ....
Ta,ylor's Ranch, Utah ................... __ ................
Price, Utah ................. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Reno, Okla ···-···--···········--···.................
Fort Sill~ Okla ..••... ,., .......... , ............... ---- ... ,

......
70.14
83.78
96. 53
90. 55
76.10
6. 73
83. 42
5.18
59. 05
41.11
20,86

$656. 54
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Northern division-Conti n ned..
Rush Springs, Ind. T...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
Fort Brown, Tex ......................................... .
Fort Ringgold, Tex ...................................... .
Santa Maria, Tex ........................................ .
Edinburg, Tex .......................................... ..

$5.30
333.09
270.86
15.25
60.20

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 308. 15
Total cash receipts.... .. .. . .. • . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. ..

1, 964. 69

This amount was covered into the United States Treasury in accordance with law.
During the same periotl $4,262.73 were collected for tolls on aecount of the commerchtllines and turned over to t,he proper officials of those companies.
Only a small portion of the business transacted over the Go,·ernmeut lines comes
under the head of commercial business for which a tariff is charged, the main object
of the maintenance of the lines being for the speedy and certain transaction of Government business; therefore, to show the importance of these lines in a military
sense, the following table is submitted, which shows the aggregate number of messages handled to be 64,948:
Value of
free
messages
sent.

Stations.

~~lt~~~~·, ~rfz~~:::: :::::::::::::::::

Com mer- Commer]'ree I Total
Free
cial mes- cial rues- messages
ruessa~0s mesi'ages
sages
sages resent.
received.
handled.
..sent.
ceived .
---- ---- ---- ----

ft~: g~

~g~

~~~

3, 885. 67j.U.282/--"M,172

~ 1;,o

Fort ApachE.', Ariz....................
751. 45
Fort Bowie, Ariz....... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
182. 64
Fort Gtant.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ..
858.17
Fort Stanton, N.Mex........ . ... . . . .
63. ~]4
]'ort Thomas, .Ariz........... .. . .. . ..
46.50
San Carlos, .Ariz......................
920.13
Willcox, .Ariz.... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .
25. 54
Bismarck, N. Dak.....................
86.78
Fort Yate!.', N.Dak...................
75.02
Fort Custer, Mont....................
91. 02
Custer St~tion, Mont................. . .. . . .. .. .. .
Fort McKwuey, Wyo................
16.75
Clearmont, Wyo......................
5. 02
Fort Dn Chesue, Utah................
74.40
Taylor's Ranch, Utah............................
Price, Utah...........................
74.40
Fort Brown, Tex..... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
207. 07
Fort Ringgold, Tex ........ :...........
200. 40
TotaL...........................

~~~

306
151
622
506
102
·721
1, 284
697
1,102
915
640
152
102
687
48
710
2, 298
2, 460

~~~

234
1, 472
1, 322
139
537
570
561
2, 287
2, 13\J
524
731
286
91
150
178
623
1, 886
1, 812
1, 393
2, 437
2, 730
1, 046
439
697
711
361
319
6-!0
1, 135
840 1
915
840
1,1351
85
36
38
102
38
3!J
453
123
135
40 .......... ---- ------~
765
135
123
2, 588
2, 487
2, 397
2, 392
2, 289
2, 342

}; ~~~

3, 334
1, 397 •
5, 609
2, 047
521
5, 042
7, i'i44
2, 879
2, 493
3, 530
3, 530
311
281
1, 398
88
1, 733
9, 770
9, 483

11s;-38of64.'984

Table sho1ving the nwnber of days and hours dzwing which the United States military telegra]Jh lines were inte1'1'npted cluring the year ending June 30, 1893.
Circuit or section.

Days. Hours.

Holbrook to Fort AlJacho.............................................................
18
7
Fort .Apache to San Carlos............................................................
16
2
San Carlos to Fort Grant.............................................................
16
2
Fort Grant to \Villcox ............................................................................... .
Willcox to Fort Bowie................................................................
1
9
Carthage to Fort Stanton.............................................................
14
17
Bismarck to Fort YateR..............................................................
10
7
Fort Custer to Custer Station........................................................
14
15

i~~~ ~~~~~~~~ l~ ~~~~~~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·· ····s·

]'ort ' eno to El Heno . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sill to RuRh Springs . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .
Fort Brown to Fort R.iuggold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
14
12

~
8

CABLE AND LAND SYSTEM OF SAN FRANCISCO HARBOR.

The lines and cables connecting the fortifications of San Francisco with department headquarters and the commercial systems of the country are under the supervision of the acting chief signal officer of the Department of California, First Lieut.
Chas. H. Bonesteel1 Twenty-first U. S. Infantry, acting in that capacity during th~

fea_.r,
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The lines and cables remained in good condition until November 9, 18, and 29,
when trouble was experienced on the San Francisco section, and until November 28
on the Alcatraz-Ti buron section, when, owing to a severe storm, poles were blown down
and the end of the Alcatraz-Angel Island cable, which lauds at Point Blunt, Angel
Island, was washed out. Immediate steps were taken to repair the lines and secure
the end of the cable. The cable was secured December 17 and found to be sound,
but was again washed out before communication could be restored and could not be
recovered l.wfOl'e February 20, 1893, when, upon being tested, it was found to be
unserYiceable. It was again tested on February 23 as a final test with the same
result.
A portion of the San Francisco section was rebuilt and general repairs made
between December 28, 1892, a.nd January 10, 1893, fifteen new poles were put in aml
the route of a portion of the line changed from across lots to along the line of
accepted streets, after which no trouble occurred.
The condemned single-conductor cable, which formerly connected Fort Mason and
Alcatraz Island, was sold at public auction ·on November 22, 1892.
On April17 a main-line battery was set up at Tib•1ron in place of the battery
formerly furnished by the Western Union Telegraph Company.
Owing to the limited appropriation available and the estimated expense of
recovering and putting in working order the Angel Islaud-Alcntraz cable (about
$600), it has been impracticable to maintain communication by telegraph between
these points, greatly to the detriment of public business, and it is believed in the
interest of economy that the entire cable system of San Francisco Harbor should be
renewed with heavily armored cables.
·
Owing to the existence of border troubles on the Rio Grande the necessity for
!lrompt and certain communication throughout this district became apparrnt, and
the commanding general of the Department of Texas telegrar,heu the Cllief Signal
Officer, under date of December 30, 1892, urging the importance of extending the
military telegraph line connecting Forts Brown and Ringgold to Fort Mcintosh, a
distance of about 110 miles. Acting upon this request, recommendation was made
to the Major-General Commanding the Army that Congress be asked to appropriate
$17,000 to build and maintain a permmwnt line connecting Forts Mcintosh and
Ringgold. As the construction of a permanent line, even after an appropriation
was secured, would occupy considerable time, and believing the urgency of the
situation required prompt action, the Chief Signal0fficer telegraphed Gen. Wheaton,
commanding the Department of Texas, that he would fum ish at once three sections
of flying :fielcl telegraph line of 20 miles each. Gen. Wheaton replied that he
considered the building of such a line important and desirable, and the necessary
material was therefore assembled as rapidly as possible at Fort Mcintosh, the supplies being drawn from Forts RileJ· and LeaYenworth, Kans., Fort Grant, Ariz.,
and New York City, and in six days from the date of the telegram Lieut. Joseph E.
Maxfield, Signal Corps, left Fort Riley with twelve sergeants of the Signal Corps,
charged with the construction of the flying telegraph line, reporting while en route
for Fort Mcintosh to the commanding general, Department of Texas, for consultation
and instructions. Lieut. Maxfield, having secured the necessary details from troops
in the department, began the work of erecting the line on January 14, 1893. This
work was continued without delay (excepting in one or two instances while awaiting the arrival of matN'ial) and was completed on April 3, 1893, the line connecting
Fort Mcintosh and Lopena, Texas, a distance of 74 miles; four offices were established and operated by sergeants of the signal c"orps.
Gen. Wheaton complimented Lieut. Maxfield highly for the energy, efficiency, and
skill displayed. in the construction of this line.
· Lieut. Maxfield's full report on the construction of the line forms uart of this
report and is marked Appendix "A."
On l!..,ebruary 27, 1893, the bill appropriating $17,000 for the construction of the
permanent line was approved, and the necessary arrangements at once entered into
for the purchase of material and bids invited for the construction by civilian labor,
the work of construction to be under the supervision of an officer of the Signal
Corps, and, on July 1, when the appropriation became available, all details had
been perfected for the commencement of the work upon the arrival of the material.
At that date the flying :field telegraph line was still doing good service.
Very respectfully,
C. E. KILBOURNE,
Captain, Signal Corps, Telegmph Ojficer.

The
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Washington, D. C.
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FORT RILEY, KANS.: July 16, 1893.
Sm: I have tl1e l10nor to ma'ke the following report of the com;truetion of a temporary telegraph line from Fort Mcintosh, Tex., to Lopeno Ranch, 'rex.:
In accordance with the provisions of Special Orders No. 2, Adjutant-General's
Office, dated .J anu..<try 4, 1893, and letter of instruction from the Chief Signal Officer, I
proceeded to San Antonio, Tex., reporting to the com man cling general of that department, and thence to Fort Mcintosh, arriving at that point on January 13. Here I
found the signal detachment from Fort Riley, which had left that post January 10.
Sergt. Pollner reported in a few days, making the strength of the detachment
twelve men.
Upon the arrival on January 14 of the telegraph material shipped from Fort Riley,
the work of construction was begun, the line being carried through the reservation
and the town of Laredo and a terminal office es.taulished. On January 26, sufficient
material having arrived, the real work of construct-i on began. In this I had the
assistance of a detac,hment froni Company B of tile Eighteenth Infantry, at first
under the command of Lieut. Beall, Eighteenth Infantry, and afterw::trds of Capt.
Paul, of the same regiment. The daily working force varied somewhat, but was
usually about thirty men, of whom, at first, nine were sergeants of the SignalCorps.
In constructing the line the arrangements of· the working party was in general that
laid down in Myer's Manual of Signals, though the relative size of the different
subparties varied somewhat from that arrangement.
The thirty men were usn ally divided as follows: 1 director, 1 surveyor, 3 markers,
2 pin men, 8 bar men under charge of a noncommis~ioned officer, 2 wire men, 9
lance men, 2 men in lance truck, 1 axman. Toward the close of the work the size.
of the party was diminished by the loss of the operators left at the several camps.
The poles used were the light wooden lances of the field telegraph train, supplemented by 400 bamboo poles. The wire was No. 14 galvanized iron wire, aml the
insulators, except on the bamboo poles, were of bard rubber, such as are generally
used with the wooden lances.
On account of the dense brush, which covered the entire country, and the winding
roads the work of construction was \ery difficult. The surveyor conld seldom
march in a straight line on account of the brush, and often lost sight of the markers
who indicated the direction he should take. To obviate this difficnltv as far as
possible three markers were employed, each equipped with a lance lf feet long,
carrying a small signal flag. Of course the use of a chain or wire to measure
accurately the distance between lances was impossible in the thick brush. The
lance party engaged in fitting the wire in the insulators and raising the poles, however, experienced the most trouble from the wire becoming caught in the brush.
This difficulty was partly overcome by equipping two of the lance men with poles
fitted with hooks, by which the wire was raised and held aloft. Oftentimes, however, when the brush was high no resource was left but to cut out a pathway
through it and deliver the wire from a handreel.
On account of the~e difficultieR, the progress was more slow than would ordinarily
be the case in the erection of a light line. It was also felt that, as the line was to
be maintainerl. for some time, the first care should be to make it as strong as possible, even at the sacrifice of speed.
About 5 miles were erected iu a working day. This day was short, as, on account
of the scarcity of water, suitable camps were few, and much time was necesst:trily
lost in marching to and from camp. Delays also arose from stormy weather, and
waiting, from time to time, for m:1terial.
On February 6 the camp at San Ygnacio was Teachod and an office established at
that point. On the 11th the line was completed nearly to Carrizo, and telegraphic
communication given to the troorJs there stationed. It was not until the end of
March that the necessary mn,terial for the completion of the line to Lopeno reached
me. This work was done on April1, 2, and 3, and the terminal office established.
Upon the completion of the line, the detachment of infantry proceeded to Fort
Mcintosh, and the line was maintained and operated by the sergeants of the Signal
Corps with occasional assistance given in the case of serious breaks by the commanding officers at the several camps. Two sergeants were stationed at~each of the four
offices to act as operators and repairmen.
In addition to the ordinary repair trips, macle when faults o~curred, the entire
line was patrolled once each week. The line thus constructed is still in operation,
and was, wht>n I left it i!l June, in excellent condition. Though built of the lightest
material, it has afforded reliable communication with the troops in the field along
the Rio Grande River for several months. Breaks were frequent, but ordinarily
were quickly repaired. The longest time during which no fault occurred was ten
days.
The faults occurring were seldom due to storms or high winds, but usually to
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malicious mterference with the line or to breaks made by the cattle
these causes many poles were broken.
That lances and insulators devised for fieltl lines, which would ordinarily be
kept sta,nding but a few days at a time and then under continued patrol, should
stand this severe test, shows the general excellence of the material used in the
equipment of the flying telegraph train. The bamboo poles used proved to be
almost perfect poles for a semipermanent line as this was, but op. account of their
great bulk are unsuited for use with the field telegra.ph train proper. They are
very strong for their weight and few faults occurred on those portions of the line
built with them. The wooden lances can hardly be improved upon for use with the
flying telegraph train, being light and strong and of such small diameter that their
transportation is easy. It is believed, howeYer, that the shorter lances, 14 feet in
length, would be more serviceable if a foot longer; this certainly would be the case
when suspension insulators were used.
The No. 14 iron wire was found to be strong and, on the whole, easily handled. In
the case of a few coils trouble from kinking was experienced. Greater flexibility is
desirable. This is given by hard drawn copper wire of which two miles were strung.
It was found, however, to be deficient in strength. Copper wire of slightly larger
diameter would, I think, be an improvement on either.
Of the rubber insulators two patterns were used, viz, upright insulators, some
fitted with slots and some with clamps, and suspension insulators. The first being
screwed into the top of the poles increased the height of the wire above the ground,
while the suspension insnlators, 1>eing ht'tng from the side of the poles, held the wire
nearly a foot lower. It was also found that the suspension insulators did not allow
the wire to pass through them readily w1Jen being pulled np. This was a ~:~erions
defect in the present instance, as, on account of the brush, the wire could not be
reeled off without a great <leal of slack. The swinging motion allowed by the suspension insulators in high winds also caused breaks at the poles fitted with clamp
insulators due to an apparent cutting or wearing of the wire. The upright insulators
could be improvect by slightly changing the form of tlw slot so as to prevent a slipping of the wire, and in the case of the clamp insulators by shortening the rod bearing the clamp so as to give it greater strength.
The waguns (old pattern) of the field telegraph train which were used proved,
though old, to be strong and well adapted to the work for which they were designed.
The lack of play of the tongues in a perpendicular plane, however, resulted in the breaking of several tongues. The reel of the wire wagon was too small for the wire as
received from the manufacturers, while the break attachment to f,h e reel was continually in the way without serving any good purpose. In a wooded or broken country
thereel should be one which could be easily dismounted and used as a hand reel.
The weight of the field battery used (square Eagle cells) seemed excessive. As the
cells are large, and the only advantage of size is to lessen the battery resistance,
which, on a line of any length, is only a part of the total resistance, it would seem
to be possible to secure nearly the same current from smaller cells.
I am indebted to the officers commanding the detail of infantry and the commanding officers of the several camps through which the line passed for valuable aid in
the prosecution of the work.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. E. MAXFIELD,
Pi1·st Lieutenant, Signal C011J8.
The CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

APPENDIX

B.

REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF llliLITARY SIGNALING.
\VAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 1, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to snbmit the following report of Lhe operation of the division of military signaling during the year ended J nne 30, 1893:
This division has been, as heretofore, engaged in the examination, collation, and
tabulation of reports of instruction and practice in milita,r.y signaling in the Army.
All requisitions for signal or telegraph instruments and stores, forms, stationery,
etc., are scrutinized and approved, scaled or disapproved, as circumstances warrant.
Upon the completion of action each requisition is filed iu this division, where reference thereto may be readily had. Correspondence with the National Guards and
civilians relative to military signaling in its various branches also devolves upon
this division.
Before acceptance all instruments and supplies purchased are inspected, and when
necessary specifications for the same a,re prepared.
l!""'oreign and domestic periodicals a,nd publications are gone over and notes or
extracts of military sig~1a,liug subjects made for the ca,rd index of subjects of this
division.
The following table shows the number of hours devoted in each department to
signa,l instruction and practice. It is made up by ta,king the sum of the hours spent
in preliminary, flag, beliogmph, torch, and lantern practice by each officer and
enlisted man under instruction. Dividing the totiil nnmber of hours by the average
number of officers and men eligible for instruction in the department gives the
relative amount of practice in proportion to the number of men. As will be seen
the time given to instruction varies from a half hour in the Department of the
Columbia to five and two-tenths hours in the Department of UaJifornia,. The differences in the averages is partly attributable to the fact that at some posts nearly all
men were instructed; in one ca.se 43 men of a battery were instructed together.
While this makes towards increasing the average number of hours of instruction
and practice in that department, it does not necessarily follow that more skilled
signalists are developed or that the number of men actually under instruction
devote more, or even as many, hours to study and practice as in other departments
where the average is less:
'
Average
number
of hours
per man.
--....,---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Hom·s.
Hou1·s.
Hours.
Hours.
California . _____ . __ .. __ . _.......... _.. ____ ........ .
269
5, 256
607
6,132
5. 2
Co<um!Jia .. - ....... ---- ... _.. ···-- ...... _......... .
675
714
39
.5
Colorado ..... - ..... _. _.................. _.. _... _..
1,456
5,509
164
7,129
3
Dakota ........................................... .
.!)
2, 846
283
324
2, 239
East ..........................•....................
504
5,496
5, 502
11,412
2.4
Missouri . _......... _..................... _... ____ .
1, 278
3, 344
4, 906
28i
1.5
1,473
43
5,843
2. 4
4, 327
Plat.te .. _.. -·- ... -- ...... - .. -- ......... -. -·-- -· ... .
1,199
Texas-----·.··--·--·--· .................... _... ·.. .
1, 027
211
2,437
1.3
Department.

Prelimi-1
nary. I

Day.

Night.

Total.

This gives an average of about two hours per man for the enire Army for the
year, as against three and four-tenths hours last year. This decrease is due largely
to the fact that at many posts heretofore instruction was held each month in the year,
whereas it is now restrictetl to two months in each year at nearly every post jn the
Army. Better results can be looked for under thi5 new order, as interest is held and
stimulated during the shorter period.
During the year 625 report~; of instruction and praci;ice in military signaljn~
were received and exmnined.
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Nurnber of officers and enlisted 1nen at each post who are ?'epo1·ted projicient in signaling aa
reqnired by paragmph 1761, Army Regulations:
- - -,- - - - , - - Enlisted-----Post.
Post.
Office.rs.
men.

Officers. Enlisted
men.

------------1---------11------------ --------

±fc~r~zFio:l~~ci:::::::::::: ::

!

I

~g ~l~~;~~~:l!~~~t·:::::: ::::::::1

71 ..........
. 21

Angel Island ................ 1
Apache,Fort.................
2
Assinnaboine, Fort....................
Barrancas, Fort.............. 1
2
Bayard, Fort ............•... -I
4
Benicia, Barracks ............. !
3
Bidwell, Fort ................
1
I3liss, Fort...................
5
Boise, Barracks..............
2
Bowie, Fort..................
3
Brady, Fort..................
3
Brown,Fort...... ... . . . .... .. . . . .......
Buford, l!'ort.................
4
Canby, Fort..................
2
Clark, Fort................... . . . . . . . . . .
ColUlllbus, Fort..............
3
Custer, Fort ............. :..
11
D. A. Hussel, l!'ort............
8
Douglas, Fort ................ i
3
Duchesne, Fort . . . . . . .. .. .. . .
1
Eagle Pass .... : ............ .
1
Grant,Fort...................
1
Ramilton,Fort ............... 1
9
Hancock, Fort............... 1
1
Huachuea, Fort .............. 1
1
Jackson Barracks . . . .. . .. . ..
2
Keogh, :Fort..................
7
Key West. Barracks..........
1
Leavenworth, Fort ........... 1
8
Logan, Fort.................. 1
1
Mackinac, Fort...............
1
Madison Barracks...........
8
MMaasrocyn', ~rool~tt__--_·_-__.._._-_·__·_·_-_--__.._·_
23
-"
McHenry, Fort...............
2
Mcintosh, Fort.............. .. .. .... ..
McKinney, l!'ort..............
10
McPherson, Fort.............
4
Meade. Fort._................
12
Missotila, Fort...............
3
Monroe, Fort.. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . ..
~f!:"-~-=::t Vernon Barracks.....
1
Myer, Fort...................
4
Newport Barracks . . . . . . . . . . .
1

·I

~

J

Omaha, Fort . . ··········--···i
7
27
Ontarjo,Fort ................ ,
2
6
30 Pembina, Fort ..............
1
4
8 Pilot Butte Camp ...........
1
4
22 Plattsburg Barracks . . . . . . . . 1
1
6
24
Porter, Fort ......... ... ..... !
2
9
1 Preble, Fort ................. /
1
5
8 Presidio of San Francisco
129
4 Reno, Fort ................................... .. .
11 Riley,Fort ................. /..........
11
13 Ringgold, Fort . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
4
... ..... .. Robinson, Fort..............
9
36
8
St. Francis Barracks........
3
10
8
Sam Houston, l!'ort..........
9
35
. . . . . .. . . . San Carlos..................
5
16
12 San Diego Barracks....................
3
17
Schuyler; Fort .............. 1
3
18
32 Sheridnn, !fort .............
31
Sherman, .i! ort...............
4
15
9 Sidney, Fort.................
5 !
13
5 Sill. ~·ort ................. ...
31
10
6 Snelh;:;g. ,Fort ......................... l......... .
25
Spokane,Fort...............
5
1
6 Stanton, Fort................
4
7•
16 Sully, :Fort..................
2
12
8 Supply.l!'~rt .............. -- j
~ 1
l~
1
20
Thomas, ]ort .............
1 I
5 Townsend, For-t ................................ .
28
Trumbnll, Fort ............. ·1
2
5
29 Vancouver l~arracks........
7
29
10 Wadsworth, Fort............
4
25
2!
Wallawalla, Fort ............ ' ................. .. .
86
'\Varren, Fort................
2
8
Washakie, l!'ort .. .. . .. .. .. ..
2
13
31
Washington Barracks.......
6
37
.. . .. ... .. Wayne, Fort................
4
28
22 Whipple Barracks . . . . . . . . . .
3
16
21 Wiugate, Fort...............
7
14
84 Wood, Fort............................
9
10 Yates, Fort..................
5
23
28
Yellowstone, Fort...........
3
4
1

··1----------

J

·1·.................. .

·· J ·

20
17
16

TotaL ................. .

288

-1,388

Number of officei'S and enlisted men at each post 1·epo1·tcd competent to send and 1·eceive
fifteen worcls pm· ntinute by elect1·ic telegraph: Mu1·se code.
Post.

0 ffi cers.

I

Enlisted
men.

I

Officers. Enlisted
men .

Post.

~~~ I Grant, Fort ................. - - - - - - - -

.A.dams,Fort ........... : .....
.A.lcatraz Isl:tnd . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. ..
Angel Island.................
1
Apache, Fort .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .

1

Hamilton, Fort..............
1
2
Hancock, Fort ............ -- ~--- ................ ..
Huachuca, Fort.............
1 I
6

2
1

Key West Barracks ...... --- ~ ---------Leavenworth, Fort....... . . .
8

4

2

t::;~~~~~~J.i!~~t_:::::::::::: ........ i ......... ~- ~~:g~~~F~:r_r_~~~~:::::::::: :):::::::::: . ·······4·

Bayard, Fort ................ ..........
Benicia Barracks.............
2

~t~':.eN~:~o~~ .: ::::::::::::::: _

~

Boise Barracks...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bowie, Fort .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Brady, Fort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ..

~ i:ta~t~~~~~-i·~~·t·::: ::::::::: :!::::::::::

2
!

2
7

~

Madison Barracks ...........
4
Marcy, Fort.............. .. .
1
~iason, Fort................. . . . . . . . . . .

7
1
2

McPherson, Fort ......
2
Meade,Fort.................
4
Missoula, Fort .............. 1..........
'.Ion roe, Fort ...............
8
.Hou11t. Vernon Barracks ...

3
7
2
20
3

'I

~~!~~\~~t\ ::::::::~:::::::: ::::::::i: ::::::::~-1 ~~~:~J~i~;~:~::::::~::::::!::::::::i:
·······-~------1

Clark, Fort ..................
2
1
Columbus, Fort........................
1
Custer. Fort........................... ...... .. ..
D. A. Russell, Fort........... .. . .. . . .. . 1
2
DouglaR, Fort................
3 • .. • • .. • • •
11

·Il .........

~~~Te ~~~~~.:~~.t.~:::: :::::::: ::::::::: J ....... ~ .:. ~~~~~!~r~~~;~~k;: :::::::::1:::::::::: ........i
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Number of o:tficers and enlisted men at each post reported competent to send and 1·eceive
fifteen words per rninute by elect1·ic telegt·aph, Morse code-Continued.

E::!:,~~d II-----P_o_st_._ _ _ _ _ _o_m_c_er_·s_. _E_~__:n_te_·d11

Po.t.

Offioo".

I

1

Niagara, Fort ...... -.........
2
4
Niobrara, Fort................
3
1
Omalia, Fort..................
1
6
Ontario, Fort .....................................
Pembina, Fort...............
1
2
Pilot Bntte camp............. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .
Plattsburg Barracks......... . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
Porter, Fort..................
l
4
Preble, J!'ort..................
1
1
Presidio of Sail Francisco.... . . .. . ... ..
3
Reno, Fort ............... ____ :_...................

SSpnoekl~ainiige', FFoorrtt:_··. ..
· ·.· .· .·::::::: -....... ~ ..... -- ... i
Stanton, Fort................
2
4
Sully, Fort .................. -·········
5
Supply, Fort ............................. ...... .
Thomas . .E'ort . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .
3
4
Townsend, :Fort............. . .. . . . . . ..
1
Trumbull, .Fort .............. I
2
2
Vancouver Barracks........
2
10
Wadsworth, Fort ............ -.- .. -...
3
Walla Walla. l!'ort ............................. ..

Nl!ifi~1r~~~r::::::::::::::; ::::::::i:2 ::::::::::2 ~H~f~i~~¥~;!1~~~~~:::::::
::::::::::
"\Va.yne, Fort................

St. J!'r::mcis Barracks.........
Sam Houston, :Fort .......... -I

1

3

7

~~~ t~~~~\~~~~~~k~::: :::::: :i______ --~-

~~:~~:~::g:: ~::~::

1

:

1

2

0

1

i ~~~~~~~~~ ~~-~-:
~::::::: :~: i:Iio~;:~~~~; F~~t: :::::::::: .-------2' --- ...... :

: : : : :·: : : : :

Shlney Fort
Sill, F~rt .... :::::: :::::::::: :

Whipple Barracks . . . . . . . . . .

~

2

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... - •• -

1

1

:::::: :::

Total.--···· ......... ··-

:::::::::

-----w·~-"202

1

Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, chief signal officer, Department of Arizona,
makes the following report of heliograph practice in that department:
"Concerted heliograph practice uetween detachments from the post in ·~be aonthern part of the department, directed in General Orc1ers No. 1, current series, these
headquarters, was held from February 6 to 16, 1893, by detachments from Forts
Grant, Huachuca, Bowie, and Bayard, occupying stations on the Graham Mountains,
1'n ble Mountain, Colorado Peak, Fort Huachuca, Foun·s rancbe, Bowie Peak, Arizona, and at Steins Pass, Camp Henely and Fort Bayard, N.Mex.
"The air-line distances by heliograph flash covered were as follows, viz:
Miles.

Graham Mountains to Taule Mountain ... _........................... _......... 34
Graham Mountains to Bowie Peak ______ ........................ -·-· ....... ·--- 48
Table Mountain to Colorado Peak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
Fort Hna,chuca to Colorado Peak .......................... _........ ~.... . . . . . . 40
Fort Huachuca to :Fourrs ranch ........................ ·_..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
Bowie Peak to Fourrs ranch .................................. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Bowie Peak to Steins Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Bowie Peak to Camp Hen ely...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
Camp Hen ely to Fort Bayard ........................................ _.. .. . .. . . 31
Camp Henely to Steins Pass ........... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Aggregating a flash distance, coyerecl d nring the practice, of ........ _. .. .. .. . . 406
"In addition, the officers. at Mount Graham and Fort Huachuca made many lJersevering attempts to open direct communication over the 85-mile line between
those two points, but the dim sunlight, due to the winter season, with the sun far
south, rendered the attempts futile.
"The greater ranges of 66 ancl 48 miles were worked with the station heliograph;
still, the range of 45 miles from Colorado Peak to Table Mountain was successfully
worked from Table Mountain with the :field heliograph; it is to be remarked, however, that in this instance the Table Mountain station from its position, nearly clue
north from Colorado Peak, was able always to work with the direct rays of the sun;
the station heliograph was used at Colorado Peak.
"The flash from the station heliograph at Camp Henely was easily read with the
naked eye at Bowie Peak, the two points being 66 miles apart.
"In the majority of instances the stakes and guide lines at the stations showing
the direction of communicating stations, which were left by the last signal detachments on May 15, 1890, were found in good condition; notably was this the case at
Table Mountain, where they are reported as having been found in almost perfect
condition, in one instance none were found but in all cases the stakes an<l guide
lines were reestablished and left in as permanent condition for the next party as was
practicable.
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"'l'he principal object of the plan being to familiarize officers and men who
likely to be called upon for signal duty with the location of the principal
and the appearance therefrom of connecting stations, it is gratifying to ~,;ee the
cess with which this long line of stations, covering as it does that part of the
ern border over which lie the principal Indian trails to and from Mexico, was
taneously occupied and communication promptly opened from station to station
officers and men acting as signal detachments, many of whom then saw the stations
for the first time, and most of whom have arrived in this department since the date
of last heliograph practice, that of 1890. All detachments were provided with
print maps of the heliograph system of this department on which the direction
bearing of 0onnecting stations are clearly shown; these, with the carefully erected
stakes left by the parties last occupyiug the points, rendered the opening ot communication an easy matter. 'l'he month of February is not the most favorable for
heliograph practice in this section, but on account of the troops in the department
having been closely occnpied with the new drill regulations up to December and
U<!ar the approach of the target season which naturally takes up the most favorable
months of the year, no other time was available. The weather during parts of t.he
practice was most unfavorable, and the fact that so much was done under unfavorable circumstances speaks well for the sldll, tact, and patience of every officer and
man engaged in it. While it is not well to do that inconveniently that can be clone
just as well conveniently, those who have just signaled under sometimes tr3'ing circumstances, will find its benefit in the ease with which this will enable them to perform the same duty in pleasant weather.
''The following is the composition of the detachments at the several points, viz:
"Superintendent of heliograph practice with authority to visit any point on the
line, Capt. F. K. Ward, First Cavalry.
"G1·aham Mounta·i n: Secoll(l Lieut. J. ,V. Furlong, First Cavalry, with 2 sergeants,
1 corporal, and 1 private of the First Cavalry as operators.
"Table Mountain: Second Lieut ..J.D. L. Hartman, First Cavalry, with 1 sergeant,
1 corporal and 2 privates of the First Cavalry as operators.
"Colm·aclo Peak: Second Lieut. J. J. Hornbrook, Second Cavalry, with 2 sergeants,
2 corporals, and 2 privates of the Second Cavalry as operators.
"Fm·t Huachuca: Second Lieut. J.D. Leitch, Twenty-fourth Infantry, with 1 corporal and 4 privates of the Twenty-fourth Infantry as operators.
"Fmwr's Ranch: Second Lieut. S. V. Ham, 'l'wenty-fonrth Infantry, with
poral and 5 privates of the T·wenty-fonrth Infantry as operators.
"Bowie Peak: Second Lieut. J. S. Winn, Second Cavalry, with 1 corporal and 3
privat•·s of the Second Cavalry as operators.
" Stein's Pass: First· Lieut. R. B. Byran, Second Cavalry, with one serge~nt and
three privates of the Second Cavalry as operators.
"Camp Henely: Second Lieut. I. C. Jenks, Twenty-fo11rth Infantry, with two
sergeants and five privates of the Twenty-fourth Infantry as operators.
''Fort Bayard: Second Lieut. H. C. Keene, jr., Twenty-fourth Infantry, with one
corporal and three privates of the Twenty-fourth Infantry as operators.
''All of whom are deserving of credit for the energy with which they conducted
their several duties.
"The aggregate number of all messages exchanged at the different stations was 348.
''In connection with heliograph operations in the souther11 part of this department,
it is interesting and valuable to note very briefly the weather conditions that prevail, as taken from meteorological publications, covering a period of eighteen years.
Taking Fort Grant as a central point on a probable line, it is found that the least
average cloudiness has prevailed in the month of October, 17 per cent; May, 21 per
cent; April, 22 per cent, and the greatest average in July is 48 per cent, and August,
44 per cent. The least average probability of rainy days in April and May, 8 per
cent; October and November, 11 per cent, and the greatest average in July, 45 per
cent, and August, 41 per cent. The least average wind occurs in July and August,
when the clouds and rainfall are the greatest."
TELEPHONES.

Of the 93 posts reported garrisoned on .June 30, 1893, 52 are equipped with telephonic instruments. At the request of the inspector of small arms practice, Department of the Columbia, which request was approved by the department commander,
tl;J.e telephones at posts within his department having target ranges were replaced
by blectric call bells. The result of the experiment is not yet known, no reports
from the interested posts having been received. The acting signal officer at Fort
Canby, Wash., requested authority to retain at his post the telephones and
transmitters for which he was responsible on i,he plea that they were necessary for
use on the artillery ranges. His request was granted. The following-named posts
in the Department of the Columbia are supplied with the call-bell outfit, viz, Boise
Barracks, Fort Sherman, Spokane, Townsend, Wa1la \Valla, and Vancouver Barracks.
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Twenty-four long-distance transmitters were procured on life rental from the
American Bell Telephone Company, which brings the number of these instruments
now held by this corps on life lease up to 55. The n!-lmher of Blake transmitters on
annual and on life lease, 55 and 20, respectively, remained unchanged during the
year. Eight of the latest style hand telephones were procured on ammal rental,
which brings the number of this pattern on which annual rental charges are paicl
up to 35. Four of the Eccard style telephones on annual rental were returned to the
lessors.
The following tabulation shows t,he kind and number of telephonic instruments
on annual and life rental, in use and ·on hand, at the close of the year:
Tolopbon.,.

I ~,:i'.:\'.1 I ,,:';,'{~.

¥!0J~~~~~: j~iiie: :~~:. :ii): ~ ~ ~ ~~~::: ::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ·~~
46

t=.~~-

Total.

~~

45

91

~~~~~cii~t~~~~~~::::~~::::·.::::::::::::::::: :::::::':~::: :::::::::::::: 1 ~-~~- -- ~~

_J!

Transmitters:

55

79

134

Total number of telephones and transmitters on annual and life rental, 225.
The distribution of telephonic instruments, by military departments, is shown by
the following tabulation:
Telephones.

Transmitters.

Department.

Crown
Hand.
Ufl~ Blake. d~f~~f~e.
------------------------------'----------l-----l-s_e_r'_'l_c_e.
--------.
California .............. ..... ............. . ........................ .
Colorado .......................................................... .
Columbia ......................................................... .
Dakota ...................................... . ................ .. .. .
East ............................ - - -. - : . .. - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · · · · ·
Missouri. .......................................... -............. - Platte ..................................... - ........ - -.. - .. - . · - · - - - Texas ............................................ ...... . - ... - .... ..

5

20
3
3
10
13
2
2

10 ....... .
8
21)
3
16
10
26
25
14
2
21
6
15
8

5
3

5
13
16
6

5

In stock at signal office, \Vashington, for cmcr~;eucy issue: 17 service telephones;
1 Blake transmitter, annual rental; 6 long-distance transmitters.
At twenty-two institutions of learning, where officers of the U. S. Army are
detailed as professors of military science and tactics, flags, and in a few cases
field glasses and torches, have been issued on requisitiQn. Much interest is taken
by many of the students and in many instances is brought with them after graduation into civil life. It has not been possible to supply more than a small part of
the appliances asked for, as no issue at the expense of the regular Army, which
absorbs nearly aU, has been made. Upon issuing the 120 heliographs received from
the contractor during the year there were called in, from various army posts, a
number of heliographs of old style and of little value except for instruction and
use over short ranges. Of these instrument<~, such as are ser·v iceable or can be readily
made so, it is intended to issue to those military college where the greatest interest
has been manifested, and where opportunity and the topography of the country
admit of compamtively long range practice.
The following are the colleges to which issues have been made: Ohio Normal
University, Ada, Ohio; Mount Union College, Alliance, Ohio; Michigan Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich.; Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, Blacksburg, Va.; Louisiaua State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Baton Rouge, La.; Pennsylvania Military College, Chester, Pa.; Agricultural and
Mechauical College of Texas, College Station, Tex.; Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio; North Georgia Agricultural College, Dahlonega, Ga. ; St. John's College,
Fordham, N.Y.; Knox College, Galesburg, Ill.; University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, N.Dak.; Grove City College, Grove City, Pa.; Purdue University, LafayetLe,
Incl.; Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Va.; State Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kans.; West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.; Cornell Col-
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lege, Mount Vernon, Iowa; St. John's Military School, Manlius, N.Y.; Del
Vollege, Newark, Del.; Norwich University, Northfield, Vt.; Michigan Military
Academy, Orchard Lake, Mich.
·
Continued interest is shown by the National Guards of the States in military
signaling and many applications for publications treating on the subject have been
1·eceived and, as far as possible, filled. Nowhere has greater or more intelligent
interest been displayed than in the National Guard of Pennsylvania where, becau
·practical demonstration of the usefulness, in fact the necessity, of a corps of
signalists during active service has been had, this branch of scientific warfare
fully appreciated.
The law, while authorizing the issue of quartermaster's and ordnance stores and
camp and garrison equipage, the actual cost of which is chargerl against the allotment of the State making requisition therefor, is silent as to signal appliances and
stores. Attention has been and is again invited to this and recommendation made
that it be rectified. It is to be regretted that the interest in signaling, which
induces men in the National Guard to purchase at their own expense the primary
appliances for visual communication, as has been done in many instances, is not
fostered and developed.
OUTPOST CABLE CART.

The spooling device of the outpost cable cart referred to in the last annnal report
drd not prove entirely satisfactory as it was necessary to remove the cable from the
guide whenever it was to be unreeled, the spooling device not working under these
conditions. A new and improved cart was constructed in which this difficulty was
bvercome. With the new device there is no necessity for removing the cable in reeling up or unreeling it as the device works equally well in either case. The spooling
device consists, essentially, in a double endless screw in the grooves of which a guide
works. This guide has a carrier with a pulley through which the cable passes. A
deHcription of the new cart, with detailed directions for its use, follows:
The cJ:tble cart consists of a frame of bicycle steel tubing 1 inch in diameter,
mounted on 32-inch bicycle wheels with heavy cushion tires. The cart carries one
knapsack and five reels of outpost cable, one of which is in the knapsack. The
reels are suspended in brackets by the axle ends. One of each pair of brackets has
a. snap catch which holds the reel firmly in place. When the reel is to be taken from
its brackets the sna.p catch is turned by its milled head until the axle end can be
seen through the cut in the catch, wben the reel can be lifted out. When a reel is
placed in the brackets the milled head of the snap catch should be turned until the
catch snaps into place. Each reel carries, approximately, one-third of a mile of
double conductor cable. The ends of this cable are attached to double cmmectors,
by means of which they can be joined so as to extend the line. Jn each reel tne
double connector nearest the axle is connected by means of insulated wires, the
inner conductor to one axle end of the reel and the outside conduator to the other
axle end (the axle ends are insulated from each other). At the rear end of the cart
is a reeling apparatus baving an automatic spooling attachment. The reel to be
unwouud or wound up is placed in the brackets connected with the reeling device.
The end of the axle of this reel which is connected with the interior conductor of the
cable is placed in brackets on the left of the cart (the bracket which does not carry
the- gear wheels). The socket of this bracket is insulated from the rest of the
bracket and, therefore, from the frame of the cart; on this bracket will be found a
double connector, the insulated screw of which is connected by an insulated' wire to
the insulated socket, and, consequently, with the inner conductor of the cable; the
outer part of the double connector is in connection wHh the frame of the cart, and
through this with the bracket on the right of the cart, and therefore with the outer
conductor of the cable. In reeling or unreeling the cable it should be allowed to
pass over the pulley of the carrier.
If more than one reel is to he used the empty reel is exchanged for a full reel, the
ends of the cables being connected by means of double connectors. In connection
with the reel cart are med two telepho11e kits. The kit is a leather case carried by
means of a shoulder strap, and contains the battery (a cell of dry battery of proper
size), the induction coil, and the combined long-distance transmitter and receiver
telephone, and a telegraph key and switch. When a line is to be established the
free end of the cable is connected to the telephone kit at the home station and the
cable run out. Two men should go with the cart, one of whom should be equipped
with the telephone kit. When it is desired to establish communication with the
home station the double connector on the telephone kit is connected with the double
connecto:r on the frame of the cart and the circuit is then complete and commi.mication may be bad. The connection bet.ween the telephone kit and the cart may be
kept up while reeling out the cable and communication with the home station made
continuous, so that orders to the men with the cart can be sent at all times and
they can make report at any moment to the officer in charge of the home station.
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'To open communication call by means of the telegraph key, and when the call has
been answered place the telephone, held in the left hand, to the ear. This will
bring the transmitter into proper position. Press down firmly w1th the right hand
the small switch key which is placed in the kit perpendicular to the telegraph key;
this throws the transmitter into circuit. This switch key must be held down firmly
as long as conversation is required, as the moment the switch key is released the
transmitter is thrown out of circuit and conversation is impossible.
lu unreeling the cable the brake on the left of the bracket connected with the
spooling device should be applied. This will prevent the unwinding of the cable
when the cart is stopped. In reeling up the cable the brake should be taken off,
which is done by drawing Lack the brake by means of its milled head and turning
this brake one-half turn to the right or left. In reeling up the cable a slight but
uniform tension should be maintained by permitting the cable to slide through the
hand. Unless strict attention is paid to this direction the cable will not wind evenly
upon the spools.
chould it be necessary to move the carrier which is attached to the double screw
and through the pulley of which the cable should pass in unreeling or reeHng up
the cable press down on the CJl(l of the lever, which will free the guide from the
grooves of the screw, and move the carrier to the right or left to the desired position,
then release the lever and the guide will be engaged in the groove. If the C'tLrrier
should not move in the desired direction when the crank is turned press down the
lever and engage the guide in the proper groove of the double screw.
If it is desired to extend the line by means of the knapsack engage the double
eonnector of the coil of the knapsack in the double connector of the frame of the
cart. This connects the knapsack coil with the line. When communication with
the home station is to be established engage the double connector of the telephone
kit in the double connector on the frame of the· knapsack and the telephones at the
two stations are in circuit.
The cart without the reels weighs 55 pounds and when equipped with the tive
reels and knapsack weighs 159 pounds. The legs of the cart are secured when
down or up by means of thumbscrews on frame of cart. When necessary three
additional coils of cable can be placed upon the coils supported in the brackets and
the whole bound firmly together by a strap. The total weight of eight reels, cart,
all(l knapsack is 161 pounds. Shafts and a skeleton harness are provided so that
when necessary or expedient the cart can be harnessed to a saddled horse.
This outpost cable cart forms part of the Signal Corps exhibit at the World's
Columbian Exposition. At the opening ceremonies at the Exposition use was made
of the outpost cable, and it was found not to have sufficient tensile strength for
rongh service as several of the coils were broken. In order to overcome this difficulty the Bishop Gutta-Percha Company of New York was requested to construct
a sample cable in which the copper return wires should be replaced with ductile
steel wires so as to increase the tensile strength, the cable to be of the same diameter
as that originally fnrnishe<l for use with the outpost cable cart. This sample cable
has been made, but, owinp: to error on the part of the foreman having charg:e of the
work, the diameter is 0.014 inch greater than called for. The cable will be sent to
Capt. H. E. Thompson, Signal Corps, in charge of the signal exhibit at Chicago
for test with the cart. If it does not work satisfactorily the company will replace
it with oue of proper size.
The inner conductor of this cable consists of one steel wire surrounded by seven
copper wires. The Rteel wire is No. 29-American or Brown and Sharp gaugehaving a diameter of0.0112 inch. The copper wires areNo. 33, diameter 0.0071inch.
The inside conductor is wonnd with a very fine cotton, then insulated with balata
compound to a diameter of 0.069 inch. The balata is covered with cotton which acts
as a cushion for the tinned-steel wires of the outside conductor. The outside conductor, which consists of 20 No. 30 tinned-steel wires, diameter 0.01 inch, is formed
by winding the wires around the insulated core with a long lay. This gives
additional strength to the cable. The outside conductor is covered first with a cotton braid, diameter 0.123 inch, then with a strong linen-thread braid, which forms
the outside covering and is 0.152 inch in diameter.
The insulation resistance per 1,000 feet is 782 megohms at 70° F. The resistance
of the inside conductor is 25.29 ohms per 1,000 feet, and the resistance of the outside
conductor is 48.80 ohms per 1,000 feet.

Tabular description of United States outpost cable.
Inch.

Diameter ofinstde steel wire .................................•............
Diameter of inside copper wire_ ...................... _.............. _.. _.. .
Diameter outside of inside conductor_. ___ ... ___ ... _.............. _........ .
Diameter outside of first cotton ... _.... ___ ........ _... ___ .. _. _. ______ .....•
Diameter outside of balata composition ............................. _..••••

0.012
.0071
.026

.OSJ
.069
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Diameter outside of second cotton ........................................ .
Diameter outside of second coniluctor. .................................... .
Diameter outside of cotton braid ...........•..............................
Diameter outside of linen thread ......................................... .
The breaking strain of the sample cable is 450 pounds, and of the cable with
copper return wires 125 pounds.
INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE IN MILITARY SIGNALING AT FORT RILEY, KANS.

FirAt. Lieut. J. E. Maxfield, Signal Corps, has continued in charge of the schoo
for enlisted men of the Signal Corps at Fort Riley, Kans. There has been no change
in the course of instruction, which is divided into two parts, tlworetieal and practical, the former occupying four months and the latter two months. The course embraces electricity and telegraphy; the use, construction, and repair of telephones;
military signaling and field surveying, including map-making, and is designc(l to
make each enlisted man an expert signalist and a good telegraph operator, and to
enable him to make rough fielcl sketches of country about which information is
desired. Lieut. Maxfield has devoted himself to his duties and has made the cour!le
of instruction an admirable one.
On October 16, 1892, the signal detachment left Fort Riley for Chicago for duty
in connection with the dedicatory ceremonies of the World's Columbian Exposition.
After satisfactorily performing the duties required it returned to Fort Riley on the
25th of the same month.
Early in January, 1893, Lieut. Maxfield proceeded with the sign~l detachment and
a flying telegraph train to Texas to construct a telegraph line in the Rio Grande
Valley for the use_ of troops engaged in suppressing the Garza trouble. 'fhe line
extends from Fort Mcintosh to Lopena, a distance of 75 miles, and is still in opera&~
.
Gen. Wheaton, commanding the Department of Texas, highly complimented
Lient. Maxfield for the energy and good judgment shown by him in the construction
of the flying line. A detailed report of its construction will be found in the report
of the telegraph officer. Lieut. Maxfield, with four sergeants, returned to Fort Riley
on June 5, leaving five men for duty with lihe line as operators and repair men.
Eighteen sergeants of the Signal Corps were under instruction during the year.
Of these, eight completed the course aud were assigned to duty elsewhere, one was
disobarged, and nine are still undergoing instruction.
During the months of August and November, 1892, Lieut. Maxfield ins~ructed
thirty-eight enlisted men of the line belonging· to the garrison of Fort Riley, each
man having forty-one hours of actual practice with the flag, torch, or beliogra1)h.
Of these men fourteen were pronounced proficient, while practically the whole
detail conlcl signal with the flag at ordinary ranges.
The conrso of instruction for the line officers at the post was interfered with by
the absence of Lieut. Maxfield in Texas.
SIGNAL LANTERN.

Experiments with a view to obtain a satisfactory lantern for midr:mges have
been continued. Three English signal lanterns were obtained through the courtesy
of Maj. J. C. Post, U. S. Engineers, Military Attache at London, and were Rent to
Lieut. Maxfield, Signal Corps, at Fort Riley, Kans., for trial. Two of these
lanterns use slow-burning oil, the other being a candle lantern. Lieut. Maxfield
reported, as a result of his tests, that the candle lantern was unsatisfactory. The
other two lanterns could be read with the unaided eye at a distance of 10 miles-the
longest range av~ilable-and Lieut. Maxfield is confident that they could be read at
a distance of from 15 to 20 miles with the aid of a signal telescope. These tests
proved that, in flo far as power is considered, the lanterns ,were satisfactory, but
both are fitted with devices for signaling which form part of the lantern. This is
believed to b{l a defective principle for the following reasons: First, it increases the
weight of the lantern; second, it makes the lautern complicated and adds to its
cost; third, in manipulating the key the lantern is apt to be moved, and a very
slight movement will change the direction of the beam of light so as to render it
invisible at the distant station. The above considerations prevented the adoption
of either of the lanterns.
A model lantern bas been constructed for this corps which resembles one of the
English lanterns in general appearance but is devoid of all signaling devices. This
lantern promises to be satisfactory up to a distance of 18 to 20 miles, which is JJS far
as sig11al stations will ordinalily be separated. The new model has no chimney; it
is simJ?lY a lantern constructed for the :purpose of throwing out a 1)owerful beam of
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light. For this purpose a reflector is placed behind the flame and the desired divergence is given to the rays of light by a plano-convex lens. The lantern is, therefore,
a modification of the bull's-eye form.
In signaling with this lantern the method employed is the same as that of transmitting the sun flash of the heliograph, t.be lantern being attached to the heliograph
tripod by means of a female screw, and is so adjusted by means of sights as to <lirect
the beam of light upon the distant signal station. The heliograph screen, which is
always a part of the equipment of a signal party, is then so placed as to cut off the
entire light when closed and permit the free passage of the rays of light when open.
The illuminating fluid is that used by bicyclists, a mixture of kerosene and sperm
oil. The light given out is a brilliant one and the lamp has been bilrned for honrs
without becoming heated to such an extent as to make it uncomfortable to hanule
or to cause danger of explosion.
Another model now under constrnctit n may prove more satisfactory for long
ranges than the one above referred to. It is provided with a double, oval wick
with air spaces in the center ancl between the wicks. By means of a tall, iron telescopic chimney a strong draft is obtained; a reflector behind the flame insures a
brilliant light, over 360 candle power according to the maker. With this lantern,
as with the other one described, the signal apparatus is the heliograph screen.
HELIOGRAPHS.

In the last annual report reference was made to a new model heliograph constructed
by the Ordnance Department on plans furnished by this office and that an a ward hacl
been made to Mr. J. P. J;nez, of Baltimore, Mel., for the construction of thirteen.
The heliographs were received from Mr. Friez in January aml are very · satisfactory, the workmanship being of a high order of excellence. They have been issued
to the officers of the Hignal Corps for experiments and test.
Dnring the year 120 heliographs of the standard model were procured under
contract. Mr. Friez was the successful bidder and the instruments are entirely satisfactory.
All unserviceable ileliographsbave been called in from military posts and replaced
by new ones and at the close of the :fiscal year every post garrisoned by four or more
compa.nies was equipped with four or more heliographs and all other garrh;onecl posts
with at least two heliographs.
The new heliograph screens, model1892, have proved to be entirely satisfactory,
and 150 of tllcm have been issued. The old s creen.s having a single leaf have been
fitted with tlle pull spring as rapidly as possible. The altered screens have given
satisfaction and are quite serviceable. Nearly all of the old model screens have been
altered.
TELESCOPES AND FIELD GLASSES.

Fifty-nine telescopes and cases and 38 :field glasses and cases were thoroughly
overbanled, cleaned, and repairetl by an expert instnunent-maker, and now are, considering their age and the service clone, in very satisfactory condition. Nearly all of
these are still available io.r issue.
Forty-seven field glasses in aluminum frames of the Lemaire, Paris, France, make
were procured from domestic dealers. Tht·se and the Voigtlander & Son, Brunswick, Germany, make were issned in pairs, one of each kind, to acting signal officm:s,
who were asked to revort as to their relative serviceability. It was practically
unanimously reported that in aU qualities and respects the Lemaire was eqnal to
the other, which agrees with the:fimling of this office in preliminary tests. The Voigtlauder anu Lemaire glasses, complete, with case, strap, and sling, cost, delivered at
tnis office, respectively, $39.18 and $27.
This corps now bas 219 field glasses in aluminium frames-172 Voigtlander and 47
Lemaire. Of these 191 h:we been issned-68 during the last fiscal year-to the generals commanding the various military departments, inspectors of small-arms practice, and actin.g signal officers.
There are 256 field glasses in brass frames and 291 telscopes in use at the army
posts tlnonghout tho country.
ANE?\'1:01\IETER SELF-REGISTER.

Six Marvin self-registers for anemometers for use on artillery ranges were received
from contractors during the year, bnt, owing to insufficient resistance of the electromagnets, wonld not work on a line of snch length as would be used on some artillery
rauges. The coils were rewound to 5 ohms' resistance and some slight changes
macle in' the clock mechanism. The-registers are now very satisfactory. It is recommeut1ecl tllat si~ more registers be procnred for issue to other artillery :posts~
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COMPASSES WITII CLINOMETER ATTACHMENT.

Fifty compasses with clinometer a.ttachment were procured and have been
to officers and sergeants of the Signal Corps as a part of their field equipment.

.

.

REQUISITIONS.

Eviclence of the increased interest in the Army in military signaling is given
the large number of requisitions for signal instruments and stores. In the year
closed 355 requisitions were approved, the filling of which represents an actnal
of $14,974.53, as against 232 requisitions in 1892 at $6;302.10, and 270 in
$7,089.39. It is expected that the next fiscal year will, owing to the fact that
Army is now quite well supplied with necessary instruments and appliances
signaling, show a falling off in the number of requisitions from military posts.
EXTRACT FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF CAPT. JAMES ALLEN, SIGNAL
ARMY, SIGNAL OFFICER, DEPARTMENT 01<' THE MISSOUlU.

Reports of instruction hav~ been regularly received from various acting si
officers. They show that the requiremen t.s of the Regubtions on the subject
instrnction and military signaling have Leen complied with throughout the department. * * *
·
In connection with the opening ceremonies of the World's Columbian ExpositionJ
October 21, 1892, a sigual detachment, consisting of First Lieut. J. E. Maxfield and
six sergea,nts of t.be Rignal Corps, were stationed at .Jackson Park. Immediately
npon their arThral at Jackson Park a telegraph office was established near the headquarters of the commanding officer in the Mines building, and direct connection
made with the Western Union telegraph office. This office was maintained during
the entire time that the troops were in Chicago and transacted a consiuerableamount
of offici[l,l business in connection with the movement of troops, furnishing supplies,
etc. From the t~ame office a military telegraph line was constructed to Washington
Park and offices est.ablished at the saluting battery at a point. midway down the line
of formation of the troops and at the northwest corner of Wa<shington Park.
To provide for means of communication for the parade of the 21st instant the follow,ing circular was issued:
Circula1·.
HEADQUAH.TEHS DEPAR1'MENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., October 19, 1892.
'fo enable the commantling officer and immediate commanders to transmit and
receive orders relative to movement of troops with promptness and certainty the
following signal and telegra.phic stations have been establisheu on or near the line
of march by the department signal officer (in cooperation with the Western Union
Telegraph Company). They will be acces&ible to all officials for transmission of
dispatches in connection with the opening ceremonies of the World's Columbian
Exposition on the 21st iustant.
At each point designated below orderlies will be stationed to whom will be delivered all messages for transmission and through whom alL dispatches will be received
by aids-de-camp and staff officers for deli very to the commanding officer.
LIST OF OFFICES.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No:
No.

1. Auditorium Hotel, northeast Qorner Michigan and Congress.
Michigan avenue entrance.
2. Wabash avenue, No. 515, four doors south of Harmon Court.
northwest corner of Michigan and Harmon Conrt.
3. Michigan avenue and Twenty-second street, Lexington Hotel.
the Michigan avenue entrance.
·
4. Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, corner drug store. Orderly at
Michigan avenue and Thirty-first street.
5. Grand bonlevard and Thirty-fifth street. Orderly in front of office.
6. Grand boulevard and Fifty-first street. Orderly in front of office.
7. Point where procession enters south open green.
8. Point midway down li11e of troops.
9. Firing point of battery near tbe Mere.
10. Mining building, south end gallery.

•
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No. 11. Mannfactures and Liberal Arts building.
No. 12. On top of Women's building.
No. 13. Firing point of battery in Jackson Park.
By command of Major-General Miles.
CHAUNCEY McKEEVER,

Assistant Ailjutant-Genr1·al.
In compliance with this circular (through the courtesy of the Western Union
Telegraph Company) the telegraph offices along the line of march were establi~;>hed
as contemplated. A :flag station was established on top of the Women's building
and one at firing point of salute in Jackson Park (see stations Nos. 12 and13). The
order for firing the salute in Jackson Park was communicated by telegraph and that
in Jackson Park by signal.
This system of connecting the h adquarters of different commands with the established line of commercial telegraph, together with connecting and outpost cable
system (telephone) with the telephone exchange of the city, will be important, in
connection with the employment of troops in the suppression of disorder in cities,
as furnishing a certain and speedy means of obtaining accurate reports at headquarters as to the condition of afiairs from all sections.
This system was established on the date referred to through the courtesy and hearty
cooperation of the following Western Union officials: Mr. R. C. C1owry, Yice-president aud general manager; Mr. P. H. Tubbs, superintendent; Mr. W. J. Lloyd,
assistant superintendent, and Mr. A. C. Murphy, superintendent city lines.
There is now on hand at these headquarters sufficient material to build and equip
10 miles of field line; also portable field kits for telephone lines.
In eRtablishing the telegraphic means of communication in connection with the
opening ceremonies of the World's Columbian Exposition, the necessity of trained
men and permanent means of transportation was again made evident. Wagons
could not be obtained quickly, when needed, and there is no time to instruct men
detailed from the companies to assist in the construction.
I urgently recommend that a section ·of the field train, fully equipped and furnished with the full complement of officerr~ and men and horses, be stationed at some
post in the department.
•
EXTRACT FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF FIRST LIEUT. FRANK GREE~E, SIGNAL CORPS,
·U, S. ARMY, CHIEF SIGNAL OJ!'FICER, DEPARTMENT OF COLORADO.

The ordinary instruction of officers and enlisted men of the line oftheArmy, re<luired
by A. R.1761, has been followed at the different posts, and at many posts the instruction has been continued for a longer time than the required two months of each year,
with the result of a gain of seven officers and two enlisted men proficient at the end
of the year as compared with the previous year.
The signal instruction of the year, being of the same character and practically of
the same amount of that of the previous year, and the result being very similar, it
can be safely assumed that the result of instruction shown in t.he nnmber of officers
and enlisted men proficient in signaling in this department is a fair average of what
may be expected from a fair compliance with existing orders. So long as present
conditions continue this course will probably keep available a number of fairly
instructed men sufficient for all practical purposes, provided they could be spared
from their regular duties, but as a well-instructed signalman in a troop or company
is very apt to be also a good soldier, anrl as many of them will be noncommissioned
officers, the drain upon the effective force of a command that may be called upon
to furnish signal detachments will probably prove to 'be a serious one. The necessity
for preserving aml maintaining available signal detachments, who are familiar with
the ranges and locations of stations, is very plain in this. department; so far it has been
found practicable to do so from the troops at the several nosts.
. With a view to testing the efficiency of the signal detachments at the posts ~ing·
along the southern border of the department, and at the same time embra'-" an
opportunity for actual range practice, a plan for the simultaneous occupation of a
line of heliograph stations extending from the Graham Mountains near Fort Grant
westward to Table Mountain, thence southward to Fort Huachuca, and thence eastward to Fort Bayard, N. Mex., the distance aggregating 406 miles, was prepared
in January, 1893, which, · being approved, was embodied in General Orders No. 1,
current series, this department. Under this order 9 officers, 16 noncommissioned
officers, and 28 privates from the posts of Ports Grant, Huachuca, Bowie, and
Bayard occupied with but a few days' notice, not sufficient for preliminary reconnaisance, signal stations at Graham Mountain, Table Mountain, Coloraclo Peak, Fort
Huachuca, Pourr's Ranch, Bowie Peak, Stein's Pass, Camp Hen ely, ancl Fort Bayard,
and opened communication with adjoining stations promptly on the day and at the
time specified. A better test ofthe readiness for actual service ofthedi.tl'erent signal
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detachments of the posts named couhl not well be had; the orders were suddenly
received, were totally unannounced and unexpected, it being a season when signal
practices w.ere unlooked for; many of the officers and men engaged had never before
operated at these points, but by means of the excellent heliog:aph maps of the
department, with the aid of the compass bearings of the ditterent stations, no
difficulty was encountered in readily finding the station. The operations having
been fully reported in my report of March 15, 1893, giving the names of all officers
engaged, including the superintendent, Capt. vVard, First Cavalry, it is unnecessary
here to make further mention of them.
During the month of September, 1892, an attempt was made by the signal detachment of the Eleventh Infantry to signal by heliograph between Mount Agassiz, in
the San Francisco Mountains, north of Flagstaff, riz., and Whipple Barracks, an
air-line distance of about 100 miles, but the haze and dust from violent winds prevented it, the outlines of the mountains being invisible much of the time. The
duty of preparing cipher dispatches, contemplated in Circular 8, series of 1892,
Headquarters Army, Adjutant-General's Office, having been devolved upon me by
the department commander, I have prepared such clisp_atches to the commanders of
the several posts in the department, from time to time. The cipher dispatches were
sent and answered by telegraph; they were in all cases understood, and as a rule
the reply was received within twenty-four hours. In the month of January, 1893,
20 new-pattern fieldglasses of superior quality, very light in weight, having tubes
of aluminium, were received in the department and allot.ted to posts in such
number as the strength of the garrison, the liability to furnish scouting parties, and
the surroundings of the post rendered advisable. These glasses being very light are
easily carried upon the person without fatigue, and can readily be held to the eye
without tiring or straining the arms, and in these particulars far surpass the old
pattern glasses.
To establish direct responsibility for these costly and valuable glasses, and to
guard against their loss through neglect of proper precautions, a circular from these
headquarters, dated January 24, 1893, was issued, directing that signal telescopes and
field glasses should be kept in secure storerooms, under the personal care of the post
acting signal officer, and should be issued only on the orderof the post commander
for scouting, target~ or signal purposes, note of their condition upon each issne and
1·eturn to be made. In this way it is intended that field glasses for proper military
duty shall at all times be available instantly when wanted.
A reasonable supply of signal material, including field glasses, is kept on hand at
these headquarters, from which it is possible to supply, in whole or in part, requisitions for supplies or to meet emergencies; from this stock the command of Lieut. R.
B. Wallace, Second Cavalry, on special service, was supplied field glasses upon the
order of the department commander in December, 1892.
During the year telephone line of standard material, with iron poles and steel
cross-arms, have been constructed upon the rifle ranges at Forts Apacbe, Huachuca,
and Whipple Barracks, and equipped with modern telephones. ¥aterial and telephones were also supplied to Fort Grant and San Carlos, but at these posts the lines
are not yet built, some of the material not having arrived in time for the target
season.
'l'he 15 miles of field telegraph train stored at Fort Grant has suffered a still further depletion, all of the wire, insulators, etc., having been shipped to the Departmeut of Texas, where it was required to build a field telegraph line on the border on
account of the Garza filibuster movement. This leaves this department without the
section of train which it was intended should be held in readiness at Fort Grant.
This deficiency should be supplied.
Telegraph material and instruments have been supplied to each post in the department except San Diego Barracks, and practice lines, varying inlength from 1,100
yards, with five instruments in circuit, at Fort Marcy, to 50 yards and two instruments
at San Carlos, are in operation. These lines have been of service in the instruction
in telegraphy of officers and enlisted men, of whom there is an aggregate of 72 proficient as compared with 53 in the previous year.
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Officers and enlisted rnen instructed in militm·y signaling d·uring the year ending June 30,
1893.

Posts.

- - - - - - - - - --1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - 79
0
0
9
377
42
289
0
0
4
5
0
9
Fort Apache ........... -.
()
33
319
21
8
91
195
0
5
2
0
Fort Bayard ..............
2
13
0
62
0
0
0
0
7
62
8
0
1
0
Fort Bowie ...............
8
499
232
292
18
11
1,
052
44
3
0
0
21
Fort Grant ..... -- ....... ·[ 3
21
0 90 2,972
135
n I 782
2
22
0
0
11
0
Fort Huachuca ...........
19g "' i~g
0
469
0
95
47
2
0
6
2
8
Fort Marcy ............. -\ 2
I)
I)
I)
100
'lA
1'24
0
0
9
0
0
u
Fort Stanton ........... -.
49
206
4
6
437
13
170
0 12
Fort Wingate ............ 12
21
8
42
San Oru:los ................
0
10
0
0
3
63
186 24
315
31
0
193
0
0
0
0
2
559
51
0
366
San Diego Barracks ......
0
11
156
164
443
0
Whipple Barracks .......
23
15
0
0
0
o 14
1
120

1!

I
1

Total ...............

19

147

12

-------7

61

86 11,456 1, 50314, 006

42 122 7,1::!9

429

Number of officers and enlisted men reported on June .'10, 1893, as capable of operating
eiilte1· flag m· heliog-raph.
Heliograph, senuing 8, receiving 5 words per minute; flag, sending or receiving, 6 words per minute. •
Posts.
Officers. E~~~~d Total.
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - - - - - - - - Fort Apache ............................................................ .
0
5
5
Fort Bayard ............. , .................. - ........................... .
5
17
22
Fort Bowie ........................................... _...... _..... _..... .
1
10
11

~~~:~ Yr~~C~l~~~- ::~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -'

~bi~~i~~~r~~ck:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::: ~::

5
1
4
4
8
5
0
8

16
16
8
9
14
16
4
17

21
17
12
13
22
21
4
25

Total..................................................... . ........

41

132

173

Fort Marcy ......................................... __ . . _.......... ____ . _
Fort Stanton ............................................ _._._ .... _...... .
Fort "\Vingate .................................................... _...... .
San Carlos ..................................... __ ...... _.... __ . _...... _..

Nnrnber of officers and enlisted men capable of operating the telegraph at a mte of fifteen
words per rnimde sending and ten words per minute 1·eceiving.
Posts.
Fort Apache ............................................................ _
Fort Bayard .......................... .................................. .

~~~~ ~~:~:.::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Huachuca ............................. _........................... .
Fort Marcy ............................................................. .
Fort Stanton ............................................................ .
:Fort Wingate ........................................................... .
San Carlos ........................ _...................... _.............. .

~hi~~i~~!~~~k:~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Officers. Enlisted
Total.
mon.
------0
0
1
2

1
2

1
1
1
0
5

7
4
6
12
6
4
4
3
7
2
3

7
4
7
14
7
6
5
4
8
2

8

--------Total. ............................................................. .
14
58
72
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Nurnbe1· of officers repo1·ted as p1·ojicient in signaling with either flag or heliograph on June
30, 1893.
Company or troop.
Regiment.

.

A.

First Cavalry:
Officers .......••.••.. (*)
Enlisted men ........ (*)
Second Cavalry:
Officers .............. 1
Enlisted men ........ 3
Tenth Infantry:
Officers .....•..••.... (*)

c.

D.

E.

0
2

1
3

0
2

1
5

1
3

0
2

1
1

1
2

2
7

(*)
(*)

(f)
(f)

0
1
6 - 0

1
4

0
4

0
0

1
1

1
3

1
4

0
2

1
(*)

(f)
(f)

H.

I. K. L. M.

....... ........
........ ......

2

0

1

2

(*)

2

1

(*)

(*)

4

4

4

4

(*)

5

3

(*)

(*)

0
3

2
4

2

3
8

0
2

2
4

1

4

1

(*) . (*) .......
(*) I (*) .......

1

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

(*)

(*)

·I 2

4

2

3

2

3

5

7

(*)

I (*)

Enlisted men ........ (*)
Eleventh Infantry:
Officers .............. 2
Enlisted men ........ 5

Tw 02~!~~-r-t~ :~~~~~~~ ~~
Enlisted men .••....

~~~

B.

Remarks.

Adjutant proficient.
1 regimental staff offi·

cer proficient.

.......
.......

........ .•.. .Regimental q uartor·
. • • ·I

master proficient.

" Company or troop not serving in department.
t Company or troop is Indian or skeleton.

Description of telephonic or other signal communication upon 1·ijle ranges.

Posts.

Number
of telephones.

Fort Apache .......... .

2

Fort Bayard ....•....•.

3

Fort Bowie ........••..
Fort Grant ............ .

0
2

}'ort Huachuca .••.•...

2

Fort Marcy .....•......
Fort Stanton .......•..
Fort W"ingate ........ .

0
0

4

San Carlos .....••••••..

2

San Diego barracks ...
Whipple barracks .•...

0
2

Remarks.
Telephones have call boxes and transmitters; length of telepJ10ne
line on range, 850 yards; line is constructed of iron poles carrying cross arms and No. 14 iron wire; instruments arc in a
metallic circuit. One telephone is permanently at the lmtt dnring practice; another is placed in line near the 200, 300, 500, 600,
and 800 yard firing points as required.
Telephones have call boxes and transmitters; length of line on
range, 600 yards; line is constructed of wooden poleHtnd No.
14 iron wire; instruments are placed in a metallic circuit; one
telephone is permanently at the butts during practice; another is
connected at the different firing points at 200, 300, 500, and 600
yards.
No telephonic communication on rifle range at this post.
Telephone line not built, material not having arrived in time for
target practice.
Telephones have call boxes and transmitters; length of line on tar~et range, 800 yards; line is constructed of iron poles and No. 14
Iron wire. Cross arms intended for line at this post did not arrive in time to place in line before target practice commmenced.
One telephone is placed at the butts during practice; the other is
connected at the 200, 300, 500, 600, and 800 yard fidng points as
required.
No telephonic communication on rifle range.
Do.
.
Telephones have call boxes and transmitters; line is built of wooden
l)Oles and No. 9 iron wire. The movable telephones are connected
at the 200, 300, 500, and 600 yard firing points as required.
Telephone line at this post not yet built, some of the material
110t having arrived in time for the season's practice.
No telephone line on rifle range.
Telephones have call boxes and transmitters; length of telephone
line on rifle range, 600 yards; line is constructed of iron poles
and No. 14 iron wire. Cross arms intended for this line did not
arrive in season to be used. During practice one telephone is
connected at the targets; the other is placed in line at the 200,
300, 500, and 600 yard firing points as required.
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DeBcription of local telegraph p1·actice lineB.

Posts.

Number
of inLength
of line. struments
in circuit.

Fort Apache ....•......

Yards.
440

4

Fort Bayard ....•......

450

5

Fort Bowie ............

800

5

2

Fort Grant ............

500

Fort Huachuca ........

500

2

Fort Marcy ............

1,100

5

I

Fort Stanton .......... -I

300

Fort Win gat~ ..........

800

5

San Carlos .............

50

2

San Diego Barracks ...
Whipple Barracks .....

250

3

. ...........
2

Remarks.

Line extends from post l10spital to farthest barracks
along the line of company quarters.
Line extends from the quartermaster's storehouse to
post exchange, passing through company barracks.
J_,ine extends entirely around the ~arrison. There are
instruments on the line in the te egraph office, in the
barracks of both troops, in the quartermaster's
stables, and in the stables of Troop I, Second Caval~.
Line extends from signal office to corral of Troop ,
First Cavalry.
Line extends from barracks of E troop, Second Cavalry,
to barracks of Company C, Twenty-fourth Infantry.
Line extends from Lieut. Kirby's quarters to D company, Tenth Infantry, adjutant's office, ad,iutant's
quarters, B company, Tenth Infantry, and weather
bureau office in city. The line also includes a circuit
in the city of about 2 miles in extent.
•
Line extends from quarters Com:pa~ E, Tenth Infantry
to quarters Company G, Tenth nfantry, via line of
officers' quarters.
'Line extends from officers' quarters to and along line of
barracks.
Line extends from one building to another of the quarters of Companh E, Eleventh Infantry.
No local telegrap practice line.
Line extends from an office in the post administration
building to the telegraph line belonging to the P. &
A. C. R. R. Co.

EXTRACT l!'ROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF FIRST LIEUT. J. E. MAXFIELD, SIGNAl_, CORPS,
IN CHARGE OF SCHOOL OF INSTRUCTIONFOR SIGNAL SERGEANTS AT FORT RILEY, KANS.

"The work of instruction of the signal sergeants has been carried on upon the same
general plan as during the preceding year. The endeavor has been not only to
make each man a skilled signal man and good telegraph operator, but also to give
him a thorough knowledge of the principles involved in the construction of telegraphic and telephone instruments together with the ability to make all necessary
repairs to such instruments.
"The course of instruction has embraced the following subjects: Electricity and
telegraphy, telephones, military surveying and signaling. The text-book& used
were: Modern Practice of the Electric Telegraph, Pope; Hand Book of Prac.tical
Telegraphy, Culley; Hand Book of Electric Telegraphy, Lockwood; The Telephone,
Preece; Manual of Signals, Myer; International Code of Signals, Military Surveying, Richards, and Instructions to Operators.
"Instruction in the use of the galvanometer in testing has also been given to men
likely to be benefited thereby.
~
''During the first four months of the course of instruction, a recitation is held daily
on the foregoing subjects, and is followed by an hour's work of a practical nature
illustrative of the subject-matter of the recitation. This work has comprised the
setting up of batteries, repeaters, switch boards, and other telegraphic instruments,
call bells and telephones and the repairing and testing of the same, the construction
of telephone transmitters and other instruments, signaling at short ranges, climbing, splicing, etc. To this is added, daily, three hours of telegraph practice. This
course is supplemented by two months' field work, comprising signaling with the
flag, torch, heliograph, flash lanterns, and rockets, together with map making and
sketching. Although nearly all men reporting for instruction are telegraph operators, and have some knowledge of signaling, a comparison between instructed and
uninstructed men, both at this post and in the field, together with such information
as could be obtained from posts at which signal sergeants are serving, shows that the
value of a man's service is greatly increa!;led by the course of instruction, and it is
believed that it would be to the interest of the service to hasten the instruction of the
sergeants of the Signal Corps until all have heen instructed, even if it were necessary for a time to replace some of them at telegraph stations by civilian employes.
"The generous supply of instruments and books of reference furnished the school
by the Chief Signal Officer has left little or nothing to be desired in the way of
equipment.
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"During the year tests have been made, by the direction of the Chief Signal Officer,
of various instruments and line material. The most important of these were trialtt
of several forms of flash lanterns, experiments as to the adaptability of Army wago,ns
for use as field-telegraph wagons, and tests of the suitability of bamboo poles for
use as field-telegraph lances.
" On October 16, 1892, the detachment left Fort Riley for Chicago, for duty in connection with the dedicatory ceremonies of the World's Columbian Exposition. Here
a telegraph office was established in the Building of Mines, giving telegraphic facilities to the troops quartered in that building. A short flying telegraph line was also
erected connecting the Mines Building with the entrance to Washington Park, which
was used in transmitting the firing signal to the battery detailed to fire the salutes.
'rhe detachment returned to Fort Riley on the 25th of the same month.
"Instruction ceased early in January, the detachment at that time being ordered
into the fielll in the department of Texas for the purpose of constructing and operating a temporary telegraph line along the Rio Grande River. This line extended
from .E'ort Mcintosh to Lopefi.a Ranchp a distance of 75 miles, and is still in operatio~, awaiting the construction of the permanent line recently contracted for. With
four men I returned to Fort Riley on June 5, leaving five men as operators and
repairmen .
. "In addition to my other duties, instruction in signaling has been given to .the post
signal detail during the months of August and November. Thirty-eight enlisted
men have been instructed, each man having about forty-one hours of actual practice
with the flag, toreh, or heliograph. Of these, fourteen were pronounced proficient at
the above practice, while practically the whole detail could signal well with the
flag at ordinary ranges. During my absence from the post further instruction was
given by the acting signal officer. Instruction of officers was provided for in the
course of instruction of the cavalry school, but was omitted, owing to my absence
from the post."
Very respectfully,

E. KILBOURNE,
Captain, Signal Corps.

CHAS.

The

CHIEF SIGNAL 0I<'FICER

U.

S. ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.

CR!EF S!GNAL OFFiCER.
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REPORT OF THE DISBURSING OFFICER.
wAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., July 1, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1893:
PERSONNEL.

Under Special Orders, No. 49, dated Headquarters of the Army, Adjnt::mt-General's Office, Washington, March 4, 1891, I have continued on duty as disbursing
officer during the fiscal year.
My duties have been of a double character, that of disbursing officer and in charge
of the general depot of signal supplies for the whole Army.
Scrgt. H. L. Boyce, Signal Corps, has continued on duty as storekeeper, and
Sergts. D. W. Peters and H. W. Stamford, Signal Corps, as assistants to the
storekeeper.
CHARACTER OF WORK.

The work consisted of the preparation of the estimates for appropriations; the
preparation of specifications (in part) and advertisements for proposals to furnish
supplies; the preparation of orders and letters authorizing purchases and expenditures; the preparation of contracts and leases; the purchasing, receiving, packing,
and shipping of all supplies; the handling and record of registered mail matter;
tho record and settlement of accounts payable from the Signal Service appropriatjous; the preparation of the money accounts and property returns of the disbursing officer; the record of receipts and expenditures of money and the coudition of
appropriations; the writing, recording, and mailing of letters sent relating to the
above.
CORRESPONDENCE.

The total number of letters written, including 122 indorsements, is 1,651.
ESTIMATES.

As required by law estimates for appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
30,1894, were submitted to the Secretary of vVar on September 30, 1892. By combining the estimates for signal service of the Army and for military telegraph lines
it has been possible to reduce the total from $22,500 to $22,000. Estimates for deficiencies have not been necessary. A special estimate for the construction of a
military telegraph line from Fort Ringgold, Tex., to Fort Mcintosh, Tex., was submitted on January 6, 1893.
ADVERTISEMENTS AND PROPOSALS.

During the year twenty-three advertisements, in the usual form of the printed
letter, have been sent out inviting proposals for furnishing the ·signal Corps with
the various articles required. In no case has it been found necessary to enforce the
penalty pr-escribed for delay in delivery.
EXPENDITURES.

The rule tha.t no indebtedness should be contracted without the written authority
of the Chief Signal Officer, excepting in cases of emergency, has been continued.
At the beginning of the fiscal year authorities were issued to cover the expenses of
the various stations for the year so far as they could be foreseen. These were attached to the first accounts rendered: and on subsequent accounts reference was
made to the first.
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REQUISITIONS AND ORDERS.

During the year the following requisitions were made upon the supply division
the War Department:
:For books and periodicals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
For miscellaneous articles.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
For stationery...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
The following authorities were issued:
Orders on contractors ......................................................... 200
Letters to stations . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
'Total ................................................................... 239
There have been filled requisitions for property from 30 telegraph stations and 94
army posts to the number of 477. At the close of the year 32 requisitions remained
· unfilled,mostly for the calendar year 1894.
CONTRACTS.

As required by the act of Congress approved April 21,1808 (Stat. L, Vol. 2, p. 435),
I submit herewith a list of contracts and leases made during the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1893 :
.

I

I

With whom~:~-- - · - -~:~--~ Contract. f

For what purpose.

JulienP.Friez ................... Baltimore ......... \ Contract .. ! Heliographs.
J.H. 'l'heimeyer & Co ........ ....... do ............. [.... do -----i Packing boxes.
TheFi:iedenwaldCo ...•... .. .... .... do ............. j .... do ..... [Stationery.
.American Desk Seating Co ..... . Chicago .......... ·~- ... do .... ·\ Bookcase.
'l'be E. S. Greeley & Co .......... New York City ....... do ..... Electric bells and push-buttons.

E~: :::::: :~:::: ::::::::::::1::: :~~ :::::::::::::1:
:::~~ :::: ¥i~}!~i~~t~~~i::~ls.
-- 1- ... do . . . . . H. R., insulators, steel spikes, and
1

1

:!1

Do ..... ---- .... - ........... 1. . . . do ...........

leather straps.
ChaR. H. Plea!<ants ................... do ........... --1- ... do ..... [ Heliograph mirrors.
Manhattan Supply Co ........... 1. . . . do ............ -i-- .. do ... --~ Insulator plugs.
Do ............................. do ------------- 1----do ..... Stationery.
Levv, Dreyfus & Co ............. 1,.... do .......... -- ~- ... do .... ·1 Field glasses.
Keuffel & Esser Co .............. i.... do ................. do . . . . . Heliograph screens.
Do ......................... . . . . . do ................. do ..... ' Canvas cases for signal blanks.
Snssfeld, Lorscb & Co ................ do .............
do ..... Pocket compasses.
Bishop Gutta-Percha Co ............. do ............
do ..... 2 conductor cables.
J. H. Bunnell & Co ............... 1.... do ................. do ..... Telegraph instruments.
:K J. Brooks & Co ....................
do
...........
-~
-..
do . .. .. Shears and t _a pe.
1
llomerP.Beach .................. 1.... do ................. do ..... Stationery.
h.J.Hrooks & Co .................... do ............. ..... do
Wickingand twine.
Henri Lachambre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paris, France ..... i.... do ..... , Balloon.
Morris, 'l'a~:>ker & Co ............ I Philadelphia ..... :.... do ..... 1 Iron telegraph poles.
·

·1·...
1 •.••

-----1

~!~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~::::::: ~:~:

:J ~~:~~ :::::: ~ ::::: : · ~ ~ ~ :~~:: :: :i ~r;~i~f1~ltern.

F. S. Cahill & Co ................. J Washington ...... ;.... do ----- i Repairing and altering outpost
i
;
: cable reels.
W. H. Houghton Mfg. Co ........ , .... do ............. :-- .. do .... -I Bru~sels rug.
Jas. S. Topham ........... -------1----do ............. i . . . . do .... Heliograph cases.
'\Vm.Ballantyne & Sons ....... -- 1- -- -do ............. .l .... do ..•.. Stationery.
Royce & Marean ................
do ............. i.... do ..... I Telegrapl1 supplies.
Chas. T. Carter & Co ................ do ............. 1. . . . do .... -! Hardware.
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict .. 1 •••• do ............. - . . . . do ----- i Typewriter ribbons.

·1

r· ...

1

¥.e~--~~~~ ::j:~:::::::::::::::::t:::~~
:::::::::::::i::::~~ :::::i
tti::~r~:u:~~
i....
-----1
1

Wm .•T.Bacon ...................

1

do ............. :.... do
j

I

wagon.
Engraving field glasses and telflscopes.

SHIPMENTS AND RECEIPTS.

There have been made to stations and military posts 4,229 shipments by mail, and
79 (consisting of 432 boxes) through the Quartermaster's Department. There have
been received from contractors 262 consignments, and from stations and military
posts 141.
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SALES OF CONDEMNED PROPERTY,

June 27, 1893, at Washington, telegraph and other instruments, tools, cart, etc.,
$88.20.
ACCOUNTS SETTLED •

..

Tlle number of accounts settled during the·year is-

'-1

__________M
__
on_t_·h__s_,1_8_9_2----------I--N_u_m_b_e__

M
__o_n_th_s_,_I_89_3_._________ _N
__
um
__b_e_r.

__________

1

July ............................ -.......
.August.................................
September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
October.................................
November..............................
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

37
37
41
33
44
29

1

1

1

January...............................
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
March.................................
April..................................

68

48
34
53

r~;~;~::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::I .::

The number of checks drawn in payment of accounts is 466.
none have miscarried in the mails.

So far as known,

ACCOUNTS UNSETTLED.

On June 30, 1893, there were in the office two unsettled accounts, for want of completion.
INSPECTION OF MONEY ACCOUNTS.

My money accounts were inspected and the balances verified by Lieut. Col. H. W.
Lawton, inspector-general, to include July 12 and December 6, 1892, and June 23,
1893.
ALLOTMENTS FOR CONTINGENT EXPENSES AND STATIONERY.

The amounts allotted to this Bureau, under circular of August 17, 1892, are: Stationery, $300; contingent expenses, $375. Under the latter head $50 additional
was allotted by the Secretary of War, in letter dated February 13, 1893.
CONDITIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.

'fhe method heretofore used of keeping a record of all liabilities incurred has
been continued, so that at any moment it has been possible to ascertain the balance
available of any of the appropriations. As required by paragraph 1319, U. S. Army
Regulations, 1889, a cashbook has been kept in which will be found entered under
the various appropriations the amounts received and disbursed with elates. The
balances shown by the cashbook are verified daily by comparison with the check
book.
The condition of the appropriations for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1893, with
the expenditures thereunder, balances, and probable demands on such balances,
report of which is required to be rendered by the act of Congress, approved May
20, 1820, is as follows:
Appropriated: Signal Service of the Army, 1893 .......... _.............. $22, 000. 00
- Expended: Signal Service of the Army, 1893 (including $1,970 placed to
the credit of Lieut. W. A. Glassford, Signal Corps, Paris, France, for
purchase of balloon, etc.).......................................... 18,790.17
Balance: Signal Service of the Army, 1893 ............. _... _. __ . . . . . • . . .
3, 209. 83
Probable demands: Signal Service of the Army, 1893. ____ ..... ____ .... __ 3, 084. 02
Very respectfully,
ROBT. CRAIG,

Captain Signal Corps, Disbursing Officer.
The

CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER,

U.

S. ARMY,

Washington, D. C.
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APPENDIX

D.

REPORT OF THE OFFICER IN CHARGE OF EXAMINER'S DIVISION.

WAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,
Washington City, July 1, 1899.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report covering the operations
the examiner's division of the Signal Office during the fiscal year ending .June
1893:
The money and property papers of all persons accountable to the Government
Signal Corps funds or property have been carefully audited, resulting in the sum
$252.83 being covered into the U. S. Treasury as reimbursement foli loss of property.
Owing to the systematic manner in which money and property accounts are now
audited, this branch of the office work is in a most satisfactory condition. At the
close of the fiscal year the work was up to date.
The following data are submitted, showing in a condensed form the large amount
of work performed during the year:

Summary.
Accounts current received and audited ........ --···----- .•.••.••.. ------ .•..
Vouchers accompanying accounts current examined... ___________ . ____ .. ___ .. 3, 374
Property returns, acting signal officers, sergeants, Signal Corps, and other
persons ____ . _____ . ________ . __________ ... ___ . _. _. _. _________ .. ____ . __ . __ .
Vonchers accompanying property returns . _____ . ________ .. __ ... _. __ ..... ___ .
Letters sent relative to money and property accounts. ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. _.. __ .
Certificates of deposit received, recorded, etc.,. ____ . _. _____ . ___ .... ___ .. __ ...
Statement of remittances received, recortled, etc., .. _....... _.... _....... _...
Acknowledgments of money and property papers ... __ ... ___ . ____ ...... _.... .
Very respectfully,
C. E. KILBOURNE
Captain, Signal Corps Examiner.
The CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
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RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE,
WAR DEPARTMENT,

October 25, 1893.

SrR: In the last annual report of the Record and Pension Office,
which was also the first annual report of the office as now constituted
by law, considerable space was given to the conditions preceding and
resulting in the present organization and to the results accomplished
by the new methods of business adopted, which were described somewhat in detail. It was shown that within three months after the organization of what now constitutes the Record and Pension Office the
arrears of more than 40,000 cases on hand at the date of organization, in
·July, 1889, had been disposed of and that at the close of the fiscal years
euded June 30, 1R90, June 30, 1891, and June 30,1892, not a single case
of any kind remained on hand and undisposed of.
During the last fiscal year the same methods of business have been
continued and with the same satisfactory results. The current work
of the office has been kept closely up to date, all inquiries and other
cases for action having been promptly answered and disposed of, genera11y within twenty-four hours from the time of their receipt, whHe,
with the excepti9n of a short interval, hereinafter to be referred to,
when interrupted by a serious calamity that befell the working force,
the clerks not required for the transaction of the current business have
been kept constantly employed in the work of reproducing, by the
index-record card system, the military records of officers and enlisted
men contained in the worn and mutilated rolls of the volunteer armies.
The cases received aud disposed of during the year were, in detail
and by classification, as follows:
From the Pension Office ...•............. ~ ...... _......................... 137,563
From the Second Auditor ..•..................................... ____ . . . . . 27, 759

~:~~:f~~ c::::s ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::: :~ ~ ~ :::~ ~ ~ :::~ ~ :~ ~:: ~ ::: ~ :: :: ::: ::::: :: ·: ~ ~ ~ : ~; !~~

All other cases, miscellaneous...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2~,

758

Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 203, 704
Cases on hand June 30, 1893 ...•.... ·----· ---· .... ...... ...... .... ..... .... None,

By a comparison of these figures with those given in the last annual
report it will be observed that there has been a reduction in the number of cases received during the last fiscal year as compared with the
number received during the three years next preceding. ·· This reduction is due largely to the fact that the bulk of the pension claims arising
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under the act of June 27, 1890, has apparently been filed and
required reports of military service have been furnished to the
missioner of Pensions. But the reduction in labor is more
than real, and there is reason to believe that the number of
the actual labor required for their disposition will be considera
creased during the present :fiscal year. Under a recent ruling
Interior Department as to the proper construction of the act cited
of June 27, 1890) the claims of surviving soldiers arising under tha
which have already been reported on are being reconsidered, and i
believed that a majority of the cases in which certificates have
issued will be again referred to this office for the full military and
ical history of the claimants. These cases are now being re ·
large numbers, and as they require for their reconsideration a
more comprehensive report than was necessary to their original
cation under the then existing practice of the Pension Bureau,
will add very largely to the labor of this office, especia11y as th
so much in addition to the ordinary current work to be expected
the filing of new claims under both the old law and the new.
· The actua.l labor of the office has oeen, and is being, consw.ent,l}l]
augmented by the act of July 27, 1892, giving a pensionable s
the survivors of the various Indian wars and to the widows and
of the officers and enlisted men who served in those wars. '
consists not so much in the preparation of military histories of
and men as in the determination of questions frequently arising as
whether or not the soldier, or the organization to which he belonged,
in the military service of the United States at the time the service
rendered, and whether he served the requis~e time to give him a
sionable status under the law. The determination of these quest11:ms
of'te11 difficult and perplexing by reason of the meager and im·perfec1
character of the records of the militia and volunteer orga;uLldll'JVJ:ua
employed for short periods and at intervals during the Indian d
ances, involving, in many instances, a laborious and extended search
the ancient records of. departmental correspondence, state papers
the enactments of Congress.
Besides these questions connected with service in the Indian
similar questions relating to troops employed during the war of
rebellion are constantly arising, the determination of which, as well
many others not easily classified, involves an amolmt of labor
adequately represented in statistical reports of cases received and
posed of.
INDEX-RECORD CARD WORK.

The work of reproducing the individual military records
and enlisted men of the volunteer service by the inrlexsystem was fully described in the last annual report. At the
the fiscal year ended J nne 30, 1892, the rolls of all the Sta
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois had been carded ac(~Or,um.~
to this system. Work had also been begun on the State of
vania. During the last fiscal year the rolls of Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana were carded, and work was begun on the records of Illin
At the date of this report work on the rolls of the latter State ·
progress and will be completed within a few weeks, leaving of
volunteer rolls now on file in this Department to be included in
card system, those of the Veteran Reserve Corps and other U
States volunteers, besides the post, detachment, and mi..,v-.;~u.,uvvUD
rolls. These are of uncertain quantity, difficult of estimation.
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During the last Congress, by an enactment approved July 27, 1892,
it was provided ''that the military records of the American Revolution
and of the war of 1812, now preserved in the Treasury and Interior
Departments, be transferred to the War Department, to be preserved
in the Record and Pension Division [Office] of that Department, and
that they shall be properly indexe<l and arrauged for use."
The records whose reproduction by the index-record card system is
contemplated by this enactment have not yet been transferred to this
Department, and, their volume not being knowu, the time required to
include them in the general system of index-record cards can not be
estimated with any degree of accuracy.
It may here be remarked that the value and utility of this system of
reproducing and preserving the records of the military service is
becoming more manifest as the work approaches completion and the
results are made available in the current business of the Department.
Besides the preservation of the original records from destruction and
the advantages afforded for the discovery and reproduction of individual military histories, as pointed out in former reports, much has been
gained, by the scrutiny to which the records have been subjected, in a
more perfect knowledge of the real status of military and semi-military
organizations and their individual members; and in numerous instances
it has been discovered that organizations which were not in the military
service of the United States have in the past been given recognition, by
departmental action, as United States troops, while other troops, which
llave heretofore been denied recognition as United States soldiers,
have, upon investigation, been found to be entitled to such recognition.
In such cases the rolls of the former class of troops have been placed
where they will receive only the consideration to which they are entitled, while those of the latter elass have been given a place with the
records of troops in the United States service. This determination of'
the military status of the several classes of troops has been an important feature of the carding of the records, and one that has required
much time and research for its accomplishment.
During the fiscal year 8,421,478 index-record cards were made and
placed on file. This number, added to the cards filed in previous years,
makes a total of 35,099,755 index-record cards, and all so filed that the
cards relating to any one individual soldier can readily be found.
DISASTER AT TENTH STREET BUILDING.

Reference has been made in this report to a serious calamity that has
befallen the clerical force of the office during the past year and by
reason of which the work of carding the military records was temporarily interrupted. On the 9th of June, 1893, at about 10 o'clock a.m.,
while the clerks in the building on Tenth street, known as Ford's Theater building, were engaged in their work, portions of the floors of the
second and third stories of the building fell, carrying with them many
of the clerks and resulting in the death (immediately or within a few
days thereafter) of twenty-two persons and the more or less serious
maiming of many others.
Thi~ terrible disaster was the more appalling because danger had
not been anticipated. The building was an old one, but had been
repeatedly examined by experts and pronounced entirely safe. It was
purchased by the Government, in 1866, was entirely remodeled, and has
since been used by the War Department for various purposes, prinei'Pally for the storage of the Army Medical Museum, the library of the .
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Surgeon-General's office, the medical records of the Army and
accommodation of the officers and clerks employed in connection
with. Some time after the building came into the possession of the
Government a considerable expenditure was made upon it in the way
of thoroughly strengthening its walls, and for many years subsequently
its floors bore with perfect safety the immense weight of the museum,
library, and hospital records, but all of these bad been removed from
the building several years before the catastrophe occurred.
As the weight of the clerks employed in the building was many times
less than that removed therefrom, there was no ground for apprehension
that the building was not a safe one for the purpose for which it has
latterly been used, viz, for office purposes for the use of clerks and the
storage of the few records upon which they were at the time being
engaged in copying. For the comfort and convenience of the clerks so
employed it became desirable to supply the building with electric lights
and ventilating fans, and for this purpose an excavation was made
under the building by a contractor to whom this necessary part of the
work had been intrusted. This work included the underpinning of
certain piers upon which the floors in part rested, and it was during the
progress of this work, and probably in consequence of it, that the disaster
occurred. In a substantial building as this was known to be~ and under
the superintendence of a competent builder, there was no reason to
believe that the work was not entirely safe and free from danger to the
persons occupying the building at the time. That the confidence felt
in the safety of the building during the progress of this work was not
well founded is shown by the unfortunate results that followed.
The families of some of the killed in this most deplorable accident are
understood to be in a destitute condition, and the widows .and orphans
of those whose lives were thus sacrifieed in the public service, and those
who were seriously injured, are earnestly commended to the generosity
of the Government.
Very respectfully,
F. C. AINSWORTH,
Colonel, U. S. Army, Chief, Record and Pension Office.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, WAR RECORDS OFFICE,
•
Washington, June 30, 1893.
SIR: The Board of Publication of the Official Records of the Rebellion begs leave to submit the following report of its operations during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893:
Eleven thousand copies each of Volumes XXXIX, Parts II and III;
XL, Parts I. II, and III, and XLI, Parts I and II, and 7,500 copies each
of the reprint of Volumes I to v, inclusive (authorized by the act of
August 5, 1892, for the purpose of completing incomplete sets), have
been printed and bound by the Public Printer, and have been delivered to and distributed from the document room of the War Records
Office during the year ending June 30, j893. ·Five more volumes were
printed and are in different stages of indexing at the _close of the year.
These books cover the operations in Kentncky, southwest Virginia,
Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, and north Georgia (the Atlanta
campaign excepted), lYiay 1 to November 13, 1864; the operations in
southeast Virginia and North Carolina, June 13 to July 31, 1864 (including Richmond, Petersburg, etc.); the operations in Louisiana and
the transmississippi States, etc., July 1 to December 31, 1864; the
operations in Southeast Virginia and North Carolina, August 1 to
December 31, 1864 (including Richmond, Petersburg, etc.); the opera-·
tions in northern Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, August 4 to December 31, 1864 (including Opequon, Fisher's Hill,
Cedar Creek, etc.).
Of the edition authorized by the act of August 5, 1892~ for the use
of Congress, 500 copies each of 38 books have been printed, and 17 of
these have been bound, and distributed through the document rooms
of the House and Senate.
Work on the Atlas of maps and plans has also been carried forward~
and Plates XXI and LXXX, inclusive (Parts v to xvr,) have been printed
and distributed during the year. Twenty-five more are in the hands
of the engraver, and will be issued during the current calendar year.
The examination of files and archives, and the work of selecting,
copying and comparing material for the remaining volumes of the several series has been continued without interruption during the entire
fiscal year. The following notes of work accomplished in the several
departments of publication will convey an idea of the variety and
691
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amount of labor required in connection with the preparation
lication of the several volumes. One hundred and :fifteen tnOIUS~mo.'
:five hundred books have been received, and 78,704 have been msmrl- ~
uted; 132,000 copies of Parts v to XVI of the Atlas to accom
Official Records of the Rebellion have been received, and
been sold and distributed; 9,040 letters, cards, etc., have been rP.P.P.i"ln~rt
and 15,739 letters, cards, circulars, etc., have been mailed in respolltse~"
to inquiries; 223,812 labels have been prepared, and 184,592labe1s
been compared and verified during the year. During the same period
11 books have been indexed wholly or in part (550,000 cards having beeu
used for this purpose), and the general index to the work bas been
carried forward to the close of the year 1863. Fifty-four thousand one
hundred and sixty-five folios of manuscript have been copied and compared; 25,000 pages of proofs, in galleys and page form, have been
examined, and 42,000 sheets of manuscript have been verified, corrected, and prepared for publication.
Satisfactory progress has been made in the work of indexing the Confederate Archives. A modification of the excellent system of card indexing now in use in the Record and Pension Office has been applied
to the letters, orders, vouchers, muster rolls and returns which make
up the collection, and it is hoped to :finish the work during the coming
:fiscal year.
The inquirx instituted by this office to ascertain what societies or
persons were entitled to receive the re_p rint of the volumes authorized
at the :first session of the Fifty-second Congress has developed the fact
that about 500 of the original 11,000 beneficiaries have, by reason of
death or removal, ceased to receive the sets originally assigned them.
The result is that, beginning with Volume xxx, there are on hand 500
sets of the work which are not available for distribution on account of
the absence of the earlier volumes. As the stereotype plates have been
preserved, it is estimated that it will cost less than 50 cents per volume
to reprint these books, and thus complete and make available for distribution the sets to which they belong. It is therefore respectfully
recommended that authority be obtained for reprinting 500 copies of
Volumes I to xxx, inclusive, with a view to their distribution by members of the Fifty-third Congress.
The inquiry for complete sets of the work, and for separate volumes,
from societies and individuals who desire to purchase them, steadily
increases. To meet this demand it is respectfully recommended that
authority be obtained for printing 1,000 copies of the entire work
from the plates now in the hands of the Public Printer.
In closing, it again gives the Board great pleasure to recognize the
efficient assistance it has received from the officers engaged on the
work, and from the employes connected with the different departments
of the office. Their labors have been zealous and untiring and the
services rendered by them have been entirely satisfactory.
GEO. B. DAVIS,
Major and Judge-Advocate U. S. Army.
LESLIE J. PERRY,
Civilian Expert.
J. W. KIRKLEY,
Civilian Expert.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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THE SOLDIERS' HoME,
OFFICE OF THE BoARD OF COMMISSIONERS,

Washington, D. 0., October 23, 1893.
SIR: In compliance with section 1 of the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1883, prescribing regulations for the Soldiers' Home in the
District of Columbia, I have the honor to submit the following report
of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers' Home for the year
ended September 30, 1893:
The following statement shows the gain and loss in the number of
inmates during the year:
Regular.

Ternporary.

Total.

-----------·---------1--------On the rolls September 30, 1892 .................•••••..•.....•....•..••.
.Admitted since ......•..•..............................................
Readmitted since . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ .
TotaL.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

980
209
173
339
171 .•.•.•.•..

1, 324

1,189
512

171

1,872

548

Withdrawn from the Home............................................
153 . .... .. . ..
Dropped, dismissed, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
110
261
Died . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54
10
Transferred to permanent roll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204

153

371
64
204

TotaL .••.•••••••.•...••••...................................•••..

317

475

792

Numb_!lr on the roll September 30, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . .

1, 007

73

1, 080

The total number of inmates September 30, 1893 (1,080), are accounted
for as follows: Present at the Home, 710; on outdoor reli.ef, 299; on furlough, 45; in the Government Hospital for the Insane, 18; suspended, 8.
The daily average number of inmates during the year was 751; last
year, 745, and the preceding year, 718.
Of the 64 deaths reported, 38 died at the Home, 14 were members
ttbsent on outdoor relief, 4 in the hospital for the insane, 7 in Washmgton, and 1 was accidentally killed while on furlough.
Temporary relief to destitute discharged soldiers who were not
entitled to regular admission was given during the year to the extent
of 3, 720 meals and lodgings for a few nights to 176 men.
Outdoor relief was withdrawn from members who are either receiving pensions from the Government of $8 or more per month or who
have property or employment which places them beyond actual need,
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a.s such aid can be given only to men who are in absolute need of
assistance to maintain themselves, the current income of the Home being
insufficient to permit a more liberal extension of this benefit.
The condition of the funds of the Home, and the receipts and expenditures during the year, are as fellows:
THE PERMANENT FUND,

Balance in the United States Treasury October 1, 1892.. . . • • • • . • • • • • • $2, 489, 940.81
Settlements for the current year and of old accounts
placed to the credit of the fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . $146, 402. 51
Withdrawn on requisitions for current expenses......... 157, 000. 00
Excess of expenditures over receipts ..•..........•...................

10,597.49

Balance in the United States Treasury September 30, 1893 .• .• • 2, 479,343.32
ACCOUNT OF THE TREASURER OF THE HOME.

Remaining on hand September 30, 1892 .•••••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••
Received during the year:
.
From the permanent fund ...................................... .
Interest on the permanent fund ................•................
Effects of deceased inmates ..................................... .
Miscellaneous receipts ....••.••••................................
'rotal ......•................ _...... _.... _..... _.. __ . _.. _______ _
Disbursements:
Current expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $196, 579. 36
Permanent improvements . . . ••• . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25,688.04

2,164.36
157,000.00
74,393.81
202.66
4, 013.72
237,774:.55

Total ........•••....••••................. _. _........ _...••••..

222,267.40

Balance on hand September 30, 1893 ....... ~ ..•................

15.507.15

The foregoing statement of the condition of the permanent fund shows
a decrease in the amount passed to its credit by the Treasury Department of $26,551.96 from the amount credited to it the precedil\g year;
also the decrease of the permanent fund by $10,597.49, due to the necessary expenditures made for permanent improvements. The current
expenses, as shown, were $196,579.36 ($170.48 more than last year), and
the total amount expended, which includes the expenditures for all
improvements made, was $222,267.40. The current income of the Home
amounted to $213,817.44, but to this was added $11,195.26, the amount
found due in the settlement of the last of the old accounts; hence,
hereafter, the Home bas to depend solely upon its current sources of
income, the amount and percentage of each item of which were as follows during the year:
Item.
On acconnt of deserters and dishonorably discharged men...................
From court-martial fines (estimated) . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .
Deductions of 12! cents (estimated) .. . . . . . . .. • . •• •• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .
Interest ou permanent fund.................................................
Effects of deceased inmates and from miscellaneous sources................
Total ..................................................................

Amount.
$19,360.72
80, 000. 00
35, 846.53
74,393.81
4, 216. 38

213~~

Per cent.
9. 05
37.41
16.76
34.79
1. 97
100.00

The Treasurer's statement of funds received for the inmate pensioners shows that he had on hand, last report, $49,443.15; received during
the year, $96,287.47; paid to pensioners and legal heirs, $95,915.28;
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leaving on hand in the Treasury, $49,815.34. This statement shows
that all but $372.19 of the $96,287.47 received was paid by the Treasurer to the individual pensioners, thereby providing, by the operation
of the e~isting law, ample means for idle and, in 80rne cases, vicious
indulgence harmful to themselves and highly detrimental to the discipline of the Home. The Commissioners are of the opinion that Congress never intended to make the double provision now fully enjoyed
by many of the inmate pensioners who are comfortably lodged, fed, and
clothed at the expense of the Home while they draw their pensions, in
some cases amounting to $36 per month which they spend without being
taxed in the slightest degree for their support. This makes the Home
a standing inducement for pensioners to seek admission thereto, and
while it is just and proper that mP-n disabled in the service should be
pensioned according to the degree of disability incurred, it is believed
to be also proper that pensioners receiving more than $8 per month
should be required to pay partly, at least, for their support. The Commissioners will therefore submit to the Secretary of War at an early
day the draft of a bill providing that pensioners who receive $16 and
more per month shall pay to the Home the cost of their food and clothing ($8 per month), and that all receiving less than $16, but more than
$8, shall pay the difference between the amounts received and $8.
To show how far pensioners have availed themselves of the benefits
of the Home it. is stated in the governor's report that of the 710
inmates now present 584 are drawing pensions, as follows: 151 are
receiving from $16 to $36 per month, 27 4 from $10 to $15, and 159 from
$2 to $8. The latter class are not affected by the proposed bill.
The capacity of the Horne for the accommodation of men entitled to
admission is about 780, and no greater number can be suitably cared
for without crowding the inmates. This was proved last winter, when
there were at one time over 800 men in the Home and beds had to be
placed in gatebouses and other unsuitable places to provide for the
excess. The Commissioners therefore found it necessary to order the
discharge of the retired soldiers who had availed themselves of the
privileges of the Home in order to provide room for men entitled to
admission and who had no means of support.
Through the courtesy of the Agricultural Department the services of
Dr. Theobold Smith, chief of the division of animal pathology, were
secured in March last, with those of Drs. Kilbourne and Schroeder,
of that Department, and a very scientific and exhaustive examination
was made of the Home dairy herd, under the supervision of Lieut. Col.
W. H. Forwood, the attending surgeon. The investigation, which
extended over a peried of nearly four months, was made in order to
determine the full character and extent of the disease in the herd
known as tuberculosis, of which some of the cattle had died from time
to time.
In the inspection made by these gentlemen of the 60 animals in the
herd, 52 were found to be infected with tuberculosis and had therefore
to be killed, the disease being reported as a progressive and an incurable
malady; although in its earliest stages, it being restricted to a small
region of the lungs, the :flesh in such incipient cases is free from disease
and in every sense as good as that from perfectly healthy cattle.
After a very complete investigation of the disease Dr. Smith and the
attending surgeon recommended, with the view of further testing the
facts developed, and in the interest of science, that the remaining 8
cattle be killed and be used at the Home, if found upon post-mortem

.
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examination to be fit for food, and this was accordi~gly authorized by
the Commissioners.
Through this necessary sacrifice of the whole dairy herd the Home
is now compelled to purchase tlle milk required for the inmates, it
having been decided by the Commissioners to defer the purchase of a
new herd of cattle for the present.
There has been for some years past a steadily increasing necessity
for a large increase in the water supply at the Home, and as every
effort made to obtain a larger supply by boring artesian wells proved
unsuccessful, the Board of Commissioners caused~ thorough examination to be made last winter into this important matter in order that
the best possible means might be devised and adopted for supplying
the Home with a sufficient quantity of water for ordinary use and an
adequate supply for the protection of the valuable buildings in case of
fire.
,
After fully considering plans carefully prepared for the purpose the
District Commissioners were applied to, and they readily granted permission for the Home to take 25,000 gallons of water per day, and a
greater quantity in case of fire, by connecting a 6-inch water main
with the city main at the junction of vVhitney avenue and Seventh street
extended. The Board therefore decided to adopt the plans prepared,
as they embodied the best and most permanent means for procuring the
required supply, and ordered that a water tower carrying an iron tank
of about 50,000 gallons capacity be erected on the high ground immediately west of the Scott building, and 6-inch water mains be laid from
Seventh street extended along Whitney avenue to the existing pumping
station in the Home grounds, and fi·om there to the w~ter tower and
the hospital. Also, that certain repairs be made in the pump house;
that a new duplex pump suitable for the purpose required be purchased~ and that fire plugs be placed near all the buildings and rising
pipes with hose in the interior of the hospital in which there were none.
The estimated cost of the whole improvement was given at $28,985,
and received the approval of the Secretary of War. Work was therefore commenced in March last to carry out this plan, and is now essentially completed, excepting the construction of the water tower, which
will probably be finished by next month, when the new system will be in
full operation. An additional supply, however, supplementing the old
supply from the well and springs, was turned on from the new Seventh
street connection on April 6, last, and has been in use ever since.
Additional improvements have also been made during the year by the
construction of a large iron gateway and a gate lodge at the south
entrance to the Home grounds at a cost of $3,200; and the erection of
a canopy over the fan house at the hospital at a cost of $1,069, for the
convenience of the convalescent sick, for whom it affords an excellent
place of outdoor shelter.
All the above-mentioned improvements were made by contract, for
which awards were made to the lowest bidders for the various kinds of
work required. _
The act of Congress approved January 16, 1891, requiring the treasurer of the Home to keep current funds on deposit in the United States
Treasury has been strictly complied wjth, and all supplies for the Home
that could be conveniently purchased under contract were so obtained.
The treasurer's statement of accounts with the farm, the dairy, and
the garden show that the value of the products of the farm equaled
the expenses of the same; that there is a balance to the credit of the
dairy account of $839.95, and that the products of the garden, in which
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is included the expense of ornamentat.ij)n of the grounds, equaled the
outlay.
Regular meetings have been held by the Boar.d for the transaction of
the business pertaining to the Home and the regular monthly inspections have been made as required by law.
The following changes occurred during the year In the Board of Commissioners and the officers of the Home:
Brig. Gen. Beekman DuBarry, commissary-general of subs.i stence,
retired December 4, 1892; was succeeded by Brig. Gen. John P. Hawkins, December 22, 1892.
Brig. Gen. Charles Sutherland, surgeon-general, retired May 29, 1893;
was succeeded by Brig.-Gen. George M. Sternberg May 30, 1893.
Brig. Gen. John C. Kelton, U. S. Army (retired), governor of the
Home, died July 15,1893, and Brig. Gen. DavidS. Stanley, U.S. Army
(retired), was appointed by the President to succeed him on September
8, and entered upon his duties as governor on September 13, 1893.
Under an opinion given by the Attorney-General, the Acting JudgeAdvocate-General of tbe Army (Col. G. Norman Lieber) became a
member of the Board of Commissioners November 12, 1892.
The sanitary condition of the Home has been excellent throughout
the year and there has been no prevalent or epidemic disease among the
inmates.
Good discipline, without undue restrictions, has been maintained
and the inmates have been supplied with wholesome, well-prepared
food, comfortable clothing, and excellent quarters, with bathing facilities sufficient to insure bodily cleanliness.
There is a good library at the Home, containing about 6,000 volumes,
and daily and weekly newspapers and monthly magazines are provided,
also billiard tables and various kinds of games, affording pleasant pastime to those who desire to avail themselves of the library and amusement room.
The accompanying papers are reports by the governor, the attending
surgeon, and the treasurer of the Home; a statement of receipts and
expenditures; statements of the permanent fund and the interest
thereon; statements of accounts with the pension money of inmate pensioners, and their rates of pension; the debit and credit accounts with
the farm, the garden, and the dairy; all of which are required to be
published for distribution to the Army, as directed by the section and
a;.ct mentioned in the first paragraph of this report.
Very respectfully,
J. · M. SCHOFIELD,
Major-General Commanding the Army,
President Board of Commissioners.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

BEPORT OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE, UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME,

Washington, D. C., October 17, 1893.
I have the honor to submit my report for the year ending September 30,1893. I
took command of the Home the 13th of September, and thus my experience is very
limited. I have, however, examined all the buildings, including the hospital, all
of which I have found in good repair and clean, the hospital wonderfully so. 'fhe
bedding of the men neat and free from vermin, the food good and neatly served, the
system of police reliable.
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The amusement of the men well provided for so far as reading, billiards, and small
games are concerned. The bathing facilities are somewhat defective, yet they are
sufficient to insure bodily cleanliness, bathing being compulsory.
The system of purchasing supplies seems to me satisfactory and sufficiently
guarded, as all purchases are made on requisitions approved by the governor. Purchases are by contract to the lowest bidder, after due notice to the leading dealers
in the articles required. All supplies delivered are required to be inspected by the
governor or deputy governor, and all subsistence is turned over to the deputy
governor or the surgeon in charge, and these officers are held responsible for the
quantity and quality of the stores they receive.
The exeessive drought of the present year will account for the poor showing of
the farm; the acreage ofpotatoes was small compared to former years, and the yield
was low for what was planted. The credits for hay should be limited to the ·cost of
harvesting the hay. I recommend the continuance of the farm mostly for the freshness of the produce and the employment it affords the members of the Home.
The extermination of the cattle herd from pleuro-pneumonia was a great calamity
to the Home, and I recommend the renewal of the herd at an early date, and as a
fine herd is an essential feature in a beautiful landscape, I recommend that the best
Ayrshires or Devons be bought for the new herd, as these breeds combine usefulness and beauty.
The connection of the water supply with tbe city waterworks, and the early
completion of the stand pipe, will give a feeling of security against fires and many
improvements in living not heretofore felt at this Home.
A reference to the table of alterations since last annual report will show a decrease
of temporary inmates for the year of 136, but an increase of regular inmates for the
same period of 27; the aggregate is 109less than for last year. Whether this decrease
will continue, or whether it is owing to exceptional causes can not yet be determined. Many deserving, some almost distressing cases, must be turned away, and
in this connection, and as a matter of plain justwe and policy, I recommend that
every pensioner receiving $10 turn in $2 to the Home, those receiving $12 turn in $4,
$12.50 turn in $4.50, those receiving $14 turn in $6, those receiving $16 turn in $8,
and thence upward; every pensioner receiving more than $16 turn in to the Home
$8, thus covering nearly the cost of their living in the Home. There are now in the
Home 244 of these above classes, and the saving to the Home would be for the current month $1,658,50. This amount would relieve many needy cases, or supply useful and instructive things now desirable for the Home.
Now, since that water is abundant, I recommend the establishment of a good
laundry. A workshop with tools of various trades would be an excellent thing, and
would relieve the Home from the charge of idleness. It strikes a newcomer that
this Home is rather a melancholy place, a,nd anything tending to relieve this seems
to me to be in the right direction. For this purpose the band should be improved
even if it be necessary to hire two or three good musicians. Pictures of moderate
cost, and in the line of the soldiers' taste, should be bought in large numbers;
orchestral concerts by our own band should be encouraged by improving the band
and using it dailv in open air and hall; also inexpensive performances should be
paid for when practical.
Of irregularities caused by the abuse of liquors !have seen none, but am informed
they do exist. I have nothing to suggest at this time, but no doubt we can learn
something beneficial from the experience of the National Volunteer Soldiers' Homes.
The following is the tabular statement of alterations since last annual report
dated September 30, 1892:
SCHEDULE OF ADMISSIONS TO THE HOME.

Permanent beneficiaries, September 30, 1892 . _____ -· _. ____ .. ___ ... _____ ·- ••••
Admitted during the year .. ___ . ___ .. __________ ... ___ ......... ________ .. _____
Readmitted during the year. __ . _•••.. ____ .... __ ... ____ ... _.... ___ ... _.. __ ..

980
173
171

Total .••••• -.- •.••••.. ___ ... ___ ... __ .. ____ ... ___ ... _....... __ .... _. __ . 1, 324
Dropped:
By withdrawal . __ ... ___ ... ____ . __ ............. _. _.. ... . ....... __ ... 153
For absence without leave .... ____ ............. _.. . .... . ... __ . . . . . . . 24
Dismissed . __ .... __ .. ____ •.. ___ ... _..... __ .. ____ ............... _ . . . . 20
Abandoned the Home _... __ .. _........ _... _...... _...... . . ____ . __ ..• 2
Dropped by order. ____ . ____ ........ . .... _........... . ... . .. _... ____ . 55
Died _.. _ .. ___ . _____ . ___ .. ___ ... ___ ..... _................ . .... ____ . . 54
From outdoor relief .. __ ... ____ .. _____ ........ ___ ... _..... ___ .. ____ .
9
317
Permanent beneficiaries September 30, 1893 ..... _.••...•••.. __ •.. _•.••. 1, 007
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Temporary inmates:
Present September 30,1892 ..........................•.•...••••.••... 209
.Admitted during the year ........................................... 339
'fotal temporary beneficiaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548
Transfered to permanent roJls ........................................... 204
Dropped. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
Dismissed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Died •.•.• _.•••• .: • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 10
475
Remaining temporary inmates . . . . • • • • • • • . • . • . . • • • • . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . • . . .

73

Total beneficiaries.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 080
Of whom 710 are inmates of the Home, 299 receive outdoor relief, 18 are
in the insane asylum, 45 are on furlough, and 8 are suspended.
Decrease of temporary inmates for the year, 136; increase of regular inmates for
the year, 27. The aggregate is 109less than was shown on last report.
Of the 64 deaths reported 14 died on out<loor relief, 34 died in Home hospital, 4 died
in insane asylum, 7 died in Washington, D. C., 1 died in his quarters at the Home, 1
died on Home grounds, 2 were found drowned in Home lake, and 1 was accidentally
killed by cars at Trenton, N.J. Daily average number of inmates_during the year,
751-§-.
TRANSIENTS.

During the year 3,720 meals have been furnished to destitute ex-volunteer soldiers,
and 176 have been provided with lodgings for a few nights each.

Statement of army service.
Number
of men.

Length of service.

•

Four months .••.•••••.
Six months .......... .
Seven months ........ .
Nine months ......... .
Ten months .......... .
Eleven mont.h s ....... .
One year ............. .
Two years ........... .
Three years .......... .
FotJr years ........... .
Five years .••.........
Six year8 ............ .
Seven years ••••••....
Eight years •.•••......

1
1
2

3
5
1
37
33

31
10
33
13
13
13

Number
of men.

Length of service.
Nine years ..•.•....•..
Ten years ...•....••..
Eleven years ......... .
Twelve years ........ .
Thirteen years ....... .
Fourteen years ...... .
~.ifteen years ........ .
::;1xteen years ......•..
Seventeen years ..... .
Eighteen years ...... .
Nineteen years ....... .
Twf'lnty years ... . .... .
Twenty-one years ... .
Twenty-two years ..•.

Length of service.

Number
of men.

Twenty-thret'l years .. .
Twenty-four years .. .
Twenty-five years . .. .
Twenty-six years .... .
Twenty-seven yf'lars ..
Twenty-nine years .. .
Thirty years ......... .
Th~rty-one year'! ..... .
Thirty-three years ... .
Thirty-four years ..•..

23
10
15
16
24
20

12
19
5
25
32

Total .•-....... ..

70
921
35

40
26
20

17
9
2
2
2

1
1
714

Pensions.
Number
of men.

Rate.
$2 .......... ..

2

$4 ••••••••••••
$6 ........... .
$8 ....••••••••
$10 .•.•••.••••

17
31
109
47

Number
of men.

Rate.
$12 ..•... . : . . .
$12. 50 ....... .
$14 .......... .
$15.. ....... .
$16 ••••••...•.

Rate.

Number
of men.

Rate.

Number
of men.

185
1

$17 .......... .
$18 .......... .

68

$25 •••••••••••

2

39

$20 .......... .

$22 .......... .

$30 .......... .
$36 .••••••••••

2
30

4
1

4
9
1

$24 .••••••••••

32

Total ..

584

Respectfully submitted.
D

s.

STANLEY,

Brigadier-General, U. S. Army, Governor.
The

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,
UNIT~~D STATES SOLDIERS' HOME.
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REPORT OF THE ATTENDING SURGEON UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOllE.
UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME,
OFFICE OF ATTENDING SURGEON,

Washington, D. C., September 30, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the medical department of
the Home for the past year ending September 30, 1893.
1893.

1892.

1891.

1890.

- - - --- - - - - - Patients remaining in hospital from last report .......••........•.•..
Patients admitted to hospital during the year ...........•••..•...•..
Total treated in the hospital. ....•........•..•.................
Returned to the Home, recovered, mostly acute cases ............... .
Returned to the Home, improved, mostly chronic cases ............. .
Returned to the Home unimproved, incurable ...................... .
Sent to the United States Hospital for the Insane ................. .
Deserted from the hospital .....•....................................
Died in hospital ...................•••................................
Dead when brought to hospital ........•.............................
Remaining in hospital at present date .............................. .
Total .••••••.••••••••••••••••...•••.....•••••.•...•........•••.

86
316

88
391

75
379

352

65

- - - - - - - - - --479
41J2
---- - - 156
198
127
102
16
18
5
5
0
0
35
38
3
7
85
86

454

417

194
120
6
5
3
37
1
88

159
124
10
6

417

- - --·

4

37
2
75

- - - - - - - - - --402

479

454

1893.

1892.

1891.

.Ages of patients admitted.
1890.

- - - - - - - - - - · - - -- - -- - - - - - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - Between 20 and 30 years .......... . ................................. .
Between 30 and 40 years ......•......................................
Between 40 and 50 years ..................... . .. . ................... .
Between 50 and 60 years ........ . ................................. .. .
Between 60 and 70 years ........................... . ........ . ....... .
Between 70 and 80 years .................... . ....................... .
Between 80 and 90 years : - .......................................... .

±i:~n~r
i&~~~~~~~~~:: :~~:~: ~~ :::·::: :·:-: : :·:·:-::::: ~::: ·: :!.~ii~_::
Average age of patients admitted ...................... . ...... do .. .
Greatest number of patients at one time ................. .. ... . ... . .
Least number of patients at one time .............................. .
Daily average of patients in hospital. .......•.......................

Diseases for which patients

Disease.

I

II

Pa-

~ve1'e

;;2
44
77
68
60
33
2
0

22
88
50.22
88
72
81.42

30
60
83
92
83
40
3
0

23
84
51.36
88
65
78.10

37
53
84

38
55
72
78
76
26

110

69
21
• 4
1

6
1

19
93
50.40
90
56
73.04

21
93
50.65
80
61
72.30

admitted to hospital.

Disease.

Pa-

- - - - - - ! tients. _ _ _ _ _ _ tients.
1

Abscess:
Alveolar .....•.....•.•.•.............
Perineal .....•.......................
Of leg. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .
Ofbowels ........................... .
Of liver ......•.......................
Of tonsil. .....•......................
Adenitis ............... . ................ .
Agraphia and aphasia . ................. .
Alcoholism:
Acute ...•...••................ . .....
Chronic ............................•.
Amputation of-

~~~~:~s.' -~1~::::::::::::::::::::::::

Toe .......................•..........
Angina pectoris ...•.•...................
Aneurism of aorta .........•.•....... ; ...
Asthma, chronic ..................•......
Atrophy, progressive muscular ........•.

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

19
11
1
1
1
1
2
8
1

Balanitis .•..............................
Blephoritis marginalia .................. .
Brain clot ............................... .
Brain, tumor of . ........................ .
Bronchitis:
Acute ...•.............. . .............
Chronic ............................. .
Bright's disease ........................ .
Bursitis ................................ .
Carcinoma ofFace .....••..... . ...... . .............
Liver ..................... . ..... . ... .
Eyelid .............................. .
Carbuncle ................•..............
Catarrh, chronic:
Bronchial. .......................... .
Gastric .........•...............
Renal. .............................. .
Vesicle ....... . ...••..•...........••.
Cellulitis of band .••..•••..••••••.••..••.

·····1
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Diseases jo1· which patients were admitted to hospital-Continued.
Patients.

Disease.
Chancre •.•••• __ .... ___ ....... _. __ . _.... .
Chancroids .....•........................
Cholera morbus .........•......... - ... --.
Cirrhosis ofliver .•.. ___ .. __ . ___ ........ .

cona:~!~:a!.

________________ .______ .___ _

Pulmonary ......................... .
Consolidation of lung .... _. _............ .
Constipation, acute .••.....•..•...•..••..
Contusion ofFace .••••••••.•..•.....•..•.... -----Tibia ............................... .
Contraction, palmar fascia, "Dupuytren"
Cystitis, chronic ....................•.... .
Debility:
Senile ..•.•••...................... __ _
GeneraL .................. _......... .
Delirium tremEns ........ ·····--- ....... ~
Dementia ............. ---- ....... -.----··
Diabet~s;
.
Insipidus ..... - .. - ...... ---.- ....... .
Mellitus .••••.... - ............. - .... .
Diarrhea:
Acute.--·-··· ........ -- ....... - .... .
Chronic ..........•.•....... ..........
Dislocation of humerus .......... _... _.. .
Drowned ............................... .
Dysentery, chronic .......... _.......... .
Epilepsy .............. -................. .
Empyema .......... -.-.--.- .. -.- .. -.... .

I

~~1~1~~i~~ ~ ~ ::~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~:: :::~ ~ ~ ·_ ::::::
Fever:
Continued, malarial.--· ............ .
Gastric .... _... _.... _. __ . ________ . _. _
Intermittent ................ _... _. _.
Remittent-- ................ _....... .

Fist~!~~~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_~::::::~:~::
Fracture of-Fibula .... ---- ..... ------ .. ---- ..... .
Frontal bone, old. __ ........ _....... .
Kidney ............................. .

~:~h~ ~ cl: :: : ~ : : :~ : : :: :: : : : ::: : ::: : : :

1

Gonorrhea, acute ...... _................ .
Hallucinations .. - .. - ................ __ . _
Hrematoma of groin ................ __ .. .
Heart disease ....... -- ............. ------

ji::~~~;M~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Hemorrhage:

¥r~~:~ik~~~i-~~-:::::: :: ::: ~:: ::::: :I

Hepatitis, chronic .. ·... __ ._ ........ _.... .
Hernia, reduction of. ................... .
Herpes zoRter _. __ ................ _..... .
Hypochondriasis ....................... .
Indigestion :
Acute ...... ---- ..... ------ ......... .
Chronic .......... _............. _ ... .
Insanity ..........•................. ____ .
Jaundice ..•.... -.. - . - .................. .

Disease.

1
1
4
5

Patients.
1
3
1
1
1
4
2
1
2
1
1
1

Laryngitis, acute .. ---.-----.- ... -- -- .. .
Locomotor ataxy ............ -- ......... .
Lumbago ...... _........................ .

~~~i~~:~~~l~~~~~~: ::: ~ ~ ~ : :: : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ::
Morphinism ... ------- ............ -- .... .
Neuralgia ................. -... - ..... - -- .
Ophthalmia, chronic ................... .
Orchitis ... _............ _...... _..... __ ..
Tubercular ......................... .
Otitis, external ... _........ . __ .......... .
Pain in left hip joint------- ............ .
Paraly8is ..................... - - . - ...... .

1
2
3
3

1
1
1
1

4
2
2

~~:~~i~t~ib~;:::: ::::::::::::::::::

Paresis ................. -- .. -- .. -- ...... .
Pleurisy:
Subacute ............ - .............. .
Chronic ........ - ....... - - - . - ....... .
Pneumonia:

13
2

J
2

1: I Poli~f~~i~~~~~~e_-·:·:~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-:-: -:·:·~-:::::::

Poisoning:
By rhus toxicodendron ............. .
By bite of insect .................... .
Narcotic ............................ .
Pruritus ani. ..... __ ......... -.. -- ...... .
Rheumatism:
Su uacute ..... - .. - ......... _..... __ ..
Chronic ......... - -- -- ... - .... - - ..... .
Sarcoma of arm .....• - .................. .
Scabies ......................... _....... .
Sclerosis :
.
Cerebrospinal .................... _..
Spinal .............................. .
Spleen. enlargement of.-- ...........•...
Sprain ofAnkle ................. ---------·· .. .
Arm ................................ .
Foot ................................ .
Leg ................................. .
Side ................................. .
Stricture ofEsophagus ......................... _.
Urethra ...... -------.-._ ............ .
Urethra traumatic ..... ___ ..•. _... __ .

1
1
2

1
6
2
1
2

1
1
7
1
2

1
l
1
1
1
l
10
1
1
20

~~f~~iscill~{~~~:'-::::::: ~::::::::::: .'::::
Tonsili tis .............................. .
Trichiasis ......... -- ........... - ....... .
Tuberculosis, pulmonary ............ _.. .
Tumor, intraocular .. ----- .......... _. _.
Ulcer ofHead, specific.... .. ..... _.......... .
Heel ................................ .

9

4
1
1
2
1
1
2

uril~~~~~t~~"ti~~-~r:: :::::::::::: ~ ~:: :::::

Urethra, laceration of. ............... _. _.
Urticaria, acute------------------------Veins, varicose. _......... _........ _... __
Wounds,· incised, of foot ............ __ ..
Awaiting diagnosis .................... ..

5
1
4
1

1

I

1
1
1
7
1
2
1
1
1

10
28
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
1
3
1
4
1
28
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
2

1

This list exhibits only the diseases complained of by the patients at the time of
admission to the hospital, and does not include the numerous complications nor secondary affections arhdng during the course of treatment. The principal troubles are
chronic rheumatism, heart disease, consumption, hernia, catarrh, epilepsy, dyspepsia, and constipation. Many of the men are affected with two or more of these diseases at the same time, and yet may be admitted to hospital for some minor complaint not connected with either.
•
The 2,321 cases treated at sick call are not included in the above list of diseases.
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Nem·ology.
I

Name.

Age.

Brosnan, Richard .••••.

75

Healy, Daniel* .....•..
"Bucb, Frederick .......
Palmer, William L .....
Hannon, Bartholomew.
Morris, James ..••.....
Brown, John ..••••..•..

49
50
65
59
78
59

Ohlson, Peter .•••.•....
Bennet, John 0 .•......
Mack, John ............
O'Hern, Michael •..•...
Walsh, James ..........
Farraher, John ........
Wegner,Edward ......
Devine, Bernard .......
Ellerhorst, Henry ......
Grotenfeldt, Gustav ...
Lecronier, Henry H ....
Devine, .James .........
Hasenfratz, Martin ....
Welch, John ...........
Briese, Charles .........
Marmell, Anthony .....
Farrelley,John* •....•.
Craine, Joseph B .......
Schmidt, Henry .....•..
Barrett, John ..........
O'Brien, John ..........
Mullalley, James ......
Habermold, Louis* .....
Shea, John .............
Riley, John ... : .. ......
Keefe, Patrick .........
Kranft, Samuel ........
Smith, Frank ..........
Schitlerling, Christ ....
Johnson, Wm ..........
Herlihey, Michael .....

39
72
63
66
33
64
45
65
73
48
42
82
33
59
51
50
58
39
62
48
51
86
71

55
64
60
65
32
65
66
53

Nativity.

Last served in
company and regiment.

Died.

Cause of death.

1892.
Ireland ....... E,1st Inf •••••.... Sept. 30 Continued malarial
fever.
United States. D,5thArt ........ Oct.
8 Congestion of brain.
Germany ..... D,5th Cav ........ Nov. 16 Abscess of liver.
United States. D,2d A.rt ......... Nov. 18 Bright's disease.
Ireland ....... I,2d Art .......... Nov. 19 Heart disease.
.... do .. , ...... General service ... Dec. 27 Para~· sis.
Switzerland .. I,2dArt .......... Dec. 29 Spin paralysis.
1893.
Germany ..... G,5thArt ........ Jan. 2 Locomotor ataxy.
United States. C, 7th Inf ......... Jan. 3 Tumor of brain.
Ireland ....... Ordnance ......... Jan. 17 Cirrhosis of liver.
.... do ......... F,3d Cav ......... Jan . 19 Abscess of bowels.
United States. C, lOth Inf ........ Jan. 26 Consumption.
Ireland ....... F,13thinf ........ Jan. 27 Brain clot.
Germany ..... C,2dinf .......... Jan. 28 Accidental hemorrhage.
Ireland ....... H,5thArt ........ Feb. 1 Old age.
Germany ..... D,2d Art ......... Feb. 23 Cirrhosis of liver.
Finland ...•.. K,5th Cav ........ Feb. 24 Aneurism of aorta.
Canada ....... I,, 3d Art .......... Mar. 10 Consumption.
Ireland'....... A, 3d Art ......... Apr. 6 Old age.
Germany ..... D,4th Cav ........ Apr. 8 Consumption.
Ireland ....... C, lSthinf ........ Apr. 9 Paralysis.
D,14th Inf........ Apr. 30 Cirrhosis of liver.
~~rla~nl.::::: C,3dArt ......... May 3 Consumption.
IreYand ....... D, 1st Art ........ May 8 Drowned in lake.
United States. H, 7th Cav ........ May 10 Consumption.
Switzerland .. F,18th Inf........ June 2 Double pneumonia.
Ireland ....... H, 23dinf ........ June 4 Consumption.
.... do ......... M,5tb Cav ........ June 17
Do.
.... do ......... B,8thinf ......... June 18 Old age.
B,
2d
Inf
..........
Germany .....
June 22 Drowned in lake.
Ireland ....... B,7th Inf. ........ July 6 Heart disease.
.... do ......... D, 12th Inf........ July 12
Do.
.... do ......... E, 7th Inf ......... Aug. 17 Consumption.
United States. E, 11th Inf........ Sept. 3 Diabetes.
.... do ......... M,2dArt ......... Sept. 8 Consumption.
Germany ...... M,2d Cav ......... Sept. 22 Congestion of lungs.
United States. G,4th Art ........ Sept. 2il Cancer of liver.
Ireland ....... G,5thinf......... Sept. 26 Cancer of face.
*Dead when brought to hospital .

•

The daily average of inmates present at the Home was: For 1889, 688; for 1890, 698;
for 1891, 718; for 1892, 745; for 1893, 751.
P1·opm·tion of deaths to 100 inmates per annum.
Year.
1893 ......... -.........
1892 .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .

Per cent.
4. 66
5. 10

Year.
1891 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
1890 .... -....... .. .. ..

Per cent.
5.15
5. 30

Year.
1889 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1888 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..

Percent.
5. 66
5. 76

Number ofprescriptions compounded during the year ........................................... 8,982
Number of applications for treatment at sick call ............................................... 2,321
Number of out patient3 connected with the Home treated....................................... 296
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.Annual statement of expenses f1•om t1·easn1·er's 1·ecords.
1893.

1892.

1891.

1890.

Average number of men, including attendants ......

112.42

Subsistence..........................................
SubAistence, inmates Govermnent Insane Asylum . .
Cost ofmetlicines....... .. .. . .. ............ ... . . .. . . .
Attendants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ice .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .
Fuel.................................................
Gas..................................................
Laundry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sta.t.i onery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spectacles...........................................
Trusses..............................................
Coffins...............................................
Bedding.............................................
Repairs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fomgefor ambulance horses.........................
Instruments and appliances ...................... :..
Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Furniture...........................................
Miscellaneous .... .• . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..

$9, 187.47
2, 91!5. 00
1, 303.94
6, 330. 62
350. 1C:
1, 384.89
923.13
252. 81
112. 11
29. 51
4. 75
334.96
26B. 15
1, 915. 54
201.24
133. 81
43. 12
414.42
39.71

$8, 763. 33
$9,711. 03 ! $8, 324. 84
4, 878.58
3, 676.43
2, 206.43
1, 11!7.19
824.16
1, 441.17
6, 648. 46
6, 182. 87
4, 6:!4. 00
416. 78
378. 19
345. 97
1, 466 07
1, 126. 43
1, 567.77
728.00
1, 039.50
791. ~!5
261. 69
377. 14
180. 13
70. 69
76. 13
76. 02
31. 99
89. 19
72. 16
4. 00 ....................... .
334. 77
229. 75
409.91
421. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
132. 00
3, 685. 94
525. 75
444. 11
262.08
196.19
190.77
71. 10
208. 40
93. 69
18. 12
49. 30
44. 80
527.73
394.43
306.72
60. 32
47.85
102. 88

26~ 2l0. 28 _

29, 837. 841 25, 132. 70

Total .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . • . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
Cost per man per day ........................ cents..

63.87

107.60

75.97

102.54

100.55

21, 36-:l. 62

67.151

58.21

Monthly statement of expenses of hospital from Octobm· 1, 1892, to Septembm· 30, 1893,
ftwnished by the treastwer.
Amount.

October,

189~.

Amount.

November,

Subsistence............ .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .
Gas....................................
Ice. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . ..
Pay, clinical assist.ant..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, arnbula_nce t1nver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extra washmg .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . ..

~~:S~:ha!1n~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::

189~-Continued.

$803. 69
50.00
26. 95
100. 00
20. 00
17.90

Pay roll, extra duty .................. ..

$399.00

Total ........................... .

2, 266.73

1i: ~Z

~~~s!~~~~-c_e_::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::
Ice ................................... ..
Pay, clinical assistant ................. .
Pay, ambula;nce driver ............... ..
Extra washmg...... . . . . . . . . .
.
FHoorrasge_sehan d_nhga_y_ .· .·.--. ·. ·. ·.·.·.·.·. ..
· · ._:_:_:_ :_ ·_:_ :_:_:_._
0 61
Printing and statio11ery ......... .... .. .
Mops, brushes, brooms . etc ............ .
Materials, repairs to stove ........... ..
Plaster Paris and mortar ............. .

Dece-mber, 1892.

881.45
94.00
14.60
100.00
20.00
17.18
16.77
3. 00
5. 69
20.05
9.18
4. 95
5.58
~:in~~~fee~~~~~~~~~·- ~~~~-:::::: ~::::::
32.00
3.15
Seats and backs _for chah:·s ............ - ~
= = I Red lead, plumbmg repa1rs ............ .
. 80
November, 189~.
Lnmber used in repair!> .............. __ ,
46.97
Bolts, trap and bend, plumbii1g .........
. 70
Subsistence........................... .
732. 85
Lime and freight ...................... .
3. 62
Gas....................................
77.50 Trimmings for coffin!> ................ ..
30.40
Ice....................................
34.30 Meflical books ......................... .
14.02
Pay, clinical assist~nt . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.00 Medical and hospital R_nppliPs ......... .
45.23
Pay, ambula;nce dnver.................
20.00
Government Asylum for In~ane ....... , 1, 016.43
391. 93
Extra washmg ......................
24.49 Pay roll, extra duty ................. ..
Horseshoeing, forage, and hay . . . . . . . . .
19.77
·
•
Towels, sheets, slippers, etc.......... ..
196. 30
Total ........................... . 2, 777. 70
7. 38
Lye, matches, sapolio, etc..............
Pans and covered jars..................
2. 50
January, 1893.
Furnace for steward's quarters........
75.00
828. 71)
Materials, repairs to gutters .. .. .. .. . ..
21. 33 Subsistence ................... ·....... ..
Materials, repairs to plumuing.........
2. 84 Gas ................................... .
135. 00
14.60
Medical and hospital supplies .. . . .. . ..
482. 37
Ice .................................... .
100.00
Medical books.........................
6. 46 Pay, c-limcal assiRtant ................ .
Spectacles and set letters..............
4.14 Pay, ambulanee dri'l"er ................ .
20.00
20.21
Case drawers and table................
4. 25 Extra washing ........................ .
16.77
Freight, lock, pestle halHlle . .. . .. .. .. ..
2. 35 I Hay a-nd forage ...................... ..
Stationery .................... .'........
3. 90 I Horseshoeing ........................ ..
3. 00

Coal .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
356. 85
Tableware from Quartermaster's Department ... . .. ...... .... .. .... .. . .. .
120.64
Tableware, brushes, sweeps, etc........
16. 83
Materials for steward's quarters.......
9. 05
Sash cord, paints, and oils. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 90
Blacking, brushes, matches. etc . . . . . . .
8. 32
Medical and ho>.pitalsupplies .... ·'...
61.50
Lumberforcoffi.ns........... ...... .. ...
30.00
Printing and stationery................
19.30
Pay roll, extra duty....................
404. 00
Total . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . 2, 073. 70

1

1

--1

W A.R

93--VOL l--45
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Monthly statement of expenses of hospital from October 1, 1892, to Septembel' 30,
fu1·nished by the t1·ea8to·a-Continned.
Amount.
.April, 1893-Coll tin ned.

January, 1893-Continned.

Paints, oils, and varnish ........... .... .
CoaL .......... _. . __ . _____ ... _.. __ ... __ .
Material for police purposes .......... .
Ice hatchet ................ ...... ..... ..
Services of plasterer .................. .
Lumber material for coffins ......... ..
Stationery ........................... ..
Cent.rifugal machine ................. ..
Medical and hospital supplies ......... .
Pay roll, extra duty .................. ..

$9.20
580.60
7. 44
. 55
19.20
102.94
14.46
18.00
10.43
398.89

Total ......................... - - .

2, 300.04

Febrna1·y, 1893.

Subsistence.... .... ...... ........ ......
Gas.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ice..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, clinical assistant..................
Pay, ambula11Ce driver.................
ixtra':iarhin~ ........................

761. 70
121. 88
15. 19
100.00
20. 00
i~:~~

~~~~~h~:!~!:;,l~:::::::::::::: ::

~: g~

:::::::
Framing picture ............... .. . ___ ..
Printing and stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blackin)!. brushes, lye, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Varnish for co1lin~.....................
PiJ?e, oil, etc., for elevator ....... ---.-- .
Bnck for range................ .... ....
RP.pairs to lavatories........... ........
Meclical books................ ......... 1

~~~~~~~fl.e:x·t;.·a: ~1t~;;.::: ~::::::::::::::::

5. 00
8. 2:>
7. 83
1. 50
7. 30
5. 00
370.85
1. 44

4o~: !~

1

Medical and hospital supplies . . . . . . . . .

19. 54

~~~c~L;ld i;~;pit-;1· ;~~i;i,ii~:,;: ~:: :::::

Me!lical books ........................ .
Prin tinf.(J' and stationery ............ . ..
Pay rol , extra duty ................ . ..
Total _..................... - .... .
May, 1893.

Subsistence ....... _~ .................. .
Gas ..................... .. . .... ....... .
Ice · ··---- ·-····- -------· ......... .... .
Pay, clinical assiRtnnt ............... .
Pay, amlmlanee driver .......... ------

~:r;~~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::

Brass screw hooks and cnp hook,; .... .
Tin for repairs to gntiers ............ ..
Articles for police pmpose,; . ... ... ... .
Sprin~ hinges ~nd sash cort~ ......... ..
Matenals, repairs to plum bmg ..... _.
Lumber for repairs ............... ... .
Boiler grate, fan houst' ............ _.. .
Brass screws and vlctnre fra 111 e .. .... .
Freight .............................. ..
Canopy over fan homw aud an·lii11'et ..
Lumber and material for ro:l'ns . ..... .
·stationery.............. ... . · .. _. .. ..
Medical and hospital SllJ>pl il's ... .... ..
Spectaeles ............... ... .... _.... _.
Pay roll, extra dut y ................. ..

~~:t~~-- ;;;~--

....... _.... _ ,i----•

Tota1 . _.
Total ...... --- ................... :L902. 58 1[
=II
Subsistence .............. _...... _.... ..
JJfa1·ch, 1803.
I
Gas ............................ .... ... .
784.21 Ice ......... .. .... ................... . .
109.00 Pay, clinical asHisb:nt ... _... __ . _.... _. _
19.31 Pay, ambulance driYer ................ .
100. 00 'Extra washing ..................... __ ..
Pay, ambulance clnYer .......... _. _.. . .
Hay and forage .................... __ .. ,
20.00
Extra waflhin_g ..................... _.. 1
22.98 Material for slop pails ............ _. _. - ~
Stationery ................. __ ... . _.... .
Hay and forage ...................... -- I
16.77
Coal .................. ........ . ...... .
186.39 Lnmber ............................... .
Stamps and pad........... . ........ _..
1. 75 Fans, erock, and rel'ri!!erator ...... , .... ·
Materials for bed screens ..... . _...... .
]0. 63 I Material, r epairs to plum bin;.; ........ ..
Statio11ery ............. ... : .. ..... __ .. _
Blacking, matches, l ye, etc . ........ .... .
13. 8~
Medical and hospital supplies ....... ..
43.76 Freight .............................. ..
Grates and brick for fumace .......... 1
31.70 Medical hooks ...................... _..
Dishes, et~-- .......................... _
30.29 Medical and hospitHl suppliP.< ....... . .
Matches, pomade, sapolio, etc ......... .
Goverument asylum for insaue ...... ..
5. 83
Set casters ........................... ..
Pay roll, extra dut.v ........... _. . _.... .
. 72
Varnish .............................. .
1. 50
Papering steward's quart ers ....... _..
Total ..... _............ _. __ ... _..
41.35
Government Asylum for Insane ...... .
910.71
1===Pay roll, extra duty ................... .
July, 1803.
399.00

t~;~;;::1Ji ~~L~~~-::::: •.:.: •.: •::·•

Total ....................... .
_April, 1893.

2, 74!J. 73
1

Subsistence .......... .... .............. ,
Gas ................................. ..
Ice ................ ....... . - - - - - - . - . - -- 1
Pay, clinical assist_ant ...... ___ ........
Pay, ambulanee dnver ............... .

~~~:;dafg;~fe: :::::::: :~ :::::::::: ~ ~ ~

1

Brick for pathway, steward's quarters.
52 gallons kerosene oil ... __ ........... _
Faucet, 'pliers, serew-driver, files. ___ ..
Grate and bricks for 1ange __ .......••.
.Articles for police purposes •••••••••••

·

769.95
90.25
22.30
100. 00
20.00
21.19
16.77
25.00
4. 68
3.45
1. 92
9.87

Subsistence ...... ........ ....... ..... ..
Gas ................................... .
Ice ..... -- ------- - .................... .
Pay, clinical aHsistnnt .... . ........... .
Pay, ambulance driver ............. ... .
Extra washing .... _.................. ..

~~a::~:::~:;;;::::::::::::::::::::: :1

100 enameled ap1t cups ............. .. -~
Towels, mus. lin , tape, ant11lt reatl. ..... .
Renovating mattresses . .. ........ ... ..
Table ware, etc .......... t ..•••• ••.••••
Flange~ bibbs ......................... , ·
Poreela1n slants and enamel ..... _...••
Blacking, brushes, soap, etc ....•.••.•• •

SOLDIERS' HOME.
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Monthly statement of expenses of hospital f1'o1n October 1, 1892, to Septembm· 30, 1893,
fwrnished by the treasuTer-Continued.

-----------------------

~----------------------------~------

Amount.

Amount.

July, 1893-Continued.

August, 1893-Continned.

Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Lumber for coffins ...... . ......... . ... .
Medical books .......... . ............. .
Statiopery_. ..... _. ...................•..
Hypou.erm1c syrmge .... . ............. .
Spectacles ............................ .
Pay roll, extra duty ......•........... .

$28.87
39.00
4.00
8. 38
2.50
3. 37
416.00

Total. •••........................

1,703.14

.August, 1893.

Subsistence .....•.•....................
Gas .....•................ .. ............
Ice ...... ······-·······-------- - ------Pay, clinical assistant ............ . ... .
Pay, ambulance driver ....... ---- ..... .
Extra washing .................. --- .. .
Hay and forage ....................... .
Coal .................................. .
Renovating mattresses .....•..........
Tin, bolts, and wire ................ . .. .
Articles for police purposes . ......... .
Stationery ............................ .
Rope, one set axles .................... .
Galvanized iron, wire screens, etc .. . . .
Set bricks- for range .................. -~
Barrel lime, freight ................ . .. .
Medical books ....•••...•••............

Medical and hospital s upplies ........ .
Spectacles . ........................... .
Pay roll, extra duty ............... . ... .

$110.80
9.00
418.40

Total . . ..... .. .................. - 1 ~0. 01

Septembm·, 1893.

Subsistence........... . ... . .... . . ... ...
683.19
Gas •••••••.••••• • ....·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53. 25
Ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69. 34
Pay, clinical assistant.. . ....... . . . . . . . .
100. 00
705. 44 Pay, ambulance driver......... .. . . ....
20. 00
33. 00 Extra washing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21. 52
53. 28 Hay and forage............ . .. .... . . . . .
16. 77
100. 00 Horses hoeing, March to Septem uer . . . .
21. 00
20.00 Putty, lea~ umber, benzine . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 10
·24. 45 Lumber, hmges, and screws.... . .......
2. 45
16. 77
Sheet iron, nails, scrapers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 65
6. 89
70. 24 Blacking, lye, matches, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 82 Stationery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 15
18. 85
Truss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 75
9. 49 ' Amputating saw and set drills . . . . . . . .
6. 67
4. 80 Medical and hospital supplies . . . . . . . . .
18.36
8. 54 Material for coffins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55. 89
4. 03 Spectacles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. 50
. 75 Pay roll, extra duty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415. 40
1.35 1
---:!.00 I
Total .........•......••..••.•.... j 1,510.88
1

The sanitary conclition of the Home and grounds has remained excellent throughout the year. There has been no prevalent or epidemic disease among the inmates.
The central tank for general distribution of water recommended in last year's report
is now being built and will obviate the necessity for new tanks at the hospital. The
water supply is abundant and good. The milk is obtained from a point so far from
the Home that it deteriorates very much in transit~ especially in warm weather.
That received at the hospital during the past summer has been practically useless
as an article in the -preparation of diet for the sick. The capacity of the hospital
during the past year has been quite sufficient without crowding for all the men
requiring treatment there. It will be necessary for the preservation of the building
to have it painted on the outside.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. FORWOOD,
Surgeon, U. S. A1·my, in Chm·ge.
The GOVERNOR OF THE HOME.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME.

TREASURER'S OFFICE,
UNITRD STATES SOLDIERS' HOME,
Washington, D. C., October 10, 1893.
GENERAL: I have the honor to transmit herewith the following statements and
reports for the year ending September 30, 1893, viz:
Statement of receipts and expenditures of the Home fund, with recapitulation and
comparative statement for previous year.
Statement of permanent fund and interest account, as shown by the warrant
division, Treasury Department.
Statement of treasurer's account with the inmate pensioners.
Stu.tement of pensioners in the Home, rates of pension, etc.
Statement of members of the Home recei dug outdoor relief, rates of relief, rates
of pension, etc.
Separate statements for each, of receipts a.nd expenditures on account of the farm,
garden, and dairy.
·very respectfully,
Rrcn'D C. PAmow,
Gen. D. S. STANU;Y, U. S. ARMY,
Secretary and 1'reasuror.
Govem01· of the Home.

Annual report of receipts and expenditures on account of the United States Soldiers' Horne, Dist1·ict of Columbia, from October 1, 1892, to Septernbet· 30,
1893.
1892.

Receipts and expenditures.
October.
------------1

-:t

0

00

1893.

Totals.
FebNovem- Decem- 1 January.
August. 1 SeptemMarch.
April.
May.
J'une.
J'uly.
ruary.
ber.
ber.
ber.
l - - - l - - - l - - -l- - -l- - -l- - - 1 - - - 1 - - - l - - - l - - - l - - - l- - -

RECEIPTS.

From the United States Treasurer,
upon resolutions of the board of
commissioners, approved by the
1
1
·
Secretary of War ........•.......... $12, 000. 00 $15, 000. 00 $25, 000. 00 .................... $20, 008. 00 .......... $20, 000, 00 $25, 000. 00 .......... $15, 000. 00'$25, 000. 00'$157, 000. 00
Interest on the permanent fund....... 18,745. 451 .................... $18,719.02 .................... $18, 303.21 .................... $18,626.13 . .. . .. . .. . .... .. . .. . 74, 393.81
Efl'ects of deceased inmates, subject to
ths demand of legal heirs .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. ..
12. 25
33. 18
34. 22
9. 45
20. 30
52. 65
14. 06
17. 92 .. .. . .. . ..
8. 63
202. 66
Miscellaneous sources.................
90.74
238.90
485.94
50.52
60. 50
370.18
90.56
233.02
344.89
117.46
68.33 1, 862.68
4, 013.72
Total............................ 30, 836. 191[ 15, 238. 90 25, 498. 1918,802. 72 --94. 721 20, 379. 63 18, 414. 07 20, 285. 67 25, 358. 95 18, 761. 51 15, 068. 33 26,871. 31 235,610,19
EXPENDITURES.

========== =,=~ -:--===

Furniture for officers' quarters and
expensestbereof ...................
121.45
74.20
74.43
8.20
3.82
33.37
25.64
6.24
98.511
3.711.......... 1•••••••••. 1
Compensation of the governor, deputy
I
governor, treasurer, and clerk to
board of commissioners .. . .. .. . .. ..
348.74
348.74
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74
348.74
348. 74
348. 74
348. 741
234.161
234.161
360. 201
Transportation furnished to diseharged
24.73
soldiers en route to the Home ............... --~
38.90
40.001
21.60
122.27........ ..
27.78 ........
20. 971
11. 02
209. 64 .. ______ ..
Fuel for the Home .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 796.04 1, 324.22 .. . .. . .. .. 1, 942.13 1, 059. 87
272. 66
274. 58,
369. 90 ,........ ..
381.44
Expenses of the hospital for medicines,
.
1
medical stores, spectacles, false teeth,
26.10
7. 20
materials for coffins, etc.............
61. 50
492. 97
89. 65
131. 37
4.90
57.38
117. sol
90.171
93.74
547.15
Expenses of the hospital, for mess and
kitchen utensils, and all running expenses, including compensation to
inmates on duty and pay of civilian
employes .............. : ............. J 1,790.891 1,583.46J 1,429.59[ 1,958.64[ 1, 692.00[ 1,615.961 1,318.471 1,311.581 1,307.581 1,441.251 1,270.741 1,279.98i
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deeeased soldiers ..................... .
Refunded to heirs of deeeased inmates.
..
Subsistence stores, including special
di"t and stimulants for the sick, and
ice ................................. . 3, 183. 531 3, 980. 281 3, 846. 731 4, 276. 781 3, 821. 101 4, 152. 371 3, 446. 981 3, 213. 641 3, 861. 881 3, 287. 301 3, 391. 711 3, 189. 79
Clothing for inmates ................ .. 4, 487.78 4, 659. 04 ... ------9. 00
12.00 -.. -----..
604.00 5, 176.96 ...... -- .... -- .. -- ...... ---- ..... - ......
.Articles for the Home bakery, except
26.62, .••..••.•.
24.99
15.53
flour, salt, hops, and potatoes ........ , .......... !· . . . . . . ----~
1. 00, .... ---- · ·
1. 00
6. 77, ...• --. ···•···· --.- ..
Bedding for inmates, bedsteads, blank·

--1---- .... ..

~~~: ~gl _--. ~~~--~~

ets, U})holstery materials , ................... --I

3~: ~~~ - ---~~~: ~~~ - ... ~~~--~~'- .... ~:·.~t ..... ~--~~

950. 21 ........ ..

56~:~~~ ---.~~~--~~~ -- :~~: :~1 . . -. :~~:~~I ::::::::::

~

t".i

1-d
0

~

8

0

1-:-lj

8

0::
t".i

'(72

449.57

t?j

0

~

3, 967.18

t".i
8

307. 27
10. 630. 48

>~

1, 719. 93

0

18,000.14

?:i

~

1-:-lj

~

2. 682. 83
259. 35

43, 652.09
14,948.78
84.59

P>

Farm,g uden, and dairy utensils, seeds,
guan , manure, etc., cuHivation of
theg: rden, ornamentation of ,grounds,
and p ay of farm, garden, dairy, and
other
1, 822.82 1, 662.87
Messa1 ~k~~~h!~ U:t~~~il·s· ~~d ~ii ~th~~69.08
389.16
articl· 1s, except bedding for the Home
Materi1 .1 and labor for general repairs
to bu ildings, repair of roads and
fence , purchase and repairs to har·
ness, re hicles, and purchase of me428.77
chan 1al tools . ·- .. - - . -........ -...... 1, 682.39
Forage and medicines for Home animaTs, trticles used in stables, straw
141.99
205.26
used s bedding for inmates .........
Expens 3S of the library, governor's
andtr 3asurer's offices, postage stamps
and p ~st-office box rent, stat.ionery,
etc., f~ •rcommissioners' office, freight,
149.92
teleg1 a.ms, and amusements .........
148.67
Inciden tal expenses, removal of night
soil, r mt of telephone, back hire, adverti ing, traveling expenses, professiona services, expenses of the Home
chapl L. ..............................
108.00
84.00
155.00
Religio LS services ................ -....
167 .. 50
677.68
682.98
Laundr I" work for the Home ..........
Com pen sation to inmates on duty at
theH >me and mo!lthly allowance to
in mat BS non-penswners _.. _. _. _. _... 1, 715.13 1, 717.50
Commu ~ation to members of the Home
343.00
364.00
re8idi
Gas for ~~~F}~~:.· i~~i~1~ii~g ·;e~t~i ~fArnie •s' improved gas regulators ...
215.25
278.25
l3oard a rrd medical treatment of memberso t· the Home in the Government
Hosp tal for the Insane ....... _. _.. _ ................. .................
Funera expenses of members of the
Home residing outside ............. _
Newbu ildings ...... - .. -.... - - -.. - - . - Perman Bnt. improvements, new fences,
wells, repairs of bridges, lamp-posts,
gasla nps, etc., paving, sewerage, etc.
Purcha 1e of animals ........... ... ... _.

.
1, 561. 53

1, 819.60

1, 498.85

1, 851.56

1, 685.00

1, 921. 79

2, 321.82

2, 019.09

1, 705.37

1, 587.82

21,458.12

81.90

56.15

169.80

292.04

393.20

102.51

124.55

63.90

26.85

112.60

1, 881.74

185.28

125.85

218. 2f.\

615.75

383.42

260.36

251).85

798.25

329.54

160.29

5, 448.00

233.28

190.02

216.17

180.95

342.84

230.56

182.72

153.34

137.21

124.06

2, 338.40

397.62

347.97

202.70

441.99

32.74

75.76

73.57

36.47

49.69

33.37

1, 990.57

U5.691
200.00

159.651
190.00

~.J

76.90
190. 00
625.11

1~~: ~~I

648.86

614.83

155.00
190.00
594.55

190.00
313.14

65.00
190.00
314.21

1, 636.73

1, 682.32

1, 756.70

1, 790.87

1, 763.17

1, 715.91

675.01

264.41
190.00
677.15

183.90
190.00
671.86

1, 654.20

1, 655. 91)

161.,1

t"4
t1

1--1

190.00
317.33

2, 273.55
2, ~32. 50
6, 812.71

1, 723.71

1, 711. 31

20,523.45

5, 941.27

342.53

343.33

6, 002.20

431.33

384.80

5, 821.73

508.00

320.00

5, 418.00

26,220. 19

313.25

326.00

313.50

291.00

201.25

195.00

131.50

114.25

139.00

195.00

2, 713.25

1, 016.43 . ..............

............

1, 057.861..........

. ...............

1, 055.00

4, 040.00

.:.·: : :t:::~:~

25.00

910.71 .. ........... ..

.........

23.10 ..........

25.00

1, 520.56
125.00

5, 486.59

1, 344.11

.:.=.=...:....:

~o. oo 1

00

0

6, 681.25

trj
~

l/1~

~

0
~

~

73.10

.............
7, 214.00

25,688.04
525.00

-----

T >tal .. •·•••·······•••·• .•...... - 22, 312. 541 19, 702. 791 18, 991. 59 14,903.33 12,963.35 21,533.54 17,665.27 18,326.71 21,766.52113,077.88. 17, 783.~-4 23,240.04 222,267.40

-=t
0
~
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RECAPITULATION.
RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand September30, 1892 ...................................................... ..
From the United States Treasurer upon resolution of the board of commissioners, ap-

$2,164.36

157,000.00
Ff:~J.~~e~~s~h;ns:~~~!~!t~!e~tfu~d~ ~::: :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::: ~::: .-: ~ ----::: ~ ~::::: ::::::: ~::: ~:: ::::: 74,393.81
From effects of deceased soldiers, subject to the demand oflegal heirs .................... .
202.66
From miscellaneous sources ............................................................... .
4, 013. '12
Total ................................................................................ 237,774.55
EXPENDI'l'URES.

Furniture for officers' quarters and expenses thereof ..................................... .
Compensation of the governor, deputy governor, treasurer, and clerk to the board of commissioners .............................................................................. .
Transportation furnished to discharged soldiers en route to the Home ................... .
Fuel for the Home ........................................................................ .
Expenses of the hospital for medicines and medical stores, spectacles, false teeth, materials for coffins, etc ...................................................................... .
Expenses of the hospital, for mess and kitchen utensils, and all running expenses, including compensation to inmates on duty and pay of civilian employes ..................... .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased soldiers, etc ................................... .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inmates ..................................... ..
Clothing for inmates ................. , .................................................... .
Subsistence stores, including special diet and stimulants for the sick, and ice ............. .
Articles for the .Home bakery, repairs, etc., except flour, salt, hopA, and potatoes .......... .
Bedding for inmates, bedsteads, blankets, upholstery materials, etc ....................... .
Farm, garden, and dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, etc., cultivation of garden, ornamentation of grounds, pay of farm, garden, dairy, and other employes ................... .
Mess and kitchen utensils and other articles, except bedding for the Home ............... .
Material and labor for general repairs to buildings and repair of roads and fences, purchase and repair to harness, vehicles, and purchaoo of mechanical tools ................. .
Fora~e and medicines for Home animals, articles used in stables, straw used as bedd-ing
for1nmates .............................................................................. .
Expenses of the library, governor's and treasurer's offices, postage, post-office box rent,
stationery, etc., for commissioner's office, freight, telegrams, and amusements .......... .
Incidental expenses, removal of night soil, rental Df telephone, back hire, advertising,
t~a-;eling ex:penses, professional servi0es, expenses of the Home chapel. ................ .
0

1

~!~~d r~s-!~~~ ~~~ th~-H~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$449.57
3, 967.18
307.27
10, 630.48
1, 719.93
18,000.14
2, 682.83
259.35
14,948.78
43,652.09
84.59
1, 346.57
21,458.12
1, 881.74
5, 448.00
2, 338.40
1, 990.57
2, 273.55
2, 232.50
6, 812.71

Compemmtion to inmates on duty at the Home, including monthly allowance to inmates
nonpensioners .......................................................................... .
Commutation to members of the Home residing outside ............. __ ............... .-.... .
Gas for the Home, including rental of Amick's improved gas regulators _................. .
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home in Government Insane Asylum .. .
New buildings, payments on water tower, pipe, ancl laying water mains, boiler for new
water supply, cost of gate and gate lodge at First street ·entrance Home grounds, and
canopy over fan house ............................................................ __ .... _
Permanent improvements, new fences, wells, repair of bridges. lamp-posts, gas lamps, etc.,
cemented ar1d wooden :floors in Scott building, enlargement dumb-waitf-lrs, etc .......... .
Purchase of animals ................................ ___ ................................... .
Funeral expenses of members of the Home residing outside .............................. .
Balance on hand September 30, 1893 ...................................................... ..

3, 090.47
525.00
73.10
15,507.15

Total .. : .............................................................................

237,774.55

20,523.45
26, 220.19
2, 713.25
4,040. 00
22, 597.57

Comparative statement of money 1·eceived and disbursed on account of the United States
Soldiers' Horne, Wash~ngton, D. C., for two years, October 1, 1891, to Septernber 30,
1893.
Received October 1, 1891, to September 30, 1892 ........................................... $189, 282. 47
Expended October 1, 1891, to September 30, 1892 . .. • .. • • • . .. • . . . . • . . .... • • . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . 196, 653. 43

-----

Balance on hand Sept'ember 30, 1892 ......................................... ~ ..... .

2, 164.36

Received October 1,1892, to September 30,1893 ......... ... ................ ....... ... .. . .. 235,610.19
Expended October1, 1892, to September 30, 1893. .. . .. . .. . . ... .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. •. . . . . . 222,267.40
Balance on hand September 30, 1893 ......................... _..................... .

15,507.15

Expenditures during thE~ year ending September :!0, 18!)2, for new buildings and pennanent improvements .......................·............... ------ ......... ----- ......... .
244.55
Running expenses for the year ........................ - - - ........ _.. -................... . 196,408.88
Expenditures during the year ending September 30. 1893, for new buildings and permaneiJt improvements ................................................................... . 25,688.04
Running expenses for the year ......................................................... . 1~6, 579.36
217. 04
±~:~:~: ~~:~ ~:~ ::~ ~:~ ~l~~~th·::~~ ~~~~::
18. 08f
Average number of inmates for the year ending Septem uer 30, 18!)3 .. _........... _...... .
751

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

A ;:~afteo~!~~~~~~~~- :~.1~ ~~~- :~~~ ~~~~~~: !~~-1~-~i-I~~ -~-i~~: ~~~~~~~~:~~: ~~~ -f~·~i_t_ ~~~~~~ -~~
A.verage cost of ration per day ........................................................ ..

$6.19
. 20[,
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Statement of the Soldie1·s' Home permanent-fund account fo1' October 1, 1892, to Septembm· 30, 1893.
CR.

1892.
Oct. 1.
Nov. 26.
Dec. 29.
1893.
Jan. 28.
Feb. 25.
Mar. 28.

Balance ...........•...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 489, 940. 81
Amount of deposits................................................
$10,206. !:11
Amount of depmlitR................................................
3, 913.70
Amount of depoRits .............................................. ..
A.mount of denosits ............................................... .
Amount of deposits ............................................... .

~~ ~~: ±:~~~~ ~r *:t~~a=~ ~ ~::::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~

_- .·:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::

June 28. Amount of deposits .............................................. ..

: _- _-:

~~~I ~J: !:~~~~ ~r ~:t~:r~::: ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::::::::::::

:.:::::::::::: ~::: ~::::

31,232.00
5, 157.67
25,4-81.98
5, 966.36
12. 721. 05
11,907.31
26,485.68
13, 329. 85
146,402.51

Total...................................................................

2, 636,343.32

DR.
1892.
12,000. 0()
Oct. 20. Less amount paid from permanent fnli{L .......................... .
15. 000.00
' Nov. 22. Less amount paid from permanent fnncL .......................... .
25,000.00
Dec. 20. Less amount paid from permanent fund ................. , ......... .
1893.
20,000.00
Mar. 23. Less amount paill from permanPnt fund ........................... .
20, 000.00
May 18. Less amount paid from permanent fund ........................... .
25,000.00
June19. Less amount paid from permanent. fund ........................... .
lG, 000. 00
Aug. 21. Less amount paid from permanent fuml. .......................... .
25,000 00
Sept. 21. Less amount paid from permanent fund .•..........................
---157, ooo. 00
Sept. 30. Balance ............................................................ ,........... 2, 479, 343.32
I

---------

Tot,al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 636, 343. 32

Statement of the Soldiers' IIome interest accouut front October 1, 1892, to Septe·mber 30,
1893.
DR.
Balance October 1, 1892 ...................................................................... $18. 745.51
Interest on balance, $2,489,940.81, from Octnher 1 to December 31.189~ .............. $18, 823.95
Interest on deposits:
November 26 to December 31, 189~----...... ...... .... . .. . ... .. .. . .. .... .. ......
30.21
December 29 to December 31, 1H92........................................ . .. . . .
. 96
- - - 18, 855. 12
Interest on balance, $2,432,061.±2, from J auuary 1 to March 31, 1893 ................. 18, 132. 99
Interest on <ieposits:
January 28 to March 31, 1893...... ...... .... .. .... ... ... .... .. . .... .. . . ........
161.78
February 25 to March 31. 1803.. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
14. 82
March 28 to March 31, 1811:;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 41
- - - 18,318. 00
Interest on balance, $2.493,938.07, .A.pril1 to J nne 30, 1803 ........................... 18, 654.61
Interest on deposits:
April 26 to June 30.1893....... .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .
32.37
2
3
3
J8
- - - 18, 726.46
Interest on balance, $2,479,527.79, July 1 to Se])tember 3fJ, 1:i!-l3 ...................... 18,745.23
Interest on deposits:
July 27 to Septem1er 30, 1893 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
143. 68
September 27 to :September 30, 1893............................ . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . ..
5. 47
- - - 18, 894. 38

~:Je t~oJ.J~:e ~(/~~~3: :~ ~: ~ ~ ~::::: :: :::::: :::::·.: ::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::: :::

g: gi

Total .................................................................................. 93,539.45
... CR.
Less interest on principal paid:
Fourth quarter of 1892 .........•.••.......•.............................. ......
First quarter of 1893 ......................................................... ..
Second quarter of 1893 ........................................................ .
Third quarter of 1893 ........................................................ ..

136.10
14.79
100.33
71. 0!)

Less interest paid:

322. :n

ir~~~i~!~i!f!~:::--:·~-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~-:·:~-~-: -:-~: ::·: -:-:-:-::::::: -:·:·: :::::::: -:·:-::::::: :::::: t1J~~: ~~
Third quarter of 1893 ....................'...................................... 18, 626.13
---74,393.81
Balance . . . . • • • • • . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 823. 29
Total. . .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 93, 539. 41
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Treasu1'er of the United States Soldiers' Horne in accolmt with the inmate pensioners, {ol'
rnoneys t·eceived under section 4, act approved Ma1·ch .":J, 1883, and deposited with the
Treasurm· of the United States.
1892.
Oct. 1.
Oct. 31.
Nov. 30.
Dec. 31.
1893.
Jan. 31.
Feb. 28.
Mar. 31.
Apr. 30.
May 31.
J nne 30.
July 31.
Sept. 30.

MONEYS RECEIVED.

Balance on hand ............................................................... ..
S.L. Willson's checks .......................................................... ..
S. L. Willson's checks ........................................................... .
S. L. Willson's checks .......................................................... ..

$49,443.15
1, 095.45
1, 229.19
22,239.42

S. L. Willson's checks ........................................................... .
S.L. Willson's checks ........................................................... .
S.L. Willson's checks ........................................................... .
S. L. Willson's checks .......................... . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
S. L. Willson's checks ........................................................... .
S. L. Willson's check;; .......................................................... ..
S. L. Willson's checks .......................................................... ..
S. L. Willson's checks .......................................................... ..

2, 399.20
1, 018.97
24, 168.03
1, 4Bl. 00
557.90
20, 763.17
1, 170.20
20,214.94

Total ... •• •••••••• .• • • . • .•• •• . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145,730.62
MONEYS DISBURSED.
1892.
Oct. 10. Heirs of Michael Manning ...........................•...........................
226.00
10. George Maier, pensioner ......................................................... .
20.00
10. James Clark, pensioner ......................................................... .
151.00
17. John Hoschett, pensioner ...................................................... ..
168.00
17. Estate of William A. Marshall, deceased ....................................... ..
57.00
28. John Pranke, pensioner ......................................................... ..
24.00
31. Pension pay roll for October, 1892 ............................................... .
2, 460.71
Nov. 30. Pension pay roll for November, 1892 ............................................ ..
1, ons. so
Dec. 5. The estate of Geor~e W. Odell, deeeased ......................................... .
200.00
15. William E. Tompkmson, pensioner .............................................. .
12. 00
31. Pen11ion pay roll for December, 1892 ............................................ ..
19,679.58
1893.
2, 608.26
Jan.
::::::::: ::
::::
105.00
Feb. 6. Estate of Henry Martin, deceased ............................................... ..
42.00
28. Pension pay roll for Febuary, 1893 ............................................... .
683.96
Mar. 6. James Clark, pensioner .......................................................... .
70.00
28. James Sullivan, pensioner ..................................................... . ..
73.00
31. Pension pay roll for March, 1893 ........ - ....................................... ..
23,056.17
Apr. 22. James Clark, pensioner .......................................................... .
329. 00
27. James H. May. pensioner ........................................................ .
6. 00
30. Pens,i.on pay roll for April, 1893 .................................................. .
3, 487.94
May 11. Estate of Edward Wegner, deceased ........................................... ..
348.00
22. Estate of John Wel•;h, pensioner ................................................ .
26. 00
31. Pension pay roll for May, 1893 .................................................. ..
1, 502. JO
June 10. Estate of Richard Brosenham .................................................. ..
154.00
13, 761.13
Jnly
5, 211. 15
Aug. 12. Estat-e of John Ward, deceased .................................................. .
860.00
145.00
4, 558.00
31. Refunded on account orestate of John Barrett, deceased ........................ .
42.00
36.00
sept.
:::::
::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::
26.00
28. Robert Stewart, pensioner ....................................................... .
66.00
30. Pension pay roll for September, 1893 ............................................ ..
13,398.91
30. Amount transfeJTed to the Home fund under section 4, act approved Mar. 3, 1883 ••
1, 312.57
30. Balance in United States Treasury .............................................. .
49,815.34

~~: ~:~:~~~l;red~;~i~C: ~~~I~.aJ.r~:!;:d.~: ~~:: ::~::~::

~ ~~: :~:: ~::

~: :~:::

5~: ~:~:~~~ ~:~ ~~n ~~~ ~~r~~: igg:.::~::: :::~:: :~ ~ :::: ~::: ~:::::: :~ ~: ~ ~:: :::::: :::::~:

~~: ~~~~~~:~;rye~~h ~~:~~~{l~tc~:~;~:: ::: ~:: ~~: :::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::: ~ ~:: :~:::

g: ~~W~l;:;~~%iR~~~~~~i~~~~::::

~ ~:: ~::: ~ ~:: ~ ~:

~::

Total ........••.•••.•..•...........••... -- ......... ... . . . .... .. . .. . . . ......

145,730.62

Annual rep01·t of the numbm· of pensionm·s in the United States Soldiers' Honte, mtes of
pension, etc., Septembm· 30, 1893.
Pensioners drawingPensioners drawing$2 ...... ---.------ ------- •• - ......... ----8
$18 . -- ..... ---------- .. -----.-- .. -.-.----.
3
20 . - - - . - - .. -- -- - .. - - - .. -- - -- . - .... - .. - - ..
6
4 . - - . -- - - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- •.•. -- -- - - - - • -- - - - 42
22 . - - .. - - . - - - .. - - .. - - . ---- .. -- . - -- -----. - 2
6 . - - . - •• - •• ---- - . - - - . - - - .• - •. --- - - - . -.--- 62
8 .. --------- ... ------------------------.- 197
24 ... --.--- .. ---.-------.-- ......... ----. 39
] 0 . --.--.-- •. -.-- .. ----- .••.•...•• -.--.-.. 52
25 .. -.--- ... -.- ... --- ... -- - .. ---.- .. -....
6
12 ..... -- - - ...•. - . - -- - •... - ... - - - - -. - . . . . . 231
30 -.-- -- - .•. - - - .. - .. -.- - - - ....... - .. - ••. - 14
12.50 . - ... ---------------- ... - -- .. --- ... -1
36 .. - .... - .. ---.--- ...... - .... -.-- .......
14 ... -- ...... --.-----.-.- •. - •.•. -.--...... 43
72 ...•••..•••..•...•.... . - . .. ........•...
15 .. - . - ....... ---- -- -- ....... -- . -- -- -- . .. •
3
16 .........•..•... - ••..••..••.. -... • . . . • • . 37
83-!
17-- .. ---- ------- .. --.-- ..... ---- .. -- ... -- 85
Pensioners present in the Home:
Pensioners whose money is clrawn by the treasurer ........................................ 561
Pensioners who have assigned their certificates............................................ 30
.
-591
Pensioners absent:
On outdoor relief .......................................................................... 195
On furlough ................................................................................. 33
On suspension ........ .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ...... ... ... . . ... . . .......... .. ... .. . 6
In Government Hospital for tLe Insane.................................................... 9
-243
Total number ofpensionllrs September 10, J8!J'! .............................................. , 834
Total number of pensioners September 30, 1892 .............................................. 825
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.Alterations since last report, Septeru ber 30, 1892:
New certificates received for inmates . • • . • • • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 58
.Admitted and readmitted ......•.....••.................................................... 276

-334

t~:: ~~ t!~~~~·~~~-: ::::::::: :::::: :: ::::: :::::::·. ·. :::::::: :::::::::::: :: ::.:::: ::~ ~ :::::::: :~
2

-325

Net gain during the year.....................................................................

9

Description of certificates:

~i;ka;~~~:~~~:~~ ~ ~~~~ ~::::::::::::: ~::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: !~~

M:;~: ~~lg~i~~~-27,· is9o::::::::: :: ::·.: :·. ::: :·.::::::: ·.::: :::: ·.::: ·.:::::::: :::::.:::::::::::::: ~
834

Annual report of members of the United States Soldiers' Horne t·ecewmg otttdoor 1'elief
Septernbm· 30, 1893; mtes of relief, pensions, etc.
Receiving pensions, continued-

Receiving outdoor relief per month of-

Total. ............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 299
Number September 30,1892 ................... 328
Net loss during the year...............

29

N onpensioners receiving outdoor relief ...... 104
Receiving pensions per month of$2 ------ ···········--· ····-·---·-·····--·
4 .•••...•.•.....•.. ------------·····--·6 .••••••••.•••••••........••....•••.••••
8 ··········· ····-· ...................•..
10 .................................. ·---·
12 ....... ·····-·--· ............. - ·----14 ----··· ........ ... ......... ............

3
9
1
2
1
3
1
3
1

16 .......•...................... ••····•·•
17 ······•••••·•············ ·······-······
18 ...................................•• .•
20 .. ········· .......... ······ ·······•·•••
22 ..•.............. ······ ...... ······••••
24 ············ ..................... ······
25 .. ······· ..........................••••
30 ....................... ······ ··········
72 ...... ········· ....................... .

$8 ................. ··--- .. ---- --·-- -···· -- 244
6 -··········--·--- ···-·············--····
6
4 •••··•······ ----···-···----------·------ 25
2 ·······•·· ... . .... ·-----·-··· ........... 24

Totalnonpensioncrs .............. ..... 104
Total :pensioners ....................... 195

6
24
24

299

so

Mexican war suryivors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
Men who have served 25 vears or over....... 46
Non pensioners oflatter ciass .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 13

3
32
2

Fourteen members of the Home on outdoor relief have died since date of last report
Twenty-five members were dropped from outdoor relief after June 30, 1893, in compli
a nee with resolutions of thl3 Board of Commissioners June 19, 1891, and July 15, 1893

Farm account, United States Soldiers' Home, October 1, 1892, to September 30, 1893, consolidated.
Quanal
tity. • V ue.

Quantity.

DR.

CR.

To labor, forage, fuel, fertilizers, implements, seeds,
and repairs ..............••...... $6,000.83
balance to credit of farm . . . . . . . . . . .
582. 37
Total...~~-----·- .......

Value.

l ........

By asparagus ....... bunches ..
304
beets ............ bushels ..
814!
56;!.4
beans, string ........ do ....
cabbage ............ heads .. 10, 567
cantaloupes ............... .
171
carrots ........... bushels_.
276k
ears corn, green ... dozens ..
787
horse radish ...... pounds .. 2, 000
kale ............. bushels ..
166!
lettuce .....••...... heads .. 4, 809
okra ............. bushels ..
7!

6,583. 20

24.32
458.62
33.75
380.85
10.26
190.03
100.10

so. 00
49.95
96.18
13.62

I

By onions .... . ..... bunches ..
parsley ............. clo ... .
parsnips ........ bushels ..
peppers .......... bunch ..
peas ............ bushels ..
pepper, red ........ . do ... .
potatoes, white ..... do ... .
potatoes, sweet ..... do ... .
radishes ............ do ... .
rhubarb ........ bunches ..
spinach ......... bushels ..
squash ............. do ... .
squash ............. tons ..
squash .......... pounds ..
tomatoes ........ bushels ..
watermelons.. . . . . . . . . ...
bay ................ tons ..

8, 029
2, 364
218
1
56~

!

1, 59lt
144t
1, 6Ib~
68t
27
10
1, 240
408!
174
175

Total................... .........

$80.29
100.80
193.75
.05
28.25
. 25
1, 190.28
88.52
7.50
40.25
30.45
8.10
200.00
18.60
171.48
11.95
2', 1!75.00
6, 583.20
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Estimate of vegetables in ground ori United States Soldiers' Horne faTrn Septembe1· 30, 1893.
Beets, 700 bushels, at 75 cents ......••.•
Cabbages, 3,000 heads, at 3 cents ....... .
Carrots, 125 bushels, at $1 ............. .
Celery, 8,500 stalks, at 5 cents ......... .
Parsle:v, 3,000 bunches, at 4 cents ...... .
Parsnips, 250 bushels, at $1 ............ .
Sweet potatoes, 150 bushels, at 65 tents.

$525.00
90.00
125.00
. 425. 00
120.00
250.00
97.50

Salsify, 125 bushels, at $1 .............. .
Spinach, 100 bushels, at 50 cents ....... .
Winter squash, 4 tons, at $20 .......... .
Tumips, 200 bushels, at 50 cents ....... .

$125.00
50.00
80.00
100.00

Total........................... .. 1, 987. 50

Garden account of United States Soldiers' Home, f1·orn October 1, 1892, to September 30,
1893, consolidated.
Quantity.

Yalue.

DR.
To labor, fertilizers, seeds, tools, fuel, and implements . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 330. 84
CR.

By cherries ••••••......•••.................................•........... quarts..
181
grapes ..••••..•......................... . ....... ......... .... ...... ponnds..
594
pears ........................... ........... .... .................... bushels..
67~
plants, trees, and shrubs raised in greenLouse .......... ............ plants..
23, 772
cords of wood.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80
balance to debit of'garden expended in improvements of grounds ......... - ~ ~:.:.:..:.

5. 43
17.82
67.50
2, 528.00
400. 00
~2. 09

4, 330.84
NoTE-Thls department bas the care of the ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, flowers, shrubs,
trees, and fruit.
·

Dai1·y accounts United States SoldieTs' Home, from October 1, 1892, to Septembe1· 30, 1893,
consoUdated.
DR.
To labor, forage, tools, fuel and repairs ................ , ..................................... $4,626.46

~~:: g~ :~:~~f~i:~ ~~ ~\~srss_

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

loss by slaughter of 11 heifers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
•

~~~: ~~

165. 00

Total ........................................................ ...... .................... 6,806.46
CR.
5

!~l~ i5gcaR~~:. ~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

4, 367.85
138. 00
service of bulls ......................................................................... .
10.00
20,330 polinds of beef from 8laughterecl (dairy) cattle .................................. . 1, 069. :!4
826 loads of manure to Home farm ....................................................... .
289.10
sale of bides ............................................................................ .
92.32
Balance to debit of dairy ...................................... ;.· ........................... .
839.95

By

Total ............................................................. ....... ......... .... . 6, 806.46
NOTE.-No charge is made for grazing of stock on the farm.
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BOARD OF VISITORS.
JUNE, 1893.

APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

1. Hon. CHARLES S. FAIRCHILD-----·------·------ ...... NEW YoRK, N.Y.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hon. HENRY L. PIERCE------ .... ---------------- ...... BOSTON, MAss.
Hon. FRANK THOMSON .. ___ .... __ ... ____ ...... _________ PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Gen. A. C. McCLURG ------------------------------------CHICAGO, ILL.
Rev. JOHN W. DINSMORE ...... ------ ...... ---- ........ SAN JosE, CAL.
Prof. EDWIN A. ALDERMAN------···--··----- ---------GREENSBORO, N.C.
Hon. JOHN P. REA ---------------·---------------------ML~NEAPOLIS, MINN.
APPOINTI<~D

BY THE PHESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

8. Hon. S.M. CULLOM .. _----- ____ .. _... --------_------ ____ SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
9. Hon. E. D. WHITE.----·----------- .......... ---- ____ .... NEw ORLEANs, LA.
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF TilE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
10. Hon. JOSEPH WHEELER-------------·-·_------------ __ WHEELER, .A.LA.
11. Hon. JAMES S. GORMAN----·--------------------- ••.... CHELSEA, MICH.
12. Hon. HENRY H. BINGHAM .••••••• ------ ...•••••...••... PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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REPORT
OF THE

BOARD OF VISITORS
TO THE

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
FOR THE YEAR 1893.

To the Secretary of War, the President of the Senate, and the Spealcer oj
the House of Representatives:
The following report of the Board of Visitors to the United States
Military Academy at West Point for the year 1893 is respectfully submitted.
The Board of Visitors was appointed in accordance with the provisions of the Revised Statutes of the United States, sections 1327, 1328,
and 1329. These Statutes contain the authority for the appointment
of the Boar<!, the purpose for which it is appointed, and the nature and
scope of its duties.
NAMES OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS.

In accordance with t.h ese provisions of the law relating thereto, the
following gentlemen were appointed and requested to convene at the
Military Academy on or before June 1, 1893:
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
1. Hon. CHARLES S. FAIRCHILD ................................ New York, N.Y.
2. Hon. HENRY L. PIERCE ..................................... Boston, Mass.
3. Hon. FRANK THOMSON ...................................... Philadelphia, Pa.
4. Gen . .A.. C. McCLURG ........................................ Chicago, Ill.
5. Rev. JOHN W. DINSMORE .................................... San Jose, Cal.
6. Prof. EDWIN .A.. ALDERMAN ..............................•.. Greensboro, N.C.
7. Hon. JOHN P. REA ......................................... Minneapolis, Minn,

APPOINTED BY 'l'IIE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

8. Hon. S. M. CULLOM ..••••...••....••••••••••••••••....•..... Springfield, Ill.
9. Hon. E. D. WHITE ••••••••••••••_•••••••••••• .,.,.uw ····~· •••••••• New Orleans, La.
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APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER

01!'

THE HOUSE

o:F
01!'

WAR.

REPRESENTATIVES.

10. Hon. JosEPH WHEELER ................. : ................... Wheeler, Ala.
11. Hon. JAMES S. GORMAN ..................................•.. Chelsea, Mich.
12. Hon. HENRY H. BINGHAM ................ ·..........•.....•.. Philadelphia, Pa.
ORG ANIZ.A.TION.

A meeting was called in the Board rooms at the West Point Hotel on
Thursday afternoon, June 1, at 3 :30 o'cloek.
A quorum of the Board of Visitors being present, the Board was
organized by the unanimous seleetion of Hon. Shelby M. Cullom as
president, Ron. Charles S. Fairchild as vice- president, and Prof. Edwin
A. Alderman as secretary.
The secretary was instructed to notify Col. 0. H. Ernst, superintendent of the 1\'Iilitary Academy, of the organization of the Board. This
was done, and in reply the following letter was received:
HEADQUARTERS

u. s. MILITARY

ACADEMY,
We/:lt Point, N. Y., J1tne 1, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of this
date notifying me of the organization of the Board of Visitors.
I shall be happy to afford the Board every facility for a thorough inspection of
the workings of all the departments of the Academy, administrative as well as those
of instruction, and in general to do everything possible to assist the Board in its
labors.
A-programme of the examination has already been furnished each member. Notice
will be given from day to day of such military exercises as are ordered for the Board
of Visitors.
First Lieuts. Alexander B. Dyer, Fourth Artillery; Wilds P. Richardson, Eighth
Infantry; John C. W. Brooks, Fourth Artillery, and Willard A. Holbrook, Seventh
Cavalry, have been detailed to attend upon the Board of Visitors during their stay
at the Academy.
I also take occasion to say that I hope the Board will communicate with me freely,
both personally and officially, upon any subject connected with the Military Academy which may be of interest to its members in connection with their official visit
to West Point.
In conclusion~ permit me to say that I desire to call officially upon the Board of Visitors at the hotel at 4:15 o'clock p.m. to-day, with the members of theAcademicBoard
and my military staff, for the purpose of paying our respects to the Board of Visitors, and to conduct them to a review of the Corps of Cadets given in their honor.
At, the close of the review it will give me pleasure to receive the members of the
Board, their families, and friends at my quarters, to meet the officers and ladies of
the Post and prominent citizens residing in this vicinity.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. ERNST,
Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent.
Ron. S.M. CULLOM,
Pn:Bident Boa1·d of VisitoTs, West Point, N. Y
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The Secretary then read the following order:
Orders, No. 77.]

HEADQUARTERS

u.s. MILITARY

ACADJ<~MY,

West Point, N. Y., June 11 1893.
[Extract.]

*

*

*

II. In honor of the arrival at the Post of the Board of Visitors a salute of seventeen
guns will be :fired at 4:25 o'clock p. m. to-day, under the direction of the commanding officer, U. S. Military Academy Detachment of Ordnance.
III. The Battalion of Cadets will be reviewed by the Board of Visitors at 4 :30
o'clock !,>· m. to-da~.
By order of Col. Ernst:

*

J. M. CARSON, Jr.,
First Lieutenant Fifth Caval1·y, Adjutant.

Before adjournment each member of the Board was put in possession
of a copy of the follow1ng:
ORDER OF EXAMINATIONS AND MILITARY EXERCISES.

Orders, No. 66.]

HEADQUARTERS

u. s..

MILITARY ACADK\IY,

West Point, N. Y., May 15, 1893.
I. The Annual Examination will begin on Thursday, the 1st proximo, and continue
daily, Sundays excepted, from 9 o'clock a. m., till1 o'clock p. m., and from 2:30
o'clock p. m., till 4:30 o'cloclr n m., until :finished.
II. The Academic Board will be divided into two committees:
The :first committee will be composed of the professor of natural and experimental
philosophy; the professor of mathematics; - the professor of civil and military engineering; the professor of law; and the instructor of practical military eugineering.
The second committee will be composed of the professor of drawing; the professor
of chendstry, mineralogy, and geology; the professor of history, geography, and
ethics; the commandant of cadets; the professor of modern languages; and the
instructor of ordnance and gunnery.
The :first committee will sit in the library and examine, orally, (1) the :first class
in engineering; (2) the third class in mathematics; (3) the :first class in law; ( 4) the
second class in philosophy; by inspection of marks and practical work, (5) the :first
class in practical military engineering; and by written examiuation the fourth class
in matllematics, at 8 a.m., June 1.
The second committee.will sit in the lecture room of the philosophical academy
and examine, orally, (1) the second class in chemistry, mineralogy, and geology; (2)
the fourth class in French; (3) the third class in French; ( 4) the :first class in Spanish; (5) the :first class in ordnance and gunnery; by written examination, the third
class in French, at 8 a. m., June 1; the :first class in Spanish, at 2 p.m., June 2; the
fourth class in English, at 8 a.m., June 5; the fourth class in French, at 8 a.m.,
June f\~ and by inspeetion of marks and drawings, the second and third classes in
drawing.
In all the classes the oral examinations will begin with the lowest sections, and
the examinations will be so conducted as not to interfere with the usual hours for
meals of cadets.
•
All written examinations will be conducted in Grant Hall.
On June 1 the upper floor of the addition to the cadet quartermaster's devartment
store will also, if found necessary, be used for the written examiHations.
The examination of the :first class in practical military engineering will be conducted in Fort Clinton.
The Superintendent will preside in either committee in which he may be present.
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III. As each committee shall complete its labors of examination,
officer will report the fact to these headquarters.
Either committee may in its discretion extend its labors not to exceed one hour
each day, provided this does not interfere with any of the military exercises directed
in Par. VI of this order.
IV. First Lieut. George F. Barney, Second Artillery, and First Lieut. Cecil Stewart, Fourth Cavalry, are appointed the secretaries of the :first and seconcl committees,
respectively. The record of each committee will be so kept as to show clearly the
length of time occupied in examination by each department of instruction.
At the close of each day's proceedings the secretaries will report to the adjutant
of the Academy the progress of the examination, and they will transmit to the secretary of the Academic Board the records of the proceedings of the committees as
soon as they are completed.
V. The instructors will report daily to the heads of their respective departments,
and keep themselves informed as to the times when their services will be required.
VI. The following military exercises will take place during the examination:
Infantry.-Escort of the colors and review~ June 1; school of the battalion, June 8;
company competition drill, a.m.; drill in extended order, p. m., June 9.
A1~tillery.-Heavy artillery drill (seacoast guns), June 2; school of the battery
(field artillery), June 7; heavy artillery drill (siege mortars), 8 p.m., June 9.
Cavalry.-School of the troop, June 3; school of the trooper, June 6.
Practical military engineering.-Military bridge construction (pontoon bridge),
June5.
Small ar·ms.-Use of the sword and bayonet, military gymnastics, 8 p.m., June 7.
This order of exercises may be changed on account of the weather, or for other
causes.
VII. The members of the :first class will be graduated June 12, 1893.
By order of Col. Ernst:
J. M. CARSON, Jr.,
First Lieutenant Fifth Caval1·y, Adjutant.
Official:
J. M. CARSON, Jr.,
First Lieutenant Fifth Caval1·y, Adjutant. ·
WORKING COMMITTEES APPOINTED.

At the second session of the Board the president announced the committees as follows:
.Appointments and examinations.-Messrs. Fairchild, Thomson, and
Wheeler. .
Discipline and instruction.-Messrs. Wheeler, .Alderman, and Dins·
more.
.Armament and equipment.-Messrs. Rea, White, and Bingham.
Buildings, grounds, and lights.-Messrs. Gorman;Pierce, and McClurg.
Supplies and expenditures.-Messrs. Dinsmore, Thomson, and Pierce.
Fiscal affairs.-Messrs. McClurg, Thomson, and Fairchild.
Miscellaneo~ts affairs.-M essrs . .Alderman, White, and Cullom.
The hour of 2 :30 p. m. was fixed upon as the time for the daily meeting of the Board. The Hon. Henry H. Bingham was prevented from
attending by serious illness.
Hon. James S. Gorman reported on June 2, and assumed his duties
as a member of the Board.

WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY.
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TheBoard practically completed its labors on Saturday, June 10, and
Messrs. Cullom, Pierce, McClurg, and Gorman. were called away on
that day.
PLAN OF PROCEDURE BY THE COMMITTEES AND THE BOARD.

Preparatory to individual committee work, the Board as a body
made a tour of inspection of the entire Academy, examining the
grounds, buildings, equipment, and attending several section rooms
where the annual examinations were being held. The secretary was
instructed to invite Col. 0. H. Ernst, Superintendent of the Academy,
to appear before the Board to present and discuss any of the needs of
the institution that might seem to him desirable. In compliance with
this request Col. Ernst appeared before the Board and discussed
for an hour the affairs of the Academy. In addition he sent a letter
indicating explicitly to the various committees the best sources of information available to them. Every facility was thus afforded for a
thorough examination of the Academy and its workings, and the officers in charge were eager and prompt to aid the committees in their
investigations. It can not be said that West Point or any other educational institution is perfect, but it may be said with simple truth that
the men who administer the affairs of the Military Academy, academic,
military, and administrative, al'e entirely faithful, capable, and conscientious. There is to be seen here none of the cant and sham of
education. Everything is mercilessly genuine.
The committees addressed themselves to their work with eagerness,
interest, and constancy. Nine daily sessions of the Board were held,
at which the results of the labors of the respective committees, their
recommendations and conclusions, were discussed, and their formal
reports, which are to follow in this report, were analyzed and adopted
by vote of the entire Board.
The Board was requested by the Superintendent to select one of its
members to deliver an address to the graduating class on June 12.
The Ron. Charles S. Fairchild, of New York, was chosen unanimously
for this honor.
The secretary, by instruction of the Board, forwarded to the Secretary of War two resolutions. One urged the early completion of the
academic building, and begged that no further time be allowed the colitractors. The other begged that the corps of cadets be permitted to
visit the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago.
The Board attended daily some form of military exercise by the
cadets in infantry, artillery, cavalry, and practical military engineering.
These exercises were remarkable exhibitions of efficiency and skill,
and are scarcely susceptible of criticism. The foundation of much of
the endurance and soldierly power of the cadets is laid in their gymnastic training.
WAR 93-YOL I--46
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The Board witnessed the exhibition of the work done with the
bers of the fourth class in the gymnasium; and were strongly impressed
with its scientific character and with the remarkable results achieved.
In conclusion, it may be said that while the Board of Visitorsre cognized the rigorous genuineness and effectivenes:s of the intellectual
training given at West Point, they also saw with even greater satisfaction that the education of the 1\iilitary Academy appreciated and
sympathized with the great truth that, after all, character is greater
than intellect.
The young men there gathered together, representing all sections and
all phases of American life, gave plain and beautiful evidence day by
day of large manliness and deep-seated courtesy, of great -patriotic
fervor, and of firm and loyal adherence to truth and honor.
After the presentation and adoption of all the reports, the Board
finally adjourned on Saturday night, June 10.

APPOINTMENTS AND EXAMINATIONS.
Committee on appointments and examinations.-Messrs.
FRANK THOMSON,

CHARLES

S.

FAIRCHILD,

and JOSEPH WHEELER.

The committee on examinations and appointments reports that the
individual members have attended many of the examinations, and that
they were impressed with the accuracy of knowledge w~ich the cadets
showed therein; the work done was strong testimony to the thoroughness of the instructors' work as well as to the diligence of the students.
The only suggestion which the committee wishes to make in this
regard is that the cadets should be taught to enunciate their words
more clearly and distinctly; where all else is so clear and exact a thick
a,nd blurred utterance is all the more marked.
The committee wishes to renew the recommendations of previous
Boards of Visitors that the requirements for admission be raised and
that the number of cadets be gradually increased. We regard it as a
pity that the largest possible number of youth should not share . the
advantages of the admirable plant, education, and training which West
Point affords. It is also a pity that the minds of the young men should
not have had enough training and gained enough scope before coming
here to enable them at once upon entering the Academy to begin to get
the fullest benefit from the intellectual resources which are offered to
them. If this were the case it seems to the committee that the intellectuallife begun here would continue and go on to fuller development on the part of more Army officers than in the past.
CHAS. S. FAIR CHILD, Ohairrnan.
FRANK THOMSON. '
JOSEPH WHEELER.
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DISCIPLINE AND INSrRUCTION.
Cornmittee on discipline and instt·uction.-Messrs.J OSEPH WHEELER, EDWIN A. ALDER··
and JOHN W. DINSMORE.

MAN,

Your committee has investigated the subjects within its province and
is unable to suggest any improvement in the methods of discipline at
the Military Academy.
The most able and intelligent administration of the affairs of the
Military Academy by the Superintendent and staff, the commandant
of cadets, and his assistants is worthy of the highest commendation.
All infractions of the rules are certainly and promptly punished with
absolute justice and impartiality. The committee is pleased to observe
that a very high degree of respect is entertained by the cadets toward
the officers and professors, and also that these gentlemen fully recip·rocate this feeling and use all proper efforts to impress young gentlemen with their confidence in them, all of which tends to increase manliness and self-respect on the part of the cadets.
·Your committee is of opinion that the changes recently made and
those now contemplated are all in the right direction. Their character
is indicated by the following letter from the present efficient commandant of cadets:
HEADQUARTERS U. 8. CORPS OF CADETS,
West Point, N. Y., J1we 7, 1893.
SIR: In answer to your letter of the 7th instant, just received, asking for a statement in regard to any changes or improvements contemplated in reference to the
discipline of cadets, etc., I would respectfully state that these are matters of slow
growth.
The present system of discipline is the result of many years' experience and effort
on the part of superintendents and others charged with this duty, and although
minor changes are made from time to time, the underlying principles have remained
unchanged for many years. I have recently revised the interior regulations for the
government of the Corps of Cadets, which has been approved by the Superintendent
(copy inclosed). In this revision I have reduced the previously published prohibitions pertaining to the conduct of cadets very considerably, and in another revision
contemplated during the coming year will reduce these regulations still further, the
intention being to free the mind of the cadet from the idea that he must find a regulation covering every possible offense, and his failure to find a special prohibition
gives him permission to commit the impropriety.
He will be taught by constant care and instruction that there are many minor
offenses which as a soldier he must intuitively know can not be committed.
I should be most happy to give your committee any information, verbally or otherwise, if you will suggest to me the particular points you would like information
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upon. It might be of interest to the committee to call at my office any clay between
7:30 and 10 a. m., during the transaction of business with cadets, to observe the
methods pursued.
Very respectfully,
S. M. MILLS,
Lieutenant-Colonel of A1·tille1·y, Commandant of Cadets.
To the SECRETARY BOARD OF 'Y ISITORS.
(Through Headquarters, U.S. Military Academy.)

The professors, assistant professors, and instructors are devoted to
their duties to the cadets and to the institution, and--their methods fully
attain the high purposes for which the Academy was established.
The committee is of opinion that measures should be adopted to give
the professors more opportunities to visit and inspect the colleges of
this and, if possible, other countries, and as under the present regulations assistant professors and instructors can only remain four years at
the .Academy, it would be advantageous for them to spend a year at
some college of note before commencing their four years' tour as instructors at the Academy. The committee wishes it to be fully understood
that this recommendation is not made because it sees any defect in the
system now in vogue at West Point, which it regards as excellent, but
it thinks, as all the professors, except the chaplain, come from the graduates, that some such measure should be adopted to keep the Academy ·
in touch with other institutions, and to enable it to avail itself -of any
improvements which from time to time may be developed.
The committee finds that between September and January 1 some
ten to twenty cadets of the fourth class very generally give up their
studies, but remain at the Academy until the .semiannual examination.
They become careless in conduct, negligent in observance of the regulations, and in a measure interfere with their classmates who are devoting themselves to their studies and duties.
It is impo tant to reduce this evil to a minimum, and the committee
recommends that measures be adopted to attain this end.
The com~ittee has considered the subject of an extension of the
course of English and history, but as the committee is informed that
the .Academic Board is now earnestly considering this matter the committee deems it best not to submit any definite recommendations.
In consideration of the manifest importance of these subjects to the
intellectual life of the cadets, the following letter was addressed to the
Academic Board:
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS,
West Point, N. Y., June 6, 1893.
GENTLEMEN: The subcommittee on discipline and instruction of the Board of
Visitors requests a brief opinion from each of yon in reference to the following
matters:
1. Is it desirable to have a fuller course in histor.v and English in this institution'
2. If so, how can this be accomplished without detriment to the established cur~
riculum of the Academy ~
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDWIN A. ALDERMAN,
Secreta1"!f•
To the ACADEMIC BOARD.
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In order to make clear the attitude of the academic authorities at
the Academy on this subject the committee begs to jncorporate in its
report the following replies received from various members of the Academic Board:
WEST POINT, N.Y., June '7, 1893.
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 6th instant, I have to state:
(1) That, in my opinion, an improvement in the history and English courses of
instruction at the Academy is very desii·able.
(2) That the manner of accomplishing this without detriment to any otherinterest
of the Academy is a question .involving many considerations. It bas been under
advisement by a committee of the Academic Board for the past year, and the only
feasible pl~n that I am prepared to recommend at present has been evolved by this
committee. This plan may be outlined as follows:
First. To materially modify the present fourth-class English course and h_stve is
terminate at the January examination of that year.
Second. To transfer the Spanish course from the first-class year to the last term of
the third-class year, the Spanish then to employ a portion of the time now give~ to
French.
Third. The French to employ the time vacated by the English in the fourth-class
year after the January examination.
Fourth. The time now given to history and Spanish in the first-class year to be
given to ordnance and gunnery, except about two weeks to be given to cavalry drill
regulations.
l<,ifth. The time now given to ordnance aml gunnery to be given to history.
This is a change which has been proposed by a committee of the Academic Board
and is still to be considered by the entire Board. In my opinion, this change can be
introduced immediately with great advantage to the institution.
The net effect of the proposed change is to diminish the elementary English of the
fourth-class year by forty recitations, and to increase the history studies of the firstclass year by the same amount. · This change in the English studies, taken in connection with the modification of the fourth-class course, referred to in paragraph 1 above,
it is thought, will greatly improve these studies. The French will be decreased by
thirty-eight recitations, and Spanish increased by eighteen; drill regulations will be
increased by twelve lessons, and ordnance and gunnery by eight recitations.
Very respectfully,
s. E. TILLMAN,
P1·ojessor of Chemist1·y, etc., U. S. Militct1'Y Academy.
The SECRETARY OF COMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION, ETc., BoARD OF VISITORS.
(Through Headquarters, U.S. Military Academy.)

U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., June 8, 1893.
SIR: In reply to your Jetter of inquiry as to the advisability of increasing the
course!i of English and history at the Military Academy, I have the honor to say:
That if the question were simply whether it would be advisable, provided there
was time now available for this purpose, my answer would be unhesitatingly in·the
affirmative. But this difficulty exists: The time of the cadets is now so fully occupied that something already in the curriculum must be dropped and the studies
depending on it rearranged before any new subject can be introduced. or any enlargement be made in either of the courses referred to in your letter.
The Academic Board bas been considering the very subject of the proper modification of these courses, an.d a committee of its members had already sent in a report
after making au exhaustive study of the matter.
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The consideration of the whole question will doubtless be made immediately after
the examination now in progress, and the result will be submitted to the Secretary
of War for his action.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. S. MICHIE,
P1·ofessm· of Philoso]Jhy.
Prof. E. A. ALDERMAN,
SeCYretary of the Board of Visit01·s.
(Through the adjutant, U. S. Military Academy.)

U. 8. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., June 7, 1899.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit the following answers to the questions
contained in your letter of the 5th instant, viz: .
(1) "Is it desh'able to have more history and English in the course of instruc~
tionf"
In my opinion, a modification of the courses of instruction iu history and English
with a moderate increase of the time allowed for history is desirable.
(2) "If so, how can this be done without detriment to the institution 't"
The possibility of readjusting the different courses of instruction so as to admit
of the introduction of a longer •ourse of history without detriment to the institution has been under consideration by th\3 Academic Board during the last year, and
the arrangement of necessary details has received long and careful study by a committee, which I am informed is about to make its report.
The different branches of instruction are so interlocked that any change in one
necessitates a corresponding modification in so many others, that I am not prepared
to outline a method of making a change ·at this time: Before doing so it will be
necessary for me to carefully study the report of the committee which has been investigating this subject.
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JAMES MERCUR,
Professor of Ci'Vil and Military Engineering.
The COMMITTEE OP THE BOARD OF VISITORS,
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY, UPON DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION.
(Through Headquarters, U.S. Military Academy.)

WEST POINT, N. Y., June 7, 1893.
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your communication of June 6, I have the honor to
state:
In regard to the first question, viz: "Is it desirable to have more history and English in the course of instruction~" I would say, decidedly," Yes."
In regard to the second question, viz: "How can this be done without detriment
to the institution~" I have the honor to state that this is a practical and very difficult question, as anyone who has had to do with the rearrangement of courses of
studies in an educational institution will readily recognize.
It is a question involving a readjustment of several courses, and wou1d, therefore,
require more time for consideration than we have now to give to it. That the
courses in English and history here could be greatly improved I have no doubt.
However, for the present, a committee of the AcaJ.emic Board now has under coniideration a req nest from me for sixty additional lessons in nistory, which, if granted,
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will be, in my judgment, a great improvement to the course, without increasing tue
working hours of the cadets.
This committee has also certain propositions for the improvement of the course in
English under advisement.
I have the honor to remain, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. M. POSTLETHWAITE,
P1·ojessor Htstory, Geography, and Ethics.
The COMMITTEE ON DISCIPLINE AND INSTIWCTION OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS.
(Throng~ Headquarters, U.S. Military Academy.)
DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING, U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., J1tne 7, 1893.
SIR: In reply to the interrogatories of your circular regarding the subjects of history and English, I have the honor to say:
(1) I am in favor of an extension of the course in history for the reason that neither
the requirements of entrance nor the present course of study in that branch insure a
reasonable familiarity with the rudiments of the subject, and because, s.o far as I am
able to ascertain, no technical institution, civil or military, of the grade of this Academy, either here or in Europe, requires so low a grade of liberal development in its
graduates. I conceive a fair knowledge of the framework of universal history to
be indispensable to a proper understanding of the political and social development
of this country and of the world, and the necessary medium of intelligent contact
with the vital interests of the day and of the future.
(2) I do not favor the extension of the course of ellmentary English here, but favor
the increase of the standard of admission in that subject to cover much that is now
taught in the department of modern languages. I should be glad to see in its place a
course in the higher branches of English, including English literature.
(3) For the present I think the most judicious arrangement that proposed in the
report of a committee of the Academic Board appointed to consider these subjects antl
now awaiting action.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLES w. LARNED,
P1·ojessm· of Drawing.
Prof. E. A. ALDERMAN,
CmnmUtee of Discipl·ine and Inst1<uction.

WEST POINT, ~T. Y., June 8, 1893.
SIR: In reply to the question asked by your committee(!) "Is it desirable to have more history and English in the course of instruction~"

~

(2) "If so, how can it be done without detriment to the institution~"
I have the honor to say:
1. I think it is desirable to have more history jn the course of instruction, but tha.t
it is not necessa,ry to add directl~' to the English course.
2. I think this can be done without detriment to the institution, as follows:
(a) By transferring Spanish from first-class year to the last term of third-clasR
year.
(b) Allowing third-class French to be finished in time for this Spanish.
(c) Allowing· English to be finished in less time than at present.
( cl) Slightly modifying the English course so that it will lose some of the elementary character it now has, and hence accomplish more than it now does in less
time.
(e) Giving to ordnance and gunnery the time now occupied by Spanish and
history in first-class year, with the exception of that necessary for a few loGsons in
drill regulations.
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(j) Giving to history the time now occupied by ordnance and gunnery.
This plan is essentially the same as that already submitted by a committee of the
Academic Board, and at present under consideration.
It makes, in my judgment, a very judicious distribution of the time, without increasing the studies of cadets, and without interfHing improperly with any department of instruction.
The study of history is itself indirectly a study of English, and is hence a valuable addition to the course taught in fourth-class year.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,

Captain 01·dnance Depa1·tment, U. S. A1·my,
Instructor of Ordnance and Gunnery.
Prof.

E. A. ALDERMAN,

Secreta1·y of Comntittee, Board of Visit01·s.
(Through Headquarters, U.S. Military Academy.)

In eonclusion the committee can not too highly express its appreciation of the ability and devotion displayed by the heads of the various
departments.
JOSEPH WHEELER,

Chai1·man.

EDWIN A. ALDERMAN.
JOHN W. DINSMORE.

/

ARMAMENT AND EQUIPMENT.
Committee on Armament and Equipment.-Messrs.
and HENRY H. BINGHAM.

,JOHN

P. REA, E. D. 'VHITE,

The committee on armament and equipment respectfully submits
the following report:
The committee made as careful. and thorough examination of the
matters falling within the scope of its duty as the limited time allowed
permitted.
The arms and equipments of the cadet corps a,n d of the soldiers stationed at this post were found in most excellent condition.
The cavalry and light artillery arms of the service are under very
efficient instructors.
The work in these two arms, however, is greatly embarrassed by the
fact that the same horses are used in both.
Fifty good cavalry horses should be supplied to be used exclusively
by the cadet corps in the riding school and for cavalry drill.
Twenty-eight privates of the cavalry detachment are required to act
as drivers of the field artillery when on drill, and also to care for the
artillery hariJ~ss. This extra duty compels them to provide themselves with additional clothing at their own expense. They must have
both cavalry and artillery uniforms. These men have thus imposed
upon them not only extra duty but extra expense. They should receive
as additional pay at least $6 per month for the period (about five months
of the year) in which they do such extra work. This would cost the
Government $840 per year.
Such allowance would stimulate the men in their work, would aid in
securing first-class drivers for the battery~ and promote a higher state
of discipline and instruction.
The Military Academy band, which now consists of 24 enlisted musicians and a leader, should be increased to at least 40 members and a
leader. It is a good band, well trained and equipped, and handsomely
uniformed, but it can never become what it should be as the leading
military band of the nation without a large increase of members.
The committee would also recommend that the band leader, who is
a civilian, be given the rank and pay of a second lieutenant, to enable
him the more efficiently to discharge his duties.
A large portion of the heavy guns at this post are old, unsafe, and of
types useless in modern warfare. Your committee would join in the
recommendations made by previous boards that this post be supplied
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with new heavy ordnance of all classes and of the best types and
most improved patterns, properly mounted, and that subcaliber tubes
be furnished for the heavier guns for use in target practice.
We also recommend that the Military Academy be furnished with
models of the latest improvements in ordnance as fast as they can be
obtained, in order that the cadet corps may be made familiar with their
mechanical details and use.
In view of the importance of the ordnance department in modern
warfare, and of the great responsibility resting upon the officer in
charge of it at the Military Academy, we would recommend that there
be placed at the bead of this department a professor of ordnance and
artillery, with the rank and pay of lieutenant-colonel.
The following communication, received from Capt. L. L. Brufl', instructor of ordnance and gunnery at the Military Academy, in response
to inquiry made of him, is submitted as a part of this report; the recommendations therein are in accord with the views of the committee, and
are commended to the Board for approval.
Respectfully submitted.
JOHN P. REA,
Chairman Committee.
STATEMENT OF CAPT. L. L. BRUFF.
WEST POINT, N.Y., June 6, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit, for the information of your committee, the following statement with reference to the present armament of the post and that proposed:
The present armament is as follows:
In the seacoast battery.-One 15-inch Rodman gun, mounted on center-pintle
carriage with pneumatic buffers; one 15-inch Rodman gun, mounted on frontpintle carriage with hydraulic buffers; three 8-inch converted rifles on modern
carriages; one 10-inch Rodman smoothbore gun on old carriage; one 300-pound Parrott rifle on old carriage; one 13-inch smoothbore mortar on old carria.ge.
In Battery Knox.-One 100-pound Parrott rifle on old carriage; one 300-pound
Parrott rifle on old carriage; fvur 10-inch Rodman smooth bore guns on old carriages.
In siege battery.-Six 4.5-inch cast-iron rifled siege guns mounted on wooden carriages. These guns are not used except for drill purposes Six 10-inch smoothbore
·mortars mounted on iron mortar beds.
In field battm·y.-Two batteries, six pieces eaeh, of 3.20-inch steel B. L. rifles, with
limbers and caissons complete.
Machine and mpid-fire guns.-One Gatling gun, caliber .45 inch, model1883; one
Gatling gun, caliber .45 inch, model 1875; one Ga1·diner machine gun; one Hotchkissrevolving cannon; one Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun; one Hotchkiss mountain gun.
PROPOSED ARMAMENT.

It is proposed to mount in the seacoast battery, as soon as carriages for them can
be manufactured, one ~-inch steel B. L. rifle, one 12-inch B. L. rifled mortar, two 8inch converted rifles (on front-pintle carriages), the latter to replace the old 10-inch
smoothbore Rodman and the 300-pound Parrott, now no longer used; in the siege
battery, four 5-inch steel B. L. siege guns (on steel carriages), two 7-inch steel B. L.
howitzers (on steel carriages).
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No changes are proposed in Battery Knox, as it is not used except occasionally for
Maluting.
The fteld batteries are complete, and the only addition to them required is four
3.6-inch steel B. L. rifled mortars.
With reference to the proposed armament, it may be stated that it is uoubtful if
modern high-power guns can be :fired at this post without danger to the neighboring
towns and the railroad, and hence it is proposed to retain some of the older guns,
which can be safely :fired, to give cadets the necessary :firing practice.
These guns are still in service, and therefore the time spent on them in instruction
is not wasted, while one 8-inch gun and one 12-inch mortar will render cadets
familiar with our modern guns and their carriages.
All these guns have been asked for, and will be furnished by the Chief of Ordnance as soon as completed. The 12-inch mortar is already here, and the 8-inch gun
can be delivered at any time as soon as the carriages are ready.
The siege guns and howitzers are not yet ready for issue, as questions with reference to their carriages are not settled; but it is believed to be only a question of a
short time before they will be ready, and the siege armament will be modern and
complete.
With reference to the siege mortars the same may be said-they will b~ furnished
as soon as they can be completed.
It has been the policy of the Department here, with the concurrence of the Superintendent, to ask annually for an appropriation for the purchase of a modern machine or rapid-fire gun of an approved type, which shall serve for the instruction of
cadets in the principles of these guns, which now occupy so prominent a place before
the public.
Under this plan a Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun has been purchased and delivered. A
Maxim automatic machine gun, ordered and now in process of construction, and a
Maxim or Nordenfelt rapid-fire gun will be purchased in the present :fiscal year. It
is respectfully recommended that this plan be continued, and that the purchase of a
Driggs-Schroeder rapid-fire gun be purchased for next year.
In addition to this; the Academy should have a sample of each of the magazine
small arms with which the different countries of Europe are armed.
These are necessary for purposes of instruction, and are also valuable additions to
the museum of the Military Academy, which should contain a complete collection of
all such arms.
Indirectly connected with the subject of armament is the subject of models of the
different service guns and carriages. Nothing is more valuable for the instruction
of cadets than good working models of the subject studied. By their use the laborious study of descriptions of the guns and ,carriages is avoided, and, furthermore,
since it is generally impossible for the cadet to have the gun and carriage before him
in the recitation room, it is import;ant that he should have a model of them, so that
he can actually see and explain its workings.
Formerly the department of ordnance and gminery was well provided with models
of all service guns and carriages, but these are now obsolete, and no new ones have
been obtained.
I would respectfully recommend that the sum of $3,000 be appropriated for this
purpose next year.
They will also be valuable acquisitions to the museum of the Military Academy.
I would also call attention in this connection to the fact that in the new academic
building, now being erected, a large room has been set apart for an ordnance museum. There is a large collection of valuable material already on hand for this
museum, consisting of guns, trophy :flags, models, regimental colors, swords, etc.
These must be properly arranged in cases and stands, and the room properly fitted
up for its purpose. If this is done, there are undoubtedly many more such things
that will be sent to be added to the collflction as soon as it is found that they can be
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properly exhibited and taken care of. For this reason I would respectfully recommenrl. that an appropriation be made for this purpose. Its amount can not be definitely stated at present1 as the sum that can be expended next year will dep~nd on
the condition of the building.
Respectfully submitted.
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,

Captain, Ordnance Department, U. S. A1"my,
Inst1·uctor of Ordnance and Gunnerv.
Gen. JoHN P. REA,
Chai1·man of Cmnrnittee on Arrnantent, etc.

•

BUILDINGS, GROUNDS, AND LIGHTS.
Comrnittee on bwildings, grounds, and lights.-Messrs.
and A. C. McCLURG.

JAMES

S.

GORMAN,

H. L.

PIERCE,

Your committee on buildings, grounds, and lights reports that
the buildings in use are in very good condition, excepting quarters for
married enlisted men. Your committee very earnestly recommends that
these quarters be torn down and rebuilt. Of these buildings there are
nine sets, two families in each set, being old wooden single-story
buildings, in a poor state of preservation, and so situated that during
the wet seasons of the year they, in a measure, act as a catch-basin for
the surface water coming down the bluff.
Your committee wishes to call attention to the cavalry barracks
and stable and cadets' riding hall, being the only other buildings in
need of improvell}.ent and repair. We recommend that the porch on
the south side and east end of these barracks, as was designed in the
original specifications, should now be built, the cost of which will no
doubt be submitted by the Superintendent.
We also recommend that $2,000 be appropria:ted, in addition to the
$450 already appropriated by the Fifty-second Congress, second session,
to paint the exterior of the stable and whitewash the interior of the
same, and also whitewash the interior of the cadets' riding hall.
The interior walls of the latter building were whitewashed many
years ago, and it is now chipping off, making the building look very
dilapidated, and the ceiling has never been either whitewashed or
:Qainted, giving to the hall a dark and gloomy appearance. If white- washed, it is expected that it will give better lightand look more cheerful and be in better keeping with the other buildings on the grounds.
The exterior of the stable was painted with some poor material about
fourteen years ago, and is now nearly half off.
The new academic building, for which Congress appropriated $490,000,
was let by contract to E. L. Pennock & Bros., of Philadelphia, Pa., for
$449,000, work to commence June I5, I89I (but it did not commence until
two weeks later), the south wing to be completed and ready for use
December I, I892, and the entire building completed and ready for use
August I, I893. Failing to complete the building according to contract, application was made and the time for completion of the entire
building was extended to December I, I893. From the calculation
made by Lieut. Kuhn, the Government engineer in charge, taking as
a basis the progress already made and the fact that the contractors are
now and have for some time been working only six masons, at least one
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year more extension will be necessary t.o complete the building. ~he
old academic building being torn down necessarily incurs much in convenience to both the professors and cadets for lack of the necessary
room for the classes. In this extension of time the early completion of
the south wing seems to have been lost sight of. It seems to the committee that this is very important, and that the contractors should be
urged to do all that is possible to complete the south wing at a much
earlier date than the completion of the whole building on December 1
of the present year.
Your committee feels justified in recommending that no further extension of time for completion be granted under any circumstances, and
that the penalty clause in the contract be enforced to the letter of the
law.
The new gas plant, for which Congress appropriated $48,250, was let
to J. J. Kennedy, of Linwood, Pa., for $41,993. The specifications for this
contract include new building for retort house and shop, and holder
with a capacity of 55,000 cubic feet, which, with the two small holders
now in use with a capacity of 34,000 cubic feet, will make a total capacity in the three holders of 90,000 cubic feet. With this volume Qf
gas all the objectionable features to the present lighting will be obviated. By this same contract the old plant is to be entirely overhauled and remodeled, making practically an entirely new gas plant,
with all the modern improvements. There is also to be built by this
contract a lime storehouse, boiler house, and governor and meter
house. This contract is to be completed August 22, 1893, and no doubt
will be :finished by that date. The contract for extra plumbing was
let for $1,100, and will be completed by September 1 next. Improved
gas chandeliers have been contracted for at a total cost of $2,080, to be.
placed in cadet barracks. The total of these contracts will make a
saving on the appropriation for improved lighting of $3,077.
Your committee recommends an appropriation of $40,000 for the
remodeling of the interior of the old library building, with a special
view of making it :fireproof. There are about 34,000 volumes in this
library, some of which are very old and of much value, and we specially
urge that immediate steps be taken to protect them, and also to make
the interior present an appearance in keeping with the surrounding
buildings.
Your committee also recommends the building of one set of officers'
quarters, at a cost not to exceed $7,500.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
J.A.s. S. GoRMAN, Chairman.
H. L. PIERCE.
A. 0. McCr.URG.

•

SUPPLIES AND EXPENDITURES.
Cmnmittee on supplies a.nd expenditures.-Messrs.
and H. L. PIERCE.

JoHN

W.

DINSMORE, FRANK

THOMSON,

The committee on supplies and expenditures for cadets, having
attended to the duty assigned them, offers the following report:
We made particular examination of the laundry, the store, the
arrangements for boarding the cadets, and such other departments of
the Academy as it was our duty to inspect.
We found the laundry to be very complete in all its appointments
and its management all that could be desired. The cadets are charged
a uniform price for the work done, and this is fixed as nearly as possible at such a figure as will make the laundry self-sustaining.
We were much interested in the methods employed in conducting
the store for furnishing supplies to cadets. This store contains a large
assortment of clothing, stationery, and similar articles of convenience.
or necessity, all of which are purchased in large quantities and on the
lowest terms, and are supplied to cadets at such a price as merely covers
the cost of purchase and handling. The volume of business is about
$65,000 annually. This store is undoubtedly a great convenience to
the cadetR, and it seems to us to be managed in an admirable manner.
The mess hall, kitchen, and other departments connected with the
subsistence of the cadet corps have been carefully inspected by the
committee.
We find that the food supplied to the cadets is entirely satisfactory
· in respect of variety, quantity, and quality, and that the arrangements
for storing, preparing, and serving it are all that could be desired.
There is, however, oue thing connected with this department of which
we wish to speak with emphasis. It is the urgent need of a new floor in
the mess hall. The present floor is of wood, and in order to keep it
clean it must be very frequently washed with water and soap. In consequence, it is constantly damp-indeed, thoroughly soaked-and emits
an odor which is not only very disagreeable, but, as we believe, unwholesome.
Such a condition of things would not be endured in the dining room
of any good hotel or boarding house in the country. We are, therefore,
.very decided and earnest in our opinion that this floor should be removed
as soon as possible, and that a pavement of stone or black and white
tile should be put in its place.
The estimated cost of this improvement is about $4,000.
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We regard this as very important alike to the health and comfort of
the cadets and the credit of the United States.
We can not refrain fi·om commending in thA strongest terms the very
efficient administration of the affairs of his department by 1\faj. W. F.
Spurgin, treasurer, quartermaster, and commissary, battalion of cadets,
whose great courtesy to the committee is also gratefully acknowledged.
JoHN W. DINSMORE, Chairman.
FRANK THO~ISON.

H. L. PIERCE.
W.AR 93-VOL I--47

~,ISCAL

AFFAIRS.

Cornmittee on fiscal a.ffairs.-Messrs. A.
S. FAIR CHILD.

C. McGLURG,

FRANK

THOMSON,

and

CHARLES

The committee on :fiscal affairs has examined as carefully as the
limited time at its disposal would permit the books and accounts kept
by Capt. W. H. Miller, the quartermaster and disbursing officer of the
post, and Maj. W. F. Spurgin, treasurer of the Military Academy and
quartermaster and commissary of cadets, and, judging from the examination which it has been able to make, it has nothing but commendation for the system and carefulness with which the records and accounts
of these officers are kept.
It is manifest, of course, that a committee with little previous knowledge of such books and accounts could in the short time at its command
do little_more than examine the system upon which these accounts are
kept, and could not test the ultimate accuracy and correctness of its
results, but it could discover nothing which did not seem to indicate
the utmost care and conscientiousness on the-part of the officers in
charge.
The system of accounts kept in these departments, and especially the
multiplicity of detail which is necessary in the office of the quartermaster and commissary of cadets, has been so fully and so frequently
explained in many of the reports of previous Boards of Visitors that a
repetition would seem to be entirely superfluous.
After pretty minute examination into these maters the committee
:finds nothing new to suggest. It has discovered no opportunity and
110 necessity for improvement, and it feels justified in saying that it has
been most favorably impressed with the seeming carefulness, accuracy,
and simplicity with which all these accounts are kept, and with the
painstaking and thorough manner in which the duties of these officers
and their assistants are performed.
The statements of receipts and expenditures made. upon various
accounts in the office of Capt. Miller are shown in the accompanying
papers, marked Exhibits A, B, aud C, which Capt. Miller bas voluntarily furnished to the committee.
As already stated, ~he accounts kept in the office of Maj. Spurgin are
very unusual and very full of detail, inasmuch as he not only has entire
charge of the mess table of the corps of cadets, and must keep its
accounts, but he must also keep a detailed account with each cadet,
showing the amount placed to his credit, whether from the Government
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or from private sources, and all charges against him for his various and
necessary expenses and supplies. These accounts, which are also re- corded in a pass book kept for the information of each cadet, show at
once the amount remaining to the credit of the cadet or (which occurs
in very rare instances after the first year) the amount of his indebtedness to the Government.
Maj. Spurgin has now been for a number of years detailed to fill this
position; and he seems to the committee not only genuinely interested
in the important duties which devolve on him, but seems also peculiarly fitted by nature and by long training for the performance of these
duties.
A. C. McCLURG, Oha,ir1nan.
FRANK THOMSON.
CHAS.

s.

FAIRCHILD.

STATEMENT OF CAPT. MILLE I~.

U.S.

I·

MILITARY ACADEMY, QUARTE1U1ASTER1S OFFICE,

West Point, N. Y., Jtme 6, 1893.
SIR: In accordance with your request, I have the honor to inclose herewith, for
the information of the Board of Visitors, abstracts pertaining to money accountability, viz:
Appropriations for the support of the U. S. Military Academy.
Special contingent fund, U. S. Military Academy.
Gas fund, U. S. Military Academy.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. MILI,ER,
Captain and As.Qistant Quartermaster, U. S. Anny,
Disbursing Officer U. S. JJ!Uita1·y Academy.
Gen . .A.. C. McCLURG,
Chai1·rnan Subco1nmittee of Board of Visitors,
On the Fiscal Affairs of the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

EXHIBIT A.
Abst1·act of appropriations made for tl1e suppo1·t of the U. S. Milita1·y Academy, received
and disbursed by Capt. W. H. Miller, assistant qua1·termaster, U.S. Anny, disbursing
officer U. S. Military Academy, du1·ing the period commencing July 1, 1892, and ending J"une 61 1893.

.

REGULAR APPROPRIATIONS .

Current and
ordinary
expenses.

~!~! 1!~de~~~
cidental expenses.

Buildings
and
grounds.

Fiscal yea1·, 1891.
On hand .July 1, 189'.!.. ................••••..•.••..••••..••.

Received since ............................................ .
TotaL ............................................... .
Expended ................................................. .

$3,666.42
172. 38

$1, 886. 26

3, 838.80
3, 838.80

1, 886.26
1, 886.26

$8, 571. 72

----·-------1---8, 571.72
8, 571.72

l========l========ol======
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Abstract of appropriations rnade for the supp01·t of the U. S. Militm·y Acadenty, receit•ed
and disb·ursed by Capt. W. H. Miller, etc.-Continued.
REGULAR Al"PROPRIA. TIONS-Continued.
Current and
ordinary
expenses.

~~::l~~dj~~ I Buildings
cidental expenses.

and
grounds.

-----------------------l----------l------------1------Fiscal yea1·, 1892.

; ;; ; ; ; :;:;:;:;;:;:; : ; ;; ;; :;; ;; ;1----~-J-;-;-;;-,;-I-· _·_· _·_·~-:·~-·~-~ -~-~-~-·-·- -~ -i-~ -~0-~

On hand July 1, 1892......................... .• . . • • . • • . . • . .

:::i~;~:~~

Unexpended balance on hand........................

$9, 028.71

$2, 458.98

$2,589.01

------------1-------976.54

97.58 ...•........

!~=-=-=-=-==-=~!==========!======

Fiscal year, 1893.

On hand.July 1, 1892 ......•.....................•..•••..••..•...............•••.......••.............
Received since.............................................
67, 511. 25
22, 020. 00
64, 000. 00

-~~~ ~20. 00

Total. ...••..•.•............................•.....•..
Expended .........•••....••..............•••..•.........••. ,
Unexpended balance on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • . •

52, 348~

18, 386. 70

15, 162. 85

3, 633. 30

64,000.00
34, 882. 52
29, 117. 48

====-========

~~-c~-l-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~---·

Received .. •••.•••.•
•••••••••••••••.
600. 001········-·······1
4,150.00
Expended ..•....•..•..•••.•...•.........•...............•.. .:...:.:.:..:...:....:....=..:.:...:....:.... .:...:..::.:.:..:...:..::.:.:..:.:..:..::1 __
1, 017.44.
Unexpended ualance on hand . . .. . . ...•.••• •.. • . .. . ..

600.00 . ... . . . •• ..•....

3, 132.56

SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS.
Acts approved February 12, 1889.
New aca-

I
O_n_h_a_n_d_J_u_Iy--1-,-18_9_2_.-. .-..•-.. .-.. .-.-..•-...-.-...-...-.. .-.-.••-.. .-.•. I
Received since.............................................

Expe~~~a,~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Unexpended balance on hand . . . . . • • •• • •• . . . . • • . •• • • .

dem~c bLtild-

N::Si~~~-

mg.

2~

$37, Ot2. 71 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . $39,993.
79, 300. 00 ................ •............

-----1

__ i _ _ __

~~; ~~: i~ 1::::::::::::::::

~~; ~~~: ~g

2~-~13~~~~ -~3, 001.56

I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures stated have
been made by me on vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the U.S. Military
Academy.
w. H. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Quartennaster, U. S. Army,
Disb·u1·sing Ojficm· U. S. Military Acaderny.
WEST POINT, N.Y., June 6, 1893.
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EXHIBIT B.

Abstract of receipts and expenditu1·es pm·taining to the U. S. Milita1·y Academy gas fund,
between the 1st day of July, 1892, and June 6, 1893.
Receipts:
Sales of coke...... • • • • • . . . • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . $564. 03
Sales of coal tar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
543. 00
Sales of gas to officers ............................................... . 2,407.39
Sales of gas to civilians ............................. .' ............... .
708.30
Sales of gas for .public buildings ............................ .- ....... ..
456.40
Sales of gas to cadets, in barracks ............ __ ....... _......... : . .. . 1,089.76
Sales of gas fixtures to cauets -............... _...................... .
169.79
Sale of old gas pipe ........................... - ..................... .
43.00
Total ..••.....•.................................................... 5, 981. 67
On hand July 1, 1892 .............................. _...... ...... ...... .... 143.03
6,124.70
Expended July 1, 1892, to June 6, 1893 .................................... 5, 580.29
Unexpended balance on hand J nne 6, 1893 . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .

544. 41

I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures stated have
been made by me on vouchers approved by the Superintenuent of the U.S. Military
Academy.
W. H. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Qum·ternwster, U. S. Army,
Di1·ecto1· of the Gas Wm·ks, U.S. MiUta1·y Academy.
WEST POINT, N.Y., June 6, 1893.

EXHIBIT C.

Abstmct of 1·eceipts and expenditures pm·taini11g to the special contingent fund, U.S. Mili:
ta1·y Academy, between July 1, 1892, and June 8, 1893.
On hand July 1, 1892 .•• -- •• ---.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3, 473. 60
Receipts:
By rent of West Point Hotel ........................... __ _ $2,375.00
Rent of post-office cottage ...... _..................... _
112.50
Rent of public stables ............................... ..
81.25
Rent of confectionery store (retiring house) .. _........ _
350.00
2, 918.. 75
Cash received from the U. S. Military Academy gas funu for the
purpose of reimbursing the special contingent fund for expenses
incurred in setting up 13 clay retorts in the U. S. Military Academy gas works .......••............ _....• _•.• _•••..•...... __ ..
648.20
Total .......••............... -....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expended, to include June6, 1893 ------ .................................

7, 040. 55
5,158.17

Balance on hand June 6, 1893 .. _................................ _. 1, 882. 38
I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures reported
have all been made upon vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the U. S. Military Academy.
W. H. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Qua1·termastm·, U. S. Army,
T1'easu1'e1' Special Contingent Fund, U. S. -?JfiUtm·y Academy.

Ml SCELLANEO US AFFAIRS.
Committee on miBcellaneous affai?·s.-Messrs.
and 8. M. CULLOlVI.

EDWIN A. ALDERMAN,

E. D.

WHITE,

The committee on miscellaneous affairs submits the following report:
1. Tile committee recommends the appointment of Herman J. Koehler,

master of the sword and director of the gymnasium, as first lieutenant
in the Army. The development of the body is scarcely less important
than the development of the mind in the trainiug of a soldier. It is the
duty of Mr. Koehler to give this training to the cadets of the Military
Academy and to command for a portion of every day the largest class
of cadets in the institution. He is entirely without military rank. It
is believed that the conferring of this rank wHl largely increase his
effectiveness and power as an instructor and thereby subserve the interests of the Academy.
2. J\Iueh valuable time is lost to each recurring Board of Visitors by
reason of unfamiliarity with the nature of its duties and the necessary
details and methods of procedure. The present board unites with some
of its predecessors in recommending the reappointment each year of
two or more members of the previous Board.
· This recommendation is made in the sincere belief that its adoption
will result in largely facilitating the transaction of business and in increasing the influence and usefulness of the Board as an inspecting and
advisory body.
EDWIN A. ALDERMAN, Chairman.
E. D. WHITE.

s.

M. CULLOM •

.A.BSTRAC'l' OF RECOMMENDA.1'IONS MADE BY THE BOARD.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase of the number of cadets.
Elevation of the standard of admission.
A fuller course in history and English.
Opportunity for professors and instructors to visit other institutions
of learning.
5. Increase in number of horses, especially for cavalry purposes.
6. Increase of the Military Academy band from twenty-four to forty
pieces.
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7. Promotion of Mr. Clappe, the band leader, to second lieutenancy
in the Army.
8. Establishment of full professorship in the department of ordnance
and arti1lery.
9. The procuring of new heavy ordnance of best types.
10. Rebuilding the quarters of married enlisted men.
11. Improvement and repairing of cavalry barracks.
12. An appropriation of $2,000 for painting and whitewashing interior
of stable and cadets' riding hall.
13. Early completion of the south wing of the academic building.
14. An appropriation of $40,000 for remodeling the interior of the
library building, in order that the 34,000 volumes contained
therein may be properly housed.
15. Provision tor models of latest improvement in ordnance.
16. Extra pay to 28 privates of the cavalry detachment for extra duty
required, amounting to $840 per annum.
17. An appropriation of $7,500 for.building one set of officers' quarters.
18. An appropriation not to exceed $4,000 for a new floor of stone or
tile in the mess hall.
19. The appointment of Mr. Koehler, director of the gymnasium, to first
lieutenancy in the Army.
20. The reappointment each year of two or more members of the previous Board of Visitors.
THE GRADUATION EXERCISES.

The graduation exercises were held on the morning of June 12. Col.
Ernst presided. The cadets received their diplomas at the hands of Maj.
Gen. John M. Schofield, the general commanding the Army, who accompanied their delivery with a few graceful and impressive words to the
young soldiers. Col. J olm M. Wilson was called out by Col. Ernst and
spoke to the class with great power and feeling of their past life at the
Academy and of the duties that awaited them.
The main address of the day was by the Hon. Mr. Fairchild. He was
introduced by Col. Ernst and spoke as follows:
ADDRESS OF HON. CHARJ,ES S. FAIRCJJILD.

Gentlemen of the graduating class :
On behalf of the Board of Visitors-that body whiCh comes here to represent the
Executive and Legislative Departments of the Government of that people to whose
service you have consecrated yourselves-and in pursuance of a custom more honored, perhaps, in the breach than in the observance, I greet you, and express to you
the gratification which this visit has given to the Board, as a whole, and as individuals. To many of our members this Academy, while in a sense known, was yet most
imperfectly known. We have been impressed with the completeness of your.discipline and training, with the accuracy of knowleclge which you showed in your
examinations, and with the dignity of your bearing as a corps and as individual men.
For inspiration you need but to hear the roll of your Academy; that roll which when
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told over excites patriotic enthusiasm, and calls forth high emotion beyond that of
the roll of any like institution in the world. We hope that your services will not be
called for in war, and I believe they will not be needed-for this United States has
grown so great in powe:r: that the nations of the world know that the issue of a conflict with her would be but one, and knowing this, every nation will wait long
before measuring our strength.
The youngest of us may scarcely see an opportunity for you to gain the honors of
war, but it is open to everyone of you to win the honors of peace, so beautifully
described by Tennyson:

•

Who grasps the skirts of happy chance,
And breasts the blows of circumstance,
And grapples with llis evil star,
And makes by force his merit known,
And lives to clutch the golden keys,
To mold a mighty state's decree::;,
And shape the whisper of the throne,
And, moving up from high to higher,
Becomes ou Fortune's crowning slope,
The pillar of a people's hope,
The center of a world's desire.

Of more than one of the graduates of the West Point Academy all this may be truly
said.
It has been wittily put that duties are mean, troublesome, little things, but that
cluty is a great and noble thing, and yet duty is made up of duties, and if you keep
yourselves always equipped by doing that which comes to your hand to the best of
your ability, and thereby fulfilling your duty, all that has come to any of the graduates of this Academy may come to you.
In a few years you will begin to wonder what you have left to you of all that yon
have learned here. Twenty years after graduating from the old University of Harvard, we had at each plate at our class dinner some of the examination papers which
had been given us in college, and which we must have answered more or less well to
have received our degrees at all. Not even the best of the scholars among us could
then answer the questions on those pa.pers, and to most of us they did not even suggest an idea. As for myself, at the end of my first term sophomore, I had a condition
in analytical geometry, and it was necessary that I should pass an examination at
the end of the vacation in order to go on with my class. Prof. (now president)
Eliot was our instructor in mathematics, and when I went to him to pass my examination he at first refused to hear me because I had no certificate from a tutor that I
had studied with him during the vacation. I pleaded with him for several days to try
me; finally he yielded and examined me throughout all one Saturday; I passed, and
then thought if I knew anything I knew analytical geometry, but now analytical
geometry has all gone from my mino.
This, I think, will be your experience as to your studies here, except those which
you will use in the years to come; and yet can it be true that you will have gained
nothing~ No; yuu will find yourselves far better eq nipped for the work of life-far
better able to meet emergencies-than your fellowmen who have not had yonrtraining, and beyond all you will take away with you a something which is the product
of the public opinion that exists among yourselves, and which men call by the holy
name, "Honor." This will be with you all youl' life long, and will serve you in
many a trial and temptation. All men know that when a thing is said, an account
certified, or an estimate made, by one who has worn the gray uniform here, and has
exchanged it for the blue, that behind and sustaining it allis the honor of an officer
of the Army of the United States.
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There is something else of infinite ~alue which we carry away from these institutions, and that is our friendships. You love one another now, but as your ranks
grow thinner you will cling more and more to the friends that you have made in
this Academy. Remember the proverb: "A friend Ioveth at all times, and a brother
is born for adversity." Bear this in mind when the struggle comes for promotion
n.nd adva11cement; never be content to receive either at the undue expense of a
brother office1·. If you keep yourselves always at your best, morally, intellectually_,
and physically, and thus ready to grasp the opportunities which will come to you
duly and naturally, you will not fa,il of reward. Remember that all things come to
him who waits and watches.
Most of you, I am bound to believe, look forward to the time when you will have
homes of your own. A great soldier, one who at 32 had achieved a fame which has
lasted through the centuries, sends yon this message. Sir Philip Sidney said:
Believe me, man, there is no greater blisse
Than is the quiet joy of loving wife;
Which, whoso wants, half of ldmself doth misse;
Friend without .change, play-fellow without strife,
Food without fulnesse, counsaile witbout pride,
Is this sweet doubling of our single life.

All of this-prosperity, honor, and fireside happiness-do I, m behalf oftl1e noarcl
of Visitors, wish to the members of the class of 1893.
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CONCLUSION.
After full investigation and deliberation the Board of Visitor~
adopted the reports of the sev~ral committees as the report of the
Board, and in conclueion now submits some general remarks:
The U. S. Mjlitary Academy at West Point is the only military school
in the United States owned by the Government. The Academy is a
growth rather ban a creation. Established in 1802, it received and
educated very few young men for many years, the records showing that
it did not graduate a student in 1810. For many years, however,
beginning soon after the close of the civil war, large classes have heen
graduated every year, and to-day there are few young men of any military spirit who do not desire to enter the Military Academy. Th~laws
permit the Academy to receive only a limited number-one from each
Congressional district in the United States, one from each Territory, one
from the District of Columbia, and ten from the country at large. The
Board desires to reiterate, and if possible emphasize, the recommendation of the committee on appointments and examinations, that the
number of cadets be increased, and that the standard of qualification
for admission be raised. If better educational qualifications were re. q uired of young men seeking admission, there would not be so many
rejections for failq.re after admission and many more cadets would be
graduated every ·year.
The Board is impressed with the belief that the Academy should be
required to educate as many young men as its capacity will justify.
Any policy which fails to secure to the nation the full benefit of the
institution in the education and training of its young men is neither
economical nor wise.
The graduates of this ~cademyhave been equal to every emergency
in our national life. The pages of American history have been made
luminous by the simple story of the great achievements in war and in
peace of the men w bo were educated in this school. The young men
are trained especially for the life of the soldier, to defend the honor
and 'integrity of the nation and to protect the flag, but they are subject to be called upon also to act as conservators of the peace, and subject to t~e civil authorities. In this republican government the fact
that the civil authority dominates should be impressed upon the minds
of all young men.
The spirit and temper of the American people are hostile to a large
standing army, and the Government only eeeks to maintain a sufficient
military establishment to perform such military duty as may from time
to time be required to protect our frontier, man our forts and defenses,
and generally to perform sueh duties as may be required of the Army in
pursuance of the national Constitution. Ordi11arily, in time of peace,
good order must not be dependent upon the presence of troops and the
use of the bayonet.
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The demand of the age is to provide schools for the education of all
the youth, with opportunity for the highest scientific, literary, and artistic education.
The young men sent from the Military Academy are qualified for,
and, as in the past, will be expected to organize and lead armies when
occasion requires; they are equipped by proper training for war; they
are equipped for the duties of civil life; they are also fitted to become
leaders of men in war and in peace.
The Academy, in the judgment of the Board, deserves and should
receive the most cheerful and liberal support of the people and of the
Government.
The Board takes occasion in this connection to say that it bas been
unable to discover any want of attention to duty by any officer in any
capacity connected with the Academy. Each member of the Academic
Board seems to be enthusiastic in the discharge of his duties; there is
that mutual interest on the part of instructor and cadet so essential
to good results in school.
'fhe Board feels that words of praise are due to each and every offieer
connected with the Academy, whether in high or in Rubordinate positions.
The United States as a nation has become Olle of the foremost nations
of the earth. Its interests and position alike require that its military
school should be the best and should. receive generous treatment, that
it may keep pace with the advance of the nation in power and prosperity. We are a ullited and prosperous people, yet the little Army maintained by the Government, officered by men educated at the expense
of the people, should be ever ready to defend the Union.
Lincoln once said, in reviewing certain military events, that "The
}-,ather of Waters again goes unvexed to the sea." No foreign government or power must ever be allowed to vex that great river, or to
molest or hinder our progress in national greatness and prosperity.
The committees of the Board have made several suggestions and
ecommendations which are believed by the whole Board to be important. Some of them call for early attention, and all are worthy of the
avorable consideration of the Secretary of vVar anu of Congress.
Respectfully submitted.
S. M. CULLOM, Pres·ident.
CHARLES S. FAIRCIULD, Vice-President.
E. D. WHITE.
HENRY L. PIERCE.
FRANK THOMSON.

A. C.

1\tlCOL URG.
DINS:JIORE.
EDWIN .A. ALDERl\fAN,
JOHN P. REA.
JOSEPH WHEELER.
JAMES S. GORMAN.
JOHN

w.

Secretary.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

SUPERINTENDENT U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY.
U. S. MILITARY ACADE~iY,
West Point, N. Y., September 26, 1893.
SIR: I have the honor to submit this my annual report for the Military .Academy for the year ending September 1, 1893:
Having been appointed Superintendent by the President, by letter
dated Mar0h 23, 1893, I assumed command of the .Academy and of the
post of West Point under the authority contained in paragraph 2, Special Orders, No. 65, .Adjutant-General's Office, March 24, 1893, on the
1st of .April last, relieving Col. John M. "Tilson, Corps of Engineers.
I found the im;;titution in a state of efficiency as high as any that I have
known it to reaeh.
HE.A.DQUAR1'ERS

PERSONNEL.

The number of officers and instructors on duty at West Point September 1, 1893, was 8 professors, 1 associate professor, 55 commissioned
officers, 1 swordmaster, and 1 teacher of music; a total of 66. (See
roster appended, marked .A..) The number September 1, 1892, was 68.
The increase during the year was effected by the assignment of one
officer for duty in the department of modern languages, one in the
medical department, and one as post commissary, in addition to the
number which had previously been found necessary. On the 1st of
October, 1892, Capt. Edward E. Wood, Eighth Regiment of Cavalry,
was appointed by the President professor of4Ilodern languages to succeed P1·of. George L. Andrews, who had retired from active service.
On the 14th of March, 1893, First Lieut. Wright P. Edgerton, Second
Regiment of ATtillery, was appointed by the President associate professor of mathematics, an office created by act of March 1, 1893. ln all
16 officers joined during the year and 13 were relieved.
It is believed that the present number is in excess of the absolute necessities of the case and may gradually be reduced as the terms of service
of some of the officers concerned expire, unless the number of cadets be
increased. The very great inconvenience to which some of the departments of instruction are subjected by a lack of the facilities to be furnished by the new academic building renders it necessary for them to
bave more instructors than they will Tequire after the completion of
that building. ·
The importance of selecting with care the officers detailed for duty as
instructors at the Academy need not be enlarged upon. There are many
officers, accomplished in their profession, who do not possess the peculiar
qualities necessary to a good teacher of youth. That the field for selection should not be unnecessarily restricted is self-evident. Under the
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rulings of the War Department and under the law there are unavailable
for this duty (1) all officers on duty at civil coll~ges; (2) all artillery officers serving with light batteries; (3) all officers holding regime11tal staff
positions; (4) all ofticers on detached service; (5) all engineer and ordnance officers, except those required in the uepartments of engi11cering,
practical engineering, and ord11ance; (G) all officers who have served
less than four years after graduation. In addition to these uisqualifications the quarters for ofticers at the post are so limited that it is necessary to take into account the family status of the officer, whether he be
married or unma,rried. The rulings referred to have no doubt been the
result of necessity, either temporary or perma11eut, and may be modified
as the necessity ceases. The act approved June 30, 1882, making appro·
priations for the support of the Military Academy provided as follows,
viz: "And hereafter no graduate of the Military Academy shall be
assigned or detailed to serve at said Academy as a professor, instructor,
or assistant to either within four years after his graduation." If the
object of this law be· to prevent any person from being placed in
authority over cadets who has himself been a cadet companion of
thehs-and I can think of no other-it is both unnecessary and hwffective. The superintendent is authorized under the academic regulations to detail as many cadets to act as assistant instructors as may
be required. The discipline of the corps is very largely maintai11etl.
by the cadet officers. The law is not in sympathy with one of the most
important fundamental principles taught here, viz: That personal relatious and official relations have nothing to do with each other. It
removes from the field of selection a large number of young officers in
every way qualified as instructors. Their studies here are still comparatively fre~h in their minds, they possess the special qualities which
later on lead to their selection for special duties and the consequent
disqualification uncler the rulings, and generally they are unmarried.
I recommend that Congress be requested to repeal the law.*
The number of cadets, present and absent, September 1, 1893, was
318, including 3 foreigners receiving instruction by special authority
of Congress in each case. The number September 1, 1892, was 290,
including 2 foreigners. During the year 4 were discharged for <lisability, 14 were discharged for deficiency in studies, 11 resigned, and
51 were graduated; while there were admitted in all at the three
examinations held in March, June, and August, respectively, 108,
including 2 foreigners.
At the examination for admission in March 166 candidates, including
60 alternates, had been appointed. Of these 35 failed to appear and
81 were found not duly qualified, either mentally or physically, or both.
Of the remaining 50 who passed 7 were alternates, whose principals
also passed and for whom there were therefore no vacancies, leaving
43 who were admitted. At the examination in June of 149 candidates
(principals and altt1rnates) appointed 28 failed to appear, 63 failed to
pass, and of the remaining 58, 3 were alternates whose principals also
passed, leaving 55 who were admitted. At the examination in August
of 15 appointed 1 failed to appear, 6 failed to pass, and 1 who passed
was an alternate whose principal also passed, leaving 7 who were
admitted. The experience of former years has been similar to this, and
shows clearly that it is not practicable to keep the number of cadets up
to the maximum authorized b,y law, and that there will always be many
*Since writ.ing the above the academic boanl has expressed its views uvon the
sa.me su?ject i.n a resoln~ion wllich, with rew.a:rks by the professor ot' rnwtllem~tics 1
Will be found rn appendix H.
·
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vacancies. The number now authorized is 371, omitting the foreigners,
an excess of 56 above the number actually belonging to the Academy.
It is desirable, I think, from every point of view that the Academy be
worked up to the full capacity of its present plant. It should furnish
all the officers for our Army in time of peace, which it can not now do,
and if, in addition, it could send into civil life each year a few young
men trained as its graduates are, the country would be the gainer by
many times the trifling additional cost of their education. A moderate
increase in tlle number of cadets authorized by law is accordingly
recommended, such, for example, as would be obtained by appointing
two at large from each State, to be norniuated by the Senators representing the State in Congress.
ACADEMIC DEP ARTl\IENTS.

The departments of philosophy, drawing, mathematics, chemistry,
etc., history, etc., engineering, law, modern languages, tact_ics, practical military engineering, an'd of ordnance and gunnery have maintained
the high standard of instruction for which they have always been noted.
While the beads of these departments have not failed to keep abreast
with all advances made in their special branches of knowledge and to
introduce improvements when opportunity ofl'erecl, the changes in the
majority of them have been of a minor character and do not call for
s11ecial mention here.
In the department of mathematics the appointment of an associate
professor is an improvement in organization which will be of substantial benefit.
In the department of modern languages there has been a rearrangement of time, beginning with the present academic year, by which tlle
study of Spanish is transferred from the first class to the third class,
and the time allotted to the department for English, French, and Spanish is arranged so tlmt but one of these studies shall occupy its attention at a time, instead of English and French alternating with each
other, as before. There have been numerous changes of text-books in
this department. The effect of the rearrangement is to give a more
compact course, in which the various studies follow each other in more
logical sequence, rendering it possible to accomplish more in a given
time than under the old arrangement. Its efl'ect upon the other departments is to leave vacant some sixty recitations in the first-class year,
to be allotted hereafter between those departments.
In the department of ordnance and gunnery good progress was made
in a general revision of the text-books. This work will be continued
during the coming year.
The department of law is the only one headed by a full professor
that is not provided with an assistant professor having the pay of captain mounted. It seems but just that this department should be placed
upon the same footiug in this respect as the others. I recommend that
legislation authorizing the appointment of an assistant professor of law
be solicited.
THE LIBRARY.

There were added to the library during the last fiscal year 578 volumes and 71 pamphlets-books containing less than 100 pages. There
are now on baud 36,062 bound volumes and 5,328 pamphlets, besides
many valuable manuscripts, maps, and portraits. The library has
entirely outgrown the space heretofore allotted to it.. Qne. of th~ most
W4,R. 93-VOL l:--{&,
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pressing needs of the Academy is the reconstruction internally of the
library building, by which it shall be made fireproof and shaH provide
proper space for a convenie11t arrangement of the books and for reading
rooms. The necessity for this and the manner in which it may be
accomplished are explained in the report of the librarian, hereto
appended, marked B, to which attention is invited for details.
HEALTH.

•

As a rule ailments among the cadets dudng the year were of minor
character and of short duration. No case of typhoid fever, scarlatina,
diphtheria, or other disease due to a lack of sanitary precautions,
occurred among them. The health of the other portions of the command also, upon the whole, was good. For details attention is invited
·to the report of the post surgeou, hereto appended, marked C. The
sanitary condition of the post is generally good, but there is an exception in the case of the ten old wooden buildings known as Logtown,
occupied by twenty soldiers' families, situated on the slope of the hill
west of the engineer barracks. Owing to the high and steep slope
above these buildings it is difficult to keep them dry during the winter
and spring. An estimate for improving the drainage in the vicinity
has been submitted this year. In continuation of the policy inaugurated
twenty years ago of removing all the old wooden quarters for soldiers'
families from the slopes at the northern part of. the post, au estimate
has also been submitted for building new quarters upon high and
healthy ground with a view to pulling these down.
DISCIPLINE.

The state of discipline of the corps has been generally excellent. It
was necessary to convene a court-martial only ollce during the year,
and in that case the cadet brought before it was acquitted. Offenses
were committed in the latter part of August by three cadets which
involved trial by court-martial, but the court had not been convened
within the period covered by this report. The usual discipline was
maintained in the other portious of the command by the usual methods.
ACCOUNTS AND SUPPLIES.

The system of keeping the accounts and of furnishing the cadets with
supplies continued essentially as heretofore reported. An abundance
of good, healthy food in &nfficient variety was furnished at an average
cost of about 52! cents per maT per day. Clothing, books, and other
articles were furnished of good quality and at low rates. The only
article of which serious complaint was made is the shoe. A board
of officers has been appointed to investigate the subject. Attention is
invited for details to the report of the treasurer and quartermaster
and commmissary_of cadets hereto appended, marked D.
ARTILLERY.

Good. progress was made during the year in replacing guns and carriages which had become obsolete with those of modern pattern.
Important additions were·made to the list of models and sample guns
for the general theoretical instruction of cadets. For details attention
is invited to the report of the instructor of ordnance and gunnery,
extracts from which are hereto appended, marked E.
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For many years the horses used in the light battery have been the
same as those used for instruction in riding and cavalry drill, and the
drivers have been obtained from the cavalry detachment. The arrangement has not been entirely satisfactory. IIorses well fitted for light
cavalry exercises are not the best for artillery purposes, and vice versa.
It vmuld be better if an entirely separate set of horses could be provided for the light battery, yet, in view of. the fairly good r~sults
·whieh have been obtained, I am not prepared to recommend so considerable an increase in tbe expenses of the Academy. Again, the
qervice as artillery drivers has not been popular with the cavalry
soldiers. Their instruction and service as drivers is additional to their
regular duties, and is under officers different from their regular officers.
It involves considerable wear and tear of clothing, for whiCh they have
not received compensation. This difficulty may be remedied by allowiug tbe men a small amount of extra pay. Upon this subject the commandant of cadets says:
I would invite attention specially to an item which I have included in the estimates submitted this year, viz, $840. This is for additional pay to noncommissioned officers, trumpeters, and privates of the cavalry detachment detailed on duty
as drivers with the iustruction battery of field artillery of the United States Military Academy. This item is to pay these twenty-eight men 30 cents a day for the
time that they are so employed, viz, during the months of April, May, July, August,
and October, and as a compensation to them for the additional wear and tear of
their clothing while :performing this work, which is in addition to that performed by
their comrades. I believe if this item is approvell, this additional pay will secure
the ver;\~ best men for service in this detachment, and the additional knowledge
which they will possess as artillery drivers will not impair their efficiency as cavalrymen.

The item was included in my annual estimates and is earnestly
recommended.
There was uo target practice with the siege guns, as it is believed
that there is danger of bursting them. A new armament for the siege
battery is expected at an early day.
VISIT TO THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Under the authority contained in your letter of July 7, 1893, the
battalion of cadets, the band aud field music, a detachment of the hospital corps, and the camp attendants, all under the command of the
commandant of cadets, were ordered to Chicago to witness tl1e World's
Columbian Exposition. They left here August 17, arriving at Chicago ·
the following day, and left Chicago upon their return August 28. The
members of the second class on furlough to. August 28 were allowed
to join in time for the visit. All but :fitteen took advantage of the permission. With the exce}Jtion of these fifteen, and two who were absent
on sick leave, every cadet belongillg to the corps accompanied it. A
plat of the ground assigned for their use having Leen obtained a plan
of their camp was prepared here and together with their cl:lmp equipage
was sent in advance. Their tents were erected and camp ready for
occupancy upon their arrival. A contract for the subsistence of the
entire commaud had been made with one of the exposition Testaurants
located near the camp ground. 'Jhe Quartermaster's Department
furnished the necessary transportation. The exposition authorities
gave every fadJity within the]r power, asRigniJJg for the camp ground
the most desirable spot with]u the grOlwds, furnishing at their own
expense the tent floors, remitting the usual royalty of 25 per cent upon
the receipts of the restaurant, and reducing by that amount the cost of
subsistence, furnishing free entrance and exit to the grounds, etc.
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The object in sending the cadets to Chicago was not only to advance
their education, but also to make friends for the Academy by exhibiting
to large numbers of persons the excellence of their training. The visit
was highly successful in both particulars. A serious breach of discipline by three cadets was immediately acted on by the commandant
in a manner which prevented it from injuring the reputation or the
corps. With this exception the bearing of the entire command was
highly creditable. There was no accident and no sickness of consequeHce. I have little doubt that the visit has been of important benefit
to the Academy.
BAND.

By the act of March 3, 1877, the Military Academy band was reduced
to 1 teacher of music and 24 enlisted men, which is its present authorized strength. Of the enlistedmeu6 receive $34 per month, 6, $20, and
the remaining 12, $17, with the usual allowances of enlisted men. At
the time of this reduction the band consisted of 1 teacher of music aud
40 enlisted musicians of whom 10 received $34 and the remaining 30
received $30 per month, with the usual allowances of e11listed men.
Since that date every Superintendent of the Academy, with perhaps
one exception, and many or all Boards of Visitors have recommended
an increase of the band. The Board of Visitors this year recommend
that the band be increased to at least 40 members and a leader. To any
one familiar with music it needs no argument to prove that the present
numbers and pay are not sufficient. Is a good band really necessary to
the practical efficiency of the Academy, is the only question which can
be asked. The answer is plain when the purpose which the band subserves is considered. Military pomp has a serious and practical objectthe cultivation of the military spirit. It is in the same category with
patriotic songs, discipline, and monuments to dead heroes. There is
no more essential part of it than good music. I recommend that the
band be restored to the numbers and pay which it bad before the reduction in 1877. I recommend, further, that the leader r-eceive the rank,
pay, and emoluments of a second lieutenant of infantry. The increase
is desired not for the purpose of gratifying an idle vanity or merely to
provide pleasure, but to improve the finer polish given to the finished
product of the Academy.
WA'l'ER SUPPLY.

The necessity of increasing the supply of water for the post has been
fully pointed out in the reports of my predecessors. At its last session
Congress appropriated $16,000 for a new reservoir. A careful study
of the ground, including a thorough exploration of the proposed site of
the new dam, has been made this season. The indications are that a
different character of dam will be required from that upon which the
estimate and appropriation were based, and that the sum now available will not be sufficient. The question is receiving careful study and
a new estimate will be prepared if necessary.
The existing reservoirs may be largely improved by strengthening
and raising their dams and cleaning both the reservoirs and their watersheds. An estirna,te of $~5,000 has been Fmbrnitted for that purpose.
The water supply has been under the charge of the insJ rnrtor of
practical military engineering. For details attention is in viteu to the
extracts from his report, hereto appended, marked F.
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MASTER OF THE SWORD.

The sword master is also the instructor in gymnastics and swimming.
He is a civilian} appointed by the Secretary of War. The present
incumbent has worked up an admirable course of gymnastics for the
corps of cadets. His system of calisthenics has been adopted by the
War Department for the use of the Army. He is required to preserve
t1iscipline and to exercise control of cadets while under his instructiou.
lt would greatly strengthen his hand if he should have military rank,
a1td, in view of the great and increasing importance of his department,
I recoma1end that legislation be solicited giving him the rank, pay, and
emoluments of a first lieutenant of infantry.
ADJUTANT OF THE ACADEMY.

The adjutant of the Academy is also secretary of the Academic Board
and upon occasions of ceremony acts as aide-de-camp to the superintendent. His duties are at least as important as those of an assistant
professor, and they are more onerous, while his personal expenses are
greater. It seems but just that the officer holding this position should
receive the pay of captain, mounted, as in the case of assistant professors. Legislation to that effect is recommended.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

The report of the post quartermaster, who is also quartermaster and
disbursing officer of the Academy, is hereto appended, marked G.
Attention is invited especially to the explanations given therein why
an increase of the detachment of Army-service men is necessary. The
force is not suffieieut to properly care for the post. The same is true
of the regular annual appropriation for repairs and improvements. An
increase of that item has been asked for in the estimates.
The new gymnasium lmilding was completed sufficiently for use last
autumn, and with the consent of the contractor it was occupied N ovember 1, 1892. Certain small items of work remained to be done to finally
complete the building, but these the contractor refused to do, alleging
that they formed no part of his contract. The controversy over this
subject has lasted through the year, though it seems now to be in a
fair way to settlement. Final payment has not yet been made. The
building has been thoroughly equipped with modern appliances. It
has proved a source of great benefit, as well as pleasure, to the cadets.
It is perhaps the most important addition to the equipment of the Academy that has been made for many years.
The progress made during the year upon the new academic building
has been much less rapid than was hoped, and there is little prospect
that any portion of it will be ready for use during the present academic
year. The material and workmanship are satisfactory. The time for
completing the contract has been extended to September 15, 1894, with
the condition that all additional expenditures made necessary to the
United States by reason of the extension of time are to be deducted
from sums due the contractor. The contract is for completing the
building without the high clock tower, which formed part of the original
design, the funds available not being s.ufficierit to include the tower.
The construction of this tower is so important, both as an architectural
feature and as a means of displaying prominently the clock, that I have
submitted an estimate for an additional appropriation for the purpose
of building it.
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The new building for sinks and bathrooms for cadets and the new
boiler bouse are well advanced, and it is hoped may be ready for use
before the end of October.
The new gas works are also well advanced 'and it is expected will be
completed about, the end of October.
.
The contractors are behind time with all of these buildings.
In the cadet barracks new gas fixtures, each consisting of a two-lip;ht
pendant, besides a sliding droplight, were placed in all the livingroomR.
With the abundant supply of gas to be provided by the new works
there should be no further complaint of insufficient light.
The battle monument bas made but little progress during the ye:u,
owing to a strike among the granite-workers, and unforeseen difficulties
in the preparation of the polished shaft.
An extensive and much-needed improvement of the road leading
south through what was formerly the Kinsley estate has been begun
and is now well advanced. It is proposed to place the new set of officers'
·quarters, for which funds are now available, upon the east side of this
road and thus to inaugurate the extension of the post southward over
the new property. It is proposed also to move the south guardhouse
and gate to a point much further south.
The roads upon the reservation, except upon the post proper, are not
in good condition. A beginning has been made toward their amelioration by the purchase this year of a stone crusher For use in connection therewith a heavy steam roller is badly needed. An estimate of
$4,500 for the purchase of one has been sent in since the regular annual
estimates, and is recommended to the favorable consideration of Congress.
ESTIMATES.

The estimates for the next fiscal year were forwarded on the 29th of
July. While somewhat larger than the appropriations for the current
year they do not include anything which is not in my judgment for the
good ofthe Academy, nor do they include everything which might witll
propriety be asked for. They are all commended to favorable consideration.
CONCLUSION.

In conclusion it gives me pleasure to state that I have received the
earnest and cordial support of every professor and officer stationed
here. They deserve and receive my hearty thanks.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. ERNST,
Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent.
The AnJuTANT-GENERAL4-.-~· s. ARMY,
washington, D. C.
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A.
tJNITED· STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
WEST POINT, NEW YOH.K.
S UPERINTENDEN1'.
Col. 0. H. ERNST, Major, Corps of Engineers.
. MILITARY STAFF.
First Lieut. John M:. Carson, jr., Fifth CaYalry, adjutant of the Military Acaclemy
post adjutant and recruiting officer.
Capt. \Villiam F. Spurgin, Twenty-first Infantry, treasuret of the Military Academy
and quartermaster and commissary of cadets.
Capt. William H. Miller, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, quartermaster of the
Military Academy, post quartermaster and disbursing ofiicer.
First Lieut. Barrington K. West, Sixth Cavalry, post COllllllissary of subsistence and
post treasurer, in charge of post exchange.
Second Lieut. William C. Rivers, First Cavalry, assistant to post quartermaster aud
officer of police.
.
Maj. Philip F. Harvey, surgeon, U.S. Army, post surgeon.
Capt. C. N. Berkeley Macauley, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army.
First Lieut. Frederick P. Reynolds, al'!sistant surgeon, U.S. Army.
ACADEMIC

STAFl~ .

Professors whose service at the Academy, as professor, exceeds ten years, have t,h e
assimilated rank of colonel, and all other professors the assimilated rank oflieutenantcolonel.
Dll!PARTMENT OF NATURAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY.
PeterS. Michie, professor (14 Feb., 1871).
First Lieut. Frank S. Harlow, First Artillery, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Samuel E. Allen, .Fifth Artillery; First Lieut. Lucien G. Berry, Fourth
Artillery, instructors.
First Lieut. Samuel D. Freeman, Tenth Cavalry, in charge of observatory and
astronomical observations.
DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING.
Charles W. Larned, professor (25 July, 1876).
First Lieut. George H. Cameron, Fourth Cavalry, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Austin H. Brown, Fourth Infantry; First Lieut. Cecil Stewart, Fourth
Cavalry, instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF 1\IATHEl\IATICS.
Edgar W. Bass, professor (17 April, 1878).
Wngbt P. Edgerton, * associate professor (14 Mar., 1893).
First Lient. George F. Barney, Seconcl Artillery; First Lieut. Edmund D. Smith,
Nineteenth Infantry; First Lieut. Robert L. Hirst, Eleventh Infantry; First. Lieut.
Daniel B. Devore, Twenty-third Infantry; First Lieut. John D. Barrette, Third
Artillery; First Lieut. Frank Mcintyre, Nineteenth Infantry; Second Lieut. Charles
D. Palmer, Fourth Artillery; Second Lieut. John S. Winn, Second Cavalry, instmctors.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY,; AND GEOLOGY.
Samuel E. Tillman, professor (21 Dec., 1880).
First Lieut. John P. Wisser, First Artillery, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Harry Freeland, Third Infantry; First Lieut. Richmond P. Davis, Secon<l Artillery; Second Lieut. Edgar Russell, Third Artillery, instructors.
*Associate professor with the rank of captain.
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY, AND ETHICS,

William M. Postlethwaite, chaplain, professor (21 Dec., 1881).
First Lient. Daniel H. Boughton, Third Cavalry, assistant professor.
First Lieut. James A. Cole, Sixth Cavalry, instructor.
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND MILITARY ENGINEERING.

James Mercur, professor (29 Sept., 1884).
I<'irst Lieut. Joseph K Kuhn, Corps of Engineers, assistant professor.
l<'irst Lieut. Henry C. Newcomer, Corps of Engineers; First Lieut. Thomas H. Rees,
Corps of Engineers, instructors.
DEPARTMENT 01!' LAW.

John vV. Clous, lieutenant-colonel and deputy judge-advocate-genera.l, U.S. Army,
professor (28 Aug., 1890). (By assignment under act 6 June, 1874.)
First Lieut. Daniel H. Boughton, Third Cavalry; First Lieut. James A. Cole, Sixth
Cavalry, instructors.
.DEPARTMENT OF TACTICS.

Lieut. Col. Samuel M. Mills, captain, Fifth Artillery, commandant of cadets and
instructor of tactics (1 Sept., 1892).
Capt. Louis A. Craig, Sixth Cavalry, senior assistant instructor of cavalry tactics.
First Lieut. Alexander B. Dyer, Fourth Artillery, senior assistant instructor of artillerv tactics.
l<;irst Lieut. Samuel W. Dunning, Sixteenth Infantry, senior assistant instructor of
infantry tactics. Commanding band and detachment of field music.
First Lieut. Wilds P. Richardson, Eighth Infantry, assistant instructor of tactics.
Commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. William H. Allaire, Twenty-third Infantry, assistant instructor of tactics. Commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. Willard A. Holbrook, Seventh Cavalry, assistant instructor of tactics.
Commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. T. Bentley l\fott, First Artillery, assistant instructor of tactics. Commanding company of cadets.
Second Lieut. Matthew C. Butler, jr., Fifth Cavalry, assistant instructor of cavalry
tactics.
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES.

Edward E. Wood, pro~'essor (1 Oct., 1892).
First Lieut. Cornelis DevV. Willcox, Second Artillery, assistant professor of the
Spanish language.
First Lieut. Arthur F. Curtis, Second Artillery, assistant professor of the French
language.
·
First Lieut. WilliamS. Biddle, jr., Fourteenth Infantry; First Lieut. Arthur Thayer,
Third Cavalry; First Lieut. Peter E. Traub, First Cavalry; First Lieut. Benjamin A.
Poore, Sixth Infantry; Second Lieut. MarcusD.,Cronin; Twentiethinfantry, instructors.
DEPAUTMENT OF PRACTICAL 1\HUTARY ENGINEEIUNG.

Capt. James L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, Instructor (31 March, 1893).
First Lieut. Mason M. Patrick, Corps of Engineers, assistant instructor
DEPARTMENT OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY.

Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, Ordnance Department, instructor (17 Aug·., 1891).
First Lieut. Edwin B. Babbitt, Ordnance Department; Pirst Lieut. John C. W.
Brooks. Fourth Artillery, assistant instructors.
Second Lieut. Charles S. Bromwell, Corps of Engineers, on duty with Company E,
battalion of engineers.
~
Herman J. Koehler, master of the sword.
Arthur A. Clappe, teacher of music.

~·
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List of officers, 'With 1·elative rank, at the U. S. Military Academy.

I

Corps or re{)'iment.
"

Name.

On duty at Academy
since-

------------------1----------------------l-----------Colonels.
Er11st, Oswal<l H .................. J\1 ichie, Peter S .................... .
Lamed, Charles \V ................ .
Bass, Ecl~_ar \V ..... - ....•..•••.....
'l'ilhnan, Samuel E ...... _......... .
Postlethwaite, ·wmiam M ......... .

..1

Corps of Engineers .............•......
April1. 189:1.
Professor (February H, 1871)...... ... . . . April 23, 18G7.
Professor (July 25, l!l76) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A ugnst 28, 1874.
Professor (April17, 1878) ___ ............. Septem b('r J5, 187G.
Professor (December 21, 1880) .............Augnst-2H. 181\J.
Professor (December 21, 1881) .•.......... .January G, 18!l2.

Lieutenant- Colonels.
Mercur, James ..................... Professor lSeptember 29, 1884) ...........
Clons, .John W..................... Professor (August 28, 1890)..............
Mills; Samuel M. .... . .. .. .. ...... . . Captain, Fifth Artillery, commamlant
of cadets.
Wood, Ed ward E . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . Professor (October 1, 1892) . . • • . • . . . . . . . . .

October 7, 1884.
August 28, 1.,90.
t::ieptcwbcr 1, l!l\J2t
August 28, 1889.

JJ[ajor.
Harvey, PbiHp F _... ........ ... . . . . Surgeon, Medical Department ........... November 25,1892.
Captains.
Spurgin, William F .............. -Macauley, C. N. B ................. Lusk,James L .................... .
Brnff, Lawrence L ................ .
Miller, William H ................. .

Twenty-first Infantry .................. .
Assistant surgeon, Medical Departmon t.
Corps of Engineers ..................... .
Ordnance Department .............. -... .
Assistant quartermaster, Quartermaster'~:~ Department.
Craig, Louis A .................... . Sixth Cavalry ......................... ..
Edgerton, Wright P .............. . Associate professor (March 14, 18\J3) .... .

Fi1·st Lie1ttenants.
Dyer, Alexander B ................ .
Wisser, John P .................. ..
Bought.on, Daniel H ............... .
Dnnning, SHmuel \V .............. .
Harlow, FrankS .................. .
Allen, Samuel E .................. .
Kuhn,.Joseph E ................... .
Newcomer, Henry C .............. .
Barney, George .F ................ ..
Babbitt, Edwin B ................. .
Patrick, Mas on M .....•............
Brooks, .J olm C. \V ................ .
Freeman. Samnel D .............. ..
Smith. Ednmml D ................ ..
lUcharclson, ·wilds P ......... -... .
Rees, Thomas H ................ __ .
Allaire, William H ................ .
Birst, Hobert L ................... .
vVest, Barrington K .............. .
Cameron, George H .............. ..
Cole, James A .................... ..
Wilcox, Cornelis De\V ..... ....... .
Carson,.Tohn M.,jr ............... .
Curtis, Arthur]!' .................. .
Holbrook, Willard A ....... _..... _.
Brown,Ansti.n H ................. .
Biddle, WilliRm S.,jr .............. .
Devore, Daniel B .................. .
Reynolds, Frederick P .......... _.
Barrette, John D.-- ....... _. __ .... .

~~~ht~I:!;r~~~~k-. -_ ·_ -_ -_ ~ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. -.:: :::::

Fourth Artillery ......•••..•.............
First Artillery ........................ ..
Third Cavalry .......................... .
Sixteenth Infantry .................... ..

~i:: i~~m:~~

:::::: ::::: :::::: :::::::::

Corps of Engineers ..............•.......
Corps of Engineers ..................... .
Second Artillery __ ...................... .
Ordnance Department.. ................. .

~~~~~;~~~i¥l~~~~- ~:::::::::::::: ::: ::::

Tenth Cavalry .......................... .
Nineteenth Infantry .................... .

~~~~~~holE~a:i~7'~;~ : ::::::::: :::: :: ::: : : :

Twenty-third Infantry ................. .
Eleventh Infantry ...................... .
Sixth Cavalry .......................... .
Fourth Cavalry .................... _.... .
Sixth Cavalry ........................ .
:Second Artillery ....................... .
:Fifth Cavalry ......................... ..

~~t~;1h;~;;:!ff ~~~~~~:::::: ::::::::::::

Fourteenth Infantry ............. _..... _.
Twenty-third Infnntr:v ... __ .. __ .... __ . __
Assistant S11rgeon, Mcdic~1l Dcp:u·:1:cnt ..
Tbinl. Artillery ........... _........ _.... .
Third Cavalry __ ....... _._ .. ".... _. __ ... .
Nineteenth Infantry .................... .
Third Infantry ................ _........ .
Fourth Cavalry ................ _._ ...... _
Sixth In fan try ............. _........... ..
l<'ourth .Artillery .............. _.. _..... _

Freeland, Harry ................... .
Stewart. Cecil ................... __ _
Poore, Benjamin H ................ .
Berr.v, Lucien G .................. .
Traub, Peter E ................. , .. .
Mott, T. Bentlev ............... _. _. ~:l~~~ ~;~ili~~----·.·-~--~:·.·.·_·_-_-_-_:::::::
Davis, Richmond P .......... _... __ Second Artillery ........................ .

:::::

September 2, 1881.
Fcbrnar,v 6, 1893.
March 31, 1893.
A ngust 17. 1891.
N ovembcr 8, 18\JO.
August 28, 1890.
.January 28,1889.
August 31, 1892.
A11gust 2\l, 1886.
April5, 1890.
August 29, 1891.
June 21,1890.
August 20, 18!J2.
Augu;:;t 31, 1889.
August 20, 1892.
August 28, 1889.
August 28, 1890.
April25,1892.
August 28, 1889.
June 30,1893.
August 17,1891.
]'cbruary 10, 1892.
.d.ugust 22,18113.
J un·e 15, 189:!.
August 17, 1891.
:February 18. 1893.
August 28. 1888.
August 20, 1892.
Do.
May 15, 1800.
August 20, 1892.
Do.
February 9, 1892.
.1c\.ugnst 21, 1892.
A.ngnst :JO, 1892.
February 22,1893.
A ugnst 20, 1892.
Ang:ust 17, 18Hl.
A 11gnst 28, 1890.
Jmw Hi.1890.
A. pril 25, 1891.
A ngust 22, 1893.
A ugnst 20, 1892.
J\0\·ember 11,1892.
.July 1, 1890.
August 17, 1891.

Second Lievt,•nant8.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~*2~~~0~~t~::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~1~~~!~:;?~'~::::::::::::::::::::::
1

~~~::;: r~~W}~;~·c: ::::: :::·_:::::::: ~~~~~-t c~~:~v;.~}:~:

August 22,1893.
October 7, 1891.
Angust 22, 1893.
A ugnst 20, 1892.
A.ngust 22, 1893.
Butler, .:\'[attbew C ................. , Fifth Cavahy ........ _. _................ . Jm1e 15, 1893,
Bromwel, Charles S ............... _ Corps of Engineers .................... .. June 1, 1893.
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TROOPS.

Battalion of Cadets.
Lieut. Col. Samuel M. Mills, captain, Fifth Artillery, comma.mling.
Company A. First Lieut. Wilds P. H.ichardson, Eighth Infantry, commancllng.
Company B, First Lieut. William H. Allaire, Twenty-thhd Infantry, corumamliug.
Company C, First Lieut. T. Bentley Mott, First Artillery, commanding.
Con1:;:wy D, First Lieut. 'WillardS. Holbrook, Seventh Cavalry, commanding.

Hospital Corps.
Maj. Philip F. Harvey, surgeon, U.S. Army, commanding.
Capt. C. N. Berkeley Macauley, assistant surgeon, U.S ..Army.
First Lieut. Frederick P. Reynolds, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army.

U. S. Mil~ta1·y Acaclemy Detachment of A1·my Service Men.
Capt. William H. Miller, A. Q. M., post quartermaster, commanding.
Second Lieut. William C. Rivers, First Cavalry.

Company E, Battalion oj Engineers.
Capt. J aines L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, commanding,
Pirst Lieut. Mason M. Patrick, Corps of Engineers.
Second Lieut. Charles S. Bromwell, Corps of Engineers,

U.S. Military Academy Detachment of Ordnance.
Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, Ordnance Department, con1manding.
First Lieut. Edwin B. Babbitt, Ordnance Department.

U. S. Militar.11 Academy Detcwhtnent of Cavalry.
Capt. Louis A. Craig, Sixth Cavalry, commanding.
Second Lieut. Matthew C. Butler,jr., E'ifth Cavalry.

U.S. Milita1·y Academy Band and Detachment of Field Music.
Pirst Lieut. Samuel W. Dunning, Sixteenth Infantry, commanding.
HEADQUARTERS u. s. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N.Y., September 1, 1893.
Offici::.!:

J. M. CARSON, JR.,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant.

B.
U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY LIRRARY.
Tr'est Point, N. Y., September 11, 1893.
The ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY AcADEMY:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following statement in regard to the library,
in accordance with your request dated \Vest Point, N.Y., Augnst 26, Circnlar No. 35:
The so-called library building was erected in 1841, and only a portion of it was
assigned to the library of the Military Academy. This portion, a high-ceiling room
46 feet squan~ and 31 feet high,is but a small portion of the building, which is 160
feet in length and 78 feet in breadth. The remainder was apportioned to the West
Point Observatory and the philosophical department. A new observatory having
been erected by the West Shore Railroad Company, is now occupied, and the ins~rn
ments have been removed from the old piers in the library building, so that the main
room under tl;w dome, 27 feet in diameter, and the transit and mural circle towers ai
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the ea~t and west ends of the building will be available for the uses of the library
when the piers are removed. The remainder of the space is occupied now by the
philosophical department for lecture and instruction purposes. This will be available as ~;oon as the new academic building is completed, or rather when the south
wing of that building is tinishe cl. To properly arrange all of the above for the pnrposes of the library it wHl be necessary to remove the massive stone piers, take down
partitions and floors, and put in new windows and shelves. The building is not 1i reproof, and the opportunity for complete renovation will be so favorable that tll is
obvious improvement of making the building fireproof should not be neglected.
For the complete renovation of this building, to make it a suitable fireproof depository for the valuable collection of books, pamphlets,. maps, portraits, etc., I have
thought would require at least $40,000, * and I hereby renew my application that
this amount be asked for at the present session of Congress.
There are at present 36,062 bound volumes and 5,328 pamphlets (books under 106
pages), besides very many valuable manus cripts, maps, portraits, etc., to be arrangcfL
and cared for. During the last fiscal year the increase was 578 volumes and 71 pamphlets. With the present accommodations no proper disposition can be ma<le of
many of these books. They fill the desks and tables in the library room that shoultl
be used for reading and consultation by the cadets and officers, and many are also
piled on the floor. in corners, so that a· difficulty often occurs in getting them for
ready reference. No more pressing demand exists than the immediate renovation of
the library building. Its valuable book<>. scientific and professional, sufferdeterioration, owing to imperfect shelving and protection. There are no proper arrangements
from present lack of space, whereby offieers and cadet s can in quiet refer to snch
professional books as they may d esire to consult. A single room, constantly open to
the public, and in which all library business is transacted, is not conducive to the
quiet and peace needed for study. But the building is very capable of being put
into such a condition fts will make it all that can be desired, should the sum above
mentioned be appropriated, and I earnestly renew my recommendation.
Very respectfully, your o be client servant,

P. S. MICHIE,
Profcsso·r and Librarian.
HEADQUARTERS

u. s.

MILITARY ACADE:\1Y,

West Point, N. Y., September 18, 1893.
A true copy.

J. M. CAHSON, JR.,
First Lieutenant, Fifth Cat·alr·y, Adjutant U. S. Military Academy.

c.
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
SuRGEoN's Oi•TWI•; , CADET HosPITAL,

West Point, N. Y., September 11, 1893.
The ADJUTANT, U.S. MILITARY AcADEMY.
•
SIR: ln compliance with Circular No. 35, Headquarters U.S. Military Academy,
dated W est Point, N.Y., August 26, 1893, I have tlle honor to submit the following
report of the work done in the medical department at this station for the year en cling
June 30, 1893, with such remarks and suggestions as the interest of the service seem
to call for:
The mean strength 0f the command for the year is shown by the following table:
0 ffi cers .. ___ .. ____ .. ____ ........ ____ .. _.. _...... __ .... _..
52.59
Cadets ... __ ... __ ...... _......... -............ . ........ _._.
259.43
Enlisted men ....... . ... .. .............................. .
326.03
Civilians, officers' families . . ............................. .
197.00
Civilians, soldiers' families, civilian employes, ancl their
families ....... ___ ..................................... .
476.00
Total entitled to medical service ... _............ __ . 1, 311. 05
The number of sick treated during the year was as follows: Offi.cers, injured, 1;
' sick, 24; total, 25; cauets treated in hospital, inj nre<l, 97, sick, 398; total, 495.
Aggregate number of uays lost by cadets in hospital, 2,561. Cadets treated in
*Increased by the Superintendent to $50,000.
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quarters and excused from some duty, 3,651. Cadets treated in quarters and not
excused from duty, 1,280. Officers' families, servants, and other civilians who have
received treatment from the cadet hospital, 324. The number of prescriptions put
np at the cadet hospital during the year was as follows: For officers, 75; for cadets,
6,174; for civilian attaches, 693; total, 6,942.
'l!nere were performed during the year 111 vaccinations, of which number 107 were
successful.
The prevalent forms of sic.l mess requiring treatment in this hospital were as follows: Headache, 35; ephemeral fever, 60; diseases of the eye, including refractive,
muscular, and inflammatory affections, 54; diseases of the digestive organs, 68; tonsilitis, 35.
.
It is gratifying to be able to report that not a single case of typhoid fever, scarlatina, diphtheria, or other disease due to ·a lack of sanitary precautions has occurred
in the corps of cadets during the year. One death is reported in August, 1892, from
"heart clot" complicating an attack of pleuro-pneumonia.
As a very general rule ailments among the cadets have been of minor character
and of short duration. 'l'he reason for the large apparent aggregate of sickness is
to be found in the fact that the constant mental and physical activity demanded of
the cadet by the curriculum of West Point requires an organic and functional integrity of all pa-rts of the body, and the most trivial ailment ~s sufficient to disqualify
for some duty.
'fhere was a daily average of 11.52 officers and cadets sick during the year; in
April, 1893, occurred the largest daily average, when it rose to 16.17.
There were 97 cases treated in the cadet hospital for injury. Several rather severe
casualties happened in outdoor games · and in exercise at will in the gymnasium.
l<"'ootball contributed the bulk of such casu_alties, and in some ca·ses the injuries were
of such gravity as to threaten permanent disability, but happily in every instance
complete recovery ultimately resulted. It is doubtful, in my opinion, if the benefits
derived from playing this game, which I am free to acknowledge are very considerable in some directions, are commensurate with the risks it entails to life and limb,
which, according to statistics, are much greater than are commonly supposed.
The cadet hospital is in excellent condition for the reception and treatment of the
sick, having a liberal equipment of modern medical and surgical material and appliances, and being provided with ample means of drainage and ventilation. During
the year a culinary department for cadet patients, entirely separate from the one
used for the members of the hospital corps, has been put into successful operation
with entirely satisfactory results. The food furnished the hospital has inYariably
been the best in quality and variety the market afforded, and the eooking has uniformly been excellent as verified by frequent inspections by the post surgeon.
Substantially all the work contemplated by last year's appropriation for cadet
hospital has been done. The inclosed area in rear of building bas been properly
graded and thoroughly concreted to prevent dampness of basement walls and to
secure thorough conduction of rain and snow water into the main house drain; the
trenches containing return heating pipes in cellar have been covered by iron plates
and neatly luted; the floors have been relacquered throughout, the iron work rejapanned, and the radiators rebronzed, etc., and other repairs of a minor character have
been made, and the building is believed to be in very thorough repair. Repainting
inside walls and ceilings (two coats) and woodwork throughout has just been finished (September 1).
Although it is hoped that the continued enforcement of approved sanitary measures will obviate the appearance of any contagious disease among the cadets it bas
been deemed prudent to submit estimates of cost and material for a small detached
building to secure perfect isolation of a patient if necessary. The cadet hospital
does not afford facilities for perfect quarantine, and as it is a costly permanent
structure, it would be unwise, I think, to treat contagious diseases in it. _
A set of quarters for the senior hospital steward, on duty at the cadet hospital, is
a desideratum. It is tho policy of the medical department to quarter hospital stewards outside of hospital buildings, and it is believed that this hospital is unique in
not having a de~ached building for the steward's occupation. It i hoped, therefore,
that the necessary appropriation will be made for such quarters and their erection
begun as soon as possible.
The following estimates of cost and labor have been furnished by the post quartermaster for the prospective needs of the cadet hospital and for the two buildings
referred to above:
For repairs, etc .. _____ . __ • _____ • ___ . ____ . ____ .. ___ • _ • _. _ $2, 788. 70
For isolation hospital .. ____ ... _________ . ___ .. ___________ 3, 007.50
:For hospital steward's quarters ........ _.. _... _. __ .... _. 3, 050. 00
For soldiers' hospita-l ......... ____ ....... __ .. _. _. _. ____ . 3, 772. 00
Total .. - - - - - . __ .. __ .. _____ .. ____ . ____ .. ____ ... ___ . 12, 618. 20
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The following medical officers are now or have been on duty at West Point during
the year:
Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, post surgeon from July 1 to November 25, 1892.
Maj. Philip F. Harvey, surgeon, post surgeon from November 25,1892, to date.
Capt. HenryS. Kilbourne, assistant surgeon, from July 1, 1892, to April15, 1893.
Capt. C. N. B. Macanley, assistant surgeon, from February 5, 1893, to date.
First Lieut. Frederick P. Reynolds, assistant surgeon, from February 20, 1893, to
date.
The services of three medical officers are, as a rule, indispensable to the proper discharge of the duties devolving on the medical department at West Point. The
extent and varied character of the work would render embarrassment and overwork
inevitable at times with a less number. An equitable proportion of these duties is
assigned each officer, as follows: The post surgeon has general charge of the medical aii'airs of the 1\..cademy and post, and performs all professional service required
at the cadet hospital and hy officers and others requiring his attendance. The senior
assistant has immediate charge of the soldiers! hospital, medical attemlance upon
enlisted men and their families, hygienic supervision of the barracks and quarters of
the enlisted men, drill and instruction of the men of the hospital corps and company
bearers. The junior assistant during the summer encampment reports to the cornmandant of cadets for night duty with the corps of ca,dets; in addition to this
throughout the year he attends a portion of the sick among the enlisted men and
their families, examines recruits, assists in stretcher drill, verifies medical reports,
and assists in surgical cases, clinical analyses, etc.
The renovation and extension of the sa11itary plumbing of the post was completed
late in 1892, and since that time the system has appeared in all cases, as far as I have
been ::thleto learn, to effect complete removal of excreta and to prevent any reflux of
deleterious effiuvia. Although the introduction of the most modern and approved
traps and flushes was not authorized, it is believed that the present facilities will,
by the exercise of ordinary care, prove adequate for several years to come.
Fortunately there has been observed but little to condemn from a sanitary standpoint in connection with the Academy during the year, and hence but few sanitary
recommendations have been required.
The following is a synopsis of those submitted with action taken ·
BY THE POST SURGEON.

September, 1892: Recommendation that slop barrels in rear of Schofield Hall be
covered, and the brick receptacle, as well as ground about it, be disinfected with
chloride of lime. That the water of Delafield Reservoir be let out and the bottom
cleaned. The reservoir had not been cleaned for fifteen years. (M::tj. McElderry.)
On inquiry I learn that the latter part of Maj. McElderry's recommendation was not
carried out.
November, 1892: Recommendation that a garbage crematory be obtained for West
Point. (Maj. McElderry.) Disapproved, as system in use deemed sufficient.
January, 1893: Owing to insufficient sleep obtained by cadets, recommended that
they be allowed one hour more. (Maj. Harvey.) Carried into effect.
February, 1893: Recom'nendation for increased ventilation of cadet dormitories
and quarters of civilian employt's a,t cadot mess. (Maj. Harvey.) Approved.
March, 1893: Recommendation concerning the regulation of temperature in cadet
rooms. Attention called to several basins in water closets out of order. Special
care recommended in the collection and distribution of the water supply. (Capt.
Kilbourne.) Approved.
April, 1893: Owing to possible prevalence of choleraic or allied disordeTs dnring the
ensuing season, recommended that a thorough sanitary condition of all parts of the
post be at once secured, and that extra efforts be made to keep premises in wholel:lome order. (Maj. HarYey.) Approved.
May, 1893: Reports stable in rear of officers' quarters No.5 in an unsanitary condition. (Maj. Harvey.) Corrected.
·
ATTENDING SURGEON, SOLDIERS' HOSPITAL,

July, 1892: Reports that the bread is occasionally slack-baked and consequently
wasted by the men. (Capt. Kilbourne.) Corrected.
August, 1892: Reports condition of water supply improved. (Capt. Kilhllnrne.)
Sept om her, !R~2: Recommf'lHls ilaily removal of kitchen refuse from reeeptacle
provided for it. Hecommemls coatiug of asphalt or other nonnllf;orhcnt mnteria] for
the brick flooring of engineer barracks. Improved system of heating of engiu<'er
barracks recommended. Method of ventilation for bancl barracks recommended.
Removal of fresh vegetables from basement of post guard-house recommended.
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Recommends filtration of the water supplied to the soldil3rs' hospital. In the event
of epidemic of cholent, should a case appear in the vicinity of the reservoir in the
"Highlands," recommends surveillance. (Capt. Kilhonrne.) Action: Reconnnendations for engineer and band barracks approved, uut no funds available; other items
approved and corrected.
October, 1892: On account of the number of cases of sore feet in the engineer
company, trial of new soft slwe reeommended (Capt. Kilbourne). Approved.
November, 1892: Recommewls removal of obstruction to flow of water in ravine
near garden of army service detachment. (Capt. Kilbourne.) Correeted.
December~ 1892: Re•;ommends that provision be made for the removal of lanndry
and kitchen slop waters from the new soldiers' quarters in "Rugertown" ll:y means
of a sewer falling into the hospital main, anfl that the outside taps fi·om the water
supply be taken int~ these quarters. (Capt. Kilbonrne.) Approved, except so much
as relates to taking water taps into quarters. No funds are availaule at present for
constructing the sewer suggested.
January, 1893: Use of basement of band barracks as squad room for a portion of
the army service detachment recommended discontinued. (Capt. Kilbourne.)
Approved.
February, 1893: On compl::~int of prisoners in post guard house, recommended
that they be allowed one additional blanket. (Capt. Macauley.) Approved.
March, 1893: Recommends that some arrangement be made by which the use of ·
the attics of the engineer barracl{S as dormitories may be discontinued. Hecommends that the vacated rooms in the basement of the band barracks be not again
occupied as donnitories or S<luad rooms. Recommends grading of road in "Logtown"
to prevent melted snow and rain wa.ter from draining into houses., also that ditches
be dug around upper sides of outbuildings of quarters Nos. 97, 99, 101, and 105, their
floors being coutiunally wet. Recommends that the enlisted men be forbidden to
wear tlle "barrack shoe" outside their quarterH. (Capt." Macauley.) Action: The
discontinuance of the use of the attic of engineer barracks and basement of band
barracks as dormitories, and the digging of the ditch around the upper sitles of outbuildings, approved. Grading of road in 11 Logtown" approved. Estimate to be
submitted to Congress.
April, 1893: Recommends cleaning of obstructed ditch (for excess of spring water)
in front of subdispensary. (Capt. Macauley.) Corrected.
:May, 1893: Recommends a more frequent removal of the eontents of the filter at
the water house because of turbidity of general supply. (Capt. Macauley.) ApproYed.
June, 1893: Recommends that all earth closets be empti~d every day, and that
fresh earth ue placed in them, after emptying, to the <lc}ltn of an inch. (Capt.
Macauley.) Approved as follows: Earth closets to be emptied every day and dry
earth to be sprinkled in them when used.
The following is n, summary of the data of general interest from the records of
the soldiers' hospitnl for the year ending .Jnne 80, 18UJ:
Average strength of enlisted. command .. _____ .. _.. _ . _. __ . _____ .. __ .. ______ . 326. 06
Nnmber of euliste<l men t1:eatetl in hospitaL __ .. ____ . __ ._. ___ . _______ . __ .. __ 97
Number of enlisted men treated in quarters.·--···---·------------------·· __ 3G6
'l'otal _.• _...... ___________ . __ ....•.... ____ .. _________ . ____ •... ___ ____ 463
Average number of civilians entitled to medical service __ . _____ .. _.. _.. _. __ . 476
Total number of civilians ta.ken sick_. ___ .. ________ . _____ . ___ . ___ . _____ .... 50-i
Number of births occurring in the families of enlistetl men and civilian
en1ployes . ____ .. _. _____ ... ______ .. ____ . _______ .. _.. __ .. __ ..... __ .... ____ . 29
Number of enlisted men discharged on surgeon's certificate of disability____
3
Number of recrnits examined for the period beginning May 1, 1893, anu
enctingJune 30, 1893 ______ ------------ ·----- ------------ ··---- ·--- ------ .. 24
(The number for the year can not be furnh;hed, the o1d '' He&istrr of Physical Examination of Recruits" having been forwardetl to tlle Surgeon-Ueneral, as required by Army regulations.)
Number of vaccinations and revaccinationsTotal vaccinations . _. ________________ ...•... ________________ . __ .. . . . . . . 4
Total revaccinations ____ .. _________________ . ____ . ______ . _______ . _ ______ 30
Number of deaths among soldiers and their families and civilian employes
and tl1eir families ______________________ ----·- ____ --·------· ________ ------ 13
Of this Humber one soldier only died (September, 1892); canse of death, compression of the hr}tin, the result of an accident. Other canses of (leath in this category
were cholera inf,mtnm, convulsions, diphtheria, and consumption.
Tlte total number of prescriptions compounded at the soldiers' hospital was
4,055.
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The several duties of the medical officers acting in the capacity of assistants to
the post surgeon have been most intelligently, fai tldul1y, and zealously discharged.;
and d.iscipliue, efficiency, nml attention to uuty among the enlisted. men of tlte hospital corps have, in the main, been highly sa.tiRfactory.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

P. F.

HARVJ•:Y,

Major and 8'u1'fJCOn, U.S. Army, Post Stwgeon.
HEADQUARTERS

u.s. MILITARY

ACADI~MY,

11'cst l'oint, N. Y., Septmnbm· 23, 1893.

A true copy.

J.

M. CARSON,

Jr.,

First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant, ll. S. Military Acaclerny.

D.

u. s.

HEADQUARTERS
MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE TREASURY, QUARTER:VlASTEH, AND CO;\IMISSARY CADETS,

West Point, N. Y., September 14, 1893.

The

ADJUTANT OF THE

U.S.

MILITAl{Y AcADK\IY,

We.st Point, N. Y.:
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following relative to my duties a~1 treasurer
of the Military Academy, quartermaster an(l commisRary of cadets, for the year
ending June 30, 1893, referring to each duty under the proper heading:
TREASURER OF THE l\ULITAHY ACADEl\lY.

The business of the treasurer's office during the year has necessitated the keeping of twenty-eight separate accounts with cadets and others, all funds handled
l1v the treasurer being such as are received bimonthly from the paymaster, U. S.
Army, a8 pay of the cadets, and from officers on account of purchases made by them
at t.he cadet quartermastet's department store, cadet mess for certain supplies
sold them there, and for the washing of collars and cuffs at the laundry. The
treasurer of the Academy receives no fund:; direct from the United States Treasury.
The trea.stuer's accounts have been inspected regularly every two mouths by an
officer detailed hy the 8nperintendent for that purpose, as well as by the special committee of the hoard of vistors in Jnne, all of which inspections have been reported
most ~.;a tis factory to the inspectors. The accounts kept are the same as note(l in mv
annual report for 1892, with two new ones, viz: Athletic AssociatiQn and Youn~
Men's Christian Association.
""
The statement of the treasnrer, U. S. Military Academy, dated May 16, 1892, which
was the last statement made prior to the expiration of the :fiscal year 1801-1892, was
as follows:

_ _ _ _ _ _A_s_s_et_s_.- - - - - - ,

-----1----

-~I----'----L-i-au_J_·l_it-ie_s_.

Deposit<'d with the assistant. treas· I
urerof the United States, New York. $30, 834. 37
Miscellaneons items to he rhargr-cl . . .
40.79
IllYestecl in Dnitetl Statrs bonds...... 20, 000. 00
Cash ou hand in office safe ...... ----..
3, 496.42
____1

54,371.58 1!1

Total ......•••••••••••••...•....

Cadetlanndry .................... _..
$4, 519.:39
Cadet q uartermnster'R tlrpartmout .
G, 714. 06
Cadet snbsi!'ltcnce (lopartmeut. . . . . . .
1, 9H. 77
Corps f cadets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 176.04
Deposits ..................... .... _...
225. 00
Dialectic sodety ... _........ _.......
24. 35
Equipment fnnd .... ·············-··.
28,750.00
Miscellaneous fnud ............ ·...... ___ 17.97
Tota ···-····-····-·-··--··--···

5!,371.58

1

The following statement of receipts aml disbursements nm!er each account exhibits
the totals of such between May 16, 18B2, the elate of the last statement, fiscal
year 1891-'92, and May 15, 1893, the date of Ute last statement vrepareu in this office
prior to Jnne 30, 1893, six bimonthly statements having been lllUlle during the
year, namely:
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No.,
Receipts.
1 I .Assistant tr~asurer, check drawn.
2 Balances paul .....•...............
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28

Disbursements .

.Amount.

$145,797.88
17,764.05
Barber ........................... .
533.55
10,498.16
Cadet cash ...................••...
1, 961. 51
Cadet hospitaL ................... .
Cadet laundry .................... .
6, 680.91
72,751.09
Cadet quartermaster's department
54,870.45
Cadet subsistence department ....
452. 00
Confedion~r .....................•
Corps of cadets ................... . 177,795. 85
Damages, ordnance, and stoppages.
13.50
Dancing .......................... .
600.00
Dentist ........................... .
539.00
Deposits ..... __ .................. .
16,985.20
Dialectic society .........•........
450.33
Equipment fund ................. .
12,720.00
Expressage ...................... .
32.84
1, 25:.!. 31
Gas fund ..................•.......
1, 668. R6
Hopsandgermrms -----···-···--··
Miscellaneous fnncl .............••
6. 55
Misce\laneous items .....••..•..•..
1, 105.74
30.15
Oaths-----------·-----------······
Paymaster ....................... . 149,521. 50
Periodicals ........................ ,
73.42
84.00
Photographer----------···········
5, 599. 55
Policing barracks .......•....... --~
.Athletic Association ............. .
326.25
Young Men's Christian Association
31.80

Amount.

Assistant treasurer (deposits) .... $149, 521.50
Balances paid.....................
17, fl21. :m
Barber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5~1. 55
Cadet cash........................
10, 59fi. Hi
Cadet hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 7i8. 54
Cadet laundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 920.19
CadetquarteJ~master's department
69,131.34
Cadet subsistence departmsnt . . . .
55,760. G7
Confectioner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
452. 00
Corps of ca!lets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178, 590. 47
Damages, ordnance, anu stoppagea
13. 50
Dancing..........................
600.00
Dentist...........................
674.00
Deposits..........................
16,785.20
Dialectic society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
447. 83
Equipment, fund..................
Ul, 370.00
Expressage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32. 8-!
Gas fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 252. 31
Hops anu germanR---------.......
1, 668.36
Mi scellanemts fu ml ...........•.. _ ....... ___ ..
Miscellaneow; items...............
1, 064. 95
Oaths . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30. 15
Paymaster........................ 149,521.50
Perioflicals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73. 42
Photographer.....................
84.00
Policing barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 599. 55
Athletic Association ............ _.
279. 81
YoungMen'sC!Jristian.Association
16.86

It will be obRerved that accounts 3, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 appear
and disappear in the above statement, no balances being carried. This is the case
because only snch sums are. charged the cadets proporti011ally as will settle the
indebtedness necesRarily incurred in connection with each object denoted by the
name of the account. From this statement it will be seen that cadets expended
during the year, for the purposes indicated in the following liRt, Table No. 1, the
snm set opposite each account. These sums can be compared with the expenditures
for the same ol1jects during the fiscal year 1891-'92, as shown in Table No.2:
Table No.1.

Amount.

Hair cutting .......................... .
Confectionery ....................•....
Dentistry ............................. .
Expressage ........................... .
Gas ................................... .
Hops .................. -········-----Oaths ...........•.................. _.. .
Periodicals ........................... .

$533.55
452.00
674.00
32.84
1, 252. !l1
1, GGS. 36
30.15
73.42
84.00
5, 599.55
279.81
] '961. 51

~~l1!7~~aJ~;~~-ck~::::: :::::::::::::::::

Athletic Association ................. .
Support cadet hospital. ............... .

Table No.2.

Amount.

~~~fe~~;;;·~~%;,· -. ~:: ::·.: ::::::::::::::::

$~~~: ~g

Dentistry ... __ ........................
954.00
Expressage ....................... , . . .
44. 20
Gas...................................
1, 255. !JO.
Hops .................................
1,641.17
Oaths . . . _..... . . . . . . . . . . . .......... _
24. 00
Periodicalfl ---·········-···-···-···--·
92.00
Photographs .................... _.... _
54. 00
Policing barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 866. 63
Athlet.ic Association _............... __ ...... _.. .
Support cadet hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 928. 61

The cost of toilet paper nsed in cadet sinks, candles consmned in camp (in 1892)
blacking, blacking brushes, and matches is included in the snm eha.r getl a.gainst
policing barracks, as well as the pay roll of the men employed in policing barracks,
which latter amount was for the year $4-,920.
The following is the statement of the treasurer at date, May 15, 1893, the last
inspection of his acconuts prior to cud of the fiscal year:
.Assets.

Liabilities .

.As!'listant treasurer .................. . $34-, 557. 99
Balances paid .... __ . _____ ..... _. __ ... .
157.28.
Cadet cash ............ ___ , .. __ .•......
98.00
l!l5. 00
Dentiflt, ------ ...... ------ ............ .
Trnstfnwl .......................... . 20,000.00
Cash on hand ...•.. , ................. .
873.65

Total ..........••............... ~

55, 821. !J:!

Athletic Association ................ .
Cadet hospital.. __ .. _..... _......... .
Cadet lanndry .......... ___ ......... .
Cadet quartermaster's department ..
Cadet subsistence department ...... .
Corps of cadets_ ...... _.. __ . ___ ..... .
Deposits ............................ .
Youug Men's Christian Association.
Dialectic societ_v .. __ . _...... _....... .
EqHipment. fnnd .................... .
Miscellalleons fund ................. .

$222.75
182.97
4, 2R0.1l
10, 333. Hl
1, 054. 5:)
11, 381.42
200.00
14. 9-l
26.85
28, 100. 00

Total ...........................

55,8:.!1.02

24.53
1
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The amount of the equipment fnnu as given nbove was reducecl becam~e of settlement with this year's graduating class by the sum of $9,558. The experiment tried
this year of settling the accounts of graduates prior to date of graduation workfld
exceedingly well, and the plan will be pursued in future.
CADET QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT,

During the year ending June 30 last the department manufacturell for cadetsDress coats .. _._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
333 ·white trousers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 096
Overcoats ... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
175 Gra;v ilan!lel trousers ........ "... .
138
Blouses .................. _... . . . .
413 Tennis trousers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27
White jackets ....... ___ ..........
279 Gray riding trousers ...... ---.--..
57
Gray trousers _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
624
During the same period there were manufactured for officers, graduates, and furlough men3 Riclin g trousers ............... _.. .
0
Blouses .........•.. -....... - .... .
1 Civilian coats ................ _.. .
12
Dress coats ............... _...... .
35 Civili~1nvests ................... .
Uniform trousers ................ .
15
24
Ca.pcs ..................... ·...... .
1 Civiliantrousers ····------------·
Overcoats ............. __ ...... _..
1
There were repaired during the yearDress coats ............. _ . . . . . . . . .
298
Overcoats........................
285
Blouses ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647
Trousers .. _..... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 613

I

Civilian suits . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
49
Pairs of gloves ...... _............
695
Pairs of socks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2, 845
Pairs of shoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 373

Year before last the business of the store was conducted on the following basis:
Seven per cent was addecl to the face invoice of supplies. the discounts arising from
cash payments accruing to the store. Under this charge the fund increased.
Inasmuch u.s it is the intention to charge only such percentages as will pay the
rnnniug expem;es of the store, viz, the charges for salaries of cutter, clerks, janitor,
driver of wagon, policewoman, and freight charges, the manner of transacting the
business was changed to the following basis, viz:
All discounts received because of spot casu payments were deducted from the face
of the invoice and 4 per cent was charged on such reduced amount.
The fund on this basis diminished $1,013.48, or from $43,789. 46 to $42,775.98,
which was the value of the cadet quartermaster's department fund June 30 last,
consisting of supplies and money.
I recommend that during the present year the business be conducted on the following basis, viz, add 4 per ceut to the face invoice of supplies.
'l'his matter of charges is one which must be adjusted from year to year, since
:whilst the running expenses are fixed, or nearly so, the value of the fund varies
according to the amount of business clone. One year ago the prices of the following
articles of clothing were reduced as follows:
Dress coats from ............. - .................. -... . . • • . . • . . . . . . . $16. 75 to $15. 43
Overcoats from ......................... - ...... - .. - ... -... . . . . . . . . 22. 75 to 21. 40
Blouses from ............................... -... -.......... - . . . • . . 13. 32 to 12. 04
Gray trousers from ......................•..................... -. .
6. 96 to 5. 92
The diminution of the fund by $1,013.48 is partly clue to this reduction in prices.
If my recommendation to charge 4 per cent on thn face value of the invoice is
approved the above articles will be charged at the following prices, viz:
Cents.

Dress coats, $15.90, increase of ......... -..............................•••..••••.
Overcoats, $22.36, increase of ... - ...............................................
Blouses, $12.40, increase of .........................................••. _....••••.
Gray trousers, $6.15, increase of ....... _... _..................... , ............ _..

47
39
36
23

The plan adopted this last year of manufacturing for the incoming fourth class
prior to its arrival all articles of clothing on old cadets' average measurements
worked most satisfactorily and secured the complete outfitting of the class in a shorter
period than the work was ever before accomplished, and the same plan will be carried out in future.
CADET SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

The cadet mess hall, the kitehens, bakery, and dormitories are all in good condition. The average daily cost of subsistence per cadet during the year was 52.22 cents,
an increase over the cost the year previous of 2.62 cents per day, due to the increased
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cost of supplies. Ln my report J'ur the fiscal yPar 1891-'92, I gaye a minute
detailed account of the manner iu which the nffnirs of the mess are conducted,
therefore, omit any reference to the same at this time.
The cadet garucn is not so good a one as was the old garden, the territory of
was taken for the extension of the 1wst cemetery; however, it is improving
to year. I invite attention to the fact that the southern boundary of the rf\l'lf\l"l'"!l.t;inli
has HO wall or fence to protect it and the 1·eservation from the incursion of
belonging to the citizens of Highland _Falls. In obedience to the instructions
Superintendent, the manure pile formerly located in front of the garde:<ner's q
is being removed to the rear of t,he same. I recommend that the present
entrance to the grounds be walled up; that an entrance to them from the back
in rear of gardener's house be made, using the gate now used in front; that the
rior stone wall which divides the territory in front of the gardener's house in
lots be Temoved, and that the stones of which it is composed be placed on
wall running from the crossroads nort1l westerly. (This last wall is in some
lower than the road. The removal of this ·w all will give one large Jot, which cau
set in grass.) That the bnillling at the garden be given a coat of paint.
These things ha,ving been clone, the loeality will be greatly improved.
Inasmuch as there is no appropriation for these improvements, I respectfully 1·e
that the same may be executed by the post quartermaster, he employing his
and the men of his detachment to do the work.
CADET LAUNDRY.
'l'he laundry building and machinery are in good comlition.
wera laundrieil during the year:
Clothes bags .................. .
Sheets . ___ . _.................. .
Pillow cases_ •.. _.............. .
White shirts ___ ....... _... _. _..
Nightshirts ____ . ____ .. __ . _____ .
Undershirts_. ___ . --.- . __ . _.....
Drawers----------------------'Vhite troflsert> __ .. ___ . ________ _
Whitejackets ...... ---- -----· ..
'l'o·wels _____ . ____ ......... __ . __ .
Socks, pairs of ............ _. __ _
Gloves, pairs of .......... _. __ . _
Handkerchiefs .... _.. _.. _____ ..
Cufi's, pairs of ........... _... __ _

The following articles

4, 774 Collars .......... -----· .... --··
22, 953 Shoulder belts ..... _... _.... _..
16, 346 Waist belts .................. __
22,716 Sword belts ______ ...... -----· __
13, 972 Gray trousers . __ . _.. __ . _... ___ _
43,978 Grayjackets ---·--------------43, 590 BJan kets, si ogle . _. __ .. _______ . _
47, 188 Comforta bles .... _. ___ .. _______ _
3,170 Bathing suits---··---·----·---76, 106 I Vest .... _....... _________ . ___ . _
1
40,892 1 Articles fi:om cadet hospital . . . .
4, 082
38,461
---83,965
Total ...•............ ---- 640,993
42,670
1

An excess over the number of :uticles lanndried last year, exclusive of the work
done for the cadet hospital, of 128,746 pieces. I am of the opinion that this increase
is due to the fact that the laundry charges are proportional.
Hespectfnlly submittell.
\V:\I. P. SPUHGIN.
Captain Twenty-first .I nfauh·y, l'reasn1·er D. S. Military Academy,
Qnm·termaste1' anrl Commissw·y of Caclets.
A true copy.
J. M. CARSON, .JR.,
Fi1·st Lieutenant Fifth CavalTy, Adjutant.

E.
\VE~;T POINT, N. Y., Septe11~ber 4, 1899.
The ADJUTANT U. S. MIUTARY ACADEl\lY:
SIR: In accordance with instructions, I have the honor to submit the following
report of the llrincipal operations in the department of ordnance and gunnery at the
U.S. :Military Academy during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893:

In the machine shop the following full-size wood models of proJectiles have been
mane for use in tho instruction of cadets and for the ordnance mni-icum:
Two models 12-inch mortar shell, two models 12-inch solid shot, two models 10-
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inch solid shot, two mo1lels 8-inch solid shot, two mollels 5-inch shell, two mol1els
:1.6-inch shell, two models 3.2-inch shell, two models 3.2-inch shrapnel; total, 16.
These have been lettered, lacquered, and prepared for use.
The Thurston testing machine has been repairell and made ready for use.
A number of sample boards for small-arm cartridges have been preparell, showing
the different steps in the manufacture of the small-arm anmmnition.
A large quantity of old zincs on hand, have ueeu remeHed and recast for use with
the gravity batteries at the instrument house.
A large quantity of stores belonging to the mnseum have ueen cleaned, packed,
and shipped to the World's Fair at Chicago, authority therefor having ueen giyen
by the proper authorities.
A platform for the Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun has been built and laid at the ordnance
firing ground; a cabinet for copper cylinders for crusher gauge, and a powder case
for samples of powder made for the section room; also rests for star gauges for usc
in practical inRtruction; and re1Ja.irs to bier which is used on the artillery caisson at
funerals have been made; fencing muskets for the gymnasium have been stockell;
models of rifling and boring tools made, and the boat belonging to the department
and used in placing the targets, etc., repainted.
The barrack room and exterior woocl·w ork of uuildings have been painted, also
the instrument aml firing houses, and the ballistic pendulum house at the north
dock.
The brick pavement at instrument house has been relaid, two new 8-inch barbette
carriages assembled at the seacoast battery, the materials for mechanical mttneuvers
overhauled, cleaned, and repaired, the 15-inch gun carriages repaired, and coyers
made for all the machine and rapid-fhe guns. Drawings have been made, for use in
the section room, of all the more complicated materials referred to in the course of
instruction, and this work is still in progress. Also drawings have been made of all
the parts of the breech mechamsm of the different machine and rapid-fire guns in
the possession of the department, for the use of cadets in dismounting and assembling these gum; in the course of practical instruction.
The lithographic plates required in the text-hook on exterior ballistics and gun
construction have been prepared, printed, and bound with the book.
The wires at the instrument house have been rearranged and drawings made
showing their arrangement in detail.
This work is still in progress.
The models and projectiles belonging to the museum and stored in l;he basement of
cadet barracks have been moved and arranged in order.
MUSEU:rti.

When the old academic building was torn clown in June, 1891, it became necessary
to remove and store tempomrily the articles belonging to it. The projectiles and
some of the models were stored in the basement of cadet barracks, the trophy flags
in the attic of the east building at the ordnance laboratory, and the arms and
remaining models in the attic of the west building. As stated previously, some of
these stores were shipped to Chicago for exhibition at the World's Fair. Two regimental and one national colol' belonging to the Sixth United States Infantry haYe
been asked for by the colonel of that regiment, and their transfer to him has been
approved by the honorable Secretary of War.
A number of articles have been received for the museum, among them a Jarmann
gun, caliber .399, which was presented by Gen. Otto Nyquist, aid-de-camp to His
Ma:jesty, the King of Sweden; the epanlettes ~f Gen. Totten and +~e inkstand of Gen.
Cullum, both presented by Col. Craighill, U. S. Corps of Engineers.
As soon as the new academic lmildiug is completed and the room for the museum
available, it is believed that many valuable additions will be made to the already
large collection of the Academy.
ADI>ITIONS TO ARMA:\IENT.

During the year the ordnance department has supplied the gun carriages, limbers,
and caissons complete for a new 3.20 field battery. The guns were already on hand,
but were mount,ed on old wooden 3-inch carriages, and the battery could only be used
for foot drill.
The new carria,ges are of the latest light pattern steel, and the old battery' with
heavy carriages is used for foot drill. As soon as they are availa.ble it is intended to
replace the heavy carriages with light ones.
·
There are at present two coJUplete field batteries of six guns each, 3.20 inch, at the
Academy, and the field armament is complete.
Requisitions have been made for an Easton and Anderson carriage for the 12-; ·1ch
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steel-hooped breech-loading mortar, and it iR belieYctl that the carriage will soon be
delivered here.
The apprOl)Tiation for the construction of the platform was made by the last Congress and is now available.
The 12-inch mortar is here ready for mounting. A requisition l1as also been made
for an 8-inch barbette carriage for the 8-inch steel breech-loading rifle. It is believed
that this carriage will be ready during the present year, and the money :ior its platform is also a,vailable.
'l'he gun can be obtained at any time. Three new front pintle barbette carriages
for 8-inch converted rifles will be procured as soon as l)latforms can be provided for
them. They are intended to replace the present obsolete carriages in the seacoast
l)attery, the two 8-inch co'werted rifles to be mounted on them, to replace the present 10 inch Rodman smoothbore aml 300-ponnder Parrott, are already here.
The money for these platforms is now a;va.i lable. Four •3-inch siege guns and two
7-inch howitzers with their carriages have been asked for to fit out the siege-gun
battery. The delay in receiving them is due to the carriages, but they should be ready
at an early date.
A Maxim automatic machine gun and a 1\ordcnfelt rapid-fire gun have been ordered
.fi:orn the manufacturers.
They are now making the machine gun, drawings of the chamber having been sent
them, and they should be received in the next few months. A. Drig-gs-Schroeder
rapid-fire gun has been estimated for in the ammal estimates thi:-; year. It is
hoped that the department may be enabled to obtain each ye~tr a sample of the leading machine and rapid-fire guns of the world for the benefit of cadets and as an
addition to the museum.
S~fALL-AR::\18

AND AMMUNITION.

A.s soon as the manufactnre of the new small-caliber rifle shall h;we progressed
sufficiently at the National Armory it is intendecl to obtain samples of the g·nn in its
various stages of manufacture, and also of its ammunition, for purpose of instruction and for the museum.
MODELS.

An appropriation was made by the last Congress for the manufacture of models of
guns of the field, siege and sea-coast service. These models arc now being made
at the \Vatervliet Arsenal. 'l'hey are intended to show on a 1·educed scale the gun
and its mechanism complete, and will be very valuable for pnrposes of instruction
and as an addition to the museum. A further estimate has been submitted thi!:l year
for funds to complete these models and to make models of all the carriages belonging to them.
During the yea1· there have been obtained from the Frankfo1·d Arsenal various
models of the service shrapnel, cartridges, primers, etc.
From the American Projectile Compa.ny, Boston, Mass., samples of electric-welded
projectiles of their manufacture, which they very kindly furnished without cost to
the department; also samples of the Hotchkiss ammunition, furnished similarly by
the Hotchkiss Company.
The models of aU the service projectiles, full size in wood, have been made here,
the mate1:ial being furnished by the Ordnance Department.
BALLISTIC INS'l'R UMENTS,

A new Breger chronograph, made by Queen & Co., of Philadelphia, has been purchased, and the old S'chultz chronoscope altered by the same firm, replacing to
spark and coil by Marcel Deprez registers. These registers are now on exhibition
at the ·world's Fair. There are thus four good ballistic instruments belonging to
the department, and greater facilities than ever before are extended to cadets to
become familiar with the working of these instruments. In addition to i.his the
Ordnanco Department is now making four rifled barrels fitted with cmsher gauges
for use with these instruments, and independent targets are being arranged by
which all the instruments can be used.
The mercury densimeter has been repaired and is now used in the determination
of the specific gravity of powder.
I have no recommendations or suggestions to make.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,

A true extract..

Captain, 01·dnance Depm·tment, U. S. Army,
InBtructor of Ordnance and Gunnery.
J.

M. 0AUSON, JR.,

Fi,r st Lieutenant, Fijtk Caval1·y, Adjutant.
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F.
WEST POINT, N. Y., September 11, 1893.
The ADJUTANT, U. S. MIUTARY ACADEl\IY1
We.<Jt Point, N. Y. :
SIR: Complying with the requirements of Circular No. 35, Headquarters TT. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., August 26, 1893, I have the honor to submit the
following report concerning the operations of the department of practical military
engineering for the year enuing August 31, 1893:

•

*

*

*

ff

flo

WATER SUPPLY AND PIPE LINE,
During the short but extreme drought of the summer of 1893 tbe water level of
Round Pond fell so low as to cause anxiety for a time. The season was most favorable for a test of the water supply under the present conditions of storage. During
November, 1892, Round Pond was drawn down to 11.5 feet, tlw lowest level for the
year. The water continued to rise during the winter and spring until, on April 6,
1893, it reached 18 feet, the level where loss b egins to take place by leakage through
the dam. The unusually high reading of 19 feet was recorJed on May 4, 5, and 6,
1892, being about hnlf a foot above the crest of the spillway. Without any draft
through the siphon the. level fell so as to record 17.9 feet on Junn 9. On June 19
the level of 18 feet was again reached and maintained until the drought began on
July 1. The level fell steadily to 13.6 feet on August 23, the last day of drought
during the year under consideration.
For tbe purpose of study the average monthly gauge readings at Round Pond
have been plotted for the whole period during which they have been kept; thnt is,
from October, 1880, to August, 1893, inclusive. A tracing showing the resulting
curve is sent herewith, marked B. It shows conclusively that the existing means of
water storage must be largely supplemented if the danger of a water famine is to be
averted.
After fully considering the subject I am of the opinion that a new reservoir should
be formed at the site previously adoptel1, viz, the hollow south of Fort Putnam.
An appropriation having been made for this pnrpose explorations for a site for a
dam have been under way for several months. The work has been delayed by \Yant
of suitable plant and by difficulty in procuring good laborers, but js now almost
completed. The indications are that, owing to the character of tht3 ground and the
sca1·city of suitable material for an earthern dam, a structure of t)lat kind is not to
be recommended, but that a masonry dam8hould be built instead. The whole question is receiving careful study and will soon be made the subject of a special report.
The existing reservoirs are not in good condition, and in my annual estimates I
submitted an item of $25,000 for making substantial improvements in this respect.
The dams in several instances need strengthening and raising, while the :reservoirs
and their watersheds are in need of cleaning to improve the condition of the water.
The leaks iu the dam at Delafield Pond are well known to need attention. The Crownest dam requires repointing. The Cascades dam should be tighte1wd, and the
existing crude intake replaced by a suitable one. The dam at Roun(l Pond can be
raised and tightened to advantage, as was clearly shown during last spring, when
considerable excellent water was lost by overflow and leakage. The Sinclair Pond
dam needs strengthening, and the existing wooden spillway, located about the
middle of the dam, should be replaced by a masonry structure, placed in the natural
bank.
The pipe line has rendered excellent service, and has needed only routine repairs.
New roofs have been placed on the water house, the filter house, and the Delafield
Pond g3,te house. Slight repairs have been made to the siphon house at Round
Pond. Surveys pertaining to the proposed new reservoir are in progress.

•

Very respectfully,

*

*

*

*

JAS. L. LUSK,
Captct.in, Co1")_JS of Engineers,
Instructor PrcwHcal Milita1'!J Enginem·ing.
HEADQUARTERS u. s. MILITARY ACADF:M:Y,
West Point, N. Y., Septmnbe1· 20, 1893.
A true extract.
J. M. CARSON, JR.. ,
Pirst Lieutenant, Fifth Caval1·y, Adjntant.
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G.
QUARTERMAST"RR1S OFFICE,

u. s. MIUTATIY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., Septembel' 11, 1893.
The

AD.TUTANT,

U. S.

1\fiLtTAHY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y. :
SIR: I have t.he honor to submit herewith the following report of the operations

of t.I1e Quartermaste1·'s Department at West Point, N.Y., for the fiscal year ending
.June 30, 1893, preparetl in acr·or<ia,nce with inqtruf'tions from yonr office, dated
Angnst 26, 1893 :
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPART:\LRNT, U. S. ARMY.

The duties pertaining to this department consist in proviuing fuel, forage, aud
straw for the public animals and for officers' priYate horses; stove.'l for heating part
of the officers' and enlisted mens' quarters; means of transportation by bud and
water for troops anll anima,l s; in furuishing the auimals reqnired for artillery, cavalry, and draft purposes, and in procuring an<l tlistributing r.lot.hing and equipage
for the command.
The following appropriations have been drawn upon either for fnnds or supplies
in order to meet the demands made upon the department:
Appropriation for 1·egnlar supplies.-No allotment was made 1 hnt fnnds were fnrniRbed as necessity demanded, and were expended in the payment nuder formal contracts for fuel, forage, and stra.w, and stores required for sale to otfieers, and for
~sue.
.
App1·opriation jo1· incidental expenses.-An allotment of $10,500 was ma<le, :tnd in
addition thereto the sum of $113.63 for various purposes. Of this amount $10,493.25
was expended in payment for services rendered by civilian clerks, extra-dnty pay to
enlisterl. men, anrl. $120.38 for purchase of mh;cellaneous supplies and services .
.dppro];riation for Anny tt·anBportatioJL-No allotment was made under t,his head,
but funds were supplied as necessity demandetl and were expended in the payment
of mechanics, teamsters, transportation of funds, and $660 for the purchase of four
uraft a.n imals. The department was, on requisition and quarterly estimates, provided under this appropriatjon with means of transportation, such as wagons, carts,
harness, and materials for the repair of same, etc.
During the fiscal year there has been shipped 98,728 . pounds of freight and tramportation furnished, by rail and water, for 501 persons and 42 hOTses.
Appropriation jot· clothing and equipage.-No allotment of funds was made under
this bead of appropriation with the exception of $5 for inserting new linings on
cape of overcoat, but clothing and equipage required by the comma1id were furniRhed
from depots of the Quartermaster's Department upon proper estimates and issued
to troops upon approved requisitions.
The amounts received, disbursed, etc., under the various heads of appropriation
were as follows:
Received from the Quartermaster-General of the Army:
Regular supplies.·-······---·-------·-· .... ··---·····---··--···-···· $33, 569.19
Incidental expenses._. __ ... _--·-- ___ ... _..... _...... __ ............ . 10,613.63
Army transportation .••••.... __ ... _... , .............. _...... _... -·.
4, 826.20
Clothing and equipage._._ .... _..... _............. . ...... ___ ...... .
5.00
Received from sales to officers .. __ ............... __ . _.................. .
Received from sales at auction ... __ ... _........................... _... .

49,014.02
4, 485.50
278.10

Total .. ________ • _. _••..• _... __ .... _... _..... _..... __ .. _. _....... .

53,777.62

Disbursed, etc.:
Regular supplies .... ·- .... __ ........ _._ ...... _.·-.--· ___ ....... _.. . 33,449.26
Incidental exnenses . _. _..... _................ _. _... ___ ............ . 10,609.88
Arm3r transportation ............. _.... _.. _.. _.... _.... __ .......... . 4, 686. 10
Proceeds of ~;;ales._ . _... _. _. __ .... _ .......... _.. _............... _.. . 4, 763.60
Outstanding debts ..... _........ ____ ... __ ................. __ .... __ .
127.68
Unexpended balances to be deposited ___ .. _. _.... __ ........... _..... _..
141.10

Formal contracts for furnishing fuel, forage, nntl straw were entered into as follows:
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With: .Tames \Ve:rant, .J nne~. 1892. ~iiO (•onls hartl wooc1.
War(l & Olyphnnt, .hme 8, 1~9~, 1,900 tons anthracite coal .
•John Noonan, Jnl;r 22, 1892. 190,_000 })Onnds oats.
Charles L. Rickerson, Jnly 22, 1892, 110 tons hay.
CbarlrsL. Rickerson, October 19,1892,680,000 pouncls oat::;, 95 tons straw.
Thomas She-phard, October 19, 1892, 420 tons hay.
William E. Dante, October 20, 1892, 15 tons middlings, V> tons Rhorts.
·william Lewis, .June 15, 1R03, 150 conls har<l wood.
The (lenumdsmade upon the 1>epartmentforserdce~ of mechanics an(llaborers warrants me in reeommen,ling that the present enlisted working force, known ns the
drtaclnnent of army-sm:vicemen, qnartermaster'R Dt•partment, be increased from 117
io )."iO mt>n, for the fol1owiug rcasoml:
The authorized strength of the detachment of army-service men, quartermaster's
drpartment, is 117 men. Of this number there nrc at. present 63 men who are dnil~
available for work in the quartennaster's departmPut: 21 meehauicR. 18 lahorer ·. 1~
tcawsters. and 6 oyerl!cers, the remainder performing Yarions other dnt.ies that l't'll(1er them mtaYailahle for purposes of policing ancl rPpairs at the post. The work to
lw performed., both police a11dmechanical, has increased. oflatc yean'! with the growth
of the post, hut the detachment, with the execption of nn i1u•rease of seven mt>n, has
remained. the same for the pa::;t ten or hYPlve year!'l, aiHl thi:; increase w:lR offset h.v
1he transfer of certain spPcinl-dnt~~ men. Th<' huildings of the post haYe incrPnfH'tl
thirt:y-fH~\- Pll in number dnrin .o· the s::m w period.
The sewer. water, and g·as vip(•-;
ktYe been extended to mel't the new additionR, and hav-e to he kept in good order.
The new builtlings are seattered and the police work is thus increns(\cl at ]east !!0 JH'l'
c·Pnt. The purchase of the Kinsley estn,te nPcessitates the care of mort> rondwny nllll
a(l<ls two more buil<lingR to tlw repair list. The telephone ~yst<·m ndu"' two more mcu to
the list of those on SJ)Ccial duty. The intro<lneing of 11owcr machinery in the quart(•rmaRter's workshops requireR the. erYices of one man as engint>er and the enlargement of the qnartermaRter'::; storage lmilcliugs requires the RerYiees of an extmman,
:u1diug two to the 1iRt of s1wcinl-dnty mm1. The number of printers in tht· headqnarters printing office has been incr·eased from three to four, atlcling one to the :-;pecial-uuty list. One man employed at the post ex<·hange adds another to the list on
special duty. The a(hlWon of quarters of officers n,ncl enlisted men hcu; necessitated the increase of lahorers an't teamsters deliYN'ing fnel n,nd neces!'lar;y policing.
The system of atlvertising for all Rnppliefl, and the clerical work conseqnen1 tlwroupon, has necessitated the increase of the nnmber of clerks elll})loye(l predons1y to
double the number, adding two men to the special-duty list.
On completion of the academic lmilding there will have to be supplied three or
four j:tnitors in ad<lition to those who were in the old academic building.
Upon tompletion of the enlnrgement of the gas plant the pre:-;cut force of men
employed at the gas works wi1l hn,ye to be increased by the acldition of fonr, at h·ast.
Th<> changiug of the former style of privies to en,rth-closets will require the sen·ices of two additional men as sca,venf(ers.
The average number of men who can avail themRelves of a furlough um1er the provisions of paragraph I, General Orders, No. 80, Adjutant-General's Ofiicc, series of
1890, is about six, thereby reducing the working force by that number for a period
of three months, proYided all take advantage of the onler. Consequently the actual
strength presrnt will average only about 112.
The present enlisted worl-ing force is not, in my opinion, sufficiently large to keep
the bnildiugs and grounds of the post in proper ow1er aml at the same time furnish
the details required by the seYeral offices and the academic departments.
The <letachment on .June 30, 1893, was employed as follows:
Available for work iu the quartermaster's <lepartmeut:
Overseers _____ . __ .... _. ___ ... -- ... ----. - ____ .... __ . __ . _..... ___ •. . . • • • . 6
Skilled mecltani('H .. _. ___ ............. _. _... ___ .. ____ . _.. _.. _.. __ . _.... _ 21
Laborers . _.. _....... _........ _. _..... __ .. ___ .. _..... _.. ____ ... _.. _.. _. 18
Tentnsters .. _.... __ .......... _. _.. _.... __ ...... __ .. ____________________ 18
Otherwise employefl:
Clerks in qwntermaster's ofliCf• ____ .. _____ . ___ . _____ ... _____ . _. _.. ____ _
)JrRsruger awl janitor in quartc•rBmster's oflicp _________ .. __________ . __ _
Cooks in detachment mess _______ . _____________ . __ . _. ____________ .. ___ _
\Yarehouseman in tpwrtermaster's stor~honse. ___ . _______ . _________ . ___ .
Clerk to adjutant .... ---· .. ___ .... _. ___________ ___ . ___________ .--· ____ _
Printers ___________ . _______ .. ___ . _______ .. ___ . __ . _____________ .. ______ .
In post exchange . _. __________________ .. _____ ... _______ . _. __________ . __
In sn bsiste11 co Hton· house ____ . _________ . ______ . ___ . _. _. ________ . ______ _
In lT. :-l. Military Ae<Hkmy lihrary __________________ ------ ______ .... --·.:\Iail carrier ___ . __ . _____________ .. ____________________________ . _. ______ _
l?olicerncn . __ ..•...•....•••. _.•••• _..••.. ___ . _. _. __ .. ____ .. __ • __ .. _... _

63
·1
1
3
1
1
.j

1
.J,
~

1
2
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Otherwise employell-Continned.
School teacher ...............................•................•.•••••..
.At reservoirs, water-supply system ................................... ..
Janitors, academic builtling .......................................... ..
On telephone system .................................................. .
Watchmen; 1 at north dock, 1 at south dock ........................... .
In charge of grounds and greenlwuse attached to quarters assigne(l for
use of Superintendent U. S. Military Academy ....................... .
Care of post cemetery ................................................. .
Gardener, detachment garden ......................................... .
In gas works .................•......•.................................
In academic departments ............................................ ..

1
2
2
2
2
1
2

1
6
6

49
To which add:
Absent with leave ...••.................... _....................... _. __
Vacancies .................. _...... _. _................................. .

1
4
5

Total . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
The present number of draft animals authori7-cd for the quartermaster's department; at this post is insufficient, and, for reasons stateu above, an increase of from
37 to 45 is considered necessary to meet demands.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT OF THE U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY.

My duties in this branch are defined in paragraph 12 of the U.S. Military Academy
Regulations.
Contraets entered into by me during the year and those made in previous years
and remaining in force in the fiscal year to which this report relates were as follows:
Name of contractor.

Date of
contract.

.J. E. and A. L. Pennock . . . • . • . . . . May 18, 1891
.John Moore ...................... Sept. 25, 1891
.Broun, Gr11en & Adams .......... Apr. 13, 1892
Ward & Olyphant ................ .,'i.ug. 29,1892
Wm.McMeekin .................. Sept.. 1,1892
Narragansett Machine Co ........ Sept. 27,1892
Cassidy & Son Manufacturing Co. Oct. 27,1892
Jeremiah .J. Kennedy ............ Feb. 22, 1893
W m. McMeekin .. .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. . Apr. 24, 1893
DavidS. Wells .. • • .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .J nne 6, 1893
Do . . .. . .. .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. .. .June 24·, 1893
A. S. Swords & Co ................... do ....... .
Westmoreland Coal Co .............. do ...... ..

.Amount.
$447,981. 00
45,500. 00
200. 00
14, 820.00
1, 200. 00
951. 77
2, 080. 00
41, 993. 00
23, 447. 00
8, 102. 00
734. 25
13, 871. 00
4, 548. 00

Purpose.
New acaclemic building .
Completing new gymnasium •
I Military Academy Register•
3,300 tous anthracite coal.
Roof wing, quarters No. 39.
Deliverv gymnasium out.tit.
160 pencla:iits, cadet barracks.
Enlarging gas works.
New cadet sinkil, etc.
1,900 tons anthracite coal.
75 tons cannel coal.
3,300 tons anthracite coal.
1,200 tons gas coal.

Under contracts above named the following buildings were completed and improvements made in the year, viz:
New gymnasium; roof of wing of quarters No. 39; 160 two-light pendants, with
slide lights in cadet barracks.
The following buildings are in course of erection:
New academic building, new sinks and bathrooms for cadets, new gas works, new
boiler house, under contract da~ed July 7, 1893.
The following is an exhibit of my money accountability during the year·
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Exhibit slwwing ?'eceipt, disbursement, etc., of funds pertaining to app?·opt•iations for t"M
support of the U. S. Military Academy during the fiscal yew· ending June 30, 1893.

Curr3nt

tn
~~~)~~~ ~;.
1

I Misrella- I
neous
Bnil(Hngs
items and \
aml
' inddl·ntal · grounds.
1 expenses.

New
academic
building.

1
1

N::Si~~-

Total.

j

!

_O_n_l_la_n_d_J_u_l_y_1_,_18_9_2_:-----,- -------- ~

1890 ...•. 1• • • • • • • • • • • • [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $il7, 012.71 $39,993.25 I $77,005.£8
Appropnat1on 1891 . . . . . $3, 662. 42 i $1. 88fi. 26
$8, 571. 72
14, 12J. 40
Ap])ropriation 1892 .... · ' 9, 028. 71 ! 2, 458. 98
2, 589. 01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 14, 076. 70
1
Received from Treasurer .
1
UnitedStatesonapproved
:
1
estimates:. .
j
1.
Appropnahon 1890 ..... ! •••••••••••• 1• ••• • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 79,300.00 . . . . . . . . . . . - ~
79, 300. CO
Appropr!at~on

1....

I

1·.......................

!~~~~~;~;~~~~ i~~~ ::::::
Appropr~at!on 189~ ; .... i

Appr!lpnatwn 1893- 94.,
Defimency 1893 . • • • • .

1~~: ~~ i:::::::: ::: :!:::::::::::: ::::::::::::I:::::::::::: I
1

1~3: i~

65, 511. 25 : 22, 020. 00 I 64, 020. 00 ........... ·1· ........... 1 151, 531. 25
600. 00 i ........... ·I 4, 1u0. 00 . . .......... ........... ·j
4, 750. CO
2, 000. 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. ........... 1
2, 000. 00
1

Total ..•••••••••••.••. ! 81,064.76 i 26,365.24

;=

(79,3i0.7:J LG,312.71·-39,993:25 343~046.69

=!= =:

1
Unexpended balances cle•
posited to credit of
j
I
urer TTnitecl States:
5, GG7. 26
.Appropriation 1891.....
3, 327.32 1 1, 886. 26 i
453. G8 ..••••••••••..•••••••••.
1. 05
AJ?propriatio~ 1~92 ..... j ............
.15 !
.1!0 ···········-;············ !
1
Dcpos1ted to crechtof Treas- I
i
'
I
urer United States:
t·
I
5, 046. G7
Appropriation 1892 ..... J 4, 511.1~
474.53
61.02 ...................... ..
Disbursed dt~riJ?g the yea1·: j
_
i ,..
I
132,910.37
Approprmtwn1890 ·····!···----····· ............
105,1u8.78 , 27, lo:J1.59
8, 629.52
.A.ppropriation1891 ..... j
511.48 ............
8.118.0.11 ............ · ........... .
8, 049. 'i6
Appropriation 1892 ..... I 3, 635. 95 I 1, 886. 72 1 2, 527. 09 ............ •............ !1
Appropriation 18G3 ....
53, 734. 42 ! 19, 074. 15 .38, 681.86 ............ i ........... . 111,490.43
1, 679.08
3
··
1. 800. 00
On band Jun_e 3_0, 1893:
I
;
:
.Appropnatwn 1890 ................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · I 11, 1o3. 93 ' 12, 241. 66 I 23.395.59
1, 069.22
Appropriation 1892 ..••. 1
971. G4 1
!l7. 58 1 -----~
-I-........... ·........... .
Appropriation 1893 ..... j 11, 772.83 i1 2, 945.85
25, 318. 14 1' - .. - ....•. ·· I·-----····· -I 40, oau. 82
3, 070.92
.Appropriation 1803-'94 . . ,
600.00 : .....•...•.. 1 2,470.92 ............ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
200.00
Deficiencies 1893. . . . . . . .
200. 00 j. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . .. --.. -- .. ·I
--------+1-------- 1
'
'
'
343,046.69
Total .•••••••••••••.•
81, 06.1. 76
26, 365. 24 1 79, 310. 73 1 116, 312. 71 J 39, H93. 25

Treas- ~

I

1.

1

I

I

•...........

1

·I
I

I

·j

i

J5~E~io;;~f:~ol~i:~. ~:~~~:~- i; soo: ool::::: :::: :: ~ . --~~~:~~~~-1: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

.

... ..

1

GAS WORKS, U. S. MILITARY ACADE:\IY.

As director of the gas ·works I am charged with provitling tho necessary illuminating gas for the needs of the post. In order to properly light the buildings and
grounds oftheAcademy Congress appropriated for the ladt fiscal year the sum of $5,000
for the purchase of gas coal, oil, candles, lanterns, matches, chimneys, and "icking
for lighting the Academy, chapel, library, cadet barricks, mess bail, shops, hospital,
offices, stables, and riding-ball, sidewalks, camp, and wharves. As the gas.consnmed
costs more than the amonnt appropriated, all that which is consumed at places not
enumerated in the act is sold at actual cost of manufacture with a small increase for
contingencies which includes a portion of the deficiency above naruetl, and, also, provides for contingent repairs which experience has shown to be necessary from time
to time. The remainder of the deficiency is charged to cadets. They pay for gas at
the rate of 35 cents per month for the time they are actually present. The sale of
gas as above, of coke, coal tar, etc., constitutes a fund known as the" Gas Fun(l,"
w bich is expended under the direction of the Superintendei}t of the Academy in the
purchase of additional gas coal when necessary; lime for purifying purposes, retorts,
gas fixtures, and repairs of same, pay of labor employed in making gas, and such
other expenditures as pertains to the gas-making plant of the Academy. During the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, the receipts and expenditures pertaining to the gas
fund were as follows:
Receipts:

$564.03
l'~ron1 sales of coke ...••.•........•••....•....................•....••.
54R.OO
From sales of coal tar ............................................... .
From sales of gas to oft] cers ......................................... . 2,407.39
708.30
From sales of gas to civilians ....................................... .
456.40
From sales of gas to Qnartermaster's Department, U. S. Army ........•
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:Receipts-Coni inueu.
From sales of gas to ca~lcts in oarrackR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 089. 76
From sales of gas fixtures to cadets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 79
:F rom sales of old gas-pipe ........ ·----···---···---· ............ -----·
43.00
Total ........•.•...... _.. _................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 981. 67
On hand .July 1, 1892 ....... _.......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
113. 03
6. 12-1-.70

Expended <luring the year ...............................................
Unexpended balance on hand .Jnne 30.1893 .....•••.... _..... _. ... . .

o; 3BO. ~9
f)-t_,t

4t

Unuer the provisions of the act making appropriations for the ~mpport of the
Academy, approved March 1, 1893, all proceeds from the sale of g-as are to he pai(l
into the post fund.
'rhe old gas works, established in 1837 at a cost of about $7,500, originally occupie(l a one-story stone-building (date of ereetion and cost unknown) on the northern slope ol' tLe plain, nea1· the ordnance laboratory. This buildmg, 75 by 23
feet, with a one-story brick addition erected in 1886, 44 by 7 feet, embrace<l
the retort room, the purifying room, and engine and boiler room. In the cellar
were locatctl tbe center seal, tar ,,.,·ell, and washer. The condensing room, 17
feet 4 inches by 7 feet, occupied a brick a<ldition erecteu in 1882 at a cost unknown.
The gas fitting room, built in the same year, stood a few yards east of the original
building. The gas hoMers are situated a few yards south of the retort room, wi1h a
capacity of 20,000 anti 14,250 cubic feet, respectively. \Vith the exception of the
original building antl the two gas holders, all the old works are being removed to
make way for the new works, now being erected under the appropriation for the
purpose contained in this year's appropriation bill These works are provided with
an additional holder of 50,000 cubic feet capacity and witb the most approved appliances for the economical making of gas, and they will be capable of yielding, if nccessaTy, 125,000 cnbic feet of gas every twenty-four hours.
Very respectfully,
W. H. MILLER,
CajJfain and Assistant Qncwterrnaste1·, U. S. Anny,
Disbursing Officer, U. S. Militm·y Academy.
True copy.
vV. H. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U. S . .drmy.

H.
The

'VEST POINT,
RRCHETARY OF THE AcAnF.:\IIC BoARD:

N.Y., September 28, 1893.

SIR: Due to the fact that engineer and ordnance officers, officers on detached service, officers at Forts Monroe, Leavenworth, and Riley, artillery officers on duty with
light batteries, general and regimental staff officers, officers on duty at colleges, and
grad nates of less than four years' service~ are not as a rule available, it is now difficult to secure good instructors for many of the subjects taught here. The result of
these restrictions is to deprive the Academy in most cases of its highest graduates as
instructors.
Tht;) law preventing the detail of a graduate as a professor or instructor within
f01n years of his graduation was never recommended by the Academic Board, and
works to the disadvantage of the institution here in many important branches.
Experience in the Army does not necessarily improve an officer's knowledge of
subjects not of a pnrely military character. In many branches the sooner an officer
returns the better teacher h~ makes. This is particularly the case in the departments of mathematics and mo<lernlanguages. Within four years after gradnntion
the best instructors in a class are iu most eases secured for other important dnties.
It seems but just that the Academy should have the benefit of its best productions.
Referring to instructors at West Point, the Board of Visitors for 1872 remarks:
"The Military Academy breeds in and in."
This is not only true of the Military Academy, but of all good conservativ<' institutions of instruction. For an academy with a special object there is no onefeatme
more essential than the continuous "breeding in and in," so to speak, but it is of
equal importance that the "stock" should be kept goou.

'VEST POINT JliLTTARY ACADEMY.
The late Prof. Church in referring: to the claims of this Acallemy for its highest
graduates as instJ:uctors remarkNl that H shonJd he horne in mind thnt this Acadt·lll~'
is tlw "goose that lays the golden eggs.''
With a view of increasing the facilities for obta,ining the best possible instructors
for the Academy, I respectfully sn bmit the following resolution for the consideration
of the Academic Board:
Besoh:ecl, That the AcadP-mic Board respectfully recommend to tl1e honorallle Secretary of War the esta,b lishment of a rule giving, as far as possible, to the Military
Academy precedence in the details of officers, and the repeal of so much of an act
making appr0]1riations for the snp11ort of the Military Academy foT the fiscal year
ending' .Jnne 30, 1883, and for other purposes, as reads, "and hereafter no graduate
of the Military Academy shall 1m assigned or detailed to serve at said Academy as a
professor, instructor, or assistant to either within four years after his graduation."
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDGAR W. BASS,
ProfesB01' of Jlfathernati.cs, U. S. JJlilitm·y Academy.
HEADQUARTERS,

U. S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, X. Y., October 5, 1893 . •

The above resolution was nnanimonsl.r adopted by the Academic Board at its
meeting of September 28, 1893.
J. M. CARSON, JR.,
First Lieutenant, Ji'ifth Caval1·y,
.Adjntant, U. S. JJfilitary Acrtdemy, Sem·eta1·y ..Acaclemic Bom·d.
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BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION,
War Department, Washington, D. G., Octobe't· 31, 1893.
The SECRETARY OF WAR:
In compliance with the provisions of the statute making appropriations for fortifications aud for the armament thereof, etc., approved
February 24, 1891, the Board of Ordnance and Fortifica,tion submits
herewith, for transmission to Congress, its annual report for the year
ending October 31, 1893.
The requirements of said statute are as follows:
Provided, That the Board of Ordnance and Fortification shall make an annual
report to Congress, through the Secretary of War, on the first Monday in December
in each year, showing the general operations of the Board, and shall giYe a detailed
statement of all contracts, allotments, and expenditures made by the Board.
NEW LEGISLATION AFFEC'riNG '£HE BOARD.

No new or special duties have been assigned to the Board by legislation during the year, with the following exceptions:
1. In the act making appropriations for the support of the Army for
the fiscal year ending Juue 30~ 1894, etc., approved February 27, 1893,
the following provision occurred:
For manufacture of arms at the national armories, four hundred thousand doll:us:
Proricled, That no part of this appropriation shall be expended for the manufacture
of magazine rifleR of foreign invention until such magazine rifles of American
invention as may be presented for tests to the War Department within t,he next
thirty days shall have been tested by a board of officers to be selecte(l by the Secretary of \Var, whi<:h board shall report to the Board of Ordnance and Fortification
on or before July first, eighteen hundred and ninety-three. If the decision of said
board of officers shall be in favor of any American invention and shall also receiYe
tho approval of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification and the Secretary of vVar,
then tlli:-; appropriation, or such part thereof as the Secretary may direct, shall be
expended in the manufacture of such American arm: P1·ovidec1 fm·tl1e.1·, That if no
such American invention shall be recommended by said board or receive the
approval of the Secretary of War, this appropriation shall be applicable to the
manufacture of the magazine arm recommended for trial by the board recently in
session and approved by tho Secretary of "\Var: Providec1 fu1'thm·, '£hat not more
than sixt.y thonsand dollars of money appropriated for the Ordnance Department
in all its hranchefl shall be applied to the payment of civilian clerks in said Department.
A~ the report of the board of officers selected by the Secretary of
\Var wa,i-; uot "ht favor of any .American invention," this Board did not
collsider that any duty wat~ devolved upon it by the foregoing provision exeept to trawm1it the report of the said board of officers to the
Secretary of War, -\Yhieh was accordingly done,
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2. Under the" act making appropriations for fortifications and
works of defense, etc.," approved February 18, 1893, the duty was
imposed upon this Board to make allotment of the sum of $130,000 for
the procurement and test of "one 12-inch elevating carriage of A. H.
Emery's design," as follows:
"'l'o enable the Board of Ordnance and Fortification to procure and test one twelve
-inch elevating carriage of A. H. Emery's design or the several sums available
for allotment by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification for experimental and other
purposes under the several 'acts making appropriations for fortifications and other
works of defense. for the armament thereof: for the procurement of heavy ordnance
for trial and service, and for other purposes,' which several acts were approved September twenty-second, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, March second, eighteen
lmndred and eighty-nine, Augnst eighteenth, eighteen hundred aml ninety, February fourth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, and Jnly twenty-third, eighteen
hnmlred anJ ninety-two, and this act, all of which snms aTe heTeuy set aside to
the extent necessary and made availaule and continued in force for this pnr])Ose;
and the Secretary of War is hereuy authorized and directed to contract, without
advertising, with A. H. Emery for this carriage, and test it, the S<tme to be built,
erected, and tested for a sulll not exceeding one hundred and thirty thousand dollars, which urice shall cover the cost of the carriage erected, and including all the
powder a11d rn'ojectiles necessary for its preliminary test by the contractor and
t,he fifty additional rounds for proof, to l)e fired under the direction of said Board ·
of Ordnance and Fortification and in the presence of the said Board and the inventor or Lis authorized agent, due regard being paid to the suggestions offered by
him with regard to the making of such test; said price also to cover all such repairs,
if any, as may becollle necessary to have the whole carriage in good working
order after the test of fift.'> rounds for proof. It sllall be constructed on the general
plans put before the Board by A. H. Emery and described by him in his letters to
the Board under dates of November sixteenth and December twenty-fourth, eighteen
hundred and ninety-two, and January twenty-first, eighteen hundred and ninetythree."

In pursuance of this legislative direction the Board of Ordnance
a11d Fortification did, on February 24, 1893, allot the sum of $130,000
''for the procurement and test of one 12-inch elevating carriage of .A..
H. Emery's design" from the sums available for allotment by the
Board. On March 17, 1893, a contract was entered into by the Chief
of Ordnance with the said A. H. Emery for the construction and test
of the said elevating carriage in accordance with the aforesaid act of
Congress.
3. By the said act, approved February 18, 1893, appropriation was
made as follows :
Boa1'd of Ordnance and Fm·tijication: To enable the Board to make all needful and
proper purchases, experiments, and tests to ascertain with a view to their utilization by the Government the most effective guns, small arms, cartridges, projectiles,
fuses, explosives, torpedoes, armor plates, and other implement and engines of war,
and to purchase or cause to be manufactured, under the authority of the Secretary
of War, such gnns, carriages, armor plates, and other war materials and articles as
may, in the judgment of the Board, be necessary in the proper discharge of the duty
devolved upon it by tho act approved September twenty-second, eighteen hundred
and eighty-eight; to pay the salaries of the civllian members of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, and for the necessary traveling expenses of said members
when traveling on dn ty; for payment of the necessary expenses of the Board, including
a per diem allowance to each officer detailed to serve thereon, when employed on duty
away from his permanent station, of two dollars and fifty cents a day; and for the
test of experimental guns and carriages procurecl in accordance with the recommendations of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, one hundred and twenty-five
thousand dollars.

The table of allotments accompanying this report will show the extent
and purposes to which this appropriation has been lieretofore allotted.
Only one-third of tlw year for which it was appropriated has elapsed,
and the remaining portion will doubtless be required before the expiration of the year.
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APPROPRIATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS.

Pursuant to the act of February 24, 1891, requir~ng the Board to
"give a detailed statement of all contracts,* allotments, and expenditures made by the Board," the Board attaches hereto an exhibit, marked
Appendix A, showing such detailed statements of allotments and
expenditures from October 30, 1892, to the date of this report. The
followin~ table exhibits the appropriations, allotments, and balances to
October 31, 1892:
Table showing summary of appropriations and allotments made by the Boa1·d of Ordnance
and Fortijication from September 22, 1888, to October 31, 1892.
SUMMARY TO OCTOBER 31, 1892.

Appropriation.

Fortiftcation act Sept. 22, 1888 ........•..
Army appropriation, Mar. 2, 1889 .....•..
Fortification act Mar. 2, 1889 ........•...
Fortification act An g. 18, 1890 ...•.......
Fortification act Feb. 24, 1891. ......... ..
Fortification act J" uly 23, 1892 .....••..•..
Grand total. ..................... ..

Total appropriations.

$3, 972, 000. 00
56, 000. 00
1. 233, 594. 00
3, 832, 935. 00
2, 290, 80:J. oo
210, 000. 00
11, 595,332. co-

Total allotments expendi- Total halture;. and re- ances on hand
verting tD
not allotted
Treasury.
or expended.
$3, 952, 300. 04

5~: ~~~: ~~
1. 194, 819. 00
3, 665, 750. 20
2, 160,320. 78
1, 666. 66

$19, 699. 96

Total allotments and expenditures
from Oct. 30,
18~i: i~ ~~t.

9

$53, 054. 28

:::: :: : : : :: : : : :: : ::: ~ ~::::::
I 24, 775. 00
24. 000. 00
181, 184. 80
346, 679. 20
1ao, 482. 22
19,867. 78
208. 333. :l4
1, 666. 66

11,030,856:681-564,475.

321~5, 267. 02

Total allotments ........................................................................ $10, 067, 568.32
Total expenditures for necessary expenses of Board....................................
10, 444. 56
Total turned into Treasury.............................................................
443. 80
Total reverting to Treasury by lapse of appropriation..................................
52, 40u. 00
Grauel totaL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11, 030, 856. 68

Appropriated prior to current year subject to allotment by the
Board ....... _............................................... ·. . . . $11, 595, 332. 00
Appropriated by act of 1893, subject to allotment by the Board .... _.
125,000.00
Total appropriatecl to date, subject to allotment ...... ---_--·_ 11, 720,332.00
Total allottecl to date of last report ............... __ ........ _. __ ... 10, 967, 568. 32
TGtal allotment since last report._.-.- ..... -.- .. ___ ... _- _.... _.... .
544, 076. 05
Aggregate allotment to date .................... _... _....... _ 11,511,644.37
Total expended for necessary expenses of Board ............ _. _ . __ _
18,407.44
Total turned into Treasury .. _._ .......... _ .. _.... __ ... _. __ ... ____ .
443.80
52,400.00
Lapsed apl>ropriations .... -------- .... ------ ----·- -----· ....... u••·.
Total amount allotted, expended, lapsed, etc .... : ___ .. _. ____ .
Balance unallotted at date of this report ........ ---- ..... ____ ·-----

11,582,895.61
t 137, 436. 39

Aggregate .. ___ . __ - _ . ____ .......... __ . _________ ... ____ .. _. __ .

11, 720, 332. 00

A careful inspection of the table of allotments for the year, hereto
appended, will afford a very good idea of the practical work of the
Board which has resulted in the actual expenditure of money; but not
at all of the multifarious subjects which come before it for consideration, examination, and recommendation.
* In view of the language of the statute, attention is called to the fact that no
contracts are made directly by the Board, but are made by the Ordnance and Engineer Departments, upon recommendations of the Board, approved by the Secretary
of V\Tar.
tOf this amount $47,665 is by law for specific purposes, leaving subject to allot·
ment bnt $89,771.39 for general experimental work betweel). now ap_d the 1st of July
;next.
W A.R 93-VOL 1--50
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GENERAL OPERATIONS.

The general operations of the Board during the past year have, in
the main, consisted in the supervision of the progress and completion
of works and objects already allotted for by it, and in the carrying forward of new and experimental work in guns, mortars, carriages,
mounts, powders, explosives, torpedoes, projectiles, and range and
position finders; in testing ·these, and in acquiring by purchase or
otherwise the most improved accessories of modern seacoast defenses.
In addition to these, the Board bas bad referred to it for examiuation and recommendation a great number of devices of a miscellaneous
character and of every degree of merit or demerit. To aU these the
Board bas given careful and painstaking investigation with reference
to utilizing all that was really valuable.
STEEL FORGINGS FOR GUNS.

At date of last report the total forgings then estimated to have been
pro·Yided for was seventy 8-inch, ninety-seven 10-inch, and :fifty-nine
12-incb, leaving to be supplied forgings for thirty-two 8-inch, one
hundred and twenty-five 10-inch, and one hundred and forty-four
12-inch guns on the basis of the recommendations of the Board of
Fortifications and Other Defenses.
Since the date of that report, provision has b een made under the act
of 1893 for the following additional forgings: Niue sets 8-inch, seven
· sets 10-inch, eight sets 12-inch.
This will make the following numbers provided and required:
- - - - - - - - - - - --

-

---------l8--in-ch
_ ._ 10-incl1. 1 12-incb.
I

Total required ...................... . ...... . ....... . ....... . ....... . .. .
Total actually provided for to date . .. . . .. .. . . ........ . ................ .

102
79

222 1
10tj

203
67

To be h er eafter supplied ..... . .. ............•........ . ...•....... -~~ --116~--136

Of the amounts expended for steel forgings $2,300,000 bas been
al1otted by this Board, which includes nearly all the forgings delivered
to this date. The specifications to which all forgings for guns are
required to conform will be found in Appendix B to the :first report of
the Board.
The Board renews its recommendation that contracts be authorized
for forgings for a type 16-inch gun, so that work may commence on the
type gun as soon as the 16-inch machinery, already contracted for,
shall be installed.
ARMY GUN FACTORY.

No allotments for the gun factory have been made by this Board during the past year; the expenditures have been made directly through
the Ordnance Department; but as the factory was erected and the
equipment of the north wing made under allotments by the Board, a
brief statement would seem proper of the subsequent progress, in continuance and completion of former reports.
The machinery and equipment of the north wing and center of the
factory is now complete, and that of t,b e south wing is substantially
complete except as to the machinery for the fabrication of the proposed
16-incb B. L, r~fle, pearly ~ll of which is contracted for, as the Board is
~dvise4~
·
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It is expected that the equipme.nt of the south wing, including the
16-inch machinery, will be about completed by July 1, 1894. When so
completed the capacity of this wing will be fifteen 12-inch guns and
three 16-inch guus annual1y; and the total capacity of the factory, as
estimated b~ythe Chief of Ordnance (seep. 8 of his annual report of1892),
will be twelve 8-incb, fifteen 10-inch, fifteen 12-incb, and three 16-inch
guns, or forty-five high-power guns per annum.
It is anticipated that by the beginning of July, 1894, there will have
been turned out the following number of guns: Thirty 8-inch, twentyseven 10-inch, twelve 12-inch. As was expected, ·w ith experience and
acquired skill the output of the factory increases from year to year,
and the dmmwd for the other elements of the ~-;ystem of detense, in the
way of emplacements and mounts, in order to utilize the large expenditure ior f~tctory and guns, becomes increasingly urgent:
EXPERIMENTAL GUNS.

Considerable progress has been made during the past year in the
completion of several experimental guns allotted for, and to be tested
under the supervisiou of the Board.
The lVoodbrirlge 10-inch 1oire-wmtnd g'un, which was described in the
last report of tlle Board, is now completed, and is at the proving grotmd
awaiting its test. It received its breech mecllanism, which i:-~ of the
slotted-screw form, a11d a modification of the standard ordnance type,
also the finishing and rifling of the bore, at the Watervliet Arsenal.
During the year the Board made au allotment of $12,000 for completing the test of this gun to 300 rounds.
The Crozier wire-wo11nd 10-inch B. L. rijlc.-This gun is now nearly
completed and the Hoard is advised that it will be finished a11d ready
for test by January 1, 1894.
The Board made allotments to the amount of $4G,OOO for the construction of this gun, and $10,000 has also been allotted for the test of
the same.
The Broto·n segmenta.l tube toire gun.-This gun, constructed by a
private corporation hut mounted and to be tested under allotments
made by tlle Board, was completed during the year, and is now at the
ordnance proving- ground at Sandy Hook undergoing test. Tbe
results thus far are understood to have been satisfactory. The gun is
of 5 inches caliber and about 44 calibers in length. (For description
see last aunual report.) It is fitted with a special breech mechanism,
the screw being continuous and requiring four revolutions of the
handle. It has withstood some very heavy pressures and given some
unusually high velocities. With a powder charge of 21 pounds of
Leonard's smokeless powder, and a pr~jectile of 60 pounds, a velocity
of 2,874 foot-seconds was attained witll a pressure ot 46,600 pounds
per square inch. It has been fired to date about 100 rounds, of which
79 rounds have been fired at the proving ground with pressures of
from 40,000 to 50,000 pounds to the inch.
For the test of this gun the Board hm; made allotments as follows:
To fit up a carriage for testing gun ......... ____ .. ____ . ____ ... __ .... _.. . .
:For ammunition for testing gun .... _.. ____ . __ ... ___ .. _..... ____ .-_. __ ._..
For pressure gauges ........ __ .. _._. ___ . ___ . __ . _ .. __ . __ ... __ . __ ... ___ •..

$300. 00
6, 031. 00
80. 00

Total ..... ____ .. ___ ..... __ .. _. _... ____ .... _.... _.... _.... _. _____ .

6, 411. OQ

The obj~ct of the present experiments is to
s~ it can be in so small a gun,

te~t

tp.jj t.'ystem so

f~r
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This gun is not presented for purchase by the Government, as it is
too light for a seacoast gun, too heavy for a siege gun, and not suitable for a rapid-fire gun. To be able to judge satisfactorily ofits merits
in comparison with the other wire-wound guns, it should be of 10-inch
caliber, and of the same general dimensions as the other wire-wound
guns.
It is to be regrettetl that the dimensions of this gun are not such as
to give a direct comparison between it and other guns of the same caliber, and, as stated in the report of the Board for 1892The Board is not of opinion that the test of so small a caliber as 5 inches can be
of any decided value in determining the merits of the system iu the high caliberssay 10 ancl12 iucheb-in which, if at all, it would . be especially useful. There is
no difficulty .in oLtaining sufficientstrength in guns of as smallacaliber as5 inches,
all(l any results obtained in a 5-inch gun would not be conclusive as to the larger
calibers.

In case adequate appropriation be made at the coming session of
Congress to warrant such action it is the intentron of the Board to
allot money for the manufacture of a 10-inch gun of this type, provided
the further test of the 5-inch gun does not develop any radical
defect in the system.
Haskell rn1.tlMclwrge gun.-This gun is also approaching completion
and ought to be ready for test during the coming year. Its design has
been gre~tly modified since it was first undertaken. It is au 8-iuch B.
L. rifle of steel, with one principal chaml>er and two auxiliary chambers or pockets, designed for secondary charges and for augmenting
the pressure and successively increasing the velocity of the projectile.
The. original allotment for this gun was $55,000. The cost of the
forgings was $25,164. The contract price for finishing and assembling
was $28,900. Total, $54,064, leaving a balance of $936 of the allotment.
January 21, 1893, Mr. J. R. Haskell, the inventor of the gun, requested
permission to modify the plan of the gun by shrinking on a band over
the chamber for greater strength, and the Board allotted a sum of
$830.86 in addition to the unexpended balance of $936, making a total
of $1,766.86 for such modification.
On March 14, 1803, the inventor submitted a request for an allotment to enable him to make further modification by shrinking on a
second band, 24 inches in length, in front of the first band and back of
the trunnions, at a cost of $640.60. As the Board desired to give the
system a thorough test under favorable circumstances the r~quest was
granted. The actual cost proved to be $5.70 more than estimated.
On September 2, 1893, Mr. Haskell requested a still further allotment
of $415.60 for a third band to be shrunk on adjacent to the other two,
so as to make the hooping practically continuous from the breech to
the ·trunnion band, making a total cost thus far of $56,892.76.
The following table presents a comparison between this gun and the
service models:
Gun.

Weight.

Cost.

--------------------------------------------------1----- ----1'ons.
Har.kell8-inch multicharge gun--·-·-···--····---·-·-·· _____ :.·····--·····------·
8-inch B. L. rille, serYice. ·---- ... ---- .. ·-.-. --- ·- --- -·- ... __ . __ ....... -- _... -·. _.
10-inch B. L. rifle, service. _____ ... _._. _____ .. _-- .. __ .. __ ... -- .... _............. _.
12-inch B. L. rifle, service .. ·--- __ .-· .... _____ ... ___ .·-_. __.-- .. ·-- ___ .---· .... _..

14~

$56,892
15,646

~g~

30,592
47,227

32

A comparison of power can not be made until after the gun is fired.
Jt is recognized that the cost of experimental guns is necessarily greater
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than subsequent duplications; but in this case the disproportion between
the cost of the 8-inch Haskell multicharge gun and the standard 8-inch
rifle is very marked.
The Haskell gun, when complete, will be 36 feet over all and the
bore 50 calibers in length, relatively to its caliber the longest seacoast
gun yet constructed in this country. It is built in sections, which are
screwed together. The gun on account of its length and peculiar model
may req11ire a carriage especially designed for its test.
This gun was authorized by Congress as an experiment. Since its
initiation much advancement has been made in the production of slowburning powders, by means of which a result is obtained similar in principle and effect to the multicharge and by a much simpler construction.
Tbe practical test of the Haskell multicharge gun, now not far distant,
will decide whether it possesses advantages which will compensate for
the greater · simplicity, strength, and cheapness of the single-charge
built-up system.
Twelve-inch B. L. rifle, cast-iron, hooped and tubed with steeZ.-The
test of this gun, for which purpose an allotment was made by the
Board January 8, 1889, bas been completed during the year.
The total number of rounds fired was 263, with charges ranging from
245 to 275 pounds, the chamber pressure being limited to 31,000 pounds
per square inch. The projectile used was of about 800 pounds. Velocities were obtained from 1,728 to 1,750 feet per second at the muzzle,
and a good degree of accuracy demonstrated. This cast-iron, steel110oped, and steel-tubed gun aptedates the era of steel built-up guns.
It is practically an obsolete type, being inferior by 10,000 foot tons in
muzzle energy, and greater in weight by 2 tons than the 12-inch steel
B. L. rifle. This marks the advance of gun making in this country in
the last ten years.
CONTRACT GUNS.

WAst Point foundry contract.-This contract for fi1.1ishing and
assembling eleven 8-inch B. L. rifles from forgings procured under the
act of September 22, 1888, is progressing steadily and approaching
completion. Nine of these guns are finished, seven of which have
been delivered at Sandy Hook; two are ready for shipment, and the
remaining two are expected to be completed during the present calendar year.
Hundred gun cont?-·act.-The contract with the Bethlehem Iron Company for the production of twenty-five 8-iuch, fifty 10-inch, and twentyfive 12-inch guns is progressing favorably. The past year has been
chiefly devoted to the creation of the necessary plant and its eqnipment.
In the last report of the Board a description was given of the works of
this company. The following additional report of progress is given:
The finishing shop consists of an extension of the large machine
shop, forming part of the new forging plant erected several years
since. The extension is 605 feet 6 inches long and of the same width
and height; as the original shop. This makes the total length of shop
and extension 1,248 feet by 117 feet 6 inches wide outside.
The girders and tracks carrying traveling cranes in original shop
have been extended throughout the entire length. One new 80-ton
traveling crane to serve the extension is already in operation and
another is being constructed. The finishing shop is provided with the
same system of independent steam engines, shafting, tracks, heating
apparatus, etc., as the original shop.
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The assembliug will be done in the building of the new temperh1g
plant, which owing to its great height is well suited for the purpose.
Additional crane facilities are being provided, and the work of preparation for assembling is now well advaneed.
All of the hoop lathes and one of the 10-inch turning lathes required
in finishing and assembling these guns have been received and some
of them are in operation. The rest of the tools are at this date all
due or overdue, except two 12-inch lathes, which are due December 1.
A large number of rough machined forgings for 8 and 10 inch guns
have already been made and accepted as to the physical qualities.
These include six complete sets of 8-inch forgings, upon which the work
of finishing and assemlJling can proceed.
Good progress has been made in the preparation of special tools,
including boring bars, bits, etc., required for the finishing of 8-inch
guns, and five tubes, six jackets, eighteen hoops, and six trunnions have
already been partially finish-machined.
The Board is advised that while the delivery of the first 8-inch type
gun may be made sometime after the date named in the contract there
is every reason to expect that in subsequent deliveries the contract
requirements will be filled.
SERVICE SEACOAS'r GUNS. ·

The test of the type 8-inch, 10-inch, and 12-inch B. L. rifles turned
out at Watervliet Arsenal has continued through the year with satisfactory results.
The 8-inch B. L. rifle has been fired in all 248 rounds, and has been
used in the test of powders and projectiles, without developing any
weakness or unfavorable features.
The 10-inch B. L. rifle has been put to successive uses in testing the
pneumatic 10-inch carriage, and, later, the Gordon counterpoise carriage; and also in the testing of powder and projectiles. It has been
fired in all 210 rounds, and has proved a most satisfactory high-power
gun.
The type 1.2-inch B. L. rifle has been fired in all 92 rounds. It has
been used in the testing of the 12-inch gun-lift battery, and its further
test is in progress.
For power, for endurance, and for accuracy these guns have justified
expectations, and proved most serviceable arms which we need not
hesitate to place upon our new fortifications. Other types may be
found in the progress of time which may excel these, bnt experimental
firings at home or abroad have not yet demonstrated the existence of
any better guns.
It bas been estimated that at the end of the present fiscal year, June
30, 1894, the following number of these hign-power guns will ba,ve
been completed at the ·g un factory, to wit: Thirty 8-inch, twenty-seven
10-inch, and twelve 12-inch guns; total, 69.
The total number of service seacoast guns to be completed at the
end of the year should be as follows:
8-inch.

10-inch.

12-incb.

------------------------------------------1- -------.----F~n~shetl aml assembled at gm1 faetol'y ............................... .
Fm1shed aud a.;semhl ed at \Vest Poiut l!' onnrlry . ........ . ......... . .. .
:Finished and assembled uuder coutruct B ethlehem Iron \Yorks ...... _

TotaL ••. ~-···· ••••••••.••.••••.••..••.••••..••.••••.......••.....

30
1

~

27

12

- - . ; .... i ·1: :::::::::

--43 --28~--"'13

~
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12-INCI-I SEACOAST MORTARS.

The production and delivery of the forty-three 1:2-inch cast-iron steelhooped B. L. rnortars, contracted for with the South Boston Iron
Works, bas been progressing favorably during the year, and twentytluee have already been delivered at the Government proving ground
at Sandy Hook, of which five have been proved, and it is e~timated
that the entire forty-three should be delivered by the end of the present year. This will make seventy-three of this type of mortar then
ready for mounting. Fifty-three of this type have been delivered at
the proving ground, of which numuer thirty-five have been proved.
The permanent em·placements for these mortars are rapidly approaching completion, as th.ey are not delayed, as in the case of emplacements
for 8 and 10 inch guns, by the lack of an adopted type of carriage.
This type of mortar has been thoroughly tested for endurance and
accuracy, and found satisfactory. The type piece was fired 364 rounds
before the test was completed.
ALL-S1'EEL 12-INCH MORTARS.

The test of the type 12-inch all-steel B. L. mortar has been continued
during the past year, and it has now been fired 59 rounds without
material injury. The firing will be continued by the testing board to
whom it will be turned over. The cast-iron, steel-hooped mortar was
designed for a maximum charge of 80 pounds of brown prismatic powder,
with a shell of about 630 .pounds weight.
The all-steel type above referred to was designed for a charge of 105
pounds of powder aud a shell of 800 pounds. In order to test the two
mortars for co:rnparative results firings have been made with projectiles
of the same weight and a powder suitable for both, with the following
results, as given by the Chief of Ordnance in his annual report of 1892:

Kind of mortar.

Weight.

Powter.
Pressure
Weight Muzzle
Length DuPont's
per
of bore.
of
snell.
velocity.
square Range.
brown Weight.
mch.
pr.smatic.
--- ------ --------Calibe-rs.
Pounds. Po1tnds. Ft. sees. Pounds. !files.

--

Tons.
12-inch cast-iron
steel-hooped. ..... __
Steel. .. __ ............

14.25
13.

!l

10

VMI
V.M ....

80

800

1, 020

27,500

5

105

800

1,145

30,000

6

While the advantage of the steel mortar in velocity, range, and
power is very great, it is believed that its superiority in endurance
would be equally marked.
By the fortification act of 1893 no money was appropriated for the construction of mortars. That act appropriated a gross sum of $700,000
to meet payments for a numuer of objects, including the equipment of
the gun factory, the procurement of steel for 8, 10, and 12 inch guns;
caniages for guns and mortars; and for "steel breech-loading, rifled
seacoast mortars of 12-inch caliber," contracted for under the act of
1892. But no additional appropriation was made for mortars of either
type beyond those already contracted for. This leaves the number of
mortars already provided for as follows:
One type, 12-inch mortar, cast-iron, hooped with steel ___ . _____ ... ___ . __ ----··-- 1
First contract, with Builders' Iron Foundry, Providence ..... _._ ....... _. __ . _... 30
Second contract, with South Boston 1ron vVorks, Boston ............ ___ ......... 43
One type, 12-inch, all-steel mortar .......... ____ ....... _. _.... _... __ ..... ___ ... 1
Under act of 1892, all-steel mortars ........ __ ......... _... ___ .... __ .. __ ...... _. . 7
Total . ___ •• -· _. _•.• _. __ .•• _•..•......•. _.. ____ ... ___ .... _... ____ . _•... __ . 82
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As the approved project of defense contemplates the use of 700 12inch mortars of the two types described, which number will doubtles~
be ultimately increased to not less than 800, and as the defenses of
New York Harbor alone will call for 176 of these, it will be seen that
only a good beginning has been made in the fabrication of this effective
weapon. As both these types of mortars have proved successful, and
as the spring return carriage is satisfactory as a mount, and tHe
emplacements present no especial difficulties, there appears to be 110
reason why this important ·element in harbor defense should not proceed rapidly.
GUN CARRIAGES AND MOUNTS.

12-inch g·u n-lift-During the year the 12-inch gun-lift battery at
Sandy Hook has been completed, and the lift and mount tested in the
presence of the Board on July 13, 1893.
.
The 12-inch B. L. rifle, steel, the first finished and assembled at
Watervliet Arsenal, was fired from the Schneider carriage (constructed
at Creusot, France) with 450 pounds brown prismatic powder, and a
thousand-pound shot. The lift worked satisfactorily, and the ·c arriage
and lift stood the recoil well.
The estimated cost of this two-gun battery, with lift, is $457,000, of
which $283,000 is for masonry and sand covering, and $174,000 if:i for
the mechanism of the gun-lift. To this must be added the cost of one
carriage, $19,899.25, and of the gun (placed at the figure estimated in
accordance with the more recent contracts for forgings); say $47,227,
and we have the total cost to date of the two-gun battery, $524,121.25;
or when completed by the addition of the second gun and its carri.age,
$591,252.50. These figures relate to the type battery and will be considerably reduced in reproductions.
Two additional12-inch gun-lift carriages are now under construction
at the Watertown Arsenal.
THE EMERY 12-INCH ELEVATING

~OUNT.

As will be seen from the act of February 18, 1893, quoted in part in
the first portion of this report, Congress has provided by special legislation for the construction and test of an experimental 12-inch elevating carriage of the design of A. H. Emery. The design for this carriage, or mount, has not been made public pending the application of
the inventor for patents, and by the act of Congress referred to "the
inventor is at liberty to make any and all changes in the design and
specifications for and the construction of this carriage at -any time on
or before the completion of the tests which he thinks are desirable for
the utility and use of this carriage, or repetitions thereof, or which will
facilitate the early completion and successful test of the carriage." So
that it may be said that the design is not fully determined or known.
The mount, as designed and presented to the Board~ is intended to
give a perpendicular drop to the gun of 14 feet, to traverse through
360 degrees, and is claimed to be capable of lowering and raising sev- .
eral times without firing.
A site has been selected by the Chief of Engineers for the erection
of the proposed mount in the line of defenses at Sandy Hook, where,
if it shall prove successful, it may form a part of the permanent works,
and a contract was made J\!Iarch 17, 1893, by the Chief of Ordnanee
with the inventor for its construction, to be ready for test within two
years from the date of contract.
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The Board is advised by ·the inventor, un<ler date of October 20,
1893, that he has nearly completed his design, a patent for which haR
been allowed, and that he is now engaged upon the working drawings,
and he expresses the hope that it may be up and ready for test during
the coming year.
12-INCH MINIMUM-PORT CASEMATE CARRIAGE.

May 5, 1892, the Board made an allotment of $80,000 to apply on
the pnrcl1<1se of an experimental casemate carriage for 12-inch B. L.
rifle, and the right of manufacture in the United States, together with
necessary detailed construction drawings of the same. As noted in
last report this carriage was put under construction by contract with
the Grusonwerk Company, of Magdelmrg-Buckau, Germany.
This important experimental carriage has been completed and is
expected to arrive at New York by the time this report is transmitted.
The carriage has been tested by. the manufacturers at the proving
grounds of the Krupp-Grusonwerk Company, at Meppen, in the presence of a representative of the United States Ordnance Office. It is
reported to have worked very satisfactorily.
Detailed drawings of this carriage, together with like drawings for
the 8-inch and 10-inch carriages of similar design, were received by the
United States Ordnance Office prior to the execution of the contract,
and the right to manufacture carriages of this type for 8, 10, aud 12
inch guns for the Government of the United States is included in the
contract price for the carriage. This carriage, as Hs name implies, is
designed for armored casemates. It is expected that it will receive its
test during the coming year.
10-INCH PNEUMATIC CARRIAGE.

This carriage, the record of the test of which was presented in the
last report of the Boanl, was turned over to the Chief of Ordnance for
further firings with a view of determining whether the mechanism be
suited to be operated in service without the assistance of experts. The
10-inch type gun waR dismounted from the carriage when its test wa.s
eompleted by the Board in order that it might be used for other work.
In view of the anticipated early trial of the Crozier-Buftington
. disappearing carriage and of the modified Gordon counterpoise carria.ge the Board has recommended that the above-mentioned firiugs
be postponed, at least till after the test of these two carriages be made.
THE GOHDON 10-INCH COUNTEHPOISE CARHIAGE.

This carriag·e, designed by Capt. W. B. Gordon, Ordnance Department, U. S. Army, the right to manufacture which has been given to
the United State::; by the inventor, had been completed at date of last
report and was being put in place at the Sandy Hook proving ground.
It has since received its 10-inch gun, and has been partially tested.
The principal parts of the carriag·e were built by the Morgan Engineering Works of Alliance, Ohio. The total weight of the carriage,
without the gun, is about 400,000 pounds. The entire mount consists
of four principal parts: First, the top carriage; second, the main frame;
third, four heavy double cranks journaled into tbe main frame, which
connect the top carriage, supporting the gun with the counterpoise;
and, fo~nth, the counterpoise.
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The top carriage is of steel, triangular in form, not unlike the top
carriage of the old style barbette mount. At the apex of this top carriage rest the trunnions of the gun, and with it is connected the eleva.
ting and depressing mechanism.
The main frame-is of massive cast iron, and consists of a heavy bedplate ~upporting two ponderous side frames, through which are journaled the four double cranks, upon the inner and longer arms of whic1Y
the top carriage is supported, and upon the four outer and shorter arms
the heavy counterpoise frame is lifted when the gun recoils.
The four double cranks are journaled through the sides of the main
frame, two on each side, and revolve freely upon these journalR through
an arc of about 180 degrees. When the gun is in firing position the
crank arms are nearly verticaL When the gun is fired the top carriage, supported by the four longer crank arms, is carried backward
and downward, describing the arc of a circle~ until it rests folded
closely clown between the side frames, while the counterpoise, lifted by
the lower and shorter cra!lk arms, is swung upward and forward,
through the arc of a smaller circle, and rests parallel and nearly level
with the. gun.
The counterpoise consists of a massive cast-iron frame, constructed
outside of and around the main frame of the carriage, forming a loading platform in the rear, and a protection for the hydraulic cylinders,
which are secured to the bedplate in front. This counterpoise is
mounted upon the shorter and outer crank arms, which connect it with
the top carriage.
Between the side frames, and resting upon the bed plate forward of
the center of motion, are t\vo hydraulic cylinders, upon and across the
front ends of which is placed an air chamber: or reservoir. Parallel
connecting arms extend from the shafts, on which the four long crank
arms are journaled to the top carriage, to a truck, running on tracks, on
the bed-plate, which carries the -piston rods, through which the energy
of the recoil is stored by forcing the liquid in the hydraulic cylinders
through check valves into the air chamber, where it is held in readiness to assist in again raising the gun into firing position.
When the Board witnessed the test of the carriage, on the 13th of
July last, the recoil was even and easily taken up, but owing to defects
in the air pump, afterward corrected, it failed to elevate promptly. On
July 14 the Board made allotment of $1,000 for repairs. Since then, on
September·14, the carriage was fired for rapidity, making ten rounds
in fifty-eight minutes and twenty-eight seconds, the old air pump having been replaced by a better one.
Difficulty has been exper ,need in traversing the carriage, due to tbe
ii1adequacy of the foundation and pla~form, but this difficulty, it is believed, can be readily overcome. As a whole, the Gordon carriage is
simple, strong, and free from the objection of using extraneous power.
Although it is too early to announce a final decision, it may at least
be said that the system is one of great promise, and worthy of future
development.
The total cost of this experimental carriage to date, with its foundation, together with repairs during its test, has been as follows:
February 12, 1890, for drawings of carriage. __________ . ___________________ ..
$75
October 4, 1890, for carriage complete, delivered and erected on foundation .. 57,500
August 3, 1891, for masonry foundations ______ . _______ . ______ . __ . ___ . ______ . 2, 400
July 14, 1893, for repairs during test ___ ·__ ... _. _. __ . __ ......... _... _. __ . . . . . . 1, 000
Total . _...•.......•••••......... _.. __ . _________ .. _..• _..... __ ...... - 60, 975

In addition to this amount should be added tbe cost of tbe test.·
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The report of the Ordnance Board upon this carriage is apJ>ended,
wherein will be found a fuller description of it, and also a detailed report
of the firings from the carriage. (See Appendix B.)
For the 1_.mri)ose of ready comparison a table is here inserted, showing
the relative times required in operating the two types of disappearing
carriages already tested, the Gordon and pneumatic.
Relat·ive times of operations with GoTdon and pneumat-ic 10-inch disappearing ca1'1'iages.
MANEUVEHED BY RAND POWER.
[Elevating from -5o to +200.}
Gordon.

Pneumatic.

The gun was elcvate'l from -5° to +20° in 1 minute, 15 seconds at official test.

At rate of 20 minutes, 55 seconds.

[Traversing through 360°.J
The carriage coulu be traversed through a portiou
of the traverse circle easily by 4 men. Owing
~~uldt!~~t~~5;:~~orm it then bountl so that it

At rate of 2 hours, 19 miuutes, and 14 seconds.

[Elevath1g from loading to firing position.]
'l'lte cnl'l'ia¥e was elevated from lonfling to firing
positiou m 2minutes, 7 :;cconus at official tesL.

I Couhl
not be uone without filling air cy"li!lllerlwurs,28 minutes,14 secouus,employing40lllen.
U

[Capacity ofloading and firing 10 rounds by hand.]
Ten roumls were fired from the carriage in 58 minutes and 28 second:; at oJticial te:st.

Conld be loaued by h:mu but required power to
lift gun il1to battery. It was loaded an!l fired,
usiJJg power-10 rounds in 1 hour, 6 minutes,
antl 15 seconds.

MANEUVERED BY POWER.
[Elevated from -5C> to +20o.]

R<qui"d"' "" ""'""

a,.w. <an-iag<.

I

Obtained 'in pnewnatic carriage.

1 minute........................................... At rate of 53! seconus.
[Traversed through 3600.]
2 minutes .................. ························I At rate of 2 minutes and 42 seconds.
[Elevated from loauing to firing position and return.]
3 minutes .•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...... The average time of lifting from loading to firing
1

~~~~\~na:dunu~c~~X~~n~~:~~{ :~£t~ let~~~el

without firh1g except by letting air out of cylinder, requiring 5 hours, 46 minutes by power to
'refill ready for firing again if Amptied and prob·
ably in any event over an hour if only a portion
were let oft.
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THE MODIFIED GORDON 10-INCH COUNTERPOISE CARRIAGE.

Capt. Gordon designed, and submitted to the Board at its September
meeting, a modified form of his nonrecoil counterpoise 10-inch ca.rriage,
which has so favorably impressed the Board that it has recommended
that the Secretary of War contract for the construction of one of the
modified carriages, and the sum of $47,700 has be~n allotted therefor,
and the Secretary has approved the recommendation, and the Chief of
Ordnance has entered into the contract for said carriage.
While the new design preserves all the characteristic features of the
old, in its details it is believed to be a very great improvement thereon.
The following are the main modifications:
(1) The weight of the carriage and counterpoise is very considerably
reduced and the masses mnch more compactly disposed.
(2) The thrust of the recoil, instead of being transmitted to the
hydra.ulic cylinders by the connecting rods and trucks, is communicated
by a combination of gears, producing a direct action upon the pistons
instead of the oblique thrust of the old mechanism, and the "dead
center" is wholly obviated.
(3) The air chamber, or reservoir, instead of being dispersed above
and aci'oss the hydraulic cylinders is placed parallel with them.
The following extract from the record of the action of the Board
will show the very stringent conditions placed upon the acceptance ot
the modified carriage :
The carriage shall not be accepted unless it be capable of allowing the followin~
operations to be performed by hancl power in the times named with a detacl1ment ot
not more than 15 enlisted men under the direction of an officer, namely: The 10-inrh
service rifle when mounted tlfereon sh:1ll be capable of being elevated from - GJ
to
20° within five minutes; second, the gun shall be capable of being traversed
through 360° within five minutes; third, the gun shall be capable of being elevated
from the loading position to the firing position within five minutes.
The cn.rriage should be such as to permit of the firing of the service 10-inch rifle
therefrom ten times in one hour, using hand power only, and there shall be a deduction of $1,000 from the contract. price agreed upon for each round less than this number in said time and a bonus of $2,000 for each round greater than this number.
Jn determining times for this and the second set of conditions all . unusual delays
not incident to the working of the carriage shall be deducted from the observed
times.
'fhere shall be provided means for loading, traversing, elevating and depressing,
and raising the gun into battery and returning it into firing position, lJy electrieal
power; all the material except the steam engme and boiler to he furnished and set
up by the contractor. With such power the gun should be capable of being traversed
through 360 degrees in two minutes, elevate from minus 5 degrees to plus 20 degrees
in one minnte, and elevated from loading position to firing position and return to
loading position in three minutes.
The carriage shall be set up by the contractor upon foundations to be built by tho
Government, plans of which shall be furnished by the contrn.ctor, the whole to be
completed ren.dy for official test within s~ven months from the date of signing of the
contract. If the carriage be delivered ready for official test within less than seven
months, then for each such day the contractor shall receive $100; if the deli very he
not made within the seven months, then shall the contractor forfeit $100 for each
day in excess of the seven months, unless the time of delivery be extended with the
express understanding that this forfeiture is waived.
The date governing the payment of $100 per day bonus or forfeiture shall be the
date npon which it is determined by official test in the presence of the board, after
the firing of ten proof rounds, that the second set of conditions are complied ·with.
The contraetor shall furnish a bond in 80 per cent. of the total amount of the contract to protect the United States against loss, incident to the partial payments, dne
to the excess of the forfeiture for delay in delivery over the retained 20 per cent.
It should be agreetl that the Chief of Orduanee shall furnish, when desired, free
on board cars at the works of the eontractor, for the temporary use of the same, one
10-inch B. L. rifle and one 10-inch projectile of standard pattern, the same to he
returned in like· good condition, free on board cars at said works, within one year
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from the date of contract, or su(·.h less time after the delivery of the carriag6 a~ the
OnlnaHce Inspector may jmlge just.
It is further provided that, before said carriage shall be ordered, Capt. vV. B.
Gordon, the inventor, shall give to the War Department the right to rn:mufactnre
in future at its arsenals carriages of similar design, it being understood that he
reserves all rights against private parties manufacturing the same.

These conditions were subsequently modified by authorizing the
omitting of the device necessary for the elevat1on of the gw1 from
minus 50 to plus 200 by electric power iu one minute, provided the
condition for elevation by hand powei' from minus 5° to plus 200 be
changed from 5 minutes to 50 seconds.
As tlle urgency for the 8-inch and 10-inch disappearing carriages is
becoming great, and the entire system of defense, so fa,r as these two
calibers are concerned, is being delRyed for the want of them, the Board
COJlsidered it expedient to offer extra inducements in the sllape of a
bonus for any period less than seven months within which said carriage
shall be completed and ready for test, to be paid in case it prove satisfactory and comply with the conditions imposed.
Whilst the first carriage l1as given good results by hand power only,
and it is anticipated that in the second carriage these results will be .
ex~.:elled, it was deemed wise in the development of the system to
require, in addition to the capacity to be operated by band, that the
carriage should be so constructed as to be car)3ble of being maneuvered
by electric power. There will be occasions in the service of these carriages when exceptionally rapid work is required. The electric plant
for a search-light apparatus would be an esseutialpartof every system
of fortifications, and from its compactness it does rwt materially add
to the cost of com:.;trncting the batteries. It is believe(}. that such a
plant will suffice for maneuyering and loadi11g; and that the power may
be readily transmitted fi·om a distance to smaJl motors at the different
batteries. For this reason it was decided to take this opportunity of
inexpensively applying the system to a heavy carriage.
In giving the limits of the times within which the operations of the
carriage shall be performed, it was not intended to set them as a stand. ard. It is expected that the different operations will be performed in
much less time.
TilE CROZIER-BUFFINGTON DISAPPEARING CARRIAGES FOR 8 AND 10
INCH GUNS.

These carriages, of a type originally designed by Col. Buffington, of
the Ordnance Department, and subsequently modified by Capt. Crozier,
of the sam~, and for which no patents have been applied, were placed
under contract with the Southwark Foundry and JYiachine Company,
Philadelphia. The 8-inch carriage has been received at the proving
grounds at Sandy Hook, and is being mounted. The 10-inch carriage
is expected to be completed and ready for test by the end of the calendar
year.
For the construction of one 8-inch and one 10-inch carriage of this
type the Board allotted, May 6~ 1891, the sum of $70,000.
In this type carriage the counterpoise weight IS suspended in a well
under the torward part of the carriage. The gun is trunnioned at the
upper ends of two parallel leven:; of steel which are mounted a little
above their centers upon a horizontal a4is in the top carriage, which is
constrained to movetotherearup an inclined plane upon a chassis roller
path. The hydraulic cylinders are cast in the top carriage and the
piston rods are attached to the front of the chassis rails. During the
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recoil the axis of rotation moves in a right line following the chassis
rail, the lower or front ends of the levers, to which are attached the
counterweights, move in a vertical line, and the trunnions of the gun
in an arc of an ellipse. The gun returns to firing position l>y means of
the counterpoise.
It is expected that the test of these carriages will commence as soon
as possible, and it slwuld be completed within a few months.
THE 8 AND 12 INCH BARBETTE CARRIAGES.

The type 8-inch carriage, constructed by the Ordnance Department
at the Army Oarria~e Factory at Watertown Arsenal, Massachusetts,
after unexpected delay~, is now complete, and its test carried so far
as to warrant the manufacture of others of this design.
It is understood that good progress has been made with the 12-inch
carriage and that it will be ready for test during the coming winter. Its
manufacture Las been delayed awaiting the teceipt of machinery, now
on hand.
While there is not the same urgent reason for expediting the malinfacture of this type of carriages as of the disappearing type, yet, considering the number of guns that will hereafter be produced annually,
all types can not be too soon tested and decided upon. With the completion of the Army Carriage ·F actory at Watertown, the manufacture
of the barbette carriages can proceed rapidly with moderate cost.
On November 14, 1892, the Board made an allotment from the appropriation of 1891 of $65,000 for carriages for steel breech-loading seacoast guns procured under the act of 1888. Under this allotment there
are now under construction at Watertown Arsenal seven 8-ineh, five
10-inch, and four 12-inch barbette carriages.
In its last annual report the Board indicated its judgment that the
Government should provide at Watertown Arsenal a seacoast gun and
,mortar carriage factory commensurate with the production of guns and
mortars. The Board has seen no reason to change its judgment in this
regard, but, on the contrary, time and experience of another year has·
only confirmed it.
CONVERTED 10-INCH AND 15-INCH CA;RIUAGES.

The work of alteration of existing 10-inch barbette carriages to
adapt them to service with the 8-inch rifle, converterl, and the 15-ineh
carriages for service with the 15-inch S. B. gun, using increased charges,
still continues at the Watertown Arsenal. The act of 1893 appropriated $50,000 for this purpose, which sum is estimated to provide for
the alterations of nine 10-inch barbette carriages and nine 15-inch
carriages for service with 15-inch S. B. guns, using increased powder
charges. Up to the current fiscal year there had been allotted funds
for the alteration of one hundred and thirty-six 10-ineh carriages, and
sixty 15-inch carriages, which, with the money now appropriated, will
be increased to one hundred and forty-five, and sixty-nine, respectively.
There is still a large number of these old carriages on hand and available for alterations.
The appropriations for the alteration of these caniages under the
acts of 1888, 1889, 1890, and 1891 were made subject to the allotment
of this Board, but for the years of 1892 aud 1893 the money was not
subject to such allotment. But this matter is so closely related to the
whole subj~ct Qf tlle :provisio:Q. of mounts for rearmaments of our for·
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tificatious, and of the scheme of defense generally, that it bas been
here referred to in continuance of the reports of former years.
SEACOAST MORTAR CARRIAGES.

The test of the spring-return 12-inch 1nortar carriage, also known as the
Easton a:nd Anderson carriage, has been completed. The experiment
has been tried of substituUng spiral (car) springs, in place of the Belleville springs originally used, with good success.
Contract has been entered into by the Chief of Orclnance during the
year for the manufacture of seventy-one of these earriages, and within
a short time the 16-mortar battery at Sandy Hook will be t:mpplied with
this carriage as mounts for its 12-iuch B. I.1. mortars.
Of these 71 carriages 28 are under construction at Providence, R.I.;
36 at Baltimore, Md., and 7 at West Point Foundry; and 9 are already
on band which were constructed at the Builders' Iron Foundry, at Providence, R. I. These, when completed, together with the two type carriages, will afford mounts for all the 12-inch mortars now produced or
co11tracted for.
On September 5, 1893, the Board made an allotment of $l,!WO for the
expense of mounting four of these mortars in the Sandy Hook battery.
THE CANET 12-INCH MORTAR CARRIAGE.
Thit~ experimental carriage remains at the proviug grounds at Sandy
Hook, but as the spring-return carriage seems to offer better prospects
of developing a suitable service carriage the firh1gs from the Uanet
have not been prosecuted during the year.
The carriage is an exceedingly heavy one, principally of steel. It is
capable of elevating from zero to 75 degrees, and the line of recoil
always remains coincident with the line of fire. The recoil is taken up
by hydropneumatic cylinders and a tapering tbrottling bar to gradually control the escape of the liquid iu the cylinders. By tl1e recoil
air is compressed in the reservoir, called the recuperator, by which
means the piece is returued into battery.
While the working of the carriage, procured as an experimental
form of mortar mountings, does not warrant its present reproduction, it
may be uRefully employed for experimental firings.

GORDON 12-INCH RIFLED MORTAR CARRIAGE (EXPERIMENTAL).

On the recommendation of the Chief of Ordnance, the Board has
made an allotment of $6,500 (July 12, 1893) for one type Gordon12-inch
B. L. rifle-mortar carriage.
Capt. Gordon bas communicated to the Board the fact that he has
not paten ted his mortar carriage, and does not intend to clo so in · the
Uuitecl States. It is understood that the Chief of Ordnance bas
invited bids for the manufacture of the type carriage, but the contract
haR not yet been p.Jaced.
This carriage wlll be of the general hydropneumatic type, with spring
return.
AUXILIARY DEFENSES.
MINES AND TORPEDOE!'.

No progress has been made during the past year in the test of the
Ericsson a,erial torpedo. The Board has notified the Ericsson Coast Defense Uompany tb;:tt it is ready to prp~eeq with the tr~~l of th~ two r~-
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maining torpedoes at any time, but thus far the company has not signified its readiness. The remaining torpedoes are stored at Fort
Wadsworth, New York Harbor. It is expected that these torpedoes
will be tested in the near future.
·The Sims-Ed,ison fish torpedo, which was described in the report of
1892 and which bas been under test, has completed its experimental,.
runs in such a manner as to comply with the terms of the contract, and
bas been accepted and paid for.
The reports of Lieut. Col. W. R. King, Corps of Engineers, upon the
trial runs made with tllis torpedo in its test for acceptance under contract arc hereto appended. (Appendix C.)
To enable the Board to intelligently consider the question of recommending further allotments from the balance of $24,775 still remaining
of the appropriation approved March 2, 1889, which is available only
for the purpose of movable submarine torpedoes, it was recommended
that there be instituted by the Chief of Engineers a set of twenty or
more actual runs, or such dock trials as will be decisive for determining the relative percentage of the success and failure to be expected
with this torpedo, and this recommendation was approved by the
Secretary of War.
Reports of t,b ese trials have not yet been received.
The Board does not recommend further expenditures upon snell torpedoes at this time.
GUN AND MOHTAR BATTERIES.

Tlle act of August 18, 1890, appropriated the sum of $1,221,000 for
gun and mortar batteries at Boston, New York, and San Francisco,
which was allotted by the Board as follows:
Boston .... _.. ____ . __ . ___ - ____ . __ .. - _. __ .. _... . . .. .. .. .. .. $235, 000
N e'v York ............ __ ...........•. _......... _......... _ 726, 000
San Francit~co ....................... _.. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. 260, 000

The same act also appropriated the sum of $500,000 for sites for
fortification s, all of which was duly allotted to the purposes intended.
The act of February 24,1891, appropriated the sum of $750,000 for gun
and mortar batteries and $500,000 for sites for fortifications. The act
of 1892 appropriated the further sum of $500,000 for gun and mortar
batteries and also $500,000 for sites for fortifications, making a total of
$2,471,000 which has been appropriated and a11otted for batteries and
$1,000,000 for sites. The appropriations made since the act of 1890 for
these purposes have not been under the supervision of this :Board.
The Board has visited the emplacei_Qents for the three 8-inch guns
at Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor, the gun-lift battery and the
mortar battery at Sandy Hook. The latter are substantially completed
and ready to receive their armament. The former await the adoption
and production of suitable disappearing carriages.
The Board has not visited the gun and mortar batteries at Boston
or at the eastern entrance of New York Harbor or at San Francisco,
for which it made the allotments.
For details of the present state of advancement of these works, and
other works 11ot constructed under the allotments of this Board, refer,
ence is ma<le to the current report of the Chief of Engineers,
QUICK-FIRE GUNS,

Since the last report of the Board there has been authorized to
be purchased one Schneider 12-centimeter (4.724-inch) q'uiclc-fire gun,
with 100 rounds of ammunition, which is to be tested in compariso~
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with the Armstrong, Hotchkiss, and Canet quick-fire guns of the same
caliber.
The HotchkiRs and .Armstrong guns have been received and mounted,
and the Uanet is en route from France. The Board has also invited
the Maxim-Nordenfelt Gttns and. Amn~·unition Company to submit designs
of a 4.724-inch gun with a view of possibly purchasing one for the same
trials if it can be secured in time.
In addition to these guns of 4.724-inch caliber there is to be in the
coming year a comparative test of the merit~ of the following 6-pounder
rapid-fire gttms (2.24 inches caliber), provision for which test has been
made by the Board in the supply of the necessary ammunition, viz:
1Jotc1Ikiss, Seabury, Maxim-Nordenfelt, Sponsel, and Driggs-Schroeder
rapid-fire guns. ·
THE ROBERTSON MACHINE GUN.

On October 6, 1892, Mr. George W. Robertson, of Washington, D. C.,
submitted to the Board his model, designs, and description of a 2-uarrel machine gun, and the Chief of Ordnance, 011 reference to him,
reported that in his opinion it was of sufficient merit to warrant the
construction of a type .45-caliber gun. The Board therefore made an
allotment of $1,000 for the construction and mounting of one such
gun.
The piece has been completed, fired experimentally, and the Chief ot
Ordnan~e has submitted estimates for a thorough test of the gun in
the near future.
During the year the Gerdom breech mechanism, as applied to a
3.2-inch breech-loading rifle has been successfully test,·d, awl it is now
being adapted to the use of a metallic cartridge. ln it the breech
block is threaded on two segments, top and bottom. Th~ carrier ring·
has projecting from its front face a mass of metal, corresponding to a
portion of the jacket, slotted away so that the block may be rotated
about the v rtical hinge pin situated nearly opposite the front face of
the block. The extractor, which is a full circle, is worked by rotating
the block about the hinge pin.
RANGE FINDERS.

With a view of testing all available forms of range finrlers which
give promise of merit many have been allotted for by the Boant awl
some of them have been received and their test is in progress.
Two instruments for seacoast defense have been purchased, viz: The
Fiske range and position finder, which is an instrument using a horizontal base, in which the horizontal triangle, with a base of about 277
yards, is solved electrically by the principle of the Wheatstone bridge;
and the Lewis range and position finder, in which the vertical triaugle,
the base of which is the height above the sea, level, is solved mechanical1y.
Both instruments are of delicate construction and are not readily
moved from one position to another.
A third form of seacoast range and position finder, the Zalinski, is to
be tested, and, if it proves satisfactory, will be purchased.
The following field iustruments have also been ordered and will be
tested: The V\7atkins depression range finder for field artillery; the
Aide-Tireur, Nolan, Unge, Labbez, Gordon, Pratt, Broad Arrow, vVatWAR 93-VOL I--51
f
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kins infantry telemeter, and the English infantry Mekometer for use of
infantry and field artillery. It is believed that from these many forms
one suitable for the service may be selected.
SMOKELESS POWDERS.

The Board in May and December, 1892, and in May and October of
this ye~r has allotted sums aggregating $4,625 for procuring smokeless
powders for experimenti;tl test. Very satisfactory progress has been
made in this direction. Indications give ground for the belief that an
American powder will be developed superior to that in use abroad.
Consid.ering the pecuniary reward to be gained, it is a field in which
powder makers might well vie with each other.
HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

The progress made during the year with firingR of high explosives
from powder guns has been most satisfactory. The following report of
the committee of the Board charged with this work is embodied in
full as it is believed to be of marked interest:
NEW YORK CITY, October 31, 1893.
The committee on high explosives has the honor to submit the following report
Upon its work accom11lished during the J>aSt year:
The necessary firings from guns has been conducted under the direction of the
Chief of Ordnance by Capt. Heath, in charge of the ordnance proving ground n,t
Sandy Hook, to whom the committee is indebted for much valuable assistance.
The following extracts from the programme adopted by the Bl)aru for these investigations are quote<l fi•om the last a,nnual report for convenience of reference:
· "(1) Which is the best explosive for use in shells ?-To decide this point we must consider (a) safety in hantlling and storage, regard being had to ordinary shocks and
friction in handling, to deterioration in store, and to extremes of heat mHl cold; (b)
intensity of action when exploded; and (c) density of loading. Should the trials
prove that several varities of high explosives can be safely fired in projectiles the
ultimate choice betvi'een them will depend on these considerations, and they should
also largely influence the order in which trials are made. * * *
"(2) Is an explosion of the first o1·de1' or detonation assnred with the different nwrles of
loading proposed by the ·inventors to prevent prernaturc explosion?-To tesiJ"this matter it
is proposed to explode duplicate sets of cast-iron shells like those shown on page 299,
Report of the Chief of Ordnance for 1884 (caliber, 8-inch; cavity, 5 inches in diameter andlO inches deep ; capacity, about 192 cubic inches, or 6.9 pounds of water).
One set will be charged precisely as proposed by the inventor; the other will contain the sallit:> ,J,motmt of the explosive in a compact mass, with the rest of the cavity
sand-filled. The projectiles will be placed at the bottom of holes about 8 inches in
diameter aml 4 or 5 feet deep, bored in uniform clay soil and tamped with sand.
From the measured crater radii after the explosion it. is believetl that a fair idea can
be formed as to whether the loadingdevicesreducethe order ofthe explosion. ''' * *
"(3) Will the explosive stand the friction due to 1·Vled nwtion when loaded as propo.sed?To obtain more definite information as to the heating effect of this motion than is now
available, it is propose<l to communicate a high rotary velocity to projectiles by
mechanical means, and thus investigate the subject practically. * ·x- *
" ( 4) Will the explosive ::Jtrtnd the shoclc of jil'ing 'When loaded as proposed by the differeut
inventors ?-To test this matter it is propose<.l to purchase one hmHlred 7-ineh and
fifty 11-inch projectiles of the pattern described above, and to fire them fi·om the
7-inch Ames gun and from the 11-inch converted muzzle-loading rifle at Sandy Hook."
During the past ¥ear firing from the 12.2-inch experimental mortar with full service
charges (78 pounds brown prismatic powder) has been added to this programme.
"All these experiments should be made by firing at long ranges over water, so
that a practical test of the effect of rifiedmotion as well as the shock of firing may
be had.
" ( 5) Will the igniting rnechani.srn .stand the ahoclc of jking and the rifled motion without
premature action?-This matter should be tested quite independently of the explosive,
which may be accomplished by using shells charged with powder in a field or siege
gun, or perhaps by charging· several primers in one shell, thus reducing expense.
"(6) Will the 'igniti11g mechanis1n act as desired?-This may betestcd by firing shells
charged with pow.der.
·
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"(7) Will the shell, withou.t the igniting mechanism, explode on i'mpact (a) with water;
(b) with ea1'th; (c) with stone;(~) with woocl qr w1·ought iron, and (e) withi1·ou annor?lnformation on some of these points will be obtained incidentally, and the others
may be left for fntnre consideration."
The following summary gives the operations during the season just closed:
SUBTERRA SHELL TRIALS.

The methods used under beadings (1) and (2) of the programme are fully described
in Appell(lix E of the annual report of the Board of Ordnance aml Fortification for
the year ending October 30, 1891.
The only explosive presented for investigation during the past year has been
ammonite, a partial test of which in 1892 is reported on page 24 of the last annual
report of the Board. Mr. Harry Allen was present at tlw recent experiments, and
submitted two varieties for trial. One, which will he designated (A), was identical
with that tried last season; the other (B) was slightly modified with a view to
correct the d.ifticulty in obtaining detonation then devf?loped. Both varieties were
1mt up in leaden cases hermetically scaled and containing about 14 onnces. Both
had a light straw color, but (A) was like flour in consistency, very hard to compact
in the shell, while (B) was caked in hard cylinden; aml required to be pulverized
before it could be properl.Y loaded. After this disruption it admitted of being
closely compacted by ramming.
Two trials with (A) a.ml four trials 'vith (B) were made in the month of June,
when the temperatnre was normal for that season.
The J.)revious experiments having indicated that full detonation with this explosive is difficult and uncertain, special prhners had been prepare(l, which, it ·was considered, should be sufficiently powerful to detonate any explosive suitable for use in
shells. Each consisted of a service snbmarme-mi11e fuse, containing 24 grains of
mercuric fulminate, inserted in dry Stow market guncotton imported in 1871 for trial
at ·willets Point. This guncotton was in the form of C~7 linders about an inch in
diameter and an inch aucl a quarter long, with a small central hole. Each (lisk
weighed about half an ounce. One of the primers contained two and the other three
of these cylinders, firmly lashefl end to eud, a11d fitted to receive the fuse at one
extremity. These primers were bedded in the axis of the charge, and they extended.
through a sufficient length to deliver a very severe shock to the explosive.
1\Ir. Allen also snbmitted primers of the pattern proposed by him for usc in shells
whei1 fired from guns. Each consisted of a tldn brass cylinder 1.2 inches in diameter and2.15 inches long. A 31-grain copper detonator was held fast by a rubber
t.ube which was incased in brass half cylinders and clamped within the main
cylinder at one of its ends. The charged end of the detonator projected into the
chamber, occupJ•ing about 1.25 inehes at the base of the main cylincleT. The bottom
orifice was closed sometimes with a rubber and sometimes with a bntss disk. The
chamber was always fllle(l with about an onuce of uncompressecl ammonite loosely
inserted. Ignition was secur<'d l,y a service submarine-mining etlt-ofi, containing
4- grains of mercuric fulmin:tte and so place'l that when ignited by electricity the
flash would enter the open end of the detonator. Mr. Allen's primer, therefore, contained 35 grains of mercnric fulminate and an ounce of loose ammonite; he was
of opinion that it should be amply sufficient to detonate the charge of the shell
in which it was embeddecl.
In the first trial with the (A) variety, the shell was charged with 7.25 pounds, completely filling the cavity, and one of our primers, containing 1.5 ounces of gun cotton,
was used. This charge was buried and exploded normally, giving a measured mean
crater radius of 3. 80 feet and a line of least resistance of 3. 70 feet. Our experimental
formula indicates that this crater should be formed by a charge of 3.20 pounds of
explosive gelatin, giving 44 per cent. as the relative strength of this grade of ammonite. This figure is identical with that reported as the result of our last season's
·Work.
The next trial with the (A) variety differed only in substituting one of Mr. Allen's
primers for our own. The shell was · buried in a hole giving a, line of least resistance of 3.7 feet, the charge being 7.25 pounds, as before. On passing the electric
current a muffled sound was heard, and a partial explosion, sufficient to clear the hole
of sand, occurred. 'Vhite vapor escaped for several minutes. Upon recovering the
shell an all-round fracture was found, on a line varying from 9 to 10 inches from the
point, completely separating the forward. from the rear portion. Back of this line
the shell had broken into twenty-six pieces of varying size; in fi·ont of the line it
was intact and tightly pa.ckecl with the explosive in normal condit-ion.
Since three out of the four trials last year had failed to secure full Cl.etouation,
this result was considered sufficient to condemn this variety of the explosive. for use
in shells.
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Experiments were continued with the new (B) variety, now submitted for the
first time.
In the first trial the shell was charged with 6.5 pou.nds compacted as solidly as its
light character well admitted, completely filling the cavity. The primer was of 1
ounce guncotton type. The explosion was normal, giving a line of least resistance
of 3.65 feet and a measured mean crater radius of 3.98 feet. The formula indicates
that 3.60 pounds of explosive gelatin would be required to do this work, giving 55
per cent. as the relative strengt.h of this grade of ammonite.
In the next trial the shell cont'ained 6.5 pounds as before, but one of Mr. Allen's
primers, closed with a rubber disk, was used. The explosion was normal, giving a
line of least resistance of 3.70 feet and a measured mea,n crater radius of 3.88 feet.
The formula indicates that 3.38 l)Onnds of explosive gelatin would be required to
do this work, giving 52 per cent. as the relative strength of this grade of ammonite.
The next trial was designed as a repetition of tlle last. The charge was 6.5 pounds,
and one of Mr. Allen's primers closed by a brass disk was used. The explosion
appeared to be normal, but with a line of least resistance of 3.70 feet the measured
mean crater radius proved to be only 3.31 feet. To give a crater of these dimensions, only 2.23 pounds of explosive gelatin would be requireu by the formula, indicating only 34 per cent. as the relative strength developed by the ammonite. The
inference is that the explosion was only partial in character.
The experiments terminated by testing how this new variety of ammonite would
act under conditions similar to those used in the trials of last season with the (A)
variety. A charge of 6.94 pounds was forced into the shell, and primed with the
single service submarine mining fuze containing 24 grains of meTCnric fulminate.
The shell was buried to give a line of least resistance of 3.70 feet. Applying the
current produced no sensible effect, but the detector showed that the eleetrical circuit was broken. The shell was raised, and on opening it was found that the fuze
had exploded. making a cavity the bot.tom of which was about 6 inches and the top
about 2.5 inches below the plug. Laterally the cavity extended nearly to the sides
of the shell, but the shape was somewhat corrug:1ted and (liscolorecl by deposited
mercury. Not even a partial explosion had occurred under this tremendous shock.
The ammonite was conmressed into a solid mass much harder than coti.ld be effected
1
by ramming.
~
The trials with this shell were continued. The bottom of the cavity was covered
to the depth of an inch with a loose layer of the explosive; two submarine mining
fuzes coupled in series and tied together were inserted, and the remaining part of
the cavity was tilled with loose explosive.
One pound was thus introduced, making the entire chaege 7.94 pounds. The shell
was buried to give a line of least resistance of 3.65 teet, and an apparently normal
explosion followed. On measuring the crater radius, ho·wever, it was found to be
only 3.46 feet, calling by the formula for only 2.48 pounds of explosive gelatin to
do equal work. This indicates only 31 per cent. as the relative strength developed
by the ammonite and, from a comparison of the first two trials, justifies the inference
that this explosion also was only partial.
From these investigations it appears that the grade of ammonite designated (A),
when fully detonated, has about 44 per cent. of the strength of explosive gelatin,
anrl that grade (B) has, under like circumstances, about 53 per cent. of the sameboth measured by the power of throwing earth under conditions similar to those
adopted in these experiments. The corresponding capacit,y of the subterm shells,
reduced to the original volume (192 cubic inches), is, say, 7.5 pounds for grade (A) and
7.1 pounds for grade (B). Hence for the relative merit of these two grades, meas.
ured by the energy they could develop in a shell, we have:
Grade (.A.) •••.. .44 X 7. 5 = 3. 30.
Grade (B) __ .... 53 X 7.1= 3. 76.
The corresponding figures of merit fo.r other e;x:plo.s ives tested by us, and submitted in previous annual reports of the Board, are as follows:
Perunite B .. ___ ...... _._ .. 1. 44 X 12.2 = 17.57 (failed in other respects).
Perunite C .. _........... _.1. 28 X 12.2 = 15. 61 (failed in other respects).
PeruniteD ........... -- ... 1.12 X 12.2 = 13.66 (failed in other lW>peets).
Americanite A ......... __ . 0. 38 X 7. 5 = 2. 90 (i~liled in otlJCr respeet;;).
J\m~·ic~uite B-:--·· ...... 0.47 X 11.5 =
5.42 (failed in other respects).
Explos1ve gelatm .. ___ .... 1. 00 X 10. 0 = 10. 00.
Rackarock ... _.. _.. _____ .. 0. 78 X 12. 0 = 9. 36.
Emmensite ...... ---· ...... 0. 56 X 9. 8 = 5. 49.
Guncotton wet ...... _.... 0. 51 X 6. 2 = 3. 16.
United States rifle powder .0. 23 X 7. 5 = 1. 72.
In view of theex: treme difficulty of certainly producing detonation in a shell
charged with ammo nte (proven by the trials above reported), of the very deligues-
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em1t nature of ammonium nitrate which forms the greater part of its composition,
and of its relatively low strength as shown by these figures the committee does not
recommend further trials with this explosive.
ROTATION TRIALS.

All the explosives snbmittec1 to the Board which have been judged to have suffi('ieut merit to warrant trial uy this method having already l>Cen tested, 110 experiments with the rotating apparatus have ueen made during the past year to carry
out 1Jeading (3) of the programme.
SHOCK IN THE GUN.

At the date of the last annual report of the Board the only explosives under tria.I
which have been judged worthy of test under the fourth heading of the programme
were explosive gelatin, rackarock, emmensite and wet guncotton. 'l'he two lastnamed bad succt:ssfully hoTne all the prescTibed tests in the 7-incb Ames gun and in
the 11-inch converted rifle. Repeated shell charges of 26 pounds of emmensite, loaded
in the simple manner usual with black powder, bad been fired with a muzzle velocity
slightly exceeding 1,400 feet per second and pressures in the bore of 25,000 pounds,
without explosion. In like manner repeated charges of 12.5 pounds of wet guncotton, with the interstices filled with a half-and-half mixture of paraffin and carnanba
wax, had been fired with a muzzle velocity of 1,435 feet per seconu and pressure in
the bore exceeding 38,000 pounds. Explosive gelatin in charges of 6.5 pounds subdivided by diaphragms had failed in the 7-inch Ames gun, destroying it; but further
tests to determine the merit of Dr. Justin's method of loading had been ordered. As
rackarock mixed bad borne successfully the trials in subterra shells, and on the
rotating machine, it remained to try it also in actual firing.
The ordnance provided for these experiments consisted of a 7-in6h Ames muzzleloading rifle, an 11-inch muzzle-loading rifle converted from a 15-inch Rodman smoothbore, and a 12. 2-inch breech-loading rifleu mortar of cast iron hooped with steel, of
the same general design as the service pattern.
The firing has been conducted at the ordnance proving ground at Sandy Hook,
under the dhection of the Ordnance Department a1Jd in the presence of one or both
members of your committee. One of the shots from the mortar was witnessed by the
entire Board. Tl1e following are the results of the year's practice:
(1) With mckm·oclc.-'l'he firing took place in the month of December. 'l'en shells
were :fired from the 7-inch Ames gun, with charges of 25 pounds of DuPont's
hexagonal E. V. K. powder, giving a velocity of about 1,425 feet per second and
a pressure in the bore of about 26,000 pounds. 'l'he shells contained 11.5 pounds
of rackarock; the first eight charges of the explosive having been prepared for
firing a week and the other two five months before the test. 'l'he firing was seawanl and without fuzes. No explosion occurred except with one of the five-mouth
charges. 'l'bis shell broke up in the gun, scoring the lands, but doing no serious damage. A partial explosion of rackarock occurred, as shown by the greenish y<'llow
color of the deposit on the pressure gauge and the absence of the usual powder fouling. No abnormal pressure was indicated.
'l'he trials proceeded in the 11-incb gun. One shell was fired with 115 pounds of
DuPont's hexagonal E. V. K. powder, giving a velocity of about 1,425 feet per
second and a measured pressure of 36,467 pounds in the bore. The shell was charged
with 35.3 pounds ofrackarock prepared for use a week before. The projectile uroke
up in the gun, the fragments striking seaward. 'l'he lands in the gun near the
muzzle were badly scored, and the driving edges near the seat of the shell as well.
The odor of the smoke in the bore and the absence of the ordinary powder fouling
indicated a premature explosion, probably partial in character; but under the circumstances no further trials were deemed proper.
These shells were all of steel, the 7-iuch having cylindrical and the 11-inch octagonal cavities. The patterES bad been well tested, and no breaking up under the
shock of discharge was to be apprehended.
·
(2) With explosive geiatine.-On page 34 of the last annual report of the Board of
Ordnance and Fortification a full description is given of Dr. Justin's system of firing
high explosives, as exhiuited to the Board at his range near Perryville in June, 1892.
In brief, the explosive is placed in an interior carrier so pivoted longitudinally as to
relieve it from the rotary shock at discharge, as well as from any tende.ncy to generate
heat by friction during flight.
The direct shock at discharge is transmitted to the explosive thro.ugh the wooden
base of the carrier, which rests, or which is supposed to rest, in contact with the
1Jase of the shell cavity. At the experiments witnessed by the Board at Perryville
eleven shots were fired from a 60-pounder Parrott and a 9-inch Blakely gun, with
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muzzle velocities in each not exceeding 1,000 feet per second. Tl1e shells were
charged with camphorated forcite No.1, containing about 7 and 32 pounds, respectively. No premature explosion occurred.
While decidedly of opinion that with shells to be :fired from mortars against the
decks of ships the waste of interior space, the complexity, and the expense of an.
carrier system of loading should be avoided b~~ selecting Rome high explosive which
admits of the usual simple mode of packing, the Board still appreciated that in the
case of armor-piercing shell where the interior cavity is extremely contracted it
may be possible, even with the drawbacks of a carrier, to obtain greater explosive
energy by using explosive gelatine with its high intensity of action and great
density of loading, than by depending on a less powerful agent. Computation
upon the best obtainable data justitied this view; and it was therefore decided to
test the Justin method under the higher velocities and greater shocks possible at
the proving ground at Sa.ndy Hoole Ten shells were accordingly procured from the
inventor suited to be fired from the 7-inch Ames gun. They were fired in June
1893, when the thermometer read about 62° F.
The propelling charge was 25 pounds of DuPont's hexagonal E. V. K. powder,
giving a velocity slight.Jy exceeding 1,400 feet per secoml and a pressure ranging
from 24,000 to 29,040 pounds. The. shell charge was about 7.5 ponnds of explosive
gelatine containing 4 per cent. of camphor. The shells were all fired seaward, without fuzes. With nine of them the elevation was abont 11° , giving a time of flight
of about sixteen seconds, and no explosion occurred. The last was firedatzero elevation, and the shell exploded just in front of the muzzle, breaking up into many
pieces, several of which were recovered. One fragment fell about 100yards froru the
gnu about 45° off the line of :fire. In the shells as furnished there was a slight play
between the bottom of the cavity and the base of the carrier. In firing at 11° of
elevation these surfaces were probably in contact, for the carrier moved very freely
within the shell. Dr. Jnsti.n, who was present at t.he experiments, attributoo the
explosion at the last round to a want of contact as above, causing a shock upon discharge which upset and burst open the carrier, permitting the explosive to come in
contact with the walls of the shell, and thus defeating the object proposed in his
method of loading. This explanation is consistent with all the known facts in the
case; but it illustrates how precisely every detail must be observed in dealing with
projectiles containing this tempting explosive.
(3) With wet guncotton.-The programme of tests was continued by firing from the
12.2-inch mortar with propelling charges of 78 pounds of DuPont's brown prismatic
R. H. B. powder, lot 11, density 1.815. The elevation rangetl between 42 and 43
degrees, and the time of flight between 40 and 43 seconds. The shells were of forged
kteel of a pattern designed by the Ordnance Department to contain about 100 pounds
of emmensite and weighed, loaded, about 800 pounds. They contained about 55
pounds ofvValsrode w<:~t guncotton, packed with a half-and-half mixture of carnanba wax and' paraffin, completely :filling the cavity. To embrace all usual air temperatures the trials were extended to include firing in January at 16° 1!'., and in
July at 94° F. The pressures, each measured by two ganges, were very uniform,
ranging from 26,000 to 30,000 pounds. The velocity per second was auout 1,000 feet.
Five shells were fired to sea without fuzes, and no premature explosion occurred.
(4) With mnrnensitc.-The mortar, the elevations, the propelling charges, the shells,
the pressure, and the velocities were the same as with the wet guncotton above
reported. The air temperature ranged from 13° F. to 90° F. The charges were compacted by ordinary compression, and ranged from 86 pounds to 88 pounds. Five
shells were :fired seaward anu no premature explosion occurred.
IGNITING MECHANISM.

Detonating fuzes of six varieties, designed and fabricated by the Ordnance Department, were received in July, 1893. For the purpose of determining the effect of the
sh('lck of discharge, one of each design, after thorough drying and without percussion attachment, was :fitted to the base of a service-pattern shell, the shell cavity
having been previously filled with well-compactetl earth that the housing might be
1woperly supported. Using full charges in a 12-inch B. L. cast-iron banded mortar,
the shells were then fired into a sana butt, subsequently recovered, an(l the fact
disclosed that all hatl satisfactorily stood this initiatory test. Further experiment
is now in progress.
EXPLOSION OF SHELL ON IMPACT.

The trials under heading (7) of the original prog-nnnmc have thus far been restricted
to im.tutct on water. In no instance has an explosion oecmTed with a shell not providetl with a fuze designed to eii'ect this object.
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The Cbbclusions reached by your committee from the trials_ made during the past
year may he snnnnetl up as follows:
(1) The investigationR made of two grades of ammonite demonstrate that its detonation by fuzes suitable for use in shells fired from powder guns is difficult and uncertain, and that the explosive in its present state of r1evelopment is inferior to other
types that have been tried at Sandy Hook. No further experiments are recommended.
(2) The trials with rackarock have shown that when mixed in the normal proportions it can not be safely fired from guns. Its high· merits on the score of intensity
of action and density of loading, however, will warrant its being retained on the
list for further investigation.
(:3) All our trials with explosive gelatin have demonstrated that its tendency to
detonation under the shock received in the ~un is very much greater than with certain other well-known types of high explosives. While less powerful the latter are
still st.rong and far safer for practical use in shells. The degree of success attained
by Dr. Justin, perhaps, should forbid final condemnation; hut whether his method,
with every detail adJusted correctly, would permit the use of full armor-piercing
velocities of 2,000 feet and upward is still very far from proven. The experiments
have been carried as far as can well he clone without serious risk of destroying one
of the new high-power guns, of which the number on hand is limited, and your committee does not feel warranted in recommending such trials at present.
(4) The long series of experiments with wet guncotton and emmensite, inaugurated in 1889, have demonstrated to the satisfaction of your committee that either
may safely he used as service charges in our 12-inch mortar shell, and it is in this
class rather than in armor-piercing projectiles that the chief demand for high explosive charge exists.
It remains to determine which of the two explosives should be preferred.
In so far as relates to safety in handling, including ordinary shocks and friction,
and to effects of extremes of heat and cold, they stand on an equal footing. Both
are believed to be thoronghly safe.
In the matter of possible deterioration during long storage, guncotton has the
advantage, as its rival is of much more recent date, and time has been Jacking for
proper records to he kept. The service requirements are that no inJu:ty sha,Jl result
from long confinement in closed iron or steel shells stored in seacoast magazines.
Your committee is informed, upon trustworthy expert authority, that in a trial of
emmensite, conducted under conditions similar to these and extended over a period
of two years, with the metal unprotected, no gases were developed and the corrosion exhibited was insignificant, and that iu shells which had been coated with
paraffin no action whatever occurred. So far as the matter has been tested, therefore, emmensite pr~mises to meet the requirements perfectly, but further trials in
this direction are desirable.
In intensity of action the two explosives may he regarded as having rm1eticaljy
equal merit, the fi.gures given by our subterra-shell measurements, referred to explosive gelatin as 1.00, being 0.51 for wet guncotton and 0.56 for emmensite.
In the matter of density of loading emmensite is greatly the superior the ratio
98
in our subterra shell being " =;= 1.6, and in the 12.2-inchmortar shell being~= 1.6.
6 .2
.
55
Allowing for the slightly greater intensity of emmensite these figures both become
1.74.
It appears, therefore, that upon the whole emmensite has clecideclly the advantage.
It is quite certain that 100 poun<ls of emmensite exploded in the interior of a war
ship, whether entering through the deck or unarmored side, would he decisive, and
mortar shells carrying this charge are easily and cheaply provided. Moreover, so
long as the propelling charge in 8-inch, 10-inch, and 12-inch high-power guns is
restricted to give initial velocities not exceeding 1,000 feet per second, charges up to
this limit may safely he fired from them.
It has also been proved that charges of 25 pounds may be fired safely from guns
with 1,400 feet velocities, and very possibly the same may he true for still larger
amounts and higher velocities, but it is best in these matters to proceed no further
tl1an established facts warrant.
The same principles applied to shells fired from our existing armament of older
types will add enormously to their efficiency.
These results make it apparent that this investigation has already reached a point
justifying practical conclusions of no small importance. The following programme
is ::mggested for its continuation in the early future:
(1) With suhterra shells, with the rotating machine, with the 7-inch Ames gun,
with the 11-inch muzzle-loading rifle, and with the 12.2-inch morta1·, such tests as
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may be needed from time to time to determine the merits of any new explosive or
mode of loading which may be approved by the Board foT trial.
(2) With 8-inch high-power B. L. rifle. Trials to test the safety of firing emmensite >dth higher velocities arHl pressures than can be given in the lower-power guns
heretofore available.
(3) The continuation, under headings (5), (6), and (7) of the original programme,
of the trials with igniting mechanism, and of the trials to determine the effect of
the concr ssion of shells charged with emmensite against different solid materials.
Respectfully submitted.
HENRY L. ABBOTT,
Colonel of Enginee1·s; Bvt. B1·ig. Gen., U.S. A.
CLIFTON COMLY,

Major, Ordnance DepaTt1nent, U. S. A.
PLATES FOR DECK-PIERCING PROJECTILES.

On Jan nary 24, 1893, the Board allotted the sum of $4,800 for testing deek-piercing shells for the 12-inch B. L. mortar. The same amount
was allotted for another plate Septerp_ber 6, 1893, to test a seco11d lot.
A third plate was allotted for October 25, 1893. Detailed reports of
the experimental firings against these plates will be found in the
reports of the Chief of Ordnance.
PROVING GROU:ij"D, SANDY HOOK.

The Board invited attention in its last annual report to the urgent
need of increased facilities for carrying on the experimental and testing and proving opera,t ions at Sandy Hook.
During the past two years great progress and improvement have
been made in this regard; nevertheless, work bas accuml).lated even
more rapidly than the increased facilities have been provided, and as
the work carried on at the proving ground is largely of. the experimental character intrusted to the Board, it has supplemented the
appropriations of Congress by allotments from the funds under its
control to further facilitate and expedite this work. Among such
allotments have been the following:
Nov.14, 1892. For strengthening wharf at Sandy Hook for the better handling of guns for test and proof. ................. _.... ___ . ____ . ____ .... _..
Feb. 2'1, 1893. For increased facilities to repair butts._. __ . ____ .. _.• ________
Feb. 24,1893. For sand butt_.------· ___ ........ ____ .·-------- ___ .. _... ---Feb. 24, 1893. For cast-iron bed-plate for platform of experimental guns .. __
July 14, 1893. For explosive chamber for testing high explosives .. _____ ._._
Sept. 6 and Oct. 27, 1893. For removing and utilizing the railroad track purchased from the New Jersey Central Railroad Company, under act of 1892,
so that guns, mortars, carriages, etc., for test or proof may be brought
direct to the line of the experimental battery. ____ . ____ .. ____ . ________ . __ .

$2, 500
750
500
3, 540
4, 000

12, 000

Total .....••... ______ •• __ ..••••.. __ • _• __ ..•• _____________ . _••.. ____ . _ 23, 290
TESTING AND PROVING WORK.

As shown in a former part of this report, under the head of "Seacoast guns," there will be completed by the end of this fiscal year
forty-one 8-inch, twenty-eight 10-inch, and twelve 12-inch high-power
B. L. rifles. Iu addition there will be eighty 12-inch B. L. mortars
already contracted for, and probably all delivered by tl1e date named.
There are to be tested from funds allotted by the Board:
(1) The type 12-iueb B. L. rifle (to be completed).
(2) The Woodbdtlge 10-inch wire-wound gun (experimental).
(3) The Brown segmental-tube wire gun (to be completed).
(4) Tbe Haskell multichitrge 8-inch B. L. rifle.
(5) The all-steel12-inch B. L. mortar.
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(6) The second lift of the 12-inch battery.
(7) The Gordon 10-inch disappearing carriage (to be completed).
(8) The Gordon modified 10-inch disappearing carriage.
(9) The Gordon 12-inch mortar carriage.
(10) '_rhe Crozier-Buffington 8-inchand 10-inchdisappearingcarriages.
(11) The 12-inch Creusot (lift) carriage (to be completed).
(12) The 12-inch minimum port casemate carriage.
(13) The following types of 4.724-inch quick-fire guns: The Armstrong, Hotchkiss, Canet, and Schneider.
.
(14) The Driggs-Schroeder, the Hotchkiss, the Seabury, the Sponsel,
the Maxim-Nordeufelt 6-pounder rapid-fire guns.
In addition to t.h e foregoing to be tested, it is evident that there will
also be on hand and to be proved, at the ordnance proving ground,
by the Chief of Ordnance, the following guns and mortars:
(1) About thirty-eight 12 inch mortars, cast-iron, steel-hooped.
(2) About seven 12-inch mortars, all steel.
(3) About forty 8-inch B. L. rifles, steel.
(4) About twenty-eight 10-inch B. L. rifles, steel.
(5) About twelve 12-inch B. J.J. rifles, steel.
And to this must be added the test of powders-slow-burning and
smokeless-high explosives, projectiles, and armor plates; an accumulation of work not heretofore known at the proving ground.
The proving ground is the gateway through which everything must
pass to actual utilization and service. It is especially the center of
interest and progress in the work of this Board. It therefore feels justified in again urging the desirability of the very best facilities for carrying on and expediting this work.
Very great improvement has been made in the last two years, and
liberal appropriations should be continued. Unwise economy here is
wastefulness everywhere else.
In connection with this subject, and especially as related to plans
connected with the very extensive testing and proving work that will
have to be carried on at Sandy Hook in the next few years, including
extm1siv~ tests of high explosives, the Board would invite the attention
-of Congress to the desirability of the immediate removal of the temporary quarantine station established last season upon a portion of the
Government reservation at Sandy Hook.
The occupation of this temporary station, which was permitted under
the stress of a great and sudden emergency, if allowed to become
permanent would very greatly hamper and impede the regular experimental work at this station, and render wholly impossible the contemplated proof battery, for t.h e proving of guns and mortars, on the
site now occupied by the quarantine station. The line of the experimental battery, near the old fort, is already crowded, and to place
the proof battery there would be impracticable; and the only remaining site for it appears to be upon the very ground now occupied by the
quarantine station.
The great urgency of the work, which can be carried on only at
Sandy Hook, renders it desirable that this occupancy for a purpose
wholly foreign and incompatible, should be removed as early as possible and at a time when no present necessity for its continuance exists.
ESTIMATES FOR NEXT YEAR.

On the 28th day of September last the Board transmitted to the Secretary of War, through Maj. Gen. J. M. Schofield, president of the
Board, its estimates for the amount needed for expenditure under
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the supervision of the Board in continuing its experimeHtal work and
in testing new guns, carriages, mortars, powders, and explosives, and
other devices and materials of war during the ensuing year, amounting in the aggregate to $385,000. The principal items upon which this
estimate is based are given in detail, and for convenience of reference,
and for record, are inserted here, as follows:
For the investigation and test of smokeless powders with the view to determine the best type for adoption for service in seacoast, siege, field, rapidfire, and machine guns_ ..................... __ ... _....... ___ .. ___ .. _ ____ $50, 000
For platforms, emplacements, etc., for gun carriages, and expenses incidental to the test_ .. - ..... ___ ..... - -- ........... _...................... _ 25, 000
For testing seacoast guns, includiug the Lyman-Haskell 8-inch multicharge
gun .. _.. _.............. ___ ....... - -.......• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 000
For experiments with high explosives ............. _.... __ ..... __ ......... _ 25,000
For test of field, siege, and rapid-fire guns, inclnding additional tests of the
Brown segmental wire 5-inch gun ............ __ .. _. __ .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 10, 000
For improving facilities of the Sandy Hook proving ground, with a view of
expediting the experimental work __ ...................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000
For the purchase, development, and test of experimental torpedoes.... . . . . 25, 000
For procuring experimental gun carriages .... _.. _. __ ......... __ .... _.. ___ . 100, 000
For procuring and experimenting with sights, range finders, and position
finders_ ............... _........... _.. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000
For the test of fuse~ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000
For experimenting in direction of developing armor for coast defensPs and purchase of same for test.... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 25,000
For the manufacture and test of experimental breech mechanisms for field, .
siege, rapid-fire, and seacoast gnns ......... _........... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000
For the necessary expenses of the Board, including salary of civilian member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000
1'otal .....•..........................•............... _. . . . • • . . . . . . . . 385, 000

·while these items embrace the prindpal expenditures that can be
foreseen, there are always a large number of minor matters constantly
arising which can not be antici'pated. The experimental work is now
at its height, as has been indicated in the preceding pages, but it is
hoped that this stage will, in the main, soon be in the past, and smaller
appropriations will then suffice for this class of work. Meanwhile it is
desirable that there shall be no delay here, as such delay retards work
all along the line of defense.
CONCLUSION.

Upon the whole it may be said that the past year has been one of
very satisfactJ0ry progress. In surveying the advance made since Congress adopted the policy of more liberal appropriations for works of
c~oast defense initiated by the pa,s sage of the act of September 22, 1888,
it is a source of satisfaction to observe the changed situation which five
years have b1ought about. The gun factory has been completed and
nearly equipped on a liberal scale; a goodly number of high-power guns
and mortars of excellent quality have been produced, and tested in
whole or in part; satisfactory types of gun-lift mounts for 12-inch guns,
and barbette carriages for 8, 10, and 12 inch B. L. guns, and for the 12inch B. L. mortar, have been developed and produced, and the way
prepared for their manufacture for service; the selection of a suitable
disappearing ·carriage for 8-inch and 10-inch guns, for sites where
required, is believed to be approaching satisfactory solution at an early
day; emplacements fo-r both guns and mortars have been well advanced
in a number of the most important positions, for which appropriations
have been made, and as fast as theRe can be completed, the armament,
except, possibly, disappearing carriages, will be in readiness; a type
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carriage for casemate batteries has been acquired with right to manufacture; great progress has been made in the development of smokeless
powders and high explosives, and recent experiments indicate that we
are now on the eve of the demonstration that shells ch:uged with explosives of a high order can be fired with powder from rifled guns; and an
excellent advance has been made in the development and production of
range and position finders so essential as an adjunct of modern coast
defenses.
In short, in five years the whole situation has been changed, and,
with nearly every problem solved, or well on the way to solution, the
future ought to witness a rapid progress toward the completion of our
system of defenses. With enlarged and improved facilities now provided and soon to be created in the gnu factory, the army carriage
factory, and at the Government proving grounds, as well as in the
great private plants for the production of forgings, guns, mortars, carriages, projectiles, and explosives, the work can now go forward at a
rate that will give the country a practically complete system of modern
defenses and armaments early in the next decade, if the requisite appropriations be forthcoming.
·
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Major-General U. S. Army, P1·es·ident of the Board.
HENRY

L. ABBOT,

Colonel of Engineers, Bvt. Brig. Gen., U. S. Army.
HENRY W. CLOSSON,
Colonel Fourth Artillery, U. S. Army.
0LIF'l'ON 00ML Y,

Majur Ordnance Department,

·u.S. Army.

BYRON M. 0UTCHEON,

Civilian

~Member,

Boctrd of Ordnance and Fortijiea.Mon.
0. 0. MORRISON.
Captain, Ordnance Depctrtment, U. S. A ·r111y,
Recorder of the Bo(trd.
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APPENDIX A.
Table showing allotments made by the Boa1·d of 0?'d?wnce and Fortification from October
."11, 1892, to October 31, 1893, including statements of ·unexpended balances nnder the
several app1·opriations.
ACT OF SEPTEMBER 22, 1888.

___________________P
__u_r_p_os_e_o_f__a_ll_o_tm
__en
__
t·-------------------I---D_a_t_e_._ Section. !Amount.
1892.
To secure a supplv of powder for testing the Hotchkiss 6-potmuer
rapid-fire gun .. : .................................................... .
For the purpos('S of covering the necessary expenses at Sanely Hook
Provino· Ground in testing high explosives, this sum to be in aduition
to the :illotments heretofore made for the same purpose ............. .
For tl1e construction of a suitable sand bnit at the proving ground at
Sandy Hook, to be used in connection with experimental firings with
the 12-inch B. L. ri:fie mounted on the gun lift ..................... ..
For repairs and improvements to the 5-inch siege carriage, Raskazoff
pattern ....................... _.................... ______ . _____ . ____ .
For the purchase of 12 em. quick-fire gun and mount with cast-iron
shield, of de;dgn of Schneider & Co. (Creusot, France), provided
there be furnished working drawings of the gun, breech mechanism, mounting, shield, and cartridge ................................ .
For the manufacture of a Gordon spring return carriage for the 12inch B. L. mortar, steel ............................................. .
For the repairs to the 10-inch Gordon disappearing gun carriage ...... .
To enable .Capt. Gordon to prepare and submit to the Board drawings
for an im11rovea design of 10-inch gun ea:rriage, on the same general
principles as his carriage for gun of like caliber .................... .
For the moun tin~ of 4 12-inch mortars at Sanuy Hook. ........•.••.....
For changes in tne Crozier-Buffington 10-inch gun carriage ...•.•...•..

Nov. 14

6

$500.00

Nov. 14

6

183.29

1893.
May 25

3

500.00

July 12

3

250.00

3
3

6, 500.00
1, 000.00

,July 12
July 12
July 14
July 14
Sept. 5
Oct. 24

8, 000.00

300. 00
1, 200.00
1, 020. 00

Total. . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 453. 29
Total allotted to October 31, 1892 (see Second Annual Report) ........................... $3,952, 300.0-1.
Allotted from October 31, 1892, to October 31, 189:l .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
19, 45il. 29
Total allottetl to date ............................................... ~-............. 3, 971,753.33
Total appropriated under this act........................................................ 3, 972,000.00
Total allotted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 971, 753. 33
Balance available for allotment ................................................... .

246.67

ACT OF MARCH 2, 1889.
Total allotted, expended, and reverting to Treasury to October 31,1892 (see Second Annual
Heport) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 250, 819. 00
Total allotted to date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 250, 819. 00
Total appropriated 1m<ler this act........................................................ 1, 28D, 594.00
'l'otal allottetl, expended, and reverting to Treasury to October 31, 1R93........... . • . . . . . 1, 250, SID. 00
Reappropriated in act of August 18, 1890 (see First Report of Board, p. 37) ........... .

38 775 00
14; ooo: 00

Balance available for allotment ................................................. ..

24, 775.00

'£he above balance is available only for the purchase of movaule suumarine torpedoes.
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Table showing allotments 1nade by the BoaTd of 01·dnance and E'ortification j1·om October
31, 1892, etc.-Continued.
ACT OF AUGUST 18,1890.
Purpose of allotment.

Date.

Amount.

For the manufacture a11d test of a 12-inch elevating carriage of designs of A. H.
Emery........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For extra material and labor connected with gun-lift battery, for expenses connected with test of Gordon disappearinz carriage, and for increasing facilities to repair butts for experimental nrings at the Sanely Hook proving
ground ........................................................·................
For the manufacture and erection of 1 cast-iron platform bed-plate for mounting
gun carriages at the Sandy Hook proving ground, for experiment an<l test.
For the purpose of fittin~ the 5-inch type gun with (,he modified Seabury breech
mechanism to permit tne use of the gun for experimental firing>;..............
For the procurement of copper .c.ylinclers for pressure gauges for use in tE>sting
the B"rown segmental-tube wne gun .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
For the further test of the Brown segmental-tube wire gun .....................
l''or the purchase of one set of mekometers .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .
l<'or the purchase, by the Chief of Ordnance, of 1, 000 pounds of powder from
the powder works at Cologne, Germany, suitable for test in the 8-inch :3. L.
rifie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J<'or the necessary expenses of the Board (not including salary of civilian member, which was expended unuer appropriation of July 23, 1892) from October
31, 1892, to July :n, 1893 (balance of appropriation)*.... . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..

1893 .•
Feb. 24

$130, 000. 00

Fe h. 2i

2, 500.00

Feb. 24

3, 5l0. 00

Feb. 24

350.00

May 25
Sept. 6
Sept. 6

80.00
3, 000.00
110.00

Oct. 25

1, 500.00

. .. .. .. .. .

1, 778. 30

~==~-m, 858.30

TotaL .....................................................................

*See act of July 23, 1892, for further necessary expenses of Board from October 31, 1892, to October
31, 1893.
AllottN1 and expended to October 31, 1892 (see Seconu Annual .R eport) ................. $3, 665,750. 20
Allotted and expended from October 31, 1892, to October 31, 1893........ .. . .. . . .. . . .. . ..
U2, 858.30
Total allotted anrl expended to date................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .

3, 808, 608. 50

'l.'o1al appropriated under this act................................................. . . . . . .
Total allotted and expended.............................................................

3, 8:l2, 935. 00
3, 808, 608. 50

Reappropriated from act of March 2, 1889 .............................................. .

24, 326. 50
:!.4, 000.00

Balance available for allotment .....•.......................................•....•.

38, 326.50

ACT OF FEBRUARY 2i, 1891.
Purpose of allottment.

I

For carriages for steel breech-loading seacoast guns, procured undrr fortification act approved September 22, 1888 ........................................ .
For the purchase of 1 2-barrel .45 caliber Robertson machine gun ............ ..
For carriafo·es for l10witzers of 7-inch caliber ................................. ..
Additiona for cost. of procuring smokeless powder for experimental purposes.
For erect.ion of suitable shelter for Lewis position fiuder at Fort \S'"adsworth,
together with unexpended balance of allotment of May 3, 1892, made for the
purchase of the instrument ................................................. .
For the purpose of pnrclrasing and erecting a representative steel deck plate

:F~~\h?;~;~~:~l~~Jc~~~s p~'o·p~~~d- ~h~~g~ -i~ -tb~ ~~~~f~~t~1~~- ~f.-th~-S--i~~h.

Haskell multicharge gun, in addition to the $55,000 heretofore allotted for the
manufacture of the gun .................................................... ..
For the 1mrpose of finishing the Haskell8-inch multicharge gnu, embodying
the modifications proposed by Mr. Haskell in his letter of Jan. 21 , 1893 ..... .
For the additional cost incident to changes in the 8-inch Haskell mnltichargc
gun .......................................................................... .
For the purchase abroad and expense of transportation of one Watkins depres~ion range-finder suitable for an altitude of 150 feet ......................... .
For the purc'base of one vVhistler elevating arc ............................... .
To enable the C!Jief of Ordnance to provide telephonic communication between
stations in tl1e tests of range-finders ........................................ .
]'or the purchase, by the Chief of Ordnance, of one ''Aide-Tirour" range-tinder.
]'or the purchase of two Greeley ink-writing district registers and one Greeley
double-pen ink-writing district register by the Chief of Ordnance ......... : ..
For the purchase of powders and projectiles for experimental firings with the
12-inch B. L. cast-iron hooped mortar ........................................ _
For the purchase of samples of smokeless powders for test in small arms and

/

Date.

Amount.
r

1892.
No,·. 14
Nov. 14
Nov. 16
Dec. 29

1

$65,000.00
1, 000.00
35, 000.00
2, 000. 00

1893.
Jan. 24

95.00

Jan. 24

4, 800.00

Jan. 24

807.80

Feb. 23

23.06

.Apr. 13

6:!0. 60

Feb. 23
Feb. 23

175.00
150. 00

Apr. 13
Apr. 14

GO. 00
175. 00

Apr. 14

130.00

May 23

6, 000.00

Ca11TI Oll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J}fny 29
To enable the Chief of Ordnance to procure 500 rounds of ammunition, complete,
for teRt of tllu 6-IJonmler SponRel rapid-fire gnn ... . .......................... . ,July 12
For the pure haRe ~.Y th~. Ul!ief of Ordn~uc~ ot: ~00 rounds of ammunition for test
of the 6-pounder Maxnn-Noruenfelt rap1d-tire 00 un .......................... .. Sept. 5

1, 900.00

2, 500.00

2, 000. 0'0
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Table show'bi!J allotrnents macle by the Boarcl of 01·clnance ancl Fortification j1·om Octobe?'
31, 1892, etc.-Continued.
ACT OF FEBRUARY 24, 1891-Continued.

Pmpo•e ofal!otmon~

I

For the purpose of establishing direct telegraphic communication between
Forts Hamilton and \Vadswortb , for experimental purposes .................
]'or the transfer of the Lewis range-finder to another position at Fort Wadsworth, and for providing proper protection for the instrument ...............
For the purchase and erection of a representative steel deck plate for experimental purpoEOes in working up deck-piercing shelL..........................
]'or the test of the Robertson 2-barrel .45-caliber machine gnu ..................
]'ort.he purchase of ammunition and test of the Hotchkiss 6-poumler rapid-fire
guu .................................................................... . ......
l!'or the test of the Bryan multicharge gLm...... . ............................. .
To complete the Haskell8-inch multicbarg-e gun ............... . ................
For the preparation of a map of New York Harbor, designed to be used in the

con:::::'·.~ _•'- ~~~~~:~~-d::':::::

Amount.

Date,
1803.
Sept. 6

$1,275.00

Sept. 6

250.00

Sept. 6
Oct. 24

4, 800.00
175. 00

Oct. 24
Oct. 24
Oct. 25

1, 800.00
515.00
421.30

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~';:~la~~

.Allotterl to Oetober 31, 1892 (see Second Annual Report) ................................. $2, 160, 320.78
AlloHed from October 31, 18!!2, to October 31, 1893................................. .. .. . .
130,042.76
Total allotted...................................................................... 2, 290, 363. 54
Total appropriated lmder this act.......................................................
Total allotted............................................................................

2, 200, 803. 00
2, 290, 363.54

Balance available for allotment .................................................. ..

430.46

ACT OF JULY 23, 1892.
Purpose of allotment.

Date.

For the purpose of str~ngthening the wlun·f at the Sanely Hook proving ground,
to enable guns to be used for experimental purposes to be taken over the
same ......................................................................... .
For the purpose of procuring, mounting, and experimenting with the 12-inch
gun-lift carriage adapted for use with the gun lift ............. . .. . .......... .
For tests of 12-inch mortar carriage;;, includmg minor alterations ancl repair;;,
and incidental expenses ........................... .. ........................ .
For tests of 8-inch barbette and disappearing carriages, including minor alterations and repairs, and incidental expenses ................................... .
For test of 10-ineh disappearing carriages, including minor alterations andrepairs, and incidental expenses ............................................... .
For repairs or alterations to the 12-inch gun-lift carriage ...................... .
For tests of 12-inoh bar bette carriage, including minor alterations and repairs,
ancl incidental expenses ..........•.......................................... ..
For tests of 7-inch howHzer carriage, including minor alterations and repairs,
and incidental expenses ...................................... . .............. ..
For tests of 7-inch mortar carriage, including minor alterations and repairs,
and incidental expenses ...................................................... .
For completing test of Crozier 10-inch wire-woun4 gun to 300 rounds .......... .
For completing test of Woodbridge wire-wound gun to 300 rounds ............ ..
For completing test of 12-inch steel mortar to 400 rounds ....................... .
For experimental powders ..................................................... .
For purchase of 500 rounds of ammunition, complete, for the test of the Seabury
6-ponnder rapid-fire gun ..................................................... .

1892.
Nov. 14

I
1

$2, 500. 00

Nov. 15

25,000.00

Nov. 16

10,000.00

Nov. 16

18,000.00

Nov. 16
Nov. 16

20,000.00
2, 000. 00

Nov. 16

12,000.00

Nov. 16
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

For changes in and erection of the Fiske range finder at Fort Wadsworth,
New York Harbor ........................................................... .
To enable the Chief of Ordnance to make the modifications in tho Lewis
range and position finder, as indbate(l in the letter of Lieut. Lewis of Oct.
18, 1893 ..................................................................... .
For the purchase or manufacture of wheels for the 5-inch siege Raskazoff
carriage .. ' ......... . ......................................................... .
For the erection of a platform for the 12-inch Gursonwerk minimum port carriage, including the settin~ up and assembling of the carriage thereon ...... .
For the purchase. aml ere~twn of 1 deck pl~te at the Sandy Hook proving
,ground for t?stmg e_xpenment~l !lec~r-pw~·cmg mortar shell ................. .
] or the test of the 12-mch B. L. nfie with mckei-steel tube ............... . .... .
For the manufacture of a carriage and platform for the experimental 7-inch
siege B. L. mortar ................................ -· .......................... .
For the purchase, by the Chief of Ordnance, of a field glass for nse with the
Gordon range-finder ......................................................... .
For the test of the 7-inch B. L. mortar, steel. .................................. .
For the purchase, by the Chief of Ordnance, of one search-light apparatns,
complete, of 150 em. mirror diameter, for seacoast defense, to be tebtcd at the
Sandy Hook proving grouud .................................................

1

Amount.

3, 500.00

16
16
16
16
16

4, 500.00
10,000.00
12,000.00
10,000.00
6, 000.00

Dec. 29
1893.

2, 000.00

Sept. 6

930.00

Oct. 24

200.00

Oc~.

24

80.00

Oct. 24

4, 500.00

Oct. 24
Oct. 24

4, 600.00
20,500.00

Oct. 24

500.00

Oct. 25
Oct. 25

40.00
4, 200.00

Oct. 25

I

5, 900.00
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Table showing atlot·ments rnade by the BoaTd of 01·dnance and Forlificaton j1·om October
31, 189!3, etc.-Continued.
ACT OF JULY 23, 1892-Continuecl.

Amount.

Date.

I'urpose of allotment.

1893.
For the purchase, by the Chief of Ordnance, of 20 Gillespie anrl Breuchaud
detonators.................................................................... Oct. 25
For necessary expenses of hoard, including salary of civilian memiJcr, from
Oct. 31, 1802, to Oct. 31, 1893 ..................................... -.................. - .. .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
$200.00
6, 184.58
185, 334. 58

Allotted and expended to Oct. 31, 1892..................................................... $1, 666. 66
Allotted and expended from Oct. 31, 1892, lo Oct. 31, 181.13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185, 334. 58
Total allotted and expended to date..................................................

187, 001.24

~~~~l ~E~t:?&l'i:~d.de~~~~dJ~~~~ -~~~_._._. .- _._._._.:: .-:: .-.- .- .- .-:: .- .- .-:: .- _._.:: ::: .-~:::: .- .- .-::: _._.::::: ::::: i~~: ggr: g~
Balance available for allotment......................................................

22, 1)98. 76

ACT OF FEBRUAR.Y 18, 1893.
Purpose of allotment.

Date.

Amount.

1893.
]'or increasing facilities fol· experimental work at tho Sandy Hook proving
groun!l by building a railroau from the 11roving IJattery to t.lte New .Terse:-·
Central Railroad..............................................................
..Al1tlitioual fur aiJovepurpose ...................................................
For purcbnse by the Chief of Ordnance of 100 rounds of ammunition, complete, with ordinary cast-iron ~hell, for the test of the 12-cm. Schneider quick
tiro gun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
]'or the purch:tse of one Gordon disa.ppoaring 10-inch gun carriage in general
features of the design submitted in the letter of Capt. Gordon of St>pt 5, 18n3.
For tho fonnda1.i on, for the transportation, and for the erection at tlle Sandy
Hook proving grouml of the modifieu Gordon J 0-inch disa}JIJ':laring carriage..

Sept. 6
Oct. 27

$11, 500
500

Sept.

4, 000

Sept.

47,700

Oct. 24

10, 650

Total .....•..........•...•......•....... ......•................................... --~--74, 35~
Total appropriated under this act . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125, 000
Total allotted to date.........................................................................
74, 1!50
Balance available for allotment.........................................................
SUMMARY TO

Appropriation.

OCTOBEI~

Total
Total
Total allotallotments, balances 011
ments and
Total appro- Iexpenditures,
hand not
expenditures
priations.l and revertallotted or from Oct. 31,
ing to
expended.
1892, to Oct.
Treasury.
31,1893.

-----------------------------------1----------Fortification act Sept. 22, 1888 ................
Army appropriation Mar. 2, 1881). . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fortification act Mar. 2.1889 .................
l<'ortification aet Aug. 11!, 1890 ..........•....
Fortification act .Feb. 21, 1891................
l<'ortitication aet July 23, 1892................
:Fortification act Feb. 18,1893..... .. . . . .. .. . .

50, G50

31, 1893.

--1----------·1----

$3, 972, 000. 00 $3, 971,753. 33
56, 000. 00
5~: ~~~: ~~
1, 233,594.00 1, 194, 8!9100
3, 832,935.00 3, 808, oOR. 50
2. 290, 803. 00 2, 290, 363. 54
210, 000. 00
187, 001. 24
125,000. 00
74,350.00

$246. 67

$19,453.29

24,775.00
38,326.50
4fl9. 46
22,998.76
50, 650.00

142,858.30
130, 042.76
185,334.58
74,350.00

Total .................................. 11,720,332.00 11,582,895.61

* 137,436.39

552,038. 1)3

f

*Of this amount $47,665 is by law for specific purposes, leaving subject to allotment but $89,771.39
for general experimental ·w01·k between nOW and the 1st of July next.
Total allotments ........................... : ........................................ , ... $11, 511, 644. 37
Total expemlitnres for necessary expenses of Boaru....................................
18, 407.44
Total turued into Treasury.............................................................
443.80
Total revert.ing to Treasury by lapse of appropriation..................................
52,400.00
Grand total..•••••.•• . ., ........... """. -~~-u ....... _••• , •n• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. "'" •••• ~82, 8.95 ..6!

APPENDIX B.
THE ORDNANCE BoARD, U. S. ARMY,
NEW YORK ARSENAL,
GOVERNORS ISLAND, NEW YORK HARBOR,

New York City, September 22, 1893.
SrR: The following report of the test of the Gordon disappearing
carria,ge is respectfully submitted:
This carriage is designed for the 10-inch B. L. rifle, steel, and consists of a heavy bedplate supporting two side frames which carry the
movable parts on journals, aud a pivot plate permanently fastened to
the unrler surface of the bedplate, the whole resting 011 a heavy castiron platform or traverse circle.
The gun is mounted on a top carriage, somewhat similar in form to
the top part of the old style barbette carriage. Four double cranks
are journaled in the side frames, two on each side. The top carriage
is mounted on the inner and longer of the crank arms by means of two
cross shafts journaled in the top carriage, the ends of the shafts being
securely fastened to tltP- crank arms. A counterpoise frame is mounted
on the outer and shorter arms. During recoil the gnu, top carriage,
and counterpoise rotate about their journals, the gun and top carriage
descrilJing an arc of about 180° to reach the loading ])Osition, while
the counterpoise describes an equal and opposite arc, rising w1tile the
gun falls. The gun, top carriage, and counterpoise remain parallel to
their original positions throughout the motion.
The elevating device is attached to the top carriage and is independent of any other part of the construction.
The carriage is lifted on au oil pivot for traversing, and a small
hydraulic pnmp is provided for the purpose. Except when raised for
traversing the carriage is in complete contact with its platform.
Between the side frames and secured to the top surface of the bedplate are two hydraulic cylinders 12 inches in diameter. Above and
across the front end of these cylinders is an air chamber, separated
from the cylinders by check valves opening toward the air chamber.
A bypass valve is provided for opening communication from the air
chamber to the cylinders around the check valves.
The outer ends of the piston rods are carried by a wheeled truck
which runs on rails fastened to the bedplate. From the shafts on
which the top carriage is journaled two parallel connecting rods extend
to the truck which carries the piston rods. During the recoil these
connecting rods close like parallel valves and run the truck and piston
rods to the front, thus forcing the liquid from the cyliuders through
the check valves into the air chamber. Thus the energy of recoil is
stored in the air chamber, and it may be utilized in lifting the gun to
the firing position. The bypass valve is opened for this purpose. A
small air pump is provided to give the required initial pressure in the
air chamber.
For the purpoBe of maneuvering the carriage by hand a system of
gearing is attached to each side of the cQunterpoise frame, and small
816
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platforms are provided for the men required iu maneuvering. The
gearing turns a pinion which meshes into a circular rack fixed to tlle
side fhtme. The radius of this rack is equal to the lengtll of one of
the arms upon which tho counterpoise it;; mounted.
T.Ue rear transom of the cmmterpoise frame is used as a loading
platform. A. charg·e is secured to the latter when the counterpoise is
in its lowest position, and this cbargc is lifted to the lmtding position
by the recoil.
The carriage is very massive, the counterpoise alone weighing upwards
of 70 tons. The main parts are of cast iron. The cheeks of tlle top
carriage and the cranks and journals are of steel.
The carriage was tested in accordance with the following programme,
approved by the Chief of Ordnance, viz:
1. The time required to raise the carriage from tlJC firing to the traversing position to be noted and the number of men necessary.
2. The facility with which the piece may he tnwersed and the number of men
necessary to he noted.
3. The time from passing from elev::ttion -5° to th::tt of +20° and the nmuber of
men necessary to be noted.
4. Six rounds to he fired with charges to he determined by the Board and the ::tir
pressures require(} for the different charges to be noted.
5. During the firing of the above rounds tho time required for the following operations and the number of men necessary to be notell.
(a) For bringing the gun from the loading positiorrto that for charging the air
reservoir.
(b) For charging the air reservoir with the gnu at the higho~t position a.t which
it would be concc::tlerl from the view of the e-nemy to the pre~1:mre req uircd for firing
half charge.
(c) For charging as above to the pressure reqnirecl for fnH charge.
(d) For bringing the piece from the charging to the loa(ling position.
(e) For brlup;ing the piece from the chargiug to the firing position.
(f) For loading.
(g) For raisillg from the loading to the firing position.
(h) For bringing fi'om the recoil to the loading position.
6. One ronnel with fuH charge to be fired at each of the elevations -5°, 0°,+10°
and +20° .
7. Ten rounds with full charges to be fired as rapidly as possible and tho time
noted.

Preliminary to the official test Capt. Gordon was, by authority of the
Chief of Ordnance, allowed to fire 20 rounds to develop the working
of the carriage and to make such minor alterations and repairs as
might be found necessary.
Of thes 20 rounds numbers 1 to 15 inclusive were utilized by Capt.
Gordon, and rluring· these firings the following changes were found
necessary for the convenient workiug of the carriage.
The inside gear wheels of raising apparatus were broken and it was
neeessary to replace them with stronger ones, also the cast-iron lifting
arcs were found to be too weak, and they were replaced by those of
bronze.
The counterpoise was found to be too light and was made heavier as follows: Two plates weighing 2,000poundseach were bolted to the front transom of the counterpoise frame. To the front end of ·each counterpoise
w~s bolted a plate weighing 2,000 pounds, and to the rear end of each
counterpoise a plate weighing 4,000 pounds, and four 12-inch shot, each
weighing 800 pounds, were fastened to the under side of the rear transom of the counterpoise frame. This arrangement did not appear, however, to accurately balance the system, and at the points where the
cranks attacbed to the counterweights were horizontal one end of the
~ounterweight moved more rapidly than the other, thus making the
cranks work against each other, locking the system, and a pry had to
WAR 93-VOL I--52
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be used to move the rear part of the counterweight over the"
center." To remedy this defect two brackets were fastened to the bed
of the carriag-e, a stud being- attached to each bracket; a stud was also
fastened to each counterweight, located so that tbe distance from center to center of the studs on bracket and counterweight when the
cranks were horizontal or perpendicular was 2 feet 10 inches. These
studs were connected two and two by links, the distance between the
holes in the links embracing the studs being 2 feet 10 inches. This
arrangement caused the counterweights to move parallel to themselves
in all positions and prevented the locking of the system as above
described. It should be noted that this ''locking': occurred only when
the gun was raised by band power alone. Subsequently when the air
pressure was utilized in assisting the raising· of the gun no "biuding"
occurred although the links were removed.
The loading platform composed of the rear trallsom of the counter
poise frame was found to be too near the breech of the gun for convenience in loading; the portion of this platform just in rear of the gun
was therefore cut away, and a new loading- platform provided, lowered
2 feet 5 inches and placed 2 feet 4 inches farther to the rear. This
arrangement allowed ample room for tbe gun crew to operate when
ramming the projectile to its seat in the gun. A platform was also
attached to the gun by bands encircling the gun near the breech. This
platform was found convenient for the gunner charged with the duty
of closing the breechblock and putting the primer in place ready for
fil'iug.
Great difficulty was experienced in the use of the pumps provided·
with the carriage to raise the latter to its firing position and to secure
the pressure in the air chamber necessary to properly control the
recoil. Many changes were made in these pumps but without avail,
and they were finally replaced by the pump belonging to the Canet
carriage for 12-inch B. L. morta1·s. This pump was attached to the
carriage in rear of the air chamber and over the hydraulic eylinders
and so adjusted that air or liquid could be pumped at pleasure. This
pump was found to be a great improvement over those originally provided with the carriage.
The alterations and improvements above deseribed having been made
the official test began on the 13th of July, when the round at 10°
elevation was fired in the presence of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, but owing to the absence of members of the Orduance Board
and press of other work, further test was not begun until August 9,
on which date the items of the programme were taken at as nearly as
possible in their order of sequence, as follows:
1. The time required to raise the carriage from the firing to the
traversing position was, on first trial, one minute thirty seconds. On
examination, however, it was found that the cock to the pivot cylinder
was not compl~tely open; a new trial wa~; therefore given, the time
being thirty seconds; eight men were working at the pump .
.2. The facility with which the carriage might be traversed could not ·
be ascertained with certainty, owing to the fact that the platform on
which the carriage was mounted had, during the preliminary firing,
settled on one side, so that its upper surface was not horizontal. This
caused the pintle to bind in its seat, and prevent the traversing of the
·carriage except through a few degrees. From the limited trial that
co-uld be made it is the opinion of the Board that t.h e traversing cau,
under normal conditions, be done with diffieulty by two men at one end
of the counterpoise, and with ease by four men, two at e:.wh end of the
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counterpoise. It would ue an advantage, however, to have some meaus
provided for the application of power in traversing.
3. The time required fl.'orn pas~ing fi·om eleYation of --5° to +20°
was one minute fifteen seconds, four men being required.
4. Six rounds were fired, with charges determined by the Board, and
the air pressures required were note(l as follows:
.
' Po\\"d<'l" I .Air pres- Air pres·
Wel.(;ht , pi·e»snre sure IJesure
of
i
per
f
f"t • fi
cbarge. I square
~reo·
a .er r·
I inch.
finnb..
mg.

No. of round.

1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -- - - - - L-'ounds. Pounds. Pownds.
1. ......................... .
2 •.••.•••.•••.. ·•............
4 .......................... .

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

125
15 250
125
14: 165
125
11,835
1251" 19, 500
250
*60, 000
G8, 500
225

47J..2
35
25

~~

70

77~

I

64
54
60
245
21.0

*Over 60,000.

5. The times required for the first four operations under No. 5 were
not taken, as it was found that the air chambereou1d be charged with
the gun in the loading position, tlfe contrary being the supposition when
the programme was prepared. The time required to properly charge
the air chamber for a half charge (125 pounds) of powder was found to
be nine minutes, and for a full charge (250 pound~) of powder forty-one
minutes eighteen seconds, ten men working at the pump. Tbe details
for each five minutes are contained in the record.
(/) The gun being in loading position, the time required to load was
determined to be one minute fort:v -three seconds.
(g) The time required to raise Lthe gun from loading position was
two minutes seven seconds, the pressure in the air chamber at start
being 134 pounds and at firing point 47i pounds.
(h) As the gun uniformly recoiled to loading position, this time was
not taken.
6. The round at -5° could. not be fired, there being no butt ava.ilable for the purpose. The rounds at oo, 10o, and .20°, are Nos. 22, 15,
an cl 23 of the record.
7. The final firings were made for rapidity on September 13. Ten
rounds were fired to sea, six being continuous, without delay on account
of ships or other obstructions. ~rbe actual time required for the ten
rounds was determined to be fifty-eight minutes and twenty-eight
seconds. The details for each round are contained in the record.
In the course of the tests above described 33 rounds have been fired.
with varying charges, as follows:
No. of rounds.

Weight
of charge.

Ponnds.
! .............................. ·······. ···········-·-·····
8 ............................ ·········-·······-···········

1 ....................... ······· .......... ···········-··· ..
1 ........................................................ .
1 ........................................................ .
2 ..••••••.•...•.•...•.....•.•..................•...•......
5 ............................................... ·-········
3 ····-··········· ........................................ .

11 ...... ···--·· ........................................... .
33

100
125
]50
175
200
225
:J-!0

245

,, I
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CONCLUSIONS.

The Board, having carefully noted the action of the carriage throughout the test, are of the opinion that it possesses many valuable features
wLich make it superior to any carriage fm-: a similar purpose thus far
known to the Board. This superiority consists primarily in the fact that
the operations of raising and lowering the gun, elevating, aud traversing can be performed with comparative ease and quickness without
the use of machinery or appliances other than those which can be
worked by hand. By the application of machinery these operations
could no doubt be performed with still greater certainty and rapidity.
The fact, however, that it is possible to perform them by l1and, and that
under these circumstances ten Tounds can be fired with ease in less
than one hour, is considered a remarkable achievement, marking an
epoch in the history of the construction in this country of carriages for
high-power guns.
The working of the carriage was smooth and regular to a marked
degree, confirming the claim of the designer that the system, as a whole,
is one of nonrecoil.
The carriage has disadvantages, some of whicll can be overcome and
others are inherent to the system. It is somewhat heavy and cumbersome, lacking in compactness, and t'he parts in rear of the gun are so
arranged as to prev.e nt easy access to the breech for loading purposes.
The necessity for putting the raising apparatus out of gear before
firing was a source of considerable trouble, aud if the operation were
neglected would cause disaster. These objections could be overcome
in a new construction.
The use of pumps for raising the system to the traversing position
and obtaining the necessary initial air pressure is a disadvantage
inherent to the design. These pumps, with their complicated valves
and packing, are liable to get out of order and require experts to keep
them in good condition. Endless trouble was experienced with the
pumps furnished with the carriage. The use of the Canet pump was a
great improvement, aud the tests demonstrated that great care must
be taken to select a strong, simple, and effective pump in order to insure
the efficient and reliable worldng of the carriage.
As a result of these tests the Board is of the opinion that the Gordon disappearing carriage, mounted on a proper platform, possesses
many advantageous and desirable features, and it is thought that with
the modific::ttions requisite to overcome the defects noted during the
trial it will prove a suitable carriage for issue to the service.
0LIF1.'0N COMLY,

Major, Ord. Dept. U. S. Army, President.
FRANK HEATH,

Cctptain, Ord. Dept. U. S . .Army.
The

CHIEF OF ORDNANCE,

U. S. ARMY,
Wa,shington, D. 0,
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Record of firing with 10-inch B. L. rifle (steel) 1\ro.l, Tratenlid Arsenal,
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1893.

of carriage.]

~Pressnre

ift~h ~~·lba:r~.

~c.§
.,...,

·g

'"'<.l

Recoil.

Q;)

~~

....

.-d'.-o

25

~~

0

;s

....

~
~

~~

Pounda.

Ft. In.

0

Ft. In.
)

I
I

r.:p

l

30.45; thermom·
I.Darometer.
eter, 30o; lntmidity, 79.
In
of the

0

,.q

I" I
>'l

rf)

0

f'"'~')
z, 14 , 140,

I ~;e I
f

...;-

,_,

c:l
;...

j

General remarks.

r Gnndisappearing
mounted on Gordoo
carriage.

r

I

in mush- .......
room head •
S, 24,100,
loose.

Special remarks about each
fire, such as efl"ect on piece,
action of breech meclmn·
ism consumption of pow·
der,' sonml of projectile in
tlight, scattering of frag·
ments, etc., anu meteoro·
logical data.

recoiling,crosshe~d

piston camenpa>\\'amstcyl·
;uded.o,.l, '"'"mg otftwo
small webs on each side.
Left. main web o~ crossheacl
cracked all thewaythrough.
Cast iron portion ~f lower
beariug;; of the front connectill". rod broken.
One tooth of right lifting arc
broken iu raising gnn.
Coppe~
eyliuder of 9,~00
ponnt1s initial compressJOI:l
and tables of 1890.

····-···

I .., I
Is I
'0

§

,.q

~f)

·;:
0

~

.
l

I
I

I

Obturating friction primers.
Fired to sea.
When eart:i~ge was i~ fir.
ina pos1t10n the p1ston
ror was 8 feet out of cylinder.
Rear clamp of shot tray not
of proper diameter. It
was remo,·etl for repairs.
Before test two teethofleft
arc for raising gun
broken.
Air-gauge pressure before
firing 0; air-gauge pressure 'after tiring, 75
pounds.
172 o·allonii neutral on put
in'"'cy Iinder.
.
Firing con<lncterl by I,wnt .
E. St. .J. Greble, Socoml
Artillery, in the presence
of the "Ordnauce .Board.
Present: MaJ. C. Comly,
Ordnance Department;
Capt. 1". Heath, Ordnance
Department: Capt. \V .
Crozier, Ordnance Department.

l

proof of carriage.]

Gun mounted on Gordon disappearing carriage.
Obturating friction primers.
Fired to sea.
Recoil means travel of pis~~~odin hydraulic cylin-

~

::l
0
,.q

>'l

"
rf)
Q)

~
~

c, 9,100
D, 9,830

52

"§
co

...;ol

e
s
0
....

~

Not
noted.

Barometer 30.46; thermome·
ter, 34P ;'humidity, 9.0·.
Air pressure before firmg,
8iuce last firing, siu_e ca~t
42 pounds.
,
in ""S of truck carrym"' pisAir pressnre after firm g. 115
to~ ro(ls re1llaeec:l and'rubpo1mds; fell t? 8? pounds.
ber buffers were lengthThe large ms1de gp,ar 1 ened
3 inches.
wheel ofrn.ising appnra-t.: ls
Recoil permitted by carriage
on right side broken wl1!le
is
7
teet
8 inches .
raising; jack used to ass1st
Firing condueted by Lieut.
in raising gut. Copper
C. .H. Wheeler, Ordnance
cylinders o! 9,0~0 pounds
Department, in the pres·
initial compressiOn and
ence of the 0 r dna n c e
tables of 1890.
.Board,. Present: ::MaJ. C.
Corulv, Ordnance Department~ Capt. F. Heath Ordnan~eDepartment; Capt.
\V. Crozier, Ordnance JJe.
partment.

I

1
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OF ·wAR.

Record of fi'ring with 10-inch B. L. ?'ijte (8ieel) No. 1,

Powder.

Date.

Number of
prisms.

Kind.

Weight.

Weight.

l'ounds.

1893.

Fe!J. 17

Projectile.

Brown .•• 1,328
Black....
7

3

180

Pounds.

125

5G9
G sand.
575

~
00
,..;

Feb. 21

Brown ... 1, 607
Black....
7

4

181

~

150

~
Q;l

'd

Feb. 21

Brown. . . 1, 877
Black....
7

5

182

175
575

II
J

l

BOAHD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION.
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at San(ly Hook, X. J., jrorn December 21, 1892, to September 13, 1893-Continued.
test of carriage.]

I
Pressure
I. inch
per sqnare
of bore.

~

Pounds.

A, less than}

14,000.
X, 14,000.

Special remarks about each
fire, such as effect on piece,
action of breech mechanism, consumption of powder, sound of projectile in
:fiight, scattering of fragments, etc., and meteorological data.

Recoil.

Ft. In.

Ft. ln.

Not
noted.

3 8

1

r

I I

I

I
I
I ,S I
I~ I

I~

5A, lG,OOO{ \
a
l X, 16,300 5 4 9s

1

!

1

1

§

1

~
.~
r-.

s

1

I
I.

~I
I

...r'I

'='1

r~ 1
'I g 1

I'§ I

II ~@
C'l

~ .A., 20,200 (
) X, 20,200 5

5 10

General remarks •

I! I
I~ I

I
J

I

l

Barometer, 30.25; thermometer, 21°; humidity, 86.
Air preilsure before firing, 50
pounds. Air pres;;ureafter
tiring, 85 pounds. Ten men
working on handle~, 5 on
each side. .Pressure assisted in raising l'un: men
pumped air during raising.
Gun did not come down to
loading position. Key in
left rear crank left out and
crank movecl over about
i inch. This had to be repaireu before next round

Air pressure before firing, 50
pounds. Air pressure after
firi11g 92 pounds. Eight
mea on han<lles, 4 on each
side. Pressure assisted in
raising.
Actual time of
raising, 3 minutes 15 seconds. The system not being accurately balanced
during raising and at a
point where cranks attached to counterweights
are horizontal; one end of
the counterweight moves
more than the other, thus
making
cranks
work
against each other, locking_ the system. The front
enu
of
counterweight
seems to be the heavier,
and a pry had to be usetl
to move the rear part of
counterweights over this
"dead center."
This
caused a dela:v of 10 minutes. Gun cli(l not come
down to loading position.
Gun loaded from position of
rest after last round l.Jy
means of gin. Air pressure before firing, 50
pounds. Air pres~;nre after
tiring, 110 pounds; fell to
100 pounds. Eight men on
handles, 4 on each side.
Pressure assisted in raising. Actual time of raising, 2 minutes 30 seconds.
The system locked, as it
did in previous round.
Gun did not come down to
loading position.
0bserved time of flight, 24!
seconds.

Gun mounted on Gordon disappearing carriage.
Obturating friction primers.
Since last firing the system
was weighted as follows:
Two plates, weighing 2,000
pounds each, bolted to front
plate attached to counterweights. In front on each
side of counterweights a
plate w-eighing 2,000
pounds each. ln rear on
each side of co u n t e rweights a plate weio·hing
I 4,000poun<lseach, anil:fonr
12-inch shot, weighing 800
pounds each, two on each
J side of platform in rear.
The counter recoil is probabl~r dne to check valves not.
I j acting quickly enough.
Theelovatingbandon10-inch
'
gun usellforelevatingwith
t.he pneumatic disappearing carriage makes a great
preponderance to the rear
and men go out on the
muzzle to assist in depres·sing gun for loading.
Copper cylinders of 4,000
ponmls inititial com-pression and tables of 1892.
Before firing of the 17th.
Broken gear wheels reI'
place(l by new ones, and
lifting arcs replaced by
l those of bronze.

r

I

I
I

l

I
I

The connter recoil is pro bably duo to check val Yes not
acting quickly enough.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OJ<' WAR.
Reconl of firing with 10-inch B. L. rifle (steel) No. 1, Watervliet Arsenal, at
[Object of firing,
Projectile.

Powder.

Date.

Number of
prisms.

Kind.

Weight.

.s

Weight.

Kind.

-------l------------!-----1------------l------ l----Inches. o '
Pounds.
Ponnds.
( 569
254.75 12 00
183
200
~
sana.
11
1
[

~

1893.
Feb. 21

Brown ... 2, 147
Black....
7

I

I I
I I
I
I
I
Feb. 21

Brown.. . 2, 397
mack....
7

7

184

575

I
I
I

I~ I

225

iI.,: •and.
570

I

254. 85

10 oo,

254.75

10 00

. ill=
~

Feb.

~

Brown .... 2579
Black.....
7

8

24.0

185

r

~,

'do""oQ)

566
_ ___:

I
Ii
-

575 sand.

I

Feb. 24

Brown .... 2627
Bla(,k.....
7

9

186

245

569

6

575 sand.

L
*After firing.

254.75

10 00
*11 30

BOARD OF ORDNAN(;E AND FOR'l'IFICATION.
Sancl.IJ Hook, N.J., from December .0:1, 18.92, to September 13,

827

189.~-Continned.

test of carriage.]
~-.

I

Special remarks about each
fire, sucb as effect on piece,
action of llreech mer.hanism, consumption of ftowder, sound of projecti e in
flight, seatteriug of :fragments, etc., and meteorological data.

b()~

~:3

square
I per
"'"""'.

·~

~~
;a

Recoil.

inch of bore.

o.>

....

,...

o.>

~
::s

r-d'r-:
>==>=:

~

I

..

0

0

Grneral remarks.

--- ---·
Pounds.
~A, 24,666
_X, 24,666

Ft. In.

s6

lli

(

)

I

Ft. ln.
5~

I

I
I~ I
I .."'"' I
I]
0

..<:I
::1

I

00

I~

I

I .. i
bO

'F:;

.-::::
~

~A, 29,477} 7
X, 20,667

l~

~

I

o.>

I-<

s,...

I

71£

0

~

I

!

I

I{~·

II

7 2!

34,400}
34,314

6!

l
~

I

I

~

0
..<=1

.
>=

!

"'
Q;>

]

I

~

I
I

I

.

I

~

I-<

c;

o.>

Is I
I-<

I
~ A, 35, 033}

. X 35,477

0

I-<

6 101£

I ""' I
I
I
I

l

7!

B=mote,, 30.20, the,mometer, 15; humidity, 86.
Gun loaded from position of
rest after last round by
means of gin. Air pressure
beforefiring,50pouuds. Air
pressure after firing, 145
~onnds; fell to 135 pounds.
Eight men on handles, 4
on each side. Pressure
assisted in raising. Ac·
tnal time of raisin_g, 2 minutes 12 seconds. The systern locked, as it, did in
previous two rounds. Gun
came nearly to loading po·
sition. Observed time of
flight, 20t seconds. Copper cylinder of 18,000
pounds initial compression and tables of 1890.
Air pressure before firing,
64 pounds. Air pres~ure
after firing, 190 pounds;
fell to 165 pounds. Eight
men on handles, 4 on each
side. Pressure assisted in
raising. Time of raising,
J minutes, without stop.
Gun came almost down to
loading position. Observed
time of flio-ht, 18! seconds.
Copper cyfinders of 24,000
pounds initial compression and tables of 1890.
February24, barometer,29.80i
thermometer, 350; humid·
it.y, 82.
.Air pressure before firing 50
tounds. Airpresslu'e after
ring 215 pounds fell to 200
polmds. Nine men on handles, 4 on right and 5 on left.
sidP. Time of raising:, 7
minutes 15 seconds. Time
of flight, 20 seconds. Time
fired, 3:10p.m. Rear clamp
of shot tray broken off at
hinge. Glass over face of
gauge broken by blast.
.Four bolts holdinO' front
elevating worm bracJ,et
all sheared off and bracket
moved 2 inches to the
front; bevel gear on rear end
of worm shaft came off, but
uninjured. Bracket replaced temporarily for next
round.
Air pressure before firing, 90
pounds. Air pressure after
firing, 250 pounds fell to
210. Nine men on handles,
4 on right and 5 on left
side. Time of raising, 6
minut.a. Time of ilight19!
seconds. Time of firing,
5 :15 p. m. Elevating worm
bracket slipped forward.

,

1

I
I
I
coiH1ncted by Lient.
C. . vVheeler, Ordnance
II Firing
Devartment, in the pres-

ence of the Ordnaneo
Board. Present: Capt. :F.
Heath, Ordnance Department.

l

\

I
I

I

I
J

1
Gun mounted on Gorclon

disappearing: carriage.
I Obturating
friction primers.

Five gallons of oil added.
Fired to sea.
Copper cylinders of 3:1,000
pounds iiiitial compression and tables of 1892.
Front elevating b an <1
1 slipped forward and had
to be driven back after
each· round.
Before firing of February
25 four new bolts put i:a
elevating worm bracket
and a pieGe of iron bolted
down to carriage in front
of bracket to preveht it
slipping forward.
.

I
I,
I
I

I

J
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
Record of fi'l'ing with 10-inch B. L. r'ifle (steel) No. 1, Watervliet Anenal, at

l=l

Powder.

0

Projectile.

Q

1-<

•

~Q

Date.

Number of
prisms.

:a.~J)

$s ~
Q

p

z

e

~
~

Kind.

Weight.

-----~~ -- ~--1

1893.

Feb. 2n

Brown .... 2685
Black.....
7

10

Kind.

l

1~7

r1

Pounds.

Pounds.
( 1_5sand.
570

I

II

I
Brown .... 2664
Blr.ck. ••.•
7

11

18R

I

I~

1

Mar. 2

Brown . ... 2675
Black.....
7

12

189

1

250

I
I

!0~.

250

......
1

)-

575

II=

I
1

Inches.
254.75

250 1")1

1

Mar.

Weight.

ci
~

I i
I I

I j 6sand.
I I 575

569

254.75

570
5 saml.

254.75

575

~

I~

1

11

li
I~§
ll;

p

A

Apr. 28

Brown .... 1328
Black.....
7

13

190

125 00

570
5 sand.
575

• After firing.

254.40

BOARD OF ORDNANCE .A.ND I<'ORTIFICA'l'ION.
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Sandy Hook, N. J., j1·orn December 21, 1892, to Septernber 13, 1893-Continued.
t,est of carriage.]

.cf

"b.c§

Pressure
per square Recoil.
inch of tore.

l=l·..-<
r-.o
.p(l)
(!)<"

en.~

_.._;
'"0.._;

.s~~l=l
---

Pounds.
{A, 36, 400}
X 36,700

Ft. In.
611 ) ~

Special remarks about eaeh
fire, stlch as effect on piece,
aet,ion of breech mecbanism, consumption of powder, sound of projectile in
in flight, scattering of frag·
ments, etc., and meteorological data.

~

<:,;
<l)

I-<
I-<

.25
l=l
:::1
0

0

Ft. In.
6~

February25, barometer, 30.10t
thermometer, 36°; humidiy;
82.
Air pressure before firing,
90 pounds. Air pressure
after firing, 2.75 fell to 250
pounds. Seven men on
handles, 4 on right and 3
on left side. '.rime of raising, 10 minutes 30 seconds.
Time of tlif?;ht, 20 seconds •
Time offirmg, 1:45 p.m.

4!

Mar. 1, barometer, 30.06; thermometer, 38; hnmidity, 75.
Air pressure before firing,
80 pounds. Air pressure
after firing, :.!70 pounds
fell to 250 pounds. Eight
men on handles, 4 on each
side. Time of raisin~ not
taken. Time of :tlig t, 20
secomls. Front clamp of
shot tray broken off near
hinge.
Mar. 2, barometer, 30 07; tl1ermometer, 38; humidity, 75.
Air pressure before firing, 80
pounds.
Air pressure
after firing, 255 fell to 245
Rounds.
Eight men on
andles, 4 on each side.
Time of raising, 3 minutes. 'l'ime of tlight, 191
seconds.

lgs

]
~,..;

r-<:;:~

f-<0

I,

eo;~

(!)

l=l

I~

SA

.... "} I

tX 36,100

J~

7 3£

H

I!=

<t>r-.

~~

s,g

e<l!=l
e<!o;

~$

{~

4, 900}
34,350

7 4

.~·s
l=lr.o

General remarks .

5

Oje.;}

""'""'
fJ)~'
1-<1-<
§§
<I:: <I::
.....rc:--1

~~

J ~~ L

Four springs nmler the con·
neeting·rod bearings of
the top carriage removed.
Fired to sea.
Copper cylinders of 32,000
l)Onutls initial compression
and tableR of 1892.
Firing condndecl by Lieut.
E. Ht. J .Greble, SecondArt,iJlery, in the prc;;ence of
the Ordnance Boanl. Present: Maj. C. Comly, Ordnance DepHrtmentD Capt.
F.Heath,Ordnance epartment.

I
j

I

) Gun mounted on Gordon
disappearing earriage.
Obtnra ting friction primers.
Fired to sea.
Twenty gallons of neutral
oil added to cylinders befornfi•ing.
Before this~ firing handles on
wheel of oil pump lengthened.
Enlarged pistons from 1 to
1y'll inches. Put in new
valves t inch in diameter
in place of ~-inch vahes.
Two links to brackets on
frame made and two studs
on conuter weights made.
Cut out rear platform and
put in new one and lowered
it 2 feet 5 inches and ex.
tended it 2 feet 4 inches to
the rear. A tell-tale for
cylinder to see how much
oil there is in cylinder
J made and fitted.

I

r•.omat,,
...............

Not
taken.

...........

Not
taken.

l

30; tbe=omete•
52o; humidity, 71.
Air pressure before firing 33
hounds equals one point of
ydraulic gauge. Glass
face over gauge broken by
blast. In recoiling gun
carne down nearly to loading position and then rose
up part way and remained.

l

I

l
I
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 0.1<' WAR.
Rcoo1·d of firiug with 10-inch B. L. 1·ijle (steel) No. 1,
Projectile.

Powder.

Date.

Number of
11ri~ms.

Kind.

Kind.

Weight.

Weight.

~~--------------1--------------1------------l

Pounds.

Ponnds.

1893.

~

~I

'

P.M.

May 26

250

14

H
....:

1

~

I 575

569
6 sand.
25•• , ,

"

"I

~I

l
[Object of firing, exhibition before tho

I

I

~

rl

,....;

I

h

I

I ;t;

~

<:,)

I ...,""
I H~ I
I~ I
,.:.:

~

0

July 13

.......................

15 • 192

}-

I
II

~o:l ~

~

~I

I~lal 1

250

~
·;::

57&

5 sand.
254.
575

~5

10

001

Is

A
::I

Q

f::0

....

ll=l

'/).

~

::I
0

a,
d

A

I
Il

I

Il

'
Object of firing,

I

oo<') (

I"~

'doq
~.-i

I[!~

I

~·;n

July 14

...................

~§

16

lll3

rt;'::
'"'""
..::>...,

rno

I£~ l

)~~

125

ur
~ :2 ~

iI

Ji:,.)

569
G sand
575

l

..

251. 125 10 00

BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND F-ORTIFICATION.
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Sandy Hook, N. J., jl'oJn Decernber 21, 1892, to SelJte;nber 13, 1893-Continued.
ttJst of cartridge.)
Special remarks about each
fire, such as effect on piece,
action of breech mechanism, consumption of powder, sound of projectile in
flight, scatterin~ of fragments, etc., ana meteorological data.

Pressure
per square Recoil.
inch of bore.

Pounds.

{~.

Ft. ln.

Ft. In.

~b: ~~~ J ........ ............... .

General remarks.

1

Gun mounted on Gordon dis·
appearing carriage
.Air pressure before firing, 80 [ Obturating friction primer .
Ten gallons of oil added.
pounds, and dropped to 6u
Fired to sea.
pounds while waiting for
Before firing the piston rod
~hips to get out of range.
was 8 feet out of cvlin('l.'his in about 30 minutes.).
dcr. After firing tl1e' JliS·
Pressure pumped up again
ton rou was 3 feet 9~ inches
to 80 }Jounds just before firout of cyli11der. '.rbe string
ing. .Air pressure after firon piston rod was 1~ inches
ing not recorded; indicator
on face of gauge blown ofl'. ~ from its end, so that the
recoil measured on the pisThe hydraulic pump was
ton rod 7 feet 10~ inches.
remo-ved bcfm·e this firing.
The counter recoil was 3
The carriage wa!:! raised
feet 8inches.
from its platform by two 2·
Firing conducted by Lieut.
inch planks in front, and
two 2-inch planks in rear of 1 E. St. J". Grable, Second
.Artillery, U. S. .A.rmy, in
the pivot, these planks be·
the presence of the Or1ling placed between the bed·
nance Board.
Present:
plate and the platform.
Capt. ]!"'. Heath, Capt. W.
l~ Crozier.

I
I
I

I
I
I

---~----- -----~--------------------~---------------------

Board of Ordnance and Fortification.]
-

I
(.Air pressure before firing
pounds.
Air pressure after firil1g, 225 pounds.
I 100
Gnn came to buffers,

I

I

~

I

39 500 l
N: 39,'400

u

7

9!

1. . . . . . .

2

2t

I

raised slightly, and there
remained The gun was
again loaded and raised to
firing position. .Air pressure 65 pounds. .As the
pump could not he made
to work the cbarge of
l)OWder was withdrawn
and the piece secured copper cylinders of 32,000
pounds initial compression and tables of 1892.

rGun mountf'don Gordon dis·
appru.,ing oan1ago.
Obt.uratmg friction primers.
Fireft to sea.
Before tiring 105 gallons of
neutral oil put in cylinders
filling them.
The lips of uoth cups turned
off and seat made for split
rin~s.
Two split rings
mat e and used on pad and
one split ring on spindle.
These modifications being
aimilarto tlwao ahown by
drawing for obturator of
12 inch ri.lie, steel, dated
May 6, 1893.
:Firing conducted by Lieut.
E.St.J".Grehlc, Second .Artillery, in the presence of
the Board of Ordnance and
Present:
Fortification.
Maj. Gen. J". M. Schofield,
Gen. H. L . .Abbot, Col. H.
W.Clossen, Maj.C. Comly,
Capt. c~ C. Morrison, Mr.
l B. M. Cutcheon.

1
I

l

test of carriage.]
30.13; thermomI(Barometer,
eter, 76"; humidity, 66.
Before this round the tin

I
{ N, 11,670}
U, 12,600

4

t

.........

I
1

1

,I.I

pacldng in air pump was
remOYO!l and the air ]Htmp
repaired. It took 10 mt-n
working three hours to get
tl~e carriage ready to fire
after the pump was repaireel. .About 60ponnds was
all ihe 11rcssure tllat could
be obtained. Copper cylinders of 9,000 pounds htiiial compression and tables
of 1890.

Gun mounted on Gordon disappearing carriage.
Obturating friction primers.
Before this firing, 10 Yallons
of water and 20 gal ons of
oil added to cylinders to
bring oil over clieck valves.
Fired to sea.
Firin§ conducted by Lieut.E.
St. . Greble, Second A rtiller~·. in the presence of the
Onlnance Board. Present:
Capt.. F. Heath, Ordnance
Department; Capt.W.Crozier,OnluauceDepartmeut.
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REPORT OF THB SECRETARY OF WAR.

Record of firing with 10-inch B. L. 1·ijle (steel), No. 1, Watetvliet

~~I

Date.

~

..,

,...

0

0~ ~
z § izi

--- -

Powder.

<l5

,... ·E

Kind.

17

Weight.

I

I

T~·avel Eleva-

of shot
Weight. lin bore.

~ind.

Pressure
r>er sqnare
inch ofbo1e.

t"on
1

•

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Pounds.
Pounds. Inches. 0 11
Pottnds.

-- - -

1893.

Aug. 10

Projectile.

194

125

( 570

I ~sand.

r

I

}4

'254. 25

10 00 {

~: l~: ~~~

254. 25

10 00

~: {!; ~~g}

254.25

10

~

575

I

Ang. 10

18

~I
~

~

105

I
I

I
125

I

I~ I

I ~I~-+" 1I

r

.Ang. 10

.Aug. 15

19

20

197

I{

5 7E

I 575
I
Ici I

I . I

11
"" I E I
Ii I
I~ I

569
6 sand.

i

569

81

575

10

125 1

6 sand.

I
I 5705

125

I
I
~;and.

254.25

12 • 670 } ~
oo )~ :w,
V,ll,OOO
::>
1

9 45 {

v , ] 9, 451) (
X , 10,050 5

575
I

I I

J

l

*Strokes varied from 120 to 160 half strokes }Jer minute.
t140 half strokes per minute.
fl65 half strokes per minute.
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Sa"'dy Hook, front Decembm· 21, 1892, to Septernber 13, 1893-Continued.
don disappearing carriage.]

Special remarks about each fire, such as effect on piece, action of breech mechanism, corummpLion of
powder, sound of projectile in flight, scattering of fragments, etc., and meteorological data.

(The gun was in the firing position. The Canet pump had been rigged to pump both air and liquid.
It was on the left side of the carriage and jnst in rear of platform on counterweights. The connections of pump were so made that the air had to be pumped through liquid and check ~alves of
air cylinder. .A. detachment of a noncommissioned officer and 12 men was used. The onttw
end of pinion shaft on left side of carriage was broken. The gun was first lowered to the loading
position. Time, 6 minutes 30 seconds; 5 men on raising gear on each side.
Eight men then manned the pump,whic'h was rigged to pump lig_uid . . 'l'he carriage was raiRAd to
the traversing position. Time, 1 minute 30 seconds. The cocK: to p1vot cylinder was not all the
way open, so anotber trial was given. Three hundred pounds was kept on tl1e pivot to hold it
well np against carriage. The pressure was shut off from gauge.
When the pump was starttd (eight men working) the cocks w pivot and pump were ope11ed wide.
The pressure was 800 pounds. Time to raise carriage to traversing position, 30 second::;. The
carriage was then traversed. It was then raised one-eighth inch higher; t.welvestrokes oftl!e pump
were necessary. Time, 9! seconds. Two men were p11t on each eml of the carria"; these four
easily traversed it. Then 2 men pushing at the end of the loafling platform traversed it with diffi1 culty. The gun was then elevated from 5° depression to 20° elevation, 2 men on each elevating
wheel (4 men on muzzle). The noncommissioned officer on small loading platform on gun.
Time, 1 minute 15 sec:onds.
The gun was depressed from 20° elevation to 50 depression; noncommissioned officer off platform,
other men same as before. Time, 1 minute 56 seconds. The pump was riggec\ to pump air, ten
men pumping in reliefs of 2 up to 130 poupds; from 130 to 150 pounds in reliefs of fonr, one-halt
minute shifts. When there if! no air pressure in cylinder the gauge reads 5 pounds. The gauge
on pump shows pressure as follows; pumping began at 10 :28 a.m.:

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

KE~

11

KE~

35ponmls,at .•••••....•••• "........ *10 32 50 100poumls,at ........................ §10 46 30
40pounds,at ...•••............•.... *10 34 00 105pounds,at------·---------····--·- 10 47 35
45pounds,at ---···------·---------- *10 35 00 llOpounds,at ........................ 1110 48 30
50 pounds, at ....................... *10 36 00 115 pounds, at.................. . . . . . . 10 49 30
1 55pounds,at .. --------------------- *10 37 00 120pouncls,at .. ----------------·----- 10+51 00
60pounds,at _______________________ 10 38 00 125ponncls,at ........................ 10-t-52 00
65 pounds, at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 10 39 00 130 pounds, at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10+53 00
1 70 pounds, at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 40 00 135 pounds, at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 54 30
~ 75 pounds, at.......................
10 41 00 140 pounds, at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 55 30
10 42 20 145pounds,at-------------·--·------- 10 56 38
1 80ponnds,at .......................
85 pounds, at....................... tlO 43 22 150 pounds, at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 57 48
90pounds,at ....................... 10 44 20
-----10 45 30 1
Totaltime ...... -------------------- 29 48
1 95pounds,at .......................
The uetachment same m number as on the 9th,-the gun in loading position; timet. o load, 1 minute
43 seconds, one-half charge (125 pounus) used. The gun was then raised to firing position, 5 men
on eanh side of raising handles; time, 2 minutes 7 seconds; air pressure at start, 134 pounds; at
firing position, 47§ pounds.
The guu was fired at 100 elevation.
On firing. the by-pass valve aml the cock<> to cylinder head were shut. Shortly after the shot struck
the water theHe two cocks were open, and the gauge read 77§ poulHls.
The cylinders before firing were filled to the proper height with oil, about 4 gallons being added;
recoil, 4 feet t inch; counter recoil, 2! inches. 'l'he gnu was again loaded with half charge (125
pounds) a gin being used to load shot, and fired at 10° t>levation. Pressure was reduced to 35
pounds by gange. It was 64 pounds after firing; recoil, 5 feet i inch; counter recoil, 2 inches.
The gun was again loaded with half charge (125 pounds), a gin being used to load shot, and fired
at 10° elevation; air pressure before firing, 25 pounds by gange; after firing, 54 pounds; recoil,
5 feet 7! inches; counter recoil, 1! inches.
The pressure was 54 pounds and left over night. The pressure the next morning was 49 pounds.
Aug. IS, 1893--:Before this fire the pump was moved, mounted on skids laid across the recoil cylinder just in rear of air cylinder. The connection was changed so that the pump would pump air
1 over the check valves in the air cylinder. The gun was fired at 9:45 a. m. with half charge (125
pounds); pressure before firing, 20 pounds; after firing, 60 pounds; recoil, 6 feet; counter recoil,
i inch. The pressure was pmnped to 150 pounds; no time taken; 10 men, working in reliefs of
2, 15-second shifts, pumped from 150 to 180 pounds.
Pumping began at 10 :26 :30 a.m.

I

•

'

I
I
I
I
I

I

Pounds.l

10:27:30, pressure .. ---.................
.A.t 10:28:30, pressure ... --.................
I.A.t
.A. t 10 :30, pressure... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

155
1~0

Pounds .

.A.t 10:31, pressure........................... 170
.A.t 10:32, pressure........................... 175
At 10 :33, pressure. . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . 180

165
Total time, 6:30 minntes.
The pressure was 180 pounds aml left so over night. .A.ug. 16, at 9 :30 a.m., the piston rod had moved
3 inches to the rear. The air pressure read 159 pounds. The pressure was pumped back to 18:1
pounds; no time taken.

l

§ 158 half strokes per minute.
11148 lutlf strokes per minute.
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Record of ji1·ing with 10-inch B. L. r·ijle (steel), No. 1, Watenliet .At·senal, at
[Object of firing, test of Gor

Powder.

Projectile.

1----,-------1--- - - - - 1

Date.

Kind.

Weight. Kind.

Weight.

;~=~~~ Elevain bore.

tion.

Pressure
per square
inch of bore.

Re- Conncoil. t~I~il'

- -- - - - - - - - ---1---1- - - - - 1- - - - - - --1--- - - -1-- - -1- - -

1803 .
Aug. 16

21

198 )

g
00

,....;

I

Pounds.
250

Pounds.

569
_6 sand.

Inches.
254.25

o

11

Pownd.~.

Ft.Jn. Ji't.[n.

9 30 Q,· er60,UOO .. G 7;!

4

i

Ir 575

~

~
(

Aug. 16

22

199

~

"d

225

I
Sept. 12

23

200

254. 25

250

2\l 00

5 D, 39, 600} 6 9!
{ M,37,009

1 i

575

---~-~----~-----~~-----~~~--~~~--~--~ - ---
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Sandy Hook, j1·om December 21, 189:3, to September 13, 1893-Continued.
don

disapp!'~ring

carriage.]

Special remarks about each fh·e, such as effect on piece, action of breech mechanism, consumption ot
powder, sound of projectile in night, scattering of fragments, etc., and meteorological data.

( Time from 182 pounds to 250:

I .At 9:38:15, pressure.......................
Pounds.]
182

I

Pounds .
At 9:45, pressure............................ 220
At9:39:30,pressure .........•..•.....•.... 190 .At9:47,pressure ................••.......... 230
At 9:41:15, pressure....................... 200 At 9 :4o8:45, pressnre... .. . ... . . ..•.... .. . . . . . 240
.At 9 :43 :15, pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 210 At 9:50 :30, pressure . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 250
12:15 minutes for 68 pounds.
Ten men working in five reliefs of two at a time for 15 seconds each; strokes vary from about 100 t.o
160 half strokes per minute.
The gun was then loaded with full charge (250 pounds) and raised in 1 minute 52 seconds, this from
the position the gun was iu at 9:30a.m. to the firing position. Air pressure started at 250 pounds,
and was at 102 pounds when gun was in tiring position; air let otf and pressure reduced to 90
pounds by gauge; after firing, pressure 245 ponnus. Recoil, 6 feet 7! inches. Counter recoil, 41
inches. Steadying link on left side broken off. Pump moved 4! inches to rear by ,jar from discharge; shot truck and shot fell off rails on loading platform. Pressure over GO,OOU pounds.
The pump was moved back to its original position and fastened to beams of platform by 4 lag
screws. The beams of platforms were lashed to cylinders.
The gnn was again loaded wit!J 225 pounds of powder, and fired at oo; air pressure before tiring, 70
ponnds; after tiring. 210 pounds. Pressure, about 58,000 pounds. The spimlle was brokrn off at
first t.hrf'::J(l. 1he two locking nuts aJl(l antifriction rings blown to the rear, and fell about 15 feet
in nJ":lr of c :~ uiage.

I
I
l

I

I
Air pressure before firing, 90 pounds.

Air pressure after firing, 215 pounds.
ILTime
of :!light, 30! seconds.
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Record of firing 1vith 10-inch B. L. rifle (steel), No. 1, WatervlietArsenal, at

l Object of firin~.

Test of Gordon

<l).

'-'<l)

~b.O

Date.

~

0

---

~§
~

1893.

Sept. 13

24

Powder.

<1i

'-'
~-~'" ....

Projectile,

1---,--------11----,-----1

0

Kind.

0

Weight. Kind.

Weight.

~{~~~l El.,vain bore.

tion.

Pressure
per square
inch of bore.

Counter recoil.

Recoil.

~
~

- - - - -- - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 · - - - - - - - : - - - - - - 1 - - - - -

Potcncl.~.

201 . I

Inches.

0

,

Ponnds.

f v, 47,200

(

Ft

r

6 .L6'!4~·

575

4 OO

575 ........

4 00 .............. 6 6

575 ....... .

43, ooo
4 00 {I D,
M, 35, 000

575 ....... .

4 00 .............. 6 6

245

575 ........

4 00 .............. 6 5

245

575

400 .............. 6 4

t

D, 46, 200

S

Ft
I

r

,121' .l4L

I ~

I~ I

Rept. 13

25

202 j

.t

li

I

I

I
Sept. 13

26

Sept. 13

27

Sept. 13

28

203

203

1

§"'

(

S

6 52J..

1~

p.,
H

~

Sept. 13

29

206

1~
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Sandy Hook, from December 21, 1892, to September 13, 1893-Contiuued.
disappearing carriage for rapidity.]

Barometer, 30,43; thermometer, 71; humidity, 72.
Time" consumed in firing 10 rounds, one noncommissioned offict~r aml15 men being employed. The
detachment was in the 1oading position, the breech block open, but loading tray in firing position.

Actual time
for various
operations.

J 11
Fin;t 1·ound.

Min.! Sec.

(Started to load at.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
f:;hotran1med at.....................................................

9
9

I~~~l~1rfi~~~I;g ·J;~~iti·~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::

9

fTi~~e~7s l~1~:: ~t ·90 55; ·5,; -t~- ~~-;bi~ ~i;ij;~ -t~- g-;;t· ~~-t ~f" th-~ 'fi~i(i ·

49
4!)

~

~~

55

15 ........... .
45
30

!~

i1

40
5

25

G~~~~~J~i~~~~_£~-~~-~~-~~~-~~~-~~-9-o-~~~-~~~~---····················· __9_~ __5_ ~~
1l Time consumed in firing first round . . • . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 50 ........... .
1

~~~~~~- ~~~~-~·

~-2259 1

(Startedtoloadat ........
•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•
Uun in firing position and time taken .............................. .

10
10

Detachment in position to load.....................................

10
10

47

Time consumed ~n firing second round .............................. __ .. ..

4

01

1

~~~~~dr~l~~~~~- _ ~-~~~~~ ~~~:-~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~:':~....................

l

{Flange on end of pinion shaft on left sitle uroken UJtd pinion had
to be engagecl each time by using hand spike for remaining
rounds.)

471

25

~

•. .. .. · - 35
3

3 ........... .
43 ......
40
15

__ .. _ .... ..

~================-=-======

Third 1"01tnd.

(Startedtoloadat ...................................................
1 Gmtreadytofireat.................................................

11
11

!J

42 ........... .
3
21

11

14

30 .. _........ .

i ~~~fi:~~~~ ~~-~~~ _9_'_~':.~~ _e_~~~~~-~l~i-~~ _t~- ~-e~-~~1-t-~~ ~~~~-~~:~.~~~-r_e:~
l
~
'.rime consumed in firing third round .....•... : . ....................

2

--6--21

~~

Fourth round.
(Third round fired at................................................
Detachment in loading position for fonr1 lt ro:nn<l .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
('l'ime taken at 1L 0 16' 58" to enaule pressure plugs to be removed.)

~~~~l~~~.!~~d~~fiti-~~: :~: ::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
f.1~i~;;~ t~~-~~ -;i iio ·35; 43;; t~-~~~b·l~- ;b.ii>·s· t~ -g~t -o~~t ~ill~~- ~t:fi~~:)-~

Gunfiredat.........................................................

11
11

14
lG

30 ---.-- -....•
58
28

g
11

33
36
3G

48

11

4.4

23 ........... .

lTime consumed in firing fourth rounu...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . •. .. . .. .. .. ..

G

12 .......... ..
7
55
41

4 ....

--1.:.~ .. ..

Fifth rouncl.

{

Fonrth round fired at...............................................
Detachment in lo:uling position for fifth romlll . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
Gun in iiring position . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
Gun fired at . . .. .. .. . • • • . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • . .. . . .

11
11
11
11

'l'ime consumed in firing fifth round ................................ -...... .

44
45
48
48

23 .......... ..
17
54
42
25
53
11

4

30 _ .... ~,;) .... ..

48
49

53 ........... .
33
40
4

Sixth round.
Fifthronndfiredat.................................................
Deta(;ln~e;.t in lo~~ing position for sixth ronnu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

{

3~~ ft~ed~~g-~-~s- :~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

11
11

g

~!

~~

Time consumed in firing sixth rouud ................................ ~ --5-- 37~~

i~

=-::
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Reconl of ji1·i11g with 10-inch B. L. rifle (steel),

·I

;.,Ql
Q)

<l=!tl.J

Date.

~I

'HI-<

0~

'+-<
0

z§ -z
,c;,

Powder.

<P

Projectile.

;.,
~

Weight. Kinu.

Kind.

0

----

Weight.

~No.1,

Travel
of shot Elevain bore. t.ion.

Wttiervlict .A:rsenal, at

I pounus
Pressure,
]Jer
square inch
of bore.

Recoil.

--

------

)

Conn·
terrecoil.

(

I I
I I
1893.

Sept. 13

30

207

I

I

I I

Pnnnds.

Pounds.

Inches.

Pounds.

Ft. In. Ft. ln.

240

575 ·····--·

4 00 .............. 6 21

1£

240

575

.............

4 00 .............. 6 2!

1

~

~

I ,....;
I
I ~[!i I
I
00

Q.)

'"d

...,
c<l

Sept. 13

31

208

IH
0

1

~

p:

I
I

I~
.~
I~

I
I

;..

H
~

;::

Sept. 13

32

,, II

I

I

0

0
;.,

575

210

p

...........

4 00 .............. 6 2!

.............

4 00 .............. G 2!

~

rn
::;..,
~

0

p.,

IH

.

0

I

I
Sept. 13 33

210

I

.575

240

.

I'
I I
I I

j

l

I
i

I

I

I
l

I
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Sandy Hook, from Decentbe1· 21, 1892, to September 13, 1893-Centinued.

Special remark~ about each fire, action of breech mechanism, consumption of powder, sound of projectile in fiight, scattering of fragments, etc., and meteorological data.

Hours.

~~~-.

Seconds.

l------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------Seventh 1·ound.
Sixth round fired at .....•...•.........-....................................

l

~~~~~;il~ ~~~-~-e-~: ~:: :~ ~:: ~ ::::::::::::::::::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::
~;?~~~l~s-~~:::: ~ ~::::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ·. :::::::::::::::::::::::

::::::::::ti::~::~~~~~~ ~:~~~::::::::.::::::::

54

30

~~
~~

4~
~g

: : : ::: : : : : . . .: . : -- :

Eighth round fired at......................................................

/

11

ii
ii

F.!~~t.I[)F//LCH><>L<~~~/UH

========= ========= ======

t~

~

~~

~

II :;

l Time consumetl in firing ninth round ............•..•....•...........•..... ~~~ ----7- --29
Tenth 1·ound.
Ninth round fired at........................................................
Breech block open.........................................................
Shot in . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Powder in . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
Block closed...............................................................
Printer 1n... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gun in firing position......................................................

!

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Time consumed in firing tenth round . .............................................

30

14
15
15
16
16
17
20

=
5

17
51

29
52
03
21

~=

51

Actual time consumed in firing ten rounds ................................. ~~ -58~-28
~

Air pressure before firing, SO pounds. Before this firing a new mu~hroom head was fitted to breech
block, which was taken from 10-incb B. L. R. No.6. After firing the front band on gun holding elevating arc had moved forward jt inch. The left front pin bearing of the counterweight has moved
up out ofits seat I~ inch. Rear band rail collar on gun moved to the front! inch.
Firing conducted by Lieut. E. St. J. Greble, Second Artillery, U.S. A., in the presence of the Ordnance Board. Present: Maj. C. Comly, Ordnance Department; Capt. F. Heath, Ordnance Department; Capt. W. Crozier, Ordnance Department.

APPENDIX 0.
ABSTRACT OF REPORTS ON TRIALS WITH SIMS-EDISON 2-MILE TORPEDO.*
* The detailed reports with blue prints, upon which theaboveabstract is based, are not published,
as the results obtained a,re fully given in the abstract.
[Contract entered into March 4, 1891.)
COST.

Torpedo proper, complete ................................................. $12,500
One engine, 80 horee power.......... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .
1, 295
One steel boiler, 75 horse power...... .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . 3, 770
Two multipolar marine dynamos, at $3, 830 each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 7, 660
Total. . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Date of
trial.
1891
Aug. 6
2

Ang.ll

Nature of trial.

25, 225

Results.

Speed trial (chart)... Torpedo ran 5, 800 feet in 5 mhmlw; anr115 r;econ<l~, giYing
an average speed of 12.5 mile.s per honr. Speed betweeu
stations 9 and 10, and 14 and 15, 19.7 miles per hour.
.... do................. Torpedo ran 7, 40(1 feet in 6 minutes. Average speed, 14.01
miles per hour. Speed from stations 7 to 11 was 19.88
miles; between 9 and 10 the speed was 23.64. The last
speed was evidently due to an error in triangulation.
(Remarks: A. number of invited guests were'present. Thi8
run was preceded by a dock trial.)
Speed trial .. • • . • .. • .. Failure. This run was intended to be an official test of
speed. Torpedo stopped after passing the 500 foot buoy;
stuffing box or coupling between cable ancl motor section
burned out.
Steering trial . • . . • • • . Torpedo stopped after running only 500 feet. An electriclight wire fouled ths ma.i n wire. At 1: 30 the run was
again attempted. Torpedo stopped again at same dis.tance. Coupling between motor and cable burned out.
Steering trial. .•..•••• At 9:30 a run was attempted; when about 1,000 feet from
dock the main current crossed to the inner core. It was
found that cable was badly worn. The current burnecl
through from the outer to the inner core.
Speed trial (chart) . . . . .A.t 10 a. m. another run was made. Torpedo mn 5,580 feet,
14.78 miles per hour. Speed for 2,100 feet, 18.3 miles per
hour .
. . .. do ...• :. .. • .. • • • • • • Another run was attempted, but after running 2,100 feet the
coupling again burned out. Maximum speed, 15.6.
Speed trial............ Another attempt was made, but thb cable burned out after
the torpedo ran a few hundred feet. Further trials were
suspended until a new cable could he supplied.
Speed trial (plot on Torpedo started from dock and ran for half a minute on a.
report).
straight course. The steering gear was applied to the left
and the speed immediately Slackened and torpedo soon
stopped.
Motor trial ........... The trial collsisted in running a current from the dynamo
through the cable and motor.
Dock trial . . . . . . • . • • • • The torpedo was run in the wa.ter and prevented from moving forward by a stern line. (Remarks: This report was
forwarded to the Chief of Engineers with monthly report
for November, 1891.)

I

3

.A.ug.17

4

.A.ug. 19

5

Aug. 25

6

.A.ug. 27

6

Sept.

6

Sept. 4

I Oct.

2

8

Oct.

9

!)

Nov. 4

7

1892.
10 Feb. 10 Speed and steering
trial (chart).

I

Torpedo ran 4, 770 feet, stopped between 2 and 3 bnoys on
account of short circuit in motor. .Sp~ed, 16.2 miles per
hour. (Remarks: This report was forwarded with monthly
report for February, 1892.)
1l .July 12 Speed trial (chart) .... Torpedo ran 1 mile in 3 minutes and 17 seconds, or 18.27
miles per hour. (Remarks: This report and the four following were forwarded to the Chief of Eugineer3 with special report dated .A..ug 25, 1892.)
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Results.

- 1892
12 July 18

Speed trial (chart) .... To!·peclo ran 1mile in 2 minutes and 53 seconds, or 20.8 miles
p er hour.
Trial to dive under After passing the starting buoy the torpedo dove and b-.n·ied
its point in the mud. Another attempt wa~> made, with
spar.
same result.
22 Trial to dive under At. 10 a,. m. the torpedo started w ell, but e:r.t.ibite<l no tendency to dive. It was found that the coupling lJetween the
spar (plot on chart).
Ntble and the torpedo burned out. At 2 p.m. before Rtarting Mr. Sims discovered the relay coils had burned out in
then. m. trial. No run was had.
12 Trial to dive under Torp edo refused to obey the rudder and could not be brought
back to the spar on the return. Speed 11.0Dmiles per hour.
spar (chart).
17 ...... do ............... Torpedo struck spar and disappeared. Speed during tl1e 1
minute run 14.1 miles per hour. Speed at time of striking
not over 15 miles per hour. Torpedo was found about. 300
feet from spar in the mud. Float damaged and filled with
water. Spar 35 feet long anchored 1,200 feet from dock.
14 ...... do ............. .. Torpedo passed under spar, strikin_g it about one-third the
length from th., smaller end. No damage to torpedo.
Speerl 15.4 miles per hour. Torpedo continued on its
I
course.
15 1...... do .............. . Torpedo missed spar completely. Average speed over
course 18.9 miles per hour.
1
22 . . . . . . clo ..••.•••••••••• Torpedo started and steered well until it nearly reachNl tl1e
spar, when the :;teering mechanism failed to work, and the
torpedo passed the snar to the right. S1)eed 18.6 miles per
hour. Repeated attempts failed to work the steermg
mechanism.
1 Dock trial. .......... .. Testing the circuit for leaks.
2 ...... !lo. ____ ......... .
Do.
2 Trial to 11i,e under Torpedo struck spar and snapped it in two. Continued on
illJar (:;ame chartJ.
its course apparently unin.iured. Speed at striking somewhat over 18 miles per hour.

13 July 20
13 July

14

Aug.

15 Aug.

10 Nov.

10 Nov.
17

~ov.

17 Dec.
17 Dec.
17 Dec.

w. R. KING,
Lieutenant- Colonel of Eng-ineers.
U. 8. ENGINEER OFFICE,
lVillets Point, New York Hctrbor, Decernber 23, 1892.

UNITED STATES ENGINEER OFFICE,

Willets Point, Queens 001tnty, N. Y., Ap'i·U 21, 1893.
GENERAL: Referring to my report of December 23, 1803, on the performance of the Sims-Edison torpedo, I have t.h e honor to submit tlw
following additional report and to request instructions as to what further trials, if any, are desired before accepting the balance of the outfit.
The float has been stuffed with cotton and the ballast in the forwar<l
compartment has been increased to about 450 pounds. This latter is
tlte weight given by Mr. Sims, but it is proposed to verify it when the
ballast is taken out, which will be done as soon as it has been decided
whether any further.runs are necessary.
The first run was intended to make the speed and diving tests at the
same time. A spar 51 feet long, 14 by 14 inches at one end and 11 by 11
inches at the other, averaging (the corners being chamfered) about 12
by 12 inches, was moored across the course and three bouys were
planted to mark the starting point, half mile and mile limit, or, exactly,
5,315 feet, which was as near as the bouys could be planted without
unnecessary delay. It will be noticed that the spar was much heavier
than any that have been used before, and as the torpedo had already
been in contact with several spars the test was a severe one, and I ha-d
no idea that the torpedo would reappear after it went under. It did,
however, come up in good shape and continue its course for nearly a
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mile beyond the spar, during wltieh time it remained under control
of the operator and made a speed of 15.6 miles per hour. On examining the torpeclo after it was removed from the water the only apparent
damage was a slight bend in the forward brace, which would hardly be
detected without 3pecial attention was directed to it.
Unfortunately, the speed on impact was hardly up to the contract
:figure, and it was proposed to try it over again, but in view of what the
torpedo had already undergone in previous diving experiments, I
thought best to defer any further trials in that respect, at least until
the speed trial had been satisfactorily completed.
This was done on the 17th instant, when the torpedo made a run
over the same course in one hundred aud eighty- three seconds, or at the
rate of 19.93 miles per hour, nearly 2 miles more than the contract calls
for. During this run, as in fact during the last three runs, excepting
when diving under the spar, the torpedo ran on an even keel andresponded to the stee1ing lever, and there was no burn in the cable or any
other part of the line or instruments. The endurance of the cable has
been such as to show that it must have been thoroughly and carefully
made. It must have been reeled and pa.id out some twenty times and
sometimes severely strained by getting foul of obstructions in the channel, but the greater portion of it is still apparently in fair condition.
No special runs have been made to test the steering mechanism, but
at the ~nd of each of the speed runs the torpedo was brought around
to right or left and the course plotted. In some places the radius of
curvature is about 300 feet, but the average is considerably more, and
shows that the throw of the rudder should have been increased, which
is a matter of adjustment within certain limits. There is no difficulty
in giving the rudder a sufficient throw, but of course it requires more
power to move it as the space between the armature and poles of the
steering magnets increases. This question, however, was pretty thoroughly tested last year, and I have no doubt that the torpedo can be
made to steer within a radius of 300 feet.
The detailed reports of the last thn~e runs, giving the electrical data
and plots of the course, by Lieut. :1\'IcGregor, are inclosed herewith.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
w. R. KING,
Lieutenant- Colonel of Enginee-rs.
Brig. Gen. THOMAS L. CASEY,
Chief of Engineers, U. S. A., Washington. D. G.

APPENDIX D.
GOVERNOR'S ISLAND, NEW YORK HARBOR,
July 11, 1893.
GENERAL: The comm]ttee of tl1e board, directed to examine and
report upon the 12-ccntimeter quick-fire gun and mount of Schneider
& Co., Oreusot, France, have the honor to submit the folowing relative
thereto:
The representatives of the company, having stated that the material
was ready for inspection, your committee proceeded to Chicago a11d
carefully examined the same on July 3 and subsequent days of that
week.
This gun is of forged and tempered steel, 50 calibers in length, and
weighs 7,187 pounds. It bas a tube extending throughout its whole
length; the breech block, which is of the slotted-screw French fermature
type, has its bearing directly in this tube; shrunk upon the latter, carrying a shoulder near its rear end, so as to take up the longitudinal strain,
is a jacket, extending over about 7.5 feet of the tube. The longitudinal
strain is transmitted by this to two saddle hoops, without trunnions,
and by them to the carriage slide or cradle.
Finally, there is a system of hoops for additional tangential strength.
The gun is adapted to the use of metallic ammunition, and fires a cartridge of 8.25 kilograms (18.19 pounds) of BN smokeless powder, with
a projectile weighing 22 kilograms (48.5 pounds).
With this charge an initial velocity of 810 meters (2,657 foot seconds)
is obtained with a pressure of about 2,800 kilograms per square centimeter (39,825 pounds per square inch).
The breech plug is slotted on three sectors, which is claimed as an
advantage over such as are slotted on four, on account of the slight
increase in bearing surface, due to the loss at the ends of the threads
at each slotting. The block, when withdrawn, rests in a tray, hinged
on the left side. Mounted in this tray is a double latch, similar to that
found on service guns of the French marine, serving to lock the block
in the tray when the breech is open or to the gun when closed.
The block is manipulated by means of an ordinary handle on the left
and a lever handle on the right of the rear face, which lever has a
spring safety catch on its front side.
In the bottom smooth sector of the screw box is a heavy extractor
bar, bearing at its front end an upturned arc, whose cord is 3 inches,
on a diameter about 5.85 inches. On the left side of this extractor bar
is a gear rack.
On the hinge pin, at its lower end, is a gear sector, which engages in
this rack. In its surface is a seat for a catch, mounted vertically in the
tray. This catch is kept, by a spring, in contact with an inclined
surface on the lower hinge ear.
The breech being closed, with the extractor in, bearing against the
front side of the rim of the shell to withdraw the block, seize the
lever handle in the right h~nd, compressing the spring catch, which
84-3
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branc]ICs ti·om its fi·out side, thus releasing tlte block lock. Turn the
block tllrungh oue-sixth of a turn and draw it to the rear and swing
it to the left. The block is supported by the tray-guide ribs, and at
the end of its rear movement strikes on the ends of these surfaces.
The shock disengagP.s the double-tray latch from the breech of the gun
and catches it in the block. At the same time the spring !latch engages
in its seat in the extractor-gear sector.
This seat is slightly elongated, so that some motion in rotation about
tl1e hinge pin may be had before the extractor bears. Swinging the
block quickly causes the extractor to be so engaged as to give a blow
to start the shell.
The revolution being continued, the gear sector carries the extractor
bar and the shell to the rear; at the same time the inelined surface on
the hinge car gradually lifts the sector bolt from its seat, releasing it
iust before the end of the motion of rotation of the block.
The extractor bar is thus left free, so that in tlte iusertion of the next
cartridge it can be slid to the front by the rim of the shell.
To insure the block not being opened before the gun is fired, there
is monuted in tlte rear face of the gun, opposite and above tbe position
of the lever handle, with the breech closed, a spring bolt, which opposes
all movement of the handle. It carries on its left side a spring spur.
When the gun is fired this bolt compresses the spring, and the spur
engages in a seat in the gun and the lever handle is released. If there
be a miss fire the bolt is not disengaged, and the block can not be opet1ed
until the spring is compressed by hand.
Mechanism is provided for electric or percussion firing; each has a
safety latch,.so that the gun can not be fired until the breech is entirely
closed.
ln the percussion form there is mounted in the center of the block a
heavy firing pin, with a spiral mainspring about the greater portion of
its length, its points being so retracted as to stand flush within the
front face of the block by a lighter spring about the point section.
At the rear end of the firing pin is the sear notch, in which catches the
spring sear, mounted in a lever, pivoted in the lever handle. The axis
of the lever is c.apable of a movement of rotation by a T -shaped head,
which engages in a key groove in the rear face of the gun. This key is
contro1led by another lever, to which is attached the lanyard.
Pulling on the lanyard cocks the firing pin; still further pulling it
release~ the sear.
By thA combination of the sear in the lever handle and the key
groove, in the face of the breech, the firing pin is not cocked till the
breech is entirely closed.
vVhen the electric fuze is desired the percussion firing pin is replaced
by one in a hard-rubber tube, its point being caused to project slightly
beyond the front face of the block by a spring. The sear and trigger
are replaced by an insulated conductor, havmg a spring at the end.
When the breech is closed the point of the firing pin is in contact with
the primer, in the center of the cartridge head.
Electrical contact is established by a post, screwed to the face of the
breech, against which the lever abuts with its connection with the firing
piu, when the block is entirely closed. · One wire from the battery is
tixed in this post. The other is attached to the carriage. The gun is
fired by a circuit closer. All of the contact points are of silver.
The speeial claims made for the breech mechanism are-(1) That the parts are all heavy ·and strong and little liable to
injury.
c
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(2) 'l'hat the extractor is positive in its action-is not of the spring
form-hence will not release the head and spring off; it extracts the
shell without forcibl5r ejecting it, which latter renders it liable to injury.
It is such that the projectile can be pushed to its seat, thus reducing
escape of gas over the band and consequent erosion. The breech can,
if necessary, be opened and the shell left in the gun.
The shell is said to be of the same exterior as the Hotchkiss shell.
It is made in two pieces. The body is of ordinary brass, whilst the
head is of aluminum bronze. The union is by a fine screw thread, the
lap being such as to insure a perfect gas check. It is capable of three
rounds without resizing.
The powder used is the BN smokeless with a priming of black powder. The projectile is seated up to the rotating band, which gives
constant density of loadiug. The projectiles are of three forms-cast
iron, armor piercing of chrome steel, and shrapnel.
The carriage upon which the gun is mounted is of the central pivot
nondisappearing type, with two hydraulic recoil cylinders and parallel
spring-return pistons.
It is composed of the body or cradle, of two check cylinders, a eltassis,
a bedplate, baseplate, and pintle. It is furnished with a shield, ordinarily of steel; the one at the Exposition is of cast iron.
The weight of the carriage, without the shield, is ~,850 kilograms
(6,283 pounds); thtj shield, 7 centimeters (2.8 iuches) thick, weighs
3,U50 kilograms (8,708 pounds); total, 6,800 kilograms (14,991 pounds).
The body of the carriage is of cast steel, forming a cradle, made in
two parts bolted together. Thi~ cradle has trunnions resting in the
chassis. Each side of the cradle is an inverted U-sbaped beam. The
front and rear portions have projections therefrom, which serve as
supports of the cylinder rods. A middle transom stiffens the construction.
The slides are of forged steel-they have (front and rear) two cylindrical cavities which constitute the check cylinders.
When the gun is fired it carries the check cylinders to the rear, the
pistons attached to chassis slide remaining stationary; the liquid which
is in front of each of the pistons is ;forced through grooves varying in
cross-section so as to make the resistance constant-the maximum recoil
possible being 215 mm.
During the recoil the vacuum which tends to form in the front cylinder by the withdrawal of its piston-rod is filled by the second piston-rod
which enters this cylinder.
The check is thus kept at a constant volume.
It is claimed that this system of twin hydraulic cylinders, composed
of four cylinders, the piston-rods of two of which are under compression
and two under extension, S() divides the effects of recoil as to reduce
the shock and wear on the parts to a minimum.
The return into battery is obtained by recoil springs mounted on rods
parallel to the recoil cylinders and below them. The tension of the
springs is capable of adjustment by means of nuts on tp.e threaded rods.
The sides of the chassis take the weight of the cradle, slides, check
cylinders, and gun, and transmit it to the circular bed-plate to which
they are bolted. In the center of the latter is a cavity which takes
the pivot of the bottom plate, and upon its circumference is a roller
path for twenty-four conical live rollers, which in turn bear upon a
lower roller path upon the bottom plate-these rollers have their trunnions bearing in two separating circles regulating their dispersion and
radial distances. This roller circle is protected by a clamp circle
embracing the lower plate.
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The pointing between 5° depression and 200 eleyatiun ~s obtaine\l by
a hand wheel on the end of a worm shaft engaging in a pinion which
takes in a rack on the side of the cradle.
All the pointing apparatus is upon parts which do not recoil, hence
the gunner executing the pointiug need not abandon the wheel during
firing.
The pointing in azimuth for all-round fire is accomplished by means
of a hand wheel actuating a worm shaft which takes in a vertical
pinion, which engages in the circular rack on the base-plate. It is
claimed the gun can be traversed through 360° in two minutes.
The base-plate is secured to the foundation by twenty-four bolts. It
carries the pivot which has a bronze bearing ring; also the forged
steel gear circle.
The following are the principal data relative to the gun and monut:
Measttrement.
French.

English equinlcnt.

GUN.

Tot~ll~~fit~ros~~~~:::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~:::::: :::::

6 meters ....... .
50 ... ·· · -···-····
\Yeighi of gun, including breech mech anism -_-.-- .... ___ --- .. - 3, 260 kHos ..... .
22 kilos ........ .
~;l~II?~~toff~~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::
12 kilos ........ .
Same, BN ...................... ------ .......... _...... __ .. _____ _ 8.25 kilos ...... .
WC'ight of empty shelL---··--· ........... __ ...... __ ..... __ .... . 9.20 kilos ...... .
Total weight of cartridge, armor-piercing shell, BN powuer . .. . 39.45 kilos .. : .. .
Length of same ................................................ . 1.35 meters .... .
Initial velocity withPB powder ...•....••••..................•.................. 715 meters ......
BN powder ...•.......... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 810 meters . . . . . .

::::::: ::: :::::: :::: ::::: :: :

Ratio of weight of gun to
Energy of projectile

projectile~--····

19.69 feet.
7,187 pounils.
48.5 pounds.
26.5 pounds.
18.19 pounds.
20.28 pounds.
86.97 pounds.
53.15 inches.
2,346 fQot-seconds.
2, 657 foot-seconds.

············ ·•··· . 148 ............. .

P~ :

2

\\ithPB powder ......••••.•...........•.•....••............ 1 573 ton-meters.. 1,880 foot-tons.
\Yith BN powder.... . .... . ................................. 735 ton-meters _. 2,411 foot-tons.
Penetration in iron plate with BN p o>vder ...........••..•...... 305millimeters. _ 12 inches.
C.A.RRIAGFl.

\Yeight of carriage without shield ........•••..•................ 2,850 kilos ......
Weight of shield, 70 millimeters thick ......... _................ 3, 950 kilos . . . . . .
Amplitude of pointing.......................................... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
'.rime of total traversing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . .
Amplitude of pointing elevation ........••.•.......••....................••.......

6,283 pounds.
8, 708 potmds.
360o.
2 minutes.
5°

20

~~1~~~~i~~.

to

Time from -5° to + 20°........................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 seconds.
Heigl1t of trunnions above platform........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 950 millimeters.. 37.4 inches.
Maximum recoil ...•.....•.•.••......••..•.......••..••......... 215millimeters.. 8.5 inches.

In addition to the 12-centimeter quick-fire gun the committee examined a 75-millimeter (2.95 inches) field gun mounted on a steel carriage
with exactly similar recoil system. The weight of the gun was 326
kilograms (719 pounds); that of the carriage could not be ascertained.
The flask was of two rolled steel plates flanged on top and bottom
edges. A transom about midway constituted one end of an implement
box stiffening the carriage. The system was extremely low, being so
arranged as to bring the plane of the axes of the recoil cylinders nearly
coincident with that of the axis of the axle. The clearance from the
ground was but 9 inches to the trail and recoil mechanism; this could
be increased to 1 foot by removing the brake wheel. The road brake
was a transverse bar with shoes, drawn up to a bearing by a hand
wheel acting on a Rystem of levers. The gun was capable of fire
between-5° and + 20°. The limber carried 33 cartridges in horizontal
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compartments a.nd three small implement trays. The shells were 1.05
meters long.
A 12-centimeter field howitzer weighing 455 kilograms (1,003 pound~)
was also examined. It was mounted on a similar recoil cylinder carriage, and while not as low as the field gun, was too low for firing over
parapets except for plunging fire. It was capable of elevations between
50 depression and 40° elevation.
The elevating arc was made of about three-quarter inch steel and
supported only at one end. The latter apparatus would not stand even
ordinary service.
Both guns had the same breech mechanism, differing but slightly
from that of the 12-centimeter gun. Data as to weights and dimensions concerning both of the carriages could not be obtained, but were
promised to be furnished in the near future.
As a result of the examination of the material exhibited, your committee would recommend that there be purchased the 12-centimeter
gun and mount, together with shield, for the sum of $7,600 (40,000
francs), provided there be included working drawings of the gun,
breech mechanism, carriage, and cartridge; and it is recommended
that it be ascertained if the Hotchkiss shells will fit the chamber, with
the view of testing the gun with such cartridges, they being cheaper
than those offered to be furnished by the company.
CLIFTON COMLY,

lJlajor Ordnance .Department, U.S. Army.
0. C. MORRISON,
Captain Ordnance Department, U.S. Army.
Gen. J. M.

SCHOFIELD,

President Board of Ordnance and Fortification.
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Review of report, 32?.
Antietam (Mtl.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 54, 232. 326.
Apache, Fort, Ariz. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 373.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 133,373 .
Means of communication , 101,373.
Special report, sanitary condition, 428-434.
Water supply, 373,517.
Apalachicola Bay, Fla.:
Improvements, 44.
Apalachicola River, Fla.:
Improvements, 50.
Appliances for Disabled Soldiers:
See Artificial Limbs and Appliances.
Appomattox River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Appoquinnimink River, Del.:
Im}lrovements, 48.
Aqueduct Bridge :
Survey of road to Mt. Vernon, Va., 55.
Aquia Creek, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Aransas Bay, Tex.:
Improvements, 51.
A1·ansas Pass, Tex.:
Improvements, 51.
Arizona, Department of':
Abolished, 133.
Health of Army, 418, 419, 421, 542, 543, 545, 553,
561,562.

Rented building&, 361-363.
Signaling instruction, 652, 653.
Small-arms practice, 357.
Trials by courts-martial, 179.
Arkansas:
Mississippi River sufferers, 57.
Arkansas River, Ark.:
Improvements, 51.
Removing obstructions, 51.
Arlington.lUemorial Bridge :
Remarks, Secretary of War, 32.
Al'lington (Va.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 221, 324.
Construction of a receiving vault, 221, 323 •
Means of communication, 222.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 222 .
Arlington Reservation, Va.:
Roadways, etc., 356.
Armament:
Fortifications, 40.

INDEX.
Armories:
Appropriations, 39, 40.
List, and means of communication, 104, 105.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 19, 20.
Armor Plates:
Deck, 808, 813, 814.
Estimates for purchase, 1895, 810.
Further tests, 809.
Arms:
Wyoming, 56.
Armstrong Quick-Fire Gun:
Schneider gun to be tested in comparison, 801.
Tests to be made, 809.
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.:
Appropriations, 39, 403.
Buildings and grouuds, 407.
Electric light for, recommended, 4.07, 535.
Health, 407,542.
Means of communication, 101.
Patients treated, 407.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 407.
Army Carriage Factory :
Remarks:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 798.
Secretary of War, 20.
Army Gun Factory:
Appropriation, 39.
Remarks:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 786, 787.
Secretary of War, 19, 20.
Army Medical Examining Boards:
Sessions during the year, and work, 408.
Army Medical Museum:
Appropriations, 39, 41, 402, 403.
Exhibit, World's Colmr.bian Exposition , 405.
Specimens received, etc., 404, 405.
Visitors, number during year, 406.
Army Medical Scltool :
Remarks:
Secretary of War, 9, 10.
Surgeon-General, 408, 409.
Army Officers :
See Commissioned Officers.
Army of tltc United States:
Adjutant-General's Department, 38, 67-75, 91106.

Annual report of operations, etc., 61-66.
Appropriations, military establishment, 38, 39.
Army regulations, 170,171.
Articles of war, 188.
Artillery School, 23, 55, 63, 155-158.
Artillery target practice, 40, 62, 110, 111, 126, 671,
755.

Ca.v alry aml Light Artillery School, 23, 63.
Commissioned officers, 8, 9, 27, 90, 109, 146, 171,
177,407,408,464-466,495, 536, 633, 664, 665, 761,
762,765.
Concentration at military posts, 5, 6, 8, 150, 151.
Courts-martial, 10, 86, 177-185, 187-189, 191-194,
196-202, 204-208, 632.
Desertions, 65, 69, 112, 126, 149, 150, 179, 183, 184,
188-190, 194-19"0, 200,203,204,415.
Discipline, 62, 114, 126, 130, 139, 151, 158.
Drill and instruction, 62, 109-111, 118, 126-130,
132,139, 151, 157.
Engineer School, 23, 63.
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Army of tlte United States-Continued.
Enlistedmen, 10-12,27, 64., 65, 67,69-72,90,112-114,
122, 171, 177, 359,396, 4!14, 531-535,631,632,664,
665.
Health, 9, 68,79-81,416-466, 541-617, 754.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 23, 55, i3, 151- 155.
Inspector-General's Department, 38.
Medical Department, 9, 39, 41, 54, 55, 68, 79, 81,
117,118, 214, 216,227-229, 234, 235, 264-269,271,
285, 287, 289, 357, il58, 401-537, 541-625, 754, 762,
765.
Medical School, 9, 10, 408, 409.
Military departments, 38, 45, 61, 92-100, 107-122,
125-133,140-151,179-200,206,207,357,360-363,
367, 418-421, 542-546, 551-553, 559-564, 646-648,
652, 653, 660-666.
Military posts and reservations, 5, 6, 8, 9, 23, 24,
41, 55, 63, 72, 73, 87, 101-104, 107, 108, 114.-117,
122, 126, 132-138, 146,147, 150, 151, 157, 158, 169,
170, 179, 215-2\!0, 231,233,236,342,345,356,359,
364-387, 422, 434, 464, 489-536, 542-573, 649, 666,
667,677.
Ordnance Department, 19, 20, 39, 40, 55, 56, 104,
105, 730, 731, 754, 755, 771, 772.
Pay Department, 38, 71, 72, 118, 312, 313, 629-640,
682.
Pay of the Army, 38, 71, 72, 187, 629-636, 682.

Personnel, etc., 5-8.
Practice marches, 107, 109, 110, 126-131, 214, 333.
Quartermaster's Department, 9, 32, 33, 38, 39, 41,
54-57, 62, 63, 68, 84, 85, 129, 147. 158, 211-387,
490-498,530, 531, 535,536,730, 734, 735, 742,753,
774.
Recruiting service, 38, 65, 73-75, 105, 113, 114, 127129, 413-415, 618-625.
Regimental headquarters, 105.

Remarks, Secretary of War, 5, 6.
Reorganization, 63.
Signal Office, 37, 38, 54,118,132,643-682,814.
Small-arms practice, 39, 62, 110, 126, 132, 139, 148,
151, 214, 216, 227, 229, 231, 233-235, 259, 261, 263,
271, 281. 283, 289,"333, 364, 676.
Staff and line, 65, 66.
Subsistence Department, 38, 57, 86, 233, 391-397,
529,530.

Army Regulations:
Preparation of new code 170, 171.
Army Reorganization:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 63.
Army Service Men, Quartermaster's Department:
Organization, strength, etc., 225, 775, 776.
Roster of officers, 762.
Arsenals:
Appropriations, 39, 40.
List and means of communication, 104, 105.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 19, 20.
Arthu1· Kill:
Improvements, 43.
Articles of War:
Remarks, Capt. H. C. Carbaugh, 188.
Artificial Limbs and Appliances:
Appropriations, 55, 403.
Furnished during year, 404.
Artillery Reorganization:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 63.
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Artillery Scltool :
.Annual report of operations, 155-158.
Appropriations for support, 55, 157.
Class formed September 1, 1892,155.
Course of instruction, 156.
Drills and instruction, 157.
Library, printing office, and bindery, 157.
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 63.
Secretary of War, 23.
Artillery 'l':trget Practice:
Anemometer, self-registering, 671.
Appropriations, 40.
California, Department of, 126.
East, Department of the, 110.111.
Remarks, Maj. Gen ..JohnM. Schofield, 62.
West Point, N.Y., 7E5.
Aslllaml, Wis.:
Improving bftrbor. 46.
Asltley Uiver, 8. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Ashtabula, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Assinniboinl', J.<'ort, lllout.:
Buililing o-perationR, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 373,500, fJ02.
Location, etc., of reservation, 3i:l.
Means of communication, 101, 37:3.
Miscellaneous expenditures, :J5ti.
Sanitary condition, quarters, 493.
Small-arms practice, 357.
Water supply, 373, 513, 514.
Atchafalaya Uiver, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Atlanta, Ga. :
Post near . ~ee Port .llicPherson, Ga.
Atlantic City, N.J.:
Survey of harbor, 43.
Atla.s, War Uecoril.s:
Progress of work and distribution, 6!>1.
Augur, Ca.pt. Colon:
Remarks, summary cour(s, 204.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga. :
Mean" of communication , 104.
Au Sable, lllicb:
Improving harbor, 46.
Auxiliary Det'euses:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification , 79!), 800.
Bache, Lieut. Col. ])alias:
Barracks and qnarters, Fort Omaha, 497.
Circular, Jlre \·ention of cholera, 436, 437.
Bat•k Cove, Portland, ~le. :
Improving channel, 42.
Bagadnce River,.llle.:
Improvements, 47.
Baily, Col. J. C. :
Water suppl,r, Presidio, San Francisco, 523.
Ballistic Instruments:
Military Academy, 772.
Ralloous:
Military Plll'lluses, '27, 118, 6i8, 649.
Baltimore, !tid. :
Improving: barl>or, 44.
Measures for tlefense, 16.
Bands:
Military Academy, 730, 74'2, 743, 756.

Barbette Carriages :
Allotments for tests, 8H.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 7!)8.
Barnes Hospital, Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Admissions, etc., 702.
Ages of patients, 702.
Deaths, 704.
Diseases treated, 702, 703.
Expenses:
Annual, 1890-1893, 705.
Monthly, Oct. 1, 1892-Sei•t. 30,1893, 703-707.
Barracks and Quarters:
Appropriations :
Allotments for construction, ~tc., 215, 216, ~5~.
Amounts available, 347.
Debits and credit:o, 38, 41 , 228-231.
Expenditures during fiscal y ea.r ending.J une 30, 1892 (in part), 284, 286, 289.
.June 30, 1893, 259, 261, 2GB, 264, 266, 268, 271.
Payments at general depots , 3!2.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Authorized expenditures, 347-349.
Box lockers for t:nlisted men, 359.
Building operatious, militar·y poStil , 216-::!18,
230, 350- 354.
Casemates, 493, 49-!, 535.
Flushing floors with water, 496, 536.
Heating of officers ' quarters, 495, 536.
Losses by fire, 129, 359.
Manufacture of furniture, 68, 213.
Married enlisted men, 494.
Monroe, :Fort, Va., 158.
Property rented, 360- 363.
Remarks:
Quartermaster-General, 215, 216.
Schofield, Maj. Gen .•John ~L, 62, 63.
Sanitary condition, 490-498.
West Point, N. Y., 734, 735.
Barracks and Quarters Branch, Q. Jl. (1. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 347-359.
Financial statements, 347-363.
Barrancas, Fort, Fla. :
Building operations, 114, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 373, 501, 502, 505--507.
Location, etc., of reservation, 373.
Means of communication, 101, 373.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Water supply, 373, 51 i, 518, 528.
Wharves, 356.
Barrancas, Fort, }'la., Post Surgeon:
See Lieut. Robe1·t S. Woodson.
Bartholomew Bayou, J.a.:
ImproYements, 51.
Bass, Prof. Edgar W. :
Details of instructors, Mil. Academy, 778, 779.
Batcltelder, Brig. Gen. It. N.:
See Qua1·tm·ma.ste1·- General.
Bathi11g Facilities:
Military posts, etc., 531,532.
Batteries, Gun and Mortar:
Remarks, Bel. of OnL aud ]'ortification, 800.
Battle Sites and Tltblets :
Antietam, 55, 222, 223,231, 236,327.
Gettysburg, 32, 33, 57, 222,231, 236, 326, 327.
Baxter Springs (Kans.) Cemetery:
Care and maintenance of soldiers' lot, 326.
Flagstafl'in soldiers' lot, 324.

INDEX.
Bayarrl, Fort, N.Mex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 373, 502, 509.
Food supply, 5!!0.
Gymnasium, 535.
I.ocation, etc., of reservation, 373.
Means of communicatlolJ, tOl , :!7:1.
Water supply, 573, 514.
Be:tn, Lieut. W. H. :
Remarks, summary f'ourts, 206.
Beaufort, N. C. :
Improving harbor, 44.
Waterway to New Berne and ~ew Rin1r, 44.
Beaufort (S. t:.j National {'emetery:
Removal to, of remaim~, 32:!.
Beaufort River,"· C.:
Improvements, 49.
B~>d Plates:
Erectio11, Proving Gronwl , Sandy Hook, 813.
Uelfast, ]le. :
Improving harbor, 42.
Belger, Fannie N.:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Bellamy River, N. ll.:
Improvements, 47:..
Bellevue Rifle Range, Nelli'.:
Small-arms practice, ~9, 3~7.
Benches:
See Mess Furniture.
Benicia, A.rseual :
Appropriations, 39.
Means of communnicatiou, 104.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20.
Benicia Barracks, Cal. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 373, 501, 502.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 373.
Means of communication, 101, 373.
Water supply, 373, 518.
Bethle1Iem Iron Company :
Contract for 8, 10, and 12 inch rifles, 21,789, 790.
Progress of work on plant, etc., 789, 790.
Beverly (N.J.) National eemetery:
Roadway, 55,::132.
Bidwell, Fort, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage. ete .. 373, 509.
Gymnasium, 535.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 373.
Means of communication, 101, 373.
Water s upply, 373, 513.
Big Black River, Miss.:
Improvements, 50.
Big llatchie River, 'fenn. :
Improvements, 52.
Big Sandy Uiver:
Improvements, 49.
Big Sunflower River, Miss.:
Improvements, 50.
Biloxi Bay, Miss.:
Improvements, 45.
Binding:
Artillery School, 157.
Quartermaster's Department, :345.
Bingham, Hon. Henry H.:
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 718.
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Rirmingl1am, Capt. H. P.:
Special surgical rPports, 465.
Births:
Military posts, 46.J.
Black Bayou, J.. a.:
Improvements, !'51.
Bl:tck Uiver, Ark.:
Improvements, fil.
Black River, Mich.:
ImproYements, 52.
Black River, N. t:.:
Improvements, -Hl.
Blark River, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Black Rock, Conn.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Black Warrior River, Ala.:
ImprovemPnts, 50.
Blake Lake, :;n:icli.:
Improvh1g harbor, 45.
Blakely 9-inch Gun:
Experiments with high explosiv·e>1. 805.
Blatchford, Lieut. R. ]1. :
Repot't, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 86.
Bliss, (Jol. Z. R.:
Remarks, post lycenms, 137.
Bliss, Fort, Tex. (new):
Building operations, 41, 231, 236, :350, 352.
Hospital, 358.
I .. ocation, etc., of reservation, 373.
Mean!! of commm1ication, 101, 373.
Mess hall, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 336.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 374,518, 528.
Blis", Fort, Tex. (old):
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 37;1.
Location, etc., ofreservati011, 3n.
Means of communication, 101, 373.
Water supply, 373.
Block Ishtnd, R. I.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Blue, James B.:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Board, Army Gun Factories:
Appropriations, 40.
Board, Fortifications:
Appropriations, 40.
Board of Commissioners, Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Annual report of condition of Home, u9G- 69!J.
Cbangns in personnel, 699.
Remarks, pensions to inmates, p. 29, 30.
Board of Ordnance and l<'ortiflcation:
Annual report of operations, 783-811.
.Appendixes to annual report, 812-847.
Appropriation for expenses, 40.
Concluding remarks, 810, 811.
Expenses, allotments, and estimates,810, 813,815.
Financial statements:
Appropriations, allotments, expenditures:
Sept. 22, 1888-0ct. 31, 1892, 785.
Oct. 31, 1892-0ct. 31, 1893, 784, 812-815.
Estil;nates for 1895, 809, 810.
General operatio11s, 786.
Legislation affecting, 783, 784.
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Board of Ordnance and J<'ortiflcation-Cont'd.
Remarks:
Army Gun Factory, 786, 787.
Contract guns, 789, 790.
Experimental guns, 787-789.
Gun and mortar batteries, 800.
Gun carriages and mounts, 792-799.
High explosives, 802-808.
Mines and torpedoes, 799, 800.
Mortars, 791, 792.
Plates for deck-piercing projectiles, 808.
Proving ground, Sandy Hook, N . .J., 808.
Quick-fire guns, 800, 801.
Range finders, 801, 802.
Rapid-fire guns, 801.
Robertson machine gun, 801.
Service seacoast guns, 790.
Smokeless powders, 802.
Steel forgings for guns, 786.
Testing and proving work, 808, 809.
Board of Publication, Wat· Records:
Annual report of operations, 691, 692.
Board of Visitors, Military Acatlemy:
Abstract of recommendations, 742, 743.
Annual report, 717-747.
Appointment and composition, 717, 718.
Organization, 718-721.
Plan of procedure, 721, 722.
Reappointment members previous boards, 742.
Remarks:
Appointment, etc., of Cadets, 723.
Armament and equipment, 730-733.
Buildings. grounds, and lights, 734, 835.
Concluding remarks, 746, 747.
Discipline and instruction, 724-729.
Fiscal affairs, 738, 739.
Miscellaneous affairs, 742.
Supplies and expenuitures, 736, 737.
Reports of committees, 723-742.
Working committees appointed, 720.
Board, Pacific Coast Gun Factory:
A1}propriatim1s, 40.
Bmuf, Bayou, La. :
Improvements, 51.
Bogue Chitto, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Boise Barracks, Idaho :
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 502.
Gymnasium, 535.
Location, etc., of reservation, 374.
Means of communication, 101, 374.
Roadways. etc., 356.
Water supply. 374, 514.
Bond-aided Pacific Railroads:
See Rail1·oad Transpo ·r tation.
Bonesteel, Lieut. C. H. :
Cable system, etc., San Francisco Harbor, 660.
Boots:
Improved style, 212, 310, 314.
Manufacture, 83.
Borden, Capt. W. C.:
Special medical reports, 46j,
Boston, :Mass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Measures for defense, 16, 800.

Bounty, etc., Volunteers:
Appropriations, expenditures, etc., 56, 57.
Bowie, Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 374.
Food supply, 529.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 134,374.
Means of communication, 101, 374.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary conuition of quarters, 498.
Water supply, 374,518.
Bowman Act:
Claims for stores and supplies, 57.
Box Lockers :
Construction, etc., 359.
Brady, Fort, Micl1. (new):
Building operations, 350, 352.
Clothing for.enlisted men, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 374. 499, 500.
Food supply, 530.
Location, etc., of reservation, 374.
Means of communication, 374.
Mess hall, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition, quarters, 495.
Water supply, 374, 514.
Brady, Fort, Mich. (ohlJ:
Location, etc., of reservation, 374.
Means of communication, 101, 374.
Water supply, 374.
Brazos River, 'fex.:
Improving month, 51.
Brazos Santiago, Tex.:
Improving harbor, 45.
B. L. 7-inclt Howitzer:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13.
n. L. 3.2-inch Rifle, Steel:
GEJCdom breech mechanism, 801.
Remarks, Secretary of \Var, 13.
B. L. 3.6-inch Rifle, Steel:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13.
B. I~. 5-inch Rifle, Steel:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13.
B. L. 8-inch Riffe, Steel:
Allotments for smokeless powder for tests, 813.
Annual production, gun factory, 787.
Bethlehem Iron Company contract, 21,789,790.
Comparison with, of Haskell gun, 788.
Experiments with high explosives, 808.
Further tests, 808, 809.
Number on hand .June 30, 1894, estimated, 790.
Steel forgings, 786.
Tests, rounds fired, with results, 790.
West Point foundry contract, 21,789.
B. L. 10-inch Rifle, Steel:
Annual production, gun factory, 787.
Bethlehem Iron Company contract, 21, 789, 790.
Comparison with, of Haskell gun, 788.
Crozier wire-wound, 787,814.
Further tests, 809.
Number on hand June 30, 1894, estimated, 790.
Steel forgings, 786.
Tests, rounds fired, with results, 790.
B. L. 12-inch Rifle, Cast Iron:
Test of, when hooped and tubed with steel, 789.
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B. L. 12·incb Rifle, Steel:
.Annual production, gun factory, 787.
Bethlehem Iron Company contract, 21, 789, 790.
Comparison with, of Haskell gun, 788.
Further tests, 809.
Number on baud .June 30, 1894, estimated, 790.
Steel forgings, 786.
Tests, rounds :fired, with results, 7!10.
B. L. 16·incll Rifle:
.Annual production, 'gun factory, 787.
Steel forgings, 786.
Breeclt Mecltanism:
Estimn.te for manufacture, 810.
Gerdom, for 3.2-incll J3. L. ritles, 801.
Schneider, 12 em. quick-fire guns, 843.
Seabury, for 5-inch siege gun , 813.
Brett, Lieut. L. M.:
l~emarks, summary courts, 206. •
Bridgeport, Conn.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Bridges:
.Arlington Memorial, 32.
Expenditures, 214, ::156.
Mill Creek, Fort Monroe, Va., 41.
Rock Island Bridge, Illinois, 39.
Broad Arrow Range Fin<ler:
Ordered for test, 801.
Broad Creek, Del.:
Improvements, 48.
Brooke, Brig. Gen. John R.:
.Annual report, De1)t. of the rlatte, 131-133.
Remarks:
Indian troops, 132, 133.
Post exchanges, 132.
Small-arms practicfl, 1~2.
Brooms:
Manufacture, 68, 84, 310.
Brown, Lieut. W. C.:
:Remarks, summary courts, 206.
Bro"tm, 'F ort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 374.
Hospital, 358 ..
Location, etc., of reservation, 37.!.
Malarial diseases, 455.
Means of communic&tion, 101, 374.
Purchase of reservation, 41, 231.
Water supply, 374, 513, 514.
Bro,vn' s Creek, N. Y.:
Improvements, 47.
Brown Segmental Tube Wire Gun:
.Allotments for tests, 787, 813.
Estimates for further tests, 788, SlO.
Further tests, 808.
Remarks, Btl. of Ord. and Fortification, 787, 788.
Tests, rounds fired, with results, 787.
Brownsville (Tex.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 324.
Construction of levee, 55, 231.
Bruff', Capt. Lawrence L.:
Ordnance and gunnery dept. Mil. Acad., 770, 772.
Remarks:
.Armament, etc., West Point, N.Y. , 731-733.
Instruction, Military .Academy, 728, 729.
Brunswick, Ga.:
Improving harbor and outer bar, 44.
Bryan Mnlticluu-ge Gun:
Allotment for test, 814
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Bucltanan, CatJt. J. A.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205 .
Buffalo N. Y.:
bnproving harbor, 43.
Ship cha1mel between, Chicago and Duluth, 47.
Buffalo Bayou, 'l'ex.:
Improvements, 51.
Buflingtou-Crozier Disappearing Carriage:
.Allotment for changes, 812.
Further tests, fl09.
Buford, Fort, N.Dak.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., ii74, 502.
Foocl supply, 529.
Location, etc., of reservation, 374.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 101,374.
Roaclwa~, 356.
Water supply, 374, 513.
Builders' Iron Foundry, R. 1.:
Contracts, 12-inch iron mortars, 21, 701.
Burbank, Capt. C. S.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Burial of Indigent Soldiers, Sailors, and lUarinos:
.Appropriations, etc., 55, 231, 236,326.
Burlington, Vt.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Bushnell, Capt. G. E.:
Special surgical reports, 465.
Buttermilk Channel, Conn.:
ImproYements, 43 .
Byrne, Maj. C. B.:
Special medical reports, 464.
Cabell, CatJt. J. M.:
Special surgical reports, 465.
Cables for Harbor Defenses :
Estimate for initiation of system, 653.
Cache River, Ark.:
Improvements, 51.
Cadets:
.Appointments and examinations, 723, 752, 753 .
.Arms and equipments, 730.
Casualties during the year, 752.
Commissioned officers of battalion, 762.
Detail of graduates as instructors, 25.
Discipline, drill, etc., 25,721, 724-729, 754.
Gymnastic training and exercises, 721, 722, 742.
Health, 754.
·
Increase in number recommended, 9, 25, 26.
Number present and absent Sept.1, 1893,752 .
Remarks, Col. 0. H. Ernst, 752, 753.
Review of Corps by Board of Visitors, 719.
Supplies and expenditures, 736, 737, 754, 767, 770.
Visit of Corps, World's Columbian Exposition,
31, 721, 755, 756.
Cahawba River, Ala.:
Improvements, 50.
Calcasieu Pass, L:t.:
Improvements, 51.
Calc:\sieu River, La.:
Improvements, 51.
California:
Hydraulic mining, 56.
Modoc Indian hostilities, 56.
Traveling ex:penses of volunteers, 57.
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<Jnlifornia, De}>artment of:
Annual r('port of operations, 125- 127.
Artiller,y target practice, 126.
Desertions, 126.
Discipline, drill, etc., 126.
Geographical limits, 100.
Health of Army, 418, 419. 421, 542, 543. 546. 553,
fi63 , 564.
Limits extended, 125.
Position and distribution of troops, !l.f- 97.
Post lyceums, 126.
Practice marches, etc. , 126.
Rented buildings, J61, o63.
Report of judge-advocate, 180- 182.
Signaling instruction, 663- 666.
Small-arms practice, 126. 357.
Trials by courts-martial, 126, 179- lSl.
Calif'ornitt Debris Commission:
Appropriation for expenses, 56.
(]ali stheuics :
Koehler system, 757.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. ITowartl, 112.
Caloosahatchee Rivf'r, ~'la.:
Improvements, 50.
Calumet, lll.:
Improving harbor, 45,
Calumet River, Ill.:
Improvements, 53.
Cambritlge, Illd.:
Improving harbor, 44. Camden, Ille.:
Improving harbor, 42.
C:tmden, N.J.:
Improving harbor, 4~.
CanaJs, etc.:
Operation and care, 53.
Canapitsit Channel, Illass.:
Improvements, 42.
C:mby, Fort, Wasl1.:
Athletic exercises, 534.
Building operations, 349.
l:)rainage, sewerage, ek. , 374.
Location, etc., of reservation, 374.
Means of communication , 101. 374.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 3:)6.
Water supply, 374, 513.
Canet 12-inch Mortar Carriage:
Remark;;, Bd. of Onl. and Fortification, 799.
Cauet Quick-fire Gun:
Schneider gun to be tested in comparison , 801.
Tests to be made, 809.
Cape <Jharles City, Vu.:
Improving harbor, 44.
<Jape Fear River, N. <J.:
Improvements, 49.
Capistrane, Val.:
Sun-ey of Pacific coast, 4.6.
C:ubaugh, Capt. H. C.:
Annual report, 184-189.
Remarks:
Al'ticles of war, 188.
Desertions, 188,189.
Previous convictions, 185-187.
Summary courts, 187,188.
Card Index and Record System:
Confederate archives, 36, 56. 17:2, 173, 692.
Recoru and Pension Office, 34, :l5, 686, 687.
Quartermaster-General's Office, 223, :.143.

Carlin, Brig. Gen. William P.:
Annual report, Dept_ of the Colu.mbia, 148-151.
Assignments to command, 148.
R emarks:
Coast defenses, 149.
Concentration of troops, 150, 151.
Desertions, 149, 150.
Indian solniers, 149.
Post lyceums, 151.
Carnarsie Bay, N.Y.:
Improvements, 43.
Carquiuez Straits, C:t1.:
Survey, 46.
Carriages, Gun:
Allotments for, for:
Bed plate platform, Sandy ITook, N.J. , 813.
Steel B. L. seacoast g11n:;, 813.
Barbette, 7Q8, 814.
Casemate, 793, 809,814.
Converted 10 and 15-inch, 798, 799.
Creusot (lift), 12-inch, 812- 814.
Disappearing, 79'3-797, 812- 814, Rl6- 839.
Elevating, 784, 792, 793, 813.
Mortar, 799, 812.
Hemarks, Secretary of War, 19.
Siege, 812, 814.
Carroll, l<'ort, Md.:
Location, etc. , of reservation, 374.
Means of communication, 101, 374.
C:trter, Capt. E. C.:
Special snrgical reports , 465.
Carts, etc.:
Purchases, 215, 339.
Casem:tte {:arriages:
Grusonwerk Min. port cas emate, 793, 80!1, 814
Casem:ttes:
Use of, as quarters, etc., 4!l3, 494, 535.
Castle Williams, N.Y. H.:
Repairs to, recommended, 115.
Casm1lties:
Ford's Theater disaster, June !l, 1893, 35,687.
Caswell, Fort, N.C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 37-!.
Means of communication, 101, 374.
Cttvahy and Artillery Horses:
See P~tblic Animals.
Cav:tlry all(l Light Artillery School:
Remarks :
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M. , G3.
Secretary of War, 23.
Cavalry Detachment, West Point, N. Y.:
Extra clutypay, 730, 743, 755.
Roster of officers, 762.
Cavalry Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School , 153.
Cave Hill Cemetery Company:
'l'ransfer of land to United States, 2:?1, 324.
C:tl-e Hill (Ky.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 324.
Transfer to, of additional laud , 221, 334.
Cedar Bayou, Tex.:
Improvements, 51.
Cedar River, Mich.:
Improving mouth and harbor, 45.
Cerebro-spinal Fe-ver:
Prevalence of, in .A.rmy, 434.
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(;bippe"•a River, Wis.:
Improvements, 53.
Cboctawhatchee ltiver:
Improvements, 50.
Cholera:
Measures for prevention, 43t-437.
Cholera Quarantine Stations:
Sandy Hook and Fisherman'~ Islancl, 212.
Choptank River, Md.:
ImproYmnents, 48.
City Point (Va.) National Ceuwtery:
Care aml maintenance, 324.
Oivilian Employes :
See Employes.
Civili:m Members of Boards:
Ordnance tmd Fortification, 811.
Pnblication \Var Records, 69:J.
Civilians:
Health of Army at.taches, 464.
Members of Boards, 6~2, 811.
{'ivil Surveys:
Appropriations, 55.
Claims:
Act of .July4, 1864, 57, 345,346.
Bowman Act, 57.
Commutation of rations, 396.
Destruction of private property, 57.
Eig11t-hom·law, wages, 57,
Horses and other property lo>~t, 2:13, 236.
Laml-grant railroads, 3!l.
Loyal citizens' for supplies, 57.
MiRcellaneous, 344, 345.
Q. M. stores and subsistence snppliefl. 233.
Relief acts, snndry claimants, 57. 5H.
Supplies taken in Tennessee, 57.
War, State, and Volunt-eer, 56, 57.
Claims Brauch, Q.lll. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 345, 3'16.
Number of claims acted upon, etc., :145, 346.
Scope and character of work, 345, B46.
Claims Division, C. G. 0.:
\V'o rk clone during ,year, 396.
( 'l;tppe~ Artlmr A.:
Promotion of recomm.encled, 730, 7!3, 756.
Cl:trk, l''ort, Tex. :
Cbief Signal Officer:
Building opemtior1s, 349.
Annual report and appendixes, 643-682.
Drainage, Hewerage, etc., 375, 502, 50-t.
Remarks:
J<'oocl supply, 529, 530.
Cables for harbor defenses, 653.
Location. etc., of reservatio11, !174.
Uolleges, 654.
Means of commtmication, 101, 37+.
Estimates for appropriations, 655.
Prevalence of malarial cliseases, 44!l, 450.
Field te}egraph lineR, 645, 646.
\Vater supply, 375, 518, 519, 528.
Heliograph practice, 652,653.
Chtrke, l,ieut. J. '1'.:
LegiBlation recomm.ended, 655.
Special surgical reports, 465.
Lines and cables, San Francisco, 649.
Clark's Point, 1\lass.:
Military balloons, 648, 649.
Location, etc., of reservat.:'.on, 375.
Military signaling, 6!9, 650.
Means of commnnication, 101, :375.
Military telegraph lines, 643, 644.
Clark's River, ~. C.:
National Guard, 654.
Improvemeuts, MI.
Post telegraph lineo~, 649.
Cleary, ~lllj. Peter J. A.:
Practical telegraph operations, 64G-648.
Remarks, poisonous milk, 448.
Signal equipments, 650,651.
Special medical reports, 564.
Signal Office, 654, 655.
Clendenin, Co.pt. Pnul:
Signal schools of instruction, 651.
Barracks anLl quarters, Fort Briuly, 495.
Target ranges, 653.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Fort Br:uly, 499, 500.
\Vorld's Columbian ·Exposition, 651-654 . .
Food supply, Fort Brady, 530.
Cltincoteague Bay:
Special medical and surgical reports, 464, 465.
Improving waterway to Iudinn RivPr Bay, 48.

. ('hnlmette (Ltt.) NaHonal Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 324.
Roadway, 221,324.
Uhnmplain, Lake:
Improving narrows, 47.
Chapin, Capt. A. R.:
Special report, enteric fever, Fort Yates, 446.
Charleston, S. C.:
Improving harbor, 44.
Measures for defense, 16.
{;ltttrlevoix, lliclt.:
Improving harbor~ 45.
Charlotte, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Charlotte Harbor, Fla.:
Improving channel, 44.
Ultattahoocbee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
•
Uhattanooga ('fenn.) N~ttional {'cmetery:
llemoval to, of rem.ai.us, 323.
Cheboygnn, Micb.:
lmiH'OYi.rtg harbor, 45.
Ulteltalis River, Wash.:
Imp<oYements, 47.
Cltester River, lUd.:
Improvements, 48.
Chicago, Ill.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Post near. See ~Port Sheridan, Ill.
Ship channel between, Duluth aml Bnffalo, 47.
Chickahominy River, Vtt.:
Improvements, 49.
Chickamauga all(l Clta,t tauooga Park:
Appropriations , 41.
:Monuments, etc., 33.
Progress, of work, 33.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 33.
Chickasahay River, Miss. :
Improvements, 50.
Chicken-Pox:
Prevalence of, in Army, 434.
t:hief', Record and Pension Office:
Annual report, 685-688.
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Cle-reland, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Clinclt, Fort, l<'ln.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 375.
Means of communication, 101, 375.
Clinclt River, 'fenn.:
Improvements, 52.
(}linton, Conn. :
Improving harbor, 43.
Clinton River, Mich.:
Improvements, 52.
Closson, Col. Henry W.:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 811.
Clotlting and Equipage:
Appropriations:
Debits aml credits, 39, 227- 230.
Diverted, 212, 310, 312.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1892 (in part), 28h, 287, 289 ._,
June 30, 1893, 265, 267, 269, 271.
Receipts and expenditures, 212, 308, 309.
Remittances, 234, 235, 309.
Collections by Pay Department, 312, 313.
Condemned and obsolete, 313, 314.
Detailed statement, issuing depots, 316-322.
Issues:
Army of the United States, 311, 314.
Indian prisoners of war, 212, 312.
Military prisons:
Alcatraz Island, 212,311.
Leavenworth, 212, 310.
Militia, 212, 311, 312.
Purchase and manufacture, 68, 84, 309- 311, 314,
316-322.

Sales and transfers, 212, 238, 31:3, 314.
Suspension of issue of unmade, suggested, 213.
Remarks:
Surgeon-General, 530, 531.
·wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 147.
Uniform for Hospital Corps, 531.
West Point, N.Y., 774.
Clothlng and Equipage, Returns Branch, Q.M. G. 0.
Annual report of operations, 308.
Clerical force, 308.
Scope and character of work, 308.
"Work done during year, 308.
Clothing and Equipage, Signal Service:
Appropriations, 54.
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Branch, Q.ltl.G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 308- 315.
Clerical force, 315.
Financial statements, 308-313.
Scope and character of work, 308.
Statement, C. and E. issuing depots, 316-322.
Coast Defense:
See National Defense.
Cocheco River, N.H.:
Improvements, 47.
<Jollecting, Drilling, and Organizing Volunteers:
Appropriations, 57.
Colleges:
Average attendance of students, 161-165.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 26, 161, 162.
Schofield, MaJ. Gen. John M., 27, 63.
Secretary of War, 26, 27.
Signaling instruction, 654,667,668.

Cologne Powder Works:
Allotment for 1mrchase of powder, 813.
Colorado:
Detached from Dept. of the Platte, 131, 133.
Colorado, Department of the:
Annual report of operations, 133-140.
Desertions, 203, 204.
Discipline, 139.
Drill anu instruction, 139.
Established, 133.
Geographical limits, 100, 131,133.
Health of Army . .See Ar·izona, Depa1·tment of.
Heliographic signaling, 665, 666, 673--676.
Indian depredatio11s, 139.
Indian troops, 136.
McCook, Brig. Gen. A. McD., in command, 133.
Military posts and reservations, 133-136.
Position aDJi distribution of troops, !l8, 99.
Post exchang~s, 138.
Post lyceums, 136- 138.
Post schools, 136.
Post telegraph lines, 677.
Report of acting judge-advocate, 200-204.
Signaling instruction, 663-666, 673-677.
Small-arms practice, 676.
Target practice, 139.
Telegraphy instruction, 675.
Telephones, 674.
Trials by courts-martial, 200-202.
Colorado River:
Improving at Yuma, Ariz., 53.
Columbia, Department of the:
Annual report of operations, 148-151.
Carlin, Brig. Gen. W. P., in command, 148.
Concentration of troops, 1511, 151.
Desertions, 189, 190, 194-196.
Discipline, drill, and instruction, 151.
Geographical limits. 100.
Health of Army, 418, 419, 421, 542, 543, 546, 553,
563, 564.

Indian afl"airs, 148.
Indian troops, 149.
Position and distribution of troops, 98, 91:1.
Post lyceums, 151.
Puyallup Inuian Reservation, 148, 149.
Rented buildings, 362, 363.
Report of acting judge-advocate, 189-196.
Small-arms practice, 357.
Trials by courts-martial, 179, 189-196.
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn. :
Appropriations, 39.
Means of communication, 104.
Columbia River, Oreg.:
Examinations and -survey, 53
Improvements, 53.
Columbus, Fort, N.Y. H.:
Building operations, 348.
Food supply, 530.
Garbage crematory, 513.
Gymnasium, 535.
Hospital, 357.
Location , etc., of reservation, 314.
Means of communication, 101, 375.
Sanitary condition of qua1·ters, 491.
Water supply, 375,514.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio:
Additional quarters, 41, 231.
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Columbu!'l Barmcks, Ohio-Continued.
Building operations, 349-351.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 375.
Garbage crematory, 513.
Gymnasium, 535.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, :J75.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 105, 375.
Post exchange, 533.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 4!ll.
Water supply, 375, 514.
Comly, Maj. Clifton:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification , 811.
Committee, high explosives, 808
Committee, Schneider 12 em. quick·firegun, 847.
Ordnance Board, 820.
Commissaries of Subsistence:
Duties and stations, 397.
Commissary-General of Subsistence:
Annual report, 391-396.
Remarks. subsistences u pplies and property, 394.
Commissary-General's Office:
Accounts and Returns Division, 396.
Claims Division, 396.
Commissary-General of Subsistence, 391-396.
Salaries, 38.
Commissary Sergeants :
Appointments and casualties, 396.
Commissioned Officers:
Absenteeism, 8, 9, 109, 146.
Commitments, Government Insane Asylum, 171.
Competent telegraph operat.ors, 27, 664, 665.
Heating of quarters, 495, 536.
Medical officers, 407, 408, 464-46G, 765.
Military Prison, Leavenwortl1, 90.
Proficient in signaling, 27, 664.
Stoppages of pay, 633.
Triecl by general courts-martial, 177.
West Point, N.Y., 761,762.
Committee, High Explosives:
Annual report of operations, 802--808.
Programme of tests, 802,803, 807, 808.
Remarks:
Effects of shock and rotation, 805, 806.
Explosion on impact, 806.
Igniting mechanism, 806.
Sn bterra trials, 803-805.
Results and recommendations, 807, 808.
Committee, Schneider Quick-tire Gun:
Report and recommendation, 843-847.
Commutation:
Prisoners of war, rations, 57, 396.
Compasses, Clinometer Attachment:
Purchase and issue to Signal Corps, 672.
Compton Creek, N.J.:
Improvements, 43.
Condemned and Surplus Sup]}lies and Property:
Quartermaster's Department, 313, 314.
Signal Office, 681.
Subsistence Department, 395.
Conecul1 River, Ala. and Fla.:
Improvements, 50.
Confederate Archives:
Card index, 36, 56, 172, 173, 692.

Congaree Uiver, ~. C ·
Im])l'Ovements, 49.
Conneaut, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Connecticut Uiver, Conn.:
Improvements, 47.
Constitution, Fort, N. H.:
Additional quarters needed, 115.
Building operations, 114.
Location, etc., of reservation, 375.
Means of communication, 101, 375.
Consumption:
Prevalence of, in Army, 458.
Contentnia Creek, N. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Contingencies, etc.:
.A.ppropriations, War Department, 38.
Contracts:
Bethlehem Iron Company, 789, 790.
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 785.
Builders' Iron Foundry, R.I., 21, 791.
Easton and Anderson mortar carriage, 799.
Military Academy, 776.
Pneumatic dynamite gun, 18.
Quartermaster's Department, 340.
Signal Office, 680.
South Boston Iron Works, Mass., 21, 791.
Subsistence Department, 394.
West Point, N.Y., 774,775.
Converted 10 am115-inch Carriages:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 798,799.
Coolidge, Capt. C. A.:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Coosa River, Ala. and Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
Coosawattee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
Coos Bay and Harbor, 01·eg.:
Improving entrance, 47.
Coquille RiYei·, Oreg.:
Improvements, 53.
Corinth (l)liss.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 55, 232, 326.
Coss Cobb and Miamus Uiver, Conn.:
Improving harY>or, 43.
Counterpoise Battery:
Appropriation for construction, 40.
Counterpoise Carriages :
See Disappearing Carriages.
Courts-Martial:
Detained pay, 187, 632.
Garrison, 179-183, 185, 189, 192-194, 197-200, 202,
207, 208.

General, 177-185, 189, 191, 192, 196, 198-201,206-208.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 10.
Summary, 179-183, 185, 187-189, 192-194, 197-200,
202, 204-208.

Trials by, number, 10, 86,177,179,180.
Cowlitz River, Wash.:
Improvements, 53.
Craig, Capt. Uobert:
Annual report, 679-681.
Crandal, Capt. F. III.:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Crane, Capt. C. J.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
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Creusot (lift.) Carriage:
Completion of, :•JHl 'tests, 809.
Creusot. Quick-fire Gun:
S·~e

Schneider lfJ em. Quick-fire Gun.

Crook, Fort, Nebr.:
Building operations, 41 , 216, 231, 236, 350, 352.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 216, 375.
Location, etc., of reservation, 375.
Meaus of communication , :375.
Miscellaneous expemlitures, 356.
Purchase of site, 216.
Water supply, 216, 375.
Crowder, Capt. E. H.:
Annual report, 196-.198.
Remarks, limitation of punisl1ment, 198.
Crozier·Buftlngton Disa)Jpeariug (~ nrriage:
See Bujjington-Ctozier D ·i sappearing ('arl'ia.ge.
Crozier 10-incll Wire-wound B. J,. ltifte:
Allotments for constrnction an<l t est s, 787, 814.
Remarks, "Bd. of Ord. and Fortitiratiou , 7S7.
CuUom, Hon. S.M.:
Board of Visitors, Military Acarlem...-. 717.
Culpeper (Va.) National Cemetery:
Construction of buildings, 221, 323.
Flagstaff, 324.
Roadway, 55, 230, 326.
Cumberland River:
Improving above and below Naslwillo. 52.
Cumberland Sound, Fla. and Ga.:
Improvements, 44.
Custer, Fort, ]lout.:
Barracks No. 21 deRtroyed by fire . 1~9.
Drainage, sewerage, ete., 375, 502.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Loc::ttion, etc., of reserYation . :n5.
Losses by :fire, 359.
Means of communication, 101, 375 .
Sanitary condition of quarters, 492.
Water supply, 375, 51!J.
Custer Battlefield (.~lout.) National ('emetery:
Care and maintenance, 221, 324, 325.
Custer Monument:
Repairs, etc., 221.
eutcl•eon, Mr. Byron M.:
Boarcl of Ordnance and Fortification , 811.
CytJress Bayou, •rex.:
Improvements, 51.
Dairy, Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Herd infected with tuberculosis, 697, C!JR, 700.
Dakota, Department of:
Affairs at Leech Lake and Lame Deer, 100.
Annual report of operations, 127-130 .
Changes of stations of troops, 127- 130.
Desertions, 188,189.
Discipline, drill, etc. , 127- 130.
Geographical limits, 100.
Health of Army, 418-420, 542,543, 545. 552, 559,5CO.
Position and distxibution of troops, 9G, 97.
Practice marches, etc., 127- 130.
Rented buildings, 361-363.
Report of a cting judge-advocate, 184-189.
Signaling instruction, 663-666.
Small-arms practice, 357.
'l'ria1s by courts-martial, 179, 184, 183.
Dan Uiver, N. C. and Va.:
Improvements, 49.

Danville (Va.) National Cemetery:
Care aml maintenance, 325.
Flagstaff', 324.
Roadway, 55, 230.
D' Ar1:10nne, Bayou, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Darien, Ga.:
Improving harbor, 44.
D. A. UusseJJ, Fort, Wyo.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 375.
Hospital corps company of instrn ctiou , 411 , 412.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 375.
Losses by :fire, 359.
Means of commm1ication, 101 , 375.
Removal t.o post cemetery of, ofrmnains, 323.
l~oadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 55, 233, 375,513.
Davids Island, N. Y.:
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, et.c., 375.
Garbage crematory, 513 .
Gymnasium, 535.
Location, etc., of reservation, 375.
Means of communicatim1, 105, 375.
Mess hall, 218.
Misce~laneous expenditures, 356.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of guardhouse, 494.
Water supply, 375, 514.
Wharves, 356.
Davis, Lieut. George B.:
Assigned Military Prison , Leavenwortl1, 76.
Report Military Prison, 82- 85.
Davis, Jla1j. George B.:
Board of Publication, War Records, 692.
Davis, Jefl'erson:
Claims for ca,pture, 57.
Davis, Capt. William B.:
Report, malarial diaeases at Fort Clark, 449, -!50.
Davis, Fort, Tex.:
Location, etc., of reservation , 375.
Means of communication , 375.
Deck-Piercing Projectiles:
Experimental :firings,etc .. 808.
Deck Plates:
Allotments for purchase, etc .. 808, 813, 814.
Delaware, Fort, Del.:
Location, etc., of reserva.tion. 375.
.Means of communication, 101,375.
Delaware Breakwater, Del.:
Removing obstructions and im}WO\Tin,l! harhor,44.
Delaware River:
Improvements, 48.
t:;urvey between Philadelphia and Camtlen, 48.
Del Rio Camp, Tex.:
.Atandoned, 365.
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
Means of communication, 376.
Dengue:
Prevalence of, in .Army; 437.
Denver, Colo.:
Post near. See Fm·t I ;ngan, Colo.
Deposits, Enlisted Men:
Remarks, Paywaster-General, 631, 632.
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Diseases- Con tinned.
Desertion!'!:
Influences:
California, Department of, 126.
Sea,;on, on sick rates, 460, 554.
Classified cases with limit of punishment , 179.
. Military Prison , Leavenworth, 80.
Colorado, Department of the, 203, 204,
Special, 434- 458, 565-573.
Columbia, Dept. of the, 149, 150, 189, 190, 1!>4- 196.
District of Columbia:
Dakota, Department of, 188, 189.
Water supply, 41.
Effect of limitation of service, 183, 184, 190.
District of Collunbia National fluanl:
Identification of deserters. 415.
Clothing, equipage, etc., 212.
Missouri , Department of the, 183.
Donations:
Remarks:
Money and clothing to po:;;t pl'isonerR, 68, 77.
Adjutant-Genentl, 69 .
Donelson, Fort ('l'enn.), ~ational Cemetery:
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. , 112.
Rostrum, 324.
Scl1ofield , Maj. Gen. John M. , 65.
Douglas, Fort, Utah:
Texas, Department of, 200.
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 376.
l'rialR for years 1892,1893, 17!).
Hospital, 358.
Des llloines Uapitis, !Iississippi Uiver:
Hospital~;tewanls ' quarters, 358.
ImproYements, 51.
I~ocation , etc., of reservation, 136, 376.
Destitute Citizens:
Means of communication, 101. 376.
Subsistence suppHes, 395.
Roadways, 35U.
Destitute ·Patients:
Sanitary condition, 132.
See P1·ovidence Hospital.
Stone gTaimry, 349.
Detained Pay :
\Vater supply, 376, 519,528.
Remarks:
Carbaugll, Capt. H. C. , 187.
Drat't and Substitute Fund:
Paymaster-General, U32.
Appropriations, 56.
Drainage, Sewerage, etc.:
Detonators:
Gillespie and Breuchaud, 815.
Military posts, 214, 216, 217, 366, 367, 372-387.
Tests and experiments, 806.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 80.
Detroit, River, !licit.:
Monroe, Fort, Va. , 41, 158.
Improvements, 52.
Driggs-Schroeder 6-pouuder Itapi!l-tlre Gun:
Diarrheal A1fections:
Comparative test of merit!:!, 801.
Prevalence of, in .A.rmy, 44.8.
Further tests, 809.
Dimmick, Capt. E. D.:
\Vest Point, N.Y., 732.
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Drill and Instruction :
Dinsmore, Rev. Jolm W.:
Artillery School, 157.
Board of Visitors, Military A cademy, 717.
California, Department of, 126.
Colorado, Department of the, 139.
Diphtheria:
Prevalence of, in Army, 437.
Columbia, Department of the, 151.
Dis~tppearing Carriages:
Dakota, Department of, 127- 130.
Allotments for test of 10-inch, 814.
East, Department of the, 109-111.
Hospital Corps, 118.
Buffington-Crozier, 809, 812.
Gordon 10-inch, 793-795,809, 81~, 813, 816-839.
Platte, Department of the, 132.
Gordon modified 10-inch, 796, 797.
Remarks, Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 63.
Pneumatic, 793, 795.
Dro11·ning:
Disbursing Dhision, Signal Otlice:
Number of cases, 458.
Additional clerical force needed, 654, 655.
Special report, artificial respiration , 459.
Annual report of operations, 679-681.
Drum, Capt. John:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Personnel, 679.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 654, 655.
Du Barry, Brig. Gen. Bt~ekman:
Retired from active serYice, 690.
Scope and character of work, 679.
Disbursing Officers, Quartermaster's Department:
Dubuque, Iowa:
Statement, expenditures ancl balances, 305- 307.
lee harbor, 46.
Discharges :
Du Chesne, Fort, Utah:
Act of June 16, 1890,69,70.
Abandonment ordered , 365.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 376, 500, 501.
Discipline:
California, Department of, 126.
Gymnasium, 535.
I~ocation , etc., of reserYatiou, 1:!6, 376.
Colorado, Department of the, 139.
Means of co=unication, 101. 376.
Col urn bia, Department of the, 151.
Quarters, married enlisted men, 4!li.
Dakota, Department of, 130.
East, Department of the, 114.
WatN' supply, 376, 513.
Duck Island Harbor, Coun.:
Monroe, Fort, Va., 158.
ltemarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 62.
Harbor of refuge, 43.
Diseases:
Duluth, Minn.:
Influences:
Improving harbor, 46.
Age, arm of service, 460--463, 574- 585, 598- 607.
Ship cllannel between, Chicago and Buffalo, 47. .
Nativity, length of service, 460-463, 586-597,
Dunkirk, N.Y.:
608-617.
Improving harlJor, 43.
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Dutch Island, R. I.:
Location, etc., of reservation , 376.
Means of communication, 101,376.
Eagle Harbor, Mich.:
Improvements, 45.
Eagle Pass, Tex.:
Bathing facilities, 531, 532.
Clothing for enlisted men, 530,531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 502.
Hospital, ;}58.
Location, etc., of reS"ervation, 376.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 376.
Purchase of site for new post. 41, 231, 363, 364.
Water supply, 513, 514.
East, Department of the:
Annual report of operations, 107- llil.
Artillery target practice, 110, 111.
Changes of stations of troops, 107, 109.
Desertions, 112.
Discipline, drill, etc., 109, 111.
Extract from returns of, July 31, 1893, 107.
Garrisoned and ungarrisoned posts, 107.
Geographical limits, 100.
Gymnastics and calisthenics, 112.
Health of Army, 418, 419, 542-544, 551, 559, 560.
Indian prisoners of war, 118.
Indian soldiers, 112, 113.
Labor disturbances, 107.
MedicalDepartment, 117.
Military posts and reservations, 107, 108, 114-116.
Pay Department, 118.
Position and distribution of troops, 92, 93.
Post exchanges, 116,117.
Post lyceums, 114.
Post schools, 116.
Practice marches, etc., 107, 109, 110.
Quartermaster's Department. 117.
Rented buildings, 360, 363.
Report of officer in charge, judge-advocate's
office, 206, 207.
Signaling instruction, 118, 663-666.
Small-arms practice, 110, 357.
Subsistence Department, 117.
Trials by courts-martial, 112,179,206,207.
East Chester Creek, N. Y.:
Improvements, 47.
Easton and Anderson Mortar Carriage:
l{emarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 799.
East River, N.Y.:
Removing obstructions, 47.
Edenton Bay, N.C.:
Improvements, 44.
Edisto River, S. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Edwards~ Richard M.:
.Appropriation for relief, 58.
Egan, Capt. P. R.:
Quarters, married men, Fort Warren, 494,495.
Special medical reports, 464.
Eight-Hour La.w:
Allowance for reduction of wages, 57.
El Alazan, near Roma, Tex.:
Affair at, Dec. 24, 1892, 142.
Electric Light:
Army and Navy General Hospital, 407,535.

Elevating Arcs:
Whistler, 813.
Elevating Gun Carriages:
Emery, 784, 792, 793, 813.
Gun lifts, 809, 812- 814.
Elizabeth River, N.J.:
Improvements, 48.
Elk River, Md.:
Improvements, 48.
Elk River, W. Va.:
Improvements. 49.
Embankments:
Fortifications, 40.
Embezzlement:
Funds not public, 190.
Emery Elevating Carriage :
Manufacture and test, 784, 813.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 792, 793.
Emmensite:
Compared with wet gun-cotton,807.
Figure of merit, 804.
Future tests, 808.
Recommendations, 807.
Tests, 805, 806.
EmJllacements:
Estimates for 1895, 810.
Employes:
Clerks for judge-advocates, 204.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 82--84, 90, 91.
Quartermaster's Department, 290-304.
Record and Pension Office, 35, 36.
Twenty per cent compensation, 56.
Engineer Battalion, West Point:
Roster of officers, 762.
Engineer Department:
Salaries, Engineer Bureau, 38.
Engineer Depot, Willets Point, N. 1.:
Appropriation, 39.
Engineering Instruction:
Infant.r y and Cavalry School, 153.
Engineer School, Willets Point, N. Y.:
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 63.
Secretary of War, 23.
English Infantry Mekometer:
.Allotment for purchase, 813.
Ordered for test, 802.
Enlisted Men, U.S. Army:
Athletic exercises, 534, 535.
Box lockers, 359.
Commitments, Government Insane Asylum,171.
Competent telegraph operators, 27,664, 665.
Deposits, 631, 632.
Detained pay, 632.
Discharges, act of June 16,1890, 69, 70.
Enlistments aud reenlistments, 10-12, 64, 65, 70,
71, 112-114, 122.
Habits, cleanliness, etc., 531-534.
Increased pay, 67.
Married, 494.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 90.
Noncommissioned officers, 71, 72, 396.
Pay of retired, 632.
Proficient in signaling, 27, 664.
Sales, subsistence stores, 396.
Tried by courts-martial, 177.
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En1istments and Reenlistments:
Remarks:
A,djutant-General, 70, 7L
Howard, Maj_ Gen. 0. 0.,112- 114.
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson .A., 122.
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 64, 65.
Secretary of War, 10- 12.
Enteric Fever:
Prevalence of, in Army, 437--446.
Ericilson Aerial 'l'orpedo:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and :Fortification, 799, 800.
Erie, Pa.:
Improving harbor, 44.
Ernst, Col. 0. H.:
Annual report, 751-758.
Letter to Board of Visitors, 718.
Remarks:
.Academic departments, Mil. Acad., 753.
Buildings and grounds, West Point, 757, 758Cadet Corps, 752, 753.
Cavalry and artillery horses, 755.
Cavalry detachments, 755.
Military Academy band, 756.
Staff, Military Academy, 751.
Water supply, West Point, 756.
Erysipelas :
Prevalence of, in Army, 446.
Eseambia River, Ala. and Fla.:
Improvements, 50.
Essex River, Mass.:
Improvements, 47.
Estimates:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 809, 810.
Signal Corps expenses, etc., 655.
War Department, 3.
Ethan Allen, F'ort:
Building operations, 9, 108,216, 217, 348, 350,352,
364,365.
Drainage, etc., 217.
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
Means of communication, 376.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Roadways, etc., 217, 356.
Water supply, 217.
Evening Guns:
Ammunition, 40.
Evergreen Cemetery, Newport, Ify.:
Removal to, of remains from Fort 'l.'homas, 323.
Examiners' Division, Signal Office :
.Annual report of operations, 682.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 654.
Scope and character of work, 682.
Work done during year, 682.
Executive Mansion :
.Appropriation for repairs, fuel, and lighting, 4L
Water supply, 41.
Expenditures:
Board ofOrdnanceand Fortification, 785,812-815.
Fortifications and works of defense, 17, 18.
War Department, 1893, 3, 4, 38- 58.
Experimental Guns:
B. L.10-inch rifle, Crozier wire-wound, 787, 814.
B. L. 12-inch cast iron, 789.
Brown segmental-tube wire, 787, 788, 810,813.
Haskell multicbarge, 788, 789, 810, 8!3.
Woodbridge 10-inch wire-wound, 787, 814.
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Explosive Gelatin:
Figure of merit, 804.
Recommendations, 807.
'l'ests, 805, 806.
Fairchild, Bon. Charles S.:
Address, graduates, Military Academy, 743-745.
Board of Visitors, Military .A.cademy, 717.
Fairport, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Falls of the Ohio River:
Improvements, 52.
Fayetteville (Ark.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Roadway, 326.
Rostrum, 324.
Feather River, Cal.:
Improvements, 53.
Fernandina, Fla.:
Improving waterway to Savannah, 50.
Field Desks:
Manufacture, 215,342.
Field Glasses:
Signal Corp11, 649,650,671,674.
Field Guns:
Breech-loading rifle, steel:
3.2-inch, 13, 801.
3.6-inch, 13.
Estimates for 1895, 8110.
Mountain 3-inch, 13.
Field Morta1·s, 3.6-inch, Steel:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13.
Field Range Finders :
See Range FindeTB.
Field Telegraph Lines:
Equipment and organization of trains, 6!6.
Mcintosh , Fort, to Lopena Ranch, Rio Grande
Valley, 647,660- 662, 670, 678.
Outpost cable carts and lines, 6!6, 668-670.
Practical operations, 646--648.
Remarks:
Chief Signal OffictJr, 645-648.
Kilbourne, Capt. Charles E., 660.
Secretary of War, 27.
Telephone kits, 646.
Finance Branch, Q. :ttl. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 226-236.
Financial statements, 227-236.
Scope and character of work, 226.
Finn's Point, N. J.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 376 .
M eans of communication, 101, 376.
Fisherman's Island, Camll:
Issue of tents, 212.
Fishing Creek, N. C.:
Improvements, 49 .
Fislnvays:
Great Falls, Md., 41.
Fiske Range and Positiou. l<'inder:
Allotment for erection at ]fort Wadsworth, 814:.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and :Fortification, 801.
Five·ltlile River, Conn.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Flagstaft's :
Military posts and reservations, 359.
National cemeteries, 324.
]<'lint River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
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]<'Iorence (8. C.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 54,232,320.
.F lushing Bay, N.Y.:
Improvements, 43.
Flying Telegraph Lines:
See Field TelegraJJh Lines.
Food 8ut>ply:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 529, 530.
J<'oote, Fort, lid.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
Means of communication, 101, 376.
J<'ord's Theater Disaster, June 9, lb93:
Casualties, 35, 687.
Remarks:
Chief, Record and Pension Office, 35, 687, o88.
Secretary of War, 35, 36.
]<'orgings for Guns:
Remarks, Bd. of Onl. and "F orti lication, 780.
Forked Deer River, Tenn.:
Improvements, 52.
Fortifications:
Appropriations, 40.
Forwood, Ueut. CJol. W. H.:
Annual report, Soldiers' Home, D. U., 702-707.
J<'ourche LeFevre Hiver, Ark.:
Improvements, 51.
]<'ox River, Wis.:
Damages by improvement, 53.
Improvements, 53.
J<'rank, J,ieut. Col. Royal •r.:
Annual report, Artillery School, 153--li:iS.
Frankford Arsenal, Pa. :
Appropriation, 40.
Manufacture of projectiles, 22.
Means of communication, 104.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20.
Frankfort, Mich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Fr:tudulent Enlistments:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 70.
Trials for, courts-martial, 177.
J<' redericksbm·g (Va.) Nation;tl Cemetery:
Roadway, 55,232,326.
French Bro:td Uiver, 'fenn. :
Improvements, 52.
Fuca Straits, Cal.:
Breakwater between, all<l San Frandsco, 46.
J<'uel:
Executive Mansion, 41.
Expenditm·es, 367.
Experimental tests, 346.
I?uller, Meut• .A.. ll. :
Remarks, summary courts, 206.
J<'urloughcll O::oldiers:
Claims, commutation of rations, ~96.
]<'uses:
Estimate for test, 810.
Gaines, Fort, .A.ln.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
:Means of communication, 101, 376.
Galena River, Ill.:
Improvements, 53.
Galveston Bay, Tex.:
Improving harbor and ship channel, 45.

Gloucester, )lass.:
Improving harbor, 42.

Gamly, Capt. ,C. }1.:
\Vater l'!npply, Fort Yellowstone, 527.

Goose Island, W~tsh.:
Locatiou, etc., of reservation, 370.

Garbage CJrematorics:
Remarks:
Quartermaster-(icneral. 214, 215.
Surgeon-General, 513.
Gardner, Capt, E. 1•'.:
Special medical reports, 464.
Garfield Hospital:
Maintenance, 55.
Garrison, Nemiah:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
G~trrison Courts-Martial:
California, Department of, 181.
Colorado, Department of the, 202.
Columbia, D epartment of the, 189; 192-194.
Dakota, Department of, 185,
East, Departmtlnt of the, 207,208,
Missouri, Department of the, 182. 183.
Platte, Department of tl1e, 197, 198.
Texas, Department of, 199. 200.
Trials by, number, 179, 1!10.
Gas, West Point, N. Y.:
Construction of plant, 735,777,778.
Receipts and expenditure>~, 741, 777, 778.
Gnsconade River, lllo.:
Improvements, 53.
Gauley River, W.Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Gener:tl Courts·llnl'tial:
California, Department of, 180, 181.
Colorado, Department of the, 200,201.
Columbia, Department of the, 189, 191, 192.
Dakota, l(~;~partment of, 184, 185.
East, Department of the, 206-208.
Missouri, Department of the, 182, 183.
Offenses, convictions, and punihhments, 177-179.
Platte, Department of the, 196,198.
Texas, Department of, 199, 200.
Trials by, number, 177.
Geological Survey:
Sales to, of tents, 313.
Georgetown, S. C. :
Improving harbor, 44.
Gerdom Breech llechaJJism:
Remarks, Rd. of Orfl. and Fortitlcution, 801.
Gettysburg Battlefield:
Battle sites ancl tao lets, 32, 33, 57,222,231,236,
326, 327.

Care and maintenance, 32, 33.
Expenditures, etc., 32.
Getty11burg (Pa.) National CemetHy:
New York titate Monument, 32, :l21, 325.
Gil1espie and Breuchaud Detonators:
Allotment for purchase, 815.

Gilman, Capt. B. II.:
Report, Military Prison, 85, 86.
Girard, llaj. A. C. :
Special medical and surgical reports. 464, 4G5.
Glen Cove, N.Y.:
Improving harbor,

4~.

Glennan, J. . ieut. J.D.:
Special surgical reports, 465.

•
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Gordon tO-inch Disappearing Carriage :
.Allotments for repairs, tests, etc., 812, 813.
Further t.ests, 809.
Operation of, by hand and power, 795.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 793-705.
Report of Ordnavce Board, U.S . .Army, 816-839.
Gordon Modified tO-inch Disappearing Carriage:
.Allotments for drawings, purchase, etc., 796,
812, 815.

Further tests, 809.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and :Fortification, 796,797.
Gordon Range Finder:
Ordered for test, 801.
Purchase of field glass for use with, 814.
Gordon Spring Return Mortar Carriage ;
.Allotment for manufacture, 812.
Further tests, 809.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 709.
Gorgas, Capt. William C.:
Enteric fever at Fort Reno, Okla., 438, 439.
Special surgical reports, 465.
Gorges, Fort, Me.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
Means of communication, 101, 376.
Gorman, Hon. James S.:
Board of Visitors, Military .Academy, 718.
Goshen Ureek, N.J.:
Improvements, 47.
GoTernment Insane Asyhun:
Commitments, officers and enlistcu ruen, 171.
Governor's Island, N.Y. H.: ·
.Appropriation for sea wall, 40.
Building operations, 348.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Wharves, 356.
Gommus Bay, N. Y.:
Improving channel, 43.
Grafton (lf. Va.) National Cemetery:
Construction of builuings, 221, 323.
Flagstaff, 324.
Grand Army Encampment:
Appropriation, 56.
Grand Haven, Micll. :
Improving harbor, 45.

Grand Lake, La. :
Connecting with Bayou Teche, La., 51.
Grand ~larais, ~licll. :
Harbor of refuge, 45.
Improving harbor, 46.
Grant, Fort, Ariz. :
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 376,507.
Food supply, 529.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 134, 376.
Means of communication, 101, 376.
Quarters, married enlisted men, 494.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary conclition of quarters, 491.
Small·arms practice, 357.
Water supply, 376, 519.
Graves:
Purchase of headstones, 32, 55, 221, 231, 236, 323.
Gray's Harbor, Wash.:
Improvements, 47.
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Great Chazy River, N.Y.:
Improvements, 47 .
Great J!'alls, ~ld. :
Erection of fish way, 41
Great Kana1vlut River, W.Va.:
Impro>ements, 49.
Great Peedee River, S. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Great Sodus Bay, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Greeley Ink Writing District Registers:
.Allotment for purchase, 813.
Greely, Brig. Gen. A. W.:
Chief Signal Officer, 655.
Green Bay, Wis. :
Improving harbor, 46.
Greene, Lieut. Frank:
Report of heliograph practice, 665, 666.
Signal Corps, Department of Colorado, 673-777.
Green Jacket Shoal, R. I. :
Removal, 47.
Greenport, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Green River, Ky.:
Improvements, 52.
Greenville, Miss. :
Improving harbor, 45.
GrislVold, l!'ort, Conn. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
Means of communication, 102, 376.
Groesbeck, Maj. S. W.:
.Annual report, 182-184 .
Grusomverk lUinimum Port Casement Carriage:
.Allotment fo,. purchase, etc., 793, 814.
Further tests, 809.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 793.
Guardhouses:
Sanitary condition, 494.
Gulf of Mexico:
Surveys for deep-water harbor, 53.
Gun and Mortar Batteries :
Appropriation, 40.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 800.
Gunboats, Western Rivers:
.Appropriation, 56.
Gun Lifts:
.Allotments for purchase, etc., 812-814.
Future tests, 809.
Remarks, Secretary of "\Var, 19.
Guns:
Brown segmental tube wire, 787,788, 808, 810,813,
Bryan multicharge, 814.
Field, 801, 810.
Machine, 731, 732, 801, 810, 813, 814.
Mortars, 13, 21, 791, 792, 802, 805-809, 812-814.
Quick-fire, 800, 801, 809, 810, 812, 815, 843-847.
Rapid-fire, 39, 731, 732, 801, 809, 810, 812-814.
Seacoast, 786-790, 805, 808-810, 813, 814.
Siege, 810, 813.
Guyandotte River, lV. Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Gymnasium Director, 1Iilitary Academy:
See Herman J. Koehler.
Gymnasiums all(] Gymnastic Exercises:
Cadet Corps, 721, 722,742.
Military posts and reservations, 534, 535.
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Gymnasiums and Gymnastic Exercises-Cont'cl.
Remarks:
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 112.
Surgeon-General, 534, 535.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 146.
West Point, N.Y., 534.
Habits, etc., Enlisted Men:
Indian companies, 457, 497, 498, 531.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 531, 532.
Hall, Capt. W. R.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Angel Island, 505.
Hall of Records:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 223.
Hamilton, Fort, N.Y.:
Additional quarters needed, 114,115.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 376.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 376.
Means of communication, 102, 376.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Special report, sanitary condition, 426-428.
Telegraph line to Fort Wadsworth, 814.
Water supply, 376.
Wharves, 356.
Hampton (Va.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Roadway, 55, 232, 326.
Hampton Roads, Va.:
Measures for defense, 16.
Hancock, Gen. Winfield S.:
Site, etc., for proposed statue, 34, 57.
Hancock, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 377, 502.
Gymnasium, 535.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reserYaLion, 377.
Means of communicat,ion, 102, 377.
·water supply, 377, 514.
llappersett, Maj. J. C. G.:
Special surgical reports, 465.
Harbors and Rivers:
Appropriations, 42-54.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 22, 22.
Harlem River, N.Y.:
Improvements,47.
Harness and Harness Supplies:
Purchase and manufacture, 68, 83,215, 3!1.
Harrison, Fort, :nont. :
Appropriations, 41,218.
Building operations, 9, 231, 354, 364, 365.
I.ocation, etc., of reservation, 377.
Harrisseckit River, Me. :
Improvements, 47.
Hartman, Lieut. J. D. L.:
Remarks, summary courts, 206.
llal'tsuft', Maj. A.:
Barracks and quarters, Fort Omaha, 497.
Harvey, :naj. P. F.:
Medical Department, West Point, 763-767.
Special medical and surgical reports, 464, 465.
Ilaskell Multicharge Gun:
Allotments for construction, etc., 788,813.
Cost, etc., as compared with service rifle, 788.
Estimate for testing, 810.
Further test, 808.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification,788, 789.

Ilavanl, lUaJ. V.:
Report, course of instruction, Hospital Corps,
410,411.
Hawkins, Brig. Gen. John P.:
Bd. of Comrs., Soldiers' Home, D. C., 699.
Commissary-General of Subsistence, 396.
Hay Lake Channel, Sault Ste. ll'larie River, lllicl1. :
Improvements, 52.
Ileadstones:
Purchases, 32, 55, 221, 231, 236, 323.
Health of Army:
Civilian attach.es, 464.
Comparisons:
:Foreign armies, 416,417, 555-564.
Former years, 416, 541, 542.
Diseases, 434-458,460-463,554,565-617.
Indian prisoners, 463.
Injuries, 458, 459.
Military posts and departments, 418-434, 542-573.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 68, 7!!-81.
Relative sick, W. C. I., 418, 542, 543.
.1-temarks:
Secretary of War, 9.
Surgeon-General, 416-464.
Results of disease and injury, 417,418, 546-548.
Special medical and surgical reports, 464,465.
Statistical tables, 541-617.
Surgical operations, 465, 466.
West Point, N.Y., 754.
Ileath, Capt. ]<'rank:
In charge, proving ground, Sanuy Hook, 802.
Ordnance Board, 820.
Heating aml Lighting:
Expenditures, 215.
II elena, Mont.:
Post. See Harrison, Fo·rt.
Heliographs and Screens:
New model, 671.
Heliogra})b Signaling:
Colorado, Department of the, 665,666,670, 673-676.
Composition of detachments, 666, 673.
Distances covered, 665.
Extracts, reportLieut. F.Greene,665,666, 673,674
Heliographs and screens, 671.
Remarks:
Chief Signal Officer, 652, 653.
Secretary of War, 27.
Riley, Fort, Kans., 670.
Stations, 665, 666, 673, 674.
Hell Gate, N.Y.:
Removing obstructions, 47.
Helmets:
Light weight for hot climates, 531.
Herr's Island Dam, Pa.: .
Construction, etc., 48.
Hiawassee River, Tenn.:
Improvements, 52.
Iligh Explosives:
Americanite, 804.
Ammonite, 803-805, 807 .
.Annual report of committee, 802-808.
Emmensite, 804-808.
Estimates for, for experiments, etc., 18ll5, 810.
Explosive gelatine, 804-807.
Furtller tests, 809.
Perunite, 804.
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High Explosives--Continued.
Programme for future tests, 807, 808.
Rackarock, 804, 805, 807.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 21, 22.
Shell experime~ts, 802-808.
Wet gun cotton, 804-807.
Hiugltam, Mass.:
Impro,ing harbor, 42.
Hotr, 1\laj. J. Van R.:
Laundry, Fort Riley, 532.
Special medical reports, 464.
Horses:
Lost in military serv:ict>, 233, 236.
Public. See Public Animals.
Horseshoes and Horsesltoe Nails:
Purchases, 215, 341.
Hospital Corps:
Enlistments, etc.,' 409.
Instruction, etc., 118, 409-413.
Loss during year, 410.
Number in service, June 30, 1893, 409.
Promotion to noncommissioned positions, 412.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 409-413.
Uniform and equipments, 413,531, 535.
West Point, N.Y., 762.
Hospital Corps, West Point, N.Y.:
Roster of officers, 762.
Hospitals:
Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 39, 227-229.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1892 (in part), 285,287,289.
June 30, 1893, 26±--269, 271.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Construction antl repairs, 2L6, 264, 269,271,285,
287, 289, 357, 358.
Hospital Stewards :
.A. ppropriations for quarters:
Allotments for construction, 358.
Debits aml credits, 39, 229.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1892 (in part), 2R:'i. 287, 289.
June 30, 1893, 265, 267, 269, 271.
Remittances, 234,235.
Construction of quarters, 216,265, 267, 269, 271,
285, 287, 289, 358.
Hotchkiss 6-pounder Rapid·fire Gun:
.A.llotmentsforpurchaseof ammunition, 812, 814.
Comparative test of merits, 801.
Further tests, 809.
West Point, N.Y., 39, 732.
Hotchkiss Quick·flre Gun:
Schneider gun to be tested in comparison, 801.
Hotels, etc., West Point, N.Y.:
Rents, etc., 741.
Housatonic River, Conn.:
Improvements, 47.
House Flies:
Protection against, 496.
Howard, !Uaj. Gen. 0. 0.:
Annual report, Department of the East, 107-110.
Remarks:
Absenteeism, 109.
Balloons for military purposes, 118.
Courts-martial, 112.
Desertions, 112.

Howard, lllaj. Gen. 0. 0.-Continued.
Remarks:
Discipline, 114.
Enlistments and reenlistments, 112-114.
Gymnastics and calisthenills, 112.
Labor disturbances, 107.
Military telegraph lines, 118.
National defense, 107,118, 110.
Indian prisoners of war, 118.
Indian soldiers, 112, 113.
Medical and Hospital Corps, 117,118.
Military posts, etc., 107,108,114,115.
Pay Department, 118.
Post exchanges, 116, 117.
Post libraries, 116.
Post lyceums, 114.
Post schools, 116.
Quartermaster's Department, 117.
Recruiting, 113, 114.
Signal Service, 11/l.
Subsistence Department, 117.
Howard, Samuel:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Ho1vitzer 7 -inch Carriage:
Allotments for, and for tests, 813, 814.
Hoyt, Capt. R. W.:
Remarks, summary courts, !!05.
Huaclmca, Fort, Ariz. :
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 377, 504.
Location, etc., of reservation, 134, 377.
Means of communication, 102, 377.
Water supply, 377, 513.
Hubbard, Maj. V. B. :
Special medical reports, 464.
Hudson Rive1·, N.Y.:
Improvements, 47.
Humboldt Harbor and Bay, Cal.:
Improvements, 46.
Hunter, MaJ. Edward:
Annual report, 180-182.
Huntington, MaJ. D. L.:
.Barracks and quarters, Fort Bowie, 408.
Huntington, N. Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Huron, Ohio :
Improving harbor, 45.
Huron, J.Jake, Mich. :
Harbor of refuge, 45.
Hyannis, Mass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Hydraulic Mining :
California, 56.
Hygeia Hotel, Va. :
Enteric fever, 446.
Ice Machines :
Mount Vernon Barracks, 115. ·
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 402
Identification of Deserters :
Results of new methods, 415.
Igniting Jlechanism :
Detonators, 806, 815.
Fuses, 810.
Illinois and Mississippi Canal, Ill.
Construction, etc., 53.
Illinois Uiver, Ill.:
Improvements, 53.
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llluminating Supplies :
Executive Mansion, 41.
Pnrc.hases, 215,339,367.
lllustrations:
Experiments with small-arms projectiles, facing
pp. 478, 480,482,484, 486.
lncidental Expense's, Q. M. Department:
Appropriations:
Debits ancl credits, 38, 227-230.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1892 (in part.), 273,275, 276,278,288.
June 30, 1893, 240, 243, 245-251, 270.
Payments at general depots, 342.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Sales, 238.
West Point,N. Y. , 774.
lnci!lental Expenses, Signal Service:
Appropriations, 54.
independence, Fort, 1\lass.,:
Location, etc., of reserYut!o;:;, 377.
Meane of communication, 102, 377.
Index Catalogues:
Library, Surgeon-General's Office, 4.06.
Indexes:
Catalogue, Library, S. G. 0., 406.
Confederate archives, 36, 692.
"\Var Records Publication, 692.
Index Record (;ard System:
See Canl Index and RBcord System.
lntlian Afl'ltirs:
Colorado, Department of the, 139.
Columbia, Department of the, 148.
Missouri, Department of the, 122.
J>latte, Department uf the, 132.
lndiana.polis Arsenal, Ind.:
. Appropriation, 39.
Means of communication, 104.
Indian Prisoners:
Clothing and equipage, 212, 312.
Health, 463.
Mount Vernon Barracks, 118.
lndi:m River, }'la.:
Improvements, 50.
Indiltn River Bay, Va.:
Improving waterway from ChincoteagueBay,48.
ln<lians:
Prevention and suppression of hodtilities, 57.
Subsistence supplies, S94, 395.
Indian Territory:
Preservation of order, etc., 122.
Indian Troops:
Colorado, Department of the, 136.
Columbia, Department of the, H!l.
Habits, etc., 457, 497, 498, 531.
l{emarks:
Adjutant-GQneral, 168, 169.
Brooke, Brig. Gen. John R., 132, 133.
Howard, Ma,i. Gen. 0. 0., 112, 113.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 63, 64.
Secreta.ry of War, 12.
Indigent Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines:
Burial, 55, 231, 236, 326.
Infantry and Cavalry Seltool:
Annual report of operations, 151-155.
Appropriation for support, 55,154,155.
J3uildings, 154.

Infantry and Cavalry School-Continued.
Class formed Sept. 1, 1892, 151.
Clerical services, 155.
Course of instruction, 152-154.
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., GJ.
Secretary of War, 23.
Results of examinations, 152.
Infantry Instruction :
Infantry and Cavalry School, 153.
Infantry Reorganization:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, GJ.
InHuenza:
Prevalence of, in Army, 446,447.
Injuries:
,
.Nature and number, 458,459.
Ink Writing District Registers:
Purchase of Greeley, 813.
Inmates, National Homes:
Pensions, 30, 31.
Inmates, Soldiers' Home, D. C. :
Admissions and discharge!!!, 695, 700, 701.
.Average attendance, 29.
Daily average present, 701, 704.
Deaths, 701, 704.
Meals a11d lodging to transients, 701.
Number on rolls, Sept. 30, 1893, 29.
Outdoor relief, temporary shelter, etc., 695, G96,
7,01, 713.
Pensioners, 29, 30, 696, 697, 700, 701, 712, 713.
Statement of Army service, 701.
Inspection Branch, Q. M. G. 0.:
.Annual report of operations, 221-226.
Scope and character of work, 224, 225.
Inspector-General's Department:
Appropriation for contingencies, 38.
Inspector-General's Office, 38.
Inspector-General's Office:
Salaries, 38.
Interior Department:
Transfer to, of reservations:
Former years, 368-372.
Present year, 219, 365.
Interments:
National cemeteries, 323.
Soldiers, sailors, and marmes, 55, 231, 236,326.
Ipswich River, Mass.:
Improvements, 47.
Issues:
Clothing and equipage, 212, 310-312,314,316-322.
Quartermaster's stores, 310.
Tents to Marine-Hospital Service, 212.
Jackson, Capt. A. H.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
JackSOll, Tenn.:
Relief of First Methodist Church, 58.
Jackson, Fort, J,a,:
Location, etc., of reservation, 377.
'Means of communication, 102, 377.
Jackson Barracks, J,a,:
Building operations, 114, 348.
Drainage, eewera.ge, etc., 377.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 377.
Means of communication, 102, 317.

INDEX.
Jackson Barracks, J,a.-Continued.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 491.
Water supply, 377,513.
Jamaica Bay, N.Y.:
Improvements, 43.
James River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Jarvis, Capt. N. S.:
Sanitary condition of Fort Apache, 428-434.
Special surgical reports, 465.
Jeckyl Creek, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
Jefferson, Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., ofreservation, 377.
Means of communication, 102,377.
Je:lferson Barracks, ltlo.:
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 377, 507.
Gymnasium, 535.
Laundry, 532.
Location, etc., of reservation , 377.
Losses by :fire, 359.
Means of communication, 105, 377.
Mess hall, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 377, 519, 520.
Jefferson County, Ky.:
Awards to certain citizens, 58, 230.
Je:lfersonTille Depot:
Roadways, etc., 356.
Jolmson, Lieut. A. B.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Johnson, Capt. R. W.:
:Barracks and quarters, Fort Bowie, 498.
Jolmston, Fort, N. C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 377.
Means of communication, 102, 377.
Jones, Maj. W. A.:
Water -supply, Presidio, San Fra11cisco, 523, 524.
Jud~e·Advocate·General's Department:
Annual report of operations, 177-180.
Judge-Advocate-General's Office, 38.
Judge-advocates, 204.
·
Judge-Advocate-General's Oftlce:
Salaries, 38.
Judge-Advocates:
Clerks, 204,
Libraries, 204.
Justin Carrier for High Explosives:
Trials with, of exploshTe gelatine, 805, 806.
Kaskaskia River, Ill. :
Impro\ements, 53.
Irean, C:tpt. J. R.:
Special medical reports, 464.
Kellogg, ltlary:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Kelton, Brig. Gen. Jolm C.:
Died July 18, 1893, 699.
Kennebec Arsenal, Me. :
Means of communication, 104.
Prevalence of enteric fever, 443-445.
Kennebec River, Me.:
Improvements, 47,
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Kennebunk River, Me.:
Im})rO>ements, 47.
Kenosha, Wis.:
Improving harbor, (6.
Kentucky:
War claims, 56.
Kentucky River, Ky.:
Improvements, 52.
Keogh, Fort, ll011t.:
Building operatioiiS, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 378, 501.
Location, etc., of resen·ation, 378.
Means of communicatior1, 102, 378.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 491.
Water supply, 378, 514.
Keokuk (Iowa) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Kernan, Capt. F. J.:
.Annual report, 198-200.
Ke,vaunee, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.
Keweenaw Bay, Micl1.:
Improving water-way to Lake Superior, 53.
Keyport, N. J.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Key West, J<'Ja.:
Improving harbor, 44.
Key West Bal'l'acks, Fla.:
:Buil<ling operations, 114, 348.
Clothing for enlisted men, 530, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 502.
Hospital, 357.
Location, etc., of reservation. 378.
Means of communication, 102, 378,
Mess hall, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Mosquito pest, 496.
Post exchange, 533, 534.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 378,513.
Kilbourne, Capt. C. E.:
Annual reports, Signal Office:
Examiners' Division, 682.
Military telegraph lines, 656-660,
Signaling Division, 663-678.
Meteorological text book, 653.
Kimball, Jlaj. A. S.:
Annual reports, operations, Q. M.G. 0.:
Regular Supplies Branch, 337-342.
Transportation :Branch, 332-337.
Kimball, Maj. James P.:
Malarial diseases at Fort Clark, 449.
Special medical reports, 464.
King, Ueut. Col. lV. R.:
Reports, trials Sims-Edison torperlo, 840-842.
Kingsbury, Capt. F. W.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Kingston, Mass. :
Improving harbor, 42.
Kirkley, Mr. J. W.:
:Board of Publication, War Records, 692.
Kirkman, Capt. J. T.:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Kitchen Utensils:
Purchases and manufacture, 68, 83, 84, 215, 342.
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Knox, Fm·t, ~I e.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 378.
Means of communication, 102, 378.
Koehler, Herman J.:
Promotion of recommended, 743, 757.
Labbez Telemeter:
Ordered for test, 801.
Labor Disturbances:
East, Department of the, 107.
Remarks, Ma:j. Gen J. M. Scl10field, 62.
La }'ayette, General:
Statue to memory, 57.
Lafayette, Fort, N.Y. H.:
Location, etc., of reserYation, 378.
Means of communication, 102, 378.
Lafourche, Bayou, J.a.:
Improvements, 51.
La Garde, Capt. A. L. :
Small·arms projectiles experiments, 467-489.
Lagrange, Bayou, Fla.:
ImproYements, 50.
Lame Deer, Mont.:
Affair at, .June, 1893, 129.
Lamont, Hon. DanielS.:
See Secretary of War.
Lamont, Camp, Jackson .Park, IIJ.:
Water supply, 527.
Land-Grant Railroads.
See Rail1·oad '11ransportation.
JJa1·chmont, N. Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Larned, Prof. Charles W.:
Remarks, instruction, Military Academy, 728.
Las Animas Mountains, N. lllex.;
Murder of Bud Taylor in the, Dec. 8, 1802, 139.
JJas Mulas Ranclle, Tex.:
Affair at, Feb. 23, 1893, 143.
Latrappe River, l'tl<l.:
Improvements, 48.
Lauderdale, ~Ia,j. J. V.:
Special ~urgical reports, 465.
Leaf River, l!Iiss.:
Improvements. 50.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans.:
Building operations, 348.
Gymnasium, 535.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 378.
Means of comn;nmication, 102, 378.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Signaling instruction, 651.
Water supply, 378.
Leavemmrth, Fort (Kans.), National Cemetery:
Const.ruction of buildings, 221,323.
Removal to, of remains, 323.
Lebanon (Ky.) National Cemetery:
Flagstaft', 324.
J.ee, A. T.:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Leech Lake Imlian Reservation:
Affair at, J11ne 11, 1893, 130.
Legging·s:
I>nrcbases, etc. , 213, 314,
Lewis, Capt. T. J.:
Remarks, aummary court!!, 206.

Lrwis !tango and Position FirHler:
.Allotments for care, etc., at :Fort. Wadsworth,
813,814.

Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 801.
Libraries:
Artillery School, 157.
Judge.advocates, 204.
Military .Academy, 735, 753, 754, 762, 763.
Military posts, etc., 116, 170, 345.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 81, 82.
Soldiers ' Home, D. C., 699.
Surgeon-General's Office, 39,402,406.
Library, JUilitary Academy:
Remarks:
Board of Visitors, 735.
Ernst, Col. 0. H., 753, 754.
Michie, Prof. P. S., 762, 763.
Lieber, Col. G. Norman.:
Acting Judge·Advocate-General, 180.
Bd. of Comrs., Soldiers' Home, D C., 609.
Uppitt, Lieut. William F., jr.:
Water supply, Eagle Pass, 514.
Little Harbor, N. H. :
Harbor of refuge, 42.
Little Pedee River, s. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Little River:
Improvements, 53.
Uttle Rock, Ark.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 378.
New military post, 9, 217, 354, 364.
Little Rock (Ark.) National Cemetery:
Flagstaff, 324.
Uttle Sodus Bay, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Livingston, Fort, La.:
Location, etc., ofreservation, 378.
Means of communication, 102, 378.
Lockwoods FoUy River, N.C.:
Improvements, 49.
Logan, Gen. Jolm A.:
Brown equestrian statue, etc., adopted, 34.
Pedestal for statue, 57.
Logan, Fort, Colo.:
Building operations, 41, 231.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 378, 509, 510.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Laundry, 532.
Location, etc., of reservation, 136, 378.
Means of communication, 102, 378.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Sanitary condition, 132.
Water supply, 378, 514.
Long, Capt. Oscar F.:
Reservation Branch, Q. M.G. 0., 363-366.
Lopena Rauch, Tex.:
Field telegraph, Fort Mcintosh, 660-662, 670, 678.
Losses by Fire:
Barracks and quarters, 139, 359.
Subsistence supplies and property, 395.
Loudon Park National Cemetery:
Establishment at, of post cemetery for Fort
McHenry recommended, 115.
Louisiana:
Mississippi River sufferers, 57.
J.owet· ]lachodoc Creek, Va.:
Improvements, 49.

INDEX.
Loyal Citizens:
Supplies rnrnish ed cluring R ebellion, 57.
Ludington, Lieut. Col. lU. 1.:
Annual report operation;. Q. M. G. 0.:
Clothing and Equipage, Returns Branch, 308.
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Branch, 308315.
Finance Branch, 226-236.
Inspection Branch, 224-22G.
Money and Property Branch, 237.
National cemeteries, 323-327.
Ludington, 1\liclt.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Lumber River, N. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Lusk, Capt. James J,,:
Water supply, West Point, 773.
Lyman-Haskell :llulticltarge Gun:
See Haskell j]fulticha?·ge Gun.
J,ynn, 1\lass.:
Improving horbor, 42.
lllcClary, Fort, Me.:
Locat.ion, etc., of resrrvation, 379.
MennA of commm::ication, 102,379.
Tnmsfer of ;;.chool site, 41.
lllcr.lure, C111>t. C.:
Annnalreport aml a11penclixef!, 180-1!>6.
Remarks:
PreYionA convictions, 190.
Summary courts, 189.
l!Icetur~, Gen. A. C.:
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 717.
lllcf!ook, Brig. Gen. A. McD.:
Annnal r eport, Dept. of the Coloraclo, 133- 140.
:Assig nments to command, 133.
Remarks :
Indian troops, 136.
Post exchanges, 138.
Post lyceums, 136-138.
Post schools, 1il6
l\IcCreery, Capt. George:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Fort Sidney, 501.
l\lcHenry, Fort, Md.:
Additional quarters needed, 115.
Building operations, 114.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 379, 510.
Establishment of new post cemetery, 115.
Garbage crematory, 115.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Means 'of communication, 102, 379.
Water supply, 379,514.
l\lacltine Guns:
Appropriation, 40.
Estimates for 1895, 810.
Maxim automatic, 732.
Robertson, 801, 813, 814.
WestPoint, N.Y., 731,732.
l\lclntoslt, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 379, 502, 504.
Enlargement of post recommended , 145.
Field telegraph, LopenaRanch, 660-662,670, G78.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
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lUelntosh Fort, Tex.- Continncd.
Telegraph line to Fort Ringgold, 655.
Water supply, 379, 514.
Mackinac, Fort, 1\liclt.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 378.
Gymnasium, 535.
Hospital, 357.
Location, etc., of reservation, 378.
Means of communication , 102, 378.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, :178, 513.
1\lcKinney, ·F ort, Wyo.:
Building operations, 350, 351.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 379, 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Losses hy fire , 359.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
Water supply, 379, 513.
lllacomb, Fort, La.:
Location, etc., of reservation, :178.
Means of communication, 378.
Macon, Fort, N.C.:
Location. etc., of reservation, :178.
Means of communication, 102, 378.

l\lcPherson, Fort, Ga.:
Building operations, 41 , 114,231,348.
Clothing for enlisted men, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 379.
Garbage crematory, 513.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
Mess ball, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditnreR, 356.
Road ways, etc., 356.
Target range, 39, 114, 231, 364.
Water supply, 379, 514.
Madison Barracks, N.Y.:
Building operations, 114, 348, 350, 351.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 37!l, 507.
Garbage crematory, 513.
Hospitai, 357.
Hospital stewarrls' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
Miscellaneous expenuitures, 356.
Prevalence of enteric fever, 439-443.
Rifle range, 1lri.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition, l17, 494.
Water supply , 379,520, 528.
lllagazine Rifle, U. S., Modell892:
Appropriation for test, 783.
Remarks:
Board of Ordnance ann Fortification, 783.
Secretary of War, 12, 13.
Magill, Lytlia A. :
Appropriation for relief, 58.
llln.il and Recor<l Division, Q. lll. G. 0.:
Ann·ual report of operations. 342, 343.
Card index and recor<l s~' stem, 34:1.
Results of business methods, 342.
Scope and character of work, 34~. 343.
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llainc:
Ordnance and ordnance stores, 55.

Malarial Diseases :
Prevalence of, in Army, 448-455, 570, 571.

Malden River, llass.:

Mats:
Manufacture, 84,215,342.

MattaJlOny River, Va. :
Improvements, 49.

Mattawan Creek, N.J.:

Improvements, 47.

ImprovementA, 48.

Mamaroneck, N. Y.:

Matthews, MaJ. W.:

Improving harbor, 43.

Manatee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.

Manchester, llass.:
Improving harbor, 42.

Manistee, llich.:
Improving harbor, 45.

Manistique, llich.:
Improving harbor, 45.

lllanitowoc, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.

Manokin River, ltld.:
lmprovements, 48.

Mansfield, Capt. F. W.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.

Ill an afactures:
Barrack furniture, 68, 215.
Box lockers for enlisted men, 359.
Brooms and mats, 68, 84, 215, 342.
Clothing ancl equipage, 68, 309-311, 316-322.
Field desks, 215, 342.
Harness. and harness supplies, 215, 341.
Leavenworth Prison, 78, 215, 310, 311, 341, 342.
Mess furniture, 342.
Stove and range ftlrniture, 68, 215.

Maps:
Atlas, War Records, 691.
New York Harbor, 814.
War, 56.

Marcus Hook, Pa.:
Improving harbor, 44.

Ma1·cy, Fort, N. ltlex.:
Drainage, sewerag-e, etc., 379, 502.
Gymnasium, 535.
Location, etc., of reservation, 135, 379.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
Roadways, 356.
Water supply, 379, 514.

Marine-Hospital Service:
Transfer to, of tents, 212, 313.

Marion, Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Means of communication, 102, 37!!.
Markley, Capt. A. C.:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.

lllarquette, Mich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Marriages:
Military posts, 464.

Martha's Vineyard, llass.:
Improving harbor, 42.

Msson, Lieut. Charles F.:
Special medical reports, 464.

Mason, Fort, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 379.
Location, etc., of reservation, 379.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
Roadways, etc., 356. .
Water supply, 379, 514.
Wharf, 356.

Barracks and quarters, Fort Wingate, 498.
Water supply, Fort Wingate, 826.
ltlaus, ltlaj. J_,, 111.:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Special surgical reports, 465.

Maxfield, J..leut. J. E.:
Construction of field telegraph line in Rio
Grande Valley, 661, 662.
Signaling instruction, Fort Riley, 670, 677, 678.

Maxim }lachine Guns:
West Point, N. Y., 732.

llaxim·Nordenfelt (~uick·flre Gun:
Designs of a 4.724-inch gun, invited, 801.

ltlaxim·N ordenfelt 6·pounder R:tpi<l-flre Gun:
Allotment for purchase of ammunition, 813.
Comparative test of merits, 801.
Further tests, 809.
West Point, N.Y., 39, 732.

Meade, Fort, S. Dak. :
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 380, 501.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358..
Loc::.tion, etc., of reservation, 379.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 102, 379.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 379, 520, 521, 528.

Mearns, Capt. Edgar A.:
~pecialreport,

malarial diseases, Fort Clark, 449.

Measles:
Prevalence of, in Army, 447.

Medical Department:
Ambulances and equipments, 214.
Annual report of operations, 401-537.
Appropriations, 39.
.Army Medical Musenm, 39, 41, 402-406.
Artificial limbs and appliances, 55, 403, 404.
East, Department of the, 117.
Financial statements:
Army and Navy General Hospital, 403.
Army Medical Museum, 402, 403.
Artificial limbs and appliances, 403.
Destitute patients, 403.
Library, Surgeon-General's Office, 402.
Medical and hospital supplies, etc., 401, 402.
Health of Army, 9, 68,79-81,416-466,541-617,754.
Hospital Corps, 118, 409-413, 531, 535, 762.
Hospitals, 39, 216, 227-229, 234, 235, 264-269, 271,
285, 287, 289, 357, 358.
Hospital steward!'!, 39, 216, 229, 234, 235, 265, 267,
269, 271, 285, 287, 289, 358.
Medical officers, 407,408,464-466,765.
Signal Service, 54.
Standard supply table,402.
Statistical tables, 541-625.
Surgeon-General's Office, 401-537.

lle<lical Department, Signal Service :
Appropriation, 54.
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Medical OMcers:
Changes in personnel, 408.
Examinations for admission to corps, 408.
Field service, 408.
Serving at posts, etc., number, 407.
Special medical and surgical reports, 464, 465.
Surgical operations, 465, 466.
Vacancies, 408.
WestPoint,N. Y., 765.
Medical Reports:
List of special, received, 464, 465.
Jlemorial Day, May 30:
Services, national cemeteries, 324.
Memphis, Tenn.:
Improdng harbor, 46.
Memphis (Tenn.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Menomonee River:
Improvements, 52.
Mercur, Prof. James:
Remarks, instruction, Military Academy, 727.
llermenton Rber, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Merrill, Capt. J. C.:
Report, malarial disease~, Fort Reno, 453-455.
Merrimac River, Mass.:
Improvements, 47.
Merritt, Brig. Gen. Wesley:
Annual report, Department of Dakota. 1~7-130.
Merritt, Camp, Mont.:
Building operations, 348.
Messes and Mess Halls:
Remarks, Quartermaster·General, 218, 219.
Mess Funds:
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 68.
Mess Furniture:
Manufacture, 342.
Mess Stools:
Manufacture, 68.
Mess Tables:
Manufacture, 68.
Meteorological Instruments :
Target ranges, 653.
Meteorological Text Books:
Preparation and publication, 653.
Mew, Dr. William M.:
Report, malarial diseases, Fort Myer, 451, 452.
Mexican Boundary Commission:
Extra pay to escort, ~6.
Mexican Prisoners :
Subsistence supplies, 395.
Mexican War:
Pay, etc., to volunteers, 57.
Mexico:
Border difficulties, 4, 5, 61, 140-145.
Mexico City National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Michie, Prof. P. S. :
Library, Military Aca.demy, 762, 763.
Rema.rks,instruction,Military Academy, 726, 727.
Michigan City, Ind.:
Improving harbor, 45.
:Michigan Volunteer Cavalry:
Travelillg expenses, First Regiment, 57.

1\liMin, Fort, Pa.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Mileage:
See .'J.lravel.Allowances.
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A.:
Annual reports:
Department of the Missouri, 120-122.
World's Columbian Exposition, 122-125.
Remarks, reenlistments, 122.
Military Academy:
Academic and military staff, 725, 751, 752, 759762, 778, 779.

Academic .building, 39, 721, 734, 735, 757, 758.
Academic departments, 753, 759, 760.
Address, Hon. Charles S. Fairchild, 743-745.
Adjutant, 757.
Annual reports :
Bass, Prof. Edgar W., 778, 779.
Board of Visitors, 717-747.
Bruff, Capt. Lawrence L., 770-772.
Ernst, Col. 0. H., 751-758.
Michie, Prof. P. S., 762, 763.
Spurgin, Capt. William F., 767-770.
Appropriation for support, etc., 39, 739, 740.
Ballistic instruments, 772.
Band, 730,742, 743,756,762.
Cadets, 9, 25, 26, 31, 719, 721-730, 736, 737,742, 752756, 762,767,770.

Contracts, 776.
Course of instruction, 725-729, 742.
Deficiency in appropriation for pay, 631.
Examinations and military exercises, 719, 720.
Financial statements:
Gas fund, 741, 777, 778.
Receipts and expenditures, 739, 740, 777.
Special contingent fund, 741.
Fiscal affairs, 738-741.
Graduates as instructors, 25, 752, 778, 779.
Graduation exercises, 743.
Library, 735, 753, 754, 762, 763.
Models, guns, etc., instruction Cadets, 770, 77~.
Museum, 771.
Ordnance and gunnery department, 770-772.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 166.
Paymaster-General, 631.
Schofield, MaJ. Gen . .John M., 63.
Secretary of War, 25, 26.
Roster of officers, relative rank, 761, 762.
Suggestions of Superintendent, 718.
See also West Point, N.Y.
Military Academy Band:
Increase recommended, 730, 742, 756.
Promotion of leader, 730, 743, 756.
Remarks, Col. A. H. Ernst, 756.
Roster of officers, 762.
Military Academy Museum:
Remarks, Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, 771.
Military Art Instruction~
Infantry and Cavalry School, 152.
Military Convicts:
Appropriation for expenses, 56 . .
Donations to post prisoners, 68, 77.
.Jurisdiction of summary courts, 78, 86.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 68, 81, 82, 87-90.
Tried by courts·martial, 177.
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Military Departments:
Appropriation for contingencieR, 38.
Arizona, 133, 179, 357, 361-363, 418, 419, 421, 542,
553, 561, 562, 652, 653.
California, 94, 97, 100, 125-127, 179-182, 357, 361,
363, 418,419, 421, 542, 5't3, 546, 553, 563, 564, 663666.
Columbia, 98-100, 148-151, 179,189-196,357,362,363,
418, 419, 421, 5!2, 543, fi46, 553, 563, 564.
Dakota, 96, 97, 100, 127-130, 179, 184-189,357, 361363, 418--420, 542, 543, 545, 552, 559, 560, 663-666.
East, 92, 93, 100, 107-119, 179, 206, 207, 357,360, 363,
418, 419, 542-544, 551, 559, 560, 663-666.
Missouri, 92--95, 100, 120-122, 146, 179, 182-184, 360,
36:S, 367, 418--420, 542-544, 551, 559, 560, 663-666.
Platte, 96, 97, 100, 131-133, 179, 196-198, 357, 360,
363, 418--420, 54'.l, 543, 545, 552, 561, 5.62, 663-666.
Texas, 45, 61, 94, 95, 100, 120, 140-148, 179, 198-200,
357, 361, 363, 418-421, 542, 543, 545, 552, 561. 562,
646-648, 660-666.

Military Education :
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 63.

lUilitary Hygiene Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School, 154.

lllilitary Information Division, A. G. 0.:
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 166-168.
Secretary of War, 24.

liHlltnry Instruction:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofiel<l, 62.

Military J,aw Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School, 153, 154.

lllllitnry Posts and R.eservations:
.Accommodation for troops, 372-387.
.Appropriations, etc., 41, 216, 217, 231, 233, 236.
Bakeries, 215, 342.
Bathing facilities, 531, 532.
Bridges, roadways, etc., 356.
Character of buildings, 218.
Colorado, Department of the, 133-136.
Concentration of Army, 5, 6, 8, 150, 151.
Custodians employed by Q. M. Dept., 365.
Drainage, sewerage. etc., 366, 3tJ7, 37~-387, 499-512.
East, Department of the, 107, 108, 114, 115.
I<:xchanges, 72, 87, ll6, 117,132, 138,146, 532--534.
Expenditures authorized:
Lighting, heating, etc., 367.
Water, sewerage, plumbing, etc., 366, 367.
Wharves, road ways, bridges, etc., 356.
Flagstaffs, 359.
Garbage crematories, 513, 536.
Gardens, 215, 342.
Grants to mnnicipal corporations, 365.
Gymnasiums, 534, 535.
Health of Army, 422-434, 542--573.
Inspection reports, 122.
Laundries, 72, 73, 146, 147, 532, 536.
Libraries, 116, 170, 345.
List, and means of communication, 101-104,
372--387.
r~ocation, etc., of reservation, 372-387.
Lyceums, 23, 24, 63, 72, 114, 126, 132, 136-138, 146,
151.
Marriages and births, 464.
Mess halls, etc., 218, 219.
Nomenclature, 219, 220.

JJiilitary J>o"t" an1l R1lservn.tious-Continned.
Orderf>, .Adjutant-General, affecting, 364, 365.
Post traders' buildings, 41, 231, 236, 359.
Public land set apart for, 219.
Remarks:
Quartermaster-General, 216-220.
Secretary of War, 9.
Sanitary condition, 490-498.
Sanitary reports, post i>urgeons, 489,490.
Schools, 63,116, 132, 157,158, 169,170,215,342.
Subsistence supplies, 529, 530.
Telegraph lines, 649, \!77.
Telephones, 666,667.
Texas, Department of, 145.
Transfer to Interior Department, 219,365,368-372.
Trials by courts-martial, 179.
Water supply, 55,233, <!66, 367,372-387,513-528.
~lilitary Prison, J,eavemvorth:
.Annual reports, 76-91.
.Appropriation for support, etc., 55.
Building operations, etc., 76, 77.
Civilian employes, 82--84, 90, 91.
Clothing, equipage, and material, 212, 310.
Discipline, etc., 85, 86.
Efi'ect of change to cellular prison, 68, 78, 79, 85.
Farm and garden products, 68, 78.
Financial statements:
Donations to post prisoners, 77.
Receipts aml expenditures, 77, 78, 85.
Sales of condemned property, 85.
Sales of material, etc., 78.
Sales to officers, 85.
Value of prison labor, 84.
Fiscal affairs, 68 .
Health of guards and prisoners, 68, 78-81.
Library, 81, 82.
Location, etc., of reservation, 378.
Manufactures, 68, 82-84, 215, 310, 311, 341, 342.
Means of communication,102, 378.
Military convicts:
Age, nativity, and occupation, 88, 89.
Escapes and recaptures, 68, 78, 85.
Moral and educational interests, 79, 81, 82.
Received and discharged, 68,87-89.
Statistics, 89, 90.
Prison labor, 89, 90.
Prison mess fund, 68.
Prison school, 68, 69, 79, 82.
Provost guard, 68.
Quartermaster's stores, 310.
Roster, 90, 91.
Sanitary condition, 80, 81.
Skilled and unskilled labor, 68.
Subsistence supplies, 86.
Transportation, 85.
Water supply, 520.

Military Schools and Colleges:
See Colleges.

JJiilitary Service Institution:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 63.

Military Telegratlh Lines:
Annual reports of officer in charge, 657,658.
Appropriation, 54.
'
Bttsiness transacted, 645, 659,
Divisions and sections, 657, 658.
Force employed, 636.

INDEX.
Mi1itary Telegraph Unes-Continued.
Forts Hamilton aml Wads worth, 814.
Interruptions during year, 659.
Location, length, etc., 656.
Maintenance and operation, 27, 656-062.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. Howard, 118.
Ringgold and Mcintosh, Forts, 655.
San :Francisco Harbor, 649, 659, <160.
Tolls, commercial business, 6J5, 658, 659lUllitia:
Arming and equipping, 55.
Clothing and equipage, 212, 311, 312.
Montana, 56.
Nationa,l Guard, 27-29,123, 147, 148, 651,668.
~Iiller, Capt. C. P.:
Barracks and Quarters Branch, Q. M. G. 0.,
347-359.
Miller, Capt. William H.:
Financial report. Military Academy, 739-741.
Quartormaster's Dept., West Point, 774-778.
~lills, Lieut. 1. L.:
Remarks, summary courts, 206.
Mills, Lieut. Col. S. M.:
Remarks, discipline, etc., Cadet Corps, 724, 725.
Mill Springs (Ky.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, ~25.
Milwaukee, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.
Milwaukee Bay, Wis. :
Harbor of refuge, 46.
Mines and Torpedoes:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 799,800.
Mingo Creek, S. C. :
Improvements, 49.
Mining Debris, talifornia:
Appropriation for investigating, 56.
Commission, 56.
Minnesota Point:
Improving at Superior, Wis., 46.
llinnesota River, Minn.:
Improvements, 53.
lllinnesota State lllomnnents:
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 33.
Miscellaneous Cla.ims:
Quartermaster's Department, 344, 345.
l\liscellaneous Objects:
Appropriation, 55.
Mispillion Creek, Del. :
Improvements, 48.
Mississippi Rh·er:
Improvements, 51.
Operating snag and dredge boats on upper, 51.
Removing obstructions, 51.
Reservoirs at headwaters, 51.
Mississippi River Commission:
Appropriation, 51.
Mississippi River Sufferers:
.A.ppropriation for relief, 57.
Purchase of tents, etc., 57,223.
lllissoula, Fort, Mont.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 380. 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Quarters, married enlistecl men, 49-i.
Water supply, 380, 513.
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Missouri, Department of tile:
Annual report of operations, 120-122.
Changes of stations of troops, 120, 121.
Desertions, 183.
Exchange of st::ttions, 3d and 5th Cav., 120, 146.
Geographical limits, 100.
Health of Army, 418-420, 542-5-14, 551, 559, 5GO.
Indian affairs, 122.
Position and distribution of troops, 92--95.
Post commanders' inspection reports, 122.
Rented buildings, 360, 363.
Report of judge-advocate, 182-184.
Signaling instruction, 663-666.
Small-arms practice, 3o7.
Trials by courts-martial, 179, 182,183.
Missouri River:
Improvements, 53.
Missouri Volunteers, Cavalry:
Bonnty to Fifteenth and Sixteenth Regt~., 5G.
Mobile, Ala.:
Improving harbor, 44.
llobile and Girard R. R. Co.:
Appropriation for relief, 57.
Modoc Indians:
Expenses in suppressing hostilities, 56.
~Iokelumne River, Cal. :
Improvements, 53.
Money Accounts:
Quartermaster's Depaetment, 237.
Signal Office, 681, 682.
Subsistence Dep<trtment, 396.
Money and Property Branch, Q. M. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 237.
Civilian employes, Q. M. Dept., 290-304.
Financial statements, 240-289, 304-307.
Money accounts and property returns, 237, 238.
Scope and character of work, 237.
Mongarro, Florentio:
Murdered by Indians, Oct. 9, 1892, 139.
Monongaltela River, Pa.:
Purchase, etc., of upper and lower dam, 48.
Monongahela River, ·w. Va.:
.
Improvements, 49.
Monroe, Mich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
llonroe, Fort, Va.:
Additional quarters needed, 114, 115.
Annual report of post, 155-158.
Artesian well, 40.
Artillery School, 155-157.
Barracks and quarters, 158.
Bridge over Mill Creek, 41.
Building operations, 114, 348.
Discinline, 158. •
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 41, 117, ~0, 511, 512.
Enteric fever at Hygeia Hotel, 446.
Hospital, 357 .
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Post school, 157, 158.
Sanitary condition, 158.
Water supply, 40, 380.
Wharf, 41, 356.
~Ionroe,

Fort, Arsenal, Va.:
Means of communication, 104.
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lUontaua Militia.
Appropriation for military stores, 56.
Montana Volunteers.
Services, etc., Nez Perce Indian War, 57.
Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.:
Location, etc., ofreservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Monuments:
Appropriations for erection, etc., 57.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 33.
Custer, 221.
Gettysburg, 32, 57.
La Fayette, 57.
New York State, 221,325.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 34.
San Francisco National Cemetery, 221,326.
Statutes, Hancock, Logan, Sheridan, and Sber·
man,34, 57.
Trenton Eattle, 57.
Washington, 41.
Wa3hington's headquarters, Newburg,N.Y. ,57.
Moore's Rauch, Ariz.:
Murder ofF. Mongarro, near, .oct. 9, 1892, 139.
lloosabec Bar, Me.:
Improvements, 47.
Morgan, Fort, Ala.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Morning Guns:
.Ammunition, 40.
Morrison, ()apt. C. C.:
Committee, Schneider 12 em. quick-fire gun, 847.
Mortar Citrriages :
.Allotments for manufacture anti tests, 814.
Canet 12-inch, 799. ·
Easton and .Anderson, 799.
Estim3.tes for platforms and emplacements, 810.
Gordon spring return, 799, 812.
Mortars:
Field, 13.
Seacoast:
12·inch cast iron, 21, 791, 792, 806, 807, 809, 813.
12-inch steel, 791, 792, 808, 809,812,814.
12.2·inch, 802,805-807.
Siege, 13, 814.
Mosquitoes:
Protection against, 4!l6.
Moultlie, Fort, S. c. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Mound City (Ill.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 55, 232, 236, 326.
Mountain Guns:
Appropriation, 40.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 13.
Mount Desert, Me. :
Ereakw:tter to Porcupine Island, 42.
Mount Vernon, Va.:
Survey of road from .Aqueduct Eridge, 55.
Mount Vernon Barracks, Va.:
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 380, 502.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital st~wards' quarters, 358.
Ice machine, 115.

Mount Veruon Barracks, Va.-Continued.
Indian prisoners of war, 118, 212.
Issues, subsistence supplies, teachers, 395.
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102,380.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water 8upply, 380,513.
!Jules:
See Public Animals.
!lule Shoes :
Purchases, 215, 341.
lUulticltarge Guns:
Bryan, 814.
Haskell, 788, 789, 810, 813.
ltlumps:
Prevalence of, in .Army, 447.
Munday, ()apt. Benj. :
Barracks and qnarters, Fort Niobrara, 498.
Municipal Corponltions:
Grants to, abandoned reservations 365.
llurderkill River, Del.:
Improvements, 48.
Muskegon, Miclt. :
Improving harbor, 45.
Muskingum River, 91tio:
Improvements, 52.
!I. L. 11-incll Riffe:
Experiments with high explosive~, 802, 805-807.
Myer, C:tpt. A. L.:
Remar~rs, summary courts, 204,
M;yer, Fort, Va.:
Building operations, 38, 230, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., il80.
]'ood supply, 529, 530.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 102, 380.
Mess hall, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Prevalence of malarial diseases, 450-453.
Rifle range, 111, 112, 114.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 117, 118, 219, 380, 521, 522.
ltlystic Rh"er, Conn.:
Improvements, 47.
Mystic River, Mass.:
Improvements, 47.
Nausemond River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Nantucket, Mass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Narrag1tnsett Bay, R. I.:
Improveme:pts, 47.
Measures for defense, 16.
Narragaugus River, ltle.:
Improvements, 47.
Nasel River, Wasl1.:
Improvements, 53.
Nashville (Tenn.) National Cemeterr.
Removal to, of remains, 323.
Natchez, Miss.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Natchez (lUiRs.) National Cemetery.
Flagstafl', 324.
Road way, 54, 232.

INDEX.
National Cemeteries:
.Annual report, care, and maintenance, 323-327.
.Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 54, 55,228-233.
Expenditures during year, 328-331.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Erection of builuings, etc., 221, 323.
Flagstaffs, 324.
Headstones for graves, 32, 55, 221, 231, 236, 323.
Interments, 323.
List, 328-331.
Memorial day serYices, 324.
Remarks:
Quartermaster-General, 221,222.
Secretary of War, 32.
Removal of remains, 323.
Roadways, 32, 54, 55, 221, 222, 230-233, 236, 324, 326.
Rostrums, 324.
Superintendents, 54, 323.
National Defense:
.Appropriations for fortifications, 40.
Board of Ordnance and .F ortification. 783-847.
Plans for the yea1·, 15, Hi.
Production, otc., of arsenals and armories, 19, 20.
Progress of work, 13-15.
Remarks:
·
Carlin, Brig. Gen. William P., 149.
Boward, Ma1j. Gen. 0. 0., Hl7, 118, 119.
Sehofield, Maj. Gen . .Tohn M., 62.
Seeretary of War:
Expenditmes, 17, 18.
Guns, mortars, carriages, an<llif'ts, 18, 10.
Powders and high explosives, ~1, 22.
Results attained, 22.
Sites and emplacements, 16, 17.
National DiSJ)l:tys:
New York City, 108.
National Guard:
Arms and equipment!', 28.
Cooperation of National Government, 28.
Inspection, encampments, and cll'ills, 28.
Regular troops at encampments. 28, 147,148.
Remarks, Secretary of 'War, 27-29.
Signaling instruction, 65t, 668.
Strength and distribution, 28, 29.
Telegraphy and signal code, 27.
World's Columhinn Exposition, 1~3.
National Homes, l :sabled Soldiers:
Appropriation, 5ti.
Inmates, 30, 31.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 30, 31.
Supervision of accounts, 30.
National Pnrks:
Chickamauga and Chattanooga, 33, 41.
Yellowstone, 21, 41, 128.
Yosemite, 125,126,387.
Navigation:
Removal of sunken vessels, etc., obstructing, 53.
Nnry De11artment:
Sales to, of ponchos, 313.
N'ecltez Uiver, Tex.:
Improvements,. 51.
Nehalem Bay, Oreg.:
Improvements, 47.
Nelson Flngstn1f:
Military posts, 359.
National cemeteries, 324.
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Neuse ltiver, N.C.:
Improvements, 49 .
Nevada:
Traveling expenses of volunteer~, 57.
New Albany (Ind.) National Cemetery:
Flagstaff, 32±.
New Bedford, lUnss.:
Improvmg harbor, 42.
Newberne, N.C.:
Improving waterway to Bean fort, N. C., 44.
Ne1vberne (N. C.) National Cemetery:
Roallway, 54. 232, 326.
Newburg, N.Y.:
Monument at Washington's headqna.rto.rs, 57.
NewburYJ)Ort, ~lass.:
ImproYinl! harbor, 42.
New Cnstle, Del.:
Ice harbor, 44.
New Jlaven, ()onn.:
Breakwater, 43 .
Improving harbor, 43.
New J.U:tdrid, ~Io.:
Improving harbor, 45.
New Orlenns, La.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Measures for defense, 16.
Newport, Ky.:
Post near. See Fort 'l'homa.s, Ky.
Newport, R. 1.:
ImproYing harbor, 43
New110rt Barracks, Ky.:
Draina.a:e, sewerage, etc., 380.
Hospital, 357.
Location, etc., of reserYatiou. :!80.
Means of commnnication, 102,380.
Water supply, 380.
New Uiver, N. C.:
Improvements, 40.
ImproYing wttterwars toBeaufort, 44.
Swansboro, 49.
New River, Ya.:
ImproYements, 49.
Newspa11ers:
Post li.brarier;, 345.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 60!).
Newtown Creek, N.Y.:
ImproYernents, 47.
New York, N.Y.:
Centennial parade, Oct., 1802, 108.
Government wharf recommended, 215.
Mehsnres for defense, 14-16, 799, 800.
Naval review, April.1893, 108.
New York Arsenal, N.Y.:
Means of communication, 104.
New York Depot:
Wharf, 356.
New York Harbor:
Allotment for preparation of maiJ, 814.
.Appropriations, harbor obstructions, 55.
Impro,·ements, 43.
New York Stnte lllonument:
Gettysburg battlefield, 32, 221, :!23.
Nez l'erce lndi:m War:
Service~ and supplies, Montana Volunteers, 57.
Niagara, Fort, N. ¥.:
Buillliug operations, 11±, 3±8.
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Ocmulgee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.

Ohio River:
Improvements, falls at Louisville, 52.
Operating snag boats, 52.
Surveys and improvements, 52.
Ol1io State Monuments:
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 33.
Oklahoma, Fort, Okla.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 381.
Location, etc., ofreservation, 381.
Means of communication, 381.
Transfer to Interior Department, 219, 365.
Water supply, 381.
Oklahoma Territory:
Opening and settlement, 62.
Relief of destitute citizens, 57.
Olcott, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 4.3.
Olympia, Wash.:
Improving harbor, 47.
Omaha, :'febr.:
New post. See Fort Crook, Nebr.
Omaha, Fort, Nebr.:
Building operations, 34.8.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 381, 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Losses by :fire, 359.
Means of communication, 103,381.
Roadways, etc., 35li.
Sale of, etc., 216.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 4.96, 497.
·water supply, 381.
Omaha. Depot, Nebr.:
Military storehouse, 9, 41,217, 231, 353.
Omaha Ordnance Depot, Nebr.:
Location, etc., of reserv-ation, 381.
Means of communication, 104.
Onancock, Va.:
·Improving harbor, 44.
Ontario, Fort, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 381,501.
Hospital, 357.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Means of communication, 103, 381.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 381,514.
Ontonagon, Mich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Ordnance, Ordnance Stores, etc.:
.Appropriation, 39.
Washington and Maine, 55.
West Point, N. Y., 730, 731, 754, 755, 771, 772.
Wyoming, 56.
Ordnance and Artillery Dept., Mil. Acad.:
Establishment of full professorship, 731, 743.

Oconee River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.

Ordnance Board, U. S. Army:
10-iuch Gordon disappearing carriage, 816-839.

Oconto, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 4G.

Or<lnance Department:
.Arsenals, armories, etc., 19, 20, 39, 40, 10-i, 105.
Ordnance, ordnance stores, etc., 39, 55, 56, 730,
731, 754, 755, 771, 772.
Salaries, Ordnance Bureau, 38.
Ordnance Detachment, West 'Point:
Roster of officers, 762.

Niagara, Fort, N. Y.-Continued.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 381, 507.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 380.
Means of communication, 103, 380.
Roadway, etc., 356.
Small-arms practice, 357.
Water supply, 381,514.
Niaga,ra River, N.Y.:
Improvements, 43, 47.
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr.:
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 381, 507.
Food supply, 529.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Means of communication, 103,381.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 498.
Water supply, 381,513.
Nolan Range Finder:
Orderert for test, 801.
Nomenclature, Military Posts:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 219, 220.
Nomini Creek, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Noncommissioned Officers, Line:
Increase of pay, 71, 72.
Noncommissione(l Officers, Staff:
Commissary sergeants, 396.
Norfolk, Va.:
Improving harbor, 4.4.
Norfolk Harbor, Va.:
Waterway to .Albemarle Sound, N. C., 49.
North East River, Md.:
Improvements, 48.
Northern and Northwestern La.J>es:
Surveys, 55.
North Landing River:
Improvements, 49.
Noxubee River, Miss.:
Improvements, 50.
Oakland, Cal.:
Improving harbor, 4G.
Obeys River, Tenn.:
Improvements, 52,
Obion River, Tenn.:
Improvements, 52.
Occoquan Creek, Va.:
Improvements, !!9.

Ocracoke Inlet, N.C.:
Improvements, 49.
Ogdensburg, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 4.3.
Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Means of communication, 103, 381.

Oregon:
Pay, etc., Volunteers, 1855-1856, 57.
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Oregon Improvement Company:
Payment of damages, 58, 231.
O'Reilly, lUaj. R. lU.:
Special medical reports, 4~4.
Osage River:
Improvements, 53.
Oswego, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Otter Creek, Vt.:
Improvements, 47.
Ouachita River:
Improvements, 52.
Oustenaula ltiver, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
Outpost Cable Carts and Cables:
Description of improved cart, GG8-G70.
Pacific Railroads:
See Railt·oad Transportatio-n.
Pamlico River, N. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Pamunkey River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Parker, MaJ. Richard C.:
Annual report, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 707.
Parks:
National, 21, 33, 41, 125,126, 128, 387.
Parrott 60·IJOunder Gun:
Experiments with high explosives, 805.
Pascagoula River, Miss.:
Improvements, 50.
Pasquotank River,~. C.:
Improvement!", 49.
Passaic Rive1·, N.J.:
Improvements, 48.
Passo CavaiJo, Tex.:
Improvemeuts, 51.
Pa,t apsco Rher, ltld.:
Improvements, 48.
Patchogue River, N. Y.:
Improvements, 47.
Patten, Capt. W. S.:
Annual reports, operations, Q. M. G. 0.:
Claims Branch, 345, 346.
Mail and Record Division, 342, 343.
Records, Files, and Claims Branch, 3J3, 344.
Report, fuel tests, 346.
Patuxent River, ltld.:
Improvements, 4S.
Paulding, Capt. W.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Pawcatuck River, R. 1.:
Improvements, 47.
Pawtucket River, R. I.:
Improvements, 47.
Pay, etc., Signal Service:
Appropriation, 54.
Pay, Bounty, etc., Volunteers:
Appropriations, expenditures, etc., 56, 57.
Pay Corps:
Changes in personnel, 631.
Paymasters' clerks, 631, 632.
Receipts, disbiu-sements, etc., 637,638.
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 631.
Statement of trips made, 639, 640.
Pay Department:
Annual report of operations, 629-633.
Collections, clothing, and equipage, 312, 313.

Pay Department-Continued.
Deposits of enli<>ted men, 631, 632.
East, Department of the, 118.
Financial statements, 620, 634-640.
Pay Corps, 631, 632, 638, 640.
Paymaster-General's Office, 38,629-633.
Pay of the Army, 38, 71, 72, 187, 620-636, 682.
Paymaster-General:
Annual report, 629-633.
Remarks:
Clerical force, Paymaster-General's Office, 633.
Deposits of enlisted men, 629, 630.
Detained pay, '632. •
Mileage, 630.
Military Academy, 631.
Pay Corps, 631.
Payments to Army, 631, 632.
Pay of the Army, 630.
Retired enlisted men, 632.
Paymaster·Generul's Office:
Clerical force, 633.
Paymaster-General, 629-633.
Sala!.'ies, 38.
Pay of' tl1e Army:
Appropriation, 38.
Detained by sentence of courts-martial, 187, 632.
Exhibits, 63<1-636.
Noncommissioned officers, 71, 72.
Receipts and expenllitures, 629.
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 630.
Retired enlisted men, 632.
Stoppage~:~ against officers, 633.
Travel allowances, 630, 631.
Pearl River, ltlisf!l.:
ImproYements, 50.
Pearson, Col. E. P.:
R emarks, post lyceums, 137.
Pease Creek, l<'la.:
Improving channel, 44.
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak.:
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 381, 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Losses by fire, 350.
Means of communication, 103, 381.
Water supply, 381, 513.
Peiia Colorado, Camp, Tex.:
Discontinued, 1<15.
Pennsylvania:
War claims, 56.
Penobscot River, Me.:
Improvemente, 47.
Pensacola., Fla. :
Improving harbor, 44.
Measures for defense, 16.
Pensaukee, Wis. :
Improving harbor, 46.
Pensions and Pensione1·s:
Inmates, National Homes, 30, 31.
Inmates, Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia,
29, 30, 696, 697, 700, 701, 712, 713.

PentalUJuas Creek, Cal. :
ImproYements, 53.
Pentwater, ltlich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
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Platte, Department of the-Continued.
Periodicals :
Indian affairs, 132.
Post libraries, 345.
Indian troops, 132, 133.
Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, 699.
Position and distribution of troops, 96, 97.
Perkins, Lieut. Frederick:
Reports, Military Prison, 86, 87.
Post exchanges, 132.
Perry, Mr. Leslie J.:
Post lyceums, 132.
Board of Publication, War Records, 692.
Practice marches, etc., 131.
Rented buildings, 360, 363.
Personnel of the Army:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 5-8.
Report of acting judge-advocate, 196-198.
Perunite:
Sanitary condition, Forts Logan and Douglas,
Figure of merit, B, C, and D, 804.
132.
Petit Jean River, Ark.:
Signaling instruction, 132, 663-666.
Improvements, 52.
Small-arms practice, 132, 357.
Petoskey, ]Iich. :
Trials by courts-martial, 179, 196-198.
Improving harbor, 45.
Plattsburg, N.Y.:
Philadelphia, Pa. :
Improving harbor, 43.
ImproYing harbor, 43.
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y.:
Measures for defense, 16.
Building operations, 9, 41, 114, 217, 231, 236, 353.
PJtiladelphia ( Pa.) National Cemetery:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 217, 382.
Care and maintenance, 325.
Location, etc., of reservation, 3Sl.
Phoonix, Fort, Mass. :
Means of communication, 103, 381.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Mess hall, 218.
Means of communication, 103, 381.
Rifle range, 114.
Pickens, Fort, Fla. :
Roadways, etc., 356.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Water supply, 217,382,514.
Means of communication, 103, 381.
Pleurisy:
Pierce, Chaplain Charles C. :
Prevalence of, in Army, 458.
Report, Military Prison, 81, 82.
Plymouth, Mass.:
Pierce, Hon. Henry J,. :
Improving harbor, 42.
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 717.
Pneumatic Disappearing Carriage :
Pike, Fort, La. :
Operation of, by hand and power, 795.
Location etc., of reservation, 381.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 793,
Means of communication, 381.
Pneumatic Dynamite Guns :
Pike's Peak, Colo.:
Appropriation, 40.
Roadway to signal station, 54.
Contracts for 8 and 15·inch, 18.
Pilcher, Capt. James E. :
Pneumonia:
Barracks and quarters, Fort Ringgold, 493 . .
Prevalence of, in Army, 458, 569.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Fort Ringgold, 502-504. Poindexter, Capt. J. D.:
Special medical reports, 465.
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Water supply, Fort Ringgold, 514-516.
Point Dumas, Cal. :
Pilot Butte, lfyo. :
Survey of Pacific coast, 46.
· Drainage, sewerage, etc., 501.
Point Judith, R. I.:
Gymnasium, 535.
Harbor of refuge, 42.
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Point Judith Pond, R. I. :
Means of communication, 103, 381.
Improving entrance, 43.
Water supply, 381, 514.
Ponchos:
Pine Ridge Agency :
Sales of, to Navy Department, 313.
Disaffection of Indians, 132.
. Pope, Capt. J. W.:
Pittsburg, Pa.:
Annual reports, I~eaven worth Prison:
Location, etc., of reservation, 381.
Age, nativity, etc., prisoners, 88.
Sale of reservation, 363.
Alterations in prisoners, 87-89.
Plaquemine, Bayou, La. :
Condition and management, 76-79.
Improvements, 51.
Prison labor performed, 89, 90.
Plates:
Roster, officers, employes, etc., 90, 91.
See Armor Plates.
Popham, Fort, Me.:
Platforms:
Location, etc., of reservation, 382 .
.Allotments for erection, etc., 813, 814.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
Estimates for 1895, 810.
Poplar River, Camp, Mont.:
Platte, Department of the :
:Food supply, 529.
Annual report of operations, 131-133.
Location, etc., of reservation, 382.
Changes of stations of troops, 131, 132.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
Colorado and Utah detached from, 131.
·sanitary condition of quarters, 495.
Courts·martial trials, 13~.
Water supply, 382.
Drill and instruction, 132.
Geographical limits, 100.
Porcupine Island, Me. :
Ht>alth of Army, 418--420, 542, 543, 545, 552, 561,562.
Breakwater from Mount Desert to,
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Portage Lake, lUich. :
Harbor of refuge, 45.
Portage Lake and Lake Superior Canal, Uich. :
Examination, 52.
Preservation, 47.
Port Chester, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Port Clinton, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Porter, Dr. J. Y.:
Remarks, post exchanges, 533, 5:::!.
Porter, Fort, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation , 382.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply. 382,514.
Port Hudson (J,:t,) National Vemetery:
Roadway, 55, 232,326.
PortJe1l"erson, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Portland, !Ie.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Measures for defense, 16.
Portsmouth, N. H.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Port Washington, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.
Position Finders:
See Range Finders.
Postage, Postal Union Countries:
Appropriation, War Depa1:tment, 38.
Post Bakeries:
Purchase of supplies, 215, 34-2.
Post Commanders' Inspection Reports:
Missouri, Department of the, 122.
Post Exchanges:
Colorado, Department of the, 138.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 87,
Platte, Department of the, 132.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 72.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 116,117.
Porter, Dr. J". Y., 533, 534.
Surgeon-General, 532-534.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 146.
Winne, Maj. C . K., 532, 533.
Post Gardens:
Purchase of eupplies, 215, 342.
Post Laundries:
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 72, n.
Surgeon-General, 532, 536.
·wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 146,147.
Postlethwaite, Prof. W. M.:
Instruction, Military Academy, 727, 728.
"Post Libraries:
Newspapers and periodicals, 345.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 170.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 116.
Post Lyceums :
California, Department of, 126.
Colorado, Department of the, 136-138.
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Post Lyceums-Continued.
Columbia, Department of the, 151.
East, Department of the, 114.
Platte, Department of the,132.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 72.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J"ohn M., 63.
Secretary of War, 23, 24.
Texas, Department of, 146.
Post Schools :
Colorado, Department of the, 136.
East, Department of the, 116.
Monroe, Fort, Va., lf,7, 158.
Purchase uf supplies, 215, 342.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 169, 170.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. J"ohn M., 63.
Post Surgeons' Sanitary Re})Orts :
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 489, 4!JO.
Post Telegraph Lines:
Colorado, Department of the, 677.
Construction and opemtion, 64!J.
Post Traders' Buildings:
Purchase, 41, 231, 236, 35!J.
Potomac IUver :
Improvements, 48.
Powder Depot, N. J.:
Appropriation, 40.
Means of communication, 10:>.
Powders:
Allotments for purchase:
Experimental, 814.
Testing guns, 812, 813.
Further tests, 809.
Proceeds of sale, 40.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 21, 22.
Rifle, United States, 804.
Smokeless, 802, 810, 813.
Powell, Capt. J. L.:
Special medical reports, 465.
Powow River, ~lass.:
Improvements, 47.
Practice Marches, Field Maneuvers, etc.:
California, Department of the, 126.
Daknta, Department of, 127-130.
East, Department of the, 107, 109, 110.
Expenses of transportation, 214, 333.
Platte, Department of the, 131.
Pratt Range }'inder:
Ordered for test, 801.
Preble, Fort, }le.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 382.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 382.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
Water supply, 382, 514.
Presidio of San }'rancisco, Cal.:
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 382.
Hospital, 358.
Improvement of grounds, etc., 354, 355.
Locat,i on, etc., of reservation, 382.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
N a tiona! Cemetery road, 55.
Roadwa:ys, etc., 232, 236, 356.
\.Yater supply, 382, 522-524, 528.
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Pressure Gauges:
Brown segmental tube wire gun, 813,
Previous Convietions:
Cases brought before courts-martial, 177.
Remarks:
Carbaugh, Capt. H. C., 185-187.
McClure, Capt. U., 190.
Printing:
Artillery School, 157.
Quartermaster's Department, 345.
War maps, 56.
Prison Employes, Military Prison, Leavcuwort11:
Roster, 91.
Prisoners' Clothing:
Manufacturfl, 84.
Prisoners of War:
Claims, commutation of rations, 57, 396.
Prison Labor:
Milit·ary Prison, Leavenworth, 78, 8!.
Prison School, Military Prison, Leavenworth:
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 68, 69.
Pierce, Chaplain Charles C., 82.
Pope, Capt . .r. W., 79.
Private Property:
Claims for destruction, 57, 233, 236.
Projectiles:
Proceeds of sale, 40.
Property Returns:
Quartermaster's Department, 237, 238.
Signal Office, 682.
Subsistence Department, 396.
Providence Hospital: .
Support of destitute patients, 55, 56, 403, 406.
Providence River, R. I.:
Improvements, 47.
Provincetolm,. Mass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Proving Ground, Sandy Hook, :N.J.:
Allotments for improvements, etc., 808, 812- 815.
Appropriation, 40.
Construction of railroad, 815.
Erection of search-light, 814.
Estimates for improYements, etc., 1895, 810.
Material at, to be tested, 808, 809.
Remarks:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 808.
Secretary of War, 19, 20.
Removal of quarantine station, 809
Provost Guard, Dlilitary Prison, Leaveull·orth:
Annual report, commanding officer, 86, 87.
Discipline, 78, 87.
Gain and loss, 86, 87.
Health, 68, 78.
Method of recruiting, 68, 87.
Post exchange, 87.
Roster, 90.
Trials by summary courts, 86.
Psycl•rometer, Sling:
Artillery target-practice. 653.
Public Animals:
Appropriation, cavalry and artillery horses:
Debits and credits, 39, 228-230.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1892 (in part), 277, 279, 288.
.Tune 30, 1893, 247, 249, 251, 270.
Remittances, 234, 235.

Public Animals-Continued.
Increase recommended at West Point., N.Y.,
730, 742,755.

Lost in military service, 56.
Number on hand, .Tune 30, 1893, 215.
Purchases, 215, 338, 339.
Remarks:
Quartermaster-G eneral, 214.
Secretary of War, 9.
Sales, cavalry and artillery horses, 238.
Summ:uy, purchase, sold, died, ete., S39.
Public Buildings and Grounds:
Care of, and improvement, 40, 41,
Salaries, contingencies, etc., 38.
Puget Sound, Wash.:
Improvements, 53.
Pulaski, Fort, Ga.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 382.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
Pulmonary Consumption:
Prevalence of, in Army, 458.
Pultneyville, N. Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Punishment :
Embezzlement of funds not public, 190.
Limitatio11, etc., 198.
Purchases:
Clothing and equipage, 311, 314, 316-322.
Headstones for graves, 32, 58, 221, 231, 323.
Horse and mul e shoes, nails, and tools, 341.
Illuminating supplies, 339.
Post trauers' buildings, 41, 231, 236, 359.
Public animasl, 215, 338, 339.
Regular supplies, Q. M. Dept., 215.
Stoves nnd ranges, 340.
Supplies, bakeries, schools, and gardens, 342.
Tableware and kitchen utensils, 342.
Tents, Mississippi River sufferers, 233.
Typewriting machines, 342.
Veterinary supplies, 339. ·
Wagons, carts, etc., 339.
Puyallup IIulian Reservations:
Construction of railroad, 148, 149.
Quarantine Station, Sandy Hook, N.J.:
Removal of, recommended, 809.
Quartermaster-General:
Annual report, 211-223.
List of papers, annual report, 223, 224.
Remarks:
Ambulances, 214.
Barracks and quarters, 215, 216.
Battle sites and tablets:
Antietam, Md. , 222, 223.
Gettysburg, Pa., 222.
Boots and shoes, :!12, 213.
Card index and record system, 223.
Clothing and equipage supplies, 212,213.
Garbage crematories and carts, 214, 215.
Hall of records, 223.
Leggings, 213.
Messes and mess halls, 218, 219.
Military posts, etc., 216-220.
National cemeteries, 221,222.
Public animals, 214 .
Regular supplies, Q. M. Dept., 215.

INDEX.
Quartermaster-General-Continued.
ReJ;Ilarks:
Rubber capes, 213.
Transportation of Army, 214.
Quartermaster's Department:
Army service men, 225, 762, 775, 776.
Barracks and quarters, 38, 41, 62. 63, 68, 129, 158,
215-·218, 228-231, 234, 235, 259, 261, 263, 264, 266,
268, 271, 284, 286, 289, 342, 347-354, 360-363, 490498, 535, 536, 734, 735.
Battle sites and tablets, 32, 33, 55, 57, 222, 223, 231,
236, 326,327.
Civilian employes, 290-304.
Clothing, equipage, and material, 39, 68, 84, 147,
212. 213,227--230, 234, 235,238,265, 267, 269, 271,
285, 287, 289, 308-314, 316-322, 530, 531, 774.
Construction and repairs:
Hospitals, 216, 234, 235, 264-269, 271, 285, 287,
289, 357, 358.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 216, 234, 235, 265,
267,269,271,285, 287,289, 358.
Contracts, 340.
Custodians, military posts, etc., 365.
East, Department of the, 117.
Financial statements:
Clothing and equipage:
Appropriations diverted, 310,312.
Collections, etc., Pay Department, 312, <113.
Issues, 311,312.
Purchases and manufactures, 309-311.
Receipts and expenditures, 308,309.
Remittances, 234, 235, 309.
Sales, 310, 313, 314.
Compensation, civilian employes, 290-304.
Expenditures of disbursing officers, 305-307.
Military posts and reservations:
Barrat'ks and quarters, 234,235,347-354.
Bridges, 356.
Hospitals, 234, 235, 357, 358.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 234, 235, 358.
Lighting, beating, etc., 367.
Newspapers and periodicals, 345.
Property rented, 360-363.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Shooting galleries and ranges, 234, 235, 357.
Water, sewerage, and plumbing, 3G6, 367.
Wharves, 356.
Printing and binding, 345.
Regular supplies:
Field desks, 342.
Harness and harness supplies, 341.
Horse and mule shoes, etc., 340.
Illuminating supplies, 339.
Mats, 342.
Mess furniture, 342.
Payments, general depots, 341,342.
Post bakeries, gardens, and schools, 342.
Public animals, 338, 339.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Stove and range furniture, 341.
Stoves and ranges, 340.
Tableware and kitchen utensils, 342.
Typewriting machines, 342.
Veterinary supplies, 339.
Wagons, carts, etc., 339.
Remittances of funds, 234.235.
Sl!lea of quartermasters' stores, 238.
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Quartermaster's Department-Continued.
Financial statements:
Transportation of the ArmyCost, 332-337.
Earnings, Pacific railroads, 334.
Practice marches, etc., 333.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Small-arms practice, 333.
Vessels hired and owned, 335, 336.
Fiscal affairs, 211-218, 221.
Incidental expenses, 38, 227-230,234, 235, 238,241,
243, 245-251, 270, 273,275, 276, 278, 288, 342,774.
Officers, regular establishment, 225, 226.
Printing and binding, 345.
Public animals, 9, 39, 56, 214, 215, 228-230, 234, 235,
238, 247, 249, 251, 270, 277, 279, 288, 338, 339,730,
742,755.
Quartermaster.General's0ffice,32, 54, 55,211-387.
Reg·ular supplies, 38, 215, 227-230, 234, 235, 238,
240-245, 270, 272-275, 288,342, 774.
Rented buildings, 362, 363.
Shooting galleries and ranges, 39, 216, 227, 229,
231,233-235,259,261,263,271,281,283,289,364.
Statement, expenditures, etc., disbursing offi.
cers, 305-307.
Transportation of the Army. 39, 85, 214,227-230,
234, 235, 238, 252-258, 260, 262, 271, 277, 279-283,
289, 332-337,342, 774.
Quartermaster-General's Office:
Barracks and Quarterl:l Branch, 347-363.
Card index and record system, 2:!3.
Claims Branch, 345, 346.
Clothing and Equipage, Returns Branch, 308.
Clothing and Equipage, Supply Branch, 308-322.
Finance Branch, 226-236.
Inspection Branch, 224-226.
Mail and Record Division, 342, 343.
Money and Property Branch, 237-307.
National cemeteries, 32, 54, 55, 221, 222, 228--236,
323-331.
Quartermaster-General, 211-214.
Records, Files, and Claims Branch, 343, 344.
Regular Supplies Branch, 337-342.
Reservation Branch, 363-387.
Salaries, 38.
Transportation Branch, 332-337.
Quartermaster's Employes, J1eavenworth Prison:
Roster, 91.
Quartermaster's Stores:
Awards and claims, 57, 233.
Bowman Act, 57.
Claims, act of .July 4, 1864, 57.
Issued to Military Prison, Leavenworth, 310.
Sales, 212, 238, 313, 314.
Wyoming, 56.
Quick-fire Guns :
Armstrong, 801, 809.
Canet, 801, 809.
Estimates for 1895, 810.
Hotchkiss, 801, 809.
Maxim-N ordenfelt, 801.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 800, 801.
Schneider 12 em., 800, 801, 809, 812, 815 1 843-847.
Raccoon River, N.J.:
Improvements, 48.
Racine, Wis. :
!Ulproviug harbor, 46.
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Rackarock:
Figure of .nerit, 804.
Reco=e11dations, 807.
Tests, 805.
Rafferty, Lieut. Ogden:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Alcatraz Island, 508,
509.
Special medical and surgical reports, 463.
Railroad 1'ransportation:
Bond-aided Pacific, 39, 214, 233, 334.
Land grant, 39, 214, 230.
Rancocas River, N.J.:
Improvei;Dents, 48.
Randall, Fort, S. Dnk. :
Abandoned, 365.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 382.
Location. etc., of reservation, 382.
Means of communication, 382.
Water supply, 382.
Randolph, J.P.:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Range-l<'inders :
Aide-Tireur, R01, 813.
.#
Allotment for map of New York harbor, 814.
Broad Arrow, 801.
English infantry mekometer, 802, 813.
Estimates for tests, etc., 1895, 8.1.0.
F'iske, 801, 814.
Gordon, 801, 814.
Labbez Telemeter, 801.
Lewis, 801, 813, 814.
Nolan, 801.
Pratt, 801.
Purchase of Greeley ink-writing register, 813.
Telegraphic communication between Forts
Hamilton and Wadsworth. 214.
Telephonic communication between stations,813.
Unge, 801.
Watkins depression, 801,813.
Watkins infantry telemeter, 801,802.
Zalinski, 801.
Rapid·flre 6-pounder Guns:
Driggs-Schro<o~der, 732, 801, 809.
Estimates for 1895,810.
Hotchkiss, 39, 7:l2, 801,809,812, 814.
Maxim-N ordenfelt, 39, 732, 801, 809, 813.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 801.
Seabury, 801, 809, 814.
Sponsel, 801, 809, 813.
West Point, N. Y ., 731, 732.

Record and Pension Office :
Annual report of operations, 685-688.
Card system, 686, 687.
Current work, 34, 35,685, 686.
Ford's Theater disaster, 35, 36, 687, 683.
Reduction in estimates for 1895, 34.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 34-36.
Salaries, 38.
Records, Files, and Claims Branclt, Q. M. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 343-345.
Financial statements, 344.
Miscellaneous claims and accounts, 34±, 345.
Newspapers and periodicals. 345.
Printing and binding, 345.
Scope and character of work, 343-345.
Recruiting Depots:
List, and means of communication, 105.
Recruiting Service :
.Appropriation for expen!>es, 38.
Depots, 105.
General, 73, 74, 113, 114.
Indians, 74.
Recruits, 74, 75, 413-415, 618-625.
Regimental, 113, 114, 127-129.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 73-75.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 113,114.
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 65.
Special, 74, 75.
Recruits:
Applicants, with results, examinations, 413, 618.
Causes of rejection, 414, 618, 619.
Enlistments during year, 74, 75.
Statistics relating to, accepted:
Average age, height, weight, and chest measurement, 414, 620, 621.
Nativity, 415,619.
Occupation, 415, 622-625.
Red Bank, N.J.:
Locat.iou, etc., of reservation, 382.
Red River, La.:
Improvements, Louisiana aud Arkansas, 51, 52.
Red River of the North:
Improvements, 53.
Reed, Capt. Walter:
Special medical and surgical reports, 465.

Rappahannock River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Raritan Bay, N.J.·:
Improvements, 43.
Raritan River, N. J.:
Improvements, 48.
Ra.skzoff Siege Carriage :
Allotments for improvements, etc .. 812,814.

Regiments:
Headquarters and stations, 105.
Regular Supplies, Q. :ttl. Dept.:
Appropriations:
Debit!; and credits, 38, 227-230.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1892 (in part), 272-275,288.
.June 30, 1893, 240-245, 270.
Payments at general depots, 342.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Purchase and manufacture, :U5.
Sale, 238.
West Point, ~- Y., 774.
Regular Supplies, Signal Sertice:
Appropriation, 54.

Rations:
Commutation, prisoners of war, 57, 396.
Rea, Hon. John P. :
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 717.
Rebellion Records :
See War of the Rebellion. •

Reedy Island, Del.:
Ice harbor, 44.
Reeves, Clement:
.Appropriation for relief, 58.
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Regular Supplies Branch, Q. M. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 337-342.
Contracts received and examineu, 340.
Financial statements, 338-342.
Scope and character of work, 337.
Regulations, U.S. Army:
Preparation of a new code, 170, 171.
Relief Acts :
Appropriations, 57, 58.
Remittances, Quartermaster's Department:
Indefinite or special appropriations, 23G.
Regular appropriations, 234, 235.
Reno, Fort, Okla. :
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 382, 504.
Hospital, 357.
Location, etc., of reservation, 382.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 103,382.
Prevalence at, ofEnteric fever, 438, 439.
Malarial diseases, 453-455.
Water supply, 382,525.
Rents:
Buildings, War Department, 38.
Property and payments, Q. M. Dept., 360, 363.
Rt>quisitions:
Signaling instruments and stores, 672.
Reservation Branch, Q. M.G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 363-3G6.
Appendixes to report, 366-387.
Financial statements, 366,367.
Rheumatism:
Prevalence of, in Army, 457, 458, 570, 572.
Riclrard, Capt. Charles :
Report, Military Prison, 7!l-81.
Richmond (Va.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Roadway, 326.
Rifle Powder, U.S.:
Figure of merit, 804.
Riley, Fort, Kans.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital Corps company of instruction, 411.
Laundry, 532.
Location, etc., of reservation, 382.
Means of communication, 103, 382.
Mess ball, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
:Roadways, etc., 356.
Signaling instruction, 651, 670, 677, 678.
Water supply, 383, 514.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. :
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewtrage, etc., 383, 502-504.
Food supply, 529, 530.
Location, etc., ofreservation, 383.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 493.
Telegraph line to F6rt Mcintosh, 655.
Water supply, 383, 513-516.
Rivers and Harbors:
Appropriations, 42-54.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 22, 23.

Roadways:
Aqueduct Bridge to Mount Vernon, Va., 55.
Military posts and reservations, 214, 217, 35Q.
National cQIUeteries, 32. 54, 55, 221, 222, 230-23:!,
236, 324, 326.

Pike's Peak Signal Station, 54.
Trumbull, Fort, Conn., 115.
Roanoke River, N. U. :
Improvements, 49.
Robertson lUaclline Gun:
Allotments for purchase, etc., 801, 813, 814.
Experimental firing and tests, 801.
Robinson, Capt. F. U.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Robinson, Capt. S. Q.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Fort Du Chesne, 500
Special medical reports. 465.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr.:
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 383.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water s11pply, 383, 513.
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill. :
Appropriation, 39.
Means of communication, 104.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20.
Rock Island Bridge, 111.:
Care and maintenance, 39.
Rock Island (Ill.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 325.
Rockland, Me. :
Improving harbor, 42.
Rogue River Indian War:
Appropriation, 57.
Roma, 'l'ex. :
Affair near, Dec. 24, 1892, 142.
Rondout, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Rosters:
Quartermaster's Department, 225, 226.
Suhsistence Department, 396, 397.
Staff, Military Academy, 759-762.
Rostrums:
National cemeteries, 324.
Rotheln:
Prevalence of, in Army, 447.
Rouge River, lllicb.:
Improvements, 52.
Turning basin, 53.
Rouglt River, Ky.:
Improvements, 52.
Rouse Point, Lake Clu~omplaiu, N. Y.:
Breakwater, 43.
Rubber Capes or Talmas:
Purchase for trial, 213, 314.
Ruger, Brig. Gen. TJ10mas II.:
Annnal report, Dept. of California, 125-127.
Remarks:
Discipline, 120.
Drill regulations, 126.
Practice marches, field maneuvers, etc., 1~G.
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Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H.-Continued.
Remarks:
San Francisco harbor defenses, 126.
Small-arms pr·actice, 126.
Sabine River, Tex.:
Improvements, 51.
Saco Rh·er, Me. :
Improvements, 47.
Sacramento Riv,e r, Cal. :
Improvements, 53.
Survey of mouth, 46.
Saginaw River, Mich. :
Improvements, 52.
St. Augustine, Fla.:
Improving- harbor, 44.
St. Croix, Wis. and Minn. :
Improvements, 53.
St. Croix River, Me.:
Improvements, 47.
St. }'rancis Barracks, Fla. :
Accommodations inadequate, 108.
.A.tlJletic exercises, 534.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Food supply, 530.
Hospital, 357.
Location , etc., of reservation, 383.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Water supply, 383, 5L4.
St. Francis River, Ark. and lUo.:
Improvements, 52, 53.
St. Jolm's River, Fla.:
Improvements, 50.
St. Joseph, 1\lich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
St. Lawrence Ril'er, N.Y.:
Improvemer.ts, 47.
St. Louis, !lo. :
Improving harbor, 45.
St. Louis Arsenal, Mo. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 383.
Means of communicat,ion, 383.
Water supply, 383.
St. J;ouis Ray, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.
St. Louis Powder Depot, Mo. :
Means of communication, 105.
St. Marks, Fla. :
Transfer to Interior Department, 219, 305.
St. ltlary' s Falls Canal, Mich. :
Improvements, 52.
St. Mary's River, Mich.:
Improvements, 52.
St. Philip, Fort, La. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 383.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Salaries, etc. :
Appropriation, War Department, 38.
Salem, Mass. :
Improving harbor, 42.
Salem River, N. J. t
Improvements, 48.
Sales:
Condemned property, Signal Office, 681.
Material, Military Prison, 212.
Ordnance material, 39.
Powder and projectiles, 40.
Public animals, 338, 339.

INDEX.
S:tles-Continued.
Quartermaster's stores, 212, 238, 313, 314.
Subsistence supplies, etc., 395, 396.
Salkahatcltie River, S. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex.:
Building operations, 349-351.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Garbage crematory, 513.
Location, etc., of reservation, 383.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Mess hall, 218.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 491.
Small-arms practice, 357.
Water supply, 383.
San Antonio Arsenal, Tex. :
Means of communication, 105.
S:m Antonio Depot. :
Building operations, 349.
Losses by fire, 359 .
Roadways, etc., 356.
San Carlos, Ariz. :
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 134, 381.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Sanitary c011dition of quarters, 492, 493.
Water supply, 383, 525,528.
Sand Beach, 1\Iich. : ·
Harbor of refnge, 45.
Sand Butts:
Allotments for, at Sandy Hook, 812, 813.
San Diego, Cal. :
Improving harbor, 46.
San Diego Barracks, Cal. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 383.
Location, etc., of reservation, 3R3.
Means of communication, 10!!, 383.
Water Rnpply, 383.
Sandusky City, Ohio:
Improving harbor, 45.
Sandusky River, Ohio:
Improvements, 52.
Sandy Bay, Cape Ann, Mass.:
Harbor of refug-e, 42.
Sandy Hook, N.J.:
Proving ground, 808, 810, 812- 815.
Sandy Hook, N.J., Fort at:
Location, etc., of reservatiol'l, 383.
Means of communication, 103, 383.
Sandy Hook (~uarautine Station :
Issue to, of tents, 212.
Removal of, recommended, 809.
San Francisco, Cal. :
Breakwater, between, and Straits of Fuca, 46,
Harbor cable system, 649, 659, 660.
Improving harbor, 46.
Measures for defense, 16, 126, 800.
Survey of harbor, 46. •
San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 326.
Erection and dedication of monument, 221, 326.
Removal to, of remains, 323.

INDEX.
Sanitary Carts :
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 214, 215.
Sanitary Condition of the Army:
Douglas, Fort, 132.
Logan, Fort, 132.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 80, 81.
Monroe. Fort, Va., 158.
West Point, N. Y., 765, 766.
San Joaquin River, Cal.:
Improvements, 53.
Survey of mouth, 46.
San Juan Island, W:tsl1.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 383.
San Louis Obispo, Cal.:
Improving harbor, 46.
San Pablo Bay, Cal. :
Survey, 46.
San Pedt·o, Cal.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 383.
San Pe~lroBay, Cal.:
Examination for deep-water harbor, 47.
Santa Fe (N. ltlex.) National Cemetery:
Established, 221, 323.
Santee River, S. C.:
Improvements, 50.
San Ygnacio:
.Attack on Mexican troops, Dec. 10, 18!l2, 5.
S1nasota Bay, J<'la. :
Improvements, 50.
Saugatuck, Mich.:
Improving harbor, 46.
Saugatuck River, Conn.:
· Improvement!!, 4'1.
Saugerties, N.Y.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Savannah, Ga.:
Harbor improvements, 44.
Waterway to Fernandina, 50.
Savannah River, Ga.:
Improvements, 50.
Measures for defense, 16.
Scammel, Fort, l\le.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication·, 103,384.
Scarlet Fever:
Prevalence of, in .Army, 447.
Schneider 12 em. Quick-fire Gun:
.Allotments for purcLase of gun and anu~nmi
tion, 8GO, 812, 815.
Comparative tests to be made, 800, 801, 809.
Description, report of committee, 843-847.
Sclwfield, l\laj. Gen. John lll.:
A. nnual reports, .Army of the United States, 61.
.Appropriation for expenses of office, 38.
Ed. of Commrs., Soldiers' Home, D. C.,\ 699.
Board of Ordnance and FortificatiOn, 811.
Remarks:
.Army operations, 61.
.Artillery reorganization; 63.
Barracks and quarters, 62.
Desertions, 65.
Fortification and armament, 62.
Indian soldiers, 63, 64.
Infantry reorga:aization, 63.
Instruction and discipiine, 62.
Military education, !i3.
Military schools and colleges, 27, 63.
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Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M.-Continued.
Remarks:
Recruiting service, 65
Small arms and field artillery, 62.
Staff departments, 65, 66.
Term of enlistment, 64, 65.
Schrader, Capt. F. von:
Relieved, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 76.
Schuyler, Fort, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 384, 510.
_;,___ospital, 357.
Hospital .stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication, 103, 384.
Mess hall, 218.
Water supply, 384, 514.
Schuylkill Rher, Pa. :
Improvements, 48.
Scituate, Mass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Scott, Fort (Kans.), National Cemetery:
Flagstaff, 324.
Seabury 6-pounder Ra}Jid·flre Gun:
.Allotment for purchase of ammunition, 814.
Comparative test of merits, 801.
:Further tests, 809.
Seabury Breech Mecl1anism:
.AllotmAnt for fitting 5-inch siege gnn, 813.
Seacoast Guns:
.Ames 7-inch rifle, 802, 805-807.
Blakely 9-inch, 805.
Breech-loading rifle, cast iron, 789.
Breech-loading rifle, steel:
8-inch, 786-790, 808, 809, 813.
10-inch, 786--790, 809.
12-inch, 786-790, 809.
16-inch, 787.
Crozier 10-incb, wire-wound, 787, 814.
Estimates for 1895, 810.
Haskell multicharge, 788, 789, 808; 810, 813.
Muzzle-loading 11-inch rifle, 802, 805-807.
Parrott 60-pounder, 805.
Woodbridge 10-inch, wire-wound, 787, 808,814
Seacoast ltlortars, 1:!-inch, Cast Iron:
.Allotment for purchase of powder and projectiles, 813.
.Appropriation for construction, 791.
Builders' Iron Foundry contract, 21, 791.
Efficiency, as compared with 12-inch, steel, 791.
Experiments with high explosives, 806, 807.
Number ready for test, 809.
Remarks, Ed. of Ord. and Fortification, 791, 792.
South Boston Iron Works contract, 21, 791.
Seacoast Mortars, 12·inch, Steel:
.Allotments for tests and mounting, 812, 814.
.Appropriation for construction, 791.
Comparison with, of 12-incb, cast iron, 791.,
Further tests, 808 .
.Number ready for test, 809.
Remarks, Bel. of Ord. and Fortification, 791, 792.
Seacoast lllortars, 12.2-incll:
Experiments with high explosives, 802,805--807.
Searchlights:
.Allotment for purchase, 814.
Sea WaJls, etc.:
Fortifications, 40.
Governor's Island, N.Y. H., 40.
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Secretary of ·war:
Annual report, 3-36.
Remarks:
Absenteeism, 8, 9.
Arlington Memorinl Bridge, 32.
.Army Medical School. 9, 10.
.Army reorganization, 5, 6.
.Army transportation, 9.
.ArsenalR and armories, 19, 20.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 33.
Concentration of the Army, 5, 6, 8.
Courts . martial, 10.
Education of the Army, 23, 24.
Enlistments and reenlistments, 10-12.
GettyRburg battlefield, 32, 33.
Health of tbe Army, 9.
Indian troops, 12.
Magazine rifle model, 1892, 12, 13.
Mexican border difficulties, 4, 5.
Military Academy, 25, 26.
Military po~ts and reservations, 9.
Military ~hools and colleges, 26, 27.
Militia, 27-29.
Monuments, 34.
National cemeteries, 32.
National defense, 13-22.
N a tiona! homes for disabled volunteers, 30, 31.
Personnel :tnd strength of .Army, 5-8.
Powder and high explosives, 21, 22.
Public animals, 9.
Record and Pension Office, 34-36.
Rivers and harbors, 22, 23.
Signal Corps, 27.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 29, 30.
War Records, 36.
World's Columbian Exposition, 31.
Secret Service Fund:
.Appropriation, 55.
Sequoia National Park, Cal.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication, 384.
Sewall, Fort, lU!tss.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication, 103,384.
Shacklett, Harriett W.:
Appropriation for relief, 57.
Sharpe, CltJ>t. A. C.:
.Annual report and appendix, 200-206.
Remarks:
Clerks for judge·advocates, 204.
Desertion, 203, 204.
.Judge·advocates' libraries, 204.
Summary courts, 203.
Sheboygan, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.
Shell Experiments, High Explosives:
Efi'ects of shock and rotation, 805, 806.
Explosion on impact, 806.
Further tests, 809.
Igniting mechanism, 806.
Programme of tests, 802, 803, 807, 808.
Subterra trials, 803-805.
Summary of results, etc., 807. 808.
Sliells:
Deck piercing, 808.
Experiments with high explosives, 802-808.

Shenandoah RivH, W.Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Sheridan, Gen. Philip H.:
Site and pedestal for statue, 34, 57.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill. :
Building operations, 41, 231, 350, 351.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 384 .
Garbage crematory, 513 .
Hospital, 357, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication, 103, 384.
Mess hall, 218.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Rille range, 39, 233.
Roadways, etc., 356.
SmaJl. arms practice, 357.
Water supply, 384,525, 528.
Sherman, Gen. Willin.m 'l'.:
Site and pedestal for statue, 34, 57.
Sherman, Fort, ldal10 :
Building operations, 349.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 384. 502.
Location, etc., of reservatio11, 384.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 103. 384.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 384, 513.
Shillock, Lieut. P. :
Barracks and quarters, Snn Carlos, 492,493.
Ship Island, iUiss., J!'ort at:
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Moans of communication, 103, :184.
Shoal Harbor, N.J.:
Improvements, 43.
Shoeing Tools :
Purchases, 215, 341.
Shoes:
Improved styles, 212, 213, 310, 314.
Manufacture, 68, 78, 83.
Shrewsbury River, N.J.:
Improvements, 48.
Sibley, Capt. F. W.:
Remarks, summary court!'!, 205.
Sick and Discharged Soldiet·s:
Provisions for comfort, 57.
Sidney, Fort, Nebr.:
Building operations, 41," 231.
Drainage, sewerage, etr,., 384, 501.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 338 .
Location, etc., of reservatiou, 384.
Means of communication, 103, 384.
Public cemetery established on reserYation, 3C!J.
Roadways, etc., 356 .
Sanitary condition of quarter~, 496, 497.
Water supply, 384, 514.
Siege Carriages:
,.
Raskzoff, 812, 814.
Siege Guns:
B. L. 5·inch rifle, steel, 13. n"
B. L. 7-inch howitzer, 13.,
Breech mechanism for 6:1.~
Estimates for 1895, 810 .r-mch, 813 ·
Siege lllortnrs, 7·inch: 4'
.Allotments for tests a d latforms, 814 .
Remarks, Secretary Oa n Par
13
Sights:
li f W ' ·
Estimate for purchfr~se and testing, 810 .

INDEX.
Signal Corps:
Appropriation, 38, 54.
Compasses, clinometer attachment, 672.
East, Department of the, 118.
Estimates for expenses, etc., 655.
Legislation recommended, 655.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 27.
Requisitions for signaling instruments and
stores, 672.
Signaling instruction, 27, 132, 649-655, 663-068,
670, 671' 677, 678.
Signal Office, 38, 643-682, 814.
Telescopes and field glasses, 671,674.
World's Columbian Exposition, 648, 649, 651-654,
670, 672, 673, 678.
Signal Equipments:
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 649, 650.
Signaling Division, Signal Office:
Annual report of operations, 663-678.
Scope and charactAr of work, 663.
Signaling Instruction:
Colleges, 654, 667, 668.
Heliographic, 652, 653, 665,666.
Hours devoted to study and practice, 663.
National Guard, 27,654,665.
Officers and men proficient, 27,664.
Platte, Department of the, 132.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 649, G50.
Riley, Fort, Kans., 651,677, 678.
Signal lanterns, 049, 670, 671.
Signal Lanterns:
Experiments with, in signaling, 649, 670, G71.
Signal Office:
Advertisements and proposals, G79.
.Annual report, 643-655.
Appropriation, 1893, 681.
Chief Signal Officer, 643-682.
Contracts, 680.
Disbursing Division, 654,655,670-681.
Estimates for, 1894, 679.
Examiners' Division, 654, 682.
Inspection of money accounts, 681.
Military telegraph lines, 27, 54, 118, 645, 6!9, 6556G2, 814.
Salaries, 38.
Sales of condemned property, 681.
Shipments and receipts, signal supplies, 680.
Signaling Division, 663-G78.
Sill, Fort, Okla. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 384, 502, 504.
Hospital, 357.
Location, etc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication, 103, 384.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 384,513.
Sims-Edison Fish Torpedo:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 800.
Report on trials, Lieut. Col. W. R. King, 840-842.
Sites:
Seacoast defenses, 40.
Siuslaw River, Oreg.:
Improvements, 53.
Small Arms:
Allotments, purchase of smol,eless powder, 813.
Experiments with projectiles, 467-480.
Magazine rifle, United States, model1892, 783.
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Email-Arms Practice:
Appropriations, shooting galleries, etc.:
Debits and credits, 39, 227, 229, 231, 233.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30,1892 {in part), 281, 28C!, 289 .
.June 30,1893, 259,261,263, 271.
Remittances, 234, 235.
California, Department of, 126.
Colorado, Department of the, 139, 676.
Columbia, Department of the, 151.
Construction of galleries, ranges, etc., 216 , 36-1.
East, Department of t.he, 110.
Expenses of transportation, 214, 333.
Platte, Department of the, 132.
Remarks:
Brooke, Brig. Gen . .John R., 132.
Schofield, Maj. Gen . .John M., 62.
Texas, Department of, 148.
Small·pox:
Prevalence of, in Army, 447.
Smart, Ma~. Charlt>s:
Report, malarial diseases, FortMyer, 451, 452.
Smith, Col. Josepll R.:
Water supply, Presidio of San Francisco, 5:l3.
Smitlt, Brig. Gen. William:
See Paymaster-General.
Smokeless Powders:
Allotments for purchase, etc., 802,813.
Estimates for tests, 1895, 810. Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 8J2.
Smyrna River, Del.:
Improvements, 48.
Snake River:
Improvements, 53.
Snelling, Fort, ~linn.:
Building operations, 41, 231.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 384.
Location, etc., of reservation, 38!.
Means of communication, 103, 384.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 35G.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 406-<!CS.
Water supply, 384, 513.
Snelling, Fo.rt, Ordnance Depot, JUiun.:
Means of communication, 10J..
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Amusements and games, 699, 700.
Annual reports:
Board of Commissioners, 695-699.
Forwood, Lieut. Col. W. H., 702 -7C7.
Parker, Maj. Richard C., 707.
Stanley, Brig. Gen. D. t:i., 699-701.
Appropriation for support, 56.
Barnes Hospital, 702-707.
Buildings, grounds, etc., 699.
Capacity for accommodation of men, 607.
Dairy herd, 697, 698, 700.
Discipline, 699.
Financial statements:
Comparative, Oct. 1, 1891-Sept. 30, 18J3, 710.
Dairy account, 714.
Farm account, 713, 714.
Garden account, 714.
Interest account, 711.
Pensioners' account, 712.
Permanent fund account, 711.
Receipts and expenditures. 708-710.
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Soldiers' Home, D. C. -Continued.
Fiscal affairs, 29, 696-698.
Improvement of grounds, etc .. 698.
Inmates, 29, 30, 695-697, 700, 701, 704, 712, 713.
Libraries, 699.
National cemetery, 221, 233.
Newspapers and periodicals, 699.
Purchase of supplies, 700.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 29, 30.
Sales of clothing and equipage, 313.
Sanitary condition, 699,707.
Water supply, ()98, 700.
Soldiers' Home (D. C.) National Cemetery:
Construction of buildings, 221, 323.
Soldiers' J,ots :
Baxter Springs Cemetery. 324, 326.
Evergreen Cemetery. Newport, Ky., 323.
South Boston Iron Works, lU:tss.:
Contract, 12-inch iron mortars, 21, 791.
Soutlll<'ork, Cumberland River, Ky.:
Impro-vements, 52.
South Haven, Mich. :
Impro-ving harbor, 45.
South Pass, lUississippi River:
Construction of jetties and other works, 51.
Examination and surveys, 51.
South River, N. J,:
Improvements, 48.
Special Diseases :
Alcoholism, 456, 457, 573.
, Diarrheal affections, 448, 570-572.
Malarial, 44~-455, 570,571.
Pneumonia and pleurisy, 458, 569.
Pulmonary con,.umption, 458.
Rheumatism, 457,458, 570, 572.
Specific febrile and acute infectious, 434-448,
565-568.
Venereal, 456,571,572.
Specific Febrile and Acute Infectious Diseases:
Prevalence of, in .Army, 438-448, 565-568.
Spokane, Fort, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385.
Location, "e tc., of reservation, 384.
Means of communication, 103, 384.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 385, 513, 514.
Sponsel6-pounder, Rapid-fire Gun:
.Allotment for purchase of ammunition, 813.
ComparatiYe tests of merits, 801.
Further tests, 809.
Springfield Arsenal, lllass.:
.Appropriation, 39.
Means of communication, 105.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 20.
Springfield (Mo.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 32G.
Spurgin, Capt. WilHam F.:
Supplies and expenditures, Cadets, 767-770.
Squan "&iver, N.J.:
Improvements, 48.
Staff and Line of Army:
Remarks, Maj. Gen . .John M. Schofield, 65, 66.
Stamford, Conn. :
Improving harbor, 43.
Standard Supply Table:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 402.

Stanley, Brig. Gen. D. S.:
Annual report, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 699--701.
Appointed governor, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 699.
Stanton, l<'ort, N.Mex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385,502,509,510.
Food supply, 529, 530.
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 135, 385.
Means of communication, 103, 385.
Water supply, 385,525, 526.
Stark, Lieut. Alexander N.:
Special report, artificial respiration, 459.
State, War, and Navy Department Building:
Appropriation, 41.
State and Territorial Homes:
.Appropriation, 56.
Staten Island Channel:
Improvements, 43.
Stationery:
Appropriation, War Department, 38.
Staunton (Va.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 54, 232, 326.
Staunton River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Steedman, Lieut. R. R.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Steeles Bayou, llliss.:
Improvements, 50.
Steel Forgings for Guns:
Remarks, lld. of Ord. and Fortification, 786.
Sternberg, Brig. Gen. George M.:
Bd. of Commrs., Soldiers' Home, D. C., 699.
Special report, enteric fever at Madison Bar.
racks, N.Y., 440-443.
Surgeon-General U. S. Army, 537.
Stevens, Fort, Oreg.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385.
Location, etc., of reservation, 38'>.
Means of communication, 103, 385.
Stone's River (Tenn.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenooce, 326.
Stonington, Conn.:
Improving harbor, 43.
Stools:
~ee Mess Furniture.
Stoppages of Pay :
Commissioned officers, 633.
Enlisted men, 632 .
Storms:
Observation, etc., 54.
Stoves and Ranges:
Manufacture, etc., of furniture, 68, 84, 215, 341.
Purcl1ases, 215, 340.
Streugtl1 of Army:
Gain and loss, enlisted men, 106.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 5-8.
Statement of, .Jnne 30, 1893, facing p. 91.
Sturgeon Bay, I,ake lllichigan Sltip Canal, l!lich.:
Purchase of title, 53.
Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wis.:
Harbor of :refuge at entrance, 46.
Subsistence Department:
Annual report of operation!<, 391-396.
Commissary-General's Office, 38,391-396.
Commissary sergeants, 396.
East, Department of the, 117.
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Subsistence Department-Continued.
Financial statenu•nts:
Balances, 393, 394.
Issues to Indians, 394, 395.
Losses by fire, etc., 395.
Miscellaneous issues and expenditures, 3!l5.
Resources and expenditures, 391-394.
Sales, supplies and property, 395, 396.
Roster of officers, 396, 397.
Supplies and property, 38, 57, 86, 233, 3!l4-396,
529,530.
Subsistence Supplies and Property:
Accounts and returns, 396.
Advertisements and contracts, 394.
Appropriation, 38.
A wards and claimR for stores, 57, 233.
Bowman Act, 57.
Claims, act of .Tuly 4, 1864,57.
Condemned and surplus, 395.
Issues :md expenditures, 394, G!l5.
Losses by fire. etc., 395.
Military IJOsts, etc., 529, 530.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 86.
Remarks, Commissary-General, 3!l4.
Sales, 395, 396.
Suicide:
Number, and means employed, 459.
Suisun Bay, Cal.:
Survey,46.
Sully, Fort, S. Dak.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385, 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
MeanR of communication, 103, 385.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 491.
Water supply, 385,514.
Summary Courts:
California, Department of, 181.
Colorado, Department of the, 202.
Columbia, Department of the, 189, 192-1:Ji.
Dakota, Department of, 185.
East, Department of the, 207; 208.
Missouri, Denartment of the. 182, 183.
Platte, Department ofthe, 197, 198.
Power to try prisoners, 86.
, Remarks:
Carbaugh, Capt. H. C., 187,188.
McClure, Capt. C., 189.
Sharpe, Capt. A. C., 203.
Troop and company commanders, 204-206.
Texas, Department of, 199, 200.
Trials by, number, 86, 179,180.
Sumter, Fort, S. C.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Moans of communication, 103, 385.
Water supply, 385.
Sunken Vesse Is or Craft:
Obstructing or endangering navigation, 53.
Superintendent, Military Academy:
Deficiency, appropriation for pay, 631.
See also Ool. 0. H. Ernst.
Superintendents, National Cemetel'ics:
Appropriations for pay:
Debits and credits, 54, 228, 229.
Remittances, 234, 235.
Changes in personnel, 323.
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Superior, Lake, lllicl1.:
Improving waterway from Kewecn:tw Bay, 53.
Superior Bay, Wis.:
Improving harbor, 46.
Supply, Fort, Ind. 1'.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc .. 385.
Food supply, 529, 530.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Means of communication, 103, 385.
Water supply, 385, 513.
Surgeon-General:
Annual report, 401-537.
Circular, prevention of cholera, 435, -!36.
List of papers, annual report, 536,537.
Remarks:
Army and Nary General Hospital, 407.
Army medical examining boards, 408.
Army Medical Museum, 404-406.
Army Medical School, 408, 409.
Athletic exercises, 534, 535.
Clothing, 530, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 499-512.
Experiments, small-arms projectiles, 467.
Food, f>29, 530.
Garbage crematories, 513, 536.
Habits, etc.., enlisted men, 531-534.
Health of Army, 416-464.
Hospital Corps, 409-413.
Ice machines, 402.
Identification of deserters, 415.
Library, Surgeon-General's Office, 406.
Medical officers, 407, 408.
Post exchanges, 532-534.
Post laundries, 532, 536.
Post surgeons' sanitary reports, 489,490
Providence Hospital, 406.
Recruits, 413, 415.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 490-498.
Standard supply table, 402.
Water supply, 513-528.
Summary of recommendations, 535, 536.
Surgeon-General's Office:
Library, 39, 402, 406.
Salaries, 38.
Surgeon-General's Office Library:
Appropriations, 402.
Index catalogue, 406.
Table showing additions during year, 406.
Surgical Oper1ttions:
Number, character, and results, 465,466.
Surgical Rep-orts:
List of special, received, 465.
Susquehanna River:
Improvement near Havre de Grace, Md., 4.8
Sutherland, Brig. Gen. Ch:trles:
Retired from active service, 699.
Surgeon-General U. S. Army, 435.
Suwanee River, Fla.:
Improvements, 50.
Swansboro, N.C.:
·
Improving waterway to New River, 49.
Swanton, Vt.:
·
Improving harbor, 42.
Slvift, Lieut. E. L.:
Special report, diphtheria at Fort Yates, 437.
Swinomish Slough, Wash.:
Improvements, 53.
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Swordmaster, Illilitary Academy:
See HM·man J. Koehler.
Symington, Dr. John:
Special medicalreport.s, 465.
Tables:
See Me~;s Furniture.
Tableware, etc.:
Purchases, 215,342.
TaUahatchee River, Illiss.:
Improvements, 50.
T:unpa Bay, Fla.:
Improvements, 44.
Target Pntctice:
Artillery. Sec Artillery Target Practice.
Infantry. See Small-arms P1·actice.
Target Ranges:
- Meteorological instruments, 653.
Tar River, N. C.:
Improvements, 49.
Taunton River, I\Iass.:
Improvements, 47.
Taylor, Capt. B. D.:
Special medical reports, 465.
Taylor, Bud:
Murder of, Dec. 8, 1892, 139:
Taylor, Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Means of communication, 104, 385.
Tchefuncte River, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Tchula Lake, Miss.:
Improvements, 50.
Teclte Bayou, La.:
Connecting with Grand Lake, La., 51.
Telegraphing:
Accounts, etc., 214,337.
Telegruph Lines:
Departmental and Capitol, 41.
Military, 814.
Telegraphy Instruction:
Colorado, Department of the, 675.
Enlisted men competent to operate, 27. GG±, 665.
Officers competent to operate, 27, 664, 665.
National Guard, 27.
Telephones:
Colorado, Department of the, 674.
Field service kits, 6±6.
Military posts, 666, 667.
Number and kind of instruments, 667,671.
Range finders' stations, 813.
Target ranges, 653, 676.
Tennessee River:
Improvements, 52.
Tensas River, J,a.:
Improvements, 51.
Tents:
Mississippi River sufferers, 57, 233.
Sales and transfers, 212, 313.
Terrebonne Bayou, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Tesson, Capt. L. S.:
Barracks and quarters, Fort Sidney, 4!J7.
Special medical revorts, 465.
Texas, Department of:
Absenteeism, 146.
Annual report of operations, 140-148.

Texas, Department of-Continued.
Desertions, 200.
Exchange of stations, 3d and 5th Cav., 120, 146.
Field telegraph operations, 646-6!8, 660-662.
Geographical limits, 100.
Health of Army, 418-421,542, 543,545,552,561, 562,'
Military posts and reservations, 145.
Operations, Mexican border, 4, 5, 61, 140-145.
Position and distl'ibution of troops, 94, 95.
Post exchanges, 146.
Post gymnasiums, 146.
Post laundries, li6, 147.
Post lyceums, 146.
Report of acting judge-advocate, 198-200.
Rented buildings, 361,363.
Signaling instruction, 663-566.
Small-arms practice, 148,357.
Trials by courts-martial, 179, 199, 200.
Thames River, Conn.:
Improvements, 47.
Tho!llas, George H., Post No.2, G. A. R.:
Monument erected by, 221, 326.
Thomas, Fort, Al'iz.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 219, 365.
Thomas, Fol't, Ky.:
Building operations, 41, 231.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385,512.
Food supply, 530.
Hospital, 357, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of commnnication, 104, 385.
Mess hall, 218.
Purchase of site, 41.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 385, 514.
Thomas, Fort, Ky., Post Surgeon:
See Capt. J. G. Worthington.
Thompson, Hon. Frank:
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 717.
Thompson, Capt. ,J. III. :
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Thunder Bay River, lUich.:
Improvements, 53.
Tickfaw River, La.:
Improvements, 51.
Tillamook Bay and Bar, Oreg.:
Improvements, 47.
Tillman, Prof. S. E. :
Remarks, instruction, Military Academy, 726.
Tilton, Maj. H. R.:
Special medical and surgical reports. 465.
Toledo, Ohio:
Improving harllor, 45.
Tombigbee River:
Improvements, 50.
Tonawanda Harbor, N.Y.:
Improvements, 43.
Tonsillitis:
Prevalence of, in Army, 447.
Torney, Capt. George H.:
Report, malarial diseases, Fort Brown, 455.
Torpedoes:
Appropriations, 40.
Ericsson aerial, 799, 800.
Estimate for purchase and development, 810.
Sims-Edison fish, 800, 840-842.
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Torpedo Howitzers:
' Trusses for Disabled Soldiers:
.Appropriation, 40.
See Artificial Limbs and Appliances.
Townsend, Col. E. F.:
Turrill, Cttpt. H. S. :
Report, Infantry and Cavalry School, 151-155.
Special medical reports, 4G5.
Tolmsend, Fort, Wash.:
Twenty Per Cent Compensation:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385.
Appropriation, 56, 230.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Two Rive1·s, Wis.:
Means of communication, 104, 335.
Improving harbor, 46.
Water supply, 385, 513.
Tybee Roads, Ga.:
Trabue, Richard, etal.:
Measures for defense, 16.
Appropriation for relief, 57.
Tyler, Lieut. C. R.:
Trade"·ater River, Ky.:
Remarks, summary courts, 205.
Typewriting Machines:
Improvements, 52.
Purchases, 342.
Transfers:
Clothing and equipage, 313.
Umpqua River, Oreg.:
Military reservations, 219, 365, 368-372.
Improvements, 53.
Underwear:
Transportation:
Maps and reports to foreign countries, 55.
Remarks, Snrgeon-General, 530, 531.
Unge Range Finder:
Transportation, Signal Service:
Appropriation, 54.
Ordered for test, 801.
Transportation Branch, Q. M. G. 0.:
Union, Fort, N. J'llex.:
Annual report of operations, 332-337.
Abandoned, 365.
Claims and accounts, 337.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385.
Financial statements, 332-337.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Scope and character of work, 332.
Means of communication, 385.
Transportation of the Army:
Transfer to Interior Department, 140.
Appropriations:
Water supply, 385.
Debits and credits, 39, 227-230.
United States Army:
Expenditures during fiscal year endingSee Army of the United States.
June 30, 1892 (in part), 277, 2i9-283, 289.
United States Powder Depot, N.J.:
June 30, 1893, 252-258, 260, 262, 271.
See Powder Depot, N. J.
Payments at general depots, 342.
Ut)per Snake Rher, Id:tlto:
Remittances, 234, 235.
Improvements, 53.
Bond-aiued Pacific railroads, 214, 334.
Urbana Creek, Va.:
Claims and accounts examined, 337.
Improvements, 49.
Cost, 332-1$37.
Utah Territory:
Expenses of vessels, 214, 335, 336.
Detached from Department of the Platte, 131, 133.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 85.
Vance, Lieut. Z. B.,jr.:
Practical marches, etc., 214, 333.
Remarks, summary courts, 206.
Principal movements of troops, 333.
Van<louver Barracks, Wasil.:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 214.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386.
Sales, 238.
Gymnasium, 535.
Small-arms practice, 214, 333.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Troops and property transported, 9, 214, 332.
Means of communication, 104, 385.
West Point, ~- Y., 774.
Quarters, married enlisted men, 4!.l4.
Travel Allowances:
Roadways, otc., 356.
Analysis of mileage disbursements, 630, 631.
Water supply, 386, 514.
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 630.
Vancouver Barracks Ordnance De1)0t, \Vasil.:
Means of communication, 105.
Treat, Lieut. C. G.:
Annual report, 206-208.
Vancouver Depot:
Trenton Battle J'llomunent:
Wharf, 356.
Appropriation, 57.
Venereal Diseases :
Trent River, N. C.:
Prevalence of, in Army, 456, 571, 572.
Improvements, 49.
Verde, Fort, Ariz.:
Trinity Rive1·, Tex. :
Transfer to [nterior Department, 139, 140.
Improvements, 51.
Vermillion, Oltio:
Trousers:
Improving harbor, 45.
Sales of, to Soldiers' Home, D. C., 313.
Vermillion Bayou, La.:
Trumbull, Fort, Conn.:
Improvements, 51.
Building operations, 114, 348.
Vessels:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 385.
Chartered, impressed, or employed, 214, 336.
Gymnasium, 535.
Owned by Quartermaster's Department, 214,335.
Ho11pital stewards' quarters, 358.
Sunken, obstructing navigation, 53.
Location, etc., of reservation, 385.
Veterinary Supplies:
Means of communication, 104, 385.
Purchases, 215, 339.
Roadways, 115,356.
Vicksburg, Miss.:
Water supply, 385,514.
Improving harbor, 45.
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Vicksburg (Miss.) National Cemetery:
Roadway, 326.
Vidalia, ltliss.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Vineyard Haven, ltlass.:
. Improving harbor, 42.
Volunteers:
Claims and expenditures for pay, etc., 56, 57.
Coll., drill., and org., appropriation, 57.
Mexican War, 57.
Oregon and Washington, 1855-1856, 57.
Records, 34, 35.
Volusia Bar, Fla.:
Improvement8, 50.
Wabash River:
Improvements, 53.
Waccamaw River:
Improvements, 49.
·wadsworth, Fort, N.Y.:
Additional quarters needed, 115.
Casemate quarters, 493.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386.
:Fiske range and position finder, 814.
Hospital, 357.
Lewis range and position finder, 813, 814.
Location, etc., of reservation, 386.
Losses by fire, 359.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Telegraph line to Fort Hamilton, 814.
Water supply, 386.
Wharves, 356.
Wagons, Carts, etc. :
Purchases, 215, 339.
Wakeman, Ca}>t. W. J.:
Special medical reports, 465.
Walks:
Expenditures, 214,
Walla Walla, l!'ort, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386, 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Water supply, 386, 513.
Walters, }', G.:
Remarks, whooping cough, 447, 448
Special medical and surgical reports, 46G.
Wappoo Cut, S.C.:
Improvements, 49.
War Claims, State and Volunteer:
Appropriation, 56, 57.
War Department:
Adjutant . General's Office, 24, 38, 161-173, 364, 365.
Annual report of condition and needs, 3-36.
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.,
39, 101, 403, 407, 535, 542.
Army carriage fact-ory, 20,798.
Army Gun Factory, 19, 20, 39, 786, 787.
Army of the United States, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 19, 20,
23,:::14,27,32, 33,37-41,45,54-57, 61-75. 79-81, 8487,90-122,125-138,140-158,169-171,177,179-208,
211-387, 391-397, 401-51!7, 541-625, 629-640, 643682, 730,731, 7::14, 735,742, 753-755, 761, 762, 765,
771, 772, 774, 814.
Colleges, 26, 27, 63, 161-165, 654, 667,668.
Contracts, 18, 21, 340, 394, 680, 774-776, 785, 789791,799.
Disposal of useless papers, 38.

War Department-Continued.
Financial statements :
Appropriations, 1894, 3.
Estimates, 1895, 3.
Expenditures, 1893, 3, 4, 38-58.
Grand Army encampment, 56 .
Judge . Advocate·General's Department, 38,177' 180, 204.
Military Academy, 9, 25, 26, 31, 39, 63, 166, 631,
717-747,751-763,767-772,776-779.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 55, 68, 76-91,102,
212, 215, 310, 311, 341, 342, 378, 520.
Militia, 27-29, 55, 56, 123, 147, 148, 212,311, 312, 654,
668.
National defense, 13-22,40, 62,118, 119, 149, 783847.
National Homes, disabled soldiers, 30, 31, 56.
National parks, 21, 33, 41, 125,126, 128,387.
Postage and stationery, 38.
Record and Pension Office, 34-36, 38, 685-688.
Rent of buildings, 38.
River and harbor improvements, etc., 22, 23,
42-54.
Salaries, contingencies, etc., 38.
Secretary of War,3-36.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 29, 30, 56, 221,223, 313,695714.

War of the Rebellion Records, 36, 38, 55, 691, 692.
World's Columbian Exposition, 31,108,121-125,
128, 131,405,648, 649,651-654,670,672,673, 678,
721, 755, 756.
Wareham, ltlass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
War Maps:
Appropriation for printing, 56.
War of the Rebellion:
Annual report of Publication of Records, 691,692.
Appropriations:
Printing, 55.
Salaries, 38.
Atlas, 691.
Progress of work, 36, 691, 692.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 36.
Reprints recommt:lnded, 692.
Warren, Fort, ltlass.:
Additional quarters needed, 115.
Casemate quarters, 493.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Mess hall, 218.
Quarters, married enlisted men, 494, 495.
Water supply, 386, 526.
Warrior River:
Improvements, 50.
Warwick River, Md.:
Improvements, 48.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo.;
Building operations, etc., 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386, 502, 504.
GymJJ.asium, 535.
Hospital ~tewards' quarters, 35!:!.
Location, etc., of reservation, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.

INDEX.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo.-Continued.
Road,>ays, etc., 356.
Water supply, 386, 526, 528.
Washington:
Ordnance and orduance stores, 55.
Pay, etc., Volunteers, 1855-1856, 57.
Washington, Fort, Md.: ·
Location, etc., ofreservation, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Washington Barracks, D. C.:
Additional quarters needed, 115.
Drainage. sewerage, etc., 386.
Hospital, 357.
Hospital Corps, 409,411,412.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 358.
Location, etc., of resen·ation, 38ti.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Miscellaneous expenditures, 356.
Water supply, 386.
Wasllington City, D. C.:
Measures for defense, 16.
Water supply, 41.
WashingtonlUonument:
Care and mamtenance, 41.
Wateree River, S. C.:
Improvements, 50.
Waters, MaJ. W. E.:
Special medical reports, 465.
Water Supply:
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo., 55, 233.
District of Columbia, 41.
Executive Mansion, 41.
Military posts, etc., 214, 216, 217, 366, 367, 372387, 513-528.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 520.
Monroe, Fort, 40.
Myer, Fort, 219.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 698, 70u.
Tabulation of analytical notes, 528.
Washington City, D. C., 41.
WestPoint, N.Y., 318,513, 756, 773.
Watertown Arsenal, Mass.:
Appropriation, 39.
Army carriage factory, 20, 798.
Manufacture of projectiles, 22.
Means of communication, 105.
Preservation, etc., testing machines, 40.
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y.:
Appropriation, 39.
Army gun factory, 19, 20, 22, 39.
Manufacture of projectiles, 22.
Means of communication, 105.
Watkins Depression Range Finder:
Allotment for purchase, 813.
Ordered for test, 801.
Watkins Infantry Telemete1·:
Ordered for test, 801, 802.
Waukegan, Ill.:
Improving harbor, 45.
Wayne, Fort, Mich.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386.
Location, etc., of reservation, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 386,514.
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Wellfleet, Mass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Western Rivers:
Appropriation for gunboats, 56.
Western Union 'l'elcgraplt Company:
Accounts, etc., 337.
West Galveston Bay, Tex.:
Improving ship channel, 45.
West Point, N.Y.:
Annual reports:
Ernst, Col. 0. H., 751-758.
Harvey, Maj. P. F., 763-767.
Lusk, Capt . .James L., 773.
Miller, Capt. William H., 774-778.
Armament, etc., 730-733, 754, 755, 771, 772.
Army service men, Q. M. Dept., 775, 776.
Artillery target practice, 755i.
Buildings, grounds, etc., 39, 734, 735, 757, 758.
Cavalry andartillery horses, no, 742, 755.
Cavalry detachment, 730, 743, 755.
Contracts, 774,775.
Discipline, 754.
Draft animals, 776.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 386.
Engineer Battalion, 762.
Gas plant, 735.
Gymnasium, 534.
Health:
Cadets and officers. 763, 764.
Uivilians, 764, 766.
Enlisted men, 766.
Mean strength of command, 763.
Remarks, Col. 0. H. Ernst, 754.
Location, etc., of resen·ation, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Medical officers, 765.
Military Academy, 25, 26, 39, 63, 166, 631, 717-747
751-761!, 767-772, 776-779.
Rents, hotels, etc., "741.
Sanitary condition, 765,766.
Supplies, Quartermaster's Department, 774.
Water supply, 318,513, 756, 773.
West Point }'oundry:
Contract, 8-inch B. L. rifles, 21, 789.
Westport, ~lass.:
Improving harbor, 42.
Wet Gun Cotton:
Compared with Emmensite, 807.
Figure of merit, 801.
Recommendations, 807.
Tests, 805, 806.
Weymouth River, Mass.:
Improvements, 47.
Wharves, etc. :
Expenditures, 214., 356.
Monroe, Fort. Va., 41.
New York City, 215.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank:
Annual report, Department of Texas, 140-148.
Remarks:
Absenteeism, 146.
Clothing, etc., 147.
Post exchanges, 146.
Post gymnasiums, 146.
Post laundries, 140, 147.
Post lyceums, 146.
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WJ1eeler, Ron. Joseph:
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 718.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 387.
Food supply, 529,
Hospital, 358.
Location, etc., of reservation, 135, 386.
Means of communication, 104, 386.
Road ways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 492.
Water supply, 386, 514.
Whistler Elevating Arc:
Allotment for purchase, 813.
WJ1ite, Hon. E. D.:
Board of Visitors, Military Academy, 717.
WJlite, lUaj. R. H.:
Special medical reports, 4G5.
White Rher, Ark. :
Improvements, 52.
White River, Ind. :
Improvements, 53.
White River, lUich.:
Improving harbor, 45.
WllOOJ>ing Couglt:
Prevalence of, in Army, 447.
Wicomico River, M<l.:
Improvements, 48.
Wilcox, Maj. •r. E. :
Special surgical reports, 465.
Willamette River:
Improving above aud below Portland, Oreg., 53.
Willapa Harbor, Wash. :
Improvements, 53.
Willapa River, Wasil.:
Improvements, 53.
Willets Point, N. Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 387.
Engineer School, 23, 63.
Location, etc., ofreservation, 387.
Means of communication, 104,105, 387.
Mess hall, 218.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Water supply, 387, 514.
·wharves, 356.
William :tnd lUary College, Va. :
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Williams, Capt. C. :
Remarks, summary courts, 20i.
Williams, Brig. Gen. R. :
See Adjutant-General.
Wilmington, Cal. :
Improving harbor, 46.
Wilmington, Del. :
Improving ha.r bor, 44.
Wilson's Point, Conn. :
Improving harbor, 43.
Winfield Scott, Fort, Cal. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 387.
Means of communication, 104, 387.
Wingate, Fort, N. ltlex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 387, 505.
Location, etc., of reservation, 135, 387.
Means of communication, 104,387.
Roadways, etc., 356.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 497.
Water supply, 387, 526-528.

Winne, Maj. C. K.:
Barracks and quarters, Fort Snelling, 49'/, 498.
Remarks, post exchanges, 532, 533.
Special medical and surgical reports, 465.
Winthrop, Mass. :
Improving harbor, 42.
Winthrop, Fort, Mass. :
Location. etc., of reservation, 387.
Means of communication, 104, 387.
Winyaw Bay, S.C.:
Improvements, 44.
Wire-Wound Guns:
Brown segmental, 787, 788, 810, 813.
Crozier, 787,814.
Woodbridge, 787,814.
Wisconsin River, Wis.:
Damages by improvement, 53.
Wood, Capt. M. W.:
Enteric fever, Kenebec!Arsenal, Me., 443-445.
Special surgical reports, 465.
Wood, l<'ort, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 387.
Location, etc., of reservation, 387.
Means of communication, 104, 387.
Water supply, :l87, 513.
Wharves, 356.
Woodbridge 10-inch Wire-wound Gun:
Allotment for tests, 787, 814.
Further tests. 808.
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 787.
Woodhull, Maj. A. A.:
Special medical and surgical reports, 465.
Woodland (N.Y.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 326.
Woodruff, Maj. Ezra:
Report, sanitary condition of Fort Hamilton,
426-428.

Woodson. Lieut. R. S.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Ft. Barrancas, 505-507.
Water supply, Fort Barrancas, 517, 51il.
World's Columbian Exposition:
Army Medical Museum exhibit, 405.
Centennial parade, New York, 108.
Dedication of buildings, etc., 31, J 21-125, 128, 131.
Operations and exhibit-s of Signal Corps, 648, 649,
651-654, 670, 672, 673, 678.

Remarks, Secretary of War, 31.
Report of Mad. Gen. N. A. Miles, 122-125.
Visit of Cadet Corps, :n, 721, 755, 756.
War Department exhibit, 31.
Worthington, Capt. J. C.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., Fort Thomas, 118.
Special medical and surgical reports, 465.
Wygant, Capt. Henry:
Remarks, summary courts, 204.
Wyoming:
Arms and quartermaster's stores, 56.
Yadkin River, N. C.:
Improvements, 49.

Yaquina Bay, Oreg.:
Improvements, 47.
Yates, Fort, N.Dak.:
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 387, 502.
Location, etc., of reservation, 387.
Losses by fire, 359.

INDEX.
Yellowstone River:
Improvements, 53.

Yates, Fort, N. Dak.-Continued.
Means of communication, 104, 387.
Prevalence ofDiphtheria, 437.
Enteric fever, 446.
Quarters, married enlisted men, 494.
Sanitary comlition of quarters, 492.
Water supply, 387, 514.
Yazoo River,l\liss.:
Improvements, 50.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo.:
Building operations, 348.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 387.
Hospital, 219, 358, 364.
House-fly pest, 496.
Location, etc., of reservation, 387.
Means of communication, 104, 387.
Water supply, 387, 527.
Yellowstone National Park:
Care and protection, 21, 128.
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Yerba Buena Island, Cal.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 387.
York, Me.:
Improving harbor, 42.
York River, Va.:
Improvements, 49.
Yorktown (Va.) National Cemetery:
Construction of buildings, 221, 323.
Yosemite National Park, Cal.:
Care and protection, 125, 126.
Location, etc., of reservation, 387.
Means of communication, 387.
Zahone, Julius C.:
Appropriation for relief, 58.
Zalinski Range and Position Finder:
Remarks, Bd. of Ord. and Fortification, 801.
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